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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, January 3, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
NIGEL BIGBEE JOINS HILLTOPPER TRACK & FIELD STAFF AS JUMPS AND HURDLES COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field head coach Erik Jenkins has announced the hiring of Nigel 
Bigbee as an assistant coach who will work primarily with the Hilltopper jumpers and hurdlers. Bigbee, a 
native of Indianapolis, Indiana, joins the Red and White following coaching stops at Iowa Central 
Community College, Barton Community College and Nebraska where he has mentored 41 individual 
national champions since 2009. 
“Nigel will be a great addition to our staff,” Jenkins shared. “I have watched him develop and mentor 
some very good student-athletes at his previous two institutions. He is a very good recruiter, a 
knowledgeable coach and efficient communicator. I look forward to his success at WKU.” 
A 2007 graduate of Indiana State, Bigbee studied business management and captained the Sycamore 
track squad en route to earning All-Missouri Valley Conference honors in the 60-meter hurdles, 110-
meter hurdles and 4x100-meter relay as a student-athlete. 
Following his graduation in Terre Haute, Bigbee headed to the Big Ten from 2007-09, working on the 
Nebraska track & field coaching staff focusing primarily in recruiting. 
In the fall of 2009, the Cathedral High School product transitioned to Barton Community College where 
he worked with the sprints, hurdles and relay units while also coaching the distance runners including 
cross country. Bigbee saw the Cougars claim the 2010 Indoor Championship team title in addition to 21 
individual national championships and a national record holder in the 55-meter hurdles. Additionally, 
Bigbee coached Akeem Haynes to the 2012 London Olympics while also helping Team USA win the 
World Junior Championship in the 4x100-meter relay with his athlete, Oliver Bradwell, bringing home 
the title running the anchor leg. 
Most recently, Bigbee served a four-year stint at Iowa Central Community College where he collected a 
pair of National Assistant Coach of the Year accolades to go along with four Midwest Coach of the Year 
honors. Overseeing 20 individual national champions, Bigbee helped the Tritons to five National 
Championship team titles as well. He coached the NJCAA all-time record holder, Jared Seay, in the 
heptathlon. Bigbee will also reconnect with Eli Minor, a senior Hilltopper who transferred to The Hill 
from Iowa Central Community College prior to last season. 
“I am excited to take this next step in my career and add my coaching experience to a staff that has 
created something special here in Bowling Green,” Bigbee stated. 
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, January 7, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Photos of Smith, Wells and Coach Jenkins attached. 
WKU TRACK & FIELD TRIO HONORED AT KTCCCA/USATF-KENTUCKY AWARDS PROGRAM 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Current WKU Track & Field head coach Erik Jenkins and former Lady Topper 
standouts Sharika Smith and Christina Brown Wells were recognized at Saturday’s KTCCCA/USATF-
Kentucky Awards Program for their accomplishments. Jenkins was tabbed as the 2017 University Men’s 
Track and Field Coach of the Year while Smith and Wells were both inducted into the Kentucky Track and 
Cross Country Association Hall of Fame in Lexington. 
The pair of former student-athletes on The Hill represent two of the 13 inductees in this year’s class. 
Jenkins himself was inducted into the Kentucky Track & Cross Country Hall of Fame in January 2016. 
During her time at WKU from 2009-13, Smith collected seven indoor individual All-Conference honors 
from the Sun Belt and four more outdoor accolades. Smith set both the long jump and triple jump 
indoor records during the 2011 campaign and remains at the top of the board with jumps of 20’7” and 
42’3.5”, respectively. Smith also owns the outdoor triple jump record of 44’1.25”, set in 2013. Following 
her first campaign on The Hill, Smith was tabbed the Women’s SBC Indoor Track Freshman of the Year in 
2009 and made trips to the NCAA Championships all four years for a combined six events, returning to 
Bowling Green with three All-American accolades. 
Wells spent 1993-98 on The Hill and specialized in distance events for the Red and White. She was 
recognized on the Women’s Sun Belt Conference All-Time Cross Country Team, posting top-four finishes 
at the conference meet three consecutive seasons (1994-96). On the indoor track, Wells notched eight 
All-Conference showings and was named to the Women’s SBC All-Time Indoor Track & Field Team. Wells 
added three more All-Conference honors during the outdoor season. Also recognized for her academic 
achievements, Wells was a CoSIDA Academic All-American in both 1996 and 1997 in addition to being 
recognized to the USTFCCCA Cross Country Academic Team in 1997. 
Across his 10 years in Bowling Green as a head coach, Jenkins has racked up 30 collective team titles 
with the most recent coming during the 2017 outdoor season as the WKU men returned from El Paso, 






WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, January 12, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HC Erik Jenkins preview video: https://youtu.be/GsJSM5QD9lw 
Results: http://www.pttiming.com/events/87930527 
GENE EDMONDS OPEN KICKS OFF 2018 HILLTOPPER INDOOR TRACK & FIELD SLATE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Following the holiday break, WKU Track & Field is set to resume action at the Purdue-hosted 
Gene Edmonds Open in West Lafayette, Ind., on Saturday. The Hilltoppers commenced the indoor campaign back on 
Dec. 2 at the Vanderbilt Opener while this weekend’s meet will be the first of six-straight weeks of action. 
The Gene Edmonds Open will kick off with field events at 9:30 a.m. CT, while running competition will begin at 11:15 
a.m. from the Lambert Fieldhouse (directions). Results can be found here. 
In total, 29 Hilltoppers are slated to compete at the one-day outing. Fourteen Lady Toppers will represent the Red and 
White while 15 Hilltoppers are set to compete from West Lafayette. 
At the Vanderbilt Opener back in December, WKU saw senior Jonathan Hayden grab an event crown in the 60-meter 
hurdles. Collectively, the squad brought 10 top-eight finishes back home from Music City. 
Head coach Erik Jenkins and his staff will use the early season outing to get the 2017-18 squads on track for another 
Conference USA championship run. On the men’s side, WKU has collected two Conference USA men’s indoor team 
championships since joining the league and most recently a runner-up finish. On the women’s side, the Lady Toppers 
have brought home a pair of second-place showings and a fifth place finish. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, January 13, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Results: https://results.flotrack.org/?mid=1331 
HILLTOPPERS OPEN 2018 WITH 22 TOP-10 FINISHES AT GENE EDMONDS OPEN 
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. – WKU Track & Field headed to West Lafayette, Ind., to get the 2018 indoor schedule underway 
at the Purdue-hosted Gene Edmonds Open on Saturday. The Hilltoppers racked up 22 top-10 finishes on the day with 
nine on the women’s side and the remaining 13 by the men. 
“These early season meets always provide valuable lessons,” head coach Erik Jenkins said. “We had a few good things 
happen but we saw several areas to improve upon with the team. Overall, we gave a competitive effort against quality 
teams.” 
In total, 11 teams took part at the Gene Edmonds Open. Joining WKU in West Lafayette were Calumet-St. Joseph, 
Indiana Tech, IUPUI, Kennesaw State, Lindenwood, Maryville (Mo.), Murray State, Purdue, Southern Indiana and 
Vincennes. 
Senior Morgan McIntyre - one of four Lady Toppers to compete in the pole vault - led the way with a third-place finish 
after a clear of 12’6” (3.81m). McIntyre’s mark is her second-best reading indoors and ranks fourth on WKU’s all-time 
indoor list. Getter Lemberg notched the fifth-best clear on the day – a height of 12’0” (3.66m) and an indoor personal 
best. Nicole Ogorek filled out the top-10 finishers with a reading of 11’0.25” (3.36m) and Alexis Thacker posted a 10’0.5” 
for 11th place in her collegiate debut. 
Rounding out the field event action on the women’s side were Brianna Eskridge and Kira Harmon. Both Lady Toppers 
competed in the high jump with Eskridge clearing 4’11.5” (1.51m) for a share of eighth place while Harmon took 
13th with a top clear of 4’9.5” (1.46m). Harmon also represented the Red and White in the weight throw, tossing a 
season-best 28’2.75” (8.60m). 
Ariel Terrell got things going for the Lady Toppers on the track by earning a spot in the 60-meter finals after clocking a 
7.75 in the prelims. Terrell also improved upon her season mark in the 60-meter hurdles with a reading of 9.50. Juannae 
Lewis posted an 8.02 in the 60-meter as well. In the mid-distance category, Aairiona Hayden-Ransom finished sixth in 
the 600-meter (1:42.72). WKU was well-represented in the one mile outing with a trio of season bests coming from 
eighth-place finisher Savannah Ames (5:19.71), Brianna Wolken (5:43.78) and Rebecca Cook (5:58.33). Morgan Kannapel 
posted a top-10 finish in the 3000-meter with an 11:55.71. 
WKU’s 4x400-meter relay unit of Terrell, Cook, Harmon and Lewis closed the day with a third-place finish after clocking a 
3:57.91. 
On the men’s side, Chard Muhwanga helped the Hilltoppers with a pair of top-10 finishes in the weight throw and shot 
put. The freshman registered a 45’4.5” (13.83m) best mark for seventh place in the weight throw in addition to a new 
personal-best 43’7” (13.28m) toss for ninth in the shot put. 
Alec Tanksley represented the Red and White both in the long jump with a clear of 17’9.75” (5.43m) and on the track in 
the 600-meter clocking a fifth-place finish (1:31.30). Tanksley was one of four Hilltoppers to clock top-five showings in 
the 600-meter. Julius Morris led WKU in the event with a time of 1:28.44 with Jonathan Hayden taking third (1:28.95) 
and Austin Hayes securing fourth (1:29.81). Hayden also ran the 60-meter hurdles on the day, advancing to the finals 
with a time of 8.16 while Hayes competed in the 60-meter, clocking a mark of 7.05. 
Earning a pair of spots in the 60-meter finals for WKU on the day were Eli Minor and Will Bush. Minor qualified for the 
finals after a 6.91 reading while Bush posted a 6.99 preliminary reading. Neither Hilltopper ran in the finals. 
Newcomer Devin Nixon rounded out the Hilltopper contingent in the 60-meter, clocking a 7.09 in his first race for the 
Red and White. Oliver Alexandre also made his Hilltopper debut with a seventh place showing in the 800-meter, posting 
a time of 2:00.19. In the mile, Julien Cuyeu led six Hilltoppers with a time of 4:26.46 to take seventh place. Taylor 
Scarbrough clocked a 4:28.20 for 12th place while Bryce Swindell (4:42.60), Denzel Villaman (4:51.45), Alex Schell 
(4:53.02) and Maor Seged (5:02.92) rounded out the WKU competitors. 
In the final event of the day, WKU grabbed two more top-three finishes in the form of second and third place in the 
4x400-meter relay. The Hilltoppers’ ‘A’ squad of Seged, Tanksley, Hayes and Villaman clocked a 3:24.01 reading for 
second place while the ‘B’ team consisting of Hayden, Morris, Alexandre and Bush posted a time of 3:26.17 for third. 
Next time out, WKU will head to Vanderbilt for the first time in 2018 to compete in the two-day Vanderbilt Invite from 
Jan. 19-20. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, January 18, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Live Results: http://www.cfpitiming.com/2018_Indoor_Season/Vandy_Invite_2018/Vandy_Invite_2018.html 
Coach Jenkins preview: https://youtu.be/4oiT8uxuhjI 
VANDERBILT INVITATIONAL UP NEXT FOR WKU TRACK & FIELD 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field is back in action this weekend at the fifth annual Vanderbilt Invitational on 
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 19-20 inside the Vanderbilt Multipurpose Facility. The Hilltoppers opened the 2017-18 indoor 
campaign in Nashville, Tenn., back on Dec. 2. 
More than 700 student-athletes representing 22 schools are scheduled to compete this weekend. Squads traveling to 
Music City this weekend include: Alabama, Auburn, Belmont, Connecticut, Furman, Georgia Tech, Kennesaw State, 
Maryland, Memphis, Middle Tennessee, Mississippi State, Missouri, Oklahoma, Ole Miss, SMU, Southeast Missouri, 
Southern Illinois, Southern Miss, Tulane, UAB, Vanderbilt and WKU. 
Action is slated to open on Friday with field events commencing at 4 p.m. CT, while running events will kick off at 7 p.m. 
On Saturday, the meet will begin with unseeded running events at 10 a.m. (prelims and finals starting at 1 p.m.) and field 
events at 10:30 a.m. 
Head coach Erik Jenkins’ team will look to continue improving after securing 22 top-10 finishes at last weekend’s 
Purdue-hosted Gene Edmonds Open. Highlights included Morgan McIntyre’s third place finish in pole vault with the 
fourth-best clear in Lady Topper indoor history at 12’6” (3.81m). 
Vanderbilt Invitational live results (CFPI Timing) will be available online at vucommodores.com or the following link: 
http://www.cfpitiming.com/2018_Indoor_Season/Vandy_Invite_2018/Vandy_Invite_2018.html. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, January 20, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
PDF results attached. 
HILLTOPPERS WRAP UP TWO-DAY VANDERBILT INVITATIONAL 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – Back in Music City for the second time this season, the Hilltopper track and field squad was up 
against a competitive Vanderbilt Invitational field on Friday and Saturday. Julius Morris and Jonathan Hayden used a pair 
of top-five all-time indoor times by a Hilltopper to leave their marks on the meet. 
“We had some pretty good things happen for us today,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. “There were several schools 
from Conference USA, the SEC and the ACC that provided quality competition in a very good facility. We have a lot of 
work to do but I like the direction we are headed.” 
In total, 22 teams filled out the field from the Vanderbilt Multipurpose Facility for the fifth annual Vanderbilt Invitational 
this weekend. More than 700 student-athletes representing Alabama, Auburn, Belmont, Connecticut, Furman, Georgia 
Tech, Kennesaw State, Maryland, Memphis, Middle Tennessee, Mississippi State, Missouri, Oklahoma, Ole Miss, SMU, 
Southeast Missouri, Southern Illinois, Southern Mississippi, Tulane, UAB, Vanderbilt and WKU were in attendance. 
On the men’s side, Morris’ 60-meter preliminary time of 6.70 was a person-best and the second-fastest time ever 
recorded by a Hilltopper indoors. Morris took second overall in the prelims but did not run in the finals. Also competing 
for WKU in the 60-meter were Will Bush (6.91) and Devin Nixon (7.02). 
In the 200-meter, Austin Hayes grabbed a top-five finish with a reading of 21.77 – WKU’s top mark in the event this 
season. Hayes also ran in the 400-meter, clocking a 49.45. Maor Seged (50.17), Denzel Villaman (50.26) and Nixon 
(55.66) also represented WKU in the 400. 
Hayden’s 60-meter hurdles preliminary time of 8.14 earned the senior a spot in the finals. Hayden went on to run WKU’s 
fourth-best indoor mark in the event, posting a 7.99 to take fourth place. 
WKU’s men’s rounded out the meet with a ninth-place finish by the ‘B’ 4x400-meter relay squad, running a 3:19.87 – the 
second-fastest time by the Red and White this season. 
Alec Tanksley cleared a personal-best 22’6.25” (6.86m) in the long jump for 13th place on the day. 
On the women’s side, the pole vaulters brought home a pair of top-six finishes for WKU as Nicole Ogorek used a 
personal-best clear of 11’8.5” (3.57m) to finish sixth, while the same mark earned Getter Lemberg a share of sixth place 
after clearing it on her third and final attempt. 
Savannah Ames ran a WKU season-best 2:23.68 in the 800-meter on the day. In the 3000-meter race, Brianna Wolken 
ran a season-best 11:48.84 mark. 
Ariel Terrell’s 60-meter hurdles mark of 9.24 was the best by a Lady Topper this season. 
In the 4x400-meter relay, the WKU ‘A’ unit ran a season-best time of 3:53.48 from Nashville. The Lady Topper distance 
medley relay team ran a 12:37.08 to take home sixth place. 
Brianna Eskridge took home sixth place in the triple jump after jumping a season-best 38’6.75” (11.75m). 
Up next, WKU Track and Field will head back to Indiana for the Indiana University Relays on Jan. 26-27. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, January 23, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Action photo of Morgan McIntyre attached - please credit WKU Athletics. 
MCINTYRE NAMED C-USA WOMEN’S FIELD ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
IRVING, Texas – WKU Track and Field’s Morgan McIntyre has been named the Conference USA 
Women’s Field Athlete of the Week following a season-best showing at the Vanderbilt Invitational, the 
league office announced Tuesday. McIntyre’s honor is the first for the Red and White during the 2017-
18 campaign and the first of her career. 
Over the weekend in Music City, the Ashland, Ky., native cleared 3.85 meters (12’7.5”) – her best mark 
of the season and second-best indoor reading of her career. McIntyre’s vault ranks as the fourth-best 
indoor mark in the Lady Topper record book and currently holds the top mark across the conference by 
five inches. 
McIntyre is the reigning Conference USA pole vault champion from both the indoor and outdoor 
championships. Last season, a clear of 12’8” secured McIntyre the indoor crown. The senior also 
represented WKU at the NCAA East Preliminary for the first time of her career in 2017. During her 
freshman campaign, the three-time All-Conference performer earned runner-up honors at the Outdoor 
C-USA Championships 
WKU Track and Field is in action again this weekend, with a majority of the squad heading north to the 
Indiana-hosted IU Relays in Bloomington, Ind. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, January 25, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
IU Relays live results: http://sidearmstats.com/indiana/track/index.htm 
A-State Invite & Multis live results: http://halfmiletiming.com/ 
WKU TRACK AND FIELD HEADED FOR IU RELAYS, A-STATE INVITATIONAL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field will hit the road this weekend with a majority of the squad 
heading for the Hoosier State to compete at the Indiana University Relays. With a personal-record 
performance last weekend in his first sprint race in over six months, Julius Morris will travel to the A-
State Invitational and Multis hosted by Arkansas State in search of another big showing. 
Action in Bloomington, Ind., will commence at 4 p.m. CT, starting with the men’s heptathlon 60-meter 
race followed by the 60-meter hurdle trials for both the men and women. On the field side, the men’s 
heptathlon long jump will get going at 4:35 p.m. Saturday’s competition on the track will open at 8 a.m. 
with the women’s pentathlon 60-meter hurdles while field events will kick off at 8:35 a.m. with the 
women’s pentathlon high jump. 
The host Hoosiers come into the weekend meet ranked No. 9 on the men's side and No. 23 on the 
women's side. The only other ranked team that will be competing is Kentucky sitting at No. 6 on both 
the men's and women's sides. Additional teams represented are: Notre Dame, South Florida, Miami 
(Ohio), Cincinnati, WKU and FIU. 
Switching gears to Arkansas State’s annual A-State Invitational and Multis outing, action will begin Friday 
at 10:30 a.m. with the heptathlon and the pentathlon starting at 11 a.m. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, January 27, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
IU Relays & A-State Invite results attached. 
CONTINUED IMPROVEMENTS HELP WKU TRACK & FIELD TO 17 TOP-EIGHT PERFORMANCES ON 
WEEKEND 
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. – With 17 top-eight performances over the last two days, WKU Track & Field has 
another weekend of competition in the books after sending representatives to two meets. Julius Morris 
headed to the A-State Invite and Multis where he secured one of the Hilltoppers’ 17 top-eight showings 
while the remainder of the squad visited Bloomington, Ind., for the two-day Indiana University Relays. 
“This was another quality weekend for us,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. “I saw significant 
improvements in areas where we have to perform well.” 
Nine of WKU’s top-eight showings came on Friday. On the women’s side, Brianna Eskridge used a 
personal-best long jump reading of 5.47 meters (17’11.5”) to secure a sixth place finish. The Lady Topper 
distance medley relay unit of Rebecca Cook, Aairiona Hayden-Ransom, Ariel Terrell and Savannah Ames 
picked up a third place finish, clocking a time of 12:34.30. 
Will Bush claimed a pair of top-eight times when he ran a 6.92 60-meter preliminary mark to earn a spot 
in Saturday’s finals before following it up with a second-place performance in the 200-meter with a 
season-best time of 21.93. Jonathan Hayden added his own second-place finish in the 60-meter hurdles 
prelims after posting an 8.04 – his second quickest time on the season. Eli Minor tallied a fifth place 
outing in the 600-meter with a 1:23.44 for WKU’s fastest time in the event this year. Not far behind 
Minor in the 600 was Oliver Alexandre, who finished eighth with a 1:23.96, a personal best. The men’s 
distance medley relay squad consisting of Denzel Villaman, Alec Tanksley, Maor Seged and Taylor 
Scarbrough brought home a third place finish with a time of 10:46.50. 
Down at the A-State Invite and Multis on Friday, Morris registered a second-place showing in the 200-
meter with WKU’s fastest time of 21.35 in the event this season. 
On Saturday, the Red and White recorded eight more top-eight finishes. Morgan McIntyre continued her 
pole vault dominance, taking home second place only after losing a jump off. Her new indoor career-
high clear of 3.98 meters (13’0.75”) goes down as the second-best mark ever recorded indoors by a Lady 
Topper. Also in the pole vault, Getter Lemberg finished just outside the top-eight, sitting in ninth place 
with a career-best reading of 3.68 meters (12’0.75”). Continuing the success in the field events was 
Eskridge, taking home a runner-up finish in the triple jump after a bound of 11.74 meters (38’6.25”). On 
the track, Ames used a personal record 3,000-meter time of 10:21.77 to secure a fourth place finish. 
In the men’s 60-meter hurdles finals, Hayden ran an 8.18 to take home the bronze. Bush added another 
top-eight showing of his own with a 60-meter finals mark of 6.98 for fifth place. Rounding out the 
individuals on the track was Scarbrough, who ran a season-best 3,000-meter time of 8:38.36. 
WKU wrapped up the meet with two 4x400-meter relay teams finishing in the top-four. The Hilltoppers’ 
‘A’ squad consisting of Alexandre, Minor, David Saruni and Tanksley ran a WKU season-best 3:16.81 
mark to lock up second place. The Red and White’s ‘B’ unit of Villaman, Seged, Bush and Austin Hayes 
grabbed fourth place with a 3:20.87 reading. 
Both of the Hilltoppers entered in the men’s weight throw on the day went on to record personal-bests. 
Chard Muhwanga tossed a 14.66 meter (48’11.25”) while Julien Lewis registered a 13.14 meter (43’1.5”) 
reading. 
 




Women 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G  7.17  12/8/2017   Javianne Oliver, University of K
  Collegiate: C  7.07  2/11/2017   Hannah Cunliffe, University of O
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Harrison, Keni               Adidas                    7.37Q  1
  2 Lattimore, Tiona             Cincinnati                7.46Q  2
  3 Roberson, Jada               F.I.U.                    7.55Q  3
  4 Mbah, Kellsa                 Cincinnati                7.54q  1
  5 Bisiolu, Haisha              Cincinnati                7.62q  2
  6 Bright, Safia                Lindsey Wilson            7.64q  1
  7 Grabowski, Megan             Indiana University        7.71q  3
  8 Sharp, Jernaya               Notre Dame                7.73q  3
  9 Wilkerson, Sydnee            F.I.U.                    7.74   3
 10 Lewis, Kyla                  Notre Dame                7.77   2
 11 Gay, Jaela                   Indiana University        7.86   2
 12 Freeman, Arissa              Miami (Ohio)              7.87   1
 13 Armstead, Aaliyah            Indiana University        7.90   2
 14 Butler, Michaela             Notre Dame                7.91   1
 15 Lewis, Juannae               Western Kentucky          7.93   2
 16 Hurst, Jasmine               Windsor                   7.94   1
 17 Hendricks, Alanna            Cincinnati                7.97   3
 18 Forde-Richards, Kiera        F.I.U.                    8.01   2
 19 Castello, Jermeka            Windsor                   8.03   3 8.027
 19 Puopolo, Juliana             Cincinnati                8.03   1 8.027
 21 Mitxelena, Irati             Cincinnati                8.13   3
Women 60 Meter Dash
================================================================
   Gladstein: G  7.17  12/8/2017   Javianne Oliver, University o
  Collegiate: C  7.07  2/11/2017   Hannah Cunliffe, University o
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Roberson, Jada               F.I.U.                    7.54  7.532
  2 Grabowski, Megan             Indiana University        7.54  7.540
  3 Bisiolu, Haisha              Cincinnati                7.64  7.632
  4 Mbah, Kellsa                 Cincinnati                7.64  7.633
  5 Sharp, Jernaya               Notre Dame                7.73
Women 200 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 23.20  1/9/2016    Felicia Brown, University of Ten
  Collegiate: C 22.40  3/14/2008   Bianca Knight, Univeristy of Tex
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Harrison, Keni               Adidas                   23.31   1
  2 Lattimore, Tiona             Cincinnati               23.98   1
  3 Price, Natalie               Indiana University       24.42   2
  4 Howell, Jacklyn              Kentucky                 24.43   1
  5 Williams, Zykeria            Indiana University       24.46   3
  6 Roberson, Jada               F.I.U.                   24.56   1
  7 Grabowski, Megan             Indiana University       24.70   2




  8 Rivait, Courteney            Windsor                  24.78   2
  9 Shead, Jordan                Notre Dame               24.80   4




....Women 200 Meter Dash
 10 Lewis, Kyla                  Notre Dame               24.84   2
 11 Egbula, Riley                Indiana University       24.90   3
 12 Hunter, Madysen              Notre Dame               25.09   4
 13 Forde-Richards, Kiera        F.I.U.                   25.37   6
 14 Thorpe, Summer               Notre Dame               25.46   4
 15 Bartoszewicz, Allison        Notre Dame               25.47   3
 16 Gay, Jaela                   Indiana University       25.58   5
 17 Sangster, Aliyah             SE Missouri              25.64   6
 18 Valentin, Jeyland            Indiana University       25.69   6
 19 Castello, Jermeka            Windsor                  25.82   5
 20 Butler, Michaela             Notre Dame               26.03   3
 21 Freeman, Arissa              Miami (Ohio)             26.12   5
 22 Floris, Emma                 Windsor                  26.17   6
 -- Wilkerson, Sydnee            F.I.U.                      DQ   4 Code 1
Women 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 52.23  1/25/2008   Mary Wienberg, Nike - Indiana
  Collegiate: C 50.46  3/15/2014   Phyllis Francis, University of O
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Balkwill, Kelsey             Windsor                  53.74   1
  2 Robinson, Bryana             Cincinnati               54.22   1
  3 Price, Natalie               Indiana University       54.63   1
  4 Shead, Jordan                Notre Dame               54.73   1
  5 Lattimore, Tiona             Cincinnati               54.97   2
  6 Bechtel, Olivia              Miami (Ohio)             55.55   2
  7 Hyacinthe, Kim               Vain                     55.92   2
  8 Bisiolu, Haisha              Cincinnati               56.08   3
  9 Miller, Payton               Notre Dame               56.49   3
 10 Kountouri, Kalliopi          Miami (Ohio)             56.89   3
 11 Bartoszewicz, Allison        Notre Dame               57.10   4
 12 Sangster, Aliyah             SE Missouri              58.25   5
 13 Cronin, Grace                Notre Dame               58.42   5
 14 Floris, Emma                 Windsor                  58.63   5
 15 Bruns, Sarah                 Miami (Ohio)             59.18   5
 16 Gibson, Terneka              F.I.U.                   59.64   4
 17 Hunt, Zoe                    Miami (Ohio)             59.78   5
 18 Tomlinson, Georgia           SE Missouri            1:02.48   3
Women 600 Meter Run
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 1:27.78  3/1/2009    Heather Doridan, University of
  Collegiate: C 1:26.56  3/14/1981   Delisa Walton-Floyd, Universit
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Wiles, Kendell               Indiana University     1:29.82   1
  2 Balkwill, Kelsey             Windsor                1:30.84   1
  3 Hooker, Emily                Miami (Ohio)           1:32.10   1
  4 Mulzer, Mallory              Indiana University     1:33.51   1
  5 Shaw, Stephanie              Windsor                1:34.55   1
  6 Lamothe, Alexia              Windsor                1:37.23   2
  7 Gesicki, Deanna              Cincinnati             1:37.33   2
  8 Long, Kendall                SE Missouri            1:38.01   2




  9 Ruiz-Bueno, Amber            S. Illinois            1:38.46   2




....Women 600 Meter Run
 10 Ransom, Aairiona             Western Kentucky       1:40.67   3
 11 Lewis, Juannae               Western Kentucky       1:43.17   3
 12 Spranger, Sydney             S. Illinois            1:45.33   3
 13 Thomas, Anna                 SE Missouri            1:45.86   3
Women 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 2:03.01  2/12/2011   Molly Beckwith, Sauconly
  Collegiate: C 2:00.69  2/11/2017   Jazmine Fray, Texas A&M
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Harris, Kelsey               Indiana University     2:06.08   1
  2 Calder, Brenna               Indiana University     2:06.93   1
  3 Harris, Jessica              Notre Dame             2:07.55   1
  4 Pinkston, Joely              Indiana University     2:10.02   1
  5 Murray, Samantha             Notre Dame             2:14.22   2
  6 Hiehle, Anevay               Indiana University     2:15.77   2
  7 Daugherty, Alexis            Notre Dame             2:16.27   2
  8 Kotchman, Rachel             Miami (Ohio)           2:16.63   2
  9 Anton, Alexis                Cincinnati             2:17.14   2
 10 Knight, Stephanie            Notre Dame             2:17.35   1
 11 Long, Kendall                SE Missouri            2:17.95   2
 12 Franz, Emily                 Notre Dame             2:21.12   1
 13 Linn, Claire                 Miami (Ohio)           2:23.66   2
 14 Thomas, Anna                 SE Missouri            2:25.14   2
 15 Hess, Sydney                 Cincinnati             2:27.22   2
 -- Harris, Haley                Indiana University         DNF   1
Women 1 Mile Run
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 4:31.37  1986        Andre Everett, Purdue Universi
  Collegiate: C 4:25.91  2/28/2009   Jenny Barringer, University of
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Vovk, Alesha                 Miami (Ohio)           4:50.70   1
  2 Barrott, Lexa                Indiana University     4:50.83   1
  3 Scavuzzo, Maria              Miami (Ohio)           4:51.61   1
  4 Stoffel, Hannah              Indiana University     4:52.05   1
  5 Davis, Carly                 Miami (Ohio)           5:03.58   1
  6 Brady, Elise                 Miami (Ohio)           5:05.17   1
  7 Linn, Claire                 Miami (Ohio)           5:06.07   1
  8 Hart, Kelly                  Notre Dame             5:06.08   1
  9 Knott, Carli                 SE Missouri            5:06.14   2
 10 Anton, Alexis                Cincinnati             5:08.10   2
 11 Dunlap, Madison              Cincinnati             5:09.19   2
 12 Hesslau, Gabrielle           Miami (Ohio)           5:09.47   2
 13 Masquelier, Lianne           Cincinnati             5:20.03   2
 14 Nash, Christina              Miami (Ohio)           5:21.15   2
 15 Smith, Amy                   Indiana University     5:25.77   2
 16 Quijano, Sabrina             F.I.U.                 5:26.10   2
 17 Odonnell, Grace              Cincinnati             5:28.54   2
 18 Grier, Sydne                 F.I.U.                 5:32.99   2
 -- Harris, Haley                Indiana University         DNF   1




Women 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
   Gladstein: G 9:08.42  1986        Stephanie Herbst, Universit
  Collegiate: C 8:24.03  3/14/2009   Jenny Berringer, University
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Gelderblom, Sherilene        F.I.U.                 9:49.74
  2 Hamilton, Claire             Unattached             9:57.92
  3 Korte, Josey                 Unattached            10:05.87
  4 Ames, Savannah               Western Kentucky      10:21.77
  5 Cameron, Alexandra           Miami (Ohio)          10:22.39
  6 Overby, Eilish               SE Missouri           10:26.66
  7 Hutchcraft, Rachel           SE Missouri           10:27.21
  8 Mashburn, Emma               Unattached            10:28.80
  9 Gerbretsadik, Rahel          F.I.U.                10:37.42
 10 Patterson, Katrina           Cincinnati            10:38.83
 11 Kopplin, Natalie             SE Missouri           10:43.50
 12 Broermann, Taylor            Miami (Ohio)          11:04.81
 13 Carey, Cassidy               Cincinnati            11:16.13
 14 Fernandez, Sofia             F.I.U.                11:30.12
Women 5000 Meter Run
================================================================
   Gladstein: G 15:48.10  12/8/2017   Katherine Receveur, Indian
  Collegiate: C 15:12.22  2/28/2015   Emily Sisson, Providence C
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 O'Brien, Sydney              SE Missouri           17:18.01
  2 Sumner, Angie                SE Missouri           17:47.42
  3 Mohrmann, Danielle           SE Missouri           17:52.59
  4 Morozov, Stacy               Indiana University    17:55.06
  5 Starrett, Sarah              Miami (Ohio)          17:55.19
  6 Ward, Tessa                  Cincinnati            18:19.20
  7 Sandvik, Haley               Miami (Ohio)          18:44.73
  8 Smith, Regan                 Miami (Ohio)          18:45.12
  9 Boessen, Jane                SE Missouri           18:47.03
 10 Brauer, Adrienne             SE Missouri           18:53.80
 11 George, Andrea               SE Missouri           19:08.51
 12 Kannapel, Morgan             Western Kentucky      20:21.83
 13 Wolken, Brianna              Western Kentucky      20:35.95
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G  8.02  3/2/2003    Perdita Felicien, University of
  Collegiate: C  7.78  1/11/2013   Brianna Rollins, Clemson Univers
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Whyte, Angela                Apex                      8.32Q  2
  2 Howell, Jacklyn              Kentucky                  8.37Q  1
  3 Williams, Zykeria            Indiana University        8.60Q  3
  4 Thorpe, Summer               Notre Dame                8.64q  3
  5 Sharp, Jernaya               Notre Dame                8.65q  2
  6 Cronin, Grace                Notre Dame                8.73q  1
  7 Hurst, Jasmine               Windsor                   8.84q  2




  8 Lamothe, Alexia              Windsor                   8.89q  1
  9 Hunter, Madysen              Notre Dame                8.95   2




....Women 60 Meter Hurdles
 10 Rivait, Courteney            Windsor                   9.00   3
 11 Puopolo, Juliana             Cincinnati                9.01   3
 12 Bruns, Sarah                 Miami (Ohio)              9.16   3
 13 Terrell, Ariel               Western Kentucky          9.31   2
 14 Bolden, Jewell               S. Illinois               9.47   1
 15 Brooks, Leslie               SE Missouri               9.53   2
 16 Harr, Mallory                Miami (Ohio)              9.55   1
 17 Hendricks, Alanna            Cincinnati                9.87   3
 18 Busbee, Layah                Miami (Ohio)              9.90   2
 19 Castello, Jermeka            Windsor                  10.19   1
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
================================================================
   Gladstein: G  8.02  3/2/2003    Perdita Felicien, University
  Collegiate: C  7.78  1/11/2013   Brianna Rollins, Clemson Univ
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Howell, Jacklyn              Kentucky                  8.46
  2 Williams, Zykeria            Indiana University        8.62
  3 Lamothe, Alexia              Windsor                   8.76
  4 Cronin, Grace                Notre Dame                8.77
  5 Sharp, Jernaya               Notre Dame                8.80
  6 Thorpe, Summer               Notre Dame                9.01
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 3:38.89  2007        University of Illinois, Univer
  Collegiate: C 3:27.03  3/11/2017   , Univ of Southern Calif.
                         Petticgrew, Luel', Hill, Ellis
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 University of Windsor  'A'                          3:44.37   2
     1) Rivait, Courteney               2) Balkwill, Kelsey
     3) Lamothe, Alexia                 4) Shaw, Stephanie
  2 Indiana University  'A'                             3:44.69   1
     1) Williams, Zykeria               2) Wiles, Kendell
     3) Egbula, Riley                   4) Price, Natalie
  3 University of Cincinnati  'A'                       3:48.68   1
     1) Lattimore, Tiona                2) Bisiolu, Haisha
     3) Gesicki, Deanna                 4) Anton, Alexis
  4 Miami (Ohio)  'A'                                   3:48.86   2
     1) Bruns, Sarah                    2) Hooker, Emily
     3) Kountouri, Kalliopi             4) Bechtel, Olivia
  5 Notre Dame  'A'                                     3:49.02   1
     1) Bartoszewicz, Allison           2) Thorpe, Summer
     3) Hunter, Madysen                 4) Shead, Jordan
  6 Indiana University  'B'                             3:55.59   2
     1) Valentin, Jeyland               2) Gay, Jaela
     3) Mulzer, Mallory                 4) Grabowski, Megan
 -- Western Kentucky University  'A'                        DNF   1
     1) Terrell, Ariel                  2) Ransom, Aairiona
     3) Cook, Rebecca                   4) Lewis, Juannae






   Gladstein: G 11:29.93  1/28/2011   Grand Valley State Univ.,
  Collegiate: C 10:48.77  1/27/2017   , University of Oregon
                          Burdon, Horsley, Rogers, Rainsberger
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Miami (Ohio)  'A'                                  11:52.35
     1) Brady, Elise                    2) Bechtel, Olivia
     3) Kotchman, Rachel                4) Scavuzzo, Maria
  2 Florida International Univ.  'A'                   12:06.73
     1) Gerbretsadik, Rahel             2) Grier, Sydne
     3) Quijano, Sabrina                4) Gelderblom, Sherilene
  3 Western Kentucky University  'A'                   12:34.30
     1) Cook, Rebecca                   2) Ransom, Aairiona
     3) Terrell, Ariel                  4) Ames, Savannah
Women High Jump
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 1.87m  2/6/1993    Connie Teaberry, Goldwin Track Club
  Collegiate: C 1.98m  3/13/2009   Destinee Hooker, University of Texas
  Collegiate: C 1.98m  3/11/2016   Akela Jones, Kansas State Univ.
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Blaut, Loretta               Cincinnati               1.83m    6-00.00
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.66 1.70 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.85
        P    P    P    P    O    O  XXO    O    O  XXX
  2 Cutliff, Clarissa            F.I.U.                   1.77m    5-09.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.66 1.70 1.74 1.77 1.80
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX
  3 Paton, Justine               S. Illinois              1.62m    5-03.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.66
        O    O   XO  XXX
  3 Mosby, Tamar                 S. Illinois              1.62m    5-03.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.66
        O    O   XO  XXX
  3 Atilus, Kenflore             F.I.U.                   1.62m    5-03.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.66
        P    P   XO  XXX
  6 Gibson, Terneka              F.I.U.                  J1.62m    5-03.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.66
        P    O  XXO  XXX
  7 Hash, Ashley                 Indiana University      J1.62m    5-03.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.66
        P   XO  XXO  XXX
  8 Kravitsky, Katie             Cincinnati               1.57m    5-01.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62
        O    O  XXX
  9 Parsons, Libby               Notre Dame              J1.57m    5-01.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62
        O   XO  XXX
  9 Walker, Elise                Miami (Ohio)            J1.57m    5-01.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62
        O   XO  XXX




 11 Balcer, Molly                Miami (Ohio)            J1.57m    5-01.75
     1.52 1.57 1.62
        O  XXO  XXX





 12 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky         1.52m    4-11.75
     1.52 1.57
        O  XXX
 12 Jones, Courtney              SE Missouri              1.52m    4-11.75
     1.52 1.57
        O  XXX
 14 Bzik, Emma                   Notre Dame              J1.52m    4-11.75
     1.52 1.57
       XO  XXX
 -- Harmon, Kira                 Western Kentucky            NH
     1.52
      XXX
 -- Pennington, Taylor           Indiana University          NH
     1.52 1.57
        P  XXX
Women Pole Vault
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 4.41m  2/12/2016   Sophie Gutermuth, Indiana University
  Collegiate: C 4.75m  1/24/2015   Demi Payne, Stephen F. Austin Univ.
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Catherine, Brooke            Cincinnati               3.98m   13-00.75 Jump off 1st
     3.48 3.68 3.83 3.98 4.08
        P    P    O    O  XXX
  2 McIntyre, Morgan             Western Kentucky        J3.98m   13-00.75 Jump off 2nd
     3.48 3.68 3.83 3.98 4.08
        P    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Ifft, Kassadee               Notre Dame               3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
        O    O  XXX
  3 Reed, Madison                Ohio Northern            3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
        P    O  XXX
  3 Coghill, Rachel              Cincinnati               3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
        O    O  XXX
  6 Maddox, Sierra               SE Missouri             J3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
        O   XO  XXX
  6 Caskey, McKenna              Notre Dame              J3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
        O   XO  XXX
  8 Caudill, Riley               Kentucky                J3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
       XO   XO  XXX
  9 Mather, Rachel               Indiana University      J3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
        O  XXO  XXX
  9 Lemberg, Getter              Western Kentucky        J3.68m   12-00.75
     3.48 3.68 3.83
        P  XXO  XXX
 11 Plybon, Allie                Cincinnati              J3.68m   12-00.75




     3.48 3.68 3.83
       XO  XXO  XXX





 12 Trine, Kennedy               Unattached               3.48m   11-05.00
     3.48 3.68
        O  XXX
 13 McPeak, Madison              SE Missouri             J3.48m   11-05.00
     3.48 3.68
       XO  XXX
 13 Diemer, Erin                 S. Illinois             J3.48m   11-05.00
     3.48 3.68
       XO  XXX
 15 D'Alessandro, Alison         Kentucky                J3.48m   11-05.00
     3.48 3.68
      XXO  XXX
 -- Ogorek, Nicole               Western Kentucky            NH
     3.48
      XXX
 -- Thacker, Alexis              Western Kentucky            NH
     3.48
      XXX
 -- Brass, Sadie                 Cincinnati                  NH
     3.48
      XXX
 -- Boyd, Lauren                 Miami (Ohio)                NH
     3.48
      XXX
 -- Theobalt, Keanna             SE Missouri                 NH
     3.48
      XXX
 -- Dima, Grace                  Miami (Ohio)                NH
     3.48
      XXX
Women Long Jump
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 6.73m  12/9/2016   Shak'Keela Saunders, University of Kent
  Collegiate: C 6.91m  2/23/2002   Elva Goulbourne, Auburn University
  Collegiate: C 6.91m  3/9/2012    Whitney Gipson, Texas Christian Univ
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Armstead, Aaliyah            Indiana University       5.92m   19-05.25
      5.92m  5.73m  5.76m  5.75m  5.58m  FOUL
  2 Mbah, Kellsa                 Cincinnati               5.86m   19-02.75
      FOUL  5.86m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Moran, Leah                  Indiana University       5.68m   18-07.75
      5.68m  FOUL  5.58m  5.68m  FOUL  5.68m
  4 Mitxelena, Irati             Cincinnati              J5.68m   18-07.75
      5.60m  FOUL  FOUL  5.68m  FOUL  5.64m
  5 Woods, Mikaylah              Miami (Ohio)             5.58m   18-03.75
      5.37m  5.45m  5.58m  5.45m  5.50m  5.15m
  6 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky         5.47m   17-11.50
      5.32m  5.47m  5.19m  FOUL  5.45m  5.36m
  7 Bolden, Jewell               S. Illinois              5.28m   17-04.00
      FOUL  5.28m  5.05m  5.07m  FOUL  5.19m
  8 Marable, Kennedy             Cincinnati               5.25m   17-02.75




      FOUL  5.25m  FOUL  5.08m  FOUL  5.17m





  9 Etgen, Cailyn                Miami (Ohio)             5.22m   17-01.50
      5.22m  5.21m  5.17m  FOUL  5.12m  5.11m
 10 Falcione, Hannah             Miami (Ohio)            J5.22m   17-01.50
      FOUL  FOUL  5.22m  5.18m  5.11m  5.18m
 11 Brooks, Leslie               SE Missouri              5.07m   16-07.75
      FOUL  FOUL  5.07m
 12 Ilic, Jovana                 F.I.U.                   4.64m   15-02.75
      4.64m  4.43m  4.56m
 13 James, Emani                 S. Illinois              4.56m   14-11.50
      4.56m  4.45m  FOUL
Women Triple Jump
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 13.63m  12/8/2017   Marie-Josse Ebwea-Bile, University of
  Collegiate: C 14.32m  2/25/2017   Keturah Orji, University of Georgia
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Moran, Leah                  Indiana University      12.27m   40-03.25
      12.19m  FOUL  12.27m  FOUL  12.08m  12.25m
  2 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky        11.74m   38-06.25
      FOUL  FOUL  11.74m  11.66m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Radovic, Nadja               F.I.U.                  11.61m   38-01.25
      11.51m  FOUL  11.50m  FOUL  FOUL  11.61m
  4 Hodge, Ashanna               S. Illinois             11.55m   37-10.75
      11.29m  FOUL  FOUL  11.55m  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Falcione, Hannah             Miami (Ohio)            11.13m   36-06.25
      FOUL  FOUL  11.07m  FOUL  FOUL  11.13m
 -- James, Emani                 S. Illinois               FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Brooks, Leslie               SE Missouri               FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women Shot Put
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 18.00m  1/8/2011    Faith Sherrill, Indiana University
  Collegiate: C 19.23m  2/13/2016   Raven Saunders, University of Mississi
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Dawson, Khayla               Indiana University      16.63m   54-06.75
      16.37m  16.63m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  16.39m
  2 Echikunwoke, Annette         Cincinnati              16.30m   53-05.75
      15.62m  15.45m  FOUL  16.14m  16.30m  FOUL
  3 Jackson, Indi                Notre Dame              15.44m   50-08.00
      14.33m  15.32m  15.03m  FOUL  15.44m  FOUL
  4 Williams, Ashley             Cincinnati              15.27m   50-01.25
      FOUL  15.04m  FOUL  FOUL  14.93m  15.27m
  5 Pollard, Madison             Indiana University      14.83m   48-08.00
      14.53m  FOUL  14.50m  FOUL  14.32m  14.83m
  6 Heckaman, Leah               Cincinnati              14.76m   48-05.25
      14.76m  FOUL  14.39m  FOUL  PASS  PASS
  7 Mitton, Sarah                Windsor                 14.32m   46-11.75
      14.19m  14.32m  FOUL  13.69m  FOUL  14.23m
  8 Moore, Aveun                 S. Illinois             14.19m   46-06.75
      FOUL  14.19m  FOUL  13.53m  FOUL  FOUL









  9 Tanczos, Rachel              Notre Dame              14.03m   46-00.50
      13.68m  13.38m  14.03m  FOUL  13.56m  13.81m
 10 Kapitan, Abbey               Notre Dame              13.92m   45-08.00
      FOUL  13.85m  13.92m
 11 Oneal, Shauneice             S. Illinois             13.51m   44-04.00
      12.76m  13.28m  13.51m
 12 Baker, McKenna               SE Missouri             13.43m   44-00.75
      13.43m  FOUL  13.19m
 13 Conlon, Kayleigh             S. Illinois             13.22m   43-04.50
      12.91m  12.72m  13.22m
 14 Freeman, Nikki               S. Illinois             13.07m   42-10.75
      11.93m  12.90m  13.07m
 15 Person, Sian                 S. Illinois            J13.07m   42-10.75
      12.02m  FOUL  13.07m
 16 Collier, Danielle            Miami (Ohio)            13.05m   42-09.75
      12.33m  13.05m  12.78m
 17 Tonga, Anya                  SE Missouri             13.03m   42-09.00
      13.03m  12.82m  FOUL
 18 Gray, Alexis                 Cincinnati              12.65m   41-06.00
      FOUL  FOUL  12.65m
 19 Humphreys, Nicole            SE Missouri             12.54m   41-01.75
      12.54m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 Hill, Alexis                 Unattached              11.76m   38-07.00
      FOUL  FOUL  11.76m
 21 Nelson, Grace                Miami (Ohio)            10.46m   34-04.00
      10.46m  6.57m  10.16m
 22 Gray, Adarian                Western Kentucky         8.96m   29-04.75
      8.32m  8.44m  8.96m
 -- Molden, Timberly             F.I.U.                    FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Women Weight Throw
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 24.57m  1/26/2007   Brittany Riley, Southern Illinois Univ
  Collegiate: C 25.56m  3/10/2007   Brittney Riley, U. of Southern Illinoi
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Echikunwoke, Annette         Cincinnati              23.69m   77-08.75
      21.14m  FOUL  22.43m  23.66m  23.47m  23.69m
  2 Ford, Nycia                  Indiana University      19.22m   63-00.75
      17.12m  18.84m  FOUL  19.22m  18.99m  18.87m
  3 Roberson, Alexis             S. Illinois             19.17m   62-10.75
      17.06m  FOUL  19.03m  19.03m  18.79m  19.17m
  4 Brinkley, Princess           Indiana University      18.94m   62-01.75
      18.07m  17.60m  17.56m  FOUL  18.41m  18.94m
  5 Pollard, Madison             Indiana University      18.87m   61-11.00
      18.04m  18.09m  FOUL  18.47m  18.87m  18.51m
  6 Tanczos, Rachel              Notre Dame              17.93m   58-10.00
      FOUL  17.69m  FOUL  17.93m  17.85m  FOUL
  7 Kapitan, Abbey               Notre Dame              17.16m   56-03.75
      16.38m  16.95m  FOUL  17.16m  FOUL  16.87m
  8 Tonga, Anya                  SE Missouri             17.07m   56-00.00
      16.08m  17.07m  FOUL  15.35m  FOUL  FOUL




  9 Freeman, Nikki               S. Illinois             16.96m   55-07.75
      FOUL  16.20m  16.96m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL





 10 Mitton, Sarah                Windsor                 16.86m   55-03.75
      16.86m  FOUL  16.45m
 11 Gray, Alexis                 Cincinnati              16.23m   53-03.00
      15.74m  15.95m  16.23m
 12 Hill, Alexis                 Unattached              16.03m   52-07.25
      FOUL  16.03m  15.98m
 13 Williams, Trinavia           F.I.U.                  15.37m   50-05.25
      14.82m  15.37m  14.81m
 14 Williams, Ashley             Cincinnati              15.21m   49-11.00
      15.20m  15.21m  FOUL
 15 Foster, Abigail              F.I.U.                  14.77m   48-05.50
      13.40m  1.42m  14.77m
 16 Person, Sian                 S. Illinois             14.57m   47-09.75
      14.57m  FOUL  FOUL
 17 Oneal, Shauneice             S. Illinois             14.48m   47-06.25
      FOUL  FOUL  14.48m
 18 Humphreys, Nicole            SE Missouri             13.98m   45-10.50
      FOUL  12.23m  13.98m
 19 Krieg, Kennedy               Kentucky                13.93m   45-08.50
      13.93m  13.42m  11.48m
 20 Baker, McKenna               SE Missouri             12.92m   42-04.75
      FOUL  12.92m  12.04m
 21 Conlon, Kayleigh             S. Illinois             12.53m   41-01.50
      12.53m  FOUL  10.93m
 22 Smelcer, Livie               Miami (Ohio)            11.80m   38-08.75
      11.56m  11.80m  11.77m
 -- Cartheuser, Clare            Miami (Ohio)              FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Harmon, Kira                 Western Kentucky          FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Indoor Pentathlon: #5 Women 800 Meter Run Indoor Pentathlon
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Pfeiffer, Jenna              Unattached             2:17.93     852
  2 Slay, Catika                 Unattached             2:26.76     734
  3 Whyte, Angela                Apex                   2:27.55     724
  4 Jungels, Jenna               Indiana University     2:32.28     665
  5 Ebanks, Samantha             F.I.U.                 2:32.65     660
  6 Kirby, Kaitlyn               South Florida          2:37.25     605
  7 Loeffler, Maggie             Cincinnati             2:40.73     565
  8 Lightfoot, Angelica          Cincinnati             2:43.77     530
  9 Woulard, Kayla               F.I.U.                 2:45.33     513
 10 Ellis, Javonia               South Florida          2:49.74     466
 11 Miles, Kiara                 South Florida          2:49.94     464
Indoor Pentathlon: #1 Women 60 Meter Hurdles Indoor Pentathlon
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Whyte, Angela                Apex                      8.49   1   1019
  2 Jungels, Jenna               Indiana University        8.66   1    982
  3 Kirby, Kaitlyn               South Florida             8.81   1    950




  4 Lightfoot, Angelica          Cincinnati                8.87   1    937




....Indoor Pentathlon: #1 Women 60 Meter Hurdles Indoor Pentathlon
  5 Slay, Catika                 Unattached                9.05   1    900
  6 Pfeiffer, Jenna              Unattached                9.07   1    895
  7 Miles, Kiara                 South Florida             9.09   2    891
  8 Straus, Katie                Cincinnati                9.38   1    832 9.375
  9 Ebanks, Samantha             F.I.U.                    9.38   2    832 9.377
 10 Loeffler, Maggie             Cincinnati                9.45   1    818
 11 Ellis, Javonia               South Florida             9.92   2    727
 12 Woulard, Kayla               F.I.U.                   11.23   2    499
Indoor Pentathlon: #2 Women High Jump Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Pfeiffer, Jenna              Unattached               1.72m    5-07.75    879
     1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69 1.72 1.75
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O   XO   XO  XXX
  2 Jungels, Jenna               Indiana University       1.69m    5-06.50    842
     1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69 1.72
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O    O    O   XO   XO    O   XO   XO  XXO  XXX
  3 Whyte, Angela                Apex                     1.63m    5-04.25    771
     1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O   XO   XO  XXX
  4 Loeffler, Maggie             Cincinnati               1.60m    5-03.00    736
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  4 Lightfoot, Angelica          Cincinnati               1.60m    5-03.00    736
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O   XO    O  XXX
  6 Straus, Katie                Cincinnati               1.57m    5-01.75    701
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  7 Ebanks, Samantha             F.I.U.                   1.51m    4-11.50    632
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXO    O    O   XO  XXX
  8 Kirby, Kaitlyn               South Florida            1.48m    4-10.25    599
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    P  XXX
  9 Ellis, Javonia               South Florida            1.45m    4-09.00    566
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48
        O    P    O    P    O    P    O    O    O    O    O   XO  XXX
 10 Miles, Kiara                 South Florida            1.39m    4-06.75    502
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42
        O    O    O    P    O    P    O    O    O    O  XXX
 -- Woulard, Kayla               F.I.U.                      NH
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX
 -- Carter, Kristen              SE Missouri                 NH
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX
 -- Slay, Catika                 Unattached                  NH
     1.12 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.24 1.27 1.30 1.33 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX




Indoor Pentathlon: #4 Women Long Jump Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Whyte, Angela                Apex                     5.86m   19-02.75    807
      FOUL  5.74m  5.86m
  2 Jungels, Jenna               Indiana University       5.66m   18-07.00    747
      5.60m  5.66m  5.60m
  3 Slay, Catika                 Unattached               5.62m   18-05.25    735
      5.62m  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Kirby, Kaitlyn               South Florida            5.61m   18-05.00    732
      5.52m  5.51m  5.61m
  5 Lightfoot, Angelica          Cincinnati               5.53m   18-01.75    709
      5.53m  5.43m  5.33m
  6 Ebanks, Samantha             F.I.U.                   5.52m   18-01.50    706
      5.52m  5.22m  5.24m
  7 Pfeiffer, Jenna              Unattached               5.39m   17-08.25    668
      5.31m  FOUL  5.39m
  8 Woulard, Kayla               F.I.U.                   5.28m   17-04.00    637
      FOUL  5.18m  5.28m
  9 Ellis, Javonia               South Florida            5.26m   17-03.25    631
      FOUL  5.26m  5.08m
 10 Miles, Kiara                 South Florida            5.00m   16-05.00    559
      4.91m  4.97m  5.00m
 11 Loeffler, Maggie             Cincinnati               4.92m   16-01.75    538
      4.90m  4.92m  4.90m
Indoor Pentathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Lightfoot, Angelica          Cincinnati              13.12m   43-00.50    735
      12.73m  13.12m  10.52m
  2 Whyte, Angela                Apex                    12.80m   42-00.00    714
      12.43m  12.80m  FOUL
  3 Pfeiffer, Jenna              Unattached              11.46m   37-07.25    625
      10.58m  11.25m  11.46m
  4 Woulard, Kayla               F.I.U.                  11.24m   36-10.50    611
      10.07m  10.52m  11.24m
  5 Slay, Catika                 Unattached              10.69m   35-01.00    575
      10.69m  10.60m  10.36m
  6 Kirby, Kaitlyn               South Florida           10.53m   34-06.75    564
      10.44m  10.42m  10.53m
  7 Ebanks, Samantha             F.I.U.                  10.11m   33-02.00    537
      9.69m  9.76m  10.11m
  8 Jungels, Jenna               Indiana University       9.72m   31-10.75    511
      9.72m  9.68m  9.26m
  9 Loeffler, Maggie             Cincinnati               9.59m   31-05.75    503
      9.59m  9.24m  8.99m
 10 Straus, Katie                Cincinnati               9.37m   30-09.00    488
      7.90m  9.37m  9.20m
 11 Miles, Kiara                 South Florida            8.35m   27-04.75    422
      7.51m  8.02m  8.35m
 12 Ellis, Javonia               South Florida            8.22m   26-11.75    414




      8.14m  8.22m  FOUL






   Gladstein: G  4567  3/4/2012    Sharon Day, Asics
  Collegiate: C  4703  3/11/2016   Kendell Williams, University
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Whyte, Angela                Apex                      4035
  2 Pfeiffer, Jenna              Unattached                3919
  3 Jungels, Jenna               Indiana University        3747
  4 Lightfoot, Angelica          Cincinnati                3647
  5 Kirby, Kaitlyn               South Florida             3450
  6 Ebanks, Samantha             F.I.U.                    3367
  7 Loeffler, Maggie             Cincinnati                3160
  8 Slay, Catika                 Unattached                2944
  9 Miles, Kiara                 South Florida             2838
 10 Ellis, Javonia               South Florida             2804
 11 Woulard, Kayla               F.I.U.                    2260
Men 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G  6.58  2/17/2007   Terrence Trammel, Doyle Manageme
  Collegiate: C  6.45  2/20/1999   Leonard Myles-Mills, Brigham You
  Collegiate: C  6.45  3/11/2017   Christian Coleman, University of
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Mcleod, Omar                 Nike                      6.77Q  1
  2 Hunter, Jeremiah             Miami (Ohio)              6.82Q  3
  3 Pride Jr., Troy              Notre Dame                6.86Q  4
  4 Edwards, Austin              Cincinnati                6.87Q  2 6.862
  5 Brathwaite, Rikkoi           Unattached                6.87q  4 6.868
  6 Dasor, Emmanuel              Unattached                6.90q  2
  7 Bush, William                Western Kentucky          6.92q  2
  8 Hallmon, Kevin               Lindsey Wilson            6.95q  3
  9 Chambers, Mykel              Cincinnati                6.97   4 6.962
 10 Brooks, Jimmy                Cincinnati                6.97   1 6.966
 11 Harris, Treyton              Indiana University        6.97   1 6.967
 12 McCall, Isaiah               Cincinnati                6.98   3 6.975
 13 Stewart, Patston             F.I.U.                    6.98   2 6.976
 14 Wilson, Haile                SE Missouri               6.99   4
 15 Bellaire, Tyler              Unattached                7.00   4
 16 Nixon, Devin                 Western Kentucky          7.04   3
 17 Hayes, Austin                Western Kentucky          7.08   4
 18 Curry, Tre                   SE Missouri               7.10   3
 19 Brown, Jaiden                Windsor                   7.15   1
 20 Bluiett, Andre               SE Missouri               7.16   1
 21 Wesby, Barrie                Unattached                7.18   3
 22 Etuk, Uduak                  Miami (Ohio)              7.19   3
 23 Wilburgh, Husani             F.I.U.                    7.21   2 7.204
 24 King, Myles                  Miami (Ohio)              7.21   3 7.205
 25 Urban, Ike                   Miami (Ohio)              7.35   4
 26 Williams, Kelvin             Cincinnati                7.42   1
 27 Patton, CJ                   Miami (Ohio)              7.52   4




Men 60 Meter Dash
================================================================
   Gladstein: G  6.58  2/17/2007   Terrence Trammel, Doyle Manag
  Collegiate: C  6.45  2/20/1999   Leonard Myles-Mills, Brigham
  Collegiate: C  6.45  3/11/2017   Christian Coleman, University
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Edwards, Austin              Cincinnati                6.81
  2 Brathwaite, Rikkoi           Unattached                6.87
  3 Pride Jr., Troy              Notre Dame                6.88
  4 Hunter, Jeremiah             Miami (Ohio)              6.90
  5 Bush, William                Western Kentucky          6.98
  6 Dasor, Emmanuel              Unattached                7.76
Men 200 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 20.26  1/7/2017    Christian Coleman, University of
  Collegiate: C 20.10  3/11/2005   Wallace Spearmon, University of
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Mcleod, Omar                 Nike                     21.12   1
  2 Bush, William                Western Kentucky         21.93   1
  3 Hunter, Jeremiah             Miami (Ohio)             22.14   3
  4 Brown, Jaiden                Windsor                  22.20   3
  5 Owens, Jake                  Miami (Ohio)             22.36   2
  6 Pride Jr., Troy              Notre Dame               22.38   1
  7 Bellaire, Tyler              Unattached               22.53   3
  8 Zajdel, Zachary              Notre Dame               22.57   2
  9 Muncherji, Zubin             Indiana University       22.60   4
 10 Kaiser, Daniel               Spalding University      22.62   2
 11 Kramer, Chris                Windsor                  22.63   4
 12 Witcher, Halen               Cincinnati               22.69   3 22.682
 13 Ware, Isaiah                 Indiana University       22.69   5 22.689
 14 Wilt, Caleb                  Kentucky                 22.82   5
 15 Hayden, Jonathan             Western Kentucky         23.04   7
 16 Schwab, Collin               SE Missouri              23.25   5
 17 Sleep, Tanner                Windsor                  23.34   4
 18 Prell, Josh                  Miami (Ohio)             23.77   6
 19 Flagg, Ladarius              F.I.U.                   25.47   6
 -- Wilburgh, Husani             F.I.U.                      DQ   6 Code 1
 -- Chambers, Mykel              Cincinnati                  DQ   4 Code 1
 -- Stewart, Patston             F.I.U.                      DQ   7 Code 1
Men 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 46.39  1985        Antonia McKay, Georgia Tech
  Collegiate: C 44.57  3/12/2005   Kerron Clemment, University of F
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Muncherji, Zubin             Indiana University       48.64   1
  2 Cheatham, Edward             Notre Dame               50.43   2
  3 Zajdel, Zachary              Notre Dame               50.44   2
  4 Morris, Jaashir              Cincinnati               50.59   1
  5 Tunstall, Dushawn            Indiana University       50.67   3




  6 Owens, Jake                  Miami (Ohio)             50.89   1
  7 Schwab, Collin               SE Missouri              50.90   3




....Men 400 Meter Dash
  8 Muresan, Aaron               Miami (Ohio)             51.13   3
  9 Chunn, Brandon               SE Missouri              52.08   4
 10 Prell, Josh                  Miami (Ohio)             53.22   4
 11 Patton, CJ                   Miami (Ohio)             53.32   4
 -- White, Willie                F.I.U.                     DNF   2
Men 600 Meter Run
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 1:15.88  1/26/2017   Daniel Kuhn, Indiana Universit
  Collegiate: C 1:14.96  1/28/2017   Isaiah Harris, Penn State Univ
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Kuhn, Daniel                 Indiana University     1:16.62   1
  2 Fee, Jonathan                Miami (Ohio)           1:22.61   2
  3 Patterson, Mitch             Windsor                1:23.09   1
  4 Plunkett, David              SE Missouri            1:23.33   2
  5 Minor, Eli                   Western Kentucky       1:23.44   4
  6 Cullen, Jarrod               Windsor                1:23.68   1
  7 Dye, Ivan                    Miami (Ohio)           1:23.76   4
  8 Alexandre, Oliver            Western Kentucky       1:23.96   4
  9 Saruni, David                Western Kentucky       1:24.60   3
 10 Stimson, Drake               Notre Dame             1:24.91   1
 11 Kosbar, James                SE Missouri            1:26.21   2
 12 Perkins, Austin              SE Missouri            1:26.39   3
 13 Tanksley, Alec               Western Kentucky       1:26.71   3
 14 Chunn, Brandon               SE Missouri            1:28.31   2
Men 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 1:47.03  1/21/2017   Daniel Kuhn, Indiana Universit
  Collegiate: C 1:44.84  3/4/1985    Paul Ereng, University of Virg
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Browning, Teddy              Indiana University     1:50.97   1
  2 Huntoon, Jordan              Indiana University     1:51.21   1
  3 Clafliln, Connor             Unattached             1:52.17   1
  4 Vitucci, Michael             Cincinnati             1:52.25   1
  5 Williams, Cooper             Unattached             1:52.72   2
  6 Goldman, Clayton             Notre Dame             1:55.75   1
  7 Fraizer, Matt                Notre Dame             1:56.03   2
  8 Plunkett, David              SE Missouri            1:56.63   2
  9 Hannam, Cole                 Windsor                1:57.17   2
 10 Baez, Royer                  F.I.U.                 1:57.27   2
 11 Barnes, Jake                 Cincinnati             1:58.10   2
 12 Baker, Logan                 Cincinnati             1:58.16   1
 13 Perkins, Austin              SE Missouri            1:59.04   2
 14 Knapp, Jordan                Miami (Ohio)           1:59.13   2
 15 Zilles, Josh                 Windsor                1:59.47   2
 16 Kosbar, James                SE Missouri            2:00.04   2
 -- Cooke, Peter                 Miami (Ohio)               DNF   2




Men 1 Mile Run
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 3:56.17  1984        Jim Spivey, Athletics West T.C
  Collegiate: C 3:52.01  2/26/2017   Edward Cheserek, University of
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Mau, Kyle                    Indiana University     3:59.15   1
  2 Bayer, Andy                  Nike                   4:03.10   1
  3 Murphy, Joseph               Indiana University     4:04.08   1
  4 Millar, Bryce                Indiana University     4:11.10   1
  5 Kagumba, Joe                 Windsor                4:11.27   1
  6 Alexander, Andrew            Notre Dame             4:14.70   2
  7 Bennett, Aaron               Unattached             4:14.81   2
  8 Master, Shawn                Windsor                4:15.27   2
  9 Jordan, Reese                Unattached             4:18.12   2
 10 Towne, Mitchell              Miami (Ohio)           4:18.78   3
 11 Brumfield, Jake              Miami (Ohio)           4:20.36   3
 12 Huben, Dan                   Cincinnati             4:20.62   2
 13 Kurdy, Sean                  Notre Dame             4:22.69   2
 14 Davis, Bradley               Miami (Ohio)           4:22.90   2
 15 Ellington, Marcus            Indiana University     4:23.10   2
 16 Macuiba, Dustin              Notre Dame             4:25.62   3
 17 Conroy, Seth                 Miami (Ohio)           4:26.62   3
 18 Cuyeu, Julien                Western Kentucky       4:27.06   3
 19 Reed, Curtis                 SE Missouri            4:27.36   3
 20 Bromley, Matthew             Miami (Ohio)           4:29.81   1
 21 Swindell, Bryce              Western Kentucky       4:37.63   3
 22 Dominguez, Alec              F.I.U.                 4:56.72   2
 -- Burks, Kyle                  Indiana University         DNF   2
 -- Torpy, Christopher           Miami (Ohio)               DNF   1
 -- Veatch, Ben                  Indiana University         DNF   1
Men 3000 Meter Run
================================================================
   Gladstein: G 7:48.35  1/21/2011   Andrew Bayer, Indiana Unive
  Collegiate: C 7:38.59  2/14/2004   Alistair Cragg, University
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Metzger, Ben                 Miami (Ohio)           8:29.41
  2 Dowdy, Cole                  Kentucky               8:32.82
  3 Dowdy, Tanner                Kentucky               8:33.18
  4 Nebel, Andrew                Windsor                8:33.60
  5 Scarbrough, Taylor           Western Kentucky       8:38.36
  6 Mortimer, Alex               Kentucky               8:55.63
  7 Pitner, Ryan                 Miami (Ohio)           8:58.01
  8 Martin, Josh                 Windsor                9:00.82
  9 Dewitt, Jacob                S. Illinois            9:05.52
 10 Hassim, Theo                 S. Illinois            9:08.55
 11 Cook, Nathan                 SE Missouri            9:20.92
Men 5000 Meter Run
================================================================
   Gladstein: G 13:38.87  12/9/2016   Marc Scott, University of
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================




  1 Eaton, Michael               Unattached            14:29.73
  2 Maton, Marc                  SE Missouri           15:04.54




....Men 5000 Meter Run
  3 Plunkett, Daniel             SE Missouri           15:14.99
  4 Clements, Cameron            Indiana University    15:16.49
  5 Thompson, Zac                Miami (Ohio)          15:17.87
  6 Grismer, Nick                Cincinnati            15:22.12
  7 Reynolds, Daniel             Miami (Ohio)          15:34.41
  8 Francesconi, Sebastian       Miami (Ohio)          15:44.60
  9 Cuyeu, Julien                Western Kentucky      15:51.75
 10 Durr, Chris                  SE Missouri           16:09.30
 11 Samarzich, Charlie           SE Missouri           16:13.39
 12 Falco, Trevor                SE Missouri           16:27.84
 13 Areces, Jorge                F.I.U.                16:35.94
 14 Bailey, Griffin              SE Missouri           16:40.22
 15 Areces, Daniel               F.I.U.                17:19.32
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G  7.64  1993        Glenn Terry, Indiana Uinversity
  Collegiate: C  7.45  3/14/2015   Omar McLeod, University of Arkan
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Session, William             Indiana University        7.98Q  1
  2 Hayden, Jonathan             Western Kentucky          8.04Q  2
  3 Wilt, Caleb                  Kentucky                  8.06q  2
  4 McCall, Isaiah               Cincinnati                8.23q  1
  5 Neptune, Daniel              F.I.U.                    8.28q  1
  6 Muresan, Aaron               Miami (Ohio)              8.35q  2
  7 Phipps, Theo                 S. Illinois               8.40q  2
  8 Williams, Kelvin             Cincinnati                8.52q  2
  9 Baryoh, Moses                Indiana University        8.53   1
 10 Duricky, Connor              Cincinnati                8.73   1
 11 Cook, Clayton                Indiana University        9.04   2
 12 Margo, Alexander             Miami (Ohio)              9.32   1
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
================================================================
   Gladstein: G  7.64  1993        Glenn Terry, Indiana Uinversi
  Collegiate: C  7.45  3/14/2015   Omar McLeod, University of Ar
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Session, William             Indiana University        7.93
  2 Wilt, Caleb                  Kentucky                  8.11
  3 Hayden, Jonathan             Western Kentucky          8.18
  4 Neptune, Daniel              F.I.U.                    8.28
  5 Muresan, Aaron               Miami (Ohio)              8.32
  6 Phipps, Theo                 S. Illinois               8.38
  7 Williams, Kelvin             Cincinnati                8.47
  8 McCall, Isaiah               Cincinnati                8.51




Men 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
   Gladstein: G 3:09.70  1/9/2016    Unviersity of Tennessee, Unvie
  Collegiate: C 3:02.52  1/28/2017   , Texas A&M
                         Kerley, Rose, Dixon, Kerley
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Indiana University  'A'                             3:13.86   1
     1) Ware, Isaiah                    2) Kuhn, Daniel
     3) Grimmer, Derek                  4) Muncherji, Zubin
  2 Western Kentucky University  'A'                    3:16.81   1
     1) Alexandre, Oliver               2) Minor, Eli
     3) Saruni, David                   4) Tanksley, Alec
  3 University of Cincinnati  'A'                       3:17.45   1
     1) Witcher, Halen                  2) Brooks, Jimmy
     3) Morris, Jaashir                 4) Barnes, Jake
  4 Western Kentucky University  'B'                    3:20.87   2
     1) Villaman, Denzel                2) Seged, Maor
     3) Bush, William                   4) Hayes, Austin
  5 University of Windsor  'A'                          3:22.12   2
     1) Brown, Jaiden                   2) Patterson, Mitch
     3) Sleep, Tanner                   4) Kramer, Chris
  6 Indiana University  'B'                             3:22.97   2
     1) Tunstall, Dushawn               2) Harris, Treyton
     3) Session, William                4) Bello, Anthony
  7 Miami (Ohio)  'A'                                   3:25.96   2
     1) Dye, Ivan                       2) Muresan, Aaron
     3) Prell, Josh                     4) Cooke, Peter
 -- Western Kentucky University  'C'                        DNF   2
     1) Nixon, Devin                    2) Swindell, Bryce
     3) Hayden, Jonathan                4) Scarbrough, Taylor
 -- Notre Dame  'A'                                         DNF   1
     1) Cheatham, Edward                2) Zajdel, Zachary
     3) Stimson, Drake                  4) Goldman, Clayton
Men Distance Medley
================================================================
   Gladstein: G 9:30.78  2/11/2011   Indiana University, Indiana
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Miami (Ohio)  'A'                                  10:05.56
     1) Torpy, Sean                     2) Owens, Jake
     3) Torpy, Christopher              4) Towne, Mitchell
  2 Indiana University  'A'                            10:08.58
     1) Millar, Bryce                   2) Moore, Phillip
     3) Ellington, Marcus               4) Huntoon, Jordan
  3 Western Kentucky University  'A'                   10:46.50
     1) Villaman, Denzel                2) Tanksley, Alec
     3) Seged, Maor                     4) Scarbrough, Taylor
Men High Jump
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 2.32m  2/9/2013    Derel Drouin, Indiana University
  Collegiate: C 2.37m  3/11/1989   Hollis Conway, Univ. of Louisiana-Laf.
    Name                    Year School                  Finals










  1 Birzer, Matthew              Notre Dame               2.14m    7-00.25
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.17 2.20
        P    P    P   XO    O    P  XXO    P  XXX
  2 Galas, Paul                  Indiana University       2.08m    6-09.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04 2.08 2.11 2.14
        P    P    O    O   XO    P  XXX
  3 Etienne, Jyles               Indiana University       2.04m    6-08.25
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04 2.08
        P    P    P    O  XXP
  4 Holton, Hunter               Notre Dame              J2.04m    6-08.25
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04 2.08
        P    P  XXO  XXO  XXX
  5 Kalala, Albert               Cincinnati               2.00m    6-06.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04
        P    P    O  XXX
  6 Gary, Herb                   Unattached              J2.00m    6-06.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.04
        P    P  XXO  XXX
  7 Vogel, Caleb                 S. Illinois              1.95m    6-04.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00
        O    O  XXX
  8 Brazell, Tallyn              SE Missouri             J1.95m    6-04.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00
       XO    O  XXX
  9 Samuels, Andrew              F.I.U.                   1.90m    6-02.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00
        O    P  XXX
  9 Riddle, Cannon               Cincinnati               1.90m    6-02.75
     1.90 1.95
        O  XXX
 -- Downey, Brock                Miami (Ohio)                NH
     1.90
      XXX
 -- Williams, Christian          F.I.U.                      NH
     1.90 1.95 2.00
        P    P  XXX
Men Pole Vault
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 5.66m  2/12/1994   Mark Buse, Indiana University
  Collegiate: C 5.91m  3/13/2015   Shawn Barber, University of Akron
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Volz, Drew                   Unattached               5.51m   18-01.00
     4.44 4.64 4.84 4.99 5.09 5.19 5.29 5.34 5.45 5.51 5.60
        P    P    P    P    P    O    O    P   XO    O  XXX
  2 Coulon, Adam                 Indiana University       5.19m   17-00.25
     4.44 4.64 4.84 4.99 5.09 5.19 5.29
        P    P    P    O    P    O  XXX
  3 Schuck, Nathan               Unattached               4.84m   15-10.50
     4.44 4.64 4.84 4.99
        P   XO    O  XXX
  3 Mammoser, Brock              Indiana University       4.84m   15-10.50




     4.44 4.64 4.84 4.99
        P   XO    O  XXX





  5 Shinnerl, Alex               Indiana University       4.64m   15-02.75
     4.44 4.64 4.84
        P    O  XXX
  6 Black, Chase                 S. Illinois             J4.64m   15-02.75
     4.44 4.64 4.84
        P   XO  XXX
  7 Wells, Jacob                 S. Illinois              4.44m   14-06.75
     4.44 4.64
        O  XXX
 -- Shank, Landon                Notre Dame                  NH
     4.44
      XXX
 -- Melvin, Malcolm              Miami (Ohio)                NH
     4.44
      XXX
 -- Zeinemann, Kyle              S. Illinois                 NH
     4.44
      XXX
Men Long Jump
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 8.26m  3/7/1975    Charlton Ehizuelen, University of Illin
  Collegiate: C 8.59m  3/1/2002    Miguel Pate, University of Alabama
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Abubakar, Mohammed           Kentucky                 7.69m   25-02.75
      7.46m  7.41m  FOUL  7.69m  7.32m  5.86m
  2 Harris, Treyton              Indiana University       7.53m   24-08.50
      FOUL  7.53m  FOUL  7.53m  FOUL  7.44m
  3 Edwards, Austin              Cincinnati               7.40m   24-03.50
      FOUL  FOUL  7.40m  FOUL  FOUL  7.26m
  4 White, Brandon               Cincinnati               7.19m   23-07.25
      6.70m  7.08m  FOUL  6.96m  7.17m  7.19m
  5 Glenn, Kenny                 Miami (Ohio)             6.92m   22-08.50
      6.85m  6.92m  6.81m  6.69m  6.89m  FOUL
  6 Villegas, Antonio            Notre Dame               6.87m   22-06.50
      6.80m  FOUL  6.65m  6.87m  FOUL  6.55m
  7 Service, Reed                F.I.U.                   6.84m   22-05.25
      6.75m  6.13m  FOUL  6.50m  6.52m  6.84m
  8 Williams, Christian          F.I.U.                   6.76m   22-02.25
      6.76m  6.64m  6.37m  6.55m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Fletcher, Marcellus          S. Illinois              6.72m   22-00.75
      FOUL  6.72m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  PASS
 10 Linster, Josh                Miami (Ohio)             6.71m   22-00.25
      6.71m  6.70m  6.40m
 11 Phipps, Theo                 S. Illinois              6.68m   21-11.00
      6.68m  6.55m  6.12m
 12 Bethea, Eric                 Indiana University       6.63m   21-09.00
      6.63m  5.94m  FOUL
 13 Dotson, Louis                S. Illinois              6.47m   21-02.75
      6.47m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 Tennant, Kyle                Miami (Ohio)             6.06m   19-10.75
      FOUL  6.06m  5.49m




 -- Tanksley, Alec               Western Kentucky          FOUL
      PASS  FOUL  PASS





 -- Cole, Grant                  Miami (Ohio)              FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Triple Jump
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 16.89m  1989        Jan Cado, North Central Univ.
  Collegiate: C 17.50m  1/17/1986   Charlie Simpkins, Baptist College
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Bethea, Eric                 Indiana University      15.40m   50-06.25
      15.12m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  15.40m
  2 Fletcher, Marcellus          S. Illinois             14.49m   47-06.50
      14.02m  14.44m  14.49m  FOUL  PASS  PASS
  3 Tavares, Luares              F.I.U.                  14.23m   46-08.25
      14.02m  FOUL  13.85m  14.15m  FOUL  14.23m
  4 Linster, Josh                Miami (Ohio)            14.08m   46-02.50
      13.85m  14.07m  13.71m  14.08m  13.64m  FOUL
  5 Dotson, Louis                S. Illinois             13.67m   44-10.25
      13.67m  FOUL  13.61m  FOUL  PASS  PASS
  6 White, Brandon               Cincinnati              13.26m   43-06.00
      13.26m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  PASS  PASS
 -- Tanksley, Alec               Western Kentucky          FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Offor, Wisdom                F.I.U.                    FOUL
      FOUL  PASS  PASS
 -- Tennant, Kyle                Miami (Ohio)              FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Shot Put
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 21.38m  1982        Mike Lehman, University of Illinois
  Collegiate: C 21.73m  3/14/2008   Ryan Whiting, Arizona State Universiy
  Collegiate: C 21.73m  2/27/2016   Ryan Crouser, University of Texas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Kern, Jared                  S. Illinois             19.18m   62-11.25
      16.64m  17.79m  18.64m  17.80m  18.43m  19.18m
  2 Kessler, Adam                S. Illinois             18.68m   61-03.50
      17.99m  18.12m  18.24m  18.29m  18.68m  18.33m
  3 Schall, David                Indiana University      18.23m   59-09.75
      FOUL  16.63m  18.14m  18.23m  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Hurley, Ricky                S. Illinois             18.13m   59-05.75
      18.13m  FOUL  17.61m  FOUL  17.84m  FOUL
  5 Sikon, Sam                   S. Illinois             17.49m   57-04.75
      16.76m  17.12m  17.23m  17.49m  15.80m  17.36m
  6 Abraham, Marcus              Cincinnati              16.95m   55-07.50
      16.95m  FOUL  16.75m  16.37m  16.31m  16.84m
  7 Blomquist, Logan             SE Missouri             16.80m   55-01.50
      16.33m  16.80m  FOUL  FOUL  16.41m  FOUL
  8 Deaton, Aaron                Cincinnati              16.47m   54-00.50
      14.26m  14.61m  16.47m  FOUL  15.80m  FOUL
  9 Kling, Kyle                  S. Illinois             16.20m   53-01.75
      16.05m  15.76m  15.96m  16.20m  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Zagurski, Stephen            SE Missouri             15.98m   52-05.25




      15.98m  FOUL  FOUL





 11 Meece, Sam                   Cincinnati              15.57m   51-01.00
      15.57m  14.72m  15.01m
 12 Watkins, Shae                Notre Dame              15.25m   50-00.50
      14.73m  14.89m  15.25m
 13 Stefan, John                 Notre Dame              15.01m   49-03.00
      15.01m  FOUL  14.43m
 14 Lane, Nick                   Indiana University      14.92m   48-11.50
      14.90m  14.64m  14.92m
 15 Kusky, Logan                 Notre Dame              14.77m   48-05.50
      14.68m  FOUL  14.77m
 16 Wiggins, Allen               F.I.U.                  13.94m   45-09.00
      FOUL  13.94m  FOUL
 17 Hardiman, Daniel             Notre Dame              13.72m   45-00.25
      FOUL  13.72m  FOUL
 18 Moore, Travis                Miami (Ohio)            13.67m   44-10.25
      13.67m  13.63m  13.38m
 19 Muhwanga, Chard              Western Kentucky        12.83m   42-01.25
      12.83m  FOUL  12.69m
 20 Lewis, Julien                Western Kentucky        12.24m   40-02.00
      FOUL  10.96m  12.24m
Men Weight Throw
==========================================================================
   Gladstein: G 24.10m  1/30/2015   JC Lambert, Unattached
  Collegiate: C 25.58m  2/28/2015   Michael Lihrman, University of Wiscons
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Ingram, Isaac                S. Illinois             21.83m   71-07.50
      21.08m  21.13m  21.04m  21.66m  FOUL  21.83m
  2 Miller, Andrew               Indiana University      21.73m   71-03.50
      FOUL  21.44m  21.28m  FOUL  21.34m  21.73m
  3 Morrison, William            Unattached              19.58m   64-03.00
      18.09m  18.77m  FOUL  17.95m  1.06m  19.58m
  4 Kusky, Logan                 Notre Dame              19.05m   62-06.00
      19.05m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Hurley, Ricky                S. Illinois             18.94m   62-01.75
      18.05m  FOUL  18.94m  18.74m  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Lane, Nick                   Indiana University      18.62m   61-01.25
      18.61m  FOUL  18.62m  FOUL  18.37m  FOUL
  7 Schall, David                Indiana University      18.22m   59-09.50
      17.17m  17.49m  17.33m  18.22m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Kessler, Adam                S. Illinois             18.06m   59-03.00
      FOUL  15.92m  17.95m  17.54m  18.06m  17.65m
  9 Meece, Sam                   Cincinnati              17.93m   58-10.00
      17.93m  FOUL  FOUL  17.39m  17.42m  FOUL
 10 Blomquist, Logan             SE Missouri             17.07m   56-00.00
      15.68m  16.15m  17.07m
 11 Zagurski, Stephen            SE Missouri             16.69m   54-09.25
      FOUL  15.17m  16.69m
 12 Kling, Kyle                  S. Illinois             16.45m   53-11.75
      FOUL  15.85m  16.45m
 13 Dyer, Nate                   S. Illinois             16.18m   53-01.00
      FOUL  16.18m  FOUL




 14 Abraham, Marcus              Cincinnati              15.99m   52-05.50
      15.99m  15.44m  FOUL





 15 Province, Chris              Cincinnati              15.67m   51-05.00
      15.28m  15.67m  15.61m
 16 Watkins, Shae                Notre Dame              15.45m   50-08.25
      FOUL  15.45m  15.21m
 17 Sikon, Sam                   S. Illinois             15.12m   49-07.25
      FOUL  14.72m  15.12m
 18 Muhwanga, Chard              Western Kentucky        14.66m   48-01.25
      13.41m  FOUL  14.66m
 19 Deaton, Aaron                Cincinnati              14.53m   47-08.00
      FOUL  14.40m  14.53m
 20 Moore, Travis                Miami (Ohio)            14.14m   46-04.75
      12.97m  13.68m  14.14m
 21 Lewis, Julien                Western Kentucky        13.14m   43-01.50
      11.41m  FOUL  13.14m
 22 Hoffman, Seth                Miami (Ohio)            12.86m   42-02.25
      12.86m  FOUL  FOUL
Heptathlon: #1 Men 60 Meter Dash Heptathlon
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Bigelow, Matthew             S. Illinois               7.16   1    826
  2 Urycki, Cal                  SE Missouri               7.17   2    823
  3 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached                7.26   1    792 7.256
  4 Navarro, Chris               Unattached                7.26   2    792 7.260
  5 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)              7.46   1    726
  6 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri               7.56   1    694
  7 Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)              7.72   1    643
  8 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati                7.77   2    628
Heptathlon: #7 Men 1000 Meter Run Heptathlon
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)           2:55.01     714
  2 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri            2:55.12     713
  3 Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)           3:04.32     623
  4 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached             3:13.10     542
  5 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati             3:17.29     505
  6 Navarro, Chris               Unattached             3:31.10     392
Heptathlon: #5 Men 60 Meter Hurdles Heptathlon
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Navarro, Chris               Unattached                8.21     930
  2 Urycki, Cal                  SE Missouri               8.77     797
  3 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)              8.89     770
  4 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached                8.95     757
  5 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati                9.18     707
  6 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri               9.47     646
 -- Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)                DQ     545 Hooking code 9




Heptathlon: #4 Men High Jump Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached               2.07m    6-09.50    868
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98 2.01 2.04 2.07 2.10
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    P    P    O    P    P    O  XXO  XXX
  2 Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)             1.86m    6-01.25    679
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89
        P    O   XO    O    O   XO   XO   XO  XXX
  2 Navarro, Chris               Unattached               1.86m    6-01.25    679
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89
        P    O    P    O    O   XO   XO  XXO  XXX
  4 Bigelow, Matthew             S. Illinois              1.80m    5-10.75    627
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83
        P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  4 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati               1.80m    5-10.75    627
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83
        P    O    P   XO    O   XO  XXX
  6 Urycki, Cal                  SE Missouri              1.77m    5-09.75    602
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXX
  6 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)             1.77m    5-09.75    602
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80
        O    O    O   XO   XO  XXX
  8 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri              1.71m    5-07.25    552
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74
      XXO    O    O  XXX
Heptathlon: #6 Men Pole Vault Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati               4.50m   14-09.00    760
     2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10 4.20 4.30 4.40 4.50 4.70
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    P  XXO    O   XO  XXP
  2 Urycki, Cal                  SE Missouri              4.10m   13-05.25    645
     2.30 2.50 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10 4.20
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXO    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  3 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached               4.00m   13-01.50    617
     2.30 2.50 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10
        P    P    P    P   PP    P    P    P    P    P    O    P    O    P    O    O  XXX
  3 Navarro, Chris               Unattached               4.00m   13-01.50    617
     2.30 2.50 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXX
  3 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)             4.00m   13-01.50    617
     2.30 2.50 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    P    O   XO    O   XO   XO    O  XXX
  6 Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)             3.80m   12-05.50    562
     2.30 2.50 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90
        P    P    P    O    O    O    O    O    O    O    O    O    O  XXO  XXX
  7 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri              3.00m    9-10.00    357
     2.30 2.50 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 3.10
        O    O    O    O    O   XO  XXX




Heptathlon: #2 Men Long Jump Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached               7.09m   23-03.25    835
      6.87m  7.07m  7.09m
  2 Bigelow, Matthew             S. Illinois              6.78m   22-03.00    762
      FOUL  6.78m  6.59m
  3 Urycki, Cal                  SE Missouri              6.54m   21-05.50    707
      6.44m  6.54m  FOUL
  4 Navarro, Chris               Unattached               6.49m   21-03.50    695
      6.31m  6.32m  6.49m
  5 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati               6.26m   20-06.50    644
      5.95m  6.26m  6.21m
  6 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)             6.13m   20-01.50    615
      5.91m  5.93m  6.13m
  7 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri              5.90m   19-04.25    565
      FOUL  5.90m  5.61m
  8 Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)             5.65m   18-06.50    512
      5.65m  FOUL  FOUL
Heptathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached              13.70m   44-11.50    710
      13.33m  13.70m  FOUL
  2 Navarro, Chris               Unattached              12.89m   42-03.50    661
      12.76m  12.89m  12.89m
  3 Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)            11.92m   39-01.25    602
      11.23m  11.92m  11.72m
  4 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)            11.60m   38-00.75    582
      11.60m  11.42m  11.01m
  5 Bigelow, Matthew             S. Illinois             11.33m   37-02.25    566
      11.02m  11.33m  10.74m
  6 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati              11.31m   37-01.25    565
      10.65m  10.79m  11.31m
  7 Urycki, Cal                  SE Missouri             10.60m   34-09.50    522
      10.60m  10.35m  10.11m
  8 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri              9.81m   32-02.25    474
      9.59m  9.81m  9.51m
Men Heptathlon
================================================================
   Gladstein: G  5908  3/4/2012    Edward Broadbend, Unattached
  Collegiate: C  6499  3/13/2010   Ashton Eaton, University of O
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Sullivan, Chris              Unattached                5121
  2 Navarro, Chris               Unattached                4766
  3 Shreve, Zane                 Miami (Ohio)              4626
  4 Lauria, Nicholas             Cincinnati                4436
  5 Artrip, Ben                  Miami (Ohio)              4166
  6 Crowden, Ty                  SE Missouri               4001
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, January 30, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Action shot and headshot of McIntyre attached. 
INDOOR PR SECURES SECOND-STRAIGHT C-USA WOMEN’S FIELD AOTW HONOR FOR MCINTYRE 
IRVING, Texas – For the second-consecutive week, WKU Track & Field’s Morgan McIntyre has been 
tabbed the Conference USA Women’s Field Athlete of the Week, the league office announced Tuesday. 
The senior’s second career accolade comes after clearing an indoor pole vault personal record of 3.98 
meters (13’0.75”) over the weekend at the Indiana University Relays. 
McIntyre’s mark tied for the top clear on the weekend, however the Ashland, Ky., native finished second 
following a jump off. With her jump, McIntyre owns the second-best indoor mark ever registered by a 
Lady Topper pole vaulter and three of the top-five marks overall. 
Prior to the weekend, McIntyre already owned the best mark across Conference USA by five inches. In 
her most recent outing, the reigning C-USA pole vault champion upped her advantage to 10.25 inches. 
The 3.98-meter clear ranks 52nd across the NCAA. 
Through four meets this indoor season, McIntyre has owned the top height for WKU Track & Field at 
each with her readings increasing every time out. The senior has two top-three finishes to her name 
already this season. 
WKU will take the upcoming weekend off before heading to the Vanderbilt Music City Challenge from 
Feb. 9-10 in Nashville, Tenn. The following weekend, head coach Erik Jenkins and company will head to 




#13 Men's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.37 Christian Coleman USA 1/19/2018 Clemson, SC
A American Indoor 6.39 Maurice Green Nike 2/3/1998 Madrid, ESP
C Collegiate Indoor 6.45 Christian Colemen Tennessee 3/11/2017 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 6.45 Leonard Myles-Mills B.Y.U. 2/20/1999 Colorado Spgs,
F Facility 6.52 Christian Coleman Tennessee 2/25/2017
3:15 PM (Day 2):
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 SMITH, BLAKE NIKE 6.62
2 WALTER, KEITAVIOUS JR ALABAMA 6.67
3 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO MISS. 6.69
4 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO MISS. 6.74
5 FORD, ALIZE SO ALABAMA 6.76 6.751
6 AUSTIN, CALVIN FR MEMPHIS 6.76 6.757
7 CRAWFORD, LAWRENCE JR MISS. ST 6.77
MORRIS, JULIUS SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 SMITH, BLAKE NIKE 6.65q 5(1)
2 MORRIS, JULIUS SR W. KENTUCKY 6.70q 3(1)
3 WALTER, KEITAVIOUS JR ALABAMA 6.72q 6.711 7(1)
4 CRAWFORD, LAWRENCE JR MISS. ST 6.72q 6.714 2(1)
5 AUSTIN, CALVIN FR MEMPHIS 6.73q 7(2)
6 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO MISS. 6.76q 3(2)
7 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO MISS. 6.77q 1(1)
8 FORD, ALIZE SO ALABAMA 6.80q 6.792 4(1)
9 HUBBARD , AVERY SR UNATTACHED 6.80 6.793 1(2)
10 KOWALCHUK, KARSON SO MISS. ST 6.83 1(3)
11 DASOR, EMMANUEL UNATTACHED 6.88 2(2)
12 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO MISS. 6.89 6.881 4(2)
13 BROWN, XAVIER SO OKLAHOMA 6.89 6.885 4(3)
14 BUSH, WILLIAM JR W. KENTUCKY 6.91 4(4)
15 SHEFFIELD, JOSEPH FR OKLAHOMA 6.93 2(3)
16 WILLIAMS, OKEEN JR ALABAMA 6.94 6.936 6(1)
17 PARKER, CALEB SO SO MISS. 6.94 6.938 1(4)
18 WEBB, JACKSON SO OKLAHOMA 6.95 6.942 3(3)
19 WESLEY, BENNIE SR OKLAHOMA 6.95 6.944 2(4)
20 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 6.97 7(3)
21 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO MISS. 6.98 6.972 3(4)
21 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 6.98 6.972 5(2)
23 PERSIADO, IMRI SO MEMPHIS 6.98 6.974 6(2)
24 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO ILLINOIS 7.00 7(4)
25 NIXON, DEVIN SO W. KENTUCKY 7.02 4(5)
26 NICHOLS, CHANDLER SO KENNESAW ST 7.05 4(6)
27 WILSON, HAILE JR SE MO 7.06 7(5)
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#13 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
28 HEWING, JORDAN FR KENNESAW ST 7.07 7.061 1(5)
28 BOLDEN, CAMERON SO KENNESAW ST 7.07 7.061 6(3)
30 CONWELL, TERRYON FR MISS. ST 7.07 7.064 5(3)
31 WILLIAMS, PARIS SO KENNESAW ST 7.08 4(7)
32 CURRY, TRE JR SE MO 7.09 1(6)
33 VANN, GREG JR OKLAHOMA 7.11 7(6)
34 DIAZ, OMAR FR KENNESAW ST 7.13 3(5)
35 PETTY, LAMARCO FR M.T.S.U. 7.16 6(4)
36 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 7.18 6(5)
37 BLUIETT, ANDRE SR SE MO 7.19 2(5)
38 BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 7.20 7.192 6(6)
39 CHEVAL, THOMAS SR OKLAHOMA 7.20 7.194 5(4)
40 BRADFORD, TARIQ SO KENNESAW ST 7.22 2(6)
41 STONE, CHRIS JR AUBURN 7.25 2(7)
42 BYERS, CAMERON FR UNATTACHED 7.29 5(5)
43 SIMS, KEMAR SO SO MISS. 7.34 3(6)
44 BLASSINGAME, SEAN SR KENNESAW ST 7.35 3(7)
45 DAVIS, AMIR FR KENNESAW ST 7.42 5(6)
46 WORD, CHAD FR FURMAN 7.51 1(7)
47 LOTT, DAVID SO KENNESAW ST 7.54 2(8)
48 MARTIN, KYLE FR KENNESAW ST 7.61 3(8)
ANDERSON, TYLER SR UNATTACHED DNS 1
MILLER, LESTER JR MISS. ST DNS 4
AFFUL, SOLOMON SR M.T.S.U. DNS 5
FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS DNS 5
SIMMONS, CHAZ JR M.T.S.U. DNS 6
CHAMBERS, RAHEEM SO AUBURN DNS 6
RUBALCABA, MARK JR AUBURN DNS 7
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 7
1 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO MISS. 6.77q
2 HUBBARD , AVERY SR UNATTACHED 6.80 6.793
3 KOWALCHUK, KARSON SO MISS. ST 6.83
4 PARKER, CALEB SO SO MISS. 6.94 6.938
5 HEWING, JORDAN FR KENNESAW ST 7.07 7.061
6 CURRY, TRE JR SE MO 7.09
7 WORD, CHAD FR FURMAN 7.51
ANDERSON, TYLER SR UNATTACHED DNS
Heat 2 of 7
1 CRAWFORD, LAWRENCE JR MISS. ST 6.72q 6.714
2 DASOR, EMMANUEL UNATTACHED 6.88
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#13 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 SHEFFIELD, JOSEPH FR OKLAHOMA 6.93
4 WESLEY, BENNIE SR OKLAHOMA 6.95 6.944
5 BLUIETT, ANDRE SR SE MO 7.19
6 BRADFORD, TARIQ SO KENNESAW ST 7.22
7 STONE, CHRIS JR AUBURN 7.25
8 LOTT, DAVID SO KENNESAW ST 7.54
Heat 3 of 7
1 MORRIS, JULIUS SR W. KENTUCKY 6.70q
2 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO MISS. 6.76q
3 WEBB, JACKSON SO OKLAHOMA 6.95 6.942
4 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO MISS. 6.98 6.972
5 DIAZ, OMAR FR KENNESAW ST 7.13
6 SIMS, KEMAR SO SO MISS. 7.34
7 BLASSINGAME, SEAN SR KENNESAW ST 7.35
8 MARTIN, KYLE FR KENNESAW ST 7.61
Heat 4 of 7
1 FORD, ALIZE SO ALABAMA 6.80q 6.792
2 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO MISS. 6.89 6.881
3 BROWN, XAVIER SO OKLAHOMA 6.89 6.885
4 BUSH, WILLIAM JR W. KENTUCKY 6.91
5 NIXON, DEVIN SO W. KENTUCKY 7.02
6 NICHOLS, CHANDLER SO KENNESAW ST 7.05
7 WILLIAMS, PARIS SO KENNESAW ST 7.08
MILLER, LESTER JR MISS. ST DNS
Heat 5 of 7
1 SMITH, BLAKE NIKE 6.65q
2 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 6.98 6.972
3 CONWELL, TERRYON FR MISS. ST 7.07 7.064
4 CHEVAL, THOMAS SR OKLAHOMA 7.20 7.194
5 BYERS, CAMERON FR UNATTACHED 7.29
6 DAVIS, AMIR FR KENNESAW ST 7.42
AFFUL, SOLOMON SR M.T.S.U. DNS
FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS DNS
Heat 6 of 7
1 WILLIAMS, OKEEN JR ALABAMA 6.94 6.936
2 PERSIADO, IMRI SO MEMPHIS 6.98 6.974
3 BOLDEN, CAMERON SO KENNESAW ST 7.07 7.061
4 PETTY, LAMARCO FR M.T.S.U. 7.16
5 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 7.18
6 BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 7.20 7.192
SIMMONS, CHAZ JR M.T.S.U. DNS
CHAMBERS, RAHEEM SO AUBURN DNS
Heat 7 of 7
1 WALTER, KEITAVIOUS JR ALABAMA 6.72q 6.711
2 AUSTIN, CALVIN FR MEMPHIS 6.73q
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#13 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 6.97
4 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO ILLINOIS 7.00
5 WILSON, HAILE JR SE MO 7.06
6 VANN, GREG JR OKLAHOMA 7.11
RUBALCABA, MARK JR AUBURN DNS
#16 Men's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 19.92 Frank Fredericks NAM 2/18/1996 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 20.10 Wallace Spearmon Arkansas 3/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 20.10 Wallace Spearmon Arkansas 3/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 20.34 Jereem Richards Alabama 2/25/2017
7:30 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO MISS. 21.39 2(1)
2 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO MISS. 21.54 3(1)
3 CHAMBERS, RAHEEM SO AUBURN 21.59 1(1)
4 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO MISS. 21.75 3(2)
5 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 21.77 1(2)
6 SHEFFIELD, JOSEPH FR OKLAHOMA 21.95 4(1)
7 BROWN, XAVIER SO OKLAHOMA 21.98 9(1)
8 WEBB, JACKSON SO OKLAHOMA 22.03 2(2)
9 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 22.08 5(1)
10 PERSIADO, IMRI SO MEMPHIS 22.09 22.089 2(3)
11 CHAMPLIN, RYAN SO MEMPHIS 22.09 22.090 3(3)
12 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO MISS. 22.10 5(2)
13 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO ILLINOIS 22.13 8(1)
14 DIAZ, OMAR FR KENNESAW ST 22.18 8(2)
15 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 22.19 5(3)
16 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. ST 22.20 22.192 5(4)
17 TENKIANG, CHIASON FR AUBURN 22.20 22.197 3(4)
18 TATHAM, RASHEED JR MISS. ST 22.21 22.201 10(1)
19 PETTY, LAMARCO FR M.T.S.U. 22.21 22.204 6(1)
20 ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI JR M.T.S.U. 22.24 4(2)
21 LETO, ALEX SR MARYLAND 22.30 22.300 6(2)
21 HEWING, JORDAN FR KENNESAW ST 22.30 22.300 9(2)
23 BOLDEN, CAMERON SO KENNESAW ST 22.32 22.316 2(4)
24 JONES, KAMERON SO MARYLAND 22.32 22.320 2(5)
25 KIBET, RAYMOND FR TULANE 22.33 22.324 1(3)
26 TATUM, MALCUM SO MISS. ST 22.33 22.330 8(3)
27 TORIAN, JAQUEZ FR M.T.S.U. 22.49 8(4)
28 WESTBROOK, ALVIN SO OLE MISS 22.50 10(2)
29 NICHOLS, CHANDLER SO KENNESAW ST 22.51 4(3)
30 MCDONALD, JOHN JR SE MO 22.52 8(5)
31 MURRAY, LAWRENCE FR OKLAHOMA 22.56 9(3)
32 SIMS, KEMAR SO SO MISS. 22.66 22.655 4(4)
33 TURNER, KEVIN JR SO ILLINOIS 22.66 22.660 9(4)
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#16 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
7:30 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
34 SCHWAB, COLLIN FR SE MO 22.77 22.762 10(3)
35 CANAMARE, BRADEN JR KENNESAW ST 22.77 22.763 8(6)
36 FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS 22.87 11(1)
37 HODGE JR., DAMON FR UNATTACHED 22.95 11(2)
38 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO ILLINOIS 23.02 10(4)
39 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO ILLINOIS 23.04 11(3)
40 CROFT, JAMES FR SO ILLINOIS 23.09 11(4)
41 MILTON, MONTREAL FR KENNESAW ST 23.11 23.102 6(3)
42 BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 23.11 23.110 7(1)
43 BYERS, CAMERON FR UNATTACHED 23.15 7(2)
44 DAVIS, AMIR FR KENNESAW ST 23.18 7(3)
45 JONES, TYLER FR KENNESAW ST 23.30 6(4)
46 BLASSINGAME, SEAN SR KENNESAW ST 23.31 6(5)
47 MURRAY JR., LARRY FR OKLAHOMA 23.46 9(5)
48 WHEELER, MYLES FR OKLAHOMA 23.53 10(5)
49 GRANT, NICK SR KENNESAW ST 23.78 5(5)
50 WORD, CHAD FR FURMAN 24.66 11(5)
51 CHEWNING, AUSTIN SR FURMAN 25.02 11(6)
LEE, NEWTON FR MEMPHIS FS 4
HAZEL, WARREN SR SO ILLINOIS DNS 1
AFFUL, SOLOMON SR M.T.S.U. DNS 1
WESLEY, BENNIE SR OKLAHOMA DNS 3
WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. ST DNS 7
SIMMONS, CHAZ JR M.T.S.U. DNS 7
MILLER, LESTER JR MISS. ST DNS 7
STEETS, ANTHONY FR GA TECH DNS 9
WATKINS, DWAYNE SO GA TECH DNS 10
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 11
1 CHAMBERS, RAHEEM SO AUBURN 21.59
2 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 21.77
3 KIBET, RAYMOND FR TULANE 22.33 22.324
HAZEL, WARREN SR SO ILLINOIS DNS
AFFUL, SOLOMON SR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 2 of 11
1 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO MISS. 21.39
2 WEBB, JACKSON SO OKLAHOMA 22.03
3 PERSIADO, IMRI SO MEMPHIS 22.09 22.089
4 BOLDEN, CAMERON SO KENNESAW ST 22.32 22.316
5 JONES, KAMERON SO MARYLAND 22.32 22.320
Section 3 of 11
1 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO MISS. 21.54
2 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO MISS. 21.75
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#16 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 CHAMPLIN, RYAN SO MEMPHIS 22.09 22.090
4 TENKIANG, CHIASON FR AUBURN 22.20 22.197
WESLEY, BENNIE SR OKLAHOMA DNS
Section 4 of 11
1 SHEFFIELD, JOSEPH FR OKLAHOMA 21.95
2 ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI JR M.T.S.U. 22.24
3 NICHOLS, CHANDLER SO KENNESAW ST 22.51
4 SIMS, KEMAR SO SO MISS. 22.66 22.655
LEE, NEWTON FR MEMPHIS FS
Section 5 of 11
1 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 22.08
2 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO MISS. 22.10
3 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 22.19
4 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. ST 22.20 22.192
5 GRANT, NICK SR KENNESAW ST 23.78
Section 6 of 11
1 PETTY, LAMARCO FR M.T.S.U. 22.21 22.204
2 LETO, ALEX SR MARYLAND 22.30 22.300
3 MILTON, MONTREAL FR KENNESAW ST 23.11 23.102
4 JONES, TYLER FR KENNESAW ST 23.30
5 BLASSINGAME, SEAN SR KENNESAW ST 23.31
Section 7 of 11
1 BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 23.11 23.110
2 BYERS, CAMERON FR UNATTACHED 23.15
3 DAVIS, AMIR FR KENNESAW ST 23.18
WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. ST DNS
SIMMONS, CHAZ JR M.T.S.U. DNS
MILLER, LESTER JR MISS. ST DNS
Section 8 of 11
1 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO ILLINOIS 22.13
2 DIAZ, OMAR FR KENNESAW ST 22.18
3 TATUM, MALCUM SO MISS. ST 22.33 22.330
4 TORIAN, JAQUEZ FR M.T.S.U. 22.49
5 MCDONALD, JOHN JR SE MO 22.52
6 CANAMARE, BRADEN JR KENNESAW ST 22.77 22.763
Section 9 of 11
1 BROWN, XAVIER SO OKLAHOMA 21.98
2 HEWING, JORDAN FR KENNESAW ST 22.30 22.300
3 MURRAY, LAWRENCE FR OKLAHOMA 22.56
4 TURNER, KEVIN JR SO ILLINOIS 22.66 22.660
5 MURRAY JR., LARRY FR OKLAHOMA 23.46
STEETS, ANTHONY FR GA TECH DNS
Section 10 of 11
1 TATHAM, RASHEED JR MISS. ST 22.21 22.201
2 WESTBROOK, ALVIN SO OLE MISS 22.50
3 SCHWAB, COLLIN FR SE MO 22.77 22.762
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#16 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO ILLINOIS 23.02
5 WHEELER, MYLES FR OKLAHOMA 23.53
WATKINS, DWAYNE SO GA TECH DNS
Section 11 of 11
1 FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS 22.87
2 HODGE JR., DAMON FR UNATTACHED 22.95
3 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO ILLINOIS 23.04
4 CROFT, JAMES FR SO ILLINOIS 23.09
5 WORD, CHAD FR FURMAN 24.66
6 CHEWNING, AUSTIN SR FURMAN 25.02
#26 Men's 5000 Meters
W World Indoor 12:49.60 Kenenisa Bekele ETH 2/20/2004 Birmingham,
A American Indoor 13:07.15 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/11/2012 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 13:08.28 Lawi Lalang Arizona 2/11/2012 New York, NY
F Facility 13:52.08 MJ Erb Ole Miss 2/25/2017
8:50 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 MCLEOD, KALEB JR BELMONT 14:23.52
2 CHURITCH, COLEMAN SR AUBURN 14:32.45
3 MANDATO, TRENT FR FURMAN 14:39.28
4 ALDRITT, ERIC SR OKLAHOMA 14:41.43
5 COSTA, SAM SO GA TECH 14:45.10
6 MEIROW, LIAM SR OKLAHOMA 14:51.71
7 COLLINS, BRAEDEN FR GA TECH 14:52.71
8 EVANS, LUKE SR BELMONT 14:56.65
9 BUCKELEW, CHASE FR ALABAMA 14:58.17
10 EATON, KADEN SR BELMONT 15:00.89
11 MCNAMARA, PATRICK SO FURMAN 15:03.99
12 MILLER, RYAN SR GA TECH 15:25.78
13 SCHEERER, ALEC SO UNATTACHED 15:37.52
14 CLARK, ALLEN FR FURMAN 15:40.51
15 MEADE, LUKE SO FURMAN 15:42.57
16 KENNEDY , CHASE FR KENNESAW ST 15:49.05
REEDER, TROY SR FURMAN DNF
SELDEN, PAUL FR ALABAMA DNS
#18 Men's 400 Meters
Section 1-5 @ 3:40pm, Sections 6-10 @ 11:55am
W World Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement USA 3/12/2005 Fayetteville, AR,
A American Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement Florida 3/12/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement Florida 3/12/2005 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 44.94 Fred Kerley TX A&M 2/24/2017
3:40 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 ALLEN, NATHON FR AUBURN 46.68 1(1)
2 CENEUS, RANDALL JR AUBURN 46.87 2(1)
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#18 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
3:40 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
3 SEARS, VENTAVIUS UNATTACHED 47.00 1(2)
4 HAZEL, WARREN SR SO ILLINOIS 47.07 1(3)
5 ALLEN, WILL SO ALABAMA 47.23 2(2)
6 BOWDEN, SKYLER JR ALABAMA 47.43 2(3)
7 JONES, KAMERON SO MARYLAND 47.51 3(1)
8 PIETSCH, DANIEL JR GA TECH 47.97 47.964 5(1)
9 JAMES, STEPHAN SR MISS. ST 47.97 47.970 1(4)
10 JEAN, BEN SO GA TECH 48.05 2(4)
11 KIBET, RAYMOND FR TULANE 48.06 1(5)
12 ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI JR M.T.S.U. 48.28 48.273 2(5)
13 MASON, JERRAD SR MISSOURI 48.28 48.276 3(2)
14 EVANS, BRIAN SO MISS. ST 48.28 48.280 4(1)
15 LETO, ALEX SR MARYLAND 48.34 4(2)
16 TATHAM, RASHEED JR MISS. ST 48.45 3(3)
17 MARTIN, RYAN ASICS-FE 48.52 3(4)
18 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. ST 48.61 4(3)
19 CANAMARE, BRADEN JR KENNESAW ST 48.96 4(4)
20 TATUM, MALCUM SO MISS. ST 48.97 6(1)
21 BROOKS, ANTHONY FR GA TECH 48.98 7(1)
22 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO ILLINOIS 49.07 8(1)
23 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. ST 49.26 7(2)
24 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 49.37 3(5)
25 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 49.45 10(1)
26 BURTON, LORENZEN JR SO MISS. 49.47 5(2)
27 WESTBROOK, ALVIN SO OLE MISS 49.54 8(2)
28 SANDERS, TREVON SO M.T.S.U. 49.88 6(2)
29 HODGE JR., DAMON FR UNATTACHED 50.07 7(3)
30 NORMENT, NAMMAN JR MEMPHIS 50.12 6(3)
31 SEGED, MAOR JR W. KENTUCKY 50.17 6(4)
32 BURKS, JOSHUA SO AUBURN 50.24 5(3)
33 VILLAMAN , DENZEL SO W. KENTUCKY 50.26 9(1)
34 SCHWAB, COLLIN FR SE MO 50.42 9(2)
35 SPINKS, KACEY SO SO MISS. 50.46 9(3)
36 PERSINGER, AARON SR MEMPHIS 50.59 9(4)
37 NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 50.64 7(4)
38 MILTON, MONTREAL FR KENNESAW ST 51.49 7(5)
39 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO ILLINOIS 51.74 10(2)
40 JENKINS, KAYLON FR SE MO 52.17 10(3)
41 PEASE, BRYCE FR SE MO 52.52 10(4)
42 YANCEY, CHRISTIAN JR OLE MISS 52.73 10(5)
43 CROFT, JAMES FR SO ILLINOIS 53.02 8(3)
44 CANTRELL, GREG JR M.T.S.U. 53.07 9(5)
45 PETTY, LAMARCO FR M.T.S.U. 55.01 8(4)
46 NIXON, DEVIN SO W. KENTUCKY 55.66 10(6)
TORIAN, JAQUEZ FR M.T.S.U. DQ 5
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#18 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
3:40 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
GRANT, NICK SR KENNESAW ST DQ 8
MCDONALD, JOHN JR SE MO DNS 9
STEWART, MICHAEL FR M.T.S.U. DNS 8
CHUNN, BRANDON JR SE MO DNS 6
WATERS, JUSTON SR MISS. ST DNS 6
MORRIS, JULIUS SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 4
JONES, LIONEL JR GA TECH DNS 5
SARUNI, DAVID FR W. KENTUCKY DNS 7
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 10
1 ALLEN, NATHON FR AUBURN 46.68
2 SEARS, VENTAVIUS UNATTACHED 47.00
3 HAZEL, WARREN SR SO ILLINOIS 47.07
4 JAMES, STEPHAN SR MISS. ST 47.97 47.970
5 KIBET, RAYMOND FR TULANE 48.06
Section 2 of 10
1 CENEUS, RANDALL JR AUBURN 46.87
2 ALLEN, WILL SO ALABAMA 47.23
3 BOWDEN, SKYLER JR ALABAMA 47.43
4 JEAN, BEN SO GA TECH 48.05
5 ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI JR M.T.S.U. 48.28 48.273
Section 3 of 10
1 JONES, KAMERON SO MARYLAND 47.51
2 MASON, JERRAD SR MISSOURI 48.28 48.276
3 TATHAM, RASHEED JR MISS. ST 48.45
4 MARTIN, RYAN ASICS-FE 48.52
5 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 49.37
Section 4 of 10
1 EVANS, BRIAN SO MISS. ST 48.28 48.280
2 LETO, ALEX SR MARYLAND 48.34
3 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. ST 48.61
4 CANAMARE, BRADEN JR KENNESAW ST 48.96
MORRIS, JULIUS SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Section 5 of 10
1 PIETSCH, DANIEL JR GA TECH 47.97 47.964
2 BURTON, LORENZEN JR SO MISS. 49.47
3 BURKS, JOSHUA SO AUBURN 50.24
TORIAN, JAQUEZ FR M.T.S.U. DQ
JONES, LIONEL JR GA TECH DNS
Section 6 of 10
1 TATUM, MALCUM SO MISS. ST 48.97
2 SANDERS, TREVON SO M.T.S.U. 49.88
3 NORMENT, NAMMAN JR MEMPHIS 50.12
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#18 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 SEGED, MAOR JR W. KENTUCKY 50.17
CHUNN, BRANDON JR SE MO DNS
WATERS, JUSTON SR MISS. ST DNS
Section 7 of 10
1 BROOKS, ANTHONY FR GA TECH 48.98
2 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. ST 49.26
3 HODGE JR., DAMON FR UNATTACHED 50.07
4 NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 50.64
5 MILTON, MONTREAL FR KENNESAW ST 51.49
SARUNI, DAVID FR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Section 8 of 10
1 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO ILLINOIS 49.07
2 WESTBROOK, ALVIN SO OLE MISS 49.54
3 CROFT, JAMES FR SO ILLINOIS 53.02
4 PETTY, LAMARCO FR M.T.S.U. 55.01
GRANT, NICK SR KENNESAW ST DQ
STEWART, MICHAEL FR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 9 of 10
1 VILLAMAN , DENZEL SO W. KENTUCKY 50.26
2 SCHWAB, COLLIN FR SE MO 50.42
3 SPINKS, KACEY SO SO MISS. 50.46
4 PERSINGER, AARON SR MEMPHIS 50.59
5 CANTRELL, GREG JR M.T.S.U. 53.07
MCDONALD, JOHN JR SE MO DNS
Section 10 of 10
1 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 49.45
2 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO ILLINOIS 51.74
3 JENKINS, KAYLON FR SE MO 52.17
4 PEASE, BRYCE FR SE MO 52.52
5 YANCEY, CHRISTIAN JR OLE MISS 52.73
6 NIXON, DEVIN SO W. KENTUCKY 55.66
#20 Men's 800 Meters
Section 1-3 @ 4:10pm, Section 4 @ 11:40am
W World Indoor 1:42.67 Wilson Kipketer DEN 3/9/1997 Paris, France
A American Indoor 1:45.00 Johnny Gray S. Monica T.C. 3/8/1992 Sindelfingen, GER
C Collegiate Indoor 1:44.84 Paul Ereng Virginia 3/4/1989 Budapest,
F Facility 1:45.92 Michael Saruni UTEP 1/13/2018
4:10 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 AROP, MARCO FR MISS. ST 1:48.21 1(1)
2 SULIMAN, WALEED FR OLE MISS 1:48.94 1(2)
3 DEVROE, DEJON JR MISS. ST 1:49.13 1(3)
4 CONRAD, CHRISTOPHER FR MISSOURI 1:49.84 1(4)
5 NIXON, DANIEL SO MISS. ST 1:50.10 1(5)
6 LITTIG, ANDRES SR GA TECH 1:50.29 1(6)
7 SMULDERS, EVERETT FR OLE MISS 1:50.36 1(7)
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 10
#20 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
4:10 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
8 SMALL, KENYA FR MISS. ST 1:51.08 1(8)
9 RILEY, GRIFFIN FR OLE MISS 1:51.22 1(9)
10 SCOTT, PARKER FR OLE MISS 1:52.86 1(10)
11 TAMAYO, MICHAEL RFYL TC 1:52.99 2(1)
12 GOODMAN, BEN SR MISSOURI 1:53.24 2(2)
13 KUHLMANN, ROBERT JR MISSOURI 1:53.30 2(3)
14 BLEICHNER, TJ JR MARYLAND 1:53.61 2(4)
15 HAMNER, JASON FR OKLAHOMA 1:53.84 2(5)
16 MILLER, CALVIN SO OKLAHOMA 1:53.93 2(6)
17 MOORE, THOMAS SO FURMAN 1:53.97 2(7)
18 DAROSA, GABRIEL JR GA TECH 1:54.91 3(1)
19 OGDEN, JAKE SO FURMAN 1:54.93 3(2)
20 JACKSON III, FREDDIE SO MISS. ST 1:55.17 2(8)
21 KING, DEREK FR OKLAHOMA 1:55.36 4(1)
22 DANIEL, MADISON SO FURMAN 1:56.08 3(3)
23 WHORTON, TYLER FR GA TECH 1:56.16 3(4)
24 TUCKER, SHAMAR SO OLE MISS 1:56.17 4(2)
25 RIGG, OLIVER SO ALABAMA 1:56.73 3(5)
26 ALEXANDRE, OLIVER JR W. KENTUCKY 1:56.82 4(3)
27 CHERUIYOT, GEOFFRY SR M.T.S.U. 1:56.87 3(6)
28 SHERIDAN, MARK JR MISSOURI 1:57.00 3(7)
29 NEWBERN, ANTHONY FR SO ILLINOIS 1:57.34 3(8)
30 KOSBAR, JAMES JR SE MO 1:58.15 3(9)
31 SCOTT, DYLAN FR ALABAMA 1:58.38 4(4)
32 TYREE, CANOY FR SO ILLINOIS 1:58.73 3(10)
33 BAH, SORRE FR OKLAHOMA 2:00.02 3(11)
34 SARUNI, DAVID FR W. KENTUCKY 2:00.31 4(5)
35 DEFABRIZIO, SAM SR UNATTACHED 2:01.97 4(6)
36 COX, HAYDEN SR FURMAN 2:02.63 4(7)
37 CASTILLO, VINCE JR MISS. ST 2:03.53 4(8)
38 SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY 2:07.46 4(9)
PHELPS, AARON SR MISS. ST DNS 4
UMOH, IFIOK SR M.T.S.U. DNS 4
ACEVEDO, JULIO FR M.T.S.U. DNS 4
RIVERA, JOHN FR OLE MISS DNS 2
CHURCH, LAFORREST SR MEMPHIS DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 AROP, MARCO FR MISS. ST 1:48.21
2 SULIMAN, WALEED FR OLE MISS 1:48.94
3 DEVROE, DEJON JR MISS. ST 1:49.13
4 CONRAD, CHRISTOPHER FR MISSOURI 1:49.84
5 NIXON, DANIEL SO MISS. ST 1:50.10
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 11
#20 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 LITTIG, ANDRES SR GA TECH 1:50.29
7 SMULDERS, EVERETT FR OLE MISS 1:50.36
8 SMALL, KENYA FR MISS. ST 1:51.08
9 RILEY, GRIFFIN FR OLE MISS 1:51.22
10 SCOTT, PARKER FR OLE MISS 1:52.86
Section 2 of 4
1 TAMAYO, MICHAEL RFYL TC 1:52.99
2 GOODMAN, BEN SR MISSOURI 1:53.24
3 KUHLMANN, ROBERT JR MISSOURI 1:53.30
4 BLEICHNER, TJ JR MARYLAND 1:53.61
5 HAMNER, JASON FR OKLAHOMA 1:53.84
6 MILLER, CALVIN SO OKLAHOMA 1:53.93
7 MOORE, THOMAS SO FURMAN 1:53.97
8 JACKSON III, FREDDIE SO MISS. ST 1:55.17
RIVERA, JOHN FR OLE MISS DNS
CHURCH, LAFORREST SR MEMPHIS DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 DAROSA, GABRIEL JR GA TECH 1:54.91
2 OGDEN, JAKE SO FURMAN 1:54.93
3 DANIEL, MADISON SO FURMAN 1:56.08
4 WHORTON, TYLER FR GA TECH 1:56.16
5 RIGG, OLIVER SO ALABAMA 1:56.73
6 CHERUIYOT, GEOFFRY SR M.T.S.U. 1:56.87
7 SHERIDAN, MARK JR MISSOURI 1:57.00
8 NEWBERN, ANTHONY FR SO ILLINOIS 1:57.34
9 KOSBAR, JAMES JR SE MO 1:58.15
10 TYREE, CANOY FR SO ILLINOIS 1:58.73
11 BAH, SORRE FR OKLAHOMA 2:00.02
Section 4 of 4
1 KING, DEREK FR OKLAHOMA 1:55.36
2 TUCKER, SHAMAR SO OLE MISS 1:56.17
3 ALEXANDRE, OLIVER JR W. KENTUCKY 1:56.82
4 SCOTT, DYLAN FR ALABAMA 1:58.38
5 SARUNI, DAVID FR W. KENTUCKY 2:00.31
6 DEFABRIZIO, SAM SR UNATTACHED 2:01.97
7 COX, HAYDEN SR FURMAN 2:02.63
8 CASTILLO, VINCE JR MISS. ST 2:03.53
9 SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY 2:07.46
PHELPS, AARON SR MISS. ST DNS
UMOH, IFIOK SR M.T.S.U. DNS
ACEVEDO, JULIO FR M.T.S.U. DNS
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 12
#21 Men's 1 Mile Run
Section 1-2 @ 2:35pm, Sections 3-4 @ 11:20am
W World Indoor 3:48.45 Hicham El Guerrouj MAR 2/12/1997 Gent, BEL
A American Indoor 3:49.89 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 3:52.01 Edward Cheserek Oregon 2/26/2017 Boston, MA
F Facility 3:58.36 Jeff See Asics/ FE 1/30/2016
2:35 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 NOWAK, CRAIG ASICS-FE 3:58.93 1(1)
2 GUTIERREZ, DEREK SR UNATTACHED 4:01.19 1(2)
3 CHEMADI, KIGEN JR M.T.S.U. 4:03.48 1(3)
4 KIGEN, GILBERT JR ALABAMA 4:05.44 1(4)
5 CURLES, WESLEY SR AUBURN 4:05.98 1(5)
6 TEMPLETON, AARON JR FURMAN 4:07.18 2(1)
7 BETHMANN, CADE FR OLE MISS 4:07.96 1(6)
8 KIPNGETICH, SILAS SO AUBURN 4:08.23 2(2)
9 PECTOL, WESLEY JR AUBURN 4:08.26 2(3)
10 OGDEN, JAKE SO FURMAN 4:09.34 2(4)
11 PHELPS, AARON SR MISS. ST 4:10.14 3(1)
12 THOMPSON, CONNER SR ALABAMA 4:11.24 2(5)
13 ARMES, ERIK SO AUBURN 4:11.81 2(6)
14 BARTLETT, AVERY JR GA TECH 4:12.77 1(7)
15 CHOGE, JACOB SO M.T.S.U. 4:13.28 1(8)
16 COCCIA, MICHAEL SO OLE MISS 4:13.74 1(9)
17 WIND, ALEX SR ALABAMA 4:13.75 2(7)
18 REEDER, TROY SR FURMAN 4:14.72 1(10)
19 MINEN, JOHNNY BOULDER T.C. 4:14.84 2(8)
20 SMITH, ANDY SO AUBURN 4:16.07 3(2)
21 LYONS, JOHN SO GA TECH 4:16.50 3(3)
22 VIVEIROS, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 4:16.74 3(4)
23 MATSON, ANDREW SO GA TECH 4:17.42 3(5)
24 PECK, RYAN JR GA TECH 4:17.59 3(6)
25 PLUNKETT, DANIEL SR SE MO 4:17.90 3(7)
26 WARREN, HEATH SO OKLAHOMA 4:18.19 2(9)
27 GOMEZ, MITCHELL SR AUBURN 4:18.63 3(8)
28 DAY, DYLAN JR OLE MISS 4:20.61 2(10)
29 STEPHEN, TAYLOR JR MISSOURI 4:22.02 3(9)
30 KENNEDY , CHASE FR KENNESAW ST 4:22.79 3(10)
31 MCCOY, EAMON JR GA TECH 4:24.22 4(1)
32 MCDONOUGH, TOMMY FR AUBURN 4:24.71 4(2)
33 SPIELER, JAY SR AUBURN 4:25.43 3(11)
34 REILLY, MICHAEL FR GA TECH 4:26.26 4(3)
35 ROGERS, JACK FR AUBURN 4:28.88 4(4)
36 SUZMAN, EVAN JR UNATTACHED 4:30.81 4(5)
37 HASSE, WILL SO KENNESAW ST 4:30.99 4(6)
38 LIVINGSTON , AIDAN FR UNATTACHED 4:32.01 4(7)
39 CARTER, KYLE SR SO ILLINOIS 4:32.68 4(8)
40 KIMUTAI, BETWEL FR M.T.S.U. 4:35.28 4(9)
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 13
#21 Men's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
2:35 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
41 MACK, NATHAN SO M.T.S.U. 4:36.63 4(10)
42 KIBET, VINCENT FR M.T.S.U. 4:53.01 4(11)
CHURITCH, COLEMAN SR AUBURN DNF 3
GILLEY, TREVOR SR UNATTACHED DNF 1
MARTIN, RYAN ASICS-FE DNF 1
DEFABRIZIO, SAM SR UNATTACHED DNS 4
KNAPP, JORDAN SR UNATTACHED DNS 3
DORSEY, MATT UNATTACHED DNS 1
SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY DNS 4
HINDMAN, AUSTIN FR MISSOURI DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 NOWAK, CRAIG ASICS-FE 3:58.93
2 GUTIERREZ, DEREK SR UNATTACHED 4:01.19
3 CHEMADI, KIGEN JR M.T.S.U. 4:03.48
4 KIGEN, GILBERT JR ALABAMA 4:05.44
5 CURLES, WESLEY SR AUBURN 4:05.98
6 BETHMANN, CADE FR OLE MISS 4:07.96
7 BARTLETT, AVERY JR GA TECH 4:12.77
8 CHOGE, JACOB SO M.T.S.U. 4:13.28
9 COCCIA, MICHAEL SO OLE MISS 4:13.74
10 REEDER, TROY SR FURMAN 4:14.72
GILLEY, TREVOR SR UNATTACHED DNF
MARTIN, RYAN ASICS-FE DNF
DORSEY, MATT UNATTACHED DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 TEMPLETON, AARON JR FURMAN 4:07.18
2 KIPNGETICH, SILAS SO AUBURN 4:08.23
3 PECTOL, WESLEY JR AUBURN 4:08.26
4 OGDEN, JAKE SO FURMAN 4:09.34
5 THOMPSON, CONNER SR ALABAMA 4:11.24
6 ARMES, ERIK SO AUBURN 4:11.81
7 WIND, ALEX SR ALABAMA 4:13.75
8 MINEN, JOHNNY BOULDER T.C. 4:14.84
9 WARREN, HEATH SO OKLAHOMA 4:18.19
10 DAY, DYLAN JR OLE MISS 4:20.61
HINDMAN, AUSTIN FR MISSOURI DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 PHELPS, AARON SR MISS. ST 4:10.14
2 SMITH, ANDY SO AUBURN 4:16.07
3 LYONS, JOHN SO GA TECH 4:16.50
4 VIVEIROS, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 4:16.74
5 MATSON, ANDREW SO GA TECH 4:17.42
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 14
#21 Men's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 PECK, RYAN JR GA TECH 4:17.59
7 PLUNKETT, DANIEL SR SE MO 4:17.90
8 GOMEZ, MITCHELL SR AUBURN 4:18.63
9 STEPHEN, TAYLOR JR MISSOURI 4:22.02
10 KENNEDY , CHASE FR KENNESAW ST 4:22.79
11 SPIELER, JAY SR AUBURN 4:25.43
CHURITCH, COLEMAN SR AUBURN DNF
KNAPP, JORDAN SR UNATTACHED DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 MCCOY, EAMON JR GA TECH 4:24.22
2 MCDONOUGH, TOMMY FR AUBURN 4:24.71
3 REILLY, MICHAEL FR GA TECH 4:26.26
4 ROGERS, JACK FR AUBURN 4:28.88
5 SUZMAN, EVAN JR UNATTACHED 4:30.81
6 HASSE, WILL SO KENNESAW ST 4:30.99
7 LIVINGSTON , AIDAN FR UNATTACHED 4:32.01
8 CARTER, KYLE SR SO ILLINOIS 4:32.68
9 KIMUTAI, BETWEL FR M.T.S.U. 4:35.28
10 MACK, NATHAN SO M.T.S.U. 4:36.63
11 KIBET, VINCENT FR M.T.S.U. 4:53.01
DEFABRIZIO, SAM SR UNATTACHED DNS
SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY DNS
#24 Men's 3000 Meters
Section 1 @ 4:40pm, Section 2 & 3 @ 10:40 am
W World Indoor 7:24.90 Daniel Komen KEN 2/6/1998 Budapest,
A American Indoor 7:32.43 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/17/2007 Birmingham, ENG
C Collegiate Indoor 7:38.59 Allistair Cragg Arkansas 2/14/2004 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 7:46.72 Jeff See Asics/ FE 2/12/2016
4:40 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 ROTICH, EMMANUEL SO TULANE 8:03.17 1(1)
2 KIPROP, VINCENT JR ALABAMA 8:03.91 1(2)
3 SOLOMON, NAHOM JR GA TECH 8:04.71 1(3)
4 CHELANGA, ALFRED SR ALABAMA 8:06.17 1(4)
5 LARA, FRANK JR FURMAN 8:07.13 1(5)
6 COPPI, MASON SO FURMAN 8:09.64 1(6)
7 DUBRICK, MARC SR MISSOURI 8:12.30 1(7)
8 BERNAL, DANIEL FR FURMAN 8:14.13 1(8)
9 MAIER, JOSH SR SO ILLINOIS 8:14.80 1(9)
10 BOWLES, CHRISTIAN SO GA TECH 8:14.84 1(10)
11 JONES, STEPHEN SO MISS. ST 8:16.53 1(11)
12 LITTLE, DAVID SO SO MISS. 8:21.53 2(1)
13 KENT, ANDREW FR GA TECH 8:25.68 2(2)
14 MUNNS, MATTHEW SR GA TECH 8:27.63 2(3)
15 GRADY, ALEX SR GA TECH 8:28.25 1(12)
16 MATON, MARC SR SE MO 8:28.86 1(13)
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 15
#24 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
4:40 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
17 PITTMAN, FRANK FR GA TECH 8:33.28 1(14)
18 SHAW, TANNER SR GA TECH 8:35.64 2(4)
19 HASSIM, CAIN JR SO ILLINOIS 8:35.88 2(5)
20 SCHULTE, EVAN JR MISSOURI 8:35.96 2(6)
21 BRINYARK, JAMES SO ALABAMA 8:36.49 2(7)
22 AUSTELL, CLAY JR ALABAMA 8:37.37 2(8)
23 KAMPH, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 8:38.52 2(9)
24 WIDMANN, MICHAEL JR MISSOURI 8:38.73 2(10)
25 COOK, ZACH JR MISSOURI 8:38.93 2(11)
26 SHORT, JOSH JR ALABAMA 8:42.64 1(15)
27 BALLARD, BROCK SR MEMPHIS 8:45.17 2(12)
28 SCARBROUGH, TAYLOR SO W. KENTUCKY 8:45.49 8:45.481 2(13)
29 HESSE, NOLAN SR OLE MISS 8:45.49 2(14)
30 MACKAY, JT JR MISS. ST 8:49.01 2(15)
31 MUGECHE, STEPHEN JR MISSOURI 9:25.85 2(16)
GEORGE, THOMAS JR MISSOURI DNF 1
SANCHEZ-PINTO, JULIEN JR MEMPHIS DNS 2
KNAPP, JORDAN SR UNATTACHED NT 3
CUYEU, JULIEN JR W. KENTUCKY NT 3
CHERUIYOT, AMOS SR M.T.S.U. NT 3
EDWARDS, CHRISTOPHER SO SO ILLINOIS NT 3
PENMAN, ISAAC JR GA TECH NT 3
REED, CURTIS SO SE MO NT 3
WHITE, WILLIAM FR GA TECH NT 3
LOQUERCIO, JUSTIN JR MISSOURI NT 3
GAMBLE, NATHAN FR ALABAMA NT 3
TEASLEY, CORSON FR GA TECH NT 3
DEWITT, JACOB FR SO ILLINOIS NT 3
CHURCH, MICHAEL FR SO ILLINOIS NT 3
SCHELL, ALEX FR W. KENTUCKY NT 3
HASSIM, THEO FR SO ILLINOIS NT 3
UNDERWOOD, CHANDLER FR MISS. ST NT 3
BULL, GARRETT SR ALABAMA NT 3
SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY NT 3
CRAW, BEN FR MISS. ST NT 3
EDDINGS, BARRETT FR W. KENTUCKY NT 3
YUNK, ERYK SO MISS. ST NT 3
BAILEY, GRIFFIN SO SE MO NT 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 3
1 ROTICH, EMMANUEL SO TULANE 8:03.17
2 KIPROP, VINCENT JR ALABAMA 8:03.91
3 SOLOMON, NAHOM JR GA TECH 8:04.71
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 16
#24 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 CHELANGA, ALFRED SR ALABAMA 8:06.17
5 LARA, FRANK JR FURMAN 8:07.13
6 COPPI, MASON SO FURMAN 8:09.64
7 DUBRICK, MARC SR MISSOURI 8:12.30
8 BERNAL, DANIEL FR FURMAN 8:14.13
9 MAIER, JOSH SR SO ILLINOIS 8:14.80
10 BOWLES, CHRISTIAN SO GA TECH 8:14.84
11 JONES, STEPHEN SO MISS. ST 8:16.53
12 GRADY, ALEX SR GA TECH 8:28.25
13 MATON, MARC SR SE MO 8:28.86
14 PITTMAN, FRANK FR GA TECH 8:33.28
15 SHORT, JOSH JR ALABAMA 8:42.64
GEORGE, THOMAS JR MISSOURI DNF
Section 2 of 3
1 LITTLE, DAVID SO SO MISS. 8:21.53
2 KENT, ANDREW FR GA TECH 8:25.68
3 MUNNS, MATTHEW SR GA TECH 8:27.63
4 SHAW, TANNER SR GA TECH 8:35.64
5 HASSIM, CAIN JR SO ILLINOIS 8:35.88
6 SCHULTE, EVAN JR MISSOURI 8:35.96
7 BRINYARK, JAMES SO ALABAMA 8:36.49
8 AUSTELL, CLAY JR ALABAMA 8:37.37
9 KAMPH, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 8:38.52
10 WIDMANN, MICHAEL JR MISSOURI 8:38.73
11 COOK, ZACH JR MISSOURI 8:38.93
12 BALLARD, BROCK SR MEMPHIS 8:45.17
13 SCARBROUGH, TAYLOR SO W. KENTUCKY 8:45.49 8:45.481
14 HESSE, NOLAN SR OLE MISS 8:45.49
15 MACKAY, JT JR MISS. ST 8:49.01
16 MUGECHE, STEPHEN JR MISSOURI 9:25.85
SANCHEZ-PINTO, JULIEN JR MEMPHIS DNS
Section 3 of 3
DEWITT, JACOB FR SO ILLINOIS NT
CUYEU, JULIEN JR W. KENTUCKY NT
CHERUIYOT, AMOS SR M.T.S.U. NT
EDWARDS, CHRISTOPHER SO SO ILLINOIS NT
PENMAN, ISAAC JR GA TECH NT
REED, CURTIS SO SE MO NT
WHITE, WILLIAM FR GA TECH NT
LOQUERCIO, JUSTIN JR MISSOURI NT
GAMBLE, NATHAN FR ALABAMA NT
TEASLEY, CORSON FR GA TECH NT
KNAPP, JORDAN SR UNATTACHED NT
CHURCH, MICHAEL FR SO ILLINOIS NT
SCHELL, ALEX FR W. KENTUCKY NT
HASSIM, THEO FR SO ILLINOIS NT
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 17
#24 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
UNDERWOOD, CHANDLER FR MISS. ST NT
BULL, GARRETT SR ALABAMA NT
SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY NT
CRAW, BEN FR MISS. ST NT
EDDINGS, BARRETT FR W. KENTUCKY NT
YUNK, ERYK SO MISS. ST NT
BAILEY, GRIFFIN SO SE MO NT
#27 Men's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.30 Colin Jackson GBR 2/3/1994 Sindelfingen, GER
A American Indoor 7.36 Foster/ Johnson/ Trammell W. Class/ Nike/  T. Star 1/16/1987 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 7.45 Omar McLeod Arkansas 3/14/2015 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 7.64 Grant Holloway Florida 2/25/2017
3:05 PM (Day 2):
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 WALTERS, RUEBIN SR ALABAMA F 7.63
2 PARKER, CALEB SO SO MISS. 7.77
3 COAKLEY, XAVIER JR AUBURN 7.85
4 HAYDEN, JONATHAN SR W. KENTUCKY 7.99
5 NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 8.14
6 WILLIAMS, PARIS SO KENNESAW ST 8.19
7 REED, WILLIE SR MISS. ST 8.21
SPEARS, RO'DERICK SR MISS. ST DNS
1:20 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 WALTERS, RUEBIN SR ALABAMA 7.73Q 3(1)
2 PARKER, CALEB SO SO MISS. 7.87q 3(2)
3 COAKLEY, XAVIER JR AUBURN 8.00Q 1(1)
4 SPEARS, RO'DERICK SR MISS. ST 8.02Q 2(1)
5 WILLIAMS, PARIS SO KENNESAW ST 8.12q 1(2)
6 HAYDEN, JONATHAN SR W. KENTUCKY 8.14Q 4(1)
7 NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 8.17q 2(2)
8 REED, WILLIE SR MISS. ST 8.19q 4(2)
9 DOUGLAS, BRYCE SO OKLAHOMA 8.20 1(3)
10 MULDER, JOSHUA UNATTACHED 8.22 8.217 1(4)
11 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. ST 8.22 8.218 4(3)
12 SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHED 8.34 3(3)
13 TURNER, KEVIN JR SO ILLINOIS 8.41 3(4)
14 STRONG, CHRISTIAN FR SO MISS. 8.45 3(5)
15 URYCKI, CAL JR SE MO 8.56 8.555 1(5)
16 STONE, CHRIS JR AUBURN 8.56 8.559 2(3)
17 LOTT, DAVID SO KENNESAW ST 8.64 1(6)
18 LIITMAE, RAUNO SR MISSOURI 8.68 2(4)
19 DAVIS, AMIR FR KENNESAW ST 8.72 3(6)
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 18
#27 Men's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
1:20 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
20 BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 8.73 3(7)
21 MARTIN, KYLE FR KENNESAW ST 8.77 4(4)
22 SPOTSWOOD, JACOB FR ALABAMA 8.80 8.796 1(7)
23 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO ILLINOIS 8.80 8.800 2(5)
24 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO ILLINOIS 8.88 4(5)
25 SPINKS, KACEY SO SO MISS. 9.00 4(6)
26 YANCEY, CHRISTIAN JR OLE MISS 12.43 1(8)
WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. ST DNS 2
PHIPPS, THEO FR SO ILLINOIS DNS 2
ZAZA, WELLINGTON SR ALABAMA DNS 4
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 4
1 COAKLEY, XAVIER JR AUBURN 8.00Q
2 WILLIAMS, PARIS SO KENNESAW ST 8.12q
3 DOUGLAS, BRYCE SO OKLAHOMA 8.20
4 MULDER, JOSHUA UNATTACHED 8.22 8.217
5 URYCKI, CAL JR SE MO 8.56 8.555
6 LOTT, DAVID SO KENNESAW ST 8.64
7 SPOTSWOOD, JACOB FR ALABAMA 8.80 8.796
8 YANCEY, CHRISTIAN JR OLE MISS 12.43
Heat 2 of 4
1 SPEARS, RO'DERICK SR MISS. ST 8.02Q
2 NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 8.17q
3 STONE, CHRIS JR AUBURN 8.56 8.559
4 LIITMAE, RAUNO SR MISSOURI 8.68
5 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO ILLINOIS 8.80 8.800
WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. ST DNS
PHIPPS, THEO FR SO ILLINOIS DNS
Heat 3 of 4
1 WALTERS, RUEBIN SR ALABAMA 7.73Q
2 PARKER, CALEB SO SO MISS. 7.87q
3 SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHED 8.34
4 TURNER, KEVIN JR SO ILLINOIS 8.41
5 STRONG, CHRISTIAN FR SO MISS. 8.45
6 DAVIS, AMIR FR KENNESAW ST 8.72
7 BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 8.73
Heat 4 of 4
1 HAYDEN, JONATHAN SR W. KENTUCKY 8.14Q
2 REED, WILLIE SR MISS. ST 8.19q
3 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. ST 8.22 8.218
4 MARTIN, KYLE FR KENNESAW ST 8.77
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#27 Men's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
5 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO ILLINOIS 8.88
6 SPINKS, KACEY SO SO MISS. 9.00
ZAZA, WELLINGTON SR ALABAMA DNS
#29 Men's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:02.13  Morris, Johnson, Minor, Campbell USA 3/7/1999 Maebashi, Japan
A American Indoor 3:01.96  Clement, Spearmon, Williamson, U.S.A. 2/11/2006 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 3:02.52 F. Kerley, Rose, Dixon, M. Kerley Texas A&M 1/28/2017 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 3:02.39 Fred Kerley, Richard Rose, Devin Dixon, Texas A&M 2/25/2017
5:25 PM (Day 2):
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 UNAT. RELAY (A) 3:06.96 4(1)
2 ALABAMA (A) 3:07.86 4(2)
3 MISS. ST (A) 3:10.27 4(3)
4 MEMPHIS (A) 3:10.53 4(4)
5 MISS. ST (B) 3:12.39 3(1)
6 SO MISS. (A) 3:12.82 3(2)
7 SO ILLINOIS (A) 3:16.38 2(1)
8 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:19.73 3(3)
9 W. KENTUCKY (B) 3:19.87 2(2)
10 OKLAHOMA (A) 3:20.11 2(3)
11 KENNESAW ST (A) 3:21.55 1(1)
12 SE MO (A) 3:21.58 1(2)
13 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:21.83 4(5)
14 SO ILLINOIS (B) 3:24.36 2(4)
15 ALABAMA (B) 3:25.13 1(3)
16 KENNESAW ST (B) 3:30.48 1(4)
OLE MISS (B) DNS 1
AUBURN (B) DNS 1
M.T.S.U. (B) DNS 2
GA TECH (A) DNS 3
MEMPHIS (B) DNS 3
AUBURN (A) DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 KENNESAW ST (A) 3:21.55
2 SE MO (A) 3:21.58
3 ALABAMA (B) 3:25.13
4 KENNESAW ST (B) 3:30.48
OLE MISS (B) DNS
AUBURN (B) DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 SO ILLINOIS (A) 3:16.38
2 W. KENTUCKY (B) 3:19.87
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#29 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
3 OKLAHOMA (A) 3:20.11
4 SO ILLINOIS (B) 3:24.36
M.T.S.U. (B) DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 MISS. ST (B) 3:12.39
2 SO MISS. (A) 3:12.82
3 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:19.73
GA TECH (A) DNS
MEMPHIS (B) DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 UNAT. RELAY (A) 3:06.96
2 ALABAMA (A) 3:07.86
3 MISS. ST (A) 3:10.27
4 MEMPHIS (A) 3:10.53
5 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:21.83
AUBURN (A) DNS
#51 Men's 4000m DMR
Running order- 1200- 400- 800- 1600
W World Indoor 9:19.93 Centrowitz, Berry, Sowinski, Casey Team USA 1/31/2015 New York, NY,
A American Indoor 9:19.93 Centrowitz, Berry, Sowinski, Casey Team USA 1/31/2015 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 9:25.97 Miller, Fortson, Hernandez, Manzano Texas 2/16/2008 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 9:31.13 Cheruiyot, Alcanzar, Montanez, Koech UTEP 2/10/2017
8:15 PM (Day 1):
Pl Team Time Note
1 MEMPHIS (A) 10:13.73
2 SE MO (A) 10:19.99
3 ALABAMA (A) 10:21.57
MEMPHIS (B) DNF
AUBURN (A) DNS
#1 Men's High Jump
Progression- 1.85, 1.90, 1.95, 2.00, 2.05, 2.08, 2.11, 2.14, 2.17, 2.20, 2.23
W World Indoor 2.43m Javier Sotomayor CUB 3/4/1989 Budapest,
A American Indoor 2.40m Hollis Conway Nike International 3/10/1991 Seville, ESP
C Collegiate Indoor 2.37m Hollis Conway LA. Lafayette 3/11/1989 Indianapolis, IN
F Facility 2.30m Ricky Robertson Unattached 1/24/2014
4:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.18
1 MCEWEN, SHELBY SO ALABAMA 2.14m 7' 01 /4 PPP PPP PPP PPP O O PPP O XXX
2 EDWARDS, CHRISTIAN FR ALABAMA 2.08m 6' 93 /4 PPP PPP O O O O PPP XXX
3 YOUNG, DEVANTRE SO MISS. ST 2.05m 6' 83 /4 PPP PPP O O O XXX
4 BROOKS, JARON SO AUBURN 2.05m 6' 83 /4 PPP PPP XO O O XXX
5 MILLER, REGGIE SO MISS. ST 2.05m 6' 83 /4 PPP PPP O XXO O XXX
6 PATTEN, JACOB JR M.T.S.U. 2.05m 6' 83 /4 PPP PPP PPP XO XO PPP XXX
7 GORDON, ALLEN FR OLE MISS 2.00m 6' 63 /4 PPP PPP PPP O XXX
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#1 Men's High Jump (cont'd)
4:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.18
8 WILLIAMS, CARL SR OKLAHOMA 2.00m 6' 63 /4 PPP PPP PPP XO XXX
9 CUSKELLY, LANDON JR MISSOURI 2.00m 6' 63 /4 PPP O XO XXO XXX
10 WALDROP, AUSTIN FR MISS. ST 1.90m 6' 23 /4 PPP O XXX
10 AGNEW, NOAH SO MEMPHIS 1.90m 6' 23 /4 PPP O XXX
12 VOGEL, CALEB FR SO ILLINOIS 1.90m 6' 23 /4 XO O XXX
13 BRAZZEL, TALLYN FR SE MO 1.85m 6' 03 /4 O XXX
14 BRADFORD, TARIQ SO KENNESAW 1.85m 6' 03 /4 XXO XXX
HOWARD, SHONDERIUS SR OKLAHOMA NH PPP PPP PPP PPP XXP
VALDARY, TROY FR M.T.S.U. DNS
#3 Men's Pole Vault
Progression- 4.35, 4.50, 4.65, 4.80, 4.95, 5.10, 5.20, 5.30, 5.40, 5.50, 5.60
W World Indoor 6.15m Sergey Bubka UKR 2/21/1993 Donets'k, Ukraine
A American Indoor 6.02m Jeff Hartwig Nike 3/10/2002 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 5.91m Shawn Barber Akron 3/13/2015 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 5.71m Sam Kendricks Nike 1/29/2016
5:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 4.50 4.65 4.80 4.95 5.10 5.20 5.30 5.40 5.50 5.60
1 BRANNON, CHASE TMPVC 5.50m 18' 01 /2 PPP PPP PPP PPP PPP XO O O XXO XXX
2 HERRSCHER, WILL JR ALABAMA 5.30m 17' 41 /2 PPP PPP PPP PPP O O O PPP XXX
3 SPOTSWOOD, JACOB FR ALABAMA 5.20m 17' 03 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O XO XXX
4 MULDER, JOSHUA UNATTACHE 4.95m 16' 23 /4 PPP O O XO XXX
5 COLOZZO, COLE SO OLE MISS 4.80m 15' 9" PPP PPP O XXX
6 WEISSMANN, PEYTON FR OLE MISS 4.80m 15' 9" PPP XO O XXX
7 NIEDERMEYER, DARREN BELL ATHLE 4.80m 15' 9" PPP PPP XXO XXX
8 STONE, CHRIS JR AUBURN 4.80m 15' 9" PPP XXO XXO XXX
9 BLACK, CHASE SR SO ILLINOIS 4.65m 15' 3" PPP O XXX
10 BARRETT, HENRY SO ALABAMA 4.65m 15' 3" XXO XXO XXX
11 SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHE 4.50m 14' 9" O XXX
12 WELLS, JACOB SO SO ILLINOIS 4.35m 14' 31 /4 XXX
13 SIMPSON, SCOTT FR KENNESAW 4.35m 14' 31 /4 XXX
ZEINEMANN, KYLE FR SO ILLINOIS NH XXX
LIPE, RYAN FR ALABAMA NH PPP PPP PPP PPP XXX
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 4.35
11 SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHE (cont'd) O
12 WELLS, JACOB SO SO ILLINOIS 4.35m 14' 31 /4 O
13 SIMPSON, SCOTT FR KENNESAW 4.35m 14' 31 /4 XO
WILLIAMS, PARIS SO KENNESAW NH XXX
MARTIN, KYLE FR KENNESAW NH XXX
GARRETT, AUSTIN SO OLE MISS NH XXX
TEIGEN, TANNER JR SE MO NH XXX
SHASTEEN, ZACH SO MEMPHIS NH XXX
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#5 Men's Long Jump
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts. Minimums to measure is 6.80
W World Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis USA 1/27/1984 New York, NY,
A American Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis Santa Monica T.C. 1/27/1984 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 8.59m Miguel Pate Alabama 3/1/2002 New York, NY
F Facility 8.12m Jarvis Gotch Louisiana Tech 1/23/2015
5:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 DORSEY, ANDRE UNATTACHE 7.90m 25' 11" 7.33 7.45 7.80 7.64 7.65 7.90 2(1)
2 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO MISS. 7.53m 24' 81 /2 7.04 7.29 6.86 7.53 7.12 7.14 2(2)
3 FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS 7.49m 24' 7" 7.48 7.38 7.49 7.37 6.97 FOUL 2(3)
4 MONROE, DERRICK JR MISS. ST 7.40m 24' 31 /2 FOUL 7.33 7.40 7.11 FOUL FOUL 2(4)
5 REED, WILLIE SR MISS. ST 7.35m 24' 11 /2 6.85 7.29 7.06 7.31 7.35 7.23 2(5)
6 JONES, TYLER FR KENNESAW 7.34m 24' 1" 7.34 FOUL FOUL 7.01 FOUL FOUL 1(1)
7 CHEVAL, THOMAS SR OKLAHOMA 7.33m 24' 03 /4 7.07 7.15 FOUL 7.33 7.28 FOUL 2(6)
8 VANN, GREG JR OKLAHOMA 7.32m 24' 01 /4 7.21 7.32 FOUL 7.26 6.81 7.27 2(7)
9 WARREN, JOHN JR SO MISS. 7.24m 23' 9" 7.24 7.07 7.14 6.98 6.82 7.02 2(8)
10 BLASSINGAME, SEAN SR KENNESAW 7.01m 23' 0" 6.73 7.01 FOUL 2(9)
11 MULDER, JOSHUA UNATTACHE 6.94m 22' 91 /4 6.94 FOUL FOUL 1(2)
12 SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHE 6.91m 22' 8" 6.91 FOUL FOUL 2(10)
13 TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUC 6.86m 22' 61 /4 6.82 6.86 FOUL 1(3)
14 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO ILLINOIS 6.69m 21' 111 /2 6.07 FOUL 6.69 1(4)
15 ANDERSON, TYLER SR UNATTACHE 6.59m 21' 71 /2 FOUL 6.59 FOUL 2(11)
16 FOSTER, JOSHUA JR OKLAHOMA 6.38m 20' 111 /4 6.38 FOUL FOUL 1(5)
17 URYCKI, CAL JR SE MO 6.31m 20' 81 /2 6.31 FOUL FOUL 1(6)
18 STONE, CHRIS JR AUBURN 6.24m 20' 53 /4 6.24 FOUL FOUL 1(7)
19 FLETCHER, MARCELLUS SO SO ILLINOIS 6.20m 20' 41 /4 6.20 FOUL FOUL 1(8)
19 LIITMAE, RAUNO SR MISSOURI 6.20m 20' 41 /4 6.20 FOUL FOUL 1(8)
21 CHEWNING, AUSTIN SR FURMAN 5.47m 17' 111 /2 FOUL 5.47 FOUL 1(10)
22 WORD, CHAD FR FURMAN 5.41m 17' 9" 5.41 FOUL FOUL 1(11)
MITCHELL, MARCUS JR OKLAHOMA NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
PHIPPS, THEO FR SO ILLINOIS NM 1
VALDARY, TROY FR M.T.S.U. NM 1
CURRY, TRE JR SE MO NM 2
WARD, JA'MARI FR MISSOURI NM 2
JONES, GRALYN JR MISS. ST NM 2
AKINDELE, DAYO JR KENNESAW NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 JONES, TYLER FR KENNESAW 7.34m 24' 1" 7.34 FOUL FOUL 7.01 FOUL FOUL
2 MULDER, JOSHUA UNATTACHE 6.94m 22' 91 /4 6.94 FOUL FOUL
3 TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUC 6.86m 22' 61 /4 6.82 6.86 FOUL
4 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO ILLINOIS 6.69m 21' 111 /2 6.07 FOUL 6.69
5 FOSTER, JOSHUA JR OKLAHOMA 6.38m 20' 111 /4 6.38 FOUL FOUL
6 URYCKI, CAL JR SE MO 6.31m 20' 81 /2 6.31 FOUL FOUL
7 STONE, CHRIS JR AUBURN 6.24m 20' 53 /4 6.24 FOUL FOUL
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#5 Men's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
8 FLETCHER, MARCELLUS SO SO ILLINOIS 6.20m 20' 41 /4 6.20 FOUL FOUL
8 LIITMAE, RAUNO SR MISSOURI 6.20m 20' 41 /4 6.20 FOUL FOUL
10 CHEWNING, AUSTIN SR FURMAN 5.47m 17' 111 /2 FOUL 5.47 FOUL
11 WORD, CHAD FR FURMAN 5.41m 17' 9" 5.41 FOUL FOUL
MITCHELL, MARCUS JR OKLAHOMA NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
PHIPPS, THEO FR SO ILLINOIS NM
VALDARY, TROY FR M.T.S.U. NM
Flight 2 of 2
1 DORSEY, ANDRE UNATTACHE 7.90m 25' 11" 7.33 7.45 7.80 7.64 7.65 7.90
2 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO MISS. 7.53m 24' 81 /2 7.04 7.29 6.86 7.53 7.12 7.14
3 FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS 7.49m 24' 7" 7.48 7.38 7.49 7.37 6.97 FOUL
4 MONROE, DERRICK JR MISS. ST 7.40m 24' 31 /2 FOUL 7.33 7.40 7.11 FOUL FOUL
5 REED, WILLIE SR MISS. ST 7.35m 24' 11 /2 6.85 7.29 7.06 7.31 7.35 7.23
6 CHEVAL, THOMAS SR OKLAHOMA 7.33m 24' 03 /4 7.07 7.15 FOUL 7.33 7.28 FOUL
7 VANN, GREG JR OKLAHOMA 7.32m 24' 01 /4 7.21 7.32 FOUL 7.26 6.81 7.27
8 WARREN, JOHN JR SO MISS. 7.24m 23' 9" 7.24 7.07 7.14 6.98 6.82 7.02
9 BLASSINGAME, SEAN SR KENNESAW 7.01m 23' 0" 6.73 7.01 FOUL
10 SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHE 6.91m 22' 8" 6.91 FOUL FOUL
11 ANDERSON, TYLER SR UNATTACHE 6.59m 21' 71 /2 FOUL 6.59 FOUL
CURRY, TRE JR SE MO NM
WARD, JA'MARI FR MISSOURI NM
JONES, GRALYN JR MISS. ST NM
AKINDELE, DAYO JR KENNESAW NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
#8 Men's Triple Jump
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts. Mimimum to measure 6.80
W World Indoor 17.90m Teddy Tamgho FRA 3/14/2010 Paris, France
A American Indoor 17.76m Mike Conley Tyson T.C. 1/27/1987 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 17.50m Charlie Simpkins Baptist 1/17/1986 Los Angeles, CA
F Facility 16.81m KeAndre Bates Florida 2/25/2017
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 WARREN, JOHN JR SO MISS. 16.05m 52' 8" FOUL 15.90 FOUL 15.86 FOUL 16.05 2(1)
2 MARTIN, CHRISTOPHER SR UNATTACHE 15.90m 52' 2" 15.90 15.88 FOUL 15.35 FOUL PASS 2(2)
3 GLAYWULU, PAPAY FR OKLAHOMA 15.61m 51' 23 /4 15.19 15.61 15.48 15.12 14.18 15.59 2(3)
4 AKINDELE, DAYO JR KENNESAW 15.59m 51' 13 /4 14.77 15.59 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(4)
5 RUBALCABA, MARK JR AUBURN 15.34m 50' 4" 15.21 15.34 FOUL FOUL 14.75 FOUL 2(5)
6 EDWARDS, CHRISTIAN FR ALABAMA 15.23m 49' 113 /4 15.23 14.74 14.83 14.94 14.87 FOUL 2(6)
7 WILLIAMS, GARRY FR OKLAHOMA 15.12m 49' 71 /4 FOUL FOUL 15.04 FOUL FOUL 15.12 2(7)
8 WIGGINS, MICHAEL SO ALABAMA 15.05m 49' 41 /2 15.05 FOUL FOUL FOUL 14.62 FOUL 2(8)
9 PATTEN, JACOB JR M.T.S.U. 14.96m 49' 1" 14.96 14.80 PASS 14.43 14.46 PASS 2(9)
10 CARRASCAL KORTA, ENEKO FR OKLAHOMA 14.80m 48' 63 /4 FOUL 14.31 14.80 2(10)
11 JOEAAR, KARL FR KENNESAW 14.58m 47' 10" FOUL 14.57 14.58 1(1)
12 FLETCHER, MARCELLUS SO SO ILLINOIS 14.55m 47' 9" FOUL 14.55 FOUL 1(2)
13 CURRY, TRE JR SE MO 14.35m 47' 1" FOUL 14.35 FOUL 1(3)
14 DOTSON, LOUIS SR SO ILLINOIS 14.25m 46' 9" FOUL 14.25 FOUL 1(4)
15 JONES, GRALYN JR MISS. ST 14.07m 46' 2" 14.07 FOUL 13.94 1(5)
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#8 Men's Triple Jump (cont'd)
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
BRASSELL, DEVONTA JR SO MISS. NM 2
GAINES, FRAQUAN SO OLE MISS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUC NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
HARTSFIELD, MYLES FR OLE MISS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
VALDARY, TROY FR M.T.S.U. NM FOUL PASS PASS 1
JONES, TYLER FR KENNESAW NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
JEFFERS, JORDAN FR SO MISS. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
MONROE, DERRICK JR MISS. ST NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 JOEAAR, KARL FR KENNESAW 14.58m 47' 10" FOUL 14.57 14.58
2 FLETCHER, MARCELLUS SO SO ILLINOIS 14.55m 47' 9" FOUL 14.55 FOUL
3 CURRY, TRE JR SE MO 14.35m 47' 1" FOUL 14.35 FOUL
4 DOTSON, LOUIS SR SO ILLINOIS 14.25m 46' 9" FOUL 14.25 FOUL
5 JONES, GRALYN JR MISS. ST 14.07m 46' 2" 14.07 FOUL 13.94
TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUC NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
HARTSFIELD, MYLES FR OLE MISS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
VALDARY, TROY FR M.T.S.U. NM FOUL PASS PASS
JONES, TYLER FR KENNESAW NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
JEFFERS, JORDAN FR SO MISS. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
MONROE, DERRICK JR MISS. ST NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 WARREN, JOHN JR SO MISS. 16.05m 52' 8" FOUL 15.90 FOUL 15.86 FOUL 16.05
2 MARTIN, CHRISTOPHER SR UNATTACHE 15.90m 52' 2" 15.90 15.88 FOUL 15.35 FOUL PASS
3 GLAYWULU, PAPAY FR OKLAHOMA 15.61m 51' 23 /4 15.19 15.61 15.48 15.12 14.18 15.59
4 AKINDELE, DAYO JR KENNESAW 15.59m 51' 13 /4 14.77 15.59 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
5 RUBALCABA, MARK JR AUBURN 15.34m 50' 4" 15.21 15.34 FOUL FOUL 14.75 FOUL
6 EDWARDS, CHRISTIAN FR ALABAMA 15.23m 49' 113 /4 15.23 14.74 14.83 14.94 14.87 FOUL
7 WILLIAMS, GARRY FR OKLAHOMA 15.12m 49' 71 /4 FOUL FOUL 15.04 FOUL FOUL 15.12
8 WIGGINS, MICHAEL SO ALABAMA 15.05m 49' 41 /2 15.05 FOUL FOUL FOUL 14.62 FOUL
9 PATTEN, JACOB JR M.T.S.U. 14.96m 49' 1" 14.96 14.80 PASS 14.43 14.46 PASS
10 CARRASCAL KORTA, ENEKO FR OKLAHOMA 14.80m 48' 63 /4 FOUL 14.31 14.80
BRASSELL, DEVONTA JR SO MISS. NM
GAINES, FRAQUAN SO OLE MISS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
#9 Men's Shot Put
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts. Minimums to measure is 12.85
W World Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes USA 2/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA,
A American Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes Mazda T. C. 1/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 21.73m Ryan Crouser Texas 2/27/2016 Ames, IA
F Facility 21.11m Stephen Mozia Garden City T.C. 1/30/2016
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 FREEMAN, JOSH IRONWOOD 19.76m 64' 101 /4 19.39 FOUL FOUL 19.54 FOUL 19.76 2(1)
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#9 Men's Shot Put (cont'd)
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
2 WILLIAMS, BRIAN SR OLE MISS 18.69m 61' 4" 18.36 18.69 FOUL 17.98 FOUL 18.40 2(2)
3 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO ILLINOIS 18.13m 59' 6" 17.70 17.61 FOUL FOUL 18.13 FOUL 2(3)
4 KESSLER, ADAM JR SO ILLINOIS 17.79m 58' 43 /4 17.62 17.45 FOUL FOUL FOUL 17.79 2(4)
5 CAMPBELL, COOPER FR OKLAHOMA 17.72m 58' 2" 17.28 17.59 17.14 FOUL 17.68 17.72 2(5)
6 SIKON, SAM FR SO ILLINOIS 17.46m 57' 33 /4 17.21 16.52 16.30 17.46 17.38 16.52 2(6)
7 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 17.37m 57' 01 /4 FOUL FOUL 17.04 FOUL FOUL 17.37 2(7)
8 KERN, JARED SR SO ILLINOIS 17.31m 56' 93 /4 16.96 FOUL FOUL 17.31 FOUL FOUL 2(8)
9 BLOMQUIST, LOGAN SO SE MO 16.90m 55' 51 /2 16.52 FOUL 16.76 16.67 16.90 FOUL 2(9)
10 VALLERY, RAFAEL SR MEMPHIS 16.57m 54' 43 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.57 2(10)
11 DABOUB, BRADLEY SO OKLAHOMA 16.41m 53' 101 /4 16.34 16.41 16.31 2(11)
12 FIFE, WILL JR MISSOURI 16.36m 53' 81 /4 16.36 16.00 15.58 2(12)
13 CARTER, AVERY JR MISSOURI 16.27m 53' 43 /4 16.27 FOUL 15.54 2(13)
14 KLING, KYLE SR SO ILLINOIS 16.26m 53' 41 /2 FOUL 16.26 FOUL 2(14)
15 NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS 16.16m 53' 01 /2 15.70 16.16 FOUL 2(15)
16 BLAIRE, EVAN FR AUBURN 15.69m 51' 6" 14.70 15.33 15.69 1(1)
17 HANSON, ETHAN FR MISSOURI 15.22m 49' 111 /2 14.72 15.22 14.41 1(2)
18 ZAGURSKI, STEPHEN JR SE MO 15.00m 49' 23 /4 FOUL 15.00 14.76 1(3)
19 MCCONVILLE, CHUCK JR KENNESAW 14.76m 48' 51 /4 14.76 FOUL FOUL 1(4)
20 DRAGHI, BENEDICT FR AUBURN 14.71m 48' 31 /2 FOUL 14.71 FOUL 1(5)
20 DALEY, DONALD SR SO MISS. 14.71m 48' 31 /2 14.71 FOUL FOUL 1(5)
22 WATSON, ROBERT SO SO MISS. 14.67m 48' 13 /4 14.67 14.44 FOUL 1(7)
23 BLALOCK, TYLER FR KENNESAW 14.55m 47' 9" 14.10 14.55 14.52 1(8)
24 EVANS, PARKER FR MEMPHIS 13.75m 45' 11 /2 13.09 13.75 13.44 1(9)
25 MCKUNE, DANIEL SR KENNESAW 13.61m 44' 8" 13.43 13.61 13.35 1(10)
26 LIITMAE, RAUNO SR MISSOURI 13.09m 42' 111 /2 FOUL 13.09 12.86 1(11)
27 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 12.23m 40' 13 /4 12.23 FOUL FOUL 1(12)
28 MULDER, JOSHUA UNATTACHE 12.15m 39' 101 /2 12.15 FOUL FOUL 1(13)
29 LEWIS, JULIEN SO W. KENTUC 11.91m 39' 11 /4 11.91 FOUL FOUL 1(14)
SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHE NM 1
URYCKI, CAL JR SE MO NM 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 BLAIRE, EVAN FR AUBURN 15.69m 51' 6" 14.70 15.33 15.69
2 HANSON, ETHAN FR MISSOURI 15.22m 49' 111 /2 14.72 15.22 14.41
3 ZAGURSKI, STEPHEN JR SE MO 15.00m 49' 23 /4 FOUL 15.00 14.76
4 MCCONVILLE, CHUCK JR KENNESAW 14.76m 48' 51 /4 14.76 FOUL FOUL
5 DRAGHI, BENEDICT FR AUBURN 14.71m 48' 31 /2 FOUL 14.71 FOUL
5 DALEY, DONALD SR SO MISS. 14.71m 48' 31 /2 14.71 FOUL FOUL
7 WATSON, ROBERT SO SO MISS. 14.67m 48' 13 /4 14.67 14.44 FOUL
8 BLALOCK, TYLER FR KENNESAW 14.55m 47' 9" 14.10 14.55 14.52
9 EVANS, PARKER FR MEMPHIS 13.75m 45' 11 /2 13.09 13.75 13.44
10 MCKUNE, DANIEL SR KENNESAW 13.61m 44' 8" 13.43 13.61 13.35
11 LIITMAE, RAUNO SR MISSOURI 13.09m 42' 111 /2 FOUL 13.09 12.86
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#9 Men's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
12 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 12.23m 40' 13 /4 12.23 FOUL FOUL
13 MULDER, JOSHUA UNATTACHE 12.15m 39' 101 /2 12.15 FOUL FOUL
14 LEWIS, JULIEN SO W. KENTUC 11.91m 39' 11 /4 11.91 FOUL FOUL
SIMMONS, SOLOMON UNATTACHE NM
URYCKI, CAL JR SE MO NM
Flight 2 of 2
1 FREEMAN, JOSH IRONWOOD 19.76m 64' 101 /4 19.39 FOUL FOUL 19.54 FOUL 19.76
2 WILLIAMS, BRIAN SR OLE MISS 18.69m 61' 4" 18.36 18.69 FOUL 17.98 FOUL 18.40
3 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO ILLINOIS 18.13m 59' 6" 17.70 17.61 FOUL FOUL 18.13 FOUL
4 KESSLER, ADAM JR SO ILLINOIS 17.79m 58' 43 /4 17.62 17.45 FOUL FOUL FOUL 17.79
5 CAMPBELL, COOPER FR OKLAHOMA 17.72m 58' 2" 17.28 17.59 17.14 FOUL 17.68 17.72
6 SIKON, SAM FR SO ILLINOIS 17.46m 57' 33 /4 17.21 16.52 16.30 17.46 17.38 16.52
7 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 17.37m 57' 01 /4 FOUL FOUL 17.04 FOUL FOUL 17.37
8 KERN, JARED SR SO ILLINOIS 17.31m 56' 93 /4 16.96 FOUL FOUL 17.31 FOUL FOUL
9 BLOMQUIST, LOGAN SO SE MO 16.90m 55' 51 /2 16.52 FOUL 16.76 16.67 16.90 FOUL
10 VALLERY, RAFAEL SR MEMPHIS 16.57m 54' 43 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.57
11 DABOUB, BRADLEY SO OKLAHOMA 16.41m 53' 101 /4 16.34 16.41 16.31
12 FIFE, WILL JR MISSOURI 16.36m 53' 81 /4 16.36 16.00 15.58
13 CARTER, AVERY JR MISSOURI 16.27m 53' 43 /4 16.27 FOUL 15.54
14 KLING, KYLE SR SO ILLINOIS 16.26m 53' 41 /2 FOUL 16.26 FOUL
15 NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS 16.16m 53' 01 /2 15.70 16.16 FOUL
#11 Men's Weight Throw
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts.  Minimums to measure is 14.00
A American Indoor 25.86m Lance Deal New York  A. C. 3/4/1995 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 25.58m Michael Lihrman Wisconsin 2/28/2015 Geneva, OH
F Facility 23.06m Daniel Haugh Alabama 2/25/2017
6:30 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 INGRAM, ISAAC SR SO ILLINOIS 21.42m 70' 31 /2 FOUL 20.27 FOUL FOUL 21.25 21.42 2(1)
2 MCGUIGAN, DEMPSEY SR OLE MISS 20.39m 66' 11" 19.30 19.92 FOUL FOUL 20.39 FOUL 2(2)
3 PRENA, CULLEN SR OLE MISS 19.43m 63' 91 /4 17.80 19.43 17.35 18.59 17.54 FOUL 2(3)
4 WILLIAMS, BRIAN SR OLE MISS 18.11m 59' 51 /4 18.11 17.66 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(4)
5 DALEY, DONALD SR SO MISS. 18.02m 59' 13 /4 17.23 FOUL 16.89 16.39 FOUL 18.02 2(5)
6 KUNZA, PATRICK SO MISSOURI 17.70m 58' 1" FOUL FOUL 17.45 17.12 17.70 17.70 2(6)
7 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO ILLINOIS 17.64m 57' 103 /4 16.77 17.57 17.64 FOUL 17.28 FOUL 2(7)
8 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 17.14m 56' 3" 17.14 FOUL 17.02 FOUL FOUL 16.94 2(8)
9 ZAGURSKI, STEPHEN JR SE MO 17.06m 56' 0" FOUL 17.06 FOUL FOUL FOUL 16.32 2(9)
10 DYER, NATE JR SO ILLINOIS 17.05m 55' 111 /2 16.61 16.64 17.05 2(10)
11 CARTER, AVERY JR MISSOURI 16.80m 55' 13 /4 FOUL 15.90 16.80 1(1)
12 WATSON, ROBERT SO SO MISS. 16.73m 54' 11" 16.47 16.73 FOUL 2(11)
13 NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS 16.64m 54' 71 /2 16.20 16.64 16.30 2(12)
14 MCCONVILLE, CHUCK JR KENNESAW 16.58m 54' 5" FOUL 16.58 FOUL 1(2)
15 KLING, KYLE SR SO ILLINOIS 16.48m 54' 1" 15.62 16.48 FOUL 1(3)
16 BLOMQUIST, LOGAN SO SE MO 16.28m 53' 51 /4 FOUL 16.28 16.16 1(4)
17 HARRELL, SEAN SR MISSOURI 15.87m 52' 1" 15.09 15.87 15.09 1(5)
18 LONG, CHRIS FR OLE MISS 15.80m 51' 101 /4 FOUL 15.80 FOUL 1(6)
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#11 Men's Weight Throw (cont'd)
6:30 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
19 MCKUNE, DANIEL SR KENNESAW 15.54m 51' 0" FOUL 15.54 FOUL 1(7)
20 EVANS, PARKER FR MEMPHIS 15.04m 49' 41 /2 FOUL 14.73 15.04 1(8)
21 BLALOCK, TYLER FR KENNESAW 13.65m 44' 93 /4 13.65 FOUL FOUL 1(9)
22 HANSON, ETHAN FR MISSOURI 13.51m 44' 41 /4 FOUL 13.51 FOUL 1(10)
23 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 13.06m 42' 101 /2 13.06 FOUL FOUL 1(11)
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 CARTER, AVERY JR MISSOURI 16.80m 55' 13 /4 FOUL 15.90 16.80
2 MCCONVILLE, CHUCK JR KENNESAW 16.58m 54' 5" FOUL 16.58 FOUL
3 KLING, KYLE SR SO ILLINOIS 16.48m 54' 1" 15.62 16.48 FOUL
4 BLOMQUIST, LOGAN SO SE MO 16.28m 53' 51 /4 FOUL 16.28 16.16
5 HARRELL, SEAN SR MISSOURI 15.87m 52' 1" 15.09 15.87 15.09
6 LONG, CHRIS FR OLE MISS 15.80m 51' 101 /4 FOUL 15.80 FOUL
7 MCKUNE, DANIEL SR KENNESAW 15.54m 51' 0" FOUL 15.54 FOUL
8 EVANS, PARKER FR MEMPHIS 15.04m 49' 41 /2 FOUL 14.73 15.04
9 BLALOCK, TYLER FR KENNESAW 13.65m 44' 93 /4 13.65 FOUL FOUL
10 HANSON, ETHAN FR MISSOURI 13.51m 44' 41 /4 FOUL 13.51 FOUL
11 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 13.06m 42' 101 /2 13.06 FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 INGRAM, ISAAC SR SO ILLINOIS 21.42m 70' 31 /2 FOUL 20.27 FOUL FOUL 21.25 21.42
2 MCGUIGAN, DEMPSEY SR OLE MISS 20.39m 66' 11" 19.30 19.92 FOUL FOUL 20.39 FOUL
3 PRENA, CULLEN SR OLE MISS 19.43m 63' 91 /4 17.80 19.43 17.35 18.59 17.54 FOUL
4 WILLIAMS, BRIAN SR OLE MISS 18.11m 59' 51 /4 18.11 17.66 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
5 DALEY, DONALD SR SO MISS. 18.02m 59' 13 /4 17.23 FOUL 16.89 16.39 FOUL 18.02
6 KUNZA, PATRICK SO MISSOURI 17.70m 58' 1" FOUL FOUL 17.45 17.12 17.70 17.70
7 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO ILLINOIS 17.64m 57' 103 /4 16.77 17.57 17.64 FOUL 17.28 FOUL
8 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 17.14m 56' 3" 17.14 FOUL 17.02 FOUL FOUL 16.94
9 ZAGURSKI, STEPHEN JR SE MO 17.06m 56' 0" FOUL 17.06 FOUL FOUL FOUL 16.32
10 DYER, NATE JR SO ILLINOIS 17.05m 55' 111 /2 16.61 16.64 17.05
11 WATSON, ROBERT SO SO MISS. 16.73m 54' 11" 16.47 16.73 FOUL
12 NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS 16.64m 54' 71 /2 16.20 16.64 16.30
#14 Women's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.92 Irina Privalova RUS 2/11/1993 Madrid, Spain
A American Indoor 6.95 Gail Devers Nike 3/12/1993 Toronto, CAN
C Collegiate Indoor 7.07 Hannah Cunliffe Oregon 2/11/2017 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 7.18 Aleia Hobbs L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 7.64 Anna Carr Hawkins 2009
3:10 PM (Day 2):
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 BAPTISTE, KELLYANN UNATTACHED V 7.25
2 LEVY, JURA UNATTACHED V 7.28
3 BUCHANAN, LEYA SR OKLAHOMA V 7.35
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#14 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
3:10 PM (Day 2):
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 CLARK, TAMARA FR ALABAMA V 7.38
5 DARIUS, SYMONE SO ALABAMA V 7.41
6 FRANCIS, CECILIA FR M.T.S.U. V 7.44
7 LAMPKIN, DAIJA FR ALABAMA V 7.49
8 SELVON, KAI UNATTACHED 8.72
1:40 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 BAPTISTE, KELLYANN UNATTACHED V 7.32q 9(1)
2 SELVON, KAI UNATTACHED V 7.38q 8(1)
3 LAMPKIN, DAIJA FR ALABAMA V 7.40q 4(1)
4 CLARK, TAMARA FR ALABAMA V 7.42q 1(1)
5 LEVY, JURA UNATTACHED V 7.44q 7(1)
6 DARIUS, SYMONE SO ALABAMA V 7.48q 4(2)
7 BUCHANAN, LEYA SR OKLAHOMA V 7.50q 6(1)
8 FRANCIS, CECILIA FR M.T.S.U. V 7.51q 7(2)
9 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS V 7.52 5(1)
10 CODY, MAYA JR MISSOURI V 7.54 7.532 2(1)
11 FOTOPOULOU , FILIPPA SR ALABAMA V 7.54 7.534 2(2)
12 THOMAS, REYARE UNATTACHED V 7.54 7.538 3(1)
12 BULLOCK, DOMINIQUE SR AUBURN V 7.54 7.538 4(3)
14 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS V 7.58 1(2)
15 THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO ILLINOIS V 7.62 3(2)
16 NEMOUR, LOUSHANYA JR MEMPHIS V 7.64 7.632 6(2)
17 PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO MISS. V 7.64 7.633 1(3)
18 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. V 7.64 7.634 2(3)
19 VAN BUREN, AMANDA SO OKLAHOMA 7.65 7.641 6(3)
20 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO ILLINOIS 7.65 7.644 9(2)
21 GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO MISS. 7.68 9(3)
22 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. ST 7.70 3(3)
23 GILES, JA'LEESA FR OKLAHOMA 7.71 8(2)
24 ETHRIDGE, MCKENZIE SO MISS. ST 7.72 4(4)
25 ANDREWS, ALEX SO KENNESAW ST 7.73 7.722 2(4)
26 CAMERON, T'AJA FR OLE MISS 7.73 7.725 7(3)
27 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT 7.73 7.729 7(4)
27 MENSAH, IDA SO M.T.S.U. 7.73 7.729 8(3)
29 PERKINS, PARIS FR MEMPHIS 7.73 7.730 9(4)
30 HOLMES, ALIA FR OLE MISS 7.74 9(5)
31 PRIETO, MAURICIA JR ALABAMA 7.76 8(4)
32 LOYD, KYAH FR TULANE 7.79 5(2)
33 AUSTIN, CAMRI FR OKLAHOMA 7.83 6(4)
34 MASON, SABRINA JR OKLAHOMA 7.84 7(5)
35 PAUL, JEANETTE SO OLE MISS 7.85 8(5)
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#14 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
1:40 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
36 GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS 7.88 9(6)
37 SHUMAKER, JAZMYN FR MISSOURI 7.91 3(4)
38 SIMPKINS, JIRAH SO KENNESAW ST 7.92 1(4)
39 ANDERSON, ELISE SR CONNECTICUT 7.93 5(3)
40 MERRIWEATHER, DAI'LYN FR MARYLAND 7.95 7.949 2(5)
41 POWELL, JOCSELYN SR KENNESAW ST 7.95 7.950 1(5)
42 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. ST 7.96 5(4)
43 THOMPSON, KADARIA JR SO MISS. 7.97 1(6)
44 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 8.01 4(5)
45 WILLIAMS, ASENETH SO KENNESAW ST 8.09 8.081 6(5)
46 MACK, ARIELLE FR MISSOURI 8.09 8.087 8(6)
47 BHADMOS, MORAYO FR UAB 8.12 9(7)
48 WATKINS, JESSICA SO KENNESAW ST 8.14 8.138 6(6)
49 BRIGGS, KANDISS SR UAB 8.14 8.139 8(7)
50 WEMBER, DANIELLE FR TULANE 8.15 6(7)
51 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 8.23 5(5)
52 ROBERTSON, KEILA SO UAB 8.32 8.312 9(8)
53 SHACKLEFORD, JORDAN SO MEMPHIS 8.32 8.319 6(8)
54 SHARPE, JENNIFER SO UAB 8.37 7(6)
55 THOMAS, ASHLEY SO KENNESAW ST 8.39 3(5)
56 BARAN, CARLEN FR FURMAN 8.54 2(6)
57 BENJAMIN, CYNTHIA JR UAB 8.55 1(7)
58 FRAZIER, AREALE SO KENNESAW ST 8.57 1(8)
59 HANEGAN, KATIE FR KENNESAW ST 8.73 2(7)
60 ROWAN, ALICIA SR KENNESAW ST 9.03 4(6)
SHIRLEY, PORSHA SR OLE MISS FS 3
SPARLING, KRYSTAL JR ALABAMA DNS 5
BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS 3
JONES, TAYLOR FR UAB DNS 2
NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS 4
HARDNETT, ERIN JR VANDERBILT DNS 4
SERGEANT, ERICA SR KENNESAW ST DNS 3
JOSEPH, TSAI-ANNE JR MISSOURI DNS 5
HORN, KYLA SO UAB DNS 5
HIGH, OLYMPIA FR KENNESAW ST DNS 7
SERAFINO, BRINA SO M.T.S.U. DNS 7
FOTOPOULOU , OLIVIA SR ALABAMA DNS 8
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 9
1 CLARK, TAMARA FR ALABAMA V 7.42q
2 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS V 7.58
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#14 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO MISS. V 7.64 7.633
4 SIMPKINS, JIRAH SO KENNESAW ST 7.92
5 POWELL, JOCSELYN SR KENNESAW ST 7.95 7.950
6 THOMPSON, KADARIA JR SO MISS. 7.97
7 BENJAMIN, CYNTHIA JR UAB 8.55
8 FRAZIER, AREALE SO KENNESAW ST 8.57
Heat 2 of 9
1 CODY, MAYA JR MISSOURI V 7.54 7.532
2 FOTOPOULOU , FILIPPA SR ALABAMA V 7.54 7.534
3 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. V 7.64 7.634
4 ANDREWS, ALEX SO KENNESAW ST 7.73 7.722
5 MERRIWEATHER, DAI'LYN FR MARYLAND 7.95 7.949
6 BARAN, CARLEN FR FURMAN 8.54
7 HANEGAN, KATIE FR KENNESAW ST 8.73
JONES, TAYLOR FR UAB DNS
Heat 3 of 9
1 THOMAS, REYARE UNATTACHED V 7.54 7.538
2 THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO ILLINOIS V 7.62
3 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. ST 7.70
4 SHUMAKER, JAZMYN FR MISSOURI 7.91
5 THOMAS, ASHLEY SO KENNESAW ST 8.39
SHIRLEY, PORSHA SR OLE MISS FS
BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS
SERGEANT, ERICA SR KENNESAW ST DNS
Heat 4 of 9
1 LAMPKIN, DAIJA FR ALABAMA V 7.40q
2 DARIUS, SYMONE SO ALABAMA V 7.48q
3 BULLOCK, DOMINIQUE SR AUBURN V 7.54 7.538
4 ETHRIDGE, MCKENZIE SO MISS. ST 7.72
5 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 8.01
6 ROWAN, ALICIA SR KENNESAW ST 9.03
NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS
HARDNETT, ERIN JR VANDERBILT DNS
Heat 5 of 9
1 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS V 7.52
2 LOYD, KYAH FR TULANE 7.79
3 ANDERSON, ELISE SR CONNECTICUT 7.93
4 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. ST 7.96
5 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 8.23
SPARLING, KRYSTAL JR ALABAMA DNS
JOSEPH, TSAI-ANNE JR MISSOURI DNS
HORN, KYLA SO UAB DNS
Heat 6 of 9
1 BUCHANAN, LEYA SR OKLAHOMA V 7.50q
2 NEMOUR, LOUSHANYA JR MEMPHIS V 7.64 7.632
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#14 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 VAN BUREN, AMANDA SO OKLAHOMA 7.65 7.641
4 AUSTIN, CAMRI FR OKLAHOMA 7.83
5 WILLIAMS, ASENETH SO KENNESAW ST 8.09 8.081
6 WATKINS, JESSICA SO KENNESAW ST 8.14 8.138
7 WEMBER, DANIELLE FR TULANE 8.15
8 SHACKLEFORD, JORDAN SO MEMPHIS 8.32 8.319
Heat 7 of 9
1 LEVY, JURA UNATTACHED V 7.44q
2 FRANCIS, CECILIA FR M.T.S.U. V 7.51q
3 CAMERON, T'AJA FR OLE MISS 7.73 7.725
4 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT 7.73 7.729
5 MASON, SABRINA JR OKLAHOMA 7.84
6 SHARPE, JENNIFER SO UAB 8.37
HIGH, OLYMPIA FR KENNESAW ST DNS
SERAFINO, BRINA SO M.T.S.U. DNS
Heat 8 of 9
1 SELVON, KAI UNATTACHED V 7.38q
2 GILES, JA'LEESA FR OKLAHOMA 7.71
3 MENSAH, IDA SO M.T.S.U. 7.73 7.729
4 PRIETO, MAURICIA JR ALABAMA 7.76
5 PAUL, JEANETTE SO OLE MISS 7.85
6 MACK, ARIELLE FR MISSOURI 8.09 8.087
7 BRIGGS, KANDISS SR UAB 8.14 8.139
FOTOPOULOU , OLIVIA SR ALABAMA DNS
Heat 9 of 9
1 BAPTISTE, KELLYANN UNATTACHED V 7.32q
2 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO ILLINOIS 7.65 7.644
3 GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO MISS. 7.68
4 PERKINS, PARIS FR MEMPHIS 7.73 7.730
5 HOLMES, ALIA FR OLE MISS 7.74
6 GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS 7.88
7 BHADMOS, MORAYO FR UAB 8.12
8 ROBERTSON, KEILA SO UAB 8.32 8.312
#15 Women's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 21.87 Merlene Ottey JAM 2/13/1993 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 22.33 Gwen Torrence Mizuno 3/2/1996 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 22.40 Bianca Knight Texas 3/14/2008 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 22.92 Jada Martin L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 23.99 Ryan Tolbert 1998
7:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 SMITH, JONIELLE SR AUBURN V 23.88 2(1)
2 BUCHANAN, LEYA SR OKLAHOMA 24.00 3(1)
3 SELVON, KAI UNATTACHED 24.08 24.079 1(1)
4 CHAVEZ, CERA SO MEMPHIS 24.08 4(1)
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#15 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
7:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
5 BLOCKER, JASMINE OISELLE 24.36 2(2)
6 CARBO, JOLIE SR OLE MISS 24.37 7(1)
7 GILES, JA'LEESA FR OKLAHOMA 24.39 2(3)
8 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS 24.43 4(2)
9 CODY, MAYA JR MISSOURI 24.45 3(2)
10 SPENCER, MEDINAH SR OKLAHOMA 24.51 13(1)
11 MASON, SABRINA JR OKLAHOMA 24.54 3(3)
12 MENSAH, IDA SO M.T.S.U. 24.57 6(1)
13 VAN BUREN, AMANDA SO OKLAHOMA 24.60 5(1)
14 FRANCIS, CECILIA FR M.T.S.U. 24.71 7(2)
15 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO ILLINOIS 24.78 3(4)
16 LOYD, KYAH FR TULANE 24.80 8(1)
17 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. ST 24.84 2(4)
18 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS 24.88 4(3)
19 NEMOUR, LOUSHANYA JR MEMPHIS 24.91 3(5)
20 THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO ILLINOIS 25.03 6(2)
21 GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO MISS. 25.04 1(2)
22 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 25.05 8(2)
23 RICKETTS, CHENELLE JR SO MISS. 25.09 7(3)
24 SIMMONS, KAIRA SO OLE MISS 25.12 14(1)
25 SURIN, KAT JR CONNECTICUT 25.14 5(2)
26 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO ILLINOIS 25.16 4(4)
27 MATTIX, MERCEDES SR OLE MISS 25.22 6(3)
28 POWELL, JOCSELYN SR KENNESAW ST 25.24 8(3)
29 SHAW, ORIANNA FR OLE MISS 25.28 15(1)
30 FANT, TIONNA FR KENNESAW ST 25.29 6(4)
31 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. 25.38 7(4)
32 ASSAFUAH, JOYCELYN JR M.T.S.U. 25.42 11(1)
33 ODIA, LOVETH SR M.T.S.U. 25.44 2(5)
34 WHITE, RILEY FR MISS. ST 25.48 25.479 12(1)
35 ALLEN, JASMIN SR OLE MISS 25.48 25.480 10(1)
36 ETHRIDGE, MCKENZIE SO MISS. ST 25.49 13(2)
37 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT 25.56 15(2)
38 JONES, TAYLOR FR UAB 25.68 25.672 13(3)
39 JACKSON, DESTINY FR KENNESAW ST 25.68 25.679 14(2)
40 CAMERON, T'AJA FR OLE MISS 25.72 25.713 13(4)
41 ANDERSON, ELISE SR CONNECTICUT 25.72 25.718 8(4)
42 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 25.73 10(2)
43 SHUMAKER, JAZMYN FR MISSOURI 25.78 15(3)
44 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. ST 25.80 11(2)
45 HUGHES, BRANDI SO TULANE 25.89 25.882 8(5)
46 NEWSOME, AISHA SR OLE MISS 25.89 25.885 12(2)
47 SIMPKINS, JIRAH SO KENNESAW ST 25.97 9(1)
48 EPPS, LAUREN FR M.T.S.U. 25.98 12(3)
49 REED, ALICIA JR SO ILLINOIS 25.99 9(2)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 33
#15 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
7:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
50 EWELL, GENESIS SO SO ILLINOIS 26.01 11(3)
51 WILLIAMS, ASENETH SO KENNESAW ST 26.04 13(5)
52 SHIRLEY, PORSHA SR OLE MISS 26.05 26.042 5(3)
53 SANGSTER, ALIYAH FR SE MO 26.05 26.044 15(4)
54 THOMPSON, KADARIA JR SO MISS. 26.15 4(5)
55 ANDREWS, ALEX SO KENNESAW ST 26.17 11(4)
56 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO ILLINOIS 26.26 9(3)
57 WEMBER, DANIELLE FR TULANE 26.29 26.281 11(5)
58 STRACKMAN, TIA SO CONNECTICUT 26.29 26.290 10(3)
59 HENRY, DA'YONA FR KENNESAW ST 26.42 15(5)
60 WATKINS, JESSICA SO KENNESAW ST 26.57 9(4)
61 HELM, PAULINE FR TULANE 26.78 9(5)
62 BRIGGS, KANDISS SR UAB 26.79 10(4)
63 STARKS, ALEXIS JR KENNESAW ST 26.88 13(6)
64 THOMAS, DOLLITIA SR KENNESAW ST 26.93 14(3)
65 CARTER, KRISTEN FR SE MO 27.07 11(6)
66 BERRYMAN, TREZHA JR KENNESAW ST 27.23 14(4)
67 DEW, MEGAN FR KENNESAW ST 27.29 15(6)
68 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 27.63 9(6)
69 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO ILLINOIS 27.69 12(4)
70 BARAN, CARLEN FR FURMAN 28.37 12(5)
71 FRAZIER, AREALE SO KENNESAW ST 28.42 10(5)
BROWN, TONI JR CONNECTICUT DNS 6
WHYTE, NATALLIAH SO AUBURN DNS 1
MERRIWEATHER, JAI'LYN FR MARYLAND DNS 5
BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS 5
AMPONSAH, JANET SR M.T.S.U. DNS 1
EGBENIYI, ABIKE JR M.T.S.U. DNS 7
NESS-LANCKRIET, KYRA JR TULANE DNS 12
HIGH, OLYMPIA FR KENNESAW ST DNS 14
JOSEPH, TSAI-ANNE JR MISSOURI DNS 14
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 15
1 SELVON, KAI UNATTACHED 24.08 24.079
2 GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO MISS. 25.04
WHYTE, NATALLIAH SO AUBURN DNS
AMPONSAH, JANET SR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 2 of 15
1 SMITH, JONIELLE SR AUBURN V 23.88
2 BLOCKER, JASMINE OISELLE 24.36
3 GILES, JA'LEESA FR OKLAHOMA 24.39
4 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. ST 24.84
5 ODIA, LOVETH SR M.T.S.U. 25.44
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 34
#15 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 3 of 15
1 BUCHANAN, LEYA SR OKLAHOMA 24.00
2 CODY, MAYA JR MISSOURI 24.45
3 MASON, SABRINA JR OKLAHOMA 24.54
4 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO ILLINOIS 24.78
5 NEMOUR, LOUSHANYA JR MEMPHIS 24.91
Section 4 of 15
1 CHAVEZ, CERA SO MEMPHIS 24.08
2 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS 24.43
3 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS 24.88
4 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO ILLINOIS 25.16
5 THOMPSON, KADARIA JR SO MISS. 26.15
Section 5 of 15
1 VAN BUREN, AMANDA SO OKLAHOMA 24.60
2 SURIN, KAT JR CONNECTICUT 25.14
3 SHIRLEY, PORSHA SR OLE MISS 26.05 26.042
MERRIWEATHER, JAI'LYN FR MARYLAND DNS
BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS
Section 6 of 15
1 MENSAH, IDA SO M.T.S.U. 24.57
2 THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO ILLINOIS 25.03
3 MATTIX, MERCEDES SR OLE MISS 25.22
4 FANT, TIONNA FR KENNESAW ST 25.29
BROWN, TONI JR CONNECTICUT DNS
Section 7 of 15
1 CARBO, JOLIE SR OLE MISS 24.37
2 FRANCIS, CECILIA FR M.T.S.U. 24.71
3 RICKETTS, CHENELLE JR SO MISS. 25.09
4 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. 25.38
EGBENIYI, ABIKE JR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 8 of 15
1 LOYD, KYAH FR TULANE 24.80
2 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 25.05
3 POWELL, JOCSELYN SR KENNESAW ST 25.24
4 ANDERSON, ELISE SR CONNECTICUT 25.72 25.718
5 HUGHES, BRANDI SO TULANE 25.89 25.882
Section 9 of 15
1 SIMPKINS, JIRAH SO KENNESAW ST 25.97
2 REED, ALICIA JR SO ILLINOIS 25.99
3 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO ILLINOIS 26.26
4 WATKINS, JESSICA SO KENNESAW ST 26.57
5 HELM, PAULINE FR TULANE 26.78
6 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 27.63
Section 10 of 15
1 ALLEN, JASMIN SR OLE MISS 25.48 25.480
2 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 25.73
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 35
#15 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 STRACKMAN, TIA SO CONNECTICUT 26.29 26.290
4 BRIGGS, KANDISS SR UAB 26.79
5 FRAZIER, AREALE SO KENNESAW ST 28.42
Section 11 of 15
1 ASSAFUAH, JOYCELYN JR M.T.S.U. 25.42
2 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. ST 25.80
3 EWELL, GENESIS SO SO ILLINOIS 26.01
4 ANDREWS, ALEX SO KENNESAW ST 26.17
5 WEMBER, DANIELLE FR TULANE 26.29 26.281
6 CARTER, KRISTEN FR SE MO 27.07
Section 12 of 15
1 WHITE, RILEY FR MISS. ST 25.48 25.479
2 NEWSOME, AISHA SR OLE MISS 25.89 25.885
3 EPPS, LAUREN FR M.T.S.U. 25.98
4 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO ILLINOIS 27.69
5 BARAN, CARLEN FR FURMAN 28.37
NESS-LANCKRIET, KYRA JR TULANE DNS
Section 13 of 15
1 SPENCER, MEDINAH SR OKLAHOMA 24.51
2 ETHRIDGE, MCKENZIE SO MISS. ST 25.49
3 JONES, TAYLOR FR UAB 25.68 25.672
4 CAMERON, T'AJA FR OLE MISS 25.72 25.713
5 WILLIAMS, ASENETH SO KENNESAW ST 26.04
6 STARKS, ALEXIS JR KENNESAW ST 26.88
Section 14 of 15
1 SIMMONS, KAIRA SO OLE MISS 25.12
2 JACKSON, DESTINY FR KENNESAW ST 25.68 25.679
3 THOMAS, DOLLITIA SR KENNESAW ST 26.93
4 BERRYMAN, TREZHA JR KENNESAW ST 27.23
HIGH, OLYMPIA FR KENNESAW ST DNS
JOSEPH, TSAI-ANNE JR MISSOURI DNS
Section 15 of 15
1 SHAW, ORIANNA FR OLE MISS 25.28
2 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT 25.56
3 SHUMAKER, JAZMYN FR MISSOURI 25.78
4 SANGSTER, ALIYAH FR SE MO 26.05 26.044
5 HENRY, DA'YONA FR KENNESAW ST 26.42
6 DEW, MEGAN FR KENNESAW ST 27.29
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 36
#25 Women's 5000 Meters
W World Indoor 14:18.86 Genzebe Dibaba ETH 2/19/2015 Stockholm,
A American Indoor 14:47.52 Shalane Flanagan Nike 2/7/2009 Boston, MA
C Collegiate Indoor 15:12.22 Emily Sisson Providence 2/28/2015 New York, NY
F Facility 15:55.69 Anne-Marie Blaney U.C.F. 2/10/2017
V Vanderbilt 16:14.30 Liz Anderson 2014
8:30 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 WALLACE, BELLE SR OKLAHOMA 16:46.26
2 SCOTT, SARAH SR OKLAHOMA 16:58.27
3 O'BRIEN, BRIANNA FR CONNECTICUT 17:02.80
4 O'BRIEN, SYDNEY SR SE MO 17:11.45
5 ROSE, ISABELLA SO OKLAHOMA 17:12.36
6 STRUCK, MAILIN SO VANDERBILT 17:14.54
7 HASTY, HALEY JR CONNECTICUT 17:26.96
8 ATKINSON, ELLYN SR MISSOURI 17:28.19
9 LARSON, SALLY UNATTACHED 17:29.76
10 ZITTING, ARNICA SR MEMPHIS 17:41.13
11 AKERLEY, COURTNEY JR CONNECTICUT 17:43.29
12 REPASY, MARIE FR GA TECH 17:54.21
13 HUTCHCRAFT, RACHEL JR SE MO 18:05.37
14 MOHRMANN, DANIELLE SO SE MO 18:13.81
15 KOPPLIN, NATALIE JR SE MO 18:21.45
16 DOW, REBECCA JR GA TECH 18:26.00
17 ENTREKIN, REBECCA JR GA TECH 18:35.70
18 OEWEL, MARY MONDA JR CONNECTICUT 18:35.73
19 SANDWELL, PAIGE SO MEMPHIS 18:36.61
20 GUSMEROTTI, GABRIELLE SO GA TECH 18:45.90
21 HAYDEN, ANNA SO FURMAN 18:51.55
22 PETIT, HANNAH SO GA TECH 18:54.96
#17 Women's 400 Meters
Section 1-5 @ 3:25pm, Sections 6-12 @ 11:45am
W World Indoor 49.59 Jamila Kratochvilova TCH 3/7/1982 Milan, Spain
A American Indoor 50.46 Phyllis Francis Oregon 3/15/2014 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 50.46 Phyllis Francis Oregon 3/15/2014 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 51.77 Daina Harper Arkansas 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 52.75 Ryan Tolbert 1996
3:25 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 PIPI, AMA SR OKLAHOMA 53.24 3(1)
2 EGBENIYI, ABIKE JR M.T.S.U. 53.89 1(1)
3 CARBO, JOLIE SR OLE MISS 54.20 1(2)
4 EDOBI, JENNIFER SR VANDERBILT 54.66 1(3)
5 AMBROSE, JENAE JR AUBURN 54.91 6(1)
6 MERRIWEATHER, JAI'LYN FR MARYLAND 55.16 2(1)
7 AMPONSAH, JANET SR M.T.S.U. 55.21 3(2)
8 BLANKS, EVETTE FR OKLAHOMA 55.37 6(2)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 37
#17 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
3:25 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
9 MUKES, MIA SR OKLAHOMA 55.44 4(1)
10 CHAVEZ, CERA SO MEMPHIS 55.81 5(1)
11 MATTIX, MERCEDES SR OLE MISS 55.96 5(2)
12 ASSAFUAH, JOYCELYN JR M.T.S.U. 55.97 7(1)
13 SANTIAGO, XAHRIA FR MARYLAND 56.04 2(2)
14 HAREWOOD, MAYA SO TULANE 56.17 3(3)
15 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 56.37 5(3)
16 RICKETTS, CHENELLE JR SO MISS. 56.44 4(2)
17 WALKER, KAITLIN SR ALABAMA 56.51 4(3)
18 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO ILLINOIS 56.68 2(3)
19 LEWIS, ALON JR MISS. ST 56.79 2(4)
20 FUNCHEON, KATIE SO ALABAMA 56.81 3(4)
21 NEWSOME, AISHA SR OLE MISS 56.83 5(4)
22 HARRIS, CHRISSA SR SO ILLINOIS 56.87 4(4)
23 JONES, CHEYENNE FR MARYLAND 56.91 8(1)
24 ROBINSON, RIAN JR SO MISS. 57.06 3(5)
25 ALLEN, JASMIN SR OLE MISS 57.17 5(5)
26 CHERRINGTON, KRISTINA SO CONNECTICUT 57.38 6(3)
27 FANT, TIONNA FR KENNESAW ST 57.44 57.433 6(4)
28 MAZI, HOPE SO ALABAMA 57.44 57.437 9(1)
29 SHAW, ORIANNA FR OLE MISS 57.45 12(1)
30 WHITE, RILEY FR MISS. ST 57.57 8(2)
31 REED, ALICIA JR SO ILLINOIS 58.51 8(3)
32 COOPER, THAILA JR MARYLAND 58.53 9(2)
33 GREEN, KARRI SO UAB 58.64 10(1)
34 SANGSTER, ALIYAH FR SE MO 58.69 12(2)
35 TAYLOR, AIREANNA SO SO MISS. 59.05 9(3)
36 ODIA, LOVETH SR M.T.S.U. 59.12 2(5)
37 POLK, BROOKLYN SR SO MISS. 59.22 10(2)
38 THOMAS, DOLLITIA SR KENNESAW ST 59.26 10(3)
39 MARTIN, JEZEL FR SE MO 59.30 12(3)
40 EWELL, GENESIS SO SO ILLINOIS 59.37 7(2)
41 RONE, CELINE JR MEMPHIS 59.65 9(4)
42 JACKSON, JADA JR ALABAMA 1:00.17 10(4)
43 MURDOCK, MELINDA SR MEMPHIS 1:00.53 11(1)
44 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO MISS. 1:01.01 11(2)
45 TAYLOR, JASMINE SR MEMPHIS 1:01.22 11(3)
46 GULLEY, TONAYA SR MEMPHIS 1:02.38 9(5)
47 PULLER, MAYA FR MISSOURI 1:03.34 9(6)
48 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 1:04.19 12(4)
TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 7
MOSLEY, MONICA SO MISS. ST DNS 7
SPENCER, MEDINAH SR OKLAHOMA DNS 7
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH SR M.T.S.U. DNS 8
EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH DNS 10
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 38
#17 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
3:25 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
JACKSON, DESTINY FR KENNESAW ST DNS 11
NESS-LANCKRIET, KYRA JR TULANE DNS 11
COOK, REBECCA FR W. KENTUCKY DNS 12
BLOCKER, JASMINE OISELLE DNS 1
SMITH, KETURAH SR MISS. ST DNS 1
ODIONG, EDIDIONG FR M.T.S.U. DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 12
1 EGBENIYI, ABIKE JR M.T.S.U. 53.89
2 CARBO, JOLIE SR OLE MISS 54.20
3 EDOBI, JENNIFER SR VANDERBILT 54.66
BLOCKER, JASMINE OISELLE DNS
SMITH, KETURAH SR MISS. ST DNS
Section 2 of 12
1 MERRIWEATHER, JAI'LYN FR MARYLAND 55.16
2 SANTIAGO, XAHRIA FR MARYLAND 56.04
3 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO ILLINOIS 56.68
4 LEWIS, ALON JR MISS. ST 56.79
5 ODIA, LOVETH SR M.T.S.U. 59.12
Section 3 of 12
1 PIPI, AMA SR OKLAHOMA 53.24
2 AMPONSAH, JANET SR M.T.S.U. 55.21
3 HAREWOOD, MAYA SO TULANE 56.17
4 FUNCHEON, KATIE SO ALABAMA 56.81
5 ROBINSON, RIAN JR SO MISS. 57.06
Section 4 of 12
1 MUKES, MIA SR OKLAHOMA 55.44
2 RICKETTS, CHENELLE JR SO MISS. 56.44
3 WALKER, KAITLIN SR ALABAMA 56.51
4 HARRIS, CHRISSA SR SO ILLINOIS 56.87
ODIONG, EDIDIONG FR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 5 of 12
1 CHAVEZ, CERA SO MEMPHIS 55.81
2 MATTIX, MERCEDES SR OLE MISS 55.96
3 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 56.37
4 NEWSOME, AISHA SR OLE MISS 56.83
5 ALLEN, JASMIN SR OLE MISS 57.17
Section 6 of 12
1 AMBROSE, JENAE JR AUBURN 54.91
2 BLANKS, EVETTE FR OKLAHOMA 55.37
3 CHERRINGTON, KRISTINA SO CONNECTICUT 57.38
4 FANT, TIONNA FR KENNESAW ST 57.44 57.433
Section 7 of 12
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 39
#17 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 ASSAFUAH, JOYCELYN JR M.T.S.U. 55.97
2 EWELL, GENESIS SO SO ILLINOIS 59.37
TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
MOSLEY, MONICA SO MISS. ST DNS
SPENCER, MEDINAH SR OKLAHOMA DNS
Section 8 of 12
1 JONES, CHEYENNE FR MARYLAND 56.91
2 WHITE, RILEY FR MISS. ST 57.57
3 REED, ALICIA JR SO ILLINOIS 58.51
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH SR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 9 of 12
1 MAZI, HOPE SO ALABAMA 57.44 57.437
2 COOPER, THAILA JR MARYLAND 58.53
3 TAYLOR, AIREANNA SO SO MISS. 59.05
4 RONE, CELINE JR MEMPHIS 59.65
5 GULLEY, TONAYA SR MEMPHIS 1:02.38
6 PULLER, MAYA FR MISSOURI 1:03.34
Section 10 of 12
1 GREEN, KARRI SO UAB 58.64
2 POLK, BROOKLYN SR SO MISS. 59.22
3 THOMAS, DOLLITIA SR KENNESAW ST 59.26
4 JACKSON, JADA JR ALABAMA 1:00.17
EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH DNS
Section 11 of 12
1 MURDOCK, MELINDA SR MEMPHIS 1:00.53
2 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO MISS. 1:01.01
3 TAYLOR, JASMINE SR MEMPHIS 1:01.22
JACKSON, DESTINY FR KENNESAW ST DNS
NESS-LANCKRIET, KYRA JR TULANE DNS
Section 12 of 12
1 SHAW, ORIANNA FR OLE MISS 57.45
2 SANGSTER, ALIYAH FR SE MO 58.69
3 MARTIN, JEZEL FR SE MO 59.30
4 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 1:04.19
COOK, REBECCA FR W. KENTUCKY DNS
#19 Women's 800 Meters
Section 1-3 @ 3:55pm, Sections 4-5 @ 11:35am
W World Indoor 1:55.82 Jolanda Ceplak SLO 3/3/2002 Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 1:58.71 Nicole Teter Nike Farm Team 3/2/2002 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 2:00.69 Jazmine Fray Texas A&M 2/11/2017 Clemson, SC
F Facility 2:02.62 Jazmine Fray TX A&M 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 2:04.24 Courtney Clayton 2017
3:55 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 FREITAS, MARTA UNATTACHED 2:04.85 1(1)
2 CAYTON-SMITH, CHARLOTTE SO MISS. ST 2:06.86 1(2)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 40
#19 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
3:55 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
3 PRICE, EFION UNATTACHED 2:08.10 1(3)
4 GEAR, KRISTLIN FR FURMAN 2:08.18 2(1)
5 MCHUGH, MADDIE JR OLE MISS 2:08.24 1(4)
6 WILLIAMS, KRISTYN JR ALABAMA 2:09.60 1(5)
7 METCALFE, KRISTEN JR E.-RIDDLE 2:09.66 1(6)
8 BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN SO VANDERBILT 2:10.43 2(2)
9 FOLEY, KATIE SR CONNECTICUT 2:11.09 1(7)
10 FILLIBEN, COURTNEY SR SO MISS. 2:12.04 2:12.031 2(3)
11 BURR, RILEY SO FURMAN 2:12.04 2:12.035 2(4)
12 SCHULTE, BECCA SO VANDERBILT 2:12.38 2(5)
13 WEEMS, PRESLEY SO AUBURN 2:12.51 1(8)
14 LIZ, KARINA SO MISSOURI 2:12.89 2(6)
15 PRICE-WEIMER, RHIANWEDD SR MISS. ST 2:13.07 1(9)
16 KUNTZ, EMMA FR FURMAN 2:13.36 1(10)
17 HALAMICEK, VALESKA SR MISSOURI 2:13.71 2(7)
18 DERRY, KENDALL SO VANDERBILT 2:13.76 2(8)
19 HUGGINS, DALLYSSA SO MARYLAND 2:14.11 2(9)
20 MOORE , ELISE SR UNATTACHED 2:14.45 2(10)
21 LEWIS, MARIELLE SO UAB 2:14.47 3(1)
22 AKANWOGBA, PATIENCE FR UNATTACHED 2:15.15 3(2)
23 KNOTT, CARLI SO SE MO 2:16.45 4(1)
24 DOOLEY, MARGOT FR ALABAMA 2:16.52 3(3)
25 HALL-DEKLEVA , NATALYA SO SO MISS. 2:16.62 3(4)
26 HUTTON, GINGER JR VANDERBILT 2:17.31 3(5)
27 BROOKS, CAROLINE SO ALABAMA 2:17.48 3(6)
28 STAUBACH, ALYSSA JR MISS. ST 2:19.00 4(2)
29 MARTINEZ, SERENA SO UAB 2:19.68 4(3)
30 SHONEKAN, FARAMOLA SO MISSOURI 2:20.21 4(4)
31 POWELL, BRITTANY SO GA TECH 2:20.40 4(5)
32 LONG, KENDALL FR SE MO 2:20.71 5(1)
33 MOHAN, SARAH JR ALABAMA 2:22.24 3(7)
34 PATRICK, FRANCES FR AUBURN 2:22.60 5(2)
35 AMES, SAVANNAH SR W. KENTUCKY 2:23.68 5(3)
36 KING, ALEXA FR OLE MISS 2:23.80 4(6)
37 BOONE, KATHERINE JR AUBURN 2:24.40 4(7)
38 CAPONE, LAUREN JR UAB 2:24.79 5(4)
39 STEPHENS, MAKAYLA SR OKLAHOMA 2:25.50 5(5)
40 EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH 2:25.51 5(6)
41 SPRINGER, DANIELLE JR AUBURN 2:29.03 5(7)
42 DEW, MEGAN FR KENNESAW ST 2:32.28 5(8)
43 SPRANGER, SYDNEY FR SO ILLINOIS 2:34.26 5(9)
PALASTI, LUCA-ANNA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS 4
FATLAND, PAIGE SO TULANE DNS 4
JORDAN, DANIELLE SO CONNECTICUT DNS 4
KANE, LINDSEY JR CONNECTICUT DNS 4
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#19 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
3:55 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
KIGEN, RACHEL JR M.T.S.U. DNS 5
RUIZ-BUENO, AMBER JR SO ILLINOIS DNS 5
MISGEN, TESS FR SMU DNS 3
NAHOM, MIA FR CONNECTICUT DNS 3
SWANSON, KELSEY JR CONNECTICUT DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 FREITAS, MARTA UNATTACHED 2:04.85
2 CAYTON-SMITH, CHARLOTTE SO MISS. ST 2:06.86
3 PRICE, EFION UNATTACHED 2:08.10
4 MCHUGH, MADDIE JR OLE MISS 2:08.24
5 WILLIAMS, KRISTYN JR ALABAMA 2:09.60
6 METCALFE, KRISTEN JR E.-RIDDLE 2:09.66
7 FOLEY, KATIE SR CONNECTICUT 2:11.09
8 WEEMS, PRESLEY SO AUBURN 2:12.51
9 PRICE-WEIMER, RHIANWEDD SR MISS. ST 2:13.07
10 KUNTZ, EMMA FR FURMAN 2:13.36
Section 2 of 5
1 GEAR, KRISTLIN FR FURMAN 2:08.18
2 BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN SO VANDERBILT 2:10.43
3 FILLIBEN, COURTNEY SR SO MISS. 2:12.04 2:12.031
4 BURR, RILEY SO FURMAN 2:12.04 2:12.035
5 SCHULTE, BECCA SO VANDERBILT 2:12.38
6 LIZ, KARINA SO MISSOURI 2:12.89
7 HALAMICEK, VALESKA SR MISSOURI 2:13.71
8 DERRY, KENDALL SO VANDERBILT 2:13.76
9 HUGGINS, DALLYSSA SO MARYLAND 2:14.11
10 MOORE , ELISE SR UNATTACHED 2:14.45
Section 3 of 5
1 LEWIS, MARIELLE SO UAB 2:14.47
2 AKANWOGBA, PATIENCE FR UNATTACHED 2:15.15
3 DOOLEY, MARGOT FR ALABAMA 2:16.52
4 HALL-DEKLEVA , NATALYA SO SO MISS. 2:16.62
5 HUTTON, GINGER JR VANDERBILT 2:17.31
6 BROOKS, CAROLINE SO ALABAMA 2:17.48
7 MOHAN, SARAH JR ALABAMA 2:22.24
MISGEN, TESS FR SMU DNS
NAHOM, MIA FR CONNECTICUT DNS
SWANSON, KELSEY JR CONNECTICUT DNS
Section 4 of 5
1 KNOTT, CARLI SO SE MO 2:16.45
2 STAUBACH, ALYSSA JR MISS. ST 2:19.00
3 MARTINEZ, SERENA SO UAB 2:19.68
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 42
#19 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 SHONEKAN, FARAMOLA SO MISSOURI 2:20.21
5 POWELL, BRITTANY SO GA TECH 2:20.40
6 KING, ALEXA FR OLE MISS 2:23.80
7 BOONE, KATHERINE JR AUBURN 2:24.40
PALASTI, LUCA-ANNA JR SO ILLINOIS DNS
FATLAND, PAIGE SO TULANE DNS
JORDAN, DANIELLE SO CONNECTICUT DNS
KANE, LINDSEY JR CONNECTICUT DNS
Section 5 of 5
1 LONG, KENDALL FR SE MO 2:20.71
2 PATRICK, FRANCES FR AUBURN 2:22.60
3 AMES, SAVANNAH SR W. KENTUCKY 2:23.68
4 CAPONE, LAUREN JR UAB 2:24.79
5 STEPHENS, MAKAYLA SR OKLAHOMA 2:25.50
6 EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH 2:25.51
7 SPRINGER, DANIELLE JR AUBURN 2:29.03
8 DEW, MEGAN FR KENNESAW ST 2:32.28
9 SPRANGER, SYDNEY FR SO ILLINOIS 2:34.26
KIGEN, RACHEL JR M.T.S.U. DNS
RUIZ-BUENO, AMBER JR SO ILLINOIS DNS
#22 Women's 1 Mile Run
Section 1-2 @ 2:20pm, Section 3-5 @ 11:00am
W World Indoor 4:13.31 Genzebe Dibaba ETH 2/17/2016 Stockholm, SWE
A American Indoor 4:20.0h Mary Slaney Athletics West 2/19/1982 San Diego, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 4:25.91 Jenny Barringer Colorado 2/28/2009 College Station,
F Facility 4:35.83 Chelsea Sodaro Saucony/ FE 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 4:39.96 Sara Barron 2/12/2016
2:20 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 LUCKI, ALEXANDRA SR MARYLAND 4:46.21 1(1)
2 HURLEY, EMMA GRACE SO FURMAN 4:47.52 1(2)
3 MACNEAL, KAT SR OLE MISS 4:48.07 1(3)
4 CLAYTON, COURTNEY SR VANDERBILT 4:48.13 1(4)
5 MEYDRICH, MIA SR MISS. ST 4:48.33 1(5)
6 CHRISTEN, HANNAH JR OLE MISS 4:51.30 1(6)
7 BRASWELL, ANNA SR OLE MISS 4:52.37 1(7)
8 ABU, AGNES SR M.T.S.U. 4:53.12 1(8)
9 RUIZ, AMY JR GA TECH 4:55.28 2(1)
10 BARLOW, CAROLINE SR ALABAMA 4:55.52 1(9)
11 KIGEN, BRENDA SO AUBURN 4:56.03 2(2)
12 MCGEE, REGEN SO SO MISS. 4:57.19 2(3)
13 FAIR, SHANNON JR MISS. ST 4:57.52 2(4)
14 JENNINGS, GABRIELLE SO FURMAN 4:57.66 1(10)
15 MISGEN, TESS FR SMU 4:57.80 2(5)
16 ANDERSON, HALEY JR GA TECH 4:58.23 2(6)
17 DONNELLY, BETH SO UNATTACHED 4:58.53 2(7)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 43
#22 Women's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
2:20 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
18 HEHR, ANTONIA JR MISS. ST 4:59.36 2(8)
19 LAURIE, CHRISTINE FR MARYLAND 5:02.87 4(1)
20 TSAI, SARA JR VANDERBILT 5:03.09 4(2)
21 BALL, BARBARA LEE UNATTACHED 5:03.67 2(9)
22 CELLA, SARAH SO TULANE 5:03.79 3(1)
23 KIGEN, RACHEL JR M.T.S.U. 5:04.66 4(3)
24 ANDERSON, REAGAN SR VANDERBILT 5:05.97 3(2)
25 CROW, JACQUELYN SR FURMAN 5:06.06 4(4)
26 MORTIMER, GILLIAN FR VANDERBILT 5:06.97 3(3)
27 MENGHINI, MELISSA SO MISSOURI 5:07.12 3(4)
28 ALSUP, ALLIE FR CONNECTICUT 5:07.44 4(5)
29 GARDNER, NICOLE JR ALABAMA 5:07.62 1(11)
30 CHERUIYOT, ANDONET SO AUBURN 5:08.45 3(5)
31 SUMNER, ANGIE SR SE MO 5:08.91 4(6)
32 BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. ST 5:09.75 4(7)
33 KING, ALEXA FR OLE MISS 5:09.80 3(6)
34 KIPROP, MERCY SO AUBURN 5:10.36 3(7)
35 MELIUS, MCKENZIE JR TULANE 5:10.59 4(8)
36 MORGAN, ANNA GRACE FR VANDERBILT 5:10.64 3(8)
37 GEBARZEWSKA, MONIKA SO SO MISS. 5:11.38 4(9)
38 KOSGEI, PAMELA FR M.T.S.U. 5:11.58 3(9)
39 NASER, COURTNEY SR GA TECH 5:12.09 5(1)
40 BROWNING, SHANNON FR MISSOURI 5:15.65 3(10)
41 KOSGEI, RACHEAL FR M.T.S.U. 5:15.72 4(10)
42 KIPCHUMBA, GLADYS SO M.T.S.U. 5:15.74 4(11)
43 OVERBY, EILISH SR SE MO 5:17.03 5(2)
44 FORBIS, SUSAN SO MISSOURI 5:19.35 4(12)
45 KANE, LINDSEY JR CONNECTICUT 5:19.42 3(11)
46 KIBIWOTT, SHARON SO M.T.S.U. 5:21.16 5(3)
47 THORNE, RACHEL SR GA TECH 5:23.34 5(4)
48 GRANT, SAIDAH SR KENNESAW ST 5:23.99 5(5)
49 FUNKENBUSCH, KAYLA JR MISSOURI 5:25.19 4(13)
50 GANT, ERIN SR GA TECH 5:28.66 5(6)
51 MOON, CELE SO UAB 5:29.05 5(7)
52 NELSON, KENDALL FR GA TECH 5:29.51 5(8)
53 THOMAS, ANNA JR SE MO 5:32.41 5(9)
54 KANNAPEL, MORGAN FR W. KENTUCKY 5:58.22 5(10)
55 RANSOM, AAIRIONA FR W. KENTUCKY 6:13.17 5(11)
NIKKEL, MADDY SR OLE MISS DNF 1
VICK, RACHEL FR CONNECTICUT DNF 2
SIEBEN, MAGGIE FR UAB DNF 5
LAGOY, LIZ SR CONNECTICUT DNF 2
MATTOX, KATE FR SO MISS. DNS 1
SCAHILL, LAUREN SR CONNECTICUT DNS 2
ANENO, SUSAN JR CONNECTICUT DNS 2
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 44
#22 Women's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
2:20 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
FAIREY, KRISTIN SO GA TECH DNS 5
DAVIS, ABIGAIL SO UAB DNS 5
MCMILLON, SAVANNAH SO SO MISS. DNS 3
STAIGER, TALIA SO CONNECTICUT DNS 3
HALL-DEKLEVA , NATALYA SO SO MISS. DNS 3
EVANS, BETHAN FR UAB DNS 4
MARTEL, ALEXANDRA SR SO ILLINOIS DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 LUCKI, ALEXANDRA SR MARYLAND 4:46.21
2 HURLEY, EMMA GRACE SO FURMAN 4:47.52
3 MACNEAL, KAT SR OLE MISS 4:48.07
4 CLAYTON, COURTNEY SR VANDERBILT 4:48.13
5 MEYDRICH, MIA SR MISS. ST 4:48.33
6 CHRISTEN, HANNAH JR OLE MISS 4:51.30
7 BRASWELL, ANNA SR OLE MISS 4:52.37
8 ABU, AGNES SR M.T.S.U. 4:53.12
9 BARLOW, CAROLINE SR ALABAMA 4:55.52
10 JENNINGS, GABRIELLE SO FURMAN 4:57.66
11 GARDNER, NICOLE JR ALABAMA 5:07.62
NIKKEL, MADDY SR OLE MISS DNF
MATTOX, KATE FR SO MISS. DNS
Section 2 of 5
1 RUIZ, AMY JR GA TECH 4:55.28
2 KIGEN, BRENDA SO AUBURN 4:56.03
3 MCGEE, REGEN SO SO MISS. 4:57.19
4 FAIR, SHANNON JR MISS. ST 4:57.52
5 MISGEN, TESS FR SMU 4:57.80
6 ANDERSON, HALEY JR GA TECH 4:58.23
7 DONNELLY, BETH SO UNATTACHED 4:58.53
8 HEHR, ANTONIA JR MISS. ST 4:59.36
9 BALL, BARBARA LEE UNATTACHED 5:03.67
VICK, RACHEL FR CONNECTICUT DNF
LAGOY, LIZ SR CONNECTICUT DNF
SCAHILL, LAUREN SR CONNECTICUT DNS
ANENO, SUSAN JR CONNECTICUT DNS
Section 3 of 5
1 CELLA, SARAH SO TULANE 5:03.79
2 ANDERSON, REAGAN SR VANDERBILT 5:05.97
3 MORTIMER, GILLIAN FR VANDERBILT 5:06.97
4 MENGHINI, MELISSA SO MISSOURI 5:07.12
5 CHERUIYOT, ANDONET SO AUBURN 5:08.45
6 KING, ALEXA FR OLE MISS 5:09.80
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 45
#22 Women's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
7 KIPROP, MERCY SO AUBURN 5:10.36
8 MORGAN, ANNA GRACE FR VANDERBILT 5:10.64
9 KOSGEI, PAMELA FR M.T.S.U. 5:11.58
10 BROWNING, SHANNON FR MISSOURI 5:15.65
11 KANE, LINDSEY JR CONNECTICUT 5:19.42
MCMILLON, SAVANNAH SO SO MISS. DNS
STAIGER, TALIA SO CONNECTICUT DNS
HALL-DEKLEVA , NATALYA SO SO MISS. DNS
Section 4 of 5
1 LAURIE, CHRISTINE FR MARYLAND 5:02.87
2 TSAI, SARA JR VANDERBILT 5:03.09
3 KIGEN, RACHEL JR M.T.S.U. 5:04.66
4 CROW, JACQUELYN SR FURMAN 5:06.06
5 ALSUP, ALLIE FR CONNECTICUT 5:07.44
6 SUMNER, ANGIE SR SE MO 5:08.91
7 BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. ST 5:09.75
8 MELIUS, MCKENZIE JR TULANE 5:10.59
9 GEBARZEWSKA, MONIKA SO SO MISS. 5:11.38
10 KOSGEI, RACHEAL FR M.T.S.U. 5:15.72
11 KIPCHUMBA, GLADYS SO M.T.S.U. 5:15.74
12 FORBIS, SUSAN SO MISSOURI 5:19.35
13 FUNKENBUSCH, KAYLA JR MISSOURI 5:25.19
EVANS, BETHAN FR UAB DNS
MARTEL, ALEXANDRA SR SO ILLINOIS DNS
Section 5 of 5
1 NASER, COURTNEY SR GA TECH 5:12.09
2 OVERBY, EILISH SR SE MO 5:17.03
3 KIBIWOTT, SHARON SO M.T.S.U. 5:21.16
4 THORNE, RACHEL SR GA TECH 5:23.34
5 GRANT, SAIDAH SR KENNESAW ST 5:23.99
6 GANT, ERIN SR GA TECH 5:28.66
7 MOON, CELE SO UAB 5:29.05
8 NELSON, KENDALL FR GA TECH 5:29.51
9 THOMAS, ANNA JR SE MO 5:32.41
10 KANNAPEL, MORGAN FR W. KENTUCKY 5:58.22
11 RANSOM, AAIRIONA FR W. KENTUCKY 6:13.17
SIEBEN, MAGGIE FR UAB DNF
FAIREY, KRISTIN SO GA TECH DNS
DAVIS, ABIGAIL SO UAB DNS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 46
#23 Women's 3000 Meters
Section 1 @ 4:25pm. Section 2-4 @ 10:00 am
W World Indoor 8:23.72 Meseret Defar ETH 2/3/2007 Stuttgart,
A American Indoor 8:33.25 Shalane Flanagan Nike 1/27/2007 Boston, MA
C Collegiate Indoor 8:42.03 Jenny Barringer Colorado 2/14/2009 College Station,
F Facility 8:57.78 Lauren Paquette Breakaway RT 2/12/2016
V Vanderbilt 9:21.05 Liz Anderson 2014
4:25 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 TESCHUK, ERIN ASICS-FE V 9:01.30 1(1)
2 CARNAHAN, SAVANNAH SO FURMAN V 9:17.89 1(2)
3 CUNNINGHAM, MEGAN SR MISSOURI V 9:19.07 1(3)
4 JOHNSON, RACHEL ASICS-FE 9:25.79 1(4)
5 MILLER, HANNAH SO SMU 9:26.62 1(5)
6 RODRIGUEZ SALA, MARTINA SR UNATTACHED 9:44.05 1(6)
7 LUCKI, ALEXANDRA SR MARYLAND 9:44.92 1(7)
8 NAHOM, MIA FR CONNECTICUT 9:45.44 1(8)
9 FEGANS, NICOLE FR GA TECH 9:45.47 1(9)
10 OJSTERSEK, SVENJA JR SMU 9:47.75 1(10)
11 YANEK, MCKENZIE FR ALABAMA 9:48.29 1(11)
12 DANIS, LIZZY SO ALABAMA 9:50.94 1(12)
13 VOGELGESANG, LISA FR OLE MISS 9:51.66 2(1)
14 PROUTY, MARY JR GA TECH 9:51.72 1(13)
15 HUEBNER, MEGAN SR VANDERBILT 9:52.25 2(2)
16 DWYER, GRACE SO FURMAN 9:52.28 2(3)
17 ELKIN, ANNA FR OLE MISS 9:53.00 1(14)
18 GALARZA, LIZ FR GA TECH 9:56.37 2(4)
19 GOLLNICK, HAILEY SR GA TECH 9:57.36 2(5)
20 TERP, KRISTY JR MISS. ST 9:57.98 2(6)
21 MURPHY, CHARLOTTE TARA SO SMU 9:59.03 1(15)
22 KING, MADELEINE FR OLE MISS 10:03.13 1(16)
23 JELAGAT, JULIA SO M.T.S.U. 10:04.17 2(7)
24 WALLACE, ALEX SO MISS. ST 10:04.22 3(1)
25 CALDWELL, REILLY FR FURMAN 10:04.95 4(1)
26 BARTELS, LAUREN JR TULANE 10:05.64 3(2)
27 PETERSON, STEPHANIE SO MISS. ST 10:05.86 3(3)
28 RACETTE, SOPHIA SO MISSOURI 10:08.11 3(4)
29 KROLAK, MEGAN SO SO ILLINOIS 10:08.84 1(17)
30 HERNDON, HANA FR GA TECH 10:09.06 2(8)
31 SWANSON, KELSEY JR CONNECTICUT 10:09.26 1(18)
32 NEWTON, EMMA JR TULANE 10:09.30 2(9)
33 MCCLELLAN, EMMA FR OLE MISS 10:10.61 4(2)
34 KLEVE, JORDYN SO MISSOURI 10:12.58 3(5)
35 LIVETT, SARAH SR UAB 10:14.08 2(10)
36 SCAHILL, LAUREN SR CONNECTICUT 10:15.50 3(6)
37 GRISBAUM, DEVON JR VANDERBILT 10:16.02 3(7)
38 TOLSON, BRITTANY SO ALABAMA 10:18.19 2(11)
39 NEIGEL, EMMA UNATTACHED 10:18.27 1(19)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 47
#23 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
4:25 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
40 BREEDING, KACIE SO VANDERBILT 10:19.39 3(8)
41 DEARBORN, MADDIE FR ALABAMA 10:19.72 2(12)
42 HONIOTES, AUDREY FR MISS. ST 10:20.22 3(9)
43 MARSH, SHANNON FR ALABAMA 10:20.60 2(13)
44 O'SHEA, KELLY SR SO ILLINOIS 10:23.02 3(10)
45 SELFORS, BRIDGID FR TULANE 10:25.72 4(3)
46 FARRELL, CAITLYN JR KENNESAW ST 10:28.23 4(4)
47 GROGAN, ANNEKE JR SMU 10:29.38 2(14)
48 KOSHY, BRIANNA SO ALABAMA 10:31.69 4(5)
49 DARNELL, CLAIRE JR SO ILLINOIS 10:34.91 3(11)
50 BALCH, KAELYN SR MISSOURI 10:39.46 4(6)
51 FARMER, SAMANTHA JR MISSOURI 10:41.55 2(15)
52 HUTCHCRAFT, RACHEL JR SE MO 10:48.29 4(7)
53 HINDS, JENNA SO UAB 10:49.82 3(12)
54 FOLIO, SAMANTHA FR GA TECH 10:53.91 4(8)
55 MINKLER, MARY JR MEMPHIS 10:55.62 4(9)
56 MIHALIS, MORGAN FR UAB 10:56.61 4(10)
57 WHEELER, LAUREN SR MEMPHIS 10:56.92 4(11)
58 MURPHY, OLIVIA FR SO ILLINOIS 10:57.03 4(12)
59 ADAMS, KRISTEN JR MEMPHIS 10:59.24 4(13)
60 POTEET, REAGAN FR KENNESAW ST 11:01.04 4(14)
61 MOHRMANN, DANIELLE SO SE MO 11:06.57 3(13)
62 MEYER , KATIE FR KENNESAW ST 11:07.57 4(15)
63 BURCIAGA, ANISA FR FURMAN 11:08.87 4(16)
64 PETTIGREW, HANNAH FR MEMPHIS 11:11.94 4(17)
65 AUMER , BROOKE FR KENNESAW ST 11:18.49 4(18)
66 WOLKEN, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUCKY 11:48.84 4(19)
PAQUETTE, LAUREN UNATTACHED DNF 1
GALLERY, JACLYN FR CONNECTICUT DNF 3
THOMAS, HANNAH JR MISSOURI DNS 2
JORDAN, DANIELLE SO CONNECTICUT DNS 2
STEPHENSON, JENNIFER SO FURMAN DNS 3
O'BRIEN, SYDNEY SR SE MO DNS 3
ESPARZA, ALISON SO SMU DNS 3
BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. ST DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 TESCHUK, ERIN ASICS-FE V 9:01.30
2 CARNAHAN, SAVANNAH SO FURMAN V 9:17.89
3 CUNNINGHAM, MEGAN SR MISSOURI V 9:19.07
4 JOHNSON, RACHEL ASICS-FE 9:25.79
5 MILLER, HANNAH SO SMU 9:26.62
6 RODRIGUEZ SALA, MARTINA SR UNATTACHED 9:44.05
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 48
#23 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
7 LUCKI, ALEXANDRA SR MARYLAND 9:44.92
8 NAHOM, MIA FR CONNECTICUT 9:45.44
9 FEGANS, NICOLE FR GA TECH 9:45.47
10 OJSTERSEK, SVENJA JR SMU 9:47.75
11 YANEK, MCKENZIE FR ALABAMA 9:48.29
12 DANIS, LIZZY SO ALABAMA 9:50.94
13 PROUTY, MARY JR GA TECH 9:51.72
14 ELKIN, ANNA FR OLE MISS 9:53.00
15 MURPHY, CHARLOTTE TARA SO SMU 9:59.03
16 KING, MADELEINE FR OLE MISS 10:03.13
17 KROLAK, MEGAN SO SO ILLINOIS 10:08.84
18 SWANSON, KELSEY JR CONNECTICUT 10:09.26
19 NEIGEL, EMMA UNATTACHED 10:18.27
PAQUETTE, LAUREN UNATTACHED DNF
Section 2 of 4
1 VOGELGESANG, LISA FR OLE MISS 9:51.66
2 HUEBNER, MEGAN SR VANDERBILT 9:52.25
3 DWYER, GRACE SO FURMAN 9:52.28
4 GALARZA, LIZ FR GA TECH 9:56.37
5 GOLLNICK, HAILEY SR GA TECH 9:57.36
6 TERP, KRISTY JR MISS. ST 9:57.98
7 JELAGAT, JULIA SO M.T.S.U. 10:04.17
8 HERNDON, HANA FR GA TECH 10:09.06
9 NEWTON, EMMA JR TULANE 10:09.30
10 LIVETT, SARAH SR UAB 10:14.08
11 TOLSON, BRITTANY SO ALABAMA 10:18.19
12 DEARBORN, MADDIE FR ALABAMA 10:19.72
13 MARSH, SHANNON FR ALABAMA 10:20.60
14 GROGAN, ANNEKE JR SMU 10:29.38
15 FARMER, SAMANTHA JR MISSOURI 10:41.55
THOMAS, HANNAH JR MISSOURI DNS
JORDAN, DANIELLE SO CONNECTICUT DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 WALLACE, ALEX SO MISS. ST 10:04.22
2 BARTELS, LAUREN JR TULANE 10:05.64
3 PETERSON, STEPHANIE SO MISS. ST 10:05.86
4 RACETTE, SOPHIA SO MISSOURI 10:08.11
5 KLEVE, JORDYN SO MISSOURI 10:12.58
6 SCAHILL, LAUREN SR CONNECTICUT 10:15.50
7 GRISBAUM, DEVON JR VANDERBILT 10:16.02
8 BREEDING, KACIE SO VANDERBILT 10:19.39
9 HONIOTES, AUDREY FR MISS. ST 10:20.22
10 O'SHEA, KELLY SR SO ILLINOIS 10:23.02
11 DARNELL, CLAIRE JR SO ILLINOIS 10:34.91
12 HINDS, JENNA SO UAB 10:49.82
13 MOHRMANN, DANIELLE SO SE MO 11:06.57
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 49
#23 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
GALLERY, JACLYN FR CONNECTICUT DNF
STEPHENSON, JENNIFER SO FURMAN DNS
O'BRIEN, SYDNEY SR SE MO DNS
ESPARZA, ALISON SO SMU DNS
BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. ST DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 CALDWELL, REILLY FR FURMAN 10:04.95
2 MCCLELLAN, EMMA FR OLE MISS 10:10.61
3 SELFORS, BRIDGID FR TULANE 10:25.72
4 FARRELL, CAITLYN JR KENNESAW ST 10:28.23
5 KOSHY, BRIANNA SO ALABAMA 10:31.69
6 BALCH, KAELYN SR MISSOURI 10:39.46
7 HUTCHCRAFT, RACHEL JR SE MO 10:48.29
8 FOLIO, SAMANTHA FR GA TECH 10:53.91
9 MINKLER, MARY JR MEMPHIS 10:55.62
10 MIHALIS, MORGAN FR UAB 10:56.61
11 WHEELER, LAUREN SR MEMPHIS 10:56.92
12 MURPHY, OLIVIA FR SO ILLINOIS 10:57.03
13 ADAMS, KRISTEN JR MEMPHIS 10:59.24
14 POTEET, REAGAN FR KENNESAW ST 11:01.04
15 MEYER , KATIE FR KENNESAW ST 11:07.57
16 BURCIAGA, ANISA FR FURMAN 11:08.87
17 PETTIGREW, HANNAH FR MEMPHIS 11:11.94
18 AUMER , BROOKE FR KENNESAW ST 11:18.49
19 WOLKEN, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUCKY 11:48.84
#28 Women's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.68 Susanna Kallur SWE 2/10/2008 Karlsruhe, GER
A American Indoor 7.72 Lolo Jones Asics 3/13/2010 Doha, Qatar
C Collegiate Indoor 7.78 Brianna Rollins Clemson 1/12/2013 Clemson, SC
F Facility 7.99 Sharika Nelvis adidas 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 8.37 Amanda Mullins Hall 2004
2:55 PM (Day 2):
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 MOSLEY, MONICA SO MISS. ST 8.45
2 POWELL, JOCSELYN SR KENNESAW ST 8.50
3 AUSTIN, CAMRI FR OKLAHOMA 8.56
4 DUCKETT, JESSICA JR TULANE 8.63
5 PAUL, JEANETTE SO OLE MISS 8.66
6 HUGHES, BRANDI SO TULANE 8.68
7 DESTIN, STACEY JR ALABAMA 8.73
FLYNN, TIFFANY SR MISS. ST DNS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 50
#28 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
1:00 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 FLYNN, TIFFANY SR MISS. ST 8.38Q 6(1)
2 MOSLEY, MONICA SO MISS. ST 8.52Q 5(1)
3 POWELL, JOCSELYN SR KENNESAW ST 8.53q 5(2)
4 AUSTIN, CAMRI FR OKLAHOMA 8.68q 6(2)
5 HUGHES, BRANDI SO TULANE 8.76Q 3(1)
6 DESTIN, STACEY JR ALABAMA 8.82Q 1(1)
7 DUCKETT, JESSICA JR TULANE 8.84Q8.833 4(1)
8 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHED 8.84 8.834 1(2)
9 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO ILLINOIS 8.86 5(3)
10 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 8.90 4(2)
11 STEPHENS, MAKAYLA SR OKLAHOMA 8.95 1(3)
12 EPPS, LAUREN FR M.T.S.U. 8.99 3(2)
13 PAUL, JEANETTE SO OLE MISS 9.08Q 2(1)
14 MCKINNON, ZAKIRRA JR KENNESAW ST 9.10 2(2)
15 SIMPKINS, JIRAH SO KENNESAW ST 9.13 2(3)
16 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO ILLINOIS 9.15 4(3)
17 MEISTER, ALI SR UAB 9.18 6(3)
18 TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY 9.24 4(4)
19 WATKINS, JESSICA SO KENNESAW ST 9.25 3(3)
20 HORN, KYLA SO UAB 9.27 1(4)
21 CARTER, KRISTEN FR SE MO 9.29 1(5)
22 HELM, PAULINE FR TULANE 9.30 2(4)
23 JONES, CALLIE FR SO MISS. 9.31 3(4)
24 BROOKS, LESLIE SO SE MO 9.49 6(4)
25 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO MISS. 9.51 9.503 6(5)
26 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 9.51 9.507 3(5)
27 SHARPE, JENNIFER SO UAB 9.56 9.551 5(4)
28 WILLIAMS, ASENETH SO KENNESAW ST 9.56 9.553 1(6)
29 FRAZIER, AREALE SO KENNESAW ST 9.57 5(5)
30 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO MISS. 9.61 6(6)
31 JONES, ZARIA SO SO MISS. 9.63 5(6)
32 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 9.95 4(5)
33 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 9.98 2(5)
34 FARLEY, ALEXIS SO MISS. ST 10.09 4(6)
35 SMITH, SHANNON JR FURMAN 10.85 1(7)
36 CHEWNING, REAGAN SO FURMAN 11.68 2(6)
BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO ILLINOIS DNF 2
LOYD, KYAH FR TULANE DQ 2
STRACKMAN, TIA SO CONNECTICUT DNS 1
WIGGINS, ASHLEY SR CONNECTICUT DNS 3
STARKS, ALEXIS JR KENNESAW ST DNS 3
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH SR M.T.S.U. DNS 3
HIGH, OLYMPIA FR KENNESAW ST DNS 4
JOHNSON, DE'VON SR KENNESAW ST DNS 5
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 51
#28 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
1:00 PM (Day 2):
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
DADZIE, ELIZABETH SR M.T.S.U. DNS 6
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 6
1 DESTIN, STACEY JR ALABAMA 8.82Q
2 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHED 8.84 8.834
3 STEPHENS, MAKAYLA SR OKLAHOMA 8.95
4 HORN, KYLA SO UAB 9.27
5 CARTER, KRISTEN FR SE MO 9.29
6 WILLIAMS, ASENETH SO KENNESAW ST 9.56 9.553
7 SMITH, SHANNON JR FURMAN 10.85
STRACKMAN, TIA SO CONNECTICUT DNS
Heat 2 of 6
1 PAUL, JEANETTE SO OLE MISS 9.08Q
2 MCKINNON, ZAKIRRA JR KENNESAW ST 9.10
3 SIMPKINS, JIRAH SO KENNESAW ST 9.13
4 HELM, PAULINE FR TULANE 9.30
5 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 9.98
6 CHEWNING, REAGAN SO FURMAN 11.68
BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO ILLINOIS DNF
LOYD, KYAH FR TULANE DQ
Heat 3 of 6
1 HUGHES, BRANDI SO TULANE 8.76Q
2 EPPS, LAUREN FR M.T.S.U. 8.99
3 WATKINS, JESSICA SO KENNESAW ST 9.25
4 JONES, CALLIE FR SO MISS. 9.31
5 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 9.51 9.507
WIGGINS, ASHLEY SR CONNECTICUT DNS
STARKS, ALEXIS JR KENNESAW ST DNS
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH SR M.T.S.U. DNS
Heat 4 of 6
1 DUCKETT, JESSICA JR TULANE 8.84Q8.833
2 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 8.90
3 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO ILLINOIS 9.15
4 TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY 9.24
5 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 9.95
6 FARLEY, ALEXIS SO MISS. ST 10.09
HIGH, OLYMPIA FR KENNESAW ST DNS
Heat 5 of 6
1 MOSLEY, MONICA SO MISS. ST 8.52Q
2 POWELL, JOCSELYN SR KENNESAW ST 8.53q
3 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO ILLINOIS 8.86
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#28 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 SHARPE, JENNIFER SO UAB 9.56 9.551
5 FRAZIER, AREALE SO KENNESAW ST 9.57
6 JONES, ZARIA SO SO MISS. 9.63
JOHNSON, DE'VON SR KENNESAW ST DNS
Heat 6 of 6
1 FLYNN, TIFFANY SR MISS. ST 8.38Q
2 AUSTIN, CAMRI FR OKLAHOMA 8.68q
3 MEISTER, ALI SR UAB 9.18
4 BROOKS, LESLIE SO SE MO 9.49
5 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO MISS. 9.51 9.503
6 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO MISS. 9.61
DADZIE, ELIZABETH SR M.T.S.U. DNS
#30 Women's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:23.37  Gushchina, Kotlyarova, Zaytseva, RUS 1/28/2006 Glasgow,
A American Indoor 3:24.83  Hastings, Atkins, McCorory, Tate U.S.A. 3/9/2014 Sopot, POL
C Collegiate Indoor 3:27.03 Pettigrew, Iuel, Hill, Ellis So. California 3/11/2017 College Station,
F Facility 3:31.50 Kymber Payne, Jada Martin, Rachel L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 3:36.73 McIntosh, Helberg, Baskin, Talbert 1998
4:55 PM (Day 2):
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 ALABAMA (A) V 3:35.89 5(1)
2 OKLAHOMA (A) V 3:36.42 5(2)
3 OLE MISS (A) 3:40.65 5(3)
4 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:40.82 5(4)
5 UNAT. RELAY (A) 3:42.59 4(1)
6 MISS. ST (A) 3:43.36 4(2)
7 SO ILLINOIS (A) 3:45.38 4(3)
8 MARYLAND (A) 3:46.62 5(5)
9 ALABAMA (B) 3:46.74 4(4)
10 VANDERBILT (A) 3:48.16 4(5)
11 AUBURN (A) 3:49.21 3(1)
12 M.T.S.U. (B) 3:49.99 3(2)
13 SO ILLINOIS (B) 3:50.60 2(1)
14 MISS. ST (B) 3:51.02 3(3)
15 SO MISS. (A) 3:51.26 3(4)
16 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:53.48 2(2)
17 KENNESAW ST (A) 3:53.74 1(1)
18 UAB (A) 3:54.04 2(3)
19 FURMAN (A) 3:56.97 1(2)
20 UAB (B) 4:04.32 1(3)
21 KENNESAW ST (B) 4:07.39 1(4)
CONNECTICUT (B) DNF 2
SE MO (A) DNS 1
MEMPHIS (A) DNS 2
CONNECTICUT (A) DNS 3
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#30 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 KENNESAW ST (A) 3:53.74
2 FURMAN (A) 3:56.97
3 UAB (B) 4:04.32
4 KENNESAW ST (B) 4:07.39
SE MO (A) DNS
Section 2 of 5
1 SO ILLINOIS (B) 3:50.60
2 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:53.48
3 UAB (A) 3:54.04
CONNECTICUT (B) DNF
MEMPHIS (A) DNS
Section 3 of 5
1 AUBURN (A) 3:49.21
2 M.T.S.U. (B) 3:49.99
3 MISS. ST (B) 3:51.02
4 SO MISS. (A) 3:51.26
CONNECTICUT (A) DNS
Section 4 of 5
1 UNAT. RELAY (A) 3:42.59
2 MISS. ST (A) 3:43.36
3 SO ILLINOIS (A) 3:45.38
4 ALABAMA (B) 3:46.74
5 VANDERBILT (A) 3:48.16
Section 5 of 5
1 ALABAMA (A) V 3:35.89
2 OKLAHOMA (A) V 3:36.42
3 OLE MISS (A) 3:40.65
4 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:40.82
5 MARYLAND (A) 3:46.62
#52 Women's 4000m DMR
Running order- 1200- 400- 800- 1600
W World Indoor 10:40.31 Coburn, McLaughlin, Martinez, Simpson U.S.A. 1/28/2017 Roxbury Crossing,
A American Indoor 10:40.31 Coburn, McLaughlin, Martinez, Simpson U.S.A. 1/28/2017 Roxbury Crossing,
C Collegiate Indoor 10:48.77 Burdon, Horsley, Rogers, Rainsberger Oregon 1/27/2017 New York, NY
F Facility 11:09.18 Rhianwedd Price, Alon Lewis, Ffion Mississippi St. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 11:19.34 Clayton, Edobi, Carpenter, Barron 2015
8:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Team Time Note
1 VANDERBILT (A) 11:51.46
2 ALABAMA (A) 11:59.50
3 TULANE (A) 12:00.87
4 VANDERBILT (B) 12:05.18
5 CONNECTICUT (A) 12:08.86
6 W. KENTUCKY (A) 12:37.08
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#52 Women's 4000m DMR (cont'd)
8:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Team Time Note
7 SE MO (A) 12:37.62
8 MEMPHIS (A) 12:55.72
MARYLAND (A) DNS
SO MISS. (A) DNS
#2 Women's High Jump
Progression- 1.55, 1.60, 1.65, 1.70, 1.75, 1.80, 1.83, 1.86, 1.89, 1.92, 1.95
W World Indoor 2.08m Kajsa Bergqvist SWE 2/4/2006 Arnstadt,
A American Indoor 2.02m Chaunté Lowe Nike 2/26/2012 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Destinee Hooker Texas 3/19/2009 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Akela Jones Kansas State 3/11/2016 Birmingham, AL
F Facility 1.87m Saniel Atkinson Unattached 1/23/2014
F Facility 1.87m Madeline Fagan Georgia 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 1.83m Josie Hahn 2004
V Vanderbilt 1.83m Brionne Williams 2013
4:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80 1.85
1 BOSS, LOGAN SR MISS. ST 1.80m 5' 103 /4 PPP PPP PPP PPP O O XXX
2 KOSTIUK, VALERIA JR MISSOURI 1.75m 5' 83 /4 PPP O O O O XXX
3 ROMAN, KARISSA JR MISSOURI 1.70m 5' 7" PPP O O O PPP XXX
4 REAUGH, FALYN FR OKLAHOMA 1.70m 5' 7" PPP PPP O XO XXX
5 STEPHENS, MAKAYLA SR OKLAHOMA 1.70m 5' 7" PPP XO XXO XO XXX
6 DANIEL, SKYLER JR AUBURN 1.65m 5' 5" PPP PPP O XXX
6 HUGGINS, DALLYSSA SO MARYLAND 1.65m 5' 5" PPP O O XXX
8 JONES, ZARIA SO SO MISS. 1.65m 5' 5" PPP XO O XXX
9 DRAKE, JAMARI SO SO MISS. 1.65m 5' 5" PPP O XXO XXX
9 LAWRENCE, CAROLINE FR AUBURN 1.65m 5' 5" PPP O XXO XXX
11 MOSBY, TAMAR SO SO ILLINOIS 1.60m 5' 3" O O XXX
11 MARTIN, DOMINIQUE SO KENNESAW 1.60m 5' 3" O O XXX
11 CHERRY, JASMINE JR OLE MISS 1.60m 5' 3" PPP O XXX
14 WILLIAMSON, LILLI SO OLE MISS 1.60m 5' 3" PPP XO XXX
14 SIMPKINS, JIRAH SO KENNESAW 1.60m 5' 3" O XO XXX
14 PATON, JUSTINE JR SO ILLINOIS 1.60m 5' 3" O XO XXX
17 TARVIDE, JULIJA SO KENNESAW 1.60m 5' 3" O XXO XXX
18 MEISTER, ALI SR UAB 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
18 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
18 BURNS-MOORE, SAIDA JR MEMPHIS 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
18 SILVERMAN, JULIA FR CONNECTIC 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
22 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHE 1.55m 5' 1" XO XXX
23 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 1.55m 5' 1" XXO XPP
23 WARD, KELLY FR CONNECTIC 1.55m 5' 1" XXO XXX
HARMON, KIRA FR W. KENTUC NH XXX
JONES, COURTNEY FR SE MO NH XXX
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET SR M.T.S.U. DNS
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#4 Women's Pole Vault
Sct 1 @ 10:30am, Sct. 2 @ 2:00pm/ Progression- Sect 1- 3.42, 3.57 then follow Sect. 2 progression- 3.72, 3.85, 3.97, 4.07, 4.17, 4.27, 4.32, 4.37, 4.42, 4.47
W World Indoor 5.03m Jenn Shur USA 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY,
A American Indoor 5.03m Jenn Suhr adidas 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 4.75m Demi Payne Stephen F. Austin 1/24/2015 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 4.57m Alexis Weeks Arkansas 2/24/2017
F Facility 4.57m Victoria Weeks Arkansas 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 4.25m Sarah Bell 2017
10:30 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 3.72 3.42 3.85 3.57 3.97 4.07 4.17 4.27 F(Pl)
1 JOHNSON, MCKENZIE TMPVC 4.17m 13' 81 /4 PPP XO O O O XXX 2(1)
2 TAYLOR, LAKAN 5 UNATTACHE 4.17m 13' 81 /4 PPP PPP PPP PPP XO XXX 2(2)
3 KALSEY, MARISSA TMPVC 4.07m 13' 41 /4 PPP XO O XO XXX 2(3)
3 MURRAY, LINDSEY SR OLE MISS 4.07m 13' 41 /4 PPP PPP XO XO XXX 2(3)
5 LOFSTEAD, CALEIGH SO VANDERBIL 4.07m 13' 41 /4 O O XXO XO XXX 2(5)
6 MARKEL, REBEKAH JR TULANE 4.07m 13' 41 /4 XO XXO XXO XXO XXX 2(6)
7 CLANCY, COLLEEN FR ALABAMA 3.97m 13' 01 /4 PPP PPP PPP XO XXO XXX 1(1)
8 KING, SYDNEY JR OKLAHOMA 3.85m 12' 71 /2 XO O XXX 2(7)
8 SMITH, BRITAINY SR ALABAMA 3.85m 12' 71 /2 PPP PPP XO O XXX 1(2)
10 GRAY, MEAGAN SO OKLAHOMA 3.85m 12' 71 /2 PPP XO XXX 2(8)
11 MCINTYRE, MORGAN SR W. KENTUC 3.85m 12' 71 /2 XO XO XXX 2(9)
12 OLLINGER, MARGARET SO VANDERBIL 3.85m 12' 71 /2 O XXO XXX 2(10)
12 DENK, KRISTEN SO VANDERBIL 3.85m 12' 71 /2 O XXO XXX 2(10)
14 KALLENBERGER, NICOLE SO OLE MISS 3.85m 12' 71 /2 XXO XXO XXX 2(12)
15 SERGEANT, ERICA SR KENNESAW 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O XXX 2(13)
15 MCAULEY, KATY JR OLE MISS 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O XXX 2(13)
15 MCDONALD, ALINA KMR ATH. 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O XPP 2(13)
18 BELL, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 3.72m 12' 21 /2 XO XXX 2(16)
18 LEGGAS, KRISTINA FR TULANE 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O O XO XXX 1(3)
20 DIEMER, ERIN FR SO ILLINOIS 3.57m 11' 81 /2 XO O XXX 1(4)
21 OGOREK, NICOLE FR W. KENTUC 3.57m 11' 81 /2 XO XO XXX 1(5)
22 LEMBERG, GETTER JR W. KENTUC 3.57m 11' 81 /2 PPP XXO XXX 1(6)
22 BAILEY, LAUREL JR CONNECTIC 3.57m 11' 81 /2 O XXO XXX 1(6)
22 MADDOX, SIERRA JR SE MO 3.57m 11' 81 /2 O XXO XXX 1(6)
25 RILEY, KAYLEE FR ALABAMA 3.42m 11' 21 /2 XO XXX 1(9)
25 PICKETT, TAYLOR FR ALABAMA 3.42m 11' 21 /2 XO XXX 1(9)
27 KELLY, NICOLE JR CONNECTIC 3.42m 11' 21 /2 XXO XXX 1(11)
BROWN, SANDRA SO OLE MISS NH XXX 2
SHELL, MACKENZIE JR OKLAHOMA NH PPP XXX 2
CARMICHAEL, CAROLINA TMPVC NH PPP PPP PPP XXX 2
MOORE, LILLY JR MEMPHIS NH XXX 1
HANEGAN, KATIE FR KENNESAW NH XXX 1
HUGHES, ALLIE SO MEMPHIS NH XXX 1
THEOBALT, KEANNA JR SE MO NH XXX 1
ROWAN, ALICIA SR KENNESAW NH XXX 1
MCPEAK, MADISON JR SE MO NH XXX 1
BRUTKIEWICZ, ROSE JR TULANE NH XXX 1
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#4 Women's Pole Vault (cont'd)
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark
Flight 1 of 2 3.42 3.57 3.72 3.85 3.97 4.07
1 CLANCY, COLLEEN FR ALABAMA 3.97m 13' 01 /4 PPP PPP PPP XO XXO XXX
2 SMITH, BRITAINY SR ALABAMA 3.85m 12' 71 /2 PPP PPP XO O XXX
3 LEGGAS, KRISTINA FR TULANE 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O O XO XXX
4 DIEMER, ERIN FR SO ILLINOIS 3.57m 11' 81 /2 XO O XXX
5 OGOREK, NICOLE FR W. KENTUC 3.57m 11' 81 /2 XO XO XXX
6 MADDOX, SIERRA JR SE MO 3.57m 11' 81 /2 O XXO XXX
6 BAILEY, LAUREL JR CONNECTIC 3.57m 11' 81 /2 O XXO XXX
6 LEMBERG, GETTER JR W. KENTUC 3.57m 11' 81 /2 PPP XXO XXX
9 RILEY, KAYLEE FR ALABAMA 3.42m 11' 21 /2 XO XXX
9 PICKETT, TAYLOR FR ALABAMA 3.42m 11' 21 /2 XO XXX
11 KELLY, NICOLE JR CONNECTIC 3.42m 11' 21 /2 XXO XXX
MOORE, LILLY JR MEMPHIS NH XXX
HANEGAN, KATIE FR KENNESAW NH XXX
HUGHES, ALLIE SO MEMPHIS NH XXX
THEOBALT, KEANNA JR SE MO NH XXX
ROWAN, ALICIA SR KENNESAW NH XXX
MCPEAK, MADISON JR SE MO NH XXX
BRUTKIEWICZ, ROSE JR TULANE NH XXX
Flight 2 of 2 3.72 3.85 3.97 4.07 4.17 4.27
1 JOHNSON, MCKENZIE TMPVC 4.17m 13' 81 /4 PPP XO O O O XXX
2 TAYLOR, LAKAN 5 UNATTACHE 4.17m 13' 81 /4 PPP PPP PPP PPP XO XXX
3 KALSEY, MARISSA TMPVC 4.07m 13' 41 /4 PPP XO O XO XXX
3 MURRAY, LINDSEY SR OLE MISS 4.07m 13' 41 /4 PPP PPP XO XO XXX
5 LOFSTEAD, CALEIGH SO VANDERBIL 4.07m 13' 41 /4 O O XXO XO XXX
6 MARKEL, REBEKAH JR TULANE 4.07m 13' 41 /4 XO XXO XXO XXO XXX
7 KING, SYDNEY JR OKLAHOMA 3.85m 12' 71 /2 XO O XXX
8 GRAY, MEAGAN SO OKLAHOMA 3.85m 12' 71 /2 PPP XO XXX
9 MCINTYRE, MORGAN SR W. KENTUC 3.85m 12' 71 /2 XO XO XXX
10 OLLINGER, MARGARET SO VANDERBIL 3.85m 12' 71 /2 O XXO XXX
10 DENK, KRISTEN SO VANDERBIL 3.85m 12' 71 /2 O XXO XXX
12 KALLENBERGER, NICOLE SO OLE MISS 3.85m 12' 71 /2 XXO XXO XXX
13 SERGEANT, ERICA SR KENNESAW 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O XXX
13 MCAULEY, KATY JR OLE MISS 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O XXX
13 MCDONALD, ALINA KMR ATH. 3.72m 12' 21 /2 O XPP
16 BELL, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 3.72m 12' 21 /2 XO XXX
BROWN, SANDRA SO OLE MISS NH XXX
SHELL, MACKENZIE JR OKLAHOMA NH PPP XXX
CARMICHAEL, CAROLINA TMPVC NH PPP PPP PPP XXX
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#6 Women's Long Jump
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts, Minimums to measure is 5.40
W World Indoor 7.37m Heike Drechsler GDR 2/13/1988 Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 7.23m Brittney Reese Nike 3/11/2012 Istanbul, TUR
C Collegiate Indoor 6.91m Goulbourne/ Gipson Auburn/ T.C.U. 2/23/2002 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 6.82m Sha'Keela Saunders Kentucky 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 5.99m Ryan Tolbert 1996
5:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 BURKS, QUANESHA UNATTACHE V 6.49m 21' 31 /2 6.31 FOUL 6.49 FOUL 6.34 6.36 3(1)
2 FOTOPOULOU , FILIPPA SR ALABAMA V 6.18m 20' 31 /2 5.89 6.03 5.94 5.94 6.03 6.18 3(2)
3 WILLIAMS, KIARA JR ALABAMA V 6.04m 19' 93 /4 FOUL FOUL 6.04 FOUL FOUL 6.03 3(3)
4 NEWSOME, LANAE SR OLE MISS 5.86m 19' 23 /4 5.80 5.76 5.86 FOUL 5.75 5.76 3(4)
5 SIMMONS, KAIRA SO OLE MISS 5.82m 19' 11 /4 5.72 5.77 5.82 FOUL 5.41 5.52 3(5)
6 ROBINSON, JAIMIE FR ALABAMA 5.82m 19' 11 /4 FOUL FOUL 5.82 FOUL FOUL FOUL 3(5)
7 HAND, JAKAYLA SR AUBURN 5.80m 19' 01 /2 5.77 5.73 5.80 5.44 5.68 5.67 3(7)
8 DESTIN, STACEY JR ALABAMA 5.80m 19' 01 /2 5.62 5.80 FOUL 5.73 5.53 5.64 3(7)
9 THOMAS, ESSENCE FR OKLAHOMA 5.79m 19' 0" 5.54 5.63 5.79 PASS PASS PASS 2(1)
10 DAMEUS, CLAIRWIN UNATTACHE 5.73m 18' 93 /4 FOUL 5.45 5.73 3(9)
11 WHISBY, ALIYAH FR KENNESAW 5.72m 18' 91 /4 5.72 5.53 2(2)
12 JOHNSON, DE'VON SR KENNESAW 5.69m 18' 8" 5.69 5.49 FOUL 2(3)
13 PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO MISS. 5.64m 18' 6" 5.64 FOUL 5.45 3(10)
14 MONCRIEFFE, TAMARA JR ALABAMA 5.61m 18' 5" FOUL 5.61 5.49 3(11)
15 HILLMAN, DEJA SR AUBURN 5.61m 18' 5" 5.38 5.61 5.36 1(1)
16 FARLEY, ALEXIS SO MISS. ST 5.58m 18' 33 /4 5.48 5.51 5.58 3(12)
17 GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS 5.58m 18' 33 /4 5.50 5.58 FOUL 1(2)
18 THOMAS, ASHLEY SO KENNESAW 5.50m 18' 01 /2 5.48 5.50 FOUL 1(3)
19 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL 5.49m 18' 01 /4 5.49 5.44 FOUL 2(4)
20 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO MISS. 5.45m 17' 103 /4 FOUL 5.25 5.45 2(5)
21 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHE 5.42m 17' 91 /2 5.09 5.42 FOUL 2(6)
22 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO ILLINOIS 5.40m 17' 83 /4 5.21 5.40 FOUL 2(7)
23 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 5.38m 17' 8" 5.38 FOUL FOUL 1(4)
24 HELM, PAULINE FR TULANE 5.37m 17' 71 /2 FOUL FOUL 5.37 2(8)
25 MEISTER, ALI SR UAB 5.36m 17' 7" 5.25 FOUL 5.36 2(9)
26 ROBERTSON, KEILA SO UAB 5.36m 17' 7" 5.36 FOUL FOUL 2(9)
27 MITCHELL, ADRIANNA FR SO MISS. 5.34m 17' 61 /4 FOUL 5.30 5.34 1(5)
28 SHACKLEFORD, JORDAN SO MEMPHIS 5.22m 17' 11 /2 5.22 FOUL FOUL 2(11)
28 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO ILLINOIS 5.22m 17' 11 /2 5.22 FOUL FOUL 1(6)
30 JONES, CALLIE FR SO MISS. 5.14m 16' 101 /2 5.14 FOUL FOUL 1(7)
31 SHARPE, JENNIFER SO UAB 5.13m 16' 10" 5.13 FOUL FOUL 1(8)
31 LAWSON, NICOLE JR MEMPHIS 5.13m 16' 10" 5.13 FOUL FOUL 1(8)
33 GAVALAS, GABRIELLA SO CONNECTIC 5.05m 16' 7" 5.05 FOUL FOUL 2(12)
34 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 5.04m 16' 61 /2 5.04 FOUL FOUL 1(10)
35 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 4.93m 16' 21 /4 4.93 FOUL 1(11)
36 MUHAMMAD, NURA FR OKLAHOMA 4.88m 16' 01 /4 4.88 FOUL FOUL 2(13)
37 MBROH, KEYONI SR MISSOURI 4.83m 15' 101 /4 4.83 FOUL FOUL 1(12)
38 SMITH, SHANNON JR FURMAN 4.66m 15' 31 /2 4.66 FOUL FOUL 1(13)
39 CHEWNING, REAGAN SO FURMAN 3.50m 11' 53 /4 3.50 FOUL FOUL 1(14)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 58
#6 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
5:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
DADZIE, ELIZABETH SR M.T.S.U. NM 3
BULLOCK, DOMINIQUE SR AUBURN NM FOUL PASS PASS 3
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET SR M.T.S.U. NM 3
EKBLOM, SANDRA SO MEMPHIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
WEMBER, DANIELLE FR TULANE NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
MACK, ARIELLE FR MISSOURI NM 1
JAMES, EMANI SO SO ILLINOIS NM 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 HILLMAN, DEJA SR AUBURN 5.61m 18' 5" 5.38 5.61 5.36
2 GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS 5.58m 18' 33 /4 5.50 5.58 FOUL
3 THOMAS, ASHLEY SO KENNESAW 5.50m 18' 01 /2 5.48 5.50 FOUL
4 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 5.38m 17' 8" 5.38 FOUL FOUL
5 MITCHELL, ADRIANNA FR SO MISS. 5.34m 17' 61 /4 FOUL 5.30 5.34
6 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO ILLINOIS 5.22m 17' 11 /2 5.22 FOUL FOUL
7 JONES, CALLIE FR SO MISS. 5.14m 16' 101 /2 5.14 FOUL FOUL
8 SHARPE, JENNIFER SO UAB 5.13m 16' 10" 5.13 FOUL FOUL
8 LAWSON, NICOLE JR MEMPHIS 5.13m 16' 10" 5.13 FOUL FOUL
10 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 5.04m 16' 61 /2 5.04 FOUL FOUL
11 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 4.93m 16' 21 /4 4.93 FOUL
12 MBROH, KEYONI SR MISSOURI 4.83m 15' 101 /4 4.83 FOUL FOUL
13 SMITH, SHANNON JR FURMAN 4.66m 15' 31 /2 4.66 FOUL FOUL
14 CHEWNING, REAGAN SO FURMAN 3.50m 11' 53 /4 3.50 FOUL FOUL
MACK, ARIELLE FR MISSOURI NM
JAMES, EMANI SO SO ILLINOIS NM
Flight 2 of 3
1 THOMAS, ESSENCE FR OKLAHOMA 5.79m 19' 0" 5.54 5.63 5.79 PASS PASS PASS
2 WHISBY, ALIYAH FR KENNESAW 5.72m 18' 91 /4 5.72 5.53
3 JOHNSON, DE'VON SR KENNESAW 5.69m 18' 8" 5.69 5.49 FOUL
4 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL 5.49m 18' 01 /4 5.49 5.44 FOUL
5 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO MISS. 5.45m 17' 103 /4 FOUL 5.25 5.45
6 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHE 5.42m 17' 91 /2 5.09 5.42 FOUL
7 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO ILLINOIS 5.40m 17' 83 /4 5.21 5.40 FOUL
8 HELM, PAULINE FR TULANE 5.37m 17' 71 /2 FOUL FOUL 5.37
9 MEISTER, ALI SR UAB 5.36m 17' 7" 5.25 FOUL 5.36
9 ROBERTSON, KEILA SO UAB 5.36m 17' 7" 5.36 FOUL FOUL
11 SHACKLEFORD, JORDAN SO MEMPHIS 5.22m 17' 11 /2 5.22 FOUL FOUL
12 GAVALAS, GABRIELLA SO CONNECTIC 5.05m 16' 7" 5.05 FOUL FOUL
13 MUHAMMAD, NURA FR OKLAHOMA 4.88m 16' 01 /4 4.88 FOUL FOUL
EKBLOM, SANDRA SO MEMPHIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
WEMBER, DANIELLE FR TULANE NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 3 of 3
1 BURKS, QUANESHA UNATTACHE V 6.49m 21' 31 /2 6.31 FOUL 6.49 FOUL 6.34 6.36
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 59
#6 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
2 FOTOPOULOU , FILIPPA SR ALABAMA V 6.18m 20' 31 /2 5.89 6.03 5.94 5.94 6.03 6.18
3 WILLIAMS, KIARA JR ALABAMA V 6.04m 19' 93 /4 FOUL FOUL 6.04 FOUL FOUL 6.03
4 NEWSOME, LANAE SR OLE MISS 5.86m 19' 23 /4 5.80 5.76 5.86 FOUL 5.75 5.76
5 SIMMONS, KAIRA SO OLE MISS 5.82m 19' 11 /4 5.72 5.77 5.82 FOUL 5.41 5.52
5 ROBINSON, JAIMIE FR ALABAMA 5.82m 19' 11 /4 FOUL FOUL 5.82 FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 HAND, JAKAYLA SR AUBURN 5.80m 19' 01 /2 5.77 5.73 5.80 5.44 5.68 5.67
7 DESTIN, STACEY JR ALABAMA 5.80m 19' 01 /2 5.62 5.80 FOUL 5.73 5.53 5.64
9 DAMEUS, CLAIRWIN UNATTACHE 5.73m 18' 93 /4 FOUL 5.45 5.73
10 PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO MISS. 5.64m 18' 6" 5.64 FOUL 5.45
11 MONCRIEFFE, TAMARA JR ALABAMA 5.61m 18' 5" FOUL 5.61 5.49
12 FARLEY, ALEXIS SO MISS. ST 5.58m 18' 33 /4 5.48 5.51 5.58
DADZIE, ELIZABETH SR M.T.S.U. NM
BULLOCK, DOMINIQUE SR AUBURN NM FOUL PASS PASS
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET SR M.T.S.U. NM
#7 Women's Triple Jump
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts
W World Indoor 15.36m Tatyana Lebedeva RUS 3/6/2004 Budapest,
A American Indoor 14.32m Keturah Orji Georgia 2/25/2017 Nashville, TN
C Collegiate Indoor 14.32m Keturah Orji Georgia 2/25/2017 Nashville, TN
F Facility 14.32m Keturah Orji Georgia 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 13.54m Simone Charley 2017
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 MONCRIEFFE, TAMARA JR ALABAMA 13.00m 42' 8" FOUL FOUL 12.57 12.25 FOUL 13.00 2(1)
2 FLYNN, TIFFANY SR MISS. ST 12.95m 42' 6" FOUL 12.73 FOUL 12.84 12.93 12.95 2(2)
3 LEE, TANASIA UNATTACHE 12.82m 42' 03 /4 FOUL 12.82 12.68 11.72 12.65 12.63 2(3)
4 HAND, JAKAYLA SR AUBURN 12.63m 41' 51 /4 12.63 12.49 12.23 12.11 12.12 FOUL 2(4)
5 FARLEY, ALEXIS SO MISS. ST 12.44m 40' 93 /4 FOUL 12.23 FOUL FOUL 12.42 12.44 2(5)
6 MITCHELL, ADRIANNA FR SO MISS. 12.23m 40' 11 /2 11.85 12.23 11.67 11.61 11.67 11.74 1(1)
7 JONES, CALLIE FR SO MISS. 12.20m 40' 01 /2 11.85 FOUL 12.20 FOUL FOUL 11.77 1(2)
8 NEWSOME, LANAE SR OLE MISS 12.16m 39' 103 /4 12.06 12.10 12.11 11.72 11.96 12.16 2(6)
9 LAWSON, NICOLE JR MEMPHIS 12.09m 39' 8" FOUL 11.87 12.09 11.72 11.75 11.76 2(7)
10 BURNS-MOORE, SAIDA JR MEMPHIS 11.85m 38' 101 /2 11.85 FOUL FOUL 2(8)
11 MUHAMMAD, NURA FR OKLAHOMA 11.83m 38' 93 /4 11.83 FOUL FOUL 2(9)
12 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 11.75m 38' 63 /4 FOUL 11.75 FOUL 1(3)
13 JOHNSON, DE'VON SR KENNESAW 11.73m 38' 6" FOUL 11.73 11.61 1(4)
14 HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO ILLINOIS 11.62m 38' 11 /2 FOUL FOUL 11.62 1(5)
14 ROBERTSON, KEILA SO UAB 11.62m 38' 11 /2 FOUL 11.62 FOUL 2(10)
16 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL 11.61m 38' 11 /4 FOUL FOUL 11.61 1(6)
17 BHADMOS, MORAYO FR UAB 11.56m 37' 111 /4 11.35 FOUL 11.56 1(7)
18 BERRYMAN, TREZHA JR KENNESAW 11.51m 37' 91 /4 FOUL FOUL 11.51 2(11)
19 GREEN, RAEGAN FR SO MISS. 11.37m 37' 33 /4 FOUL 11.15 11.37 1(8)
20 GAVALAS, GABRIELLA SO CONNECTIC 11.32m 37' 13 /4 11.32 FOUL FOUL 1(9)
21 BENJAMIN, CYNTHIA JR UAB 11.30m 37' 1" 11.25 11.30 FOUL 1(10)
22 HENRY, DA'YONA FR KENNESAW 11.21m 36' 91 /2 FOUL 11.21 FOUL 1(11)
23 BROOKS, LESLIE SO SE MO 11.08m 36' 41 /4 FOUL 11.08 FOUL 1(12)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 60
#7 Women's Triple Jump (cont'd)
2:00 PM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
JAMES, EMANI SO SO ILLINOIS NM 1
THACKER, ALEXIS FR W. KENTUC NM FOUL PASS PASS 1
CHOBOT, SHELBY SO W. KENTUC NM FOUL PASS PASS 1
MACK, ARIELLE FR MISSOURI NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
HILLMAN, DEJA SR AUBURN NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
ROBINSON, JAIMIE FR ALABAMA NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
STRICKLAND, NAJUANA JR OKLAHOMA NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 MITCHELL, ADRIANNA FR SO MISS. 12.23m 40' 11 /2 11.85 12.23 11.67 11.61 11.67 11.74
2 JONES, CALLIE FR SO MISS. 12.20m 40' 01 /2 11.85 FOUL 12.20 FOUL FOUL 11.77
3 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 11.75m 38' 63 /4 FOUL 11.75 FOUL
4 JOHNSON, DE'VON SR KENNESAW 11.73m 38' 6" FOUL 11.73 11.61
5 HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO ILLINOIS 11.62m 38' 11 /2 FOUL FOUL 11.62
6 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL 11.61m 38' 11 /4 FOUL FOUL 11.61
7 BHADMOS, MORAYO FR UAB 11.56m 37' 111 /4 11.35 FOUL 11.56
8 GREEN, RAEGAN FR SO MISS. 11.37m 37' 33 /4 FOUL 11.15 11.37
9 GAVALAS, GABRIELLA SO CONNECTIC 11.32m 37' 13 /4 11.32 FOUL FOUL
10 BENJAMIN, CYNTHIA JR UAB 11.30m 37' 1" 11.25 11.30 FOUL
11 HENRY, DA'YONA FR KENNESAW 11.21m 36' 91 /2 FOUL 11.21 FOUL
12 BROOKS, LESLIE SO SE MO 11.08m 36' 41 /4 FOUL 11.08 FOUL
JAMES, EMANI SO SO ILLINOIS NM
THACKER, ALEXIS FR W. KENTUC NM FOUL PASS PASS
CHOBOT, SHELBY SO W. KENTUC NM FOUL PASS PASS
MACK, ARIELLE FR MISSOURI NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 MONCRIEFFE, TAMARA JR ALABAMA 13.00m 42' 8" FOUL FOUL 12.57 12.25 FOUL 13.00
2 FLYNN, TIFFANY SR MISS. ST 12.95m 42' 6" FOUL 12.73 FOUL 12.84 12.93 12.95
3 LEE, TANASIA UNATTACHE 12.82m 42' 03 /4 FOUL 12.82 12.68 11.72 12.65 12.63
4 HAND, JAKAYLA SR AUBURN 12.63m 41' 51 /4 12.63 12.49 12.23 12.11 12.12 FOUL
5 FARLEY, ALEXIS SO MISS. ST 12.44m 40' 93 /4 FOUL 12.23 FOUL FOUL 12.42 12.44
6 NEWSOME, LANAE SR OLE MISS 12.16m 39' 103 /4 12.06 12.10 12.11 11.72 11.96 12.16
7 LAWSON, NICOLE JR MEMPHIS 12.09m 39' 8" FOUL 11.87 12.09 11.72 11.75 11.76
8 BURNS-MOORE, SAIDA JR MEMPHIS 11.85m 38' 101 /2 11.85 FOUL FOUL
9 MUHAMMAD, NURA FR OKLAHOMA 11.83m 38' 93 /4 11.83 FOUL FOUL
10 ROBERTSON, KEILA SO UAB 11.62m 38' 11 /2 FOUL 11.62 FOUL
11 BERRYMAN, TREZHA JR KENNESAW 11.51m 37' 91 /4 FOUL FOUL 11.51
HILLMAN, DEJA SR AUBURN NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
ROBINSON, JAIMIE FR ALABAMA NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
STRICKLAND, NAJUANA JR OKLAHOMA NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 61
#10 Women's Shot Put
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts.  Minimums to measure is 10.65
W World Indoor 22.50m Helena Fibingerova TCH 2/19/1977 Jablonec, TCH
A American Indoor 20.21m Michelle Carter Nike 3/19/2016 Portland, OR
C Collegiate Indoor 19.56m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 3/10/2017 College Station,
F Facility 19.10m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 1/14/2017
V Vanderbilt 16.16m Leslie Vidmar 1998
11:00 AM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 STEVENS, JENEVA NYAC V 17.60m 57' 91 /4 13.57 (+0.0) 16.88 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0) FOUL 16.55 (+0.0) 17.60 (+0.0) 3(1)
2 WOODARD, JESSICA SR OKLAHOMA V 17.57m 57' 8" 15.67 (+0.0) 16.28 (+0.0) 16.07 (+0.0) 16.79 (+0.0) 16.44 (+0.0) 17.57 (+0.0) 3(2)
3 WARREN, PORTIOUS JR ALABAMA V 16.87m 55' 41 /2 15.75 (+0.0) 15.83 (+0.0) 14.60 (+0.0) 16.23 (+0.0) 16.87 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0) 3(3)
4 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 16.22m 53' 23 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.22 (+0.0) 15.64 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 3(4)
5 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS 16.15m 53' 0" FOUL 15.91 (+0.0) 14.98 (+0.0) 15.17 (+0.0) 16.15 (+0.0) 15.67 (+0.0) 3(5)
6 OLADIPO, DIVINE SO CONNECTIC 15.74m 51' 8" 14.13 (+0.0) 15.11 (+0.0) 15.10 (+0.0) FOUL 15.11 (+0.0) 15.74 (+0.0) 3(6)
7 GORDON, MEIA SO OKLAHOMA 15.65m 51' 41 /2 15.41 (+0.0) FOUL 15.44 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 15.65 (+0.0) 3(7)
8 CHILES, ALEXIS SR SO MISS. 15.09m 49' 61 /4 14.57 (+0.0) 14.20 (+0.0) 14.31 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 15.09 (+0.0) 3(8)
9 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 14.69m 48' 21 /2 14.69 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 14.03 (+0.0) FOUL 14.30 (+0.0) 3(9)
10 WOOD, BRASHE SR SO MISS. 14.53m 47' 81 /4 FOUL FOUL 14.53 (+0.0) 3(10)
11 MCKINLEY, TORI FR AUBURN 14.43m 47' 41 /2 14.00 (+0.0) 14.43 (+0.0) FOUL 3(11)
12 JACOBS, GABI JR MISSOURI 14.38m 47' 21 /2 14.38 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 3(12)
13 STAUFFER, EMILY SO MISSOURI 14.11m 46' 33 /4 13.25 (+0.0) 14.09 (+0.0) 14.11 (+0.0) 3(13)
14 FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO ILLINOIS 13.97m 45' 101 /4 12.88 (+0.0) 13.80 (+0.0) 13.97 (+0.0) 2(1)
15 MOORE, AVEUN FR SO ILLINOIS 13.92m 45' 81 /4 13.92 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 3(14)
16 JONES, LAUREN FR OKLAHOMA 13.82m 45' 41 /4 FOUL 13.82 (+0.0) 13.75 (+0.0) 2(2)
17 VIVEROS, ALICIA FR MISS. ST 13.72m 45' 01 /2 13.23 (+0.0) 12.39 (+0.0) 13.72 (+0.0) 1(1)
18 BAKER, MCKENNA JR SE MO 13.58m 44' 7" 12.50 (+0.0) 13.09 (+0.0) 13.58 (+0.0) 2(3)
19 PERSON, SIAN SO SO ILLINOIS 13.27m 43' 63 /4 FOUL 13.27 (+0.0) FOUL 2(4)
20 JONES, DANISHA JR SO MISS. 13.22m 43' 43 /4 12.69 (+0.0) FOUL 13.22 (+0.0) 3(15)
21 DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS 13.09m 42' 111 /2 13.08 (+0.0) 12.71 (+0.0) 13.09 (+0.0) 2(5)
22 TRYON, CHARDAE SO MISS. ST 13.09m 42' 111 /2 13.09 (+0.0) 12.77 (+0.0) 12.59 (+0.0) 2(5)
22 CONLON, KAYLEIGH FR SO ILLINOIS 13.09m 42' 111 /2 12.43 (+0.0) 12.90 (+0.0) 13.09 (+0.0) 2(5)
24 JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS 13.08m 42' 111 /4 13.08 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(8)
25 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS 13.06m 42' 101 /2 12.80 (+0.0) 13.06 (+0.0) 12.74 (+0.0) 2(9)
26 KLEIN, LEAH FR OLE MISS 13.06m 42' 101 /2 FOUL 13.06 (+0.0) 12.47 (+0.0) 1(2)
27 MUZARIC, IVANA JR AUBURN 13.00m 42' 8" 12.52 (+0.0) FOUL 13.00 (+0.0) 2(10)
28 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO ILLINOIS 12.96m 42' 61 /2 12.72 (+0.0) FOUL 12.96 (+0.0) 2(11)
29 TONGA, ANYA JR SE MO 12.82m 42' 1" FOUL 12.30 (+0.0) 12.82 (+0.0) 1(3)
30 HISE, KATE FR MEMPHIS 12.66m 41' 63 /4 12.17 (+0.0) 12.30 (+0.0) 12.66 (+0.0) 2(12)
31 SELDON, NIA SO KENNESAW 12.62m 41' 5" 11.45 (+0.0) 12.11 (+0.0) 12.62 (+0.0) 2(13)
32 LEE, MADELYN SO MISS. ST 12.62m 41' 5" 12.62 (+0.0) FOUL 11.74 (+0.0) 2(13)
33 SPEER, JORDAN FR MISSOURI 12.45m 40' 101 /2 12.45 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(15)
34 PRYKE, ASHLEY JR MEMPHIS 12.42m 40' 91 /4 FOUL 12.42 (+0.0) FOUL 2(16)
35 HUMPHREYS, NICOLE FR SE MO 12.16m 39' 11" 12.16 (+0.0) 11.86 (+0.0) 12.16 (+0.0) 1(4)
36 DOUGLAS, MEGAN SO KENNESAW 12.12m 39' 91 /2 12.12 (+0.0) FOUL 11.44 (+0.0) 1(5)
37 DESTIN, STACEY JR ALABAMA 11.06m 36' 33 /4 11.06 (+0.0) 10.90 (+0.0) FOUL 1(6)
38 CHAMBERS, FRANCESCA FR UAB 10.53m 34' 63 /4 10.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(7)
39 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 10.12m 33' 23 /4 10.12 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(8)
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 62
#10 Women's Shot Put (cont'd)
11:00 AM (Day 2):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
40 MEISTER, ALI SR UAB 9.70m 31' 101 /4 FOUL 9.70 (+0.0) FOUL 1(9)
41 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET SR M.T.S.U. 9.28m 30' 51 /2 9.28 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(10)
42 SMITH, SHANNON JR FURMAN 9.12m 29' 111 /4 FOUL FOUL 9.12 (+0.0) 1(11)
43 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 8.83m 29' 0" FOUL FOUL 8.83 (+0.0) 1(12)
44 PHILLIPS, JASMEEN FR M.T.S.U. 8.30m 27' 3" 8.30 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(13)
45 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 7.73m 25' 41 /2 7.73 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(14)
46 CHEWNING, REAGAN SO FURMAN 6.68m 21' 111 /4 FOUL 6.68 (+0.0) FOUL 1(15)
GRAY, ADARIAN FR W. KENTUC NM FOUL PASS PASS 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 VIVEROS, ALICIA FR MISS. ST 13.72m 45' 01 /2 13.23 (+0.0) 12.39 (+0.0) 13.72 (+0.0)
2 KLEIN, LEAH FR OLE MISS 13.06m 42' 101 /2 FOUL 13.06 (+0.0) 12.47 (+0.0)
3 TONGA, ANYA JR SE MO 12.82m 42' 1" FOUL 12.30 (+0.0) 12.82 (+0.0)
4 HUMPHREYS, NICOLE FR SE MO 12.16m 39' 11" 12.16 (+0.0) 11.86 (+0.0) 12.16 (+0.0)
5 DOUGLAS, MEGAN SO KENNESAW 12.12m 39' 91 /2 12.12 (+0.0) FOUL 11.44 (+0.0)
6 DESTIN, STACEY JR ALABAMA 11.06m 36' 33 /4 11.06 (+0.0) 10.90 (+0.0) FOUL
7 CHAMBERS, FRANCESCA FR UAB 10.53m 34' 63 /4 10.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
8 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 10.12m 33' 23 /4 10.12 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
9 MEISTER, ALI SR UAB 9.70m 31' 101 /4 FOUL 9.70 (+0.0) FOUL
10 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET SR M.T.S.U. 9.28m 30' 51 /2 9.28 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
11 SMITH, SHANNON JR FURMAN 9.12m 29' 111 /4 FOUL FOUL 9.12 (+0.0)
12 FLOYD, BRITTANY FR UAB 8.83m 29' 0" FOUL FOUL 8.83 (+0.0)
13 PHILLIPS, JASMEEN FR M.T.S.U. 8.30m 27' 3" 8.30 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
14 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 7.73m 25' 41 /2 7.73 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
15 CHEWNING, REAGAN SO FURMAN 6.68m 21' 111 /4 FOUL 6.68 (+0.0) FOUL
GRAY, ADARIAN FR W. KENTUC NM FOUL PASS PASS
Flight 2 of 3
1 FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO ILLINOIS 13.97m 45' 101 /4 12.88 (+0.0) 13.80 (+0.0) 13.97 (+0.0)
2 JONES, LAUREN FR OKLAHOMA 13.82m 45' 41 /4 FOUL 13.82 (+0.0) 13.75 (+0.0)
3 BAKER, MCKENNA JR SE MO 13.58m 44' 7" 12.50 (+0.0) 13.09 (+0.0) 13.58 (+0.0)
4 PERSON, SIAN SO SO ILLINOIS 13.27m 43' 63 /4 FOUL 13.27 (+0.0) FOUL
5 DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS 13.09m 42' 111 /2 13.08 (+0.0) 12.71 (+0.0) 13.09 (+0.0)
5 TRYON, CHARDAE SO MISS. ST 13.09m 42' 111 /2 13.09 (+0.0) 12.77 (+0.0) 12.59 (+0.0)
5 CONLON, KAYLEIGH FR SO ILLINOIS 13.09m 42' 111 /2 12.43 (+0.0) 12.90 (+0.0) 13.09 (+0.0)
8 JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS 13.08m 42' 111 /4 13.08 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
9 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS 13.06m 42' 101 /2 12.80 (+0.0) 13.06 (+0.0) 12.74 (+0.0)
10 MUZARIC, IVANA JR AUBURN 13.00m 42' 8" 12.52 (+0.0) FOUL 13.00 (+0.0)
11 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO ILLINOIS 12.96m 42' 61 /2 12.72 (+0.0) FOUL 12.96 (+0.0)
12 HISE, KATE FR MEMPHIS 12.66m 41' 63 /4 12.17 (+0.0) 12.30 (+0.0) 12.66 (+0.0)
13 SELDON, NIA SO KENNESAW 12.62m 41' 5" 11.45 (+0.0) 12.11 (+0.0) 12.62 (+0.0)
13 LEE, MADELYN SO MISS. ST 12.62m 41' 5" 12.62 (+0.0) FOUL 11.74 (+0.0)
15 SPEER, JORDAN FR MISSOURI 12.45m 40' 101 /2 12.45 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
16 PRYKE, ASHLEY JR MEMPHIS 12.42m 40' 91 /4 FOUL 12.42 (+0.0) FOUL
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#10 Women's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 3 of 3
1 STEVENS, JENEVA NYAC V 17.60m 57' 91 /4 13.57 (+0.0) 16.88 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0) FOUL 16.55 (+0.0) 17.60 (+0.0)
2 WOODARD, JESSICA SR OKLAHOMA V 17.57m 57' 8" 15.67 (+0.0) 16.28 (+0.0) 16.07 (+0.0) 16.79 (+0.0) 16.44 (+0.0) 17.57 (+0.0)
3 WARREN, PORTIOUS JR ALABAMA V 16.87m 55' 41 /2 15.75 (+0.0) 15.83 (+0.0) 14.60 (+0.0) 16.23 (+0.0) 16.87 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0)
4 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 16.22m 53' 23 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.22 (+0.0) 15.64 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
5 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS 16.15m 53' 0" FOUL 15.91 (+0.0) 14.98 (+0.0) 15.17 (+0.0) 16.15 (+0.0) 15.67 (+0.0)
6 OLADIPO, DIVINE SO CONNECTIC 15.74m 51' 8" 14.13 (+0.0) 15.11 (+0.0) 15.10 (+0.0) FOUL 15.11 (+0.0) 15.74 (+0.0)
7 GORDON, MEIA SO OKLAHOMA 15.65m 51' 41 /2 15.41 (+0.0) FOUL 15.44 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 15.65 (+0.0)
8 CHILES, ALEXIS SR SO MISS. 15.09m 49' 61 /4 14.57 (+0.0) 14.20 (+0.0) 14.31 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 15.09 (+0.0)
9 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 14.69m 48' 21 /2 14.69 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 14.03 (+0.0) FOUL 14.30 (+0.0)
10 WOOD, BRASHE SR SO MISS. 14.53m 47' 81 /4 FOUL FOUL 14.53 (+0.0)
11 MCKINLEY, TORI FR AUBURN 14.43m 47' 41 /2 14.00 (+0.0) 14.43 (+0.0) FOUL
12 JACOBS, GABI JR MISSOURI 14.38m 47' 21 /2 14.38 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
13 STAUFFER, EMILY SO MISSOURI 14.11m 46' 33 /4 13.25 (+0.0) 14.09 (+0.0) 14.11 (+0.0)
14 MOORE, AVEUN FR SO ILLINOIS 13.92m 45' 81 /4 13.92 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
15 JONES, DANISHA JR SO MISS. 13.22m 43' 43 /4 12.69 (+0.0) FOUL 13.22 (+0.0)
#12 Women's Weight Throw
3 attempts for all, Top 9 advance for 3 additional attempts.  Minimums to measure is 14.20
A American Indoor 25.60m Gwen Berry N.Y.A.C. 3/10/2007 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 25.56m Brittany Riley Southern Illinois 3/10/2007 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 24.02m Gwen Berry NYAC/ Nike 1/29/2016
V Vanderbilt 17.82m Vensherrie Campbell 2004
4:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 BERRY, GWENDOLYN NIKE/ NYAC F 24.85m 81' 61 /2 24.62 24.85 23.58 24.10 24.17 23.51 3(1)
2 STEVENS, JENEVA NYAC F 24.24m 79' 61 /2 24.24 23.41 FOUL 23.95 24.04 24.12 3(2)
3 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS V 22.88m 75' 1" 21.92 22.88 FOUL 22.57 FOUL 21.56 3(3)
4 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 21.85m 71' 81 /2 20.25 FOUL 20.13 21.85 20.79 FOUL 3(4)
5 SMITH, BRIANNA SR MISS. ST V 21.05m 69' 1" 20.15 20.51 FOUL 19.69 21.05 19.81 3(5)
6 BRYANT, ASHLEY SR OKLAHOMA V 19.53m 64' 11 /4 18.34 19.37 18.85 19.09 19.53 19.27 3(6)
7 AMPADU, EFFA UNATTACHE V 19.41m 63' 81 /2 18.96 17.19 19.41 17.86 19.12 18.23 3(7)
8 MAFFO, NADIA SO SO MISS. V 19.35m 63' 6" 19.01 18.83 FOUL FOUL 19.35 18.89 3(8)
9 JONES, DANISHA JR SO MISS. V 18.37m 60' 31 /2 18.20 FOUL 18.37 17.90 17.74 18.10 3(9)
10 BLOUNT, AMARIS JR CONNECTIC V 18.25m 59' 103 /4 FOUL 17.09 18.25 3(10)
11 WOOD, BRASHE SR SO MISS. V 18.20m 59' 83 /4 16.52 17.72 18.20 2(1)
12 ROBERSON, ALEXIS SO SO ILLINOIS V 17.93m 58' 101 /4 15.41 17.93 FOUL 3(11)
13 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS 17.79m 58' 43 /4 FOUL 17.79 17.22 3(12)
14 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 17.77m 58' 4" 17.19 17.77 FOUL 3(13)
15 JOHNSON, CECE SO MISSOURI 17.42m 57' 2" 17.42 FOUL FOUL 2(2)
16 SELDON, NIA SO KENNESAW 17.24m 56' 7" 17.24 FOUL FOUL 2(3)
17 TONGA, ANYA JR SE MO 16.92m 55' 61 /2 16.09 16.92 16.39 2(4)
18 BOTSIS, CHANELL SO CONNECTIC 16.88m 55' 43 /4 16.88 16.76 FOUL 2(5)
19 THOMAS, KELLI SR CONNECTIC 16.48m 54' 1" 15.36 16.48 FOUL 2(6)
20 MCCONNELL, DANIELLE SR ALABAMA 16.43m 53' 11" 16.43 16.00 15.80 2(7)
21 PERKINS, ERIN JR AUBURN 16.34m 53' 71 /2 FOUL FOUL 16.34 2(8)
22 JULIFS, HOLLY SO ALABAMA 16.22m 53' 23 /4 FOUL 16.22 FOUL 1(1)
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#12 Women's Weight Throw (cont'd)
4:00 PM (Day 1):
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
23 KEATING, REBECCA JR MISSOURI 16.14m 52' 113 /4 FOUL 16.14 FOUL 1(2)
24 STAUFFER, EMILY SO MISSOURI 16.04m 52' 73 /4 16.04 15.96 15.79 2(9)
25 FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO ILLINOIS 16.03m 52' 71 /4 16.03 FOUL FOUL 2(10)
26 LARSSON, ANNIKA JR OLE MISS 15.80m 51' 101 /4 FOUL 15.55 15.80 2(11)
27 BURGE, CAMILLE SO OKLAHOMA 15.75m 51' 81 /4 FOUL 6.74 15.75 2(12)
28 JOHNSON, TIFFANEY JR MISS. ST 15.72m 51' 71 /4 15.72 14.87 FOUL 1(3)
29 JONES, LAUREN FR OKLAHOMA 15.66m 51' 43 /4 15.22 15.66 15.25 1(4)
30 JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS 15.52m 50' 111 /4 15.52 FOUL 15.48 2(13)
31 CHAVARRIA, KENDALL SO OLE MISS 15.37m 50' 51 /2 4.77 15.34 15.37 2(14)
32 HUMPHREYS, NICOLE FR SE MO 14.85m 48' 9" FOUL 14.84 14.85 1(5)
33 BAKER, MCKENNA JR SE MO 14.79m 48' 61 /2 FOUL 14.03 14.79 1(6)
34 DOUGLAS, MEGAN SO KENNESAW 14.51m 47' 71 /2 14.22 14.28 14.51 1(7)
35 LEE, MADELYN SO MISS. ST 14.40m 47' 31 /4 14.37 FOUL 14.40 1(8)
36 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO ILLINOIS 14.37m 47' 2" 14.37 FOUL FOUL 1(9)
37 KLEIN, LEAH FR OLE MISS 14.24m 46' 9" 14.24 FOUL FOUL 1(10)
38 HISE, KATE FR MEMPHIS 13.90m 45' 71 /2 13.90 FOUL FOUL 1(11)
39 MINCEY, KIANA SR KENNESAW 13.84m 45' 51 /4 FOUL 13.84 FOUL 1(12)
40 HARMON, KIRA FR W. KENTUC 10.23m 33' 7" FOUL 10.23 FOUL 1(13)
CHAMBERS, FRANCESCA FR UAB NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 JULIFS, HOLLY SO ALABAMA 16.22m 53' 23 /4 FOUL 16.22 FOUL
2 KEATING, REBECCA JR MISSOURI 16.14m 52' 113 /4 FOUL 16.14 FOUL
3 JOHNSON, TIFFANEY JR MISS. ST 15.72m 51' 71 /4 15.72 14.87 FOUL
4 JONES, LAUREN FR OKLAHOMA 15.66m 51' 43 /4 15.22 15.66 15.25
5 HUMPHREYS, NICOLE FR SE MO 14.85m 48' 9" FOUL 14.84 14.85
6 BAKER, MCKENNA JR SE MO 14.79m 48' 61 /2 FOUL 14.03 14.79
7 DOUGLAS, MEGAN SO KENNESAW 14.51m 47' 71 /2 14.22 14.28 14.51
8 LEE, MADELYN SO MISS. ST 14.40m 47' 31 /4 14.37 FOUL 14.40
9 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO ILLINOIS 14.37m 47' 2" 14.37 FOUL FOUL
10 KLEIN, LEAH FR OLE MISS 14.24m 46' 9" 14.24 FOUL FOUL
11 HISE, KATE FR MEMPHIS 13.90m 45' 71 /2 13.90 FOUL FOUL
12 MINCEY, KIANA SR KENNESAW 13.84m 45' 51 /4 FOUL 13.84 FOUL
13 HARMON, KIRA FR W. KENTUC 10.23m 33' 7" FOUL 10.23 FOUL
CHAMBERS, FRANCESCA FR UAB NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 3
1 WOOD, BRASHE SR SO MISS. V 18.20m 59' 83 /4 16.52 17.72 18.20
2 JOHNSON, CECE SO MISSOURI 17.42m 57' 2" 17.42 FOUL FOUL
3 SELDON, NIA SO KENNESAW 17.24m 56' 7" 17.24 FOUL FOUL
4 TONGA, ANYA JR SE MO 16.92m 55' 61 /2 16.09 16.92 16.39
5 BOTSIS, CHANELL SO CONNECTIC 16.88m 55' 43 /4 16.88 16.76 FOUL
6 THOMAS, KELLI SR CONNECTIC 16.48m 54' 1" 15.36 16.48 FOUL
7 MCCONNELL, DANIELLE SR ALABAMA 16.43m 53' 11" 16.43 16.00 15.80
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#12 Women's Weight Throw (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
8 PERKINS, ERIN JR AUBURN 16.34m 53' 71 /2 FOUL FOUL 16.34
9 STAUFFER, EMILY SO MISSOURI 16.04m 52' 73 /4 16.04 15.96 15.79
10 FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO ILLINOIS 16.03m 52' 71 /4 16.03 FOUL FOUL
11 LARSSON, ANNIKA JR OLE MISS 15.80m 51' 101 /4 FOUL 15.55 15.80
12 BURGE, CAMILLE SO OKLAHOMA 15.75m 51' 81 /4 FOUL 6.74 15.75
13 JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS 15.52m 50' 111 /4 15.52 FOUL 15.48
14 CHAVARRIA, KENDALL SO OLE MISS 15.37m 50' 51 /2 4.77 15.34 15.37
Flight 3 of 3
1 BERRY, GWENDOLYN NIKE/ NYAC F 24.85m 81' 61 /2 24.62 24.85 23.58 24.10 24.17 23.51
2 STEVENS, JENEVA NYAC F 24.24m 79' 61 /2 24.24 23.41 FOUL 23.95 24.04 24.12
3 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS V 22.88m 75' 1" 21.92 22.88 FOUL 22.57 FOUL 21.56
4 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 21.85m 71' 81 /2 20.25 FOUL 20.13 21.85 20.79 FOUL
5 SMITH, BRIANNA SR MISS. ST V 21.05m 69' 1" 20.15 20.51 FOUL 19.69 21.05 19.81
6 BRYANT, ASHLEY SR OKLAHOMA V 19.53m 64' 11 /4 18.34 19.37 18.85 19.09 19.53 19.27
7 AMPADU, EFFA UNATTACHE V 19.41m 63' 81 /2 18.96 17.19 19.41 17.86 19.12 18.23
8 MAFFO, NADIA SO SO MISS. V 19.35m 63' 6" 19.01 18.83 FOUL FOUL 19.35 18.89
9 JONES, DANISHA JR SO MISS. V 18.37m 60' 31 /2 18.20 FOUL 18.37 17.90 17.74 18.10
10 BLOUNT, AMARIS JR CONNECTIC V 18.25m 59' 103 /4 FOUL 17.09 18.25
11 ROBERSON, ALEXIS SO SO ILLINOIS V 17.93m 58' 101 /4 15.41 17.93 FOUL
12 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS 17.79m 58' 43 /4 FOUL 17.79 17.22
13 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 17.77m 58' 4" 17.19 17.77 FOUL
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                            Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License                             
                          ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018                           
                                  Arkansas State University                                   
 
                                         Men Heptathlon                                        
                      Points     55       LJ       SP       HJ Day1      55H       PV     1000
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1 Glueck, Sven               6.98    6.66m   11.79m    2.02m                                
    Ul-Lafayette                    21-10.25 38-08.25   6-07.5                                
    SO                  2863  (713)    (734)    (594)    (822) 2863      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  2 Hampton, Hayden            6.94    6.29m   12.48m    1.99m                                
    Arkansas State                  20-07.75  40-11.5  6-06.25                                
    SO                  2806  (726)    (650)    (636)    (794) 2806      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  3 Mixon, Chandler            6.68    6.41m   11.02m    1.78m                                
    Ul-Lafayette                     21-00.5    36-02     5-10                                
    FR                  2653  (819)    (677)    (547)    (610) 2653      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  4 Phipps, Shevon             7.02    6.23m    9.74m    1.99m                                
    Arkansas-Pine Bluff             20-05.25  31-11.5  6-06.25                                
    JR                  2598  (697)    (637)    (470)    (794) 2598      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  5 Holzmueller, Maximi        7.07    6.22m   11.26m    1.75m                                
    Arkansas-Little Roc                20-05  36-11.5  5-08.75                                
    SO                  2463  (681)    (635)    (562)    (585) 2463      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  6 Gills, Terren              6.86    5.55m   11.59m    1.75m                                
    McNeese State                    18-02.5 38-00.25  5-08.75                                
    SO                  2414  (755)    (492)    (582)    (585) 2414      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  7 Howard, James              6.95    6.17m    9.03m    1.75m                                
    Harding                            20-03  29-07.5  5-08.75                                
    JR                  2360  (723)    (624)    (428)    (585) 2360      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  8 Dibbern, Zach              7.13    5.82m   10.11m    1.75m                                
    McNeese State                   19-01.25    33-02  5-08.75                                
    SR                  2287  (662)    (548)    (492)    (585) 2287      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  9 Boykins, Marcellus         7.20    6.00m   10.22m    1.69m                                
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    McNeese State                   19-08.25  33-06.5   5-06.5                                
    FR                  2259  (637)    (587)    (499)    (536) 2259      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 10 Hipshire, Matt             7.02    5.75m   10.04m    1.66m                                
    Harding                          18-10.5 32-11.25  5-05.25                                
    FR                  2230  (697)    (533)    (488)    (512) 2230      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 11 Nelson, Austin             7.27    5.60m   10.11m    1.72m                                
    Harding                          18-04.5    33-02  5-07.75                                
    SO                  2167  (613)    (502)    (492)    (560) 2167      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 12 Clifft, Coleton            6.78    6.63m   12.23m       NH                                
    Arkansas State                     21-09  40-01.5                                         
    SO                  2129  (782)    (727)    (620)      (0) 2129      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 13 Naceanceno, Kendall        7.25    5.71m    8.95m    1.66m                                
    Harding                            18-09  29-04.5  5-05.25                                
    JR                  2082  (622)    (525)    (423)    (512) 2082      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 14 Tripeaux, Kevin            6.94    5.80m   11.33m       NH                                
    McNeese State                    19-00.5 37-02.25                                         
    FR                  1836  (726)    (544)    (566)      (0) 1836      (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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                     Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License                     
                    ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018                   
                            Arkansas State University                           
  
                             Women Indoor Pentathlon                            
                             Points      55H       HJ       SP       LJ      800
     ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
   1 McKenzie, Grace                    8.19    1.66m   11.11m    5.59m  2:22.01
     McNeese State                            5-05.25  36-05.5 18-04.25         
     JR                        3880    (950)    (806)    (602)    (726)    (796)
                               -------------------------------------------------
   2 Smith, Juliette                    8.46    1.54m   12.52m    5.11m  2:42.73
     Ul-Lafayette                              5-00.5    41-01 16-09.25         
     JR                        3382    (889)    (666)    (696)    (589)    (542)
                               -------------------------------------------------
   3 Cowan, Trevene                     8.32    1.51m   10.06m    5.09m  2:31.31
     Arkansas State                            4-11.5 33-00.25  16-08.5         
     SR                        3346    (920)    (632)    (533)    (584)    (677)
                               -------------------------------------------------
   4 May, Darragh                       8.50    1.69m    8.01m    5.25m  2:42.28
     Arkansas State                            5-06.5  26-03.5 17-02.75         
     SR                        3298    (881)    (842)    (400)    (628)    (547)
                               -------------------------------------------------
   5 Morrow, Alex                       8.81    1.51m   10.34m    5.23m  2:31.25
     Ul-Lafayette                              4-11.5 33-11.25    17-02         
     SR                        3296    (812)    (632)    (552)    (623)    (677)
                               -------------------------------------------------
   6 Hensley, Allie                     9.05    1.54m   10.39m    4.89m  2:29.57
     Arkansas State                            5-00.5 34-01.25  16-00.5         
     FR                        3212    (763)    (666)    (555)    (530)    (698)
                               -------------------------------------------------
   7 Ojonta, Kristian                   9.07    1.51m   10.30m    4.71m  2:28.60
     McNeese State                             4-11.5  33-09.5  15-05.5         
     SR                        3132    (758)    (632)    (549)    (482)    (711)
                               -------------------------------------------------
   8 Gilliam, Summer                    8.86    1.51m    9.37m    4.97m  2:52.85
     Arkansas-Pine Bluff                       4-11.5    30-09 16-03.75         
     SR                        2907    (802)    (632)    (488)    (551)    (434)
                               -------------------------------------------------




    McNeese State                             4-11.5 34-06.25  16-00.5         
     FR                        2906    (602)    (632)    (564)    (530)    (578)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  10 Sanford, Darcy                     9.48    1.54m   10.44m    4.73m  2:47.87
     Harding                                   5-00.5    34-03 15-06.25         
     FR                        2872    (675)    (666)    (558)    (487)    (486)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  11 Kennedy, Cedreaha                  9.15    1.45m   10.20m    4.55m  2:51.31
     Arkansas-Pine Bluff                         4-09 33-05.75 14-11.25         
     FR                        2742    (742)    (566)    (543)    (441)    (450)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  12 Woods, Rachel                      8.84    1.36m    6.79m    4.81m  2:40.36
     McNeese State                             4-05.5  22-03.5  15-09.5         
     FR                        2675    (806)    (470)    (322)    (508)    (569)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  13 Bristo, Anna                      10.10    1.33m    9.22m    4.62m  2:39.11
     Harding                                  4-04.25    30-03    15-02         
     FR                        2520    (560)    (439)    (479)    (459)    (583)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  14 Tasher, Ashley                     8.83    1.42m    8.52m    4.74m  3:16.04
     Arkansas-Pine Bluff                      4-07.75  27-11.5 15-06.75         
     SR                        2496    (808)    (534)    (433)    (490)    (231)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  15 Sharp, Laurel                     10.10    1.30m    6.50m    4.66m  2:32.82
     Rhodes                                   4-03.25    21-04  15-03.5         
     SR                        2399    (560)    (409)    (303)    (469)    (658)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  16 Capel, Sara Kate                  10.09    1.51m    6.79m     FOUL  2:27.25
     Rhodes                                    4-11.5  22-03.5                  
     SO                        2243    (561)    (632)    (322)      (0)    (728)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  17 Russell, Savanna                  10.04       NH    8.13m    4.89m  2:28.48
     Harding                                          26-08.25  16-00.5         
     SO                        2220    (570)      (0)    (408)    (530)    (712)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  18 Shell, Emily                      10.22       NH    9.13m    4.63m  2:34.48
     Harding                                           29-11.5 15-02.25         
     SO                        2110    (538)      (0)    (473)    (461)    (638)
                               -------------------------------------------------
  19 Barrett, Jordyn                   10.38    1.48m    7.88m    3.61m  2:58.28
     McNeese State                            4-10.25 25-10.25 11-10.25         
     SO                        2106    (511)    (599)    (392)    (223)    (381)
                               -------------------------------------------------
 DNF Dunderdale, Hannah                 8.27    1.54m   10.78m      DNS      DNS
     Arkansas State                            5-00.5  35-04.5                  
     SR                                (931)    (666)    (581)      (0)      (0)
                               -------------------------------------------------
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 Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License                 1/26/2018 - 5:43 PM
                 ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018                 
                         Arkansas State University                         
  
 Event 32  Men Weight Throw
 ==========================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals           
 ==========================================================================
 Finals                                                                    
   1 Ravar Ladislau, Cristian  SR Arkansas State          18.50m   60-08.50
       FOUL  18.50m  FOUL  18.28m  18.18m  FOUL                            
   2 Carter, Eron              FR Arkansas State          16.86m   55-03.75
       15.87m  16.86m  16.25m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                            
   3 Dortch, Miles             JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     15.60m   51-02.25
       FOUL  14.35m  14.76m  14.26m  15.60m  FOUL                          
   4 Williams, Eric            FR Arkansas State          14.75m   48-04.75
       12.19m  13.18m  12.99m  13.04m  14.75m  14.42m                      
   5 Ryan, Hunter              SO Harding                 12.20m   40-00.50
       FOUL  FOUL  10.31m  9.09m  12.20m  11.46m                           
   6 Drew, Brian               FR Harding                 12.18m   39-11.50
       FOUL  12.18m  11.56m  FOUL  FOUL  12.14m                            
   7 Ofum, Arius               FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     10.60m   34-09.50
       10.60m  FOUL  10.48m  FOUL  10.16m  9.56m                           
   8 Anderson, Mickey          SO Grambling               10.39m   34-01.25
       9.68m  9.53m  9.45m  FOUL  10.39m  FOUL                             
  -- Pierce, Tru               SR Harding                    DNS           
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 Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License                 1/26/2018 - 7:36 PM
                 ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018                 
                         Arkansas State University                         
  
 Event 31  Women Weight Throw
 ==========================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals           
 ==========================================================================
 Flight  1                                                                 
   1 Stewart, Jasmine          FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     12.45m   40-10.25
       12.45m  FOUL  12.40m                                                
   2 Mason, Cara               FR Harding                 11.97m   39-03.25
       FOUL  11.97m  FOUL                                                  
   3 Syrotchen, Ariel          SO Harding                 11.91m   39-01.00
       FOUL  11.91m  10.75m                                                
   4 Bowen, Winmarie           SO Grambling               11.83m   38-09.75
       FOUL  FOUL  11.83m                                                  
   5 Fouts, Liz                FR Harding                 10.80m   35-05.25
       FOUL  10.80m  FOUL                                                  
   6 Guidry, Tatyana           FR Jackson State           10.62m   34-10.25
       FOUL  10.62m  FOUL                                                  
   7 Grice, Haley              SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      9.97m   32-08.50
       9.97m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
   8 Harris, Kiarra            FR Jackson State            8.85m   29-00.50
       FOUL  FOUL  8.85m                                                   
  -- Pearson, Jabria           FR Jackson State             FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- Woods, Darnese            JR Grambling                 FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- #2 Cunning, Ciera            Lemoyne Owen               DNS           
 Flight  2                                                                 
   1 Carr, Calea               SR Arkansas State          19.13m   62-09.25
       18.43m  19.13m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                              
   2 Jones, Keziann            JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     17.25m   56-07.25
       16.92m  17.25m  15.88m  16.14m  15.41m  FOUL                        
   3 al-Amin, Furqani          SR Grambling               16.52m   54-02.50
       15.93m  FOUL  15.86m  15.75m  FOUL  16.52m                          
   4 Bell, Aneisha             SO Grambling               14.10m   46-03.25
       12.04m  13.00m  FOUL  11.73m  14.10m  FOUL                          




      12.42m  13.20m  14.02m  13.57m  12.87m  FOUL                        
   6 Hollins, Sabrina          JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     13.97m   45-10.00
       FOUL  12.29m  13.97m  FOUL  12.87m  FOUL                            
   7 Higgins, Hannah           FR Arkansas State          13.73m   45-00.50
       12.42m  13.46m  13.18m  12.62m  12.44m  13.73m                      
   8 Canty, Kyra               SR Grambling               13.11m   43-00.25
       FOUL  13.11m  11.34m  12.38m  11.93m  12.80m                        
   9 Shields, Vanessa          JR Harding                 12.18m   39-11.50
       FOUL  FOUL  12.18m                                                  
  10 Lorenz, Danielle          SO Arkansas State          11.87m   38-11.50
       11.87m  FOUL  FOUL                                                  
  -- Owens, Michel             FR Jackson State             FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
 ==========================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals           
 ==========================================================================
 Finals                                                                    
   1 Carr, Calea               SR Arkansas State          19.13m   62-09.25
       18.43m  19.13m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                              
   2 Jones, Keziann            JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     17.25m   56-07.25
       16.92m  17.25m  15.88m  16.14m  15.41m  FOUL                        
   3 al-Amin, Furqani          SR Grambling               16.52m   54-02.50
       15.93m  FOUL  15.86m  15.75m  FOUL  16.52m                          
   4 Bell, Aneisha             SO Grambling               14.10m   46-03.25
       12.04m  13.00m  FOUL  11.73m  14.10m  FOUL                          
   5 Brooks, Cara              SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     14.02m   46-00.00
       12.42m  13.20m  14.02m  13.57m  12.87m  FOUL                        
   6 Hollins, Sabrina          JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     13.97m   45-10.00
       FOUL  12.29m  13.97m  FOUL  12.87m  FOUL                            
   7 Higgins, Hannah           FR Arkansas State          13.73m   45-00.50
       12.42m  13.46m  13.18m  12.62m  12.44m  13.73m                      
   8 Canty, Kyra               SR Grambling               13.11m   43-00.25
       FOUL  13.11m  11.34m  12.38m  11.93m  12.80m                        
   9 Stewart, Jasmine          FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff     12.45m   40-10.25
       12.45m  FOUL  12.40m                                                
  10 Shields, Vanessa          JR Harding                 12.18m   39-11.50
       FOUL  FOUL  12.18m                                                  
  11 Mason, Cara               FR Harding                 11.97m   39-03.25
       FOUL  11.97m  FOUL                                                  
  12 Syrotchen, Ariel          SO Harding                 11.91m   39-01.00
       FOUL  11.91m  10.75m                                                
  13 Lorenz, Danielle          SO Arkansas State          11.87m   38-11.50
       11.87m  FOUL  FOUL                                                  
  14 Bowen, Winmarie           SO Grambling               11.83m   38-09.75
       FOUL  FOUL  11.83m                                                  
  15 Fouts, Liz                FR Harding                 10.80m   35-05.25
       FOUL  10.80m  FOUL                                                  
  16 Guidry, Tatyana           FR Jackson State           10.62m   34-10.25
       FOUL  10.62m  FOUL                                                  
  17 Grice, Haley              SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      9.97m   32-08.50
       9.97m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
  18 Harris, Kiarra            FR Jackson State            8.85m   29-00.50
       FOUL  FOUL  8.85m                                                   
  -- Woods, Darnese            JR Grambling                 FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- Owens, Michel             FR Jackson State             FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- Pearson, Jabria           FR Jackson State             FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- #2 Cunning, Ciera            Lemoyne Owen               DNS           
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 Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License                 1/26/2018 - 6:33 PM
                 ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018                 
                         Arkansas State University                         
  
 Event 26  Men Long Jump
 ==========================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals           
 ==========================================================================
 Finals                                                                    
   1 Klehn, Bjoern             FR Christian Bros.          7.21m   23-08.00
       6.96m  7.21m  5.76m                                                 
   2 Shell, Carter             FR Arkansas State           7.09m   23-03.25
       FOUL  7.09m  FOUL  6.69m                                            
   3 Wiley, Jonah              SR Arkansas State           7.00m   22-11.75
       6.59m  FOUL  6.80m  7.00m  FOUL  6.83m                              
   4 Valentine, Rudolph        SO Grambling                6.85m   22-05.75
       6.55m  FOUL  6.79m  FOUL  6.39m  6.85m                              
   5 Bibbs, Travis             JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      6.80m   22-03.75
       6.08m  6.80m  6.11m  6.05m  4.89m  6.61m                            
   6 Phillips, David           SR Arkansas State           6.76m   22-02.25
       6.76m  6.71m  6.57m  6.64m  FOUL  6.54m                             
   7 Clifton, Antonio          SO Tennessee-Martin         6.62m   21-08.75
       FOUL  6.51m  6.62m  6.31m  6.31m                                    
   8 Pienaar, Roelf            SR Arkansas State           6.61m   21-08.25
       6.26m  6.61m  6.56m  6.47m                                          
   9 Wilson, Altany            SO Grambling                6.54m   21-05.50
       5.84m  6.11m  6.29m  6.54m  FOUL                                    
  10 Dather, Andrew            SR Harding                  6.20m   20-04.25
       5.69m  6.20m  6.07m                                                 
  11 Cole, Melvin              FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      6.10m   20-00.25
       FOUL  6.10m  FOUL                                                   
  -- #6 Fletcher, Kitzler         Lemoyne Owen               DNS           
  -- Atkinson, Roderick        JR Grambling                  DNS           
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 Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License                 1/26/2018 - 8:09 PM
                 ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018                 
                         Arkansas State University                         
  
 Event 25  Women Long Jump
 ==========================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals           
 ==========================================================================
 Flight  1                                                                 
   1 Smith, RauShauna          SO Christian Bros.          4.91m   16-01.50
       4.77m  4.64m  4.89m  4.91m  4.68m  4.60m                            
   2 Washington, Charlonda     FR Jackson State            4.89m   16-00.50
       FOUL  4.89m  4.71m  PASS  4.35m  PASS                               
   3 Tud, Keilla               FR Tennessee-Martin         4.74m   15-06.75
       4.41m  4.70m  4.63m  4.74m  4.71m  FOUL                             
   4 Campbell, Aliyah          FR Grambling                4.59m   15-00.75
       FOUL  FOUL  4.59m                                                   
  -- Cherry, Ivana             SO Tennessee-Martin          FOUL           
       FOUL  PASS  PASS                                                    
  -- #47 Givens, Janaya           Unattached                FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- #35 James, Lauryn            Unattached                 DNS           
  -- #31 Heard, Mia               Unattached                 DNS           
  -- #32 Lee, Alexis              Unattached                 DNS           
  -- #33 Paddio, Tahaia           Unattached                 DNS           
  -- James, Zhanesia           FR Jackson State              DNS           
 Flight  2                                                                 
   1 Mack, Arabriaun           SO Arkansas State           5.57m   18-03.25
       FOUL  5.57m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
   2 Wayne, Breanna            JR Grambling                5.17m   16-11.50
       FOUL  5.17m  5.14m  4.67m  FOUL  FOUL                               
   3 Udoumana, Imani           FR Arkansas State           5.15m   16-10.75
       5.15m  FOUL  4.84m  3.90m  FOUL  FOUL                               
   4 Edison, Nicole            SO Arkansas-Lit             5.12m   16-09.75
       4.89m  4.86m  5.12m  4.73m  5.02m  4.92m                            
   5 Gilmore, Sydni            FR Jackson State            5.02m   16-05.75
       4.71m  FOUL  5.02m  PASS  PASS  4.77m                               
   6 Smith, Vashawnda          FR Tennessee-Martin         4.81m   15-09.50
       4.81m  4.49m  PASS  4.51m  FOUL  FOUL                               




      FOUL  3.89m  FOUL                                                   
  -- Burke, Briana             SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff       FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- Dunderdale, Hannah        SR Arkansas State             DNS           
  -- May, Darragh              SR Arkansas State             DNS           
 ==========================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals           
 ==========================================================================
 Finals                                                                    
   1 Mack, Arabriaun           SO Arkansas State           5.57m   18-03.25
       FOUL  5.57m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
   2 Wayne, Breanna            JR Grambling                5.17m   16-11.50
       FOUL  5.17m  5.14m  4.67m  FOUL  FOUL                               
   3 Udoumana, Imani           FR Arkansas State           5.15m   16-10.75
       5.15m  FOUL  4.84m  3.90m  FOUL  FOUL                               
   4 Edison, Nicole            SO Arkansas-Lit             5.12m   16-09.75
       4.89m  4.86m  5.12m  4.73m  5.02m  4.92m                            
   5 Gilmore, Sydni            FR Jackson State            5.02m   16-05.75
       4.71m  FOUL  5.02m  PASS  PASS  4.77m                               
   6 Smith, RauShauna          SO Christian Bros.          4.91m   16-01.50
       4.77m  4.64m  4.89m  4.91m  4.68m  4.60m                            
   7 Washington, Charlonda     FR Jackson State            4.89m   16-00.50
       FOUL  4.89m  4.71m  PASS  4.35m  PASS                               
   8 Smith, Vashawnda          FR Tennessee-Martin         4.81m   15-09.50
       4.81m  4.49m  PASS  4.51m  FOUL  FOUL                               
   9 Tud, Keilla               FR Tennessee-Martin         4.74m   15-06.75
       4.41m  4.70m  4.63m  4.74m  4.71m  FOUL                             
  10 Campbell, Aliyah          FR Grambling                4.59m   15-00.75
       FOUL  FOUL  4.59m                                                   
  11 Gaskins, Annette          SR Arkansas State           3.89m   12-09.25
       FOUL  3.89m  FOUL                                                   
  -- Cherry, Ivana             SO Tennessee-Martin          FOUL           
       FOUL  PASS  PASS                                                    
  -- #47 Givens, Janaya           Unattached                FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- Burke, Briana             SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff       FOUL           
       FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
  -- #32 Lee, Alexis              Unattached                 DNS           
  -- #35 James, Lauryn            Unattached                 DNS           
  -- #33 Paddio, Tahaia           Unattached                 DNS           
  -- Dunderdale, Hannah        SR Arkansas State             DNS           
  -- May, Darragh              SR Arkansas State             DNS           
  -- #31 Heard, Mia               Unattached                 DNS           
  -- James, Zhanesia           FR Jackson State              DNS           
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 Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License                 1/26/2018 - 5:35 PM
                 ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018                 
                         Arkansas State University                         
  
 Event 23  Women Pole Vault
 ==========================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals           
 ==========================================================================
 Finals                                                                    
   1 Michael, Sarah            SO Arkansas State           3.70m   12-01.50
      3.40 3.55 3.70 3.80                                                  
         O    O   XO  XXX                                                  
   2 Buntic, Nada              SO Arkansas State           3.55m   11-07.75
      3.25 3.40 3.55 3.70                                                  
         O    O   XO  XXX                                                  
   3 Smith, Lauren             SO Arkansas State           3.40m   11-01.75
      3.10 3.25 3.40 3.55                                                  
         O    O    O  XXX                                                  
  -- Burner, Lucianne          SO Arkansas State              NH           
      3.25                                                                 
       XXX                                                                 
  -- Bridges, Rachel           SO Christian Bros.            DNS           
  -- Bristo, Anna              FR Harding                    DNS           
  -- Kennedy, Cedreaha         FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff        DNS           
  -- Davis, Anna               JR Christian Bros.            DNS           
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 Half-Mile Timing - Contractor License          1/26/2018 - 7:21 PM
              ASU Invitational - 1/26/2018 to 1/27/2018             
                      Arkansas State University                     
  
 Event 6  Men 200 Meter Dash
 ================================================================   
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals    
 ================================================================   
 Section  1                                                         
   1 Morris, Julius            SR Western Kentucky         21.35    
   2 Bacon, Jaylen             SR Arkansas State           21.69    
   3 Walter, Kemondrick        SO Ul-Lafayette             21.89    
   4 Ross, Elijah              SR Arkansas State           22.36    
   5 Wilson, Altany            SO Grambling                23.50    
 Section  2                                                         
   1 James, Kasaun             SO Arkansas Baptist         21.19    
   2 Okeze, Charles            JR Arkansas-Lit             21.67    
   3 Clark, Travion            SR Arkansas-Lit             21.93    
   4 Rockwell, T'Kevian        SR Grambling                23.78    
 Section  3                                                         
   1 Calhoun, Ch'kilas         JR Arkansas-Lit             22.38    
   2 Griffin, Rodney           SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      22.57    
   3 Hill, Chris               SO Arkansas State           22.92    
   4 Chambers, Evan            SO Grambling                23.33    
   5 Dawson, Antwan            NA Unat-Arkansa             23.41    
   6 #14 McNeil, Deon             Unattached               25.66    
  -- #11 Hill-Bess, Arbonay       Unattached                 DNS    
 Section  4                                                         
   1 Caldwell, Travean         SO Arkansas Baptist         22.09    
   2 Johnson, Ken              FR Arkansas Baptist         22.26    
   3 Bibbs, Travis             JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      22.93    
   4 Guy, Demorrious           FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      23.16    
   5 Grimes, Lachavius         SR Grambling                23.20    
   6 Johnson, Jaden            FR Grambling                23.26    
   7 #13 Day, Jawon               Unattached               25.42    
 Section  5                                                         
   1 Blanchett, Kellen         SO Arkansas State           22.94    
   2 Thompson, Demetrius       SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      23.24    
   3 #15 Porter, Nicolas          Unattached               23.49    




 -- #6 Fletcher, Kitzler         Lemoyne Owen               DNS    
  -- #10 Kobeane, Gereade         Unattached                 DNS    
  -- Breedlove, Myles          SO Arkansas Baptist           DNS    
 Section  6                                                         
   1 Morrison, Shamyron        FR Grambling                23.17    
   2 Slaton, Kewan             FR Tennessee-Martin         23.42    
   3 Taylor, Deondrick         FR Grambling                24.01    
   4 Hoskins, Coty             FR Arkansas Baptist         24.75    
   5 Campbell, Davion          SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      25.07    
   6 Tate, Javon               FR Grambling                25.29    
  -- #9 Williams, Booker          Unattached                 DNS    
 Section  7                                                         
   1 #16 Scott, Destine           Unattached               22.89    
   2 Black, Jalen              FR Arkansas-Lit             22.98    
   3 Gatson, Damien            FR Philander Smith          23.53    
   4 Sims, Daylon              FR Philander Smith          24.11    
   5 Leonard, Okera            JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      25.32    
  -- #17 Dawson, Antwion          Unattached                 DNS    
  -- #7 Frost, Tavarus            Lemoyne Owen               DNS    
 Section  8                                                         
   1 Cobb, Kentarious          SO Arkansas Baptist         23.00    
   2 Killings, Marcus          FR Philander Smith          24.36    
   3 Cole, Melvin              FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      24.47    
   4 Roundtree, Nasear         FR Philander Smith          25.11    
   5 Mason, Benjamin           FR Philander Smith          25.77    
   6 Lewis, Kameron            FR Philander Smith          25.98    
  -- Shakesnider, Trevon       FR Arkansas Baptist           DNS    
 ===================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals  H#
 ===================================================================
 Finals                                                             
   1 James, Kasaun             SO Arkansas Baptist         21.19   2
   2 Morris, Julius            SR Western Kentucky         21.35   1
   3 Okeze, Charles            JR Arkansas-Lit             21.67   2
   4 Bacon, Jaylen             SR Arkansas State           21.69   1
   5 Walter, Kemondrick        SO Ul-Lafayette             21.89   1
   6 Clark, Travion            SR Arkansas-Lit             21.93   2
   7 Caldwell, Travean         SO Arkansas Baptist         22.09   4
   8 Johnson, Ken              FR Arkansas Baptist         22.26   4
   9 Ross, Elijah              SR Arkansas State           22.36   1
  10 Calhoun, Ch'kilas         JR Arkansas-Lit             22.38   3
  11 Griffin, Rodney           SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      22.57   3
  12 #16 Scott, Destine           Unattached               22.89   7
  13 Hill, Chris               SO Arkansas State           22.92   3
  14 Bibbs, Travis             JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      22.93   4
  15 Blanchett, Kellen         SO Arkansas State           22.94   5
  16 Black, Jalen              FR Arkansas-Lit             22.98   7
  17 Cobb, Kentarious          SO Arkansas Baptist         23.00   8
  18 Guy, Demorrious           FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      23.16   4
  19 Morrison, Shamyron        FR Grambling                23.17   6
  20 Grimes, Lachavius         SR Grambling                23.20   4
  21 Thompson, Demetrius       SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      23.24   5
  22 Johnson, Jaden            FR Grambling                23.26   4
  23 Chambers, Evan            SO Grambling                23.33   3
  24 Dawson, Antwan            NA Unat-Arkansa             23.41   3
  25 Slaton, Kewan             FR Tennessee-Martin         23.42   6
  26 #15 Porter, Nicolas          Unattached               23.49   5
  27 Wilson, Altany            SO Grambling                23.50   1
  28 Gatson, Damien            FR Philander Smith          23.53   7
  29 Rockwell, T'Kevian        SR Grambling                23.78   2
  30 Taylor, Deondrick         FR Grambling                24.01   6
  31 Sims, Daylon              FR Philander Smith          24.11   7
  32 Killings, Marcus          FR Philander Smith          24.36   8
  33 Cole, Melvin              FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      24.47   8
  34 Hoskins, Coty             FR Arkansas Baptist         24.75   6
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 35 Campbell, Davion          SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      25.07   6
  36 Roundtree, Nasear         FR Philander Smith          25.11   8
  37 Tate, Javon               FR Grambling                25.29   6
  38 Leonard, Okera            JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      25.32   7
  39 #13 Day, Jawon               Unattached               25.42   4
  40 #14 McNeil, Deon             Unattached               25.66   3
  41 Mason, Benjamin           FR Philander Smith          25.77   8
  42 Lewis, Kameron            FR Philander Smith          25.98   8
  -- Breedlove, Myles          SO Arkansas Baptist           DNS   5
  -- Shakesnider, Trevon       FR Arkansas Baptist           DNS   8
  -- #7 Frost, Tavarus            Lemoyne Owen               DNS   7
  -- #8 Johnson, Tony             Unattached                 DNS   5
  -- #6 Fletcher, Kitzler         Lemoyne Owen               DNS   5
  -- #11 Hill-Bess, Arbonay       Unattached                 DNS   3
  -- #17 Dawson, Antwion          Unattached                 DNS   7
  -- #9 Williams, Booker          Unattached                 DNS   6
  -- #10 Kobeane, Gereade         Unattached                 DNS   5
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 Event 5  Women 200 Meter Dash
 ================================================================   
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals    
 ================================================================   
 Section  1                                                         
   1 Byrd, Robyn               SO Arkansas Baptist         25.25    
   2 Weakley, De'Airis         SR Arkansas State           25.26    
   3 #38 Smith, Caitland          Unattached               25.36    
   4 Watt, Jennifer            SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.08    
   5 Burke, Briana             SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.09    
 Section  2                                                         
   1 Hardiman, Briana          SO Arkansas State           25.64    
   2 Nickerson, Christina      JR Arkansas-Lit             25.68    
   3 Maxime', Jeunice          SO Grambling                26.67    
   4 Johnson, Arjai            FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.92    
  -- Koonce, Takira            FR Grambling                  DNF    
 Section  3                                                         
   1 Green, Helensia           FR Arkansas-Lit             25.89    
   2 Scott, Keishawna          FR Arkansas-Lit             25.91    
   3 Jackson, Ka'Neisha        FR Arkansas-Lit             26.19    
   4 Smith, Vashawnda          FR Tennessee-Martin         26.55    
   5 Cummins, Azah             JR Grambling                27.45    
   6 Vaughn, Sinquia           SO Arkansas State           28.40    
 Section  4                                                         
   1 Allen, Brandi             FR Arkansas-Lit             26.33    
   2 Gray, Jessica             JR Arkansas-Lit             26.48    
   3 Pilcher, Jasmyn           SO Tennessee-Martin         27.12    
   4 Jones, LaTina             SR Grambling                27.33    
   5 Stove, Marrisa            JR Grambling                28.37    
   6 Washington, Charlonda     FR Jackson State            29.05    
  -- #34 Harris, Ayana            Unattached                 DNS    
 Section  5                                                         
   1 Curry, Daneisha           FR Grambling                26.49    
   2 Knight, Camiya            SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.64    
   3 Bradford, Sherrell        FR Grambling                27.69    




  5 Qualls, Khadijah          JR Jackson State            28.31    
  -- Cherry, Ivana             SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS    
  -- #42 Russell, Kamaria         Unattached                 DNS    
 Section  6                                                         
   1 Robinson, Taneyza         FR Jackson State            27.02    
   2 Jones, Azalia             FR Jackson State            27.09    
   3 McDaniel, Tamera          FR Philander Smith          28.07    
   4 Talbert, Zora             FR Philander Smith          28.85    
   5 Bridges, Rachel           SO Christian Bros.          29.43    
   6 Davis, Anna               JR Christian Bros.          29.97    
  -- #33 Paddio, Tahaia           Unattached                 DNS    
 Section  7                                                         
   1 Wayne, Breanna            JR Grambling                26.96    
   2 Turner, Zanaisha          FR Jackson State            29.35    
   3 Knight, Kimbreon          FR Philander Smith          29.82    
   4 Bates, Jazzmyn            FR Jackson State            35.12    
  -- James, Zhanesia           FR Jackson State              DNS    
  -- Campbell, Aliyah          FR Grambling                  DNS    
  -- #30 Hatton, Aliya            Unattached                 DNS    
 Section  8                                                         
   1 Gilmore, Sydni            FR Jackson State            27.87    
   2 Dillon, Kenya             FR Jackson State            28.09    
   3 Snoot, Ramona             FR Philander Smith          30.93    
  -- #46 Pitts, Asia              Unattached                 DNS    
  -- #31 Heard, Mia               Unattached                 DNS    
  -- #32 Lee, Alexis              Unattached                 DNS    
  -- #45 Scales, Dominique        Unattached                 DNS    
 ===================================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals  H#
 ===================================================================
 Finals                                                             
   1 Byrd, Robyn               SO Arkansas Baptist         25.25   1
   2 Weakley, De'Airis         SR Arkansas State           25.26   1
   3 #38 Smith, Caitland          Unattached               25.36   1
   4 Hardiman, Briana          SO Arkansas State           25.64   2
   5 Nickerson, Christina      JR Arkansas-Lit             25.68   2
   6 Green, Helensia           FR Arkansas-Lit             25.89   3
   7 Scott, Keishawna          FR Arkansas-Lit             25.91   3
   8 Watt, Jennifer            SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.08   1
   9 Burke, Briana             SR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.09   1
  10 Jackson, Ka'Neisha        FR Arkansas-Lit             26.19   3
  11 Allen, Brandi             FR Arkansas-Lit             26.33   4
  12 Gray, Jessica             JR Arkansas-Lit             26.48   4
  13 Curry, Daneisha           FR Grambling                26.49   5
  14 Smith, Vashawnda          FR Tennessee-Martin         26.55   3
  15 Knight, Camiya            SO Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.64   5
  16 Maxime', Jeunice          SO Grambling                26.67   2
  17 Johnson, Arjai            FR Arkansas-Pine Bluff      26.92   2
  18 Wayne, Breanna            JR Grambling                26.96   7
  19 Robinson, Taneyza         FR Jackson State            27.02   6
  20 Jones, Azalia             FR Jackson State            27.09   6
  21 Pilcher, Jasmyn           SO Tennessee-Martin         27.12   4
  22 Jones, LaTina             SR Grambling                27.33   4
  23 Cummins, Azah             JR Grambling                27.45   3
  24 Bradford, Sherrell        FR Grambling                27.69   5
  25 Gilmore, Sydni            FR Jackson State            27.87   8
  26 McDaniel, Tamera          FR Philander Smith          28.07   6
  27 Dillon, Kenya             FR Jackson State            28.09   8
  28 Cato, Jahelle             SO Jackson State            28.17   5
  29 Qualls, Khadijah          JR Jackson State            28.31   5
  30 Stove, Marrisa            JR Grambling                28.37   4
  31 Vaughn, Sinquia           SO Arkansas State           28.40   3
  32 Talbert, Zora             FR Philander Smith          28.85   6
  33 Washington, Charlonda     FR Jackson State            29.05   4
  34 Turner, Zanaisha          FR Jackson State            29.35   7
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 35 Bridges, Rachel           SO Christian Bros.          29.43   6
  36 Knight, Kimbreon          FR Philander Smith          29.82   7
  37 Davis, Anna               JR Christian Bros.          29.97   6
  38 Snoot, Ramona             FR Philander Smith          30.93   8
  39 Bates, Jazzmyn            FR Jackson State            35.12   7
  -- Koonce, Takira            FR Grambling                  DNF   2
  -- #33 Paddio, Tahaia           Unattached                 DNS   6
  -- #34 Harris, Ayana            Unattached                 DNS   4
  -- #45 Scales, Dominique        Unattached                 DNS   8
  -- #46 Pitts, Asia              Unattached                 DNS   8
  -- #42 Russell, Kamaria         Unattached                 DNS   5
  -- Campbell, Aliyah          FR Grambling                  DNS   7
  -- Cherry, Ivana             SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS   5
  -- James, Zhanesia           FR Jackson State              DNS   7
  -- #31 Heard, Mia               Unattached                 DNS   8
  -- #32 Lee, Alexis              Unattached                 DNS   8
  -- #30 Hatton, Aliya            Unattached                 DNS   7
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 Event 14  Men 3000 Meter Run
 ===============================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals
 ===============================================================
 Finals                                                         
   1 #21 Chac, Bryan              Unattached             9:20.44
   2 #20 Chelego, Kenneth         Unattached             9:21.20
   3 Axton, Jacob              SO Christian Bros.        9:26.77
   4 McCoy, Gus                FR Harding                9:39.01
   5 Kiptoo, Hosea             FR Harding                9:40.19
  -- #4 Fleming, Lance            Lemoyne Owen               DNS
  -- Chelelgo, Keneth          FR Harding                    DNS
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 Event 13  Women 3000 Meter Run
 ===============================================================
     Comp#  Name                Year School                  Finals
 ===============================================================
 Finals                                                         
   1 Watson, Shanieke          JR Arkansas-Lit          10:13.38
   2 Meyer, Pauline            FR Arkansas State        10:28.88
   3 Brainard, Sammy           SO Arkansas State        10:35.42
   4 Chepseba, Sharon          FR Harding               11:24.86
   5 Kiprop, Naomi             FR Grambling             11:34.71
   6 Sanders, Sydney           SO Harding               11:54.16
   7 Hayes, Taylor             FR Jackson State         11:57.66
   8 Kibet, Priscilla          FR Grambling             12:10.76
   9 Rice, Kaylee              FR Harding               12:18.55
  10 Shirley, Jessica          JR Jackson State         12:37.60
  11 Jebet, Abigael            SO Grambling             12:52.13
  -- Bethea-Nurse, Ajani       JR Arkansas-Pine Bluff        DNF
  -- Eldien, Rebecca           JR Arkansas State             DNS
             
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, January 31, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
RYAN WALLING JOINS HILLTOPPER TRACK & FIELD STAFF AS DISTANCE COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field head coach Erik Jenkins has announced the hiring of Ryan Walling as an 
assistant coach who will work primarily with the Hilltopper distance runners. Walling, a native of Cary, N.C., joins the 
Red and White following his time at Ole Miss where he mentored 10 NCAA First-Team All-American finishers. 
“Coach Walling is a welcomed addition to the staff,” stated Jenkins. “He is an accomplished runner and has helped 
develop some outstanding athletes at Ole Miss. His experience as an extremely competitive student-athlete and his 
knowledge as a coach will help in the continued development of our distance program.” 
Walling graduated from North Carolina in 2015 where he double majored in economics and exercise and sport science. 
At Chapel Hill, Walling was a four-year member of both the track & field and cross country teams. He was a two-time 
NCAA Cross Country Championships competitor, two-time Cross Country All-Region performer and three-time All-ACC 
honoree. 
Following his graduation from UNC, Walling headed to the SEC from 2015-17, working on the Ole Miss track & field 
coaching staff focusing primarily in distance events. While in Oxford, Walling picked up his MBA with a concentration in 
sports administration. With eligibility remaining upon heading to Ole Miss, Walling added a pair of SEC event titles to his 
resume and won the Cliff Harper Trophy, which goes to the highest point-scorer at the SEC Indoor Championships. 
Walling added two All-American accolades to his list and also earned Academic All-American status during his time in 
Mississippi. 
At Ole Miss, Walling worked directly under Rebels’ distance coach Ryan Vanhoy and head coach Connie Price-Smith 
while guiding distance and middle distance runners on both the men’s and women’s sides. While on the Ole Miss staff, 
Walling saw the Rebels secured a fourth-place podium finish at the Men’s NCAA Cross Country Championships with two 
All-American performers and a distance medley relay national title. 
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, February 8, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Live results | Coach Jenkins preview 
MUSIC CITY CHALLENGE UP NEXT FOR WKU TRACK & FIELD 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – In the final meet before the Conference USA Indoor Championships, WKU Track & Field is 
headed to the Vanderbilt-hosted Music City Challenge this Friday and Saturday. Up to 27 teams and 750 student-
athletes are expected to compete this weekend from the Vanderbilt Multipurpose Facility in Nashville, Tenn. 
More than 30 combined Hilltoppers will represent the Red and White this weekend with representatives entered in 24 
different events. Friday’s competition will kick off at 4 p.m. CT and last until approximately 9:30 p.m. before resuming 
Saturday morning at 10 a.m. 
WKU has individuals from both the men’s and women’s teams with the top Conference USA mark in an event with Julius 
Morris in the 200 and Morgan McIntyre in the pole vault. Both top marks came in the Hilltoppers’ most recent outing 
with Morris running a converted mark of 20.98 and McIntyre clearing 3.98 meters (13’0.75”). 
Admission is $5 each day for spectators. For parking on Friday prior to 6 p.m., spectators are asked to park in the 
25th Street garage on levels 9-11. After 6 p.m. parking in lot #75 off of Natchez Trace will be permitted. On Saturday, 
spectators are asked to use lot #75 again. 
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 10, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Music City Challenge PDF results attached. 
HILLTOPPER TRACK & FIELD CLOSES MUSIC CITY CHALLENGE WITH 32 SEASON TOP-FIVE REVISIONS 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – Weekend action from the Vanderbilt-hosted Music City Challenge has wrapped up as the 
Hilltoppers made 32 combined revisions to the season top-five lists in addition to a number of personal-best 
performances. Additionally, former Hilltopper All-American – and current volunteer assistant coach - Ventavius Sears ran 
an indoor lifetime best in the 400-meter with a 46.51, which ranks top-35 in the world. 
“We saw some good things happen this weekend at Vanderbilt,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. “I was pleased with the 
continued progress our team has made through this indoor season.” 
Eighteen of the season top-five mark revisions came on the men’s side from the Vanderbilt Multipurpose Facility across 
the two-day meet. In the 60-meter, Austin Hayes (6.93) and Will Bush (6.94) each posted top-five season marks for the 
Hilltoppers. Action in the 200-meter race saw Hayes record a personal-best 21.53 for WKU’s second-best time of the 
season. Kymari Gates also added a 21.83 in the event for a top-five adjustment. Three revisions were made in the 400-
meter with the year’s top mark coming from Oliver Alexandre with a reading of 47.64, who finished eighth in the event. 
Charles Shimukowa clocked a 48.80 while Maor Seged posted a 49.43. 
Bryce Swindell ran a 2:03.67 in the 800-meter. In the mile run, Julien Cuyeu registered WKU’s top mark of the year with 
a 4:20.80 mark. Taylor Scarbrough added a finish in 4:31.77 in the mile as well. Alexander Schell collected a 3,000-meter 
time of 9:03.18 for his best mark on the season. 
In the 60-meter hurdles, Jonathan Hayden ran a preliminary time of 8.07 before clocking a personal-best 7.97 to finish 
third in the event. Hayden’s mark is the top WKU time on the year and ranks third all-time in the Hilltoppers indoor 
record book. 
Both of WKU’s 4x400-meter relay units set new season-best marks. The ‘A’ unit clocked a 3:08.46 reading, which ranks 
third in WKU Indoor history. The ‘B’ squad crossed the line in 3:15.07 for the Hilltoppers’ second-best time on the 
season. 
In the field events, Alec Tanksley cleared 5.81 meters in the long jump for WKU’s third-best mark on the season. Chard 
Muhwanga also made a pair of revisions, first in the shot put with a 12.77-meter mark followed by a 13.61-meter toss in 
the weight throw. 
On the women’s side, the Red and White collected 14 revisions on the season top-five lists. Juannae Lewis clocked a 
25.65 in the 200-meter. Three Lady Toppers, including Ariel Terrell (55.63), Aairiona Hayden-Ransom (58.62) and 
Rebecca Cook (58.80) collected season top-five revisions in the 400-meter. 
Savannah Ames ran a personal-best 800-meter time of 2:15.42 for WKU’s top mark in the even this season. 
The Lady Toppers’ 4x400-meter relay team clocked a season-best mark of 3:47.96. Six more revisions came in the field 
events with a pair from Brianna Eskridge in the long jump (5.46 meters) and triple jump (12.01 meters). Morgan 
McIntyre cleared a 3.79-meter mark for WKU’s fourth-best height on the season. 
Adarian Gray (7.69 meters) and Kira Harmon (7.53 meters) posted a pair of revisions to the season top-five lists in the 
shot put and weight throw, respectively. 
Coach Jenkins and the Hilltopper squads are back in action next weekend from Birmingham, Ala., with the Conference 
USA Indoor Championships on the schedule. At last year’s championships, the WKU men’s squad grabbed runner-up 
honors while the women brought home a fifth place finish. 
 
#13 Men's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.37 Christian Coleman USA 1/19/2018 Clemson, SC
A American Indoor 6.37 Christian Coleman Nike 1/19/2018 Clemson, SC
C Collegiate Indoor 6.45 Christian Colemen Tennessee 3/11/2017 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 6.45 Leonard Myles-Mills B.Y.U. 2/20/1999 Colorado Spgs,
F Facility 6.52 Christian Coleman Tennessee 2/25/2017
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note Pts
1 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO. MISS. 6.64
2 SHEFFIELD, KENDALL SO OHIO STATE 6.71 6.704
3 HUBBARD , AVERY SR UNATTACHED 6.71 6.705
4 DEMOSS, DAVON JR MEMPHIS 6.73
5 EDWARDS, AUSTIN FR CINCINNATI 6.78
6 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO. MISS. 6.80
7 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO. MISS. 6.86
PARSON, JOSH SR TN WESLEYAN DNS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO. MISS. 6.68Q 6(1)
2 PARSON, JOSH SR TN WESLEYAN 6.71Q 4(1)
3 DEMOSS, DAVON JR MEMPHIS 6.73Q 5(1)
4 SHEFFIELD, KENDALL SO OHIO STATE 6.75q 5(2)
5 HUBBARD , AVERY SR UNATTACHED 6.76q 6(2)
6 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO. MISS. 6.78Q 3(1)
7 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO. MISS. 6.80Q 1(1)
8 GRAY, NICK JR OHIO STATE 6.82 6.811 4(2)
9 EDWARDS, AUSTIN FR CINCINNATI 6.82Q6.818 2(1)
10 BROOKS, JIMMY SR CINCINNATI 6.84 6(3)
11 BAZILE, ZACK SR OHIO STATE 6.85 1(2)
12 HARRISON, ERIC FR OHIO STATE 6.86 3(2)
13 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 6.88 3(3)
14 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 6.89 6.888 4(3)
15 MCCALL, ISAIAH FR CINCINNATI 6.89 6.889 2(2)
16 CHAMBERS, MYKEL JR CINCINNATI 6.90 2(3)
17 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 6.93 6(4)
18 BUSH, WILLIAM JR W. KENTUCKY 6.94 5(3)
19 WOODS, ANTHONY SO CINCINNATI 6.95 6(5)
20 GATES, KYMARI JR W. KENTUCKY 6.96 6(6)
21 FIFE, JONATHAN JR MICHIGAN ST. 6.98 4(4)
22 PARMLEY, TRISTAN SR INDIANA ST. 6.99 6(7)
23 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO. ILLINOIS 7.00 5(4)
24 KEYS, JAYNARD SR INDIANA ST. 7.01 3(4)
25 SHAW, JAREL FR INDIANA ST. 7.03 4(5)
26 BARNES, COURTLAND SO OLE MISS 7.04 3(5)
27 MCDOWELL, JEREMY UNATTACHED 7.06 3(6)
28 WHITE, BRANDON FR CINCINNATI 7.08 1(3)
29 SCHREIBER, SCOTT SR INDIANA ST. 7.10 5(5)
VANDERBILT'S MUSIC CITY CHALLENGE 2018
Nashville, TN
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#13 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
30 PENTON, FORREST SR SO. MISS. 7.11 4(6)
31 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO. ILLINOIS 7.13 2(4)
32 MAYBERRY, RYAN UNAUNAT- SIU 7.17 1(4)
33 SERRETTE, CREIGHTON SR UNATTACHED 7.22 2(5)
34 BOGER, MICHAEL SR INDIANA ST. 7.25 7.242 4(7)
35 FISHER, DAVION SO OHIO STATE 7.25 7.245 3(7)
36 DURICKY, CONNOR FR CINCINNATI 7.36 1(5)
37 REIFSTECK, BLAKE FR INDIANA ST. 7.40 2(6)
38 WILLIAMS, KELVIN SR CINCINNATI 7.41 5(6)
39 WADE, JERMAINE SR SONIC RACING 7.80 5(7)
ASEMOTA, DUAN SR OHIO STATE FS 1
NIXON, DEVIN SO W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
MORRIS, JULIUS SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
HULON, JEFFREY FR OHIO STATE DNS 2
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 6
1 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO. MISS. 6.80Q
2 BAZILE, ZACK SR OHIO STATE 6.85
3 WHITE, BRANDON FR CINCINNATI 7.08
4 MAYBERRY, RYAN UNAUNAT- SIU 7.17
5 DURICKY, CONNOR FR CINCINNATI 7.36
ASEMOTA, DUAN SR OHIO STATE FS
NIXON, DEVIN SO W. KENTUCKY DNS
MORRIS, JULIUS SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Heat 2 of 6
1 EDWARDS, AUSTIN FR CINCINNATI 6.82Q6.818
2 MCCALL, ISAIAH FR CINCINNATI 6.89 6.889
3 CHAMBERS, MYKEL JR CINCINNATI 6.90
4 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO. ILLINOIS 7.13
5 SERRETTE, CREIGHTON SR UNATTACHED 7.22
6 REIFSTECK, BLAKE FR INDIANA ST. 7.40
HULON, JEFFREY FR OHIO STATE DNS
Heat 3 of 6
1 CARSON, CRA'VORKIAN SR SO. MISS. 6.78Q
2 HARRISON, ERIC FR OHIO STATE 6.86
3 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 6.88
4 KEYS, JAYNARD SR INDIANA ST. 7.01
5 BARNES, COURTLAND SO OLE MISS 7.04
6 MCDOWELL, JEREMY UNATTACHED 7.06
7 FISHER, DAVION SO OHIO STATE 7.25 7.245
Heat 4 of 6
1 PARSON, JOSH SR TN WESLEYAN 6.71Q
VANDERBILT'S MUSIC CITY CHALLENGE 2018
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#13 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
2 GRAY, NICK JR OHIO STATE 6.82 6.811
3 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 6.89 6.888
4 FIFE, JONATHAN JR MICHIGAN ST. 6.98
5 SHAW, JAREL FR INDIANA ST. 7.03
6 PENTON, FORREST SR SO. MISS. 7.11
7 BOGER, MICHAEL SR INDIANA ST. 7.25 7.242
Heat 5 of 6
1 DEMOSS, DAVON JR MEMPHIS 6.73Q
2 SHEFFIELD, KENDALL SO OHIO STATE 6.75q
3 BUSH, WILLIAM JR W. KENTUCKY 6.94
4 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO. ILLINOIS 7.00
5 SCHREIBER, SCOTT SR INDIANA ST. 7.10
6 WILLIAMS, KELVIN SR CINCINNATI 7.41
7 WADE, JERMAINE SR SONIC RACING 7.80
Heat 6 of 6
1 WEST, MCKINELY JR SO. MISS. 6.68Q
2 HUBBARD , AVERY SR UNATTACHED 6.76q
3 BROOKS, JIMMY SR CINCINNATI 6.84
4 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 6.93
5 WOODS, ANTHONY SO CINCINNATI 6.95
6 GATES, KYMARI JR W. KENTUCKY 6.96
7 PARMLEY, TRISTAN SR INDIANA ST. 6.99
#16 Men's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 19.92 Frank Fredericks NAM 2/18/1996 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 20.10 Wallace Spearmon Arkansas 3/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 20.10 Wallace Spearmon Arkansas 3/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 20.34 Jereem Richards Alabama 2/25/2017
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 GRAY, NICK JR OHIO STATE 20.92 1(1)
2 HARRISON, ERIC FR OHIO STATE 21.24 2(1)
3 DEMOSS, DAVON JR MEMPHIS 21.31 1(2)
4 AUSTIN, CALVIN FR MEMPHIS 21.49 8(1)
5 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO. MISS. 21.50 1(3)
6 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 21.53 3(1)
7 PARMLEY, TRISTAN SR INDIANA ST. 21.65 2(2)
8 MOTT, TAVONTE FR OHIO STATE 21.66 3(2)
9 HULON, JEFFREY FR OHIO STATE 21.67 21.662 3(3)
10 ASEMOTA, DUAN SR OHIO STATE 21.67 21.669 1(4)
11 JEFF, ANDRE FR OHIO STATE 21.80 6(1)
12 PERSIADO, IMRI SO MEMPHIS 21.82 4(1)
13 GATES, KYMARI JR W. KENTUCKY 21.83 3(4)
14 EVANS, BRIAN SO MISS. STATE 21.86 5(1)
15 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. STATE 21.94 5(2)
16 CLARKE, ANTONIO SR MICHIGAN ST. 21.98 3(5)
17 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 22.02 2(3)
VANDERBILT'S MUSIC CITY CHALLENGE 2018
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#16 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
18 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 22.03 5(3)
19 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 22.08 4(2)
20 BUSH, WILLIAM JR W. KENTUCKY 22.13 2(4)
21 JACKSON, JERRY SR OHIO STATE 22.21 4(3)
22 CHAMBERS, MYKEL JR CINCINNATI 22.23 22.223 6(2)
23 COOPER, JOSEPH FR OHIO STATE 22.23 22.226 5(4)
24 MCDOWELL, JEREMY UNATTACHED 22.24 4(4)
25 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO. ILLINOIS 22.47 6(3)
26 CROFT, JAMES FR SO. ILLINOIS 22.50 7(1)
27 SEWARD, DAJUAN JR OHIO STATE 22.52 6(4)
28 MAYBERRY, RYAN UNAUNAT- SIU 22.55 4(5)
29 TURNER, KEVIN JR SO. ILLINOIS 22.66 7(2)
30 PENTON, FORREST SR SO. MISS. 22.76 22.752 6(5)
31 MCPHERSON, AJANI UNATTACHED 22.76 22.757 6(6)
32 SHAW, JAREL FR INDIANA ST. 22.82 7(3)
33 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO. ILLINOIS 22.93 7(4)
34 COX, CAMERON SR SO. MISS. 22.95 8(2)
35 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO. ILLINOIS 23.05 8(3)
36 WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. STATE 23.08 8(4)
37 BUDDE, KALEB FR INDIANA ST. 23.30 7(5)
38 REIFSTECK, BLAKE FR INDIANA ST. 23.33 8(5)
39 SERRETTE, CREIGHTON SR UNATTACHED 23.39 2(5)
40 REGISTER, STEVE UNATTACHED 23.56 5(5)
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 8
1 GRAY, NICK JR OHIO STATE 20.92
2 DEMOSS, DAVON JR MEMPHIS 21.31
3 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO. MISS. 21.50
4 ASEMOTA, DUAN SR OHIO STATE 21.67 21.669
Section 2 of 8
1 HARRISON, ERIC FR OHIO STATE 21.24
2 PARMLEY, TRISTAN SR INDIANA ST. 21.65
3 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 22.02
4 BUSH, WILLIAM JR W. KENTUCKY 22.13
5 SERRETTE, CREIGHTON SR UNATTACHED 23.39
Section 3 of 8
1 HAYES, AUSTIN JR W. KENTUCKY 21.53
2 MOTT, TAVONTE FR OHIO STATE 21.66
3 HULON, JEFFREY FR OHIO STATE 21.67 21.662
4 GATES, KYMARI JR W. KENTUCKY 21.83
5 CLARKE, ANTONIO SR MICHIGAN ST. 21.98
Section 4 of 8
1 PERSIADO, IMRI SO MEMPHIS 21.82
2 BISHOP, ANDREW JR MEMPHIS 22.08
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#16 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 JACKSON, JERRY SR OHIO STATE 22.21
4 MCDOWELL, JEREMY UNATTACHED 22.24
5 MAYBERRY, RYAN UNAUNAT- SIU 22.55
Section 5 of 8
1 EVANS, BRIAN SO MISS. STATE 21.86
2 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. STATE 21.94
3 RASPO, ANDREW SO OLE MISS 22.03
4 COOPER, JOSEPH FR OHIO STATE 22.23 22.226
5 REGISTER, STEVE UNATTACHED 23.56
Section 6 of 8
1 JEFF, ANDRE FR OHIO STATE 21.80
2 CHAMBERS, MYKEL JR CINCINNATI 22.23 22.223
3 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO. ILLINOIS 22.47
4 SEWARD, DAJUAN JR OHIO STATE 22.52
5 PENTON, FORREST SR SO. MISS. 22.76 22.752
6 MCPHERSON, AJANI UNATTACHED 22.76 22.757
Section 7 of 8
1 CROFT, JAMES FR SO. ILLINOIS 22.50
2 TURNER, KEVIN JR SO. ILLINOIS 22.66
3 SHAW, JAREL FR INDIANA ST. 22.82
4 TAYLOR-JONES, ALONZO FR SO. ILLINOIS 22.93
5 BUDDE, KALEB FR INDIANA ST. 23.30
Section 8 of 8
1 AUSTIN, CALVIN FR MEMPHIS 21.49
2 COX, CAMERON SR SO. MISS. 22.95
3 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO. ILLINOIS 23.05
4 WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. STATE 23.08
5 REIFSTECK, BLAKE FR INDIANA ST. 23.33
#26 Men's 5000 Meters
W World Indoor 12:49.60 Kenenisa Bekele ETH 2/20/2004 Birmingham,
A American Indoor 13:07.15 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/11/2012 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 13:08.28 Lawi Lalang Arizona 2/11/2012 New York, NY
F Facility 13:52.08 M.J. Erb Ole Miss 2/25/2017
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 SEUFER, PETER SO VIRGINIA TECH 14:15.60 1(1)
2 RUIZ, CLARK SR MICHIGAN ST. 14:17.11 1(2)
3 DAY, MITCHELL FR WAKE FOREST 14:21.76 1(3)
4 MAIER, JOSH SR SO. ILLINOIS 14:23.49 1(4)
5 BIENENFELD, AARON SO CINCINNATI 14:29.23 1(5)
6 PECK, RYAN JR GA TECH 14:32.44 1(6)
7 THOMAS, MATTHEW SO MICHIGAN ST. 14:35.09 1(7)
8 SHAW, TANNER SR GA TECH 14:35.16 1(8)
9 BRINYARK, JAMES SO ALABAMA 14:41.90 1(9)
10 MUSSELMAN, BRENT JR VIRGINIA TECH 14:44.49 1(10)
11 CORTI, CRAIG JR WAKE FOREST 14:52.63 1(11)
12 HUBEN, DAN SR CINCINNATI 14:54.38 2(1)
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#26 Men's 5000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
13 WIDMANN, MICHAEL JR MISSOURI 14:57.03 2(2)
14 GKOTSIS, NIKOS UNATTACHED 14:58.34 2(3)
15 RESOR, MITCH SO N. CAROLINA 15:04.78 2(4)
16 LIVINGSTON, AIDAN SO VANDERBILT 15:04.81 2(5)
17 THOMPSON, ZAC SR MIAMI (OHIO) 15:09.02 2(6)
18 BULL, GARRETT SR ALABAMA 15:10.33 1(12)
19 GRISMER, NICK JR CINCINNATI 15:12.61 2(7)
20 MACKAY, JT JR MISS. STATE 15:15.40 2(8)
21 BULL, ANDREW SR ALABAMA 15:21.01 2(9)
22 MILLER, RYAN SR GA TECH 15:25.31 2(10)
23 VINCZE, JASON JR VANDERBILT 15:29.95 2(11)
24 SUZMAN, EVAN JR VANDERBILT 15:38.16 2(12)
25 PENMAN, ISAAC JR GA TECH 15:38.52 2(13)
26 COSTA, SAM SO GA TECH 15:40.54 1(13)
27 WEAVER, ZACH JR MISS. STATE 15:44.14 2(14)
28 UNDERWOOD, CHANDLER FR MISS. STATE 15:51.81 2(15)
29 TEASLEY, CORSON FR GA TECH 16:17.02 2(16)
WHITE, WILLIAM FR GA TECH DNF 2
JOHNSTON, TOMMY FR WAKE FOREST DNF 1
HERSHA, JESSE SO MICHIGAN ST. DNF 1
BENOIT, MAX SR MICHIGAN ST. DNS 1
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 SEUFER, PETER SO VIRGINIA TECH 14:15.60
2 RUIZ, CLARK SR MICHIGAN ST. 14:17.11
3 DAY, MITCHELL FR WAKE FOREST 14:21.76
4 MAIER, JOSH SR SO. ILLINOIS 14:23.49
5 BIENENFELD, AARON SO CINCINNATI 14:29.23
6 PECK, RYAN JR GA TECH 14:32.44
7 THOMAS, MATTHEW SO MICHIGAN ST. 14:35.09
8 SHAW, TANNER SR GA TECH 14:35.16
9 BRINYARK, JAMES SO ALABAMA 14:41.90
10 MUSSELMAN, BRENT JR VIRGINIA TECH 14:44.49
11 CORTI, CRAIG JR WAKE FOREST 14:52.63
12 BULL, GARRETT SR ALABAMA 15:10.33
13 COSTA, SAM SO GA TECH 15:40.54
JOHNSTON, TOMMY FR WAKE FOREST DNF
HERSHA, JESSE SO MICHIGAN ST. DNF
BENOIT, MAX SR MICHIGAN ST. DNS
Section 2 of 2
1 HUBEN, DAN SR CINCINNATI 14:54.38
2 WIDMANN, MICHAEL JR MISSOURI 14:57.03
3 GKOTSIS, NIKOS UNATTACHED 14:58.34
4 RESOR, MITCH SO N. CAROLINA 15:04.78
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#26 Men's 5000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
5 LIVINGSTON, AIDAN SO VANDERBILT 15:04.81
6 THOMPSON, ZAC SR MIAMI (OHIO) 15:09.02
7 GRISMER, NICK JR CINCINNATI 15:12.61
8 MACKAY, JT JR MISS. STATE 15:15.40
9 BULL, ANDREW SR ALABAMA 15:21.01
10 MILLER, RYAN SR GA TECH 15:25.31
11 VINCZE, JASON JR VANDERBILT 15:29.95
12 SUZMAN, EVAN JR VANDERBILT 15:38.16
13 PENMAN, ISAAC JR GA TECH 15:38.52
14 WEAVER, ZACH JR MISS. STATE 15:44.14
15 UNDERWOOD, CHANDLER FR MISS. STATE 15:51.81
16 TEASLEY, CORSON FR GA TECH 16:17.02
WHITE, WILLIAM FR GA TECH DNF
#18 Men's 400 Meters
W World Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement USA 3/12/2005 Fayetteville, AR,
A American Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement Florida 3/12/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement Florida 3/12/2005 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 44.94 Fred Kerley TX A&M 2/24/2017
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 SEARS, VENTAVIUS UNATTACHED 46.51 1(1)
2 HAZEL, WARREN SR SO. ILLINOIS 46.79 1(2)
3 PALMER, ISAIAH FR N. CAROLINA 47.14 5(1)
4 SELMON, KENNY SR N. CAROLINA 47.19 5(2)
5 CHAMPLIN, RYAN SO MEMPHIS 47.34 4(1)
6 JEFF, ANDRE FR OHIO STATE 47.54 3(1)
7 BROOKS, JIMMY SR CINCINNATI 47.59 1(3)
8 ALEXANDRE, OLIVER JR W. KENTUCKY 47.64 47.631 5(3)
9 BURKE, ASA SO OHIO STATE 47.64 47.639 2(1)
10 PASLEY, JARRED SR MEMPHIS 47.67 4(2)
11 DASOR, EMMANUEL UNATTACHED 47.69 1(4)
12 EVANS, BRIAN SO MISS. STATE 47.72 3(2)
13 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. STATE 48.08 3(3)
14 FLETCHER, DEVONTE JR TN WESLEYAN 48.42 9(1)
15 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. STATE 48.53 2(2)
16 MCGRATH, LIAM JR INDIANA ST. 48.66 4(3)
17 HARRINGTON, RYAN FR OHIO STATE 48.68 4(4)
18 WESTBROOK, ALVIN SO OLE MISS 48.70 8(1)
19 BURTON, LORENZEN JR SO. MISS. 48.77 48.762 3(4)
20 JOHNSON, JADON FR N. CAROLINA 48.77 48.766 7(1)
21 SHIMUKOWA, CHARLES SR W. KENTUCKY 48.80 6(1)
22 DEVAUGHN, AMARI JR N. CAROLINA 48.83 7(2)
23 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 48.91 2(3)
24 CASTILLO, VINCE JR MISS. STATE 49.21 3(5)
25 WITCHER, HALEN SR CINCINNATI 49.25 2(4)
26 COOPER, JOSEPH FR OHIO STATE 49.40 8(2)
27 SEGED, MAOR JR W. KENTUCKY 49.43 7(3)
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#18 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
28 VILLAMAN , DENZEL SO W. KENTUCKY 49.45 7(4)
29 BRYANT, KALEB SO WAKE FOREST 49.51 8(3)
30 SAINT-GERMAIN, RYAN FR N. CAROLINA 49.70 6(2)
31 MARLING, MICHAEL FR INDIANA ST. 49.76 9(2)
32 SARUNI, DAVID FR W. KENTUCKY 49.86 6(3)
33 JACKSON, JERRY SR OHIO STATE 49.89 7(5)
34 SPINKS, KACEY SO SO. MISS. 50.02 9(3)
35 BLAKE, RHETT SO INDIANA ST. 50.06 8(4)
36 STEWART, MICHAEL FR M.T.S.U. 50.10 9(4)
37 SYKES, CHARLES SO INDIANA ST. 50.25 8(5)
38 TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUCKY 50.42 10(1)
39 GREENE, RYAN JR CINCINNATI 50.45 4(5)
40 SECK, MAMADOU JR SO. MISS. 50.52 9(5)
41 COX, CAMERON SR SO. MISS. 50.67 9(6)
42 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO. ILLINOIS 50.69 6(4)
43 CROFT, JAMES FR SO. ILLINOIS 50.92 10(2)
44 KONIGSBERG, MATTHEW SO WAKE FOREST 51.08 10(3)
45 MCPHERSON, AJANI UNATTACHED 51.55 8(6)
46 MORRIS, JAASHIR SR CINCINNATI 52.05 5(4)
MCLAUGHLIN, TAYLOR JR MICHIGAN DNS 1
BRAMWELL, DRELAN SR OHIO STATE DNS 2
TATUM, MALCUM SO MISS. STATE DNS 5
MCKINNEY, KYLE JR OHIO STATE DNS 6
CARROLL, BRENT SO OHIO STATE DNS 10
REGISTER, STEVE UNATTACHED DNS 10
RIALS, HAROLD SO SO. ILLINOIS DNS 10
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 10
1 SEARS, VENTAVIUS UNATTACHED 46.51
2 HAZEL, WARREN SR SO. ILLINOIS 46.79
3 BROOKS, JIMMY SR CINCINNATI 47.59
4 DASOR, EMMANUEL UNATTACHED 47.69
MCLAUGHLIN, TAYLOR JR MICHIGAN DNS
Section 2 of 10
1 BURKE, ASA SO OHIO STATE 47.64 47.639
2 WILLINGHAM, JOSH SR MISS. STATE 48.53
3 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN SO MEMPHIS 48.91
4 WITCHER, HALEN SR CINCINNATI 49.25
BRAMWELL, DRELAN SR OHIO STATE DNS
Section 3 of 10
1 JEFF, ANDRE FR OHIO STATE 47.54
2 EVANS, BRIAN SO MISS. STATE 47.72
3 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. STATE 48.08
4 BURTON, LORENZEN JR SO. MISS. 48.77 48.762
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#18 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
5 CASTILLO, VINCE JR MISS. STATE 49.21
Section 4 of 10
1 CHAMPLIN, RYAN SO MEMPHIS 47.34
2 PASLEY, JARRED SR MEMPHIS 47.67
3 MCGRATH, LIAM JR INDIANA ST. 48.66
4 HARRINGTON, RYAN FR OHIO STATE 48.68
5 GREENE, RYAN JR CINCINNATI 50.45
Section 5 of 10
1 PALMER, ISAIAH FR N. CAROLINA 47.14
2 SELMON, KENNY SR N. CAROLINA 47.19
3 ALEXANDRE, OLIVER JR W. KENTUCKY 47.64 47.631
4 MORRIS, JAASHIR SR CINCINNATI 52.05
TATUM, MALCUM SO MISS. STATE DNS
Section 6 of 10
1 SHIMUKOWA, CHARLES SR W. KENTUCKY 48.80
2 SAINT-GERMAIN, RYAN FR N. CAROLINA 49.70
3 SARUNI, DAVID FR W. KENTUCKY 49.86
4 MCGLUEN, JOHNNY FR SO. ILLINOIS 50.69
MCKINNEY, KYLE JR OHIO STATE DNS
Section 7 of 10
1 JOHNSON, JADON FR N. CAROLINA 48.77 48.766
2 DEVAUGHN, AMARI JR N. CAROLINA 48.83
3 SEGED, MAOR JR W. KENTUCKY 49.43
4 VILLAMAN , DENZEL SO W. KENTUCKY 49.45
5 JACKSON, JERRY SR OHIO STATE 49.89
Section 8 of 10
1 WESTBROOK, ALVIN SO OLE MISS 48.70
2 COOPER, JOSEPH FR OHIO STATE 49.40
3 BRYANT, KALEB SO WAKE FOREST 49.51
4 BLAKE, RHETT SO INDIANA ST. 50.06
5 SYKES, CHARLES SO INDIANA ST. 50.25
6 MCPHERSON, AJANI UNATTACHED 51.55
Section 9 of 10
1 FLETCHER, DEVONTE JR TN WESLEYAN 48.42
2 MARLING, MICHAEL FR INDIANA ST. 49.76
3 SPINKS, KACEY SO SO. MISS. 50.02
4 STEWART, MICHAEL FR M.T.S.U. 50.10
5 SECK, MAMADOU JR SO. MISS. 50.52
6 COX, CAMERON SR SO. MISS. 50.67
Section 10 of 10
1 TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUCKY 50.42
2 CROFT, JAMES FR SO. ILLINOIS 50.92
3 KONIGSBERG, MATTHEW SO WAKE FOREST 51.08
CARROLL, BRENT SO OHIO STATE DNS
REGISTER, STEVE UNATTACHED DNS
RIALS, HAROLD SO SO. ILLINOIS DNS
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#20 Men's 800 Meters
W World Indoor 1:42.67 Wilson Kipketer DEN 3/9/1997 Paris, France
A American Indoor 1:45.00 Johnny Gray S. Monica T.C. 3/8/1992 Sindelfingen, GER
C Collegiate Indoor 1:44.84 Paul Ereng Virginia 3/4/1989 Budapest,
F Facility 1:45.92 Michael Saruni UTEP 1/13/2018
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 JOSEPH, PATRICK SR VIRGINIA TECH 1:49.40 1(1)
2 GOURLEY, NEIL SR VIRGINIA TECH 1:49.57 1(2)
3 SPEER, RYAN JR LIPSCOMB 1:50.94 1(3)
4 CIATTEI, VINCENT SR VIRGINIA TECH 1:51.07 1(4)
5 LITTIG, ANDRES SR GA TECH 1:51.33 1(5)
6 CONRAD, CHRISTOPHER FR MISSOURI 1:51.48 1(6)
7 DAROSA, GABRIEL JR GA TECH 1:51.67 2(1)
8 ZARATE, DIEGO SO VIRGINIA TECH 1:51.96 2(2)
9 VITUCCI, MICHAEL JR CINCINNATI 1:52.14 1(7)
10 FERRENTINO, CONNOR JR ALABAMA 1:52.43 2(3)
11 GREENWALT, DAKOTA SO WAKE FOREST 1:52.81 4(1)
12 KARR, NOAH SO ALABAMA 1:52.99 4(2)
13 THOMPSON, SCOTT SR UNATTACHED 1:53.18 3(1)
14 WILLIAMS, DREW FR ALABAMA 1:53.23 1:53.221 2(4)
15 LYONS, JOHN SO GA TECH 1:53.23 1:53.230 3(2)
16 ARCHIE, JOHN SR WAKE FOREST 1:53.28 2(5)
17 O'CONNOR, ANDREW JR MICHIGAN ST. 1:53.51 3(3)
18 RIGG, OLIVER SO ALABAMA 1:53.53 4(3)
19 BUCK, OWEN SO VIRGINIA TECH 1:53.76 2(6)
20 HILLIER, BENNETT SO UNATTACHED 1:54.02 3(4)
21 HORTON, LUKE SR SO. ILLINOIS 1:54.14 2(7)
22 TYREE, CANOY FR SO. ILLINOIS 1:54.26 5(1)
23 KILIAN, CALE FR INDIANA ST. 1:54.29 4(4)
24 ANYAEBUNAM, CJ SR INDIANA ST. 1:54.73 5(2)
25 TUCKER, SHAMAR SO OLE MISS 1:54.87 4(5)
26 JACKSON III, FREDDIE SO MISS. STATE 1:55.13 3(5)
27 NORMENT, NAMMAN JR MEMPHIS 1:55.28 2(8)
28 WHORTON, TYLER FR GA TECH 1:55.54 4(6)
29 NEWBERN, ANTHONY FR SO. ILLINOIS 1:56.70 5(3)
30 RAY, AUSTIN JR LIPSCOMB 1:56.95 2(9)
31 DIAS, RANDALL SR SO. MISS. 1:57.17 4(7)
32 DURHAM, JUSTIN UNATTACHED 1:58.21 4(8)
33 POWELL, ANDREW SO ALABAMA 1:58.34 5(4)
34 COOKE, PETER FR MIAMI (OHIO) 1:58.52 5(5)
35 BAKER, LOGAN SO CINCINNATI 2:00.49 3(6)
36 SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY 2:03.67 5(6)
WHITFIELD, DAVID FR VIRGINIA TECH DNF 1
LOMONG, ALEXANDER SO OHIO STATE DNS 1
GOODMAN, BEN SR MISSOURI DNS 3
SHERIDAN, MARK JR MISSOURI DNS 3
KUHLMANN, ROBERT JR MISSOURI DNS 3
GKOTSIS, NIKOS UNATTACHED DNS 4
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#20 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
KIMELI, TIMOTHY FR M.T.S.U. DNS 5
BARNES, JAKE SO CINCINNATI DNS 5
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 JOSEPH, PATRICK SR VIRGINIA TECH 1:49.40
2 GOURLEY, NEIL SR VIRGINIA TECH 1:49.57
3 SPEER, RYAN JR LIPSCOMB 1:50.94
4 CIATTEI, VINCENT SR VIRGINIA TECH 1:51.07
5 LITTIG, ANDRES SR GA TECH 1:51.33
6 CONRAD, CHRISTOPHER FR MISSOURI 1:51.48
7 VITUCCI, MICHAEL JR CINCINNATI 1:52.14
WHITFIELD, DAVID FR VIRGINIA TECH DNF
LOMONG, ALEXANDER SO OHIO STATE DNS
Section 2 of 5
1 DAROSA, GABRIEL JR GA TECH 1:51.67
2 ZARATE, DIEGO SO VIRGINIA TECH 1:51.96
3 FERRENTINO, CONNOR JR ALABAMA 1:52.43
4 WILLIAMS, DREW FR ALABAMA 1:53.23 1:53.221
5 ARCHIE, JOHN SR WAKE FOREST 1:53.28
6 BUCK, OWEN SO VIRGINIA TECH 1:53.76
7 HORTON, LUKE SR SO. ILLINOIS 1:54.14
8 NORMENT, NAMMAN JR MEMPHIS 1:55.28
9 RAY, AUSTIN JR LIPSCOMB 1:56.95
Section 3 of 5
1 THOMPSON, SCOTT SR UNATTACHED 1:53.18
2 LYONS, JOHN SO GA TECH 1:53.23 1:53.230
3 O'CONNOR, ANDREW JR MICHIGAN ST. 1:53.51
4 HILLIER, BENNETT SO UNATTACHED 1:54.02
5 JACKSON III, FREDDIE SO MISS. STATE 1:55.13
6 BAKER, LOGAN SO CINCINNATI 2:00.49
GOODMAN, BEN SR MISSOURI DNS
SHERIDAN, MARK JR MISSOURI DNS
KUHLMANN, ROBERT JR MISSOURI DNS
Section 4 of 5
1 GREENWALT, DAKOTA SO WAKE FOREST 1:52.81
2 KARR, NOAH SO ALABAMA 1:52.99
3 RIGG, OLIVER SO ALABAMA 1:53.53
4 KILIAN, CALE FR INDIANA ST. 1:54.29
5 TUCKER, SHAMAR SO OLE MISS 1:54.87
6 WHORTON, TYLER FR GA TECH 1:55.54
7 DIAS, RANDALL SR SO. MISS. 1:57.17
8 DURHAM, JUSTIN UNATTACHED 1:58.21
GKOTSIS, NIKOS UNATTACHED DNS
Section 5 of 5
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#20 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 TYREE, CANOY FR SO. ILLINOIS 1:54.26
2 ANYAEBUNAM, CJ SR INDIANA ST. 1:54.73
3 NEWBERN, ANTHONY FR SO. ILLINOIS 1:56.70
4 POWELL, ANDREW SO ALABAMA 1:58.34
5 COOKE, PETER FR MIAMI (OHIO) 1:58.52
6 SWINDELL, BRYCE SO W. KENTUCKY 2:03.67
KIMELI, TIMOTHY FR M.T.S.U. DNS
BARNES, JAKE SO CINCINNATI DNS
#21 Men's 1 Mile Run
W World Indoor 3:48.45 Hicham El Guerrouj MAR 2/12/1997 Gent, BEL
A American Indoor 3:49.89 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 3:52.01 Edward Cheserek Oregon 2/26/2017 Boston, MA
F Facility 3:58.36 Jeff See Asics/ FE 1/30/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 FINK, WILLY UNAUNAT-VT 4:00.88 1(1)
2 LANDIS, LUKE JR OHIO STATE 4:06.31 1(2)
3 MODINI, BRODIE FR N. CAROLINA 4:06.61 1(3)
4 PITTMAN, FRANK FR GA TECH 4:07.14 1(4)
5 GOLDMAN, ANDREW JR VIRGINIA TECH 4:07.16 1(5)
6 PHELPS, AARON SR MISS. STATE 4:07.52 1(6)
7 BLANK, KEVIN SR OHIO STATE 4:08.34 1(7)
8 KIPROTICH, JUSTINE JR MICHIGAN ST. 4:08.67 1(8)
9 MIDDELTON, ANDREW SR MICHIGAN ST. 4:08.81 1(9)
10 MUNNS, MATTHEW SR GA TECH 4:08.83 1(10)
11 SCHWIND, JONATHAN FR LIPSCOMB 4:09.47 2(1)
12 FOOS, CADEN JR MISS. STATE 4:09.88 4(1)
13 KIPROTICH, CORNELIUS FR TEXAS TECH 4:09.98 1(11)
14 KAMPH, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 4:11.51 2(2)
15 FLEMING, PATRICK JR GA TECH 4:12.00 2(3)
16 CROWLEY, BOBBY FR MICHIGAN ST. 4:13.85 2(4)
17 VIVEIROS, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 4:14.50 2(5)
18 MICKEY, TODD SR TEXAS TECH 4:14.76 1(12)
19 GONZALEZ, JUAN SR UNATTACHED 4:14.79 2(6)
20 AUSTELL, CLAY JR ALABAMA 4:15.76 2(7)
21 PETERSON, LUKE SO N. CAROLINA 4:16.94 2(8)
22 EDWARDS, CHRISTOPHER SO SO. ILLINOIS 4:17.58 4(2)
23 REILLY, MICHAEL FR GA TECH 4:19.01 4(3)
24 DAY, DYLAN JR OLE MISS 4:20.02 2(9)
25 KIGEN, ERICK 6 FLEET FEET 4:20.58 1(13)
26 CUYEU, JULIEN JR W. KENTUCKY 4:20.80 4(4)
27 REISER, QUINTIN JR MISS. STATE 4:21.68 4(5)
28 CHURCH, MICHAEL FR SO. ILLINOIS 4:22.00 4(6)
29 BALLARD, BROCK SR MEMPHIS 4:22.42 2(10)
30 CARTER, KYLE SR SO. ILLINOIS 4:23.84 4(7)
31 DEWITT, JACOB FR SO. ILLINOIS 4:26.88 4(8)
32 SCARBROUGH, TAYLOR SO W. KENTUCKY 4:31.77 4(9)
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#21 Men's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
33 DEFABRIZIO, SAM SR VANDERBILT 4:42.92 4(10)
HINDMAN, AUSTIN FR MISSOURI DNS 2
CASH, RYAN JR INDIANA ST. NT 3
SPRADLING, LAKE FR MISS. STATE NT 3
KNAPP, JORDAN SR MIAMI (OHIO) NT 3
COLLINS, BRAEDEN FR GA TECH NT 3
BETE, PAUL FR OHIO STATE NT 3
STUMP, MATT FR CINCINNATI NT 3
MCCOY, EAMON JR GA TECH NT 3
LITTLE, DAVID SO SO. MISS. NT 3
DIETRICH, MATTHEW SR UNATTACHED NT 3
BAME, NICK FR INDIANA ST. NT 3
BAUERS, STEVE SO OHIO STATE NT 3
BENTZ, ISAAC SO INDIANA ST. NT 3
MILLER, ELLIOTT SO ALABAMA NT 3
KIMELI, TIMOTHY FR M.T.S.U. NT 4
SANTINO, DANIEL SO MIAMI (OHIO) NT 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 FINK, WILLY UNAUNAT-VT 4:00.88
2 LANDIS, LUKE JR OHIO STATE 4:06.31
3 MODINI, BRODIE FR N. CAROLINA 4:06.61
4 PITTMAN, FRANK FR GA TECH 4:07.14
5 GOLDMAN, ANDREW JR VIRGINIA TECH 4:07.16
6 PHELPS, AARON SR MISS. STATE 4:07.52
7 BLANK, KEVIN SR OHIO STATE 4:08.34
8 KIPROTICH, JUSTINE JR MICHIGAN ST. 4:08.67
9 MIDDELTON, ANDREW SR MICHIGAN ST. 4:08.81
10 MUNNS, MATTHEW SR GA TECH 4:08.83
11 KIPROTICH, CORNELIUS FR TEXAS TECH 4:09.98
12 MICKEY, TODD SR TEXAS TECH 4:14.76
13 KIGEN, ERICK 6 FLEET FEET 4:20.58
Section 2 of 4
1 SCHWIND, JONATHAN FR LIPSCOMB 4:09.47
2 KAMPH, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 4:11.51
3 FLEMING, PATRICK JR GA TECH 4:12.00
4 CROWLEY, BOBBY FR MICHIGAN ST. 4:13.85
5 VIVEIROS, MATTHEW JR MEMPHIS 4:14.50
6 GONZALEZ, JUAN SR UNATTACHED 4:14.79
7 AUSTELL, CLAY JR ALABAMA 4:15.76
8 PETERSON, LUKE SO N. CAROLINA 4:16.94
9 DAY, DYLAN JR OLE MISS 4:20.02
10 BALLARD, BROCK SR MEMPHIS 4:22.42
HINDMAN, AUSTIN FR MISSOURI DNS
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#21 Men's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 3 of 4
MCCOY, EAMON JR GA TECH NT
SPRADLING, LAKE FR MISS. STATE NT
KNAPP, JORDAN SR MIAMI (OHIO) NT
COLLINS, BRAEDEN FR GA TECH NT
BETE, PAUL FR OHIO STATE NT
STUMP, MATT FR CINCINNATI NT
CASH, RYAN JR INDIANA ST. NT
LITTLE, DAVID SO SO. MISS. NT
DIETRICH, MATTHEW SR UNATTACHED NT
BAME, NICK FR INDIANA ST. NT
BAUERS, STEVE SO OHIO STATE NT
BENTZ, ISAAC SO INDIANA ST. NT
MILLER, ELLIOTT SO ALABAMA NT
Section 4 of 4
1 FOOS, CADEN JR MISS. STATE 4:09.88
2 EDWARDS, CHRISTOPHER SO SO. ILLINOIS 4:17.58
3 REILLY, MICHAEL FR GA TECH 4:19.01
4 CUYEU, JULIEN JR W. KENTUCKY 4:20.80
5 REISER, QUINTIN JR MISS. STATE 4:21.68
6 CHURCH, MICHAEL FR SO. ILLINOIS 4:22.00
7 CARTER, KYLE SR SO. ILLINOIS 4:23.84
8 DEWITT, JACOB FR SO. ILLINOIS 4:26.88
9 SCARBROUGH, TAYLOR SO W. KENTUCKY 4:31.77
10 DEFABRIZIO, SAM SR VANDERBILT 4:42.92
KIMELI, TIMOTHY FR M.T.S.U. NT
SANTINO, DANIEL SO MIAMI (OHIO) NT
#24 Men's 3000 Meters
W World Indoor 7:24.90 Daniel Komen KEN 2/6/1998 Budapest,
A American Indoor 7:32.43 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/17/2007 Birmingham, ENG
C Collegiate Indoor 7:38.59 Allistair Cragg Arkansas 2/14/2004 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 7:46.72 Jeff See Asics/ FE 2/12/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 BEADLESCOMB, MORGAN FR MICHIGAN ST. 8:10.23 1(1)
2 MCINERNEY, RILEY SR UNATTACHED 8:11.26 1(2)
3 JOYCE, JACK SO VIRGINIA TECH 8:12.99 1(3)
4 MEDRANO, AKIS JR INDIANA ST. 8:13.39 2(1)
5 TORPY, SEAN SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:13.41 2(2)
6 KENT, ANDREW FR GA TECH 8:14.63 1(4)
7 JONES, STEPHEN SO MISS. STATE 8:14.96 1(5)
8 HINDMAN, AUSTIN FR MISSOURI 8:16.16 8:16.151 2(3)
9 LAW, BRAYDEN FR MICHIGAN ST. 8:16.16 8:16.157 1(6)
10 BRUMFIELD, JAKE SR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:17.52 2(4)
11 BOWLES, CHRISTIAN SO GA TECH 8:18.16 1(7)
12 JASKOWAK, DANIEL SR VIRGINIA TECH 8:19.70 1(8)
13 METZGER, BEN SR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:20.32 2(5)
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#24 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
14 ROBINSON, RYAN SO MICHIGAN ST. 8:20.95 1(9)
15 CHERUIYOT, GEOFFRY SR M.T.S.U. 8:21.08 2(6)
16 DYER, MITCHELL JR WAKE FOREST 8:21.61 2(7)
17 PIERCE, QUENTIN JR INDIANA ST. 8:23.63 3(1)
18 TIERNAN, JACK FR WAKE FOREST 8:24.43 2(8)
19 SEYOUM, FITSUM FR VIRGINIA TECH 8:24.57 2(9)
20 BOWIE, CLAYTON SR OHIO STATE 8:26.62 1(10)
21 JOHNSTON, TOMMY FR WAKE FOREST 8:26.90 4(1)
22 GEORGE, THOMAS JR MISSOURI 8:26.96 1(11)
23 DUBRICK, MARC SR MISSOURI 8:27.72 1(12)
24 PITNER, RYAN SR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:27.95 3(2)
25 COOK, ZACH JR MISSOURI 8:28.32 4(2)
26 TORPY, CHRISTOPHER SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:28.53 3(3)
27 WHATLEY, SHEA SO TEXAS TECH 8:28.77 3(4)
28 HASSIM, CAIN JR SO. ILLINOIS 8:28.92 3(5)
29 ZUNIGA, JOACIM SO TEXAS TECH 8:29.57 3(6)
30 COUSINS, SETH SO INDIANA ST. 8:30.16 3(7)
31 TROUT, CAM FR INDIANA ST. 8:30.40 4(3)
32 BROMLEY, MATTHEW JR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:31.84 3(8)
33 DAVIS, BRADLEY SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:33.75 3(9)
34 MATSON, ANDREW SO GA TECH 8:34.24 3(10)
35 ROHR, JOHN DALTON JR MISS. STATE 8:35.26 2(10)
36 COFFEY, DAVID SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:36.85 3(11)
37 SAVINO, BEN FR UNATTACHED 8:37.38 2(11)
38 YUNK, ERYK SO MISS. STATE 8:40.81 4(4)
39 BUCKELEW, CHASE FR ALABAMA 8:41.93 2(12)
40 GRADY, ALEX SR GA TECH 8:45.92 1(13)
41 MCBRIEN, MATT SO GA TECH 8:47.46 3(12)
42 HASSIM, THEO FR SO. ILLINOIS 8:51.97 4(5)
43 GAMBLE, NATHAN FR ALABAMA 8:53.26 4(6)
44 CRAW, BEN FR MISS. STATE 8:55.53 4(7)
45 SCHULTE, EVAN JR MISSOURI 8:55.90 3(13)
46 SELDEN, PAUL FR ALABAMA 9:00.26 4(8)
47 SCHELL, ALEX FR W. KENTUCKY 9:03.18 4(9)
48 ZACHARIAS, LUKE FR MISS. STATE 9:03.86 4(10)
49 CASOLARO, CALEB JR VANDERBILT 9:18.50 4(11)
50 EDDINGS, BARRETT FR W. KENTUCKY 9:27.19 4(12)
51 HARPSTEAD, EDWARD FR VANDERBILT 9:43.91 4(13)
TOWNE, MITCHELL FR MIAMI (OHIO) DNF 2
VASILEIOU, ANGELOS SO WAKE FOREST DNF 2
VIEGRA, DANIEL FR WAKE FOREST DNS 1
DAY, MITCHELL FR WAKE FOREST DNS 2
SHORT, JOSH JR ALABAMA DNS 1
WIND, ALEX SR ALABAMA DNS 1
KIPROTICH, CORNELIUS FR TEXAS TECH DNS 3
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#24 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 BEADLESCOMB, MORGAN FR MICHIGAN ST. 8:10.23
2 MCINERNEY, RILEY SR UNATTACHED 8:11.26
3 JOYCE, JACK SO VIRGINIA TECH 8:12.99
4 KENT, ANDREW FR GA TECH 8:14.63
5 JONES, STEPHEN SO MISS. STATE 8:14.96
6 LAW, BRAYDEN FR MICHIGAN ST. 8:16.16 8:16.157
7 BOWLES, CHRISTIAN SO GA TECH 8:18.16
8 JASKOWAK, DANIEL SR VIRGINIA TECH 8:19.70
9 ROBINSON, RYAN SO MICHIGAN ST. 8:20.95
10 BOWIE, CLAYTON SR OHIO STATE 8:26.62
11 GEORGE, THOMAS JR MISSOURI 8:26.96
12 DUBRICK, MARC SR MISSOURI 8:27.72
13 GRADY, ALEX SR GA TECH 8:45.92
VIEGRA, DANIEL FR WAKE FOREST DNS
SHORT, JOSH JR ALABAMA DNS
WIND, ALEX SR ALABAMA DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 MEDRANO, AKIS JR INDIANA ST. 8:13.39
2 TORPY, SEAN SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:13.41
3 HINDMAN, AUSTIN FR MISSOURI 8:16.16 8:16.151
4 BRUMFIELD, JAKE SR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:17.52
5 METZGER, BEN SR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:20.32
6 CHERUIYOT, GEOFFRY SR M.T.S.U. 8:21.08
7 DYER, MITCHELL JR WAKE FOREST 8:21.61
8 TIERNAN, JACK FR WAKE FOREST 8:24.43
9 SEYOUM, FITSUM FR VIRGINIA TECH 8:24.57
10 ROHR, JOHN DALTON JR MISS. STATE 8:35.26
11 SAVINO, BEN FR UNATTACHED 8:37.38
12 BUCKELEW, CHASE FR ALABAMA 8:41.93
TOWNE, MITCHELL FR MIAMI (OHIO) DNF
VASILEIOU, ANGELOS SO WAKE FOREST DNF
DAY, MITCHELL FR WAKE FOREST DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 PIERCE, QUENTIN JR INDIANA ST. 8:23.63
2 PITNER, RYAN SR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:27.95
3 TORPY, CHRISTOPHER SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:28.53
4 WHATLEY, SHEA SO TEXAS TECH 8:28.77
5 HASSIM, CAIN JR SO. ILLINOIS 8:28.92
6 ZUNIGA, JOACIM SO TEXAS TECH 8:29.57
7 COUSINS, SETH SO INDIANA ST. 8:30.16
8 BROMLEY, MATTHEW JR MIAMI (OHIO) 8:31.84
9 DAVIS, BRADLEY SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:33.75
10 MATSON, ANDREW SO GA TECH 8:34.24
11 COFFEY, DAVID SO MIAMI (OHIO) 8:36.85
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#24 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
12 MCBRIEN, MATT SO GA TECH 8:47.46
13 SCHULTE, EVAN JR MISSOURI 8:55.90
KIPROTICH, CORNELIUS FR TEXAS TECH DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 JOHNSTON, TOMMY FR WAKE FOREST 8:26.90
2 COOK, ZACH JR MISSOURI 8:28.32
3 TROUT, CAM FR INDIANA ST. 8:30.40
4 YUNK, ERYK SO MISS. STATE 8:40.81
5 HASSIM, THEO FR SO. ILLINOIS 8:51.97
6 GAMBLE, NATHAN FR ALABAMA 8:53.26
7 CRAW, BEN FR MISS. STATE 8:55.53
8 SELDEN, PAUL FR ALABAMA 9:00.26
9 SCHELL, ALEX FR W. KENTUCKY 9:03.18
10 ZACHARIAS, LUKE FR MISS. STATE 9:03.86
11 CASOLARO, CALEB JR VANDERBILT 9:18.50
12 EDDINGS, BARRETT FR W. KENTUCKY 9:27.19
13 HARPSTEAD, EDWARD FR VANDERBILT 9:43.91
#27 Men's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.30 Colin Jackson GBR 2/3/1994 Sindelfingen, GER
A American Indoor 7.36 Foster/ Johnson/ Trammell W. Class/ Nike/  T. Star 1/16/1987 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 7.42 Grant Holloway Florida 2/9/2018 Clemson, SC
F Facility 7.63 Ruebin Walters Alabama 1/20/2018
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note Pts
AGODU, WILL JR MICHIGAN ST. 7.88
NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 7.89
HAYDEN, JONATHAN SR W. KENTUCKY 7.97
CARROLL, BRENT SO OHIO STATE 8.09
MOTT, TAVONTE FR OHIO STATE 8.10
PERSINGER, AARON SR MEMPHIS 8.11
CARTER, DALEY SR INDIANA ST. 8.13
SEWARD, DAJUAN JR OHIO STATE DNF
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 AGODU, WILL JR MICHIGAN ST. 7.98Q 2(1)
2 NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 8.00Q 1(1)
3 HAYDEN, JONATHAN SR W. KENTUCKY 8.07Q 4(1)
4 SEWARD, DAJUAN JR OHIO STATE 8.09q 8.081 2(2)
5 CARROLL, BRENT SO OHIO STATE 8.09Q8.084 3(1)
6 CARTER, DALEY SR INDIANA ST. 8.12q 4(2)
7 MOTT, TAVONTE FR OHIO STATE 8.14q 8.133 1(2)
8 PERSINGER, AARON SR MEMPHIS 8.14q 8.139 2(3)
9 MCCALL, ISAIAH FR CINCINNATI 8.15 3(2)
10 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. STATE 8.16 4(3)
11 GRIFFITH, STEPHEN FR INDIANA ST. 8.21 3(3)
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#27 Men's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
12 MCKINNEY, DEVIN SR MICHIGAN ST. 8.22 2(4)
13 WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. STATE 8.26 4(4)
14 MURESAN, AARON JR MIAMI (OHIO) 8.29 8.281 1(3)
15 GUERRANT, NICK SO MICHIGAN ST. 8.29 8.289 4(5)
16 STRONG, CHRISTIAN FR SO. MISS. 8.41 1(4)
17 DURICKY, CONNOR FR CINCINNATI 8.43 4(6)
18 WILLIAMS, KELVIN SR CINCINNATI 8.44 1(5)
19 PHIPPS, THEO FR SO. ILLINOIS 8.52 2(5)
20 BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 8.70 3
21 BUDDE, KALEB FR INDIANA ST. 8.72 4(7)
22 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO. ILLINOIS 8.80 1(6)
23 WADE, JERMAINE SR SONIC RACING 8.84 1(7)
24 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO. ILLINOIS 8.87 3(5)
25 LAURIA, NICHOLAS FR CINCINNATI 9.18 2(6)
TURNER, KEVIN JR SO. ILLINOIS DNF 3
PARKER, CALEB SO SO. MISS. DNS 3
TAYLOR, AVERY FR INDIANA ST. DNS 2
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 4
1 NEWMAN, WAYNE UNATTACHED 8.00Q
2 MOTT, TAVONTE FR OHIO STATE 8.14q 8.133
3 MURESAN, AARON JR MIAMI (OHIO) 8.29 8.281
4 STRONG, CHRISTIAN FR SO. MISS. 8.41
5 WILLIAMS, KELVIN SR CINCINNATI 8.44
6 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO. ILLINOIS 8.80
7 WADE, JERMAINE SR SONIC RACING 8.84
Heat 2 of 4
1 AGODU, WILL JR MICHIGAN ST. 7.98Q
2 SEWARD, DAJUAN JR OHIO STATE 8.09q 8.081
3 PERSINGER, AARON SR MEMPHIS 8.14q 8.139
4 MCKINNEY, DEVIN SR MICHIGAN ST. 8.22
5 PHIPPS, THEO FR SO. ILLINOIS 8.52
6 LAURIA, NICHOLAS FR CINCINNATI 9.18
TAYLOR, AVERY FR INDIANA ST. DNS
Heat 3 of 4
BISSCHOP, BRAAM FR M.T.S.U. 8.70
1 CARROLL, BRENT SO OHIO STATE 8.09Q8.084
2 MCCALL, ISAIAH FR CINCINNATI 8.15
3 GRIFFITH, STEPHEN FR INDIANA ST. 8.21
5 RIALS, HAROLD SO SO. ILLINOIS 8.87
TURNER, KEVIN JR SO. ILLINOIS DNF
PARKER, CALEB SO SO. MISS. DNS
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#27 Men's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 4 of 4
1 HAYDEN, JONATHAN SR W. KENTUCKY 8.07Q
2 CARTER, DALEY SR INDIANA ST. 8.12q
3 BROCKMAN, III, CHARLES FR MISS. STATE 8.16
4 WISE III, HERBERT SO MISS. STATE 8.26
5 GUERRANT, NICK SO MICHIGAN ST. 8.29 8.289
6 DURICKY, CONNOR FR CINCINNATI 8.43
7 BUDDE, KALEB FR INDIANA ST. 8.72
#29 Men's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:02.13  Morris, Johnson, Minor, Campbell USA 3/7/1999 Maebashi, Japan
A American Indoor 3:01.96  Clement, Spearmon, Williamson, U.S.A. 2/11/2006 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 3:02.52 F. Kerley, Rose, Dixon, M. Kerley Texas A&M 1/28/2017 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 3:02.39 Fred Kerley, Richard Rose, Devin Dixon, Texas A&M 2/25/2017
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 OHIO STATE (A) 3:07.27 3(1)
2 N. CAROLINA (A) 3:07.57 3(2)
3 MEMPHIS (A) 3:08.46 3(3)
4 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:10.14 3(4)
5 SO. ILLINOIS (A) 3:14.34 2(1)
6 W. KENTUCKY (B) 3:15.07 1(1)
7 OHIO STATE (B) 3:15.43 1(2)
8 MEMPHIS (B) 3:16.34 1(3)
9 CINCINNATI (A) 3:16.79 2(2)
10 INDIANA ST. (A) 3:17.84 3(5)
11 VIRGINIA TECH (A) 3:17.97 2(3)
12 GA TECH (A) 3:20.33 2(4)
13 CINCINNATI (B) 3:34.41 1(4)
VIRGINIA TECH (B) DNS 1
WAKE FOREST (A) DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 3
1 W. KENTUCKY (B) 3:15.07
2 OHIO STATE (B) 3:15.43
3 MEMPHIS (B) 3:16.34
4 CINCINNATI (B) 3:34.41
VIRGINIA TECH (B) DNS
Section 2 of 3
1 SO. ILLINOIS (A) 3:14.34
2 CINCINNATI (A) 3:16.79
3 VIRGINIA TECH (A) 3:17.97
4 GA TECH (A) 3:20.33
WAKE FOREST (A) DNS
Section 3 of 3
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#29 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
1 OHIO STATE (A) 3:07.27
2 N. CAROLINA (A) 3:07.57
3 MEMPHIS (A) 3:08.46
4 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:10.14
5 INDIANA ST. (A) 3:17.84
#31 Men's 4000m DMR
W World Indoor 9:19.93 Centrowitz, Berry, Sowinski, Casey Team USA 1/31/2015 New York, NY,
A American Indoor 9:19.93 Centrowitz, Berry, Sowinski, Casey Team USA 1/31/2015 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 9:25.97 Miller, Fortson, Hernandez, Manzano Texas 2/16/2008 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 9:31.13 Cheruiyot, Alcanzar, Montanez, Koech UTEP 2/10/2017
Pl Team Time Note Pts
1 RICE (A) 9:48.52
2 MIAMI (OHIO) (A) 9:51.64
3 WAKE FOREST (A) 10:00.40
4 INDIANA ST. (A) 10:07.76
5 CUMBERLANDS (A) 10:12.09
OHIO STATE (A) DNS
#1 Men's High Jump
W World Indoor 2.43m Javier Sotomayor CUB 3/4/1989 Budapest,
A American Indoor 2.40m Hollis Conway Nike International 3/10/1991 Seville, ESP
C Collegiate Indoor 2.37m Hollis Conway LA. Lafayette 3/11/1989 Indianapolis, IN
F Facility 2.30m Ricky Robertson Unattached 1/24/2014
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.08 2.13 Pts
1 MURTAGH, JAIME SR INDIANA ST. 2.08m 6' 93 /4 O O XXO XXO XXX
2 KIGER, NATHAN FR INDIANA ST. 1.98m 6' 6" XXO O XXX
3 KALALA, ALBERT FR CINCINNATI 1.98m 6' 6" O XO XXX
4 VOGEL, CALEB FR SO. ILLINOIS 1.98m 6' 6" XXO XO XXX
5 RIDDLE, CANNON FR CINCINNATI 1.93m 6' 4" O XXX
5 ANDREATTA, BEN SO INDIANA ST. 1.93m 6' 4" O XXX
5 AGNEW, NOAH SO MEMPHIS 1.93m 6' 4" O XXX
SCHULTZ, NICK FR INDIANA ST. NH XXX
BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO. ILLINOIS DNS
TAYLOR, AVERY FR INDIANA ST. DNS
GORDON, ALLEN FR OLE MISS DNS
#3 Men's Pole Vault
W World Indoor 6.15m Sergey Bubka UKR 2/21/1993 Donets'k, Ukraine
A American Indoor 6.02m Jeff Hartwig Nike 3/10/2002 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 5.91m Shawn Barber Akron 3/13/2015 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 5.71m Sam Kendricks Nike 1/29/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 4.62 4.77 4.92 5.07 5.22 5.37 5.47 5.57 5.67 Pts
1 EHRHARDT, TIM SR MICHIGAN S 5.57m 18' 31 /4 PPP PPP PPP PPP O XO XXO O XXX
2 BRANNON, CHASE SR UNATTACHE 5.47m 17' 111 /4 PPP PPP PPP PPP O O O XXX
3 GORSKI, COLE SR OHIO STATE 5.47m 17' 111 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O O XXO XXX
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#3 Men's Pole Vault (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 4.62 4.77 4.92 5.07 5.22 5.37 5.47 5.57 5.67 Pts
4 VALLES, ADRIAN SR CINCINNATI 5.22m 17' 11 /2 PPP PPP PPP PPP O XXX
5 PILLOW, CHRIS UNATTACHE 5.22m 17' 11 /2 PPP PPP PPP PPP XO XXX
6 SCHUCK, NATHAN UNATTACHE 5.07m 16' 71 /2 PPP O O XO XXX
6 COBB, COTY JR OHIO STATE 5.07m 16' 71 /2 PPP PPP PPP XO XXX
8 LAURIA, NICHOLAS FR CINCINNATI 4.77m 15' 73 /4 O XO XXX
9 SMITH, RILEY JR INDIANA ST. 4.77m 15' 73 /4 XO XO XXX
10 HOWARD, ANTOINE SO INDIANA ST. 4.62m 15' 13 /4 O XXX
11 KENNEDY, TRE SR INDIANA ST. 4.62m 15' 13 /4 XO XXX
WELLS, JACOB SO SO. ILLINOIS NH XXX
WEISSMANN, PEYTON FR OLE MISS NH PPP XXX
COLOZZO, COLE SO OLE MISS NH PPP PPP XXX
OSWALD, ROBERT SO OHIO STATE NH PPP XXX
ANNICHIARICO, LUKE JR WAKE FORE DNS
#5 Men's Long Jump
W World Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis USA 1/27/1984 New York, NY,
A American Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis Santa Monica T.C. 1/27/1984 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 8.59m Miguel Pate Alabama 3/1/2002 New York, NY
F Facility 8.12m Jarvis Gotch Louisiana Tech 1/23/2015
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
1 BAZILE, ZACK SR OHIO STATE F 8.13m 26' 81 /4 7.73 (+0.0) 7.71 (+0.0) 7.84 (+0.0) 7.71 (+0.0) 7.82 (+0.0) 8.13 (+0.0) 2(1)
2 FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS 7.46m 24' 53 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.13 (+0.0) 7.46 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(2)
3 GUERRANT, NICK SO MICHIGAN S 7.34m 24' 1" 7.00 (+0.0) 7.34 (+0.0) 7.22 (+0.0) 7.04 (+0.0) FOUL PASS 1(1)
4 EDWARDS, AUSTIN FR CINCINNATI 7.31m 23' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.30 (+0.0) 7.05 (+0.0) 7.31 (+0.0) FOUL 2(3)
5 CHARLEY, MYLES UNATTACHE 7.27m 23' 101 /4 7.27 (+0.0) FOUL PASS FOUL PASS 7.21 (+0.0) 2(4)
6 FISHER, DAVION SO OHIO STATE 7.22m 23' 81 /4 6.89 (+0.0) 6.91 (+0.0) 7.17 (+0.0) 6.92 (+0.0) 7.22 (+0.0) 7.05 (+0.0) 2(5)
7 SCHREIBER, SCOTT SR INDIANA ST. 7.22m 23' 81 /4 6.64 (+0.0) 7.00 (+0.0) 7.22 (+0.0) 6.96 (+0.0) 6.90 (+0.0) 7.14 (+0.0) 2(5)
8 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO. MISS. 7.10m 23' 31 /2 6.89 (+0.0) 7.10 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL PASS 2(7)
9 EHRHARDT, TIM SR MICHIGAN S 7.07m 23' 21 /2 7.07 (+0.0) PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 1(2)
10 ALDRIDGE, MYLES FR INDIANA ST. 6.98m 22' 11" FOUL FOUL 6.98 (+0.0) 1(3)
11 WHITE, BRANDON FR CINCINNATI 6.94m 22' 91 /4 6.79 (+0.0) 6.89 (+0.0) 6.94 (+0.0) 2(8)
12 GORDON, ALLEN FR OLE MISS 6.79m 22' 31 /2 6.79 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(9)
13 NARRAMORE, WILL UNATTACHE 6.77m 22' 21 /2 FOUL FOUL 6.77 (+0.0) 2(10)
14 ROGERS, NOAH SO INDIANA ST. 6.73m 22' 1" FOUL 6.73 (+0.0) FOUL 1(4)
15 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO. MISS. 6.66m 21' 101 /4 6.66 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(5)
16 PHIPPS, THEO FR SO. ILLINOIS 6.36m 20' 101 /2 6.36 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(6)
17 DUPRIEST, COREY FR INDIANA ST. 6.30m 20' 8" 6.30 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(7)
18 HARTSFIELD, MYLES FR OLE MISS 6.29m 20' 73 /4 6.29 (+0.0) PASS NM 1(8)
19 EDWARDS, JON SO MICHIGAN S 6.16m 20' 21 /2 FOUL FOUL 6.16 (+0.0) 1(9)
20 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO. ILLINOIS 6.12m 20' 1" 6.12 (+0.0) FOUL NM 1(10)
21 FLETCHER, MARCELLUS SO SO. ILLINOIS 5.97m 19' 7" 5.97 (+0.0) FOUL PASS 1(11)
22 LAURIA, NICHOLAS FR CINCINNATI 5.93m 19' 51 /2 5.93 (+0.0) FOUL PASS 1(12)
23 TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUC 5.81m 19' 03 /4 5.81 (+0.0) FOUL PASS 1(13)
FLIGHT RESULTS
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#5 Men's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 GUERRANT, NICK SO MICHIGAN S 7.34m 24' 1" 7.00 (+0.0) 7.34 (+0.0) 7.22 (+0.0) 7.04 (+0.0) FOUL PASS
2 EHRHARDT, TIM SR MICHIGAN S 7.07m 23' 21 /2 7.07 (+0.0) PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS
3 ALDRIDGE, MYLES FR INDIANA ST. 6.98m 22' 11" FOUL FOUL 6.98 (+0.0)
4 ROGERS, NOAH SO INDIANA ST. 6.73m 22' 1" FOUL 6.73 (+0.0) FOUL
5 RICHEMOND, ALEXANDER SR SO. MISS. 6.66m 21' 101 /4 6.66 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
6 PHIPPS, THEO FR SO. ILLINOIS 6.36m 20' 101 /2 6.36 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
7 DUPRIEST, COREY FR INDIANA ST. 6.30m 20' 8" 6.30 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
8 HARTSFIELD, MYLES FR OLE MISS 6.29m 20' 73 /4 6.29 (+0.0) PASS NM
9 EDWARDS, JON SO MICHIGAN S 6.16m 20' 21 /2 FOUL FOUL 6.16 (+0.0)
10 BIGELOW, MATTHEW SO SO. ILLINOIS 6.12m 20' 1" 6.12 (+0.0) FOUL NM
11 FLETCHER, MARCELLUS SO SO. ILLINOIS 5.97m 19' 7" 5.97 (+0.0) FOUL PASS
12 LAURIA, NICHOLAS FR CINCINNATI 5.93m 19' 51 /2 5.93 (+0.0) FOUL PASS
13 TANKSLEY, ALEC FR W. KENTUC 5.81m 19' 03 /4 5.81 (+0.0) FOUL PASS
Flight 2 of 2
1 BAZILE, ZACK SR OHIO STATE F 8.13m 26' 81 /4 7.73 (+0.0) 7.71 (+0.0) 7.84 (+0.0) 7.71 (+0.0) 7.82 (+0.0) 8.13 (+0.0)
2 FOSTER, EMANUEL SO OLE MISS 7.46m 24' 53 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.13 (+0.0) 7.46 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
3 EDWARDS, AUSTIN FR CINCINNATI 7.31m 23' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.30 (+0.0) 7.05 (+0.0) 7.31 (+0.0) FOUL
4 CHARLEY, MYLES UNATTACHE 7.27m 23' 101 /4 7.27 (+0.0) FOUL PASS FOUL PASS 7.21 (+0.0)
5 FISHER, DAVION SO OHIO STATE 7.22m 23' 81 /4 6.89 (+0.0) 6.91 (+0.0) 7.17 (+0.0) 6.92 (+0.0) 7.22 (+0.0) 7.05 (+0.0)
5 SCHREIBER, SCOTT SR INDIANA ST. 7.22m 23' 81 /4 6.64 (+0.0) 7.00 (+0.0) 7.22 (+0.0) 6.96 (+0.0) 6.90 (+0.0) 7.14 (+0.0)
7 SAGESSE, CHEDLIN JR SO. MISS. 7.10m 23' 31 /2 6.89 (+0.0) 7.10 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL PASS
8 WHITE, BRANDON FR CINCINNATI 6.94m 22' 91 /4 6.79 (+0.0) 6.89 (+0.0) 6.94 (+0.0)
9 GORDON, ALLEN FR OLE MISS 6.79m 22' 31 /2 6.79 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
10 NARRAMORE, WILL UNATTACHE 6.77m 22' 21 /2 FOUL FOUL 6.77 (+0.0)
#8 Men's Triple Jump
W World Indoor 17.90m Teddy Tamgho FRA 3/14/2010 Paris, France
A American Indoor 17.76m Mike Conley Tyson T.C. 1/27/1987 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 17.50m Charlie Simpkins Baptist 1/17/1986 Los Angeles, CA
F Facility 16.81m KeAndre Bates Florida 2/25/2017
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 Pts
1 WARREN, JOHN JR SO. MISS. 16.13m 52' 11" 15.76 (+0.0) 16.12 (+0.0) 15.96 (+0.0) FOUL 15.61 (+0.0) 16.13 (+0.0)
2 SEWARD, DAJUAN JR OHIO STATE 15.76m 51' 81 /2 15.75 (+0.0) 15.14 (+0.0) 15.53 (+0.0) 15.64 (+0.0) 15.76 (+0.0) 15.67 (+0.0)
3 GAINES, FRAQUAN SO OLE MISS 15.38m 50' 51 /2 FOUL 14.84 (+0.0) 15.09 (+0.0) 15.38 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
4 BAZILE, ZACK SR OHIO STATE 15.19m 49' 10" 14.73 (+0.0) 14.93 (+0.0) 14.85 (+0.0) 14.84 (+0.0) FOUL 15.19 (+0.0)
5 JONES, GRALYN JR MISS. STATE 14.62m 47' 113 /4 14.62 (+0.0) FOUL 14.20 (+0.0) 14.51 (+0.0) 13.90 (+0.0) 14.30 (+0.0)
6 BROWN, GINO SR INDIANA ST. 14.44m 47' 41 /2 14.43 (+0.0) 14.37 (+0.0) 14.44 (+0.0) FOUL 14.09 (+0.0) FOUL
7 BRASSELL, DEVONTA JR SO. MISS. 14.40m 47' 3" FOUL 14.00 (+0.0) 14.38 (+0.0) 14.40 (+0.0) 14.34 (+0.0) PASS
FLETCHER, MARCELLUS SO SO. ILLINOIS FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
HERRON, DEARIS FR INDIANA ST. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
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#9 Men's Shot Put
W World Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes USA 2/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA,
A American Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes Mazda T. C. 1/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 21.73m Ryan Crouser Texas 2/27/2016 Ames, IA
F Facility 21.11m Stephen Mozia Garden City T.C. 1/30/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
1 DEMALINE, NICHOLAS SR OHIO STATE 19.74m 64' 91 /2 18.73 (+0.0) 19.45 (+0.0) 19.20 (+0.0) 18.95 (+0.0) 18.30 (+0.0) 19.74 (+0.0) 2(1)
2 WILLIAMS, BRIAN SR OLE MISS 19.24m 63' 13 /4 18.25 (+0.0) 19.24 (+0.0) FOUL 18.53 (+0.0) 18.50 (+0.0) FOUL 2(2)
3 CARTWRIGHT, GRANT SR MICHIGAN 19.20m 63' 01 /4 18.25 (+0.0) 19.20 (+0.0) FOUL 18.37 (+0.0) 18.71 (+0.0) 18.66 (+0.0) 2(3)
4 FREEMAN, JOSH UNATTACHE 19.17m 62' 11" 18.14 (+0.0) 18.55 (+0.0) 18.65 (+0.0) 19.17 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(4)
5 KERN, JARED SR SO. ILLINOIS 19.00m 62' 41 /4 18.20 (+0.0) FOUL 18.52 (+0.0) 19.00 (+0.0) 18.21 (+0.0) FOUL 2(5)
6 KESSLER, ADAM JR SO. ILLINOIS 18.96m 62' 23 /4 18.63 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 18.96 (+0.0) 2(6)
7 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO. ILLINOIS 18.16m 59' 71 /4 18.07 (+0.0) 17.35 (+0.0) FOUL 17.13 (+0.0) 18.16 (+0.0) FOUL 2(7)
8 SEIPEL, MAX SR OHIO STATE 17.96m 58' 111 /4 16.62 (+0.0) 17.96 (+0.0) FOUL 17.62 (+0.0) 17.67 (+0.0) 17.95 (+0.0) 2(8)
9 SIKON, SAM FR SO. ILLINOIS 17.66m 57' 111 /2 16.95 (+0.0) 17.39 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0) 17.03 (+0.0) FOUL 17.66 (+0.0) 2(9)
10 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 17.36m 56' 113 /4 16.83 (+0.0) 17.11 (+0.0) 17.36 (+0.0) 2(10)
11 VALLERY, RAFAEL SR MEMPHIS 17.25m 56' 71 /2 16.53 (+0.0) 17.25 (+0.0) FOUL 1(1)
12 ZEDELLA, AARON SR OHIO STATE 17.05m 55' 111 /2 FOUL 17.05 (+0.0) FOUL 2(11)
13 EVANS, JERIMIAH FR MICHIGAN S 16.85m 55' 33 /4 16.85 (+0.0) 16.39 (+0.0) FOUL 2(12)
14 NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS 16.75m 54' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.75 (+0.0) 2(13)
15 ABRAHAM, MARCUS JR CINCINNATI 16.60m 54' 53 /4 16.54 (+0.0) 16.58 (+0.0) 16.60 (+0.0) 1(2)
16 SCHUMAN, HUNTER SR INDIANA ST. 16.39m 53' 91 /2 15.57 (+0.0) 16.39 (+0.0) FOUL 1(3)
17 MEECE, SAM FR CINCINNATI 16.37m 53' 83 /4 15.65 (+0.0) 15.20 (+0.0) 16.37 (+0.0) 1(4)
18 ODUGBESAN, ISAAC FR M.T.S.U. 16.30m 53' 6" 15.84 (+0.0) FOUL 16.30 (+0.0) 1(5)
19 LACONI, VINCE JR INDIANA ST. 16.20m 53' 2" 16.20 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(6)
20 EHRNSBERGER, CHANCE FR OHIO STATE 15.98m 52' 51 /2 15.98 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(14)
21 KLING, KYLE SR SO. ILLINOIS 15.91m 52' 23 /4 15.91 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(7)
22 DEATON, AARON FR CINCINNATI 15.87m 52' 1" 15.62 (+0.0) 15.87 (+0.0) FOUL 1(8)
23 PLATER, MANNING FR MICHIGAN 15.30m 50' 23 /4 15.30 (+0.0) FOUL 15.04 (+0.0) 1(9)
24 OVERTON, SAM JR INDIANA ST. 14.90m 48' 11" 14.90 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(10)
25 BARNES, JOE FR INDIANA ST. 14.56m 47' 91 /2 14.56 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(11)
26 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 12.77m 41' 11" 11.51 (+0.0) 12.77 (+0.0) 12.77 (+0.0) 1(12)
LEWIS, JULIEN SO W. KENTUC DNS 1
WATSON, ROBERT SO SO. MISS. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
ADAMS, MAX SR WAKE FORE FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
LISKOWITZ, ANDREW SO MICHIGAN FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 VALLERY, RAFAEL SR MEMPHIS 17.25m 56' 71 /2 16.53 (+0.0) 17.25 (+0.0) FOUL
2 ABRAHAM, MARCUS JR CINCINNATI 16.60m 54' 53 /4 16.54 (+0.0) 16.58 (+0.0) 16.60 (+0.0)
3 SCHUMAN, HUNTER SR INDIANA ST. 16.39m 53' 91 /2 15.57 (+0.0) 16.39 (+0.0) FOUL
4 MEECE, SAM FR CINCINNATI 16.37m 53' 83 /4 15.65 (+0.0) 15.20 (+0.0) 16.37 (+0.0)
5 ODUGBESAN, ISAAC FR M.T.S.U. 16.30m 53' 6" 15.84 (+0.0) FOUL 16.30 (+0.0)
6 LACONI, VINCE JR INDIANA ST. 16.20m 53' 2" 16.20 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
7 KLING, KYLE SR SO. ILLINOIS 15.91m 52' 23 /4 15.91 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
8 DEATON, AARON FR CINCINNATI 15.87m 52' 1" 15.62 (+0.0) 15.87 (+0.0) FOUL
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#9 Men's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
9 PLATER, MANNING FR MICHIGAN 15.30m 50' 23 /4 15.30 (+0.0) FOUL 15.04 (+0.0)
10 OVERTON, SAM JR INDIANA ST. 14.90m 48' 11" 14.90 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
11 BARNES, JOE FR INDIANA ST. 14.56m 47' 91 /2 14.56 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
12 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 12.77m 41' 11" 11.51 (+0.0) 12.77 (+0.0) 12.77 (+0.0)
LEWIS, JULIEN SO W. KENTUC DNS
WATSON, ROBERT SO SO. MISS. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
ADAMS, MAX SR WAKE FORE FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 DEMALINE, NICHOLAS SR OHIO STATE 19.74m 64' 91 /2 18.73 (+0.0) 19.45 (+0.0) 19.20 (+0.0) 18.95 (+0.0) 18.30 (+0.0) 19.74 (+0.0)
2 WILLIAMS, BRIAN SR OLE MISS 19.24m 63' 13 /4 18.25 (+0.0) 19.24 (+0.0) FOUL 18.53 (+0.0) 18.50 (+0.0) FOUL
3 CARTWRIGHT, GRANT SR MICHIGAN 19.20m 63' 01 /4 18.25 (+0.0) 19.20 (+0.0) FOUL 18.37 (+0.0) 18.71 (+0.0) 18.66 (+0.0)
4 FREEMAN, JOSH UNATTACHE 19.17m 62' 11" 18.14 (+0.0) 18.55 (+0.0) 18.65 (+0.0) 19.17 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
5 KERN, JARED SR SO. ILLINOIS 19.00m 62' 41 /4 18.20 (+0.0) FOUL 18.52 (+0.0) 19.00 (+0.0) 18.21 (+0.0) FOUL
6 KESSLER, ADAM JR SO. ILLINOIS 18.96m 62' 23 /4 18.63 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 18.96 (+0.0)
7 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO. ILLINOIS 18.16m 59' 71 /4 18.07 (+0.0) 17.35 (+0.0) FOUL 17.13 (+0.0) 18.16 (+0.0) FOUL
8 SEIPEL, MAX SR OHIO STATE 17.96m 58' 111 /4 16.62 (+0.0) 17.96 (+0.0) FOUL 17.62 (+0.0) 17.67 (+0.0) 17.95 (+0.0)
9 SIKON, SAM FR SO. ILLINOIS 17.66m 57' 111 /2 16.95 (+0.0) 17.39 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0) 17.03 (+0.0) FOUL 17.66 (+0.0)
10 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 17.36m 56' 113 /4 16.83 (+0.0) 17.11 (+0.0) 17.36 (+0.0)
11 ZEDELLA, AARON SR OHIO STATE 17.05m 55' 111 /2 FOUL 17.05 (+0.0) FOUL
12 EVANS, JERIMIAH FR MICHIGAN S 16.85m 55' 33 /4 16.85 (+0.0) 16.39 (+0.0) FOUL
13 NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS 16.75m 54' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.75 (+0.0)
14 EHRNSBERGER, CHANCE FR OHIO STATE 15.98m 52' 51 /2 15.98 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
LISKOWITZ, ANDREW SO MICHIGAN FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#11 Men's Weight Throw
A American Indoor 25.86m Lance Deal New York  A. C. 3/4/1995 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 25.58m Michael Lihrman Wisconsin 2/28/2015 Geneva, OH
F Facility 23.06m Daniel Haugh Alabama 2/25/2017
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
1 ELLIS, JOSEPH JR MICHIGAN F 23.30m 76' 51 /2 22.76 (+0.0) 23.28 (+0.0) 23.30 (+0.0) 22.42 (+0.0) 22.92 (+0.0) 21.97 (+0.0) 2(1)
2 CARTWRIGHT, GRANT SR MICHIGAN 22.33m 73' 31 /2 21.43 (+0.0) FOUL 21.71 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 22.33 (+0.0) 2(2)
3 ZEDELLA, AARON SR OHIO STATE 21.39m 70' 21 /2 FOUL 20.23 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 21.39 (+0.0) 2(3)
4 INGRAM, ISAAC SR SO. ILLINOIS 21.30m 69' 103 /4 FOUL 21.30 (+0.0) FOUL 20.79 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(4)
5 MCGUIGAN, DEMPSEY SR OLE MISS 20.72m 68' 0" 20.45 (+0.0) FOUL 20.72 (+0.0) FOUL 20.55 (+0.0) 20.65 (+0.0) 2(5)
6 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO. ILLINOIS 19.69m 64' 71 /2 18.81 (+0.0) 18.44 (+0.0) 19.26 (+0.0) 18.77 (+0.0) FOUL 19.69 (+0.0) 2(6)
7 SCHUMAN, HUNTER SR INDIANA ST. 19.53m 64' 11 /4 19.14 (+0.0) FOUL 19.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(7)
8 PRENA, CULLEN SR OLE MISS 19.33m 63' 51 /4 FOUL FOUL 18.93 (+0.0) 19.15 (+0.0) 19.33 (+0.0) FOUL 2(8)
9 SEIPEL, MAX SR OHIO STATE 18.60m 61' 01 /2 18.53 (+0.0) 18.44 (+0.0) 18.60 (+0.0) 18.24 (+0.0) FOUL 18.53 (+0.0) 2(9)
10 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 18.07m 59' 33 /4 FOUL 18.07 (+0.0) 17.93 (+0.0) 2(10)
11 MEECE, SAM FR CINCINNATI 18.03m 59' 2" FOUL FOUL 18.03 (+0.0) 2(11)
12 PLATER, MANNING FR MICHIGAN 17.75m 58' 3" 17.75 (+0.0) 17.47 (+0.0) FOUL 2(12)
13 ABRAHAM, MARCUS JR CINCINNATI 17.14m 56' 3" 16.38 (+0.0) 17.14 (+0.0) 16.62 (+0.0) 1(1)
14 EVANS, JERIMIAH FR MICHIGAN S 17.14m 56' 3" 17.14 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(1)
15 EVANS, PARKER FR MEMPHIS 16.94m 55' 71 /4 16.35 (+0.0) 16.39 (+0.0) 16.94 (+0.0) 1(3)
16 KRAMER, NICK FR MICHIGAN S 16.86m 55' 4" FOUL 16.26 (+0.0) 16.86 (+0.0) 1(4)
17 OVERTON, SAM JR INDIANA ST. 16.76m 55' 0" 16.03 (+0.0) 16.76 (+0.0) 16.60 (+0.0) 2(13)
18 KLING, KYLE SR SO. ILLINOIS 16.62m 54' 61 /2 16.62 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(5)
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#11 Men's Weight Throw (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
19 DYER, NATE JR SO. ILLINOIS 16.32m 53' 63 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.32 (+0.0) 1(6)
20 WATSON, ROBERT SO SO. MISS. 16.11m 52' 101 /2 FOUL FOUL 16.11 (+0.0) 1(7)
21 SAMS, KANNON FR INDIANA ST. 15.81m 51' 103 /4 15.44 (+0.0) 15.81 (+0.0) 15.62 (+0.0) 1(8)
22 PROVINCE, CHRIS SO CINCINNATI 15.40m 50' 61 /2 15.40 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(9)
23 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 13.61m 44' 8" FOUL 13.61 (+0.0) FOUL 1(10)
24 BARNES, JOE FR INDIANA ST. 13.10m 43' 0" 13.10 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(11)
LEWIS, JULIEN SO W. KENTUC DNS 1
EHRNSBERGER, CHANCE FR OHIO STATE DNS 1
NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS DNS 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 ABRAHAM, MARCUS JR CINCINNATI 17.14m 56' 3" 16.38 (+0.0) 17.14 (+0.0) 16.62 (+0.0)
1 EVANS, JERIMIAH FR MICHIGAN S 17.14m 56' 3" 17.14 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
3 EVANS, PARKER FR MEMPHIS 16.94m 55' 71 /4 16.35 (+0.0) 16.39 (+0.0) 16.94 (+0.0)
4 KRAMER, NICK FR MICHIGAN S 16.86m 55' 4" FOUL 16.26 (+0.0) 16.86 (+0.0)
5 KLING, KYLE SR SO. ILLINOIS 16.62m 54' 61 /2 16.62 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
6 DYER, NATE JR SO. ILLINOIS 16.32m 53' 63 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.32 (+0.0)
7 WATSON, ROBERT SO SO. MISS. 16.11m 52' 101 /2 FOUL FOUL 16.11 (+0.0)
8 SAMS, KANNON FR INDIANA ST. 15.81m 51' 103 /4 15.44 (+0.0) 15.81 (+0.0) 15.62 (+0.0)
9 PROVINCE, CHRIS SO CINCINNATI 15.40m 50' 61 /2 15.40 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
10 MUHWANGA, CHARD FR W. KENTUC 13.61m 44' 8" FOUL 13.61 (+0.0) FOUL
11 BARNES, JOE FR INDIANA ST. 13.10m 43' 0" 13.10 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
LEWIS, JULIEN SO W. KENTUC DNS
EHRNSBERGER, CHANCE FR OHIO STATE DNS
NEELLY, ADAM SO MEMPHIS DNS
Flight 2 of 2
1 ELLIS, JOSEPH JR MICHIGAN F 23.30m 76' 51 /2 22.76 (+0.0) 23.28 (+0.0) 23.30 (+0.0) 22.42 (+0.0) 22.92 (+0.0) 21.97 (+0.0)
2 CARTWRIGHT, GRANT SR MICHIGAN 22.33m 73' 31 /2 21.43 (+0.0) FOUL 21.71 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 22.33 (+0.0)
3 ZEDELLA, AARON SR OHIO STATE 21.39m 70' 21 /2 FOUL 20.23 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 21.39 (+0.0)
4 INGRAM, ISAAC SR SO. ILLINOIS 21.30m 69' 103 /4 FOUL 21.30 (+0.0) FOUL 20.79 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
5 MCGUIGAN, DEMPSEY SR OLE MISS 20.72m 68' 0" 20.45 (+0.0) FOUL 20.72 (+0.0) FOUL 20.55 (+0.0) 20.65 (+0.0)
6 HURLEY, RICKY SO SO. ILLINOIS 19.69m 64' 71 /2 18.81 (+0.0) 18.44 (+0.0) 19.26 (+0.0) 18.77 (+0.0) FOUL 19.69 (+0.0)
7 SCHUMAN, HUNTER SR INDIANA ST. 19.53m 64' 11 /4 19.14 (+0.0) FOUL 19.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL
8 PRENA, CULLEN SR OLE MISS 19.33m 63' 51 /4 FOUL FOUL 18.93 (+0.0) 19.15 (+0.0) 19.33 (+0.0) FOUL
9 SEIPEL, MAX SR OHIO STATE 18.60m 61' 01 /2 18.53 (+0.0) 18.44 (+0.0) 18.60 (+0.0) 18.24 (+0.0) FOUL 18.53 (+0.0)
10 VAUGHN, LUKE SR MEMPHIS 18.07m 59' 33 /4 FOUL 18.07 (+0.0) 17.93 (+0.0)
11 MEECE, SAM FR CINCINNATI 18.03m 59' 2" FOUL FOUL 18.03 (+0.0)
12 PLATER, MANNING FR MICHIGAN 17.75m 58' 3" 17.75 (+0.0) 17.47 (+0.0) FOUL
13 OVERTON, SAM JR INDIANA ST. 16.76m 55' 0" 16.03 (+0.0) 16.76 (+0.0) 16.60 (+0.0)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 25
#14 Women's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.92 Irina Privalova RUS 2/11/1993 Madrid, Spain
A American Indoor 6.95 Gail Devers Nike 3/12/1993 Toronto, CAN
C Collegiate Indoor 7.07 Hannah Cunliffe Oregon 2/11/2017 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 7.18 Aleia Hobbs L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 7.64 Anna Carr Hawkins 2009
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note Pts
1 CHAVEZ, CERA SO MEMPHIS V 7.37
2 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS V 7.42
3 LATTIMORE, TIONA SO CINCINNATI V 7.43
4 WILLIAMS, SHANIYA FR UCF V 7.47
5 BATTLE, ANAVIA FR OHIO STATE V 7.51
6 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO. ILLINOIS V 7.52
7 STEWART, PEYTON JR BALL STATE V 7.53 7.524
8 GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO. MISS. V 7.53 7.528
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 CHAVEZ, CERA SO MEMPHIS V 7.42Q 3(1)
2 GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO. MISS. V 7.48Q 6(1)
3 BATTLE, ANAVIA FR OHIO STATE V 7.50q 7.493 6(2)
4 WILLIAMS, SHANIYA FR UCF V 7.50Q7.499 2(1)
5 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS V 7.51q 2(2)
6 STEWART, PEYTON JR BALL STATE V 7.53Q 4(1)
7 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO. ILLINOIS V 7.54Q7.532 5(1)
8 LATTIMORE, TIONA SO CINCINNATI V 7.54Q7.535 1(1)
9 BISIOLU, HAISHA JR CINCINNATI V 7.54 7.537 6(3)
10 DELOACH, TAYLOR SO OHIO STATE V 7.58 3(2)
11 CENTER, ALEXIS SO SMU V 7.59 7.587 1(2)
12 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS V 7.59 7.590 4(2)
13 GREER, DEANDRA JR INDIANA ST. V 7.60 7.592 3(3)
14 THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO. ILLINOIS V 7.60 7.597 5(2)
15 HOLMES, ALIA FR OLE MISS 7.65 7.642 4(3)
16 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT 7.65 7.645 1(3)
17 BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO. ILLINOIS 7.66 2(3)
18 SOLEYN, BLISS JR OHIO STATE 7.69 1(4)
19 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. STATE 7.70 6(4)
20 WOLLASTON, SARAH FR UCF 7.74 6(5)
21 HOLBACK , CIARA SO UCF 7.76 6(6)
22 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. 7.77 7.765 4(4)
23 COOPER, SHANA SO INDIANA ST. 7.77 7.767 1(5)
24 TOLBERT, TYMEITHA SO AUSTIN PEAY 7.78 2(4)
25 BATTLE, DIAMOND SO AUSTIN PEAY 7.79 2(5)
26 HARRIS, JASMINE SO BALL STATE 7.85 3(4)
27 NETTER, GARIELLE SO AUSTIN PEAY 7.89 7.883 2(6)
28 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. STATE 7.89 7.888 5(3)
29 FREEMAN, ARISSA SO MIAMI (OHIO) 7.91 5(4)
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#14 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
30 PUOPOLO, JULIANA JR CINCINNATI 7.97 3(5)
31 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 7.98 4(5)
32 HENDRICKS, ALANNA JR CINCINNATI 8.01 1(6)
33 PYLES, ALEXUS SO OHIO STATE 8.15 6(7)
34 ELLIOT, LAILAH FR OHIO STATE 8.29 1(7)
BARLOW, HALIMAH SO OHIO STATE DNF 4
NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO. ILLINOIS DNS 3
ODIONG, EDIDIONG FR M.T.S.U. DNS 3
SEIBERT, MIKAELA JR OHIO STATE DNS 4
GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS DNS 5
PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO. MISS. DNS 5
MBAH, KELLSA SR CINCINNATI DNS 5
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 6
1 LATTIMORE, TIONA SO CINCINNATI V 7.54Q7.535
2 CENTER, ALEXIS SO SMU V 7.59 7.587
3 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT 7.65 7.645
4 SOLEYN, BLISS JR OHIO STATE 7.69
5 COOPER, SHANA SO INDIANA ST. 7.77 7.767
6 HENDRICKS, ALANNA JR CINCINNATI 8.01
7 ELLIOT, LAILAH FR OHIO STATE 8.29
Heat 2 of 6
1 WILLIAMS, SHANIYA FR UCF V 7.50Q7.499
2 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS V 7.51q
3 BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO. ILLINOIS 7.66
4 TOLBERT, TYMEITHA SO AUSTIN PEAY 7.78
5 BATTLE, DIAMOND SO AUSTIN PEAY 7.79
6 NETTER, GARIELLE SO AUSTIN PEAY 7.89 7.883
Heat 3 of 6
1 CHAVEZ, CERA SO MEMPHIS V 7.42Q
2 DELOACH, TAYLOR SO OHIO STATE V 7.58
3 GREER, DEANDRA JR INDIANA ST. V 7.60 7.592
4 HARRIS, JASMINE SO BALL STATE 7.85
5 PUOPOLO, JULIANA JR CINCINNATI 7.97
NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO. ILLINOIS DNS
ODIONG, EDIDIONG FR M.T.S.U. DNS
Heat 4 of 6
1 STEWART, PEYTON JR BALL STATE V 7.53Q
2 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS V 7.59 7.590
3 HOLMES, ALIA FR OLE MISS 7.65 7.642
4 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. 7.77 7.765
5 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 7.98
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#14 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
BARLOW, HALIMAH SO OHIO STATE DNF
SEIBERT, MIKAELA JR OHIO STATE DNS
Heat 5 of 6
1 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO. ILLINOIS V 7.54Q7.532
2 THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO. ILLINOIS V 7.60 7.597
3 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. STATE 7.89 7.888
4 FREEMAN, ARISSA SO MIAMI (OHIO) 7.91
GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS DNS
PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO. MISS. DNS
MBAH, KELLSA SR CINCINNATI DNS
Heat 6 of 6
1 GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO. MISS. V 7.48Q
2 BATTLE, ANAVIA FR OHIO STATE V 7.50q 7.493
3 BISIOLU, HAISHA JR CINCINNATI V 7.54 7.537
4 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. STATE 7.70
5 WOLLASTON, SARAH FR UCF 7.74
6 HOLBACK , CIARA SO UCF 7.76
7 PYLES, ALEXUS SO OHIO STATE 8.15
#15 Women's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 21.87 Merlene Ottey JAM 2/13/1993 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 22.33 Gwen Torrence Mizuno 3/2/1996 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 22.40 Bianca Knight Texas 3/14/2008 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 22.92 Jada Martin L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 23.99 Ryan Tolbert 1998
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 BATTLE, ANAVIA FR OHIO STATE V 23.62 2(1)
2 BARLOW, HALIMAH SO OHIO STATE V 23.66 1(1)
3 LATTIMORE, TIONA SO CINCINNATI V 23.92 2(2)
4 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS 24.14 1(2)
5 RICHARDSON, SYAIRA FR OHIO STATE 24.29 5(1)
6 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO. ILLINOIS 24.31 1(3)
7 WILLIAMS, SHANIYA FR UCF 24.39 4(1)
8 HOBBS, BRIEASHA SO MINNESOTA 24.52 6(1)
9 ODIONG, EDIDIONG FR M.T.S.U. 24.54 7(1)
10 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO. ILLINOIS 24.55 1(4)
11 WILSON, TAMANI SO OHIO STATE 24.60 24.592 5(2)
12 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS 24.60 24.599 3(1)
13 EDOBI, JENNIFER SR VANDERBILT 24.62 4(2)
14 HOLMES, ALIA FR OLE MISS 24.65 10(1)
15 BYRDSONG, BRYEANA SO BALL STATE 24.73 4(3)
16 HANNAN, BEATRICE SR OHIO STATE 24.79 24.782 4(4)
17 SENIOR, KARIMAH JR OHIO STATE 24.79 24.783 7(2)
18 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 24.88 24.871 6(2)
19 BECHTEL, OLIVIA SO MIAMI (OHIO) 24.88 24.873 3(2)
20 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. STATE 24.91 2(3)
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#15 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
21 CENTER, ALEXIS SO SMU 24.96 3(3)
22 COOPER, SHANA SO INDIANA ST. 24.98 4(5)
23 SMITH, JAZMIN JR BALL STATE 25.03 7(3)
24 RAY, CHANTEL SR OHIO STATE 25.05 6(3)
25 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. 25.12 5(3)
26 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. STATE 25.13 8(1)
27 WOLLASTON, SARAH FR UCF 25.15 9(1)
28 GALLMON , LOREN SO UCF 25.27 5(4)
29 BANKS, JORDAN SR WAKE FOREST 25.37 9(2)
30 GREER, DEANDRA JR INDIANA ST. 25.39 25.384 8(2)
31 DELLEY, CYDNEY FR WAKE FOREST 25.39 25.390 10(2)
32 FAGAN , VENIDA SO UCF 25.45 9(3)
33 JOHNSON , SARAH JR WAKE FOREST 25.46 9(4)
34 BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO. ILLINOIS 25.52 1(5)
35 NORMAN, MAQUILA FR BALL STATE 25.58 8(3)
36 HARRIS, JASMINE SO BALL STATE 25.59 6(4)
37 HOLBACK , CIARA SO UCF 25.61 7(4)
38 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 25.65 11(1)
39 JOHNSON, DEJAH FR BALL STATE 25.82 10(3)
40 HULS, ERIN SO MINNESOTA 25.93 11(2)
41 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO. ILLINOIS 26.03 11(3)
42 FREEMAN, ARISSA SO MIAMI (OHIO) 26.09 8(4)
43 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO. MISS. 26.50 10(4)
44 EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH 26.98 11(4)
45 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 26.99 11(5)
46 MCLEAN, MICAELA SR INDIANA ST. 27.02 11(6)
47 REDMON, CAITLYN JR INDIANA ST. 27.10 10(5)
48 HARR, MALLORY FR MIAMI (OHIO) 27.94 9(5)
GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO. MISS. DNS 2
DELOACH, TAYLOR SO OHIO STATE DNS 2
THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO. ILLINOIS DNS 3
BARRIE, MAGGIE SR OHIO STATE DNS 3
SOLEYN, BLISS JR OHIO STATE DNS 5
REED, ALICIA JR SO. ILLINOIS DNS 6
HOLLOWAY, BRIANNA SO OHIO STATE DNS 7
EWELL, GENESIS SO SO. ILLINOIS DNS 8
FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT DNS 9
ELLIOT, LAILAH FR OHIO STATE DNS 10
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 11
1 BARLOW, HALIMAH SO OHIO STATE V 23.66
2 RAY, SHANNON SR OLE MISS 24.14
3 EASON, TY'JUANA SO SO. ILLINOIS 24.31
4 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO. ILLINOIS 24.55
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#15 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
5 BRANCH, BRI'ANNA JR SO. ILLINOIS 25.52
Section 2 of 11
1 BATTLE, ANAVIA FR OHIO STATE V 23.62
2 LATTIMORE, TIONA SO CINCINNATI V 23.92
3 SIMS, JUSTICE SO MISS. STATE 24.91
GASKIN, KEIYANA SO SO. MISS. DNS
DELOACH, TAYLOR SO OHIO STATE DNS
Section 3 of 11
1 HENDERSON,  NICOLE SR OLE MISS 24.60 24.599
2 BECHTEL, OLIVIA SO MIAMI (OHIO) 24.88 24.873
3 CENTER, ALEXIS SO SMU 24.96
THOMPSON, MYSTIQUE SR SO. ILLINOIS DNS
BARRIE, MAGGIE SR OHIO STATE DNS
Section 4 of 11
1 WILLIAMS, SHANIYA FR UCF 24.39
2 EDOBI, JENNIFER SR VANDERBILT 24.62
3 BYRDSONG, BRYEANA SO BALL STATE 24.73
4 HANNAN, BEATRICE SR OHIO STATE 24.79 24.782
5 COOPER, SHANA SO INDIANA ST. 24.98
Section 5 of 11
1 RICHARDSON, SYAIRA FR OHIO STATE 24.29
2 WILSON, TAMANI SO OHIO STATE 24.60 24.592
3 CASTOR, MIRLEGE FR M.T.S.U. 25.12
4 GALLMON , LOREN SO UCF 25.27
SOLEYN, BLISS JR OHIO STATE DNS
Section 6 of 11
1 HOBBS, BRIEASHA SO MINNESOTA 24.52
2 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 24.88 24.871
3 RAY, CHANTEL SR OHIO STATE 25.05
4 HARRIS, JASMINE SO BALL STATE 25.59
REED, ALICIA JR SO. ILLINOIS DNS
Section 7 of 11
1 ODIONG, EDIDIONG FR M.T.S.U. 24.54
2 SENIOR, KARIMAH JR OHIO STATE 24.79 24.783
3 SMITH, JAZMIN JR BALL STATE 25.03
4 HOLBACK , CIARA SO UCF 25.61
HOLLOWAY, BRIANNA SO OHIO STATE DNS
Section 8 of 11
1 BAILEY, JAYLAH FR MISS. STATE 25.13
2 GREER, DEANDRA JR INDIANA ST. 25.39 25.384
3 NORMAN, MAQUILA FR BALL STATE 25.58
4 FREEMAN, ARISSA SO MIAMI (OHIO) 26.09
EWELL, GENESIS SO SO. ILLINOIS DNS
Section 9 of 11
1 WOLLASTON, SARAH FR UCF 25.15
2 BANKS, JORDAN SR WAKE FOREST 25.37
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#15 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 FAGAN , VENIDA SO UCF 25.45
4 JOHNSON , SARAH JR WAKE FOREST 25.46
5 HARR, MALLORY FR MIAMI (OHIO) 27.94
FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBILT DNS
Section 10 of 11
1 HOLMES, ALIA FR OLE MISS 24.65
2 DELLEY, CYDNEY FR WAKE FOREST 25.39 25.390
3 JOHNSON, DEJAH FR BALL STATE 25.82
4 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO. MISS. 26.50
5 REDMON, CAITLYN JR INDIANA ST. 27.10
ELLIOT, LAILAH FR OHIO STATE DNS
Section 11 of 11
1 LEWIS, JUANNAE JR W. KENTUCKY 25.65
2 HULS, ERIN SO MINNESOTA 25.93
3 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO. ILLINOIS 26.03
4 EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH 26.98
5 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 26.99
6 MCLEAN, MICAELA SR INDIANA ST. 27.02
#25 Women's 5000 Meters
W World Indoor 14:18.86 Genzebe Dibaba ETH 2/19/2015 Stockholm,
A American Indoor 14:47.52 Shalane Flanagan Nike 2/7/2009 Boston, MA
C Collegiate Indoor 15:12.22 Emily Sisson Providence 2/28/2015 New York, NY
F Facility 15:55.69 Anne-Marie Blaney U.C.F. 2/10/2017
V Vanderbilt 16:14.30 Liz Anderson 2014
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 CUNNINGHAM, MEGAN SR MISSOURI F 15:53.20 1(1)
2 ILSE, MORGAN JR N. CAROLINA 16:16.77 1(2)
3 MEYER, EDEN SR N. FLORIDA 16:23.66 1(3)
4 MILLER, HANNAH SO SMU 16:26.76 1(4)
5 FARRELL, MAGGIE FR MICHIGAN ST. 16:28.06 1(5)
6 FREIX, SARA SO VIRGINIA TECH 16:28.95 1(6)
7 STUDEBAKER, LAINEY SO OHIO STATE 16:31.14 1(7)
8 AUSTIN, TAYLOR SR INDIANA ST. 16:31.44 1(8)
9 FAIR, SHANNON JR MISS. STATE 16:33.32 1(9)
10 LUKENS-DAY, ELIZA JR WAKE FOREST 16:33.66 1(10)
11 SCAVUZZO, MARIA SR MIAMI (OHIO) 16:34.60 1(11)
12 POE, JERALYN SO MICHIGAN ST. 16:36.68 1(12)
13 BERMAN, LAUREN SO VIRGINIA TECH 16:37.56 1(13)
14 RICHARDSON, MIKAYLA SO VIRGINIA TECH 16:46.03 1(14)
15 DANIS, LIZZY SO ALABAMA 16:49.78 1(15)
16 YANEK, MCKENZIE FR ALABAMA 16:51.26 1(16)
17 SMITH , MEREDITH JR WAKE FOREST 16:55.90 1(17)
18 OJSTERSEK, SVENJA JR SMU 16:58.02 1(18)
19 PROUTY, MARY JR GA TECH 16:58.92 1(19)
20 DAVIS, CARLY SO MIAMI (OHIO) 17:07.99 1(20)
21 MURPHY, CHARLOTTE TARA SO SMU 17:11.17 1(21)
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#25 Women's 5000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
22 GOMEZ-ISLINGER, MARLENE SR SMU 17:23.66 1(22)
23 PETERSON, STEPHANIE SO MISS. STATE 17:23.76 2(1)
24 STARRETT, SARAH JR MIAMI (OHIO) 17:29.50 2(2)
25 HESSLAU, GABRIELLE SR MIAMI (OHIO) 17:29.95 1(23)
26 WARD, MICHAELA FR INDIANA ST. 17:32.10 2(3)
27 LARSON, SALLY UNATTACHED 17:32.25 1(24)
28 MURPHY, MAEGAN SO MIAMI (OHIO) 17:32.67 2(4)
29 ESPARZA, ALISON SO SMU 17:42.14 2(5)
30 GROGAN, ANNEKE JR SMU 17:42.16 2(6)
31 DEARBORN, MADDIE FR ALABAMA 17:47.13 2(7)
32 MARSH, SHANNON FR ALABAMA 17:47.33 2(8)
33 DARNELL, CLAIRE JR SO. ILLINOIS 17:53.39 2(9)
34 TOLSON, BRITTANY SO ALABAMA 17:55.22 2(10)
35 SCHUNK, HATTIE SR TEXAS TECH 18:01.14 2(11)
36 DOW, REBECCA JR GA TECH 18:05.79 2(12)
37 ENTREKIN, REBECCA JR GA TECH 18:09.99 2(13)
38 JUNGBLUT, JULIE FR SMU 18:15.87 2(14)
39 WARD, TESSA SR CINCINNATI 18:22.91 2(15)
40 KOSHY, BRIANNA SO ALABAMA 18:23.70 2(16)
41 PETIT, HANNAH SO GA TECH 18:23.91 2(17)
42 SANDVIK, HALEY JR MIAMI (OHIO) 18:29.30 2(18)
43 MONTEMAYOR, ROBIN JR SMU 18:41.19 2(19)
44 MURPHY, OLIVIA FR SO. ILLINOIS 18:48.78 2(20)
45 MINKLER, MARY JR MEMPHIS 18:56.03 2(21)
ALCORTA, CAROLINE JR N. CAROLINA DNF 1
REPASY, MARIE FR GA TECH DNS 2
FLOOD, ELLEN SO GA TECH DNS 2
THOMAS, HANNAH JR MISSOURI DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 CUNNINGHAM, MEGAN SR MISSOURI F 15:53.20
2 ILSE, MORGAN JR N. CAROLINA 16:16.77
3 MEYER, EDEN SR N. FLORIDA 16:23.66
4 MILLER, HANNAH SO SMU 16:26.76
5 FARRELL, MAGGIE FR MICHIGAN ST. 16:28.06
6 FREIX, SARA SO VIRGINIA TECH 16:28.95
7 STUDEBAKER, LAINEY SO OHIO STATE 16:31.14
8 AUSTIN, TAYLOR SR INDIANA ST. 16:31.44
9 FAIR, SHANNON JR MISS. STATE 16:33.32
10 LUKENS-DAY, ELIZA JR WAKE FOREST 16:33.66
11 SCAVUZZO, MARIA SR MIAMI (OHIO) 16:34.60
12 POE, JERALYN SO MICHIGAN ST. 16:36.68
13 BERMAN, LAUREN SO VIRGINIA TECH 16:37.56
14 RICHARDSON, MIKAYLA SO VIRGINIA TECH 16:46.03
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#25 Women's 5000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
15 DANIS, LIZZY SO ALABAMA 16:49.78
16 YANEK, MCKENZIE FR ALABAMA 16:51.26
17 SMITH , MEREDITH JR WAKE FOREST 16:55.90
18 OJSTERSEK, SVENJA JR SMU 16:58.02
19 PROUTY, MARY JR GA TECH 16:58.92
20 DAVIS, CARLY SO MIAMI (OHIO) 17:07.99
21 MURPHY, CHARLOTTE TARA SO SMU 17:11.17
22 GOMEZ-ISLINGER, MARLENE SR SMU 17:23.66
23 HESSLAU, GABRIELLE SR MIAMI (OHIO) 17:29.95
24 LARSON, SALLY UNATTACHED 17:32.25
ALCORTA, CAROLINE JR N. CAROLINA DNF
Section 2 of 2
1 PETERSON, STEPHANIE SO MISS. STATE 17:23.76
2 STARRETT, SARAH JR MIAMI (OHIO) 17:29.50
3 WARD, MICHAELA FR INDIANA ST. 17:32.10
4 MURPHY, MAEGAN SO MIAMI (OHIO) 17:32.67
5 ESPARZA, ALISON SO SMU 17:42.14
6 GROGAN, ANNEKE JR SMU 17:42.16
7 DEARBORN, MADDIE FR ALABAMA 17:47.13
8 MARSH, SHANNON FR ALABAMA 17:47.33
9 DARNELL, CLAIRE JR SO. ILLINOIS 17:53.39
10 TOLSON, BRITTANY SO ALABAMA 17:55.22
11 SCHUNK, HATTIE SR TEXAS TECH 18:01.14
12 DOW, REBECCA JR GA TECH 18:05.79
13 ENTREKIN, REBECCA JR GA TECH 18:09.99
14 JUNGBLUT, JULIE FR SMU 18:15.87
15 WARD, TESSA SR CINCINNATI 18:22.91
16 KOSHY, BRIANNA SO ALABAMA 18:23.70
17 PETIT, HANNAH SO GA TECH 18:23.91
18 SANDVIK, HALEY JR MIAMI (OHIO) 18:29.30
19 MONTEMAYOR, ROBIN JR SMU 18:41.19
20 MURPHY, OLIVIA FR SO. ILLINOIS 18:48.78
21 MINKLER, MARY JR MEMPHIS 18:56.03
REPASY, MARIE FR GA TECH DNS
FLOOD, ELLEN SO GA TECH DNS
THOMAS, HANNAH JR MISSOURI DNS
#17 Women's 400 Meters
W World Indoor 49.59 Jamila Kratochvilova TCH 3/7/1982 Milan, Spain
A American Indoor 50.46 Phyllis Francis Oregon 3/15/2014 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 50.46 Phyllis Francis Oregon 3/15/2014 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 51.77 Daina Harper Arkansas 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 52.75 Ryan Tolbert 1996
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 WINTERS, KARRINGTON JR OHIO STATE 53.21 1(1)
2 CARBO, JOLIE SR OLE MISS 53.30 2(1)
3 ROBINSON, BRYANA SR CINCINNATI 53.31 1(2)
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#17 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
4 LATTIMORE, TIONA SO CINCINNATI 53.75 2(2)
5 RICHARDSON, SYAIRA FR OHIO STATE 53.77 3(1)
6 EGWIM, EMERALD SR MINNESOTA 54.15 1(3)
7 WILSON, TAMANI SO OHIO STATE 54.26 2(3)
8 HANNAN, BEATRICE SR OHIO STATE 54.45 2(4)
9 BISIOLU, HAISHA JR CINCINNATI 54.46 3(2)
10 EDOBI, JENNIFER SR VANDERBILT 54.66 1(4)
11 MCNEILL, MCKINLEY SO N. CAROLINA 54.89 6(1)
12 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO. ILLINOIS 54.96 2(5)
13 RICKETTS, CHENELLE JR SO. MISS. 55.17 6(2)
14 HOBBS, BRIEASHA SO MINNESOTA 55.22 4(1)
15 HOOKER, EMILY JR MIAMI (OHIO) 55.41 4(2)
16 JACKSON, OSCHTISHA SR INDIANA ST. 55.54 3(3)
17 MATTIX, MERCEDES SR OLE MISS 55.59 3(4)
18 TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY 55.63 6(3)
19 NEWSOME, AISHA SR OLE MISS 55.89 3(5)
20 CHRISTIAN, JEWEL SR N. CAROLINA 55.99 8(1)
21 ALLEN, JASMIN SR OLE MISS 56.03 4(3)
22 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 56.05 4(4)
23 ROBINSON, RIAN JR SO. MISS. 56.11 6(4)
24 GESICKI, DEANNA JR CINCINNATI 56.28 4(5)
25 DELLEY, CYDNEY FR WAKE FOREST 56.39 8(2)
26 SHAW, ORIANNA FR OLE MISS 56.58 8(3)
27 MULLINS, TAYLOR JR MICHIGAN ST. 56.61 6(5)
28 PERKINS, PARIS FR MEMPHIS 56.85 7(1)
29 SENIOR, KARIMAH JR OHIO STATE 57.06 7(2)
30 RICHMAN, SABRINA FR AUSTIN PEAY 57.18 8(4)
31 HULS, ERIN SO MINNESOTA 57.59 7(3)
32 JONES, AMBER SO BALL STATE 57.65 8(5)
33 TAYLOR, AIREANNA SO SO. MISS. 57.97 7(4)
34 WOODS, AHMANAH JR INDIANA ST. 58.21 7(5)
35 HUNT, ZOE FR MIAMI (OHIO) 58.33 10(1)
36 JOHNSON , SARAH JR WAKE FOREST 58.46 9(1)
37 POLK, BROOKLYN SR SO. MISS. 58.53 9(2)
38 RANSOM, AAIRIONA FR W. KENTUCKY 58.62 9(3)
39 COOK, REBECCA FR W. KENTUCKY 58.80 10(2)
40 WOODS, ASHTON FR SMU 59.03 9(4)
41 HOFFERBER, GRACE FR WAKE FOREST 59.15 10(3)
42 TAYLOR, JASMINE SR MEMPHIS 59.45 10(4)
43 WILLIAMS, HAILEY SO MEMPHIS 1:01.11 9(5)
BARRIE, MAGGIE SR OHIO STATE DNS 1
PYLE, MADISON JR SMU DNS 8
HOLLOWAY, BRIANNA SO OHIO STATE DNS 9
HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO. ILLINOIS DNS 10
BARLOW, HALIMAH SO OHIO STATE DNS 10
CREAR , EBONY SR UCF NT 5
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#17 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
REED, ALICIA JR SO. ILLINOIS NT 5
ROSS, SYLVANA JR CINCINNATI NT 5
EWELL, GENESIS SO SO. ILLINOIS NT 5
DUNSTON, CIERRA SR N. CAROLINA NT 5
BECHTEL, OLIVIA SO MIAMI (OHIO) NT 5
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 10
1 WINTERS, KARRINGTON JR OHIO STATE 53.21
2 ROBINSON, BRYANA SR CINCINNATI 53.31
3 EGWIM, EMERALD SR MINNESOTA 54.15
4 EDOBI, JENNIFER SR VANDERBILT 54.66
BARRIE, MAGGIE SR OHIO STATE DNS
Section 2 of 10
1 CARBO, JOLIE SR OLE MISS 53.30
2 LATTIMORE, TIONA SO CINCINNATI 53.75
3 WILSON, TAMANI SO OHIO STATE 54.26
4 HANNAN, BEATRICE SR OHIO STATE 54.45
5 MALONEY, SHAFIQUA SO SO. ILLINOIS 54.96
Section 3 of 10
1 RICHARDSON, SYAIRA FR OHIO STATE 53.77
2 BISIOLU, HAISHA JR CINCINNATI 54.46
3 JACKSON, OSCHTISHA SR INDIANA ST. 55.54
4 MATTIX, MERCEDES SR OLE MISS 55.59
5 NEWSOME, AISHA SR OLE MISS 55.89
Section 4 of 10
1 HOBBS, BRIEASHA SO MINNESOTA 55.22
2 HOOKER, EMILY JR MIAMI (OHIO) 55.41
3 ALLEN, JASMIN SR OLE MISS 56.03
4 CLAY, REGAN FR VANDERBILT 56.05
5 GESICKI, DEANNA JR CINCINNATI 56.28
Section 5 of 10
EWELL, GENESIS SO SO. ILLINOIS NT
REED, ALICIA JR SO. ILLINOIS NT
ROSS, SYLVANA JR CINCINNATI NT
CREAR , EBONY SR UCF NT
DUNSTON, CIERRA SR N. CAROLINA NT
BECHTEL, OLIVIA SO MIAMI (OHIO) NT
Section 6 of 10
1 MCNEILL, MCKINLEY SO N. CAROLINA 54.89
2 RICKETTS, CHENELLE JR SO. MISS. 55.17
3 TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY 55.63
4 ROBINSON, RIAN JR SO. MISS. 56.11
5 MULLINS, TAYLOR JR MICHIGAN ST. 56.61
Section 7 of 10
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#17 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 PERKINS, PARIS FR MEMPHIS 56.85
2 SENIOR, KARIMAH JR OHIO STATE 57.06
3 HULS, ERIN SO MINNESOTA 57.59
4 TAYLOR, AIREANNA SO SO. MISS. 57.97
5 WOODS, AHMANAH JR INDIANA ST. 58.21
Section 8 of 10
1 CHRISTIAN, JEWEL SR N. CAROLINA 55.99
2 DELLEY, CYDNEY FR WAKE FOREST 56.39
3 SHAW, ORIANNA FR OLE MISS 56.58
4 RICHMAN, SABRINA FR AUSTIN PEAY 57.18
5 JONES, AMBER SO BALL STATE 57.65
PYLE, MADISON JR SMU DNS
Section 9 of 10
1 JOHNSON , SARAH JR WAKE FOREST 58.46
2 POLK, BROOKLYN SR SO. MISS. 58.53
3 RANSOM, AAIRIONA FR W. KENTUCKY 58.62
4 WOODS, ASHTON FR SMU 59.03
5 WILLIAMS, HAILEY SO MEMPHIS 1:01.11
HOLLOWAY, BRIANNA SO OHIO STATE DNS
Section 10 of 10
1 HUNT, ZOE FR MIAMI (OHIO) 58.33
2 COOK, REBECCA FR W. KENTUCKY 58.80
3 HOFFERBER, GRACE FR WAKE FOREST 59.15
4 TAYLOR, JASMINE SR MEMPHIS 59.45
HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO. ILLINOIS DNS
BARLOW, HALIMAH SO OHIO STATE DNS
#19 Women's 800 Meters
W World Indoor 1:55.82 Jolanda Ceplak SLO 3/3/2002 Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 1:58.71 Nicole Teter Nike Farm Team 3/2/2002 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 2:00.69 Jazmine Fray Texas A&M 2/11/2017 Clemson, SC
F Facility 2:02.62 Jazmine Fray TX A&M 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 2:04.24 Courtney Clayton 2017
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 MARKLAND, TITANIA SR MINNESOTA 2:07.12 1(1)
2 NEELEY, BRITTANY SR INDIANA ST. 2:07.25 1(2)
3 AYOUB, AZIZA FR OHIO STATE 2:08.08 1(3)
4 CHAMBERLAIN, ROSIE SR UCF 2:08.36 1(4)
5 HOWELL, MICHELLE SR JACKSONVILLE 2:08.67 1(5)
6 PRICE, FFION UNATTACHED 2:08.76 2(1)
7 QUINN, SHANNON JR VIRGINIA TECH 2:09.24 1(6)
8 KENNEDY, KATIE SR VIRGINIA TECH 2:09.35 3(1)
9 FILLIBEN, COURTNEY SR SO. MISS. 2:09.37 2(2)
10 DODGE, BLAKE JR N. CAROLINA 2:09.69 1(7)
11 DAVIS, IMANI SO INDIANA ST. 2:10.00 2(3)
12 BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN SO VANDERBILT 2:10.56 1(8)
13 LARSON, VAL FR MINNESOTA 2:10.60 4(1)
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#19 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
14 SCHULTE, BECCA SO VANDERBILT 2:10.85 2(4)
15 FIGLER, MARY FR OHIO STATE 2:10.90 4(2)
16 ARTEAGA, CARLYN SO MICHIGAN ST. 2:11.10 3(2)
17 CLODY, COURTNEY SR OHIO STATE 2:11.85 3(3)
18 RUSTMANN, JULIA JR MICHIGAN ST. 2:12.07 2(5)
19 MISGEN, TESS FR SMU 2:12.33 3(4)
20 MOORE, S. BROOKE JR INDIANA ST. 2:12.52 3(5)
21 SCHWEDE, LARA-ANN SR WAKE FOREST 2:12.97 4(3)
22 PYLE, MADISON JR SMU 2:13.16 5(1)
23 ANTON, ALEXIS SR CINCINNATI 2:13.38 4(4)
24 CONLEY, JESSI JR INDIANA ST. 2:14.20 5(2)
25 GREEN, ALEKSEY SR INDIANA ST. 2:14.56 4(5)
26 MOORE, ELISE 5 UNATTACHED 2:14.69 2(6)
27 MARTEL, ALEXANDRA SR SO. ILLINOIS 2:14.88 5(3)
28 KOTCHMAN, RACHEL SO MIAMI (OHIO) 2:14.90 5(4)
29 WILLIAMS, BETHANY FR UCF 2:14.98 2(7)
30 AMES, SAVANNAH SR W. KENTUCKY 2:15.42 5(5)
31 RUIZ-BUENO, AMBER JR SO. ILLINOIS 2:15.56 5(6)
32 WESTERHEIDE, MEG JR CINCINNATI 2:15.74 3(6)
33 DERRY, KAITLIN FR WAKE FOREST 2:16.14 4(6)
34 RIZK, JULIA SO OHIO STATE 2:16.20 2:16.191 2(8)
35 HENTZ, SAMMY JR CINCINNATI 2:16.20 2:16.199 4(7)
36 STAUBACH, ALYSSA JR MISS. STATE 2:18.24 5(7)
37 SOLTIS, KAITLYN FR UCF 2:18.27 4(8)
38 RONE, CELINE JR MEMPHIS 2:19.05 3(7)
39 MENGHINI, MELISSA SO MISSOURI 2:19.24 4(9)
40 EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH 2:19.37 5(8)
41 TEJEDA , CRYSTAL SR UCF 2:20.57 3(8)
42 GANT, ERIN SR GA TECH 2:21.44 5(9)
43 PETTIGREW, HANNAH FR MEMPHIS 2:24.84 5(10)
44 POWELL, BRITTANY SO GA TECH 2:26.74 4(10)
45 SPRANGER, SYDNEY FR SO. ILLINOIS 2:37.63 5(11)
ANDERSON, HALEY JR GA TECH DNS 2
HALAMICEK, VALESKA SR MISSOURI DNS 2
MCCLINTOCK, DILLON SO MICHIGAN ST. DNS 1
LIZ, KARINA SO MISSOURI DNS 3
AKANWOGBA, PATIENCE FR M.T.S.U. DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 MARKLAND, TITANIA SR MINNESOTA 2:07.12
2 NEELEY, BRITTANY SR INDIANA ST. 2:07.25
3 AYOUB, AZIZA FR OHIO STATE 2:08.08
4 CHAMBERLAIN, ROSIE SR UCF 2:08.36
5 HOWELL, MICHELLE SR JACKSONVILLE 2:08.67
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#19 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 QUINN, SHANNON JR VIRGINIA TECH 2:09.24
7 DODGE, BLAKE JR N. CAROLINA 2:09.69
8 BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN SO VANDERBILT 2:10.56
MCCLINTOCK, DILLON SO MICHIGAN ST. DNS
Section 2 of 5
1 PRICE, FFION UNATTACHED 2:08.76
2 FILLIBEN, COURTNEY SR SO. MISS. 2:09.37
3 DAVIS, IMANI SO INDIANA ST. 2:10.00
4 SCHULTE, BECCA SO VANDERBILT 2:10.85
5 RUSTMANN, JULIA JR MICHIGAN ST. 2:12.07
6 MOORE, ELISE 5 UNATTACHED 2:14.69
7 WILLIAMS, BETHANY FR UCF 2:14.98
8 RIZK, JULIA SO OHIO STATE 2:16.20 2:16.191
ANDERSON, HALEY JR GA TECH DNS
HALAMICEK, VALESKA SR MISSOURI DNS
Section 3 of 5
1 KENNEDY, KATIE SR VIRGINIA TECH 2:09.35
2 ARTEAGA, CARLYN SO MICHIGAN ST. 2:11.10
3 CLODY, COURTNEY SR OHIO STATE 2:11.85
4 MISGEN, TESS FR SMU 2:12.33
5 MOORE, S. BROOKE JR INDIANA ST. 2:12.52
6 WESTERHEIDE, MEG JR CINCINNATI 2:15.74
7 RONE, CELINE JR MEMPHIS 2:19.05
8 TEJEDA , CRYSTAL SR UCF 2:20.57
LIZ, KARINA SO MISSOURI DNS
Section 4 of 5
1 LARSON, VAL FR MINNESOTA 2:10.60
2 FIGLER, MARY FR OHIO STATE 2:10.90
3 SCHWEDE, LARA-ANN SR WAKE FOREST 2:12.97
4 ANTON, ALEXIS SR CINCINNATI 2:13.38
5 GREEN, ALEKSEY SR INDIANA ST. 2:14.56
6 DERRY, KAITLIN FR WAKE FOREST 2:16.14
7 HENTZ, SAMMY JR CINCINNATI 2:16.20 2:16.199
8 SOLTIS, KAITLYN FR UCF 2:18.27
9 MENGHINI, MELISSA SO MISSOURI 2:19.24
10 POWELL, BRITTANY SO GA TECH 2:26.74
AKANWOGBA, PATIENCE FR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 5 of 5
1 PYLE, MADISON JR SMU 2:13.16
2 CONLEY, JESSI JR INDIANA ST. 2:14.20
3 MARTEL, ALEXANDRA SR SO. ILLINOIS 2:14.88
4 KOTCHMAN, RACHEL SO MIAMI (OHIO) 2:14.90
5 AMES, SAVANNAH SR W. KENTUCKY 2:15.42
6 RUIZ-BUENO, AMBER JR SO. ILLINOIS 2:15.56
7 STAUBACH, ALYSSA JR MISS. STATE 2:18.24
8 EDOUARD, KENDRIA FR GA TECH 2:19.37
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#19 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
9 GANT, ERIN SR GA TECH 2:21.44
10 PETTIGREW, HANNAH FR MEMPHIS 2:24.84
11 SPRANGER, SYDNEY FR SO. ILLINOIS 2:37.63
#22 Women's 1 Mile Run
W World Indoor 4:13.31 Genzebe Dibaba ETH 2/17/2016 Stockholm, SWE
A American Indoor 4:20.0h Mary Slaney Athletics West 2/19/1982 San Diego, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 4:25.91 Jenny Barringer Colorado 2/28/2009 College Station,
F Facility 4:35.83 Chelsea Sodaro Saucony/ FE 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 4:39.96 Sara Barron 2/12/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 POCRATSKY, RACHEL JR VIRGINIA TECH F 4:34.01 1(1)
2 PRICE-WEIMER, RHIANWEDD SR MISS. STATE V 4:38.75 1(2)
3 EDWARDS, SARAH SO VIRGINIA TECH 4:42.31 1(3)
4 RODRIGUEZ SALA, MARTINA SR UNATTACHED 4:42.79 1(4)
5 FREDERICK, CHRISTINE SR OHIO STATE 4:43.92 1(5)
6 MILLER, HANNAH SO SMU 4:45.01 1(6)
7 BARTON, LAURIE SO VIRGINIA TECH 4:46.24 1(7)
8 MCCLINTOCK, DILLON SO MICHIGAN ST. 4:47.40 1(8)
9 RUIZ, AMY JR GA TECH 4:47.61 1(9)
10 BARLOW, CAROLINE SR ALABAMA 4:51.08 1(10)
11 NICHOLS, ABBY SO OHIO STATE 4:51.79 2(1)
12 KAVULICH, KAYLA JR MICHIGAN ST. 4:52.81 2(2)
13 GARDNER, NICOLE JR ALABAMA 4:52.97 1(11)
14 EDMUNDSON, ERIN SO N. CAROLINA 4:53.48 2(3)
15 MATTOX, KATE FR SO. MISS. 4:53.79 2(4)
16 MISGEN, TESS FR SMU 4:54.31 2(5)
17 MCGEE, REGEN SO SO. MISS. 4:54.83 2(6)
18 ANDERSON, HALEY JR GA TECH 4:55.29 2(7)
19 DERRY, KENDALL SO VANDERBILT 4:56.32 1(12)
20 KANNEY, SARAH SO OHIO STATE 4:58.38 1(13)
21 OJSTERSEK, SVENJA JR SMU 4:59.59 2(8)
22 WESTERHEIDE, MEG JR CINCINNATI 5:00.31 2(9)
23 HUTTON, GINGER JR VANDERBILT 5:00.75 2(10)
24 BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. STATE 5:04.19 4(1)
25 BRUSH, ELIZABETH FR VIRGINIA TECH 5:04.54 4(2)
26 LINN, CLAIRE SO MIAMI (OHIO) 5:04.57 4(3)
27 DOOLEY, MARGOT FR ALABAMA 5:05.20 4(4)
28 GEBARZEWSKA, MONIKA SO SO. MISS. 5:06.06 4(5)
29 ROBINSON, VANESSA SO OHIO STATE 5:08.08 2(11)
30 BROOKS, CAROLINE SO ALABAMA 5:08.28 4(6)
31 KING, ALEXA FR OLE MISS 5:08.35 4(7)
32 NASER, COURTNEY SR GA TECH 5:10.42 4(8)
33 BROWN, GABBY FR INDIANA ST. 5:12.08 5(1)
34 QUILES, JOCELYN FR INDIANA ST. 5:12.19 5(2)
35 MASQUELIER, LIANNE SR CINCINNATI 5:12.98 5(3)
36 FLOOD, ELLEN SO GA TECH 5:13.53 4(9)
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#22 Women's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
37 HESS, SYDNEY FR CINCINNATI 5:14.29 5(4)
38 BRADY, ELISE SR MIAMI (OHIO) 5:15.71 4(10)
39 FOLIO, SAMANTHA FR GA TECH 5:21.73 5(5)
40 ODONNELL, GRACE SR CINCINNATI 5:21.76 4(11)
41 NELSON, KENDALL FR GA TECH 5:22.39 5(6)
42 NASH, CHRISTINA FR MIAMI (OHIO) 5:24.63 5(7)
43 MONTEMAYOR, ROBIN JR SMU 5:29.77 5(8)
44 LANNING, SASHA JR SO. ILLINOIS 5:35.68 5(9)
45 WOLKEN, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUCKY 5:44.74 5(10)
46 KANNAPEL, MORGAN FR W. KENTUCKY 5:45.51 5(11)
PRICE, FFION UNATTACHED DNF 1
SMITH , MEREDITH JR WAKE FOREST DNS 2
JUNG, VICTORIA SO UCF DNS 4
DUNLAP, MADISON SR CINCINNATI DNS 4
SOLTIS, KAITLYN FR UCF DNS 5
MURPHY, CHARLOTTE TARA SO SMU DNS 2
LUKENS-DAY, ELIZA JR WAKE FOREST DNS 2
CODISPODI, MARISSA SR UCF NT 3
TSAI, SARA JR VANDERBILT NT 3
GRIDER, ABIGAIL SO INDIANA ST. NT 3
MENGHINI, MELISSA SO MISSOURI NT 3
TALHELM, BROOKE SO BALL STATE NT 3
KNEADLER, PEYTON SO BALL STATE NT 3
GOLLNICK, HAILEY SR GA TECH NT 3
MARKEL, HANNAH FR CINCINNATI NT 3
RICE, NICOLE FR UNATTACHED NT 3
DLAMINI, NOKUTHULA SO TEXAS TECH NT 3
CAMERON, ALEXANDRA SR MIAMI (OHIO) NT 3
SOLOMON, MARY CLAIRE SO UNATTACHED NT 3
ANDERSON, REAGAN SR VANDERBILT NT 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 POCRATSKY, RACHEL JR VIRGINIA TECH F 4:34.01
2 PRICE-WEIMER, RHIANWEDD SR MISS. STATE V 4:38.75
3 EDWARDS, SARAH SO VIRGINIA TECH 4:42.31
4 RODRIGUEZ SALA, MARTINA SR UNATTACHED 4:42.79
5 FREDERICK, CHRISTINE SR OHIO STATE 4:43.92
6 MILLER, HANNAH SO SMU 4:45.01
7 BARTON, LAURIE SO VIRGINIA TECH 4:46.24
8 MCCLINTOCK, DILLON SO MICHIGAN ST. 4:47.40
9 RUIZ, AMY JR GA TECH 4:47.61
10 BARLOW, CAROLINE SR ALABAMA 4:51.08
11 GARDNER, NICOLE JR ALABAMA 4:52.97
12 DERRY, KENDALL SO VANDERBILT 4:56.32
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#22 Women's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
13 KANNEY, SARAH SO OHIO STATE 4:58.38
PRICE, FFION UNATTACHED DNF
Section 2 of 5
1 NICHOLS, ABBY SO OHIO STATE 4:51.79
2 KAVULICH, KAYLA JR MICHIGAN ST. 4:52.81
3 EDMUNDSON, ERIN SO N. CAROLINA 4:53.48
4 MATTOX, KATE FR SO. MISS. 4:53.79
5 MISGEN, TESS FR SMU 4:54.31
6 MCGEE, REGEN SO SO. MISS. 4:54.83
7 ANDERSON, HALEY JR GA TECH 4:55.29
8 OJSTERSEK, SVENJA JR SMU 4:59.59
9 WESTERHEIDE, MEG JR CINCINNATI 5:00.31
10 HUTTON, GINGER JR VANDERBILT 5:00.75
11 ROBINSON, VANESSA SO OHIO STATE 5:08.08
SMITH , MEREDITH JR WAKE FOREST DNS
MURPHY, CHARLOTTE TARA SO SMU DNS
LUKENS-DAY, ELIZA JR WAKE FOREST DNS
Section 3 of 5
GOLLNICK, HAILEY SR GA TECH NT
TSAI, SARA JR VANDERBILT NT
GRIDER, ABIGAIL SO INDIANA ST. NT
MENGHINI, MELISSA SO MISSOURI NT
TALHELM, BROOKE SO BALL STATE NT
KNEADLER, PEYTON SO BALL STATE NT
CODISPODI, MARISSA SR UCF NT
MARKEL, HANNAH FR CINCINNATI NT
RICE, NICOLE FR UNATTACHED NT
DLAMINI, NOKUTHULA SO TEXAS TECH NT
CAMERON, ALEXANDRA SR MIAMI (OHIO) NT
SOLOMON, MARY CLAIRE SO UNATTACHED NT
ANDERSON, REAGAN SR VANDERBILT NT
Section 4 of 5
1 BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. STATE 5:04.19
2 BRUSH, ELIZABETH FR VIRGINIA TECH 5:04.54
3 LINN, CLAIRE SO MIAMI (OHIO) 5:04.57
4 DOOLEY, MARGOT FR ALABAMA 5:05.20
5 GEBARZEWSKA, MONIKA SO SO. MISS. 5:06.06
6 BROOKS, CAROLINE SO ALABAMA 5:08.28
7 KING, ALEXA FR OLE MISS 5:08.35
8 NASER, COURTNEY SR GA TECH 5:10.42
9 FLOOD, ELLEN SO GA TECH 5:13.53
10 BRADY, ELISE SR MIAMI (OHIO) 5:15.71
11 ODONNELL, GRACE SR CINCINNATI 5:21.76
JUNG, VICTORIA SO UCF DNS
DUNLAP, MADISON SR CINCINNATI DNS
Section 5 of 5
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#22 Women's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 BROWN, GABBY FR INDIANA ST. 5:12.08
2 QUILES, JOCELYN FR INDIANA ST. 5:12.19
3 MASQUELIER, LIANNE SR CINCINNATI 5:12.98
4 HESS, SYDNEY FR CINCINNATI 5:14.29
5 FOLIO, SAMANTHA FR GA TECH 5:21.73
6 NELSON, KENDALL FR GA TECH 5:22.39
7 NASH, CHRISTINA FR MIAMI (OHIO) 5:24.63
8 MONTEMAYOR, ROBIN JR SMU 5:29.77
9 LANNING, SASHA JR SO. ILLINOIS 5:35.68
10 WOLKEN, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUCKY 5:44.74
11 KANNAPEL, MORGAN FR W. KENTUCKY 5:45.51
SOLTIS, KAITLYN FR UCF DNS
#23 Women's 3000 Meters
W World Indoor 8:23.72 Meseret Defar ETH 2/3/2007 Stuttgart,
A American Indoor 8:33.25 Shalane Flanagan Nike 1/27/2007 Boston, MA
C Collegiate Indoor 8:41.60 Karissa Schweizer Missouri 2/3/2018 New York, NY
F Facility 8:57.78 Lauren Paquette Breakaway RT 2/12/2016
V Vanderbilt 9:21.05 Liz Anderson 2014
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 BLAKE, BRIDGET SR MICHIGAN ST. 9:24.18 1(1)
2 FEGANS, NICOLE FR GA TECH 9:34.55 1(2)
3 HEHR, ANTONIA JR MISS. STATE 9:36.00 1(3)
4 GRAM, LYNSIE SO MICHIGAN ST. 9:37.86 1(4)
5 DLAMINI, NOKUTHULA SO TEXAS TECH 9:39.85 1(5)
6 HUEBNER, MEGAN SR VANDERBILT 9:41.57 1(6)
7 HALVORSEN, SAMANTHA FR WAKE FOREST 9:46.26 1(7)
8 ZITTING, ARNICA SR MEMPHIS 9:53.47 1(8)
9 KLEVE, JORDYN SO MISSOURI 9:54.34 1(9)
10 GOLLNICK, HAILEY SR GA TECH 9:55.63 2(1)
11 HERNDON, HANA FR GA TECH 9:55.84 2(2)
12 SANDWELL, PAIGE SO MEMPHIS 9:56.03 3(1)
13 GRISBAUM, DEVON JR VANDERBILT 9:56.11 2(3)
14 RACETTE, SOPHIA SO MISSOURI 9:56.24 2(4)
15 THOMAS, HANNAH JR MISSOURI 9:57.18 3(2)
16 VOVK, ALESHA SR MIAMI (OHIO) 9:57.37 1(10)
17 GROGAN, ANNEKE JR SMU 9:58.91 2(5)
18 STRUCK, MAILIN SO VANDERBILT 9:58.98 1(11)
19 WORKMAN, ALLI FR INDIANA ST. 9:59.86 3(3)
20 MIKULA, SAM FR CINCINNATI 10:01.07 3(4)
21 TERP, KRISTY JR MISS. STATE 10:01.60 1(12)
22 WALLACE, ALEX SO MISS. STATE 10:01.68 2(6)
23 DOTY, MEGAN JR INDIANA ST. 10:03.37 2(7)
24 KROLAK, MEGAN SO SO. ILLINOIS 10:03.58 3(5)
25 RODRIGUEZ, MARITZA SO BALL STATE 10:05.85 4(1)
26 BIANCHINI, KATIE UNATTACHED 10:06.20 2(8)
27 ESPARZA, ALISON SO SMU 10:06.99 3(6)
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#23 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
28 GOMEZ-ISLINGER, MARLENE SR SMU 10:08.70 2(9)
29 BREEDING, KACIE SO VANDERBILT 10:09.74 3(7)
30 MADDEN, COLLEEN SO INDIANA ST. 10:10.06 3(8)
31 MASHBURN, EMMA SR UNATTACHED 10:11.68 2(10)
32 MCCLELLAN, EMMA FR OLE MISS 10:12.83 3(9)
33 MORGAN, ANNA GRACE FR VANDERBILT 10:13.30 2(11)
34 BARRIENTOS, RAKEL JR SMU 10:14.44 4(2)
35 SIMMONS, VICTORIA SR UNATTACHED 10:14.46 3(10)
36 O'SHEA, KELLY SR SO. ILLINOIS 10:14.50 3(11)
37 MORTIMER, GILLIAN FR VANDERBILT 10:20.83 2(12)
38 YORK, KAITLIN JR ALABAMA 10:20.84 1(13)
39 SMITH, CORRIE FR GA TECH 10:21.25 4(3)
40 BROERMANN, TAYLOR JR MIAMI (OHIO) 10:21.60 4(4)
41 HOPPE, VICTORIA JR SO. MISS. 10:22.47 4(5)
42 JUNG, VICTORIA SO UCF 10:27.45 4(6)
43 CAMPBELL, ANNA FR WAKE FOREST 10:29.99 3(12)
44 RINGLE, ALISON JR ALABAMA 10:30.34 4(7)
45 CAREY, CASSIDY JR CINCINNATI 10:32.27 4(8)
46 HARTO, THERESA SO SO. MISS. 10:32.81 3(13)
47 PARDO, JUANITA SO GA TECH 10:34.26 4(9)
48 JUNGBLUT, JULIE FR SMU 10:34.52 4(10)
49 SMITH, REGAN SO MIAMI (OHIO) 10:35.68 4(11)
50 PATTERSON, KATRINA FR CINCINNATI 10:37.48 4(12)
51 WITHERSPOON, ELIZA FR ALABAMA 10:45.47 4(13)
52 ADAMS, KRISTEN JR MEMPHIS 10:57.24 4(14)
53 HENSLEY, EMMA SO CINCINNATI 11:02.68 4(15)
DONNELLY, BETH SO UNATTACHED 9:56.66 1
LUKENS-DAY, ELIZA JR WAKE FOREST DNS 1
SMITH, KARRIGAN SO MICHIGAN ST. DNS 1
PRICE-WEIMER, RHIANWEDD SR MISS. STATE DNS 1
SMITH , MEREDITH JR WAKE FOREST DNS 1
ALLEN, CATHERINE SR WAKE FOREST DNS 2
GALARZA, LIZ FR GA TECH DNS 2
FORRESTER, KALLEIGH SR UCF DNS 3
HONIOTES, AUDREY FR MISS. STATE DNS 3
BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. STATE DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
DONNELLY, BETH SO UNATTACHED 9:56.66
1 BLAKE, BRIDGET SR MICHIGAN ST. 9:24.18
2 FEGANS, NICOLE FR GA TECH 9:34.55
3 HEHR, ANTONIA JR MISS. STATE 9:36.00
4 GRAM, LYNSIE SO MICHIGAN ST. 9:37.86
5 DLAMINI, NOKUTHULA SO TEXAS TECH 9:39.85
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#23 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 HUEBNER, MEGAN SR VANDERBILT 9:41.57
7 HALVORSEN, SAMANTHA FR WAKE FOREST 9:46.26
8 ZITTING, ARNICA SR MEMPHIS 9:53.47
9 KLEVE, JORDYN SO MISSOURI 9:54.34
10 VOVK, ALESHA SR MIAMI (OHIO) 9:57.37
11 STRUCK, MAILIN SO VANDERBILT 9:58.98
12 TERP, KRISTY JR MISS. STATE 10:01.60
13 YORK, KAITLIN JR ALABAMA 10:20.84
LUKENS-DAY, ELIZA JR WAKE FOREST DNS
SMITH, KARRIGAN SO MICHIGAN ST. DNS
PRICE-WEIMER, RHIANWEDD SR MISS. STATE DNS
SMITH , MEREDITH JR WAKE FOREST DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 GOLLNICK, HAILEY SR GA TECH 9:55.63
2 HERNDON, HANA FR GA TECH 9:55.84
3 GRISBAUM, DEVON JR VANDERBILT 9:56.11
4 RACETTE, SOPHIA SO MISSOURI 9:56.24
5 GROGAN, ANNEKE JR SMU 9:58.91
6 WALLACE, ALEX SO MISS. STATE 10:01.68
7 DOTY, MEGAN JR INDIANA ST. 10:03.37
8 BIANCHINI, KATIE UNATTACHED 10:06.20
9 GOMEZ-ISLINGER, MARLENE SR SMU 10:08.70
10 MASHBURN, EMMA SR UNATTACHED 10:11.68
11 MORGAN, ANNA GRACE FR VANDERBILT 10:13.30
12 MORTIMER, GILLIAN FR VANDERBILT 10:20.83
ALLEN, CATHERINE SR WAKE FOREST DNS
GALARZA, LIZ FR GA TECH DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 SANDWELL, PAIGE SO MEMPHIS 9:56.03
2 THOMAS, HANNAH JR MISSOURI 9:57.18
3 WORKMAN, ALLI FR INDIANA ST. 9:59.86
4 MIKULA, SAM FR CINCINNATI 10:01.07
5 KROLAK, MEGAN SO SO. ILLINOIS 10:03.58
6 ESPARZA, ALISON SO SMU 10:06.99
7 BREEDING, KACIE SO VANDERBILT 10:09.74
8 MADDEN, COLLEEN SO INDIANA ST. 10:10.06
9 MCCLELLAN, EMMA FR OLE MISS 10:12.83
10 SIMMONS, VICTORIA SR UNATTACHED 10:14.46
11 O'SHEA, KELLY SR SO. ILLINOIS 10:14.50
12 CAMPBELL, ANNA FR WAKE FOREST 10:29.99
13 HARTO, THERESA SO SO. MISS. 10:32.81
FORRESTER, KALLEIGH SR UCF DNS
HONIOTES, AUDREY FR MISS. STATE DNS
BADHAM, KATHERINE FR MISS. STATE DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 RODRIGUEZ, MARITZA SO BALL STATE 10:05.85
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#23 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
2 BARRIENTOS, RAKEL JR SMU 10:14.44
3 SMITH, CORRIE FR GA TECH 10:21.25
4 BROERMANN, TAYLOR JR MIAMI (OHIO) 10:21.60
5 HOPPE, VICTORIA JR SO. MISS. 10:22.47
6 JUNG, VICTORIA SO UCF 10:27.45
7 RINGLE, ALISON JR ALABAMA 10:30.34
8 CAREY, CASSIDY JR CINCINNATI 10:32.27
9 PARDO, JUANITA SO GA TECH 10:34.26
10 JUNGBLUT, JULIE FR SMU 10:34.52
11 SMITH, REGAN SO MIAMI (OHIO) 10:35.68
12 PATTERSON, KATRINA FR CINCINNATI 10:37.48
13 WITHERSPOON, ELIZA FR ALABAMA 10:45.47
14 ADAMS, KRISTEN JR MEMPHIS 10:57.24
15 HENSLEY, EMMA SO CINCINNATI 11:02.68
#28 Women's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.68 Susanna Kallur SWE 2/10/2008 Karlsruhe, GER
A American Indoor 7.72 Lolo Jones Asics 3/13/2010 Doha, Qatar
C Collegiate Indoor 7.78 Brianna Rollins Clemson 1/12/2013 Clemson, SC
F Facility 7.99 Sharika Nelvis adidas 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 8.37 Amanda Mullins Hall 2004
Finals
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note Pts
1 RAY, CHANTEL SR OHIO STATE V 8.25
2 DIXON, NATISHA SR N. CAROLINA V 8.34
3 SPAGNOLA, EMMA SR MINNESOTA V 8.36
4 SMITH, JAZMIN JR BALL STATE 8.41
5 SCHOW, RACHEL SO MINNESOTA 8.42 8.414
6 BROUGHTON, SHAYLA SO MISS. STATE 8.42 8.420
7 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO. ILLINOIS 8.56
8 DZIEKONSKA, PATRYCJA SR INDIANA ST. 8.69
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 RAY, CHANTEL SR OHIO STATE 8.40Q 1(1)
2 SPAGNOLA, EMMA SR MINNESOTA 8.42Q 6(1)
3 DIXON, NATISHA SR N. CAROLINA 8.45Q 2(1)
4 SMITH, JAZMIN JR BALL STATE 8.51Q 3(1)
5 SCHOW, RACHEL SO MINNESOTA 8.54Q 4(1)
6 BROUGHTON, SHAYLA SO MISS. STATE 8.59q 1(2)
7 DZIEKONSKA, PATRYCJA SR INDIANA ST. 8.60Q 5(1)
8 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO. ILLINOIS 8.62q 5(2)
9 LIGHTFOOT, ANGELICA SO CINCINNATI 8.63 6(2)
10 PYLES, ALEXUS SO OHIO STATE 8.65 3(2)
11 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 8.66 8.658 5(3)
12 PAUL, JEANETTE SO OLE MISS 8.66 8.660 4(2)
13 GULLEY, TONAYA SR MEMPHIS 8.69 1(3)
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#28 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
14 RAMACHER, ASHLEY FR MINNESOTA 8.73 4(3)
15 CHAMPAGNIE, AYESHA JR MINNESOTA 8.75 3(3)
16 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO. ILLINOIS 8.78 6(3)
17 NOVOSADOVA, ANNA SR SMU 8.83 8.825 3(4)
18 INCE, ALLANA SO INDIANA ST. 8.83 8.828 5(4)
19 TILLMAN, ZARIA JR MISS. STATE 8.84 8.836 2(2)
20 PUOPOLO, JULIANA JR CINCINNATI 8.84 8.839 4(4)
21 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHED 8.87 2(3)
22 TROUTMAN, ANASJA FR BALL STATE 8.96 4(5)
23 REDMON, CAITLYN JR INDIANA ST. 8.99 6(4)
24 TATE, ARIA FR UCF 9.00 8.993 1(4)
25 MCLEAN, MICAELA SR INDIANA ST. 9.00 8.999 2(4)
26 BANKS, JORDAN SR WAKE FOREST 9.03 6(5)
27 ROBERTSON, EMILY FR INDIANA ST. 9.12 9.112 2(5)
28 ELLIOT, LAILAH FR OHIO STATE 9.12 9.114 6(6)
29 FRANKLIN, SOPHIA FR MICHIGAN ST. 9.14 9.132 1(5)
29 PANGORI, ANDREA SO MICHIGAN ST. 9.14 9.132 3(5)
31 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO. ILLINOIS 9.15 9.145 3(6)
31 JORDAN , NATOSHA SO UCF 9.15 9.145 5(5)
33 BRUNS, SARAH FR MIAMI (OHIO) 9.17 4(6)
34 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO. MISS. 9.21 5(6)
35 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 9.44 4(7)
36 HENDRICKS, ALANNA JR CINCINNATI 9.52 2(6)
37 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO. MISS. 9.70 3(7)
38 HARR, MALLORY FR MIAMI (OHIO) 9.74 5(7)
39 RICE, MORGAN SR MIAMI (OHIO) 9.78 2(7)
40 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 9.82 4(8)
JONES, ZARIA SO SO. MISS. DNS 5
TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
JONES, CALLIE FR SO. MISS. DNS 1
URBANO, NAOMI JR CINCINNATI DNS 6
HEAT RESULTS
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Heat 1 of 6
1 RAY, CHANTEL SR OHIO STATE 8.40Q
2 BROUGHTON, SHAYLA SO MISS. STATE 8.59q
3 GULLEY, TONAYA SR MEMPHIS 8.69
4 TATE, ARIA FR UCF 9.00 8.993
5 FRANKLIN, SOPHIA FR MICHIGAN ST. 9.14 9.132
TERRELL, ARIEL SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
JONES, CALLIE FR SO. MISS. DNS
Heat 2 of 6
1 DIXON, NATISHA SR N. CAROLINA 8.45Q
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#28 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Prelims
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
2 TILLMAN, ZARIA JR MISS. STATE 8.84 8.836
3 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHED 8.87
4 MCLEAN, MICAELA SR INDIANA ST. 9.00 8.999
5 ROBERTSON, EMILY FR INDIANA ST. 9.12 9.112
6 HENDRICKS, ALANNA JR CINCINNATI 9.52
7 RICE, MORGAN SR MIAMI (OHIO) 9.78
Heat 3 of 6
1 SMITH, JAZMIN JR BALL STATE 8.51Q
2 PYLES, ALEXUS SO OHIO STATE 8.65
3 CHAMPAGNIE, AYESHA JR MINNESOTA 8.75
4 NOVOSADOVA, ANNA SR SMU 8.83 8.825
5 PANGORI, ANDREA SO MICHIGAN ST. 9.14 9.132
6 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO. ILLINOIS 9.15 9.145
7 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO. MISS. 9.70
Heat 4 of 6
1 SCHOW, RACHEL SO MINNESOTA 8.54Q
2 PAUL, JEANETTE SO OLE MISS 8.66 8.660
3 RAMACHER, ASHLEY FR MINNESOTA 8.73
4 PUOPOLO, JULIANA JR CINCINNATI 8.84 8.839
5 TROUTMAN, ANASJA FR BALL STATE 8.96
6 BRUNS, SARAH FR MIAMI (OHIO) 9.17
7 WARREN, GHANIA FR OLE MISS 9.44
8 HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS 9.82
Heat 5 of 6
1 DZIEKONSKA, PATRYCJA SR INDIANA ST. 8.60Q
2 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO. ILLINOIS 8.62q
3 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 8.66 8.658
4 INCE, ALLANA SO INDIANA ST. 8.83 8.828
5 JORDAN , NATOSHA SO UCF 9.15 9.145
6 THOMPSON, TALIA SR SO. MISS. 9.21
7 HARR, MALLORY FR MIAMI (OHIO) 9.74
JONES, ZARIA SO SO. MISS. DNS
Heat 6 of 6
1 SPAGNOLA, EMMA SR MINNESOTA 8.42Q
2 LIGHTFOOT, ANGELICA SO CINCINNATI 8.63
3 NEWBOLD, MESHA JR SO. ILLINOIS 8.78
4 REDMON, CAITLYN JR INDIANA ST. 8.99
5 BANKS, JORDAN SR WAKE FOREST 9.03
6 ELLIOT, LAILAH FR OHIO STATE 9.12 9.114
URBANO, NAOMI JR CINCINNATI DNS
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#30 Women's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:23.37  Gushchina, Kotlyarova, Zaytseva, RUS 1/28/2006 Glasgow,
A American Indoor 3:24.83  Hastings, Atkins, McCorory, Tate U.S.A. 3/9/2014 Sopot, POL
C Collegiate Indoor 3:27.03 Pettigrew, Iuel, Hill, Ellis So. California 3/11/2017 College Station,
F Facility 3:31.50 Kymber Payne, Jada Martin, Rachel L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 3:36.73 McIntosh, Helberg, Baskin, Talbert 1998
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl) Pts
1 OHIO STATE (A) 3:36.93 4(1)
2 CINCINNATI (A) 3:36.96 4(2)
3 N. CAROLINA (A) 3:37.19 4(3)
4 OLE MISS (A) 3:40.25 4(4)
5 MINNESOTA (A) 3:40.79 4(5)
6 MIAMI (OHIO) (A) 3:43.53 3(1)
7 VIRGINIA TECH (A) 3:47.13 2(1)
8 BALL STATE (A) 3:47.19 2(2)
9 INDIANA ST. (A) 3:47.65 3(2)
10 UCF (A) 3:47.96 3:47.957 4(6)
11 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:47.96 3:47.959 3(3)
12 WAKE FOREST (A) 3:48.07 2(3)
13 VANDERBILT (A) 3:48.33 3(4)
14 GA TECH (A) 4:01.29 2(4)
15 CINCINNATI (B) 4:10.25 2(5)
OHIO STATE (B) DNF 2
MEMPHIS (A) DNS 3
SO. ILLINOIS (A) DNS 3
VIRGINIA TECH (B) NT 1
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
VIRGINIA TECH (B) NT
Section 2 of 4
1 VIRGINIA TECH (A) 3:47.13
2 BALL STATE (A) 3:47.19
3 WAKE FOREST (A) 3:48.07
4 GA TECH (A) 4:01.29
5 CINCINNATI (B) 4:10.25
OHIO STATE (B) DNF
Section 3 of 4
1 MIAMI (OHIO) (A) 3:43.53
2 INDIANA ST. (A) 3:47.65
3 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:47.96 3:47.959
4 VANDERBILT (A) 3:48.33
MEMPHIS (A) DNS
SO. ILLINOIS (A) DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 OHIO STATE (A) 3:36.93
2 CINCINNATI (A) 3:36.96
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#30 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
3 N. CAROLINA (A) 3:37.19
4 OLE MISS (A) 3:40.25
5 MINNESOTA (A) 3:40.79
6 UCF (A) 3:47.96 3:47.957
#32 Women's 4000m DMR
W World Indoor 10:40.31 Coburn, McLaughlin, Martinez, Simpson U.S.A. 1/28/2017 Roxbury Crossing,
A American Indoor 10:40.31 Coburn, McLaughlin, Martinez, Simpson U.S.A. 1/28/2017 Roxbury Crossing,
C Collegiate Indoor 10:48.77 Burdon, Horsley, Rogers, Rainsberger Oregon 1/27/2017 New York, NY
F Facility 11:09.18 Rhianwedd Price, Alon Lewis, Ffion Mississippi St. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 11:19.34 Clayton, Edobi, Carpenter, Barron 2015
Pl Team Time Note Pts
1 VANDERBILT (A) 11:31.33
2 OHIO STATE (A) 11:35.22
3 INDIANA ST. (A) 11:36.24
4 MIAMI (OHIO) (A) 11:59.53
OHIO STATE (B) DNS
VANDERBILT (B) DNS
#2 Women's High Jump
W World Indoor 2.08m Kajsa Bergqvist SWE 2/4/2006 Arnstadt,
A American Indoor 2.02m Chaunté Lowe Nike 2/26/2012 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Destinee Hooker Texas 3/19/2009 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Akela Jones Kansas State 3/11/2016 Birmingham, AL
F Facility 1.87m Saniel Atkinson Unattached 1/23/2014
F Facility 1.87m Madeline Fagan Georgia 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 1.83m Josie Hahn 2004
V Vanderbilt 1.83m Brionne Williams 2013
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.76 1.81 1.84 Pts
1 BLAUT, LORETTA JR CINCINNATI 1.81m 5' 111 /4 PPP PPP O O O XXX
2 LEWIS, REGAN JR BALL STATE 1.76m 5' 91 /4 O O XO XO XXX
3 FLORENT, ALEXANDRIA JR WAKE FORE 1.76m 5' 91 /4 O XO O XXO XXX
4 CHERRY, JASMINE JR OLE MISS 1.66m 5' 51 /4 O O
4 RAMACHER, ASHLEY FR MINNESOTA 1.66m 5' 51 /4 O O XXX
6 DRAKE, JAMARI SO SO. MISS. 1.66m 5' 51 /4 XO XO XXX
7 BROUGHTON, SHAYLA SO MISS. STATE 1.66m 5' 51 /4 XXO XO XXX
8 WILLIAMSON, LILLI SO OLE MISS 1.61m 5' 31 /4 O XXX
8 PATON, JUSTINE JR SO. ILLINOIS 1.61m 5' 31 /4 O XXX
8 BURNS-MOORE, SAIDA JR MEMPHIS 1.61m 5' 31 /4 O XXX
8 JORDAN , NATOSHA SO UCF 1.61m 5' 31 /4 O XXX
8 DIPIETRO, ELLEN JR MICHIGAN S 1.61m 5' 31 /4 O XXX
13 JONES, ZARIA SO SO. MISS. 1.61m 5' 31 /4 XO XXX
13 REDMON, CAITLYN JR INDIANA ST. 1.61m 5' 31 /4 XO XXX
13 KRAVITSKY, KATIE FR CINCINNATI 1.61m 5' 31 /4 XO XXX
16 ELLIOT, LAILAH FR OHIO STATE 1.61m 5' 31 /4 XXO XXX
16 LIGHTFOOT, ANGELICA SO CINCINNATI 1.61m 5' 31 /4 XXO XXX
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#2 Women's High Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.76 1.81 1.84 Pts
ACKER , KEBREYONA SR UCF NH XXX
ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC NH XXX
HOOD, HALEY SO OLE MISS NH XXX
PYLES, ALEXUS SO OHIO STATE NH XXX
SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHE NH XXX
MOSBY, TAMAR SO SO. ILLINOIS NH XXX
HUTSON, KAILYN SR INDIANA ST. NH XXX
BELL, JANEA FR INDIANA ST. NH XXX
HARMON, KIRA FR W. KENTUC NH XPP
PETERS, HAILLEY FR BALL STATE NH XXX
TILLMAN, ZARIA JR MISS. STATE NH XXX
BALCER, MOLLY JR MIAMI (OHIO NH XXX
COOKE, KARA JR INDIANA ST. NH XXX
ACKEMANN, CASSIE FR SMU NH XXX
MANGAS, BROOKE FR OHIO STATE DNS
HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO. ILLINOIS DNS
#4 Women's Pole Vault
W World Indoor 5.03m Jenn Shur USA 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY,
A American Indoor 5.03m Jenn Suhr adidas 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 4.75m Demi Payne Stephen F. Austin 1/24/2015 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 4.57m Alexis Weeks Arkansas 2/24/2017
F Facility 4.57m Victoria Weeks Arkansas 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 4.25m Sarah Bell 2017
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 3.50 3.65 3.79 3.92 4.04 4.15 4.26 4.31 4.36 F(Pl) Pts
1 JOHNSON, MCKENZIE UNATTACHE V 4.31m 14' 13 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O XXO XXO XXO XXX 2(1)
2 KALSEY, MARISSA SR TMPVA V 4.26m 13' 113 /4 PPP PPP PPP O XO O O XXX 2(2)
3 CATHERINE, BROOKE JR CINCINNATI V 4.26m 13' 113 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O XXO XO XXX 2(3)
4 CARMICHAEL, CAROLINA UNATTACHE 4.15m 13' 71 /4 PPP PPP PPP O XXO O XXX 2(4)
5 MURRAY, LINDSEY SR OLE MISS 4.04m 13' 3" PPP PPP PPP PPP O XXX 2(5)
6 BELL, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 4.04m 13' 3" PPP PPP O O XO XXX 2(6)
7 LOFSTEAD, CALEIGH SO VANDERBIL 4.04m 13' 3" PPP PPP XO XO XXO XXX 2(7)
8 ROBERTS, MADISON SR OHIO STATE 3.92m 12' 101 /4 PPP PPP O O XXX 2(8)
9 AMATO, SAVANAH JR AUSTIN PEA 3.92m 12' 101 /4 PPP PPP XO O XXX 2(9)
10 HOFFMAN, MEGAN SO OHIO STATE 3.92m 12' 101 /4 PPP XO O XO XXX 1(1)
11 DENK, KRISTEN SO VANDERBIL 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP O XXX 2(10)
11 MCINTYRE, MORGAN SR W. KENTUC 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP O XXX 2(10)
13 FRANKLIN, SOPHIA FR MICHIGAN S 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP XO O XXX 1(2)
14 COGHILL, RACHEL FR CINCINNATI 3.79m 12' 51 /4 O O XXO XXX 1(3)
14 HIX, DASCHA JR AUSTIN PEA 3.79m 12' 51 /4 O O XXO XXX 1(3)
14 KALLENBERGER, NICOLE SO OLE MISS 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP XXO XXX 2(12)
14 MCAULEY, KATY JR OLE MISS 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP XXO XXX 2(12)
18 KEMPSKI, TESIA JR WAKE FORE 3.65m 11' 113 /4 O O XXX 1(5)
19 DIEMER, ERIN FR SO. ILLINOIS 3.65m 11' 113 /4 XO O XXX 1(6)
20 PLYBON, ALLIE FR CINCINNATI 3.65m 11' 113 /4 XXO O XXX 1(7)
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#4 Women's Pole Vault (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 3.50 3.65 3.79 3.92 4.04 4.15 4.26 4.31 4.36 F(Pl) Pts
21 LEMBERG, GETTER JR W. KENTUC 3.65m 11' 113 /4 O XXO XXX 1(8)
22 JACKSON, KIM JR INDIANA ST. 3.65m 11' 113 /4 XXO XXO XXX 1(9)
23 BRADY, EMILY JR INDIANA ST. 3.50m 11' 53 /4 O XXX 1(10)
24 RAKES, JOSIE SO INDIANA ST. 3.50m 11' 53 /4 XXO XXX 1(11)
24 OGOREK, NICOLE FR W. KENTUC 3.50m 11' 53 /4 XXO XXX 1(11)
BRASS, SADIE JR CINCINNATI NH XXX 1
BOYD, LAUREN JR MIAMI (OHIO NH XXX 1
DIMA, GRACE SO MIAMI (OHIO NH XXX 1
ADDINGTON, LEXI FR MIAMI (OHIO NH XXX 1
OLLINGER, MARGARET SO VANDERBIL NH PPP PPP XXX 2
BROWN, SANDRA SO OLE MISS NH PPP PPP XXX 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark
Flight 1 of 2 3.50 3.65 3.79 3.92 4.04
1 HOFFMAN, MEGAN SO OHIO STATE 3.92m 12' 101 /4 PPP XO O XO XXX
2 FRANKLIN, SOPHIA FR MICHIGAN S 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP XO O XXX
3 COGHILL, RACHEL FR CINCINNATI 3.79m 12' 51 /4 O O XXO XXX
3 HIX, DASCHA JR AUSTIN PEA 3.79m 12' 51 /4 O O XXO XXX
5 KEMPSKI, TESIA JR WAKE FORE 3.65m 11' 113 /4 O O XXX
6 DIEMER, ERIN FR SO. ILLINOIS 3.65m 11' 113 /4 XO O XXX
7 PLYBON, ALLIE FR CINCINNATI 3.65m 11' 113 /4 XXO O XXX
8 LEMBERG, GETTER JR W. KENTUC 3.65m 11' 113 /4 O XXO XXX
9 JACKSON, KIM JR INDIANA ST. 3.65m 11' 113 /4 XXO XXO XXX
10 BRADY, EMILY JR INDIANA ST. 3.50m 11' 53 /4 O XXX
11 RAKES, JOSIE SO INDIANA ST. 3.50m 11' 53 /4 XXO XXX
11 OGOREK, NICOLE FR W. KENTUC 3.50m 11' 53 /4 XXO XXX
BRASS, SADIE JR CINCINNATI NH XXX
BOYD, LAUREN JR MIAMI (OHIO NH XXX
DIMA, GRACE SO MIAMI (OHIO NH XXX
ADDINGTON, LEXI FR MIAMI (OHIO NH XXX
Flight 2 of 2 3.50 3.65 3.79 3.92 4.04 4.15 4.26 4.31 4.36
1 JOHNSON, MCKENZIE UNATTACHE V 4.31m 14' 13 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O XXO XXO XXO XXX
2 KALSEY, MARISSA SR TMPVA V 4.26m 13' 113 /4 PPP PPP PPP O XO O O XXX
3 CATHERINE, BROOKE JR CINCINNATI V 4.26m 13' 113 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O XXO XO XXX
4 CARMICHAEL, CAROLINA UNATTACHE 4.15m 13' 71 /4 PPP PPP PPP O XXO O XXX
5 MURRAY, LINDSEY SR OLE MISS 4.04m 13' 3" PPP PPP PPP PPP O XXX
6 BELL, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 4.04m 13' 3" PPP PPP O O XO XXX
7 LOFSTEAD, CALEIGH SO VANDERBIL 4.04m 13' 3" PPP PPP XO XO XXO XXX
8 ROBERTS, MADISON SR OHIO STATE 3.92m 12' 101 /4 PPP PPP O O XXX
9 AMATO, SAVANAH JR AUSTIN PEA 3.92m 12' 101 /4 PPP PPP XO O XXX
10 DENK, KRISTEN SO VANDERBIL 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP O XXX
10 MCINTYRE, MORGAN SR W. KENTUC 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP O XXX
12 KALLENBERGER, NICOLE SO OLE MISS 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP XXO XXX
12 MCAULEY, KATY JR OLE MISS 3.79m 12' 51 /4 PPP PPP XXO XXX
OLLINGER, MARGARET SO VANDERBIL NH PPP PPP XXX
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#4 Women's Pole Vault (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark
BROWN, SANDRA SO OLE MISS NH PPP PPP XXX
#6 Women's Long Jump
W World Indoor 7.37m Heike Drechsler GDR 2/13/1988 Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 7.23m Brittney Reese Nike 3/11/2012 Istanbul, TUR
C Collegiate Indoor 6.91m Goulbourne/ Gipson Auburn/ T.C.U. 2/23/2002 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 6.82m Sha'Keela Saunders Kentucky 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 5.99m Ryan Tolbert 1996
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
1 DELOACH, TAYLOR SO OHIO STATE V 6.00m 19' 81 /4 5.83 (+0.0) FOUL 6.00 (+0.0) 5.89 (+0.0) 5.70 (+0.0) FOUL 3(1)
2 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHE 5.97m 19' 7" 5.93 (+0.0) 5.86 (+0.0) NM FOUL FOUL 5.97 (+0.0) 3(2)
3 PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO. MISS. 5.96m 19' 63 /4 5.70 (+0.0) FOUL 5.76 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0) 5.96 (+0.0) FOUL 3(3)
4 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 5.91m 19' 43 /4 5.57 (+0.0) 5.71 (+0.0) 5.88 (+0.0) 5.50 (+0.0) 5.80 (+0.0) 5.91 (+0.0) 3(4)
5 CHAMPAGNIE, AYESHA JR MINNESOTA 5.88m 19' 31 /2 5.88 (+0.0) 5.80 (+0.0) 5.78 (+0.0) NM 5.87 (+0.0) FOUL 3(5)
6 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL 5.75m 18' 101 /2 FOUL 5.56 (+0.0) 5.75 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 5.60 (+0.0) 2(1)
7 SIMMONS, KAIRA SO OLE MISS 5.73m 18' 93 /4 5.73 (+0.0) 5.71 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0) NM 5.64 (+0.0) 5.59 (+0.0) 3(6)
8 BANKS, JORDAN SR WAKE FORE 5.68m 18' 73 /4 5.68 (+0.0) 5.63 (+0.0) 5.63 (+0.0) PASS PASS PASS 2(2)
9 GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS 5.67m 18' 71 /4 FOUL 5.67 (+0.0) 5.62 (+0.0) FOUL 5.50 (+0.0) 5.53 (+0.0) 2(3)
10 WOODS, MIKAYLAH FR MIAMI (OHIO 5.61m 18' 5" 5.61 (+0.0) 5.42 (+0.0) 5.58 (+0.0) 2(4)
11 NOVOSADOVA, ANNA SR SMU 5.59m 18' 41 /4 5.59 (+0.0) 5.43 (+0.0) 5.44 (+0.0) 2(5)
12 NEWSOME, JAMIE SR INDIANA ST. 5.58m 18' 33 /4 FOUL 5.40 (+0.0) 5.58 (+0.0) 2(6)
13 MURRAY, LOREAN FR MINNESOTA 5.52m 18' 11 /2 5.12 (+0.0) 5.52 (+0.0) NM 2(7)
14 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 5.46m 17' 11" FOUL 5.39 (+0.0) 5.46 (+0.0) 1(1)
15 FALCIONE, HANNAH SO MIAMI (OHIO 5.42m 17' 91 /2 4.77 (+0.0) NM 5.42 (+0.0) 3(7)
16 MARABLE, KENNEDY FR CINCINNATI 5.41m 17' 9" 4.65 (+0.0) FOUL 5.41 (+0.0) 1(2)
17 DAVIDSON, DANEESHA FR UCF 5.36m 17' 7" 5.36 (+0.0) NM NM 1(3)
18 DAVIS, KAITLYN FR INDIANA ST. 5.32m 17' 51 /2 5.32 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(8)
19 MABONGA, ATIPA FR SMU 5.25m 17' 23 /4 FOUL FOUL 5.25 (+0.0) 1(4)
20 PANGORI, ANDREA SO MICHIGAN S 5.20m 17' 03 /4 5.20 (+0.0) NM NM 1(5)
21 BECHTEL, OLIVIA SO MIAMI (OHIO 5.17m 16' 111 /2 5.17 (+0.0) NM NM 2(9)
22 HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO. ILLINOIS 5.08m 16' 8" 5.08 (+0.0) NM NM 1(6)
23 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO. MISS. 4.89m 16' 01 /2 4.89 (+0.0) NM NM 1(7)
24 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO. ILLINOIS 4.84m 15' 101 /2 4.84 (+0.0) NM NM 3(8)
25 JAMES, EMANI SO SO. ILLINOIS 4.79m 15' 83 /4 4.79 (+0.0) NM NM 1(8)
26 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO. ILLINOIS 4.67m 15' 4" 4.67 (+0.0) NM NM 1(9)
27 LEMBERG, GETTER JR W. KENTUC 2.49m 8' 2" 2.49 (+0.0) PASS PASS 1(10)
EKBLOM, SANDRA SO MEMPHIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
URBANO, NAOMI JR CINCINNATI DNS 2
OMOSOLA, OMOLAYO FR M.T.S.U. DNS 3
PYLES, ALEXUS SO OHIO STATE DNS 1
SMALL, OLIVIA SR OHIO STATE DNS 3
MBAH, KELLSA SR CINCINNATI DNS 3
PURTSA, MARY JR CINCINNATI DNS 3
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
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#6 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 5.46m 17' 11" FOUL 5.39 (+0.0) 5.46 (+0.0)
2 MARABLE, KENNEDY FR CINCINNATI 5.41m 17' 9" 4.65 (+0.0) FOUL 5.41 (+0.0)
3 DAVIDSON, DANEESHA FR UCF 5.36m 17' 7" 5.36 (+0.0) NM NM
4 MABONGA, ATIPA FR SMU 5.25m 17' 23 /4 FOUL FOUL 5.25 (+0.0)
5 PANGORI, ANDREA SO MICHIGAN S 5.20m 17' 03 /4 5.20 (+0.0) NM NM
6 HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO. ILLINOIS 5.08m 16' 8" 5.08 (+0.0) NM NM
7 BARRY, TRISTA SR SO. MISS. 4.89m 16' 01 /2 4.89 (+0.0) NM NM
8 JAMES, EMANI SO SO. ILLINOIS 4.79m 15' 83 /4 4.79 (+0.0) NM NM
9 BOLDEN, JEWELL FR SO. ILLINOIS 4.67m 15' 4" 4.67 (+0.0) NM NM
10 LEMBERG, GETTER JR W. KENTUC 2.49m 8' 2" 2.49 (+0.0) PASS PASS
PYLES, ALEXUS SO OHIO STATE DNS
Flight 2 of 3
1 FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL 5.75m 18' 101 /2 FOUL 5.56 (+0.0) 5.75 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 5.60 (+0.0)
2 BANKS, JORDAN SR WAKE FORE 5.68m 18' 73 /4 5.68 (+0.0) 5.63 (+0.0) 5.63 (+0.0) PASS PASS PASS
3 GEE, RALESHEIA SO OLE MISS 5.67m 18' 71 /4 FOUL 5.67 (+0.0) 5.62 (+0.0) FOUL 5.50 (+0.0) 5.53 (+0.0)
4 WOODS, MIKAYLAH FR MIAMI (OHIO 5.61m 18' 5" 5.61 (+0.0) 5.42 (+0.0) 5.58 (+0.0)
5 NOVOSADOVA, ANNA SR SMU 5.59m 18' 41 /4 5.59 (+0.0) 5.43 (+0.0) 5.44 (+0.0)
6 NEWSOME, JAMIE SR INDIANA ST. 5.58m 18' 33 /4 FOUL 5.40 (+0.0) 5.58 (+0.0)
7 MURRAY, LOREAN FR MINNESOTA 5.52m 18' 11 /2 5.12 (+0.0) 5.52 (+0.0) NM
8 DAVIS, KAITLYN FR INDIANA ST. 5.32m 17' 51 /2 5.32 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
9 BECHTEL, OLIVIA SO MIAMI (OHIO 5.17m 16' 111 /2 5.17 (+0.0) NM NM
EKBLOM, SANDRA SO MEMPHIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
URBANO, NAOMI JR CINCINNATI DNS
Flight 3 of 3
1 DELOACH, TAYLOR SO OHIO STATE V 6.00m 19' 81 /4 5.83 (+0.0) FOUL 6.00 (+0.0) 5.89 (+0.0) 5.70 (+0.0) FOUL
2 SLAY, TIKA 6 UNATTACHE 5.97m 19' 7" 5.93 (+0.0) 5.86 (+0.0) NM FOUL FOUL 5.97 (+0.0)
3 PATTERSON, RIKIANNE FR SO. MISS. 5.96m 19' 63 /4 5.70 (+0.0) FOUL 5.76 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0) 5.96 (+0.0) FOUL
4 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 5.91m 19' 43 /4 5.57 (+0.0) 5.71 (+0.0) 5.88 (+0.0) 5.50 (+0.0) 5.80 (+0.0) 5.91 (+0.0)
5 CHAMPAGNIE, AYESHA JR MINNESOTA 5.88m 19' 31 /2 5.88 (+0.0) 5.80 (+0.0) 5.78 (+0.0) NM 5.87 (+0.0) FOUL
6 SIMMONS, KAIRA SO OLE MISS 5.73m 18' 93 /4 5.73 (+0.0) 5.71 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0) NM 5.64 (+0.0) 5.59 (+0.0)
7 FALCIONE, HANNAH SO MIAMI (OHIO 5.42m 17' 91 /2 4.77 (+0.0) NM 5.42 (+0.0)
8 HAGERSTRAND, KILEE SR SO. ILLINOIS 4.84m 15' 101 /2 4.84 (+0.0) NM NM
OMOSOLA, OMOLAYO FR M.T.S.U. DNS
SMALL, OLIVIA SR OHIO STATE DNS
MBAH, KELLSA SR CINCINNATI DNS
PURTSA, MARY JR CINCINNATI DNS
#7 Women's Triple Jump
W World Indoor 15.36m Tatyana Lebedeva RUS 3/6/2004 Budapest,
A American Indoor 14.53m Keturah Orji Georgia 1/20/2018 Clemson, SC
C Collegiate Indoor 14.53m Keturah Orji Georgia 1/20/2018 Clemson, SC
F Facility 14.32m Keturah Orji Georgia 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 13.54m Simone Charley 2017
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
1 LEA, TANASIA UNATTACHE 12.98m 42' 7" 12.47 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 12.18 (+0.0) 12.33 (+0.0) 12.58 (+0.0) 12.98 (+0.0) 2(1)
2 PHILLIPS, STORMM SR JACKSONVIL 12.80m 42' 0" 12.79 (+0.0) 12.57 (+0.0) 12.80 (+0.0) 12.48 (+0.0) 12.76 (+0.0) FOUL 2(2)
3 SEIBERT, MIKAELA JR OHIO STATE 12.70m 41' 8" 12.43 (+0.0) FOUL 12.47 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 12.55 (+0.0) 12.70 (+0.0) 2(3)
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#7 Women's Triple Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
4 NEWSOME, LANAE SR OLE MISS 12.59m 41' 33 /4 12.30 (+0.0) 12.39 (+0.0) 12.53 (+0.0) FOUL 12.50 (+0.0) 12.59 (+0.0) 2(4)
5 MITXELENA, IRATI SO CINCINNATI 12.54m 41' 13 /4 12.23 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 12.20 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 12.26 (+0.0) 2(5)
6 MARTIN, KEZIA SR SO. ILLINOIS 12.43m 40' 91 /2 FOUL 12.30 (+0.0) 12.43 (+0.0) 12.34 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(6)
7 MABONGA, ATIPA FR SMU 12.40m 40' 81 /4 FOUL 12.40 (+0.0) FOUL 12.24 (+0.0) PASS PASS 2(7)
8 LAWSON, NICOLE JR MEMPHIS 12.30m 40' 41 /4 FOUL 11.94 (+0.0) 12.30 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(8)
9 BURNS-MOORE, SAIDA JR MEMPHIS 12.27m 40' 31 /4 FOUL 12.20 (+0.0) FOUL 12.04 (+0.0) 12.26 (+0.0) 12.27 (+0.0) 2(9)
10 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 12.01m 39' 5" FOUL 11.77 (+0.0) 12.01 (+0.0) 1(1)
11 SMALL, OLIVIA SR OHIO STATE 11.95m 39' 21 /2 11.83 (+0.0) 11.91 (+0.0) 11.95 (+0.0) 2(10)
12 JONES, CALLIE FR SO. MISS. 11.86m 38' 11" 11.66 (+0.0) 11.86 (+0.0) FOUL 2(11)
13 MURRAY, LOREAN FR MINNESOTA 11.79m 38' 81 /4 11.73 (+0.0) 11.79 (+0.0) FOUL 1(2)
14 NEWSOME, JAMIE SR INDIANA ST. 11.78m 38' 73 /4 11.78 (+0.0) 11.63 (+0.0) 11.35 (+0.0) 2(12)
15 THOMAS, TASJIA SO INDIANA ST. 11.64m 38' 21 /4 FOUL 11.64 (+0.0) FOUL 1(3)
16 POTTER, BRIANA JR UCF 11.59m 38' 01 /4 11.34 (+0.0) 11.59 (+0.0) FOUL 1(4)
17 FALCIONE, HANNAH SO MIAMI (OHIO 11.34m 37' 21 /2 11.26 (+0.0) 11.34 (+0.0) 11.29 (+0.0) 1(5)
18 MITCHELL, ADRIANNA FR SO. MISS. 11.24m 36' 101 /2 FOUL FOUL 11.24 (+0.0) 2(13)
PURTSA, MARY JR CINCINNATI DNS 1
MBAH, KELLSA SR CINCINNATI DNS 1
ACKEMANN, CASSIE FR SMU DNS 1
THACKER, ALEXIS FR W. KENTUC DNS FOUL PASS PASS 1
GREEN, RAEGAN FR SO. MISS. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO. ILLINOIS FOUL FOUL FOUL PASS 1
FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
JAMES, EMANI SO SO. ILLINOIS FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
CHOBOT, SHELBY SO W. KENTUC FOUL FOUL PASS PASS 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 ESKRIDGE, BRIANNA SO W. KENTUC 12.01m 39' 5" FOUL 11.77 (+0.0) 12.01 (+0.0)
2 MURRAY, LOREAN FR MINNESOTA 11.79m 38' 81 /4 11.73 (+0.0) 11.79 (+0.0) FOUL
3 THOMAS, TASJIA SO INDIANA ST. 11.64m 38' 21 /4 FOUL 11.64 (+0.0) FOUL
4 POTTER, BRIANA JR UCF 11.59m 38' 01 /4 11.34 (+0.0) 11.59 (+0.0) FOUL
5 FALCIONE, HANNAH SO MIAMI (OHIO 11.34m 37' 21 /2 11.26 (+0.0) 11.34 (+0.0) 11.29 (+0.0)
PURTSA, MARY JR CINCINNATI DNS
MBAH, KELLSA SR CINCINNATI DNS
ACKEMANN, CASSIE FR SMU DNS
THACKER, ALEXIS FR W. KENTUC DNS FOUL PASS PASS
GREEN, RAEGAN FR SO. MISS. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
HODGE, ASHANNA SR SO. ILLINOIS FOUL FOUL FOUL PASS
FALCO, SOPHIA FR VANDERBIL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
JAMES, EMANI SO SO. ILLINOIS FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
CHOBOT, SHELBY SO W. KENTUC FOUL FOUL PASS PASS
Flight 2 of 2
1 LEA, TANASIA UNATTACHE 12.98m 42' 7" 12.47 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 12.18 (+0.0) 12.33 (+0.0) 12.58 (+0.0) 12.98 (+0.0)
2 PHILLIPS, STORMM SR JACKSONVIL 12.80m 42' 0" 12.79 (+0.0) 12.57 (+0.0) 12.80 (+0.0) 12.48 (+0.0) 12.76 (+0.0) FOUL
3 SEIBERT, MIKAELA JR OHIO STATE 12.70m 41' 8" 12.43 (+0.0) FOUL 12.47 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 12.55 (+0.0) 12.70 (+0.0)
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#7 Women's Triple Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
4 NEWSOME, LANAE SR OLE MISS 12.59m 41' 33 /4 12.30 (+0.0) 12.39 (+0.0) 12.53 (+0.0) FOUL 12.50 (+0.0) 12.59 (+0.0)
5 MITXELENA, IRATI SO CINCINNATI 12.54m 41' 13 /4 12.23 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 12.20 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 12.26 (+0.0)
6 MARTIN, KEZIA SR SO. ILLINOIS 12.43m 40' 91 /2 FOUL 12.30 (+0.0) 12.43 (+0.0) 12.34 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
7 MABONGA, ATIPA FR SMU 12.40m 40' 81 /4 FOUL 12.40 (+0.0) FOUL 12.24 (+0.0) PASS PASS
8 LAWSON, NICOLE JR MEMPHIS 12.30m 40' 41 /4 FOUL 11.94 (+0.0) 12.30 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL
9 BURNS-MOORE, SAIDA JR MEMPHIS 12.27m 40' 31 /4 FOUL 12.20 (+0.0) FOUL 12.04 (+0.0) 12.26 (+0.0) 12.27 (+0.0)
10 SMALL, OLIVIA SR OHIO STATE 11.95m 39' 21 /2 11.83 (+0.0) 11.91 (+0.0) 11.95 (+0.0)
11 JONES, CALLIE FR SO. MISS. 11.86m 38' 11" 11.66 (+0.0) 11.86 (+0.0) FOUL
12 NEWSOME, JAMIE SR INDIANA ST. 11.78m 38' 73 /4 11.78 (+0.0) 11.63 (+0.0) 11.35 (+0.0)
13 MITCHELL, ADRIANNA FR SO. MISS. 11.24m 36' 101 /2 FOUL FOUL 11.24 (+0.0)
#10 Women's Shot Put
W World Indoor 22.50m Helena Fibingerova TCH 2/19/1977 Jablonec, TCH
A American Indoor 20.21m Michelle Carter Nike 3/19/2016 Portland, OR
C Collegiate Indoor 19.56m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 3/10/2017 College Station,
F Facility 19.10m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 1/14/2017
V Vanderbilt 16.16m Leslie Vidmar 1998
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
1 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 17.83m 58' 61 /4 16.15 (+0.0) 17.83 (+0.0) FOUL 17.14 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0) 16.53 (+0.0) 3(1)
2 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS V 17.10m 56' 11 /2 FOUL 16.16 (+0.0) 16.73 (+0.0) FOUL 17.10 (+0.0) 16.42 (+0.0) 3(2)
3 DANIELS, KATELYN SR MICHIGAN S 15.83m 51' 111 /2 15.83 (+0.0) 15.19 (+0.0) 15.34 (+0.0) FOUL 14.92 (+0.0) 15.37 (+0.0) 3(3)
4 ECHIKUNWOKE, ANNETTE SR CINCINNATI 15.77m 51' 91 /4 14.99 (+0.0) 15.77 (+0.0) 15.68 (+0.0) 15.00 (+0.0) FOUL 15.45 (+0.0) 3(4)
5 HECKAMAN, LEAH JR CINCINNATI 15.40m 50' 61 /2 15.40 (+0.0) FOUL 14.82 (+0.0) 14.10 (+0.0) 14.47 (+0.0) FOUL 3(5)
6 CHILES, ALEXIS SR SO. MISS. 15.38m 50' 53 /4 15.38 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 3(6)
7 OLATOYE, SADE JR OHIO STATE 15.29m 50' 21 /4 14.99 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 14.27 (+0.0) 14.71 (+0.0) 15.29 (+0.0) 3(7)
8 WOOD, BRASHE SR SO. MISS. 15.15m 49' 83 /4 FOUL 15.14 (+0.0) FOUL 15.10 (+0.0) 14.94 (+0.0) 15.15 (+0.0) 3(8)
9 MOORE, AVEUN FR SO. ILLINOIS 14.87m 48' 93 /4 14.87 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(1)
10 REESE, ERIN JR INDIANA ST. 14.81m 48' 71 /4 14.42 (+0.0) 14.81 (+0.0) 13.67 (+0.0) 2(2)
11 JOHNSON, KAYLI FR MICHIGAN S 14.76m 48' 51 /4 14.06 (+0.0) 13.74 (+0.0) 14.76 (+0.0) 2(3)
12 DILLER, LYNE'A SO OHIO STATE 14.17m 46' 61 /4 12.91 (+0.0) 13.94 (+0.0) 14.17 (+0.0) 3(9)
13 ROPER, CASSAUNDRA JR INDIANA ST. 14.12m 46' 41 /4 13.58 (+0.0) 14.12 (+0.0) 13.55 (+0.0) 3(10)
14 CONLON, KAYLEIGH FR SO. ILLINOIS 13.90m 45' 71 /2 12.23 (+0.0) 13.70 (+0.0) 13.90 (+0.0) 2(4)
15 JONES, DANISHA JR SO. MISS. 13.79m 45' 31 /4 FOUL FOUL 13.79 (+0.0) 3(11)
16 VIVEROS, ALICIA FR MISS. STATE 13.75m 45' 11 /2 13.75 (+0.0) FOUL 13.47 (+0.0) 2(5)
17 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 13.63m 44' 9" FOUL 13.57 (+0.0) 13.63 (+0.0) 3(12)
18 WALTERS, KELSEY SO BALL STATE 13.63m 44' 9" FOUL 13.63 (+0.0) FOUL 2(6)
19 TRYON, CHARDAE SO MISS. STATE 13.56m 44' 61 /4 12.92 (+0.0) 12.66 (+0.0) 13.56 (+0.0) 1(1)
20 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS 13.53m 44' 5" 13.53 (+0.0) 13.47 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 1(2)
21 DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS 13.48m 44' 3" 13.45 (+0.0) 13.26 (+0.0) 13.48 (+0.0) 2(7)
22 MAFFO, NADIA SO SO. MISS. 13.38m 43' 11" 12.30 (+0.0) 13.38 (+0.0) FOUL 1(3)
23 ATKINS, SHANELL SO UCF 13.33m 43' 9" 13.33 (+0.0) FOUL 13.10 (+0.0) 2(8)
23 CARTER, JHANE' JR UCF 13.33m 43' 9" 13.10 (+0.0) 13.33 (+0.0) FOUL 3(13)
25 PERSON, SIAN SO SO. ILLINOIS 13.29m 43' 71 /2 FOUL FOUL 13.29 (+0.0) 1(4)
26 GRAY, ALEXIS SR CINCINNATI 13.20m 43' 4" 13.20 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(9)
27 NOEL, JASMINE SR INDIANA ST. 13.19m 43' 31 /2 12.64 (+0.0) 13.19 (+0.0) FOUL 2(10)
28 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO. ILLINOIS 13.18m 43' 31 /4 12.18 (+0.0) 13.18 (+0.0) FOUL 1(5)
29 SARGENT, NICOLE FR MICHIGAN S 13.02m 42' 83 /4 12.97 (+0.0) 13.02 (+0.0) FOUL 2(11)
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#10 Women's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
30 MURCHISON, DANIELLA JR SMU 13.02m 42' 83 /4 13.02 (+0.0) 11.67 (+0.0) FOUL 2(11)
31 COLLIER, DANIELLE SO MIAMI (OHIO 12.45m 40' 101 /2 11.50 (+0.0) FOUL 12.45 (+0.0) 1(6)
32 LIGHTFOOT, ANGELICA SO CINCINNATI 12.35m 40' 61 /2 11.70 (+0.0) 12.28 (+0.0) 12.35 (+0.0) 1(7)
33 DURANT, GABBY JR UCF 11.62m 38' 13 /4 11.62 (+0.0) 11.15 (+0.0) 11.46 (+0.0) 1(8)
34 GODSEY, KENNEDY JR SMU 11.39m 37' 43 /4 FOUL 11.39 (+0.0) FOUL 1(9)
35 TILLMAN, ZARIA JR MISS. STATE 10.81m 35' 53 /4 10.53 (+0.0) FOUL 10.81 (+0.0) 1(10)
36 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 9.86m 32' 41 /2 9.86 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(11)
37 BROUGHTON, SHAYLA SO MISS. STATE 9.34m 30' 8" 9.34 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(12)
38 GRAY, ADARIAN FR W. KENTUC 7.69m 25' 3" FOUL FOUL 7.69 (+0.0) 1(13)
FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO. ILLINOIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
HICKS, ALVA JR WAKE FORE DNS 2
URBANO, NAOMI JR CINCINNATI DNS 1
LYNCH, JANESE FR WAKE FORE DNS 3
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 TRYON, CHARDAE SO MISS. STATE 13.56m 44' 61 /4 12.92 (+0.0) 12.66 (+0.0) 13.56 (+0.0)
2 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS 13.53m 44' 5" 13.53 (+0.0) 13.47 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0)
3 MAFFO, NADIA SO SO. MISS. 13.38m 43' 11" 12.30 (+0.0) 13.38 (+0.0) FOUL
4 PERSON, SIAN SO SO. ILLINOIS 13.29m 43' 71 /2 FOUL FOUL 13.29 (+0.0)
5 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO. ILLINOIS 13.18m 43' 31 /4 12.18 (+0.0) 13.18 (+0.0) FOUL
6 COLLIER, DANIELLE SO MIAMI (OHIO 12.45m 40' 101 /2 11.50 (+0.0) FOUL 12.45 (+0.0)
7 LIGHTFOOT, ANGELICA SO CINCINNATI 12.35m 40' 61 /2 11.70 (+0.0) 12.28 (+0.0) 12.35 (+0.0)
8 DURANT, GABBY JR UCF 11.62m 38' 13 /4 11.62 (+0.0) 11.15 (+0.0) 11.46 (+0.0)
9 GODSEY, KENNEDY JR SMU 11.39m 37' 43 /4 FOUL 11.39 (+0.0) FOUL
10 TILLMAN, ZARIA JR MISS. STATE 10.81m 35' 53 /4 10.53 (+0.0) FOUL 10.81 (+0.0)
11 BROOKS, KIESHONNA SO OLE MISS 9.86m 32' 41 /2 9.86 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
12 BROUGHTON, SHAYLA SO MISS. STATE 9.34m 30' 8" 9.34 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
13 GRAY, ADARIAN FR W. KENTUC 7.69m 25' 3" FOUL FOUL 7.69 (+0.0)
JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
URBANO, NAOMI JR CINCINNATI DNS
Flight 2 of 3
1 MOORE, AVEUN FR SO. ILLINOIS 14.87m 48' 93 /4 14.87 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 REESE, ERIN JR INDIANA ST. 14.81m 48' 71 /4 14.42 (+0.0) 14.81 (+0.0) 13.67 (+0.0)
3 JOHNSON, KAYLI FR MICHIGAN S 14.76m 48' 51 /4 14.06 (+0.0) 13.74 (+0.0) 14.76 (+0.0)
4 CONLON, KAYLEIGH FR SO. ILLINOIS 13.90m 45' 71 /2 12.23 (+0.0) 13.70 (+0.0) 13.90 (+0.0)
5 VIVEROS, ALICIA FR MISS. STATE 13.75m 45' 11 /2 13.75 (+0.0) FOUL 13.47 (+0.0)
6 WALTERS, KELSEY SO BALL STATE 13.63m 44' 9" FOUL 13.63 (+0.0) FOUL
7 DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS 13.48m 44' 3" 13.45 (+0.0) 13.26 (+0.0) 13.48 (+0.0)
8 ATKINS, SHANELL SO UCF 13.33m 43' 9" 13.33 (+0.0) FOUL 13.10 (+0.0)
9 GRAY, ALEXIS SR CINCINNATI 13.20m 43' 4" 13.20 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
10 NOEL, JASMINE SR INDIANA ST. 13.19m 43' 31 /2 12.64 (+0.0) 13.19 (+0.0) FOUL
11 SARGENT, NICOLE FR MICHIGAN S 13.02m 42' 83 /4 12.97 (+0.0) 13.02 (+0.0) FOUL
11 MURCHISON, DANIELLA JR SMU 13.02m 42' 83 /4 13.02 (+0.0) 11.67 (+0.0) FOUL
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#10 Women's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO. ILLINOIS NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
HICKS, ALVA JR WAKE FORE DNS
Flight 3 of 3
1 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 17.83m 58' 61 /4 16.15 (+0.0) 17.83 (+0.0) FOUL 17.14 (+0.0) 16.84 (+0.0) 16.53 (+0.0)
2 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS V 17.10m 56' 11 /2 FOUL 16.16 (+0.0) 16.73 (+0.0) FOUL 17.10 (+0.0) 16.42 (+0.0)
3 DANIELS, KATELYN SR MICHIGAN S 15.83m 51' 111 /2 15.83 (+0.0) 15.19 (+0.0) 15.34 (+0.0) FOUL 14.92 (+0.0) 15.37 (+0.0)
4 ECHIKUNWOKE, ANNETTE SR CINCINNATI 15.77m 51' 91 /4 14.99 (+0.0) 15.77 (+0.0) 15.68 (+0.0) 15.00 (+0.0) FOUL 15.45 (+0.0)
5 HECKAMAN, LEAH JR CINCINNATI 15.40m 50' 61 /2 15.40 (+0.0) FOUL 14.82 (+0.0) 14.10 (+0.0) 14.47 (+0.0) FOUL
6 CHILES, ALEXIS SR SO. MISS. 15.38m 50' 53 /4 15.38 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 OLATOYE, SADE JR OHIO STATE 15.29m 50' 21 /4 14.99 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 14.27 (+0.0) 14.71 (+0.0) 15.29 (+0.0)
8 WOOD, BRASHE SR SO. MISS. 15.15m 49' 83 /4 FOUL 15.14 (+0.0) FOUL 15.10 (+0.0) 14.94 (+0.0) 15.15 (+0.0)
9 DILLER, LYNE'A SO OHIO STATE 14.17m 46' 61 /4 12.91 (+0.0) 13.94 (+0.0) 14.17 (+0.0)
10 ROPER, CASSAUNDRA JR INDIANA ST. 14.12m 46' 41 /4 13.58 (+0.0) 14.12 (+0.0) 13.55 (+0.0)
11 JONES, DANISHA JR SO. MISS. 13.79m 45' 31 /4 FOUL FOUL 13.79 (+0.0)
12 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 13.63m 44' 9" FOUL 13.57 (+0.0) 13.63 (+0.0)
13 CARTER, JHANE' JR UCF 13.33m 43' 9" 13.10 (+0.0) 13.33 (+0.0) FOUL
LYNCH, JANESE FR WAKE FORE DNS
#12 Women's Weight Throw
A American Indoor 25.60m Gwen Berry N.Y.A.C. 3/10/2007 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 25.56m Brittany Riley Southern Illinois 3/10/2007 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 24.85m Gwendolyn Berry NYAC/ Nike 1/20/2018
V Vanderbilt 17.82m Vensherrie Campbell 2004
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
1 BERRY, GWENDOLYN NIKE/ NYAC F 25.27m 82' 111 /4 22.75 (+0.0) 24.51 (+0.0) 24.69 (+0.0) 25.27 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 3(1)
2 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS V 24.12m 79' 2" 22.45 (+0.0) 24.12 (+0.0) 22.96 (+0.0) 22.60 (+0.0) FOUL 23.31 (+0.0) 3(2)
3 ECHIKUNWOKE, ANNETTE SR CINCINNATI V 23.33m 76' 63 /4 22.73 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 23.33 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 3(3)
4 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 22.74m 74' 71 /2 22.57 (+0.0) 22.74 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 3(4)
5 OLATOYE, SADE JR OHIO STATE V 22.16m 72' 83 /4 22.11 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 22.16 (+0.0) 21.11 (+0.0) 3(5)
6 MAFFO, NADIA SO SO. MISS. V 20.35m 66' 91 /2 19.99 (+0.0) 20.35 (+0.0) 19.38 (+0.0) 19.14 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(1)
7 SMITH, BRIANNA SR MISS. STATE V 20.17m 66' 21 /4 FOUL 18.03 (+0.0) 19.06 (+0.0) 19.47 (+0.0) 19.53 (+0.0) 20.17 (+0.0) 3(6)
8 HICKS, ALVA JR WAKE FORE V 19.62m 64' 43 /4 18.02 (+0.0) 19.62 (+0.0) 19.18 (+0.0) 17.71 (+0.0) 19.01 (+0.0) 18.09 (+0.0) 2(2)
9 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS V 19.29m 63' 33 /4 19.29 (+0.0) 18.97 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 18.58 (+0.0) 3(7)
10 AMPADU, EFFUA UNATTACHE V 18.94m 62' 2" 18.53 (+0.0) FOUL 18.94 (+0.0) 3(8)
11 NOEL, JASMINE SR INDIANA ST. V 18.93m 62' 11 /2 18.32 (+0.0) 18.93 (+0.0) 17.02 (+0.0) 2(3)
12 ROPER, CASSAUNDRA JR INDIANA ST. V 18.93m 62' 11 /2 18.93 (+0.0) 16.44 (+0.0) 17.66 (+0.0) 2(3)
13 DANIELS, KATELYN SR MICHIGAN S V 18.71m 61' 5" 18.71 (+0.0) 18.48 (+0.0) 18.50 (+0.0) 3(9)
14 JONES, DANISHA JR SO. MISS. V 18.60m 61' 01 /2 18.60 (+0.0) FOUL 18.52 (+0.0) 2(5)
15 CARTER, JHANE' JR UCF V 18.39m 60' 41 /4 18.39 (+0.0) 17.97 (+0.0) FOUL 2(6)
16 JACOBSEN, COURTNEY SO MICHIGAN V 18.34m 60' 21 /4 18.34 (+0.0) 17.73 (+0.0) 17.77 (+0.0) 2(7)
17 ATKINS, SHANELL SO UCF V 18.01m 59' 11 /4 FOUL 16.33 (+0.0) 18.01 (+0.0) 1(1)
18 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 17.57m 57' 8" 17.57 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(8)
19 ROBERSON, ALEXIS SO SO. ILLINOIS 17.55m 57' 71 /4 17.55 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 3(10)
20 SARGENT, NICOLE FR MICHIGAN S 17.44m 57' 3" 16.36 (+0.0) 17.39 (+0.0) 17.44 (+0.0) 2(9)
21 JOHNSON, KAYLI FR MICHIGAN S 17.09m 56' 1" 16.17 (+0.0) 17.09 (+0.0) 16.98 (+0.0) 1(2)
22 PAJOT, STEPHANIE JR MICHIGAN S 16.79m 55' 11 /4 16.77 (+0.0) 16.79 (+0.0) 16.57 (+0.0) 2(10)
23 FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO. ILLINOIS 16.42m 53' 103 /4 16.42 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(11)
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#12 Women's Weight Throw (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl) Pts
24 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO. ILLINOIS 16.35m 53' 8" 16.35 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(3)
25 GRAY, ALEXIS SR CINCINNATI 15.49m 50' 10" FOUL 15.49 (+0.0) 15.19 (+0.0) 1(4)
26 JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS 15.27m 50' 11 /2 15.27 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(12)
27 MURCHISON, DANIELLA JR SMU 14.78m 48' 61 /4 14.45 (+0.0) 14.78 (+0.0) 14.76 (+0.0) 1(5)
28 JOHNSON, TIFFANEY JR MISS. STATE 14.68m 48' 21 /4 FOUL FOUL 14.68 (+0.0) 1(6)
29 MAYFIELD, ADRIENNE SR BALL STATE 14.45m 47' 51 /4 FOUL FOUL 14.45 (+0.0) 1(7)
30 LEE, MADELYN SO MISS. STATE 14.11m 46' 33 /4 14.11 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(8)
31 GODSEY, KENNEDY JR SMU 12.01m 39' 5" FOUL 12.01 (+0.0) FOUL 1(9)
32 HARMON, KIRA FR W. KENTUC 7.53m 24' 83 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.53 (+0.0) 1(10)
DURANT, GABBY JR UCF NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 3
REESE, ERIN JR INDIANA ST. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 3
CHILES, ALEXIS SR SO. MISS. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
LYNCH, JANESE FR WAKE FORE DNS 1
HECKAMAN, LEAH JR CINCINNATI DNS 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 ATKINS, SHANELL SO UCF V 18.01m 59' 11 /4 FOUL 16.33 (+0.0) 18.01 (+0.0)
2 JOHNSON, KAYLI FR MICHIGAN S 17.09m 56' 1" 16.17 (+0.0) 17.09 (+0.0) 16.98 (+0.0)
3 ONEAL, SHAUNEICE FR SO. ILLINOIS 16.35m 53' 8" 16.35 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
4 GRAY, ALEXIS SR CINCINNATI 15.49m 50' 10" FOUL 15.49 (+0.0) 15.19 (+0.0)
5 MURCHISON, DANIELLA JR SMU 14.78m 48' 61 /4 14.45 (+0.0) 14.78 (+0.0) 14.76 (+0.0)
6 JOHNSON, TIFFANEY JR MISS. STATE 14.68m 48' 21 /4 FOUL FOUL 14.68 (+0.0)
7 MAYFIELD, ADRIENNE SR BALL STATE 14.45m 47' 51 /4 FOUL FOUL 14.45 (+0.0)
8 LEE, MADELYN SO MISS. STATE 14.11m 46' 33 /4 14.11 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
9 GODSEY, KENNEDY JR SMU 12.01m 39' 5" FOUL 12.01 (+0.0) FOUL
10 HARMON, KIRA FR W. KENTUC 7.53m 24' 83 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.53 (+0.0)
CHILES, ALEXIS SR SO. MISS. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
LYNCH, JANESE FR WAKE FORE DNS
HECKAMAN, LEAH JR CINCINNATI DNS
Flight 2 of 3
1 MAFFO, NADIA SO SO. MISS. V 20.35m 66' 91 /2 19.99 (+0.0) 20.35 (+0.0) 19.38 (+0.0) 19.14 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
2 HICKS, ALVA JR WAKE FORE V 19.62m 64' 43 /4 18.02 (+0.0) 19.62 (+0.0) 19.18 (+0.0) 17.71 (+0.0) 19.01 (+0.0) 18.09 (+0.0)
3 NOEL, JASMINE SR INDIANA ST. V 18.93m 62' 11 /2 18.32 (+0.0) 18.93 (+0.0) 17.02 (+0.0)
3 ROPER, CASSAUNDRA JR INDIANA ST. V 18.93m 62' 11 /2 18.93 (+0.0) 16.44 (+0.0) 17.66 (+0.0)
5 JONES, DANISHA JR SO. MISS. V 18.60m 61' 01 /2 18.60 (+0.0) FOUL 18.52 (+0.0)
6 CARTER, JHANE' JR UCF V 18.39m 60' 41 /4 18.39 (+0.0) 17.97 (+0.0) FOUL
7 JACOBSEN, COURTNEY SO MICHIGAN V 18.34m 60' 21 /4 18.34 (+0.0) 17.73 (+0.0) 17.77 (+0.0)
8 MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS 17.57m 57' 8" 17.57 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
9 SARGENT, NICOLE FR MICHIGAN S 17.44m 57' 3" 16.36 (+0.0) 17.39 (+0.0) 17.44 (+0.0)
10 PAJOT, STEPHANIE JR MICHIGAN S 16.79m 55' 11 /4 16.77 (+0.0) 16.79 (+0.0) 16.57 (+0.0)
11 FREEMAN, NIKKI SO SO. ILLINOIS 16.42m 53' 103 /4 16.42 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
12 JAIDI, MONA SO MEMPHIS 15.27m 50' 11 /2 15.27 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
Flight 3 of 3
1 BERRY, GWENDOLYN NIKE/ NYAC F 25.27m 82' 111 /4 22.75 (+0.0) 24.51 (+0.0) 24.69 (+0.0) 25.27 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
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#12 Women's Weight Throw (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
2 STEWART, JANEAH SR OLE MISS V 24.12m 79' 2" 22.45 (+0.0) 24.12 (+0.0) 22.96 (+0.0) 22.60 (+0.0) FOUL 23.31 (+0.0)
3 ECHIKUNWOKE, ANNETTE SR CINCINNATI V 23.33m 76' 63 /4 22.73 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 23.33 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
4 RAMSEY, JESSICA UNATTACHE V 22.74m 74' 71 /2 22.57 (+0.0) 22.74 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
5 OLATOYE, SADE JR OHIO STATE V 22.16m 72' 83 /4 22.11 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 22.16 (+0.0) 21.11 (+0.0)
6 SMITH, BRIANNA SR MISS. STATE V 20.17m 66' 21 /4 FOUL 18.03 (+0.0) 19.06 (+0.0) 19.47 (+0.0) 19.53 (+0.0) 20.17 (+0.0)
7 TAIWO, SHEY FR OLE MISS V 19.29m 63' 33 /4 19.29 (+0.0) 18.97 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 18.58 (+0.0)
8 AMPADU, EFFUA UNATTACHE V 18.94m 62' 2" 18.53 (+0.0) FOUL 18.94 (+0.0)
9 DANIELS, KATELYN SR MICHIGAN S V 18.71m 61' 5" 18.71 (+0.0) 18.48 (+0.0) 18.50 (+0.0)
10 ROBERSON, ALEXIS SO SO. ILLINOIS 17.55m 57' 71 /4 17.55 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
DURANT, GABBY JR UCF NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
REESE, ERIN JR INDIANA ST. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
VANDERBILT'S MUSIC CITY CHALLENGE 2018
Nashville, TN
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 16, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Championship Central: http://conferenceusa.com/tournaments/?id=380 
Coach Jenkins Preview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyAR0JHV4oo 
WKU TRACK & FIELD HEADED TO CONFERENCE USA INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field is headed to Birmingham, Ala., for the 2018 Conference USA 
Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track & Field Championships this weekend. Action will conclude Sunday 
night and will be available on ESPN3 at 2 p.m. CT. UAB and the Birmingham CrossPlex are hosting the 
event for the seventh-consecutive season. 
At last year’s event, the Hilltoppers brought home runner-up honors while the Lady Toppers finished in 
fifth place. Morgan McIntyre and Jonathan Hayden in addition to the men’s 4x400-meter relay squad 
will all look to defend their C-USA indoor crowns from last year’s meet. 
The championship events begin on Saturday at 9 a.m. CT, with combined events, beginning with 
heptathlon and pentathlon action. Field events start at 2 p.m., with the preliminaries and finals for 
running events kicking off at 4 p.m. 
Competition on Sunday begins with the remaining heptathlon events at 9 a.m., and field events 
following at 11 a.m. Starting at 1 p.m. the finals for the remainder of the running events begin with the 
mile and end with the 4x400m relay. The awards presentation will start at 4:15 p.m. 
The 2017 C-USA Indoor Track & Field Championship women’s team was UTEP with 113 points and 
Middle Tennessee took the men’s title with 130 points. Last year’s title was the Miners’ third-
consecutive indoor women’s title. 
Admission prices are as follows: a two-day pass is $20 for adults and $10 for youth (12-17); while a single 
day ticket $15 per day for adults and $6 for youth (12-17). Admission is FREE for children age 11 and 
under and for students with valid ID cards who attend a C-USA member institution. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 17, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Championship Central: http://conferenceusa.com/tournaments/?id=380 
Day 1 results (PDF) attached. 
HILLTOPPERS CLAIM NINE EVENT FINAL SPOTS ON DAY ONE OF C-USA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – In the opening day from the 2018 Conference USA Men’s and Women’s Indoor 
Track & Field Championships, WKU squad saw Hilltoppers qualify for nine spots in Sunday’s event finals. 
The Red and White posted three new season-best outings from both the men’s and women’s sides and 
are still capable of repeating as champions in all three events in which the team is defending titles: 
men’s 60-meter hurdles, men’s 4x400-meter relay and women’s pole vault. 
“We had several personal-best performances today, but more importantly, we had several student-
athletes advance to the C-USA Indoor Championship finals tomorrow,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. 
Halfway through the Championships, Charlotte leads the men’s team standings with 47.5 points while 
Middle Tennessee is in the lead on the women’s side with 35 points. The WKU men have collected four 
points through one day of competition while the Lady Toppers are still looking to break into the scoring. 
With a preliminary time of 8.00 in the 60-meter hurdles, Jonathan Hayden earned himself a spot in the 
event finals for a chance to defend his 2017 indoor crown in the discipline. The senior’s preliminary 
mark ranked second across the field, behind only UTSA’s Patrick Prince’s mark of 7.94. 
In the men’s 60-meter competition, WKU saw two Hilltoppers earn spots in Sunday’s final. Eli Minor 
clocked the second-best prelim reading with a 6.68 – the fastest time by a Hilltopper this season - while 
Julius Morris turned in a 6.73 mark for the fifth best showing. McKinley West of Southern Miss posted 
the top prelim time in the event with a 6.67. 
The Hilltoppers saw representatives from both the men’s and women’s squads earn spots in Sunday’s 
200-meter dash finals, running the best time of the year in the event on both sides. In the women’s 
competition, Juannae Lewis earned herself a spot in the finals after running a 24.63 prelim mark to lock 
up the last spot in Sunday’s race. In the men’s race, Morris turned in the top prelim time on the board 
with a 20.96 – the only sub-21.00 mark recorded on the day. Minor also earned himself another run in 
the 200 after clocking a 21.50. 
WKU posted four of the top nine times in the men’s 400-meter dash preliminaries. Oliver Alexandre led 
the way for the Red and White with a time of 48.32. Charles Shimukowa and Kymari Gates both turned 
in runs of 48.58 to earn spots in the finals while Austin Hayes just missed the cut with a 48.80. 
With a season-best time of 10:17.05, the WKU men’s distance medley relay unit of Taylor Scarbrough, 
Alec Tanksley, Denzel Villaman and Julien Cuyeu collected a fifth place finish. The unit bettered WKU’s 
top mark in the event by more than 29 seconds, recording the third-fastest mark in Hilltopper indoor 
program history. 
Brianna Wolken turned in a personal-record 19:31.37 in the 5000-meter race, which doubles as the Lady 
Toppers’ best time in the event in 2018. 
The Lady Toppers’ distance medley relay team also set a season-best time, running a 12:28.81; Rebecca 
Cook, Aairiona Hayden-Ransom, Ariel Terrell and Savannah Ames teamed up in the relay. 
Championship action from the Birmingham CrossPlex will conclude on Sunday. Competition will begin at 
9 a.m. CT, with remaining heptathlon events while field events will resume at 11 a.m. Starting at 1 p.m., 
the finals for the remainder of the running events begin with the mile and end with the 4x400-meter 
relay. ESPN3 coverage will be available beginning at 2 p.m. CT. An awards presentation will commence 
at 4:15 p.m. 
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Results
Women 60 Meter Dash
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                     7.54       7.45Q  1
  2 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss           7.48       7.45Q  3
  3 Cecilia Francis           FR Middle Tennessee        7.41       7.48Q  4
  4 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                    7.47       7.49Q  2
  5 Alex Council              JR Charlotte               7.42       7.52Q  5
  6 Edidiong Odiong           FR Middle Tennessee        7.64       7.53q  2
  7 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                    7.72       7.54q  2
  8 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                     7.62       7.56q  5
  9 Ida Mensah                SO Middle Tennessee        7.56       7.60   1
 10 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss           7.63       7.61   4
 11 Shelby Smith              FR Louisiana Tech          7.60       7.61   2
 12 De'Stini Henderson        JR UTSA                    7.72       7.62   5
 13 Mirlege Castor            FR Middle Tennessee        7.63       7.62   5
 14 Taylor Shaw               FR Louisiana Tech          7.57       7.68   3
 15 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                    7.80       7.71   3
 16 Rebecca Oshinbanjo        JR UTEP                               7.72   3
 17 Ana Holland               SR Florida Atlantic        7.74       7.73   4
 18 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas             7.68       7.73   1
 18 Bria Williams             JR North Texas             7.63       7.73   4
 20 Kayla Haywood             JR Marshall                7.71       7.73   3
 21 Brandy Elysee             FR Marshall                7.67       7.74   3
 22 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                     7.79       7.81   2
 23 Cameren Pryor             JR Charlotte               7.77       7.81   4
 24 Crystal McDougle          SR Florida Atlantic        7.78       7.85   5
 25 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte               7.86       7.86   3
 26 Kadaria Thompson          JR Southern Miss           7.80       7.89   1
 27 Morgan White              SO Louisiana Tech          7.69       7.92   1
 28 Roshelle Francois         FR Florida Atlantic        7.92       7.93   2
 29 Talor Wilkerson           FR Marshall                7.98       7.95   4
 30 Naja Greer                SR Marshall                7.93       8.00   5
 31 Morayo Bhadmos            FR UAB                     8.04       8.10   4
 32 Keila Robertson           SO UAB                     8.09       8.12   5
 33 Jennifer Sharpe           SO UAB                     8.30       8.28   2
Women 200 Meter Dash
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                   23.59      23.60q  1
  2 Janet Amponsah            SR Middle Tennessee       23.96      23.82q  2
  3 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss          24.85      24.21q  5
  4 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                    24.56      24.42q  4
  5 Brandy Elysee             FR Marshall               24.71      24.45q  1
  6 Ida Mensah                SO Middle Tennessee       24.57      24.48q  5
  7 Edidiong Odiong           FR Middle Tennessee       24.54      24.50q  3
  8 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky       25.65      24.63q  1
  9 De'Stini Henderson        JR UTSA                   24.73      24.67   3
 10 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss          24.70      24.68   7
 11 Cecilia Francis           FR Middle Tennessee       24.71      24.72   8
 12 Sharone Johnson           FR Louisiana Tech         24.78      24.76   4
 13 Taylor Shaw               FR Louisiana Tech         24.62      24.82   6
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....Women 200 Meter Dash
 14 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                    24.91      24.93   7
 15 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte              25.01      25.05   1
 16 Cameren Pryor             JR Charlotte              24.87      25.14   6
 17 Mirlege Castor            FR Middle Tennessee       24.72      25.22   2
 18 Ana Holland               SR Florida Atlantic       25.75      25.32   4
 19 Bria Williams             JR North Texas            25.23      25.34   3
 20 Roshelle Francois         FR Florida Atlantic       25.20      25.46   2
 21 Anne-Catherine Wasser     SO Florida Atlantic       25.31      25.47   5
 22 Naja Greer                SR Marshall               25.24      25.52   4
 23 Kayla Haywood             JR Marshall               25.45      25.56   8
 24 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                   26.00      25.60   6
 25 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas            25.72      25.65   3
 26 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                   25.37      25.76   7
 27 Talor Wilkerson           FR Marshall               25.95      25.86   5
 28 Artesha Richardson        SO North Texas            25.66      26.14   2
 29 Kandiss Briggs            SR UAB                    26.04      26.35   7
 30 Kyla Horn                 SO UAB                    26.13      26.94   8
 -- Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                    24.92         DQ   8 lane violation
Women 400 Meter Dash
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Middle Tennessee       52.64      53.89q  2
  2 Loveth Odia               SR Middle Tennessee       56.39      55.70q  2
  3 Joycelyn Assafuah         JR Middle Tennessee       55.65      55.71q  8
  4 Kristen Williams          SR Charlotte              54.98      55.79q  4
  5 Cemere Petty              FR Charlotte              56.85      55.86q  4
  6 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss          55.17      56.14q  5
  7 Kiana Lee                 JR Charlotte              55.40      56.26q  6
  8 Rian Robinson             JR Southern Miss          56.11      56.30q  1
  9 Janet Amponsah            SR Middle Tennessee       54.55      56.50   3
 10 Jennifer Arinze           SR UTSA                   56.24      56.73   9
 11 Brandi Dobbin             SR Louisiana Tech         56.17      56.85  10
 12 Christiana Dogan          SO Marshall               58.87      57.03   9
 13 Sharone Johnson           FR Louisiana Tech         57.81      57.14   2
 14 Anne-Catherine Wasser     SO Florida Atlantic       57.32      57.16   1
 15 Imani Adams               SR UTEP                   58.23      57.17   5
 16 Sherline Valentin         SR Florida Atlantic       56.97      57.25   5
 17 Ariel Terrell             SR Western Kentucky       55.63      57.29   7
 18 Lauren Capone             JR UAB                    57.07      57.32   8
 19 Aairiona Ransom           FR Western Kentucky       58.62      57.38   1
 20 Karri Green               SO UAB                    57.43      57.54  10
 21 Darionne Gibson           SO UTSA                   57.04      57.64   7
 22 Danere'a White            SO Marshall               58.79      57.75  10
 23 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky     1:04.19      58.03   7
 24 Terneka Gibson            SO FIU                    57.72      58.09   9
 25 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                   57.00      58.12   6
 26 Breanna Hargrove          SR Marshall               57.86      58.66   3
 27 Aireanna Taylor           SO Southern Miss          57.97      58.69   4
 28 Akuira Young              SR Rice                   58.50      58.78   7
 29 Sierra Andres             JR UTSA                   58.48      58.86   6
 30 Serenity Grimes           FR FIU                    59.47      58.93   3
 31 Lauryn McCollum           FR North Texas            59.38      59.03   2
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 32 Brooklyn Polk             SR Southern Miss          58.53      59.30   8
 33 Brittni Emanuel           FR North Texas            59.69      59.60   5
 34 Destiny Aaron             SO Louisiana Tech                    59.64   9
 35 Artesha Richardson        SO North Texas            59.56      59.82   4
 36 Frelicia Tucker           FR Rice                 1:01.84    1:02.01   6
 -- Madison Gibson            SO UTEP                   56.63         DQ   3 Out of lane
Women 800 Meter Run
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Middle Tennessee     2:04.11    2:11.69Q  3
  2 Carolyne Chepkosgei       FR UTEP                 2:11.22    2:12.23Q  2
  3 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss        2:09.37    2:14.09Q  1
  4 Agnes Abu                 SR Middle Tennessee     2:05.31    2:14.68Q  4
  5 Baylee Nelson             JR North Texas          2:17.66    2:12.46q  2
  6 Elia Nero                 JR Louisiana Tech       2:14.25    2:12.72q  2
  7 Barkley Castro            SR Marshall             2:16.07    2:14.31q  3
  8 Marielle Lewis            SO UAB                  2:14.47    2:14.84q  1
  9 Patience Akanwogba        FR Middle Tennessee     2:17.85    2:15.09   2
 10 Erica Lersch              JR Florida Atlantic     2:16.55    2:15.35   1
 11 Hannah Bablak             SO Rice                 2:16.54    2:16.66   4
 12 Savannah Ames             SR Western Kentucky     2:15.42    2:16.75   4
 13 Lynette Amaram            SO UTSA                 2:18.99    2:17.27   4
 14 Cele Moon                 SO UAB                  2:21.92    2:18.02   2
 15 Victoria Junious          SR North Texas          2:15.90    2:18.11   3
 16 Olivia Zint               FR North Texas          2:22.51    2:18.12   2
 17 Darrian Johnson           SO North Texas          2:19.55    2:18.14   3
 18 Carydaliz Fontanez        SR Florida Atlantic     2:18.69    2:19.25   1
 19 Sydne Grier               JR FIU                  2:23.13    2:20.39   1
 20 Stephanie Sauceda         SO UTSA                 2:20.69    2:20.84   4
 21 Nicole Mitchell           SO Rice                 2:23.40    2:21.38   4
 22 Jayela Slack              SO UTSA                 2:24.01    2:21.55   3
 23 Colleen Gilbert           JR UTSA                 2:19.76    2:21.83   3
 24 Brandi Ransom             JR Rice                 2:21.09    2:22.40   1
 25 Andrea Lucero             FR UTEP                 2:27.74    2:23.31   4
 26 Destiny White             FR UTEP                 2:27.57    2:27.71   3
Women 1 Mile Run
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
  1 Agnes Abu                 SR Middle Tennessee     4:53.12    4:56.74Q  2
  2 Lilian Koech              SR UTEP                 4:41.03    4:57.76Q  1
  3 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                 4:54.84    4:56.86Q  2
  4 Khayla Patel              SO Rice                 4:56.34    4:58.09Q  1
  5 Susannah Lynch            SR North Texas          4:47.36    4:57.19Q  2
  6 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss        4:53.79    4:58.10Q  1
  7 Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                 4:55.85    4:57.53q  2
  8 Mikaela Jonsson           SO Florida Atlantic     5:02.06    4:59.96q  1
  9 Rea Iseli                 JR North Texas          5:03.62    5:01.05q  2
 10 Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss        4:54.83    5:01.14q  1
 11 Amber Boyd                FR UTSA                            5:04.40   1
 12 Bethan Evans              FR UAB                  5:05.72    5:09.00   1
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 13 Mary Clare Neal           FR Rice                 5:05.64    5:09.20   2
 14 Serena Martinez           SO UAB                  5:07.26    5:09.72   2
 15 Monika Gebarzewska        SO Southern Miss        5:06.06    5:10.97   1
 16 Charlette Janicek         SO UTSA                 5:13.76    5:12.94   1
 17 Bethany Hardcastle        SO Florida Atlantic     5:12.13    5:15.38   1
 18 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR FIU                  5:08.98    5:15.88   2
 19 Sofia Fernandez           SO FIU                  5:29.55    5:29.94   1
 20 Sarah Glover              FR Rice                 5:19.43    5:31.30   2
 21 Sabrina Quijano           FR FIU                  5:26.10    5:35.36   2
Women 5000 Meter Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
Finals
  1 Caroline Sang             JR Charlotte           15:47.28   15:57.54   10
  2 Winny Koech               JR UTEP                16:38.78   16:33.39    8
  3 Sherilene Gelderblom      SO FIU                            16:57.05    6
  4 Lourdes Vivas de Lorenzi  FR Rice                17:22.08   17:19.19    5
  5 Rachel Kigen              JR Middle Tennessee               17:22.82    4
  6 Gladys Kipchumba          SO Middle Tennessee               17:33.12    3
  7 Christina Moralez         SR North Texas                    17:35.15    2
  8 Sarah Livett              SR UAB                 17:39.46   17:43.58    1
  9 Adrianna Cook             SO Marshall            17:46.41   17:43.69
 10 HollyAnn Swann            SR Marshall            17:35.51   17:48.76
 11 Erin Nelson               JR Charlotte                      17:51.62
 12 Yulisa Abundis            JR UTSA                           18:03.78
 13 Rachel Peterson           JR Rice                18:23.99   18:06.79
 14 Christina Schultz         SR Florida Atlantic    17:48.34   18:07.02
 15 Victoria Hoppe            JR Southern Miss                  18:07.59
 16 Theresa Harto             SO Southern Miss                  18:07.69
 17 Cassidy Adams             JR North Texas         19:02.21   18:10.05
 18 Kacie Kaufman             JR Louisiana Tech      18:17.48   18:36.25
 19 Brianna Wolken            SO Western Kentucky    20:35.95   19:31.37
 20 Morgan Graff              FR Florida Atlantic    18:57.98   19:37.14
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte               8.55       8.48Q  3
  2 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee        8.62       8.60Q  1
  3 Safiyyah Mitchell         SO Marshall                8.38       8.66Q  2
  4 Rebecca Oshinbanjo        JR UTEP                    8.54       8.50q  3
  5 Victoria Rausch           JR UTSA                    8.53       8.67q  1
  6 Taylor Robinson           FR Marshall                8.83       8.82q  3
  7 Crystal McDougle          SR Florida Atlantic        8.74       8.91q  2 8.904
  8 Ali Meister               SR UAB                     8.87       8.91q  3 8.910
  9 Lyric Choice              FR North Texas             8.89       8.96   1
 10 Hannah Carreon            SO Marshall                9.01       8.97   2
 11 Tameyah Carroll           JR UTSA                    9.28       9.03   1
 12 Cassidy Smith             SR Florida Atlantic        9.03       9.05   1
 13 Akuira Young              SR Rice                    9.02       9.11   2
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 14 Kyla Horn                 SO UAB                     9.05       9.19   3
 15 Jennifer Sharpe           SO UAB                     9.40       9.42   2
 16 Jamiah Jackson            FR UTSA                    8.66      18.24   2
 -- Talia Thompson            SR Southern Miss           9.21         DQ   3 went around hurdle
Women Distance Medley
================================================================================
    School                                               Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
Finals
  1 UTEP                                                        11:38.18   10
     1) Linda Cheruiyot SO              2) Madison Gibson SO
     3) Carolyne Chepkosgei FR          4) Lilian Koech SR
  2 Southern Miss                                               11:43.43    8
     1) Regen McGee SO                  2) Rian Robinson JR
     3) Courtney Filliben SR            4) Kate Mattox FR
  3 Middle Tennessee                                            11:44.09    6
     1) Julia Jelagat SO                2) Janet Amponsah SR
     3) Abike Egbeniyi JR               4) Agnes Abu SR
  4 Rice                                             11:49.66   11:47.22    5
     1) Elsa Racasan JR                 2) Akuira Young SR
     3) Hannah Bablak SO                4) Khayla Patel SO
  5 UAB                                              12:43.81   11:53.38    4
     1) Rebecca Evans SR                2) Lauren Capone JR
     3) Marielle Lewis SO               4) Bethan Evans FR
  6 North Texas                                      12:38.07   11:59.98    3
     1) Baylee Nelson JR                2) Darrian Johnson SO
     3) Victoria Junious SR             4) Rea Iseli JR
  7 Charlotte                                                   12:01.46    2
     1) Bridget Abbatiello SO           2) Jasmine Parquet SO
     3) Alexia Noch FR                  4) Brittany Stanley SO
  8 Florida Atlantic                                 12:28.59   12:11.03    1
     1) Mikaela Jonsson SO              2) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO
     3) Megan Giovanniello FR           4) Erica Lersch JR
  9 UTSA                                             12:19.60   12:16.86
     1) Amber Boyd FR                   2) Christy Gilbert JR
     3) Lynette Amaram SO               4) Charlette Janicek SO
 10 Western Kentucky                                 12:34.30   12:25.81
     1) Rebecca Cook FR                 2) Aairiona Ransom FR
     3) Ariel Terrell SR                4) Savannah Ames SR
 11 Marshall                                                    12:40.00
     1) Madeline Armstrong SR           2) Andrea Chidester SR
     3) Mary Zulauf FR                  4) Barkley Castro SR
 12 FIU                                              12:06.73   13:45.83
     1) Sabrina Quijano FR              2) Terneka Gibson SO
     3) Sydne Grier JR                  4) Rahel Gerbretsadik FR
Women Long Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Michelle Fokam            SO Rice                   5.87m      6.13m   20-01.50  10
  2 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee       5.78m      5.77m   18-11.25   8
  3 Jade Jordan               FR Charlotte              5.70m      5.74m   18-10.00   6
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....Women Long Jump
  4 Shelby Smith              FR Louisiana Tech         5.80m      5.74m   18-10.00   5
  5 Camille Little            SO Rice                   5.92m      5.72m   18-09.25   4
  6 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee       5.85m      5.61m   18-05.00   3
  7 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                   5.57m      5.58m   18-03.75   2
  8 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte              5.72m      5.58m   18-03.75   1
  9 Ali Meister               SR UAB                    5.36m      5.54m   18-02.25
 10 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss          5.96m      5.52m   18-01.50
 11 Melody Korie              JR Louisiana Tech         5.83m      5.48m   17-11.75
 12 Carlecia Spivey           JR Charlotte              5.65m      5.45m   17-10.75
 13 Lauren George             JR Marshall               5.54m      5.41m   17-09.00
 14 Keila Robertson           SO UAB                    5.58m      5.41m   17-09.00
 15 Josie Raines              FR Marshall               5.67m      5.39m   17-08.25
 16 Tameyah Carroll           JR UTSA                   4.90m      5.37m   17-07.50
 17 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                    5.55m      5.37m   17-07.50
 18 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky       5.47m      5.36m   17-07.00
 19 Ariel Watson              FR UTSA                   5.32m      5.36m   17-07.00
 20 Adrianna Mitchell         FR Southern Miss          5.36m      5.35m   17-06.75
 21 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                    5.52m      5.34m   17-06.25
 22 Briana Washington         FR UTSA                   5.40m      5.32m   17-05.50
 23 Valencia Bullock          FR North Texas            5.27m      5.31m   17-05.25
 24 Danielle Spence           FR UTSA                   4.96m      5.17m   16-11.50
 25 Jennifer Sharpe           SO UAB                    5.18m      4.94m   16-02.50
 26 Jovana Ilic               SO FIU                    4.64m      4.84m   15-10.50
 -- Kourtni Goldsmith         FR Louisiana Tech         5.51m       FOUL
Women Weight Throw
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Nadia Maffo               SO Southern Miss         20.35m     20.29m   66-07.00  10
  2 Terrisa Russell           JR FIU                   19.68m     20.12m   66-00.25   8
  3 Hasana Clark              JR Marshall              18.46m     19.82m   65-00.50   6
  4 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss         19.04m     19.70m   64-07.75   5
  5 Reneese Batson            JR Marshall              18.26m     18.28m   59-11.75   4
  6 Ozioma Edokobi            SR Charlotte             17.91m     18.19m   59-08.25   3
  7 Morgan Keesee             SR Louisiana Tech        17.46m     17.31m   56-09.50   2
  8 Victoria Ebert            SR Charlotte             17.75m     17.31m   56-09.50   1
  9 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss         18.20m     16.80m   55-01.50
 10 Trinavia Williams         SO FIU                   15.37m     15.69m   51-05.75
 11 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                  15.92m     15.61m   51-02.75
 12 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss         16.43m     15.56m   51-00.75
 13 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      SR UTSA                  15.52m     14.71m   48-03.25
 14 Dheryl Batts              JR Rice                  13.98m     14.48m   47-06.25
 15 Faith Olszak              JR UTSA                  15.57m     14.34m   47-00.75
 16 Anji Garcia-Solis         SR Louisiana Tech        15.34m     13.95m   45-09.25
 17 Mia Hicks                 JR UTSA                  16.74m     13.62m   44-08.25
 18 Cierra Chenault           SO UTEP                  14.31m     13.60m   44-07.50
 19 Haley Walker              FR North Texas           14.59m     13.49m   44-03.25
 20 Harrison Mancke           FR FIU                   11.50m     12.76m   41-10.50
 21 Francesca Chambers        FR UAB                   14.03m     12.75m   41-10.00
 22 Kristyn Archuleta         SO North Texas           12.78m     12.36m   40-06.75
 23 Ashlynn Smart             FR North Texas           13.21m     12.17m   39-11.25
 24 Kira Harmon               FR Western Kentucky      10.23m      8.68m   28-05.75
 -- Rhea Thompson             SO Louisiana Tech        16.36m       FOUL
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 -- Jaleisa Shaffer           FR North Texas           12.46m       FOUL
Indoor Pentathlon: #5 Women 800 Meter Run Indoor Pentathlon
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic       2:17.64   2    856
  2 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                   2:19.83   2    826
  3 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall               2:21.84   2    799
  4 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee       2:26.77   2    734
  5 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee       2:28.24   2    715
  6 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                   2:28.29   2    714
  7 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte              2:28.77   2    708
  8 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                    2:29.34   1    701
  9 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte              2:29.58   2    698
  9 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                    2:29.58   1    698
 11 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                   2:33.68   1    647
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                   2:33.93   1    644
 13 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss          2:36.14   1    618
 14 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                    2:36.89   1    609
 15 Ali Meister               SR UAB                    2:39.21   2    582
 16 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte              2:43.05   1    538
 17 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte              2:53.23   1    431
Indoor Pentathlon: #1 Women 60 Meter Hurdles Indoor Pentathlon
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee          8.80   1    952
  2 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                      8.84   2    944
  3 Ali Meister               SR UAB                       8.87   4    937
  4 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                  8.99   4    912
  5 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                      9.04   1    902
  6 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte                 9.09   2    891
  7 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee          9.11   1    887
  8 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss             9.23   3    862
  9 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                 9.26   5    856
 10 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                      9.28   4    852
 11 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                 9.29   5    850
 12 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic          9.29   2    850
 13 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                      9.37   4    834
 14 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                       9.38   3    832
 15 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                       9.52   3    804
 16 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss             9.52   3    804
 17 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                 9.57   5    794
 18 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      12.49   5    318
Indoor Pentathlon: #2 Women High Jump Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         1.71m    5-07.25    867
  2 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            1.68m    5-06.00    830
  3 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     1.65m    5-05.00    795
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....Indoor Pentathlon: #2 Women High Jump Indoor Pentathlon
  3 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 1.65m    5-05.00    795
  3 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         1.65m    5-05.00    795
  6 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                1.62m    5-03.75    759
  6 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     1.62m    5-03.75    759
  8 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                1.59m    5-02.50    724
  8 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte                1.59m    5-02.50    724
  8 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee         1.59m    5-02.50    724
  8 Ali Meister               SR UAB                      1.59m    5-02.50    724
 12 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     1.56m    5-01.25    689
 13 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      1.53m    5-00.25    655
 13 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      1.53m    5-00.25    655
 15 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            1.47m    4-09.75    588
 16 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      1.44m    4-08.75    555
 16 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                1.44m    4-08.75    555
 18 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     1.41m    4-07.50    523
Indoor Pentathlon: #4 Women Long Jump Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         5.82m   19-01.25    795
  2 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee         5.65m   18-06.50    744
  3 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     5.57m   18-03.25    720
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     5.44m   17-10.25    683
  5 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 5.40m   17-08.75    671
  6 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            5.36m   17-07.00    660
  6 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      5.36m   17-07.00    660
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                5.31m   17-05.25    645
  9 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      5.29m   17-04.25    640
 10 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         5.27m   17-03.50    634
 11 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      5.25m   17-02.75    628
 12 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                5.24m   17-02.25    626
 13 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte                5.22m   17-01.50    620
 14 Ali Meister               SR UAB                      5.19m   17-00.50    612
 15 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     5.09m   16-08.50    584
 15 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                5.09m   16-08.50    584
 17 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            4.93m   16-02.25    540
 18 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     4.86m   15-11.50    522
Indoor Pentathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    12.81m   42-00.50    715
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic        11.66m   38-03.25    639
  3 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                     11.49m   37-08.50    627
  4 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                    11.48m   37-08.00    627
  5 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               11.14m   36-06.75    604
  6 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee        11.13m   36-06.25    604
  7 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte               10.82m   35-06.00    583
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte               10.63m   34-10.50    571
  9 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           10.62m   34-10.25    570
 10 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    10.33m   33-10.75    551
 11 Ali Meister               SR UAB                     10.06m   33-00.25    533
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 12 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         9.61m   31-06.50    504
 13 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      9.57m   31-04.75    501
 14 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      9.46m   31-00.50    494
 15 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            9.10m   29-10.25    471
 16 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     8.98m   29-05.50    463
 17 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 8.03m   26-04.25    401
 18 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                7.87m   25-10.00    391
Women Indoor Pentathlon
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    3808       3964   10
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic                   3774    8
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee                   3768    6
  4 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee                   3758    5
  5 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    3692       3645    4
  6 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                3613       3578    3
  7 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte               3558       3526    2
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte               3209       3523    1
  9 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                    3336       3399
 10 Ali Meister               SR UAB                                3388
 11 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss                      3298
 12 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                     3089       3291
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               3171       3244
 14 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                     3367       3157
 15 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                    3132       2986
 16 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                     2260       2929
 17 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte               3185       2859
Men 60 Meter Dash
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss           6.64       6.67Q  2
  2 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky        6.91       6.68Q  1
  3 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss           6.64       6.71Q  3
  4 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss           6.80       6.78Q  4
  5 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky        6.70       6.73q  1
  6 Darien Porter             FR North Texas             6.93       6.79q  1
  7 Brett Winnegan            SO UTSA                    6.99       6.81q  1
  8 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte               6.82       6.84q  1
  9 James Myers               SR Charlotte               6.79       6.84   4
 10 Solomon Afful             SR Middle Tennessee        6.85       6.87   3
 11 Myles Anders              FR Louisiana Tech          6.88       6.88   3
 12 William Bush              JR Western Kentucky        6.91       6.91   2
 13 Patston Stewart           FR FIU                     6.98       6.91   3
 14 Christian Bass            SO Charlotte               6.92       6.92   4
 15 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                    7.03       6.92   4
 16 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                    6.98       6.92   3
 17 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                    6.93       6.94   4
 18 Lamarco Petty             FR Middle Tennessee        7.04       6.95   1
 19 Frederic Williams         FR UTEP                    6.95       6.95   2
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 20 Byron Taylor              SR UTSA                    6.99       7.02   2
 21 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas             7.05       7.04   2
 22 Devin Nixon               SO Western Kentucky        7.02       7.06   4
 23 James Cole                JR North Texas             7.16       7.09   3
 24 Husani Wilburgh           FR FIU                     7.17       7.17   2
Men 200 Meter Dash
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
  1 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky       20.98      20.96q  5
  2 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss          21.39      21.12q  6
  3 Desmond Jefferson         JR UTSA                   21.50      21.32q  1
  4 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte              21.60      21.36q  5
  5 Solomon Afful             SR Middle Tennessee       21.51      21.38q  2
  6 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss          21.54      21.42q  4
  7 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky                  21.50q  4 21.491
  7 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss          21.50      21.50q  7 21.491
  9 Christian Bass            SO Charlotte              21.70      21.55   7
 10 Austin Hayes              JR Western Kentucky       21.53      21.60   3
 11 William Bush              JR Western Kentucky       21.93      21.69   6
 12 Darien Porter             FR North Texas            22.70      21.75   5
 13 Patston Stewart           FR FIU                    21.85      21.80   3
 14 Lamarco Petty             FR Middle Tennessee       21.90      21.81   4
 15 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                              21.82   3
 16 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky       21.83      21.91   2
 17 Byron Taylor              SR UTSA                   21.68      22.03   6
 18 James Cole                JR North Texas            21.93      22.05   5
 19 Michael Stewart           FR Middle Tennessee                  22.14   2
 20 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                   22.35      22.24   2
 21 Husani Wilburgh           FR FIU                    22.58      22.41   3
 22 Forrest Penton            SR Southern Miss          22.76      22.54   6
 23 Kemar Sims                SO Southern Miss          22.66      22.60   4
 24 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas            22.33      22.63   1
 25 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                   23.06      23.00   7
 -- Braam Bisschop            FR Middle Tennessee       22.30         FS   7
Men 400 Meter Dash
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
  1 Desmond Jefferson         JR UTSA                   48.05      47.81q  2
  2 Jayon Woodard             SO Charlotte              47.46      48.00q  7
  3 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                   47.18      48.09q  6
  4 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western Kentucky       47.64      48.32q  1
  5 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                   46.68      48.34q  5
  6 Adeniji Adedamola         JR Middle Tennessee       48.28      48.37q  3
  7 Charles Shimukowa         SR Western Kentucky       48.80      48.58q  1
  8 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky                  48.58q  2
  9 Austin Hayes              JR Western Kentucky       49.45      48.80   5
 10 Jaquez Torian             FR Middle Tennessee       48.69      48.84   6
 11 Darius Statham            SR Louisiana Tech         49.04      48.88   2
 12 Andrew Pirog              SO UTSA                   49.27      48.97   3
 13 Lorenzen Burton           JR Southern Miss          48.77      49.13   7
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 14 Ifiok Umoh                SR Middle Tennessee       49.40      49.31   4
 15 Michael Stewart           FR Middle Tennessee       50.10      49.48   2
 16 David Saruni              FR Western Kentucky       49.86      49.86   7
 17 Kacey Spinks              SO Southern Miss          50.02      49.99   1
 18 Alejandro Alcazar         SO UTEP                   49.77      50.00   6
 19 Cameron Cox               SR Southern Miss          50.67      50.51   4
 20 Ladarius Flagg            FR FIU                               50.59   1
 21 Braam Bisschop            FR Middle Tennessee                  50.68   4
 22 Shammond Williams         SO FIU                               51.08   3
 23 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                   51.22      52.35   5
 -- Austin Crocker            FR UTSA                   48.61        DNF   5
 -- Ky-Mani Dula              FR Charlotte              48.33         DQ   4 Out of Lane
 -- Mamadou Seck              JR Southern Miss          50.52         DQ   3 Out of Lane
Men 800 Meter Run
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
  1 Luca Chatham              JR UTSA                 1:50.72    1:53.60Q  1
  2 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                 1:50.31    1:54.15Q  2
  3 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                 1:44.89    1:56.47Q  3
  4 Trevon Sanders            SO Middle Tennessee     1:52.99    1:54.11Q  1
  5 Reagan Olguin             JR Rice                 1:53.81    1:55.12Q  2
  6 David Diaz                JR Rice                 1:54.96    1:56.51Q  3
  7 Kigen Chemadi             JR Middle Tennessee     2:03.75    1:54.34q  1
  8 Zack Kovar                FR UTSA                 1:56.25    1:55.64q  1
  9 Caleb Devereaux           FR UTSA                 1:56.49    1:56.27   1
 10 Shane Bracken             FR North Texas                     1:56.73   2
 11 Zach Kirkland             SR North Texas          1:55.68    1:57.33   3
 12 Randall Dias              SR Southern Miss        1:57.17    1:57.46   2
 13 Cameron Farris            FR Louisiana Tech       1:55.89    1:57.70   2
 14 Denzel Villaman           SO Western Kentucky                1:59.45   3
 15 Timothy Kimeli            FR Middle Tennessee     1:59.86    1:59.50   1
 16 Julio Acevedo             FR Middle Tennessee     1:59.82    1:59.85   2
 17 Nathan Mack               SO Middle Tennessee     1:57.44    2:00.35   3
 18 Royer Baez                SO FIU                  1:57.27    2:00.53   3
 19 Maor Seged                JR Western Kentucky                2:01.64   3
Men 5000 Meter Run
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
Finals
  1 Kigen Chemadi             JR Middle Tennessee    14:01.44   14:17.10   10
  2 Jacob Choge               SO Middle Tennessee    14:05.26   14:17.28    8
  3 Tom Nobles                JR Charlotte           14:19.92   14:22.96    6
  4 Mike Lowe                 SR North Texas                    14:34.77    5
  5 Florian Lussy             SO North Texas                    14:37.09    4
  6 Antony Kosgei             SR UTEP                           14:44.99    3
  7 Zach Marchinko            FR Charlotte                      14:46.52    2
  8 Boaz Ronoh                FR UTEP                           14:54.08    1
  9 Hociel Landa              FR Rice                14:59.99   14:54.53
 10 Alex Cornwell             SO Charlotte                      14:56.40
 11 Amos Cheruiyot            SR Middle Tennessee               15:00.43
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 12 Cornelius Kapel           FR UTEP                           15:00.76
 13 Imran Bell                JR Rice                15:29.36   15:15.59
 14 Steve Booker              JR Rice                15:27.21   15:25.73
 15 Adolfo Carvalho           JR Rice                14:56.13   15:38.32
 16 Alex Cleveland            JR North Texas                    15:57.08
 17 Matthew Morgan            FR North Texas                    16:10.20
 18 Jorge Areces              JR FIU                 16:35.94   16:24.98
 19 David Suarez              SO FIU                 17:07.22   16:49.53
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed    Prelims  H#
============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                    7.97       7.94Q  1
  2 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss           7.77       8.01Q  2
  3 Jonathan Hayden           SR Western Kentucky        7.97       8.00q  1
  4 Jaron Thomas              SR North Texas             8.11       8.06q  2
  5 Daniel Neptune            SR FIU                     8.19       8.07q  2
  6 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                    8.09       8.09q  2
  7 Drew Barker               SR Charlotte               8.13       8.16q  1
  8 Justin Gerbrecht          SR UTSA                    8.18       8.18q  1
  9 Anthony Richardson        SO Charlotte               8.18       8.19   2
 10 Brian Kendrick            JR Charlotte               8.20       8.23   1
 11 David Rivera              FR UTEP                    8.33       8.42   2
 12 Jacob Kevetter            SO North Texas             8.26       8.44   1
 13 Braam Bisschop            FR Middle Tennessee        8.59       8.50   1
 14 Christian Strong          FR Southern Miss           8.41       8.54   2
Men Distance Medley
================================================================================
    School                                               Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
Finals
  1 Rice                                              9:48.52    9:52.95   10
     1) David Diaz JR                   2) Colton Torrance SR
     3) Reagan Olguin JR                4) Matthew Murray SO
  2 Middle Tennessee                                             9:54.03    8
     1) Geoffry Cheruiyot SR            2) Jaquez Torian FR
     3) Nathan Mack SO                  4) Kigen Chemadi JR
  3 Charlotte                                                    9:59.15    6
     1) Todd Gunzenhauser FR            2) Saadiq Sweezer SR
     3) Nolan Patrick SO                4) Mihret Coulter JR
  4 North Texas                                      10:28.05   10:05.49    5
     1) Shane Bracken FR                2) Jaron Thomas SR
     3) Zach Kirkland SR                4) Tim Jones SO
  5 Western Kentucky                                 10:46.50   10:17.05    4
     1) Taylor Scarbrough SO            2) Alec Tanksley FR
     3) Denzel Villaman SO              4) Julien Cuyeu JR
  6 Louisiana Tech                                   10:40.93   10:25.59    3
     1) Mason Youberg FR                2) Darius Statham SR
     3) Cameron Farris FR               4) Conner Killian SO
  7 UTSA                                             10:23.43   10:42.42    2
     1) Zack Kovar FR                   2) Andrew Pirog SO
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     3) Caleb Devereaux FR              4) Luca Chatham JR
Men High Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Jacob Patten              JR Middle Tennessee       2.15m      2.18m    7-01.75  10
  2 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss          2.16m      2.15m    7-00.50   8
  3 Tamario Lattin            SR Louisiana Tech         2.06m      2.09m    6-10.25   6
  4 Davante Edwards           JR UTSA                   1.94m      2.06m    6-09.00   5
  5 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                   2.03m      2.01m    6-07.00   4
  6 Christian Williams        SR FIU                    1.85m      2.01m    6-07.00   3
  7 Andrew Samuels            SR FIU                    2.05m      2.01m    6-07.00   2
  8 Quillan Haughton          SO UTSA                   1.98m      2.01m    6-07.00   1
  9 Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte              2.05m      2.01m    6-07.00
 10 Ty Anderson               SR UTSA                   2.07m      1.96m    6-05.00
 11 Jourden Taylor            JR North Texas            1.92m      1.96m    6-05.00
 11 Chandler Iturraga         FR UTSA                   1.93m      1.96m    6-05.00
 13 Austin Ondijo             SO UTEP                   1.97m      1.96m    6-05.00
 13 Etamar Bhastekar          FR UTEP                   2.00m      1.96m    6-05.00
 -- Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                   1.97m         NH
Men Pole Vault
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Cole Courtois             FR Louisiana Tech         4.92m      5.19m   17-00.25  10
  2 Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte              5.20m      5.09m   16-08.25   8
  3 Elijah Cole               SO Charlotte              4.90m      4.99m   16-04.50   6
  4 Jacob Davis               SO Charlotte              4.75m      4.74m   15-06.50   5
  5 Daniel Sams               SO Louisiana Tech         4.63m      4.74m   15-06.50   4
  6 Kyle Real                 SO UTSA                   4.60m      4.74m   15-06.50   3
  7 Jacob Franks              SO North Texas            4.68m      4.74m   15-06.50   2
  8 Christian Cannon          SO Rice                   4.37m      4.59m   15-00.75   0.50
  8 Sage Murphy               SO Charlotte              4.75m      4.59m   15-00.75   0.50
 10 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                   4.60m      4.44m   14-06.75
 10 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte              4.45m      4.44m   14-06.75
 10 Jacob Van Patten          FR North Texas            4.37m      4.44m   14-06.75
 13 Alex Tyra                 FR UTSA                   4.37m      4.29m   14-00.75
 14 Matthew Gallagher         FR Louisiana Tech                    4.29m   14-00.75
 15 James McNaney             SO Rice                              4.14m   13-07.00
 -- Etamar Bhastekar          FR UTEP                   5.20m         NH
 -- Brady Trankle             JR North Texas            4.25m         NH
 -- Gregory Ballard           SR Louisiana Tech         4.62m         NH
 -- John Rudd                 JR Rice                   4.45m         NH
Men Long Jump
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Tamario Lattin            SR Louisiana Tech         7.62m      7.54m   24-09.00  10
  2 Denzel Harper             SO Louisiana Tech         7.40m      7.46m   24-05.75   8
  3 Donivan Ortega            SO UTEP                   7.32m      7.32m   24-00.25   6
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                   7.47m      7.25m   23-09.50   5
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  5 Markel Dalton             JR Charlotte              6.95m      7.23m   23-08.75   4
  6 Brett Winnegan            SO UTSA                   7.14m      7.19m   23-07.25   3
  7 Scott Filip               SR Rice                   7.56m      7.19m   23-07.25   2
  8 John Warren               JR Southern Miss          7.24m      7.15m   23-05.50   1
  9 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss          7.53m      7.13m   23-04.75
 10 Reed Service              FR FIU                    7.02m      7.03m   23-00.75
 11 Dominique Drayden         SR North Texas            7.12m      6.94m   22-09.25
 12 Christian Williams        SR FIU                    7.05m      6.90m   22-07.75
 13 Frederic Williams         FR UTEP                   6.91m      6.88m   22-07.00
 14 Dameon Creary             FR UTSA                   7.27m      6.83m   22-05.00
 15 Howard Grant              SO North Texas            6.78m      6.82m   22-04.50
 16 Zack Lakeit               JR Louisiana Tech         6.87m      6.81m   22-04.25
 17 Alec Tanksley             FR Western Kentucky       6.86m      6.80m   22-03.75
 18 Andre Douglas             FR UTSA                   6.61m      6.66m   21-10.25
 19 Devin Mungro              FR UTEP                   6.67m      6.64m   21-09.50
 20 Khalil Jones              FR Louisiana Tech         6.80m      6.60m   21-08.00
 21 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                   7.06m      6.56m   21-06.25
 -- Darius King               FR UTEP                               FOUL
Men Weight Throw
==========================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals            Points
==========================================================================================
  1 Stevan Veselinovic        JR Charlotte             20.28m     20.31m   66-07.75  10
  2 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                  18.93m     19.93m   65-04.75   8
  3 Austin Riddle             SR Rice                  20.13m     19.72m   64-08.50   6
  4 Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss         19.17m     18.96m   62-02.50   5
  5 Malek Evans               JR Louisiana Tech        18.81m     18.95m   62-02.25   4
  6 Steven Thomas             JR UTSA                  18.01m     18.02m   59-01.50   3
  7 Michael Yow               SO Rice                  18.95m     17.83m   58-06.00   2
  8 Matt Garcia               SR Rice                  17.03m     17.51m   57-05.50   1
  9 Vincent Perez             JR UTSA                  17.75m     17.36m   56-11.50
 10 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss         17.47m     16.69m   54-09.25
 11 Karl Sralla               SO North Texas           16.16m     16.44m   53-11.25
 12 Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                  16.03m     16.32m   53-06.50
 13 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                  14.24m     14.20m   46-07.25
 14 Chard Muhwanga            FR Western Kentucky      14.66m     14.20m   46-07.25
 -- Kevone Kennedy            SR North Texas           17.69m       FOUL
Heptathlon: #1 Men 60 Meter Dash Heptathlon
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                      6.92   1    911
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                      7.09   2    851
  3 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                      7.20   1    813
  4 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech            7.28   2    785
  5 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                      7.31   2    775
  6 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                 7.32   1    772
  7 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                      7.42   2    739
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                 7.45   2    729
  9 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                      7.48   2    719
 10 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                 7.53   1    703
 11 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech            7.72   1    643
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Heptathlon: #4 Men High Jump Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     2.03m    6-08.00    831
  1 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     2.03m    6-08.00    831
  3 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     2.00m    6-06.75    803
  3 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     2.00m    6-06.75    803
  5 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                1.94m    6-04.25    749
  6 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                1.82m    5-11.50    644
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           1.79m    5-10.50    619
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                1.76m    5-09.25    593
  8 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           1.76m    5-09.25    593
 10 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     1.64m    5-04.50    496
 -- Colton Torrance           SR Rice                        NH
Heptathlon: #2 Men Long Jump Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     7.38m   24-02.50    905
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     7.33m   24-00.75    893
  3 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                6.56m   21-06.25    711
  4 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                6.40m   21-00.00    675
  5 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     6.32m   20-09.00    657
  6 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     6.31m   20-08.50    655
  7 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     6.28m   20-07.25    648
  8 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           6.24m   20-05.75    639
  9 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           6.23m   20-05.25    637
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                6.20m   20-04.25    630
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     5.95m   19-06.25    576
Heptathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    13.45m   44-01.50    695
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    12.92m   42-04.75    662
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    12.64m   41-05.75    645
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               12.25m   40-02.25    622
  5 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    11.49m   37-08.50    575
  6 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    11.36m   37-03.25    568
  7 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    11.24m   36-10.50    560
  8 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               10.60m   34-09.50    522
  9 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech          10.58m   34-08.50    521
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                9.97m   32-08.50    484
 11 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           9.31m   30-06.50    444
Men Heptathlon
================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Seed     Finals  Points
================================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    5717       3314
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    4400       3209
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    5125       2870
  4 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    4489       2775
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....Men Heptathlon
  5 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               4562       2749
  6 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               4671       2649
  7 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech                     2459
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte               4349       2436
  9 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech                     2422
  9 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    4368       2422
 11 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                               2021
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 18, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Final results (PDF) attached. 
MCINTYRE REPEATS AS POLE VAULT CHAMPION; WKU EARNS FIVE ALL-CONFERENCE HONORS 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – Morgan McIntyre highlighted day two from the 2018 Conference USA Men’s and 
Women’s Indoor Track & Field Championships for WKU as the senior repeated as the women’s pole 
vault champion on Sunday while Julius Morris collected a pair of his own All-Conference honors. In total, 
the Hilltoppers turned in five All-Conference USA performances from the Birmingham CrossPlex. 
“Morgan McIntyre did a great job of defending her conference title today,” head coach Erik Jenkins 
opened. “I was really happy with how she performed at the Championships.” 
McIntyre helped the Lady Toppers to an 11th place team finish from the indoor championships as the 
squad tallied 19.5 points. The Ashland, Ky., native cleared her second-best height of 2018 with a reading 
of 3.90 meters (12’9.5”) – eight inches better than Rice’s Ayane Rosano in second place. Fellow pole 
vaulter Getter Lemberg racked up points for the Red and White as well, notching her first All-Conference 
honors after tying for third with a clear of 3.70 meters (12’1.5”). Freshman Nicole Ogorek finished tied 
for ninth with a clear of 3.60 meters (11’9.75”) in her first Championships appearance. 
Brianna Eskridge picked up a couple points for the Lady Toppers in Sunday’s triple jump with a personal-
best bound of 12.09 meters (39’8”). The sophomore also posted a personal-best high jump clear of 1.68 
meters (5’6”) to finish ninth. Juannae Lewis rounded out the scoring for WKU on the women’s side with 
a seventh place finish in the 200-meter dash, running a time of 24.96. 
On the men’s side, WKU scored 40 points on Sunday to bring its point total to 44 at the Championships 
for an eight place team finish. Jonathan Hayden got the scoring started with a personal best in the 60-
meter hurdles, clocking a 7.94 for second place and the third-fastest mark in Hilltopper program history. 
Hayden’s All-Conference USA honor in the event is the third of his career in the discipline. 
Morris (6.72) and Eli Minor (6.75) finished third and fourth in Sunday’s 60-meter finals to add to the 
Hilltopper team point total. Morris’ All-Conference USA honors in the event are the third of his career. 
Later in the day, Morris collected his second top-three finish of the Championships with a personal-best 
20.92 in the 200-meter dash taking second. The senior is a four-time All-Conference performer in the 
event. Minor also picked up points for the Red and White in the 200-meter dash, finishing sixth (21.60). 
“Julius Morris and Eli Minor competed at a very high level in two events to secure crucial points for us 
this weekend,” Jenkins continued. “Julius ran two personal bests in the 200-meter at the Championships 
while Eli ran a lifetime best in the 60-meter prelims.” 
WKU Track & Field has claimed nine of the 12 possible Indoor All-Conference spots in the men’s 200-
meter dash since joining Conference USA prior to the 2014-15 season. 
The Hilltoppers’ 4x400-meter relay unit comprised of Austin Hayes, Oliver Alexandre, David Saruni and 
Kymari Gates finished fifth with a time of 3:15.72 to grab a few more points. WKU collected its 
remaining points in the 400-meter where three Hilltoppers scored including Alexandre (48.82), Charles 
Shimukowa (49.25) and Gates (50.07) in spots six through eight. 
ALL-CONFERENCE PERFORMANCES 
Morgan McIntyre – women’s pole vault – 1st 
Getter Lemberg – women’s pole vault – T-3rd 
Jonathan Hayden – men’s 60-meter hurdles – 2nd 
Julius Morris – men’s 60m – 3rd 
Julius Morris – men’s 200m – 2nd 
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Women 60 Meter Dash
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 3 Best Times
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  7.13  2/24/2013   Aurieyall Scott, UCF
   CrossPlex: S  7.07  3/3/2012    Gloria Asumnu, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                       7.45Q  1
  2 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss             7.45Q  3
  3 Cecilia Francis           FR Middle Tennessee          7.48Q  4
  4 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                      7.49Q  2
  5 Alex Council              JR Charlotte                 7.52Q  5
  6 Edidiong Odiong           FR Middle Tennessee          7.53q  2
  7 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                      7.54q  2
  8 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                       7.56q  5
  9 Ida Mensah                SO Middle Tennessee          7.60   1
 10 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss             7.61   4
 11 Shelby Smith              FR Louisiana Tech            7.61   2
 12 De'Stini Henderson        JR UTSA                      7.62   5
 13 Mirlege Castor            FR Middle Tennessee          7.62   5
 14 Taylor Shaw               FR Louisiana Tech            7.68   3
 15 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                      7.71   3
 16 Rebecca Oshinbanjo        JR UTEP                      7.72   3
 17 Ana Holland               SR Florida Atlantic          7.73   4
 18 Bria Williams             JR North Texas               7.73   4
 18 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas               7.73   1
 20 Kayla Haywood             JR Marshall                  7.73   3
 21 Brandy Elysee             FR Marshall                  7.74   3
 22 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                       7.81   2
 23 Cameren Pryor             JR Charlotte                 7.81   4
 24 Crystal McDougle          SR Florida Atlantic          7.85   5
 25 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte                 7.86   3
 26 Kadaria Thompson          JR Southern Miss             7.89   1
 27 Morgan White              SO Louisiana Tech            7.92   1
 28 Roshelle Francois         FR Florida Atlantic          7.93   2
 29 Talor Wilkerson           FR Marshall                  7.95   4
 30 Naja Greer                SR Marshall                  8.00   5
 31 Morayo Bhadmos            FR UAB                       8.10   4
 32 Keila Robertson           SO UAB                       8.12   5
 33 Jennifer Sharpe           SO UAB                       8.28   2
 -- Kiera Forde-Richards      FR FIU                        DNS   1
Women 60 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  7.13  2/24/2013   Aurieyall Scott, UCF
   CrossPlex: S  7.07  3/3/2012    Gloria Asumnu, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Finals
  1 Cecilia Francis           FR Middle Tennessee          7.37   10
  2 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss             7.38    8
  3 Alex Council              JR Charlotte                 7.42    6
  4 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                      7.43    5
  5 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                       7.50    4
  6 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                       7.55    3
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....Women 60 Meter Dash
  7 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                      7.61    2
  8 Edidiong Odiong           FR Middle Tennessee          7.69    1
Women 200 Meter Dash
Top 8 Advance by Time
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 22.91  2/24/2013   Aurieyall Scott, UCF
   CrossPlex: S 22.47  3/12/2016   Felicia Brown, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     23.60q  1
  2 Janet Amponsah            SR Middle Tennessee         23.82q  2
  3 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            24.21q  5
  4 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                      24.42q  4
  5 Brandy Elysee             FR Marshall                 24.45q  1
  6 Ida Mensah                SO Middle Tennessee         24.48q  5
  7 Edidiong Odiong           FR Middle Tennessee         24.50q  3
  8 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         24.63q  1
  9 De'Stini Henderson        JR UTSA                     24.67   3
 10 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            24.68   7
 11 Cecilia Francis           FR Middle Tennessee         24.72   8
 12 Sharone Johnson           FR Louisiana Tech           24.76   4
 13 Taylor Shaw               FR Louisiana Tech           24.82   6
 14 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                      24.93   7
 15 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte                25.05   1
 16 Cameren Pryor             JR Charlotte                25.14   6
 17 Mirlege Castor            FR Middle Tennessee         25.22   2
 18 Ana Holland               SR Florida Atlantic         25.32   4
 19 Bria Williams             JR North Texas              25.34   3
 20 Roshelle Francois         FR Florida Atlantic         25.46   2
 21 Anne-Catherine Wasser     SO Florida Atlantic         25.47   5
 22 Naja Greer                SR Marshall                 25.52   4
 23 Kayla Haywood             JR Marshall                 25.56   8
 24 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                     25.60   6
 25 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas              25.65   3
 26 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                     25.76   7
 27 Talor Wilkerson           FR Marshall                 25.86   5
 28 Artesha Richardson        SO North Texas              26.14   2
 29 Kandiss Briggs            SR UAB                      26.35   7
 30 Kyla Horn                 SO UAB                      26.94   8
 -- Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                         DQ   8 lane violation
 -- Kiera Forde-Richards      FR FIU                        DNS   6
Women 200 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 22.91  2/24/2013   Aurieyall Scott, UCF
   CrossPlex: S 22.47  3/12/2016   Felicia Brown, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     23.25   2  10
  2 Janet Amponsah            SR Middle Tennessee         23.67   2   8
  3 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            23.86   1   6
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....Women 200 Meter Dash
  4 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                      24.08   1   5
  5 Edidiong Odiong           FR Middle Tennessee         24.24   2   4
  6 Ida Mensah                SO Middle Tennessee         24.49   1   3
  7 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         24.96   1   2
 -- Brandy Elysee             FR Marshall                    DQ   2  Out Of Lane
Women 400 Meter Dash
Top 8 Advance by Time
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 53.51  2/25/2016   Mariam Kromah, Southern MS
   CrossPlex: S 50.69  3/12/2016   Courtney Okolo, Texas
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Middle Tennessee         53.89q  2
  2 Loveth Odia               SR Middle Tennessee         55.70q  2
  3 Joycelyn Assafuah         JR Middle Tennessee         55.71q  8
  4 Kristen Williams          SR Charlotte                55.79q  4
  5 Cemere Petty              FR Charlotte                55.86q  4
  6 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            56.14q  5
  7 Kiana Lee                 JR Charlotte                56.26q  6
  8 Rian Robinson             JR Southern Miss            56.30q  1
  9 Janet Amponsah            SR Middle Tennessee         56.50   3
 10 Jennifer Arinze           SR UTSA                     56.73   9
 11 Brandi Dobbin             SR Louisiana Tech           56.85  10
 12 Christiana Dogan          SO Marshall                 57.03   9
 13 Sharone Johnson           FR Louisiana Tech           57.14   2
 14 Anne-Catherine Wasser     SO Florida Atlantic         57.16   1
 15 Imani Adams               SR UTEP                     57.17   5
 16 Sherline Valentin         SR Florida Atlantic         57.25   5
 17 Ariel Terrell             SR Western Kentucky         57.29   7
 18 Lauren Capone             JR UAB                      57.32   8
 19 Aairiona Ransom           FR Western Kentucky         57.38   1
 20 Karri Green               SO UAB                      57.54  10
 21 Darionne Gibson           SO UTSA                     57.64   7
 22 Danere'a White            SO Marshall                 57.75  10
 23 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         58.03   7
 24 Terneka Gibson            SO FIU                      58.09   9
 25 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                     58.12   6
 26 Breanna Hargrove          SR Marshall                 58.66   3
 27 Aireanna Taylor           SO Southern Miss            58.69   4
 28 Akuira Young              SR Rice                     58.78   7
 29 Sierra Andres             JR UTSA                     58.86   6
 30 Serenity Grimes           FR FIU                      58.93   3
 31 Lauryn McCollum           FR North Texas              59.03   2
 32 Brooklyn Polk             SR Southern Miss            59.30   8
 33 Brittni Emanuel           FR North Texas              59.60   5
 34 Destiny Aaron             SO Louisiana Tech           59.64   9
 35 Artesha Richardson        SO North Texas              59.82   4
 36 Frelicia Tucker           FR Rice                   1:02.01   6
 -- Madison Gibson            SO UTEP                        DQ   3 Out of lane
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Women 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 53.51  2/25/2016   Mariam Kromah, Southern MS
   CrossPlex: S 50.69  3/12/2016   Courtney Okolo, Texas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Middle Tennessee         52.77m  2  10
  2 Joycelyn Assafuah         JR Middle Tennessee         54.12   1   8
  3 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            55.03   1   6
  4 Kiana Lee                 JR Charlotte                55.17   2   5
  5 Rian Robinson             JR Southern Miss            55.45   1   4
  6 Cemere Petty              FR Charlotte                55.90   2   3
  7 Loveth Odia               SR Middle Tennessee         55.97   2   2
  8 Kristen Williams          SR Charlotte                56.25   1   1
Women 800 Meter Run
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 2:07.43  2/25/2006   Jenny Holmroos, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S 2:03.13  3/11/2016   Raevyn Rogers, Oregan
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Middle Tennessee       2:11.69Q  3
  2 Carolyne Chepkosgei       FR UTEP                   2:12.23Q  2
  3 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss          2:14.09Q  1
  4 Agnes Abu                 SR Middle Tennessee       2:14.68Q  4
  5 Baylee Nelson             JR North Texas            2:12.46q  2
  6 Elia Nero                 JR Louisiana Tech         2:12.72q  2
  7 Barkley Castro            SR Marshall               2:14.31q  3
  8 Marielle Lewis            SO UAB                    2:14.84q  1
  9 Patience Akanwogba        FR Middle Tennessee       2:15.09   2
 10 Erica Lersch              JR Florida Atlantic       2:15.35   1
 11 Hannah Bablak             SO Rice                   2:16.66   4
 12 Savannah Ames             SR Western Kentucky       2:16.75   4
 13 Lynette Amaram            SO UTSA                   2:17.27   4
 14 Cele Moon                 SO UAB                    2:18.02   2
 15 Victoria Junious          SR North Texas            2:18.11   3
 16 Olivia Zint               FR North Texas            2:18.12   2
 17 Darrian Johnson           SO North Texas            2:18.14   3
 18 Carydaliz Fontanez        SR Florida Atlantic       2:19.25   1
 19 Sydne Grier               JR FIU                    2:20.39   1
 20 Stephanie Sauceda         SO UTSA                   2:20.84   4
 21 Nicole Mitchell           SO Rice                   2:21.38   4
 22 Jayela Slack              SO UTSA                   2:21.55   3
 23 Colleen Gilbert           JR UTSA                   2:21.83   3
 24 Brandi Ransom             JR Rice                   2:22.40   1
 25 Andrea Lucero             FR UTEP                   2:23.31   4
 26 Destiny White             FR UTEP                   2:27.71   3
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Women 800 Meter Run
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 2:07.43  2/25/2006   Jenny Holmroos, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S 2:03.13  3/11/2016   Raevyn Rogers, Oregan
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Finals
  1 Agnes Abu                 SR Middle Tennessee       2:07.85   10
  2 Carolyne Chepkosgei       FR UTEP                   2:09.50    8
  3 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss          2:09.78    6
  4 Baylee Nelson             JR North Texas            2:12.61    5
  5 Elia Nero                 JR Louisiana Tech         2:12.83    4
  6 Marielle Lewis            SO UAB                    2:14.81    3
  7 Barkley Castro            SR Marshall               2:17.72    2
  8 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Middle Tennessee       2:36.38    1
Women 1 Mile Run
10 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 4:39.61  2/19/2017   Katie Jensen, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 4:35.62  3/12/2016   Kaela Edwards, Okla State
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Agnes Abu                 SR Middle Tennessee       4:56.74Q  2
  2 Lilian Koech              SR UTEP                   4:57.76Q  1
  3 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   4:56.86Q  2
  4 Khayla Patel              SO Rice                   4:58.09Q  1
  5 Susannah Lynch            SR North Texas            4:57.19Q  2
  6 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss          4:58.10Q  1
  7 Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                   4:57.53q  2
  8 Mikaela Jonsson           SO Florida Atlantic       4:59.96q  1
  9 Rea Iseli                 JR North Texas            5:01.05q  2
 10 Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss          5:01.14q  1
 11 Amber Boyd                FR UTSA                   5:04.40   1
 12 Bethan Evans              FR UAB                    5:09.00   1
 13 Mary Clare Neal           FR Rice                   5:09.20   2
 14 Serena Martinez           SO UAB                    5:09.72   2
 15 Monika Gebarzewska        SO Southern Miss          5:10.97   1
 16 Charlette Janicek         SO UTSA                   5:12.94   1
 17 Bethany Hardcastle        SO Florida Atlantic       5:15.38   1
 18 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR FIU                    5:15.88   2
 19 Sofia Fernandez           SO FIU                    5:29.94   1
 20 Sarah Glover              FR Rice                   5:31.30   2
 21 Sabrina Quijano           FR FIU                    5:35.36   2
Women 1 Mile Run
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 4:39.61  2/19/2017   Katie Jensen, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 4:35.62  3/12/2016   Kaela Edwards, Okla State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Finals
  1 Lilian Koech              SR UTEP                   4:53.15   10
  2 Agnes Abu                 SR Middle Tennessee       4:53.33    8
  3 Susannah Lynch            SR North Texas            4:54.38    6
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....Women 1 Mile Run
  4 Rea Iseli                 JR North Texas            4:57.04    5
  5 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss          4:58.87    4
  6 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   4:59.57    3
  7 Khayla Patel              SO Rice                   5:00.48    2
  8 Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss          5:03.71    1
  9 Mikaela Jonsson           SO Florida Atlantic       5:08.31
 -- Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                       DNS
Women 3000 Meter Run
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 9:10.40  3/1/2014    Elinor Kirk, UAB
   CrossPlex: S 8:57.86  3/12/2016   Molly Seidel, Notre Dame
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Caroline Sang             JR Charlotte              9:20.29   3  10
  2 Winny Koech               JR UTEP                   9:39.05   3   8
  3 Lilian Koech              SR UTEP                   9:39.56   3   6
  4 Susannah Lynch            SR North Texas            9:39.85   3   5
  5 Sherilene Gelderblom      SO FIU                    9:45.07   3   4
  6 Brittany Stanley          SO Charlotte              9:46.57   3   3
  7 Rachel Kigen              JR Middle Tennessee       9:54.81   2   2
  8 Khayla Patel              SO Rice                   9:56.24   3   1
  9 Christina Moralez         SR North Texas            9:59.07   3
 10 Lourdes Vivas de Lorenzi  FR Rice                  10:04.43   2
 11 Sarah Livett              SR UAB                   10:07.47   2
 12 Pamela Kosgei             FR Middle Tennessee      10:10.09   2
 13 Mary Clare Neal           FR Rice                  10:10.58   2
 14 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss         10:10.91   1
 15 Gladys Kipchumba          SO Middle Tennessee      10:12.06   2
 16 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                  10:12.58   3
 17 Julia Jelagat             SO Middle Tennessee      10:13.33   3
 18 Sarah Mwangi              FR UTEP                  10:13.49   2
 19 Adrianna Cook             SO Marshall              10:14.60   2
 20 HollyAnn Swann            SR Marshall              10:14.78   3
 21 Yulisa Abundis            JR UTSA                  10:15.15   2
 22 Sharon Kibiwott           SO Middle Tennessee      10:15.90   1
 23 Bethany Hardcastle        SO Florida Atlantic      10:18.21   2
 24 Theresa Harto             SO Southern Miss         10:23.99   2
 25 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR FIU                   10:26.34   1
 26 Alexia Noch               FR Charlotte             10:26.45   2
 27 Mikaela Jonsson           SO Florida Atlantic      10:27.13   1
 28 Racheal Kosgei            FR Middle Tennessee      10:28.30   1
 29 Cassidy Adams             JR North Texas           10:28.72   1
 30 Bridget Abbatiello        SO Charlotte             10:30.17   3
 31 Erin Nelson               JR Charlotte             10:31.60   2
 32 Victoria Hoppe            JR Southern Miss         10:32.03   2
 33 Christina Schultz         SR Florida Atlantic      10:36.11   1
 34 Sophia Clark              JR Florida Atlantic      10:37.43   1
 35 Megan Giovanniello        FR Florida Atlantic      10:40.37   1
 36 Morgan Graff              FR Florida Atlantic      10:58.41   1
 37 Morgan Kannapel           FR Western Kentucky      11:27.66   1
 -- Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss              DNF   1
 -- Monika Gebarzewska        SO Southern Miss              DNF   1
 -- Kacie Kaufman             JR Louisiana Tech             DNS   2
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 -- Baylee Nelson             JR North Texas                DNS   1
 -- Erica Lersch              JR Florida Atlantic           DNS   1
 -- Sarah Glover              FR Rice                       DNS   1
 -- Rebecca Evans             SR UAB                        DNS   1
 -- Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                       DNS   3
Women 5000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 16:10.37  2/25/2012   Risper Kimaiyo, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S 15:15.21  3/11/2016   Molly Seidel, Notre Dame
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Caroline Sang             JR Charlotte             15:57.54m  10
  2 Winny Koech               JR UTEP                  16:33.39    8
  3 Sherilene Gelderblom      SO FIU                   16:57.05    6
  4 Lourdes Vivas de Lorenzi  FR Rice                  17:19.19    5
  5 Rachel Kigen              JR Middle Tennessee      17:22.82    4
  6 Gladys Kipchumba          SO Middle Tennessee      17:33.12    3
  7 Christina Moralez         SR North Texas           17:35.15    2
  8 Sarah Livett              SR UAB                   17:43.58    1
  9 Adrianna Cook             SO Marshall              17:43.69
 10 HollyAnn Swann            SR Marshall              17:48.76
 11 Erin Nelson               JR Charlotte             17:51.62
 12 Yulisa Abundis            JR UTSA                  18:03.78
 13 Rachel Peterson           JR Rice                  18:06.79
 14 Christina Schultz         SR Florida Atlantic      18:07.02
 15 Victoria Hoppe            JR Southern Miss         18:07.59
 16 Theresa Harto             SO Southern Miss         18:07.69
 17 Cassidy Adams             JR North Texas           18:10.05
 18 Kacie Kaufman             JR Louisiana Tech        18:36.25
 19 Brianna Wolken            SO Western Kentucky      19:31.37
 20 Morgan Graff              FR Florida Atlantic      19:37.14
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 5 Best Times
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  8.01  2/19/2017   Tobi Amusan, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S  7.89  3/12/2016   Cindy Ofili, Michigan
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                 8.48Q  3
  2 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee          8.60Q  1
  3 Safiyyah Mitchell         SO Marshall                  8.66Q  2
  4 Rebecca Oshinbanjo        JR UTEP                      8.50q  3
  5 Victoria Rausch           JR UTSA                      8.67q  1
  6 Taylor Robinson           FR Marshall                  8.82q  3
  7 Crystal McDougle          SR Florida Atlantic          8.91q  2 8.904
  8 Ali Meister               SR UAB                       8.91q  3 8.910
  9 Lyric Choice              FR North Texas               8.96   1
 10 Hannah Carreon            SO Marshall                  8.97   2
 11 Tameyah Carroll           JR UTSA                      9.03   1
 12 Cassidy Smith             SR Florida Atlantic          9.05   1
 13 Akuira Young              SR Rice                      9.11   2
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 14 Kyla Horn                 SO UAB                       9.19   3
 15 Jennifer Sharpe           SO UAB                       9.42   2
 16 Jamiah Jackson            FR UTSA                     18.24   2
 -- Talia Thompson            SR Southern Miss               DQ   3 went around hurdle
 -- Lauren Epps               FR Middle Tennessee           DNS   1
 -- Alessa Sandusky           FR Florida Atlantic           DNS   2
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  8.01  2/19/2017   Tobi Amusan, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S  7.89  3/12/2016   Cindy Ofili, Michigan
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Finals
  1 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                 8.38   10
  2 Safiyyah Mitchell         SO Marshall                  8.43    8
  3 Victoria Rausch           JR UTSA                      8.60    6
  4 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee          8.70    5
  5 Ali Meister               SR UAB                       8.87    4
  6 Taylor Robinson           FR Marshall                  8.90    3
  7 Rebecca Oshinbanjo        JR UTEP                      9.14    2
 -- Crystal McDougle          SR Florida Atlantic            DQ   Trail Leg Violation
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 3:37.53  2/19/2017   Middle Tennessee, Middle TN
                         J Amponsah, A Abu, A Egbeniyi, L Odia
   CrossPlex: S 3:28.27  3/12/2016   Texas, Texas
                         C Gordan, A Jones, M Akinosun, C Okolo
    School                                               Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Middle Tennessee                                    3:39.76   3  10
     1) Janet Amponsah SR               2) Agnes Abu SR
     3) Joycelyn Assafuah JR            4) Abike Egbeniyi JR
  2 Charlotte                                           3:42.47   3   8
     1) Kiana Lee JR                    2) Jasmine Parquet SO
     3) Cemere Petty FR                 4) Kristen Williams SR
  3 UTSA                                                3:43.52   1   6
     1) Darionne Gibson SO              2) Jennifer Arinze SR
     3) Sierra Andres JR                4) Jamiah Jackson FR
  4 Southern Miss                                       3:44.83   1   5
     1) Rian Robinson JR                2) Chenelle Ricketts JR
     3) Brooklyn Polk SR                4) Aireanna Taylor SO
  5 UTEP                                                3:44.90   3   4
     1) Madison Gibson SO               2) Imani Adams SR
     3) Lucia Mokrasova SR              4) Annette Bolomboy FR
  6 Louisiana Tech                                      3:45.45   3   3
     1) Brandi Dobbin SR                2) Elia Nero JR
     3) Sharone Johnson FR              4) Taylor Shaw FR
  7 Marshall                                            3:45.84   2   2
     1) Christiana Dogan SO             2) Safiyyah Mitchell SO
     3) Brandy Elysee FR                4) Danere'a White SO
  8 UAB                                                 3:46.27   2   1
     1) Karri Green SO                  2) Taylor Jones FR
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     3) Marielle Lewis SO               4) Lauren Capone JR
  9 Florida Atlantic                                    3:48.00   2
     1) Sherline Valentin SR            2) Ana Holland SR
     3) Roshelle Francois FR            4) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO
 10 Western Kentucky                                    3:50.10   2
     1) Ariel Terrell SR                2) Aairiona Ransom FR
     3) Rebecca Cook FR                 4) Juannae Lewis JR
 11 North Texas                                         3:53.08   1
     1) Lyric Choice FR                 2) Bria Williams JR
     3) Lauryn McCollum FR              4) Darrian Johnson SO
 12 FIU                                                 3:55.64   1
     1) Kayla Woulard JR                2) Sydnee Wilkerson JR
     3) Serenity Grimes FR              4) Terneka Gibson SO
 13 Rice                                                3:59.98   1
     1) Akuira Young SR                 2) Nicole Mitchell SO
     3) Camille Little SO               4) Hannah Bablak SO
Women Distance Medley
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 11:32.36  2/25/2012   SMU
                          M Alenbratt, L James, K Barr, K Eikrem-Engeset
   CrossPlex: S 10:57.21  3/11/2016   Georgetown, Georgetown
                          A Keklak, H Martin, E Keenan, K Coogan
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 UTEP                                               11:38.18   10
     1) Linda Cheruiyot SO              2) Madison Gibson SO
     3) Carolyne Chepkosgei FR          4) Lilian Koech SR
  2 Southern Miss                                      11:43.43    8
     1) Regen McGee SO                  2) Rian Robinson JR
     3) Courtney Filliben SR            4) Kate Mattox FR
  3 Middle Tennessee                                   11:44.09    6
     1) Julia Jelagat SO                2) Janet Amponsah SR
     3) Abike Egbeniyi JR               4) Agnes Abu SR
  4 Rice                                               11:47.22    5
     1) Elsa Racasan JR                 2) Akuira Young SR
     3) Hannah Bablak SO                4) Khayla Patel SO
  5 UAB                                                11:53.38    4
     1) Rebecca Evans SR                2) Lauren Capone JR
     3) Marielle Lewis SO               4) Bethan Evans FR
  6 North Texas                                        11:59.98    3
     1) Baylee Nelson JR                2) Darrian Johnson SO
     3) Victoria Junious SR             4) Rea Iseli JR
  7 Charlotte                                          12:01.46    2
     1) Bridget Abbatiello SO           2) Jasmine Parquet SO
     3) Alexia Noch FR                  4) Brittany Stanley SO
  8 Florida Atlantic                                   12:11.03    1
     1) Mikaela Jonsson SO              2) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO
     3) Megan Giovanniello FR           4) Erica Lersch JR
  9 UTSA                                               12:16.86
     1) Amber Boyd FR                   2) Christy Gilbert JR
     3) Lynette Amaram SO               4) Charlette Janicek SO
 10 Western Kentucky                                   12:25.81
     1) Rebecca Cook FR                 2) Aairiona Ransom FR
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     3) Ariel Terrell SR                4) Savannah Ames SR
 11 Marshall                                           12:40.00
     1) Madeline Armstrong SR           2) Andrea Chidester SR
     3) Mary Zulauf FR                  4) Barkley Castro SR
 12 FIU                                                13:45.83
     1) Sabrina Quijano FR              2) Terneka Gibson SO
     3) Sydne Grier JR                  4) Rahel Gerbretsadik FR
Women High Jump
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   1.85m  2/26/2012   Tynita Butts, East Carolina
  C-USA Meet: m 1.85m  2/23/2007   Gaelle Niare, SMU
   CrossPlex: S 1.92m  1/16/2016   Chaunte Lowe, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Clarissa Cutliff          JR FIU                      1.84m    6-00.50  10
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.78 1.81 1.84 1.86
        P    P    P    P    P   XO   XO    O    O  XXX
  2 Jamari Drake              SO Southern Miss            1.71m    5-07.25   8
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71 1.74
        P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         1.71m    5-07.25   6
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71 1.74
        P    O    O    O   XO  XXX
  4 Chloe Lautric             SR Louisiana Tech           1.71m    5-07.25   5
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71 1.74
        P    P    O   XO   XO  XXX
  5 Zaria Jones               SO Southern Miss            1.68m    5-06.00   4
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71
        P    O    O    O  XXX
  6 Sydney Anderson           FR Louisiana Tech           1.68m    5-06.00   3
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71
        P    O  XXO    O  XXX
  7 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     1.68m    5-06.00   1.50
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71
        P    O    O   XO  XXX
  7 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            1.68m    5-06.00   1.50
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71
        P    P    O   XO  XXX
  9 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky         1.68m    5-06.00
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.71
        O   XO   XO   XO  XXX
 10 Kourtni Goldsmith         FR Louisiana Tech           1.63m    5-04.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68
        P    O    O  XXX
 10 KC Nwadei                 FR Rice                     1.63m    5-04.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68
        P    O    O  XXX
 12 Kenflore Atilus           JR FIU                      1.63m    5-04.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68
        P    O   XO  XXX
 13 Elizabeth Olesen          JR Charlotte                1.63m    5-04.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68
       XO    O   XO  XXX
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 14 Amber Walker              FR North Texas              1.63m    5-04.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68
        O    O  XXO  XXX
 15 Sydney Blue               JR Charlotte                1.58m    5-02.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63
        O    O  XXX
 16 Chloe Jenkins             SO Florida Atlantic         1.58m    5-02.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63
       XO    O  XXX
 17 Terneka Gibson            SO FIU                      1.58m    5-02.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63
        O   XO  XXX
 18 Lisa La'Flamme            FR FIU                      1.58m    5-02.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63
       XO   XO  XXX
 19 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 1.58m    5-02.25
     1.53 1.58 1.63
        P  XXO  XXX
 20 Ali Meister               SR UAB                      1.53m    5-00.25
     1.53 1.58
        O  XXX
 -- Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                        NH
     1.53 1.58 1.63
        P    P  XXX
Women Pole Vault
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 4.15m  3/1/2014    Merritt Van Meter, Tulane
   CrossPlex: S 4.63m  3/12/2016   Alexis Weeks, Arkansas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Morgan McIntyre           SR Western Kentucky         3.90m   12-09.50  10
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.07
        P    P    P    P  XXO    O    O  XXX
  2 Ayane Rosano              SR Rice                     3.70m   12-01.50   8
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90
        P    P    P   XO    O   XP   XX
  3 Bailey Ashmore            SO North Texas              3.70m   12-01.50   5.50
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70 3.80
        P    P    O    O  XXO  XXX
  3 Getter Lemberg            JR Western Kentucky         3.70m   12-01.50   5.50
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70 3.80
        P    P    O    O  XXO  XXX
  5 Caroline Bellows          JR UTSA                     3.60m   11-09.75   3.50
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70
        P    O    O    O  XXX
  5 Jaylon Wesley             SR Rice                     3.60m   11-09.75   3.50
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70
        P    P    O    O  XXX
  7 Monique Apuakehau         JR Louisiana Tech           3.60m   11-09.75   2
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70
        O   XO    O    O  XXX
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  8 Lauren Zaglifa            FR Marshall                 3.60m   11-09.75   1
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70
        P    O    O   XO  XXX
  9 Elizabeth Wood            JR Charlotte                3.60m   11-09.75
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70
        P    O   XO   XO  XXX
  9 Nicole Ogorek             FR Western Kentucky         3.60m   11-09.75
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.70
        P    O   XO   XO  XXX
 11 Kylie Swiekatowski        SO Rice                     3.45m   11-03.75
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60
        P    P    O  XXX
 11 Anna Weeks                FR Louisiana Tech           3.45m   11-03.75
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60
        P    O    O  XXX
 13 Britton Chapman           FR UTSA                     3.45m   11-03.75
     3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60
       XO    O  XXO  XXX
 14 Alexandria Ungrady        SO Charlotte                3.30m   10-10.00
     3.15 3.30 3.45
        O    O  XXX
 14 Chloe Franks              SO Charlotte                3.30m   10-10.00
     3.15 3.30 3.45
        O    O  XXX
 14 Jordan Thummel            FR UTEP                     3.30m   10-10.00
     3.15 3.30 3.45
        O    O  XXX
 17 Kristen Adair             SR North Texas              3.15m   10-04.00
     3.15 3.30
        O  XXX
 18 Shelby Gary               FR Louisiana Tech           3.15m   10-04.00
     3.15 3.30
      XXO  XXX
 -- Alexis Thacker            FR Western Kentucky            NH
     3.15
      XXX
 -- Shelby Chobot             SO Western Kentucky            NH
     3.15
      XXX
Women Long Jump
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 6.65m  2/29/2008   Blessing Okagbare, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S 6.80m  3/11/2016   Quanesha Burks, Alabama
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Michelle Fokam            SO Rice                     6.13m   20-01.50  10
      5.73m  5.83m  FOUL  6.13m  6.00m  6.00m
  2 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         5.77m   18-11.25   8
      5.68m  5.67m  5.77m  5.77m  5.74m  5.70m
  3 Jade Jordan               FR Charlotte                5.74m   18-10.00   6
      5.45m  5.53m  5.27m  5.62m  5.74m  5.74m
  4 Shelby Smith              FR Louisiana Tech           5.74m   18-10.00   5
      FOUL  5.55m  5.74m  FOUL  FOUL  5.54m
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  5 Camille Little            SO Rice                     5.72m   18-09.25   4
      5.71m  5.60m  5.72m  5.53m  5.53m  FOUL
  6 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee         5.61m   18-05.00   3
      FOUL  5.56m  5.61m  2.20m  5.59m  5.51m
  7 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                     5.58m   18-03.75   2
      5.43m  5.47m  5.58m  5.58m  5.12m  5.55m
  8 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                5.58m   18-03.75   1
      5.52m  5.58m  5.51m  5.42m  5.41m  5.45m
  9 Ali Meister               SR UAB                      5.54m   18-02.25
      5.48m  5.54m  5.02m  5.49m  5.41m  3.98m
 10 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss            5.52m   18-01.50
      FOUL  FOUL  5.52m
 11 Melody Korie              JR Louisiana Tech           5.48m   17-11.75
      FOUL  5.40m  5.48m
 12 Carlecia Spivey           JR Charlotte                5.45m   17-10.75
      5.45m  5.41m  5.31m
 13 Lauren George             JR Marshall                 5.41m   17-09.00
      5.41m  5.30m  5.37m
 14 Keila Robertson           SO UAB                      5.41m   17-09.00
      FOUL  5.41m  4.87m
 15 Josie Raines              FR Marshall                 5.39m   17-08.25
      5.03m  5.39m  5.20m
 16 Tameyah Carroll           JR UTSA                     5.37m   17-07.50
      5.28m  5.32m  5.37m
 17 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      5.37m   17-07.50
      5.21m  FOUL  5.37m
 18 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky         5.36m   17-07.00
      5.36m  FOUL  5.32m
 19 Ariel Watson              FR UTSA                     5.36m   17-07.00
      FOUL  5.36m  2.38m
 20 Adrianna Mitchell         FR Southern Miss            5.35m   17-06.75
      5.23m  5.35m  FOUL
 21 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      5.34m   17-06.25
      5.21m  5.34m  4.99m
 22 Briana Washington         FR UTSA                     5.32m   17-05.50
      5.22m  5.24m  5.32m
 23 Valencia Bullock          FR North Texas              5.31m   17-05.25
      5.31m  5.20m  4.89m
 24 Danielle Spence           FR UTSA                     5.17m   16-11.50
      4.96m  5.17m  3.43m
 25 Jennifer Sharpe           SO UAB                      4.94m   16-02.50
      4.75m  4.94m  4.90m
 26 Jovana Ilic               SO FIU                      4.84m   15-10.50
      4.84m  4.77m  4.55m
 -- Kourtni Goldsmith         FR Louisiana Tech            FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Omolayo Omosola           FR Middle Tennessee           DNS
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  C-USA Meet: m 13.88m  2/26/2011   Ganna Demydova, Southern Miss
   CrossPlex: S 14.12m  3/12/2016   Keturah Orji, Georgia
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Michelle Fokam            SO Rice                    12.58m   41-03.25  10
      11.86m  12.39m  12.58m  FOUL  12.43m  12.58m
  2 Danielle Spence           FR UTSA                    12.45m   40-10.25   8
      11.93m  FOUL  12.26m  12.29m  12.04m  12.45m
  3 Ariel Watson              FR UTSA                    12.38m   40-07.50   6
      FOUL  12.22m  12.15m  12.26m  FOUL  12.38m
  4 Melany Belot              JR Marshall                12.29m   40-04.00   5
      FOUL  FOUL  12.29m  12.28m  FOUL  11.95m
  5 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee        12.18m   39-11.50   4
      11.86m  12.15m  12.18m  11.77m  FOUL  11.67m
  6 Jade Jordan               FR Charlotte               12.10m   39-08.50   3
      11.83m  11.59m  11.75m  11.91m  11.95m  12.10m
  7 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky        12.09m   39-08.00   2
      FOUL  11.60m  11.96m  11.60m  FOUL  12.09m
  8 Denisha West              SO Marshall                12.00m   39-04.50   1
      11.71m  11.81m  11.98m  11.82m  12.00m  FOUL
  9 Adrianna Mitchell         FR Southern Miss           11.94m   39-02.25
      11.94m  11.46m  11.87m  11.86m  11.87m  11.94m
 10 Jasmine Trogdon           SR Charlotte               11.79m   38-08.25
      11.46m  11.69m  11.79m
 11 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           11.75m   38-06.75
      11.74m  11.63m  11.75m
 12 Yasmine Artis             SR Charlotte               11.71m   38-05.00
      11.48m  11.69m  11.71m
 13 Melody Korie              JR Louisiana Tech          11.70m   38-04.75
      FOUL  11.70m  FOUL
 14 Morayo Bhadmos            FR UAB                     11.62m   38-01.50
      FOUL  11.56m  11.62m
 15 Dominique Anderson        FR Louisiana Tech          11.48m   37-08.00
      11.28m  11.48m  FOUL
 16 Cynthia Benjamin          JR UAB                     11.48m   37-08.00
      FOUL  11.48m  FOUL
 17 Dominique Lewis           JR Louisiana Tech          11.45m   37-06.75
      11.45m  11.18m  11.37m
 18 Nadja Radovic             SO FIU                     11.43m   37-06.00
      FOUL  11.43m  11.16m
 19 Valencia Bullock          FR North Texas             11.28m   37-00.25
      FOUL  11.28m  FOUL
 20 Esther Mitchell           FR Florida Atlantic        11.26m   36-11.50
      FOUL  11.06m  11.26m
 -- Keila Robertson           SO UAB                       FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Jovana Ilic               SO FIU                       FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Raegan Green              FR Southern Miss             FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Chloe Jenkins             SO Florida Atlantic          FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                       FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
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 -- Lauren George             JR Marshall                   DNS
 -- Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee           DNS
 -- KC Nwadei                 FR Rice                       DNS
Women Shot Put
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 17.95m  2/26/2015   Claire Uke, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 18.56m  1/23/2016   Raven Saunders, Ole Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Victoria Ebert            SR Charlotte               15.48m   50-09.50  10
      14.45m  15.12m  15.35m  15.15m  15.15m  15.48m
  2 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss           15.35m   50-04.50   8
      FOUL  15.33m  14.78m  15.04m  15.00m  15.35m
  3 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss           15.13m   49-07.75   6
      FOUL  14.23m  14.15m  13.74m  15.13m  FOUL
  4 Ozioma Edokobi            SR Charlotte               14.96m   49-01.00   5
      14.17m  FOUL  14.96m  14.79m  FOUL  FOUL
  5 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      SR UTSA                    14.85m   48-08.75   4
      13.68m  13.30m  14.30m  FOUL  14.11m  14.85m
  6 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss           14.78m   48-06.00   3
      13.60m  14.27m  13.34m  14.01m  14.65m  14.78m
  7 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                    14.06m   46-01.50   2
      FOUL  13.03m  13.99m  13.77m  14.06m  13.80m
  8 Asia Abron                SO Louisiana Tech          13.96m   45-09.75   1
      13.66m  12.99m  13.68m  13.79m  13.96m  FOUL
  9 Lacee Barnes              FR UTSA                    13.76m   45-01.75
      13.76m  13.36m  FOUL  12.81m  FOUL  13.00m
 10 Ericka Budd               SO Marshall                13.50m   44-03.50
      13.50m  13.23m  12.97m
 11 Rhea Thompson             SO Louisiana Tech          13.30m   43-07.75
      12.66m  13.30m  FOUL
 12 Haley Walker              FR North Texas             13.27m   43-06.50
      12.02m  11.92m  13.27m
 13 Timberly Molden           SO FIU                     13.12m   43-00.50
      12.56m  13.12m  FOUL
 14 Nadia Maffo               SO Southern Miss           13.03m   42-09.00
      13.03m  FOUL  12.84m
 15 Jaleisa Shaffer           FR North Texas             13.02m   42-08.75
      12.62m  12.68m  13.02m
 16 Dheryl Batts              JR Rice                    12.51m   41-00.50
      11.93m  12.51m  FOUL
 17 Francesca Chambers        FR UAB                     12.02m   39-05.25
      11.24m  12.02m  FOUL
 18 Cierra Chenault           SO UTEP                    11.52m   37-09.50
      10.50m  11.04m  11.52m
 19 Harrison Mancke           FR FIU                     11.13m   36-06.25
      11.13m  FOUL  FOUL
 20 Kristyn Archuleta         SO North Texas             11.03m   36-02.25
      10.63m  10.92m  11.03m
 21 Adarian Gray              FR Western Kentucky         8.52m   27-11.50
      FOUL  8.52m  8.33m
 -- Terrisa Russell           JR FIU                       FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
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  C-USA Meet: m 21.40m  2/18/2017   Victoria Merriweather, Charlotte
   CrossPlex: S 22.64m  1/12/2018   Janeah Stewart, Ole Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Nadia Maffo               SO Southern Miss           20.29m   66-07.00  10
  2 Terrisa Russell           JR FIU                     20.12m   66-00.25   8
  3 Hasana Clark              JR Marshall                19.82m   65-00.50   6
  4 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss           19.70m   64-07.75   5
  5 Reneese Batson            JR Marshall                18.28m   59-11.75   4
  6 Ozioma Edokobi            SR Charlotte               18.19m   59-08.25   3
  7 Morgan Keesee             SR Louisiana Tech          17.31m   56-09.50   2
  8 Victoria Ebert            SR Charlotte               17.31m   56-09.50   1
  9 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss           16.80m   55-01.50
 10 Trinavia Williams         SO FIU                     15.69m   51-05.75
 11 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                    15.61m   51-02.75
 12 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss           15.56m   51-00.75
 13 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      SR UTSA                    14.71m   48-03.25
 14 Dheryl Batts              JR Rice                    14.48m   47-06.25
 15 Faith Olszak              JR UTSA                    14.34m   47-00.75
 16 Anji Garcia-Solis         SR Louisiana Tech          13.95m   45-09.25
 17 Mia Hicks                 JR UTSA                    13.62m   44-08.25
 18 Cierra Chenault           SO UTEP                    13.60m   44-07.50
 19 Haley Walker              FR North Texas             13.49m   44-03.25
 20 Harrison Mancke           FR FIU                     12.76m   41-10.50
 21 Francesca Chambers        FR UAB                     12.75m   41-10.00
 22 Kristyn Archuleta         SO North Texas             12.36m   40-06.75
 23 Ashlynn Smart             FR North Texas             12.17m   39-11.25
 24 Kira Harmon               FR Western Kentucky         8.68m   28-05.75
 -- Rhea Thompson             SO Louisiana Tech            FOUL
 -- Jaleisa Shaffer           FR North Texas               FOUL
Indoor Pentathlon: #5 Women 800 Meter Run Indoor Pentathlon
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 2:14.73  2/24/2016   Frida Thorsas, Florida Atlantic
   CrossPlex: S 2:17.94  2/28/2014   Shelby Barker, UAB
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic       2:17.64S  2    856
  2 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                   2:19.83   2    826
  3 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall               2:21.84   2    799
  4 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee       2:26.77   2    734
  5 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee       2:28.24   2    715
  6 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                   2:28.29   2    714
  7 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte              2:28.77   2    708
  8 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                    2:29.34   1    701
  9 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte              2:29.58   2    698
  9 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                    2:29.58   1    698
 11 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                   2:33.68   1    647
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                   2:33.93   1    644
 13 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss          2:36.14   1    618
 14 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                    2:36.89   1    609
 15 Ali Meister               SR UAB                    2:39.21   2    582
 16 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte              2:43.05   1    538
 17 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte              2:53.23   1    431
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 -- Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss              DNS   1
Indoor Pentathlon: #1 Women 60 Meter Hurdles Indoor Pentathlon
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  8.52  2/25/2015   Jallycia Pearson, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S  8.56  2/28/2014   Jallycia Pearson, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee          8.80   1    952
  2 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                      8.84   2    944
  3 Ali Meister               SR UAB                       8.87   4    937
  4 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                  8.99   4    912
  5 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                      9.04   1    902
  6 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte                 9.09   2    891
  7 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee          9.11   1    887
  8 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss             9.23   3    862
  9 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                 9.26   5    856
 10 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                      9.28   4    852
 11 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                 9.29   5    850
 12 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic          9.29   2    850
 13 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                      9.37   4    834
 14 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                       9.38   3    832
 15 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                       9.52   3    804
 16 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss             9.52   3    804
 17 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                 9.57   5    794
 18 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      12.49   5    318
Indoor Pentathlon: #2 Women High Jump Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 1.85m  2/23/2007   Gaelle Niare, SMU
   CrossPlex: S 1.92m  1/16/2016   Chaunte Lowe, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         1.71m    5-07.25    867
     1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74
        O    O    O  XXO   XO  XXX
  2 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            1.68m    5-06.00    830
     1.62 1.65 1.68 1.71
        O  XXO   XO  XXX
  3 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     1.65m    5-05.00    795
     1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68
        O    P   XO   XO  XXX
  3 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 1.65m    5-05.00    795
     1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68
        O    O    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         1.65m    5-05.00    795
     1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65 1.68
        O    O    O    O    O    O  XXX
  6 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                1.62m    5-03.75    759
     1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65
        O    P    P    O   XO  XXO    O   XO  XXX
  6 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     1.62m    5-03.75    759
     1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65
        O   XO   XO  XXX
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  8 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                1.59m    5-02.50    724
     1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62
        O    P    P    O    O   XO   XO  XXX
  8 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte                1.59m    5-02.50    724
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62
        O    P    O    O  XXO  XXX
  8 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee         1.59m    5-02.50    724
     1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62
        O    P   XO    O  XXO  XXX
  8 Ali Meister               SR UAB                      1.59m    5-02.50    724
     1.53 1.56 1.59 1.62
      XXO    O    O  XXX
 12 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     1.56m    5-01.25    689
     1.53 1.56 1.59
       XO    O  XXX
 13 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      1.53m    5-00.25    655
     1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56
        O    P    O    O   XO  XXO    O  XXX
 13 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      1.53m    5-00.25    655
     1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53 1.56
        O  XXO  XXO  XXO  XXX
 15 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            1.47m    4-09.75    588
     1.41 1.44 1.47 1.50 1.53
        O    P    O    P  XXX
 16 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      1.44m    4-08.75    555
     1.44 1.47
      XXO  XXX
 16 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                1.44m    4-08.75    555
     1.32 1.35 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.47
        O    P    O  XXO   XO  XXX
 18 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     1.41m    4-07.50    523
     1.38 1.41 1.44
        O    O  XXX
Indoor Pentathlon: #4 Women Long Jump Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 5.99m  2/24/2016   Elizabeth Dadzie, Middle Tennessee
   CrossPlex: S 6.00m  1/16/2014   Fabia McDonald, Mississippi
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         5.82m   19-01.25    795
      FOUL  5.75m  5.82m
  2 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee         5.65m   18-06.50    744
      5.65m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     5.57m   18-03.25    720
      5.57m  5.55m  5.55m
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     5.44m   17-10.25    683
      5.44m  5.41m  5.35m
  5 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 5.40m   17-08.75    671
      5.32m  5.19m  5.40m
  6 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            5.36m   17-07.00    660
      5.12m  5.36m  5.26m
  6 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      5.36m   17-07.00    660
      5.36m  5.27m  5.23m
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  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                5.31m   17-05.25    645
      5.31m  5.17m  5.01m
  9 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      5.29m   17-04.25    640
      5.29m  5.09m  FOUL
 10 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         5.27m   17-03.50    634
      5.27m  5.18m  3.63m
 11 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      5.25m   17-02.75    628
      FOUL  4.96m  5.25m
 12 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                5.24m   17-02.25    626
      FOUL  5.24m  5.23m
 13 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte                5.22m   17-01.50    620
      5.16m  5.22m  5.12m
 14 Ali Meister               SR UAB                      5.19m   17-00.50    612
      5.19m  5.15m  4.24m
 15 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     5.09m   16-08.50    584
      4.78m  4.94m  5.09m
 15 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                5.09m   16-08.50    584
      5.09m  FOUL  5.05m
 17 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            4.93m   16-02.25    540
      4.80m  FOUL  4.93m
 18 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     4.86m   15-11.50    522
      4.78m  4.86m  4.61m
Indoor Pentathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Indoor Pentathlon
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 14.64m  2/29/2008   Charlotte Abrahamsen, Memphis
   CrossPlex: S 18.56m  1/23/2016   Raven Saunders, Ole Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    12.81m   42-00.50    715
      12.65m  12.81m  FOUL
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic        11.66m   38-03.25    639
      11.54m  11.17m  11.66m
  3 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                     11.49m   37-08.50    627
      11.49m  11.21m  11.45m
  4 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                    11.48m   37-08.00    627
      11.19m  10.78m  11.48m
  5 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               11.14m   36-06.75    604
      11.14m  10.58m  10.95m
  6 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee        11.13m   36-06.25    604
      11.13m  10.84m  FOUL
  7 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte               10.82m   35-06.00    583
      10.82m  9.51m  9.48m
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte               10.63m   34-10.50    571
      9.94m  9.63m  10.63m
  9 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           10.62m   34-10.25    570
      10.33m  10.36m  10.62m
 10 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    10.33m   33-10.75    551
      10.33m  10.13m  10.21m
 11 Ali Meister               SR UAB                     10.06m   33-00.25    533
      FOUL  9.83m  10.06m
 12 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee         9.61m   31-06.50    504
      8.45m  9.61m  8.81m
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 13 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      9.57m   31-04.75    501
      9.55m  9.31m  9.57m
 14 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      9.46m   31-00.50    494
      9.31m  9.24m  9.46m
 15 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            9.10m   29-10.25    471
      9.10m  8.20m  8.56m
 16 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     8.98m   29-05.50    463
      8.39m  8.94m  8.98m
 17 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 8.03m   26-04.25    401
      6.48m  8.03m  FOUL
 18 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                7.87m   25-10.00    391
      FOUL  FOUL  7.87m
Women Indoor Pentathlon
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  4004  2/29/2008   Charlotte Abrahamsen, Memphis
   CrossPlex: S  4703  3/11/2016   Kendall Williams, Georgia
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                      3964   10
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic          3774    8
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Middle Tennessee          3768    6
  4 Elizabeth Dadzie          SR Middle Tennessee          3758    5
  5 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                      3645    4
  6 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                  3578    3
  7 Amaka Awuruonye           JR Charlotte                 3526    2
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                 3523    1
  9 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                      3399
 10 Ali Meister               SR UAB                       3388
 11 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss             3298
 12 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                       3291
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                 3244
 14 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                       3157
 15 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                      2986
 16 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                       2929
 17 Nidonna Nicholson         SO Charlotte                 2859
Men 60 Meter Dash
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:    6.64  2/24/2016   Jeremy Hicks, Louisiana Tech
  C-USA Meet: m  6.64  3/1/2003    Julien Dunkley, East Carolina
   CrossPlex: S  6.47  3/12/2016   Ronnie Baker, TCU
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss             6.67Q  2
  2 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky          6.68Q  1
  3 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss             6.71Q  3
  4 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss             6.78Q  4
  5 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky          6.73q  1
  6 Darien Porter             FR North Texas               6.79q  1
  7 Brett Winnegan            SO UTSA                      6.81q  1
  8 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte                 6.84q  1
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  9 James Myers               SR Charlotte                 6.84   4
 10 Solomon Afful             SR Middle Tennessee          6.87   3
 11 Myles Anders              FR Louisiana Tech            6.88   3
 12 William Bush              JR Western Kentucky          6.91   2
 13 Patston Stewart           FR FIU                       6.91   3
 14 Christian Bass            SO Charlotte                 6.92   4
 15 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                      6.92   4
 16 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                      6.92   3
 17 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                      6.94   4
 18 Lamarco Petty             FR Middle Tennessee          6.95   1
 19 Frederic Williams         FR UTEP                      6.95   2
 20 Byron Taylor              SR UTSA                      7.02   2
 21 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas               7.04   2
 22 Devin Nixon               SO Western Kentucky          7.06   4
 23 James Cole                JR North Texas               7.09   3
 24 Husani Wilburgh           FR FIU                       7.17   2
 -- Alford Tribble            SR North Texas                DNS   2
 -- Dayton Johnson            FR North Texas                DNS   3
Men 60 Meter Dash
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet:    6.64  2/24/2016   Jeremy Hicks, Louisiana Tech
  C-USA Meet: m  6.64  3/1/2003    Julien Dunkley, East Carolina
   CrossPlex: S  6.47  3/12/2016   Ronnie Baker, TCU
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Finals
  1 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss             6.66   10
  2 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss             6.69    8
  3 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky          6.72    6
  4 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky          6.75    5
  5 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss             6.78    4
  6 Darien Porter             FR North Texas               6.82    3
  7 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte                 6.90    2    6.892
  8 Brett Winnegan            SO UTSA                      6.90    1    6.893
Men 200 Meter Dash
Top 8 Advance by Time
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 20.81  3/1/2014    Trey Hadnot, LA Tech
   CrossPlex: S 20.55  3/12/2016   Christian Coleman, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky         20.96q  5
  2 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            21.12q  6
  3 Desmond Jefferson         JR UTSA                     21.32q  1
  4 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte                21.36q  5
  5 Solomon Afful             SR Middle Tennessee         21.38q  2
  6 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            21.42q  4
  7 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky         21.50q  4 21.491
  7 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss            21.50q  7 21.491
  9 Christian Bass            SO Charlotte                21.55   7
 10 Austin Hayes              JR Western Kentucky         21.60   3
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 11 William Bush              JR Western Kentucky         21.69   6
 12 Darien Porter             FR North Texas              21.75   5
 13 Patston Stewart           FR FIU                      21.80   3
 14 Lamarco Petty             FR Middle Tennessee         21.81   4
 15 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                     21.82   3
 16 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         21.91   2
 17 Byron Taylor              SR UTSA                     22.03   6
 18 James Cole                JR North Texas              22.05   5
 19 Michael Stewart           FR Middle Tennessee         22.14   2
 20 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                     22.24   2
 21 Husani Wilburgh           FR FIU                      22.41   3
 22 Forrest Penton            SR Southern Miss            22.54   6
 23 Kemar Sims                SO Southern Miss            22.60   4
 24 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas              22.63   1
 25 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                     23.00   7
 -- Braam Bisschop            FR Middle Tennessee            FS   7
 -- Alford Tribble            SR North Texas                DNS   1
 -- Dayton Johnson            FR North Texas                DNS   1
Men 200 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 20.81  3/1/2014    Trey Hadnot, LA Tech
   CrossPlex: S 20.55  3/12/2016   Christian Coleman, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            20.85   2  10
  2 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky         20.92   2   8
  3 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte                21.38   1   6    21.371
  4 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            21.38   1   5    21.372
  5 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss            21.59   1   4
  6 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky         21.60   2   3
  7 Solomon Afful             SR Middle Tennessee         21.61   2   2
  8 Desmond Jefferson         JR UTSA                     21.91   1   1
Men 400 Meter Dash
Top 8 Advance by Time
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 46.21  2/25/2016   Emmanuel Dasor, Western KY
   CrossPlex: S 45.86  1/31/2016   Calvin Smith, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Desmond Jefferson         JR UTSA                     47.81q  2
  2 Jayon Woodard             SO Charlotte                48.00q  7
  3 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                     48.09q  6
  4 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western Kentucky         48.32q  1
  5 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     48.34q  5
  6 Adeniji Adedamola         JR Middle Tennessee         48.37q  3
  7 Charles Shimukowa         SR Western Kentucky         48.58q  1
  8 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         48.58q  2
  9 Austin Hayes              JR Western Kentucky         48.80   5
 10 Jaquez Torian             FR Middle Tennessee         48.84   6
 11 Darius Statham            SR Louisiana Tech           48.88   2
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....Men 400 Meter Dash
 12 Andrew Pirog              SO UTSA                     48.97   3
 13 Lorenzen Burton           JR Southern Miss            49.13   7
 14 Ifiok Umoh                SR Middle Tennessee         49.31   4
 15 Michael Stewart           FR Middle Tennessee         49.48   2
 16 David Saruni              FR Western Kentucky         49.86   7
 17 Kacey Spinks              SO Southern Miss            49.99   1
 18 Alejandro Alcazar         SO UTEP                     50.00   6
 19 Cameron Cox               SR Southern Miss            50.51   4
 20 Ladarius Flagg            FR FIU                      50.59   1
 21 Braam Bisschop            FR Middle Tennessee         50.68   4
 22 Shammond Williams         SO FIU                      51.08   3
 23 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                     52.35   5
 -- Austin Crocker            FR UTSA                       DNF   5
 -- Ky-Mani Dula              FR Charlotte                   DQ   4 Out of Lane
 -- Mamadou Seck              JR Southern Miss               DQ   3 Out of Lane
Men 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 46.21  2/25/2016   Emmanuel Dasor, Western KY
   CrossPlex: S 45.86  1/31/2016   Calvin Smith, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
Finals
  1 Desmond Jefferson         JR UTSA                     47.35   2  10
  2 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                     47.52   1   8
  3 Jayon Woodard             SO Charlotte                47.57   2   6
  4 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     47.97   2   5
  5 Adeniji Adedamola         JR Middle Tennessee         48.43   1   4
  6 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western Kentucky         48.82   1   3
  7 Charles Shimukowa         SR Western Kentucky         49.25   2   2
  8 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         50.07   1   1
Men 800 Meter Run
8 Advance:  Top 2 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 1:49.98  2/26/2012   Chris O'Hare, Tulsa
   CrossPlex: S 1:46.68  3/12/2016   Clayton Murphey, Akron
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Luca Chatham              JR UTSA                   1:53.60Q  1
  2 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   1:54.15Q  2
  3 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   1:56.47Q  3
  4 Trevon Sanders            SO Middle Tennessee       1:54.11Q  1
  5 Reagan Olguin             JR Rice                   1:55.12Q  2
  6 David Diaz                JR Rice                   1:56.51Q  3
  7 Kigen Chemadi             JR Middle Tennessee       1:54.34q  1
  8 Zack Kovar                FR UTSA                   1:55.64q  1
  9 Caleb Devereaux           FR UTSA                   1:56.27   1
 10 Shane Bracken             FR North Texas            1:56.73   2
 11 Zach Kirkland             SR North Texas            1:57.33   3
 12 Randall Dias              SR Southern Miss          1:57.46   2
 13 Cameron Farris            FR Louisiana Tech         1:57.70   2
 14 Denzel Villaman           SO Western Kentucky       1:59.45   3
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 15 Timothy Kimeli            FR Middle Tennessee       1:59.50   1
 16 Julio Acevedo             FR Middle Tennessee       1:59.85   2
 17 Nathan Mack               SO Middle Tennessee       2:00.35   3
 18 Royer Baez                SO FIU                    2:00.53   3
 19 Maor Seged                JR Western Kentucky       2:01.64   3
Men 800 Meter Run
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 1:49.98  2/26/2012   Chris O'Hare, Tulsa
   CrossPlex: S 1:46.68  3/12/2016   Clayton Murphey, Akron
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Finals
  1 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   1:52.05   10
  2 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   1:52.10    8
  3 Luca Chatham              JR UTSA                   1:52.82    6
  4 Trevon Sanders            SO Middle Tennessee       1:53.20    5
  5 Reagan Olguin             JR Rice                   1:54.53    4
  6 Zack Kovar                FR UTSA                   1:55.52    3
  7 David Diaz                JR Rice                   1:57.47    2
  8 Kigen Chemadi             JR Middle Tennessee       2:04.64    1
Men 1 Mile Run
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 4:00.82  2/24/2007   Pablo Solares, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 3:59.41  1/10/2018   Brian Schrader, Saucony
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   4:10.03   10
  2 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   4:10.39    8
  3 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Middle Tennessee       4:10.94    6
  4 Matthew Murray            SO Rice                   4:11.64    5
  5 Mihret Coulter            JR Charlotte              4:11.94    4
  6 David Little              SO Southern Miss          4:13.47    3
  7 Jacob Choge               SO Middle Tennessee       4:13.64    2
  8 Kigen Chemadi             JR Middle Tennessee       4:14.38    1
  9 Tim Jones                 SO North Texas            4:14.81
 10 Rick Nally                SR North Texas            4:15.70
 11 Alex Topini               FR Rice                   4:16.65
 12 Bryce Swindell            SO Western Kentucky       4:27.13
Men 3000 Meter Run
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 8:06.46  2/24/2013   Anthony Rotich, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S 8:00.40  3/12/2016   Edward Cheserek, Oregan
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Jacob Choge               SO Middle Tennessee       8:14.15   2  10
  2 Mihret Coulter            JR Charlotte              8:17.98   2   8
  3 Kigen Chemadi             JR Middle Tennessee       8:18.16   2   6
  4 Tom Nobles                JR Charlotte              8:21.06   2   5
  5 Mike Lowe                 SR North Texas            8:22.04   2   4
  6 Matthew Murray            SO Rice                   8:22.40   1   3
  7 Zach Marchinko            FR Charlotte              8:23.13   2   2
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  8 Florian Lussy             SO North Texas            8:25.39   1   1
  9 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Middle Tennessee       8:29.13   2
 10 William Conner            FR Charlotte              8:32.43   1
 11 Todd Gunzenhauser         FR Charlotte              8:32.75   1
 12 Rick Nally                SR North Texas            8:35.21   1
 13 Austin Ballow             SO Louisiana Tech         8:37.24   1
 14 Boaz Ronoh                FR UTEP                   8:37.30   1
 15 Alex Cornwell             SO Charlotte              8:37.39   2
 16 Antony Kosgei             SR UTEP                   8:37.58   2
 17 Taylor Scarbrough         SO Western Kentucky       8:38.55   1
 18 Hociel Landa              FR Rice                   8:41.39   1
 19 Cornelius Kapel           FR UTEP                   8:41.86   2
 20 Shane Bracken             FR North Texas            8:42.77   1
 21 Conner Killian            SO Louisiana Tech         8:43.45   1
 22 Alex Topini               FR Rice                   8:43.48   2
 23 David Little              SO Southern Miss          8:48.83   2
 24 Tim Jones                 SO North Texas            8:49.03   1
 25 Julien Cuyeu              JR Western Kentucky       8:52.09   1
 26 Steve Booker              JR Rice                   8:53.39   1
 27 Imran Bell                JR Rice                   8:59.61   1
 28 Matthew Morgan            FR North Texas            9:04.74   1
 29 Alex Cleveland            JR North Texas            9:16.71   1
 30 Daniel Areces             SO FIU                    9:39.68   1
 31 Alec Dominguez            JR FIU                   10:01.84   1
 -- Connor Meaux              SO Rice                       DNF   1
 -- Nolan Patrick             SO Charlotte                  DNF   1
 -- Amos Cheruiyot            SR Middle Tennessee           DNS   1
 -- Adolfo Carvalho           JR Rice                       DNS   1
 -- Timothy Kimeli            FR Middle Tennessee           DNS   1
Men 5000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 14:09.42  2/26/2010   John Beattie, Tulsa
   CrossPlex: S 13:47.89  3/11/2016   Edward Cheserek, Oregan
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Kigen Chemadi             JR Middle Tennessee      14:17.10   10
  2 Jacob Choge               SO Middle Tennessee      14:17.28    8
  3 Tom Nobles                JR Charlotte             14:22.96    6
  4 Mike Lowe                 SR North Texas           14:34.77    5
  5 Florian Lussy             SO North Texas           14:37.09    4
  6 Antony Kosgei             SR UTEP                  14:44.99    3
  7 Zach Marchinko            FR Charlotte             14:46.52    2
  8 Boaz Ronoh                FR UTEP                  14:54.08    1
  9 Hociel Landa              FR Rice                  14:54.53
 10 Alex Cornwell             SO Charlotte             14:56.40
 11 Amos Cheruiyot            SR Middle Tennessee      15:00.43
 12 Cornelius Kapel           FR UTEP                  15:00.76
 13 Imran Bell                JR Rice                  15:15.59
 14 Steve Booker              JR Rice                  15:25.73
 15 Adolfo Carvalho           JR Rice                  15:38.32
 16 Alex Cleveland            JR North Texas           15:57.08
 17 Matthew Morgan            FR North Texas           16:10.20
 18 Jorge Areces              JR FIU                   16:24.98
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 19 David Suarez              SO FIU                   16:49.53
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  7.79  3/1/2014    Randy McCoy, USM
   CrossPlex: S  7.56  3/12/2016   Devon Allen, Oregan
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                      7.94Q  1
  2 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss             8.01Q  2
  3 Jonathan Hayden           SR Western Kentucky          8.00q  1
  4 Jaron Thomas              SR North Texas               8.06q  2
  5 Daniel Neptune            SR FIU                       8.07q  2
  6 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                      8.09q  2
  7 Drew Barker               SR Charlotte                 8.16q  1
  8 Justin Gerbrecht          SR UTSA                      8.18q  1
  9 Anthony Richardson        SO Charlotte                 8.19   2
 10 Brian Kendrick            JR Charlotte                 8.23   1
 11 David Rivera              FR UTEP                      8.42   2
 12 Jacob Kevetter            SO North Texas               8.44   1
 13 Braam Bisschop            FR Middle Tennessee          8.50   1
 14 Christian Strong          FR Southern Miss             8.54   2
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  7.79  3/1/2014    Randy McCoy, USM
   CrossPlex: S  7.56  3/12/2016   Devon Allen, Oregan
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Finals
  1 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                      7.91   10
  2 Jonathan Hayden           SR Western Kentucky          7.94    8
  3 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss             8.01    6
  4 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                      8.07    5    8.067
  5 Daniel Neptune            SR FIU                       8.07    4    8.069
  6 Drew Barker               SR Charlotte                 8.25    3
  7 Justin Gerbrecht          SR UTSA                      8.27    2
  8 Jaron Thomas              SR North Texas               8.54    1
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 3:11.37  2/19/2017   Western Kentucky, Western KY
                         E Dasor, J Morris, M Seged, V Sears
   CrossPlex: S 3:04.28  3/12/2016   LSU, LSU
                         C Grayson, L Bruton, M Cherry, F Dunkley
    School                                               Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Charlotte                                           3:11.01m  2  10
     1) Nico Menzel FR                  2) Ky-Mani Dula FR
     3) Saadiq Sweezer SR               4) Jayon Woodard SO
  2 UTSA                                                3:11.22m  2   8
     1) Andrew Pirog SO                 2) Va-Sheku Sheriff JR
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....Men 4x400 Meter Relay
     3) Byron Taylor SR                 4) Desmond Jefferson JR
  3 Southern Miss                                       3:11.86   2   6
     1) McKinely West JR                2) Alexander Richemond SR
     3) Kacey Spinks SO                 4) Lorenzen Burton JR
  4 Middle Tennessee                                    3:14.08   1   5
     1) Adeniji Adedamola JR            2) Jaquez Torian FR
     3) Ifiok Umoh SR                   4) Trevon Sanders SO
  5 Western Kentucky                                    3:15.72   2   4
     1) Austin Hayes JR                 2) Oliver Alexandre JR
     3) David Saruni FR                 4) Kymari Gates JR
  6 North Texas                                         3:20.01   1   3
     1) Jaron Thomas SR                 2) James Cole JR
     3) Abdon Campbell FR               4) Darien Porter FR
  7 UTEP                                                3:20.70   1   2
     1) Alejandro Alcazar SO            2) Frederic Williams FR
     3) Carvellion Horn JR              4) Donivan Ortega SO
  8 Rice                                                3:23.61   1   1
     1) Colton Torrance SR              2) Reagan Olguin JR
     3) David Diaz JR                   4) Mike Otoo JR
  9 Louisiana Tech                                      3:26.28   1
     1) Zack Lakeit JR                  2) Darius Statham SR
     3) Cameron Farris FR               4) Myles Anders FR
 -- FIU                                                     DNS   1
Men Distance Medley
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 9:51.62  2/27/2009   UTEP
                         D Tanui, C Kock, A Chirchir, N Ng'etich
   CrossPlex: S 9:27.27  3/11/2016   Oregon, Oregon
                         M Maton, B Theil, G Grosvenor, C Chesereck
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Rice                                                9:52.95   10
     1) David Diaz JR                   2) Colton Torrance SR
     3) Reagan Olguin JR                4) Matthew Murray SO
  2 Middle Tennessee                                    9:54.03    8
     1) Geoffry Cheruiyot SR            2) Jaquez Torian FR
     3) Nathan Mack SO                  4) Kigen Chemadi JR
  3 Charlotte                                           9:59.15    6
     1) Todd Gunzenhauser FR            2) Saadiq Sweezer SR
     3) Nolan Patrick SO                4) Mihret Coulter JR
  4 North Texas                                        10:05.49    5
     1) Shane Bracken FR                2) Jaron Thomas SR
     3) Zach Kirkland SR                4) Tim Jones SO
  5 Western Kentucky                                   10:17.05    4
     1) Taylor Scarbrough SO            2) Alec Tanksley FR
     3) Denzel Villaman SO              4) Julien Cuyeu JR
  6 Louisiana Tech                                     10:25.59    3
     1) Mason Youberg FR                2) Darius Statham SR
     3) Cameron Farris FR               4) Conner Killian SO
  7 UTSA                                               10:42.42    2
     1) Zack Kovar FR                   2) Andrew Pirog SO
     3) Caleb Devereaux FR              4) Luca Chatham JR
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  C-USA Meet: m 2.24m  2/24/2006   Mickael Hanany, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S 2.31m  2/13/2018   Jamal Wilson, USC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Jacob Patten              JR Middle Tennessee         2.18m    7-01.75  10
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.09 2.12 2.15 2.18 2.22
        P    P    P    O    O    O    O    O    O  XXX
  2 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss            2.15m    7-00.50   8
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.09 2.12 2.15 2.18
        P    P    P    O   XO    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Tamario Lattin            SR Louisiana Tech           2.09m    6-10.25   6
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.09 2.12
        P    P    O    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  4 Davante Edwards           JR UTSA                     2.06m    6-09.00   5
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.09
        P    O    O    O  XXO  XXX
  5 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     2.01m    6-07.00   4
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06
        P    O    O    O  XXX
  6 Christian Williams        SR FIU                      2.01m    6-07.00   3
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06
        P    P    O   XO  XXX
  7 Andrew Samuels            SR FIU                      2.01m    6-07.00   2
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06
        P    O  XXO   XO  XXX
  8 Quillan Haughton          SO UTSA                     2.01m    6-07.00   1
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06
        P    O    O  XXO  XXX
  9 Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte                2.01m    6-07.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06
        P   XO   XO  XXO  XXX
 10 Ty Anderson               SR UTSA                     1.96m    6-05.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01
        P    P    O  XXX
 11 Jourden Taylor            JR North Texas              1.96m    6-05.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01
        P    O   XO  XXX
 11 Chandler Iturraga         FR UTSA                     1.96m    6-05.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01
        O    O   XO  XXX
 13 Austin Ondijo             SO UTEP                     1.96m    6-05.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01
        P    O  XXO  XXX
 13 Etamar Bhastekar          FR UTEP                     1.96m    6-05.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01
        P    P  XXO  XXX
 -- Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                        NH
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01
        P    P   XP   XX
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  C-USA Meet: m 5.37m  2/26/2015   Chris Pillow, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 5.72m  1/31/2016   Sam Kendricks, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Cole Courtois             FR Louisiana Tech           5.19m   17-00.25  10
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89 4.99 5.09 5.19 5.29
        P    P    P    P   XO  XXO    O   XO  XXO  XXP
  2 Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte                5.09m   16-08.25   8
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89 4.99 5.09 5.19
        P    P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Elijah Cole               SO Charlotte                4.99m   16-04.50   6
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89 4.99 5.09
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  4 Jacob Davis               SO Charlotte                4.74m   15-06.50   5
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89
        P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  5 Daniel Sams               SO Louisiana Tech           4.74m   15-06.50   4
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89
        P    P   XO  XXO    O  XXX
  6 Kyle Real                 SO UTSA                     4.74m   15-06.50   3
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89
        P   XO    O    O  XXO  XXX
  7 Jacob Franks              SO North Texas              4.74m   15-06.50   2
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89
        P    P    P  XXO  XXO  XXX
  8 Christian Cannon          SO Rice                     4.59m   15-00.75   0.50
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74 4.89
        P    O    P    O  XXP    X
  8 Sage Murphy               SO Charlotte                4.59m   15-00.75   0.50
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74
        P    P    O    O  XXX
 10 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     4.44m   14-06.75
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59
        P    O   XO  XXX
 10 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                4.44m   14-06.75
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59
        P    P   XO  XXX
 10 Jacob Van Patten          FR North Texas              4.44m   14-06.75
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59
        P    O   XO  XXX
 13 Alex Tyra                 FR UTSA                     4.29m   14-00.75
     4.14 4.29 4.44
       XO    O  XXX
 14 Matthew Gallagher         FR Louisiana Tech           4.29m   14-00.75
     4.14 4.29 4.44
      XXO   XO  XXX
 15 James McNaney             SO Rice                     4.14m   13-07.00
     4.14 4.29
        O  XXX
 -- Etamar Bhastekar          FR UTEP                        NH
     4.14 4.29 4.44 4.59 4.74
        P    P    P    P  XXX
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....Men Pole Vault
 -- Brady Trankle             JR North Texas                 NH
     4.14
      XXX
 -- Gregory Ballard           SR Louisiana Tech              NH
     4.14 4.29 4.44
        P    P  XXX
 -- John Rudd                 JR Rice                        NH
     4.14 4.29
        P  XXX
Men Long Jump
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 7.78m  2/28/2003   Aundre Edwards, TCU
   CrossPlex: S 8.10m  1/11/2014   Ngoni Makusha, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Tamario Lattin            SR Louisiana Tech           7.54m   24-09.00  10
      FOUL  7.54m  7.49m  7.35m  7.39m  FOUL
  2 Denzel Harper             SO Louisiana Tech           7.46m   24-05.75   8
      7.27m  7.21m  7.27m  FOUL  3.52m  7.46m
  3 Donivan Ortega            SO UTEP                     7.32m   24-00.25   6
      7.22m  6.97m  7.04m  7.04m  7.32m  6.10m
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     7.25m   23-09.50   5
      7.25m  6.98m  6.62m  7.00m  6.96m  PASS
  5 Markel Dalton             JR Charlotte                7.23m   23-08.75   4
      6.93m  7.17m  FOUL  6.93m  7.23m  7.03m
  6 Brett Winnegan            SO UTSA                     7.19m   23-07.25   3
      6.75m  7.05m  6.65m  6.81m  7.12m  7.19m
  7 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     7.19m   23-07.25   2
      7.19m  6.91m  PASS  PASS  PASS  PASS
  8 John Warren               JR Southern Miss            7.15m   23-05.50   1
      6.56m  7.13m  7.06m  6.91m  7.15m  6.99m
  9 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            7.13m   23-04.75
      7.13m  7.09m  FOUL  6.61m  5.86m  FOUL
 10 Reed Service              FR FIU                      7.03m   23-00.75
      7.03m  6.81m  6.96m
 11 Dominique Drayden         SR North Texas              6.94m   22-09.25
      6.82m  6.94m  6.86m
 12 Christian Williams        SR FIU                      6.90m   22-07.75
      6.90m  6.85m  FOUL
 13 Frederic Williams         FR UTEP                     6.88m   22-07.00
      6.61m  6.88m  6.75m
 14 Dameon Creary             FR UTSA                     6.83m   22-05.00
      FOUL  FOUL  6.83m
 15 Howard Grant              SO North Texas              6.82m   22-04.50
      6.66m  6.81m  6.82m
 16 Zack Lakeit               JR Louisiana Tech           6.81m   22-04.25
      6.81m  6.70m  FOUL
 17 Alec Tanksley             FR Western Kentucky         6.80m   22-03.75
      6.70m  5.95m  6.80m
 18 Andre Douglas             FR UTSA                     6.66m   21-10.25
      6.62m  6.66m  FOUL
 19 Devin Mungro              FR UTEP                     6.64m   21-09.50
      6.19m  FOUL  6.64m
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....Men Long Jump
 20 Khalil Jones              FR Louisiana Tech           6.60m   21-08.00
      6.51m  FOUL  6.60m
 21 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                     6.56m   21-06.25
      FOUL  6.56m  FOUL
 -- Darius King               FR UTEP                      FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Triple Jump
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 16.09m  3/1/2014    Mark Jackson, UTEP
   CrossPlex: S 16.64m  3/12/2016   Clive Pullen, Arkansas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 John Warren               JR Southern Miss           16.34mm  53-07.50  10
      15.55m  14.32m  FOUL  14.78m  16.34m  16.07m
  2 Andre Douglas             FR UTSA                    15.49m   50-10.00   8
      FOUL  15.31m  15.49m  15.36m  15.09m  15.21m
  3 Markel Dalton             JR Charlotte               15.41m   50-06.75   6
      FOUL  15.41m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  14.41m
  4 Jacob Patten              JR Middle Tennessee        15.38m   50-05.50   5
      14.41m  15.38m  PASS  FOUL  FOUL  PASS
  5 Denzel Harper             SO Louisiana Tech          15.00m   49-02.50   4
      14.25m  FOUL  14.52m  14.10m  14.65m  15.00m
  6 Luares Tavares            JR FIU                     14.88m   48-10.00   3
      14.34m  14.55m  14.80m  14.51m  14.57m  14.88m
  7 Tamario Lattin            SR Louisiana Tech          14.86m   48-09.00   2
      FOUL  14.86m  PASS  PASS  PASS  PASS
  8 Caleb Clark               FR Louisiana Tech          14.75m   48-04.75   1
      14.54m  14.75m  FOUL  14.38m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Devonta Brassell          JR Southern Miss           14.50m   47-07.00
      14.33m  14.50m  14.40m  FOUL  14.21m  14.25m
 10 Dameon Creary             FR UTSA                    14.42m   47-03.75
      FOUL  14.00m  14.42m
 11 Dominique Drayden         SR North Texas             14.41m   47-03.50
      14.32m  14.18m  14.41m
 12 Khalil Jones              FR Louisiana Tech          14.18m   46-06.25
      FOUL  FOUL  14.18m
 13 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                    14.15m   46-05.25
      FOUL  13.45m  14.15m
 14 Donivan Ortega            SO UTEP                    13.79m   45-03.00
      FOUL  FOUL  13.79m
 15 Wisdom Offor              SR FIU                     13.68m   44-10.75
      FOUL  13.68m  13.61m
 16 Darius King               FR UTEP                    13.57m   44-06.25
      13.57m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Patrick McCoy             JR Rice                      FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Devin Mungro              FR UTEP                      FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Jelaani Davis             FR Louisiana Tech             DNS
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  C-USA Meet: m 19.34m  2/20/1999   John Davis, Houston
   CrossPlex: S 19.99m  1/23/2016   Ryan Crouser, Texas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                    17.11m   56-01.75  10
      FOUL  FOUL  5.72m  16.65m  FOUL  17.11m
  2 Kelsey Benoit             SR UTSA                    16.84m   55-03.00   8
      16.53m  16.84m  16.41m  FOUL  16.57m  FOUL
  3 Terrell Adams             SO Charlotte               16.78m   55-00.75   6
      15.33m  16.78m  FOUL  16.15m  16.42m  FOUL
  4 Sasha Dajia               SR Charlotte               16.74m   54-11.25   5
      FOUL  16.51m  16.59m  16.74m  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                    16.27m   53-04.50   4
      14.93m  15.42m  14.90m  FOUL  16.27m  FOUL
  6 Tyler Hoag                SO Charlotte               15.56m   51-00.75   3
      14.91m  15.20m  15.34m  15.20m  15.56m  FOUL
  7 Allen Wiggins             SO FIU                     15.43m   50-07.50   2
      15.43m  FOUL  15.11m  FOUL  15.34m  FOUL
  8 Steven Thomas             JR UTSA                    15.33m   50-03.50   1
      15.33m  14.61m  14.51m  FOUL  FOUL  14.69m
  9 Michael Yow               SO Rice                    15.22m   49-11.25
      14.76m  14.97m  15.22m  FOUL  FOUL  14.69m
 10 Isaac Odugbesan           FR Middle Tennessee        15.12m   49-07.25
      FOUL  15.12m  14.59m
 11 Isaac Samuels             SR Louisiana Tech          14.80m   48-06.75
      14.80m  FOUL  14.72m
 12 Micheal Zungia            SO UTSA                    14.70m   48-02.75
      FOUL  14.55m  14.70m
 13 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                    14.60m   47-11.00
      13.93m  14.53m  14.60m
 14 Malek Evans               JR Louisiana Tech          14.27m   46-10.00
      FOUL  14.27m  FOUL
 15 Chard Muhwanga            FR Western Kentucky        13.15m   43-01.75
      13.15m  FOUL  12.77m
 16 Karl Sralla               SO North Texas             12.87m   42-02.75
      11.77m  12.87m  12.72m
 -- Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss             FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss             FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Men Weight Throw
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 22.74m  2/26/2010   Steffen Nerdal, Memphis
   CrossPlex: S 23.80m  3/11/2016   Alexander Young, SE Louisiana
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Stevan Veselinovic        JR Charlotte               20.31m   66-07.75  10
      19.97m  FOUL  20.20m  FOUL  20.31m  20.19m
  2 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                    19.93m   65-04.75   8
      18.77m  18.82m  18.98m  19.93m  19.32m  19.52m
  3 Austin Riddle             SR Rice                    19.72m   64-08.50   6
      FOUL  19.26m  19.35m  19.18m  19.19m  19.72m
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  4 Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss           18.96m   62-02.50   5
      18.33m  FOUL  18.33m  18.96m  18.52m  FOUL
  5 Malek Evans               JR Louisiana Tech          18.95m   62-02.25   4
      18.95m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Steven Thomas             JR UTSA                    18.02m   59-01.50   3
      FOUL  FOUL  17.00m  16.52m  16.82m  18.02m
  7 Michael Yow               SO Rice                    17.83m   58-06.00   2
      FOUL  17.83m  17.49m  17.45m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Matt Garcia               SR Rice                    17.51m   57-05.50   1
      16.57m  FOUL  16.94m  17.51m  17.51m  17.19m
  9 Vincent Perez             JR UTSA                    17.36m   56-11.50
      FOUL  17.36m  17.20m  17.09m  16.62m  17.35m
 10 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss           16.69m   54-09.25
      FOUL  16.63m  16.69m
 11 Karl Sralla               SO North Texas             16.44m   53-11.25
      15.42m  FOUL  16.44m
 12 Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                    16.32m   53-06.50
      15.33m  16.32m  15.68m
 13 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                    14.20m   46-07.25
      14.20m  FOUL  13.54m
 14 Chard Muhwanga            FR Western Kentucky        14.20m   46-07.25
      14.20m  13.42m  FOUL
 -- Kevone Kennedy            SR North Texas               FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Julien Lewis              SO Western Kentucky           DNS
Heptathlon: #1 Men 60 Meter Dash Heptathlon
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  6.89  2/25/2015   Scott Filip, Rice
   CrossPlex: S  6.93  2/7/2014    Gunnar Nixon, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                      6.92S  1    911
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                      7.09   2    851
  3 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                      7.20   1    813
  4 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech            7.28   2    785
  5 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                      7.31   2    775
  6 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                 7.32   1    772
  7 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                      7.42   2    739
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                 7.45   2    729
  9 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                      7.48   2    719
 10 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                 7.53   1    703
 11 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech            7.72   1    643
Heptathlon: #7 Men 1000 Meter Run Heptathlon
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 2:41.91  2/26/2011   Connor Hayes, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 2:39.75  3/12/2016   Harrison Williams, Stanford
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                   2:45.73     811
  2 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                   2:47.15     796
  3 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte              2:52.91     735
  4 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte              2:53.70     727
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....Heptathlon: #7 Men 1000 Meter Run Heptathlon
  5 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech         2:56.77     696
  6 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte              2:59.74     667
  7 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                   3:04.16     624
  8 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech         3:06.09     606
 -- Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                       DNS
 -- Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                       DNS
 -- Colton Torrance           SR Rice                       DNS
Heptathlon: #5 Men 60 Meter Hurdles Heptathlon
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  8.15  2/24/2013   Clayton Chaney, Rice
   CrossPlex: S  8.12  2/7/2014    Gunnar Nixon, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                      8.34   2    898
  2 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                 8.63   2    829
  3 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                      8.77   1    797
  4 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech            8.87   1    775
  5 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                 8.95   3    757
  6 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                      8.96   3    755
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech            9.02   1    741
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                 9.04   2    737
  9 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                      9.11   2    722
 10 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     15.26   3      1
 -- Colton Torrance           SR Rice                       DNF   3
Heptathlon: #4 Men High Jump Heptathlon
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 2.03m  2/18/2017   Scott Filip, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 2.13m  2/15/2016   Tyler Adams, Sam Houston St
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     2.03mm   6-08.00    831
     1.94 1.97 2.00 2.03 2.06
        O   XO    O    O  XXX
  1 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     2.03mm   6-08.00    831
     1.85 1.88 1.91 1.94 1.97 2.00 2.03 2.06
        O    P    O   XO    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  3 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     2.00m    6-06.75    803
     1.85 1.88 1.91 1.94 1.97 2.00 2.03
        O    P    O    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     2.00m    6-06.75    803
     1.82 1.85 1.88 1.91 1.94 1.97 2.00 2.03
        O    P    O    P  XXO    O    O  XXX
  5 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                1.94m    6-04.25    749
     1.76 1.79 1.82 1.85 1.88 1.91 1.94 1.97
        O   XO   XO   XO    O   XO    O  XXX
  6 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                1.82m    5-11.50    644
     1.67 1.70 1.73 1.76 1.79 1.82 1.85
        O    P    P    O    O  XXO  XXX
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           1.79m    5-10.50    619
     1.70 1.73 1.76 1.79 1.82
       XO    P   XO   XO  XXX
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....Heptathlon: #4 Men High Jump Heptathlon
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                1.76m    5-09.25    593
     1.67 1.70 1.73 1.76 1.79
        O    P   XO    O  XXX
  8 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           1.76m    5-09.25    593
     1.73 1.76 1.79
        O    O  XXX
 10 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     1.64m    5-04.50    496
     1.55 1.58 1.61 1.64 1.67
        O    P   XO  XXO  XXX
 -- Colton Torrance           SR Rice                        NH
     1.73
      XXX
Heptathlon: #6 Men Pole Vault Heptathlon
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   4.90m  2/26/2015   Scott Filip, Rice
  C-USA Meet: m 4.90m  2/26/2011   Austin Crenshaw, Memphis
   CrossPlex: S 5.72m  1/31/2016   Sam Kendricks, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                4.40m   14-05.25    731
     4.00 4.10 4.20 4.30 4.40 4.50
        O    P    O    P   XO  XXX
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     4.30m   14-01.25    702
     3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10 4.20 4.30 4.40
        O    P    P    O    P    O    O    O  XXX
  2 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     4.30m   14-01.25    702
     4.20 4.30 4.40 4.50
        O    O    P  XXX
  4 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                4.20m   13-09.25    673
     4.20 4.30
        O  XXX
  5 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                4.10m   13-05.25    645
     3.90 4.00 4.10 4.20
        O    O   XO  XXX
  5 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           4.10m   13-05.25    645
     3.50 3.60 3.70 3.80 3.90 4.00 4.10 4.20
        O    P   XO    P    O    O    O  XXX
  7 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     3.10m   10-02.00    381
     3.10 3.20
        O  XXX
 -- Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                        NH
     3.10
      XXX
 -- Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                        NH
     4.20
      XXX
 -- Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech              NH
     3.40
      XXX
 -- Colton Torrance           SR Rice                       DNS
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Heptathlon: #2 Men Long Jump Heptathlon
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 7.36m  2/18/2017   Scott Filip, Rice
   CrossPlex: S 7.50m  2/7/2014    Gunnar Nixon, Adidas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     7.38mm  24-02.50    905
      FOUL  7.27m  7.38m
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     7.33m   24-00.75    893
      7.33m  7.22m  7.15m
  3 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                6.56m   21-06.25    711
      6.35m  6.38m  6.56m
  4 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                6.40m   21-00.00    675
      FOUL  FOUL  6.40m
  5 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     6.32m   20-09.00    657
      FOUL  6.25m  6.32m
  6 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     6.31m   20-08.50    655
      6.28m  6.25m  6.31m
  7 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     6.28m   20-07.25    648
      6.08m  6.25m  6.28m
  8 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           6.24m   20-05.75    639
      6.18m  6.24m  6.15m
  9 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           6.23m   20-05.25    637
      6.23m  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                6.20m   20-04.25    630
      5.73m  6.20m  FOUL
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     5.95m   19-06.25    576
      FOUL  5.95m  FOUL
Heptathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Heptathlon
=================================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m 14.46m  2/18/2017   Atsu Nyamadi, Middle TN
   CrossPlex: S 21.28m  3/12/2016   Ryan Crouser, Texas
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    13.45m   44-01.50    695
      13.42m  13.45m  13.15m
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    12.92m   42-04.75    662
      11.97m  12.92m  12.46m
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    12.64m   41-05.75    645
      12.64m  12.56m  FOUL
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               12.25m   40-02.25    622
      11.75m  12.25m  12.14m
  5 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    11.49m   37-08.50    575
      11.23m  11.49m  10.60m
  6 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    11.36m   37-03.25    568
      11.36m  11.03m  11.17m
  7 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    11.24m   36-10.50    560
      10.91m  11.20m  11.24m
  8 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               10.60m   34-09.50    522
      10.36m  10.32m  10.60m
  9 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech          10.58m   34-08.50    521
      9.62m  10.58m  9.52m
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                9.97m   32-08.50    484
      8.65m  9.23m  9.97m
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....Heptathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Heptathlon
 11 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           9.31m   30-06.50    444
      8.64m  FOUL  9.31m
Men Heptathlon
=======================================================================
  C-USA Meet: m  5785  2/26/2015   Scott Filip, Rice
   CrossPlex: S  6173  3/12/2016   Zach Ziemek, Wisconson
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                      5725   10
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                      5332    8
  3 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                 4904    6
  4 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                 4878    5
  5 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                      4674    4
  6 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                 4553    3
  7 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech            4485    2
  8 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech            3859    1
=========================================================================================
                        Women - Team Rankings - 17 Events Scored
=========================================================================================
    1) Middle Tennessee           127        2) Southern Miss              93.50
    3) Charlotte                   90        4) UTEP                       73
    5) Rice                        63.50     6) UTSA                       41
    7) FIU                         40        8) Marshall                   35
    9) North Texas                 31.50    10) Louisiana Tech             25
   11) Western Kentucky            19.50    12) UAB                        13
   13) Florida Atlantic             9
=========================================================================================
                          Men - Team Rankings - 17 Events Scored
=========================================================================================
    1) Charlotte                  127.50     2) UTSA                      108
    3) Middle Tennessee            83        4) Southern Miss              80
    5) Rice                        64.50     6) UTEP                       58
    7) Louisiana Tech              55        8) Western Kentucky           44
    9) North Texas                 28       10) FIU                        14
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 24, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Meet Information 
SIX HILLTOPPERS HEADED FOR BOSTON UNIVERSITY LAST CHANCE QUALIFIER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Six Hilltoppers are headed for the Boston University Last Chance Qualifier on Sunday for a final 
shot at earning a trip to the 2018 NCAA Indoor Championships. The WKU Track & Field representatives headed for 
Boston are Austin Hayes, Oliver Alexandre, Charles Shimukowa, Julius Morris and Eli Minor. 
WKU will enter competitors in the 60- and 200-meter dashes in addition to the 4x400-meter relay event. 
For a full list of this weekend's competitors click HERE. Live results will be available from http://lancertiming.com/. 
 
Student-athletes competing will need to finish with one of the top 16 results in the country in a given event to qualify for 
nationals. The 2018 NCAA Division I Indoor Track & Field Championships will be held on March 9 & 10 at Texas A&M, 
College Station, Texas. The current indoor qualifying list can be found HERE. 
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 25, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Photo of Julius Morris from C-USA Championships attached – please credit Conference USA. 
Results 
MORRIS TIES 200-METER INDOOR PROGRAM RECORD AT LAST CHANCE QUALIFIER 
BOSTON – Senior sprinter Julius Morris tied the WKU Indoor program record time of 20.89 in the 200-meter dash to 
highlight the Hilltoppers’ day from the Boston University Last Chance Qualifier. In total five athletes competed from 
Boston – two individual events and the 4x400-meter relay – looking to post one of the country’s top 16 marks for a 
chance to compete in the 2018 NCAA Division I Indoor Track & Field Championships. 
“The group did a good job competing today,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. “We will wait to see how some of the 
performances hold up on the final NCAA list. We have learned a great deal about ourselves as we prepare for the 
outdoor season.” 
Eli Minor got the day started for the Red and White running a 6.80 60-meter preliminary mark to earn himself a spot in 
the final race. Minor ran a 6.83 the second time around to take eighth in the event. Minor’s season-best mark of 6.68 in 
the 60-meter dash from the Conference USA Championships currently sits at T-33rd on the indoor qualifier list. 
Morris’ 200-meter reading of 20.89 tied former Hilltopper Emmanuel Dasor’s indoor record set in 2016. The Montserrat 
native finished fourth in the event standings. His time currently ranks T-23rd across the indoor qualifier list. 
WKU’s 4x400-meter relay squad comprised of Oliver Alexandre, Morris, Austin Hayes and Minor ran a 3:12.50 mark for 
the Hilltoppers’ second-best time of the season, taking home runner-up honors. Back at the Music City Challenge, WKU 
ran a season-best 3:10.14 mark, which currently ranks at 63rd in the nation. 
 
The 2018 NCAA Division I Indoor Track & Field Championships will be held on March 9 & 10 at Texas A&M, College 
Station, Texas. The current indoor qualifying list can be found HERE. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 22, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Schedule of events attached. 
WKU TO OPEN OUTDOOR SEASON AT VANDERBILT’S BLACK AND GOLD INVITATIONAL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU will head south this weekend to Nashville, Tenn., to compete in 
Vanderbilt’s Black and Gold Invitational. There are more than 500 athletes from 15 teams participating 
in the Invitational, scheduled for Friday and Saturday, March 23-24 at the Vanderbilt Track and Field 
Complex. This will be the first event held at the Commodores’ newly renovated facility and the first time 
WKU has run at the track since 2016. 
Over 30 Hilltoppers are set to compete in 25 track and field events over the course of the two days. On 
Friday, field events will begin at 4 p.m. and running events will start at 5 p.m. and continue through 7:30 
p.m. Action will pick back up Saturday morning with field events beginning at 10 a.m. while running 
events will occur between noon and 4:30 p.m. 
Conference USA Indoor Track & Field Championships was the last team meet for the Red and White, 
where five Hilltoppers recorded All-Conference performances. The men’s squad finished eighth while 
the women’s team finished 11th. 
Admissions is $5 per day. Parking is available in the 25th Avenue Garage (off Highland Avenue) and 
surface lots across Natchez Trace from the track complex. Live stats can be followed here. 
 
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL / MARCH 23-24, 2018 
FINAL SCHEDULE 
FRIDAY, MARCH 23 
FIELD EVENTS       FLIGHTS 
4:00  PM W HAMMER    1 
  M HAMMER (FOLLOW WOMEN)  1 
4:00 PM M SHOT PUT    1 
  W SHOT PUT (FOLLOW MEN)  1 
4:00 PM W TRIPLE JUMP    1 
  M TRIPLE JUMP (FOLLOW WOMEN)  1 
4:00 PM M POLE VAULT 
RUNNING EVENTS      SECTIONS 
5:00 PM W 200     6 
5:30 PM M 200     5 
6:00 PM W 1500     3 
6:30 PM M 1500     4 
7:00        PM          W            5000     1  
7:30        PM          M            5000     1 
 
SATURDAY, MARCH 24 
RUNNING EVENTS      SECTIONS 
12:00 PM W 4X100 RELAY    1 
12:05 PM M 4X100 RELAY    1   
12:15 PM W 2K STEEPLECHASE   1 
12:30 PM M 2K STEEPLECHASE   1 
12:45 PM W 100 HURDLES    4 
1:00 PM M  110 HURDLES    3 
1:15 PM W 400     4 
1:30 PM M 400     4 
1:45 PM W 100     4 
2:00 PM M 100     4 
2:15 PM W 800     3 
2:30 PM M 800     4 
2:45 PM W 400 HURDLES    2 
2:55 PM M 400 HURDLES    3 
3:10 PM W 3000     2 
3:35 PM M 3000     2 
4:00 PM W 4X400 RELAY    2 
4:15 PM M 4X400 RELAY    2 
FIELD EVENTS       FLIGHTS 
10:00 AM W DISCUS     1 
  M DISCUS (FOLLOW WOMEN)  1 
TBA  W JAVELIN (AFTER DISCUS)   1 
  M JAVELIN (FOLLOW WOMEN)  2 
11:00 AM W HIGH JUMP 
  M HIGH JUMP (FOLLOW WOMEN) 
11:00 AM W LONG JUMP    2 
  M LONG JUMP (FOLLOW WOMEN)  2 
1:00 PM W POLE VAULT 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 24, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Final results attached. 
WKU WRAPS UP BLACK AND GOLD INVITATIONAL WITH THREE TITLES, 20 TOP-10 FINISHES 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – WKU Track and Field opened its outdoor season with a strong showing at the 
Vanderbilt Black and Gold Invitational on Friday and Saturday at the Vanderbilt Track and Field Complex. 
WKU finished the competition Saturday afternoon with a total of three event titles and 20 top-10 
finishes. 
Six Hilltoppers walked away with first place finishes today as Desmond Mobley, Chard Muhwanga and 
the 4x400-meter relay team earned high marks in their respective events. In the long jump, Mobley 
posted a 7.49 meters mark, outjumping his nearest opponent by half a meter. Muhwanga threw 49.03 
meters in the discus event to earn first. The 4x400-meter team, consisting of Charles Shimukowa, Kymari 
Gates, Denzel Villaman and Austin Hayes, clocked a 3:11.89 to receive first. 
Thirteen of WKU’s top-10 finishes came from the men’s squad over the course of the two days. In the 
200-meter, Austin Hayes (21.42), Kymari Gates (21.52) and Oliver Alexandre (21.62) finished second, 
third and fourth, respectively. The Hilltoppers earned two second place finishes in hurdles events with 
Jonathan Hayden posting a 14.26 in the 110-meter and Denzel Villaman notching a 53.55 in the 400-
meter. 
Graduate student Charles Shimukowa placed eighth in the 800-meter race with a time of 1:55.48. The 
4x100-meter team ran a 41.08, good for a third-place finish. WKU’s second 4x400-meter relay team 
finished second, notching a time of 3:14.20. Mobley also tied for fourth in high jump clearing 1.95 
meters and Alec Tanksley earned fourth in long jump with a length of 6.82 meters.  
The Lady Topper squad completed the weekend with seven top-10 finishes across track and field events. 
Ariel Terrell posted the highest finish of the invitational for the Lady Toppers with second place in the 
400-meter hurdles and a time of 1:00.81. Terrell was just over a tenth of a second off from cracking the 
top five program bests in that event. In the 200-meter sprint, Juannae Lewis (24.74) placed fifth while 
the 4x400-meter relay team finished third, clocking a 3:54.63. 
In pole vault, Nicole Ogorek (3.55 meters) finished eighth and Getter Lemberg (3.55 meters) placed 
ninth. In javelin, two Lady Toppers placed in the top-10: Kira Harman (36.70 meters) in third and Adarian 
Gray (33.98 meters) in seventh. 
“Today’s meet presented us with some welcome challenges,” said head coach Erik Jenkins, “The 
weather was not ideal, but I believe we managed it well. We had several personal and outdoor season 
bests this weekend. We have a lot of work to do, but positive strides were made at Vanderbilt.” 
Next up, WKU will travel to Gainesville, Fla., to compete in the Pepsi Florida Relays March 29-31. 
 
#1 Men's 100 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 MCCLINTON, Donald Louisville 10.54  (+1.4) 4(1)
2 AFFUL, Solomon M.T.S.U. 10.63  (+1.4) 4(2)
3 JORDAN, Deshaun Illinois St. 10.80  (+1.4) 4(3)
4 AMAAR, Ahmed Lipscomb 10.84  (+1.4) 4(4)
5 HUGLE, Keyon M.T.S.U. 10.93  (+1.2) 2(1)
6 DEPP, Dwayne Louisville 10.97  (+1.4) 1(1)
7 HOOKER, Dion Illinois St. 10.99  (+1.4) 4(5)
8 CLARK, Richard Butler 11.01  (+1.2) 2(2)
9 PANDO, Nathan Hillsdale 11.02  (+2.3) 3(1)
10 MASON, Grant Lipscomb 11.06  (+1.2) 2(3)
11 RANDALL, Seth Belmont 11.13  (+1.2) 2(4)
12 SHOLL, Johnathon Oakland 11.25  (+1.2) 2(5)
13 DEVORE, Jared Belmont 11.25  (+1.4) 1(2)
14 PIERCE, Andrew So. Indiana 11.34  (+1.2) 2(6)
15 SANDER, Calvin So. Indiana 11.62  (+1.4) 1(3)
16 NICKELSON, Tyrell So. Indiana 11.82  (+1.4) 1(4)
17 MASON, Kimani So. Indiana 12.23  (+1.2) 2(7)
18 DURHAM, Matt T'vecca Naz. 12.71  (+1.4) 1(5)
SIMMONS, Chaz M.T.S.U. DNF 3
GATES, Kymari W. KY. DNS 1
MOSS, Clay Louisville DNS 1
PETTY, Lamarco M.T.S.U. DNS 3
VESTUTO, Tim Butler DNS 3
UMOH, Ifiok M.T.S.U. DNS 3
OUTLAW, Napoleon Oakland DNS 3
MCCARTHY, Joe Oakland DNS 3
HATCH, Andy Illinois St. DNS 4
DRAKE, Sheldon Oakland DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4 Wind:  (+1.4)
1 DEPP, Dwayne Louisville 10.97
2 DEVORE, Jared Belmont 11.25
3 SANDER, Calvin So. Indiana 11.62
4 NICKELSON, Tyrell So. Indiana 11.82
5 DURHAM, Matt T'vecca Naz. 12.71
GATES, Kymari W. KY. DNS
MOSS, Clay Louisville DNS
Section 2 of 4 Wind:  (+1.2)
1 HUGLE, Keyon M.T.S.U. 10.93
2 CLARK, Richard Butler 11.01
3 MASON, Grant Lipscomb 11.06
4 RANDALL, Seth Belmont 11.13
5 SHOLL, Johnathon Oakland 11.25
6 PIERCE, Andrew So. Indiana 11.34
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#1 Men's 100 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
7 MASON, Kimani So. Indiana 12.23
Section 3 of 4 Wind:  (+2.3)
1 PANDO, Nathan Hillsdale 11.02
SIMMONS, Chaz M.T.S.U. DNF
PETTY, Lamarco M.T.S.U. DNS
VESTUTO, Tim Butler DNS
UMOH, Ifiok M.T.S.U. DNS
OUTLAW, Napoleon Oakland DNS
MCCARTHY, Joe Oakland DNS
Section 4 of 4 Wind:  (+1.4)
1 MCCLINTON, Donald Louisville 10.54
2 AFFUL, Solomon M.T.S.U. 10.63
3 JORDAN, Deshaun Illinois St. 10.80
4 AMAAR, Ahmed Lipscomb 10.84
5 HOOKER, Dion Illinois St. 10.99
HATCH, Andy Illinois St. DNS
DRAKE, Sheldon Oakland DNS
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#3 Men's 200 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 DEVONISH, Anderson Illinois St. 21.26  (–0.2) 1(1)
2 HAYES, Austin W. KY. 21.42  (–0.2) 1(2)
3 GATES, Kymari W. KY. 21.52  (+0.1) 3(1)
4 ALEXANDRE, Oliver W. KY. 21.62  (–0.2) 1(3)
5 PETTY, Lamarco M.T.S.U. 21.71  (+0.1) 3(2)
6 MCCARTHY, Joe Oakland 21.74  (+0.7) 2(1)
7 OUTLAW, Napoleon Oakland 21.82  (+0.7) 2(2)
8 AMAAR, Ahmed Lipscomb 21.97  (–0.2) 1(4)
9 ADEDAMOLA, Adeniji M.T.S.U. 22.07  (+0.7) 2(3)
10 TORIAN, Jaquez M.T.S.U. 22.30  (+0.1) 3(3)
11 GOODLOE, Corey Oakland 22.31  (+0.7) 2(4)
12 KELLERSOHN, Jake Butler 22.35  (+0.1) 3(4)
13 MASON, Grant Lipscomb 22.41  (+0.1) 3(5)
14 BROWN, Tre Oakland 22.54  (–0.5) 4(1)
15 PANDO, Nathan Hillsdale 22.70  (–0.5) 4(2)
16 SHOLL, Johnathon Oakland 22.83  (–0.5) 4(3)
17 RANDALL, Seth Belmont 22.99  (–0.5) 4(4)
18 DEVORE, Jared Belmont 23.08  (–0.5) 4(5)
19 PIERCE, Andrew So. Indiana 23.20  (–0.5) 5(1)
20 STECZ, Graham Butler 23.20  (–0.5) 4(6)
21 HAYMON, Colton Butler 23.23  (–0.5) 4(7)
22 WYSE, Levi Hillsdale 23.28  (+0.1) 3(6)
23 FULLER, Connor Butler 23.82  (–0.5) 5(2)
24 WEAVER, Lucas Louisville 23.86  (–0.5) 5(3)
25 SANDER, Calvin So. Indiana 23.93  (–0.5) 5(4)
26 MASON, Kimani So. Indiana 25.84  (–0.5) 5(5)
27 GRAVES, Ian So. Indiana 26.10  (–0.5) 5(6)
28 DURHAM, Matt T'vecca Naz. 26.40  (–0.5) 5(7)
29 UMOH, Ifiok M.T.S.U. 33.46  (+0.7) 2(5)
BUSH, William W. KY. DNS 1
VESTUTO, Tim Butler DNS 3
STEWART, Matthew M.T.S.U. DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 5 Wind:  (–0.2)
1 DEVONISH, Anderson Illinois St. 21.26
2 HAYES, Austin W. KY. 21.42
3 ALEXANDRE, Oliver W. KY. 21.62
4 AMAAR, Ahmed Lipscomb 21.97
BUSH, William W. KY. DNS
Section 2 of 5 Wind:  (+0.7)
1 MCCARTHY, Joe Oakland 21.74
2 OUTLAW, Napoleon Oakland 21.82
3 ADEDAMOLA, Adeniji M.T.S.U. 22.07
4 GOODLOE, Corey Oakland 22.31
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#3 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
5 UMOH, Ifiok M.T.S.U. 33.46
Section 3 of 5 Wind:  (+0.1)
1 GATES, Kymari W. KY. 21.52
2 PETTY, Lamarco M.T.S.U. 21.71
3 TORIAN, Jaquez M.T.S.U. 22.30
4 KELLERSOHN, Jake Butler 22.35
5 MASON, Grant Lipscomb 22.41
6 WYSE, Levi Hillsdale 23.28
VESTUTO, Tim Butler DNS
STEWART, Matthew M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 4 of 5 Wind:  (–0.5)
1 BROWN, Tre Oakland 22.54
2 PANDO, Nathan Hillsdale 22.70
3 SHOLL, Johnathon Oakland 22.83
4 RANDALL, Seth Belmont 22.99
5 DEVORE, Jared Belmont 23.08
6 STECZ, Graham Butler 23.20
7 HAYMON, Colton Butler 23.23
Section 5 of 5 Wind:  (–0.5)
1 PIERCE, Andrew So. Indiana 23.20
2 FULLER, Connor Butler 23.82
3 WEAVER, Lucas Louisville 23.86
4 SANDER, Calvin So. Indiana 23.93
5 MASON, Kimani So. Indiana 25.84
6 GRAVES, Ian So. Indiana 26.10
7 DURHAM, Matt T'vecca Naz. 26.40
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#5 Men's 400 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 TORIAN, Jaquez M.T.S.U. 48.08 1(1)
2 PRINCE, Quamel N'ville T.C. 48.19 1(2)
3 MONTGOMERY, Ben Illinois St. 48.29 1(3)
4 IMES, Jonathan Lipscomb 48.37 2(1)
5 SANDERS, Trevon M.T.S.U. 48.38 2(2)
6 HALL, Josh Louisville 48.39 1(4)
7 NAMMOUR, Nathan Belmont 48.47 1(5)
8 CRANDON, Anthony Louisville 49.20 2(3)
9 GAGE, Brandon Illinois St. 49.46 3(1)
10 GOODLOE, Corey Oakland 49.64 1(6)
11 TEAGUE, Ryan Belmont 49.71 2(4)
12 BRANDENBURG, James Illinois St. 49.72 4(1)
13 KIEFFER, Kaden Belmont 50.25 3(2)
14 UHL, Jacob Butler 50.40 4(2)
15 GARCIA, Andrew Belmont 50.49 3(3)
16 STECZ, Graham Butler 50.58 3(4)
17 BOWERS, Jake Butler 50.83 3(5)
18 WHITE, Lane Hillsdale 51.02 2(5)
19 HIGDON-BURGESS, Alec Louisville 51.67 4(3)
20 WILKERSON, Jordan Illinois St. 51.69 2(6)
21 JOYCE, Zack Oakland 51.95 2(7)
22 FULLER, Connor Butler 52.06 4(4)
23 ELDRIDGE, Nate Hillsdale 53.37 3(6)
24 CODY, Timothy Belmont 53.41 4(5)
25 DUCKWORTH, Dylan W. KY. 53.49 4(6)
26 DAVIS, Luke T'vecca Naz. 56.07 4(7)
ADEDAMOLA, Adeniji M.T.S.U. DNS 1
STEWART, Matthew M.T.S.U. DNS 3
LOVE, Langston Louisville DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4
1 TORIAN, Jaquez M.T.S.U. 48.08
2 PRINCE, Quamel N'ville T.C. 48.19
3 MONTGOMERY, Ben Illinois St. 48.29
4 HALL, Josh Louisville 48.39
5 NAMMOUR, Nathan Belmont 48.47
6 GOODLOE, Corey Oakland 49.64
ADEDAMOLA, Adeniji M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 IMES, Jonathan Lipscomb 48.37
2 SANDERS, Trevon M.T.S.U. 48.38
3 CRANDON, Anthony Louisville 49.20
4 TEAGUE, Ryan Belmont 49.71
5 WHITE, Lane Hillsdale 51.02
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#5 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
6 WILKERSON, Jordan Illinois St. 51.69
7 JOYCE, Zack Oakland 51.95
Section 3 of 4
1 GAGE, Brandon Illinois St. 49.46
2 KIEFFER, Kaden Belmont 50.25
3 GARCIA, Andrew Belmont 50.49
4 STECZ, Graham Butler 50.58
5 BOWERS, Jake Butler 50.83
6 ELDRIDGE, Nate Hillsdale 53.37
STEWART, Matthew M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 BRANDENBURG, James Illinois St. 49.72
2 UHL, Jacob Butler 50.40
3 HIGDON-BURGESS, Alec Louisville 51.67
4 FULLER, Connor Butler 52.06
5 CODY, Timothy Belmont 53.41
6 DUCKWORTH, Dylan W. KY. 53.49
7 DAVIS, Luke T'vecca Naz. 56.07
LOVE, Langston Louisville DNS
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#7 Men's 800 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 LEVERENZ, Johnny Butler 1:49.11 4(1)
2 ANSTEY, Jack Illinois St. 1:51.98 4(2)
3 HATTON, Kyle Illinois St. 1:53.16 4(3)
4 WEISEL, Ben Unattached 1:53.20 4(4)
5 SUTHERLAND, Tye Illinois St. 1:53.22 4(5)
6 THOMPSON, Scott Brentwood T.C. 1:53.88 4(6)
7 HARRIS, Kyle Butler 1:55.31 3(1)
8 SHIMUKOWA, Charles W. KY. 1:55.48 4(7)
9 GILLUM, Jake Illinois St. 1:55.66 3(2)
10 DIDION, Anthony Belmont 1:55.99 3(3)
11 MCGAHA, Chandler Butler 1:56.07 2(1)
12 GONZALES, Christian Belmont 1:56.14 2(2)
13 DAWN, Austin Oakland 1:56.78 3(4)
14 ACEVEDO, Julio M.T.S.U. 1:57.02 2(3)
15 LAFAYETTE, J.D. Illinois St. 1:57.05 4(8)
16 WADE, Adam Hillsdale 1:57.09 3(5)
17 REYNOLDS, Jonathan Louisville 1:57.09 2(4)
18 FRAIZER, Matt Notre Dame 1:57.23 3(6)
19 MAHMUD, Malik Butler 1:57.38 2(5)
20 WILLIAMS, Ben Belmont 1:57.79 1(1)
21 CARROL, Sean Belmont 1:58.16 1(2)
22 LYNCH, Alex Louisville 1:58.20 3(7)
23 BAUGH, Eric Butler 1:58.60 2(6)
24 SARUNI, David W. KY. 1:58.83 1(3)
25 LOESCH, Bryant Lipscomb 1:59.89 2(7)
26 KING, Madison So. Indiana 2:00.04 2(8)
27 WELLS, Holden Louisville 2:00.34 1(4)
28 DEFABRIZIO, Sam Vanderbilt 2:00.67 1(5)
29 ALEXANDRE, Oliver W. KY. 2:01.04 2(9)
30 SANDIFER, Elias Unattached 2:01.43 1(6)
31 GATES, Kymari W. KY. 2:02.39 1(7)
32 LAYTON, John T'vecca Naz. 2:08.27 1(8)
33 PAYNE, Darius So. Indiana 2:08.93 3(8)
JOHNSON, Kimathi Illinois St. DNF 4
VANDERWELL, Jacob Lipscomb DNS 1
MACK, Nathan M.T.S.U. DNS 2
KNAPP, Jordan Miami (OH) DNS 3
TANKSLEY, Alec W. KY. DNS 1
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4
1 WILLIAMS, Ben Belmont 1:57.79
2 CARROL, Sean Belmont 1:58.16
3 SARUNI, David W. KY. 1:58.83
4 WELLS, Holden Louisville 2:00.34
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#7 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
5 DEFABRIZIO, Sam Vanderbilt 2:00.67
6 SANDIFER, Elias Unattached 2:01.43
7 GATES, Kymari W. KY. 2:02.39
8 LAYTON, John T'vecca Naz. 2:08.27
VANDERWELL, Jacob Lipscomb DNS
TANKSLEY, Alec W. KY. DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 MCGAHA, Chandler Butler 1:56.07
2 GONZALES, Christian Belmont 1:56.14
3 ACEVEDO, Julio M.T.S.U. 1:57.02
4 REYNOLDS, Jonathan Louisville 1:57.09
5 MAHMUD, Malik Butler 1:57.38
6 BAUGH, Eric Butler 1:58.60
7 LOESCH, Bryant Lipscomb 1:59.89
8 KING, Madison So. Indiana 2:00.04
9 ALEXANDRE, Oliver W. KY. 2:01.04
MACK, Nathan M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 HARRIS, Kyle Butler 1:55.31
2 GILLUM, Jake Illinois St. 1:55.66
3 DIDION, Anthony Belmont 1:55.99
4 DAWN, Austin Oakland 1:56.78
5 WADE, Adam Hillsdale 1:57.09
6 FRAIZER, Matt Notre Dame 1:57.23
7 LYNCH, Alex Louisville 1:58.20
8 PAYNE, Darius So. Indiana 2:08.93
KNAPP, Jordan Miami (OH) DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 LEVERENZ, Johnny Butler 1:49.11
2 ANSTEY, Jack Illinois St. 1:51.98
3 HATTON, Kyle Illinois St. 1:53.16
4 WEISEL, Ben Unattached 1:53.20
5 SUTHERLAND, Tye Illinois St. 1:53.22
6 THOMPSON, Scott Brentwood T.C. 1:53.88
7 SHIMUKOWA, Charles W. KY. 1:55.48
8 LAFAYETTE, J.D. Illinois St. 1:57.05
JOHNSON, Kimathi Illinois St. DNF
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#9 Men's 1500 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 LEVERENZ, Johnny Butler 3:43.61 4(1)
2 ANSTEY, Jack Illinois St. 3:45.93 4(2)
3 CHERUIYOT, Geoffry M.T.S.U. 3:47.98 4(3)
4 PRINCE, Quamel N'ville T.C. 3:48.20 4(4)
5 GRAU, Bastian So. Indiana 3:49.30 4(5)
6 WEISEL, Ben Unattached 3:49.59 4(6)
7 SPEER, Ryan Lipscomb 3:52.00 4(7)
8 JOHNSON, Bobby Butler 3:53.32 4(8)
9 OTTE, Clark Butler 3:54.75 3(1)
10 HAMPTON, Chase Lipscomb 3:55.68 3(2)
11 ISRAEL, Zach Lipscomb 3:56.42 3(3)
12 EHNLE, Connor Illinois St. 3:56.77 3(4)
13 BLIVIN, Matt Belmont 3:56.92 3(5)
14 KOSGEI, Albert Louisville 3:57.04 3(6)
15 EATON, Kaden Belmont 3:57.06 3(7)
16 NOLAN , Austin So. Indiana 3:57.45 3(8)
17 WINDERS, Javan So. Indiana 3:57.75 4(9)
18 ALEXANDER, Andrew Notre Dame 3:58.14 3(9)
19 SHERYAK, Connor Notre Dame 3:59.14 2(1)
20 ZONA, Vincent Notre Dame 3:59.31 2(2)
21 HARRIS, Kyle Butler 4:01.68 3(10)
22 GONZALES, Christian Belmont 4:01.81 2(3)
23 BEILER, Brody Lipscomb 4:03.51 2(4)
24 CAREY, Michael Butler 4:03.55 2(5)
25 MORTIMER, Alex Kentucky 4:05.15 1(1)
26 SCARBROUGH, Taylor W. KY. 4:05.59 2(6)
27 DOWDY, Tanner Kentucky 4:06.97 1(2)
28 WILLIAMS, Ben Belmont 4:07.89 1(3)
29 DAWN, Austin Oakland 4:08.05 2(7)
30 CHERUIYOT, Amos M.T.S.U. 4:08.31 1(4)
31 LAWS, Brandon T'vecca Naz. 4:08.86 2(8)
32 SCHELL, Alex W. KY. 4:09.29 2(9)
33 SWINDELL, Bryce W. KY. 4:09.60 2(10)
34 JOHNSON, Kimathi Illinois St. 4:09.67 3(11)
35 REEVES, Anthony T'vecca Naz. 4:10.40 1(5)
36 DEFABRIZIO, Sam Vanderbilt 4:10.53 1(6)
37 JONES, Austin So. Indiana 4:11.12 1(7)
38 CARROL, Sean Belmont 4:15.13 1(8)
39 KIBET, Vincent M.T.S.U. 4:15.18 1(9)
40 CUYEU, Julien W. KY. 4:15.66 2(11)
41 WARNER, Camren T'vecca Naz. 4:19.12 1(10)
42 BRENNER, Collyn T'vecca Naz. 4:20.59 1(11)
43 GREATHOUSE, Justin So. Indiana 4:21.04 1(12)
44 APPLEBY, Timothy T'vecca Naz. 4:55.62 1(13)
OCAMPO, Psalm Unattached DNF 2
DOWDY, Cole Kentucky DNS 1
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#9 Men's 1500 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
KURDY, Sean Notre Dame DNS 2
KNAPP, Jordan Miami (OH) DNS 3
CHOGE, Jacob M.T.S.U. DNS 4
CHEMADI, Kigen M.T.S.U. DNS 4
SCHWIND, Jonathan Lipscomb DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4
1 MORTIMER, Alex Kentucky 4:05.15
2 DOWDY, Tanner Kentucky 4:06.97
3 WILLIAMS, Ben Belmont 4:07.89
4 CHERUIYOT, Amos M.T.S.U. 4:08.31
5 REEVES, Anthony T'vecca Naz. 4:10.40
6 DEFABRIZIO, Sam Vanderbilt 4:10.53
7 JONES, Austin So. Indiana 4:11.12
8 CARROL, Sean Belmont 4:15.13
9 KIBET, Vincent M.T.S.U. 4:15.18
10 WARNER, Camren T'vecca Naz. 4:19.12
11 BRENNER, Collyn T'vecca Naz. 4:20.59
12 GREATHOUSE, Justin So. Indiana 4:21.04
13 APPLEBY, Timothy T'vecca Naz. 4:55.62
DOWDY, Cole Kentucky DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 SHERYAK, Connor Notre Dame 3:59.14
2 ZONA, Vincent Notre Dame 3:59.31
3 GONZALES, Christian Belmont 4:01.81
4 BEILER, Brody Lipscomb 4:03.51
5 CAREY, Michael Butler 4:03.55
6 SCARBROUGH, Taylor W. KY. 4:05.59
7 DAWN, Austin Oakland 4:08.05
8 LAWS, Brandon T'vecca Naz. 4:08.86
9 SCHELL, Alex W. KY. 4:09.29
10 SWINDELL, Bryce W. KY. 4:09.60
11 CUYEU, Julien W. KY. 4:15.66
OCAMPO, Psalm Unattached DNF
KURDY, Sean Notre Dame DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 OTTE, Clark Butler 3:54.75
2 HAMPTON, Chase Lipscomb 3:55.68
3 ISRAEL, Zach Lipscomb 3:56.42
4 EHNLE, Connor Illinois St. 3:56.77
5 BLIVIN, Matt Belmont 3:56.92
6 KOSGEI, Albert Louisville 3:57.04
7 EATON, Kaden Belmont 3:57.06
8 NOLAN , Austin So. Indiana 3:57.45
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#9 Men's 1500 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
9 ALEXANDER, Andrew Notre Dame 3:58.14
10 HARRIS, Kyle Butler 4:01.68
11 JOHNSON, Kimathi Illinois St. 4:09.67
KNAPP, Jordan Miami (OH) DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 LEVERENZ, Johnny Butler 3:43.61
2 ANSTEY, Jack Illinois St. 3:45.93
3 CHERUIYOT, Geoffry M.T.S.U. 3:47.98
4 PRINCE, Quamel N'ville T.C. 3:48.20
5 GRAU, Bastian So. Indiana 3:49.30
6 WEISEL, Ben Unattached 3:49.59
7 SPEER, Ryan Lipscomb 3:52.00
8 JOHNSON, Bobby Butler 3:53.32
9 WINDERS, Javan So. Indiana 3:57.75
CHOGE, Jacob M.T.S.U. DNS
CHEMADI, Kigen M.T.S.U. DNS
SCHWIND, Jonathan Lipscomb DNS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
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#37 Men's 5000 Meters
Pl Name Team Time
1 LAARI, Sampson Unattached 14:34.57
2 BAELE, Cody Illinois St. 14:41.07
3 WIETECHA, Scott F. Feet N'ville 14:53.70
4 VINCZE, Jason Vanderbilt 15:01.61
5 FRENCH, Nick Unattached 15:10.96
6 VAN GEFFEN, Jake Unattached 15:17.81
7 SUZMAN, Evan Vanderbilt 15:29.93
8 WILKINSON, Grady So. Indiana 15:33.53
9 ELSAKR, Joseph Unattached 15:40.07
10 LIVINGSTON, Aidan Vanderbilt 15:52.22
11 HARMON, Wyat So. Indiana 15:56.97
12 SCALES, Matthew So. Indiana 15:58.97
13 HALL, Hunter F. Feet Sports 16:00.27
14 KIMUTAI, Betwel M.T.S.U. 16:05.29
15 BUTTERBRODT, Jon So. Indiana 16:23.11
16 BOWERS, Alan M.T.S.U. 16:24.58
17 CARLEY, Seth Unattached 16:47.67
PRIOR, Gavin So. Indiana DNS
MARTIN, Jackson Butler DNS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 12
#13 Men's 3000 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 CHEBOSON, Emmanuel Louisville 8:37.88 2(1)
2 GLOGOVSKY, Owen Lipscomb 8:38.93 2(2)
3 JOHNSON, Kyle Lipscomb 8:40.21 2(3)
4 VAN GEFFEN, Jake Unattached 8:45.68 1(1)
5 VROON, Taylor Belmont 8:46.78 2(4)
6 ZABKA, Mitch Lipscomb 8:48.66 1(2)
7 CASOLARO, Caleb Vanderbilt 8:50.08 1(3)
8 STEPHENS, Cameron Louisville 8:50.71 2(5)
9 ROBERTS, Blake Butler 8:51.69 1(4)
10 WHITE, Daniel Belmont 8:52.01 2(6)
11 PARKER, Cain So. Indiana 8:54.73 2(7)
12 THOMAS, Harrison Vanderbilt 8:55.63 1(5)
13 SMITH, Patrick Lipscomb 9:01.08 2(8)
14 LAWRENCE, Darin So. Indiana 9:04.99 2(9)
15 VROON, Jackson Belmont 9:05.81 2(10)
16 HILL, Eli So. Indiana 9:09.81 2(11)
17 IRVINE, Andrew Vanderbilt 9:13.73 1(6)
18 HARPSTEAD, Edward Vanderbilt 9:17.41 1(7)
19 VAN GEFFEN, Caleb Vanderbilt 9:21.03 1(8)
20 SMART, Micah T'vecca Naz. 9:26.84 1(9)
21 SHULTZ, Jimmy T'vecca Naz. 9:27.51 1(10)
22 BERG, Bryon So. Indiana 9:28.57 2(12)
23 WATSON, Brayden So. Indiana 9:35.22 1(11)
EDWARDS, Matthew Belmont DNF 2
GREEN, John Lipscomb DNS 1
OCAMPO, Psalm Unattached DNS 1
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 VAN GEFFEN, Jake Unattached 8:45.68
2 ZABKA, Mitch Lipscomb 8:48.66
3 CASOLARO, Caleb Vanderbilt 8:50.08
4 ROBERTS, Blake Butler 8:51.69
5 THOMAS, Harrison Vanderbilt 8:55.63
6 IRVINE, Andrew Vanderbilt 9:13.73
7 HARPSTEAD, Edward Vanderbilt 9:17.41
8 VAN GEFFEN, Caleb Vanderbilt 9:21.03
9 SMART, Micah T'vecca Naz. 9:26.84
10 SHULTZ, Jimmy T'vecca Naz. 9:27.51
11 WATSON, Brayden So. Indiana 9:35.22
GREEN, John Lipscomb DNS
OCAMPO, Psalm Unattached DNS
Section 2 of 2
1 CHEBOSON, Emmanuel Louisville 8:37.88
2 GLOGOVSKY, Owen Lipscomb 8:38.93
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 13
#13 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
3 JOHNSON, Kyle Lipscomb 8:40.21
4 VROON, Taylor Belmont 8:46.78
5 STEPHENS, Cameron Louisville 8:50.71
6 WHITE, Daniel Belmont 8:52.01
7 PARKER, Cain So. Indiana 8:54.73
8 SMITH, Patrick Lipscomb 9:01.08
9 LAWRENCE, Darin So. Indiana 9:04.99
10 VROON, Jackson Belmont 9:05.81
11 HILL, Eli So. Indiana 9:09.81
12 BERG, Bryon So. Indiana 9:28.57
EDWARDS, Matthew Belmont DNF
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 14
#17 Men's 110m Hurdles
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 NEWMAN, Wayne Lipscomb 13.93  (+3.6) 3(1)
2 HAYDEN, Jonathan W. KY. 14.26  (+3.6) 3(2)
3 CORPREW, Caleb Belmont 14.56  (+3.6) 3(3)
4 STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland 14.63  (+3.6) 3(4)
5 BRANDENBURG, James Illinois St. 14.67  (+3.6) 3(5)
6 STORM, Andrew Oakland 14.87  (+2.0) 1(1)
7 SLEET, Duane Illinois St. 15.00  (+3.6) 3(6)
8 NELLUM, Marcus Oakland 15.01  (+2.0) 1(2)
9 MILLER, Alex Belmont 15.10  (+2.0) 1(3)
10 MITCHELL, Drake Belmont 15.40  (+1.9) 2(1)
11 VILLAMAN , Denzel W. KY. 15.43  (+1.9) 2(2)
12 WALDER, Wade Butler 15.49  (+1.9) 2(3)
13 THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale 15.53  (+1.9) 2(4)
14 BROWN, Ian Hillsdale 15.70  (+1.9) 2(5)
15 SNYDER, Jacob Lipscomb 15.74  (+2.0) 1(4)
16 WADE, Jermaine Sonic Racing 16.03  (+3.6) 3(7)
17 MCCLINTON, Dominic Louisville 16.55  (+2.0) 1(5)
TANDY, Evan Hillsdale DQ 3
WILKERSON, Randolph Lipscomb DNS 1
FOX, Eric Louisville DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 3 Wind:  (+2.0)
1 STORM, Andrew Oakland 14.87
2 NELLUM, Marcus Oakland 15.01
3 MILLER, Alex Belmont 15.10
4 SNYDER, Jacob Lipscomb 15.74
5 MCCLINTON, Dominic Louisville 16.55
WILKERSON, Randolph Lipscomb DNS
Section 2 of 3 Wind:  (+1.9)
1 MITCHELL, Drake Belmont 15.40
2 VILLAMAN , Denzel W. KY. 15.43
3 WALDER, Wade Butler 15.49
4 THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale 15.53
5 BROWN, Ian Hillsdale 15.70
FOX, Eric Louisville DNS
Section 3 of 3 Wind:  (+3.6)
1 NEWMAN, Wayne Lipscomb 13.93
2 HAYDEN, Jonathan W. KY. 14.26
3 CORPREW, Caleb Belmont 14.56
4 STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland 14.63
5 BRANDENBURG, James Illinois St. 14.67
6 SLEET, Duane Illinois St. 15.00
7 WADE, Jermaine Sonic Racing 16.03
TANDY, Evan Hillsdale DQ
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 15
#15 Men's 400m Hurdles
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 NEWMAN, Wayne Lipscomb 53.21 3(1)
2 VILLAMAN , Denzel W. KY. 53.55 2(1)
3 BROWN, Tre Oakland 54.06 3(2)
4 AGUSTIN, Justin Illinois St. 54.56 3(3)
5 STORM, Andrew Oakland 54.61 2(2)
6 CRENSHAW, Christian Belmont 54.90 3(4)
7 WALKER, William Kentucky 54.92 2(3)
8 JOPES, Michael Illinois St. 55.58 2(4)
9 SNYDER, Jacob Lipscomb 55.82 2(5)
10 NELLUM, Marcus Oakland 55.99 1(1)
11 TANKSLEY, Alec W. KY. 56.03 1(2)
12 DOWNEY, David Hillsdale 57.19 1(3)
13 CANTRELL, Greg M.T.S.U. 58.34 1(4)
14 TANDY, Evan Hillsdale 58.92 2(6)
15 VICKERS, Khristian Belmont 59.07 1(5)
16 WADE, Jermaine Sonic Racing 1:03.58 3(5)
HAYDEN, Jonathan W. KY. DNF 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 3
1 NELLUM, Marcus Oakland 55.99
2 TANKSLEY, Alec W. KY. 56.03
3 DOWNEY, David Hillsdale 57.19
4 CANTRELL, Greg M.T.S.U. 58.34
5 VICKERS, Khristian Belmont 59.07
Section 2 of 3
1 VILLAMAN , Denzel W. KY. 53.55
2 STORM, Andrew Oakland 54.61
3 WALKER, William Kentucky 54.92
4 JOPES, Michael Illinois St. 55.58
5 SNYDER, Jacob Lipscomb 55.82
6 TANDY, Evan Hillsdale 58.92
Section 3 of 3
1 NEWMAN, Wayne Lipscomb 53.21
2 BROWN, Tre Oakland 54.06
3 AGUSTIN, Justin Illinois St. 54.56
4 CRENSHAW, Christian Belmont 54.90
5 WADE, Jermaine Sonic Racing 1:03.58
HAYDEN, Jonathan W. KY. DNF
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 16
#11 Men's 2000m Steeple
Pl Name Team Time
1 CECIL , James So. Indiana 5:59.65
2 OTTE, Clark Butler 6:01.59
3 MACUIBA, Dustin Notre Dame 6:02.52
4 EWERT, Ben Louisville 6:03.34
5 CAREY, Michael Butler 6:04.86
6 WILLIAMS, Anthony Notre Dame 6:05.21
7 MAGALLANES, Julien Louisville 6:06.85
8 KURDY, Sean Notre Dame 6:18.62
9 RICHARDSON, Jefferson Louisville 6:39.64
ROBERTS, Blake Butler DNS
JONES, Austin So. Indiana DNS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 17
#39 Men's 4 x 100m Relay
Pl Team Time
1 Illinois St. (A) 40.75
2 M.T.S.U. (A) 40.79
3 W. KY. (A) 41.08
4 Lipscomb (A) 41.16
5 Oakland (A) 42.01
6 Butler (A) 42.47
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 18
#41 Men's 4 x 400m Relay
Pl Team Time H(Pl)
1 W. KY. (A) 3:11.89 2(1)
2 W. KY. (B) 3:14.20 1(1)
3 Belmont (A) 3:15.29 1(2)
4 Butler (A) 3:20.44 1(3)
5 Illinois St. (A) 3:21.65 2(2)
6 Illinois St. (B) 3:23.58 1(4)
7 Louisville (A) 3:24.59 2(3)
8 Belmont (B) 3:28.14 1(5)
9 Hillsdale (A) 3:30.32 2(4)
M.T.S.U. (A) DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 W. KY. (B) 3:14.20
2 Belmont (A) 3:15.29
3 Butler (A) 3:20.44
4 Illinois St. (B) 3:23.58
5 Belmont (B) 3:28.14
Section 2 of 2
1 W. KY. (A) 3:11.89
2 Illinois St. (A) 3:21.65
3 Louisville (A) 3:24.59
4 Hillsdale (A) 3:30.32
M.T.S.U. (A) DNS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 19
#19 Men's High Jump
Pl Name Team Mark 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10
1 PATTEN, Jacob M.T.S.U. 2.10m 6' 103 /4 PPP O XXO O
2 MCROBERTS, Anthony Illinois St. 2.00m 6' 63 /4 PPP XO XXX
3 ALLEN, Lamont Illinois St. 1.95m 6' 43 /4 O X XXX
4 WEGMAN, Derek Illinois St. 1.95m 6' 43 /4 XO XXX
4 MOBLEY , Desmond W. KY. 1.95m 6' 43 /4 XO XXX
MOSS, Clay Louisville NH XXX
VALDARY, Troy M.T.S.U. NH XXX
STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland NH XXX
NICKELSON, Tyrell So. Indiana NH XXX
MITCHELL, Drake Belmont NH XXX
THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale NH XXX
CHASE, David Hillsdale NH XXX
HYDEN, Austin Louisville DNS
VANMETER, Skyler Louisville DNS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 20
#21 Men's Pole Vault
Pl Name Team Mark 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75 5.00 5.08
1 ASHENBREMER, Ryan Illinois St. 5.00m 16' 43 /4 PPP PPP PPP PPP PPP PPP O O XO XO
2 PESCHKE, Sam Illinois St. 4.60m 15' 1" PPP PPP O O XXO XXO XXX XXX
3 WEAVER, Lucas Louisville 4.60m 15' 1" PPP PPP XXO XXO XXO XXO XXX XXX
4 WALDER, Wade Butler 4.30m 14' 11 /4 XO XO XXX XXX
WILLINGHAM, Bobby Belmont NH XXX XXX
SCHIPPER, Jared Hillsdale NH XXX XXX
KRAVIK, Kellen Illinois St. NH PPP PPP PPP PPP XXX XXX
NELSON, Luke Illinois St. NH PPP PPP PPP PPP PPP PPP XXX XXX
STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland NH
PUJATS, Pauls Unattached NH
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 21
#23 Men's Long Jump
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 MOBLEY , Desmond W. KY. 7.49m 24' 7"  (+1.4) 7.23 (+1.1) FOUL 7.49 (+1.4) 7.35 (+1.6) PASS PASS 2(1)
2 DAVIS, Brandon Oakland 6.94m 22' 91 /4  (+1.3) 6.87 (+2.4) 6.75 (+1.5) 6.84 (+1.1) FOUL 6.94 (+1.3) 6.93 (+1.8) 2(2)
3 STORM, Andrew Oakland 6.94m 22' 91 /4  (+1.1) 6.58 (+1.4) FOUL 6.94 (+1.1) FOUL 6.66 (+0.9) 6.49 (+1.1) 2(2)
4 TANKSLEY, Alec W. KY. 6.82m 22' 41 /2  (+1.6) 6.64 (+0.4) 6.73 (+1.7) 6.82 (+1.6) PASS PASS PASS 2(4)
5 RUSSELL, Luke Butler 6.79m 22' 31 /2  (+1.5) FOUL 6.79 (+1.5) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(5)
6 STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland 6.61m 21' 81 /4  (+1.5) FOUL FOUL 6.61 (+1.5) FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(6)
7 MCCLINTON, Dominic Louisville 6.60m 21' 8"  (+2.0) 6.45 (+1.6) 6.60 (+2.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(1)
8 SCHIPPER, Jared Hillsdale 6.53m 21' 51 /4  (+1.1) 6.31 (+0.1) 6.53 (+1.1) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(2)
9 SHROYER, Andrew Butler 6.39m 20' 113 /4  (+2.4) FOUL 6.39 (+2.4) FOUL PASS PASS PASS 1(3)
10 DAVIS, Luke T'vecca Naz. 6.34m 20' 93 /4  (+1.5) FOUL FOUL 6.34 (+1.5) 1(4)
11 DOWNEY, David Hillsdale 6.23m 20' 51 /4  (+1.2) 6.23 (+1.2) FOUL FOUL 1(5)
12 BELLONI, Brandon Lipscomb 6.11m 20' 01 /2  (+1.3) 6.11 (+1.3) FOUL FOUL 1(6)
13 VALDARY, Troy M.T.S.U. 5.87m 19' 31 /4  (+2.8) FOUL 5.87 (+2.8) FOUL 1(7)
FISCH, Matt Butler NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
FOX, Eric Louisville NM 1
NARRAMORE, Will Unattached NM 2
WOODY, Chris Louisville NM 2
BRANDENBURG, James Illinois St. NM 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 MCCLINTON, Dominic Louisville 6.60m 21' 8"  (+2.0) 6.45 (+1.6) 6.60 (+2.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 SCHIPPER, Jared Hillsdale 6.53m 21' 51 /4  (+1.1) 6.31 (+0.1) 6.53 (+1.1) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
3 SHROYER, Andrew Butler 6.39m 20' 113 /4  (+2.4) FOUL 6.39 (+2.4) FOUL PASS PASS PASS
4 DAVIS, Luke T'vecca Naz. 6.34m 20' 93 /4  (+1.5) FOUL FOUL 6.34 (+1.5)
5 DOWNEY, David Hillsdale 6.23m 20' 51 /4  (+1.2) 6.23 (+1.2) FOUL FOUL
6 BELLONI, Brandon Lipscomb 6.11m 20' 01 /2  (+1.3) 6.11 (+1.3) FOUL FOUL
7 VALDARY, Troy M.T.S.U. 5.87m 19' 31 /4  (+2.8) FOUL 5.87 (+2.8) FOUL
FISCH, Matt Butler NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
FOX, Eric Louisville NM
Flight 2 of 2
1 MOBLEY , Desmond W. KY. 7.49m 24' 7"  (+1.4) 7.23 (+1.1) FOUL 7.49 (+1.4) 7.35 (+1.6) PASS PASS
2 DAVIS, Brandon Oakland 6.94m 22' 91 /4  (+1.3) 6.87 (+2.4) 6.75 (+1.5) 6.84 (+1.1) FOUL 6.94 (+1.3) 6.93 (+1.8)
2 STORM, Andrew Oakland 6.94m 22' 91 /4  (+1.1) 6.58 (+1.4) FOUL 6.94 (+1.1) FOUL 6.66 (+0.9) 6.49 (+1.1)
4 TANKSLEY, Alec W. KY. 6.82m 22' 41 /2  (+1.6) 6.64 (+0.4) 6.73 (+1.7) 6.82 (+1.6) PASS PASS PASS
5 RUSSELL, Luke Butler 6.79m 22' 31 /2  (+1.5) FOUL 6.79 (+1.5) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
6 STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland 6.61m 21' 81 /4  (+1.5) FOUL FOUL 6.61 (+1.5) FOUL FOUL FOUL
NARRAMORE, Will Unattached NM
WOODY, Chris Louisville NM
BRANDENBURG, James Illinois St. NM
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 22
#25 Men's Triple Jump
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
MCROBERTS, Anthony Illinois St. 14.58m 47' 10"  (+0.8) FOUL 14.58 (+0.8) 14.05 (+0.0) 13.68 (+1.4) 14.16 (+0.0) 14.17 (+1.2)
PATTEN, Jacob M.T.S.U. 14.40m 47' 3"  (–0.3) 13.86 (–1.3) 14.40 (–0.3) 14.32 (–1.0) 14.23 (+0.3) 13.77 (–1.5) 14.20 (+0.0)
DAVIS, Brandon Oakland 13.56m 44' 6"  (–0.5) FOUL 13.13 (–1.6) 13.56 (–0.5) FOUL FOUL PASS
VALDARY, Troy M.T.S.U. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
VALENTINE, Devin Louisville DNS
WOODY, Chris Louisville DNS
BELLONI, Brandon Lipscomb DNS
ROWE, Kaleb Louisville DNS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 23
#27 Men's Shot Put
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 ODUGBESAN, Isaac M.T.S.U. 17.59m 57' 81 /2 16.81 17.21 FOUL 17.59 16.93 FOUL
2 CLAIBORNE, Corey Belmont 16.42m 53' 101 /2 FOUL FOUL 12.87 15.63 16.42 FOUL
3 WIDENER, Cal Belmont 15.62m 51' 3" 14.51 14.85 15.16 15.62 15.10 FOUL
4 BEESON, Tyler Oakland 15.31m 50' 23 /4 15.11 FOUL 15.31 15.03 14.96 15.15
5 RIVARD, Kenton Oakland 15.16m 49' 9" 14.16 14.79 14.83 FOUL 14.62 15.16
6 GIBSON, Stephen Belmont 14.58m 47' 10" FOUL 14.07 14.58 FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 CALVIN, Logan Illinois St. 14.30m 46' 11" 13.95 FOUL FOUL 14.01 14.30 FOUL
8 PIOTROVSKY, Kyle Oakland 14.18m 46' 61 /4 13.71 FOUL 13.74 FOUL 14.18 13.72
9 SHELDON, Ryan Belmont 12.55m 41' 21 /4 FOUL FOUL 12.55 FOUL FOUL FOUL
10 WELLS, Lee T'vecca Naz. 11.77m 38' 71 /2 11.77 FOUL FOUL
11 BRANNEN, Dylan T'vecca Naz. 9.09m 29' 10" 9.09 FOUL FOUL
12 MICHEL, Josh T'vecca Naz. 5.27m 17' 31 /2 5.27 PASS PASS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN















Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
MUHWANGA, Chard W. KY. 49.03m 160' 101 /2 49.03 FOUL 48.77 FOUL FOUL 48.02
CAPEK, Daniel Hillsdale 47.21m 154' 11" FOUL 44.19 47.21 FOUL FOUL 46.50
WEISZ, Sam Illinois St. 44.24m 145' 2" 44.24 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
CLAIBORNE, Corey Belmont 43.88m 143' 113 /4 FOUL 43.88 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
PIOTROVSKY, Kyle Oakland 42.98m 141' 01 /2 42.98 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
CALVIN, Logan Illinois St. 41.79m 137' 11 /2 41.79 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
RIVARD, Kenton Oakland 40.43m 132' 8" FOUL FOUL 40.43 FOUL FOUL FOUL
SHELDON, Ryan Belmont 39.77m 130' 6" 39.77 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
BEESON, Tyler Oakland 39.55m 129' 91 /4 FOUL FOUL 39.55 FOUL FOUL FOUL
HINKLE, Kade Lipscomb 39.51m 129' 73 /4 39.51 FOUL FOUL
GIBSON, Stephen Belmont 39.06m 128' 2" FOUL FOUL 39.06
BRANNEN, Dylan T'vecca Naz. 25.35m 83' 21 /4 FOUL FOUL 25.35
ODUGBESAN, Isaac M.T.S.U. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
WELLS, Lee T'vecca Naz. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
FOX, Eric Louisville DNS
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN















Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 FRYE, Joe Unattached 67.22m 220' 63 /4 62.78 63.40 66.02 67.22 65.50 FOUL
2 CAPEK, Daniel Hillsdale 56.78m 186' 33 /4 55.66 FOUL 56.78 55.85 FOUL FOUL
3 WEISZ, Sam Illinois St. 52.14m 171' 1" FOUL 48.70 48.00 50.97 FOUL 52.14
4 BEESON, Tyler Oakland 51.62m 169' 41 /2 49.07 49.95 49.29 51.62 50.73 51.56
5 GIBSON, Stephen Belmont 51.48m 168' 11" FOUL FOUL 48.36 FOUL FOUL 51.48
6 CLAIBORNE, Corey Belmont 51.46m 168' 101 /4 FOUL 51.46 49.41 FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 MAGNUSON, Sean Music City Mavs 50.10m 164' 43 /4 FOUL 47.30 FOUL FOUL 50.10 46.77
8 RIVARD, Kenton Oakland 46.73m 153' 4" FOUL 44.78 FOUL 45.93 46.73 FOUL
9 SHELDON, Ryan Belmont 44.36m 145' 63 /4 44.36 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
10 CALVIN, Logan Illinois St. 43.67m 143' 31 /2 FOUL 43.67 FOUL
11 WIDENER, Cal Belmont 40.47m 132' 91 /2 40.47 FOUL FOUL
SIRUT, Tyler Oakland NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
BORDIUK, Chris Belmont NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
MUHWANGA, Chard W. KY. NM
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN















Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 WALDER, Wade Butler 51.18m 167' 111 /4 46.59 51.18 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(1)
2 STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland 49.54m 162' 63 /4 FOUL 48.60 FOUL 49.54 FOUL FOUL 2(2)
3 OBUNAKA, Dominic T'vecca Naz. 48.71m 159' 10" 48.46 FOUL 47.89 FOUL 48.71 FOUL 2(3)
4 OVERLA, Seth Hillsdale 48.48m 159' 1" 48.48 47.39 FOUL FOUL 46.38 46.01 2(4)
5 WALKER, Matt Belmont 48.08m 157' 91 /4 47.11 FOUL 47.73 FOUL 48.08 FOUL 2(5)
6 WELLS, Lee T'vecca Naz. 45.90m 150' 71 /4 42.09 45.90 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(1)
7 CLARK, Richard Butler 44.75m 146' 10" FOUL 44.75 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(6)
8 SANDER, Calvin So. Indiana 40.70m 133' 63 /4 40.70 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(7)
9 MOSS, Clay Louisville 40.28m 132' 2" 40.28 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(2)
10 LIPE, Ryan Belmont 40.11m 131' 71 /2 40.11 FOUL FOUL 1(3)
11 FISCH, Matt Butler 38.28m 125' 71 /4 38.28 FOUL FOUL 2(8)
12 RAY, Keith Unattached 37.44m 122' 101 /4 FOUL FOUL 37.44 1(4)
13 THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale 37.38m 122' 8" 37.38 FOUL FOUL 1(5)
14 HINKLE, Kade Lipscomb 36.95m 121' 3" FOUL FOUL 36.95 2(9)
15 MCLEMORE, Kindrick Lipscomb 31.89m 104' 73 /4 FOUL 31.89 FOUL 1(6)
BRANNEN, Dylan T'vecca Naz. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
MCCLINTON, Dominic Louisville NM 1
HASSEL, Michel Lipscomb NM 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 WELLS, Lee T'vecca Naz. 45.90m 150' 71 /4 42.09 45.90 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 MOSS, Clay Louisville 40.28m 132' 2" 40.28 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
3 LIPE, Ryan Belmont 40.11m 131' 71 /2 40.11 FOUL FOUL
4 RAY, Keith Unattached 37.44m 122' 101 /4 FOUL FOUL 37.44
5 THOMSEN, Ryan Hillsdale 37.38m 122' 8" 37.38 FOUL FOUL
6 MCLEMORE, Kindrick Lipscomb 31.89m 104' 73 /4 FOUL 31.89 FOUL
BRANNEN, Dylan T'vecca Naz. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
MCCLINTON, Dominic Louisville NM
HASSEL, Michel Lipscomb NM
Flight 2 of 2
1 WALDER, Wade Butler 51.18m 167' 111 /4 46.59 51.18 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 STADNIKA, Zachary Oakland 49.54m 162' 63 /4 FOUL 48.60 FOUL 49.54 FOUL FOUL
3 OBUNAKA, Dominic T'vecca Naz. 48.71m 159' 10" 48.46 FOUL 47.89 FOUL 48.71 FOUL
4 OVERLA, Seth Hillsdale 48.48m 159' 1" 48.48 47.39 FOUL FOUL 46.38 46.01
5 WALKER, Matt Belmont 48.08m 157' 91 /4 47.11 FOUL 47.73 FOUL 48.08 FOUL
6 CLARK, Richard Butler 44.75m 146' 10" FOUL 44.75 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 SANDER, Calvin So. Indiana 40.70m 133' 63 /4 40.70 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
8 FISCH, Matt Butler 38.28m 125' 71 /4 38.28 FOUL FOUL
9 HINKLE, Kade Lipscomb 36.95m 121' 3" FOUL FOUL 36.95
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#2 Women's 100 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 ODIONG, Edidiong M.T.S.U. 11.64  (+0.1) 4(1)
2 EGHAREVBA, D'Jenne Illinois St. 11.67  (+0.1) 4(2)
3 FRANCIS, Cecilia M.T.S.U. 11.80  (+0.1) 4(3)
4 TOLBERT, Tymeitha Austin Peay 11.90  (+1.9) 3(1)
5 ALSTON, Sharnae Louisville 12.01  (+1.9) 3(2)
6 PREAR, Kelsie Illinois St. 12.06  (+0.1) 4(4)
7 BOND, Jokenia Louisville 12.08  (+2.0) 1(1)
8 FALCO, Sophia Vanderbilt 12.24  (+1.9) 3(3)
9 FIELDS, Carson Butler 12.25  (+1.7) 2(1)
10 CALVIN, Tia Lipscomb 12.27  (+1.7) 2(2)
11 MATTHES, Friederike Lipscomb 12.31  (+1.7) 2(3)
12 JEFFERSON, Kendell Oakland 12.34  (+0.1) 4(5)
13 EBY, Zalonya Hillsdale 12.38  (+1.9) 3(4)
14 JOHANNSON, Kajsa Hillsdale 12.44  (+1.7) 2(4)
15 SHEA, Fiona Hillsdale 12.51  (+1.7) 2(5)
16 MARTINBIANCO, Nicole Oakland 12.59  (+1.9) 3(5)
17 MCCLURE, Danielle Oakland 12.61  (+1.9) 3(6)
18 JULES, Teanna Lipscomb 12.68  (+1.9) 3(7)
19 HOFMANN, Elyssa Oakland 12.83  (+1.7) 2(6)
20 SMITH, Andriana Oakland 12.97  (+1.7) 2(7)
21 WARNER, Elaine Butler 13.01  (+2.0) 1(2)
22 BENSON, Sarah Hillsdale 13.28  (+1.9) 3(8)
23 GATES, Dakota So. Indiana 13.46  (+2.0) 1(3)
WALLING, Ashley T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
KIRK, Miriam T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
TYSKA, Jordan T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
MENSAH, Ida M.T.S.U. DNS 4
VALENTINE, Khadijah W. KY. DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4 Wind:  (+2.0)
1 BOND, Jokenia Louisville 12.08
2 WARNER, Elaine Butler 13.01
3 GATES, Dakota So. Indiana 13.46
WALLING, Ashley T'vecca Naz. DNS
KIRK, Miriam T'vecca Naz. DNS
TYSKA, Jordan T'vecca Naz. DNS
Section 2 of 4 Wind:  (+1.7)
1 FIELDS, Carson Butler 12.25
2 CALVIN, Tia Lipscomb 12.27
3 MATTHES, Friederike Lipscomb 12.31
4 JOHANNSON, Kajsa Hillsdale 12.44
5 SHEA, Fiona Hillsdale 12.51
6 HOFMANN, Elyssa Oakland 12.83
7 SMITH, Andriana Oakland 12.97
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#2 Women's 100 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
Section 3 of 4 Wind:  (+1.9)
1 TOLBERT, Tymeitha Austin Peay 11.90
2 ALSTON, Sharnae Louisville 12.01
3 FALCO, Sophia Vanderbilt 12.24
4 EBY, Zalonya Hillsdale 12.38
5 MARTINBIANCO, Nicole Oakland 12.59
6 MCCLURE, Danielle Oakland 12.61
7 JULES, Teanna Lipscomb 12.68
8 BENSON, Sarah Hillsdale 13.28
Section 4 of 4 Wind:  (+0.1)
1 ODIONG, Edidiong M.T.S.U. 11.64
2 EGHAREVBA, D'Jenne Illinois St. 11.67
3 FRANCIS, Cecilia M.T.S.U. 11.80
4 PREAR, Kelsie Illinois St. 12.06
5 JEFFERSON, Kendell Oakland 12.34
MENSAH, Ida M.T.S.U. DNS
VALENTINE, Khadijah W. KY. DNS
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#4 Women's 200 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 ODIONG, Edidiong M.T.S.U. 23.97  (–0.3) 1(1)
2 EDOBI, Jennifer Vanderbilt 24.47  (–0.3) 1(2)
3 O'CONNOR, Janie Kentucky 24.54  (–0.3) 1(3)
4 FRANCIS, Cecilia M.T.S.U. 24.65  (+0.2) 2(1)
5 LEWIS, Juannae W. KY. 24.74  (+0.2) 2(2)
6 EBY, Zalonya Hillsdale 24.91  (–0.3) 1(4)
7 MCCLAIN, Amanda Illinois St. 24.94  (–0.3) 1(5)
8 CLAY, Regan Vanderbilt 25.01  (+0.2) 2(3)
9 TOLBERT, Tymeitha Austin Peay 25.09  (+0.1) 4(1)
10 CASTOR, Mirlege M.T.S.U. 25.10  (+0.2) 2(4)
11 ODIA, Loveth M.T.S.U. 25.12  (–0.3) 1(6)
12 COWAN, Emily Illinois St. 25.26  (–0.3) 1(7)
13 ASSAFUAH, Joycelyn M.T.S.U. 25.35  (+0.2) 2(5)
14 MORAN, Ashlee Hillsdale 25.35  (+0.2) 3(1)
15 MITCHELL, Jasmine Kentucky 25.44  (+0.2) 2(6)
16 FALCO, Sophia Vanderbilt 25.52  (+0.1) 4(2)
17 FIELDS, Carson Butler 25.55  (+0.1) 4(3)
18 WILSON, Ashleigh Illinois St. 25.60  (+0.2) 3(2)
19 MATTHES, Friederike Lipscomb 25.78  (+0.2) 3(3)
20 CALVIN, Tia Lipscomb 25.82  (+0.3) 5(1)
21 MARTINBIANCO, Nicole Oakland 25.89  (+0.3) 5(2)
22 BATTLE, Diamond Austin Peay 26.01  (+0.2) 3(4)
23 SHEA, Fiona Hillsdale 26.03  (+0.1) 4(4)
24 JULES, Teanna Lipscomb 26.05  (+0.2) 3(5)
25 JOHANNSON, Kajsa Hillsdale 26.06  (+0.1) 4(5)
26 MCCLURE, Danielle Oakland 26.36  (+0.3) 5(3)
27 HOFMANN, Elyssa Oakland 26.58  (+0.1) 4(6)
28 EZEH, Niki Butler 26.76  (+0.3) 5(4)
29 HALL, Madaline Oakland 26.95  (+0.3) 5(5)
30 COLLESTER, Rebecca Butler 27.03  (+0.3) 5(6)
31 HILL-TATE, Denia Austin Peay 27.83  (+0.0) 6(1)
32 GATES, Dakota So. Indiana 27.88  (+0.3) 5(7)
33 CAMPBELL, Ralen So. Indiana 28.11  (+0.0) 6(2)
WALLING, Ashley T'vecca Naz. DNS 6
PERRY - GRIMES, Maya Austin Peay DNS 3
GARDNER, Chanel Oakland DNS 3
WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay DNS 4
WICHMAN, Victoria Hillsdale DNS 2
BRANDT, Micaela T'vecca Naz. DNS 6
BURDGE, Sydney T'vecca Naz. DNS 6
KIRK, Miriam T'vecca Naz. DNS 6
TYSKA, Jordan T'vecca Naz. DNS 6
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 6 Wind:  (–0.3)
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#4 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
1 ODIONG, Edidiong M.T.S.U. 23.97
2 EDOBI, Jennifer Vanderbilt 24.47
3 O'CONNOR, Janie Kentucky 24.54
4 EBY, Zalonya Hillsdale 24.91
5 MCCLAIN, Amanda Illinois St. 24.94
6 ODIA, Loveth M.T.S.U. 25.12
7 COWAN, Emily Illinois St. 25.26
Section 2 of 6 Wind:  (+0.2)
1 FRANCIS, Cecilia M.T.S.U. 24.65
2 LEWIS, Juannae W. KY. 24.74
3 CLAY, Regan Vanderbilt 25.01
4 CASTOR, Mirlege M.T.S.U. 25.10
5 ASSAFUAH, Joycelyn M.T.S.U. 25.35
6 MITCHELL, Jasmine Kentucky 25.44
WICHMAN, Victoria Hillsdale DNS
Section 3 of 6 Wind:  (+0.2)
1 MORAN, Ashlee Hillsdale 25.35
2 WILSON, Ashleigh Illinois St. 25.60
3 MATTHES, Friederike Lipscomb 25.78
4 BATTLE, Diamond Austin Peay 26.01
5 JULES, Teanna Lipscomb 26.05
PERRY - GRIMES, Maya Austin Peay DNS
GARDNER, Chanel Oakland DNS
Section 4 of 6 Wind:  (+0.1)
1 TOLBERT, Tymeitha Austin Peay 25.09
2 FALCO, Sophia Vanderbilt 25.52
3 FIELDS, Carson Butler 25.55
4 SHEA, Fiona Hillsdale 26.03
5 JOHANNSON, Kajsa Hillsdale 26.06
6 HOFMANN, Elyssa Oakland 26.58
WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay DNS
Section 5 of 6 Wind:  (+0.3)
1 CALVIN, Tia Lipscomb 25.82
2 MARTINBIANCO, Nicole Oakland 25.89
3 MCCLURE, Danielle Oakland 26.36
4 EZEH, Niki Butler 26.76
5 HALL, Madaline Oakland 26.95
6 COLLESTER, Rebecca Butler 27.03
7 GATES, Dakota So. Indiana 27.88
Section 6 of 6 Wind:  (+0.0)
1 HILL-TATE, Denia Austin Peay 27.83
2 CAMPBELL, Ralen So. Indiana 28.11
WALLING, Ashley T'vecca Naz. DNS
BRANDT, Micaela T'vecca Naz. DNS
BURDGE, Sydney T'vecca Naz. DNS
KIRK, Miriam T'vecca Naz. DNS
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#4 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
TYSKA, Jordan T'vecca Naz. DNS
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#6 Women's 400 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 EGBENIYI, Abike M.T.S.U. 53.13 1(1)
2 ASSAFUAH, Joycelyn M.T.S.U. 54.32 1(2)
3 ODIA, Loveth M.T.S.U. 56.20 1(3)
4 SMITH, Asiah Louisville 56.63 1(4)
5 MITCHELL, Jasmine Kentucky 56.80 1(5)
6 RICHMAN, Sabrina Austin Peay 56.82 2(1)
7 GRECI, Jaclyn Illinois St. 57.66 2(2)
8 HEYWARD, Kelsey Louisville 58.42 2(3)
9 THIESING, Amelia Austin Peay 58.45 3(1)
10 BARLOW, Payton Belmont 58.47 2(4)
11 SCOTT, Allysha Austin Peay 58.99 1(6)
12 O'CONNOR, Janie Kentucky 59.40 2(5)
13 CASTOR, Mirlege M.T.S.U. 59.43 2(6)
14 HALL, Labreea Louisville 59.50 3(2)
15 LEWIS, Juannae W. KY. 59.51 3(3)
16 CABAELLERO, Gretel Louisville 59.53 4(1)
17 QUIGLEY, Katrina Belmont 59.79 3(4)
18 JOHNSON, Allana Austin Peay 1:00.00 4(2)
19 RANSOM, Aairiona W. KY. 1:00.05 3(5)
20 MILLER, Madeline Butler 1:00.95 4(3)
21 LAUX, Emma Butler 1:01.85 4(4)
22 VALENTINE, Khadijah W. KY. 1:02.00 2(7)
23 KRONE, Jessica Oakland 1:02.48 4(5)
24 PENCAK, Kathleen Oakland 1:03.90 4(6)
25 HALEY, Hope Austin Peay 1:05.18 4(7)
GARDNER, Chanel Oakland DNS 1
DOERR, Annelise Belmont DNS 3
CLEMENCE, Lorina Hillsdale DNS 3
BRANDT, Micaela T'vecca Naz. DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4
1 EGBENIYI, Abike M.T.S.U. 53.13
2 ASSAFUAH, Joycelyn M.T.S.U. 54.32
3 ODIA, Loveth M.T.S.U. 56.20
4 SMITH, Asiah Louisville 56.63
5 MITCHELL, Jasmine Kentucky 56.80
6 SCOTT, Allysha Austin Peay 58.99
GARDNER, Chanel Oakland DNS
Section 2 of 4
1 RICHMAN, Sabrina Austin Peay 56.82
2 GRECI, Jaclyn Illinois St. 57.66
3 HEYWARD, Kelsey Louisville 58.42
4 BARLOW, Payton Belmont 58.47
5 O'CONNOR, Janie Kentucky 59.40
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#6 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
6 CASTOR, Mirlege M.T.S.U. 59.43
7 VALENTINE, Khadijah W. KY. 1:02.00
Section 3 of 4
1 THIESING, Amelia Austin Peay 58.45
2 HALL, Labreea Louisville 59.50
3 LEWIS, Juannae W. KY. 59.51
4 QUIGLEY, Katrina Belmont 59.79
5 RANSOM, Aairiona W. KY. 1:00.05
DOERR, Annelise Belmont DNS
CLEMENCE, Lorina Hillsdale DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 CABAELLERO, Gretel Louisville 59.53
2 JOHNSON, Allana Austin Peay 1:00.00
3 MILLER, Madeline Butler 1:00.95
4 LAUX, Emma Butler 1:01.85
5 KRONE, Jessica Oakland 1:02.48
6 PENCAK, Kathleen Oakland 1:03.90
7 HALEY, Hope Austin Peay 1:05.18
BRANDT, Micaela T'vecca Naz. DNS
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#8 Women's 800 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 BUSTAMANTE, Reagan Vanderbilt 2:12.81 3(1)
2 PLUMB, Hattie Illinois St. 2:14.99 3(2)
3 HINES, Camille Butler 2:15.17 3(3)
4 SULLIVAN, Erin Notre Dame 2:15.70 3(4)
5 PORTER, Abbie Hillsdale 2:15.79 3(5)
6 HUTTON, Ginger Vanderbilt 2:16.03 3(6)
7 AKANWOGBA, Patience M.T.S.U. 2:16.07 3(7)
8 WATTS, Hannah Hillsdale 2:19.34 2(1)
9 MANOOGIAN, Pari Lipscomb 2:20.27 2(2)
10 HARROD, Audrey Illinois St. 2:20.67 2(3)
11 WEEMS, Kiera Belmont 2:21.51 2(4)
12 COGGIN, Riley B'wood TC 2:21.85 3(8)
13 CLOWSER, Phoebe Illinois St. 2:22.24 2(5)
14 DANIEL, Caroline Belmont 2:22.61 1(1)
15 ARRICK, Anna Belmont 2:23.00 1(2)
16 SHELL, Keleah Austin Peay 2:23.44 1(3)
17 ICAYAN, Kinzie Lipscomb 2:26.50 2(6)
18 SLAY, Tika Unattached 2:30.16 1(4)
19 ENDRES, Alura Austin Peay 2:31.23 1(5)
20 MUTTER, Linda Louisville 2:36.82 2(7)
21 MARRIOTT, Lindsey Lipscomb 2:38.94 1(6)
MCMILLAN, Clara T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
HAMPTON, Caroline T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
COOK, Rebecca W. KY. DNS 1
SMITH, Erin T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
SOPER, Lydia T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
ELLIS, Angelina Butler DNS 2
NOHILLY, Brooke Kentucky DNS 2
MARCH, Danielle T'vecca Naz. DNS 2
DERRY, Kendall Vanderbilt DNS 3
KEMPER, Kacey Lipscomb DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 3
1 DANIEL, Caroline Belmont 2:22.61
2 ARRICK, Anna Belmont 2:23.00
3 SHELL, Keleah Austin Peay 2:23.44
4 SLAY, Tika Unattached 2:30.16
5 ENDRES, Alura Austin Peay 2:31.23
6 MARRIOTT, Lindsey Lipscomb 2:38.94
COOK, Rebecca W. KY. DNS
HAMPTON, Caroline T'vecca Naz. DNS
MCMILLAN, Clara T'vecca Naz. DNS
SMITH, Erin T'vecca Naz. DNS
SOPER, Lydia T'vecca Naz. DNS
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#8 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
Section 2 of 3
1 WATTS, Hannah Hillsdale 2:19.34
2 MANOOGIAN, Pari Lipscomb 2:20.27
3 HARROD, Audrey Illinois St. 2:20.67
4 WEEMS, Kiera Belmont 2:21.51
5 CLOWSER, Phoebe Illinois St. 2:22.24
6 ICAYAN, Kinzie Lipscomb 2:26.50
7 MUTTER, Linda Louisville 2:36.82
ELLIS, Angelina Butler DNS
NOHILLY, Brooke Kentucky DNS
MARCH, Danielle T'vecca Naz. DNS
Section 3 of 3
1 BUSTAMANTE, Reagan Vanderbilt 2:12.81
2 PLUMB, Hattie Illinois St. 2:14.99
3 HINES, Camille Butler 2:15.17
4 SULLIVAN, Erin Notre Dame 2:15.70
5 PORTER, Abbie Hillsdale 2:15.79
6 HUTTON, Ginger Vanderbilt 2:16.03
7 AKANWOGBA, Patience M.T.S.U. 2:16.07
8 COGGIN, Riley B'wood TC 2:21.85
DERRY, Kendall Vanderbilt DNS
KEMPER, Kacey Lipscomb DNS
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#10 Women's 1500 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 ABU, Agnes Unattached 4:26.31 3(1)
2 BUSTAMANTE, Reagan Vanderbilt 4:28.83 3(2)
3 BEATTIE, Grace Illinois St. 4:32.03 3(3)
4 THESTRUP, Josephine Butler 4:32.19 3(4)
5 DERRY, Kendall Vanderbilt 4:33.00 3(5)
6 ROSS, Mia Louisville 4:33.26 3(6)
7 HUTTON, Ginger Vanderbilt 4:33.90 3(7)
8 WILSON, Aurilla Louisville 4:35.08 3(8)
9 ELLIS, Angelina Butler 4:36.85 3(9)
10 PLUMB, Hattie Illinois St. 4:37.82 2(1)
11 HINES, Camille Butler 4:38.02 3(10)
12 HUEBNER, Megan Vanderbilt 4:38.52 3(11)
13 KNIGHT, Stephanie Notre Dame 4:38.59 2(2)
14 CRAWFORD, Sarah Kentucky 4:40.67 3(12)
15 GRISBAUM, Devon Vanderbilt 4:41.49 2(3)
16 SPERRY, Katie Lipscomb 4:43.26 2(4)
17 LAHEY, Grace Lipscomb 4:43.43 2(5)
18 COGGIN, Riley B'wood TC 4:43.58 2(6)
19 AMES, Savannah W. KY. 4:43.93 3(13)
20 RUDIE, Kayla Lipscomb 4:44.94 2(7)
21 CLOWSER, Phoebe Illinois St. 4:45.16 2(8)
22 STRUCK, Mailin Vanderbilt 4:46.62 2(9)
23 KIPCHUMBA, Gladys M.T.S.U. 4:48.62 1(1)
24 FRANKLIN, Avery Lipscomb 4:51.65 2(10)
25 STARK, Kara Butler 4:52.49 1(2)
26 KOSGEI, Racheal M.T.S.U. 4:55.20 2(11)
27 ROLLINS, Allison So. Indiana 4:55.49 2(12)
28 BOOHER, Micalah So. Indiana 4:56.16 1(3)
29 DENEMARK, Lauren Belmont 5:00.01 2(13)
30 JEMUTAI, Valarie M.T.S.U. 5:06.31 2(14)
31 HAMILTON , Sarah So. Indiana 5:15.57 1(4)
32 KANNAPEL, Morgan W. KY. 5:23.96 1(5)
33 WOLKEN, Brianna W. KY. 5:28.57 1(6)
34 RANSOM, Aairiona W. KY. 5:39.00 1(7)
COLLEY, Madison Lipscomb DNS 1
MCMILLAN, Clara T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
SMITH, Erin T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
COOK, Rebecca W. KY. DNS 1
FLEMMING, Sierra T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
COMPTON, Kristen T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
PEEPLES, Madisyn Kentucky DNS 1
SOPER, Lydia T'vecca Naz. DNS 1
JELAGAT, Julia M.T.S.U. DNS 2
BIANCHINI, Katie Unattached DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
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#10 Women's 1500 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 3
1 KIPCHUMBA, Gladys M.T.S.U. 4:48.62
2 STARK, Kara Butler 4:52.49
3 BOOHER, Micalah So. Indiana 4:56.16
4 HAMILTON , Sarah So. Indiana 5:15.57
5 KANNAPEL, Morgan W. KY. 5:23.96
6 WOLKEN, Brianna W. KY. 5:28.57
7 RANSOM, Aairiona W. KY. 5:39.00
COLLEY, Madison Lipscomb DNS
MCMILLAN, Clara T'vecca Naz. DNS
SMITH, Erin T'vecca Naz. DNS
COOK, Rebecca W. KY. DNS
FLEMMING, Sierra T'vecca Naz. DNS
COMPTON, Kristen T'vecca Naz. DNS
PEEPLES, Madisyn Kentucky DNS
SOPER, Lydia T'vecca Naz. DNS
Section 2 of 3
1 PLUMB, Hattie Illinois St. 4:37.82
2 KNIGHT, Stephanie Notre Dame 4:38.59
3 GRISBAUM, Devon Vanderbilt 4:41.49
4 SPERRY, Katie Lipscomb 4:43.26
5 LAHEY, Grace Lipscomb 4:43.43
6 COGGIN, Riley B'wood TC 4:43.58
7 RUDIE, Kayla Lipscomb 4:44.94
8 CLOWSER, Phoebe Illinois St. 4:45.16
9 STRUCK, Mailin Vanderbilt 4:46.62
10 FRANKLIN, Avery Lipscomb 4:51.65
11 KOSGEI, Racheal M.T.S.U. 4:55.20
12 ROLLINS, Allison So. Indiana 4:55.49
13 DENEMARK, Lauren Belmont 5:00.01
14 JEMUTAI, Valarie M.T.S.U. 5:06.31
JELAGAT, Julia M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 3 of 3
1 ABU, Agnes Unattached 4:26.31
2 BUSTAMANTE, Reagan Vanderbilt 4:28.83
3 BEATTIE, Grace Illinois St. 4:32.03
4 THESTRUP, Josephine Butler 4:32.19
5 DERRY, Kendall Vanderbilt 4:33.00
6 ROSS, Mia Louisville 4:33.26
7 HUTTON, Ginger Vanderbilt 4:33.90
8 WILSON, Aurilla Louisville 4:35.08
9 ELLIS, Angelina Butler 4:36.85
10 HINES, Camille Butler 4:38.02
11 HUEBNER, Megan Vanderbilt 4:38.52
12 CRAWFORD, Sarah Kentucky 4:40.67
13 AMES, Savannah W. KY. 4:43.93
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#10 Women's 1500 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
BIANCHINI, Katie Unattached DNS
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#38 Women's 5000 Meters
Pl Name Team Time
1 KIGEN, Rachel M.T.S.U. 16:57.44
2 SHEPARD, Caitlin Kentucky 17:04.64
3 KOSGEI, Pamela M.T.S.U. 17:22.14
4 LEWIS, Lindsey Illinois St. 17:22.27
5 BROWN, Erica Illinois St. 17:31.56
6 DENTON, Hannah Belmont 18:32.68
7 BRAUER, Maria Belmont 18:40.95
8 LAWHORN, Ashley So. Indiana 18:42.80
9 WATSON, Allyson So. Indiana 18:46.73
10 COATS, Miranda So. Indiana 20:15.04
AMES, Savannah W. KY. DNF
KANNAPEL, Morgan W. KY. DNF
WOLKEN, Brianna W. KY. DNF
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#14 Women's 3000 Meters
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 BRENNER, Courtney Lipscomb 9:40.34 2(1)
2 TSAI, Sara Vanderbilt 9:50.39 2(2)
3 HUEBNER, Megan Vanderbilt 9:51.93 2(3)
4 BELF , Audrey Unattached 9:54.21 2(4)
5 STRUCK, Mailin Vanderbilt 9:54.45 2(5)
6 CRISCIONE, Maddie Vanderbilt 9:56.88 2(6)
7 BIANCHINI, Katie Unattached 9:59.55 2(7)
8 MORTIMER, Gillian Vanderbilt 10:00.17 2(8)
9 GRISBAUM, Devon Vanderbilt 10:03.68 2(9)
10 OWENS, Hannah Lipscomb 10:08.49 2(10)
11 KINGMA, Brooke Lipscomb 10:10.62 2(11)
12 COMASTRI, Jennifer So. Indiana 10:13.04 2(12)
13 MOORE, Annie Illinois St. 10:14.54 1(1)
14 PIETRZYK, Caroline Vanderbilt 10:14.59 2(13)
15 WHITE, Ali Belmont 10:15.20 1(2)
16 ENGLAND, Ashley Illinois St. 10:15.60 2(14)
17 KNOBLOCK, Kennidi Illinois St. 10:17.24 1(3)
18 KIPAGLAT, Emmaculate Austin Peay 10:18.58 1(4)
19 JANIK, Audrey Illinois St. 10:20.38 1(5)
20 ANDERSON, Reagan Vanderbilt 10:22.30 2(15)
21 LINCOLN, Jessica So. Indiana 10:25.01 2(16)
22 LAX, Sierra Belmont 10:25.40 1(6)
23 LOSITO, Clare Lipscomb 10:29.12 1(7)
24 MORGAN, Anna Grace Vanderbilt 10:30.21 2(17)
25 CUTLER, Bryce So. Indiana 10:30.50 1(8)
26 YATAURO, Gabrielle Belmont 10:31.32 1(9)
27 YATAURO, Alexa Belmont 10:32.29 1(10)
28 KLING, Haley Lipscomb 10:35.43 2(18)
29 CHEMUTAI, Ivine Louisville 10:36.49 1(11)
30 APPEL, Michelle Louisville 10:43.25 1(12)
31 KIPLAGAT, Caroline Austin Peay 10:46.91 1(13)
32 KIMUTAI, Sharon Austin Peay 11:08.50 1(14)
33 HANSEN, Britney Louisville 11:24.95 1(15)
34 WOODWARD, Sarah-Emily Austin Peay 11:46.71 1(16)
KELLEY , Olivia So. Indiana DNS 1
CHEESEMAN, Claire Belmont DNS 1
MCCLELLAN, Maddy Louisville DNS 1
JONES, Hope So. Indiana DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 MOORE, Annie Illinois St. 10:14.54
2 WHITE, Ali Belmont 10:15.20
3 KNOBLOCK, Kennidi Illinois St. 10:17.24
4 KIPAGLAT, Emmaculate Austin Peay 10:18.58
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 41
#14 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
5 JANIK, Audrey Illinois St. 10:20.38
6 LAX, Sierra Belmont 10:25.40
7 LOSITO, Clare Lipscomb 10:29.12
8 CUTLER, Bryce So. Indiana 10:30.50
9 YATAURO, Gabrielle Belmont 10:31.32
10 YATAURO, Alexa Belmont 10:32.29
11 CHEMUTAI, Ivine Louisville 10:36.49
12 APPEL, Michelle Louisville 10:43.25
13 KIPLAGAT, Caroline Austin Peay 10:46.91
14 KIMUTAI, Sharon Austin Peay 11:08.50
15 HANSEN, Britney Louisville 11:24.95
16 WOODWARD, Sarah-Emily Austin Peay 11:46.71
KELLEY , Olivia So. Indiana DNS
CHEESEMAN, Claire Belmont DNS
MCCLELLAN, Maddy Louisville DNS
Section 2 of 2
1 BRENNER, Courtney Lipscomb 9:40.34
2 TSAI, Sara Vanderbilt 9:50.39
3 HUEBNER, Megan Vanderbilt 9:51.93
4 BELF , Audrey Unattached 9:54.21
5 STRUCK, Mailin Vanderbilt 9:54.45
6 CRISCIONE, Maddie Vanderbilt 9:56.88
7 BIANCHINI, Katie Unattached 9:59.55
8 MORTIMER, Gillian Vanderbilt 10:00.17
9 GRISBAUM, Devon Vanderbilt 10:03.68
10 OWENS, Hannah Lipscomb 10:08.49
11 KINGMA, Brooke Lipscomb 10:10.62
12 COMASTRI, Jennifer So. Indiana 10:13.04
13 PIETRZYK, Caroline Vanderbilt 10:14.59
14 ENGLAND, Ashley Illinois St. 10:15.60
15 ANDERSON, Reagan Vanderbilt 10:22.30
16 LINCOLN, Jessica So. Indiana 10:25.01
17 MORGAN, Anna Grace Vanderbilt 10:30.21
18 KLING, Haley Lipscomb 10:35.43
JONES, Hope So. Indiana DNS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 42
#18 Women's 100m Hurdles
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 ANDERSON, Demetria Illinois St. 13.93  (+2.0) 4(1)
2 HEYWARD, Kelsey Louisville 14.18  (+2.0) 4(2)
3 DADZIE, Elizabeth Unattached 14.21  (+1.7) 2(1)
4 HILL, Sydney Louisville 14.22  (+2.0) 4(3)
5 ROBINSON, Mya Illinois St. 14.38  (+2.6) 1(1)
6 HANKENSON, Holly Louisville 14.49  (+2.2) 3(1)
7 HILL-TATE, Denia Austin Peay 14.75  (+2.2) 3(2)
8 SLAY, Tika Unattached 14.77  (+2.0) 4(4)
9 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, Qetuwrah M.T.S.U. 14.79  (+2.0) 4(5)
10 BOTHA, Carmen Hillsdale 14.80  (+2.2) 3(3)
11 BLACK, Kaitlyn Austin Peay 14.89  (+2.2) 3(4)
12 BRUCE, Jordyn Illinois St. 14.96  (+2.0) 4(6)
13 MORROW, Alana Oakland 15.30  (+2.2) 3(5)
14 PRUITT, Caroline Belmont 15.57  (+2.6) 1(2)
15 CIARAVINO , Angela Oakland 15.58  (+1.7) 2(2)
16 STIELER, Ashlee Illinois St. 15.65  (+2.0) 4(7)
17 TOWNSEND, Calli Hillsdale 15.68  (+1.7) 2(3)
18 TERRELL, Ariel W. KY. 15.74  (+2.6) 1(3)
19 DUNBAR, Kamille Austin Peay 15.76  (+2.2) 3(6)
20 HIGGINS, Ariel Butler 15.84  (+1.7) 2(4)
21 HERRING, Kelsey Kay Belmont 16.03  (+1.7) 2(5)
22 RADEMACHER, Olivia Oakland 16.12  (+2.6) 1(4)
23 MUTTER, Linda Louisville 16.46  (+2.2) 3(7)
MERGENS, Whitney Oakland DNS 1
BURDGE, Sydney T'vecca Naz. DNS 2
EPPS, Lauren M.T.S.U. DNS 3
WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 4 Wind:  (+2.6)
1 ROBINSON, Mya Illinois St. 14.38
2 PRUITT, Caroline Belmont 15.57
3 TERRELL, Ariel W. KY. 15.74
4 RADEMACHER, Olivia Oakland 16.12
MERGENS, Whitney Oakland DNS
Section 2 of 4 Wind:  (+1.7)
1 DADZIE, Elizabeth Unattached 14.21
2 CIARAVINO , Angela Oakland 15.58
3 TOWNSEND, Calli Hillsdale 15.68
4 HIGGINS, Ariel Butler 15.84
5 HERRING, Kelsey Kay Belmont 16.03
BURDGE, Sydney T'vecca Naz. DNS
Section 3 of 4 Wind:  (+2.2)
1 HANKENSON, Holly Louisville 14.49
2 HILL-TATE, Denia Austin Peay 14.75
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 43
#18 Women's 100m Hurdles (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Time
3 BOTHA, Carmen Hillsdale 14.80
4 BLACK, Kaitlyn Austin Peay 14.89
5 MORROW, Alana Oakland 15.30
6 DUNBAR, Kamille Austin Peay 15.76
7 MUTTER, Linda Louisville 16.46
EPPS, Lauren M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 4 of 4 Wind:  (+2.0)
1 ANDERSON, Demetria Illinois St. 13.93
2 HEYWARD, Kelsey Louisville 14.18
3 HILL, Sydney Louisville 14.22
4 SLAY, Tika Unattached 14.77
5 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, Qetuwrah M.T.S.U. 14.79
6 BRUCE, Jordyn Illinois St. 14.96
7 STIELER, Ashlee Illinois St. 15.65
WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay DNS
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 44
#16 Women's 400m Hurdles
Pl Name Team Time H(Pl)
1 VOGELER, Allie Butler 1:00.08 2(1)
2 TERRELL, Ariel W. KY. 1:00.81 2(2)
3 BRUCE, Jordyn Illinois St. 1:02.60 2(3)
4 BOTHA, Carmen Hillsdale 1:03.75 1(1)
5 TOWNSEND, Calli Hillsdale 1:04.57 1(2)
6 KOENIGSKNECHT , Andrea Oakland 1:04.62 2(4)
7 RADEMACHER, Olivia Oakland 1:07.44 1(3)
8 MORROW, Alana Oakland 1:08.31 1(4)
9 WARD, Whitney Illinois St. 1:11.53 2(5)
10 DUNBAR, Kamille Austin Peay 1:17.84 1(5)
BLACK, Kaitlyn Austin Peay DNF 1
EPPS, Lauren M.T.S.U. DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Team Time
Section 1 of 2
1 BOTHA, Carmen Hillsdale 1:03.75
2 TOWNSEND, Calli Hillsdale 1:04.57
3 RADEMACHER, Olivia Oakland 1:07.44
4 MORROW, Alana Oakland 1:08.31
5 DUNBAR, Kamille Austin Peay 1:17.84
BLACK, Kaitlyn Austin Peay DNF
Section 2 of 2
1 VOGELER, Allie Butler 1:00.08
2 TERRELL, Ariel W. KY. 1:00.81
3 BRUCE, Jordyn Illinois St. 1:02.60
4 KOENIGSKNECHT , Andrea Oakland 1:04.62
5 WARD, Whitney Illinois St. 1:11.53
EPPS, Lauren M.T.S.U. DNS
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 45
#12 Women's 2000m Steeple
Pl Name Team Time
1 COFFIN, Hannah Unattached 6:59.87
2 BREEDING, Kacie Vanderbilt 7:01.23
3 GRYSCHKA, Melina So. Indiana 7:06.15
4 ELLIS, Angelina Butler 7:08.59
5 WRIGHT, Abigail Louisville 7:12.19
6 RADENHAUSEN, Lauren Louisville 7:33.13
7 HENRICKSON, Kate So. Indiana 7:37.70
8 DUTY , Kate So. Indiana 7:40.56
9 STARK, Kara Butler 7:49.10
10 WILSON, Sophia Austin Peay 8:20.10
KIBIWOTT, Sharon M.T.S.U. DNS
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 46
#40 Women's 4 x 100m Relay
Pl Team Time
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 45.68
2 Illinois St. (A) 46.20
3 Hillsdale (A) 47.78
4 Austin Peay (A) 47.89
Oakland (A) DQ
Louisville (A) DNS
W. KY. (A) DNS
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 47
#42 Women's 4 x 400m Relay
Pl Team Time
Illinois St. (A) 3:50.02
Hillsdale (A) 3:50.57
W. KY. (A) 3:54.63
Austin Peay (A) 3:55.71
Belmont (A) 3:57.81
Butler (A) 4:14.25
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 48
#20 Women's High Jump
Pl Name Team Mark 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.76
1 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, Qetu M.T.S.U. 1.71m 5' 71 /4 XO XO O O O O XXX XXX
2J SMITH, Kameesha Illinois St. 1.71m 5' 71 /4 XO XO O O O O XXX XXX
3 HIGGINS, Kristin Illinois St. 1.66m 5' 51 /4 XO XO O O XXX XXX
4 HOLLAND, Tessa Illinois St. 1.61m 5' 31 /4 O O XXX XXX
PERSON, Arianna Belmont NH XXX XXX
ROSSMAN, Olivia Illinois St. NH XXX XXX
GIBBS, Nia Austin Peay NH XXX XXX
ESKRIDGE, Brianna W. KY. NH XXX XXX
PINNOW, Gabryella Louisville DNS
ASH, Alivia Louisville DNS
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 49
#22 Women's Pole Vault
Pl Name Team Mark 3.40 3.55 3.70 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15
1 DENK, Kristen Vanderbilt 4.05m 13' 31 /2 PPP PPP PPP O PPP XO XXX
2 AMATO, Savanah Austin Peay 3.85m 12' 71 /2 PPP PPP XO O PPP XXX
3 BAGBY, Nicole Kentucky 3.70m 12' 11 /2 PPP PPP O XXX
3 HIX, Dascha Austin Peay 3.70m 12' 11 /2 PPP O O XXX
5 D'ALESSANDRO, Alison Kentucky 3.70m 12' 11 /2 PPP XO O XXX
6 LOFSTEAD, Caleigh Vanderbilt 3.70m 12' 11 /2 PPP PPP XO XXX
7 HAWKINS, Jade Louisville 3.70m 12' 11 /2 PPP O XXO XXX
8 OGOREK, Nicole W. KY. 3.55m 11' 73 /4 O O XXX
9 LEMBERG, Getter W. KY. 3.55m 11' 73 /4 XO O XXX
10 BRADLEY, Morgan Austin Peay 3.55m 11' 73 /4 O XO XXX
10 CRANSTON, Ariana Illinois St. 3.55m 11' 73 /4 O XO XXX
12 OLLINGER, Margaret Vanderbilt 3.55m 11' 73 /4 XO XXO XXX
13 BAGWELL, Nicole Illinois St. 3.40m 11' 13 /4 O XXX
WILSON, Cassie Illinois St. NH XXX
BASSETTE, Kathryn Hillsdale NH XXX
CAUDILL, Riley Kentucky NH PPP XXX
WHITFORD, Alexandra Hillsdale NH PPP PPP XXX
MCINTYRE, Morgan W. KY. NH PPP PPP XXX
SMITH , Rylie So. Indiana DNS
LEON, Gabriela Louisville DNS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 50
#24 Women's Long Jump
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 LEON, Gabriela Louisville 5.98m 19' 71 /2  (+0.8) 5.44 (+0.0) 5.92 (+1.9) 5.98 (+0.8) PASS PASS PASS 1(1)
2 DADZIE, Elizabeth Unattached 5.98m 19' 71 /2  (+1.7) 5.62 (+0.9) FOUL FOUL 5.98 (+1.7) FOUL FOUL 2(1)
3 GOLLIDAY, Charde Illinois St. 5.95m 19' 61 /4  (+1.2) 5.95 (+1.2) 5.60 (+1.7) 5.59 (+1.9) 5.55 (+2.2) 5.91 (+1.2) FOUL 2(2)
4 MCCLAIN, Amanda Illinois St. 5.93m 19' 51 /2  (+0.0) 5.83 (+1.1) 5.71 (+1.3) 5.88 (+1.5) FOUL 5.91 (+1.7) 5.93 (+0.0) 2(3)
5 OMOSOLA, Omolayo M.T.S.U. 5.68m 18' 73 /4  (+1.4) 5.56 (+1.2) FOUL 5.36 (+1.6) 5.68 (+1.4) FOUL FOUL 2(4)
6 OHLGREN, Chloe Hillsdale 5.52m 18' 11 /2  (+1.6) FOUL FOUL 5.52 (+1.6) FOUL FOUL 5.33 (+2.1) 1(2)
7 FALCO, Sophia Vanderbilt 5.48m 17' 113 /4  (+0.0) 5.33 (+1.9) 5.48 (+0.0) 5.43 (+1.4) 5.40 (+1.3) 5.37 (+1.6) 5.31 (+1.7) 2(5)
8 HANKENSON, Holly Louisville 5.44m 17' 101 /4  (+2.0) 5.44 (+2.0) 5.25 (+2.0) FOUL PASS PASS PASS 2(6)
9 HALL, Madaline Oakland 5.23m 17' 2"  (+1.9) 5.20 (+1.3) 5.19 (+1.0) 5.23 (+1.9) PASS PASS PASS 1(3)
10 STIELER, Ashlee Illinois St. 5.21m 17' 11 /4  (+1.6) 5.21 (+1.6) FOUL FOUL 2(7)
11 BENSON, Sarah Hillsdale 5.02m 16' 53 /4  (+0.1) 5.02 (+0.1) FOUL FOUL 1(4)
12 CAMPBELL, Ralen So. Indiana 4.90m 16' 1"  (+0.0) 4.90 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(5)
13 MERGENS, Whitney Oakland 4.82m 15' 93 /4  (+1.7) 4.82 (+1.7) FOUL 1(6)
14 CIARAVINO , Angela Oakland 4.71m 15' 51 /2  (+1.0) 4.71 (+1.0) FOUL FOUL 1(7)
15 CRAFT, Danielle Austin Peay 4.57m 15' 0"  (+1.1) 4.57 (+1.1) FOUL 1(8)
16 HILL-TATE, Denia Austin Peay 3.90m 12' 91 /2  (+1.7) FOUL 3.90 (+1.7) FOUL 1(9)
WARNER, Elaine Butler NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
HERRING, Kelsey Kay Belmont NM FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
THACKER, Alexis W. KY. NM FOUL 1
CHOBOT, Shelby W. KY. NM 1
ESKRIDGE, Brianna W. KY. NM 1
VAN TONDER, Renate Louisville NM 2
SMITH, Kameesha Illinois St. NM 2
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, Qetu M.T.S.U. NM 2
MILLS, Maranda Louisville NM 2
WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay NM 2
KARPENKO, Nika Louisville NM 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 LEON, Gabriela Louisville 5.98m 19' 71 /2  (+0.8) 5.44 (+0.0) 5.92 (+1.9) 5.98 (+0.8) PASS PASS PASS
2 OHLGREN, Chloe Hillsdale 5.52m 18' 11 /2  (+1.6) FOUL FOUL 5.52 (+1.6) FOUL FOUL 5.33 (+2.1)
3 HALL, Madaline Oakland 5.23m 17' 2"  (+1.9) 5.20 (+1.3) 5.19 (+1.0) 5.23 (+1.9) PASS PASS PASS
4 BENSON, Sarah Hillsdale 5.02m 16' 53 /4  (+0.1) 5.02 (+0.1) FOUL FOUL
5 CAMPBELL, Ralen So. Indiana 4.90m 16' 1"  (+0.0) 4.90 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
6 MERGENS, Whitney Oakland 4.82m 15' 93 /4  (+1.7) 4.82 (+1.7) FOUL
7 CIARAVINO , Angela Oakland 4.71m 15' 51 /2  (+1.0) 4.71 (+1.0) FOUL FOUL
8 CRAFT, Danielle Austin Peay 4.57m 15' 0"  (+1.1) 4.57 (+1.1) FOUL
9 HILL-TATE, Denia Austin Peay 3.90m 12' 91 /2  (+1.7) FOUL 3.90 (+1.7) FOUL
WARNER, Elaine Butler NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
HERRING, Kelsey Kay Belmont NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
THACKER, Alexis W. KY. NM FOUL
CHOBOT, Shelby W. KY. NM
ESKRIDGE, Brianna W. KY. NM
Flight 2 of 2
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 51
#24 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 DADZIE, Elizabeth Unattached 5.98m 19' 71 /2  (+1.7) 5.62 (+0.9) FOUL FOUL 5.98 (+1.7) FOUL FOUL
2 GOLLIDAY, Charde Illinois St. 5.95m 19' 61 /4  (+1.2) 5.95 (+1.2) 5.60 (+1.7) 5.59 (+1.9) 5.55 (+2.2) 5.91 (+1.2) FOUL
3 MCCLAIN, Amanda Illinois St. 5.93m 19' 51 /2  (+0.0) 5.83 (+1.1) 5.71 (+1.3) 5.88 (+1.5) FOUL 5.91 (+1.7) 5.93 (+0.0)
4 OMOSOLA, Omolayo M.T.S.U. 5.68m 18' 73 /4  (+1.4) 5.56 (+1.2) FOUL 5.36 (+1.6) 5.68 (+1.4) FOUL FOUL
5 FALCO, Sophia Vanderbilt 5.48m 17' 113 /4  (+0.0) 5.33 (+1.9) 5.48 (+0.0) 5.43 (+1.4) 5.40 (+1.3) 5.37 (+1.6) 5.31 (+1.7)
6 HANKENSON, Holly Louisville 5.44m 17' 101 /4  (+2.0) 5.44 (+2.0) 5.25 (+2.0) FOUL PASS PASS PASS
7 STIELER, Ashlee Illinois St. 5.21m 17' 11 /4  (+1.6) 5.21 (+1.6) FOUL FOUL
MILLS, Maranda Louisville NM
SMITH, Kameesha Illinois St. NM
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, Qetu M.T.S.U. NM
VAN TONDER, Renate Louisville NM
WALKER, Lennex Austin Peay NM
KARPENKO, Nika Louisville NM
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 52
#26 Women's Triple Jump
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 FALCO, Sophia Vanderbilt 11.84m 38' 101 /4  (+0.0) 11.84 (+0.0) 11.47 (–0.4) 11.70 (+0.0) 11.41 (–0.3) 11.51 (–0.7) 11.41 (+0.3)
2 GRUSZKA, Victoria Illinois St. 11.70m 38' 43 /4  (–1.6) FOUL FOUL 11.70 (–1.6) FOUL 11.53 (–1.1) FOUL
3 OHLGREN, Chloe Hillsdale 11.35m 37' 3"  (–1.4) 11.35 (–1.4) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
4 OMOSOLA, Omolayo M.T.S.U. 11.05m 36' 3"  (+0.6) FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 11.05 (+0.6)
PERRY - GRIMES, Maya Austin Peay NM FOUL FOUL FOUL PASS PASS PASS
GIBBS, Nia Austin Peay NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
WOODS, Ashleigh Austin Peay DNS
KARPENKO, Nika Louisville DNS
VAN TONDER, Renate Louisville DNS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 53
#28 Women's Shot Put
Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 THOMAS, Brandy Illinois St. 14.93m 48' 113 /4 FOUL 13.79 FOUL 14.93 FOUL FOUL
2 HOYME, Kassie Illinois St. 14.47m 47' 53 /4 13.35 FOUL 14.47 FOUL 13.30 13.57
3 BOURKE, Julia Illinois St. 13.25m 43' 53 /4 FOUL 12.66 13.25 13.15 PASS PASS
4 BOYKIN, Kia Oakland 13.18m 43' 3" 12.67 FOUL 12.42 12.72 12.51 13.18
5 TOLSMA, Rachael Hillsdale 13.11m 43' 01 /4 11.84 12.57 12.52 12.05 12.20 13.11
6 EZEH, Niki Butler 12.55m 41' 21 /4 11.41 11.71 12.55 12.22 11.55 FOUL
7 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, Qetu M.T.S.U. 9.96m 32' 81 /4 FOUL 9.96 FOUL FOUL PASS PASS
8 CIARAVINO , Angela Oakland 9.23m 30' 31 /2 9.23 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
9 HERRING, Kelsey Kay Belmont 9.02m 29' 71 /4 9.02 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
10 MERGENS, Whitney Oakland 8.66m 28' 5" 8.66 FOUL FOUL
BRANDON, Dashia T'vecca Naz. NM
HIBBARD, Karly Belmont NM
BROOKS, Megan Louisville NM
REID, Taylor T'vecca Naz. NM
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
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Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 LAUFENBERG, Sydney Illinois St. 49.77m 163' 33 /4 39.97 49.77 46.65 49.07 46.51 45.19
2 GAUL, Gianna Louisville 41.56m 136' 41 /2 40.42 41.56 40.73 FOUL 39.74 FOUL
3 HOYME, Kassie Illinois St. 41.15m 135' 01 /4 33.66 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 41.15
4 KRIEG, Kennedy Kentucky 37.13m 121' 10" FOUL 37.13 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
5 BONSER, Caylin Hillsdale 33.96m 111' 51 /4 33.96 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
6 CYRIAX, Gabriell Oakland 33.00m 108' 31 /2 33.00 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
7 BOYKIN, Kia Oakland 32.73m 107' 43 /4 32.73 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
8 MOORE, Mary Oakland 29.27m 96' 03 /4 FOUL FOUL 29.27 FOUL FOUL FOUL
BRANDON, Dashia T'vecca Naz. NM
REID, Taylor T'vecca Naz. NM
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Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 BOURKE, Julia Illinois St. 55.16m 181' 0" 52.91 55.16 FOUL 55.05 FOUL 54.35
2 AMPADU, Effua Unattached 54.67m 179' 43 /4 47.46 53.02 54.24 53.03 51.50 54.67
3 MATTSSON, Jessica Belmont 53.77m 176' 51 /4 53.77 52.06 FOUL FOUL 53.42 FOUL
4 TOLSMA, Rachael Hillsdale 50.18m 164' 73 /4 FOUL 48.11 49.63 50.18 47.79 49.58
5 KRIEG, Kennedy Kentucky 49.57m 162' 73 /4 49.57 47.93 47.58 49.47 48.73 47.70
6 ANDERSEN, Alyssa Belmont 48.88m 160' 43 /4 47.72 FOUL FOUL FOUL 46.52 48.88
7 LAUFENBERG, Sydney Illinois St. 47.74m 156' 73 /4 43.50 44.51 45.50 45.10 47.74 FOUL
8 THOMAS, Brandy Illinois St. 47.54m 156' 0" FOUL 43.87 45.58 43.90 45.54 47.54
9 CYRIAX, Gabriell Oakland 42.20m 138' 53 /4 40.58 42.20 41.57 FOUL 39.14 FOUL
10 MOORE, Mary Oakland 41.21m 135' 23 /4 41.21 39.48 FOUL
11 LENGEL, Nadia Oakland 38.13m 125' 11 /2 38.13 FOUL FOUL
WHEELER, Rebecca Austin Peay NM FOUL FOUL FOUL
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN















Pl Name Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 HIBBARD, Karly Belmont 44.40m 145' 81 /4 37.28 44.40 FOUL FOUL 43.44 42.27
2 GUSTAFSSON, Maja Belmont 40.89m 134' 2" 37.26 38.92 FOUL 40.89 39.96 38.84
3 HARMON, Kira W. KY. 36.70m 120' 51 /4 36.70 FOUL 35.86 33.43 33.58 FOUL
4 VESTAL, Jessica Unattached 36.40m 119' 51 /4 29.21 36.40 FOUL FOUL FOUL 34.26
5 DADZIE, Elizabeth Unattached 35.56m 116' 81 /4 32.19 35.56 FOUL FOUL 35.14 FOUL
6 HOLLAND, Tessa Illinois St. 35.44m 116' 31 /2 33.25 FOUL 33.53 FOUL 35.44 FOUL
7 GRAY, Adarian W. KY. 33.98m 111' 6" 32.88 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 33.98
8 MANISCALCO, Grace Belmont 30.60m 100' 5" 30.60 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
9 PHILLIPS, Jasmeen M.T.S.U. 28.99m 95' 11 /2 28.99 FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
10 LANGDON, Jenna Belmont 25.19m 82' 8" FOUL 25.19 FOUL
11 KRIEG, Kennedy Kentucky 23.80m 78' 11 /4 23.80 FOUL FOUL
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, Qetu M.T.S.U. NM
BRYAN, Emily Louisville NM
REID, Taylor T'vecca Naz. NM
VANDERBILT BLACK & GOLD INVITATIONAL 2018
Vanderbilt Track @ Nashville, TN
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 29, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Schedule of events attached. 
WKU TRACK AND FIELD SEASON CONTINUES WITH PEPSI FLORIDA RELAYS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Members of the WKU Track and Field team will travel to Gainesville, Fla., this 
weekend to compete in the annual Pepsi Florida Relays. There will be 14 WKU representatives 
participating in the Relays alongside 99 other teams that are represented. Seven teams on the men’s 
and women’s side of competition are ranked in the top-25 in the country. 
Competition for the Hilltoppers will begin at 10:50 a.m. Friday morning with the first event for the Lady 
Toppers following at 12:05 p.m. Events for WKU will conclude on Friday following the men’s long jump 
beginning at 5:30 p.m. On Saturday morning, WKU will be participating in events from 11:15 a.m. 
through 8:30 p.m. 
There will be a live stream of Friday’s events that can be found here during the times of 11:15 a.m. CT to 
noon and 12:30 p.m. to 3:10. Saturday’s events will be lived streamed here from 1:40 p.m. CT to 2:30, 
3:15 to 5:00 and 5:40 to 6:45. Live results for the entire meet can be followed here. 
Spectator parking is complimentary and will be available at the UF Law School (GREEN LOTS ONLY 
Thursday and Friday [Orange Lots open AFTER 3:30 p.m.]; all lots Saturday) and fraternity row. A pass for 
both Friday and Saturday is $13 for adults. 
Vanderbilt’s Black and Gold Invitational last weekend was the last meet the Red and White competed in, 
walking away with three titles and 20 top-10 finishes. 
 
Friday, March 30th    
Field Events 
10:00am G Shot Put 
B Discus 
G Triple Jump (Back) 
B Triple Jump (Front) 
B High Jump 
G Pole Vault 
12:00pm W Hammer 
W Discus (inner) 
1:00pm W Long Jump Invite (Front) 
M High Jump Invite 
3:00pm W Hammer Invite 
M Discus (inner) 
W Pole Vault 
M Long Jump Invite (Front) 
5:00pm W Long Jump (Front) 
5:30pm M Invite Hammer  
W High Jump Invite  
6:00pm W Invite Discus (inner) 
7:30pm W Javelin 
M Long Jump (Front) 
Running Events 
9:30am  G DMR (1200-400-800-1600) 
10:05am  B DMR (1200-400-800-1600) 
10:35am G 4x100 (P) (No Blocks) 
10:50am B 4x100 (P) (No Blocks) 
BREAK 
12:15pm W100mH (Front) 
M 100m (Back) 
12:35pm M 110mH (Front) 
W 100m (Back) 
1:00pm B 110mH (F) (Front) 
1:05pm G 100mH (F) (Front) 
1:10pm  B 100m (F) (Front) 
1:15pm G 100m (F) (Front) 
1:25pm W Collegiate 400m 
1:50pm M Collegiate 400m 
2:15pm W 800m 
2:40pm M 800m 
3:05pm W Collegiate 400mH 
3:30pm M Collegiate 400m H 
3:55pm W Invite 200m (1 heat) 
4:05pm M Invite 200m (1 heat) 
4:15pm G 4x200 (No Blocks) 
4:35pm B 4x200 (No Blocks) 
4:55pm W 4x400 (P)  
5:35pm M 4x400 (P) 
BREAK 
8:00pm G Invite 1600 
8:10pm B Invite 1600  
8:20pm W 1500m 
8:50pm M 1500m 
9:20pm W Steeplechase 
9:50pm M Steeplechase 
Saturday, March 31st    
Field Events 
11:00am M Discus Invite 
12:00pm M High Jump  
1:00pm   M Pole Vault 
M Shot Put 
W Shot Put Invite  
1:30pm    M Triple Jump (Front) 
3:30pm W Shot Put  
M Shot Put Invite 
4:00pm    W Triple Jump (Back) 
4:00pm W High Jump 
Running Events 
9:00am G 4x400 (P) (No Blocks) 
9:45am B 4x400 (P) (No Blocks) 
BREAK 
12:00pm  W SHR 
12:15pm  M SHR 
12:30pm  W SMR 
12:55pm  M SMR 
1:20pm    G 4x800 
2:00pm    B 4x800 
2:40pm    W 4x100 
3:05pm    M 4x100 
3:30pm    G (Small School) 4x100 (F) 
3:35pm G (Large School) 4x100 (F) 
3:40pm    B (Small School) 4x100 (F) 
3:45pm B (Large School) 4x100 (F) 
4:15pm    W 4x800 
4:30pm    M 4x800 
4:45pm    W 4x200 
5:05pm    M 4x200 
5:25pm    W DMR 
5:40pm    M DMR 
6:00pm    G  (Small School) 4x400 (F) 
6:10pm G (Large School) 4x400 (F) 
6:20pm    B (Small School) 4x400 (F) 
6:30pm B (Large School) 4x400 (F) 
6:40pm    W 4x400 (F) 
6:50pm M 4x400 (F) 
7:00pm W Olympic Dev. 4x400  
7:10pm M Olympic Dev. 4x400 
7:20pm Women’s Tom Jones 4x400 Invite 
7:30pm    Men’s Jimmy Carnes 4x400 Invite 
FLORIDA RELAYS 
PERCY BEARD TRACK - GAINESVILLE, FL 
March 29th – 31st, 2018 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS: 
floridarelays@gators.ufl.edu 
Thursday, March 29th   
Field Events 
5:00pm B Shot Put (Outer) 
G Discus (Inner) 
B Long Jump (Front) 
G Long Jump (Back) 
G High Jump 
B Pole Vault 
M Hammer 
7:00pm M Javelin 
Running Events 
2:00pm W Open 200m (Post Collegiate) 
2:25pm M  Open 200m (Post Collegiate) 
2:50pm W Open 400m (Post Collegiate) 
3:10pm M Open 400m (Post Collegiate) 
3:45pm W Open 400m H (Post Collegiate) 
4:05pm M Open 400m H (Post Collegiate) 
4:20pm G 1600m 
4:50pm B 1600m 
5:20pm G 100m (P) (Back) 
G 100m H (P) (Front) 
5:50pm B 100m (P) (Back) 
B 110mH (P) (Front) 
6:20pm G 800m 
6:55pm B 800m 
7:25pm G 3200m 
8:10pm B 3200m 
9:00pm W 5000m 
9:45pm M 5000m 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 31, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Final results attached. 
WKU EARNS EIGHT TOP-15 FINISHES AT PEPSI FLORIDA RELAYS 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. – WKU Track and Field had a strong showing at the Pepsi Florida Relays competing 
against over 90 collegiate track programs, including seven ranked teams on both the men’s and 
women’s sides. WKU was represented in 11 different events by 14 Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers. 
Walking away with the highest marks for the Red and White was Desmond Mobley who finished third in 
the long jump with a length of 7.57 meters. The WKU men’s 4x400-meter relay team improved their 
preliminary time by almost five seconds in the finals, clocking 3:07.10, good for fourth place. Kymari 
Gates, Austin Hayes, Will Bush, and David Saruni ran the relay for the Hilltoppers. 
Representing the Lady Toppers this weekend were Ariel Terrell and Morgan McIntyre. Terrell finished 
ninth in the 400-meter hurdles (1:00.66) while McIntyre posted a ninth-place finish in pole vault with a 
height of 3.80 meters. 
Other top WKU performances included Julius Morris who placed eighth in the 100-meter dash with a 
time of 10.44. The 4x100-meter men’s relay team ran a 40.06, finishing 11th. The Hilltoppers also placed 
11th in the 1600-meter sprint medley with a time of 3:31.68. Mobley notched a height of 2.01 meters in 
the high jump Saturday afternoon, giving WKU its eighth top-15 finish of the weekend. 
Up next, WKU is set to host the Hilltopper Relays this upcoming weekend of April 6-7. 
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Girls 100 m Dash High School
Relays: 11.29 R Octavious Freeman2011
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Gainesville  9Tamari Davis1 R 11.29q 0.5
St. Thomas A 10Jermecia Brown2 11.86q 3.3
Lakewood HS 12Jamesha Moorer3 11.93q 2.8
Auburndale H  9Saniya Tillman4 11.95q 3.3
Northeast HS 12Kaytie Black5 12.00q 1.6
Evans HS 12Jasmyne Joseph6 12.02q 2.0
Am Heritage 11Morgan Rhett7 12.06q -0.6
Sanford Semi 12Nicole Smith8 12.06q 0.1
Lincoln HS 12Jacquevia Jones9 12.06q 0.9
North Port H 10Emani Jefferson10 12.09 0.9
Olympia HS  9Hannah Douglas11 12.11 1.3
Alonso HS 10Shaniya Benjamin12 12.14 2.2
Miami Northw  9Lamaria Washington13 12.17 2.8
Am Heritage  9Myrka Cadet14 12.18 1.1
West Port HS 12Kenese Getfield15 12.20 0.5
Miami Northw 12Shamarah Shannon16 12.22 0.9
Kathleen HS  9I'Asia Wilson17 12.25 2.8
Oak Hall Sch 12Ayanna Rollins18 12.27 0.9
Lincoln HS 12Jasmine Mason19 12.28 1.9
Auburndale H 10Kyndell Burrows20 12.29 0.1
Windermere H 10Jade Blake20 12.29 -0.6
Hallandale H 12Kerra Williams22 12.30 2.8
Vero Beach H 12Shania Jenkins23 12.32 2.8
George M. St 10Zayne Jack24 12.33 1.6
Oak Hall Sch 12Jasmine Crawl25 12.34 1.6
Bartram Trai 12Autumn Diallo25 12.34 0.9
North Miami 10Kayla McCray27 12.38 1.3
Coral Reef H 10Victoria Karr28 12.40 1.6
West Port HS 11Trinity Bonner29 12.40 0.5
West Orange  9Jahnile Registre30 12.40 1.9
Admiral Farr 11Jazmine Alderman31 12.43 1.1
Apopka HS 11Kayla McKenzie32 12.46 1.1
Sanford Semi 11Jaqual Bush33 12.47 1.3
Bell High Sc 10Kerrisa Grieves34 12.47 3.3
Hallandale H 12Nia Lecky35 12.48 1.3
Fort Lauderd 12Kiyani Handberry35 12.48 1.3
Godby HS 10Madison King37 12.58 0.9
Miami Edison 12Nigeria Starks38 12.60 -0.6
Miami Southr 12Shakyra Garnett39 12.60 2.2
Calvary Chri 10Mikera Patton40 12.63 3.3
George M. St 11Giovanna Mallicote41 12.64 2.2
North Port H 10Daham-Shel Jean42 12.64 0.9
Lehigh HS 11Briana Ramos43 12.65 1.6
Lakewood Ran 10Ava Klein44 12.67 1.9
Wekiva HS 11Derionah Abner45 12.68 2.8
St. Petersbu 12Aubryone Hollowell46 12.70 0.9
Douglas HS 10Breanna Green47 12.71 2.8
Oakleaf HS 11Tahja Peoples48 12.72 2.8
Admiral Farr 11Faith Nelms49 12.73 1.6
East Lake HS  9Anna Cincotta50 12.74 2.0
Flagler Palm 10Summer Wells51 12.75 0.1
DeLand HS  9Jiya Hastings52 12.75 1.6
P.K. Yonge S  7Zuriel Reed53 12.75 1.6
Miramar HS 11Drewann Fearon54 12.77 2.0
Godby HS 10Ameion Hamlet55 12.79 0.9
Eastside HS 11Faith Turner56 12.86 2.8
St. Petersbu 11Tah'trhea Brown57 12.90 0.1
Windermere H 10Shaliyah Brown58 12.90 2.0
HB Plant HS 10Avrel Jean59 12.92 1.1
George Jenki 12Chamere Thompson60 12.97 0.5
Cardinal Gib 12Alanna Lutchmansingh61 12.99 1.6
Sunlake HS 10Nia Johnson62 13.06 1.3
Olympia HS 10Jacielle Padilla63 13.07 1.1
DeLand HS 11Cheyenne Dunn64 13.10 0.5
Pine Crest H 11Ashleigh Clark65 13.14 2.2
Coral Glades  9Izariah Frett66 13.20 2.8
George Jenki 11Victoria Dmytryszyn67 13.24 0.9
Bishop McLau 11Jennifer Mitchell68 13.25 1.3
Naples HS 11Miloudrede Etienne69 13.26 1.6
Alonso HS 11Maya Singleton70 13.30 1.3
Golden Gate 12Daimyla Sirenord71 13.32 1.9
Cardinal Gib 10Alexandra Smallwood72 13.34 -0.6
Santa Fe HS 10Niya Lee73 13.35 0.9
Miami Southr 12D'Anna Hallman74 13.35 1.6
Coral Glades 10Christee Dervil74 13.35 1.6
Chiefland HS  9Chamirra McQueen76 13.37 1.6
Spruce Creek 12Kya Williams77 13.37 1.9
Trinity Prep 11Alissa Vullier78 13.43 2.8
Pine Crest H  9Nellie Johnson79 13.52 2.2
Clearwater H  9Diandra Kulp80 13.57 1.9
Gulf Coast H 12Charlize Mayer81 13.60 1.1
Celebration 11Nyla Carmouche82 13.66 2.8
Lake Highlan  9Jacey Cotter83 13.68 0.9
Westminster 11Anna Smith84 13.70 1.1
Westminster  9Camryn Brewer85 13.92 0.1
Lake Brantle 10Amilyah Robinson86 13.96 2.8
Lake Brantle 12Destinee Decaro87 13.97 0.9
Trinity Cath 12Rozina Delprete88 14.03 2.8
Trinity Prep 12Michelle Jones89 14.05 1.3
Celebration  9Ashley Wright90 14.07 0.5
Clearwater H 11Angelina Heera91 14.27 -0.6
Lake Highlan  9Olivia Allen92 14.36 1.9
Bishop McLau 11Tessa Moran93 14.36 2.8
Naples HS 10Olivia Ponton--- FS 3.3
Golden Gate  9Chelna Francois--- DNF 2.0
Chamberlain  9Chian Wilson--- DNF 2.0
Cypress Bay 12Katelyn Malone--- DNF 0.9
Coconut Cree 12Ruth Leamie- Silas--- DNF -0.6
Rickards HS 11Jakell Williams--- DNF 3.3
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Girls 100 m Dash High School
Relays: 11.29 R Octavious Freeman2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Gainesville  9Tamari Davis1 11.34 1.1
Am Heritage 11Morgan Rhett2 11.95 1.1
St. Thomas A 10Jermecia Brown3 11.96 1.1
Auburndale H  9Saniya Tillman4 12.04 1.1
Northeast HS 12Kaytie Black5 12.06 1.1
Lakewood HS 12Jamesha Moorer6 12.07 1.1
Sanford Semi 12Nicole Smith7 12.08 1.1
Evans HS 12Jasmyne Joseph8 12.10 1.1
Lincoln HS 12Jacquevia Jones9 12.39 1.1
 
Girls 800 m Run High School
Relays: 2:07.19 R Kayla Johnson3/30/2017
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mater Academ  9Jinah Mickens-Malik1 2:09.40
Miami Northw 12Ayoola Gbolade2 2:09.78
Eastside HS 12Anna Tovkach3 2:15.39
Img Academy 12Valeria Gimenez4 2:16.02
Milton High 12Annie Gallagher5 2:16.03
Winter Park 12Melanie White6 2:16.33
Creekside HS 10Claire Openshaw7 2:16.57
North Browar 12Caitlin Pinnell8 2:16.62
Eastside HS 12Jordynn Tyndall9 2:17.06
Winter Park 12Rafaella Gibbons10 2:17.08
George Jenki  9Alicia Ruiz11 2:17.46
Winter Sprin 10Elayna Bahr12 2:18.06
Lakewood Ran 12Shay Lee13 2:18.20
Lakewood Ran 12Julianne Dillon14 2:19.00
Hallandale H 10Jadae Barrett15 2:19.76
Northeast HS 11Raianaa Grant16 2:19.82
Naples HS 11Merlica Faustin17 2:19.88
Hilton Head 10Tori Herman18 2:20.33
Mater Academ 10Marjury Rodriguez19 2:20.37
Tavares HS 11Savannah Schwab20 2:20.76
Trinity Prep 10Audrey McAnally21 2:21.24
Citrus Park 12Grace Phillips22 2:21.26
Estero HS 12Alayna Goll23 2:21.45
Img Academy  9Mariana Valencia24 2:21.80
Apopka HS 11Astoria Beckett25 2:21.89
Father Lopez 11Zosia Yurkiewicz26 2:21.97
Springstead  9Kylie Kanaar27 2:22.06
Lake Highlan  9Kheli Phillips28 2:22.45
Hallandale H 11Daishon Spann29 2:22.68
Lake Mary HS 12Maggie Lyons30 2:23.16
Wharton HS 10Nia Rivers31 2:23.30
Lake Minneol 11Cadi Rowe32 2:23.79
Hilton Head 11Isabel Muehleman33 2:24.07
Am Heritage 12Veroneeka Dorval34 2:24.35
Fort Myers H 12Fiona Kurland35 2:24.39
Barron Colli 11Andie Gonzalez36 2:24.71
Auburndale H 10Riniya Johnson37 2:25.10
Braden River 12Alyssa Gagnon38 2:25.22
Ponte Vedra 12Reagan Darrah39 2:25.42
St. Thomas A 11Jaziah Ochoa40 2:25.59
G. Holmes Br  9Paola Bencosme41 2:25.65
Flagler Palm 12Courtney Gales42 2:25.77
Scott County 10Reilly Ray43 2:25.80
Lake Brantle 11Jordan Stevens44 2:26.10
University H 12Sarah Tran45 2:26.20
Northeast HS  9Jahnya Hill46 2:26.50
Citrus Park 12Brooke Santiesteban47 2:26.53
Pine Crest H  9Ally Caceres48 2:26.56
Lake Mary HS 12Cheyenne St. Lewis49 2:26.58
Calvary Chri 11Callie Friske50 2:26.77
Sarasota HS 10Carolina Titus51 2:27.21
Oak Hall Sch 11Emma Rembert52 2:27.23
Flagler Palm 12Namiah Simpson53 2:28.05
Mitchell HS  9Meadow Millett54 2:28.22
Providence S 10Halle Grzebin55 2:28.42
Carrollton S 12Sydney Sariol56 2:28.44
Tampa Cathol 12Olivia Ramsey57 2:28.48
Gulf Coast H 12Paula Gomes58 2:28.51
St. Thomas A 11Nicohl Torres Santos59 2:28.54
Windermere H  9Katie Ranck60 2:28.56
Miami Southr 10Kasia Cooper61 2:28.73
Sarasota HS 11Isabelle Jester62 2:28.79
Apopka HS 11Sydney Fowler63 2:28.90
Gulf Coast H 12Juliana Ross64 2:29.00
George Jenki 10Viktorya Manno65 2:29.08
Naples HS 11Julia Marceau66 2:29.19
Colgan High 11Emily McArthur67 2:29.24
Coral Glades  9Madison Stauffer68 2:29.57
Fort Myers H 10Stephanie Ormsby69 2:29.58
Coral Reef H 12Zynia Alvarez70 2:29.70
Mulberry HS 11Loreine Marrero-Aquino71 2:29.93
G. Holmes Br  9Allison Astorga72 2:30.58
St. Cloud HS 12Amanda Kandravi73 2:30.71
New Smyrna B  9Emma Jane Schlageter74 2:31.42
Buchholz HS 12Kamiya Alford75 2:31.44
Montverde Ac  9Brianna Hiers76 2:31.49
North Marion 11Brie Burrell77 2:32.24
Mount Dora C 11Brianna Hall78 2:32.77
St. Petersbu 11Emma Haraminac79 2:33.09
St. Cloud HS 12Vianca Villatoro80 2:33.16
Mount Dora C 11Courtnei Wilson81 2:33.17
Hagerty HS 11Julia Plescha82 2:33.32
Celebration  9Melanie Podborsky83 2:33.67
Trinity Prep  9Taitem Turbyfill84 2:33.75
Windermere H 10Samantha Lopez85 2:33.76
Father Lopez 12Caroline Lydecker86 2:33.82
Hagerty HS 10Rachel Pyros87 2:34.00
Lake Minneol 10Snejana Faryga88 2:34.45
Spanish Rive 10Victoria Siqueira89 2:34.55
Miramar HS 11Fedeline Exantus90 2:34.72
Fleming Isla 11Grayson Iller91 2:34.86
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Finals ...   (Girls 800 m Run High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Carrollton S 10Marissa Montadas92 2:35.23
Sunlake HS  9Ashley Spires93 2:35.35
Spruce Creek 11Bailey Nelson94 2:35.71
Springstead  9Maya Rhymer95 2:36.22
Spruce Creek 11Andrea Cantlay96 2:36.30
Alonso HS 12Trinity Torres97 2:36.32
Providence S 11Isabella Dunn98 2:36.36
Freedom HS ( 10Yenilitza Roman99 2:36.89
George M. St 12Dana Elkalazani100 2:36.92
Matanzas HS  9Allison Tuggle101 2:37.21
Coral Reef H 11Brianna Sinclair102 2:37.55
Ocala Forest 11Margaret Crowe103 2:37.55
First Academ 12Asia Newsome104 2:37.58
Chiefland HS 10Jaycie Anderson105 2:37.58
Circle Chris  8Caroline Spivey106 2:37.77
Wiregrass Ra 10Kate Moore107 2:37.91
Dr. Phillips 10Roxanne Deisseroth108 2:37.94
Oak Hall Sch  9Sarah Rosenberg109 2:38.03
Bartram Trai 10Logan Henley110 2:38.03
Wiregrass Ra 10Isabelle Geiger111 2:38.12
Ocala Vangua  9Julia Charske112 2:38.32
Ocala Vangua  9Ashtyn Fink113 2:38.43
East Lake HS 12Riley Fitzpatrick114 2:38.69
Barron Colli 10Joan Khalenya115 2:38.74
Alonso HS 10Stephanie Sandborn116 2:39.02
St. Petersbu 11Kara Robinson117 2:39.27
Fleming Isla 12Julie Franzoni118 2:39.42
Cardinal Gib 12Courtney May119 2:39.44
West Orange 12Megan Hannah120 2:40.14
Freedom HS (  9Jessica Jeffery121 2:40.36
DeLand HS 11Carly Baumann122 2:40.67
Ocala Forest 10Lauren Sacauskas123 2:40.97
Spanish Rive 12Emma Brock124 2:41.07
Bloomingdale 10Grace Schilling125 2:41.24
Auburndale H 11Kathy Macedo Pineda126 2:42.20
West Orange 11Sasha Mullings127 2:42.83
DeLand HS  9Jenna Baumann128 2:43.33
Lake Highlan 10Anya Mascarenhas129 2:43.66
Lakewood HS 12Stefanie Matthew130 2:43.97
Clearwater H 11Taylor Sabo131 2:44.15
Celebration  9Jaden Teow132 2:44.69
Buchholz HS 10Rebecca Frangie133 2:45.40
Coral Glades  9Allena Agustin134 2:45.84
Seabreeze HS 12Grace Smith135 2:47.59
Montverde Ac  8Ryleigh Sperry136 2:47.76
Golden Gate 12Jovanie Joseph137 2:47.88
New Smyrna B 12Savanah Malphurs138 2:50.45
Seabreeze HS 10Mia Striegel139 2:51.36
North Browar 12Alexx York140 2:56.88
Westminster 11Caitlin Teasdale141 2:58.49
Gainesville 10Analiese Banko142 2:59.64
Gainesville 10Emma Beachy143 3:02.09
 
Girls 1600 m Run INVITE High School
Relays: 4:46.6h R Shelly Steely1980
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Westminster 11Naima Turbes1 4:51.57
Mater Academ 10Valerie Lastra2 4:53.77
Farmington H 11Lauren Peterson3 4:54.49
Oak Hall Sch 12Grace Blair4 4:55.02
Winter Park 12Rafaella Gibbons5 4:56.50
Winter Sprin 10Mackenzie Czurak6 4:56.88
Woodstock Hi 11Anna Burnett7 4:57.66
Westminster 12Bronte Bacchetta8 5:02.46
Trinity Prep 10Audrey McAnally9 5:03.23
Osceola HS ( 10Taylor Stone10 5:03.30
Marist 12Josie Wirtz11 5:05.18
Riverview HS 10Alyssa Hendrix12 5:05.50
Fort Myers H 12Fiona Kurland13 5:10.09
Spruce Creek 12Camryn Cooney14 5:10.93
Fort Myers H 11Caroline MacKenzie15 5:17.22
George M. St 11Alexandra Straumann16 5:22.11
 
Girls 1600 m Run High School
Relays: 4:46.6h R Shelly Steely1980
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
St. Thomas A 12Bridget Alex1 5:05.50
Miami Palmet 10Jordan Shapiro2 5:06.46
Montverde Ac  8Lily Henne3 5:06.89
Tavares HS 11Savannah Schwab4 5:07.19
Estero HS 12Alayna Goll5 5:07.25
Vero Beach H 12Grace Gumpel6 5:07.38
Dr. Phillips 12Isabella Bartczak7 5:08.88
Hilton Head 11Isabel Muehleman8 5:10.97
Hilton Head 10Tori Herman9 5:11.92
Lake Minneol 11Cadi Rowe10 5:12.05
St. Thomas A 12Valentina House11 5:14.73
G. Holmes Br 10Lisa Adjouadi12 5:15.09
George M. St 11Sarah Magee13 5:16.00
North Browar 12Katie Bishop14 5:16.67
Citrus Park 10Lydia Friedman15 5:18.76
Circle Chris  9Sinkenesh Parker16 5:20.67
Miami Northw 11Nina Burgos17 5:21.33
Providence S 11Audrey Woods18 5:21.45
Naples HS 10Zoe D'Antonio19 5:21.70
Circle Chris 10Brooke McEwen20 5:23.80
Bishop Snyde 11Gianna Forte21 5:24.65
Wharton HS 10Nia Rivers22 5:24.88
Gulf Coast H 12Juliana Ross23 5:25.71
Pine Crest H 10Lorrie Axelrod24 5:25.77
Mitchell HS  9Meadow Millett25 5:26.10
Hallandale H 10Dominique Spann26 5:26.15
Riverdale HS 12Chelsey Oliver27 5:27.89
Lake Mary HS 12Maggie Lyons28 5:30.11
Mitchell HS 12Isabel Oliveto29 5:30.27
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Finals ...   (Girls 1600 m Run High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Pine Crest H  9Sierra Stocker30 5:30.75
Coral Reef H  9Krystal Rodriguez31 5:30.76
Bolles HS  9Maxine Montoya32 5:30.77
Trinity Prep 10Lucy Albright33 5:31.12
Calvary Chri 11Callie Friske34 5:31.41
Windermere H  9Katie Ranck35 5:31.94
Montverde Ac  8Jayci Brauman36 5:32.11
St. Cloud HS 12Valeria Villatoro37 5:32.36
Spanish Rive 10Lila Clarkson38 5:32.90
First Academ 12Caroline Crist39 5:33.60
Sunlake HS  9Shannon Gordy40 5:34.67
Keystone Hei  9Camryn Williams41 5:34.68
Lake Minneol 10Snejana Faryga42 5:35.81
Cardinal Gib 11Nicole Limperis43 5:35.96
Sarasota HS  9Marissa Kempf44 5:36.54
Naples HS  9Logan Straface45 5:37.13
Ocala Forest 10Greysun Ledy46 5:37.63
Tampa Cathol 12Olivia Ramsey47 5:37.82
Harmony HS 11Allison Hicks48 5:37.88
Matanzas HS 12Rain Marti49 5:38.92
Harmony HS  9Brooke Mullins50 5:39.13
Barron Colli 11Payton Yoder51 5:39.32
Estero HS 12Angela Burun52 5:41.17
Coral Glades  9Madison Stauffer53 5:41.36
G. Holmes Br 12Lauren Locke54 5:41.91
Apopka HS 10Ariana Jimenez55 5:41.93
Chiefland HS  8Lauren Jones56 5:42.34
Providence S  8Viola Barquilla57 5:42.62
St. Augustin 10Ellie Fluman58 5:43.11
Hagerty HS 12Maria Puccio Ball59 5:43.47
Ponte Vedra  9Gabriella Berardi60 5:44.36
Buchholz HS  9Allison Drummond61 5:45.08
First Academ 12Asia Newsome62 5:45.74
St. Petersbu 12Olivia Bouffard63 5:45.87
Gulf Coast H  9Kennedy Callis64 5:46.14
Cardinal Gib 10Madison Gilman65 5:47.71
St. Petersbu 11Shannon Strobhar66 5:50.53
New Smyrna B  9Emma Jane Schlageter67 5:50.65
Lake Brantle 10Emma Powell68 5:50.94
Spruce Creek 12Haley Rodriguez69 5:51.44
Hagerty HS 11Kamryn Muse70 5:51.79
Lake Highlan 11Juliet Small71 5:53.40
Matanzas HS 12Morgan Sharman72 5:53.45
St. Cloud HS 10Tiana Rivera73 5:53.94
Wiregrass Ra 12Brenna Moran74 5:54.83
Windermere H 10Samantha Lopez75 5:56.20
Olympia HS 10Alice Flament76 5:56.84
Celebration  9Gabriella Macedo77 5:57.94
Alonso HS 11Rachel Johnson78 5:59.46
Bloomingdale  9Kelly McGinnis79 5:59.72
Ocala Vangua 12Riley Martin80 5:59.94
Father Lopez 10Gabby Watson81 6:00.13
Ocala Vangua 12Riley Balken82 6:02.85
Seabreeze HS 10Mia Striegel83 6:05.23
Fleming Isla 10Kayla Herman84 6:05.46
Wiregrass Ra  9Breanna Preiser85 6:06.23
Alonso HS 10Gabbi Santeiro86 6:06.80
Auburndale H 11Kathy Macedo Pineda87 6:06.94
Buchholz HS 10Esther Loosli88 6:07.41
Highlands Ch  8Nina Szklany89 6:07.43
Olympia HS 10Morgan Weber90 6:07.89
Coral Glades  9Rebecca Hannan91 6:09.84
Bloomingdale 10Marissa Hagenbarth92 6:10.14
Coral Reef H  9Stephani Gonzalez93 6:10.37
Am Heritage 11Sammie Goldberg94 6:11.29
Am Heritage 11Gina Heintskill95 6:11.81
Clearwater H 10Sarah White96 6:12.73
South Fork H 11Anna Gorostiaga97 6:13.67
Freedom HS ( 10Grace Ferrentino98 6:17.22
DeLand HS 10Emilee Nunn99 6:18.89
Clearwater H 12Brenna DeLong100 6:19.77
New Smyrna B 12Mia Kowalski101 6:21.83
Father Lopez 11Kather Theriault102 6:24.84
DeLand HS 10Shauna Mignella103 6:25.35
Eastside HS  9Ellie Wolpert104 6:28.16
Eastside HS 10Gray Smith105 6:33.88
Lake Highlan  9Ashley George106 6:43.98
Auburndale H 10Hannia Guerrero107 6:45.28
Gainesville 11Scotlyn Silvey108 6:49.57
South Fork H 10Hannah Martin--- DNF
 
Girls 3200 m Run High School
Relays: 10:27.76 R Wendy Neely1986
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Lake Mary HS  9Mya Bodrato1 10:51.32
Riverview HS 10Alyssa Hendrix2 10:58.26
Spanish Rive 10Rylee Pustilnik3 10:58.89
Osceola HS ( 10Taylor Stone4 11:00.29
Montverde Ac  9Kendyl Cardwell5 11:00.47
Miami Palmet 10Jordan Shapiro6 11:00.79
George M. St 12Sophia Piniella7 11:01.08
East Lake HS 10Parker Valby8 11:01.09
Land O' Lake 11Natalie Abernathy9 11:05.67
Spruce Creek 12Camryn Cooney10 11:06.50
St. Thomas A 12Valentina House11 11:08.20
G. Holmes Br 10Rebecca Bergnes12 11:09.63
George M. St 11Alexandra Straumann13 11:12.89
Lake Brantle 11Chloe Hyde14 11:14.60
George Jenki 10Anna Sentner15 11:15.81
Citrus Park 12Alexandra Perri16 11:23.14
Citrus Park  9Jacqueline Abanses17 11:24.08
Trinity Prep  9Alaina Pisello18 11:25.69
Charlotte HS 11Isabella Coogan19 11:28.62
Lake Highlan 11Alexandra Cisneros20 11:31.33
Osceola HS ( 11Meghan Gregoire21 11:32.39
Matanzas HS 10Kelly Steffens22 11:32.72
Estero HS 12Alayna Goll23 11:32.79
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Finals ...   (Girls 3200 m Run High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Spruce Creek 10Samantha Gayton24 11:35.81
Plant City H 12Cassie Highsmith25 11:37.53
Lake Minneol 10Ellie Kunze26 11:38.08
St. Thomas A 12Bridget Alex27 11:40.26
South Fork H 10Hannah Martin28 11:42.83
Naples HS 10Jillian Dempsey29 11:43.58
Father Lopez 10Claire McDonnell30 11:45.30
Winter Park  9Emma Noel31 11:46.00
Sunlake HS 10Liina Winborn32 11:48.63
Ocala Vangua 11Mykenzee Marshall33 11:49.64
Spanish Rive 10Lila Clarkson34 11:50.06
Sunlake HS  9Shannon Gordy35 11:52.84
Fort Myers H 10Sarah Schultz36 11:54.74
Mitchell HS 12Isabel Oliveto37 11:54.84
Winter Park 11Jennifer Coddington38 11:57.93
Bolles HS  7Elizabeth Csikai39 11:58.96
Matanzas HS 12Morgan Sharman40 12:00.40
Fleming Isla  9Emma Millson41 12:04.92
Cardinal Gib 10Madison Gilman42 12:07.56
St. Augustin 10Madison Niederriter43 12:07.66
Circle Chris  9Archike Parker44 12:08.09
Lake Minneol  9Elena Caldwell45 12:09.76
Chiefland HS  8Lauren Jones46 12:12.60
Cardinal Gib 11Nicole Limperis47 12:15.52
Ocala Vangua 10Cassidy Harker48 12:15.95
Circle Chris 10Mulunesh Parker49 12:16.90
Pine Crest H  9Gretchen Montgomery50 12:20.56
Coral Reef H  9Krystal Rodriguez51 12:22.12
Lakeland HS 11Sophie Valenti52 12:23.16
Montverde Ac 11Nicole Meers53 12:25.13
Naples HS  9Madison McCormick54 12:27.56
George Jenki 12Kiley Strickland55 12:28.66
Lake Brantle 10Emma Powell56 12:29.93
G. Holmes Br 10Emillie Suarez57 12:30.29
DeLand HS 11Madison Skelton58 12:31.13
Buchholz HS 10Glenna Li59 12:31.62
Lakeland Chr  7Sarah Bayes60 12:31.96
Alonso HS 11Rachel Johnson61 12:34.00
St. Petersbu 11Shannon Strobhar62 12:36.41
Ponte Vedra 12Sarah Reimer63 12:38.57
North Browar 10Caitlin Kinnear64 12:46.14
Westminster  9Kelli Flowers65 12:48.85
Freedom HS ( 12Taylor Smith66 12:49.95
Trinity Prep  9Emily Wilhelm67 12:55.59
Clearwater H 11Jenna LaPlume68 13:02.29
New Smyrna B  9Riley Carter69 13:06.07
Westminster 10Alison Wilkinson70 13:06.39
Clearwater H  9Lauren Lopez71 13:11.35
Coral Reef H  9Stephani Gonzalez72 13:11.51
Northside Ch  6Greta Ferwerda73 13:14.98
Ponte Vedra  9Christina D'Aquila74 13:21.18
South Fork H 10Anna Sophia Ward75 13:23.22
Buchholz HS 10Esther Loosli76 13:30.15
Lake Mary HS 11Holly Gates77 13:35.27
Lake Highlan 10Kelly George78 13:38.70
Alonso HS 10Gabbi Santeiro79 13:38.73
Freedom HS ( 10Caroline Leeling80 13:45.11
Fleming Isla 12Sydney Nelson81 13:52.62
Seabreeze HS  9Catherine Coleman82 14:00.56
Wiregrass Ra 12Anna Moore83 14:01.48
Gainesville 11Scotlyn Silvey84 14:11.61
Eastside HS  9Emily Szydlowski85 16:43.74
 
Girls 100 m Hurdles High School
Relays: 13.19 R Chanel Brissett4/1/2016
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Miami Southr 11Rayniah Jones1 14.14q 1.7
Poinciana HS 12Shaneylix Davila2 14.27q 1.0
Hallandale H 12Sydney McGinley3 14.30q 1.0
St. Thomas A 10Nikia Smith4 14.34q 1.8
Img Academy 12Gabriela Garza5 14.36q 1.5
Auburndale H  9Tyra Thomas6 14.42q 1.6
Hallandale H 10Richara McNeil7 14.50q 1.5
Am Heritage 12Asia McMillon8 14.55q 1.8
East Lake HS 12Kyla Bailey9 14.59q 1.7
St. Thomas A  9Eddiyah Frye10 14.60 1.5
Northeast HS 11Amaya Thomas11 14.62 2.3
Auburndale H 11Cathrina Morris12 14.70 1.5
Lake Mary HS 12Kennedie Reese13 14.75 2.7
Hillsborough 12Kailiece Harris14 14.83 1.0
West Orange 12Jasmine Williams15 14.86 2.7
Godby HS 12Samieryah Bradwell16 15.11 1.6
Godby HS 11Armani Williams17 15.18 1.5
Miami Northw  9Kouraje Johnson18 15.28 0.6
Lakeland Chr 10Britain Musick19 15.32 1.5
Spruce Creek 12Dasia Stevens20 15.35 1.8
Winter Sprin 12Camille Sims21 15.47 0.1
Miramar HS 12Gabriella Carter22 15.48 0.6
Providence S 10Kendal Johnson23 15.49 1.5
Ocala Forest 11Elijuanz Heard24 15.51 1.0
Community Sc  9Loren Brown25 15.57 1.5
Bartram Trai 10Carolina Minozzi26 15.74 0.1
Winter Sprin 12Carina Clark27 15.80 1.5
Vero Beach H 11Vonisha Kaigler28 15.81 1.8
Bolles HS 12Nia Guine-Herndon29 15.83 1.6
Spruce Creek 12Jordan DiVerniero30 15.91 1.7
Ponte Vedra 12Gabriela Fasanelli31 16.03 2.3
Flagler Palm 12Skye Green32 16.11 1.6
Winter Park 12Magella Jacks33 16.25 1.5
Vero Beach H 12Anquanette Taylor34 16.28 1.5
George Jenki 11Heaven Barr35 16.35 1.0
Cardinal Gib  9Aniyah Jones36 16.37 1.5
Lakewood HS 12Keara Wilson-Crockett37 16.42 1.5
Olympia HS 12Tatyana Washington38 16.50 2.7
Admiral Farr 10Jolie Caya39 16.54 1.7
North Marion 12Leah Rose40 16.56 0.6
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Preliminaries ...   (Girls 100 m Hurdles High School)
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Winter Park 11Elizabeth Nix41 16.67 2.3
Ocala Vangua 10Brianna Bell42 16.76 1.5
Kathleen HS 11Umayah Clarke43 16.77 2.3
Gainesville 12Kiara Ivy44 16.79 1.0
Gulf Coast H 12Lexis Flores45 16.80 1.0
Eastside HS 11Keonna Perry46 16.96 1.5
Ponte Vedra 12Alexis Rickman47 16.97 1.0
Bartram Trai 11Jasmine Beckett48 17.02 1.6
Lake Highlan 11Eden Sorensen49 17.06 2.7
Fort Myers H 11Brittney Corgelas50 17.07 1.5
Barron Colli 12Francesca Goduti51 17.08 1.7
Celebration 12Taylor Velez52 17.09 0.1
St. Cloud HS  9Ashanti Ramirez53 17.27 1.7
Oakleaf HS 11Ta'Kayla Edwards54 17.31 0.6
George M. St  9Lilou Stegeman55 17.32 1.0
Lake Brantle 12Ariel Manigault56 17.47 1.5
George M. St 11Ashley Allen57 17.51 1.5
Lecanto HS  9Celine D'Anna58 17.58 0.6
St. Cloud HS  9Simone Giggetts59 17.62 1.5
Trinity Cath 12Martina Vargas60 17.69 2.7
Lake Brantle 11Alexandra Rodriguez61 17.71 1.8
Cardinal Gib 10Emma Toulemonde62 17.74 0.6
Lake Minneol 12Skye-la Gustavus63 17.77 2.3
Alonso HS 11Mia Raffaele64 17.89 0.6
Flagler Palm 10Jahlia McCaskell65 18.00 1.8
Florida Chri 10Cristina Northerner66 18.03 1.0
Gainesville 10Brea Williams67 18.18 1.5
Westminster 11Ishta Bahl68 18.21 1.7
DeLand HS  9Jordan Singletary69 18.21 1.0
Westminster 11Mikaela Sanders70 18.24 1.6
New Smyrna B 11Nia Hill71 18.26 1.5
Pine Crest H 12Cj Douglas72 18.27 1.8
Buchholz HS 10Julianna Reichenbach73 18.36 0.1
Alonso HS 11Aliyah Torres74 18.48 1.7
New Smyrna B 12Caitlin Chiampou75 18.63 1.0
Windermere H 10Amari Sims76 18.92 0.1
St. Petersbu 11Sarah Silverberg77 19.62 1.0
Trinity Prep 10Ashlin Thomas78 19.75 1.5
Buchholz HS 10Julia Webster79 19.76 2.3
Miramar HS 11Jewel Clark80 20.57 1.6
St. Petersbu 10Caroline Weintraub81 20.74 0.6
 
Girls 100 m Hurdles High School
Relays: 13.19 R Chanel Brissett4/1/2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Poinciana HS 12Shaneylix Davila1 14.26 0.3
Auburndale H  9Tyra Thomas2 14.37 0.3
Img Academy 12Gabriela Garza3 14.47 0.3
Miami Southr 11Rayniah Jones4 14.47 0.3
Hallandale H 12Sydney McGinley5 14.51 0.3
St. Thomas A 10Nikia Smith6 14.58 0.3
Hallandale H 10Richara McNeil7 14.64 0.3
Am Heritage 12Asia McMillon8 15.07 0.3
East Lake HS 12Kyla Bailey--- DNF 0.3
 
Girls 4x100 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 45.38 R Eleanore Roosevelt, MD2009




1) Myrka Cadet 9 2) Morgan Rhett 11
3) Danielle Bess 10 4) Kori Collins 12
Northeast HS2 46.42q
1) Kaytie Black 12 2) Anitria Sangster 12
3) Giavonni Cunningham 11 4) Jan'Taijah Ford 11
Miami Northwestern HS3 46.76q
1) Shamarah Shannon 12 2) Lamaria Washington 9
3) Markalah Hart 10 4) Christon Kingcade 11
Sanford Seminole HS4 47.26q
1) Mariah Rene 12 2) Nicole Smith 12
3) Jaqual Bush 11 4) Nayah Johnson 11
Miami Southridge HS5 47.31q
1) D'Anna Hallman 12 2) Shakyra Garnett 12
3) Derricka Edwards 11 4) Shakell Williams 10
St. Thomas Aquinas HS6 47.60q
1) Zahria Allers 10 2) Jermecia Brown 10
3) Nikia Smith 10 4) Emelia Chatfield 10
Hallandale HS7 47.89q
1) Nia Lecky 12 2) Kerra Williams 12
3) Sydney McGinley 12 4) Destiny Castillo 11
Godby HS8 47.94q
1) Ameion Hamlet 10 2) Madison King 10
3) Samieryah Bradwell 12 4) Armani Williams 11
Lincoln HS9 48.00q
Oak Ridge HS10 48.20
1) Ashley Higgs 12 2) Ranecia Brown 9
3) Marquasha Myers 12 4) Jhanel Gordon 11
West Port HS11 48.57
1) Trinity Bonner 11 2) Kenese Getfield 12
3) Jada Jacobs 11 4) Alexis Link 12
Img Academy12 48.78
1) Gabriela Garza 12 2) Beatrice Juskeviciute 11
3) Alix Still 12 4) Alicia Thomas 12
Windermere H13 48.91
1) Jade Blake 10 2) Shaliyah Brown 10
3) Jade Atkins 9 4) Danielle Ficka 11
Olympia HS14 48.93
Alonso HS15 49.12
1) Shaniya Benjamin 10 2) Maya Singleton 11
3) Maya Ashley 11 4) Kya Chen 9
Apopka HS16 49.29
1) Kayla McKenzie 11 2) Astoria Beckett 11
3) Jayla Brinkley 12 4) Kalaila Smith 11
George M. St17 49.35
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Preliminaries ...   (Girls 4x100 m Relay Large School High School)
 RelayTeam Prelims
Admiral Farr18 49.45
1) Sydni Bostick 11 2) Faith Nelms 11
3) Jolie Caya 10 4) Jazmine Alderman 11
Vero Beach HS19 49.60
1) Shania Jenkins 12 2) Vonisha Kaigler 11
3) Amber Bell 12 4) Taylor Williams 10
Kathleen HS20 49.60
1) Diamond Doctor 12 2) I'Asia Wilson 9
3) Umayah Clarke 11 4) Zy'Eisha Wilson 12
Oak Hall School21 49.61
1) Jasmine Crawl 12 2) Ayanna Rollins 12
3) Emma Rembert 11 4) Sarah Rosenberg 9
HB Plant HS22 49.76
1) Avrel Jean 10 2) Margaux Shelton 9
3) Mia Collado 12 4) Dejah Holman 12
North Port HS23 49.85
1) Daham-Shel Jean 10 2) Alexis Francavilla 12
3) Mercedes Collins 10 4) Emani Jefferson 10
Westminster24 49.91
1) Caroline Boulris 10 2) Andrea Escobio 9
3) Estefania Jimenez 11 4) Kattya Alejo 10
Fort Lauderdale HS25 50.41
1) Jayla Handberry 9 2) Kiyani Handberry 12
3) Jayanne Forrest 12 4) Na'Mya Roberts 10
Lehigh HS26 50.65
1) Mi'Keria Green 11 2) Briana Ramos 11
3) Jasmine Mellien 10 4) Kearrah Martin 9
St. Petersburg HS27 50.75
1) Sarah Silverberg 11 2) Caroline Weintraub 10
3) Eleanor Anderson 10 4) Anna Vo 12
Ocala Vanguard HS28 51.02
Sunlake HS29 51.07
1) Morgan Oswald 12 2) Gianna Levy 10
3) Nia Johnson 10 4) Jaymonda Calmes 11
Ocala Forest HS30 51.16
1) Nicole Howze 11 2) Diamond Pino 10
3) Mariah Eleam 11 4) Elijuanz Heard 11
Spruce Creek HS31 51.21
1) Dasia Stevens 12 2) Jordan DiVerniero 12
3) Jasmyn Dorsey 10 4) Danielle Dupuis 12
Buchholz HS32 51.71
1) Yolanda Peprah-Asante 10 2) Ellenia Van 10
3) Kamiya Alford 12 4) Dayzha Jacquett 11
Flagler Palm Coast HS33 51.73
1) Dyman Howard 11 2) Susann Kaufmann 10
3) Tara Tallaksen 11 4) Peyton Halliday 12
Miramar HS34 51.74
1) Drewann Fearon 11 2) Denukia Roach 11
3) Gabriella Carter 12 4) Jewel Clark 11
Freedom HS (Orlando)35 51.77
1) Braylie Thompson 10 2) Kyra Jernigan 10
3) Baby Bras 11 4) Bryanna Reid 10
West Boca Raton HS36 51.80
1) Emily Croke 10 2) Deneathia Dieujuste 12
3) Kiari Edwards 10 4) Sela Iverson 11
Pine Crest HS37 52.01
1) Nellie Johnson 9 2) Shaynah Boulay 12
3) Nia Simpson 12 4) Ashleigh Clark 11
Coral Glades HS38 52.06
1) Christee Dervil 10 2) Izariah Frett 9
3) Nia lewis 10 4) shinya Miller 10
Ponte Vedra HS39 52.20
1) Kate Jorgensen 10 2) Reagan Darrah 12
3) Gabriela Fasanelli 12 4) Allison McCormack 12
Fleming Island HS40 52.26
1) Mackenzie Ayers 12 2) Charisma Brown 11
3) Megan Gillan 11 4) Audrey Millican 11
Gulf Coast HS41 52.40
1) Charlize Mayer 12 2) Lexis Flores 12
3) Angel Anastasio 12 4) Sydney Eugene 11
Golden Gate HS42 52.58
1) Mia Francois 12 2) Darlene Thermidor 10
3) Chelna Francois 9 4) Daimyla Sirenord 12
Naples HS43 53.08
1) Miloudrede Etienne 11 2) Olivia Ponton 10
3) Cassandra Alzamora 10 4) Mallory Tarvin 11
Lake Highland Prep HS44 53.57
1) Nancy Tutorino 12 2) Jacey Cotter 9
3) Payton Sorensen 9 4) Eden Sorensen 11
Westminster School45 53.70
1) Camryn Brewer 9 2) Anna Smith 11
3) Zaria Franklin 12 4) Sasha Fuson 11
Santa Fe HS46 53.83
1) Carlee Ellerbe 11 2) Aleia Freeney 11
3) Sheila Smith 11 4) Niya Lee 10
The Master's47 54.02
1) Rachel Boyd 11 2) Victoria Lasala 11
3) Emily Kissenberth 10 4) Bella Riechers 9
Chiefland HS48 54.04
1) Chamirra McQueen 9 2) Aubreigh Brown 6
3) Courtney Hayes 11 4) Sierra Norris 10
Celebration HS49 54.53
1) Nyla Carmouche 11 2) Ashley Wright 9
3) Tava Goerner 9 4) Taylor Velez 12
Bishop Snyder HS50 54.90
Bishop McLau51 55.41
1) Jennifer Mitchell 11 2) Tessa Moran 11
3) Whitnee Anderson 11 4) Cassidy Peterson 9
DeLand HS52 55.78
1) Jiya Hastings 9 2) Alize Munn 10
3) Diamonique Parker 11 4) Kwonta Starke 11
Eastside HS53 57.04
1) Faith Turner 11 2) Jordynn Tyndall 12
3) Natiya James 10 4) Peace Ogedengbe 10
Wekiva HS--- DQ
1) Derionah Abner 11 2) Azaria Davis 12
3) Sedayja Payne 11 4) Eriana Teague 10
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Preliminaries ...   (Girls 4x100 m Relay Large School High School)
 RelayTeam Prelims
Lake Brantley HS--- DQ
1) Gabrielle Mena 10 2) Cadeeja Pennant 11
3) Alexandra Rodriguez 11 4) Destinee Decaro 12
Auburndale HS--- DQ
Tampa Bay Tech HS--- DQ
1) Kailah Gosa 10 2) Tyjai Johnson 10
3) Natasha Kerr 11 4) Ashliona Martin 10
 






Pine Crest HS4 52.17
Westminster School5 52.26
 
Girls 4x100 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 45.38 R Eleanore Roosevelt, MD2009




1) Myrka Cadet 9 2) Morgan Rhett 11
3) Danielle Bess 10 4) Kori Collins 12
Sanford Seminole HS2 46.74
1) Mariah Rene 12 2) Nicole Smith 12
3) Jaqual Bush 11 4) Nayah Johnson 11
St. Thomas Aquinas HS3 47.39
1) Zahria Allers 10 2) Jermecia Brown 10
3) Nikia Smith 10 4) Emelia Chatfield 10
Miami Southridge HS4 47.53
1) D'Anna Hallman 12 2) Shakyra Garnett 12
3) Derricka Edwards 11 4) Shakell Williams 10
Lincoln HS5 47.61
Oak Ridge HS6 48.26
1) Ashley Higgs 12 2) Ranecia Brown 9
3) Marquasha Myers 12 4) Jhanel Gordon 11
Miami Northwestern HS7 49.85
1) Shamarah Shannon 12 2) Lamaria Washington 9
3) Markalah Hart 10 4) Christon Kingcade 11
Northeast HS--- DNF
1) Kaytie Black 12 2) Anitria Sangster 12
3) Giavonni Cunningham 11 4) Jan'Taijah Ford 11
 
Girls 4x200 m Relay High School
Relays: 1:33.43 R St Thomas Aquinas2014
K Sparling, D Spaulding, N Jean-Baptiste, K Ellis
 RelayTeam Finals
Finals
Miami Northwestern HS1 1:36.12
1) Lamaria Washington 9 2) Markalah Hart 10
3) Christon Kingcade 11 4) Ulani Toussaint 12
Northeast HS2 1:37.72
1) Kaytie Black 12 2) Anitria Sangster 12
3) Giavonni Cunningham 11 4) Jan'Taijah Ford 11
St. Thomas Aquinas HS3 1:40.95
1) Zahria Allers 10 2) Jermecia Brown 10
3) Eddiyah Frye 9 4) Nikia Smith 10
Hallandale HS4 1:41.21
1) Nia Lecky 12 2) Correena Saintilmond 12
3) Jada Joseph 9 4) Takira Williams 12
Miami Southridge HS5 1:41.25
1) Kasia Cooper 10 2) Derricka Edwards 11
3) Shakyra Garnett 12 4) D'Anna Hallman 12
Oak Ridge HS6 1:42.13
1) Ashley Higgs 12 2) Ranecia Brown 9
3) Marquasha Myers 12 4) Jhanel Gordon 11
Auburndale HS7 1:44.02
Eastside HS8 1:44.10
1) Faith Turner 11 2) Jordynn Tyndall 12
3) Keonna Perry 11 4) Natiya James 10
George M. St9 1:44.17
Vero Beach HS10 1:45.24
1) Shania Jenkins 12 2) Vonisha Kaigler 11
3) Amber Bell 12 4) Taylor Williams 10
Kathleen HS11 1:45.34
1) Zy'Eisha Wilson 12 2) Diamond Doctor 12
3) Umayah Clarke 11 4) I'Asia Wilson 9
Admiral Farr12 1:46.05
1) Faith Nelms 11 2) Jazmine Alderman 11
3) Sydni Bostick 11 4) Jolie Caya 10
Windermere H13 1:46.14
1) Jade Blake 10 2) Shaliyah Brown 10
3) Saniah Fuller 11 4) Amaya Ugarte 10
Flagler Palm Coast HS14 1:46.85
1) Namiah Simpson 12 2) Courtney Gales 12
3) Summer Wells 10 4) Susann Kaufmann 10
Miramar HS15 1:47.68
1) Drewann Fearon 11 2) Denukia Roach 11
3) Fedeline Exantus 11 4) Cheyanne Morris 11
Westminster School16 1:47.95
1) Camryn Brewer 9 2) Anna Smith 11
3) Zaria Franklin 12 4) Sasha Fuson 11
Olympia HS17 1:47.96
St. Petersburg HS18 1:48.37
1) Sarah Silverberg 11 2) Caroline Weintraub 10
3) Eleanor Anderson 10 4) Tameyah Davis 10
Coral Reef HS19 1:48.58
1) Victoria Karr 10 2) Jaela Swasey 12
3) Chelsea Spence 10 4) Dominique Ford 9
Spruce Creek HS20 1:49.65
1) Danielle Dupuis 12 2) Naiya Pettway 11
3) Julianna Walker 12 4) Norachi Ejie 9
Gulf Coast HS21 1:49.84
1) Lexis Flores 12 2) Angel Anastasio 12
3) Sydney Eugene 11 4) Chloe White 9
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Finals ...   (Girls 4x200 m Relay High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
Cardinal Gibbons HS22 1:50.44
1) Alanna Lutchmansingh 12 2) Alexandra Smallwood 10
3) Anne Paul 9 4) Aniyah Jones 9
George Jenkins HS23 1:51.22
1) Victoria Dmytryszyn 11 2) Tyera Jones 12
3) Chamere Thompson 12 4) Heaven Barr 11
Ocala Vanguard HS24 1:51.36
Freedom HS (Orlando)25 1:51.63
1) Braylie Thompson 10 2) Kyra Jernigan 10
3) Reyna Sawyer 9 4) Bryanna Reid 10
The Master's26 1:51.76
1) Rachel Boyd 11 2) Victoria Lasala 11
3) Bella Riechers 9 4) Martha Tanner 11
Buchholz HS27 1:52.14
1) Yolanda Peprah-Asante 10 2) Ellenia Van 10
3) Dayzha Jacquett 11 4) Saraiah Lewis 12
Bishop Snyder HS28 1:52.47
Chiefland HS29 1:53.29
1) Chamirra McQueen 9 2) Aubreigh Brown 6
3) Courtney Hayes 11 4) Sierra Norris 10
Bartram Trail HS30 1:53.46
1) Bella Weary 9 2) Kierra Ivey 10
3) Marta Miles 10 4) Jessica Parker 10
Coral Glades HS31 1:54.12
1) Christee Dervil 10 2) Izariah Frett 9
3) Nia lewis 10 4) shinya Miller 10
Naples HS32 1:54.42
1) Miloudrede Etienne 11 2) Olivia Ponton 10
3) Cassandra Alzamora 10 4) Mallory Tarvin 11
New Smyrna Beach HS33 1:54.48
1) Caitlin Chiampou 12 2) Haylee Gamble 10
3) Kaia Mckee 10 4) Timia Merrick 9
Pine Crest HS34 1:55.26
1) Isabella Alvarez 12 2) Shaynah Boulay 12
3) Sophia Molea 12 4) Ashleigh Clark 11
Lake Brantley HS35 1:56.33
1) Ariel Manigault 12 2) Alexandra Rodriguez 11
3) Cadeeja Pennant 11 4) Amilyah Robinson 10
Lake Highland Prep HS36 1:56.65
1) Jiselle Havas 12 2) Jacey Cotter 9
3) Payton Sorensen 9 4) Eden Sorensen 11
Img Academy--- DNF
1) Gabriela Garza 12 2) Beatrice Juskeviciute 11
3) Alix Still 12 4) Alicia Thomas 12
Alonso HS--- DQ
1) Maya Singleton 11 2) Kya Chen 9
3) Jarlenys Cordoba 10 4) Janessa Thomas 10
Am Heritage--- DQ
1) Myrka Cadet 9 2) Morgan Rhett 11
3) Danielle Bess 10 4) Taylor Eppinger 8
Golden Gate HS--- DQ
1) Chelna Francois 9 2) Daimyla Sirenord 12
3) Darlene Thermidor 10 4) Mia Francois 12
 
Girls 4x400 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 3:39.95 R Miami Northwestern4/1/2017
A Gbolade, M Hart, U Toussaint, D Young
 RelayTeam Prelims
Preliminaries
Miami Northwestern HS1 3:50.17q
1) Ayoola Gbolade 12 2) Markalah Hart 10
3) Ulani Toussaint 12 4) Taquaria Whiley 12
Am Heritage2 3:51.84q
1) Myrka Cadet 9 2) Morgan Rhett 11
3) Danielle Bess 10 4) Kori Collins 12
Hallandale HS3 3:54.92q
1) Jadae Barrett 10 2) Daishon Spann 11
3) Sydney McGinley 12 4) Ashonti Warner 12
West Orange HS4 3:55.61q
1) Jahnile Registre 9 2) Jasmine Williams 12
3) Yvonika Auguste 10 4) Taryn Dotson 12
Northeast HS5 3:55.75q
1) Raianaa Grant 11 2) Amaya Thomas 11
3) Giavonni Cunningham 11 4) Jan'Taijah Ford 11
Auburndale HS6 3:56.80q
St. Thomas Aquinas HS7 3:57.90q
1) Zahria Allers 10 2) Jermecia Brown 10
3) Eddiyah Frye 9 4) Emelia Chatfield 10
Img Academy8 4:00.10q
1) Valeria Gimenez 12 2) Mariana Valencia 9
3) Gabriela Garza 12 4) Beatrice Juskeviciute 11
Miami Southridge HS9 4:00.25q
1) Rayniah Jones 11 2) Kasia Cooper 10
3) Derricka Edwards 11 4) Shekinah White 12
Flagler Palm Coast HS10 4:00.50
1) Jahlia McCaskell 10 2) Namiah Simpson 12
3) Courtney Gales 12 4) Summer Wells 10
Apopka HS11 4:01.00
1) Astoria Beckett 11 2) Sydney Fowler 11
3) Jayla Brinkley 12 4) Kalaila Smith 11
North Miami HS12 4:04.37
1) Kayla McCray 10 2) Shavonne Laplante 11
3) Trillanie Robinson 9 4) Aliyah Simmons 11
Westminster School13 4:04.89
1) Bronte Bacchetta 12 2) Naima Turbes 11
3) Mikaela Sanders 11 4) Delaney Graham 12
Eastside HS14 4:04.96
1) Faith Turner 11 2) Jordynn Tyndall 12
3) Keonna Perry 11 4) Natiya James 10
Olympia HS15 4:05.36
Armwood HS16 4:05.41
1) Brianna Flake 9 2) Ciana Gordon 9
3) Ta'Viyanna Habib 9 4) Makayla Williams 12
Dr. Phillips HS17 4:07.45
1) Courtney Afram-Gyening 10 2) Zoe Alexander 10
3) Iyanna Ardis 12 4) Domanique Douglas 10
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Preliminaries ...   (Girls 4x400 m Relay Large School High School)
 RelayTeam Prelims
Windermere H18 4:08.57
1) Samantha Lopez 10 2) Adeena Ademu John 10
3) Sierra Cyprian 11 4) Mia Greenfield 10
Alonso HS19 4:10.23
1) Shaniya Benjamin 10 2) Stephanie Sandborn 10
3) Aliyah Torres 11 4) Janessa Thomas 10
Spruce Creek HS20 4:10.27
1) Jasmyn Dorsey 10 2) Danielle Dupuis 12
3) Naiya Pettway 11 4) Julianna Walker 12
Gulf Coast HS21 4:10.29
1) Paula Gomes 12 2) Juliana Ross 12
3) Lexis Flores 12 4) Angel Anastasio 12
Admiral Farr22 4:11.40
1) Faith Nelms 11 2) Jolie Caya 10
3) Sydni Bostick 11 4) Jazmine Alderman 11
Academy of Holy Names23 4:14.60
1) Rebekah Eicholtz 11 2) Gabrielle Hogan 12
3) Grace Lahart 9 4) Molly LeePack 10
Matanzas HS24 4:15.08
1) Allison Tuggle 9 2) Ja'dashia Catlin 9
3) Oryiah Clayton 9 4) Shanell Pusey 11
Barron Collier HS25 4:15.25
1) Francesca Goduti 12 2) Andie Gonzalez 11
3) Joan Khalenya 10 4) Aaliyah Seaborn 10
St. Petersburg HS26 4:15.52
1) Kara Robinson 11 2) Sarah Silverberg 11
3) Eleanor Anderson 10 4) Tia Beaver 11
Fleming Island HS27 4:17.16
1) Grayson Iller 11 2) Mackenzie Ayers 12
3) Audrey Millican 11 4) Aubrey Burke 11
Coral Reef HS28 4:18.15
1) Jaela Swasey 12 2) Zynia Alvarez 12
3) Nicola Hagley 11 4) Chelsea Spence 10
Ponte Vedra HS29 4:18.96
1) Reagan Darrah 12 2) Gabriela Fasanelli 12
3) Allison McCormack 12 4) Julia Deal 10
East Lake HS30 4:18.99
1) Isabella Pawloski 9 2) Kyla Bailey 12
3) Anna Cincotta 9 4) Riley Fitzpatrick 12
Golden Gate HS31 4:19.36
1) Chelna Francois 9 2) Daimyla Sirenord 12
3) Darlene Thermidor 10 4) Keara Delly 11
St. Cloud HS32 4:20.15
1) Amanda Kandravi 12 2) Tiana Rivera 10
3) Ashanti Ramirez 9 4) Briana Rodriguez 12
Lake Mary HS33 4:21.37
1) Maggie Lyons 12 2) Cheyenne St. Lewis 12
3) Evie Erikson 11 4) Christina Labrato 9
Coral Glades HS34 4:22.76
1) Izariah Frett 9 2) Madison Stauffer 9
3) Nia lewis 10 4) shinya Miller 10
Sunlake HS35 4:24.41
1) Nia Johnson 10 2) Gianna Levy 10
3) Jaymonda Calmes 11 4) Cathryne Newport 9
Buchholz HS36 4:24.95
1) Kamiya Alford 12 2) Dayzha Jacquett 11
3) Saraiah Lewis 12 4) Inari Lynum 9
Lake Brantley HS37 4:25.60
1) Alexandra Rodriguez 11 2) Roselane Ramirez 12
3) Rachel Ramirez 12 4) Ariel Manigault 12
Clearwater HS38 4:27.05
1) Angelina Heera 11 2) Grace Molinaro 11
3) Taylor Sabo 11 4) Diandra Kulp 9
Cardinal Gibbons HS39 4:27.61
1) Courtney May 12 2) Anne Paul 9
3) Aniyah Jones 9 4) Gerbria Smith 11
Pine Crest HS40 4:29.61
1) Isabella Alvarez 12 2) Sophia Molea 12
3) Ashleigh Clark 11 4) Libby Torregrosa 10
Wekiva HS41 4:34.15
Freedom HS (Orlando)42 4:35.12
1) Reyna Sawyer 9 2) Ruth Joseph 10
3) Camila Palomino 9 4) Braylie Thompson 10
Chiefland HS43 4:42.81
1) Jaycie Anderson 10 2) Aubreigh Brown 6
3) Banner Hodge 8 4) Aubrey Hudson 8
Lake Minneola HS--- DQ
1) Cadi Rowe 11 2) Jordyn Banks 11
3) Mi'Ajhai Cleaves 11 4) Alex D'Ambrosio 12
George Jenkins HS--- DQ
1) Tyera Jones 12 2) Lauren Musselman 11
3) Victoria Dmytryszyn 11 4) Chamere Thompson 12
Miramar HS--- DQ
1) Drewann Fearon 11 2) Denukia Roach 11
3) Fedeline Exantus 11 4) Cheyanne Morris 11
West Boca Raton HS--- DQ
1) Emily Croke 10 2) Deneathia Dieujuste 12
3) Kiari Edwards 10 4) Jade Taylor 11
Oak Ridge HS--- DQ
1) Ashley Higgs 12 2) Ranecia Brown 9
3) Paquisha Eutsey 11 4) Marquasha Myers 12
 
Girls 4x400 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 3:39.95 R Miami Northwestern4/1/2017




1) Myrka Cadet 9 2) Morgan Rhett 11
3) Danielle Bess 10 4) Kori Collins 12
Miami Northwestern HS2 3:40.98
1) Ayoola Gbolade 12 2) Markalah Hart 10
3) Ulani Toussaint 12 4) Taquaria Whiley 12
Hallandale HS3 3:48.10
1) Jadae Barrett 10 2) Daishon Spann 11
3) Sydney McGinley 12 4) Ashonti Warner 12
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Finals ...   (Girls 4x400 m Relay Large School High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
Auburndale HS4 3:50.61
St. Thomas Aquinas HS5 3:50.91
1) Zahria Allers 10 2) Jermecia Brown 10
3) Eddiyah Frye 9 4) Emelia Chatfield 10
West Orange HS6 3:54.46
1) Jahnile Registre 9 2) Jasmine Williams 12
3) Yvonika Auguste 10 4) Taryn Dotson 12
Miami Southridge HS7 3:58.39
1) Rayniah Jones 11 2) Kasia Cooper 10
3) Derricka Edwards 11 4) Shekinah White 12
Northeast HS--- DNF
1) Raianaa Grant 11 2) Amaya Thomas 11
3) Giavonni Cunningham 11 4) Jan'Taijah Ford 11
 




1) Astoria Beckett 11 2) Sydney Fowler 11
3) Jayla Brinkley 12 4) Kalaila Smith 11
Flagler Palm Coast HS2 3:58.35
1) Jahlia McCaskell 10 2) Namiah Simpson 12
3) Courtney Gales 12 4) Summer Wells 10
North Miami HS3 4:04.88
1) Kayla McCray 10 2) Shavonne Laplante 11
3) Trillanie Robinson 9 4) Aliyah Simmons 11
Pine Crest HS4 4:18.85
1) Isabella Alvarez 12 2) Sophia Molea 12
3) Ashleigh Clark 11 4) Libby Torregrosa 10
Chiefland HS5 4:47.93
1) Jaycie Anderson 10 2) Aubreigh Brown 6
3) Banner Hodge 8 4) Aubrey Hudson 8
Cardinal Gibbons HS--- DQ
1) Courtney May 12 2) Anne Paul 9
3) Aniyah Jones 9 4) Gerbria Smith 11
 
Girls 4x800 m Relay High School
Relays: 9:06.76 R Miami Northwestern2014




1) Jadae Barrett 10 2) Daishon Spann 11
3) Dominique Spann 10 4) Ashonti Warner 12
Miami Northwestern HS2 9:18.63
1) Ayoola Gbolade 12 2) Nina Burgos 11
3) Kouraje Johnson 9 4) Charity Johnson 11
Mater Academ3 9:19.29
1) Jocelyn Evins 11 2) Jinah Mickens-Malik 9
3) Valerie Lastra 10 4) Marjury Rodriguez 10
Newsome HS4 9:28.41
1) Keleigh Scallon 9 2) Emma Solis 10
3) Alexa Newbold 10 4) Bailey Hertenstein 12
Chiles HS5 9:30.18
1) Emily Culley 11 2) Reagan Mahler 12
3) Olivia Miller 11 4) Erin Phelps 12
Woodstock High School6 9:32.13
St. Thomas Aquinas HS7 9:36.81
1) Jaziah Ochoa 11 2) Nicohl Torres Santos 11
3) Bridget Alex 12 4) Valentina House 12
Lake Mary HS8 9:38.15
1) Maggie Lyons 12 2) Cheyenne St. Lewis 12
3) Mya Bodrato 9 4) Evie Erikson 11
G. Holmes Braddock HS9 9:48.18
1) Allison Astorga 9 2) Paola Bencosme 9
3) Lisa Adjouadi 10 4) Rebecca Bergnes 10
Spruce Creek HS10 9:50.46
1) Andrea Cantlay 11 2) Camryn Cooney 12
3) Samantha Gayton 10 4) Paige Cooksey 10
George Jenkins HS11 9:51.44
1) Alicia Ruiz 9 2) Viktorya Manno 10
3) Kiley Strickland 12 4) Anna Sentner 10
Lake Minneola HS12 9:58.91
1) Snejana Faryga 10 2) Cadi Rowe 11
3) Elena Caldwell 9 4) Ellie Kunze 10
Lake Brantley HS13 10:04.09
1) Emma Powell 10 2) Cadeeja Pennant 11
3) Chloe Hyde 11 4) Rachel Ramirez 12
Pine Crest HS14 10:04.41
1) Lorrie Axelrod 10 2) Libby Torregrosa 10
3) Ally Caceres 9 4) Sierra Stocker 9
West Orange HS15 10:04.45
1) Jahnile Registre 9 2) Megan Hannah 12
3) Sasha Mullings 11 4) Jasmine Williams 12
Father Lopez16 10:05.24
1) Caroline Lydecker 12 2) Zosia Yurkiewicz 11
3) Kather Theriault 11 4) Gabby Watson 10
Matanzas HS17 10:08.14
1) Allison Tuggle 9 2) Rain Marti 12
3) Morgan Sharman 12 4) Kelly Steffens 10
Estero HS18 10:09.06
1) Alayna Goll 12 2) Angela Burun 12
3) Sofia Collins 12 4) Zoe Doxtator 9
Bishop Kenny HS19 10:10.03
1) Julia Fletcher 11 2) Megan O'Connell-Becker 9
3) Mackensie LJ Parliment 12 4) Emma Jane Warren 12
Academy of Holy Names20 10:14.62
1) Greta Dieck 11 2) Megan Hughes 10
3) Brooke Jennings 11 4) Molly LeePack 10
St. Cloud HS21 10:14.72
1) Amanda Kandravi 12 2) Vianca Villatoro 12
3) Valeria Villatoro 12 4) Ashanti Ramirez 9
Oak Hall School22 10:16.08
1) Emma Rembert 11 2) Sarah Rosenberg 9
3) Grace Blair 12 4) Ally Means 9
Gulf Coast HS23 10:18.59
1) Paula Gomes 12 2) Juliana Ross 12
3) Kennedy Callis 9 4) Chloe White 9
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Finals ...   (Girls 4x800 m Relay High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
Springstead HS24 10:20.38
1) Maya Rhymer 9 2) Yanializ Bonnelly 9
3) Ivey Francher 9 4) Kylie Kanaar 9
Carrollton S25 10:20.54
1) Sydney Sariol 12 2) Adrianna Diaz 10
3) Marissa Montadas 10 4) Caroline Carlson 10
Coral Reef HS26 10:23.94
1) Stephani Gonzalez 9 2) Jazlen Ortega 11
3) Krystal Rodriguez 9 4) Brianna Sinclair 11
Ocala Vanguard HS27 10:26.84
St. Petersburg HS28 10:32.96
1) Shannon Strobhar 11 2) Eleanor Anderson 10
3) Amy Vo 10 4) Jade Wyatt 10
Ocala Forest HS29 10:33.29
1) Greysun Ledy 10 2) Lauren Sacauskas 10
3) Lizzie Stua 11 4) Margaret Crowe 11
Celebration HS30 10:35.15
1) Melanie Podborsky 9 2) Jaden Teow 9
3) Willow Speiser 9 4) Gabriella Macedo 9
Cardinal Gibbons HS31 10:37.17
1) Courtney May 12 2) Clara Huerkamp 11
3) Kelly Mahon 10 4) Anne Perrin 11
Buchholz HS32 10:40.78
1) Kamiya Alford 12 2) Rebecca Frangie 10
3) Allison Drummond 9 4) Esther Loosli 10
Freedom HS (Orlando)33 10:47.45
1) Taylor Smith 12 2) Grace Ferrentino 10
3) Caroline Leeling 10 4) Yenilitza Roman 10
Northside Christian34 10:49.76
North Port HS35 10:53.37
1) Alexis Smith 10 2) Taylor Cooper 11
3) Emily Idoyaga 9 4) Taylor Gray 10
Clearwater HS36 10:56.57
1) Brenna DeLong 12 2) Jenna LaPlume 11
3) Lauren Lopez 9 4) Sarah White 10
Auburndale HS37 10:57.43
1) Riniya Johnson 10 2) Kathy Macedo Pineda 11
3) Hannia Guerrero 10 4) Kya Cadieu 12
Chiefland HS38 10:58.67
1) Jaycie Anderson 10 2) Lauren Jones 8
3) Banner Hodge 8 4) Aubry Hudson 8
Golden Gate HS39 10:59.52
1) Chelna Francois 9 2) Darlene Thermidor 10
3) Keara Delly 11 4) Jovani Joseph 12
Alonso HS40 11:01.06
1) Stephanie Sandborn 10 2) Trinity Torres 12
3) Rachel Johnson 11 4) Gabbi Santeiro 10
Eastside HS41 11:08.41
1) Ying Yu 10 2) Gray Smith 10
3) Ellie Wolpert 9 4) Catherine Deng 10
Seabreeze HS42 11:36.34
1) Grace Smith 12 2) Mia Striegel 10
3) Catherine Coleman 9 4) Kimberly Collins 9
 
Girls Distance Medley High School
Relays: 11:53.76 R Bolles3/31/2017




1) Emily Culley 11 2) Reagan Mahler 12
3) Olivia Miller 11 4) Erin Phelps 12
Bolles HS2 12:30.03
1) Aunikah King 12 2) Caitlin Collier 12
3) Layne Rivera 9 4) Catherine Kunz 9
Hallandale HS3 12:36.62
1) Jadae Barrett 10 2) Daishon Spann 11
3) Dominique Spann 10 4) Kiah Williams 10
Fort Myers HS4 12:49.34
1) Fiona Kurland 12 2) Stephanie Ormsby 10
3) Caroline MacKenzie 11 4) Sarah Schultz 10
George Jenkins HS5 12:49.86
1) Alicia Ruiz 9 2) Tyera Jones 12
3) Viktorya Manno 10 4) Anna Sentner 10
Montverde Academy6 12:50.98
1) Brianna Hiers 9 2) Lily Henne 8
3) Kendyl Cardwell 9 4) Nicole Meers 11
St. Thomas Aquinas HS7 12:53.02
1) Jaziah Ochoa 11 2) Nicohl Torres Santos 11
3) Bridget Alex 12 4) Valentina House 12
East Lake HS8 12:54.04
1) Isabella Pawloski 9 2) Emily Rollins 11
3) Kyla Bailey 12 4) Parker Valby 10
Lake Brantley HS9 12:55.89
1) Emma Powell 10 2) Emma Miller 10
3) Chloe Hyde 11 4) Rachel Ramirez 12
Naples HS10 12:56.84
1) Merlica Faustin 11 2) Julia Marceau 11
3) Zoe D'Antonio 10 4) Jillian Dempsey 10
Ponte Vedra HS11 12:58.57
1) Josie Gabet 11 2) Riley Mayer 11
3) Claire Moritz 12 4) Lydia Reimer 12
Img Academy12 12:59.32
1) Valeria Gimenez 12 2) Mariana Valencia 9
3) Mikayla Bolles 11 4) Phoebe Serpell 12
Spanish River HS13 13:08.83
1) Lila Clarkson 10 2) Emma Brock 12
3) Victoria Siqueira 10 4) Rylee Pustilnik 10
Lake Highland Prep HS14 13:10.19
1) Juliet Small 11 2) Kheli Phillips 9
3) Eden Sorensen 11 4) Alexandra Cisneros 11
Pine Crest HS15 13:13.74
1) Sierra Stocker 9 2) Libby Torregrosa 10
3) Ally Caceres 9 4) Lorrie Axelrod 10
Westminster School16 13:17.02
1) Kelli Flowers 9 2) Alison Wilkinson 10
3) Delaney Graham 12 4) Victoria Flowers 11
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Finals ...   (Girls Distance Medley High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
Apopka HS17 13:18.04
1) Astoria Beckett 11 2) Sydney Fowler 11
3) Ariana Jimenez 10 4) Reagan Stelljes 9
Ocala Vanguard HS18 13:18.87
Gulf Coast HS19 13:25.09
1) Paula Gomes 12 2) Juliana Ross 12
3) Kennedy Callis 9 4) Sydney Eugene 11
South Fork HS20 13:25.49
1) Anna Gorostiaga 11 2) Hannah Martin 10
3) Anna Sophia Ward 10 4) Savannah Corns 9
Trinity Prep21 13:47.73
1) Taitem Turbyfill 9 2) Hannah Miller 11
3) Lucy Albright 10 4) Alaina Pisello 9
Fleming Island HS22 13:49.21
1) Emma Millson 9 2) Adriana Neilen 11
3) Grayson Iller 11 4) Julie Franzoni 12
St. Petersburg HS23 13:49.90
1) Shannon Strobhar 11 2) Tameyah Davis 10
3) Tia Beaver 11 4) Jade Wyatt 10
Carrollton S24 13:50.06
1) Sydney Sariol 12 2) Chiara McCartney 10
3) Marissa Montadas 10 4) Adrianna Diaz 10
Coral Reef HS25 13:51.41
1) Zynia Alvarez 12 2) Stephani Gonzalez 9
3) Krystal Rodriguez 9 4) Chelsea Spence 10
Matanzas HS26 13:53.40
1) Allison Tuggle 9 2) Rain Marti 12
3) Morgan Sharman 12 4) Kelly Steffens 10
Dr. Phillips HS27 13:54.03
1) Roxanne Deisseroth 10 2) Isabella Bartczak 12
3) Zoe Alexander 10 4) Hannah Waddell 12
Am Heritage28 13:57.70
1) Veroneeka Dorval 12 2) Sammie Goldberg 11
3) Gina Heintskill 11 4) Asia McMillon 12
Celebration HS29 13:59.86
1) Melanie Podborsky 9 2) Tava Goerner 9
3) Willow Speiser 9 4) Gabriella Macedo 9
Coral Glades HS30 14:11.60
1) Allena Agustin 9 2) Madison Stauffer 9
3) Rebecca Hannan 9 4) shinya Miller 10
Cardinal Gibbons HS31 14:13.48
1) Madison Gilman 10 2) Nicole Limperis 11
3) Theresa Staab 11 4) Anne Perrin 11
Buchholz HS32 14:17.95
1) Kamiya Alford 12 2) Rebecca Frangie 10
3) Allison Drummond 9 4) Glenna Li 10
Spruce Creek HS33 14:19.56
1) Haley Rodriguez 12 2) Payton Megge 9
3) Katelyn Murray 11 4) Rachel Wheatley 9
Olympia HS34 14:23.05
Chiefland HS35 14:23.87
North Port HS36 14:29.54
1) Emily Idoyaga 9 2) Taylor Cooper 11
3) Taylor Gray 10 4) Alexis Smith 10
Clearwater HS37 14:38.18
1) Sarah White 10 2) Angelina Heera 11
3) Brenna DeLong 12 4) Lauren Lopez 9
Alonso HS38 14:50.06
1) Stephanie Sandborn 10 2) Trinity Torres 12
3) Rachel Johnson 11 4) Gabbi Santeiro 10
Auburndale HS39 15:11.02
1) Kathy Macedo Pineda 11 2) Hannia Guerrero 10
3) Kya Cadieu 12 4) Victoria Morris 9
Eastside HS40 16:54.12
1) Faith Turner 11 2) Jordynn Tyndall 12
3) Ying Yu 10 4) Gray Smith 10
 
Girls High Jump High School
Progressions: 1.45, 1.50, 1.55, 1.60, 1.65, 1.70, 1.73, 1.76,
1.79
Relays: 6-00 R Viktoria Andonova2004
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Img Academy 12Alix Still1 1.65m
Hallandale H 12Shanise Seabrook2 1.60m
Springstead 12Jacy Scharlow2 1.60m
St. Thomas A 10Hannah Lowenstein4 J1.60m
Villanova 12Nicole Hall4 J1.60m
Providence S 11Madison Murray6 J1.60m
Lake Minneol 12Jasmine Lawrence7 1.55m
Ponte Vedra 12Gabriela Fasanelli8 J1.55m
North Port H 10Emani Jefferson9 1.50m
Lakewood Ran 10Samantha Van der Sommen9 1.50m
Auburndale H  9Victoria Morris11 J1.50m
North Port H 12Carly Lovett11 J1.50m
Lake Minneol 11Mi'Ajhai Cleaves11 J1.50m
Img Academy 12Sara Absten11 J1.50m
Barron Colli 10Sofia Laccetti15 1.45m
Lake Brantle 12Ariel Manigault--- NH
 
Girls Pole Vault High School
Progressions: 2.60, 2.75, 2.90, 3.05, 3.20, 3.35, 3.45, 3.55,
3.65, 3.75
Relays: 12-06 # Nati Sheppard2015
Relays: 12-06 R Erica Sergeant2014
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Bolles HS 10Laine Roberts1 3.55m
Winter Park 11Elizabeth Nix2 3.45m
Fort Myers H 11Alexandra Chlumsky3 J3.45m
Merritt Isla 10Abigail Olson4 J3.45m
Niceville HS 11Madalyn Kish5 J3.45m
Gainesville 12Kiara Ivy6 3.35m
George M. St 12Jennifer Teixeira7 J3.35m
Satellite Hi 12Alexandra Piriz8 3.20m
Lakewood Ran 12Karen Lyvers8 3.20m
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Finals ...   (Girls Pole Vault High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Coral Shores 11Lily Costa10 J3.20m
Ocala Forest 11Abigail Owens11 J3.20m
South Fork H 12Emma Slinkman12 3.05m
Providence S 11Madison Murray13 J3.05m
Sunlake HS 10Juliette Pacheco14 J3.05m
Mitchell HS 12Raleigh Illig15 2.90m
George M. St 12Ashlyn Ludovici15 2.90m
 
Girls Long Jump High School
Min Mark: 5.00
Relays: 20-06.50 R Cornelia Jackson1979
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Hallandale H 11Destiny Castillo1 6.02m 2.0
Coral Reef H 12Rayquel Berry2 5.76m 1.0
Episcopal High S 11Caroline Johnston3 5.65m +0.0
Godby HS 10Akyrah O'Banner4 5.54m 0.3
Godby HS 10Ameion Hamlet5 5.50m 2.0
Img Academy 11Beatrice Juskeviciute6 5.48m 1.1
Alonso HS 10Shaniya Benjamin7 5.47m 2.1
Calvary Chri 10Jordyn Showers8 5.39m NWI
Hallandale H 12Correena Saintilmond9 5.36m 0.1
Oakleaf HS 11Loren Johnson10 5.33m 0.1
Sunlake HS 12Arielle Boone11 5.30m 1.8
Bishop Snyde 12Semaj McGhee12 5.25m NWI
Img Academy 11Victoria Richards13 5.23m 0.2
Oak Ridge HS 12Marquasha Myers14 5.17m 1.7
Vero Beach H 11Vonisha Kaigler15 5.13m 0.1
Am Heritage  9Myrka Cadet--- ND NWI
Armwood HS 12Makayla Williams--- FOUL
St. Thomas A  9Eddiyah Frye--- FOUL
Miami Southr 12Shekinah White--- FOUL
 
Girls Triple Jump High School
Min Mark: 10.50
Relays: 41-01 R Viktoria Andonova2004
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Coral Reef H 12Rayquel Berry1 12.12m +0.0
Sunlake HS 12Arielle Boone2 11.94m 1.5
Oak Ridge HS 12Marquasha Myers3 11.71m 1.6
Oakleaf HS 11Loren Johnson4 11.60m +0.0
Windermere H 11Saniah Fuller5 11.59m 2.0
Hallandale H 12Takira Williams6 J11.59m 0.2
Bishop Snyde 12Semaj McGhee7 11.41m 0.5
Episcopal High S 11Caroline Johnston8 11.34m 0.7
Calvary Chri 10Jordyn Showers9 11.23m 1.7
Riverview HS 12Perry Rodgers10 11.14m +0.0
Hillsborough 12Janay Shuler11 11.10m 2.5
Niceville HS 12Tykeyra Beacham12 11.07m 2.0
Miami Southr 12Shekinah White13 11.06m 1.4
West Orange 12Taryn Dotson14 10.89m 2.1
Hallandale H 12Correena Saintilmond15 10.83m 1.4
Gainesville 12Quenteria Dixson16 10.63m 2.4
Eastside HS 10Natiya James--- FOUL
Providence S 11Madison Murray--- FOUL
George M. St 11Sara Gofter--- FOUL
 
Girls Shot Put High School
Min Mark: 10.70
Relays: 49-06.50 R Seilala Sua1996
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Miami Northw 11Alyssa Richard1 13.20m
Wakefield 12Veronica Fraley2 12.99m
Alonso HS 12Letrice Hall3 12.54m
Leesville Ro 12Jasmine Jenkins4 12.33m
Miami Northw 12Chanel Dawson5 12.15m
Hallandale H 12Amani Heaven6 12.12m
Island Coast 12Precious Tillman7 11.92m
Boone HS 12Jae Crawford8 11.87m
Douglas HS 12Shannon Moise9 11.84m
St. Cloud HS 12Essence Tornabene10 11.76m
Img Academy 11Beatrice Juskeviciute11 11.56m
Bishop Snyde 11Alana Lecointe12 11.30m
Barron Colli 12Emily Weeks13 11.07m
Port Charlot 12Sariah Dempaire14 11.04m
Windermere H 11Danielle Ficka15 10.95m
Highlands Ch 10Sydney Blackburn16 10.86m
Miramar HS 12Jayla Hill--- ND
 
Girls Discus Throw High School
Min Mark: 35.00m
Relays: 170-01 R Seilala Sua1996
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Wakefield 12Veronica Fraley1 50.87m
Hallandale H 12Amani Heaven2 49.20m
Highlands Ch 10Sydney Blackburn3 44.24m
Southwest Fl 11Rebekah Bergquist4 42.66m
Saint Andrew 11Nicole Whitaker5 40.83m
Boone HS 12Jae Crawford6 40.77m
Hallandale H 12Toynell Ming7 39.80m
Miami Northw 12Chanel Dawson8 39.27m
St. Cloud HS 12Essence Tornabene9 38.58m
Douglas HS 12Shannon Moise10 37.90m
Miami Northw 11Alyssa Richard11 36.59m
Windermere H 11Danielle Ficka12 36.28m
Mitchell HS 12Ariyanna Jurkowski13 36.26m
Miramar HS 12Jayla Hill14 35.73m
Niceville HS 11Chloe Hill15 35.22m
Ponte Vedra 11Jacquelyn Wagner--- FOUL
Auburndale H 12Abygayle Rausch--- FOUL
Vero Beach H 12Sarah Kehoe--- FOUL
Island Coast 12Precious Tillman--- FOUL
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Women 100 m Dash College
Track: 10.97 T Michelle-Lee Ahye2015
Relays: 10.97 R Michelle-Lee Ahye2015
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
NikeJavianne Oliver1 11.39 1.1
Unattachedkerron stewart2 11.41 1.1
Dutch track SRNaomi Sedney3 11.56 1.1
Miami FRAlfreda Steele4 11.58 0.4
adidasAngela Tenorio5 11.60 1.1
UnattachedRobin Reynolds6 11.62 1.1
Kentucky FRCelera Barnes7 11.66 0.1
Life SpeedJoanna Atkins8 11.71 1.1
Tennessee JRMaia McCoy9 11.74 -0.1
Nebraska JRLakayla Harris10 11.75 0.1
Albany SRStephanie Osuji11 11.75 0.1
Alabama Stat SOCharminiqu Hackney12 11.75 0.4
Miami SRKristina Knott13 11.75 0.1
N. Carolina JRKayla White14 11.77 0.1
N. Carolina SRIndia Brown15 11.78 0.4
Kentucky JRKianna Gray16 11.79 0.4
CBATLorraine Martins17 11.80 0.4
Miami FRSymone Mason18 11.81 0.4
Charlotte JRAlex Council19 11.82 -0.5
Jacksonville JRJacquelyn Baldwin20 11.83 0.4
adidasChristina Manning21 11.83 1.1
Purdue JRYakira Love22 11.92 1.0
Roberts Wesl SRChelsea Hayward23 11.93 -0.1
Villanova FRTrudy-Ann Williamson24 11.94 -0.1
Penn SRTaylor McCorkle25 11.96 0.4
Youngstown S SOJaliyah Elliot26 11.96 -0.5
Syracuse FRImani Clark27 12.00 1.0
Rutgers JROniesha Clarke27 12.00 -0.1
South Caroli JRMakyla Stanley29 12.00 -0.5
UAB JRShelbi White30 12.02 -0.1
Albany SRDayleen Santana Rodriguez31 12.03 -0.5
McNeese Stat SOAleyah Donald32 12.09 1.0
South Caroli FRAmecia Pennamon33 12.09 -0.5
N. Carolina JRJadzia Beasley34 12.12 0.1
Florida FRBria Mack35 12.15 0.4
Purdue SOSekayi Bracey36 12.16 -0.5
UnattachedIsabelle Petersen37 12.16 1.1
Hampton SRMeshala Morton38 12.17 0.4
Penn JRBarbara Biney39 12.18 1.0
Tennessee Te JRLisa Wickham40 12.18 1.0
Iowa FRKyara Avant41 12.19 0.1
McNeese Stat SRMaegan Moore42 12.20 -0.1
Charleston S SRJasmine Pilgrim43 12.24 1.0
Vanderbilt FRSophia Falco44 12.25 -0.1
Tennessee Te SOCiera Tate45 12.26 1.0
Nebraska JRQuashira McIntosh45 12.26 -0.5
Alabama Stat SRDesiree Horn47 12.28 1.0
Maryland FRDai'Lyn Merriweather48 12.34 1.0
Florida Atla SRAna Holland49 12.34 0.4
Usc-Beaufort SOJ'Hari Williams50 12.36 -0.1
Penn FRHannah Lueders51 12.44 1.0
Rutgers SRBria Saunders52 12.58 1.0
Alabama Stat SOKaila Lewis53 12.61 -0.5
Florida Stat FRJayla Kirkland54 13.14 0.4
 
Women 400 m Dash College
Track: 50.17 T Shaunae Miller4/24/2015
Relays: 50.23 R Francena McCorory4/1/2011
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Kentucky FRSydney McLaughlin1 50.07T
Florida JRSharrika Barnett2 50.93
Purdue SRBrionna Thomas3 51.72
Florida FRTaylor Manson4 52.43
Purdue SRJahneya Mitchell5 52.68
Columbia SRAkua Obeng-Akrofi6 52.75
South Caroli JRAliyah Abrams7 52.91
Purdue SOChloe Abbott8 53.08
Umass Boston SOWadeline Jonathas9 53.18
Indiana FRNatalie Price10 53.36
Northeastern JRPatrice Williams11 53.55
Syracuse JRKadejhia Sellers12 53.67
Florida SRTaylor Sharpe13 53.68
Vanderbilt JRJennifer Edobi14 53.78
Tennessee Te SRD'Airrien Jackson15 53.90
Connecticut JRKat Surin16 53.97
N. Carolina SOTori Ray17 53.98
Bethune-Cook JRAsia Joe18 54.11
Penn FRUchechi Nwogwugwu19 54.14
Tennessee SRFelecia Majors20 54.31
Purdue SOSamara Miller21 54.60
Iowa SRSheridan Champe22 54.65
Miss State SRKeturah Smith23 54.72
N. Carolina SOSun-Sara Williams24 54.73
Maryland FRJai'Lyn Merriweather25 54.77
South Caroli SRPrecious Holmes26 54.99
Penn SOCecil Ene27 55.00
Purdue JRKyelah Hodges28 55.00
Morgan State JRAnnastacia Barham29 55.04
Boston U. SOLeah Fowlkes30 55.04
North Florid SRHallie Grimes30 55.04
Charlotte JRKiana Lee32 55.43
Purdue SOMyia Dorsey33 55.47
Columbia JRIman Sule34 55.66
Kentucky SRJasmine Mitchell35 55.67
South Caroli FRStephanie Davis36 55.75
Towson JRLiz Reid37 55.77
Indiana JRRiley Egbula38 55.96
Towson SRMegan Kelly39 56.12
Florida Atla SRSherline Valentin40 56.15
Iowa SOTashee Hargrave41 56.20
Penn FRCaroline O'Neil42 56.27
Florida Stat SOJanae Caldwell43 56.29
Georgia Tech SRDomonique Hall44 56.32
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Finals ...   (Women 400 m Dash College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Morgan State SRBrittany Meads45 56.52
Iowa SOTalia Buss46 56.68
Iowa FRAly Weum47 56.69
Troy FRPrecious Ogba48 56.74
Iowa State JREmma Whigham49 56.80
Alabama Stat SOKleo Torres50 57.20
Iowa FRKylie Welch51 57.66
UAB SOKarri Green52 57.79
St. Augustin SRAde Hunter53 57.86
Rutgers JRPhyllis Gordon54 57.89
 
Women 800 m Run College
Track: 2:00.62 T Chanelle Price4/5/2015
Relays: 2:00.62 R Chanelle Price2015
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Miami FRKayla Johnson1 2:03.92
Hoka Njnytc SRCecilia Barowski2 2:04.38
UnattachedDeborah Rodriguez3 2:04.45
Jacksonville SRMichelle Howell4 2:04.61
Connecticut JRSusan Aneno5 2:04.79
Sport LisboaMarta Freitas6 2:05.01
Villanova SRSiofra Cleirigh Buttner7 2:05.13
Indiana SRKendell Wiles8 2:05.44
UCF SRRosie Chamberlain9 2:05.46
Embry-Riddle JRKristen Metcalfe10 2:05.76
Villanova SOMcKenna Keegan11 2:06.20
Hoka Njnytc SRDanielle Aragon12 2:06.21
Villanova SRKelsey Margey13 2:06.46
New BalanceCory McGee14 2:06.47
Vanderbilt SOReagan Bustamante15 2:06.50
Hoka Njnytc SRHeather Wilson16 2:07.16
G.W. Express SREricka Charles17 2:07.18
Miss State JRAlon Lewis18 2:07.80
Villanova FRRachel McArthur19 2:08.17
Delaware SRElizabeth McGroarty20 2:08.74
Iowa SOMallory King21 2:08.76
Georgetown FROlivia Arizin22 2:09.00
Indiana FRJoely Pinkston23 2:09.09
Morgan State FRInfinnatie Rowe24 2:09.24
N. Carolina SOKristoni Barnes25 2:09.27
Hampton FREusila Chepkemei26 2:09.31
Tennessee Te SRMicayla Rennick27 2:09.37
N. Carolina SOG'Jasmyne Butler28 2:09.47
Alabama Stat SOArion Span29 2:09.48
Iowa SOTia Saunders30 2:09.51
Connecticut SRKatie Foley31 2:09.58
Princeton JRAnna Jurew32 2:09.67
UMBC SOKaya Knake33 2:09.83
Monmouth JRBrianna Stratz34 2:10.13
Monmouth FRKyra Velock35 2:10.27
Florida FRAbbie Harrelson36 2:10.41
Northeastern SRCorinne Myers37 2:10.48
Florida A&M SRDestiny Johnson38 2:10.85
Morgan State SOValencia McDowell39 2:10.89
UCF FRBethany Williams40 2:11.97
Georgia Tech SRHaley Anderson41 2:12.33
Unattached SRNatalie Novak42 2:13.00
Albany SRTiguida Toure43 2:13.01
North Florid SOSkye Zeller44 2:13.52
Vanderbilt JRGinger Hutton45 2:13.54
Jacksonville SOMary Jeanne Assinzo46 2:14.48
UCF SRCrystal Tejeda47 2:14.68
Columbia FRTerri Turner48 2:15.91
N. Carolina SRImani Coleman49 2:16.00
Delaware JRJeanette Bendolph50 2:16.19
Jacksonville JRNora McUmber51 2:16.32
Northeastern JRAmy Piccolo52 2:19.36
Florida Stat SOGinelle Demone53 2:20.08
Monmouth JRChandi Piiru54 2:35.54
 
Women 1500 m Run College
Track: 4:08.65 T Kenia Sinclair3/25/2005
Relays: 4:08.65 R Kenia Sinclair2005
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Hoka Njnytc SRCe'aira Brown1 4:09.44
Miss State SRRhianwedd Price-Weimer2 4:10.31
Penn State SODanae Rivers3 4:10.82
JuventusAngela Piccirillo4 4:15.94
Florida SOElisabeth Bergh5 4:19.71
Villanova SOKaley Ciluffo6 4:19.79
Georgetown SRPiper Donaghu7 4:20.44
Hoka Njnytc SRStephanie Van Pelt8 4:20.52
Atlanta TracYolanda Ngarambe9 4:20.66
Tennessee Te SRMicayla Rennick10 4:20.92
North Florid SRClaudia Jalon11 4:21.69
Villanova FRLauren Ryan12 4:21.74
Indiana SOKelsey Harris13 4:26.19
Princeton JRAlie Fordyce14 4:26.72
Georgia Tech JRAmy Ruiz15 4:27.41
Princeton JRMadison Offstein16 4:27.54
Monmouth SRAllie Wilson17 4:28.02
Princeton FRSophie Cantine18 4:28.07
Connecticut FRMia Nahom19 4:28.98
Kentucky SRMichelle McKinney20 4:30.11
Vanderbilt JRSara Tsai21 4:30.19
Maryland FRChristine Laurie22 4:31.45
Flagler JRHeloise Duffie De Tassigny23 4:31.98
Princeton SOMadeleine Sumner24 4:32.68
Charleston S SRGeorgina Russell25 4:33.00
Penn State SOMarissa Sheva26 4:33.12
Georgia Stat SOAngela Alonso27 4:33.74
Usc-Beaufort SRBetsy Douglas28 4:34.48
Miami JRAnne Den Otter29 4:35.10
Samford FRAbbey Zane30 4:35.36
South Caroli JRAllison Mueller31 4:35.99
Vanderbilt SRMaddie Criscione32 4:36.18
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Finals ...   (Women 1500 m Run College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Iowa SRMadison Waymire33 4:37.46
UAB SRRebecca Evans34 4:38.02
Florida SOCaitlin McQuilkin-Bell35 4:38.30
Connecticut SRLauren Scahill36 4:38.77
Atlanta TracSonja Friend-Uhl37 4:39.15
Delaware FRSusanna Weir38 4:39.71
Samford FRAllie Nelson39 4:40.81
Miss State FRKatherine Badham40 4:41.06
Florida SOMadison Morse41 4:41.24
Connecticut SOTalia Staiger42 4:41.47
Georgia Tech FRHana Herndon43 4:42.22
Connecticut SODanielle Jordan44 4:42.26
South Alabam FRCarolien Millenaar45 4:42.59
Florida Atla JRElizabeth Wellman46 4:46.28
South Alabam SRLaura Labuschaigne47 4:46.65
Connecticut FRRachel Vick48 4:48.27
Miami FREmma Langlois49 4:48.72
UAB SOCele Moon50 4:49.91
Vanderbilt SRReagan Anderson51 4:52.57
Florida FRSophie Ebihara52 4:52.89
Miami FRAbigail Kettle53 4:58.75
Florida JRAutumn Bartlett54 5:11.93
Boston U. FRRaquel Tadeo--- DNF
 
Women 5000 m Run College
Track: 15:50.5h T Mary Shea3/21/1981
Relays: 15:50.5h R Mary Shea1981
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UnattachedHolly Davis1 16:35.60
Kentucky SOAvery Bussjager2 16:46.29
Miss State JRShannon Fair3 16:55.40
Florida JRMorgan Hull4 16:59.90
Florida JRLauren Perry5 17:01.28
Atlanta TracSalle Post6 17:02.94
Vanderbilt JRDevon Grisbaum7 17:03.49
Unattached FRDaniela Urzua8 17:04.01
Winthrop SOOlivia Paxton9 17:14.44
Vanderbilt FRGillian Mortimer10 17:19.12
Vanderbilt JRCaroline Pietrzyk11 17:26.81
South Caroli SOColleen Openshaw12 17:27.53
McNeese Stat JRGladys Jerotich13 17:30.46
South Caroli FRHeather Stone14 17:32.69
Rutgers SONadia Saponara15 17:34.92
Florida Gulf JRCarley Lutzow16 17:36.43
Team FtcKelly Griffin17 17:37.22
Mercer SOAnia Grzeszczak18 17:39.27
Boston U. FRVeronica Kriss19 17:39.51
Florida Sout FRAddison Cantor20 17:39.65
Connecticut JRHaley Hasty21 17:42.15
Mercer SRCourtney Czerniak22 17:43.36
Rutgers FROlympia Martin23 17:49.05
Connecticut FRJaclyn Gallery24 17:50.60
Florida Stat JRFatema Jaffer25 17:51.80
Miss State FRAlex Wallace26 17:57.57
Georgia Tech SOEllen Flood27 17:57.67
UMBC JRKelsey Ponton28 17:58.31
South Caroli JRKaylee Wessel29 17:59.44
Florida Atla SRChristina Schultz30 18:06.35
Boston U. JRAlicia Huerta31 18:06.81
UnattachedKelsey Beckmann32 18:08.02
Stetson FRMeggie Schneider33 18:09.56
Team FtcGeorganne Watson34 18:13.03
Tampa FRSydney Rhodes35 18:15.22
Florida Trac SRBetsy Suda36 18:20.16
Tampa FRZoe Jarvis37 18:20.74
Connecticut FRKatelynn Romanchick38 18:22.69
Connecticut SOMackenzie Pias39 18:42.80
Rutgers JRAllyson Black40 18:45.91
Georgia Tech SORebecca Dow41 18:52.30
Georgia Tech SORebecca Entrekin42 19:00.42
Florida FRJessica Pascoe--- DNF
Miss State FRAudrey Honiotes--- DNF
 
Women 100 m Hurdles College
Track: 12.62 T Kendra Harrison4/24/2015
Relays: 12.65 R Queen Harrison2010
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Kentucky JRJasmine Camacho-Quinn1 12.77 -0.8
Georgia Tech JRJeanine Williams2 13.15 -0.3
UnattachedRaven Clay3 13.27 -0.8
N. Carolina JRKayla White4 13.30 -0.8
Tru FitEbony Morrison5 13.32 -0.8
Unattachedmaribel caicedo6 13.32 -0.3
TruFit SRVanessa Clerveaux7 13.33 -0.3
Kentucky SRJacklyn Howell8 13.41 -0.8
Purdue SRDevynne Charlton9 13.41 -0.8
Tennessee SOAlexis Duncan10 13.44 -0.3
Florida SOBrandee Johnson11 13.53 -0.5
Miami FRTiara McMinn12 13.56 -0.3
N. Carolina SOMadeleine Akobundu13 13.57 0.6
Tennessee SODomonique Turner14 13.59 1.2
Georgia Tech SRKenya Collins15 13.60 -0.5
Miami SOMichelle Atherley16 13.68 1.2
Purdue SRSavannah Roberson17 13.70 -0.3
Kentucky SOFaith Ross18 13.72 0.8
Circle Sport SRAmber Hughes19 13.72 -0.3
South Caroli FRCaitlyn Little20 13.83 -0.5
Georgia Tech SRRaven Stewart21 13.84 1.2
Boston U. SRAlly Saccone22 13.84 0.6
Miss State SOShayla Broughton23 13.85 0.8
South Caroli JRMilan Parks24 13.91 -0.5
Boston U. SRTehya Noell25 13.92 -0.1
Penn SOBreanne Bygrave26 13.93 -0.5
Unattached SRNicole Setterington27 13.95 -0.8
Villanova SODanielle Burns28 14.06 0.8
Circle Sport SRJenea McCammon29 14.07 -0.3
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Finals ...   (Women 100 m Hurdles College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Youngstown S SRAmber Eles30 14.09 1.2
Buffalo JRSelina Von Jackowski31 14.09 -0.5
Buffalo SRNikari Carota32 14.11 0.8
Ottawa JRTania Bambi33 14.12 -0.1
Florida FRTimetria Mitchell34 14.14 0.4
Indiana FRZykeria Williams35 14.19 1.2
McNeese Stat SOGrace McKenzie36 14.20 0.6
Towson JRVictoria Jones-Alleyne37 14.22 -0.1
Connecticut SOTia Strackman38 14.22 0.6
Troy SOAlexis Garrett39 14.24 -0.1
Iowa State SRTasha Frazier40 14.24 0.6
Syracuse SOAviana Goode41 14.24 0.4
Penn JRMeghan Barnes42 14.25 -0.1
Nebraska JRChanel Freeman43 14.25 -0.5
Villanova FRSarah Jones44 14.31 -0.1
Marshall SOSafiyyah Mitchell45 14.31 1.2
Hampton SOMallory Pitchford46 14.34 -0.2
South Alabam SOEmile Berge47 14.38 0.4
Florida A&M SOAlahni Wood48 14.39 0.8
UAB SRAli Cichos49 14.42 0.4
Maryland SRPeyton Wade50 14.47 -0.1
Southern Wes JRSkylar Julian51 14.51 -0.1
Academy of A SRMarion Presigny52 14.56 0.8
Syracuse SRDanielle Delgado53 14.57 -0.5
Florida A&M SOTiara Corbett54 14.57 -0.2
Unc-Ashevill SRKayli Nichols55 14.62 0.4
Samford JRSarah Sanford56 14.62 -0.5
Austin Peay FRLennex Walker57 14.64 1.2
Nova Southea SRJazmine Elleston58 14.64 0.6
Purdue SOAlexis Pierre-Antoine59 14.67 -0.2
UnattachedKristine Akervold60 14.67 -0.2
Nebraska SORaynesha Lewis61 14.73 1.2
Albany JRChibugo Ike62 14.78 0.4
Miss State JRZaria Tillman63 14.83 0.8
Maryland FRNadia Hackett64 14.84 -0.2
Kingsborough FRNyeira Gordon65 14.85 -0.1
Indiana SOJenna Jungels66 14.89 -0.2
South Caroli JRFunlayo Oluwole67 14.97 1.2
South Alabam JRTaylor Dames68 14.98 -0.2
Albany SRNiamani Morrison--- FS 0.4
NikeKori Carter--- DNF -0.8
Miss State SOAlexis Farley--- DQ 0.6
 
Women 400 m Hurdles College
Track: 54.88 T Tierra Brown4/6/2012
Relays: 54.88 R Tierra Brown2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
St. Augustin SOShannon Kalawan1 56.99
Purdue SRSymone Black2 57.03
Miami JRSamantha Gonzalez3 58.49
Bethune-Cook SRLea Tshikaya4 59.36
Florida SOBrandee Johnson5 59.48
Iowa SRSommer Sharpe6 1:00.20
Georgia Tech SRMarinice Bauman7 1:00.22
Alabama Stat JRShamaria Lovett8 1:00.32
Western Kent SRAriel Terrell9 1:00.66
Miami FRTiara McMinn10 1:00.67
Iowa SOSarah Plock11 1:00.70
Tennessee SOBrooklynn Broadwater12 1:00.76
Florida Atla SOAnne-Catherine Wasser13 1:00.78
Maryland FRXahria Santiago14 1:00.90
South Alabam JROlivia Swan15 1:00.99
Delaware JRCarly Pettipaw16 1:01.26
Maryland JRThaila Cooper17 1:01.28
Marshall SOChristiana Dogan18 1:01.76
Georgia Tech JRShannon Innis19 1:01.78
Boston U. SOCynthia Aroke20 1:02.02
Maryland SODallyssa Huggins21 1:02.04
Academy of A SRMarion Presigny22 1:02.14
Samford JRSarah Sanford23 1:02.15
Claflin SOFaith McKie24 1:02.20
Penn SOBreanne Bygrave25 1:02.35
Towson SOShelby Francis26 1:02.42
Unc-Ashevill SRKayli Nichols27 1:02.53
Alabama Stat FRKyana Evans28 1:02.58
Florida FRDestiny Ward29 1:02.59
Hampton FRAutumn Smith30 1:02.83
Villanova SODanielle Burns30 1:02.83
Samford SRVictoria Wicks32 1:03.04
Stjohns Univ SRjasmine burkett33 1:03.11
Rutgers FRDakota Gerges34 1:03.13
Youngstown S SRAmber Eles35 1:03.13
Rutgers FRBukola Akinsola36 1:03.15
Iowa FRAddie Swanson37 1:03.20
Penn JRMeghan Barnes38 1:03.23
UMBC SOTori Johnson39 1:03.41
Connecticut SOKelli Banks40 1:03.43
Morgan State JRDaijah Davis-Hines41 1:03.57
Northeastern SRAudrey Weyand42 1:03.77
Indiana FRZykeria Williams43 1:04.52
Penn JRCandace Taylor44 1:05.01
Unc-Ashevill FRHeather Grober45 1:05.33
Boston U. FRGreer Liguori46 1:05.35
South Caroli JRMorgan Hubbard47 1:05.41
Nova Southea SRKrystine Sora48 1:05.48
Purdue SOAlexis Pierre-Antoine49 1:06.46
Florida Stat SRShy'Keya Wimberly50 1:06.61
Jackson Stat JRKhadijah Qualls51 1:08.53
UCF SREbony Crear--- DQ
 
Women 3000 m Steeplechase College
Track: 9:52.34 T Liz Work5/26/2007
Relays: 10:02.56 R Cornelia Griesche4/1/2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Kentucky SRKaty Kunc1 10:17.40
Indiana JRHaley Harris2 10:24.81
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Finals ...   (Women 3000 m Steeplechase College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
UnattachedSylvia Russell3 10:28.36
ArgentinaCarolina Lozano4 10:30.88
Indiana FRLexa Barrott5 10:33.76
Princeton JRAllie Klimkiewicz6 10:33.84
Princeton JRBrighie Leach7 10:36.10
Indiana FRHannah Stoffel8 10:40.63
Georgia Tech SRCourtney Naser9 10:43.16
Jacksonville SRCaitlin Marino10 10:43.31
Connecticut FRBrianna O'Brien11 10:47.06
Vanderbilt SOKacie Breeding12 10:50.51
Scad Savanna SRCaroline Cook13 10:51.53
Connecticut JRKelsey Swanson14 10:54.00
Georgia Stat JRNuria Ramirez15 10:55.52
UCF SRKalleigh Forrester16 11:01.34
North Florid JRAudrey Carpenter17 11:03.38
Georgia Stat SOLotte Meyberg18 11:06.97
Mercer SOAnia Grzeszczak19 11:09.72
South Florid FRRania Samhouri20 11:10.57
Unc-Ashevill JRKelley Coleman21 11:10.71
Delaware SOStephanie Bazan22 11:13.43
Rutgers FRLou Mialhe23 11:15.52
Princeton FRPeyton Brown24 11:19.51
Delaware SOAnalise Kaminski25 11:23.62
Scad Savanna FRLemi Wutz26 11:24.33
Florida Stat JRSarah Candiano27 11:32.03
N. Carolina SOCamille Martin28 11:33.69
Florida SOEmily Chapman29 11:36.09
Unattached SOMaggie Parrish30 11:39.82
Florida A&M SRFridah Limo31 11:39.96
Florida A&M SRJudith Kibii32 11:55.20
N. Carolina SRMiranda Green33 12:14.77
 
Women 4x100 m Relay College
Track: 42.22 T Unattached4/22/2016
Relays: 42.34 R Oregon4/1/2017




1) Celera Barnes FR 2) Jasmine Camacho-Quinn JR
3) Kayelle Clarke SR 4) Kianna Gray JR
Miami2 43.76
1) Kristina Knott SR 2) Alfreda Steele FR
3) Symone Mason FR 4) Tiara McMinn FR
Usa Red3 43.76
1) D Bryant 2) C Hill
3) S Conley 4) K Whitney
Usa White4 43.79
1) D Carter 2) B Pierre
3) C Manning 4) T Townsend
Tennessee5 43.96
1) Shania Collins SR 2) Gabriella Cantrell JR
3) Lenysse Dyer JR 4) Felecia Majors SR
Dominican Republic6 44.41
1) Martha Mendez SR 2) Marileidy Paulino SR
3) Anabel Medina SR 4) Estrella De Aza SR
Iowa7 44.44
1) Jahisha Thomas SR 2) Kyara Avant FR
3) Briana Guillory JR 4) Brittany Brown SR
N. Carolina A&T8 44.65
1) Tori Ray SO 2) India Brown SR
3) Jadzia Beasley JR 4) Kayla White JR
Purdue9 44.76
1) Sekayi Bracey SO 2) Savannah Roberson SR
3) Yakira Love JR 4) Devynne Charlton SR
Nebraska10 45.10
1) Raynesha Lewis SO 2) Lakayla Harris JR
3) Kierra Griggs SO 4) Quashira McIntosh JR
Jacksonville11 45.17
1) Victoria Guerra JR 2) Jacquelyn Baldwin JR
3) Shalah Smiling SO 4) Savyon Toombs FR
Albany12 45.32
1) Stephanie Osuji SR 2) Chanel Smith SR
3) Dayleen Santana Rodriguez SR 4) Taahira Butterfield SR
Syracuse13 45.37
1) Justice Richardson SO 2) Kadejhia Sellers JR
3) Imani Clark FR 4) Eunice Boateng FR
Ucf14 45.39
1) Sarah Wollaston FR 2) Alissa Williams JR
3) Shaniya Williams FR 4) Loren Gallmon SO
Alabama State15 45.50
1) Desiree Horn SR 2) Charminiqu Hackney SO
3) Zaria Whittaker SO 4) Kyana Evans FR
Charlotte16 45.63
1) Cameren Pryor JR 2) Alex Council JR
3) Nyasia Daniels JR 4) Tajah Walston SO
BAlabama State17 45.66
1) Emoni Hudson JR 2) Nia Jack SO
3) Kleo Torres SO 4) Shamaria Lovett JR
South Carolina18 45.69
1) Maiya Dendy JR
4) Tatyana Mills JR
Penn19 45.76
1) Barbara Biney JR 2) Taylor McCorkle SR
3) Camille Dickson FR 4) Caroline O'Neil FR
Circle Sports Academy20 45.81
1) Kristi Castlin SR 2) Amber Hughes SR
3) T'Sheila Mungo SR 4) Jenea McCammon SR
Bethune-Cookman21 45.93
1) Sade McCreath-Tardiel JR 2) Jonina Brinson SR
3) Asia Joe JR 4) Quamecha Morrison JR
Indiana22 46.16
1) Megan Grabowski SO 2) Natalie Price FR
3) Riley Egbula JR 4) Zykeria Williams FR
Tennessee Tech23 46.26
1) Ciera Tate SO 2) D'Airrien Jackson SR
3) Lisa Wickham JR 4) NaAsha Robinson SR
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Finals ...   (Women 4x100 m Relay College)
 RelayTeam Finals
McNeese State24 46.27
1) Diamond Lee SO 2) Aleyah Donald SO
3) Victoria Pierson FR 4) Maegan Moore SR
Youngstown St.25 46.29
1) Taylor Thompkins SR 2) Keishawnna Burts SR
3) Teneisha Myers FR 4) Jaliyah Elliot SO
Morgan State26 46.35
1) Kevena Jones JR 2) Brittany Meads SR
3) Naomi Brown FR 4) Annastacia Barham JR
BIowa27 46.36
1) Antonise Christian FR 2) Talia Buss SO
3) Sarah Plock SO 4) Sheridan Champe SR
Fiu28 46.38
1) Sydnee Wilkerson JR 2) Kiera Forde-Richards FR
3) Kayla Woulard JR 4) Jada Roberson JR
Austin Peay28 46.38
1) Tymeitha Tolbert SO 2) Maya Perry - Grimes FR
3) Diamond Battle SO 4) Allysha Scott SR
Towson30 46.39
1) Jaina McLean JR 2) Arianna Waller JR
3) Jamila Brown SO 4) Liz Reid JR
Hampton31 46.42
1) Meshala Morton SR 2) Sashana Hinds SO
3) Asha Copeland FR 4) Mallory Pitchford SO
Marshall32 46.56
1) Safiyyah Mitchell SO 2) Brandy Elysee FR
3) Talor Wilkerson FR 4) Andrea Chidester SR
Troy33 46.60
1) Camille Franks SO 2) Precious Ogba FR
3) Alexis Garrett SO 4) Gabrielle Henderson JR
Rutgers34 46.63
1) Jacqueline Simmons FR 2) Oniesha Clarke JR
3) Ariel Strunkey JR 4) Bria Saunders SR
Charleston Southern35 46.65
1) Shantel Ardley SO 2) Jasmine Pilgrim SR
3) Alexis Adams JR 4) Diamond Rush FR
Umbc36 46.86
1) Collese Daley FR 2) Amani Wallace JR
3) Erin Patrice JR 4) Kara Patrice JR
Alabama A&M37 46.87
1) Davina Young SO 2) Joi Ballard JR
3) Akia Slaughter SO 4) Kala Spinks SO
Maryland38 46.95
1) Jewel Smith JR 2) Kayla Richardson SR
3) Chandler Baxter SR 4) Dai'Lyn Merriweather FR
BBethune-Cookman39 46.97
1) Tiara Willams SO 2) Monae' Nichols FR
3) Thea Sudeall JR 4) Lea Tshikaya SR
Southern Wesleyan40 47.03
1) Jami Lewis SO 2) Morgan Haney SR
3) Amy Barton SR 4) Lyric King SO
Florida A&M41 47.19
1) Shalynn Cyprien SR 2) Alahni Wood SO
3) Breeanna Mahone FR 4) Tiara Corbett SO
Florida Atlantic42 47.50
1) Ana Holland SR 2) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO
3) Jada James FR 4) Crystal McDougle JR
Mercer43 47.51
1) Marion Meadows FR 2) Lauryn Dancy FR
3) Tessola Duncan FR 4) Sydney Campbell FR
Kingsborough CC44 48.14
1) Shantal Rouse SO 2) Jeanne-Marie Johnson FR
3) Tanisha Witter SO 4) Nyeira Gordon FR
BSouthern Wesleyan45 48.55
1) A'Miracle Scott FR 2) Skylar Julian JR
3) Chyna Campbell FR 4) Destiny Massey FR
Jackson State46 49.03
1) Khadijah Qualls JR 2) Jahelle Cato SO
3) Charlonda Washington FR 4) Taneyza Robinson FR
Winthrop47 49.16
1) Deryanna Evans SO 2) LaSamrae Vandross JR
3) Sabrena Reid SR 4) Teyah Floyd FR
North Greenville48 49.73
1) Millie Klefsaas FR 2) Shekinah Wilder JR
3) Leah Austin SR 4) Emily Beisecker SO
Connecticut49 50.55
1) Tia Strackman SO 2) Kat Surin JR
3) Taylor Woods SO 4) Jiana Baker FR
Boston U.--- DNF
1) Ebony Brown JR 2) Jordan Coverson SR
3) Leah Fowlkes SO 4) Tehya Noell SR
Delaware--- DNF
1) Andriene Rose JR 2) Isis Pinkney SR
3) London Freeland SR 4) Olivia Goncerz JR
St. Augustine's--- DQ
1) Amanda Crawford SO 2) Leah Barker SR
3) Ade Hunter SR 4) Shannon Kalawan SO
BPenn--- DQ
1) Hannah Lueders FR 2) Cecil Ene SO
3) Breanne Bygrave SO 4) Meghan Barnes JR
Academy of Art--- DQ
1) Jameela Muhammad SO 2) Jasmine Grace JR
3) Marion Presigny SR 4) Rian Young-Werner JR
Coppin State--- DQ
1) Randi Bohler SR 2) Erykah Jerome FR
3) Jasmine Henery SO 4) Tre'J Johnson SO
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Women 4x200 m Relay College
Track: 1:28.77 T Tumbleweed Track Club4/1/2017
D Henry, A Onoura, T Bartoletta, D Schippers
Relays: 1:28.77 R Tumbleweed Track Club4/1/2017




1) Kelly ann Baptiste SR 2) Shakima Wimbley SR
3) Tori Bowie SR 4) Samantha Henry-Robinson SR
Purdue2 1:32.38
1) Chloe Abbott SO 2) Sekayi Bracey SO
3) Savannah Roberson SR 4) Brionna Thomas SR
Usa Blue3 1:32.90
Nebraska4 1:34.07
1) Quashira McIntosh JR 2) Kierra Griggs SO
3) Chelsey Jones SO 4) Lakayla Harris JR
Iowa5 1:35.11
1) Sheridan Champe SR 2) Kyara Avant FR
3) Briana Guillory JR 4) Brittany Brown SR
South Carolina6 1:35.59
1) Aliyah Abrams JR 2) Stephanie Davis FR
3) Maiya Dendy JR 4) Amecia Pennamon FR
Circle Sports Academy7 1:36.32
1) Jenea McCammon SR 2) T'Sheila Mungo SR
3) Kristi Castlin SR 4) Amber Hughes SR
Maryland8 1:36.74
1) Nadia Hackett FR 2) Chandler Baxter SR
3) Cheyenne Jones FR 4) Dai'Lyn Merriweather FR
Morgan State9 1:36.81
1) Annastacia Barham JR 2) Naomi Brown FR
3) Kevena Jones JR 4) Brittany Meads SR
Bethune-Cookman10 1:36.97
1) Quamecha Morrison JR 2) Jonina Brinson SR
3) Monae' Nichols FR 4) Sade McCreath-Tardiel JR
N. Carolina A&T11 1:37.05
1) India Brown SR 2) Jadzia Beasley JR
3) Madeleine Akobundu SO 4) Kayla White JR
Hampton12 1:37.40
1) Meshala Morton SR 2) Sashana Hinds SO
3) Asha Copeland FR 4) Mallory Pitchford SO
Towson13 1:37.72
1) Megan Kelly SR 2) Liz Reid JR
3) Arianna Waller JR 4) Jamila Brown SO
Boston U.14 1:38.16
1) Ebony Brown JR 2) Leah Fowlkes SO
3) Cecelia Gerstenbacher FR 4) Jordan Coverson SR
Uab15 1:38.31
1) Karri Green SO 2) Shelbi White JR
3) Taylor Jones FR 4) Ebony Tolliver FR
Albany16 1:38.39
1) Dayleen Santana Rodriguez SR 2) Stephanie Osuji SR
3) Chanel Smith SR 4) Taahira Butterfield SR
BBethune-Cookman17 1:39.01
1) Asia Joe JR 2) Tiara Willams SO
3) Lea Tshikaya SR 4) Najah Whitfield SO
Austin Peay18 1:39.10
1) Diamond Battle SO 2) Lennex Walker FR
3) Amelia Thiesing SO 4) Sabrina Richman FR
BIowa19 1:39.94
1) Kylie Welch FR 2) Sarah Plock SO
3) Antonise Christian FR 4) Talia Buss SO
Umbc20 1:40.09
1) Funmi Daramola SR 2) Amani Wallace JR
3) Collese Daley FR 4) Yinka Alabi JR
Marshall21 1:40.24
1) Hannah Carreon SO 2) Taylor Robinson FR
3) Andrea Chidester SR 4) Danere'a White SO
Alabama A&M22 1:40.93
1) Joi Ballard JR 2) Maya Davis FR
3) Terion Davis FR 4) Akia Slaughter SO
Fiu23 1:41.02
1) Clarissa Cutliff JR 2) Jada Roberson JR
3) Sydnee Wilkerson JR 4) Kiera Forde-Richards FR
Coppin State24 1:41.90
1) Jasmine Henery SO 2) Erielle Wallace SO
3) Erykah Jerome FR 4) Tre'J Johnson SO
McNeese State25 1:42.41
1) Diamond Lee SO 2) Kristian Ojonta SR
3) Rachel Woods FR 4) Victoria Pierson FR
Kingsborough CC26 1:42.66
1) Shantal Rouse SO 2) Jeanne-Marie Johnson FR
3) Tanisha Witter SO 4) Nyeira Gordon FR
Unc-Asheville27 1:43.57
1) Desire Brown SO 2) Jasmine Cox SO
3) Jailah Grimes SO 4) Kayli Nichols SR
BDelaware28 1:44.77
1) Maame Kyeadea-Amponsah JR 2) Kai Starnes FR
3) Halimah Roberson FR 4) Carlyn McGrath JR
North Greenville29 1:46.94
1) Leah Austin SR 2) Emily Beisecker SO
3) Lilli Haines JR 4) Shekinah Wilder JR
Winthrop30 1:47.15
1) Deryanna Evans SO 2) Alexis Jeffery FR
3) Sabrena Reid SR 4) Teyah Floyd FR
Jackson State31 1:49.13
1) Charlonda Washington FR 2) Sydni Gilmore FR
3) Quiaira Holloway FR 4) Khadijah Qualls JR
Florida--- DQ
1) Sharrika Barnett JR 2) Lauryn Ghee FR
3) Brandee Johnson SO 4) Taylor Manson FR
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Women 4x400 m Relay College
Track: 3:24.14 T One Goal Athletics4/7/2012
Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
Relays: 3:24.14 R One Goal Athletics2012




1) Alon Lewis JR 2) Monica Mosley SO
3) Riley White FR 4) Keturah Smith SR
BIowa2 3:39.87q
1) Briana Guillory JR 2) Brittany Brown SR
3) Sommer Sharpe SR 4) Mallory King SO
Penn3 3:40.21q
1) Cecil Ene SO 2) Caroline O'Neil FR
3) Candace Taylor JR 4) Uchechi Nwogwugwu FR
Jacksonville4 3:40.32q
1) Pashen Williams FR 2) Savyon Toombs FR
3) Shalah Smiling SO 4) Michelle Howell SR
Nebraska5 3:40.36q
1) Kierra Griggs SO 2) Jasmine Barge JR
3) Michaela Peskova SO 4) Ashleigh Carr SO
N. Carolina A&T6 3:40.38q
1) Tori Ray SO 2) Sun-Sara Williams SO
3) Payton Russell FR 4) Nia Lundy FR
BPurdue7 3:41.54q
1) Myia Dorsey SO 2) Sekayi Bracey SO
3) Kyelah Hodges JR 4) Samara Miller SO
Tennessee Tech8 3:42.00q
1) NaAsha Robinson SR 2) Ciera Tate SO
3) Khemani Roberts SR 4) D'Airrien Jackson SR
Columbia9 3:42.09q
1) Sydney Petersen SR 2) Terri Turner FR
3) Iman Sule JR 4) Akua Obeng-Akrofi SR
Indiana10 3:42.12
1) Riley Egbula JR 2) Natalie Price FR
3) Jeyland Valentin JR 4) Kendell Wiles SR
St. Augustine's11 3:42.16
1) Ade Hunter SR 2) Amanda Crawford SO
3) Leah Barker SR 4) Shannon Kalawan SO
Maryland12 3:43.03
1) Xahria Santiago FR 2) Dai'Lyn Merriweather FR
3) Cheyenne Jones FR 4) Jai'Lyn Merriweather FR
Morgan State13 3:43.88
1) Valencia McDowell SO 2) Annastacia Barham JR
3) Brittany Meads SR 4) Infinnatie Rowe FR
Connecticut14 3:44.50
1) Kristina Cherrington SO 2) Kat Surin JR
3) Katie Foley SR 4) Susan Aneno JR
Villanova15 3:44.69
1) McKenna Keegan SO 2) Siofra Cleirigh Buttner SR
3) Amari Onque-Shabazz SO 4) Rachel McArthur FR
Syracuse16 3:45.17
1) Kadejhia Sellers JR 2) Danielle Delgado SR
3) Alexis Harper FR 4) Cheyenne Trigg SO
Albany17 3:45.86
1) Asia Jinks FR 2) Jonel Lacey SO
3) Tiguida Toure SR 4) Kiyah Owens SO
Florida A&M18 3:45.96
1) Tamera Mason FR 2) Destiny Johnson SR
3) Breeanna Mahone FR 4) Ascar Koech FR
Hampton19 3:46.59
1) Autumn Smith FR 2) Asha Copeland FR
3) Eusila Chepkemei FR 4) Sashana Hinds SO
Charlotte20 3:46.63
1) Kiana Lee JR 2) Ashley Mitchell FR
3) Jasmine Parquet SO 4) Cemere Petty FR
Austin Peay21 3:47.23
1) Sabrina Richman FR 2) Amelia Thiesing SO
3) Allysha Scott SR 4) Allana Johnson FR
Northeastern22 3:47.86
1) Audrey Weyand SR 2) Patrice Williams JR
3) Amy Piccolo JR 4) Corinne Myers SR
Troy23 3:48.35
1) Precious Ogba FR 2) Tiarra Bailey JR
3) Alexandria Rankin FR 4) Madison Kennedy FR
Florida Atlantic24 3:48.61
1) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO 2) Ana Holland SR
3) Roshelle Francois FR 4) Sherline Valentin SR
McNeese State25 3:49.61
1) Aleyah Donald SO 2) Victoria Pierson FR
3) Kristian Ojonta SR 4) Maegan Moore SR
BIndiana26 3:50.38
1) Mallory Mulzer FR 2) Zykeria Williams FR
3) Joely Pinkston FR 4) Megan Grabowski SO
Southern Wesleyan27 3:50.53
1) Jami Lewis SO 2) Amy Barton SR
3) Lyric King SO 4) Destiny Massey FR
Youngstown St.28 3:50.74
1) Iva Domitrovich SO 2) Teneisha Myers FR
3) Keishawnna Burts SR 4) Jaliyah Elliot SO
Umbc29 3:50.81
1) Funmi Daramola SR 2) Amani Wallace JR
3) Tori Johnson SO 4) Yinka Alabi JR
Charleston Southern30 3:51.09
1) Shantel Ardley SO 2) Alexis Adams JR
3) Jasmine Pilgrim SR 4) Caroline Edmondson SO
BVillanova31 3:51.24
1) Danielle Burns SO 2) Kelsey Margey SR
3) Trudy-Ann Williamson FR 4) Sarah Jones FR
Delaware32 3:51.26
1) Sydni Stovall FR 2) Carly Pettipaw JR
3) Jeanette Bendolph JR 4) London Freeland SR
Ucf33 3:51.64
1) Ebony Crear SR 2) Crystal Tejeda SR
3) Rosie Chamberlain SR 4) Venida Fagan SO
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Preliminaries ...   (Women 4x400 m Relay College)
 RelayTeam Prelims
Towson34 3:52.03
1) Liz Reid JR 2) Helnsarah Penda SO
3) Jamila Brown SO 4) Megan Kelly SR
Uab35 3:52.83
1) Karri Green SO 2) Shelbi White JR
3) Marielle Lewis SO 4) Lauren Capone JR
Mercer36 3:53.24
1) Madison Mueller JR 2) Lauryn Dancy FR
3) Tessola Duncan FR 4) Marion Meadows FR
Alabama State37 3:53.79
1) Shamaria Lovett JR 2) Charminiqu Hackney SO
3) Kleo Torres SO 4) Kyana Evans FR
Alabama A&M38 3:55.52
1) Maya Davis FR 2) Akia Slaughter SO
3) Terion Davis FR 4) Davina Young SO
Unc-Asheville39 3:56.36
1) Kayli Nichols SR 2) Desire Brown SO
3) Heather Grober FR 4) Jasmine Cox SO
Kingsborough CC40 3:56.42
1) Jeanne-Marie Johnson FR 2) Shantal Rouse SO
3) Tanisha Witter SO 4) Nyeira Gordon FR
BTowson41 3:57.06
1) Arianna Waller JR 2) Victoria Jones-Alleyne JR
3) Jaina McLean JR 4) Shelby Francis SO
Rutgers42 4:00.19
1) Phyllis Gordon JR 2) Ain Jones FR
3) Dakota Gerges FR 4) Oksana Sokolova SR
BDelaware43 4:00.49
1) Taliah Cintron FR 2) Maame Kyeadea-Amponsah JR
3) Kai Starnes FR 4) Nadia Khoury JR
North Greenville44 4:02.12
1) Leah Austin SR 2) Lilli Haines JR
3) Brittany Edwards FR 4) Emily Beisecker SO
Jackson State45 4:02.44
1) Jahelle Cato SO 2) Nya Buom JR
3) Taneyza Robinson FR 4) Azalia Jones FR
Marshall--- DQ
1) Christiana Dogan SO 2) Brandy Elysee FR
3) Andrea Chidester SR 4) Danere'a White SO
 
Women 4x400 m Relay Oly Developm College
Track: 3:24.14 T One Goal Athletics4/7/2012
Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
Relays: 3:24.14 R One Goal Athletics2012







Women 4x400 m Relay College
Track: 3:24.14 T One Goal Athletics4/7/2012
Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
Relays: 3:24.14 R One Goal Athletics2012




1) Riley White FR 2) Alon Lewis JR
3) Keturah Smith SR 4) Monica Mosley SO
N. Carolina A&T2 3:36.91
1) Tori Ray SO 2) Sun-Sara Williams SO
3) Payton Russell FR 4) Nia Lundy FR
Penn3 3:37.17
1) Candace Taylor JR 2) Cecil Ene SO
3) Uchechi Nwogwugwu FR 4) Caroline O'Neil FR
Nebraska4 3:37.20
1) Kierra Griggs SO 2) Jasmine Barge JR
3) Michaela Peskova SO 4) Chelsey Jones SO
Tennessee Tech5 3:38.03
1) NaAsha Robinson SR 2) Ciera Tate SO
3) Khemani Roberts SR 4) D'Airrien Jackson SR
Jacksonville6 3:39.07
1) Savyon Toombs FR 2) Shalah Smiling SO
3) Pashen Williams FR 4) Michelle Howell SR
BIowa7 3:45.82
1) Briana Guillory JR 2) Brittany Brown SR
3) Sommer Sharpe SR 4) Mallory King SO
Columbia8 3:48.01
1) Sydney Petersen SR 2) Terri Turner FR
3) Iman Sule JR 4) Akua Obeng-Akrofi SR
 
Women 4x400 m Relay Tom Jones College
Track: 3:24.14 T One Goal Athletics4/7/2012
Robinson, Williams-Mills, Martin, Hastings
Relays: 3:24.14 R One Goal Athletics2012
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Women 4x800 m Relay College
Track: 8:28.81 T Tennessee4/6/2013
Jackson, Ruff, Kane, Snapp
Relays: 8:28.81 R Tennessee2013




1) Heather Wilson SR 2) Danielle Aragon SR
3) Cecilia Barowski SR 4) Ce'aira Brown SR
Indiana2 8:38.26
1) Haley Harris JR 2) Mallory Mulzer FR
3) Joely Pinkston FR 4) Kendell Wiles SR
Connecticut3 8:45.52
1) Susan Aneno JR 2) Katie Foley SR
3) Mia Nahom FR 4) Hannah Parker JR
Ucf4 8:49.87
1) Crystal Tejeda SR 2) Rosie Chamberlain SR
3) Shiree Hinds SO 4) Bethany Williams FR
Vanderbilt5 8:51.03
1) Reagan Bustamante SO 2) Ginger Hutton JR
3) Maddie Criscione SR 4) Kendall Derry SO
N. Carolina A&T6 8:59.80
1) Khadijah Reid SO 2) G'Jasmyne Butler SO
3) Imani Coleman SR 4) Kristoni Barnes SO
Umbc7 9:02.39
1) Briana Roberts SO 2) Bridgett Redding SO
3) Ariella Garcia FR 4) Kaya Knake SO
Georgia Tech8 9:05.27
1) Haley Anderson SR 2) Amy Ruiz JR
3) Hana Herndon FR 4) Kendria Edouard FR
Delaware9 9:12.89
1) Madeline Berman SR 2) Emily Paolucci JR
3) Stephanie Palese SO 4) Analise Kaminski SO
Iowa10 9:15.26
1) Aly Weum FR 2) Mallory King SO
3) Tia Saunders SO 4) Addie Swanson FR
Florida Atlantic11 9:18.39
1) Mikaela Jonsson SO 2) Erica Lersch JR
3) Megan Giovanniello FR 4) Elizabeth Wellman JR
Uab12 9:20.22
1) Marielle Lewis SO 2) Bethan Evans FR
3) Rebecca Evans SR 4) Cele Moon SO
BConnecticut13 9:29.72
1) Allie Alsup FR 2) Danielle Jordan SO
3) Lauren Scahill SR 4) Talia Staiger SO
BFlorida Atlantic14 9:45.91
1) Brooke Butterfield FR 2) Carydaliz Fontanez SR
3) Bethany Hardcastle SO 4) Christina Humphries JR
 
Women 1600 Sprint Medley College
Track: 3:37.62 T Tom Jones All-Stars4/4/2009




1) Megan Grabowski SO 2) Zykeria Williams FR
3) Natalie Price FR 4) Kelsey Harris SO
Purdue2 3:51.96
1) Sekayi Bracey SO 2) Myia Dorsey SO
3) Kyelah Hodges JR 4) Samara Miller SO
Hampton3 3:52.54
1) Meshala Morton SR 2) Mallory Pitchford SO
3) Sashana Hinds SO 4) Eusila Chepkemei FR
Morgan State4 3:56.85
1) Kevena Jones JR 2) Naomi Brown FR
3) Valencia McDowell SO 4) Infinnatie Rowe FR
Vanderbilt5 3:57.76
1) Sophia Falco FR 2) Regan Clay FR
3) Jennifer Edobi JR 4) Reagan Bustamante SO
Troy6 3:59.57
1) Madison Kennedy FR 2) Precious Ogba FR
3) Alexandria Rankin FR 4) Tiarra Bailey JR
Iowa7 4:00.57
1) Talia Buss SO 2) Kyara Avant FR
3) Sommer Sharpe SR 4) Tia Saunders SO
Marshall8 4:03.29
1) Kayla Haywood JR 2) Christiana Dogan SO
3) Breanna Hargrove SR 4) Barkley Castro SR
Maryland9 4:03.37
1) Kayla Richardson SR 2) Chandler Baxter SR
3) Cheyenne Jones FR 4) Dallyssa Huggins SO
Bethune-Cookman10 4:03.91
1) Quamecha Morrison JR 2) Monae' Nichols FR
3) Asia Joe JR 4) Tatyana Hodnett SR
Samford11 4:10.18
1) Tonia McKinley SR 2) Allison Holland FR
3) Victoria Wicks SR 4) Rachel Dixon SO
McNeese State12 4:12.61
1) Aleyah Donald SO 2) Victoria Pierson FR
3) Maegan Moore SR 4) Sara Lamendola SO
Winthrop13 4:12.62
1) Deryanna Evans SO 2) Teyah Floyd FR
3) LaSamrae Vandross JR 4) Kelsey Ballou JR
Jackson State14 4:14.04
1) Taneyza Robinson FR 2) Azalia Jones FR
3) Khadijah Qualls JR 4) Nya Buom JR
Uab15 4:21.12
1) Morayo Bhadmos FR 2) Keila Robertson SO
3) Ali Meister SR 4) Brittany Floyd FR
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Women Distance Medley College
Track: 11:07.60 T Villanova3/30/1990
Bennett, Hunte, O'Sullivan, Franey
Relays: 11:07.60 R Villanova1990




1) Heather Wilson SR 2) Danielle Aragon SR
3) Cecilia Barowski SR 4) Ce'aira Brown SR
Florida2 11:27.35
1) Caitlin McQuilkin-Bell SO 2) Taylor Sharpe SR
3) Abbie Harrelson FR 4) Elisabeth Bergh SO
Monmouth3 11:28.87
1) Kyra Velock FR 2) Chandi Piiru JR
3) Brianna Stratz JR 4) Allie Wilson SR
Vanderbilt4 11:31.65
1) Kendall Derry SO 2) Reagan Bustamante SO
3) Jennifer Edobi JR 4) Reagan Anderson SR
Indiana5 11:38.53
1) Grace Walther FR 2) Riley Egbula JR
3) Hannah Stoffel FR 4) Lexa Barrott FR
BVanderbilt6 11:56.72
1) Megan Huebner SR 2) Regan Clay FR
3) Anna Grace Morgan FR 4) Mailin Struck SO
Marshall7 11:58.48
1) HollyAnn Swann SR 2) Andrea Chidester SR
3) Barkley Castro SR 4) Adrianna Cook SO
Rutgers8 11:59.62
1) Kaitlyn Bragen FR 2) Dakota Gerges FR
3) Jenna Sobieski JR 4) Nadia Saponara SO
Delaware9 12:01.09
1) Roxanne Ramirez SO 2) Michaela Meyer SO
3) Lauren Zodl JR 4) Mackenzie Jones SO
Iowa10 12:03.04
1) Tia Saunders SO 2) Addie Swanson FR
3) Mallory King SO 4) Madison Waymire SR
McNeese State11 12:05.35
1) Gladys Jerotich JR 2) Aleyah Donald SO
3) Sara Lamendola SO 4) Alex Eykelbosch JR
Boston U.12 12:08.92
1) Corinne Batsu FR 2) Paige Ferrucci SR
3) Courtney Breiner SR 4) Raquel Tadeo FR
Winthrop13 12:12.13
1) Kelsey Ballou JR 2) Karina Grant FR
3) Harper Henson SO 4) Olivia Paxton SO
Troy14 12:12.66
1) Krystin Guirey JR 2) Alexandria Rankin FR
3) Tiarra Bailey JR 4) Christie Caruana FR
Uab15 12:27.70
Unc-Asheville16 12:30.36
1) Kamyrn DeCarmo SO 2) Jasmine Cox SO
3) Megan Brewer JR 4) Kelley Coleman JR
North Greenville17 13:07.24
1) Jadyn Slaughter FR 2) Leah Austin SR
3) Collia Rowe FR 4) Kaleigh Roach JR
Jackson State18 13:29.41
1) Jessica Shirley JR 2) Nya Buom JR
3) Taylor Hayes FR 4) Stherline Silencieux JR
 
Women 4x100 m Shuttle Hurdle College
Track: 50.66 T BJPTC4/5/2014
Rollins, Harrison, Porter, Castlin
Relays: 50.66 R BJPTC4/4/2014




1) Jeanine Williams JR 2) Kenya Collins SR
3) Raven Stewart SR 4) Marinice Bauman SR
Purdue2 54.85
1) Alexis Pierre-Antoine SO 2) Savannah Roberson SR
3) Symone Black SR 4) Devynne Charlton SR
South Carolina3 54.99
1) Jordan Fields FR 2) Rougui Sow JR
3) Caitlyn Little FR 4) Funlayo Oluwole JR
Miss State4 56.01
1) Shayla Broughton SO 2) Alexis Farley SO
3) Monica Mosley SO 4) Zaria Tillman JR
Florida5 56.44
1) Brandee Johnson SO 2) Timetria Mitchell FR
3) Nikki Stephens FR 4) Amanda Froeynes FR
Albany6 56.68
1) Niamani Morrison SR 2) Nichole Anderson SR
3) Namara Carr FR 4) Chibugo Ike JR
Troy7 56.87
1) Alexis Garrett SO 2) Camille Franks SO
3) A'Kasia Frazier SR 4) Sydney Henderson JR
Boston U.8 56.89
1) Cynthia Aroke SO 2) Tehya Noell SR
3) Bridget Chiaravalle FR 4) Ally Saccone SR
Bethune-Cookman9 57.12
1) Quamecha Morrison JR 2) Monae' Nichols FR
3) Najah Whitfield SO 4) Tiara Willams SO
Florida A&M10 58.38
1) Ed'Quisha Alvin SO 2) Tiara Corbett SO
3) Alahni Wood SO 4) Shalynn Cyprien SR
Austin Peay11 59.81
1) Denia Hill-Tate FR 2) Kaitlyn Black SO
3) Kamille Dunbar FR 4) Lennex Walker FR
Uab12 1:00.41
1) Brittany Floyd FR 2) Kyla Horn SO
3) Ali Meister SR 4) Jennifer Sharpe SO
Marshall--- DNF
1) Sarah Bever JR 2) Hannah Carreon SO
3) Taylor Robinson FR 4) Safiyyah Mitchell SO
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Women High Jump College
Progressions: 1.65, 1.70,  1,75, 1,78, 1,81, 1,84
Track: 1.96m T Tisha Waller (6-5.5)1995
Relays: 1.96m R Tisha Waller (6-5.5)1995
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Kennesaw Sta SOJulija Tarvide1 1.75m
South Alabam JRTaylor Dames2 1.70m
Iowa SOAubrianna Lantrip2 1.70m
Maryland SODallyssa Huggins4 J1.70m
UCF SONatosha Jordan5 J1.70m
South Alabam JROlivia Swan5 J1.70m
Kentucky FRCarly Hinkle5 J1.70m
Youngstown S JRAbby Jones8 J1.70m
Iowa SOGillian Urycki9 J1.70m
North Florid SRAlyssa Young10 J1.70m
Samford JRSelena Popp10 J1.70m
N. Carolina FRNazah Reddick12 J1.70m
Charlotte JRElizabeth Olesen13 1.65m
Tennessee SODomonique Turner13 1.65m
Miami JRCeline Thompson15 J1.65m
Albany JRAnika Hibbard15 J1.65m
Bethune-Cook FRMoena Battle--- NH
 
Women Pole Vault College
Progessions: 3.65, 3.80, 3.95, 4.10, 4.20, 4.30
Track: 4.45m T Lacy Janson (14-7.25)2008
Relays: 4.45m R Lacy Janson (14-7.25)2008
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Puerto RicoDiamara Planell Cruz1 4.25m
Kennesaw Sta JRErica Sergeant2 3.95m
Penn JRNicole Macco2 3.95m
UnattachedAlexandra Pevtsova4 J3.95m
South Caroli SOHailey Sweatman5 J3.95m
Austin Peay JRSavanah Amato6 J3.95m
Vanderbilt SOKristen Denk7 J3.95m
Florida Stat SONicole Breske8 3.80m
Western Kent SRMorgan McIntyre9 J3.80m
Vanderbilt SOMargaret Ollinger10 J3.80m
Purdue FRTessa Sheets10 J3.80m
Georgia Tech JRAnna Hightower12 J3.80m
Vanderbilt SOCaleigh Lofstead13 J3.80m
Georgia Tech SRKsenia Novikova14 J3.80m
Monmouth SRCasey Sturts15 3.65m
Delaware JRAshley Bailey16 J3.65m
South Alabam JRCaitlyn Dressler16 J3.65m
Purdue SOKatrina May--- NH
Team Colombi FRKatherine Castillo--- NH
Kentucky FRNicole Bagby--- NH
South Florid JRNicole Carroll--- NH
Austin Peay JRDascha Hix--- NH
South Alabam SRJordan Friz--- NH
South Alabam SRMegan James--- NH
 
Women Long Jump College
Min Mark: 5.65m
Track: 6.88m T Brittney Reese (22-7.25)2008
Relays: 6.88m R Brittney Reese (22-7.25)4/3/2008
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Buffalo JRSelina Von Jackowski1 6.04m +0.0
Indiana SOLeah Moran2 J6.04m +0.0
Indiana JRAaliyah Armstead3 5.91m +0.0
Kentucky JRLatavia Coombs4 5.88m +0.0
Indiana SOJenna Jungels5 5.85m +0.0
Boston U. JRLovie Burleson6 J5.85m 0.5
Miss State SOAlexis Farley7 5.84m +0.0
Miss State SOShayla Broughton8 J5.84m 0.4
U Windsor AC SREmily Omahen9 5.83m 0.1
Rutgers JROniesha Clarke10 5.78m 0.1
N. Carolina JRAnisa Toppin11 5.74m +0.0
Samford JRSelena Popp12 5.73m +0.0
South Alabam SOEmile Berge13 5.72m +0.0
Kennesaw Sta FRAliyah Whisby13 5.72m 0.5
Charlotte SRDejah Hayes15 5.68m 0.1
Unattached SRWanetta Kirby16 5.67m +0.0
Vanderbilt FRSophia Falco16 5.67m 0.3
Bethune-Cook SRJonina Brinson--- ND NWI
UnattachedKristine Akervold--- ND NWI
Miami SODarlene Charles--- ND NWI
Samford SOErin Hines--- ND NWI
Marshall JRLauren George--- ND NWI
Towson JRZellie Charles--- ND NWI
Academy of A SRMarion Presigny--- FOUL
Purdue SOJaden Mattox--- FOUL
Iowa State FRJalaiya Bartley--- FOUL
Boston U. SRTehya Noell--- FOUL
South Caroli JRMakyla Stanley--- FOUL
Purdue FRZhane Smith--- FOUL
 
Women Triple Jump College
Min Mark: 11.50m
Track: 13.98m T Toluwani Faluade (45-10.5)2008
Relays: 13.98m R Toluwani Faluade (45-10.5)2008
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Iowa State SRJhoanmy Luque1 13.65m -0.5
Florida JRYanis David2 13.57m -1.3
South Caroli JRHanifah Abdulqadir3 13.10m -0.1
Iowa SRJahisha Thomas4 13.04m -1.5
Kentucky JRLatavia Coombs5 12.92m -1.0
N. Carolina JRAnisa Toppin6 12.83m -1.3
Miss State SOAlexis Farley7 12.62m -1.3
Florida JRAsa Garcia8 12.55m -0.3
Miami SODarlene Charles9 12.39m -0.2
Jacksonville SRStormm Phillips10 12.37m -0.4
Boston U. JRLovie Burleson11 12.20m -0.4
Purdue FRZhane Smith12 12.10m +0.0
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Finals ...   (Women Triple Jump College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Jacksonville JRBrittany Bowald13 12.08m +0.0
Columbia SOMaryam Hassan14 12.05m -1.0
Iowa State FRJalaiya Bartley15 12.00m -0.3
Rutgers SRBryanna Grant16 11.97m 0.3
FIU SOJovana Ilic17 11.96m -1.0
Boston U. JRKennedy Jones18 11.90m -0.4
Austin Peay FRMaya Perry - Grimes19 11.69m +0.0
Samford JRMegan Meadow20 11.63m +0.0
Academy of A JRRian Young-Werner--- FOUL
Florida A&M SRAshley Giacomucci--- FOUL
Asa Miami SRMaria Vargas Parra--- FOUL
Nova Southea SRLia King--- FOUL
 
Women Shot Put College
Min Mark: 13.00m
Track: 18.55m T Kristin Heaston (60-10.5)2007
Relays: 18.55m R Kristin Heaston (60-10.5)2007
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
South Caroli SOAlycia Springs1 15.69m
Charlotte SRVictoria Ebert2 15.41m
Iowa State FREssence Henderson3 15.17m
Miami FRDebbie Ajagbe4 J15.17m
Towson JRPhontavia Sawyer5 14.75m
Purdue FRMolly Leppelmeier6 14.67m
UCF SOShanell Atkins7 14.62m
Miami SOZakiya Rashid8 14.59m
South Alabam JRAutavia Fluker9 14.32m
Albany JRTara Belinsky10 14.01m
Iowa SOErika Hammond11 J14.01m
South Alabam SOAngeline Smit12 13.88m
South Alabam JRMichella Obijiaku13 13.84m
Iowa State FRKeiara Williams14 13.75m
Miss State FRAlicia Viveros15 13.74m
Embry-Riddle FRMerari Coronado16 13.70m
Jacksonville JRNoelle Parker17 13.67m
UCF FRCourtney Morgan18 13.66m
Miami SOSherry Lubin19 13.59m
Jacksonville FRSade Meeks20 13.50m
McNeese Stat SOAlanna Arvie21 13.39m
Bethune-Cook JRAkassja White22 13.28m
Youngstown S FRKaitlyn Merwin--- ND
Charleston S SOAlexus Foreman--- FOUL
Marshall SOEricka Budd--- FOUL
FIU SOTimberly Molden--- FOUL
 
Women Discus Throw College
Min Mark: 40.0m
Track: 63.72m T Hilda Elisa Romas (209-1)1991
Relays: 57.75m R Penny Neer (189-6)1991
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Buffalo SRMiranda Daucher1 51.01m
Iowa FRKonstadina Spanoudakis2 49.59m
Virginia Tec SRLindsay Herra3 47.87m
Florida SRJontavia Dykes4 47.81m
McNeese Stat FRLea Kiekenbeck5 47.41m
Kentucky SONicole Fautsch6 47.11m
Troy JRJaevyn Wortham7 46.63m
Marshall JRElena Marchand8 46.25m
South Caroli FRKathleen Young9 46.03m
Purdue FRMolly Leppelmeier10 45.71m
Samford SOMaggie Johnston11 45.33m
Miss State FRAlicia Viveros12 43.90m
Upsala IFEllen Pettersson13 43.82m
Iowa SRKara Misel14 43.35m
Florida A&M FRTaylor Gorum15 42.52m
South Alabam SOAngeline Smit16 42.42m
Miami SOSherry Lubin17 41.42m
Iowa State FREssence Henderson18 41.03m
FIU SOTimberly Molden19 41.01m
South Alabam JRJessie Droogsma20 40.76m
Embry-Riddle FRPhoebe Gustely--- FOUL
Youngstown S SRJaynee Corbett--- FOUL
Bethune-Cook JRAkassja White--- FOUL
Loyola (Ill. JRLaurel Mertz--- FOUL
Youngstown S FRKaitlyn Merwin--- FOUL
Loyola (Ill. SRStephanie Shanower--- FOUL
South Caroli SOAlycia Springs--- FOUL
Purdue JRSarah Loesch--- FOUL
FIU JRTerrisa Russell--- FOUL
Towson JRTaylor Giles--- FOUL
 
Women Hammer Throw College
Min Mark: 45.00m
Track: 69.13m T Erin Gilreath (226-10)4/1/2006
Relays: 69.13m R Erin Gilreath (226-10)2006
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UCF JRGabby Durant1 59.73m
South Alabam JRAutavia Fluker2 56.93m
Maryland SRClaudia Ababio3 56.90m
McNeese Stat FRKira Benkmann4 55.34m
Marshall JRReneese Batson5 54.93m
Iowa State SRChristabel Okeke6 54.90m
UCF SRJhane' Carter7 54.83m
Connecticut JRAmaris Blount8 54.32m
Charleston S SOMilan Williams9 54.11m
Asa MiamiAntonella Creazzola10 53.77m
Youngstown S JRNicolette Kreatsoulas11 53.62m
Towson JRLauren Coleman12 53.31m
Marshall JRHasana Clark13 53.19m
Connecticut SRKelli Thomas14 52.51m
Florida A&M JROnnika Scott15 51.61m
Miami FRDebbie Ajagbe16 51.03m
Buffalo SRMcKenzie Kuehlewind17 50.58m
Samford JRTatiana Taylor18 50.16m
Iowa State SRTessa Krempel19 50.11m
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Finals ...   (Women Hammer Throw College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Samford JRCamille Caldwell20 49.67m
Florida FRAmara Wiggan21 48.78m
Iowa SONia Britt22 47.91m
Buffalo JRJaskiran Dhaliwall23 47.25m
South Alabam JRMichella Obijiaku24 45.52m
Iowa SRLeah Colbert--- FOUL
FIU SOTrinavia Williams--- FOUL
McNeese Stat SOAlanna Arvie--- FOUL
 
Women Javelin Throw College
Min Mark: 35.0m
Track: 60.85m T Solvi Nybu-Watson (199-8)1986
Relays: 60.85m R Solvi Nybu-Watson (199-8)1986
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida SRAvione Allgood1 52.77m
Florida Stat FRLaura Paredes2 52.38m
UMBC FRKelechi Nwanaga3 51.64m
Florida JRMegan Reed4 47.69m
McNeese Stat JRMorgan Woods5 46.11m
South Caroli JRShelby Freedman6 46.09m
FIU FRAsha James7 45.07m
Buffalo SRMartine Bye8 42.49m
Iowa FRMarissa Mueller9 42.47m
South Alabam FRHanna-Mai Vaikla10 41.61m
Connecticut SOThalia Ghalam11 41.09m
South Alabam SRJessica Matthews12 40.71m
South Caroli JRAmy Suttmeier13 40.23m
Troy SRRiley Schwietz14 39.21m
Marshall JRHeidi Heiniger15 38.34m
Delaware SRKristina Valko16 37.68m
Florida Stat SOKayla Maczuga17 37.37m
Alabama Stat SOBridgette Williams18 36.28m
Florida A&M SRBrittany Corbett19 35.58m
UnattachedMercedes Glover20 35.51m
Unattached SRSophia Gustely--- FOUL
Florida A&M JRCatherine Bryant--- FOUL
FIU JRJasmine Banks--- FOUL
 
Women 200 m Dash Open
Track: 22.25 T Dafne Schippers4/22/2016
Relays: 22.27 R Joanna Atkins2014
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Kentucky FRSydney McLaughlin1 22.39 1.5
Kentucky JRJasmine Camacho-Quinn2 22.59 3.0
Life SpeedJoanna Atkins3 22.81 1.5
adidasKendra Harrison4 22.81 1.5
Kentucky SRKayelle Clarke5 22.91 3.0
Kentucky JRKianna Gray6 22.96 1.5
NikeJavianne Oliver7 23.13 3.0
Dutch track SRNaomi Sedney8 23.16 3.0
NikeKori Carter9 23.23 1.5
Kentucky FRCelera Barnes10 23.30 2.3
Dominican Re SRMarileidy Paulino11 23.47 2.5
Purdue SRSavannah Roberson12 23.48 1.5
Purdue JRYakira Love13 23.61 2.0
CBATLorraine Martins14 23.68 2.5
Jacksonville JRJacquelyn Baldwin15 23.72 3.0
UnattachedGabrielle Farquharson16 23.73 2.3
Roberts Wesl SRChelsea Hayward17 23.88 2.3
Jacksonville FRSavyon Toombs18 23.88 1.1
Kentucky SRJacklyn Howell19 23.92 2.5
Jacksonville SOShalah Smiling20 23.97 1.9
UCF FRShaniya Williams21 23.98 0.8
Dominican Re SREstrella De Aza22 23.99 2.0
Tennessee JRGabriella Cantrell23 24.02 1.6
Syracuse SODasia Pressley24 24.03 2.0
Youngstown S SOJaliyah Elliot25 24.07 2.5
UnattachedAmber Hughes26 24.09 2.3
Syracuse FRImani Clark27 24.09 2.0
Tennessee SOAlexis Duncan28 24.10 1.6
UnattachedTaylor Anderson29 24.18 2.0
Dominican ReMilagros Duran30 24.24 0.8
N. Carolina JRJadzia Beasley31 24.25 1.1
Indiana SOMegan Grabowski32 24.25 2.0
Iowa SRSheridan Champe33 24.26 0.8
FIU JRJada Roberson34 24.35 2.0
Hampton FRAsha Copeland35 24.35 2.4
adidasChristina Manning36 24.39 3.0
Albany SRDayleen Santana Rodriguez37 24.41 1.9
Youngstown S SRKeishawnna Burts38 24.41 1.1
Georgetown SRJody-Ann Knight39 24.41 1.9
UCF SOLoren Gallmon40 24.42 0.3
Penn FRCamille Dickson41 24.45 1.6
Alabama A&M SOAkia Slaughter42 24.45 0.3
Connecticut JRKat Surin43 24.46 0.8
Academy of A JRRian Young-Werner44 24.52 1.6
FIU JRSydnee Wilkerson45 24.59 1.6
Hampton SRMeshala Morton46 24.61 1.1
UCF FRCiara Holback47 24.64 1.6
Usc-Beaufort SOJ'Hari Williams48 24.66 2.5
Alabama A&M JRJoi Ballard49 24.67 1.9
Southern Wes SRAmy Barton50 24.70 1.1
Hampton SOSashana Hinds51 24.70 2.4
Syracuse SOJustice Richardson52 24.74 2.2
Hampton SOMallory Pitchford53 24.75 1.6
Georgetown JRTaylor Williams54 24.77 0.3
Charlotte SOTajah Walston55 24.78 1.1
Youngstown S FRTeneisha Myers56 24.80 2.4
Roberts Wesl JRKathleen Amstad57 24.80 1.6
Usc-Beaufort SRMaiya Cooper57 24.80 0.3
Mercer FRLauryn Dancy59 24.81 2.4
Kentucky SRJasmine Mitchell60 24.84 1.6
Jacksonville JRVictoria Guerra61 24.84 2.2
Miss State FRRiley White62 24.87 2.4
FIU FRKiera Forde-Richards63 24.90 2.2
Purdue SOSekayi Bracey64 24.93 2.0
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Finals ...   (Women 200 m Dash Open)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Charlotte JRCameren Pryor65 24.94 0.8
Albany SOJahari Coleman66 24.95 1.6
Mercer FRMarion Meadows67 24.96 4.0
Boston U. JREbony Brown68 24.96 1.6
Morgan State JRKevena Jones69 24.99 1.1
Mercer FRSydney Campbell70 24.99 4.0
Academy of A JRJasmine Grace71 25.00 0.8
Connecticut FRJiana Baker72 25.06 4.0
Usc-Beaufort JRFaith Calloway73 25.07 1.6
Loyola (Ill. JRNatajah Simmons74 25.10 0.8
Morgan State FRNaomi Brown75 25.10 2.4
Mercer JRMadison Mueller76 25.10 2.4
Charlotte JRNyasia Daniels76 25.10 0.3
Boston U. FRCecelia Gerstenbacher78 25.14 1.9
Delaware JRAndriene Rose79 25.15 1.6
Delaware SRIsis Pinkney80 25.16 4.0
Mercer FRTessola Duncan81 25.18 1.6
Southern Wes SOLyric King82 25.20 2.2
Youngstown S SRTaylor Thompkins83 25.21 1.6
Iowa FRAntonise Christian84 25.22 2.4
Alabama A&M SOKala Spinks85 25.24 2.2
Miami FRIsabella Gentil86 25.30 1.6
Coppin State FRErykah Jerome87 25.33 1.1
Southern Wes SRMorgan Haney88 25.35 0.3
Usc-Beaufort FRIyana McKeever89 25.46 4.0
UnattachedKristine Akervold90 25.50 4.0
Connecticut SOKristina Cherrington91 25.52 4.0
Alabama A&M SOJordyn Hankins92 25.53 4.0
Mercer FRCherrish Wright93 25.96 2.2
Unattached SRLatosha Wallace94 26.19 0.8
Iowa State SRTasha Frazier95 26.36 1.5
Delaware JROlivia Goncerz96 26.54 1.9
Delaware JRCarlyn McGrath97 26.76 3.0
FIU SOJovana Ilic98 26.84 1.6
FIU SOSamantha Ebanks99 27.10 2.3
Delaware SOSofia Janotti100 27.37 1.1
Charleston S FRDiamond Rush--- DNF 0.3
 
Women 400 m Dash Open
Track: 50.17 T Kendra Harrison4/24/2015
Relays: 50.23 R Francena McCorory2011




Dominican Re SRAnabel Medina3 53.94
AsicsCandace Hill4 53.96
Circle Sport SRT'Sheila Mungo5 53.96
Life SpeedFaith Dismuke6 54.04
Dominican ReMilagros Duran7 54.06
Unattached SRPariis Garcia8 54.35
Dutch track SRMarit Dopheide9 54.62
N. Carolina FRNia Lundy10 54.71
Charlotte FRCemere Petty11 55.50
N. Carolina FRPayton Russell12 55.66
Jacksonville FRPashen Williams13 55.92
Albany SOKiyah Owens14 55.93
Albany SOJonel Lacey15 56.05
Syracuse SOCheyenne Trigg16 56.15
Southern Wes SOJami Lewis17 56.16
Syracuse FRAlexis Harper18 56.81
Delaware FRSydni Stovall19 57.14
Alabama A&M FRMaya Davis20 57.18
Usc-Beaufort JRFaith Calloway21 57.31
Alabama A&M FRTerion Davis22 57.41
Charlotte SOJasmine Parquet23 57.77
Delaware JRNadia Khoury24 57.86
Usc-Beaufort SRMaiya Cooper25 58.04
FIU SOTerneka Gibson26 58.23
Iowa SOAlexis Gay27 58.36
FIU JRKayla Woulard28 58.80
Youngstown S FRTeneisha Myers29 59.01
Delaware JRMaame Kyeadea-Amponsah30 59.21
UnattachedKyra Mobley31 59.60
Southern Wes FRDestiny Massey32 59.76
FIU FRKiera Forde-Richards33 1:00.28
Delaware FRKai Starnes34 1:00.58
FIU SOJovana Ilic35 1:03.96
 
Women 400 m Hurdles Open
Track: 54.88 T Tierra Brown4/6/2012
Relays: 54.88 R Tierra Brown2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Puerto Rico SRGrace Claxton1 56.30
U of Windsor SRNoelle Montcalm2 57.24
UnattachedKiah Seymour3 58.25
Kentucky SOFaith Ross4 58.86
Miss State SOMonica Mosley5 59.82
Penn SOTia Livingston6 1:00.13
Unattached SRLatosha Wallace7 1:00.38
Indiana JRJeyland Valentin8 1:00.68
Syracuse SRDanielle Delgado9 1:01.39
N. Carolina JRKennedy Thorne10 1:01.52
Iowa State JREmma Whigham11 1:01.97
Academy of A SRMarion Presigny12 1:02.29
Delaware SRLondon Freeland13 1:02.41
Unattached JRLyric Schmalz14 1:02.56
N. Carolina SOTeJyrica Robinson15 1:02.90
Iowa FRKylie Morken16 1:03.33
Albany FRAsia Jinks17 1:03.38
Iowa FRShelby West18 1:03.50
Iowa FRCarly Donahue19 1:03.57
Connecticut SOTia Strackman20 1:03.64
Connecticut SOKelli Banks21 1:03.67
Delaware FRTaliah Cintron22 1:03.83
Jacksonville FRLauren Polimeno23 1:04.28
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Women 200 m Dash College Invite
Track: 22.25 T Dafne Schippers4/22/2016
Relays: 22.27 R Joanna Atkins2014
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida Stat FRKa'Tia Seymour1 22.96 0.5
Tennessee SRShania Collins2 23.08 0.5
Miami FRAlfreda Steele3 23.22 0.5
Tennessee JRMaia McCoy4 23.30 0.6
Florida Stat JRShauna Helps5 23.31 0.5
Tennessee JRLenysse Dyer6 23.43 0.6
N. Carolina SRIndia Brown7 23.50 0.5
Albany SRStephanie Osuji8 23.59 0.6
Florida FRLauryn Ghee9 24.40 0.6
Rutgers SRBria Saunders10 25.18 0.5
 
Women High Jump College Invite
Sponsor: Progressions: 1.71, 1.76, 1.81, 1.84, 1.87, 1.90, 1.93
Track: 1.96m T Tisha Waller (6-5.5)1995
Relays: 1.96m R Tisha Waller (6-5.5)1995
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
FIU JRClarissa Cutliff1 1.81m
Purdue JRJanae Moffitt2 1.76m
Bethune-Cook JRQuamecha Morrison3 J1.76m
Penn JRAnna Peyton Malizia4 J1.76m
Kentucky SOEllen Ekholm5 J1.76m
Maryland SRPeyton Wade6 1.71m
Rutgers SORhonda Rogombe--- NH
Team Colombi FRDaniela Oliveros--- NH
 
Women Long Jump College Invite
Track: 6.88m T Brittney Reese (22-7.25)2008
Relays: 6.88m R Brittney Reese (22.7.25)4/3/2008
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida SRDarrielle McQueen1 6.39m +0.0
Iowa State SRJhoanmy Luque2 6.22m 0.1
Kentucky JRMarie-Josee Ebwea-Bile3 6.11m 0.2
Maryland JRJewel Smith4 5.96m +0.0
UnattachedDer'Renae Freeman5 5.90m 0.1
N. Carolina SOMadeleine Akobundu6 5.86m +0.0
Maryland SRKayla Richardson7 5.83m +0.0
UnattachedGabrielle Farquharson8 5.75m +0.0
Jacksonville SRStormm Phillips9 J5.75m 0.7
Loyola (Ill. SRKiera Washpun10 5.47m +0.0
 
Women Shot Put College Invite
Track: 18.55m T Kristin Heaston (60-10.5)2007
Relays: 18.55m R Kristin Heaston (60.10.5)2007
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida SRLloydricia Cameron1 17.02m
Florida Stat SRGleneve Grange2 16.54m
Connecticut SODivine Oladipo3 15.77m
Youngstown S SRJaynee Corbett4 15.64m
Florida Stat SRIeva Zarankaite5 15.62m
Towson JRLauren Coleman6 15.51m
South Caroli FRKathleen Young7 15.44m
Maryland SRClaudia Ababio8 15.23m
Purdue SRMicaela Hazlewood9 14.93m
Iowa SOLaulauga Tausaga10 14.82m
Troy JRIndiya Summerville11 14.55m
Iowa SONia Britt12 14.43m
UCF SRJhane' Carter13 14.05m
Kentucky SONicole Fautsch14 13.54m
 
Women Discus Throw College Invite
Track: 63.72m T Hilda Elisa Romas (209-1)1991
Relays: 60.92m R Paige Blackburn4/1/2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida Stat SOShanice Love1 57.39m
Iowa SOLaulauga Tausaga2 57.33m
Florida Stat SRIeva Zarankaite3 53.59m
Maryland SRClaudia Ababio4 53.47m
Florida SRLloydricia Cameron5 52.78m
Purdue SRMicaela Hazlewood6 52.01m
Unattached SRChioma Onyekwere7 51.19m
Miami SOZakiya Rashid8 50.02m
Florida Stat SRGleneve Grange9 49.22m
FIU SOGabrielle Rains10 47.66m
Connecticut SODivine Oladipo11 47.53m
Miami FRDebbie Ajagbe12 45.50m
Upsala IFVanessa Kamga--- FOUL
 
Women Hammer Throw College Invite
Track: 69.13m T Erin Gilreath (226-10)4/1/2006
Relays: 69.13m R Erin Gilreath (226-10)2006
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Virginia Tec SOEmma Thor1 62.86m
Virginia Tec JRPavla Kuklova2 62.49m
South Alabam SRMichaela Preachuk3 61.50m
Maryland SREmma O'Hara4 59.48m
Miss State SRBrianna Smith5 59.47m
Purdue SRMicaela Hazlewood6 58.94m
Purdue JRSarah Loesch7 57.29m
Virginia Tec SOKajsa Wennberg8 57.23m
Towson SRKsenia Safonova9 57.04m
Connecticut SOChanell Botsis--- FOUL
FIU JRTerrisa Russell--- FOUL
 
Boys 100 m Dash High School
Relays: 10.15 R Anthony Schwartz3/31/2017
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Am Heritage 12Anthony Schwartz1 10.18q 2.0
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Preliminaries ...   (Boys 100 m Dash High School)
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
G. Holmes Br 12Steven Stallings2 10.45q 1.4
Chaminade-Ma 12Shaun Shivers3 10.48q 0.9
Miami Northw 12james cook4 10.53q 3.2
Miramar HS 12Terrence Horne Jr.5 10.55q 1.5
Am Heritage 12Tyson Campbell6 10.57q 0.3
Miramar HS 11Taylor Banks7 10.60q 0.2
St. Thomas A 12Tavares Jr Kelly8 10.61q 2.2
Miami Northw 11Jacquez Stuart9 10.70q -0.2
Auburndale H 12Iverson Darius10 10.70 2.2
Apopka HS 12Saypadia Desaussure11 10.70 1.4
G. Holmes Br 12Jason Reese12 10.77 3.2
Miami Sunset 12Jamal Horne13 10.80 2.2
North Miami 12Derrick Jackson14 10.81 2.7
North Miami 11Richard Sam15 10.81 1.4
Mulberry HS 10Arian Smith16 10.83 2.5
Lincoln HS  9Galen Johnson17 10.84 1.1
East Lake HS 11Micah Abraham17 10.84 0.9
Lake Brantle 11Damarius Good19 10.86 1.3
Northeast HS 12Bradley Nelson20 10.89 0.8
Fleming Isla 12Anfernee McCaskill21 10.91 2.2
Flagler Palm 10Tyquarius Jenkins22 10.93 1.4
Lincoln HS 12Julius Norman23 10.94 2.2
Bartram Trai 12Devin Cooper24 10.96 -0.2
Cedar Shoals 12Lirante Jackson25 10.97 2.0
Fort Myers H 12Voldrick Dorelien26 10.98 3.2
Golden Gate 11Jouvensly Bazile27 10.98 1.4
Olympia HS 11Joshua Marshall28 11.00 1.1
North Browar 12Kevin Austin28 11.00 1.4
Satellite Hi 12Zerius Cobb30 11.00 0.3
Community Sc 12Alex Murphey31 11.01 2.5
North Port H 12Jermaine Higdon32 11.01 2.2
Cedar Shoals 11Tysamin Glaze33 11.02 2.2
Armwood HS 12Mario Waters34 11.02 1.4
St. Augustin 12Dexter Brown35 11.03 0.2
Chaminade-Ma 11Tecory Couch36 11.06 3.2
Gainesville 12Joseph Franklin37 11.06 1.4
Manatee HS 12Sirkevius Williams38 11.06 2.8
Holy Trinity 11Lino Odenat39 11.07 2.0
Naples HS 12Wooby Theork40 11.08 1.1
Lake Brantle  9Chadrick Richards41 11.08 1.4
Lake Mary HS 11Seriah Abram42 11.08 2.5
Buchholz HS 11Michael Williams43 11.12 2.2
Flagler Palm 12Benjamin Barthellemy44 11.13 2.5
East Ridge H 12Christopher Brown45 11.13 0.8
North Browar 11James Bentayou46 11.14 0.9
Mulberry HS 11Isaiah Guinyard47 11.17 2.0
Trinity Cath 12Jordan Lewis48 11.19 2.8
West Port HS 12mark roberts49 11.20 2.2
Port Charlot 12Tyreece Luther50 11.22 0.8
Buchholz HS  8Quandarius Smith51 11.22 2.2
Coral Reef H 12Damilola Summer52 11.23 1.5
Sarasota HS 11Johnnie Bristol53 11.24 0.9
Bartram Trai 11Chase Ruskin54 11.26 2.7
Lake Mary HS 11Bernard Fleuristal55 11.26 1.4
Olympia HS 10Dante Clark56 11.27 1.1
Satellite Hi 12Zarius Cobb57 11.28 1.3
St. Petersbu 12Bryce Green58 11.28 1.4
Img Academy 12Charles Marelid59 11.29 0.3
The Master's 12Pascal Marseille60 11.30 0.8
St. Petersbu 12Antonio Thompson61 11.31 1.3
North Port H  9Teagen Sabo62 11.32 3.2
Img Academy 12Jesse Percy63 11.35 2.5
Manatee HS 12Javarious Pollock64 11.36 1.4
New Smyrna B 11Timothy Davis65 11.36 2.7
Wekiva HS 12Jarvis Ware65 11.36 2.5
Pine Crest H 12Johnathan Ballou65 11.36 -0.2
Cypress Bay 10Joshua Keller68 11.36 2.8
Spruce Creek 10Aaron Walton69 11.38 2.8
St. Cloud HS 11Seth Johnson70 11.41 2.2
Lakewood HS 12Armani Adams71 11.42 0.2
DeLand HS 12Emmanuel Hinds72 11.42 1.4
St. Cloud HS 12Brandon Taylor73 11.42 1.1
Naples HS 12Jordan Persad - Tirone74 11.43 0.8
Lake Highlan 12Nick Deese75 11.44 3.2
Spruce Creek 10Desmond Ford-Green76 11.48 3.2
Cardinal Gib 11Alexander Battle77 11.48 -0.4
Cardinal Gib 12Carlos Sandy78 11.48 2.8
Alonso HS 12Dae'on Lind79 11.50 1.4
Barron Colli 11Iveson Accuis80 11.50 2.2
Santa Fe HS  9Ron-Darius Goldwire81 11.55 2.8
Winter Sprin 12Michael Randolph82 11.56 1.3
New Smyrna B 10Deven Durham83 11.60 -0.4
Lake Highlan 11Francisco Zhou84 11.62 1.1
Celebration  9Oscar Newman85 11.62 0.3
Eastside HS 10Brent Clark86 11.63 -0.4
Wekiva HS 11Terrence Moore87 11.65 1.5
Lecanto HS 12Logan Wiggins88 11.65 2.0
Ponte Vedra 11Samuel Dion89 11.66 3.2
DeLand HS 10Dionte Marks90 11.69 0.9
Chiefland HS 10Jalen Rutledge91 11.73 2.2
Westminster 12Miles Davis92 11.75 2.0
Celebration 11Keshawn Peterson93 11.79 1.5
The Master's 12Jordan Woodbine94 11.82 2.5
Alonso HS 11Jael Feliz95 11.87 2.2
Pine Crest H 10Zach Goldstein96 11.88 -0.2
Ida S. Baker 12Jesse Blow97 11.93 2.7
Westminster 11Prince Young98 11.94 1.4
Westminster 11Johnny Bankston99 11.96 2.2
Chiefland HS 12Tremaine Brown100 12.07 1.3
Westminster 11Michael Mahan101 12.25 0.8
Coral Glades  9Josaiah Delice102 12.30 2.8
Trinity Cath 12Robert Rhem103 12.40 1.5
Clearwater H 12Devin Murphy104 12.47 1.4
East Lake HS 12Joshua Bowers105 14.58 -0.4
Fort Myers H 12Jonathan Cassamajor--- FS 0.3
Apopka HS 11Cornelius Williams--- FS 1.1
Gainesville 12Julien Cromwell--- DNF 1.5
Santa Fe HS 10Leon Watkins--- DNF 2.2
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Boys 100 m Dash High School
Relays: 10.15 R Anthony Schwartz3/31/2017
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Am Heritage 12Anthony Schwartz1 10.16 1.7
Am Heritage 12Tyson Campbell2 10.42 1.7
G. Holmes Br 12Steven Stallings3 10.43 1.7
Miramar HS 12Terrence Horne Jr.4 10.46 1.7
Miami Northw 12james cook5 10.63 1.7
Miami Northw 11Jacquez Stuart6 10.67 1.7
Chaminade-Ma 12Shaun Shivers--- FS 1.7
 
Boys 800 m Run High School
Relays: 1:47.79 R Andres Arroyo2013
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Matanzas HS 11Jacob Miley1 1:52.54
East Lake HS 12James Hasell2 1:52.85
Estero HS 11Hugh Brittenham3 1:53.30
Christopher 12Deshay Fernandes4 1:53.94
Ocala Vangua 11Alex Kay5 1:54.02
Houston High 12Keaton Jones6 1:54.40
Northeast HS 12Tyree Simeon7 1:54.52
Houston High 12Colin Jones8 1:54.55
Miami Northw 10winston quinn9 1:54.78
Lake Brantle 11Joab Francois10 1:54.96
Ocala Vangua 12Justin Greene11 1:55.68
West Shore H 12Jared Hayes12 1:56.13
Lincoln HS 12Clayton Carlson13 1:56.20
Lakewood Ran 11Jonathan Reid14 1:56.41
Tavares HS 11Dalton Brown15 1:56.43
Flanagan HS 11Garrett Ricardo16 1:56.80
Freedom HS ( 12Timothy Doyle17 1:56.88
Lincoln HS 11Charles Hruda18 1:58.17
Suwannee HS 12Micah Hilliard19 1:58.33
Miami Northw 12micheal thompson20 1:58.42
St. Thomas A 12Jamir Ferguson21 1:58.46
Northeast HS 12Josue Fils Aime22 1:58.64
Buchholz HS 11Caden Monk23 1:58.84
Barron Colli 10Walker Brunner24 1:59.18
Mater Academ 11Tommy Cardenas25 1:59.32
Admiral Farr 10Philip Henderson26 1:59.58
Lakewood Ran 12Andrew Dean27 1:59.72
Chaminade-Ma 12Daniel Longman28 1:59.75
Sarasota HS 11Benjamin Hartvigsen29 1:59.86
Ponte Vedra 10Kyle Reinheimer30 1:59.99
Naples HS 12Dylan Clark31 2:00.00
Hallandale H 12Josiah Campbell32 2:00.13
Lake Highlan 11Isaac Jacobs33 2:00.15
Marist 12David Reteneller34 2:00.26
Golden Gate 12Anthony Robinson35 2:00.38
Northside Ch 11Damien Roberts36 2:00.74
Apopka HS 10Rudy Gatling37 2:00.75
Pine Crest H 11Jabari Owens38 2:01.06
Windermere H 10Onix Ortiz39 2:01.06
Ocala Forest 11Malachi Sampson40 2:01.30
Am Heritage 12Isaiah Petit-Jeune41 2:01.32
First Academ 12Mitchell Allen42 2:01.50
Avon Park HS 11Dylan Branch43 2:02.05
Sarasota HS 11Alan Romero44 2:02.24
Cardinal Gib 12Allen Escuage45 2:02.26
Spanish Rive 12Sam Rosenthal46 2:02.29
Trinity Prep 10David Manning47 2:02.46
Northside Ch 12Kyle Jackson48 2:02.51
Providence S 12John Martin49 2:02.52
South Florid 10Joseph Anderton50 2:02.54
Olympia HS 11Shmael Jacques51 2:02.60
St. Petersbu 11Matthew Wohlwend52 2:02.78
The Master's  9Josh Gillis53 2:03.00
Pennsbury 12Javier Linares54 2:03.26
DeLand HS 11Aj Williams55 2:03.41
Matanzas HS 11Kevin Connelly56 2:03.46
Ida S. Baker 11Ryan Ringer57 2:03.46
Ocala Forest 11Giovanni Rodriguez58 2:03.50
Winter Sprin 12Dimitri Cabrera59 2:03.65
Lakewood HS 12Mohammed Haitham60 2:03.88
Wharton HS 11Nehemiah Rivers61 2:03.95
Coral Reef H 11DaMauri Little62 2:03.99
Seabreeze HS 11Shane Brownrigg63 2:04.15
Admiral Farr 11Alex Fiorillo64 2:04.67
Bartram Trai 11Jay Alligood65 2:04.69
Providence S 10Brandon Peralta65 2:04.69
Father Lopez  9Brendan O'Quinn67 2:04.71
St. Thomas A 10Sage Brands68 2:04.86
Island Coast 10Fazion Johnson69 2:04.94
Lake Mary HS 11Kolten Kossler70 2:04.99
Lake Mary HS 12Devin Boyle71 2:05.11
Fort Myers H 12Reese Novella72 2:05.22
West Orange 11Artis Lewis73 2:05.22
Apopka HS 10Jevon Clarke74 2:05.26
Wharton HS 12Sahil Deschenes75 2:05.37
Fort Lauderd 11Jempsky Joseph76 2:05.46
Port Charlot 12Jayden Edwards77 2:05.48
St. Cloud HS 11Alex Miranda78 2:05.50
Father Lopez 11Jake Mayr79 2:05.51
Flagler Palm 12Levi Burton80 2:05.57
Lake Nona HS  9Aiden Arnold81 2:05.73
Spanish Rive 10Zachary Vincennie82 2:05.86
Montverde Ac 12Ian Cortes83 2:05.88
Wildwood Ms/ 11JaQuan Mccants84 2:05.91
Hagerty HS 12Nicholas Ebert85 2:05.95
Naples HS 12Colin Williams86 2:06.03
Wekiva HS 11Elijah Jackson87 2:06.03
Lake Nona HS 12Xavier Rodriguez88 2:06.28
St. Petersbu 12Bryce Burt89 2:06.35
Cypress Bay 12Gabriel Serrano90 2:06.37
Wekiva HS  9Alexis Toledo91 2:06.49
Mulberry HS 12Tyree Johnson92 2:06.56
Lecanto HS  9Vance Ruiz93 2:06.59
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Finals ...   (Boys 800 m Run High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Westminster 10Peyton Kendall94 2:06.60
Celebration 12Cote Strike95 2:06.69
Oakleaf HS 12Jaylen Harris96 2:06.84
South Fork H 10Jarrod Hemann97 2:07.06
Olympia HS 12Nicholas Londono98 2:07.09
Flagler Palm 11August Healy99 2:07.19
Miami Sunset 11Disner Moreno100 2:07.21
Seabreeze HS 12Timothy Crosby101 2:07.37
Barron Colli 10Tristan Bashaw102 2:07.45
Gainesville 11Mason Gollwitzer103 2:07.75
New Smyrna B 11Erie Peeples104 2:07.80
Nature Coast 11Frank Tirado105 2:07.87
Ridgeview HS 11Elias Perez106 2:08.33
West Nassau 12Jakob Brown107 2:08.60
Nature Coast 11Christian Lindo108 2:08.88
Bloomingdale 11Cameron Dabbs109 2:08.88
North Browar 12Tyler Gottlieb110 2:08.92
Eastside HS 12Stephen Smith111 2:09.09
Trinity Prep 12James Rickard112 2:09.40
Milton High 12Samuel Milton113 2:09.47
DeLand HS  9Dillon Wilson-Beck114 2:09.47
Pine Crest H 11Jack Rizzo115 2:09.76
Oak Hall Sch 11Michael Holloway II116 2:09.97
Lake Highlan 10Jai Phillips117 2:10.31
Lake Brantle 12Brian Johnson118 2:10.40
St. Cloud HS  9Lee DeFour119 2:10.41
Springstead 12William Marquis120 2:10.50
Armwood HS 11Sean Brown Jr.121 2:10.67
Cardinal Gib 10Samir English-Brown122 2:10.86
Celebration  9Hudson Rucker123 2:10.94
Coral Glades 11Jahari Dorival124 2:11.01
Bartram Trai 11Ryan Musil125 2:11.83
Ponte Vedra 10Ryan Circelli126 2:11.89
Bloomingdale 12Jonathan Groberg127 2:12.00
Citrus Park  9Ethan Bhatt128 2:12.34
Alonso HS 12Finn Johnson129 2:12.56
Mater Academ 12Jeffrey Cuza130 2:12.77
Hagerty HS 12Anthony Del Rosario131 2:12.83
Alonso HS 12James Sanchez132 2:12.89
Fleming Isla 12Evan Fuller133 2:12.95
St. Petersbu 11Gabriel Jacobson134 2:13.42
Springstead 12William Osborn135 2:13.48
Spruce Creek 11Jack Nelson136 2:13.49
Fleming Isla 11Gage West137 2:13.83
Estero HS 12Dean Gamblin138 2:14.02
The Master's  9Jonah Woodbine139 2:14.12
Citrus Park  9Yamil Cruz-Perez140 2:14.58
Mulberry HS 10Micah Kirkham141 2:15.41
Clearwater H 11Brainharris Mosoke142 2:15.82
Saint Andrew  9Greg Kovacs143 2:16.25
Clearwater H 10Cory Wilhelm144 2:16.57
Wildwood Ms/  8Jessie Strickland145 2:17.08
Winter Sprin 12Delvin Fourcand146 2:17.39
Auburndale H 12Alex Joseph147 2:17.61
P.K. Yonge S  9Kiran Jaishankar148 2:17.83
Img Academy 12Noah Snell149 2:18.32
Coral Glades  8Omari Hopkins150 2:19.55
Bishop McLau  9Hector Rios-Rosales151 2:19.98
P.K. Yonge S 10Joshua Thompson152 2:20.18
Trinity Cath 12Elijah Ricketts153 2:20.25
Spruce Creek  9Daniel Reyes154 2:20.76
Oak Hall Sch  8Ryland Kane155 2:22.07
West Orange 10John Lewis156 2:22.19
Windermere H 10Jacob Rison157 2:22.20
St. John Lut  9Tristan Fratello158 2:22.82
Montverde Ac 10Tate Machinski159 2:25.29
St. John Lut 11Wyatt Shell160 2:25.47
Fort Lauderd 11Daniel Mcgovern161 2:28.46
Westminster  9Michael Castellanos162 2:46.17
Westminster  7Christian Garcia163 2:51.16
Buchholz HS 12Brandon Mayo--- DNF
Canterbury S  8Gavin Swartzwelder--- DNF
 
Boys 1600 m Run INVITE High School
Relays: 4:05.96 R Steve Bolt1973
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Estero HS 11Hugh Brittenham1 4:13.46
Freedom HS ( 12Timothy Doyle2 4:13.83
Marist 11Leif Andersen3 4:15.18
Milton High 12Sam Bowers4 4:15.51
Lincoln HS 12Clayton Carlson5 4:17.88
Lakewood Ran 11Jonathan Reid6 4:18.49
Suwannee HS 12Micah Hilliard7 4:19.29
St. Cloud HS 12Tristen Montalvo8 4:19.32
East Lake HS 12James Hasell9 4:20.38
Lake Mary HS 11Canaan St. Lewis10 4:21.00
Lyman HS 12Kyler Hodges11 4:21.61
Buchholz HS 11Caden Monk12 4:22.12
Lake Minneol 12Noah Quintana13 4:22.72
Fleming Isla 12Andrew Miller14 4:23.18
New Smyrna B 12Logan Horning15 4:24.31
Marist 12Knox Pittman16 4:24.53
St. Cloud HS 10Zachary Cloud17 4:26.21
Christopher 12Deshay Fernandes18 4:27.79
Coral Reef H 12Austin Redondo19 4:34.53
 
Boys 1600 m Run High School
Relays: 4:05.96 R Steve Bolt1973
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Hilton Head 12Joshua Williams1 4:21.45
Highlands Ch 12Ryan Szklany2 4:21.98
Lake Nona HS 12Roberto Castro3 4:24.42
Lake Brantle 11Juan Moscoso4 4:26.20
Fort Myers H 11Nick Carpenter5 4:26.76
Trinity Prep 12Trent Turbyfill6 4:27.11
Winter Sprin 12Justin Czurak7 4:28.07
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Finals ...   (Boys 1600 m Run High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Wharton HS 11Nehemiah Rivers8 4:29.28
St. Thomas A 12Nicholas Rischar9 4:29.64
St. Joseph Acade 12Sean Snyder10 4:29.85
Citrus HS 11Jacob Hensley11 4:30.16
Mount Dora C 11Jackson Pruim12 4:31.91
South Fork H 12Kyle Fohrman13 4:32.12
Keystone Hei 11Alex Guy14 4:32.43
Spanish Rive 11Will Noonan15 4:32.82
Ocala Vangua 12Raul Reyna16 4:33.21
Avon Park HS 11Dylan Branch17 4:33.66
Ponte Vedra 11Antonio Romero18 4:34.10
Ocala Vangua 10Lewis Benitez-Chaparro19 4:34.95
St. Thomas A 11Colin Breslin20 4:34.98
South Florid 10Joseph Anderton21 4:35.13
P.K. Yonge S 12Coleman Tadrowski22 4:35.21
Admiral Farr 10Philip Henderson23 4:35.83
Alonso HS 11Alex Quesada24 4:35.98
Flanagan HS 11Joseph Montes25 4:36.18
Bartram Trai 12Sean Popik26 4:36.19
Westminster 11Will Wallace27 4:36.27
St. Petersbu 12Bryce Burt28 4:36.30
Lakewood Ran 12Kyle Wray29 4:36.31
Flagler Palm 11Shawn Gordon30 4:36.38
Fort Lauderd  9Michael Fiore31 4:36.83
Lecanto HS 11Sean Murray32 4:36.90
Fort Myers H 12Reese Novella33 4:37.10
Spanish Rive 12Chris French34 4:37.15
Spruce Creek 12Luke Kathman35 4:37.67
Lakewood HS 11Lucas Sheridon36 4:37.71
Sarasota HS 10Ryan Guendjoian37 4:37.79
Tavares HS 12Gabriel Laboy38 4:38.06
West Nassau 12Jakob Brown39 4:38.22
Harmony HS 11Nicholas Morrison40 4:38.34
Vero Beach H 12Jimmy Granberg41 4:38.36
Img Academy 11William Miller42 4:38.36
Countryside 12Mason Lamb43 4:38.46
Cardinal Gib 12Alex Gonzalez44 4:38.58
Providence S 12Pierce Sneed45 4:38.60
Hagerty HS 12Garrett O'Malley46 4:38.86
West Orange 12Christian Pierre-Paul47 4:38.88
Trinity Prep 12Richard Woodruff48 4:38.91
Tavares HS 11Dalton Brown49 4:39.20
Montverde Ac 12Ryder Valiquette50 4:39.61
Gainesville 12John Broling51 4:40.06
Hagerty HS 11Adam Mastrobuono52 4:40.07
Fleming Isla 12Samuel Terry53 4:41.46
Sunlake HS 11Dominic Burleson54 4:42.69
Bartram Trai 12Jack Adzema55 4:42.74
Barron Colli 11Cipriano Martinez56 4:43.66
Milton High 12Samuel Milton57 4:43.82
Seabreeze HS 11Shane Brownrigg58 4:44.35
St. Augustin 11James Hayes59 4:44.52
Estero HS  9Brian Robinson60 4:44.55
Harmony HS 10Jerdary Ayala61 4:46.39
Wekiva HS 11Michael May62 4:46.85
Alonso HS 10Yonas Sauers63 4:46.93
St. Petersbu 11Matthew Wohlwend64 4:47.93
P.K. Yonge S 10Joshua Thompson65 4:49.16
Gainesville 10Nicholas Cain66 4:49.35
Apopka HS 11Ryan Lovern67 4:49.57
Admiral Farr 11Alex Fiorillo68 4:50.05
Northside Ch 11Nick Carbone69 4:50.41
Windermere H 10Noah Ellenback70 4:50.55
Sarasota HS 10Adrien Zambaux71 4:51.26
Lake Nona HS 11Kenneth Williams72 4:51.59
Citrus Park  9Ethan Bhatt73 4:51.60
Miami Sunset 11Luke Rivera74 4:51.75
Spruce Creek  9Griffin Cooney75 4:51.86
Wharton HS 12Frankie Godbold76 4:53.04
Winter Sprin 12Sam Collins77 4:53.37
Coral Glades 11Joseph Closs78 4:53.60
Dr. Phillips  9Adam Berriz79 4:54.29
Naples HS 10Jake Kampf80 4:54.47
Eastside HS 10Emile Sow81 4:55.19
Bloomingdale 11Connor Ludden82 4:55.58
Pine Crest H 12Matthew Jordan83 4:56.09
Lake Highlan 12Reese Bobo84 4:56.76
Olympia HS 10Troy O'Toole85 4:56.77
Celebration 12Alejandro Uriostegui86 4:57.34
Riverview HS 11Carlos Davila87 4:57.69
Lake Highlan 11Jacob Fadool88 4:57.85
Providence S 11Chris Messer89 4:57.85
Coral Glades 12Shadai Enslei90 4:58.69
Dr. Phillips 10Kervenster Azor91 4:59.18
Oakleaf HS 11Damien Pryce92 4:59.83
Flagler Palm 12Abdiel Martir-Martinez93 4:59.84
Springstead 12Matt Levonick94 5:00.24
Springstead 10Joseph Ostroski95 5:00.50
Pine Crest H  9Luke Fatovic96 5:01.82
Auburndale H 11James Burkett97 5:01.98
Bishop Snyde 10Zachary Tarantelli98 5:02.81
DeLand HS 10Caleb Roberts99 5:03.40
Olympia HS 12Will Marberry100 5:03.76
Mulberry HS 10Micah Kirkham101 5:03.82
Clearwater H 11Trevor Cavanaugh102 5:04.10
Ponte Vedra 10Christopher Reinheimer103 5:04.52
Naples HS 12Miguel Lopez104 5:05.77
Riverview HS 12Edwin Maldonado105 5:06.00
Lake Brantle 12Brian Johnson106 5:06.19
Eastside HS 11Nathan Parks107 5:08.13
Northside Ch  9Jonathan Eide108 5:08.23
Wekiva HS 10Malik Carter109 5:08.76
DeLand HS  9Chance Hart110 5:09.48
Celebration 10Joshua Steelman111 5:10.78
Island Coast 10Caleb Flecha112 5:11.34
Bishop McLau  9Hector Rios-Rosales113 5:12.53
Miami Edison 12Johnny Harris114 5:13.95
Tampa Cathol  9Riley Miller115 5:14.23
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Finals ...   (Boys 1600 m Run High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Ocala Forest 12Patrick Saxe116 5:14.62
Am Heritage 10Trenton Guy117 5:19.10
Miami Sunset 12Aaron Ortiz118 5:19.42
St. John Lut  9Tristan Fratello119 5:20.66
Circle Chris 11Alexander Haak120 5:21.58
Am Heritage  9Quinton Burkett121 5:31.53
St. John Lut 11Wyatt Shell122 5:32.03
Clearwater H 12Daniel Abood123 5:34.22
Montverde Ac  9William Cook124 5:38.12
Circle Chris 11Christopher Haak125 5:40.61
Westminster  9Michael Castellanos126 5:49.62
Creekside HS 11Matthew Ortiz--- DNF
Seabreeze HS 10Aaron Griffis--- DNF
Mitchell HS 10Johannes Van Ooyen--- DNF
 
Boys 3200 m Run High School
Relays: 8:54.4h R Billy Convey1983
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Hilton Head 11Sam Gilman1 9:11.05
Citrus Park 12Trevor Foley2 9:18.11
Ocala Vangua 12Diego Lavieri-Sosa3 9:22.67
Highlands Ch 12Ryan Szklany4 9:24.43
St. Thomas A 12Nicholas Rischar5 9:24.88
Milton High 12Nicholas Yanek6 9:27.21
Marist 11Leif Andersen7 9:30.47
Hilton Head 12Ryan Moosbrugger8 9:31.89
Marist 12William O'Rielly9 9:34.79
Lake Mary HS 11Canaan St. Lewis10 9:36.12
Westminster 11Will Wallace11 9:36.67
Lake Minneol 12Noah Quintana12 9:38.07
New Smyrna B 12Logan Horning13 9:38.32
Milton High 12Ryan Beitzell14 9:39.17
Lake Brantle 11Juan Moscoso15 9:39.85
St. Thomas A 10Aidan Breslin16 9:41.09
Coral Reef H 12Austin Redondo17 9:41.97
Gulf Coast H 11Nickolas Kamen18 9:42.42
Coral Reef H 12Hunter Dobbs19 9:42.55
G. Holmes Br 12Eliseo Torres20 9:43.41
Trinity Prep 12Sean Leider21 9:43.78
Oak Hall Sch 12Collin Kane22 9:44.76
Westminster 10Zachary Roe23 9:45.13
Citrus Park 10Reed Legg24 9:49.12
Port Charlot 11John Perez25 9:49.98
St. Joseph Acade 12Sean Snyder26 9:50.29
Pine Crest H 11Gabriel Ortega27 9:50.31
Fort Myers H 10Kyle Skinner28 9:51.38
Dr. Phillips 12Franklin Ivey29 9:53.35
New Smyrna B 11Aidan O'Gorman30 9:53.54
Lake Highlan 12Gavin Addeo31 9:55.20
Citrus HS 11Jacob Hensley32 9:55.76
Lake Highlan 12Jonah Gottschalk33 9:56.64
Fleming Isla  9Kameron Wallizada34 9:56.86
Lakewood Ran 10Calvin Drake35 9:57.38
St. Cloud HS 12James Rice36 9:57.57
Countryside 11Alec Latzke37 9:57.89
Trinity Prep 11Christopher Wilhelm38 10:00.61
Land O' Lake 12Alex Normandia39 10:01.34
Alonso HS 11Alex Quesada40 10:02.44
Vero Beach H 12Jimmy Granberg41 10:02.60
George Jenki 11Brady Zimmerman42 10:03.00
Alonso HS 10Yonas Sauers43 10:03.09
Spanish Rive 11Will Noonan44 10:03.26
Fort Lauderd  9Michael Fiore45 10:06.45
Naples HS 10Brady Gibson46 10:06.60
Ocala Vangua 12Jacob Csuka47 10:06.62
Seffner Chri 10John McKenzie48 10:07.32
Spruce Creek 12Luke Kathman49 10:07.46
Oakleaf HS 10Dylan Nelson50 10:07.56
Sunlake HS 11Dominic Burleson51 10:08.16
St. Petersbu 11Charles Sabodski52 10:08.27
Spanish Rive 12Chris French53 10:08.74
Dr. Phillips 11Joshua Matzner54 10:10.15
G. Holmes Br 11Joenathan Stallings55 10:10.44
Saint Andrew  9Ian Noble56 10:10.65
Wharton HS 11Anthony Stephens57 10:10.66
Osceola HS ( 10Trevor Coryea58 10:12.89
Ponte Vedra 11William Davidson59 10:13.32
Seffner Chri 10Paul McKenzie60 10:14.14
Tavares HS 12Fernando Laboy61 10:14.21
South Fork H 10Thomas Weiler62 10:15.07
Ridgeview HS 11Joel Nesi63 10:15.31
St. Petersbu 10Dieumerci Ufitimana64 10:15.64
Oak Hall Sch  9Austin Montini65 10:16.78
Sarasota HS 11Anthony Bilotta66 10:19.54
Keystone Hei 11Alex Guy67 10:23.01
Fort Myers H  9Liam Holston68 10:23.39
Estero HS 12Dean Gamblin69 10:24.28
Matanzas HS 10Dalton Hawley70 10:24.93
Miami Sunset 10Andoni Mercado71 10:25.03
Clearwater H 12Cormac Gilmore72 10:26.59
Estero HS  9Brian Robinson73 10:26.78
Olympia HS 10Troy O'Toole74 10:28.88
Winter Sprin 11Jonathon Robinson75 10:30.98
Windermere H  9Mason Taylor76 10:31.01
Bloomingdale 11Jonathan Owen77 10:31.53
Northside Ch 12Jeffery Eide78 10:32.59
Coral Glades 11Joseph Closs79 10:32.62
Eastside HS 10Emile Sow80 10:32.85
Lakewood HS 11Lucas Sheridon81 10:33.01
Mount Dora C 10Tom Valente82 10:33.19
Gainesville 12John Broling83 10:33.27
P.K. Yonge S 12Coleman Tadrowski84 10:33.79
Coral Glades 11Enrrique Lara85 10:35.23
Ponte Vedra 10Cameron Heinz86 10:36.36
Naples HS  9Alexander Rodriguez87 10:37.68
P.K. Yonge S  9Francisco Flores88 10:38.40
Wekiva HS 11Matthew Bergschneider89 10:39.11
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Finals ...   (Boys 3200 m Run High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Ridgeview HS 11Keith Kelley90 10:39.15
Flanagan HS 11Guillermo Infante91 10:39.89
Fleming Isla  9Jayden Scherer92 10:40.16
Father Lopez 11Tanner Rosolino93 10:41.65
Olympia HS 12Ahmed Jafri94 10:42.53
Seabreeze HS  9Seth Augustynowski95 10:43.94
Lake Nona HS 12Gabriel Kress96 10:44.16
Ocala Forest  9Ashton Deriso97 10:46.41
Springstead 12Matt Levonick98 10:47.35
Wekiva HS 10Omari Carter99 10:48.37
Circle Chris  7Jack DeJesus100 10:49.61
Father Lopez 10Jimmy Major101 10:50.44
Lincoln HS  9Nicholas Samuel102 10:51.11
Gainesville 10Miichael Egorov103 10:57.28
Seabreeze HS 11Ethan Lemoncello104 11:01.13
Wharton HS 11Josue Reyes105 11:02.86
Bartram Trai 11Quenton Frank106 11:03.42
Lake Nona HS 12David Phillips107 11:07.64
Montverde Ac  7Colton Cardwell108 11:08.56
Pine Crest H  9Chase O'Brien109 11:11.21
Mount Dora C 11Sebastian Deleon110 11:12.47
Circle Chris 12Stephen Graham111 11:14.96
Lake Brantle 11John Koerth112 11:20.82
Celebration 10Joshua Steelman113 11:21.51
Tampa Cathol  9Riley Miller114 11:24.97
Buchholz HS 11Thurman Lincoln115 11:25.93
Cardinal Gib 10William Gonzalez116 11:26.84
Spruce Creek 12Tyler Gayton117 11:27.61
St. Cloud HS 10John-Anthony Hernandez118 11:32.59
Bartram Trai 11Evan Ritter119 11:33.42
North Browar 12Ryan Heller120 11:35.08
Buchholz HS  9Brant Mountain121 11:38.96
Celebration 11Brandon Forehand122 11:48.93
Am Heritage 10Trenton Guy123 11:53.50
Montverde Ac  6Alex Georgiev124 11:54.39
Am Heritage  9Quinton Burkett125 11:54.80
Springstead 10Brandan Hopkins126 11:57.12
The Master's 11Esdras Camacho--- DNF
North Florid  9Zachary Wynn--- DNF
South Fork H 12Kyle Fohrman--- DNF
Miramar HS 11Oliver Darcisse--- DNF
Northside Ch 10Sam Lameyer--- DNF
Eastside HS 11Nathan Parks--- DNF
 
Boys 110 m Hurdles High School
Relays: 13.64 R Damion Thomas2015
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Northeast HS 12Wavell Hinds1 14.15q +0.0
Trinity Cath 12Jordan Lewis2 14.20q 3.4
Miramar HS 11Osaji Skyers3 14.28q 3.4
First Academ 10Alex Shields4 14.29q 0.6
Hallandale H 11Amari Johnson5 14.31q 2.3
Midwood 12Tai Brown6 14.34q 0.7
First Presby 12Titus Moore7 14.47q 2.2
Northside Ch 12Tyler Rhodes8 14.52q 1.9
Port Charlot 12Nicolas Torres9 14.71q 1.2
Barron Colli 12Tyler Mansfield10 14.77 0.6
Northeast HS 12Kenny Charlot11 14.79 1.2
Img Academy 11Renfei (Ethan) Chang12 14.82 2.0
George Jenki 10Damarcus Sneed13 14.90 0.8
Buchholz HS 10Deylynd Grant14 14.95 2.0
Fleming Isla 11Glenn Rodgers15 15.03 2.0
Spruce Creek 10Nathan Farrell16 15.03 2.3
Vero Beach H 11Jonathan Bryant17 15.05 0.6
Ocala Forest 11Yancey Guest18 15.06 3.4
Hillsborough 11Qadiir Wajd19 15.07 3.4
George M. St 10Aidan Bitter20 15.07 1.9
Vero Beach H 11DeMarcus Harris21 15.08 +0.0
Manatee HS 12Joshua Betts22 15.14 2.3
Sarasota HS 10Ke'Andre Collins23 15.24 2.2
North Miami 12Joshuah Burke-Warmington24 15.27 0.8
Lake Brantle 12Christian Burrell25 15.29 1.2
Lehigh HS  9Antwoine Thomas26 15.31 2.3
Bartram Trai 12Daidren Davis27 15.33 0.7
Winter Sprin 12Simba Murimwa28 15.33 1.2
Miami Northw 12Thomas Burns29 15.37 1.2
Hagerty HS 12Vecarie Pettis30 15.39 0.8
Ocala Vangua 12Jason Tomlin31 15.43 0.6
East Ridge H 10Antonio Thomas32 15.44 +0.0
P.K. Yonge S 12Tyler Jordan33 15.49 0.6
Gulf Coast H 12Ismael Adam34 15.64 1.9
East Lake HS 12Jake Castle35 15.72 0.7
Spruce Creek 12Deyon Miller36 15.74 2.2
Am Heritage 11Timothy Butler37 15.78 1.9
Godby HS 10Ge'Kelvion Baldwin38 15.84 2.2
Bartram Trai 12Dominick Gatewood39 15.87 2.2
Naples HS 12Taejon Wright40 15.87 2.0
Olympia HS 12Rio Ottey41 15.98 +0.0
Gainesville 12Norman Seavers42 15.98 2.2
Hagerty HS 12Jacob Ball43 16.00 1.2
Miramar HS 12Xavier Smith44 16.17 3.4
Buchholz HS 12Yashua Strothers45 16.25 2.2
St. Cloud HS 10Tyler Ford46 16.31 0.7
Fort Myers H  9Brian St. Louis47 16.51 0.6
Ida S. Baker 12Thomas Morreal48 16.52 1.9
Trinity Prep 11Robert Watts49 16.64 2.0
Gainesville 12Maurice Davis50 16.88 3.4
Trinity Cath 11Edgar Rochez51 17.04 2.3
Lake Highlan 10William Lay52 17.28 1.9
Lakewood HS 10Alonzo Harris53 17.38 +0.0
Alonso HS 12Finn Johnson54 17.67 1.2
St. Petersbu 12Jae Sutherland55 17.92 2.2
Lakeland Chr 11Joe Kornbrust56 17.93 0.7
Florida Chri 12Sebastian Alvarez57 18.05 0.8
Alonso HS 11Desmond Jones58 18.26 0.8
Westminster 11Justin Jones59 18.61 0.7
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Preliminaries ...   (Boys 110 m Hurdles High School)
Yr   SchoolName Prelims
Chiefland HS 12Logan Acevedo60 18.72 0.7
Pine Crest H 11Derek Pfeffer61 19.61 3.4
Chiefland HS 11Hector Barajas62 21.21 +0.0
East Ridge H 12Darion Carter--- FS +0.0
George Jenki 10Tyson Williams--- DNF 2.0
 
Boys 110 m Hurdles High School
Relays: 13.64 R Damion Thomas2015
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Northeast HS 12Wavell Hinds1 14.04 0.4
First Academ 10Alex Shields2 14.07 0.4
Trinity Cath 12Jordan Lewis3 14.31 0.4
Midwood 12Tai Brown4 14.37 0.4
First Presby 12Titus Moore5 14.42 0.4
Miramar HS 11Osaji Skyers6 14.45 0.4
Northside Ch 12Tyler Rhodes7 14.54 0.4
Hallandale H 11Amari Johnson8 14.64 0.4
Port Charlot 12Nicolas Torres--- DNF 0.4
 
Boys 4x100 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 40.17 R American Heritage Plantation H4/1/2017




1) Tyson Campbell 12 2) Anthony Schwartz 12
3) Clarence Burley 11 4) Miles Jones 12
Miami Northwestern HS2 41.43q
1) james cook 12 2) Jacquez Stuart 11
3) demarcus fleming 10 4) jordan taylor 10
Lincoln HS3 42.35q
1) Timothy Bates 12 2) Galen Johnson 9
3) Julius Norman 12 4) Kcei Moses 12
Cedar Shoals4 42.44q
1) Tysamin Glaze 11 2) Lirante Jackson 12
3) Markell Allen 12 4) Cameron Hudson 11
North Miami HS5 42.56q
1) Derrick Jackson 12 2) Richard Sam 11
3) Ronald Fanfan 11 4) Justin Walden 10
Freedom HS (Orlando)6 42.70q
1) Ishma Estephere 9 2) Darren Mitchell 12
3) Emiliano Class 12 4) Demorie Tate 10
Fort Lauderdale HS7 42.89q
1) Terron Brooks 10 2) Wesley Elidor 12
3) Markevious Legree 10 4) Meshawn Neely 12
Winter Park HS8 42.95q
1) Sage Bertran 11 2) Dylan Jean-Baptiste 11
3) Donovan Nunez 11 4) ian Tirado 11
Bartram Trail HS9 42.98q
1) Devin Cooper 12 2) Chase Ruskin 11
3) Dominick Gatewood 12 4) Corbein Hagans 12
Gainesville HS10 43.02
1) Julien Cromwell 12 2) Joseph Franklin 12
3) Niles Cromwell 11 4) Will McKnight 12
Flagler Palm Coast HS11 43.07
1) Benjamin Barthellemy 12 2) Wilens Paul 10
3) Dennis Shorter 11 4) Tyquarius Jenkins 10
Mulberry HS12 43.13
1) Robert Johnson 12 2) Isaiah Guinyard 11
3) Elijah Cooper 12 4) Arian Smith 10
Sarasota HS13 43.20
1) Johnnie Bristol 11 2) Charles Ward 11
3) Ke'Andre Collins 10 4) Jaasiel Torres 12
West Orange HS14 43.51
1) Rickey Davis 11 2) Alec Duhaney 10
3) David Jones 10 4) Jashari Jones 9
Tampa Bay Tech HS15 43.83
1) Derrick Andrews-Powley 10 2) Ezeugo Anozie 12
3) Dana Belser 12 4) Jahbril Boone 11
North Port HS16 43.84
1) Darren Thomas 12 2) Teagen Sabo 9
3) Richard Service 9 4) Jermaine Higdon 12
Wildwood Ms/Hs17 43.90
1) JaQuan Mccants 11 2) Bryan McMullen 12
3) Tyree Bryant 12 4) Rodney Mitchell 11
Buchholz HS18 43.96
1) Quandarius Smith 8 2) Michael Williams 11
3) Samuel Holmes 11 4) Jakhai Mitchem 11
Lake Mary HS19 43.97
1) Seriah Abram 11 2) Bernard Fleuristal 11
3) Trent Barnecott 10 4) Dylan Gonzalez 10
Manatee HS20 43.98
1) Javarious Pollock 12 2) Sirkevius Williams 12
3) Napolean Harris 10 4) Irone Jackson 9
Wekiva HS21 44.01
1) Terrence Moore 11 2) Jarvis Ware 12
3) John Dieujuste 11 4) Dwight Lawrence 12
Fleming Island HS22 44.03
1) Anfernee McCaskill 12 2) Darnell Deas 10
3) Broden Dominico 11 4) Darius Harris 9
Santa Fe HS23 44.05
1) Leon Watkins 10 2) Ron-Darius Goldwire 9
3) Chris Cottrell 12 4) Deron Reid 10
Fort Myers HS24 44.16
1) Jonathan Cassamajor 12 2) Voldrick Dorelien 12
3) Wislot Augustin 12 4) Darrun Smith 10
First Academ25 44.20
1) Alex Shields 10 2) suresh Black 11
3) Nathan Edwards 11 4) Lake Ellis 10
DeLand HS26 44.35
1) Emmanuel Hinds 12 2) Dionte Marks 10
3) Zaire Lindsey 10 4) Avantae Williams 10
Barron Collier HS27 44.39
Img Academy28 44.49
1) Charles Marelid 12 2) Jesse Percy 12
3) Renfei (Ethan) Chang 11 4) Daniel Castellonas 11
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Preliminaries ...   (Boys 4x100 m Relay Large School High School)
 RelayTeam Prelims
Lake Brantley HS29 44.50
1) Damarius Good 11 2) Chadrick Richards 9
3) David Gonzalez 12 4) Tramell Johnson 12
Springstead HS29 44.50
1) Noah Holmes 11 2) Jacorey Hartman 11
3) Isaiah Howard 11 4) Jerome Langley 11
Victory Chri31 44.52
1) Semaj James 12 2) Eddie Hopkins 12
3) Derrion Jones 12 4) JaQuan Randolph 10
Lake Minneola HS32 44.61
1) Fred Jackson 12 2) Alex Major 11
3) Samuel Pena 11 4) Jason Sween 12
Northside Christian33 44.63
Lakewood HS34 44.64
1) Armani John 9 2) Desmond Douglas 12
3) Paris Smith 11 4) Armani Adams 12
Ocala Forest HS35 44.79
1) Lamarcus Bassett 11 2) Yancey Guest 11
3) Nick Kernan 11 4) Chris Pilarczyk 11
Lake Highland Prep HS36 44.83
1) Devyn Castor 12 2) Jefferson Walls 11
3) Francisco Zhou 11 4) Nick Deese 12
Bishop Kenny HS37 45.36
1) Joshua Avera 12 2) Aaron Fudge 12
3) Jonathan Jones 11 4) Marquez Wells 12
Alonso HS38 45.39
1) Jael Feliz 11 2) Dae'on Lind 12
3) Joseph Bonga 10 4) Skyler Boykin 12
Nease HS39 45.77
1) Joe Bradshaw 10 2) William Grullon 11
3) Ricky Smith 12 4) DeQuan Thompson 10
Chiefland HS40 45.81
1) Tremaine Brown 12 2) Jalen Rutledge 10
3) Pete Cruz 9 4) L.J Jenkins 11
Pine Crest HS41 46.80
1) Johnathan Ballou 12 2) Derek Pfeffer 11
3) Josh Gellman 10 4) Zach Goldstein 10
Apopka HS--- DNF
1) Saypadia Desaussure 12 2) Cornelius Williams 11
3) Isaiah Sutton 11 4) N/A Yirmyah 11
Olympia HS--- DNF
St. Petersburg HS--- DNF
1) Aleem Coley 12 2) Bryce Green 12
3) Anthony Johnson 12 4) Antonio Thompson 12
Westminster School--- DNF
1) Miles Davis 12 2) Michael Mahan 11
3) Paris Howland 12 4) Jake Jones 11
Dr. Phillips HS--- DNF
1) Kenyon Baron 11 2) Nivon Holland 10
3) Tanner Ingle 12 4) Jacquez Jones 10
Bishop Snyder HS--- DNF
Spruce Creek HS--- DNF
1) Desmond Ford-Green 10 2) Aaron Walton 10
3) Nathan Farrell 10 4) Richard Ballard 9
New Smyrna Beach HS--- DQ
1) Timothy Davis 11 2) Deven Durham 10
3) Einaj Carter 11 4) Matthew Duguay 9
Westminster--- DQ
1) Johnny Bankston 11 2) Prince Young 11
3) D'Andre Felton 11 4) Alexander Garcia 7
Naples HS--- DQ
1) Samuel Faustin 12 2) Cesare Mellusi 11
3) Jordan Persad - Tirone 12 4) Wooby Theork 12
St. Thomas Aquinas HS--- DQ
1) Tavares Jr Kelly 12 2) Jermanie Byrd 12
3) Alphonso Blades 12 4) Brian Brewton 10
Chaminade-Ma--- DQ
1) Tecory Couch 11 2) Shaun Shivers 12
3) Grantis Poole 11 4) Keontra Smith 11
Miramar HS--- DQ
1) Taylor Banks 11 2) Terrence Horne Jr. 12
3) Cody Brown 9 4) Jonathan Doriscar 12
 
Boys 4x100 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 40.17 R American Heritage Plantation H4/1/2017




1) Tyson Campbell 12 2) Anthony Schwartz 12
3) Clarence Burley 11 4) Miles Jones 12
Miami Northwestern HS2 41.12
1) james cook 12 2) Jacquez Stuart 11
3) demarcus fleming 10 4) jordan taylor 10
Lincoln HS3 42.08
1) Timothy Bates 12 2) Galen Johnson 9
3) Julius Norman 12 4) Kcei Moses 12
Cedar Shoals4 42.19
1) Tysamin Glaze 11 2) Lirante Jackson 12
3) Markell Allen 12 4) Cameron Hudson 11
Freedom HS (Orlando)5 42.47
1) Ishma Estephere 9 2) Darren Mitchell 12
3) Emiliano Class 12 4) Demorie Tate 10
Winter Park HS6 42.63
1) Sage Bertran 11 2) Dylan Jean-Baptiste 11
3) Donovan Nunez 11 4) ian Tirado 11
Fort Lauderdale HS7 42.97
1) Terron Brooks 10 2) Wesley Elidor 12
3) Markevious Legree 10 4) Meshawn Neely 12
 





Santa Fe HS3 43.97
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Bishop Kenny HS6 45.03
Chiefland HS7 45.92
 
Boys 4x200 m Relay High School
Relays: 1:24.75 R American Heritage Plantation H3/31/2017
M Parker, M Wilson, M Jones, A Schwartz
 RelayTeam Finals
Finals
Miami Northwestern HS1 1:25.72
1) james cook 12 2) Jacquez Stuart 11
3) micheal thompson 12 4) Thomas Burns 12
St. Thomas Aquinas HS2 1:27.15
1) Tavares Jr Kelly 12 2) Jermanie Byrd 12
3) Alphonso Blades 12 4) Brian Brewton 10
Hallandale HS3 1:27.76
1) Isaac Castillo 12 2) Michael Nesmith 12
3) Amari Johnson 11 4) Kendaruis Coward 12
George Jenkins HS4 1:27.95
1) Tyson Williams 10 2) Austin Cowans 10
3) Riley Ott 10 4) Terrance Denson 10
Chaminade-Ma5 1:28.02
1) Tecory Couch 11 2) Shaun Shivers 12
3) Grantis Poole 11 4) Keontra Smith 11
Raines HS6 1:28.36
1) Eddie Ausgood 12 2) Aaron Bell 9
3) Marlon Brooks 11 4) Larry Grier 12
Northeast HS7 1:28.38
1) Marvens Milhomme 11 2) Bradley Nelson 12
3) Wavell Hinds 12 4) Matthew McKenzie 10
Winter Park HS8 1:29.88
1) Sage Bertran 11 2) Donovan Nunez 11
3) ian Tirado 11 4) Jadon Tirado 11
North Miami HS9 1:29.89
1) Derrick Jackson 12 2) Richard Sam 11
3) Ronald Fanfan 11 4) Justin Walden 10
Miramar HS10 1:30.04
1) Taylor Banks 11 2) Terrence Horne Jr. 12
3) Osaji Skyers 11 4) Xavier Smith 12
Freedom HS (Orlando)11 1:30.07
1) Darren Mitchell 12 2) Dorshley Michel 12
3) Emiliano Class 12 4) Demorie Tate 10
Olympia HS12 1:30.19
Naples HS13 1:30.92
1) Jordan Persad - Tirone 12 2) Wooby Theork 12
3) Samuel Faustin 12 4) Jeremiah Hurd 11
Gainesville HS14 1:31.41
1) Julien Cromwell 12 2) Joseph Franklin 12
3) Maurice Davis 12 4) Will McKnight 12
Northside Christian15 1:31.75
St. Petersburg HS16 1:31.78
1) Aleem Coley 12 2) Bryce Green 12
3) Anthony Johnson 12 4) Antonio Thompson 12
Flagler Palm Coast HS17 1:31.94
1) Benjamin Barthellemy 12 2) Darrell Thomas 11
3) Wilens Paul 10 4) Morris Jeffers 9
Lake Minneola HS18 1:31.97
1) Samuel Pena 11 2) James Williams 12
3) Richard Carrillo 12 4) Xavier McClendon 12
Bartram Trail HS19 1:32.43
1) Chase Ruskin 11 2) Corbein Hagans 12
3) Jaelin Williams 12 4) Domenic Altomare 10
Cardinal Gibbons HS20 1:32.73
1) Alexander Battle 11 2) Carlos Sandy 12
3) Derek Atwaters 11 4) Jackson Marseille 10
DeLand HS21 1:32.94
1) Emmanuel Hinds 12 2) Dionte Marks 10
3) Avantae Williams 10 4) Christian Thomas 11
Westminster School22 1:33.16
1) Miles Davis 12 2) Michael Mahan 11
3) Justin Jones 11 4) Jake Jones 11
Img Academy23 1:33.24
1) Charles Marelid 12 2) Jesse Percy 12
3) Renfei (Ethan) Chang 11 4) Daniel Castellonas 11
Dr. Phillips HS24 1:33.25
1) Kenyon Baron 11 2) Nivon Holland 10
3) Tanner Ingle 12 4) Jacquez Jones 10
West Orange HS25 1:33.26
1) Rickey Davis 11 2) Alec Duhaney 10
3) David Jones 10 4) Jashari Jones 9
Lakewood HS26 1:33.33
1) Desmond Douglas 12 2) Armani Adams 12
3) Khalid Davis 12 4) Paris Smith 11
Ida S. Baker HS27 1:33.68
1) Jesse Blow 12 2) Tin Hill 12
3) Brian McKellop 10 4) Garret Patracca 11
Golden Gate HS28 1:33.94
1) Jouvensly Bazile 11 2) Anthony Robinson 12
3) Lawrence Canton 11 4) Junior Dorvillien 11
Buchholz HS29 1:35.11
1) Michael Williams 11 2) Gregory Richards 11
3) Terrence Young 11 4) Sage Keys 11
Alonso HS30 1:35.40
1) Jael Feliz 11 2) Dae'on Lind 12
3) Desmond Jones 11 4) Joseph Bonga 10
Spruce Creek HS31 1:36.20
1) Desmond Ford-Green 10 2) Aaron Walton 10
3) Richard Ballard 9 4) Terrance McMillon 11
Holy Trinity Academy32 1:37.01
1) James Blackstrain 9 2) Preston Foreman 9
3) Ja Lon Hudgins 9 4) Honor'ee Pound 10
Lake Highland Prep HS33 1:37.76
1) Devyn Castor 12 2) Francisco Zhou 11
3) Josh Walton 10 4) Jefferson Walls 11
Bishop Snyder HS34 1:38.17
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Finals ...   (Boys 4x200 m Relay High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
Pine Crest HS35 1:39.30
1) Johnathan Ballou 12 2) Derek Pfeffer 11
3) Josh Gellman 10 4) Zach Goldstein 10
Am Heritage--- DNF
1) Jaden Mcburrows 9 2) Monte Parker 11
3) Tyson Campbell 12 4) Miles Jones 12
Mulberry HS--- DNF
1) Robert Johnson 12 2) Isaiah Guinyard 11
3) Tyree Johnson 12 4) Arian Smith 10
Victory Chri--- DQ
1) JaQuaes Stone 12 2) Eddie Hopkins 12
3) Semaj James 12 4) JaQuan Randolph 10
Barron Collier HS--- DQ
Lake Brantley HS--- DQ
1) Damarius Good 11 2) Chadrick Richards 9
3) Christian Burrell 12 4) David Gonzalez 12
Chiefland HS--- DQ
1) Jalen Rutledge 10 2) L.J Jenkins 11
3) Deshamar Shepherd 11 4) Tramaine Brown 12
Coral Reef HS--- DQ
1) Dillon Ford 11 2) Brandon Love 12
3) Damilola Summer 12 4) Dominic Baker 12
 
Boys 4x400 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 3:10.56 R Miami Northwestern4/1/2017
t toomer, t burns, d east, f gonsalvies
 RelayTeam Prelims
Preliminaries
Miami Northwestern HS1 3:20.10q
1) james cook 12 2) Jacquez Stuart 11
3) winston quinn 10 4) micheal thompson 12
Am Heritage2 3:20.94q
1) Monte Parker 11 2) Anthony Schwartz 12
3) Isaiah Petit-Jeune 12 4) Miles Jones 12
St. Thomas Aquinas HS3 3:21.50q
1) Jamir Ferguson 12 2) Alphonso Blades 12
3) Brian Brewton 10 4) Semar Ace Melvin 11
Lake Brantley HS4 3:21.63q
1) Damarius Good 11 2) Chadrick Richards 9
3) Joab Francois 11 4) Christian Burrell 12
Hallandale HS5 3:22.24q
1) Josiah Campbell 12 2) Amari Johnson 11
3) Kendaruis Coward 12 4) Rasmus Wright 10
Northeast HS6 3:22.86q
1) Josue Fils Aime 12 2) Tyree Simeon 12
3) Malik Ford 12 4) Rohan Hamilton 9
George Jenkins HS7 3:24.93q
1) Tyson Williams 10 2) Terrance Denson 10
3) Riley Ott 10 4) Wyland Alleva 11
Ida S. Baker HS8 3:25.29q
1) Kennice Beaubrun 11 2) Jesse Blow 12
3) Brian McKellop 10 4) Ryan Ringer 11
First Academ9 3:25.39q
1) Mitchell Allen 12 2) Alex Shields 10
3) suresh Black 11 4) Nathan Edwards 11
Westminster School10 3:26.38
1) Miles Davis 12 2) Peyton Kendall 10
3) Paris Howland 12 4) Bryson Rorie 12
Chaminade-Ma11 3:26.93
1) Shaun Shivers 12 2) Daniel Longman 12
3) John Dunmore 11 4) Patrick Ottey 11
Olympia HS12 3:27.42
Barron Collier HS13 3:27.83
Coral Reef HS14 3:28.19
1) Jonathan Roomes 12 2) Damilola Summer 12
3) Dillon Ford 11 4) Dominic Baker 12
Gainesville HS15 3:28.26
1) Julien Cromwell 12 2) Joseph Franklin 12
3) Norman Seavers 12 4) Warren White 12
Alonso HS16 3:29.11
1) Jael Feliz 11 2) Finn Johnson 12
3) Domenic Haynes 12 4) David Marino-Silver 12
Flagler Palm Coast HS17 3:29.18
1) Darrell Thomas 11 2) Shawn Gordon 11
3) Benjamin Barthellemy 12 4) Ken'Deric Morton 10
Celebration HS18 3:29.54
1) Antonio Franco 12 2) Oscar Newman 9
3) Keshawn Peterson 11 4) Cote Strike 12
Miramar HS19 3:29.69
1) Taylor Banks 11 2) Terrence Horne Jr. 12
3) Xavier Smith 12 4) Cody Brown 9
Northside Christian20 3:29.80
Naples HS21 3:29.85
1) Jordan Persad - Tirone 12 2) Samuel Faustin 12
3) Jeremiah Hurd 11 4) Tyreese Small 10
Lake Mary HS22 3:30.82
1) Seriah Abram 11 2) Bernard Fleuristal 11
3) Trent Barnecott 10 4) Wayne Heath 12
Golden Gate HS23 3:30.94
1) Jouvensly Bazile 11 2) Anthony Robinson 12
3) Lawrence Canton 11 4) Ralphe Thermidor 12
Img Academy24 3:31.37
1) Charles Marelid 12 2) Renfei (Ethan) Chang 11
3) Daniel Castellonas 11 4) Michael Harris 11
Cardinal Gibbons HS25 3:31.80
1) Carlos Sandy 12 2) Samir English-Brown 10
3) Allen Escuage 12 4) Derek Atwaters 11
St. Cloud HS26 3:31.85
Fleming Island HS27 3:32.53
1) Jacob Ashe 11 2) Jared Ashe 11
3) Felipe Fernandez 12 4) Cameron May 11
West Orange HS28 3:32.61
1) John Lewis 10 2) Christopher Thevenot 12
3) Rajay Preddie 10 4) Russell Robinson 11
Spruce Creek HS29 3:32.67
1) Desmond Ford-Green 10 2) Aaron Walton 10
3) Nathan Farrell 10 4) Terrance McMillon 11
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Preliminaries ...   (Boys 4x400 m Relay Large School High School)
 RelayTeam Prelims
Buchholz HS30 3:33.25
1) Brandon Mayo 12 2) Caden Monk 11
3) Gregory Richards 11 4) Sage Keys 11
Freedom HS (Orlando)31 3:33.25
1) James Joseph 12 2) Dorshley Michel 12
3) Samuel Fenelus 12 4) Darren Mitchell 12
Lake Minneola HS32 3:33.99
1) Alex Major 11 2) Richard Carrillo 12
3) Xavier McClendon 12 4) Malachi Shannon 10
Lakewood HS33 3:34.52
1) Paris Smith 11 2) Armani Adams 12
3) Khalid Davis 12 4) Mohammed Haitham 12
West Boca Raton HS34 3:37.21
1) Nicholas Carros 12 2) Ethan Gunn 11
3) Noah Halfon 10 4) Jordan Schulman 10
Mitchell HS35 3:38.37
Wildwood Ms/Hs36 3:38.46
1) JaQuan Mccants 11 2) Bryan McMullen 12
3) Rodney Mitchell 11 4) Coby McClellan 12
Wekiva HS37 3:42.89
Coral Glades HS38 3:43.56
1) Josaiah Delice 9 2) Pressely Floreal 12
3) Jahari Dorival 11 4) Xavier Velez 10
Santa Fe HS39 3:44.50
1) Chris Cottrell 12 2) Di'Shon McGlon 11
3) Deron Reid 10 4) Christian Jones 11
Admiral Farr40 3:44.54
1) Alex Fiorillo 11 2) Philip Henderson 10
3) Cole Kolodetsky 11 4) Alex Oi 11
Pine Crest HS41 3:45.85
1) Matthew Jordan 12 2) Connor Berne 9
3) Luke Fatovic 9 4) Derek Pfeffer 11
Clearwater HS42 3:48.77
1) Cormac Gilmore 12 2) Niklas Jacobi 12
3) Devin Murphy 12 4) Brainharris Mosoke 11
Springstead HS43 3:52.92
1) William Marquis 12 2) William Osborn 12
3) Noah Holmes 11 4) Jacorey Hartman 11
Chiefland HS44 3:57.39
1) Tremaine Brown 12 2) Hector Barajas 11
3) L.J Jenkins 11 4) Paul Davis 7
Apopka HS--- DQ
1) Jevon Clarke 10 2) N/A Yirmyah 11
3) Marcus Banks-Guy 12 4) Meshar Rogers Prince 12
St. Petersburg HS--- DQ
1) Antonio Thompson 12 2) Jae Sutherland 12
3) Aleem Coley 12 4) Anthony Johnson 12
Dr. Phillips HS--- DQ
1) Kenyon Baron 11 2) Jacquez Jones 10
3) Arron Edwards 11 4) Adriel Rivera Aponte 12
 
Boys 4x400 m Relay Large School High School
Relays: 3:10.56 R Miami Northwestern4/1/2017
t toomer, t burns, d east, f gonsalvies
 RelayTeam Finals
Finals
Miami Northwestern HS1 3:12.23
1) james cook 12 2) Jacquez Stuart 11
3) winston quinn 10 4) micheal thompson 12
Am Heritage2 3:13.74
1) Monte Parker 11 2) Anthony Schwartz 12
3) Isaiah Petit-Jeune 12 4) Miles Jones 12
St. Thomas Aquinas HS3 3:17.87
1) Jamir Ferguson 12 2) Alphonso Blades 12
3) Brian Brewton 10 4) Semar Ace Melvin 11
Northeast HS4 3:19.10
1) Josue Fils Aime 12 2) Tyree Simeon 12
3) Malik Ford 12 4) Rohan Hamilton 9
Lake Brantley HS5 3:22.64
1) Damarius Good 11 2) Chadrick Richards 9
3) Joab Francois 11 4) Christian Burrell 12
Ida S. Baker HS6 3:27.42
1) Kennice Beaubrun 11 2) Jesse Blow 12
3) Brian McKellop 10 4) Ryan Ringer 11
George Jenkins HS7 3:28.72
1) Tyson Williams 10 2) Terrance Denson 10
3) Riley Ott 10 4) Wyland Alleva 11
Olympia HS--- DQ
Hallandale HS--- DQ
1) Josiah Campbell 12 2) Amari Johnson 11
3) Kendaruis Coward 12 4) Rasmus Wright 10
 







Pine Crest HS5 3:47.26
Cardinal Gibbons HS--- DQ
 
Boys 4x800 m Relay High School




1) Clayton Carlson 12 2) Charles Hruda 11
3) Amari Douglas 12 4) Byron Jackson 10
Miami Northwestern HS2 7:47.34
1) winston quinn 10 2) micheal thompson 12
3) Thomas Burns 12 4) wilbert toussaint 12
Ocala Vanguard HS3 7:51.10
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Finals ...   (Boys 4x800 m Relay High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
Lakewood Ranch HS4 8:06.50
1) Andrew Dean 12 2) Jonathan Reid 11
3) Kyle Wray 12 4) Calvin Drake 10
Newsome HS5 8:11.12
1) Dominic Acosta 10 2) Daniel Barron 10
3) Liam Summers 12 4) Alex Bugielski 12
St. Thomas Aquinas HS6 8:11.80
1) Jamir Ferguson 12 2) Colin Breslin 11
3) Aidan Breslin 10 4) Jamal Cooney 11
Lake Brantley HS7 8:12.66
1) Joab Francois 11 2) Brian Johnson 12
3) Juan Moscoso 11 4) John Koerth 11
Lake Mary HS8 8:14.43
1) Devin Boyle 12 2) Kolten Kossler 11
3) Canaan St. Lewis 11 4) Blaine Farell 10
Spanish River HS9 8:15.24
1) Sam Rosenthal 12 2) Zachary Vincennie 10
3) Will Noonan 11 4) Chris French 12
St. Cloud HS10 8:15.35
1) Alex Miranda 11 2) Zachary Cloud 10
3) Tristen Montalvo 12 4) Matthew Velez 12
Flagler Palm Coast HS11 8:16.97
1) Levi Burton 12 2) August Healy 11
3) Shawn Gordon 11 4) Wesley Magnell 11
West Orange HS12 8:17.15
1) Artis Lewis 11 2) Christian Pierre-Paul 12
3) Rajay Preddie 10 4) Branden Young 11
Bishop Kenny HS13 8:17.54
1) Nathan Jubran 12 2) James Kaczorowski 12




1) Jacob Hindman 10 2) Nicholas Pollard 12
3) Logan Stephens 10 4) Jacob Unger 10
Barron Collier HS17 8:26.57
Mater Academ18 8:28.58
1) Tommy Cardenas 11 2) Jeffrey Cuza 12
3) Dewayne Menders 12 4) Damion Salisbury 11
Ocala Forest HS19 8:30.31
1) Ashton Deriso 9 2) Giovanni Rodriguez 11
3) Patrick Saxe 12 4) Malachi Sampson 11
Lakewood HS20 8:32.84
1) Lucas Sheridon 11 2) Jack Willett 11
3) Michael Hancock 12 4) Mohammed Haitham 12
Pine Crest HS21 8:34.08
1) Gabriel Ortega 11 2) Jabari Owens 11
3) Jack Rizzo 11 4) Connor Berne 9
Cardinal Gibbons HS22 8:34.94
1) Samir English-Brown 10 2) Allen Escuage 12
3) Alex Gonzalez 12 4) Derek Atwaters 11
Olympia HS23 8:37.07
Gainesville HS24 8:37.41
1) Matthew Conaty 11 2) Mason Gollwitzer 11
3) John Broling 12 4) Nicholas Cain 10
Westminster School25 8:38.18
1) Peter Huff 11 2) Peyton Kendall 10
3) Will Wallace 11 4) Bryson Rorie 12
Seabreeze HS26 8:39.11
1) Shane Brownrigg 11 2) Timothy Crosby 12
3) Aaron Griffis 10 4) Ethan Lemoncello 11
Father Lopez27 8:40.61
1) Jake Mayr 11 2) Brendan O'Quinn 9
3) Jimmy Major 10 4) Tanner Rosolino 11
North Port HS28 8:41.09
1) Joseph Smith 9 2) Caleb Melton 11
3) Ruben Rodriguez 9 4) Javier Amaya 12
Golden Gate HS29 8:42.95
1) Angel Palmas 11 2) Anthony Robinson 12
3) Angel Olvera 12 4) Ralphe Thermidor 12
Lake Minneola HS30 8:43.13
1) Noah Quintana 12 2) Daniel Moore 12
3) David Pautienus 11 4) Liam Quintana 10
Bartram Trail HS31 8:47.79
1) Andrew Keener 9 2) Brennan Popik 9
3) Jahari White 9 4) Jalani White 9
Fort Lauderdale HS32 8:50.09
1) Jaden Howell 9 2) Daniel Mcgovern 11
3) Jempsky Joseph 11 4) Michael Fiore 9
Freedom HS (Orlando)33 8:52.46
1) James Joseph 12 2) Michael Barone 11
3) Stephen Gonzalez 11 4) Omar Valle 12
Admiral Farr34 8:52.68
1) Alex Fiorillo 11 2) Cole Kolodetsky 11
3) Philip Henderson 10 4) Makani Monahan 10
Spruce Creek HS35 8:52.98
1) Jack Nelson 11 2) Daniel Reyes 9
3) Griffin Cooney 9 4) Luke Kathman 12
Santa Fe HS36 8:54.47
1) Rilyn Crouch 12 2) Cade Kelly 11
3) Justin Kelly 11 4) Jackson Steen 12
Alonso HS37 8:55.25
1) Finn Johnson 12 2) James Sanchez 12
3) Yonas Sauers 10 4) Joseph Bonga 10
Windermere H38 8:55.61
1) Onix Ortiz 10 2) Jacob Rison 10
3) Noah Ellenback 10 4) Joshwa Jerelds 10
Apopka HS39 8:58.37
1) Rudy Gatling 10 2) Ryan Lovern 11
3) Meshar Rogers Prince 12 4) Jackson Davis 10
Eastside HS40 8:59.13
1) Anthony Bishop-Gylys 11 2) Stephen Smith 12
3) Emile Sow 10 4) Clinton Dailey 9
Clearwater HS41 8:59.89
1) Niklas Jacobi 12 2) Cory Wilhelm 10
3) Trevor Cavanaugh 11 4) Cormac Gilmore 12
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Finals ...   (Boys 4x800 m Relay High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
St. Petersburg HS42 9:02.71
1) Charles Sabodski 11 2) Dieumerci Ufitimana 10
3) Aaron Bonner 11 4) Deshawn Brown 12
Coral Glades HS43 9:09.93
1) Jahari Dorival 11 2) Joseph Closs 11
3) Enrrique Lara 11 4) Xavier Velez 10
Westminster44 10:40.00
1) Adrian Ulloa 12 2) Alexander Garcia 7
3) Christian Garcia 7 4) Julian Valdes 5
Hallandale HS--- DQ
1) Josiah Campbell 12 2) Amari Johnson 11
3) Kendaruis Coward 12 4) Rasmus Wright 10
Buchholz HS--- DQ
1) Brandon Mayo 12 2) Caden Monk 11
3) Gregory Richards 11 4) Sage Keys 11
 
Boys Distance Medley High School




1) Joshua Williams 12 2) Zach Waters 11
3) Ryan Moosbrugger 12 4) Sam Gilman 11
Lake Brantley HS2 10:37.81
1) Damarius Good 11 2) Joab Francois 11
3) Brian Johnson 12 4) Juan Moscoso 11
Sarasota HS3 10:46.01
1) Alan Romero 11 2) Jaasiel Torres 12
3) Adrien Zambaux 10 4) Benjamin Hartvigsen 11
Fort Myers HS4 10:46.08
1) Nick Carpenter 11 2) Reese Novella 12
3) Liam Holston 9 4) Kyle Skinner 10
Trinity Prep5 10:46.32
1) Sean Leider 12 2) Tristan Cloe 12
3) David Manning 10 4) Trent Turbyfill 12
West Orange HS6 10:46.70
1) Artis Lewis 11 2) Christian Pierre-Paul 12
3) Russell Robinson 11 4) Branden Young 11
George M. St7 10:51.31
Spanish River HS8 10:51.57
1) Chris French 12 2) Sam Rosenthal 12
3) Zachary Vincennie 10 4) Will Noonan 11
St. Thomas Aquinas HS9 10:53.37
1) Sage Brands 10 2) Jamir Ferguson 12
3) Colin Breslin 11 4) Nicholas Rischar 12
Naples HS10 11:02.20
1) Dylan Clark 12 2) Colin Williams 12
3) Jake Kampf 10 4) Miguel Lopez 12
Barron Collier HS11 11:04.08
George Jenkins HS12 11:06.14
1) Ryan Chapman 12 2) Chase Jones 12
3) Thomas Townley 10 4) Terrance Denson 10
Coral Reef HS13 11:10.41
1) DaMauri Little 11 2) Hunter Dobbs 12
3) Austin Redondo 12 4) Dillon Ford 11
Lake Highland Prep HS14 11:10.96
1) Nick Deese 12 2) Isaac Jacobs 11
3) Gavin Addeo 12 4) Jonah Gottschalk 12
St. Petersburg HS15 11:11.57
1) Bryce Burt 12 2) Matthew Wohlwend 11
3) Dieumerci Ufitimana 10 4) Anthony Johnson 12
Flagler Palm Coast HS16 11:11.97
1) Shawn Gordon 11 2) Darrell Thomas 11
3) Levi Burton 12 4) Abdiel Martir-Martinez 12
Ocala Vanguard HS17 11:12.01
Cardinal Gibbons HS18 11:15.19
1) Allen Escuage 12 2) Alex Gonzalez 12
3) Andres Zaldivar 10 4) Derek Atwaters 11
Apopka HS19 11:15.22
1) Rudy Gatling 10 2) Ryan Lovern 11
3) Marcus Banks-Guy 12 4) Jackson Davis 10
Mitchell HS20 11:16.15
1) Johannes Van Ooyen 10 2) Nicholas Pollard 12
3) Logan Stephens 10 4) Nickolas Millan 10
Pine Crest HS21 11:16.15
1) Jack Rizzo 11 2) Matthew Jordan 12
3) Jabari Owens 11 4) Gabriel Ortega 11
Gainesville HS22 11:17.65
1) Matthew Conaty 11 2) Mason Gollwitzer 11
3) John Broling 12 4) Nicholas Cain 10
Dr. Phillips HS23 11:18.57
1) Adam Berriz 9 2) Franklin Ivey 12
3) Joshua Matzner 11 4) Adriel Rivera Aponte 12
Windermere H24 11:18.73
1) Onix Ortiz 10 2) Jacob Rison 10
3) Noah Ellenback 10 4) Joshwa Jerelds 10
Westminster School25 11:19.30
1) Zachary Roe 10 2) Mason Arbery 12
3) Andrew Stevens 10 4) Sam Blau 12
Admiral Farr26 11:19.32
1) Alex Fiorillo 11 2) Philip Henderson 10
3) Cole Kolodetsky 11 4) Makani Monahan 10
Fleming Island HS27 11:20.67
1) Evan Fuller 12 2) Felipe Fernandez 12
3) Cameron May 11 4) Andrew Miller 12
The Master's28 11:21.44
1) Jordan Woodbine 12 2) Josh Gillis 9
3) Jonah Woodbine 9 4) Esdras Camacho 11
Celebration HS29 11:22.52
1) Hudson Rucker 9 2) Antonio Franco 12
3) Cote Strike 12 4) Alejandro Uriostegui 12
South Fork HS30 11:23.69
1) Tyler Fohrman 12 2) Ephrain Maurival 12
3) Bradley Pinto 10 4) Jack Ungerland 10
Lakewood HS31 11:32.78
1) Gavin Pagan 10 2) Khalid Davis 12
3) Mohammed Haitham 12 4) Lucas Sheridon 11
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Finals ...   (Boys Distance Medley High School)
 RelayTeam Finals
Spruce Creek HS32 11:35.67
1) Jack Nelson 11 2) Daniel Reyes 9
3) Griffin Cooney 9 4) Luke Kathman 12
Olympia HS33 11:38.33
Coral Glades HS34 11:38.57
1) Josaiah Delice 9 2) Joseph Closs 11
3) Shadai Enslei 12 4) Enrrique Lara 11
Clearwater HS35 11:39.29
1) Niklas Jacobi 12 2) Brainharris Mosoke 11
3) Trevor Cavanaugh 11 4) Cormac Gilmore 12
Montverde Academy36 11:39.90
1) Ian Cortes 12 2) William Cook 9
3) Ryder Valiquette 12 4) Weston Baptiste 9
Seabreeze HS37 11:42.68
1) Shane Brownrigg 11 2) Timothy Crosby 12
3) Aaron Griffis 10 4) Ethan Lemoncello 11
Eastside HS38 11:53.07
1) Anthony Bishop-Gylys 11 2) Stephen Smith 12
3) Nathan Parks 11 4) Emile Sow 10
P.K. Yonge School39 11:56.16
1) Tyler Jordan 12 2) Kiran Jaishankar 9
3) Joshua Thompson 10 4) Coleman Tadrowski 12
North Port HS40 12:03.01
1) Javier Amaya 12 2) Caleb Melton 11
3) Ruben Rodriguez 9 4) Joseph Smith 9
Bartram Trail HS41 12:08.54
1) Tommy Adzema 10 2) Curren Brown 11
3) Dylan Jessee 10 4) Sam Rautenstrauch 10
Ponte Vedra HS42 12:16.77
1) William Ashcroft 10 2) Nathan Beaty 11
3) Nicolas Guerrero 12 4) Jack Impey 9
Wekiva HS43 12:22.41
Alonso HS44 12:29.72
1) James Sanchez 12 2) Alex Quesada 11
3) Yonas Sauers 10 4) Nick Habyril 12
Buchholz HS45 12:33.74
1) Thurman Lincoln 11 2) Brant Mountain 9
3) Devin Matkozich 12 4) Tyler Grubbs 9
Am Heritage46 12:49.61
1) Justin Folks 9 2) Quinton Burkett 9
3) Trenton Guy 10 4) Timothy Butler 11
Oak Hall School--- DNF
1) Michael Holloway II 11 2) Ryland Kane 8
3) Collin Kane 12 4) Austin Montini 9
Miramar HS--- DNF
1) Tahj Johnson 11 2) Xavier Richemond 10
3) Aaron Bush 12 4) Oliver Darcisse 11
 
Boys High Jump High School
Progression: 1.75, 1.80, 1.85, 1.90, 1.95, 2.00, 2.05, 2.08,
2.11, 2.14, 2.17
Relays: 7-02 # Matt Vincent1999
Relays: 7-02 R Dothel Edwards1984
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Saint Andrew 11Nathanial Gramentine1 2.08m
Sarasota HS 12Jaasiel Torres2 J2.08m
Satellite Hi 11Thomas Persicketti3 2.00m
DeLand HS 12Enrique Flores4 1.95m
Cardinal Gib 10Jackson Marseille5 J1.95m
Scott County 11Peyton Shotwell6 J1.95m
Westminster 12Paris Howland6 J1.95m
Lake Mary HS 10Trent Barnecott8 1.90m
Port Orange 12David Long9 J1.90m
Godby HS 10Ukurugenzi Kojo10 J1.90m
Northeast HS 11Kimani Richards11 J1.90m
Lakewood Ran 12Harry Barthelemy12 J1.90m
Godby HS 12Dataveus Robinson13 1.85m
George M. St 10Aidan Bitter14 J1.85m
 
Boys Pole Vault High School
Progressions: 3.50, 3.65, 3.80, 3.95, 4.10, 4.25, 4.40, 4.55,
4.65, 4.75, 4.85, 4.95, 5.05
Relays: 16-08.75 R Chip Heuser2003
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
River Ridge 12Stone Baker1 4.85m
Satellite Hi 12Noah Mumme2 J4.85m
Land O' Lake 12Tucker Brace3 4.65m
Lakeland Chr 11Sam Riley4 4.40m
Timber Creek 12Austin Thompson5 J4.40m
Coral Spring 11Dominic Boddie6 J4.40m
George Jenki 10Riley Ott7 4.25m
St. Thomas A 11Matthew Farrell8 J4.25m
Leon HS 11Sebastian Campo8 J4.25m
Satellite Hi 12Luis Morris10 4.10m
Gulf Coast H 12Kayden Cecil11 J4.10m
George Jenki 10Kyle Murawski12 J4.10m
Niceville HS 10Kobe Babin12 J4.10m
Lakewood Ran 12Nicholas Napier14 J4.10m
Western HS 12Jason Rotger14 J4.10m
Cardinal Gib 11James Nutt16 J4.10m
Community Sc 12Kane Aldrich--- NH
Lake Mary HS 10Noah St. Pierre--- NH
 
Boys Long Jump High School
Min Mark: 6.50
Relays: 25-04 R Joey Wells1983
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
West Orange 11Russell Robinson1 7.10m 1.5
Timber Creek 12Austin Thompson2 7.05m 0.4
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Finals ...   (Boys Long Jump High School)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Mulberry HS 10Arian Smith3 7.03m +0.0
Sebastian Ri 12Queshun Watson-Riggins4 7.01m 1.8
Am Heritage 12Dyllion Lester5 6.83m 0.5
Port Charlot 12Tyreece Luther6 6.74m 2.1
Westminster 12Paris Howland7 6.68m 0.7
Montverde Ac 12Kydiana (Kj) Lewis8 6.65m 1.1
Sarasota HS 11Charles Ward9 6.62m 1.9
Bishop Snyde 11Jalen Chance10 6.59m 0.6
Miramar HS 12Xavier Smith11 J6.59m +0.0
George Jenki 10Terrance Denson12 6.55m 0.2
Golden Gate 11Jouvensly Bazile--- FOUL
Oakleaf HS 12Melvin Briley--- FOUL
Pine Crest H 12Tony Bridges--- FOUL
 
Boys Triple Jump High School
Min Mark: 13.00
Relays: 52-04.25 R Kentrell Sanders2010
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Oakleaf HS 12Melvin Briley1 14.76m 2.0
Pine Crest H 12Tony Bridges2 14.66m 0.9
Sebastian Ri 12Queshun Watson-Riggins3 14.57m 1.5
Bishop Snyde 11Jalen Chance4 13.85m NWI
Gainesville 12Amontaie Mitchell5 13.79m NWI
Winter Park 11Dylan Jean-Baptiste6 13.64m 1.7
Miramar HS 11Osaji Skyers7 J13.64m NWI
University H 12Kelvin Campbell8 13.53m 1.5
Apopka HS 11N/A Yirmyah9 13.47m 1.8
Port Charlot 12Tyreece Luther10 13.28m 1.9
Fleming Isla 10Darnell Deas11 13.12m NWI
Cedar Shoals 12Markell Allen--- FOUL
Sarasota HS 11Charles Ward--- FOUL
 
Boys Shot Put High School
Min Mark: 14.00m
Relays: 65-04.75 R Dock Luckie1977
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Hallandale H 12Milton Ingraham1 19.15m
Scott County 11Bryan Hudson2 19.01m
Auburndale H 12Anthony Pierce3 16.86m
Niceville HS 12Elijah West4 16.48m
Niceville HS 12Nash Rutledge5 16.22m
Naples HS 11Jett Su6 15.92m
West Orange 12Eiljah Jackson7 15.65m
St. Thomas A 12Dejmi Dumervil Jean8 15.35m
Springstead 12Kyle Manuel9 14.96m
Sebastian Ri 10Tim Smith10 14.89m
Fort Lauderd 11Demetris Dorceus11 14.68m
Celebration 12Hunter Hummel12 14.32m
Fort Lauderd 11Desmond Dorceus13 14.30m
Satellite Hi 12Alex Iervasi14 14.28m
Sebastian Ri 11Logan Jefferson15 14.06m
Ocala Forest 12Justice Spillers--- ND
Barron Colli 12Armand Sala--- ND
Fort Myers H 11Jacob Lemmon--- ND
Lake Nona HS 12Logan Hale--- FOUL
Northeast HS 12Johnny Thompson--- FOUL
 
Boys Discus Throw High School
Min Mark: 38.00
Relays: 195-09 R Wes Stockbarger2004
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Fort Myers H 11Jacob Lemmon1 57.34m
Scott County 11Bryan Hudson2 56.60m
Hallandale H 12Milton Ingraham3 54.85m
Buchholz HS 11Derek Akey4 52.84m
Celebration 12Hunter Hummel5 51.43m
Sebastian Ri 10Tim Smith6 49.69m
Niceville HS 12Elijah West7 48.46m
North Port H 12Daniel Gonzalez8 48.19m
Fort Lauderd 11Desmond Dorceus9 47.50m
Satellite Hi 12Luis Morris10 46.26m
Spruce Creek 12Vann Meadows11 45.78m
Naples HS 11Jett Su12 45.28m
St. Thomas A 12Grayson Crozier13 45.27m
Trinity Prep 10Luke Barrett14 44.64m
Bolles HS 10Marshall Gainer15 44.35m
George Jenki 12Andy Labrada16 43.73m
Lakewood Ran 12Noah Oxley17 43.61m
Fort Lauderd 11Demetris Dorceus18 42.73m
Bolles HS 11Dylan Lageman19 42.32m
Springstead 12Kyle Manuel--- FOUL
 
Men 100 m Dash College
Track: 9.91 T Femi Ogunode4/22/2016
Relays: 10.04 # Diondre Batson2015
Relays: 10.04 R Harvey Glance1981
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
NikeOmar Mcleod1 10.32 0.2
N. Carolina SOJaylan Mitchell2 10.35 1.4
Academy of A JRMobolade Ajomale3 10.37 0.2
N. Carolina JRRodney Rowe4 10.39 -0.7
Kent State SRRiak Reese5 10.40 0.2
Northeastern SRKyle Darrow6 10.42 1.4
Penn State FRTerrance Laird6 10.42 +0.0
Western Kent SRJulius Morris8 10.44 0.2
Florida FRHakim Sani-Brown9 10.46 1.4
Alabama Stat JRJosh Davis10 10.46 -0.7
Penn State SRXavier Smith10 10.46 0.2
Bethune-Cook SRKareem Fair12 10.47 -0.7
Morgan State SRDesean White13 10.48 1.4
Florida JRRyan Clark14 10.49 -0.1
Miami JRMyles Valentine15 10.54 +0.0
NikeMarquis Dendy16 10.54 0.2
Penn State SRMalik Moffett17 10.54 -0.7
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Finals ...   (Men 100 m Dash College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Western Kent SREli Minor18 10.55 -0.7
Florida JRMichael Timpson, Jr19 10.55 -2.4
South Alabam SRRafael Scott20 10.58 -0.7
Kentucky SRFred Dorsey21 10.59 -0.7
N. Carolina SRJoel Thomas22 10.61 -0.7
Hampton JRBrenan Garrett23 10.62 1.4
Boston U. SRJustin Flynn24 10.64 +0.0
Penn FRMarvin Morgan25 10.66 1.4
Syracuse SRWinston Lee26 10.66 -0.1
Miss State SOKarson Kowalchuk27 10.68 -2.4
Iowa SRO'Shea Wilson28 10.68 -0.7
Northeastern FRDonatien Djero29 10.68 -0.1
Boston U. SOChiebuka Onwuzurike30 10.69 1.4
Troy SOKewin Delis31 10.70 1.4
Alabama Stat JRNorris Spike32 10.70 +0.0
Iowa SOAntonio Woodard33 10.75 -2.4
Life SpeedSteven Gayle34 10.81 0.2
North Greenv SOJJ Sherman35 10.81 +0.0
Circle Sport SRD'Angelo Cherry36 10.81 0.2
St. Augustin SODamere Gilbert37 10.82 1.4
Miami JRIsaiah Taylor38 10.84 -2.4
Samford SOEmmanuel Tait39 10.84 -2.4
Kennesaw Sta SOCameron Bolden40 10.86 -0.1
Penn State JRAnton Porter41 10.87 -0.1
South Alabam JRKeith Davis42 10.88 1.4
Florida Stat SRKeniel Grant43 10.88 +0.0
Loyola (Ill. FRTyler Elmore44 10.90 1.4
Western Kent JRWilliam Bush45 10.90 -2.4
South Alabam JRAlex Elam45 10.90 +0.0
Youngstown S SRCarl Zallow47 10.93 +0.0
Youngstown S SOBrendan Lucas48 10.95 1.4
Charleston S JRJoshua Paramore49 10.96 +0.0
Lipscomb SOAhmed Amaar50 11.00 1.4
Georgia Tech SOTyson Spears51 11.02 -0.1
Villanova JRSterling Pierce51 11.02 +0.0
Florida SRDamien Daniels53 11.06 +0.0
Liu Brooklyn JRCaleb Williams54 11.07 -0.1
Purdue SRGerald McGee55 11.14 +0.0
Purdue JRKeanu Pennerman55 11.14 1.4
Hampton SOJoshua Hagins57 11.23 +0.0
Purdue SOMalcolm Dotson58 11.77 -0.1
Kentucky JRTravis Riley--- FS +0.0
Kentucky FRJelani Walker--- DNF 1.4
 
Men 400 m Dash College
Track: 44.66 T Tyrone Kemp4/8/1989
Relays: 45.13 R Butch Reynolds1999
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Tennessee SRNathan Strother1 45.46
Kentucky FRDwight St Hillaire2 45.62
Florida JRKunle Fasasi3 45.83
Florida FRChantz Sawyers4 45.88
Florida FRBenjamin Vedel5 46.20
Rutgers FRTaj Burgess6 46.31
N. Carolina FRTrevor Stewart7 46.61
Georgia Tech JRDaniel Pietsch8 46.67
Iowa SOCollin Hofacker9 46.90
N. Carolina SRDajuan Harding10 46.93
Florida Stat SOKyle Fearrington11 46.96
Bethune-Cook SOJordan Williams12 46.99
Charlotte SOJayon Woodard13 47.05
Georgia Tech FRAnthony Brooks14 47.09
Iowa JRDeJuan Frye15 47.16
Claflin SROdou Hazel16 47.22
Georgia Tech SOBen Jean17 47.30
Connecticut SRTrenten Beram18 47.31
Penn State SOKier Miner19 47.36
Coppin State JRMartin Owusu-Antwi20 47.45
North Greenv SOTevin Richardson21 47.48
South Caroli SOTy Jaye Robbins22 47.52
N. Carolina JRJustin Hamilton23 47.57
Charlotte SOKy-Mani Dula24 47.59
Villanova FRBrian Faust25 47.62
Iowa SOChris Thompson26 47.67
Hampton SRJustin Beatty27 47.92
Purdue JRShawndail McLaren28 47.95
Indiana FRZubin Muncherji29 48.02
Western Kent JROliver Alexandre30 48.13
Purdue FRJordan Hollis31 48.21
Penn SRJeff Wiseman32 48.21
Maryland FRAaron Robinson33 48.22
Florida A&M SOJamari Smith34 48.32
McNeese Stat SOJalon Charles35 48.43
Morgan State SOKeon Rantin36 48.45
Western Kent JRKymari Gates37 48.51
Iowa State JRKa'Ven Berry38 48.55
Asa Miami SRRonique Todman39 48.58
Northeastern FRQuinn Litherland40 48.68
Florida JRJabari Hill41 48.72
Purdue JRKinard Rolle42 48.72
Florida SOCole Johnson43 48.89
Asa Miami SRNoel Fafael Campos Torres44 49.05
Iowa JRRaymund Clarke45 49.06
Limestone SOEthan Morrison46 49.09
Connecticut JRKyle Trocki47 49.26
Savannah Sta JRNigel Brown48 49.85
Georgia Tech JRLionel Jones49 50.01
Florida FRDawson Guillory50 50.17
Boston U. FRNikolas Smith51 52.44
Georgetown FRNate Alleyne--- DNF
 
Men 800 m Run College
Track: 1:44.75 T Wesley Vazquez4/1/2016
Relays: 1:44.75 R Wesley Vazquez4/1/2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Georgia Tech JRAvery Bartlett1 1:47.76
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Finals ...   (Men 800 m Run College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Penn State JRIsaiah Harris2 1:47.90
Miss State JRDejon Devroe3 1:47.97
Atlanta TracEdward Kemboi4 1:48.14
St. Augustin SRShaquille Dill5 1:48.70
Atlanta TracBrandon Lasater6 1:48.94
Franklin Pie SRDage Minors7 1:48.99
Florida JRKyren Hollis8 1:49.00
Unattached SRCarter Lilly9 1:49.18
Unattached SOMatthew Harding10 1:49.25
Iowa State SOFestus Lagat11 1:49.31
Lipscomb JRRyan Speer12 1:49.34
South Caroli JROtis Jones13 1:49.37
Iowa State FRFrank Hayes14 1:49.44
Indiana SRJordan Huntoon15 1:49.60
Iowa State SRJaymes Dennison16 1:49.61
Georgia Tech SRAndres Littig17 1:49.63
Iowa SOTysen VanDraska18 1:49.65
Florida FRJustin Pacifico19 1:49.66
Indiana JRDaniel Kuhn20 1:49.71
McNeese Stat SROlandis Johnson21 1:49.74
Iowa SOMatt Manternach22 1:49.80
Villanova JRHarry Purcell23 1:49.81
Hampton JRTayvon Burris24 1:49.99
Kentucky SRIan Jones25 1:50.27
Columbia JRJosiah Langstaff26 1:50.42
Northeastern JRMarc Rienas27 1:50.61
Penn State SRJordan Makins28 1:50.65
Hoka Njnytc SRChris Giesting29 1:50.84
Georgetown SOSpencer Brown30 1:51.10
Connecticut FRTyler Gleen31 1:51.10
Iowa State SORoshon Roomes32 1:51.12
Georgia Tech SRGabriel Darosa33 1:51.12
Villanova JRVille Lampinen34 1:51.31
Hoka Njnytc SRJoe Mcasey35 1:51.37
Iowa SONolan Teubel36 1:51.51
Savannah Sta SOAbbas Abbkar37 1:51.59
Indiana FRTeddy Browning38 1:51.62
Kent State FRGrzegorz Kunc39 1:51.75
Miss State FRMarco Arop40 1:51.80
Florida Stat SOHumberto Freire41 1:51.84
Georgetown FRRuach Padhal42 1:51.97
Bethune-Cook SRJonathan Moore43 1:52.15
Georgetown FRRey Rivera44 1:52.21
Maryland JRTJ Bleichner45 1:52.28
Embry-Riddle SOCalahan Warren46 1:52.47
Georgia Tech SOBennett Hillier47 1:52.52
Shore ACJe'von Hutchison48 1:52.93
Bethune-Cook SOCameron Berryhill49 1:53.05
Coppin State SRMark London50 1:53.69
N. Carolina SRCorey Aiken51 1:53.83
North Florid JRChris Robin52 1:54.07
Troy JRJohn Webb53 1:54.34
Circle Sport SRParis Simmons54 1:54.39
Nova Southea JRScott Greeves55 1:54.46
Bethune-Cook SRChristopher Jackson56 1:54.51
Northeastern JRConnor Donovan57 1:55.33
Florida Stat SRMatthew Butler58 1:56.33
South Florid JRYohance Haynes59 1:56.61
Georgetown SOEion Nohilly60 1:57.21
NikeKerron Clement--- DNF
Puerto RicoAndreas Arroyo--- DNF
 
Men 1500 m Run College
Track: 3:38.25 T Henry Wynne4/1/2016
Relays: 3:38.35 R Henry Wynne4/1/2016
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Hoka Njnytc SRFord Palmer1 3:42.66
Kentucky SOBenjamin Young2 3:42.75
UnattachedRob Napolitano3 3:43.37
Florida JRJack Guyton4 3:43.57
Puerto RicoAndreas Arroyo5 3:43.60
North Florid JRNick Morken6 3:43.94
Hoka Njnytc SRTravis Mahoney7 3:44.15
Kentucky JRKendall Muhammad8 3:45.38
Boston U. SOPaul Luevano9 3:45.80
Monmouth SRDylan Capwell10 3:45.97
North Florid SRTyler Stahl11 3:47.00
Georgetown FRJack Salisbury12 3:47.06
Florida JRSam Ahrenholz13 3:47.23
Monmouth SRChristopher Marco14 3:47.66
Indiana SOCooper Williams15 3:47.76
Iowa SRKevin Docherty16 3:47.98
Connecticut SRMichael O'Donnell17 3:48.31
Puerto Rico SRErick Estrada18 3:48.34
Georgetown SOJoshua Bell19 3:48.61
Miss State SRAaron Phelps20 3:49.03
Florida JRJack Beitter21 3:49.40
South Alabam SOMigael Strydom22 3:49.52
Miss State JRCaden Foos23 3:49.62
Iowa FRKarson Sommer24 3:50.16
Saint Leo SRNiclas Bez25 3:50.88
Charleston S FRJaymee Domoney26 3:51.93
McNeese Stat SROliver James27 3:52.12
Embry-Riddle SOCalahan Warren28 3:52.52
South Alabam SOWarno Potgieter29 3:52.96
Charleston S FRAndrew Akright30 3:53.41
Rutgers SONick Pschunder31 3:53.60
Boston U. SOGreg Pelose32 3:54.10
UMBC FRTaylor Baranoski33 3:54.27
Miss State FRLake Spradling34 3:56.18
Georgia Tech FRMichael Reilly35 3:56.46
Indiana FRMarcus Ellington36 3:56.46
Rutgers JRConor Murphy37 3:56.49
Connecticut JRPeter Garmon38 3:57.07
South Florid JRDavid Tampa39 3:57.28
Florida JRJack Rogers40 3:57.33
Unc-Ashevill JRBlanton Gillespie41 3:58.58
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Finals ...   (Men 1500 m Run College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Boston U. JRAlexander Seal42 4:00.73
Florida SODominic Williams43 4:01.33
Georgia Tech SOJohn Lyons44 4:02.51
Florida A&M SOFestus Kemboi45 4:03.06
Scad Savanna FRMatthew Corolis46 4:03.82
TeamFTC SRRavi Kumar47 4:11.58
Florida JRAustin Decker48 4:12.65
Florida SoutEvan Quinones49 4:16.65
Nova Southea SRRaphae De Bonnieres--- DNF
Hoka Njnytc SRJesse Garn--- DNF
 
Men 5000 m Run College
Track: 13:41.4h T Jack Bacheler1970
Relays: 13:50.80 R Marty Liquori1976
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
McNeese Stat SRNathan Jones1 14:02.59
Charleston S FRFearghal Curtin2 14:02.88
UnattachedEnoch Nadler3 14:05.30
UnattachedEvans Kirwa4 14:11.38
Miss State SOStephen Jones5 14:16.50
Miami SRSean Grossman6 14:19.45
McNeese Stat SREnrique Soto7 14:21.41
Connecticut JRPatrick Begley8 14:25.31
North Florid SONoah Perkins9 14:27.62
Connecticut SOKyle Brackman10 14:31.09
Charleston S FRJeryck Wilson11 14:31.85
Winthrop SOTheo Kahler12 14:31.87
Miami SRNathan Kuck13 14:35.70
Georgia Tech SRTanner Shaw14 14:36.61
Florida Sout SRBobby Ormsby15 14:37.76
Florida SOMagnus Pettersen16 14:46.46
Miss State JRJT Mackay17 14:48.86
Connecticut FRIan Mickool18 14:49.31
Saint Leo SRAnthony Deleva19 14:50.36
Troy JRSawyer Sprung20 14:53.42
South Caroli JRCarson Strom21 14:53.96
Florida SoutMason Jones22 14:54.87
Boston U. JRMitchell Russo23 14:54.88
Unc-Ashevill SRDominic Collichio24 14:58.89
UnattachedArgeo Cruz25 14:59.24
North Florid SORob Leverone26 15:01.32
UnattachedColin Schaeffer27 15:01.85
Florida Stat SRThomas Hogarty28 15:04.05
Troy JRBrackin Stewart29 15:05.20
Miami JRAdam George30 15:06.16
UnattachedJoshua Estrada31 15:10.69
Florida FRNick Deal32 15:13.26
Tampa SOTyler Roberts33 15:17.96
UMBC JRMatthew Kane34 15:27.93
Florida SOZach Purvis35 15:41.00
UnattachedJordan Armstrong36 15:46.09
Team FtcMatthew Taddeo37 15:59.70
Miami FRDylan Sykes38 16:38.89
Georgia Tech FRBraeden Collins--- DNF
Team Florida FRCalum McFetridge--- DNF
UnattachedJustin Taylor--- DNF
 
Men 110 m Hurdles College
Track: 13.10 T David Oliver4/6/2007
Relays: 13.10 R David Oliver2008
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida SOGrant Holloway1 13.45 0.7
Florida Stat FRTrey Cunningham2 13.70 0.7
UnattachedFreddie Crittenden III3 13.72 0.7
UnattachedNicholas Anderson4 13.80 0.7
Kentucky SODaniel Roberts5 13.91 -0.2
UnattachedMilan Ristic6 13.92 0.7
Asa Miami SRMarvin Wiliams7 13.94 0.4
Syracuse SOMatt Moore8 14.00 -0.2
N. Carolina JRMichael Dickson9 14.02 0.7
Youngstown S JRChad Zallow10 14.03 0.7
Indiana SOWilliam Session11 14.04 -0.2
Coppin State SOAaron Lewis12 14.05 0.5
UnattachedYanick Hart13 14.08 0.7
Puerto RicoJohnathan Daniel Santiago Pagan14 14.12 -0.2
Purdue SRJustin Veteto15 14.17 -0.2
Albany JRSidney Gibbons16 14.17 0.5
Iowa JRChris Douglas17 14.18 -0.2
Lipscomb SRWayne Newman18 14.19 -0.2
N. Carolina SRTodd Townsend18 14.19 +0.0
Miss State SRRo'Derick Spears20 14.22 -0.2
Unattached SRRamon Sosa21 14.24 0.7
Florida FRCory Poole22 14.25 -0.2
Kentucky SRTim Duckworth23 14.35 0.5
Florida Stat FRTyricke Dickens24 14.35 0.5
Limestone SRNaim Fareed25 14.36 0.4
Alabama Stat JRTerrance Adams26 14.39 +0.0
Kentucky JRCaleb Wilt27 14.41 +0.0
G.W.Express/ SRWilliam Wynn28 14.43 -0.2
Syracuse JRDavid Gilstrap29 14.47 -0.2
Kennesaw Sta SOParis Williams30 14.48 +0.0
Troy SOCasimir Tawiah31 14.52 0.4
Iowa FRAnthony Williams32 14.56 0.4
Syracuse SORichard Floyd33 14.59 -0.2
Western Kent SRJonathan Hayden34 14.61 -0.2
Miss State FRCharles Brockman, III35 14.65 +0.0
Youngstown S SRCaleb Lloyd36 14.66 0.4
Shore ACBrian D. Richards37 14.66 -0.2
Connecticut FRJordan Torney38 14.69 0.3
Samford SOEmmanuel Tait39 14.69 +0.0
Georgia Tech SRAndreas Ward40 14.72 +0.0
Iowa State SRElijah Young41 14.74 +0.0
Miss State SOHerbert Wise III42 14.76 0.4
Iowa State JRLogan Schneider43 14.76 0.5
Charlotte SRDrew Barker44 14.77 0.5
Maryland SRDiego Lyon45 14.87 0.4
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Finals ...   (Men 110 m Hurdles College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Miami SOAndreas Christodoulou46 14.89 0.3
Syracuse JRKelvin Almonte46 14.89 0.5
Charlotte FRAnthony Richardson48 14.91 0.4
N. Carolina SRTeQuille Jackson49 14.94 -0.2
Rutgers FREdwyn Pierre50 15.03 0.3
McNeese Stat FRKorey London51 15.07 0.4
Samford FRMichael McMahan52 15.10 0.3
Academy of A SRMarlon Britton53 15.20 0.3
Samford FRJack McHugh54 15.21 0.4
Syracuse JRChevis II Armstead55 15.21 0.5
McNeese Stat SRZach Dibbern56 15.27 0.4
Kentucky FRMatthew Peare57 15.34 -0.2
Purdue SOBruce Stephens58 15.51 0.3
Western Kent JRMaor Seged59 15.57 0.4
Usc-Beaufort JRDementrius Davis60 15.67 0.3
Iowa FRJosh Braverman61 15.86 0.4
Florida Stat JRDante Newberg62 15.94 0.4
Asa MiamiBrandon Schultz63 17.48 0.3
 
Men 400 m Hurdles College
Track: 48.49 T Bershawn Jackson4/6/2012
Relays: 48.49 R Bershawn Jackson2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida FRCory Poole1 50.35
Hampton SOJaelen Williams2 50.73
Iowa JRChris Douglas3 51.44
Miss State SOMalcum Tatum4 51.81
Asa Miami SRMarvin Wiliams5 51.91
Limestone SRNaim Fareed6 52.09
Miss State JRRasheed Tatham7 52.11
Iowa State JREric Fogltanz8 52.15
Miami SOMcKinly Brown9 52.24
Youngstown S SOCollin Harden10 52.25
Buffalo SRMitchell Moore11 52.37
Northeastern SODavid Adams12 52.58
Troy SOJovan Brown13 52.87
Rutgers FRBoaz Madeus14 52.93
Alabama A&M SOAlex Ward15 53.02
Alabama A&M SOTre Williams16 53.05
Youngstown S SRCaleb Lloyd17 53.14
Savannah Sta JRMorgan Ellis-Foster18 53.29
Western Kent SRJonathan Hayden19 53.30
Penn SOAnthony Okolo20 53.36
Iowa SOAustin Lietz21 53.51
Western Kent JRMaor Seged22 53.55
Indiana SOWilliam Session23 53.76
Morgan State SRStephen Varella24 54.02
South Alabam JRJacob Johnson25 54.08
Connecticut FRJordan Torney26 54.10
Western Kent FRDavid Saruni27 54.17
Connecticut FRColt Nichols28 54.26
Nova Southea SRAkeim David29 54.31
Kentucky JRWilliam Walker30 54.38
Alabama Stat JRTerrance Adams31 54.60
Franklin Pie SOTrevor Guay32 54.82
Alabama Stat JRAndrew Jackson33 54.83
Charlotte SRDrew Barker34 54.87
Florida Stat JRD'Mitry Charlton35 54.98
Purdue SOBruce Stephens36 55.08
Troy JRJordan Howell37 55.09
N. Carolina SRTeQuille Jackson38 55.18
Troy SOTrevon Reese39 55.20
Georgia Tech FRAnthony Steets40 55.21
South Alabam JRLarry Lombard41 56.34
Indiana SODushawn Tunstall42 56.65
UMBC JRKyle Kulp43 57.02
Samford SOJordan Oballe44 57.13
Unc-Ashevill FRGrant Lindsay45 57.28
Usc-Beaufort JRDementrius Davis46 58.08
Samford SRMarquis Barnes47 58.96
Hampton SRStanley Davis48 1:04.28
 
Men 3000 m Steeplechase College
Track: 8:29.66 T Brian Abshire3/28/1987
Relays: 8:29.66 R Brian Abshire1987
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UnattachedMark Parrish1 8:55.37
Florida A&M FRDavid Too2 9:04.82
Maryland SRLouis Corgliano3 9:05.48
Kentucky SOMatthew Thomas4 9:07.55
Troy SODaniel Glick5 9:13.47
McNeese Stat SRWilliam Hamilton6 9:13.69
North Florid FRLeo Queyrou7 9:14.84
Connecticut JRKyle Barber8 9:15.40
Boston U. JRJohnny Kemps9 9:16.12
South Alabam SRBen Rolader10 9:16.64
UMBC JRNathan Nadal11 9:17.99
McNeese Stat SOBrian Flanagan12 9:19.27
Georgia Tech SOSam Costa13 9:19.44
Miss State FREryk Yunk14 9:20.86
Winthrop SRKevin Mills15 9:22.36
Florida JRBryce Statham16 9:23.18
North Florid FRChristian Conder17 9:26.18
Kentucky SOBrennan Fields18 9:26.23
UMBC SRRhys Burgett19 9:26.60
Miss State JRJohn Dalton Rohr20 9:31.72
Boston U. JRCullin Burdett21 9:35.49
Boston U. JRZachary Prescott22 9:39.79
Florida SOJesse Millson23 9:43.07
Saint Leo SRJoshua Sickinger24 9:50.64
Connecticut FRJames Mas25 9:52.21
Team Florida FRCalum McFetridge26 9:53.75
Winthrop SRCameron Ruppe27 10:03.27
Saint Leo FRTadgh McGinty28 10:11.08
Florida TracBobby Hensley29 10:11.50
Georgia Tech JRIsaac Penman30 10:26.23
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Men 4x100 m Relay College
Track: 38.11 T Athletics Canada4/2/2016
Smellie, Williams, Richards-Kwok, Warner
Relays: 38.11 R Athletics Canada4/2/2016




1) Christopher Valdez SR 2) Yohandry Andujar SR
3) Mayobanex De Oleo SR 4) Yancarlos Martinez SR
Usa Red2 38.96
1) J Gatlin 2) W Spearmon
3) M Mitchell 4) X Atkins
Usa White3 38.96
1) I Young 2) J Walker
3) T Friday 4) C Belcher
N. Carolina A&T4 39.15
1) Jaylan Mitchell SO 2) Joel Thomas SR
3) Michael Dickson JR 4) Rodney Rowe JR
Florida5 39.15
1) Michael Timpson, Jr JR 2) Chantz Sawyers FR
3) Grant Holloway SO 4) Ryan Clark JR
Dutch track6 39.17
1) Solomon Bockarie SR 2) Churandy Martina SR
3) Hensley Paulina SR 4) Taymir Burnet SR
Penn State7 39.69
1) Xavier Smith SR 2) Anton Porter JR
3) Terrance Laird FR 4) Malik Moffett SR
Coppin State8 39.73
1) Keshaun Hodges SR 2) Joseph Amoah SO
3) Martin Owusu-Antwi JR 4) Aaron Lewis SO
Tennessee9 39.98
1) Kwantreyl McConico JR 2) Mustaqeem Williams JR
3) Darryl Harris JR 4) Nathan Strother SR
Northeastern10 40.00
1) Naukym Morton SO 2) Kyle Darrow SR
3) Dametrius O'Connor FR 4) Donatien Djero FR
Western Kentucky11 40.06
1) Eli Minor SR 2) Austin Hayes JR
3) Julius Morris SR 4) Alec Tanksley FR
Syracuse12 40.73
1) Winston Lee SR 2) Kashif Miller SR
3) David Gilstrap JR 4) Matt Moore SO
Circle Sports Academy13 40.75
1) D'Angelo Cherry SR 2) Cameron Parker SR
3) Charles Robinson SR 4) Kalmon Stokes SR
Purdue14 40.77
1) Gerald McGee SR 2) Jordan Hollis FR
3) Keanu Pennerman JR 4) Waseem Williams SO
Boston U.15 40.80
1) Jordan Love SR 2) Chiebuka Onwuzurike SO
3) Cameron Nurse SR 4) Justin Flynn SR
Charlotte16 40.80
1) James Myers SR 2) Ky-Mani Dula SO
3) Nico Menzel FR 4) Jayon Woodard SO
Kennesaw State17 40.80
1) Chandler Nichols SO 2) Omar Diaz FR
3) Jordan Hewing FR 4) Cameron Bolden SO
St. Augustine's18 40.85
1) Jamarc Steele FR 2) Brandon Valentine-Parris JR
3) Adrian Kimmons SR 4) Dontarian Evans SR
Bethune-Cookman19 40.90
1) Henrick Bailey SR 2) Kareem Fair SR
3) Jordan Williams SO 4) Randy Green FR
Troy20 40.95
1) Jared Hayes FR 2) Kewin Delis SO
3) Cameron Rice SR 4) Amir Harris FR
South Alabama21 40.99
1) Keith Davis JR 2) Rafael Scott SR
3) Thaddeus Porter SO 4) Alex Elam JR
McNeese State22 41.05
1) Blake Comeaux JR 2) Tyler Smith JR
3) Jaylen Goodly SR 4) Tyler Syrie SO
Georgia Tech23 41.22
1) Wesley Watkins SO 2) Tyson Spears SO
3) Maurice Simpson JR 4) Andreas Ward SR
North Greenville24 41.22
1) JJ Sherman SO 2) Harold Hilton FR
3) Brett Evans JR 4) Tevin Richardson SO
Youngstown St.25 41.25
1) Carl Zallow SR 2) Collin Harden SO
3) Brendan Lucas SO 4) Chad Zallow JR
Morgan State26 41.25
1) Kevin Leach SR 2) Keon Rantin SO
3) Shindell Henry SR 4) Desean White SR
BIowa27 41.30
1) Tyree Sorrells FR 2) DeJuan Frye JR
3) Josh Braverman FR 4) Collin Hofacker SO
BWestern Kentucky28 41.31
1) Kymari Gates JR 2) Oliver Alexandre JR
3) David Saruni FR 4) William Bush JR
Alabama A&M29 41.45
1) Donald Weakley FR 2) Alex Ward SO
3) Joshua Napier SO 4) DeTorrian Green SR
Charleston Southern30 41.69
1) James Allen SO 2) Joshua Paramore JR
3) Niegel Simmons SO 4) Justin Green SO
Lipscomb31 41.74
1) Ahmed Amaar SO 2) Wayne Newman SR
3) Grant Mason FR 4) Jonathan Imes FR
Albany32 41.75
1) Osiris Nicholson JR 2) Harmodio Cruz III FR
3) Sidney Gibbons JR 4) Myles Banfield JR
Liu Brooklyn33 41.80
1) Kwesi Henderson SO 2) Corey Butcher SO
3) Kobe White JR 4) Logan Jones JR
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Finals ...   (Men 4x100 m Relay College)
 RelayTeam Finals
Umbc34 42.07
1) Donald Duncan FR 2) John Oputa SR
3) Brian Nelson SO 4) Noel Njem SR
BAlabama State35 42.42
1) Terrance Adams JR 2) Jamie Brown JR
3) Tyron Jones SO 4) Chaaka Trahan SO
Kingsborough CC36 42.56
1) Rogike Thorpe FR 2) Theodore Westcarr SO
3) Zenron Chance FR 4) Tyrese Boyce-Marcelle FR
Winthrop37 43.09
1) Aaron Jones SR 2) Malik Harper FR
3) David Pearson FR 4) Quemell Brave SR
Academy of Art38 1:09.97
1) Marlon Britton SR 2) Kaze Poitier SO
3) Arrun Palacio FR 4) Mobolade Ajomale JR
Penn--- DNF
1) Evan Lee SO 2) Marvin Morgan FR
3) Kyle Oden SO 4) Calvary Rogers JR
Kentucky--- DNF
1) Daniel Roberts SO 2) Jelani Walker FR
3) Dwight St Hillaire FR 4) Fred Dorsey SR
Alabama State--- DNF
1) Josh Davis JR 2) Kevin Spraggins JR
3) Norris Spike JR 4) David East FR
Fiu--- DQ
1) Patston Stewart FR 2) Reed Service FR
3) Luares Tavares JR 4) Christian Williams SR
Iowa--- DQ
1) Anthony Williams FR 2) O'Shea Wilson SR
3) Antonio Woodard SO 4) Mar'yea Harris JR
 
Men 4x200 m Relay College
Track: 1:19.20 T Athletics Canada4/2/2016
De Grasse, Brown, Smellie, Warnere
Relays: 1:19.20 R Athletics Canada4/2/2016




1) Alonso Edward SR 2) Noah Lyles SR




1) Kunle Fasasi JR 2) Benjamin Vedel FR
3) Michael Timpson, Jr JR 4) Ryan Clark JR
Coppin State5 1:24.39
1) Joseph Amoah SO 2) Martin Owusu-Antwi JR
3) Aaron Lewis SO 4) Devin Teagle SR
Bethune-Cookman6 1:24.79
1) Henrick Bailey SR 2) Kareem Fair SR
3) Jordan Williams SO 4) Caleb Okwaraji FR
Boston U.7 1:25.08
1) Justin Flynn SR 2) Jordan Love SR
3) Chiebuka Onwuzurike SO 4) Cameron Nurse SR
Kennesaw State8 1:25.40
1) Cameron Bolden SO 2) Omar Diaz FR
3) Jordan Hewing FR 4) Chandler Nichols SO
Purdue9 1:25.69
1) Malcolm Dotson SO 2) Jordan Hollis FR
3) Keanu Pennerman JR 4) Waseem Williams SO
Iowa10 1:25.87
1) Collin Hofacker SO 2) O'Shea Wilson SR
3) Mar'yea Harris JR 4) DeJuan Frye JR
Morgan State11 1:26.13
1) Shindell Henry SR 2) Desean White SR
3) Deyvon Howell SR 4) Keon Rantin SO
McNeese State12 1:26.85
1) Tyler Smith JR 2) Tyler Syrie SO
3) Jalon Charles SO 4) Jaylen Goodly SR
Hampton13 1:27.48
1) Brenan Garrett JR 2) Jerrick Powell JR
3) Jaelen Williams SO 4) Justin Beatty SR
Academy of Art14 1:27.60
1) Marlon Britton SR 2) Mobolade Ajomale JR
3) Arrun Palacio FR 4) Kaze Poitier SO
Umbc15 1:28.20
1) John Oputa SR 2) Brian Nelson SO
3) Andrew Daniels SO 4) Noel Njem SR
North Greenville16 1:28.64
1) JJ Sherman SO 2) Tevin Richardson SO
3) Brett Evans JR 4) Harold Hilton FR
Winthrop17 1:29.22
1) Colby Thorn SO 2) Evan Hailes SO
3) Devin Low FR 4) Conor Jackson JR
Unc-Asheville18 1:31.73
1) Kimani Anderson JR 2) Hunter Koike JR
3) Tyree McFalling SO 4) Robert Brenneman FR
Fiu19 1:33.53
1) Ladarius Flagg FR 2) Patston Stewart FR
3) Husani Wilburgh FR 4) Reed Service FR
Liu Brooklyn20 1:38.52
1) Ceiquan Brown SO 2) Kwesi Henderson SO
3) Kobe White JR 4) Tobias Nelson SR
Kingsborough CC--- DNF
1) Rogike Thorpe FR 2) Mauriel Carty SO
3) Theodore Westcarr SO 4) Tyrese Boyce-Marcelle FR
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Men 4x400 m Relay College
Track: 2:59.73 T Florida4/5/2014
Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
Relays: 2:59.73 R Florida2014




1) Jared Hayes FR 2) Cameron Rice SR
3) Jordan McCleskey FR 4) Mark Cooke JR
BIowa2 3:09.71q
1) Chris Thompson SO 2) Raymund Clarke JR
3) Austin Lietz SO 4) Mar'yea Harris JR
BFlorida3 3:10.41q
1) Jabari Hill JR 2) Cory Poole FR
3) Ryan Clark JR 4) Kyren Hollis JR
Villanova4 3:10.92q
1) Amir Brock SO 2) Ville Lampinen JR
3) Harry Purcell JR 4) Brian Faust FR
Hampton5 3:11.19q
1) Brenan Garrett JR 2) Jerrick Powell JR
3) Justin Beatty SR 4) Jaelen Williams SO
Rutgers6 3:11.40q
1) Boaz Madeus FR 2) Edwyn Pierre FR
3) Alanzo Aris JR 4) Taj Burgess FR
N. Carolina A&T7 3:11.58q
1) Justin Hamilton JR 2) Trevor Stewart FR
3) Corey Aiken SR 4) Dajuan Harding SR
Georgia Tech8 3:11.61q
1) Anthony Brooks FR 2) Lionel Jones JR
3) Daniel Pietsch JR 4) Ben Jean SO
Liu Brooklyn9 3:12.23q
1) Kwesi Henderson SO 2) Braylon Wilkerson JR
3) Collin Sewell SO 4) Logan Jones JR
Limestone10 3:12.60
1) Ethan Morrison SO 2) Nelson Stalling SO
3) Naim Fareed SR 4) David Allen FR
BWestern Kentucky11 3:12.94
1) Kymari Gates JR 2) Austin Hayes JR
3) William Bush JR 4) David Saruni FR
Indiana12 3:13.37
1) Derek Grimmer JR 2) Daniel Kuhn JR
3) Treyton Harris JR 4) Zubin Muncherji FR
Albany13 3:13.58
1) Walter Briggs JR 2) Harmodio Cruz III FR
3) Matthew LeLiever JR 4) Myles Banfield JR
BPurdue14 3:14.29
1) Bruce Stephens SO 2) Justin Veteto SR
3) Gerald McGee SR 4) Keanu Pennerman JR
Loyola (Ill.)15 3:14.57
1) LeRon Norton JR 2) Tyler Elmore FR
3) Michael Edwards SO 4) Samuel Urben SR
Miami16 3:14.57
1) McKinly Brown SO 2) Myles Valentine JR
3) Breon Mullings JR 4) Ibrahim Dodo SR
Lipscomb17 3:14.94
1) Jonathan Imes FR 2) Ahmed Amaar SO
3) Ryan Speer JR 4) Wayne Newman SR
Penn18 3:15.42
1) Anthony Okolo SO 2) Calvary Rogers JR
3) Evan Lee SO 4) Jeff Wiseman SR
Bethune-Cookman19 3:15.47
1) Caleb Okwaraji FR 2) Jordan Williams SO
3) DeAndre Petty SO 4) Christopher Jackson SR
Northeastern20 3:15.71
1) Quinn Litherland FR 2) Brandon Moorer SO
3) Austin Lin SR 4) David Adams SO
Florida State21 3:15.96
1) Tyricke Dickens FR 2) Kyle Fearrington SO
3) Trey Cunningham FR 4) Steven Simpkins SO
McNeese State22 3:16.13
1) Kobe Nevills FR 2) Terrill Banks FR
3) Ethan Rapp SO 4) Blake Comeaux JR
Alabama State23 3:16.37
1) Camrin Lamb SO 2) Norris Spike JR
3) Josh Davis JR 4) Andrew Jackson JR
Morgan State24 3:17.06
1) Kevin Leach SR 2) Keon Rantin SO
3) Shindell Henry SR 4) Ilkeem Ellis FR
Youngstown St.25 3:17.63
1) Pierlus Stewart FR 2) Carl Zallow SR
3) Chad Zallow JR 4) Collin Harden SO
Umbc26 3:19.34
1) John Oputa SR 2) Brian Nelson SO
3) Erik Jenks FR 4) Noel Njem SR
Georgetown27 3:19.84
1) Ruach Padhal FR 2) Rey Rivera FR
3) Spencer Brown SO 4) Eion Nohilly SO
Kingsborough CC28 3:20.38
1) Theodore Westcarr SO 2) Zenron Chance FR
3) Tyrese Boyce-Marcelle FR 4) Carlens Duval SO
BIndiana29 3:21.29
1) William Session SO 2) Isaiah Ware FR
3) Jordan Huntoon SR 4) Dushawn Tunstall SO
Florida A&M30 3:21.73
1) Ralph Goodman FR 2) Jamari Smith SO
3) Timothy Ashley SO 4) Kai Davis FR
BLiu Brooklyn31 3:23.04
1) Kobe White JR 2) Beresford Sweeney JR
3) Airrin Davis SR 4) Corey Butcher SO
Usc-Beaufort32 3:23.15
1) Darryl Dunham SR 2) Prince Simmons SO
3) Matthew Self FR 4) Delvin Folston SO
Winthrop33 3:23.77
1) Scott Stroman JR 2) Cullen Barringer SR
3) Aaron Jones SR 4) Conor Jackson JR
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Preliminaries ...   (Men 4x400 m Relay College)
 RelayTeam Prelims
Unc-Asheville34 3:25.17
1) Kimani Anderson JR 2) Tyree McFalling SO
3) Grant Lindsay FR 4) Hunter Koike JR
North Greenville35 3:32.58
1) Jordan Walters SR 2) Trey Stewart JR
3) Dominic Powell SR 4) Brooks Hovis SO
South Carolina--- DNF
1) Ty Jaye Robbins SO 2) Markus Leemet SR
3) Simon Gyllensten SR 4) Otis Jones JR
Alabama A&M--- DQ
1) Alex Ward SO 2) Joshua Napier SO
3) Tre Williams SO 4) Leroy Campbell SO
Circle Sports Academy--- X3:09.25
1) Charles Robinson SR 2) Kalmon Stokes SR
3) Cameron Parker SR 4) Paris Simmons SR
 
Men 4x400 m Relay Oly Developm College
Track: 2:59.73 T Florida4/5/2014
Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
Relays: 2:59.73 R Florida2014








Circle Sports Academy6 3:11.97
 
Men 4x400 m Relay Jimmy Carnes College
Track: 2:59.73 T Florida4/5/2014
Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
Relays: 2:59.73 R Florida2014












Men 4x400 m Relay College
Track: 2:59.73 T Florida4/5/2014
Glass, Graham Jr, Dukes, Hall
Relays: 2:59.73 R Florida2014




1) Brenan Garrett JR 2) Jerrick Powell JR
3) Justin Beatty SR 4) Jaelen Williams SO
Georgia Tech2 3:09.21
1) Anthony Brooks FR 2) Lionel Jones JR
3) Daniel Pietsch JR 4) Ben Jean SO
Rutgers3 3:10.82
1) Boaz Madeus FR 2) Edwyn Pierre FR
3) Alanzo Aris JR 4) Taj Burgess FR
Villanova4 3:11.45
1) Amir Brock SO 2) Ville Lampinen JR
3) Harry Purcell JR 4) Brian Faust FR
Troy5 3:12.41
1) Jared Hayes FR 2) Cameron Rice SR
3) Jordan McCleskey FR 4) Mark Cooke JR
BIowa6 3:15.92
1) Chris Thompson SO 2) Raymund Clarke JR
3) Austin Lietz SO 4) Mar'yea Harris JR
BFlorida--- DQ
1) Jabari Hill JR 2) Cory Poole FR
3) Ryan Clark JR 4) Kyren Hollis JR
 
Men 4x800 m Relay College
Track: 7:16.89 T Georgia Tech4/5/2014
Greenwalk, Fanelly, Roberts, Lasater
Relays: 7:16.89 R Georgia Tech2014




1) Jesse Garn SR 2) Joe Mcasey SR
3) Ford Palmer SR 4) Chris Giesting SR
Indiana2 7:20.23
1) Teddy Browning FR 2) Jordan Huntoon SR
3) Daniel Kuhn JR 4) Cooper Williams SO
Florida3 7:22.41
1) Sam Ahrenholz JR 2) Justin Pacifico FR
3) Kyren Hollis JR 4) Jack Guyton JR
Miss State4 7:22.43
1) Dejon Devroe JR 2) Kenya Small FR
3) Marco Arop FR 4) Daniel Nixon SO
Georgia Tech5 7:28.84
1) Bennett Hillier SO 2) Andres Littig SR
3) John Lyons SO 4) Avery Bartlett JR
Iowa6 7:45.02
1) Nolan Teubel SO 2) Anthony Chaidez SO
3) Tysen VanDraska SO 4) Matt Manternach SO
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Finals ...   (Men 4x800 m Relay College)
 RelayTeam Finals
Boston U.7 7:49.63
1) Greg Pelose SO 2) Thomas Quinn FR
3) Johnny Kemps JR 4) Alexander Seal JR
Asa Miami8 7:50.20
1) Vaemione Jones SR 2) Noel Fafael Campos Torres SR
3) Onisiforos Anastasiou SR 4) Shiloh Seymour SR
Connecticut9 7:58.27
1) Peter Garmon JR 2) Michael O'Donnell SR
3) Kyle Barber JR 4) Tyler Gleen FR
 
Men 1600 Sprint Medley College
Track: 3:13.12 T Mississippi State4/2/2016
Rocha, Smith, Larry, McBride
Relays: 3:13.12 R Miss State4/2/2016





1) Brenan Garrett JR 2) Jerrick Powell JR
3) Jaelen Williams SO 4) Stanley Davis SR
South Carolina3 3:22.29
1) Ncincilili Titi SR 2) Parker Howard FR
3) Ty Jaye Robbins SO 4) Markus Leemet SR
Bethune-Cookman4 3:26.07
1) Kareem Fair SR 2) Henrick Bailey SR
3) Jordan Williams SO 4) Cameron Berryhill SO
Indiana5 3:26.40
1) Derek Grimmer JR 2) Isaiah Ware FR
3) Zubin Muncherji FR 4) Marcus Ellington FR
Iowa6 3:26.84
1) Bradford Garron FR 2) Chris Thompson SO
3) Austin Lietz SO 4) Matt Manternach SO
McNeese State7 3:27.13
1) Tyler Smith JR 2) Tyler Syrie SO
3) Terrill Banks FR 4) Olandis Johnson SR
Maryland8 3:27.79
1) Alex Leto SR 2) Simon Hansen FR
3) Aaron Robinson FR 4) TJ Bleichner JR
Charleston Southern9 3:28.73
1) Justin Green SO 2) Vincent Johnson SO
3) Josiah Scarlett JR 4) Joshua Bowers FR
Troy10 3:28.88
1) Quinest Bishop FR 2) Mark Cooke JR
3) Jordan McCleskey FR 4) John Webb JR
Western Kentucky11 3:31.68
1) William Bush JR 2) Austin Hayes JR
3) Kymari Gates JR 4) Charles Shimukowa SR
Kingsborough CC12 3:33.63
1) Rogike Thorpe FR 2) Tyrese Boyce-Marcelle FR
3) Zenron Chance FR 4) Humberto Wallace FR
Winthrop13 3:37.71
1) Cullen Barringer SR 2) Conor Jackson JR
3) Tre Jenkins SO 4) Hunter Jarvis SO
Fiu14 3:39.87
1) Patston Stewart FR 2) Ladarius Flagg FR
3) Shammond Williams SO 4) Royer Baez SO
Alabama A&M--- DQ
1) DeTorrian Green SR 2) Tre Williams SO
3) Alex Ward SO 4) Leroy Campbell SO
 
Men Distance Medley College
Track: 9:37.95 T Florida1994
Johnson, Fowler, Stallings, Jakubiec
Relays: 9:37.95 R Florida1994




1) Joe Mcasey SR 2) Travis Mahoney SR
3) Chris Giesting SR 4) Jesse Garn SR
Boston U.2 9:49.51
1) Johnny Kemps JR 2) David Oluwadara SR
3) Thomas Quinn FR 4) Alexander Seal JR
Connecticut3 9:51.29
1) Kyle Barber JR 2) Trenten Beram SR
3) Michael O'Donnell SR 4) Peter Garmon JR
Miss State4 9:53.48
1) Caden Foos JR 2) Vince Castillo SO
3) Freddie Jackson III SO 4) Aaron Phelps SR
Florida5 9:55.57
1) Jack Rogers JR 2) Jabari Hill JR
3) Jack Beitter JR 4) Nick Deal FR
McNeese State6 9:59.66
1) Oliver James SR 2) Kobe Nevills FR
3) Finlay Murray SR 4) Nathan Jones SR
Umbc7 10:09.25
1) Ifa Eado SR 2) Erik Jenks FR
3) Miles Smith SO 4) Matthew Kane JR
Charleston Southern8 10:10.33
1) Andrew Akright FR 2) Justin Green SO
3) Jaymee Domoney FR 4) Fearghal Curtin FR
Troy9 10:11.62
1) Daniel Glick SO 2) Jordan McCleskey FR
3) John Webb JR 4) Brennan Garriques JR
Iowa10 10:12.53
1) Kevin Docherty SR 2) Noah Larrison JR
3) Nolan Teubel SO 4) Karson Sommer FR
Unc-Asheville11 10:13.06
1) Blanton Gillespie JR 2) Matthew Barrera JR
3) Tyree McFalling SO 4) Dominic Collichio SR
BMcNeese State12 10:14.90
1) Damian O'Boyle SO 2) Ethan Rapp SO
3) Niall Holt JR 4) Brian Flanagan SO
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Finals ...   (Men Distance Medley College)
 RelayTeam Finals
Winthrop--- DNF
1) Hunter Jarvis SO 2) Justin Williams FR
3) Theo Kahler SO 4) Kevin Mills SR
Florida A&M--- DNF
1) David Too FR 2) Kai Davis FR
3) Titus Kibii FR 4) Onesmus Kemboi FR
North Florida--- DNF
1) Rayford James SR 2) George Escobar SO
3) Wesley Norton JR 4) Sem Sultanov SO
 
Men 4x110 m Shuttle Hurdle College
Track: 53.65 T World Express TC4/5/2015




1) Ro'Derick Spears SR 2) Herbert Wise III SO
3) Charles Brockman, III FR 4) Willie Reed SR
N. Carolina A&T2 57.47
1) Michael Dickson JR 2) Todd Townsend SR
3) Robert Miller SO 4) TeQuille Jackson SR
Charlotte3 59.14
1) Drew Barker SR 2) Brian Kendrick JR
3) Anthony Richardson FR 4) Travis Rogers SO
South Carolina4 1:00.46
1) Kaden Briggs FR 2) Matt Froschauer SO
3) Marc Flores FR 4) Markus Leemet SR
Samford5 1:00.62
1) Jack McHugh FR 2) Michael McMahan FR
3) Marquis Barnes SR 4) Emmanuel Tait SO
 
Men High Jump College
Progressions: 2.01, 2.06, 2.11, 2.14, 2.17, 2.20
Track: 2.32m T Ricky Robertson (7-7.25)4/7/2012
Relays: 2.32m R Ricky Robertson (7-7.25)2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Miss State SOReggie Miller1 2.11m
Liu Brooklyn SRKareem Roberts2 J2.11m
Youngstown S SRArnaldo Morales3 J2.11m
Penn JRLance Yassay4 2.06m
Miss State SODeVantre Young5 J2.06m
Indiana FRJyles Etienne6 J2.06m
Connecticut FRDaniel Claxton7 J2.06m
St. Augustin SRDakarai Hightower8 2.01m
Troy SOTitus Sizemore8 2.01m
Team Colombi SRDaniel Cortes8 2.01m
Bethune-Cook JRKelton Williams8 2.01m
Western Kent SRDesmond Mobley12 J2.01m
N. Carolina SRNehemiah Lipford13 J2.01m
Buffalo FRBrandon Burke--- NH
Miami FRTristen Schultheis--- NH
Charleston S SOFrankie Thomas--- NH
Rutgers SOPerry Christie--- NH
McNeese Stat JRLentz Similien--- NH
 
Men Pole Vault College
Progressions: 4.47, 4.62, 4.77, 4.92, 5.07, 5.22, 5.32, 5.42,
5.52, 5.57
Track: 5.69m T Bill Deering (18-8.25)1995
Relays: 5.69m R Bill Deering (18-8.25)1995
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Samford SRTray Oates1 5.66m
Penn SOSean Clarke2 5.32m
Team Colombi SRWalter Viafara3 5.22m
Kentucky FRMatthew Peare4 J5.22m
Unattached SRDavid Shepherd5 5.07m
Team Gheenoe SRSean Young5 5.07m
Charlotte JRKeon Howe7 J5.07m
Charlotte SOElijah Cole7 J5.07m
Samford SOHugh Duggan9 J5.07m
Columbia JRRobert O'Brien10 4.92m
Samford SRGavin Gautreau11 J4.92m
Iowa JRAndy Jatis12 4.77m
South Alabam SRChris Taylor13 J4.77m
UnattachedSantiago Thomson14 J4.77m
Bethune-Cook JRDominic Harper15 J4.77m
South Florid FRSeth Musselman16 4.62m
McNeese Stat SOAdriano Theriot17 J4.62m
UnattachedJordan Diggs18 4.47m
UnattachedDrayton Diggs--- NH
Florida JRHarry Glasser--- NH
Charlotte SOJacob Davis--- NH
UnattachedOtt Davis--- NH
Kentucky SRTim Duckworth--- NH
Florida SOMichael Harris--- NH
Connecticut JRIan Bergere--- NH
South Alabam FRConnor Allred--- NH
South Caroli JRArmand Woodley--- NH
Connecticut FRMarc DeLuca--- NH
 
Men Long Jump College
Min Mark: 7.00m
Track: 8.15m T Yussuf Alli (26-9.25)1988
Relays: 8.15m R Yussuf Alli (26-9.25)1988
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Morgan State SRLloyd Hylton1 7.65m 0.2
Kentucky JRTravis Riley2 7.63m 0.3
Western Kent SRDesmond Mobley3 7.57m 0.4
Winthrop SRQuemell Brave4 7.41m +0.0
Georgia Tech SRWilliam Solomon5 7.29m 1.2
Savannah Sta SRMalik Franklin6 7.28m 0.9
Savannah Sta JRLaron James7 7.21m +0.0
McNeese Stat SRJohn Lemke7 7.21m 1.1
Rutgers JRJairus Paul--- ND NWI
Rutgers FRMalachi Davis--- ND NWI
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Finals ...   (Men Long Jump College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Purdue SRMatthew Garrison--- ND NWI
Kennesaw Sta SOParis Williams--- ND NWI
Unattached SRCraig Mattox--- ND NWI
Maryland SRGaston Assoua--- ND NWI
Charleston S SONiegel Simmons--- FOUL
South Caroli SRMarkus Leemet--- FOUL
Indiana JREric Bethea--- FOUL
Kennesaw Sta FRTyler Jones--- FOUL
Alabama Stat JRJamie Brown--- FOUL
Connecticut FRJordan Torney--- FOUL
Alabama Stat SOChaaka Trahan--- FOUL
N. Carolina JRLasheon Strozier--- FOUL
Miss State JRDerrick Monroe--- FOUL
 
Men Triple Jump College
Min Mark: 14.00m
Track: 16.85m T Robert Cannon (55-3.75)1980
Relays: 16.85m R Robert Cannon (55-3.75)1980
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida SRKeAndre Bates1 16.14m -0.3
Florida Stat JRArmani Wallace2 16.07m 0.6
Indiana JREric Bethea3 15.76m -1.2
McNeese Stat SRJohn Lemke4 15.73m 2.3
Florida Stat SRMontel Nevers5 15.57m +0.0
Columbia SODaniel Igbokwe6 15.45m 1.7
Florida Stat JRAshton Butler7 15.41m 1.1
Boston U. SRDavid Oluwadara8 15.30m 0.1
Charlotte JRMarkel Dalton9 15.28m +0.0
Florida FREnzo Hodebar10 15.04m 2.7
Rutgers SOTobi Tella11 14.97m +0.0
Purdue FRTamar Greene12 14.96m -1.9
St. Augustin JRJustin Williams13 14.83m -1.4
Savannah Sta SRMalik Franklin14 14.70m 0.5
Kennesaw Sta SOQwazon Al-Khaliq15 14.69m +0.0
Georgia Tech SRPreston Smith16 14.59m 1.1
Iowa SOAkinshe Calica-Hill17 14.39m 0.4
N. Carolina JRLasheon Strozier--- FOUL
 
Men Shot Put College
Min Mark: 13.70m
Track: 20.42m T Jonathan Jones (67-11)4/5/2015
Relays: 20.42m R Jonathan Jones (67-11)2015
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
McNeese Stat SRHiram Morales1 17.70m
Alabama Stat FRCaesar Kemp2 16.85m
Bethune-Cook JRJeremiah Peters3 16.77m
Charleston S SORyan Spiecha4 16.10m
Penn State JRMorgan Shigo5 16.02m
Upsala IFTim Wunger6 16.00m
Troy FRJordan Poole7 15.89m
Florida A&M JRAaron Hanna8 15.61m
Charleston S SOJP Caglione9 15.54m
Charlotte SOTyler Hoag10 15.35m
N. Carolina FRAaron Wilkerson11 15.29m
South Alabam JRThomas Boyd12 15.24m
Morgan State SOVikarie Elliott13 15.15m
Connecticut FRTodd Stueber14 14.85m
South Alabam SRMatt Weinhold15 14.76m
FIU SOAllen Wiggins16 14.72m
Alabama Stat SRRoshaine Byfield17 14.56m
Penn State JRDavid Lucas18 14.50m
 
Men Discus Throw College
Min Mark: 45.0m
Track: 66.19m T Bradley Cooper (217-2)1982
Relays: 66.19m R Bradley Cooper (217-2)1982
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Purdue SOAshmon Lucas1 55.40m
Florida Stat JRNoah Agwu2 51.43m
Kentucky SOCharles Lenford3 49.73m
Florida JRChristopher Olson4 49.64m
UnattachedEd Shelikoff5 49.17m
McNeese Stat JRDarko Radakovic6 48.58m
Buffalo SOSamuel Wray7 48.38m
Virginia Tec SRCollin McKenny8 47.19m
South Alabam SRMatt Weinhold9 46.95m
Troy SOJess Jacobsen10 45.62m
Connecticut FRTodd Stueber11 45.27m
Rutgers JRJohn Mooers--- ND
Loyola (Ill. SRStephen Hubona--- ND
Morgan State SOVikarie Elliott--- ND
McNeese Stat SRHiram Morales--- FOUL
Usc-Beaufort SOMalik Paul--- FOUL
Alabama Stat FRCaesar Kemp--- FOUL
Unattached SRDaniel Claudio--- FOUL
Embry-Riddle JRMichael Haynes--- FOUL
Samford FRMatt Cahoon--- FOUL
Bethune-Cook SOSidney Holston--- FOUL
Bethune-Cook JRJeremiah Peters--- FOUL
 
Men Hammer Throw College
Min Mark:50.0
Track: 77.67m T Jud Logan (254-10)1986
Relays: 77.67m R Jud Logan (254-10)1986
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
UMBC SOAlexios Prodanas1 64.76m
Troy JRMichael Alvernaz2 63.09m
Kentucky SRLogan Bryer3 61.87m
Florida Stat JRBrandon Tirado4 61.58m
Penn SRSean Ryan5 58.96m
Monmouth SRTimothy Wilson6 58.90m
Penn State JRDavid Lucas7 58.41m
South Alabam SRAndrew Allen8 58.32m
South Alabam JREthan Boyd9 57.06m
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Finals ...   (Men Hammer Throw College)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Unattached SRAngel Parra10 54.69m
Kentucky SRNikolas Huffman11 54.32m
South Alabam JRThomas Boyd12 54.11m
Kentucky SOCharles Lenford13 53.35m
Charleston S SOJP Caglione14 51.77m
Embry-Riddle SRZachery Farner15 49.71m
N. Carolina JRDerrick Wheeler16 49.65m
Albany JRDavid Carlson17 45.10m
Purdue SOAshmon Lucas--- FOUL
 
Men Javelin Throw College
Min Mark: 55.0m
Track: 83.28m T Tom Pukstys (273-3)1990
Relays: 82.98m R Bob Roggy (272-3)1978
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Miss State JRAnderson Peters1 81.57m
Miss State SRNicolas Quijera2 75.78m
UnattachedCapers Williamson3 70.06m
St. Augustin FRNajair Jackson4 65.63m
Kentucky SRElijah Marta5 65.30m
Rutgers SRMatthew Krezmer6 64.65m
Kentucky SREthan Shalaway7 64.30m
UMBC SRTony White8 63.67m
Virginia Tec SOMatthew Reinhart9 62.00m
Albany SOAdrian Mitchell10 60.89m
Troy JRConnor Brookman11 60.40m
Monmouth JRPeter Flacco12 60.33m
Rutgers SOMichael Thomas13 59.13m
Rutgers SOGreg Harnett14 58.77m
Youngstown S SOJacob Wilson15 58.26m
Miami SOAndreas Christodoulou16 58.20m
Youngstown S SRTyler Donati17 55.00m
Florida Stat SOConor McClain--- FOUL
UMBC FRJameer Robinson--- FOUL
Iowa SRAlex Balke--- FOUL
Florida Stat JRDante Newberg--- FOUL
 
Men 200 m Dash Open
Track: 19.69 T Walter Dix5/26/2007
Relays: 19.97 R Dedrick Dukes2014
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Empire Athle SRSteven Gardiner1 20.20 2.0
NikeOmar Mcleod2 20.49 2.0
Dominican Re SRYancarlos Martinez3 20.50 2.0
Empire Athle SRTeray Smith4 20.50 2.0
Tennessee JRKwantreyl McConico5 20.56 1.6
Kentucky FRDwight St Hillaire6 20.61 2.3
COBDerick Souza7 20.70 2.3
Dutch track SRTaymir Burnet8 20.70 2.0
COBJorge Vides9 20.71 2.0
Kentucky FRJelani Walker10 20.73 3.6
Academy of A JRMobolade Ajomale11 20.82 2.2
Dominican Re SRYohandry Andujar12 20.87 2.3
Miss State SRJuston Waters12 20.87 3.0
Dutch track SRHensley Paulina14 20.89 2.2
Purdue SOWaseem Williams15 20.91 1.6
adidasByron Robinson16 20.91 2.0
CBATGabriel Constantino17 20.92 2.3
Kentucky SRFred Dorsey18 20.93 2.2
Circle Sport SRCameron Parker19 21.02 2.3
Boston U. SRCameron Nurse20 21.03 2.3
Dutch track SRGiovanni Codrington21 21.05 3.6
Iowa SOCollin Hofacker22 21.06 1.6
UnattachedEdmond Amaning23 21.09 2.3
Life SpeedXavier Atkins24 21.13 3.0
Charlotte FRNico Menzel25 21.13 3.6
Miss State SOKarson Kowalchuk26 21.16 0.8
adidasKyle Clemons27 21.20 1.6
Coppin State SRKeshaun Hodges28 21.26 4.5
Alabama A&M SRDeTorrian Green29 21.28 2.2
COBFelipe Bardi30 21.32 3.0
Miss State SRStephan James31 21.37 3.6
Tennessee JRDarryl Harris32 21.38 3.0
Troy SOKewin Delis32 21.38 3.0
Boston U. SOChiebuka Onwuzurike34 21.47 0.8
N. Carolina JRJustin Hamilton35 21.50 3.6
FIU FRPatston Stewart36 21.53 1.5
Miami JRMyles Valentine37 21.54 2.2
Syracuse SRKashif Miller38 21.55 2.2
Miami JRIsaiah Taylor39 21.56 3.0
Loyola (Ill. FRTyler Elmore40 21.60 4.5
Dutch track SRWouter Brus41 21.60 2.2
UnattachedDarryl Brown42 21.63 3.0
Miss State FRBrian Evans43 21.64 3.0
Alabama Stat JRKevin Spraggins44 21.66 0.8
Syracuse SRWinston Lee45 21.68 1.1
Unattached SOdeshon collier46 21.73 1.5
Charleston S SOJustin Green47 21.76 4.5
Tennessee FRElijah Miller48 21.79 3.0
Albany JROsiris Nicholson49 21.81 2.2
Lipscomb FRGrant Mason50 21.83 4.5
Purdue SRGerald McGee51 21.84 3.0
Penn FRRyan Bender52 21.84 1.1
Lipscomb SOAhmed Amaar53 21.85 1.5
Alabama A&M FRDonald Weakley54 21.87 4.5
Troy SRCameron Rice55 21.89 2.2
Troy FRQuinest Bishop56 21.92 3.0
Purdue FRJordan Hollis57 21.96 -2.7
Usc-Beaufort SRDarryl Dunham58 21.98 4.5
Boston U. SRJordan Love59 22.04 0.8
Miss State SRRo'Derick Spears60 22.04 4.5
Usc-Beaufort SOPrince Simmons61 22.06 4.5
Morgan State SOKeon Rantin62 22.09 -2.7
Tennessee FRJeffrey Uzzell63 22.09 1.1
Georgetown FRNate Alleyne64 22.10 -2.7
Penn SOKyle Oden65 22.13 1.1
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Finals ...   (Men 200 m Dash Open)
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Hampton JRBrenan Garrett66 22.20 -2.7
Youngstown S SRCarl Zallow67 22.21 1.5
Albany FRHarmodio Cruz III68 22.24 -2.7
Hampton SOJoshua Hagins69 22.34 1.1
Iowa SOChris Thompson70 22.35 -2.7
FIU FRHusani Wilburgh71 22.45 1.1
Miss State SOHerbert Wise III72 22.49 4.5
Purdue JRKeanu Pennerman73 22.74 3.0
Kentucky JRCaleb Wilt74 22.77 1.1
Purdue SOMalcolm Dotson75 23.10 1.6
FIU JRLuares Tavares76 23.41 -2.7
Albany FRGarfield Napier77 23.79 -2.7
 
Men 400 m Dash Open
Track: 44.66 T Tyrone Kemp4/8/1989
Relays: 45.13 R Butch Reynolds1999
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
adidasAlonzo Russell1 45.44
Tumbleweed TChristian Taylor2 45.48
NikeTJ Holmes3 46.45
G.W.Express/ SRBershawn Jackson4 46.50
Dutch trackTerrence Agard5 46.57
Life SpeedSteven Gayle6 46.60
UnattachedCalvin Smith7 46.74
UnattachedJoshua Cunningham8 47.18
Circle Sport SRCharles Robinson9 47.40
DW Elite SRManteo Mitchell10 47.60
Albany JRMyles Banfield11 47.74
Alabama A&M SOAlex Ward12 47.94
UnattachedChristopher Rose13 48.20
Loyola (Ill. SOMichael Edwards14 48.38
Puerto RicoErik Gomez15 48.54
Usc-Beaufort SRDarryl Dunham16 48.63
Troy JRMark Cooke17 49.00
Alabama Stat SOLezoghia Member-Meneh18 49.10
Coppin State JRAnija Addison19 49.11
Usc-Beaufort SOPrince Simmons20 49.12
Alabama A&M SOJoshua Napier21 49.23
Loyola (Ill. JRLeRon Norton22 49.23
Morgan State FRIlkeem Ellis23 49.41
Miss State SODaniel Nixon24 49.42
Miss State FRKenya Small25 49.60
Kentucky JRWilliam Walker26 49.61
Albany JRMatthew LeLiever27 49.64
Dominion TraJoshua Hammond28 49.75
Morgan State SRShindell Henry29 49.85
Albany FRJordon Lawrence30 49.94
Loyola (Ill. SRSamuel Urben31 50.16
FIU SOShammond Williams32 50.44
Coppin State SRMark London33 50.50
Miami FRLuca Bhalla34 51.44
FIU FRLadarius Flagg35 56.93
 
Men 400 m Hurdles Open
Track: 48.49 T Bershawn Jackson4/6/2012
Relays: 48.49 R Bershawn Jackson2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
G.W.Express/ SRShawn Rowe1 49.17
Empire Athle SRJeffery Gibson2 49.21
adidasAnnsert Whyte3 49.48
Puerto RicoJavier Culson4 49.91
UnattachedKalmon Stokes5 50.35
G.W.Express/Jordin Andrade6 50.38
G.W.Express/ SRRomel Lewis7 50.51
Miss State FRCharles Brockman, III8 51.26
Miss State JRRasheed Tatham9 51.69
G.W.Express/ SRWilliam Wynn10 51.76
Puerto Rico SREric Alejandro11 51.92
Lipscomb SRWayne Newman12 52.02
UnattachedDavid Aristil13 52.17
Albany JRWalter Briggs14 52.50
Troy SOJovan Brown15 52.64
Miss State SOVince Castillo16 52.73
N. Carolina FRChase Bonham17 52.84
Charleston S JRJosiah Scarlett18 54.34
UnattachedJustin Williams19 54.77
Charlotte SOJared Baggett20 54.98
Iowa State SRElijah Young21 55.01
Troy SOTrevon Reese22 55.10
N. Carolina SORobert Miller23 55.14
Charlotte JRBrian Kendrick24 55.30
Troy JRJordan Howell25 55.46
Syracuse JRChevis II Armstead26 55.53
Charlotte SOTravis Rogers27 55.73
Miami SRIbrahim Dodo28 56.33
FIU FRWillie White--- DNF
 
Men 200 m Dash College Invite
Track: 19.69 T Walter Dix5/26/2007
Relays: 19.97 R Dedrick Dukes2014
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
South Caroli SRNcincilili Titi1 20.36 0.9
Penn State FRTerrance Laird2 20.41 0.9
Kent State SRRiak Reese3 20.43 0.9
Tennessee JRMustaqeem Williams4 20.50 0.9
N. Carolina JRRodney Rowe5 20.58 0.7
Penn State SRMalik Moffett6 20.66 0.9
Penn State SRXavier Smith7 20.99 0.9
Iowa SOAntonio Woodard8 20.99 0.7
Florida JRRyan Clark9 21.04 0.7
Penn JRCalvary Rogers10 21.05 0.7
Florida JRMichael Timpson, Jr11 21.07 0.7
Coppin State SOJoseph Amoah12 21.29 0.9
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Men High Jump College Invite
Progressions: 2.06, 2.11, 2.16, 2.20, 2.23, 2.26, 2.29
Track: 7-07.25 T Ricky Robertson4/7/2012
Relays: 2.32m R Ricky Robertson (7-7.25)2012
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Albany SRMatthew Campbell1 2.26m
Florida SOClayton Brown2 2.23m
Maryland JRSamuel Shoultz3 J2.23m
Iowa State SRJalen Ford4 2.16m
Florida JRJhonny Victor5 J2.16m
Purdue FRRahman Minor6 J2.16m
Indiana SRPaul Galas7 2.11m
Florida Stat SRCorion Knight8 2.06m
Albany SRKingsley Ogbonna9 J2.06m
Samford JRKeyth Fightmaster9 J2.06m
Purdue SREric Blackman--- NH
 
Men Long Jump College Invite
Track: 8.15m T Yussuf Alli (26-9.25)1988
Relays: 8.15m R Yussuf Alli (26-9.25)1988
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida SRKeAndre Bates1 7.69m 0.9
Florida Stat SRCorion Knight2 7.64m 1.3
Northeastern SRKyle Darrow3 7.49m 0.1
Florida Stat SRKeniel Grant4 7.45m 0.2
Kentucky SRMohammed Abubakar5 7.39m +0.0
Kentucky SRFred Dorsey6 J7.39m 0.2
Florida Stat SRKenneth Fisher7 7.36m +0.0
Florida FREnzo Hodebar8 7.33m 0.9
Indiana JRTreyton Harris--- ND NWI
Miss State SRWillie Reed--- FOUL
South Caroli SRYann Randrianasolo--- FOUL
Loyola (Ill. SOEric Burns--- FOUL
 
Men Shot Put College Invite
Track: 20.42m T Jonathan Jones (67-11)4/5/2015
Relays: 20.42m R Jonathan Jones (67-11)2015
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Florida Stat SRAustin Droogsma1 20.32m
South Caroli SRJosh Awotunde2 19.78m
Florida FRConnor Bandel3 18.74m
Miami SRGian Ragonesi4 18.67m
Buffalo JRDevon Patterson5 18.39m
Kentucky SOCharles Lenford6 18.00m
Purdue FRJalil Brewer7 17.96m
Kentucky JRNoah Castle8 J17.96m
Buffalo SRRyan Cribbin9 17.68m
Iowa JRReno Tuufuli10 17.51m
South Caroli SOEric Favors11 17.50m
Kentucky SRNikolas Huffman12 17.35m
 
Men Discus Throw College Invite
Track: 66.19m T Bradley Cooper (217-2)1982
Relays: 66.19m R Bradley Cooper (217-2)1982
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Virginia Tec SRMarek Barta1 61.13m
Iowa JRReno Tuufuli2 59.03m
Maryland JRGreg Thompson3 57.99m
Kentucky JRNoah Castle4 57.95m
Unattachedjared thomas5 57.17m
Penn State JRDavid Lucas6 56.51m
Miami SRGian Ragonesi7 56.02m
Florida Stat SRAustin Droogsma8 55.09m
Florida FRConnor Bandel9 54.51m
HaitiAbel Gilet--- FOUL
 
Men Hammer Throw College Invite
Track: 77.67m T Jud Logan (254-10)1986
Relays: 77.67m R Jud Logan (254-10)1986
Yr   SchoolName Finals
Finals
Lapinguesky SRDiego Alan Del Real Galindo1 75.33m
Florida JRAnders Eriksson2 73.31m
Florida FRThomas Mardal3 71.88m
Rutgers SRRudy Winkler4 71.76m
Miami FRKevin Arreaga5 69.33m
Penn State JRMorgan Shigo6 67.72m
Florida JRAJ McFarland7 66.87m
Charlotte JRStevan Veselinovic8 66.44m
Lapinguesky SRJose Manuel Padilla Sanchez9 65.66m
UnattachedConner Neu10 65.07m
Kentucky SRDavid Cline11 64.43m
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 4, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
ALL HILLTOPPER RELAYS EVENTS MOVED TO FRIDAY, APRIL 6 
Due to inclement weather in the forecast for Saturday, WKU Track & Field’s Hilltopper Relays will now 
be a one-day only meet, commencing at 9 a.m. CT on Friday, April 6. Track events will begin at noon and 
follow a rolling schedule. WKU’s Senior Day recognition will take place between the 100-meter and 800-
meter races – occurring between approximately 1:30-2 p.m. The 7th annual Fastest Kid in Bowling Green 
races have been cancelled. 
New Schedule: 
Field Events 
9:00 a.m. Hammer Men-Women 
Noon Javelin Men-Women 
Noon Pole Vault Men-Women 
Noon Shot Put Women-Men 
Noon Long Jump Men-Women 
1:00 p.m. High Jump Women-Men 
2:00 p.m. Discus Men -Women 
3:00 p.m. Triple Jump Men-Women 
Track Events (Rolling Schedule beginning at Noon) 
3000 Meter Run Men-Women 
4 x 100 Meter Relay Men 
4 x 100 Meter Relay Women 
1500 Meter Run Men 
1500 Meter Run Women 
110 Meter Hurdles Men 
100 Meter Hurdles Women 
400 Meter Dash Men 
400 Meter Dash Women 
100 Meter Dash Men 
100 Meter Dash Women 
WKU Senior Recognition (Approximately 1:30 P.M.) 
800 Meter Run Men 
800 Meter Run Women 
400 Meter Hurdles Men 
400 Meter Hurdles Women 
200 Meter Dash Men 
200 Meter Dash Women 
3000 Meter Steeple Men 
3000 Meter Steeple Women 
4 x 400 Meter Relay Men 
4 x 400 Meter Relay Women 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 5, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Schedule of events attached. 
Preview Video: https://goto.ps/2IvFp13 
WKU TRACK & FIELD TO HOST HILLTOPPER RELAYS, SENIOR DAY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Hilltopper and Lady Topper Track & Field are set to host the annual WKU 
Hilltopper Relays on Friday from the Charles M. Reuter Track & Field Complex. In total, 19 teams will be 
represented at the Relays. 
Action will begin at 9 a.m. CT with field events and a rolling schedule of running events will start at noon. 
The Senior Day festivities are estimated to begin around 2:45 p.m. with the remainder of the running 
events to follow. 
Nine seniors will be celebrated at Senior Day including Savannah Ames, Will Bush, Jonathon Hayden, 
Morgan McIntyre, Eli Minor, Desmond Mobley, Julius Morris, Ariel Terrell and Khadijah Valentine. Five 
of the nine have competed on The Hill for all four years of their collegiate careers. 
WKU is coming off a strong performance at the Pepsi Florida Relays where the Hilltoppers and Lady 
Toppers combined for eight top-15 finishes against a field that included 14 ranked teams. 
Parking 
Spectator parking will be available in Parking Structure 2 which sits between Diddle Arena and the 
football stadium. Spectators should press the intercom button and inform the attendant they are 
attending the track meet. 
Ticketing 
Admission to the track meet will be free. 
Live Results 
Live results for the 2018 Hilltopper Relays will be provided by Delta Timing. The results can be found 
at: http://results.deltatiming.com/tf/2018-hilltopper-relays. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, April 6, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Final results attached. 
Head Coach Jenkins video: https://goto.ps/2Iym7bA 
WKU EARNS 11 FIRST-PLACE FINISHES AT HILLTOPPER RELAYS, SENIOR DAY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field finished first in 11 events at the Hilltopper Relays on Friday 
at the Charles M. Rueter Track and Field Complex. Between the Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers, 20 
personal records were either tied or bested throughout the day. 
Action began with a series of field events in which Desmond Mobley finished first in the long jump with 
a mark of 7.84 meters, a personal record. Mobley later went on to earn a new PR of 2.11 meters in the 
high jump and finished with the top mark. Later in the day, Morgan McIntyre marked another collegiate 
PR and first place finish, clearing a pole vault height of 4.17 meters. 
The Hilltopper 4x100-meter relay team notched a new season best with a time of 39.97, finishing in first. 
Kymari Gates, Eli Minor, Austin Hayes and Oliver Alexandre were all competitors for the first-place WKU 
team. Minor ran a PR of 10.32 in the 100-meter dash and Hayes marked a PR of 21.20 in the 200-meter. 
Both Hilltoppers placed first in their respective events. Charles Shimukowa earned a new PR in the 800-
meter run with a 1:53.28 mark and a first-place finish. 
In the men’s hurdling events, Maor Seged finished first in the 400-meter hurdles with a time of 52.80 
and Jonathan Hayden ran a time of 14.09 in the 110-meter hurdles event, adding another first-place 
finish for WKU. 
Junior Juannae Lewis nabbed a first-place finish in the women’s 400-meter run with a PR of 55.92. Ariel 
Terrell wrapped up the first-place finishes for the Lady Toppers with a PR of 59.84 in the 400-meter 
hurdles. 
In addition to breaking personal records and earning top finishes, WKU celebrated the nine seniors that 
competed in their final home meet on The Hill. Savannah Ames finished fourth in the 800-meter with a 
time of 2:16.53. Khadijah Valentine finished 11th in the 100-meter dash with a 12.49 mark. Hayden, 
Terrell and McIntyre all placed first in their respective events. Minor competed in two events and 
Mobley in three. Will Bush and Julius Morris did not compete on Friday. 
“We had quite a few things happen for some great people” said head coach Erik Jenkins. “Whenever you 
can come out and perform in front of your family and friends as a senior, that’s a very good day for 
you.” 
Next up, WKU Track and Field competes in the APSU Invitational next Friday and Saturday. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, April 9, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
MORRIS SLATED TO COMPETE IN GOLD COAST 2018 COMMONWEALTH GAMES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU sprinter Julius Morris is set to compete in the 200-meter dash at the Gold 
Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games (GC2018) this evening. The Hilltopper is one of 73 competitors in the 
event and will participate in the fourth heat, beginning at 10:29 p.m. CT. 
GC2018 will welcome more than 6,600 athletes and team officials from 71 Commonwealth nations and 
territories to the Gold Coast and event cities Brisbane, Cairns and Townsville, to share in the celebration 
of sport, entertainment and culture. As the largest sporting event to be staged in Australia this decade, 
GC2018 will feature the largest integrated sports program in Commonwealth Games history, comprising 
18 sports and seven para-sports. More information about GC2018 can be found here. 
Montserrat-native Morris is a four-year letterwinner at WKU. He has earned 14 all-conference honors 
and been a conference champion seven times across five different events in his career as a Hilltopper. In 
addition to this Commonwealth Games, he has competed on the world stage several times including at 
the most recent Indoor and Outdoor World Championships and the 2014 Commonwealth Games. 
Morris tied the indoor 200-meter dash program record this past indoor season and owns the third 
fastest 60-meter indoor time. He also holds the second fastest 100- and 200-meter outdoor times in 
program history. Morris was also a member of the 4x100-meter relay team holding the first, second and 
fourth fastest times in program history. 
The senior is a two-time NCAA All-American including a first-team All-American in the 4x100-meter relay 
and second-team All-American in the 200-meter. 
If Morris were to advance from the first round, he would run again early Wednesday morning in the 
semifinals. His best collegiate time for the 200-meter dash is 20.28 seconds. More information on Morris 
at the Games can be found here. 
 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, April 9, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Results attached. 
MORRIS QUALIFIES FOR 200-METER SEMIFINALS AT COMMONWEALTH GAMES 
CARRARA, Queensland, Australia – WKU senior Julius Morris qualified for the semifinals of the 200-
meter dash at the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games late Monday evening. 
 
Representing his home country of Montserrat, the All-American clocked a time of 20.67 to finish first in 
the fourth heat of the running event. Only six out of the 73 competitors notched faster times than 
Morris. 
 
In order to qualify for the semifinals, runners had to finish as the top two in their heat. Once the top two 
were determined in all heats, the next six fastest times joined them in advancing to the semifinals. 
 
The GC2018 semifinals of the 200-meter dash will consist of three heats beginning at 5:50 a.m. CT on 






TUE 10 APR 2018
Carrara Stadium
ATHM200M--------------RND1--------_74A 1.0 Report Created  TUE 10 APR 2018 14:10
WORLD RECORD 19.19 BOLT Usain JAM Berlin  (GER) 20 AUG 2009







TimeHeat Lane Position Wind
1 2169 RICHARDS Jereem TTO 20.33 Q5 8 1 -1.5
2 1770 HUGHES Zharnel ENG 20.34 Q9 2 1 -0.4
3 1699 BROWN Aaron CAN 20.59 Q2 5 1 -1.0
4 1876 WEIR Warren JAM 20.60 Q1 7 1 -0.4
5 2203 SIAME Sydney ZAM 20.65 Q9 6 2 -0.4
6 1633 HARTMANN Alex AUS 20.66 Q5 3 2 -1.5
7 1967 MORRIS Julius MSR 20.67 Q4 6 1 -1.2
8 2166 GREAUX Kyle TTO 20.67 Q8 8 1 -0.4
9 1999 REID Leon NIR 20.73 Q1 4 2 -0.4
10 1853 DWYER Rasheed JAM 20.78 Q3 5 1 -1.4
11 1698 BOATENG Bismark CAN 20.80 q SB9 5 3 -0.4
12 2140 MATSENJWA Sibusiso SWZ 20.81 q5 5 3 -1.5
13 1671 SMITH Teray BAH 20.82 Q4 1 2 -1.2
14 1802 AMOAH Joseph GHA 20.84 q9 4 4 -0.4
15 1844 ANDERSON Kenroy JAM 20.89 Q2 4 2 -1.0 YC
16 2030 JOBODWANA Anaso RSA 20.89 Q7 8 1 +0.3
17 2035 MUNYAI Clarence RSA 20.95 Q6 3 1 -0.7
18 1979 AROWOLO Emmanuel NGR 20.99 q1 3 3 -0.4
19 1677 ELLIS JR Burkheart BAR 21.02 Q8 5 2 -0.4
20 1806 OWUSU-ANTWI Martin GHA 21.02 Q SB3 6 2 -1.4
21 1907 ODHIAMBO Mark Otieno KEN 21.03 q3 8 3 -1.4
22 1771 KILTY Richard ENG 21.08 Q6 7 2 -0.7
23 2007 MILLAR Joseph NZL 21.10 Q7 5 2 +0.3
24 1610 WALSH Tahir ANT 21.10 q8 1 3 -0.4
25 1798 JAMMEH Adama GAM 21.112 8 3 -1.0
26 1906 MOKAMBA NYANGAU Mike KEN 21.147 6 3 +0.3
27 1960 de GRACE Marie Jean-Yann MRI 21.183 4 4 -1.4
28 1824 GEORGE Winston GUY 21.197 3 4 +0.3
29 1607 JARVIS Jared ANT 21.214 7 3 -1.2
30 1676 DESHONG Nicholas BAR 21.264 2 4 -1.2
31 1904 NDICHU Peter Mwai KEN 21.279 3 5 -0.4
32 2059 DODIN Sharry SEY 21.38 PB5 2 4 -1.5
33 2174 ADOME Pius UGA 21.392 2 4 -1.0
34 2148 GULAM Ali Khamis TAN 21.437 1 5 +0.3
35 2145 ZWANE Thandaza SWZ 21.554 8 5 -1.2
36 1796 CAMARA Ebrahima GAM 21.584 4 6 -1.2
37 1816 MARCELLE Royan GRN 21.584 5 7 -1.2
38 2164 FARINHA Nathan TTO 21.626 6 3 -0.7
39 1684 JONES Brandon BIZ 21.664 3 8 -1.2
40 1680 HOUSTON Harold BER 21.671 2 4 -0.4
41 1682 WEBB Kyle BER 21.739 8 6 -0.4
42 1741 DAVIS Mitchel DMA 21.756 5 4 -0.7
43 2019 PINIAU Theo PNG 21.762 7 5 -1.0





TUE 10 APR 2018
Carrara Stadium







TimeHeat Lane Position Wind
44 2154 GARDINER Devante TCA 21.793 2 5 -1.4
45 1795 ASIM Abdoulie GAM 21.797 2 6 +0.3
46 2120 WILLIAMS Vivian SLE 21.892 1 6 -1.0
47 1879 DAWKINS Sam JEY 21.91 NR2 6 7 -1.0
48 1917 CELESTIN Jonathan LCA 21.926 2 5 -0.7
49 2003 HARRIS Jonah NRU 21.96 NR1 8 5 -0.4
50 2060 HENRIETTE Leeroy SEY 21.973 3 6 -1.4
51 2049 MASOE Kelvin SAM 21.98 PB7 7 7 +0.3
52 2015 LOGORAVA Wesley PNG 22.008 2 4 -0.4
53 1789 POWELL Aaron FIJ 22.053 7 7 -1.4
54 2016 MARAI Nazmie-Lee PNG 22.141 1 6 -0.4
55 2118 OTHMAN Mohamed SLE 22.221 6 7 -0.4
56 1810 TORRES Jerai GIB 22.235 6 5 -1.5
57 1966 LEE Johmari MSR 22.439 7 7 -0.4
58 2186 TOA Bradly VAN 22.438 6 5 -0.4
59 1602 RIJO Saymon AIA 23.179 1 8 -0.4
1601 CARTY Mauriel AIA DNF2 3
2131 CUPID Kemroy SVG DNF6 8
2048 DODSON Jeremy SAM DNF1 5
1692 SERIBE Pako BOT DNF7 4
1675 BRATHWAITE Shane BAR DQ R 162.86 4 F1
2103 CROWIE Sean SHN DNS8 4
1664 HART Shavez BAH DNS3 1
1928 LEHATA Mosito LES DNS5 4
1690 MOTHIBI Karabo BOT DNS8 3
2134 SHEARMAN Kimorie SVG DNS5 7
2061 SICOBO Dylan SEY DNS8 7
Qualification: First 2 in each heat (Q) and the next 6 fastest (q) advance to the Semifinals
NOTES
IAAF Rule 162.8 - false start
YC - IAAF Rule 162.5b - delaying the start
LEGEND
DNF Did Not Finish DNS Did Not Start DQ Disqualified NR National Record
PB Personal Best Q Qualified by standard q Qualified by performance SB Season Best
YC Yellow Card
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 11, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Results attached. 
HILLTOPPER MORRIS NARROWLY MISSES COMMONWEALTH GAMES FINALS 
CARRARA, QUEENSLAND, Australia – WKU senior Julius Morris ran in the semifinals of the 200-meter 
dash at the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games early Wednesday morning and just missed the 
cutoff to advance to the finals. 
Montserrat native Morris competed in the third heat of the 200-meter semifinals, running a 10.69. The 
final runner to make the cut clocked a time of 20.66, leaving Morris out of the finals by three one 
hundredths of a second in 10th. 
In order to qualify for the finals, competitors had to finish in the top two of their heat. After those six 
runners were determined, the next two fastest times were chosen to advance. Morris held the fourth 
fastest time after the top two. 
Advancing to the semifinals in GC2018 was the furthest Morris had advanced in any world competition 








WED 11 APR 2018
Carrara Stadium
ATHM200M--------------SFNL--------_74A 1.1 Report Created  WED 11 APR 2018 22:42
WORLD RECORD 19.19 BOLT Usain JAM Berlin  (GER) 20 AUG 2009







TimeHeat Lane Position Wind
1 1699 BROWN Aaron CAN 20.18 Q1 6 1 0.0
2 2035 MUNYAI Clarence RSA 20.36 Q1 3 2 0.0
3 1770 HUGHES Zharnel ENG 20.37 Q2 6 1 0.0
4 2169 RICHARDS Jereem TTO 20.41 Q3 6 1 +0.3
5 2203 SIAME Sydney ZAM 20.51 q1 5 3 0.0
6 1999 REID Leon NIR 20.61 Q3 5 2 +0.3
7 1876 WEIR Warren JAM 20.62 q1 4 4 0.0
8 2166 GREAUX Kyle TTO 20.66 Q2 4 2 0.0
9 1771 KILTY Richard ENG 20.671 7 5 0.0
10 1967 MORRIS Julius MSR 20.693 4 3 +0.3
11 1671 SMITH Teray BAH 20.713 8 4 +0.3
12 1633 HARTMANN Alex AUS 20.762 5 3 0.0
13 1677 ELLIS JR Burkheart BAR 20.791 8 6 0.0
14 1853 DWYER Rasheed JAM 20.823 3 5 +0.3
15 1802 AMOAH Joseph GHA 20.991 1 7 0.0
16 2007 MILLAR Joseph NZL 21.013 7 6 +0.3
17 1698 BOATENG Bismark CAN 21.063 1 7 +0.3
18 1610 WALSH Tahir ANT 21.133 2 8 +0.3
19 2140 MATSENJWA Sibusiso SWZ 21.162 2 4 0.0
20 1979 AROWOLO Emmanuel NGR 21.251 2 8 0.0
21 1907 ODHIAMBO Mark Otieno KEN 21.292 1 5 0.0
22 1806 OWUSU-ANTWI Martin GHA 25.952 7 6 0.0
1844 ANDERSON Kenroy JAM DQ R 163.3a2 8
2030 JOBODWANA Anaso RSA DQ R 162.82 3
Qualification: First 2 in each heat (Q) and the next 2 fastest (q) advance to the Final
NOTES
IAAF Rule 163.3a - lane infringement
IAAF Rule 162.8 - false start
LEGEND
DQ Disqualified Q Qualified by standard q Qualified by performance
Athlete JOBODWANA Anaso (RSA) Bib 2030 disqualified by the decision of the Start Referee.
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 12, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Schedule of events attached. 
Video of Coach Jenkins: https://goto.ps/2qu4n9J 
ONE-DAY GOVS INVITATIONAL UP NEXT FOR WKU TRACK & FIELD 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Both the Hilltopper and Lady Topper Track & Field squads will be traveling to 
Austin Peay on Friday to compete in the Governors Invitational. The Invitational has been paired down 
to just one day of competition on Friday due to the impending weather expected in Clarksville, Tenn., on 
Saturday. 
Action will begin on Friday morning with shot put, discus, triple jump, long jump and pole vault all slated 
to begin at 10 a.m. CT. The high jump competition will begin promptly after the long jump has ended. 
Javelin will be the final field event of the day beginning at 3 p.m. 
Running events will start at 2 p.m. and will be on a rolling schedule for the remainder of the afternoon. 
The meet is expected to conclude at approximately 6:30 p.m. 
“We’ll go down and we’ll try to do our best,” head coach Erik Jenkins said about the upcoming meet. 
“No matter what, it’s a track. We’re going to go run and get the job done.” 
Spectators can enter through the gates on the west side of Fortera Stadium just off Drane Street. 
WKU’s most recent team competition was last week when the Red and White hosted 19 teams for the 
annual Hilltopper Relays. The Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers finished the meet with 11-first place finishes 
and several PRs. 
 





10:00 am  Discus (W-M) – Portable ring and cage within the stadium  
10:00 am  Shot Put (M-W) – Portable ring inside the stadium will follow discus 
10:00 am  Triple Jump (M-W)  
10:00 am  Long Jump (W-M) – High Jump to Follow
10:00 am  Pole Vault (W-M) 
3:00 pm  Javelin (M-W) – soccer stadium – rubber runway 
Track Events (Rolling Schedule at 2 p.m., ending at approximately 6:30 p.m.) 
2 p.m.   400m Relay (W-M) 
   1500m (W-M) 
   100/110m Hurdles (W-M) 
   400m (W-M) 
   100m (W-M) 
   800m (W-M) 
   400H (W-M) 
200m (W-M) 
3000m Steeple (M-W) 
   1600m Relay (W-M) 
   5000m Run (W-M) 
Note: The hammer will not be contested due to facilities. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, April 13, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Final results attached. 
STRONG PERFORMANCES AT GOVS INVITATIONAL EARN WKU EIGHT FIRST-PLACE, 24 TOP-FIVE 
FINISHES 
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. – WKU Track & Field lit up the Governors Invitational hosted by Austin Peay Friday 
as the Hilltopper and Lady Topper squads returned home with 24 top-five finishes including eight first-
place awards. 
For the second meet in a row, Austin Hayes earned first in the 200-meter, this week setting a new 
personal record and season record with a time of 21.11. Hayes clocked a PR of 10.51 in the 100-meter to 
earn another first-place finish. Hilltoppers brought home first in both the 110 and 400-meter hurdle 
events. Jonathan Hayden clocked 14.24 in the 110-meter hurdles and Alec Tanksley ran a PR of 53.99 in 
the 400-meter hurdles. 
Both of the men’s relay teams achieved top marks. In the 4x100-meter relay, the squad notched a time 
of 40.03, winning first by over three seconds. The 4x400-meter team clocked a 3:15.75 to earn first-
place, outrunning the next fastest team by over five seconds. Desmond Mobley also notched a first-
place finish after recording a jump of 2.01 meters in the high jump. 
Lady Topper Ariel Terrell earned first in the 400-meter hurdles clocking a time of 1:01.23. Two season 
bests were also set by Juannae Lewis in the 100 and 200-meter dashes with times of 11.80 and 23.73, 
respectively. Lewis earned second in the 200-meter alongside Morgan McIntyre who notched second in 
pole vault and Kira Harmon who finished second in the javelin throw. 
“The trip to Tennessee proved fruitful,” said head coach Erik Jenkins. “Austin Peay provided a great 
opportunity to us to work on the finer things necessary to be successful in the championship portion of 
the season. The student-athletes competed well and we are looking forward to the next six weeks.” 
The WKU Track & Field squads will divide and conquer next weekend amongst the Mt. Sac Relays in 
Torrance, Calif., and the Georgia Tech Relays in Atlanta, Ga. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, April 17, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Headshot and action shot attached. Please credit WKU Athletics. 
HAYES NAMED C-USA MEN’S TRACK ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
IRVING, Texas – WKU Track and Field’s Austin Hayes was named the Conference USA Men’s Track 
Athlete of the Week following a stellar showing at the Governors Invitational, the league office 
announced Tuesday. Hayes’ first career also doubles as the Hilltoppers’ first accolade of the 2018 
outdoor season. 
Over the weekend, the London, Ky., native placed first in all four events he competed in including the 
100 and 200-meter dashes and the 4x100 and 400-meter relays. In his first race in the event all season, 
Hayes clocked a time of 10.51 in the 100-meter dash to place first. For the second weekend in a row, he 
won the 200-meter dash with a time of 21.11, a personal record and season best for the program. 
Hayes also competed on both relay teams for the Hilltoppers. Hayes anchored the winning 4x400 relay 
unit that posted a time 3:15.75, outrunning the next fastest team by over five seconds. In the 4x100 
relay, Hayes ran the third leg as the squad finished with a time of 40.03, just narrowly missing a season 
best by six one-hundredths of a second. The next fastest team was over three seconds behind WKU. 
WKU Track and Field will divide and conquer this week as the majority of the Hilltopper squad, including 
Hayes, will travel to Torrance, Calif., to compete in the Mt. SAC Relays while the Lady Topper squad and 




WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 19 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Georgia Tech Invitational Schedule attached. 
WKU TRACK AND FIELD TO DIVIDE AND CONQUER IN CALIFORNIA AND GEORGIA 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field will divide up to compete in both the Mt. SAC Relays in 
Torrance, Calif., and the Georgia Tech Invitational in Atlanta, Ga. Between the two meets, WKU will send 
20 student-athletes to compete this weekend. 
Mt. SAC Relays 
Action for the WKU squad will begin at approximately 11:45 a.m. CT with the 110-meter hurdles. The 
4x100-meter relay and 400-meter dash are expected to follow at approximately 12:45 p.m. Day one will 
conclude for the Hilltoppers with the 400-meter hurdles and 4x400-meter relay at 3:30 p.m. 
The two relays are also expected to run once more on Saturday afternoon. 
“The men will be heading out, for the most part, to the Mt. SAC Relays which is the biggest relay meet in 
California” said head coach Erik Jenkins. “It’s one of the big five, meaning Florida Relays, Texas Relays, 
Mt. SAC Relays, Penn Relays and Kansas Relays. For us to have the opportunity to compete at that meet 
again is big for us as a program. We want to go out and do well against high-level competition.” 
Georgia Tech Invitational 
WKU will participate in a few distance events on Friday morning, competing in the 1500 and 5000-meter 
runs at 7:30 and 8:15 a.m. CT, respectively. 
On Saturday, three Lady Topper pole vaulters will compete in the field event beginning at 10 a.m. WKU 
will also compete in the 400-meter hurdles at 12:15 p.m. followed by the triple jump and 400 and 200-
meter dashes. Live stats for the meet can be found here. 
“The majority of the women’s squad will head down to Georgia Tech which will provide very good 
competition” said Jenkins. “That will be most of our sprinters, jumpers, and a few distance runners.” 
Both the Hilltopper and Lady Topper track squads are coming off a strong performance at the 
Governors’ Invitational hosted by Austin Peay. Overall, WKU Track and Field brought back eight first-
place medals from the event. Hilltopper junior Austin Hayes was awarded the C-USA Male Track Athlete 





GEORGIA TECH INVITATIONAL 
GEORGE C. GRIFFIN TRACK – GEORGIA TECH 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, APRIL 20-21, 2018 
 





11:00 am Hammer  (M/W to follow) 
6:00 pm Javelin   (M/W to follow) 
  Shot Put  (W/M to follow) 
6:30 pm Pole Vault  (M) 
7:00 pm Long Jump  (M-South Pit) 
7:00 pm Long Jump  (W-North Pit) 
 
Running Events 
6:00 pm 100m H   (W) 
6:25 pm 110m HH  (M) 
6:45 pm 100m   (W/M to follow) 
7:30 pm GT T&F/XC Senior Recognition 
7:45 pm 3000mSC  (W/M to follow) 
8:15 pm 1500m   (W/M to follow) 
9:00 pm 5000m (1st sections) (W/M to follow) 






11:00 am High Jump  (W) 
11:00 am Pole Vault  (W) 
12:00 pm Discus   (W) 
1:30 pm High Jump  (M) 
2:00 pm Triple Jump  (M-North Pit) 
2:00 pm Triple Jump  (W-South Pit) 
2:30 pm Discus   (M) 
   
Running Events 
1:00 pm 4 x 100m Relay  (W/M to follow) 
1:15 pm 400m IH  (W/M to follow) 
2:00 pm 400m   (W/M to follow) 
2:45 pm 800m   (W/M to follow) 
3:30 pm 200m   (W/M to follow) 
4:15 pm 4 x 400m Relay  (W/M to follow) 
 
 
***all changes from original schedule are in bold*** 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 21, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Final results from Georgia Tech are attached. 
KEY FIRST-PLACE FINISHES AND PERSONAL RECORDS CARRY WKU TRACK AND FIELD 
TORRANCE, Calif. and ATLANTA, Ga. – WKU Track and Field split squads this weekend as some 
Hilltoppers traveled to the Golden State to compete in the Mt. SAC Relays while other members of the 
Red and White competed in the Peach State at the Georgia Tech Invitational. Between both events 
there were 15 top-10 finishes including three first-place finishes and eight personal records. 
Mt. SAC Relays 
Eight top-10 finishes defined the Hilltoppers’ trip to California, including a first-place finish in the 4x100-
relay in the open collegiate event. The relay team clocked a time of 39.92, a season best for the squad. 
One of WKU’s 4x400-meter relay teams finished sixth in the invited portion of the event with a time of 
3:08.74. 
In the open 400-meter race, Austin Hayes notched sixth with a personal record of 47.55 and Kymari 
Gates finished eighth with a time of 47.65. Hayes also scored eighth in the open 200-meter dash, 
running a 21.76. 
Eli Minor narrowly missed a PR by two one-hundredths of a second in the open 100-meter dash, 
finishing fourth with a time of 10.38. In the 400-meter hurdles, Maor Seged placed sixth, running a 52.06 
and Jonathan Hayden clocked 53.12, good for 10th. 
Georgia Tech Invitational 
Two Lady Toppers earned top marks in Georgia this weekend and WKU representatives placed in the 
top-10 in seven different events. Ariel Terrell scored first-place in the 400-meter hurdles for the third 
weekend in a row. At the Georgia Tech Invitational, she notched a new PR and season best with a time 
of 59.02. 
Brianna Eskridge placed first in the triple jump with a mark of 12.46 meters and second in the high jump 
with a height of 1.68 meters. Both of her marks were good for new PRs and season bests. 
In the pole vault competition, Getter Lemberg and Nicole Ogorek placed fourth and fifth, respectively, 
after each marking a height of 3.74 meters. Juannae Lewis rounded out the top-placements for the Lady 
Toppers after finishing fifth in the 400-meter dash with a PR of 53.62. 
Hilltopper Taylor Scarbrough finished 10th in the 500-meter run, notching a new PR of 14:49.33. 
“We had a good weekend at both meets” said head coach Erik Jenkins. “Several personal bests were 
achieved at Georgia Tech and we had a good showing at Mt. SAC.” 
Next week, WKU Track and Field will reunite in Louisville for the Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational. 
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Georgia Tech Invitational - 4/20/2018 to 4/21/2018
George C. Griffin Track
Results
Women 100 Meter Dash
===============================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 11.11  1991        Gwen Torrance, Nike South
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
Finals
  1 Dezerea Bryant               Unattached               11.45  -0.3  1
  2 yanique ellington            Oxy athletics            11.54  -0.3  1
  3 Jeanine Williams          JR Georgia Tech             11.56   0.4  2
  4 Aiyanna Stiverne          SR Unattached               11.78  -0.3  1
  5 Brianna Hayden            SO Georgia Tech             11.82   1.9  3  11.817
  6 Lorraine Martins             Cbat                     11.82  -0.3  1  11.819
  7 Sarah Hill                FR Usc Upstate              11.83   1.9  3
  8 karel ziketh                 Oxy athletics            11.87   0.4  2
  9 Pariis Garcia             SR Shore AC                 11.93   0.4  2  11.922
 10 Jada Roberson             JR Fiu                      11.93   0.4  2  11.927
 11 Cierra Smalls             FR Usc Upstate              11.94   1.9  3
 12 Tymeitha Tolbert          SO Austin Peay              11.96  -0.3  1  11.955
 13 Jasmine Pilgrim           SR Charleston Southern      11.96   1.9  3  11.957
 14 Gabrielle Irving          JR Georgia State            12.02   0.4  2
 15 Olamide Sokunbi              Unattached               12.03   0.4  2
 16 Zensha Tennyson           SR Georgia State            12.08   0.1  4
 17 Kiana Davis               JR East Tenn. St.           12.10   0.1  4
 18 Aasiyah Barr              JR Unattached               12.17   1.9  3
 19 Ally Saccone              SR Boston U.                12.18   0.6  5  12.172
 20 Pharist O'Neal            FR Georgia Tech             12.18   0.1  4  12.178
 21 Denesha Ransome           SR St. John's               12.19   0.1  4
 22 Norma Abdur-Rafia         SO Murray State             12.20   0.6  5  12.193
 23 Ayana Walker                 Unattached               12.20   0.4  2  12.195
 24 Tonia McKinley            SR Samford                  12.21   1.9  3
 25 Jabreuna Brimlett         JR Murray State             12.23   0.6  5
 26 Lakeia Hill               JR Tennessee St.            12.25   0.6  5
 27 Ashlan Rosier             SR Georgia State            12.27   0.2  6
 28 Amber McCroskey           JR Tennessee St.            12.28   0.2  6
 29 Tehya Noell               SR Boston U.                12.29   0.1  4
 30 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR Fiu                      12.32   0.1  4  12.311
 31 Jenea Mccammon               Unattached               12.32  -0.3  1  12.317
 32 Daijah White              JR Murray State             12.33   0.1  4
 33 Jordan Coverson           SR Boston U.                12.35   0.6  5  12.347
 34 Alex Williams             SR Mercer                   12.35   0.2  6  12.350
 35 Erin Nix                  SO Georgia State            12.36   0.1  7
 36 Tia Calvin                FR Lipscomb                 12.37   0.6  5
 37 Sara Gardner              JR Rider                    12.40  -0.1  8
 38 Starr Graham              JR East Tenn. St.           12.44   0.1  7  12.436
 39 Teanna Jules              SO Lipscomb                 12.44   0.6  5  12.437
 40 Diamond Battle            SO Austin Peay              12.46   0.6  5
 41 Destiny Davis             SO St. John's               12.48   0.1  7
 42 Mikajah Hayes             SO Boston U.                12.53   0.1  7
 43 Gabrielle Younginer       JR Tennessee St.            12.54   0.1  7  12.539
 44 Teauna Anderson           FR Tennessee Tech           12.54   0.1  7  12.540
 45 Angel Horton              FR Tennessee St.            12.55   0.1  7
 46 Dasia Stennett            FR Truett-McConnell         12.58   0.1  7  12.572
 47 Beyunka Foster            JR Georgia Southern         12.58   0.2  6  12.577
 48 Bridget Chiaravalle       FR Boston U.                12.59   0.2  6
 49 Briah Owens                  Cleveland State          12.61   0.2  6
 50 Maya Marshall             SR Boston U.                12.62   0.2  6
 51 Torisha LaForce           JR St. John's               12.65  -0.1  8
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Georgia Tech Invitational - 4/20/2018 to 4/21/2018
George C. Griffin Track
Results
....Women 100 Meter Dash
 52 Diamond Rush              FR Charleston Southern      12.67   1.9  3
 53 Corta'Nasha Mutcherson    SO Unattached               12.74  -0.1  8
 54 Antoinetta Avant          FR Murray State             12.82  -0.1  8
 55 Fanta Sanoe               FR East Tenn. St.           12.84  -0.1  8  12.833
 56 Brejhe Halls              JR Tennessee St.            12.84  -0.1  8  12.838
 57 Sierra King                  Unattached               12.90   0.1  4
Women 200 Meter Dash
===============================================================================
 All 200m runners must check-in one hour prior to start of event
 Those not checking in will be scratched from event.  Heat and
 lane assignments will then be re-drawn after check-in.
TRACK RECORD: # 22.61  2004        Lauryn Williams, Miami
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Dezerea Bryant               Unattached               23.07   2.7  1
  2 Shavine Hodges               Oxy athletics            23.29   2.7  1
  3 NaAsha Robinson           JR Tennessee Tech           23.79   2.7  1
  4 T'Sheila Mungo            SR Unattached               24.00   2.7  1
  5 Sarah Hill                FR Usc Upstate              24.12   2.7  2
  6 Brianna Hayden            SO Georgia Tech             24.16   2.7  2
  7 Pariis Garcia             SR Shore AC                 24.21   2.7  1
  8 Gabrielle Irving          JR Georgia State            24.40   2.7  2
  9 Kiana Davis               JR East Tenn. St.           24.53   1.5  3
 10 Jenea Mccammon               Unattached               24.66   2.7  2
 11 Ayana Walker                 Unattached               24.68   2.7  2  24.677
 12 Tonia McKinley            SR Samford                  24.68   0.4  6  24.679
 13 Kyra Atkins               JR East Tenn. St.           24.73   1.5  3
 14 Cierra Smalls             FR Usc Upstate              24.75   2.2  7
 15 Sabrina Richman           FR Austin Peay              24.76   1.2  9
 16 Destiny Davis             SO St. John's               24.81   0.4  6
 17 Bianca Stuart                Unattached               24.86  +0.0  8
 18 Jezel Martin              FR SE Missouri              24.89   1.5  3
 19 Denesha Ransome           SR St. John's               24.94   2.2  7  24.937
 19 Jasmine Pilgrim           SR Charleston Southern      24.94  -0.4  4  24.937
 21 Daijah White              JR Murray State             24.95   0.4  6
 22 Kiera Forde-Richards      FR Fiu                      24.97  -0.6  5
 23 Denise Woode              SO Georgia Tech             24.99   1.5  3  24.981
 24 Kyla Jimmar               SO Tennessee St.            24.99  -0.6  5  24.990
 25 Tymeitha Tolbert          SO Austin Peay              25.01   2.7  2
 26 Kayla Jordon              JR Georgia State            25.04  -0.6  5
 27 Olamide Sokunbi              Unattached               25.05   2.7  2
 28 Zensha Tennyson           SR Georgia State            25.09  -0.4  4  25.082
 29 Pharist O'Neal            FR Georgia Tech             25.09   2.2  7  25.090
 30 Ebony Brown               JR Boston U.                25.11  -0.4  4  25.104
 31 Tika Slay                  6 Unattached               25.11  -0.6  5  25.105
 32 Ashlan Rosier             SR Georgia State            25.11   0.4  6  25.110
 33 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR Fiu                      25.13  -0.4  4
 34 Georgia Tomlinson         SR SE Missouri              25.16   2.2  7
 35 Alexis Adams              JR Charleston Southern      25.25   0.4  6  25.241
 36 Teanna Jules              SO Lipscomb                 25.25   0.4  6  25.246
 37 Maya Perry - Grimes       FR Austin Peay              25.26  -0.6  5
 38 Aasiyah Barr              JR Unattached               25.27   0.4  6  25.261
 39 Domonique Hall            SR Georgia Tech             25.27  -0.4  4  25.270
 40 Aliyah Sangster           FR SE Missouri              25.29  +0.0  8
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Georgia Tech Invitational - 4/20/2018 to 4/21/2018
George C. Griffin Track
Results
....Women 200 Meter Dash
 41 Tia Calvin                FR Lipscomb                 25.36   0.7 10
 42 Reyna McFadden            FR Tennessee St.            25.39   2.2  7
 43 Khadijah Valentine        SR Western Kentucky         25.40  +0.0  8  25.396
 44 Erin Hines                SO Samford                  25.40   1.5  3  25.397
 45 Amber McCroskey           JR Tennessee St.            25.48   1.2  9
 46 Shantel Ardley            SO Charleston Southern      25.50   1.2  9  25.491
 47 Grete Griffin                Unattached               25.50   0.4  6  25.499
 48 Maya Marshall             SR Boston U.                25.51  +0.0  8
 49 Lennex Walker             FR Austin Peay              25.54  -0.4  4  25.533
 50 Mikayla Banks             JR Tennessee St.            25.54  +0.0  8  25.534
 51 Erin Nix                  SO Georgia State            25.58   1.2  9
 52 Beyunka Foster            JR Georgia Southern         25.64  +0.0  8  25.637
 53 Ifeoluwa Afon             JR Georgia State            25.64   1.2  9  25.638
 54 Destiny Pennington        FR Tennessee St.            25.69   2.2  7
 55 Lakeia Hill               JR Tennessee St.            25.70  -0.6  5  25.691
 56 Starr Graham              JR East Tenn. St.           25.70   0.7 10  25.692
 57 Allana Johnson            FR Austin Peay              25.73   0.7 10
 58 Kayla Woulard             JR Fiu                      25.86   2.2  7
 59 Athina Amanor             SO Spring Hill              25.87   2.2  7
 60 Amelia Thiesing           SO Austin Peay              25.92  -0.4  4
 61 Robin Treadwell           SO Tennessee St.            25.93   1.2  9
 62 Teauna Anderson           FR Tennessee Tech           25.96   1.2  9
 63 Corta'Nasha Mutcherson    SO Unattached               25.99   0.7 10
 64 Dasia Smith               JR Georgia Tech             26.06   0.7 10
 65 Briah Owens                  Cleveland State          26.08  +0.0  8
 66 Allysha Scott             SR Austin Peay              26.09  -0.6  5
 67 Dorothy Chow                 Unattached               26.10   1.5  3
 68 Diamond Battle            SO Austin Peay              26.31  +0.0  8
 69 Aliyah Hill               FR East Tenn. St.           26.36   1.2  9
 70 Aubrey Main               JR Murray State             26.43   0.7 10
 71 Greer Liguori             FR Boston U.                26.91   0.7 10
 72 Kaitlyn Pierce            FR Charleston Southern      27.02   0.7 10
 -- yanique ellington            Oxy athletics              DNF   2.7  1
Women 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 50.61  1998        Kim Batten, Reebok
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Aiyanna Stiverne          SR Unattached               52.63   1
  2 Maya Stephens             SR St. John's               53.03   1
  3 NaAsha Robinson           JR Tennessee Tech           53.04   1
  4 T'Sheila Mungo            SR Unattached               53.29   1
  5 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         53.82   2
  6 Pariis Garcia             SR Shore AC                 53.86   1
  7 Leah Anderson             FR St. John's               54.44   2
  8 Hallie Grimes             SR North Florida            54.72   2
  9 Leah Fowlkes              SO Boston U.                54.81   1
 10 Jordan Coverson           SR Boston U.                55.50   2
 11 Domonique Hall            SR Georgia Tech             55.52   2
 12 Jezel Martin              FR SE Missouri              55.80   3
 13 Sabrina Richman           FR Austin Peay              56.00   2
 14 Norma Abdur-Rafia         SO Murray State             56.01   2
 15 Angelica Henderson        SR Georgia Tech             56.17   1
 16 Kayla Jordon              JR Georgia State            56.20   4
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Georgia Tech Invitational - 4/20/2018 to 4/21/2018
George C. Griffin Track
Results
....Women 400 Meter Dash
 17 Mikajah Hayes             SO Boston U.                56.27   3
 18 Allysha Scott             SR Austin Peay              56.54   3
 19 Georgia Tomlinson         SR SE Missouri              56.57   3
 20 Amelia Thiesing           SO Austin Peay              57.03   4
 21 D'Myia Thornton           SO Murray State             57.24   4
 22 Mikayla Banks             JR Tennessee St.            57.28   3
 23 Aliyah Hill               FR East Tenn. St.           57.59   4
 24 Aliyah Sangster           FR SE Missouri              57.64   5
 25 Jada Watson               FR Georgia State            57.66   5
 26 Ifeoluwa Afon             JR Georgia State            57.78   5
 27 Syd Steele                FR North Florida            57.91   4
 28 Jahmee Reeves             JR Georgia State            57.97   2
 29 Rachel Dixon              SO Samford                  58.00   4
 30 Denise Woode              SO Georgia Tech             58.08   3
 31 Dasia Stennett            FR Truett-McConnell         58.09   4
 32 Payton Barlow             FR Belmont                  58.23   3
 33 Shantia Wilson               Atlanta Track Club       58.38   6
 34 Kafi Ottley               SO St. John's               58.41   4
 35 Gia Faoro                 FR East Tenn. St.           58.87   6
 36 Jennifer Brunson          FR North Florida            59.01   5
 37 Destiny Pennington        FR Tennessee St.            59.44   5
 38 Summer Wheeler            JR Murray State             59.93   5
 39 Greer Liguori             FR Boston U.                59.97   5
 40 Carmen Graves                Atlanta Track Club     1:00.54   6
 41 Reyna McFadden            FR Tennessee St.          1:01.01   6
Women 800 Meter Run
==========================================================================
 start in lanes, one-turn stagger
TRACK RECORD: # 2:01.01  1996        Tosha Sumner, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss.         2:10.89   1
  2 Hilary McAdam             SO Murray State           2:10.93   1
  3 Sholonda Snell            SO Georgia Southern       2:11.12   2
  4 Claudia Jalon             SR North Florida          2:11.66   1
  5 Haley Anderson            SR Georgia Tech           2:12.30   1
  6 Amy Ruiz                  JR Georgia Tech           2:12.38   1
  7 Shian Mallory             SO Samford                2:12.44   1
  8 Skye Zeller               SO North Florida          2:12.93   1
  9 Carli Knott               SO SE Missouri            2:13.60   1
 10 Georgina Russell          SR Charleston Southern    2:13.82   2
 11 Kendria Edouard           FR Georgia Tech           2:15.26   2
 12 Emily Turner              FR Boston U.              2:16.12   2
 13 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR Fiu                    2:16.20   3
 14 Ellunde Montgomery        SO Georgia Southern       2:16.28   2
 15 Kaitlyn Lay               SO East Tenn. St.         2:16.52   3
 16 Veronica Lyle             JR Samford                2:16.55   3
 17 Kayla O'Shea              JR Emory                  2:17.26   3
 18 Julia Lockridge           JR Tampa                  2:18.21   3
 19 Hana Herndon              FR Georgia Tech           2:18.25   3
 20 Sydne Grier               JR Fiu                    2:18.38   3
 21 Kiera Weems               SR Belmont                2:18.66   4
 22 Shannon Page              JR St. John's             2:18.75   2
 23 Pari Manoogian            FR Lipscomb               2:19.09   4
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Georgia Tech Invitational - 4/20/2018 to 4/21/2018
George C. Griffin Track
Results
....Women 800 Meter Run
 24 Harley Horsley            SO North Florida          2:19.57   4
 25 Colbie Williamson         FR East Tenn. St.         2:19.72   4
 26 Erin Gant                 JR Georgia Tech           2:20.72   4
 27 Sabrina Quijano           FR Fiu                    2:21.58   4
 28 Javenique McDowell        FR Charleston Southern    2:22.35   4
 29 Rebekah Wynn              FR Tennessee St.          2:23.30   4
 30 Fatima Pedroza            SR Usc Upstate            2:24.51   4
Women 1500 Meter Run
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 4:11.60  2003        Shalane Flanagan, North Carolina
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss.         4:23.32   1
  2 Claudia Jalon             SR North Florida          4:27.14   1
  3 Amy Ruiz                  JR Georgia Tech           4:27.53   1
  4 Gabrielle Stravach        SR Emory                  4:28.95   1
  5 Carmen Graves                Atlanta Track Club     4:29.78   1
  6 Georgina Russell          SR Charleston Southern    4:30.21   1
  7 Haley Anderson            SR Georgia Tech           4:30.28   1
  8 Hannah Chappell-Dick         Atlanta Track Club     4:30.55   1
  9 Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss.         4:33.03   1
 10 Hailey Gollnick           SR Georgia Tech           4:36.65   1
 11 Angela Alonso             SO Georgia State          4:37.81   1
 12 Abbey Zane                FR Samford                4:38.56   1
 13 Carli Knott               SO SE Missouri            4:38.91   2
 14 Hana Herndon              FR Georgia Tech           4:39.42   1
 15 Savannah Ames             SR Western Kentucky       4:39.92   2
 16 Lotte Meyberg             SO Georgia State          4:40.23   2
 17 Jessica King              SR Belmont                4:40.38   2
 18 Kaitlyn Lay               SO East Tenn. St.         4:40.58   2
 19 Lindsey Stallworth        FR East Tenn. St.         4:40.72   2
 20 Sholonda Snell            SO Georgia Southern       4:43.85   3
 21 Courtney Naser            SR Georgia Tech           4:44.09   2
 22 Kiera Weems               SR Belmont                4:44.66   2
 23 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR Fiu                    4:45.57   2
 24 Grace Lahey               FR Lipscomb               4:46.17   2
 25 Mary Grace Strozier       FR Samford                4:47.47   2
 26 Sabrina Quijano           FR Fiu                    4:48.42   3
 27 Harley Horsley            SO North Florida          4:49.07   3
 28 Caroline Daniel           FR Belmont                4:49.13   3
 29 Ciara Golliher            FR North Florida          4:49.67   3
 30 Ellunde Montgomery        SO Georgia Southern       4:49.85   3
 31 Maeve Andrews             JR Emory                  4:50.91   3
 32 Kayla Sullivan            SR Tampa                  4:51.63   3
 33 Alexis Bible              SO Tampa                  4:51.89   2
 34 Kathryn Foreman           SO Unattached             4:54.81   2
 35 Rachel Thorne             SR Georgia Tech           4:57.80   3
 36 Hannah Evans              FR North Florida          5:01.12   3
 37 Sofia Fernandez           JR Fiu                    5:01.94   3
 38 Samantha Folio            FR Georgia Tech           5:04.38   3
 -- Rachel McFarlane             Unattached                 DNF   1
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George C. Griffin Track
Results
Women 5000 Meter Run
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 16:13.23  2010        Pasca Cheruiyot, Florida State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Nicole Fegans             FR Georgia Tech          16:26.12   1
  2 Eden Meyer                SR North Florida         16:29.97   1
  3 Emily Kearney             SO Scad Atlanta          17:00.64   1
  4 Mary Prouty               JR Georgia Tech          17:06.88   1
  5 Liz Galarza               FR Georgia Tech          17:08.78   1
  6 Sally Larson              SR Belmont               17:10.46   1
  7 Sherilene Gelderblom      SO Fiu                   17:12.68   1
  8 Lacey Krout                  Atlanta Track Club    17:15.83   2
  9 Daphney Stanford          SR Southern Miss.        17:21.66   1
 10 Ansley Heavern            SO Unattached            17:22.89   1
 11 Tiffany Yue               SO Unattached            17:25.68   1
 12 Kortney Schardt           SO Belmont               17:38.48   1
 13 Ellen Flood               SO Georgia Tech          17:39.12   1
 14 Kayla Rudie               FR Lipscomb              17:46.87   1
 15 Sierra Lax                SO Belmont               17:47.35   2
 16 Alexa Yatauro             SR Belmont               17:49.08   2
 17 Rachel Hutchcraft         JR SE Missouri           17:49.31   1
 18 Lydia Frierson            JR Charleston Southern   17:50.65   2
 19 Avery Franklin            SR Lipscomb              17:51.44   1
 20 Ali White                 FR Belmont               17:53.22   2
 21 Emmaculate Kipaglat       JR Austin Peay           17:56.67   2
 22 Grace Meyer               SR North Florida         17:57.71   2
 23 Rebecca Dow               SO Georgia Tech          17:58.60   1
 24 Emma Kate Holdbrooks      SO Southern Miss.        18:00.46   1
 25 Anya Bunao                   Wofford College       18:05.35   2
 26 Madison Colley            JR Lipscomb              18:13.22   2
 27 Caroline Grogan           SR Murray State          18:16.66   2
 28 Danielle Mohrmann         SO SE Missouri           18:17.23   1
 29 Emma Maisel               SO Unattached            18:21.77   2
 30 Emily Doherty             FR Unattached            18:21.82   2
 31 Carrie McIntyre           FR Emory                 18:22.13   2
 32 Meagan Smith              SR Murray State          18:24.32   2
 33 Gabrielle Yatauro         SR Belmont               18:26.02   2
 34 Monika Brill              FR Tampa                 18:27.16   2
 35 Haley Kling               FR Lipscomb              18:28.16   1  18:28.154
 36 Millie Bergey             FR Unattached            18:28.16   2  18:28.159
 37 Abby Durfee               FR Emory                 18:28.67   2
 38 Zoe Jarvis                FR Tampa                 18:31.78   1
 39 Sydney Rhodes             FR Tampa                 18:38.06   1
 40 Morgan Laushey            SR Georgia State         18:43.81   2
 41 Margaret Dailey           FR Tampa                 18:51.53   2
 42 Natalie Kopplin           JR SE Missouri           19:20.67   2
 -- Hannah Chappell-Dick         Atlanta Track Club         DNF   1
 -- Kalie Demerjian           JR Scad Atlanta               DNF   2
 -- Bridgette Doucet          JR Lipscomb                   DNF   1
Women 100 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 12.68  2013        Brianna Rollins, Clemson
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Jeanine Williams          JR Georgia Tech             13.06   2.7  1
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Results
....Women 100 Meter Hurdles
  2 karel ziketh                 Oxy athletics            13.27   2.7  1
  3 Kyra Atkins               JR East Tenn. St.           13.29   2.7  1
  4 Kenya Collins             SR Georgia Tech             13.43   2.7  1
  5 Jabreuna Brimlett         JR Murray State             13.50   2.7  1
  6 Raven Stewart             SR Georgia Tech             13.51   2.7  1
  7 Sara Gardner              JR Rider                    13.63   1.0  2
  8 Jenea Mccammon               Unattached               13.80   2.7  1
  9 Ally Saccone              SR Boston U.                13.85   1.0  2
 10 Tehya Noell               SR Boston U.                13.92   1.0  2
 11 Lamisha Simmons           JR East Tenn. St.           14.05   2.7  1
 12 Marinice Bauman           SR Georgia Tech             14.11   1.0  2 14.109
 13 Sarah Sanford             JR Samford                  14.11   1.0  2 14.110
 14 Kennedy Holton            SR Usc Upstate              14.21   1.0  2
 15 Kyla Jimmar               SO Tennessee St.            14.29   1.8  3
 16 Alexus Shaw               SO Georgia State            14.32   1.8  3
 17 Lennex Walker             FR Austin Peay              14.43   1.0  2
 18 Cynthia Aroke             SO Boston U.                14.44   1.8  3
 19 Chenoa Sebastian          SR St. John's               14.51   1.8  3
 20 Taylor McCammon           SR Murray State             14.55   1.0  2
 21 Bridget Chiaravalle       FR Boston U.                14.56   0.7  4
 22 Grenetria Shell           FR Tennessee St.            14.57   0.7  4
 23 Caroline Edmondson        SO Charleston Southern      14.70   1.8  3
 24 Tika Slay                  6 Unattached               14.86   1.8  3 14.855
 25 Dakota Hirmer             FR North Florida            14.86   1.8  3 14.857
 26 Kristen Carter            FR SE Missouri              15.11   0.7  4
 27 Antonia Frazier           FR St. John's               15.21  -0.3  5
 28 Kamille Dunbar            FR Austin Peay              15.32   0.7  4 15.311
 29 Shantel Ardley            SO Charleston Southern      15.32   0.7  4 15.317
 30 Denia Hill-Tate           FR Austin Peay              15.39   1.8  3
 31 Hadiya Williams           FR Tennessee St.            15.41  -0.3  5
 32 Lauren Beard              SO Samford                  15.49   0.7  4
 33 Samantha Ebanks           SO Fiu                      15.50  -0.3  5
 34 Aubrey Main               JR Murray State             15.55  -0.3  5
 35 Kailya Jackson            FR Charleston Southern      15.68   0.1  6 15.672
 36 Kendra Whitehurst         FR East Tenn. St.           15.68   0.1  6 15.678
 37 Gabrielle Davis           SO Emory                    15.84  -0.3  5
 38 Amanda Dumar              FR Samford                  15.96   0.7  4
 39 Caroline Pruitt           FR Belmont                  16.49   0.1  6
 40 Cyra Beard                SR Tennessee St.            26.26   0.7  4
 -- Victoria Gibson           SO Charleston Southern        DNF   0.1  6
Women 400 Meter Hurdles
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 54.01  2005        Sandra Glover, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Ariel Terrell             SR Western Kentucky         59.02   1
  2 Marinice Bauman           SR Georgia Tech             59.72   1
  3 Kennedy Holton            SR Usc Upstate            1:02.00   1
  4 Caroline Edmondson        SO Charleston Southern    1:02.08   2
  5 Kendall Long              FR SE Missouri            1:02.24   1
  6 Cynthia Aroke             SO Boston U.              1:02.26   1
  7 Shannon Innis             JR Georgia Tech           1:02.30   1
  8 Jasmine Burkett           SR St. John's             1:02.86   2
  9 Grenetria Shell           FR Tennessee St.          1:02.99   3
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Results
....Women 400 Meter Hurdles
 10 Nicki Smith               SR East Tenn. St.         1:03.05   3
 11 Jade Sullivan             FR North Florida          1:03.38   2
 12 Torisha LaForce           JR St. John's             1:03.44   2
 13 Chenoa Sebastian          SR St. John's             1:03.67   2
 14 Victoria Wicks            SR Samford                1:03.71   1
 15 Amanda Dumar              FR Samford                1:03.99   3
 16 Michaela McGhee           SR Georgia State          1:04.30   3
 17 Lamisha Simmons           JR East Tenn. St.         1:04.53   3
 18 Caroline Pruitt           FR Belmont                1:05.08   2
 19 Madison Mueller           JR Mercer                 1:05.22   2
 20 Lauren Beard              SO Samford                1:06.12   3
 21 Sarah Lee                 JR Samford                1:07.66   3
Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase
=======================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 9:55.07  2008        Barbara Parker, New Balance
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Emma Garner               SR Unattached            10:23.58
  2 Angie Sumner              SR SE Missouri           10:47.94
  3 Audrey Carpenter          JR North Florida         10:59.52
  4 Clare Losito              JR Lipscomb              11:05.27
  5 Maddie Mullen             JR Scad Atlanta          11:18.75
  6 Caroline Kiplagat         JR Austin Peay           11:29.32
  7 Adrienne Brauer           FR SE Missouri           11:30.65
  8 Anna Thomas               JR SE Missouri           11:32.72
  9 Ida Mutai                 JR Murray State          11:45.08
 10 Jordan Townsley           SR Georgia State         11:46.43
 11 Rebecca Entrekin          SO Georgia Tech          11:50.64
 12 Abigail Cain              FR Spring Hill           12:01.64
 -- Nuria Ramirez             JR Georgia State              DNF
Women 4x100 Meter Relay
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 43.64  2005        , Miami
    School                                               Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Georgia Tech  'A'                                     44.97   1
     1) Kenya Collins SR                2) Jeanine Williams JR
     3) Brianna Hayden SO               4) Raven Stewart SR
  2 Georgia State  'A'                                    46.10   1
     1) Zensha Tennyson SR              2) Ashlan Rosier SR
     3) Jahmee Reeves JR                4) Gabrielle Irving JR
  3 Boston U.  'A'                                        46.41   1
     1) Jordan Coverson SR              2) Ebony Brown JR
     3) Leah Fowlkes SO                 4) Tehya Noell SR
  4 Austin Peay  'A'                                      46.71   1
     1) Diamond Battle SO               2) Maya Perry - Grimes FR
     3) Tymeitha Tolbert SO             4) Lennex Walker FR
  5 Tennessee St.  'A'                                    46.74   2
     1) Kyla Jimmar SO                  2) Amber McCroskey JR
     3) Angel Horton FR                 4) Lakeia Hill JR
  6 Samford  'A'                                          47.13   2
     1) Tonia McKinley SR               2) Erin Hines SO
     3) Rachel Dixon SO                 4) Lauren Beard SO
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George C. Griffin Track
Results
....Women 4x100 Meter Relay
  7 Emory  'A'                                            47.18   1
     1) Dilys Osei JR                   2) Dani Bland JR
     3) Erica Goldman SR                4) Rebekah Bondi FR
  8 Murray State  'A'                                     47.62   1
     1) Daijah White JR                 2) Norma Abdur-Rafia SO
     3) Jabreuna Brimlett JR            4) Antoinetta Avant FR
  9 Brenau  'A'                                           49.45   2
     1) Myia Neal FR                    2) Jasmine Reese FR
     3) Gloria Clark JR                 4) Tatiyana McClendon FR
 -- Charleston Southern  'A'                                DNF   1
     1) Shantel Ardley SO               2) Jasmine Pilgrim SR
     3) Alexis Adams JR                 4) Diamond Rush FR
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 3:28.80  1999        , South Carolina Elite
    School                                               Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Georgia Tech  'A'                                   3:40.94   1
     1) Angelica Henderson SR           2) Shannon Innis JR
     3) Marinice Bauman SR              4) Domonique Hall SR
  2 Emory  'A'                                          3:44.64   1
     1) Dilys Osei JR                   2) Kaitlyn Leonard SO
     3) Dani Bland JR                   4) Erica Goldman SR
  3 Boston U.  'A'                                      3:46.50   1  3:46.497
     1) Mikajah Hayes SO                2) Leah Fowlkes SO
     3) Jordan Coverson SR              4) Emily Turner FR
  4 Georgia State  'A'                                  3:46.50   1  3:46.500
     1) Jahmee Reeves JR                2) Gabrielle Irving JR
     3) Kayla Jordon JR                 4) Jada Watson FR
  5 St. John's  'A'                                     3:47.11   1
     1) Jasmine Burkett SR              2) Maya Stephens SR
     3) Chenoa Sebastian SR             4) Kafi Ottley SO
  6 Murray State  'A'                                   3:48.52   1
     1) D'Myia Thornton SO              2) Norma Abdur-Rafia SO
     3) Hilary McAdam SO                4) Summer Wheeler JR
  7 Belmont  'A'                                        3:51.85   2
     1) Payton Barlow FR                2) Annelise Doerr JR
     3) Katrina Quigley SO              4) Caroline Pruitt FR
  8 East Tenn. St.  'A'                                 3:52.63   2
     1) Aliyah Hill FR                  2) Kiana Davis JR
     3) Lamisha Simmons JR              4) Gia Faoro FR
  9 Georgia Tech  'B'                                   3:52.68   2
     1) Brianna Hayden SO               2) Denise Woode SO
     3) Haley Anderson SR               4) Amy Ruiz JR
 10 Georgia State  'B'                                  3:58.99   2
     1) Ifeoluwa Afon JR                2) Ashlan Rosier SR
     3) Zensha Tennyson SR              4) Michaela McGhee SR
 11 Tennessee St.  'A'                                  4:03.37   2
     1) Mikayla Banks JR                2) Reyna McFadden FR
     3) Grenetria Shell FR              4) Destiny Pennington FR
 12 SE Missouri  'A'                                    4:03.66   1
     1) Aliyah Sangster FR              2) Georgia Tomlinson SR
     3) Kendall Long FR                 4) Jezel Martin FR
 13 East Tenn. St.  'B'                                 4:03.76   2
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     1) Nicki Smith SR                  2) Marabeth Clark SR
     3) Starr Graham JR                 4) Kendra Whitehurst FR
 14 Brenau  'A'                                         4:06.66   2
     1) Ayana Daniels SR                2) Deborah Ekeanyanwu SO
     3) Tatiyana McClendon FR           4) Nia Griffin JR
 15 Austin Peay  'A'                                    4:08.06   1
     1) Sabrina Richman FR              2) Amelia Thiesing SO
     3) Allysha Scott SR                4) Allana Johnson FR
 16 Truett-McConnell  'A'                               4:12.29   2
     1) Da-Rain Cowan FR                2) Kailyn McLaughlin FR
     3) Ruth Colburn SO                 4) Dasia Stennett FR
Women High Jump
=================================================================================
 Starting Height:  1.58m
 Progression: 1.63m - 1.68m - 1.73m - 1.76m - 1.79m - 1.82m
TRACK RECORD: #  6-05  2006        Chaunte Howard, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Clarissa Cutliff          JR Fiu                      1.76m    5-09.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.76 1.79
      ---  ---  ---  ---   XO  XXX
  2 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky         1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
        O    O    O  XXX
  3 Jada Watson               FR Georgia State           J1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
      ---   XO    O  XXX
  4 Alyssa Young              SR North Florida           J1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
      ---    O   XO  XXX
  4 Cyra Beard                SR Tennessee St.           J1.68m    5-06.00
     1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
      ---    O   XO  XXX
  6 Khorri Newton             SO North Florida            1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
        O    O  XXX
  7 Kenflore Atilus           JR Fiu                     J1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
       XO    O  XXX
  8 Charlotte Krause          SO Samford                 J1.63m    5-04.25
     1.58 1.63 1.68
        O  XXO  XXX
  9 Hannah Beth Moorhouse     JR Belmont                  1.58m    5-02.25
     1.58 1.63
       XO  XXX
  9 Nia Gibbs                 JR Austin Peay              1.58m    5-02.25
     1.58 1.63
       XO  XXX
 11 Kassandra Sanders         FR Tennessee St.           J1.58m    5-02.25
     1.58 1.63
      XXO  XXX
 11 Carrie Neill              SR Samford                 J1.58m    5-02.25
     1.58 1.63
      XXO  XXX
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 11 Jeanette Morley           FR Belmont                 J1.58m    5-02.25
     1.58 1.63
      XXO  XXX
 -- Breondra Steele           SR Usc Upstate                 NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- Jordan Small              JR Emory                       NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- Tika Slay                  6 Unattached                  NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- Antonia Frazier           FR St. John's                  NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- Taylor McCammon           SR Murray State                NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- Courtney Jones            FR SE Missouri                 NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- Jalyn Bowen               FR Tennessee St.               NH
     1.58
      XXX
 -- Denia Hill-Tate           FR Austin Peay                 NH
     1.58
      XXX
Women Pole Vault
=================================================================================
 Starting Height:  3.44m
 Progression: 3.59m, 3.74m, 3.89m, 4.04m, 4.14m, 4.24m, 4.29m
TRACK RECORD: # 13-07.25              L. Janson / F. Juhasz, FSU / UGA
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Ksenia Novikova           SR Georgia Tech             4.14m   13-07.00
     3.44 3.59 3.74 3.89 4.04 4.14 4.20
      ---    O    O   XO   XO   XO  XXX
  2 Savannah Amato            JR Austin Peay              4.04m   13-03.00
     3.44 3.59 3.74 3.89 4.04 4.14
      ---  ---  ---    O   XO  XXX
  3 Louisa Washburn           SO North Florida            3.89m   12-09.00
     3.44 3.59 3.74 3.89 4.04
      ---    O    O  XXO  XXX
  4 Getter Lemberg            JR Western Kentucky         3.74m   12-03.25
     3.44 3.59 3.74 3.89
      ---  ---    O  XXX
  5 Nicole Ogorek             FR Western Kentucky        J3.74m   12-03.25
     3.44 3.59 3.74 3.89
       XO    O    O  XXX
  6 Tally Wilson              FR Samford                  3.59m   11-09.25
     3.44 3.59 3.74
        O    O  XXX
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  6 Isabel Saridakis          JR Emory                    3.59m   11-09.25
     3.44 3.59 3.74
        O    O  XXX
  6 Morgan Bradley            FR Austin Peay              3.59m   11-09.25
     3.44 3.59 3.74
      ---    O  XXX
  6 Anna Hightower            JR Georgia Tech             3.59m   11-09.25
     3.44 3.59 3.74
      ---    O  XXX
 10 Dascha Hix                JR Austin Peay             J3.59m   11-09.25
     3.44 3.59 3.74
      ---   XO  XXX
 11 Megan Roach               JR Samford                  3.44m   11-03.50
     3.44 3.59
       XO  XXX
 12 Emily Heil                JR Murray State            J3.44m   11-03.50
     3.44 3.59
      XXO  XXX
 12 Madison McPeak            JR SE Missouri             J3.44m   11-03.50
     3.44 3.59
      XXO  XXX
 -- Keanna Theobalt           JR SE Missouri                 NH
     3.44
      XXX
Women Long Jump
======================================================================================
 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  5.30m / 17' 4.75"
TRACK RECORD: # 21-05.25  2000        Ola Sesay, North Carolina
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Kenya Collins             SR Georgia Tech             5.75m  +0.0  18-10.50
     5.66m(0.4) 5.75m(+0.0) 5.74m(+0.0) -      -      -
  2 Asia Young                SO Rider                    5.62m  +0.0  18-05.25
     5.57m(+0.0) 5.53m(0.4) 5.48m(+0.0) 5.49m(+0.0) 5.62m(+0.0) 5.54m(+0.0)
  3 Tika Slay                  6 Unattached              J5.62m   0.5  18-05.25
     5.45m(+0.0) 5.39m(+0.0) 5.62m(0.5) 5.53m(0.7) 5.51m(+0.0) 5.55m(0.3)
  4 Lovie Burleson            JR Boston U.                5.61m   0.7  18-05.00
     5.61m(0.7) 5.21m(0.5) 5.43m(+0.0) -      -      -
  5 Detrich Lodge             JR Georgia Southern         5.60m   0.1  18-04.50
     5.60m(0.1) 5.42m(+0.0) 5.31m(+0.0)
  6 Jabreuna Brimlett         JR Murray State             5.59m  +0.0  18-04.25
     5.57m(+0.0) 5.44m(+0.0) 5.59m(+0.0) 4.81m(0.1) 5.27m(+0.0) 5.40m(+0.0)
  7 Anointing Onuoha          SR St. John's              J5.59m   0.2  18-04.25
     5.11m(+0.0) 5.36m(0.3) 5.57m(+0.0) 5.40m(+0.0) 5.59m(0.2) 5.29m(0.6)
  8 Erica Graham              SR St. John's              J5.59m  +0.0  18-04.25
     5.59m(+0.0) 5.39m(+0.0) 5.54m(+0.0) 5.35m(0.7) 5.51m(0.2) X
  9 Grete Griffin                Unattached              J5.59m  +0.0  18-04.25
     5.59m(+0.0) X(+0.0) 5.38m(+0.0) 5.49m(+0.0) 5.37m(0.3) X
 10 Olamide Sokunbi              Unattached               5.54m  +0.0  18-02.25
     5.32m(+0.0) 5.54m(+0.0) 5.37m(+0.0)
 11 Ashlan Rosier             SR Georgia State            5.53m  +0.0  18-01.75
     5.53m(+0.0) 5.51m(+0.0) 5.42m(+0.0)
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 12 Grenetria Shell           FR Tennessee St.            5.47m  +0.0  17-11.50
     5.38m(+0.0) 5.47m(+0.0) 5.36m(+0.0)
 13 Dasia Smith               JR Georgia Tech             5.44m  +0.0  17-10.25
     5.40m(+0.0) 5.44m(+0.0) 5.39m(+0.0)
 14 Erin Hines                SO Samford                  5.40m  +0.0  17-08.75
     5.30m(+0.0) 5.40m(+0.0) 5.32m(+0.0)
 15 Raven Stewart             SR Georgia Tech             5.39m  +0.0  17-08.25
     X      X      5.39m(+0.0)
 16 Gabrielle Younginer       JR Tennessee St.            5.35m  +0.0  17-06.75
     X      5.27m(0.3) 5.35m(+0.0)
 17 Samantha Ebanks           SO Fiu                      5.31m  +0.0  17-05.25
     5.31m(+0.0) 5.13m(+0.0) 5.16m(+0.0)
 18 Maya Perry - Grimes       FR Austin Peay             J5.31m  +0.0  17-05.25
     5.31m(+0.0) 4.83m(+0.0) 5.15m(+0.0)
 19 Eugenia Tan               SR Georgia Southern         5.29m  +0.0  17-04.25
     5.29m(+0.0) 5.09m(+0.0) 5.15m(+0.0)
 20 Kayla Woulard             JR Fiu                      5.28m  +0.0  17-04.00
     X      5.28m(+0.0) X
 21 Angel Horton              FR Tennessee St.            5.22m   1.3  17-01.50
     5.17m(0.5) X      5.22m(1.3)
 22 Antonia Frazier           FR St. John's               5.12m  +0.0  16-09.75
     5.12m(+0.0) 4.90m(+0.0) 5.01m(0.7)
 23 Taylor McCammon           SR Murray State            J5.12m  +0.0  16-09.75
     X      5.12m(+0.0) 4.93m(+0.0)
 24 Aubrey Main               JR Murray State            J5.12m  +0.0  16-09.75
     4.89m(1.9) 5.12m(+0.0) X
 25 Brejhe Halls              JR Tennessee St.            5.09m   1.0  16-08.50
     5.09m(1.0) 4.88m(+0.0) 5.05m(+0.0)
 26 Lennex Walker             FR Austin Peay              5.07m  +0.0  16-07.75
     5.05m(0.1) 5.07m(+0.0) 4.90m(+0.0)
 27 Tamara Damjanovic         FR Charleston Southern      5.03m   1.0  16-06.00
     5.03m(1.0) 4.86m(0.4) 5.02m(0.4)
 28 Diamond Battle            SO Austin Peay              5.00m  +0.0  16-05.00
     5.00m(+0.0) 4.75m(0.9) 4.74m(+0.0)
 29 Lakeia Hill               JR Tennessee St.            4.99m  +0.0  16-04.50
     4.89m(+0.0) 4.99m(+0.0) 4.96m(+0.0)
 30 Winona Peace              JR St. John's               4.97m   1.4  16-03.75
     4.58m(2.0) 4.84m(+0.0) 4.97m(1.4)
 31 Breondra Steele           SR Usc Upstate             J4.97m  +0.0  16-03.75
     4.97m(+0.0) 4.14m(+0.0) 4.84m(+0.0)
 32 Myia Neal                 FR Brenau                   4.96m   0.5  16-03.25
     4.88m(+0.0) 4.96m(0.5) 4.60m(+0.0)
 33 Dorothy Chow                 Unattached               4.82m  +0.0  15-09.75
     X      X      4.82m(+0.0)
 34 Adanma Uzor               FR Usc Upstate              3.64m  +0.0  11-11.50
     3.64m(+0.0) 3.32m(0.2) X(1.2)
 -- Timia Easley              SR East Tenn. St.            FOUL
     X      X      X
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 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  11.30m / 37" 1"
TRACK RECORD: # 46-00.50  2003        Colleen Scott, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky        12.46m   1.3  40-10.50
     11.96m(1.5) 12.46m(1.3) 11.99m(+0.0) 12.37m(1.0) 11.37m(+0.0) 12.05m(0.9)
  2 Tamara Damjanovic         FR Charleston Southern     12.01m   2.2  39-05.00
     11.75m(0.3) 11.61m(3.6) X      11.82m(+0.0) 11.96m(1.0) 12.01m(2.2)
  3 Angel Horton              FR Tennessee St.           12.00m  +0.0  39-04.50
     X      11.93m(-0.3) 11.84m(1.2) 12.00m(+0.0) X      11.77m(0.6)
  4 Kennedy Jones             JR Boston U.               11.98m   1.1  39-03.75
     11.82m(1.1) X      11.86m(1.6) X      11.64m(0.8) 11.98m(1.1)
  5 Lovie Burleson            JR Boston U.               11.90m  +0.0  39-00.50
     11.90m(+0.0) 11.90m(-0.1) 11.56m(1.3) X      -      -
  6 Alex Williams             SR Mercer                 J11.90m   1.2  39-00.50
     X      11.90m(1.2) 11.86m(1.9) X      11.74m(0.8) 11.81m(-0.6)
  7 Cyra Beard                SR Tennessee St.          J11.90m   1.1  39-00.50
     11.40m(1.1) 11.64m(3.4) 11.90m(1.1) X      X      -
  8 Ra'Breekia Harrison       SO Georgia State           11.86m   2.4  38-11.00
     11.57m(0.1) 11.30m(+0.0) 11.86m(2.4) X      11.45m(0.4) 11.73m(1.6)
  9 Brejhe Halls              JR Tennessee St.           11.74m   1.6  38-06.25
     X      11.43m(+0.0) 11.74m(1.6) 11.32m(+0.0) X      11.64m(1.8)
 10 Alexus Shaw               SO Georgia State           11.73m  +0.0  38-06.00
     11.73m(+0.0) 11.36m(+0.0) -
 11 Timia Easley              SR East Tenn. St.          11.59m   2.2  38-00.25
     11.38m(1.0) X      11.59m(2.2)
 12 Gabrielle Younginer       JR Tennessee St.           11.56m  +0.0  37-11.25
     X      X      11.56m(+0.0)
 13 Adanma Uzor               FR Usc Upstate             11.50m   0.8  37-08.75
     11.50m(0.8) -      -
 14 Maya Perry - Grimes       FR Austin Peay             11.41m  +0.0  37-05.25
     X      X      11.41m(+0.0)
 15 Anointing Onuoha          SR St. John's              11.36m  -0.2  37-03.25
     11.36m(-0.2) X      X
 16 Dasia Smith               JR Georgia Tech            11.26m   2.2  36-11.50
     X      11.26m(2.2) X
 17 Victoria Gibson           SO Charleston Southern     11.07m   0.2  36-04.00
     X      11.07m(0.2) X
 17 Leslie Brooks             SO SE Missouri             11.07m   1.4  36-04.00
     X      11.07m(1.4) X
 19 Breondra Steele           SR Usc Upstate             10.79m   0.1  35-05.00
     10.79m(0.1) X      X
 20 Winona Peace              JR St. John's              10.73m  +0.0  35-02.50
     10.73m(+0.0) X      X
 -- Charlotte Krause          SO Samford                   FOUL
     X      X      X
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 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  12.00m / 39" 4.5"
TRACK RECORD: # 61-01.50  1996        Ramona Pagel, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Brittany Cox                 Unattached              15.50m   50-10.25
      X  X  14.94m  15.50m  X  X
  2 Mikayla Thompson          FR Tennessee St.           14.46m   47-05.25
      14.04m  14.34m  13.86m  14.46m  13.37m  14.43m
  3 Amarys Berry              SO St. John's              14.04m   46-00.75
      13.23m  13.30m  12.98m  12.50m  12.80m  14.04m
  4 Destiny Carey             SO Murray State            13.91m   45-07.75
      12.44m  12.62m  13.27m  12.27m  13.20m  13.91m
  5 Anya Tonga                JR SE Missouri             13.61m   44-08.00
      12.32m  13.61m  13.32m  12.95m  X  X
  6 McKenna Baker             JR SE Missouri             13.40m   43-11.75
      12.10m  13.26m  12.67m  12.65m  13.40m  X
  7 Bernadette McGowan        SO St. John's              13.18m   43-03.00
      12.69m  12.65m  13.18m  12.23m  12.98m  12.94m
  8 Kiona Bradshaw            JR Georgia State           13.10m   42-11.75
      X  X  13.10m  X  X  X
  9 Alexis Gant               JR Georgia Southern        13.08m   42-11.00
      12.12m  12.67m  12.93m  13.08m  12.14m  12.27m
 10 Tatiana Taylor            JR Samford                 12.59m   41-03.75
      12.53m  X  12.59m
 11 Alexus Foreman            SO Charleston Southern     12.51m   41-00.50
      X  12.51m  X
 12 Jewel Wagner              SO Murray State            12.32m   40-05.00
      12.24m  X  12.32m
 13 Maggie Johnston           SO Samford                 12.12m   39-09.25
      12.12m  12.04m  11.98m
 14 Nyla Woods                SR St. John's              12.08m   39-07.75
      1.23m  X  12.08m
 15 Timberly Molden           SO Fiu                     11.89m   39-00.25
      X  11.89m  X
 16 Daimer Gordon             JR Tennessee St.           11.55m   37-10.75
      11.55m  X  X
 17 Jaden Finch               FR East Tenn. St.          11.52m   37-09.50
      X  11.52m  X
 18 Nicole Humphreys          FR SE Missouri             11.17m   36-07.75
      11.17m  X  X
 19 Atlantis Warren           FR East Tenn. St.          11.12m   36-05.75
      11.12m  X  X
 -- Jamelia Owens             JR Georgia Southern          FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Symphony Buxton           FR East Tenn. St.            FOUL
      X  X  X
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 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  38.00m / 124' 8"
TRACK RECORD: # 198-07  1991        Franka Dietzsch, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Gabrielle Rains           SO Fiu                     50.76m     166-06
      50.76m  49.64m  X  X  X  X
  2 Terrisa Russell           JR Fiu                     50.72m     166-05
      50.72m  X  X  X  50.69m  X
  3 Rashell Reid              SR Georgia State           48.80m     160-01
      X  48.80m  X  X  X  46.86m
  4 Hayden Merrick            JR Unattached              47.29m     155-02
      46.35m  X  X  X  X  47.29m
  5 Maggie Johnston           SO Samford                 45.13m     148-01
      44.48m  X  X  43.22m  44.03m  45.13m
  6 Amani Taylor              SO Tennessee St.           43.55m     142-10
      42.11m  43.55m  39.62m  38.30m  42.27m  X
  7 Kiona Bradshaw            JR Georgia State           43.54m     142-10
      42.05m  43.54m  42.20m  41.78m  X  42.22m
  8 Timberly Molden           SO Fiu                    J43.54m     142-10
      41.52m  X  X  X  43.54m  X
  9 Anya Tonga                JR SE Missouri             42.60m     139-09
      42.29m  42.41m  X  42.60m  X  X
 10 Jamelia Owens             JR Georgia Southern        41.21m     135-02
      41.21m  X  ND
 11 Madison McCoy             SO Charleston Southern     40.97m     134-05
      39.12m  40.97m  39.04m
 12 Jaden Finch               FR East Tenn. St.          40.90m     134-02
      40.31m  40.90m  39.30m
 13 Jennifer Odoemene         JR St. John's              39.29m     128-11
      X  39.14m  39.29m
 14 Mikayla Thompson          FR Tennessee St.           39.04m     128-01
      ND  38.68m  39.04m
 15 Camille Caldwell          JR Samford                 38.63m     126-09
      X  ND  38.63m
 16 Jessenia Ellis            SO SE Missouri             38.24m     125-05
      38.24m  ND  ND
 17 Nicole Humphreys          FR SE Missouri             38.18m     125-03
      38.18m  X  ND
 -- Symphony Buxton           FR East Tenn. St.              ND
      ND  ND  ND
 -- Hannah Alsup              SR Tennessee St.             FOUL
      X  ND  X
 -- Kelsey Gray               SR Georgia State             FOUL
      X  ND  X
 -- Cody Chandler             FR Georgia State             FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Atlantis Warren           FR East Tenn. St.            FOUL
      X  X  X
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 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  44.00m / 144' 4"
TRACK RECORD: # 233-05  2005        Erin Gilreath, NYAC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Rashell Reid              SR Georgia State           59.19m     194-02
      56.60m  58.03m  X  57.01m  X  59.19m
  2 Terrisa Russell           JR Fiu                     58.42m     191-08
      X  X  55.75m  X  58.42m  X
  3 Karoline Sandvig          SR Rider                   56.43m     185-02
      X  53.57m  53.91m  48.22m  51.54m  56.43m
  4 Nyla Woods                SR St. John's              55.47m     182-00
      54.76m  55.47m  55.14m  X  X  50.74m
  5 Alyssa Andersen           SR Belmont                 54.85m     179-11
      50.91m  X  54.85m  X  50.70m  52.78m
  6 Jessica Mattsson          FR Belmont                 53.93m     176-11
      53.93m  51.55m  50.64m  X  51.61m  52.81m
  7 Brittany Cox                 Unattached              51.21m     168-00
      51.21m  X  49.97m  50.94m  X  50.61m
  8 Noelia Caceres            JR Georgia State           50.42m     165-05
      X  48.29m  50.42m  48.80m  X  47.42m
  9 Tatiana Taylor            JR Samford                 49.85m     163-06
      X  49.85m  X  X  X  X
 10 Lana Fulcher              FR Georgia State           49.77m     163-03
      X  49.77m  46.35m
 11 Abigail Foster            SO Fiu                     49.72m     163-01
      49.72m  X  47.77m
 12 Kelsey Gray               SR Georgia State           49.58m     162-08
      X  X  49.58m
 13 Trinavia Williams         SO Fiu                     49.55m     162-07
      X  49.55m  49.04m
 14 Harrison Mancke           SO Fiu                     47.94m     157-03
      X  X  47.94m
 15 Amani Taylor              SO Tennessee St.           47.90m     157-02
      47.90m  X  X
 16 Margaret Hayden           JR East Tenn. St.          46.71m     153-03
      X  X  46.71m
 17 Paris Wagner              JR Emory                   45.86m     150-05
      44.85m  45.86m  43.85m
 18 Jessenia Ellis            SO SE Missouri             45.80m     150-03
      44.94m  X  45.80m
 19 Hannah Alsup              SR Tennessee St.           45.03m     147-09
      X  45.03m  44.70m
 20 Camille Caldwell          JR Samford                 44.87m     147-02
      44.87m  X  X
 21 Maggie Johnston           SO Samford                 43.25m     141-11
      43.25m  X  X
 -- Symphony Buxton           FR East Tenn. St.            FOUL
      X  ND  X
 -- Jaden Finch               FR East Tenn. St.            FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Nicole Humphreys          FR SE Missouri               FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Jewel Wagner              SO Murray State              FOUL
      X  ND  ND
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Results
....Women Hammer Throw
 -- Jennifer Odoemene         JR St. John's                FOUL
      X  X  X
Women Javelin Throw
=================================================================================
 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  36.00m / 118' 1"
TRACK RECORD: # 206-06  1999        Lavern Eve, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Asha James                FR Fiu                     43.33m     142-02
      41.68m  42.25m  36.85m  43.33m  X  X
  2 Karly Hibbard             JR Belmont                 41.85m     137-04
      X  37.39m  39.23m  40.14m  41.85m  X
  3 Maja Gustafsson           FR Belmont                 40.31m     132-03
      X  X  38.30m  40.31m  38.22m  38.34m
  4 Alyssa Whipkey            JR East Tenn. St.          40.12m     131-07
      39.18m  39.42m  40.12m  39.20m  38.13m  X
  5 Esmeralda Reyes           FR St. John's              39.47m     129-06
      37.35m  38.74m  X  37.20m  37.67m  39.47m
  6 Lauren Sims               JR Georgia State           39.39m     129-03
      38.19m  39.39m  X  X  36.38m  36.48m
  7 Dina Cosic                FR Fiu                     39.30m     128-11
      39.30m  38.00m  36.80m  37.26m  36.58m  X
  8 Danica Wens               SR St. John's              36.18m     118-08
      X  36.18m  X  X  X  X
 -- Korinne Sauvage           SR Spring Hill               FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Kristen Higgins           SR Murray State              FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Jasmine Banks             JR Fiu                       FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Destiny Gaudlock          SO Brenau                    FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Madison Goss              JR SE Missouri               FOUL
      X  X  X
 -- Kaylee Johnston           FR SE Missouri               FOUL
      X  X  X
Men 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 10.03  2000        Tim Montgomery, Sprint Capital
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Derick Silva                 Cbat                     10.26   0.5  1
  2 Paulo de Oliveira            Cbat                     10.29   0.5  1
  3 Gabriel Constantino          Cbat                     10.32   0.5  1
  4 Justin Thomas             JR Jackson State            10.49   0.5  1
  5 Zach Gunnz                   Unattached               10.63   0.5  1
  6 Jorge Vides                  Cbat                     10.67   0.5  1
  7 Tyson Spears              SO Georgia Tech             10.70  -0.1  2
  8 Maurice Simpson           JR Georgia Tech             10.72   0.5  1
  9 Terry Newell              FR Usc Upstate              10.76   0.5  3 10.751
 10 Justin Flynn              SR Boston U.                10.76   0.5  1 10.753
 11 Cameron Nurse             SR Boston U.                10.78   0.5  3
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....Men 100 Meter Dash
 12 Jailen Bell               SO Jackson State            10.80  -0.1  2 10.793
 13 Chris Felix               SO Jackson State            10.80  -0.1  2 10.795
 14 Ahmed Amaar               SO Lipscomb                 10.83  -0.1  2
 15 Jordan Love               SR Boston U.                10.85  -0.1  2
 16 Nigel Hill                SR Rhode Island             10.86  -0.1  2 10.851
 17 Chiebuka Onwuzurike       SO Boston U.                10.86  -0.1  2 10.856
 18 Andre Bluiett             SR SE Missouri              10.88  -0.7  4
 19 Haile Wilson              JR SE Missouri              10.89  -0.7  4
 20 Jauan Addison             JR Jackson State            10.91   0.5  3 10.903
 21 Antoine Nance             FR Usc Upstate              10.91   0.5  3 10.909
 22 Michael Alexander         FR North Florida            10.94   0.5  3
 23 Patston Stewart           FR Fiu                      11.04   0.5  3
 24 Keontrae Clayton          FR Truett-McConnell         11.12   0.4  5
 25 Jordan Thomas             JR Tennessee St.            11.16  -0.7  4
 26 Husani Wilburgh           FR Fiu                      11.18   0.4  5
 27 Seth Randall              SO Belmont                  11.19   0.4  5
 28 Ryan Russell              FR Boston College           11.21   0.4  5
 29 Kashif Warren             FR East Tenn. St.           11.24  -0.7  4
 30 David Jones               SR Tennessee St.            11.28  -0.7  4
 31 Amir Hightower            SR Truett-McConnell         11.30  -0.7  4 11.293
 32 Ryan Thomas               SR Georgia Tech             11.30   0.4  5 11.296
 33 Matthew Gaudry            FR Truett-McConnell         11.33  -0.7  4
 34 Eric Metoyer              SR Unattached               11.34  -0.1  2
 35 Joshua Powers             SR Unattached               11.40   0.4  5
 36 Keon Middleton-Weaver     FR Usc Upstate              11.47   0.4  5
 37 J'Saun Bastien            FR Boston College           11.51   0.4  5
 -- Grant Mason               FR Lipscomb                    FS  -0.7  4
Men 200 Meter Dash
===============================================================================
 All 200m runners must check-in one hour prior to start of event
 Those not checking in will be scratched from event.  Heat and
 lane assignments will then be re-drawn after check-in.
TRACK RECORD: # 20.13  2007        Walter Dix, Florida State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Zach Gunnz                   Unattached               21.14   0.5  1
  2 Nigel Hill                SR Rhode Island             21.21   0.5  1
  3 Justin Thomas             JR Jackson State            21.24   0.9  2
  4 Cameron Parker            SR Unattached               21.25   0.5  1
  5 James Faison              SR Tennessee St.            21.29   0.5  1
  6 Tyson Spears              SO Georgia Tech             21.34   2.7  4
  7 Terry Newell              FR Usc Upstate              21.41  +0.0  3
  8 Maurice Simpson           JR Georgia Tech             21.45   0.5  1
  9 Grant Mason               FR Lipscomb                 21.46   2.7  4
 10 Charles Robinson II          Circle Sports            21.47   0.9  2
 11 Chiebuka Onwuzurike       SO Boston U.                21.53   0.5  1
 12 Ahmed Amaar               SO Lipscomb                 21.54   2.7  4
 13 Jordan Love               SR Boston U.                21.60   2.7  4
 14 Karon Delince             FR East Tenn. St.           21.65  +0.0  3
 15 Jauan Addison             JR Jackson State            21.69   0.9  2
 16 Chris Felix               SO Jackson State            21.70   0.9  2
 17 Antoine Nance             FR Usc Upstate              21.77  +0.0  3
 18 Jailen Bell               SO Jackson State            21.78   0.9  2
 19 R'Lazon Brumfield         FR Tennessee St.            21.82   0.6  6
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....Men 200 Meter Dash
 20 kevaun rattray            SR Oxy athletics            21.87   0.5  1
 21 Kalmon Stokes                Unattached               21.88   0.9  2
 22 Austin Hollimon              Elite Speed/Austin       21.95   0.9  2
 23 Jordan Thomas             JR Tennessee St.            22.03   2.7  4
 24 Jamario Scott             SO Tennessee St.            22.04   2.7  4  22.038
 25 Collin Schwab             FR SE Missouri              22.04   2.7  4  22.040
 26 Michael Alexander         FR North Florida            22.05  +0.0  3
 27 James Stewart             SR Tennessee St.            22.07   0.6  6
 28 Andre Bluiett             SR SE Missouri              22.13  -1.2  5  22.123
 29 Kory Gipson               SR elite speed              22.13  +0.0  3  22.124
 30 David Jones               SR Tennessee St.            22.14  +0.0  3
 31 Christopher Givens        FR Tennessee St.            22.15  -1.2  5
 32 Shammond Williams         SO Fiu                      22.27  -1.2  5
 33 Haile Wilson              JR SE Missouri              22.47   0.6  6
 34 Vincent Johnson           SO Charleston Southern      22.59  -1.2  5
 35 Collins Livinus           SO Usc Upstate              22.62  -0.8  7
 36 Seth Randall              SO Belmont                  22.70  -0.8  7
 37 John Stallworth           SR Rhode Island             22.72   0.6  6
 38 Ryan Thomas               SR Georgia Tech             22.78   0.6  6
 39 Kashif Warren             FR East Tenn. St.           22.92  -1.2  5
 40 Ladarius Flagg            FR Fiu                      23.02  -0.8  7
 41 Eric Metoyer              SR Unattached               23.09  +0.0  3
 42 Michael Vinson               Unattached               23.20  -0.8  7  23.193
 43 J'Saun Bastien            FR Boston College           23.20  -1.2  5  23.197
Men 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 44.35  2007        Angelo Taylor, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Daniel Pietsch            JR Georgia Tech             46.98   1
  2 Cameron Parker            SR Unattached               47.36   1
  3 Ben Jean                  SO Georgia Tech             47.41   1
  4 Anthony Brooks            FR Georgia Tech             47.45   1
  5 James Faison              SR Tennessee St.            47.55   2
  6 Jonathan Imes             FR Lipscomb                 47.56   2
  7 Charles Robinson II          Circle Sports            47.67   1
  8 Cameron Nurse             SR Boston U.                47.95   2
  9 Nikolas Smith             FR Boston U.                48.28   2
 10 Collin Schwab             FR SE Missouri              48.32   2
 11 Tyler Barber              SO Truett-McConnell         48.84   4
 12 Christopher Givens        FR Tennessee St.            48.88   3
 13 Collins Livinus           SO Usc Upstate              49.19   3
 14 George Escobar            SO North Florida            49.37   3
 15 Jermaine Iffil            JR Jackson State            49.42   4
 16 JaDarrius Perryman        SR Jackson State            49.45   3
 17 William Carroll           SR Jackson State            49.47   5
 18 Murray Washington         SO Jackson State            49.51   3
 19 Kaylon Jenkins            FR SE Missouri              49.56   4
 20 Stephen Windisch          FR Boston College           49.58   5
 21 Justin Green              SO Charleston Southern      49.63   4
 22 Bryce Pease               FR SE Missouri              49.75   4
 23 Dwayne Watkins            SO Georgia Tech             50.06   5
 24 Jontue McDowell           SR Tennessee St.            50.08   4
 25 Brandon Chunn             JR SE Missouri              50.27   3
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 26 Kory Gipson               SR elite speed              50.36   2
 27 Kaden Kieffer             SO Belmont                  50.57   5
 28 Andrew Garcia             JR Belmont                  50.71   5
 29 Jamario Scott             SO Tennessee St.            51.42   3
 30 Carson Howe               JR Samford                  52.24   4
Men 800 Meter Run
==========================================================================
 start in lanes, one-turn stagger
TRACK RECORD: # 1:45.76  2006        Tom Lancashire, Florida State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Avery Bartlett            JR Georgia Tech           1:47.79   1
  2 Nick Morken               JR North Florida          1:48.60   1
  3 Edward Kemboi                Atlanta Track Club     1:49.20   1
  4 Paris Simmons                Unattached             1:49.34   1
  5 Andres Littig             SR Georgia Tech           1:49.76   1
  6 Brandon Hazouri              Atlanta Track Club     1:50.03   1
  7 Gabriel Darosa            SR Georgia Tech           1:50.46   2
  8 Bennett Hillier           SO Georgia Tech           1:52.18   2
  9 Chris Robin               JR North Florida          1:52.75   2
 10 Matt Morano               JR Boston College         1:52.81   2
 11 Michael Hains             FR Boston College         1:53.01   2
 12 Dalton Morley             FR Tampa                  1:53.74   3
 13 Raheem Skinner            JR Jackson State          1:53.91   3
 14 Ian Ritchie               JR Boston College         1:54.03   2
 15 Thomas Mosley             FR Tennessee St.          1:54.72   2
 16 Rayford James             SR North Florida          1:54.75   3
 17 Tyler Stahl               SR North Florida          1:54.80   3
 18 Joshua Bowers             FR Charleston Southern    1:54.85   5
 19 Alexander Engel              Boston-North           1:55.21   2
 20 Christian Gonzales        SO Belmont                1:55.59   4
 21 Haydn Borghetti-Metz      SR East Tenn. St.         1:55.76   4
 22 David Plunkett            SO SE Missouri            1:55.81   4
 23 Sam Costa                 SO Georgia Tech           1:55.84   6
 24 Austin Perkins            FR SE Missouri            1:55.85   4
 25 Tyler Rollins             FR North Florida          1:55.90   5
 26 Royer Baez                SO Fiu                    1:56.04   5
 27 Stephen Valvano           SO Boston College         1:56.20   4
 28 James Kosbar              JR SE Missouri            1:56.31   5
 29 Nico Seaton               FR Point University       1:56.60   6
 30 Michael Reilly            FR Georgia Tech           1:57.07   5
 31 Thomas Perretta           FR Emory                  1:57.26   6
 32 Roman Mealing             SR Usc Upstate            1:57.56   4
 33 Braeden Collins           FR Georgia Tech           1:57.60   6
 34 Ben Williams              SO Belmont                1:57.68   6
 35 Oliver Boucher            JR Boston College         1:58.57   5  1:58.567
 36 Marcus Abdul              FR Tennessee St.          1:58.57   4  1:58.568
 37 Eamon McCoy               SO Georgia Tech           1:59.07   6
 38 Sean Stetler                 Atlanta Track Club     1:59.30   3
 39 Max Brown                 SR Emory                  1:59.89   5
 40 Brody Beiler              SO Lipscomb               2:00.25   5
 41 Jacob Hedgepeth           FR Emory                  2:01.20   6
 42 Kyle Fawzi                FR Emory                  2:01.55   6
 43 Dorian Jones              JR Usc Upstate            2:02.12   3
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 44 Zackery Summerall         JR East Tenn. St.         2:02.27   3
 -- Ashton Wilson             SR East Tenn. St.             DNF   4
 -- Brandon Lasater              Atlanta Track Club         DNF   1
Men 1500 Meter Run
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 3:41.10  2004        Eliud Njubu, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Brandon Lasater              Atlanta Track Club     3:46.52   1
  2 Nick Morken               JR North Florida          3:46.73   1
  3 Tyler Stahl               SR North Florida          3:47.21   1
  4 Fearghal Curtin           FR Charleston Southern    3:49.43   1
  5 David Little              SO Southern Miss.         3:49.98   1
  6 Andrew Akright            FR Charleston Southern    3:53.62   1
  7 Alex Grady                SR Georgia Tech           3:54.20   1
  8 Max Brown                 SR Emory                  3:54.67   2
  9 Ben Osipow                JR Boston College         3:55.52   1
 10 Ian Ritchie               JR Boston College         3:55.79   2
 11 Sean Sullivan             SO Boston College         3:55.89   1
 12 Jacob Poyner              SR Lipscomb               3:56.63   2
 13 Michael Reilly            FR Georgia Tech           3:56.80   2
 14 Sam Costa                 SO Georgia Tech           3:57.24   2
 15 Sean Stetler                 Atlanta Track Club     3:58.00   2
 16 Anthony Didion            SR Belmont                3:58.38   1
 17 Dorian Jones              JR Usc Upstate            3:58.74   2
 18 Matthew Warriner          SR Unattached             3:59.47   2
 19 Jacob Hedgepeth           FR Emory                  3:59.52   3
 20 Mitchell Sanders          JR Georgia Tech           3:59.70   2
 21 Dillon Dean               SO Samford                3:59.91   3
 22 Christian Gonzales        SO Belmont                4:00.13   3
 23 Shawn Olmstead               Georgia College        4:00.80   3
 24 Sam Branson               SO Emory                  4:01.52   3
 25 Ben Ruffing               SO Boston College         4:02.22   3
 26 Braeden Collins           FR Georgia Tech           4:03.07   2
 27 Joshua Bowers             FR Charleston Southern    4:03.29   3
 28 Raheem Skinner            JR Jackson State          4:04.53   3
 29 Eamon McCoy               SO Georgia Tech           4:07.18   3
 30 Owen Bailey               JR Unattached             4:08.11   1
 31 Zackery Summerall         JR East Tenn. St.         4:11.96   3
 32 Andrew Willis             JR Boston College         4:14.93   3
 33 Alec Dominguez            JR Fiu                    4:25.12   3
 34 Jorge Areces              JR Fiu                    4:27.04   3
 -- Haydn Borghetti-Metz      SR East Tenn. St.             DNF   2
 -- Daniel Areces             SO Fiu                        DNF   3
Men 5000 Meter Run
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 13:55.75  2010        Jacob Korir, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Noah Perkins              SO North Florida         14:19.21   1
  2 Matthew Munns             SR Georgia Tech          14:22.83   1
  3 Ryan Peck                 SR Georgia Tech          14:23.75   1
  4 Christian Bowles          JR Georgia Tech          14:26.44   1
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  5 Kaden Eaton               SR Belmont               14:29.32   1
  6 Rob Leverone              SO North Florida         14:30.90   1
  7 Tanner Shaw               SR Georgia Tech          14:31.39   1
  8 Andrew Kent               FR Georgia Tech          14:39.86   1
  9 Matt McBrien              SO Georgia Tech          14:47.19   1
 10 Taylor Scarbrough            Western Kentucky      14:49.33   2
 11 Vincent langat            SO Jackson State         14:51.90   2
 12 Collin Silliman              Georgia College       14:53.31   1
 13 Matt Inman                FR Charleston Southern   14:53.70   1
 14 Chase Ballard             JR Belmont               14:55.03   2
 15 Daniel White              FR Belmont               14:55.99   1
 16 Kyle Johnson              SO Lipscomb              14:57.34   1
 17 Ryan Speir                   Pacers/GRC N          14:57.50   1
 18 Carl Oberfeitinger        SR East Tenn. St.        14:57.81   1
 19 Trevor Dominy             FR Charleston Southern   15:02.36   2
 20 Nathan Longfellow         SO East Tenn. St.        15:06.80   2
 21 Tyler Roberts             SO Tampa                 15:09.77   2
 22 Trevor Kattenberg         FR Tampa                 15:11.17   2
 23 Louis Morris              SO East Tenn. St.        15:11.70   1
 24 Adam Huff                 FR Charleston Southern   15:12.05   2
 25 Brennan Silliman             Georgia College       15:13.15   1
 26 Patrick Smith             FR Lipscomb              15:15.68   1
 27 Jackson Vroon             FR Belmont               15:17.04   2
 28 Dax Willette              FR Scad Atlanta          15:20.40   2
 29 Ryan Miller               SR Georgia Tech          15:21.73   1
 30 Michael Rohdy             SR Samford               15:23.14   2
 31 Alex Schell                  Western Kentucky      15:23.60   2
 32 Nate Reichard             FR Unattached            15:24.33   2
 33 Will Peters               SO Boston College        15:24.66   2
 34 Davis Stockwell           SO Unattached            15:24.87   1
 35 Brian McDavitt            SR Boston College        15:25.72   1
 36 Jaison Morning               Valdosta State        15:26.27   2
 37 Ryan Peppenhorst          JR Unattached            15:27.59   2
 38 Matthew Cashin            FR North Florida         15:30.42   2
 39 Marc Reiser               SO Unattached            15:35.35   2
 40 Nick Morfesi              SR Tampa                 15:37.42   2
 41 Brendan Twiggs            FR Tampa                 15:39.25   2
 42 Jack Bradley              SO Unattached            15:39.49   2
 43 Joe Weber                 JR Tampa                 15:53.15   2
 44 Tom Buff                  SO Unattached            15:55.77   2
 45 Austin Bailey             FR Unattached            16:08.99   2
 46 Michael Wilson            FR Tampa                 16:14.20   2
 47 Quinn Burden              FR Unattached            16:35.45   2
 -- Luis Torres               SO Emory                      DNF   1
 -- Brandon Lasater              Atlanta Track Club         DNF   1
 -- Jaymee Domoney            FR Charleston Southern        DNF   1
Men 110 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 13.23  2012        Dexter Faulk, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Gabriel Constantino          Cbat                     13.58   0.2  1
  2 Wayne Newman              SR Lipscomb                 14.06   0.2  1
  3 Azariah Foster            JR Jackson State            14.19   0.2  1
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  4 Andreas Ward              SR Georgia Tech             14.26   0.2  1
  5 Loftin Keys               FR Jackson State            14.46   0.2  1
  6 Jemarruse Amos            SR Tennessee St.            14.50   1.0  2
  7 Emmanuel Tait             SO Samford                  14.54   0.2  1
  8 Daniel Neptune            SR Fiu                      14.56   1.0  2
  9 Joshua Hillard            JR Jackson State            14.60   1.0  2
 10 Isaiah Olige              SR Tennessee St.            14.63   1.0  2
 11 Wesley Watkins            SO Georgia Tech             14.67   0.7  3
 12 John Stallworth           SR Rhode Island             14.68   1.0  2
 13 Noah Walker               SO Usc Upstate              14.72   0.7  3 14.712
 14 Christian Jones           FR Jackson State            14.72   1.0  2 14.717
 15 Benjamin Rogin            SR Emory                    14.75   0.7  3
 16 Adam Franklin             JR Rhode Island             15.00   0.7  3
 17 Tanner Saunders           JR Usc Upstate              15.04   0.7  3
 18 Michael McMahan           FR Samford                  15.07   0.7  3
 19 Jack McHugh               FR Samford                  15.11   1.0  2
 20 Vincent Johnson           SO Charleston Southern      15.12   1.0  2
 21 Joshua Powers             SR Unattached               15.30   0.2  4
 22 Lonnie Morton             FR Usc Upstate              15.43   0.7  3
 23 Alex Miller               SO Belmont                  15.45   0.7  3
 24 Drake Mitchell            SO Belmont                  15.53   0.2  4
Men 400 Meter Hurdles
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 48.35  1999        Angelo Taylor, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Kalmon Stokes                Unattached               50.83   1
  2 Austin Hollimon              Elite Speed/Austin       51.79   1
  3 Isaiah Olige              SR Tennessee St.            52.16   2
  4 william Wynne                G.W. Express             52.21   1
  5 Adam Franklin             JR Rhode Island             52.26   1
  6 Azariah Foster            JR Jackson State            52.48   1
  7 Maxwell Dickens           SO Rhode Island             52.69   2
  8 Christian Crenshaw        SR Belmont                  52.70   3
  9 Tanner Saunders           JR Usc Upstate              53.15   2
 10 Michael Vinson               Unattached               53.43   2
 11 Jamin Harris              SO Boston U.                53.62   3
 12 Josiah Scarlett           JR Charleston Southern      53.81   3
 13 Marquis Barnes            SR Samford                  53.95   2
 14 Noah Walker               SO Usc Upstate              54.03   1
 15 Jacob Snyder              FR Lipscomb                 54.22   4
 16 Anthony Steets            FR Georgia Tech             54.26   3
 17 Alex Miller               SO Belmont                  54.41   5
 18 Jordan Oballe             SO Samford                  54.52   3
 19 Benjamin Rogin            SR Emory                    54.58   3
 20 Michael McMahan           FR Samford                  54.68   4
 21 Michael Saxon             JR Boston College           54.71   4
 22 Max Herrerias             FR Boston College           55.17   4
 23 Lonnie Morton             FR Usc Upstate              55.65   5
 24 Christian Jones           FR Jackson State            55.74   5
 25 Khalfani Green            FR Boston College           56.12   2
 26 Conrad Rousseau           SR Boston U.                56.25   5
 27 Sharod Cobb               FR Truett-McConnell         56.83   4  56.830
 27 Ari Jahanfar              FR Usc Upstate              56.83   4  56.830
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 29 Donald Bonner             SO Truett-McConnell         58.17   3
 30 Mikhail Bethell           JR Boston College           58.68   5
 31 Austin Hogan              FR Unattached             1:01.05   4
Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase
=======================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 8:38.33  2008        Luke Gunn, Florida State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Fynn Timm                 JR North Florida          9:07.13
  2 Leo Queyrou               FR North Florida          9:11.26
  3 Ben Garner                FR Samford                9:17.92
  4 Robert Rupp               SO Lipscomb               9:22.52
  5 Matt Blivin               SR Belmont                9:25.24
  6 Bennett Shaw              JR Emory                  9:25.64
  7 Griffin Bailey            SO SE Missouri            9:32.46
  8 Christian Conder          FR North Florida          9:34.29
  9 Curtis Reed               JR SE Missouri            9:36.36
 10 Henry Kiplagat            FR Jackson State          9:42.40
 11 Hayden Alexander          FR Charleston Southern    9:50.75
 12 Brody Beiler              SO Lipscomb               9:51.02
 13 Bradley Langenberg        SR North Florida          9:51.19
 14 Eclecius Franklin         SR Jackson State         10:23.29
 15 Isaac Penman              JR Georgia Tech          10:42.66
Men 4x100 Meter Relay
=======================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 39.00  2012        , Florida State
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Jackson State  'A'                                    40.39
     1) Chris Felix SO                  2) Jauan Addison JR
     3) Justin Thomas JR                4) Jailen Bell SO
  2 Boston U.  'A'                                        40.55
     1) Justin Flynn SR                 2) Chiebuka Onwuzurike SO
     3) Jordan Love SR                  4) Cameron Nurse SR
  3 Georgia Tech  'A'                                     41.17
     1) Wesley Watkins SO               2) Tyson Spears SO
     3) Maurice Simpson JR              4) Andreas Ward SR
  4 Tennessee St.  'A'                                    41.29
     1) James Faison SR                 2) David Jones SR
     3) Jamario Scott SO                4) R'Lazon Brumfield FR
  5 Samford  'A'                                          41.80
     1) Emmanuel Tait SO                2) Marquis Barnes SR
     3) Jack McHugh FR                  4) Tray Oates SR
  6 Lipscomb  'A'                                         41.91
     1) Grant Mason FR                  2) Ahmed Amaar SO
     3) Jonathan Imes FR                4) Jacob Snyder FR
  7 Truett-McConnell  'A'                                 42.63
     1) Malik Cannon FR                 2) Matthew Gaudry FR
     3) Amir Hightower SR               4) Keontrae Clayton FR
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Men 4x400 Meter Relay
==========================================================================
TRACK RECORD: # 3:00.65  2000        , Sprint Capital
    School                                               Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Georgia Tech  'A'                                   3:10.06   1
     1) Anthony Brooks FR               2) Avery Bartlett JR
     3) Ben Jean SO                     4) Daniel Pietsch JR
  2 Jackson State  'A'                                  3:14.09   1
     1) William Carroll SR              2) JaDarrius Perryman SR
     3) Murray Washington SO            4) Azariah Foster JR
  3 Georgia Tech  'B'                                   3:16.18   2
     1) Bennett Hillier SO              2) Andres Littig SR
     3) Gabriel Darosa SR               4) Anthony Steets FR
  4 Truett-McConnell  'A'                               3:18.44   1
     1) Tyler Barber SO                 2) Alan Coreus FR
     3) Sharod Cobb FR                  4) Donald Bonner SO
  5 Boston U.  'A'                                      3:19.35   1
     1) Jamin Harris SO                 2) Nikolas Smith FR
     3) Cameron Nurse SR                4) Conrad Rousseau SR
  6 Tennessee St.  'B'                                  3:20.94   2
     1) Jontue McDowell SR              2) Christopher Givens FR
     3) Thomas Mosley FR                4) Tahj Boyd FR
  7 Boston College  'A'                                 3:21.25   2
     1) Matt Morano JR                  2) Oliver Boucher JR
     3) Stephen Valvano SO              4) Michael Hains FR
  8 Charleston Southern  'A'                            3:23.47   1
     1) Josiah Scarlett JR              2) Justin Green SO
     3) Andrew Akright FR               4) Vincent Johnson SO
  9 East Tenn. St.  'A'                                 3:27.33   2
     1) Karon Delince FR                2) Haydn Borghetti-Metz SR
     3) Tate Overbay FR                 4) Kashif Warren FR
 10 Tennessee St.  'A'                                  3:30.43   1
     1) R'Lazon Brumfield FR            2) Isaiah Olige SR
     3) James Faison SR                 4) Jamario Scott SO
 11 Emory  'B'                                          3:31.97   2
     1) Jason McCartney SR              2) Thomas Perretta FR
     3) Jacob Hedgepeth FR              4) Kyle Fawzi FR
 -- SE Missouri  'A'                                        DNF   1
     1) Bryce Pease FR                  2) Brandon Chunn JR
     3) Kaylon Jenkins FR               4) Collin Schwab FR
Men High Jump
=================================================================================
 Starting Height:  1.90m
 Progression:  1.95m - 2.00m - 2.05m - 2.10m - 2.13m - 2.16m
TRACK RECORD: #  7-06  1986        Victor Small, Clemson
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Bobby Harris              JR North Florida            2.10m    6-10.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10 2.13
      ---    O    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  2 Jack Kahrs                SR Rhode Island             2.05m    6-08.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10
      ---    O    O    O  XXX
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  3 Christian Williams        SR Fiu                     J2.05m    6-08.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10
      ---  ---   XO    O  XXX
  4 Keyth Fightmaster         JR Samford                 J2.05m    6-08.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10
      ---    O   XO   XO  XXX
  5 Eric Wicks                SO Rhode Island            J2.05m    6-08.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.10
      ---    O    O  XXO  XXX
  6 Damian Lewis              FR North Florida            2.00m    6-06.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05
        O  XXO    O  XXX
  7 Eddie Parish              SO Jackson State           J2.00m    6-06.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05
        O    O   XO  XXX
  8 Jon Waarvik               SO Samford                  1.95m    6-04.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00
        O    O  XXX
  9 Andrew Samuels            SR Fiu                     J1.95m    6-04.75
     1.90 1.95 2.00
       XO    O  XXX
 10 Drake Mitchell            SO Belmont                  1.90m    6-02.75
     1.90 1.95
        O  XXX
 -- kenneth pressey           SR Unattached                  NH
     1.90
      XXX
Men Pole Vault
=================================================================================
 Starting Height:  4.57m
 Progression: 4.72m, 4.87m, 5.02m, 5.17m, 5.27m, 5.37m, 5.42m
TRACK RECORD: # 18-06.50  2000        Tim Mack, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Tray Oates                SR Samford                  5.50m   18-00.50
     4.57 4.72 4.87 5.02 5.17 5.27 5.37 5.50 5.70
      ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  XXO    O  XXX
  2 Nikita Kirillov              Unattached               4.87m   15-11.75
     4.57 4.72 4.87 5.02
      ---    O    O  XXX
  2 Paul Malquist             SR Unattached               4.87m   15-11.75
     4.57 4.72 4.87 5.02
      ---  ---    O  XXX
  4 Ondrej Honka              SR Rhode Island            J4.87m   15-11.75
     4.57 4.72 4.87 5.02
      ---  XXO    O  XXX
  5 Ryan Wilkes               JR Rhode Island            J4.87m   15-11.75
     4.57 4.72 4.87 5.02
      ---  ---  XXO  XXX
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 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  6.60m / 21' 8"
TRACK RECORD: # 26-07.25  1994        Roland McGhee, Middle Tenn. State
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Andre Dorsey                 Kennesaw TC              7.57m  +0.0  24-10.00
     7.34m(1.0) 7.43m(1.3) 7.49m(+0.0) 7.31m(+0.0) 7.54m(+0.0) 7.57m(+0.0)
  2 R'Lazon Brumfield         FR Tennessee St.            7.17m   0.2  23-06.25
     6.89m(+0.0) 7.17m(0.2) X      7.14m(+0.0) 6.96m(+0.0) 7.03m(0.5)
  3 Niegel Simmons            SO Charleston Southern      7.05m  +0.0  23-01.75
     X      6.93m(1.2) 7.05m(+0.0) 6.59m(1.1) X      6.54m(0.8)
  4 Marquis Barnes            SR Samford                  7.01m   1.6  23-00.00
     7.01m(1.6) X      X      6.72m(0.5) X      6.40m(0.5)
  5 William Solomon           SR Georgia Tech             6.99m   0.9  22-11.25
     6.82m(2.0) X      X      X      6.99m(0.9) 6.90m(+0.0)
  6 Karon Delince             FR East Tenn. St.           6.90m  +0.0  22-07.75
     6.76m(1.0) 6.90m(+0.0) X      6.79m(0.8) 6.88m(0.8) 6.64m(0.8)
  7 Javauny Hyde              JR Jackson State            6.85m   0.7  22-05.75
     6.66m(+0.0) X      6.80m(0.2) 6.85m(0.7) X(1.1) X(1.0)
  8 Timothy Davis             SO Charleston Southern      6.63m   0.2  21-09.00
     6.55m(0.3) 6.63m(0.2) 6.52m(0.2) 6.33m(+0.0) 6.59m(0.5) 6.51m(+0.0)
  9 Ryan Lipe                 SR Belmont                  6.57m   0.4  21-06.75
     5.54m(0.2) X      6.57m(0.4) X      -      -
 10 Eddie Parish              SO Jackson State            6.54m   0.1  21-05.50
     5.78m(0.3) 6.54m(0.1) X
 11 Michael Oduro             FR Boston College           6.37m   0.3  20-10.75
     5.88m(+0.0) 6.24m(0.1) 6.37m(0.3)
 12 Christian Williams        SR Fiu                      6.32m  +0.0  20-09.00
     6.30m(+0.0) 6.30m(1.1) 6.32m(+0.0)
 13 Ari Jahanfar              FR Usc Upstate              6.30m   0.2  20-08.00
     6.15m(1.8) 6.27m(+0.0) 6.30m(0.2)
 14 Avery McKenzie            SO Boston College           5.94m   0.2  19-06.00
     5.81m(0.1) 5.94m(0.2) X
 15 Ryan Theyard              SO Jackson State           J5.94m   0.1  19-06.00
     X      X      5.94m(0.1)
 -- Jon Waarvik               SO Samford                   FOUL
     X      X      X
Men Triple Jump
======================================================================================
 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  13.50m / 43' 3.5"
TRACK RECORD: # 56-03.75  2004        Walter Davis, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Brandon Roulhac           SR Shore Athletic Club     16.44m   2.0  53-11.25
     16.44m(2.0) 16.30m(1.0) 16.05m(1.3) 16.25m(1.4) 16.07m(1.2) 16.25m(+0.0)
  2 Alphonso Jordan              Unattached              16.11m   0.3  52-10.25
     16.11m(0.3) 15.83m(+0.0) X      15.75m(0.2) 16.01m(1.0) X
  3 David Oluwadara           SR Boston U.               15.66m   1.1  51-04.50
     X      15.66m(1.1) 15.54m(1.2) 13.52m(2.4) X      X
  4 R'Lazon Brumfield         FR Tennessee St.           15.11m   0.3  49-07.00
     14.38m(0.7) 15.11m(0.3) 15.08m(1.2) X      X      X
  5 Preston Smith             SR Georgia Tech            15.01m   2.3  49-03.00
     14.29m(0.2) 15.01m(2.3) 14.18m(2.4) 14.11m(1.5) 14.25m(1.2) X
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  6 Javauny Hyde              JR Jackson State           14.95m   1.1  49-00.75
     14.62m(+0.0) 14.53m(0.4) 14.95m(1.1) 14.76m(1.7) 14.59m(1.2) X
  7 Casey Burley              SR Rhode Island            14.60m   0.7  47-11.00
     14.51m(0.2) X      13.35m(1.8) 14.60m(0.7) X      X
  8 Timothy Davis             SO Charleston Southern     14.29m   0.3  46-10.75
     14.21m(2.2) 14.21m(1.3) 14.29m(0.3) X      13.73m(+0.0) 13.37m(3.8)
  9 Yohana Koko               JR East Tenn. St.          14.00m   1.3  45-11.25
     13.64m(0.5) X      13.94m(2.0) 13.50m(+0.0) X      14.00m(1.3)
 10 Luares Tavares            JR Fiu                     13.73m   0.9  45-00.50
     X      X      13.73m(0.9)
 11 Wisdom Offor              SR Fiu                     13.44m   1.1  44-01.25
     13.44m(1.1) 13.30m(1.5) X
 -- Michael Oduro             FR Boston College            FOUL
     X      X      X
 -- Benjamin Bapoupeleh       JR Usc Upstate               FOUL
     X      X      X
Men Shot Put
=================================================================================
 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  14.00m / 45' 11.25"
TRACK RECORD: # 70-06.25  2000        CJ Hunter, Nike
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Corey Claiborne           JR Belmont                 17.14m   56-03.00
      16.12m  17.14m  X  16.78m  X  X
  2 Logan Blomquist           SO SE Missouri             16.04m   52-07.50
      X  X  15.77m  X  16.04m  X
  3 Ryan Spiecha              SO Charleston Southern     15.83m   51-11.25
      X  14.93m  X  X  15.48m  15.83m
  4 Cal Widener               FR Belmont                 15.82m   51-11.00
      15.82m  15.32m  X  X  X  X
  5 Stephen Zagurski          JR SE Missouri             15.80m   51-10.00
      15.41m  X  15.50m  X  15.76m  15.80m
  6 Stephen Gibson            JR Belmont                 14.82m   48-07.50
      14.82m  X  X  14.79m  X  X
  7 Allen Wiggins             SO Fiu                     14.36m   47-01.50
      14.36m  X  X  X  X  X
Men Discus Throw
=================================================================================
 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  44.00m / 144' 4"
TRACK RECORD: # 214-00  1996        Tony Washington, Unattached
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Logan Blomquist           SO SE Missouri             49.98m     164-00
      48.73m  49.98m  49.23m  49.95m  X  48.95m
  2 Benjamin Johnson          JR East Tenn. St.          49.87m     163-07
      ND  49.87m  X  X  47.73m  48.25m
  3 Matt Cahoon               FR Samford                 48.12m     157-10
      X  ND  X  X  48.12m  X
  4 Stephen Gibson            JR Belmont                 47.73m     156-07
      X  X  X  X  47.73m  X
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  5 Stephen Zagurski          JR SE Missouri             46.32m     152-00
      X  X  45.73m  45.93m  X  46.32m
  6 Corey Claiborne           JR Belmont                 45.55m     149-05
      X  45.14m  X  X  X  45.55m
  7 Michael Willingham Jr.    FR Tennessee St.           44.47m     145-11
      44.47m  X  ND  43.85m  ND  X
 -- Seth Gipson               SO Jackson State             FOUL
      X  ND  X  ND  ND  ND
Men Hammer Throw
=================================================================================
 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  44.00m / 144' 4"
TRACK RECORD: # 252-11  2002        Andras Haklits, Georgia
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Joe Frye                     Music City M            66.15m     217-00
      63.54m  64.17m  X  64.77m  66.15m  65.95m
  2 Stephen Zagurski          JR SE Missouri             61.22m     200-10
      X  60.28m  60.51m  X  61.22m  X
  3 Benjamin Johnson          JR East Tenn. St.          58.89m     193-02
      54.43m  56.67m  X  58.89m  58.49m  58.31m
  4 Logan Blomquist           SO SE Missouri             57.96m     190-02
      X  55.69m  57.12m  57.96m  57.81m  X
  5 Brandon Amo               SR Rhode Island            56.82m     186-05
      54.98m  X  54.85m  56.82m  54.55m  X
  6 Mahlik Handley            SR Rhode Island            48.91m     160-05
      X  X  48.91m  X  X  X
  7 Corey Claiborne           JR Belmont                 48.40m     158-09
      48.39m  48.21m  X  X  X  48.40m
  8 Stephen Gibson            JR Belmont                 48.19m     158-01
      X  48.19m  X  X  X  X
Men Javelin Throw
=================================================================================
 Top 9 advance to final.
 Minimum measurement:  48.00m / 157' 6"
TRACK RECORD: # 266-10  2000        Beaux Greer, New York AC
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Jonno Engelking           SO SE Missouri             65.65m     215-05
      65.65m  X  -  X  X  -
  2 Benjamin Johnson          JR East Tenn. St.          64.36m     211-02
      59.57m  59.52m  64.19m  X  56.41m  64.36m
  3 Mathew Root               SR Spring Hill             62.74m     205-10
      62.57m  59.51m  57.10m  58.91m  62.74m  62.24m
  4 Richard Vinson            SR SE Missouri             62.00m     203-05
      54.88m  58.00m  62.00m  58.13m  53.82m  56.55m
  5 Greg McManus              SO Rhode Island            60.69m     199-01
      60.45m  54.48m  60.69m  X  X  57.67m
  6 Andrew Ryan               JR SE Missouri             50.49m     165-08
      50.49m  X  X  X  X  X
  7 Matt Walker               SR Belmont                 50.10m     164-04
      47.54m  X  X  50.10m  X  X
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....Men Javelin Throw
  8 Matt Cahoon               FR Samford                 42.65m     139-11
      42.65m  X  X  X  -  -
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 26, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Schedule/heat sheets attached. 
Preview video with Head Coach Erik Jenkins: goto.ps/2HvBhxX 
HILLTOPPERS AND LADY TOPPERS HEAD TO LOUISVILLE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field is set to compete at the Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood 
Invitational this weekend at Cardinal Park in Louisville, Ky. WKU will be one of 20 squads expected to 
compete at Louisville. 
Hilltopper and Lady Topper Track and Field will not be competing Friday evening and will begin their 
competitions in the meet on Saturday. Throwing events will occur throughout the day beginning at 8 
a.m. and ending at 5 p.m. Jumping events will begin with the women’s long jump and high jump 
beginning at 11 a.m. with men’s to follow in both events. Women’s pole vault will start at 1 p.m. and 
triple jump is set to begin at 3. 
Running events will be held on the track in Cardinal Park from 10 a.m. through 5:30 p.m beginning with 
the women’s 100-meter hurdle preliminary races and ending with the men’s 4x400-meter relay. The 
only preliminary races run are the 100 and 110-meter hurdle events. Live stats from the meet can be 
found here. 
“We’ll get the chance to see more Conference USA teams, Big Ten teams as well ACC teams,” said head 
coach Erik Jenkins on the upcoming meet. “We hope that we get good weather and that things continue 
to go well for us. We believe that both the men and the women will have the opportunity to run well 
against good competition.” 
Last week, the WKU squad split up and put out strong performances at both the Mt. SAC Relays and 
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Event  1   Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase (12)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Loyola (Ill. 11:33.80McCoy, Emily _________1
Mid. Tenn. S 11:38.42Kosgei, Racheal _________2
DePaul 12:06.99Pickering, Courtney _________3
Illinois Sta 10:52.68Lewis, Lindsey _________4
Louisville 12:09.62Radenhausen, Lauren _________5
Loyola (Ill. 12:01.05Jones, Abigail _________6
Indiana 10:40.63Stoffel, Hannah _________7
Evansville 12:04.20Lowry, Anna _________8
Southern Ill 11:08.02Krolak, Megan _________9
DePaul 12:07.06Jacobs, Kate _________10
Northern Ken 11:57.82Wolfe, Kimmy _________11
Louisville 11:01.57Wright, Abigail _________12
Event  2   Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase (19)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Bellarmine 10:22.72Sheets, Michael _________1
Loyola (Ill. 9:55.32Kanipe, Miles _________2
DePaul 10:04.80Harper, Henry _________3
Southern Ill 9:35.21Edwards, Christopher _________4
Southern Ill 9:57.89Hassim, Theo _________5
Louisville 9:30.00Kosgei, Albert _________6
Evansville 10:55.40Ochs, Kalen _________7
Loyola (Ill. 9:53.44O'Meara, Maximilian _________8
Iupui 9:40.00Ehlers, David _________9
Loyola (Ill. 9:35.10Champagne, Emmanuel _________10
Louisville 9:24.69Magallanes, Julien _________11
Iupui 9:30.00Mogos, Abiel _________12
Eastern Kent 8:51.97Abrahamsen, Jakob _________13
Louisville 9:50.02Stephens, Cameron _________14
Evansville 10:05.50Price, Ethan _________15
Southern Ill 9:25.97Hassim, Cain _________16
DePaul 9:38.56Korte, Jack _________17
Loyola (Ill. NTWhitney, Kyle _________18
Northern Ken NTRigdon, Blake _________19
Event  3   Women 4x100 Meter Relay (14)
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
A 46.55DePaul _________2
A 45.78Tennessee Te _________3
A 45.22Louisville _________4
A 44.33Southern Ill _________5
A 44.80Minnesota _________6
A 45.46Illinois Sta _________7
A 46.19Bowling Gree _________8




A 46.63Central Mich _________5
A 46.81Loyola (Ill. _________6
A 47.75Eastern Kent _________7
A 50.00Butler _________8
Event  4   Men 4x100 Meter Relay (11)
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
A 41.26Loyola (Ill. _________2
A 41.07Wis.-Milwauk _________3
A 40.98Louisville _________4
A 38.91Western Kent _________5
A 40.45Illinois Sta _________6
A 41.03Southern Ill _________7
B 38.91Western Kent _________8
Section   2 of  2   Finals
A 47.09Evansville _________4
A 42.28Eastern Kent _________5
A 42.74Saint Louis _________6
A NTBellarmine _________7
Event  7   Women 100 Meter Hurdles (40)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  5   Prelims
Cincinnati 15.19Straus, Katie _________2
Bowling Gree 14.72Fray, BeJai _________3
Louisville 14.02Hankenson, Holly _________4
Minnesota 13.02Spagnola, Emma _________5
Bellarmine 14.02Schnabel, Amanda _________6
Tennessee Te 14.69Roberts, Khemani _________7
Cincinnati 15.19Loeffler, Maggie _________8
Bellarmine 17.23McMurchie, Sarah _________9
Heat   2 of  5   Prelims
Tennessee Te 15.27Robinson, Eshe' _________2
DePaul 14.76Matthew, Sydnee _________3
Illinois Sta 14.27Robinson, Mya _________4
Minnesota 13.49Schow, Rachel _________5
DePaul 13.97Brooks, Alexia _________6
Southern Ill 14.60Meyer, Madison _________7
Central Mich 15.18Grant, Mikaela _________8
Butler 17.06Warner, Elaine _________9
Heat   3 of  5   Prelims
Eastern Kent 15.29Richard, Katie _________2
Eastern Kent 14.85Rich, Bethany _________3
Illinois Sta 14.31Bruce, Jordyn _________4
Louisville 13.52Heyward, Kelsey _________5
Eastern Illi 13.95Spann, Darneisha _________6
Mid. Tenn. S 14.59Epps, Lauren _________7
Bellarmine 15.08Mangold, Bridgette _________8
Northern Ken 16.72Kappen, Megan _________9
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Heat   4 of  5   Prelims...(Event  7   Women 100 Meter Hurdles (40))
Butler 15.64Higgins, Ariel _________2
Wis.-Milwauk 14.89Bickerstaff, Jasmine _________3
Eastern Kent 14.33Johnson-Bell, Ke'Asia _________4
Illinois Sta 13.56Anderson, Demetria _________5
Southern Ill 13.93Newbold, Mesha _________6
Central Mich 14.56Micheaux, April _________7
DePaul 14.90Crawford, Kaitlen _________8
Evansville 16.53Bittner, Samantha _________9
Heat   5 of  5   Prelims
Eastern Illi 15.85Atchison, Morgan _________2
Cincinnati 14.90Winckowski, Grace _________3
Southern Ill 14.46Long, Savannah _________4
Louisville 13.60Hill, Sydney _________5
Wis.-Milwauk 13.72Kirchoff, Melissa _________6
Central Mich 14.53Jackson, Aisha _________7
Louisville 14.90Mutter, Linda _________8
Butler 15.97Zednick, Maddy _________9
Event  8   Men 110 Meter Hurdles (30)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  4   Prelims
DePaul 15.67Bamgbose, Babajide _________2
Iupui 15.13Ettel, Tyler _________3
Southern Ill 14.86Turner, Kevin _________4
Western Kent 13.98Hayden, Jonathan _________5
DePaul 14.85Decker, Kyle _________6
DePaul 15.12Lowry, Evan _________7
Cincinnati 15.62Tulloch, Justin _________8
Heat   2 of  4   Prelims
Loyola (Ill. 15.84Beniaris, Dino _________2
Eastern Illi 15.17Johnson, Cedric _________3
Wis.-Milwauk 14.95McMurtry, Bryce _________4
Central Mich 14.23Moffo, Shane _________5
Central Mich 14.73Taylor, Aaron _________6
Loyola (Ill. 15.07Todhunter, Regan _________7
Eastern Kent 15.57Reed, Yoshua _________8
Heat   3 of  4   Prelims
Cincinnati 16.01Wollenslegel, Ben _________2
Western Kent 15.19Villaman, Denzel _________3
Eastern Kent 14.97Thoms, Ben _________4
Wis.-Milwauk 14.30Fierek, Konner _________5
Cincinnati 14.72Williams, Kelvin _________6
Bellarmine 15.05Stone, Ben _________7
Eastern Kent 15.48Lee, Isaac _________8
Butler 18.04Fisch, Matt _________9
Heat   4 of  4   Prelims
Northern Ken 16.17Edwards, Connor _________2
Southern Ill 15.21Rials, Harold _________3
Cincinnati 14.98Bloom, Alex _________4
Western Kent 14.52Seged, Maor _________5
Southern Ill 14.67Phipps, Theo _________6
Southern Ill 15.04Mwakyoma, Nkabila _________7
Butler 15.31Walder, Wade _________8
Butler 16.24Kern, Garrett _________9
Event  9   Women 100 Meter Dash (44)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  5   Prelims
Evansville 13.26Watkins, Monica _________1
Loyola (Ill. 12.45Kroll, Lauren _________2
Louisville 12.08Bond, Jokenia _________3
Bowling Gree 11.90Green, Dorresha _________4
Louisville 11.43Raglin, Brooke _________5
Illinois Sta 11.81Prear, Kelsie _________6
Loyola (Ill. 12.06Lawrence, Denee' _________7
Southern Ill 12.40Parker, Carinne _________8
Evansville 13.06Hutchcraft, Nikki _________9
Heat   2 of  5   Prelims
Eastern Kent 13.59Gore, Elaine _________1
Loyola (Ill. 12.49Reighard, Molly _________2
Western Kent 12.11Terrell, Ariel _________3
Indiana 11.90Caudle, Maya _________4
Southern Ill 11.47Branch, Bri'Anna _________5
Western Kent 11.80Lewis, Juannae _________6
Tennessee Te 12.02Robinson, NaAsha _________7
Tennessee Te 12.38Anderson, Teauna _________8
Wis.-Milwauk 13.04Pecha, Kathryn _________9
Heat   3 of  5   Prelims
Evansville 16.97Williams, Taylor _________1
Eastern Kent 12.53Denning, Jumyia _________2
Butler 12.16Fields, Carson _________3
Loyola (Ill. 11.91Simmons, Natajah _________4
Southern Ill 11.52Eason, Ty'Juana _________5
Tennessee Te 11.76Wickham, Lisa _________6
Bowling Gree 11.99Short, Cortisha _________7
Bowling Gree 12.32Sellers, Mis'cha _________8
Butler 12.99Hess, Lily _________9
Heat   4 of  5   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. S NTAbdullah-Muhammad, Qetuwrah _________1
Eastern Kent 12.62Savoy, Chynna _________2
Bowling Gree 12.16Nevels, Savannah _________3
Vanderbilt 11.92Falco, Sophia _________4
Western Kent 11.52Valentine, Khadijah _________5
Cincinnati 11.69Bisiolu, Haisha _________6
Indiana 11.98Gay, Jaela _________7
Bellarmine 12.29McKenzie, Victoria _________8
Cincinnati 12.73Mitxelena, Irati _________9
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Heat   5 of  5   Prelims...(Event  9   Women 100 Meter Dash (44))
Butler 12.66Rupkey, Lizzie _________2
Illinois Sta 12.18Gill, DaNae _________3
DePaul 11.92Watkins, Jessica _________4
Louisville 11.61Alston, Sharnae _________5
Louisville 11.65Amadi, Angel _________6
Eastern Illi 11.96Lane, Nyjah _________7
Cincinnati 12.26Hendricks, Alanna _________8
Wis.-Milwauk 12.67Bickerstaff, Jasmine _________9
Event  10   Men 100 Meter Dash (42)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  5   Prelims
Eastern Kent NTGover, Kameron _________1
Central Mich 11.10Edwards, Berkley _________2
Southern Ill 10.92Taylor-Jones, Alonzo _________3
Central Mich 10.67Wells, Lorenzo _________4
Western Kent 10.15Morris, Julius _________5
Illinois Sta 10.66Hatch, Andy _________6
Indiana 10.88Bello, Anthony _________7
Eastern Kent 11.09Tugbe, Augustine _________8
Evansville NTYeung, Kevin _________9
Heat   2 of  5   Prelims
Southern Ill NTTurner, Kevin _________1
DePaul 11.13Mastrangeli, Kyle _________2
Butler 10.92Vestuto, Tim _________3
Southern Ill 10.68Mayberry, Ryan _________4
Cincinnati 10.44Edwards, Austin _________5
Loyola (Ill. 10.64Elmore, Tyler _________6
Central Mich 10.87Hardy, Jamar _________7
Loyola (Ill. 11.08Papper, Michael _________8
Bellarmine NTPerry, Triston _________9
Heat   3 of  5   Prelims
Loyola (Ill. 11.26Todhunter, Regan _________2
Louisville 11.00Delgado, Joe _________3
Eastern Illi 10.69Smith, Devante _________4
Western Kent 10.51Hayes, Austin _________5
Louisville 10.61Depp, Dwayne _________6
Central Mich 10.80Dodge, Jack _________7
Cincinnati 11.04Fuller, Khalid _________8
Illinois Sta NTDevonish, Anderson _________9
Heat   4 of  5   Prelims
Eastern Kent 11.28Ford-Trowell, Amadi _________2
DePaul 11.01Pearson, Josh _________3
Illinois Sta 10.71Hooker, Dion _________4
Western Kent 10.51Bush, William _________5
Western Kent 10.58Gates, Kymari _________6
Wis.-Milwauk 10.78Stugelmeyer, Nick _________7
Cincinnati 11.04Woods, Anthony _________8
Evansville 11.80Straight, Aaron _________9
Heat   5 of  5   Prelims
Wis.-Milwauk 11.30Fierek, Konner _________2
Butler 11.01Clark, Richard _________3
DePaul 10.75Nelson, Adam _________4
Illinois Sta 10.54Jordan, Deshaun _________5
Louisville 10.57Bien-Aime, Daniel _________6
Eastern Illi 10.78Mhonde, Tadiwanashe _________7
Louisville 11.04McClinton, Dominic _________8
Cincinnati 11.55White, Brandon _________9
Event  11   Women 1500 Meter Run (52)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  4   Finals
Louisville 4:26.82Ross, Mia _________1
Eastern Kent 4:23.09Yost, Haley _________2
Eastern Kent 4:24.80Grams, Meggan _________3
Louisville 4:20.00Wasike, Dorcas _________4
Loyola (Ill. 4:27.64Bloch, Cassie _________5
Louisville 4:34.76Wilson, Aurilla _________6
Saint Louis 4:36.18Kress, Megan _________7
Louisville 4:30.42Davis, Bailey _________8
Tennessee Te 4:37.93Sanga, Purity _________9
Tennessee Te 4:20.92Rennick, Micayla _________10
Southern Ill 4:27.84Martel, Alexandra _________11
Loyola (Ill. 4:37.77Maurais, Rita _________12
Indiana 4:33.72Walther, Grace _________13
DePaul 4:38.81Sanborn, Jessica _________14
Section   2 of  4   Finals
Illinois Sta 4:38.99Clowser, Phoebe _________1
Illinois Sta 4:41.68Knoblock, Kennidi _________2
Eastern Kent 4:38.97Zeitz, Madison _________3
Cincinnati 4:47.00Corea, Tes _________4
Illinois Sta 4:46.60Moore, Annie _________5
Loyola (Ill. 4:39.67Bestul, Laura _________6
Louisville 4:43.00Beery, Bailey _________7
Mid. Tenn. S 4:44.31Jelagat, Julia _________8
Louisville 4:44.00Manning, Kassidy _________9
Cincinnati 4:44.56Markel, Hannah _________10
Cincinnati 4:43.91Mikula, Sam _________11
Western Kent 4:39.92Ames, Savannah _________12
DePaul 4:39.82Rea, Miranda _________13
Section   3 of  4   Finals
Bellarmine 4:50.19Line, Megan _________1
Eastern Kent 5:05.00Ossege, Lauren _________2
Cincinnati 4:50.00Odonnell, Grace _________3
Cincinnati 4:51.01Masquelier, Lianne _________4
Morehead Sta 5:05.20Pelfrey, Madison _________5
Mid. Tenn. S 4:47.54Kosgei, Pamela _________6
DePaul 4:50.18Hastings, Margaret _________7
Northern Ken 4:58.05Black, Elyse _________8
Southern Ill 4:51.80Lanning, Sasha _________9
Morehead Sta 4:49.21Young, Sydney _________10
Morehead Sta 5:00.35Faris, Mya _________11
Northern Ken 4:58.25Wolfe, Kimmy _________12
Mid. Tenn. S 4:48.62Kipchumba, Gladys _________13
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Section   4 of  4   Finals...(Event  11   Women 1500 Meter Run (52))
Western Kent 5:23.96Kannapel, Morgan _________1
Northern Ken 5:07.60Lienhart, Natalie _________2
Evansville 5:19.39Meyer, Lauren _________3
Morehead Sta 5:09.00Soltisz, Abby _________4
Morehead Sta 5:05.39Kiper, Maggie _________5
Western Kent 5:28.57Wolken, Brianna _________6
Bellarmine 5:26.35Webb, Taylor _________7
Evansville 5:10.88Lowry, Anna _________8
Evansville 5:23.91Dawson, Izzy _________9
Bellarmine 5:22.38Collins, Caroline _________10
Morehead Sta 5:13.30Watkins, Shelby _________11
Saint Louis 5:09.94Ng, Megan _________12
Event  12   Men 1500 Meter Run (48)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  3   Finals
DePaul 3:49.03Korabik, Chris _________1
Morehead Sta 3:56.48Abdulkarim, Farah _________2
DePaul 3:59.80Lozano, Jeremy _________3
Saint Louis 3:58.44Gordon, Dorrian _________4
DePaul 4:00.75McIntyre, Charlie _________5
Morehead Sta 4:00.81Carrington, Jordan _________6
Louisville 3:55.21Kosgei, Albert _________7
Butler 3:54.75Otte, Clark _________8
Indiana 3:54.80Ellington, Marcus _________9
Butler 3:56.47Baugh, Eric _________10
Iupui 3:52.48Breedlove, Jeremy _________11
Saint Louis 3:56.88Ganahl, Kevin _________12
Iupui 3:55.10Long, Brooks _________13
Illinois Sta 3:56.00Gillum, Jake _________14
Illinois Sta 4:00.40Johnson, Kimathi _________15
Iupui 3:59.80Jennings, Roman _________16
Section   2 of  3   Finals
Iupui 4:03.30Hoffman, Eric _________1
Iupui 4:02.15Everetts, Josh _________2
Bellarmine 4:06.09Greco, Logan _________3
Western Kent 4:01.64Cuyeu, Julien _________4
Iupui 4:04.30Savage, Ben _________5
Cincinnati 4:03.56Grismer, Nick _________6
Iupui 4:05.00Starnes, Dustin _________7
Morehead Sta 4:01.79Rigsby, Shane _________8
Eastern Illi 4:05.95Bekkouche, Jeremy _________9
Louisville 4:04.13Fleace, Daniel _________10
Iupui 4:04.50Perkins, Jarit _________11
Cincinnati 4:01.55Stump, Matt _________12
Bellarmine 4:05.64Rodenberg, Cole _________13
Western Kent 4:05.59Scarbrough, Taylor _________14
Iupui 4:01.90Stamm, Jacob _________15
Southern Ill 4:06.49Carter, Kyle _________16
Section   3 of  3   Finals
Iupui 4:09.90Thompson, Joel _________1
Evansville 4:46.94Newby, Jonathan _________2
Iupui NTChapa, Antonio _________3
Louisville 4:09.47Ewert, Ben _________4
Iupui 4:11.90Merkel, Dakota _________5
Loyola (Ill. 4:11.98Whitney, Kyle _________6
Loyola (Ill. 4:10.29Nunez, Mateo _________7
Saint Louis 4:12.96Dolan, Nick _________8
Loyola (Ill. 4:09.75Wallace, Kenny _________9
Iupui 4:12.00McCullough, Jake _________10
Butler 4:09.18Roberts, Blake _________11
Iupui 4:31.90Will, Brandon _________12
Evansville 4:57.05Hood, Dawson _________13
Evansville 4:39.04Miller, Timmy _________14
Western Kent 4:09.29Schell, Alex _________15
Morehead Sta 4:11.60Ralenkotter, Cole _________16
Event  13   Women 400 Meter Dash (40)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  5   Finals
Central Mich 54.49Beauvais, Gabriella _________2
Illinois Sta 54.06McClain, Amanda _________3
Cincinnati 53.75Lattimore, Tiona _________4
Tennessee Te 52.00Robinson, NaAsha _________5
Tennessee Te 52.84Jackson, D'Airrien _________6
Bellarmine 53.80Roby, Meghan _________7
Southern Ill 54.25Maloney, Shafiqua _________8
Illinois Sta 55.21Wilson, Ashleigh _________9
Section   2 of  5   Finals
DePaul 56.13Edwards, Laura _________2
Central Mich 56.00Dismuke, Simonae _________3
Butler 55.88Vogeler, Allie _________4
DePaul 55.23Walker, Kiersten _________5
Southern Ill 55.65Ewell, Genesis _________6
Southern Ill 55.97Reed, Alicia _________7
Cincinnati 56.12Ross, Sylvana _________8
Louisville 56.17Smith, Asiah _________9
Section   3 of  5   Finals
Saint Louis 58.42Pacella, Avery _________2
Loyola (Ill. 57.31Rodney, Brady _________3
DePaul 57.22Chimbaru, Rutendo _________4
Southern Ill 56.45Harris, Chrissa _________5
Bowling Gree 56.70Draper, Ryen _________6
Bowling Gree 57.29Tidmore, Brianna _________7
Loyola (Ill. 57.73Wallace, Kyndall _________8
Loyola (Ill. 58.46Walters, Lindsay _________9
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Section   4 of  5   Finals...(Event  13   Women 400 Meter Dash (40))
Butler 1:00.04Miller, Madeline _________2
Eastern Kent 59.62Barr, Ashley _________3
Bellarmine 59.47Wiegel, Emily _________4
Bowling Gree 58.54White, Rickia _________5
Eastern Kent 59.33Goderwis, Nicole _________6
Morehead Sta 59.59Andrews, Maya _________7
Saint Louis 59.89Seenarian, Anna _________8
Butler 1:00.77Laux, Emma _________9
Section   5 of  5   Finals
Eastern Kent 1:12.28Tamplin, Samantha _________2
Morehead Sta 1:04.58Gundler, Emma _________3
Evansville 1:03.58Walston, Lizzy _________4
Bellarmine 1:01.69Masden, Lauren _________5
Cincinnati 1:02.92Winckowski, Grace _________6
Evansville 1:04.30Hupe, Tess _________7
Evansville 1:06.55Hasenour, Kylie _________8
Tennessee Te NTEllingson, Shaylee _________9
Event  14   Men 400 Meter Dash (41)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  5   Finals
Illinois Sta 48.16Lyons, Avery _________2
Western Kent 47.64Alexandre, Oliver _________3
DePaul 47.45Feyersinger, Sebastian _________4
Southern Ill 45.70Hazel, Warren _________5
Louisville 47.38Coleman, Carlos _________6
Louisville 47.49Hall, Josh _________7
Central Mich 47.70Hayes, Benjamin _________8
Loyola (Ill. 48.20Urben, Samuel _________9
Section   2 of  5   Finals
Western Kent 48.83Seged, Maor _________2
Loyola (Ill. 48.66Olige, Elijah _________3
Central Mich 48.57Huertas, Erick _________4
Eastern Illi 48.36Miller, Michael _________5
Illinois Sta 48.44Gage, Brandon _________6
Louisville 48.59Crandon, Anthony _________7
DePaul 48.69Van Voorhis, Brendan _________8
Wis.-Milwauk 48.84Becker, Kyle _________9
Section   3 of  5   Finals
DePaul 49.52Walker, Isaac _________2
Eastern Kent 49.44Ferraro, John _________3
Loyola (Ill. 49.00Wells, Octavian _________4
Loyola (Ill. 48.85Norton, LeRon _________5
Southern Ill 48.85McGluen, Johnny _________6
Central Mich 49.05Morton, Roshawn _________7
Saint Louis 49.52Moore, Will _________8
Butler 49.68Stecz, Graham _________9
Section   4 of  5   Finals
Saint Louis 50.98Murphy, Colin _________2
Bellarmine 50.59Gilcrease, Aaron _________3
Butler 50.22Bowers, Jake _________4
Western Kent 49.86Saruni, David _________5
Butler 50.08Kellersohn, Jake _________6
Bellarmine 50.23Canada, CJ _________7
Eastern Kent 50.88Winiger, Greyson _________8
Loyola (Ill. 51.05Reich, Joe _________9
Section   5 of  5   Finals
Iupui NTWill, Brandon _________1
Iupui 52.03Salee, Paul _________2
Cincinnati 51.92Wynn, Zion _________3
Indiana 51.52Moore, Phillip _________4
Louisville 51.43Higdon-Burgess, Alec _________5
Northern Ken 51.50Currington, Logan _________6
Cincinnati 51.54Wollenslegel, Ben _________7
Northern Ken 51.95Record, Robbie _________8
Evansville 54.45Plocek, Everett _________9
Event  15   Women 800 Meter Run (48)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  4   Finals
Mid. Tenn. S 2:12.18Akanwogba, Patience _________1
Cincinnati 2:10.44Hentz, Sammy _________2
Minnesota 2:06.38Markland, Titania _________3
Bellarmine 2:09.70Schuster, Sarah _________4
Minnesota 2:10.04Larson, Val _________5
DePaul 2:08.40Endy, Elizabeth _________6
Louisville 2:11.17Ross, Mia _________7
Saint Louis 2:12.69Kelly, Katherine _________8
DePaul 2:14.22DeJoie, Lizzie _________9
Section   2 of  4   Finals
Loyola (Ill. 2:17.39Bestul, Laura _________1
Illinois Sta 2:17.28Moore, Annie _________2
Louisville 2:17.01Wilson, Aurilla _________3
Loyola (Ill. 2:16.94Karl, Emily _________4
DePaul 2:17.04Hastings, Margaret _________5
Southern Ill 2:14.82Palasti, Luca-Anna _________6
Tennessee Te 2:15.46Stremler, Madison _________7
Illinois Sta 2:15.93Clowser, Phoebe _________8
Louisville 2:17.06Wasike, Dorcas _________9
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Section   3 of  4   Finals...(Event  15   Women 800 Meter Run (48))
Morehead Sta 2:24.04Dorn, Abbigail _________1
Louisville 2:22.00Radenhausen, Lauren _________2
Saint Louis 2:20.23Riley, Mary _________3
Eastern Kent 2:23.28Schoenherr, Olivia _________4
Northern Ken 2:19.72Flairty, Jennah _________5
Indiana 2:20.12Smith, Amy _________6
Louisville 2:18.00Davis, Bailey _________7
Butler 2:21.72Bailey, Emma _________8
Eastern Kent 2:19.77Polycarpou, Leah _________9
Bellarmine 2:20.10Carroll, Caitlin _________10
Eastern Kent 2:21.03Ndorobo, Lilian _________11
Evansville 2:22.81Crews, Sienna _________12
Loyola (Ill. 2:20.83Johnston, Alex _________13
Bowling Gree 2:17.83Stute, Rachel _________14
Indiana 2:18.38Walther, Grace _________15
Section   4 of  4   Finals
Saint Louis 2:25.21Daley, Kiera _________1
Northern Ken 2:46.82Marroquin, Andrea _________2
Tennessee Te 2:41.63McGowan, Courtney _________3
Western Kent 2:27.16Ransom, Aairiona _________4
Eastern Illi 2:27.08Irish, Chloe _________5
Tennessee Te 2:28.08Cooper, Anna _________6
Southern Ill 2:31.33Spranger, Sydney _________7
Evansville 2:34.61Poltrack, Sarah _________8
Evansville 2:46.03Sutherland, Lexi _________9
Bellarmine 2:24.83Hayden, Lauren _________10
Mid. Tenn. S 2:29.85Jemutai, Valarie _________11
Eastern Illi NTGil, Madalynn _________12
Cincinnati 2:30.53Straus, Katie _________13
Morehead Sta 2:24.10Chapman, Olivia _________14
Northern Ken 2:41.66Garver, Alayna _________15
Event  16   Men 800 Meter Run (46)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  4   Finals
Eastern Kent 1:49.52Rotich, Nickson _________1
Louisville 1:49.90Peck, Teague _________2
Loyola (Ill. 1:49.25White, Kevin _________3
Southern Ill 1:49.83Horton, Luke _________4
Morehead Sta 1:51.47Moakler, Justin _________5
Southern Ill 1:51.86Tyree, Canoy _________6
Illinois Sta 1:52.33Lafayette, J.D. _________7
Cincinnati 1:50.38Vitucci, Michael _________8
Eastern Kent 1:52.96Koringo, Thomas _________9
Section   2 of  4   Finals
Southern Ill 1:54.40Newbern, Anthony _________1
Loyola (Ill. 1:53.98Prajka, Nicholas _________2
Cincinnati 1:53.45Baker, Logan _________3
Morehead Sta 1:54.17Rich, Dylan _________4
Western Kent 1:53.28Shimukowa, Charles _________5
Southern Ill 1:53.90Carter, Kyle _________6
Eastern Illi 1:53.93Hahn, Karson _________7
DePaul 1:53.60Toomey, Daniel _________8
Butler 1:54.78McGaha, Chandler _________9
Section   3 of  4   Finals
Butler 1:57.12Mahmud, Malik _________1
Iupui 1:57.19Rhed, Lucas _________2
Louisville 1:56.03Reynolds, Jonathan _________3
Northern Ken 1:56.13Tapia, Tristan _________4
Loyola (Ill. 1:55.21McCue, Brady _________5
Morehead Sta 1:54.97Wier, Aaron _________6
Mid. Tenn. S 1:56.52Mack, Nathan _________7
DePaul 1:57.77Deck, Noah _________8
Mid. Tenn. S 1:57.02Acevedo, Julio _________9
Saint Louis 1:58.04Penney, Thomas _________10
Saint Louis 1:56.17Ganahl, Kevin _________11
DePaul 1:56.09Almeranti, Matt _________12
Louisville 1:55.00Delgado, Joe _________13
Saint Louis 1:55.85Schaefer, Jon _________14
Section   4 of  4   Finals
Louisville 2:00.34Wells, Holden _________1
Evansville NTMangan, Grant _________2
Morehead Sta 2:04.80Owens, Harrison _________3
Eastern Illi 2:01.91Phillips, Bradley _________4
Evansville 1:58.27Chepchieng, Stanley _________5
Bellarmine 1:58.42Merkley, Blake _________6
Louisville 1:58.20Lynch, Alex _________7
Bellarmine 2:00.61Knott, Steve _________8
Cincinnati 2:01.38Stump, Matt _________9
Evansville 2:02.48Hendrix, Enrique _________10
Morehead Sta 1:58.81Chism, Cody _________11
Bellarmine 1:59.25Anderson, Brian _________12
Iupui 2:00.00Hoffman, Eric _________13
Morehead Sta 1:59.30Pillow, Darby _________14
Event  17   Women 400 Meter Hurdles (23)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  3   Finals
Southern Ill 1:01.66Newbold, Mesha _________1
Illinois Sta 1:01.11Bruce, Jordyn _________2
Louisville 1:00.98Heyward, Kelsey _________3
Minnesota 1:00.17Smits, Lindsey _________4
Minnesota 59.25Huls, Erin _________5
Saint Louis 59.77Harlos, Ann _________6
Bowling Gree 1:00.60Brown, Chasatea _________7
Central Mich 1:01.03Walton, Kyla _________8
Minnesota 1:01.40Biermaier, Meleah _________9
Section   2 of  3   Finals
Eastern Kent 1:07.46Richard, Katie _________1
DePaul 1:05.38Carr, Simone _________2
DePaul 1:03.92Crawford, Kaitlen _________3
Eastern Illi 1:03.76Dominguez, Stephanie _________4
Illinois Sta 1:02.03Ward, Whitney _________5
Southern Ill 1:02.10Long, Savannah _________6
Eastern Kent 1:03.89Johnson-Bell, Ke'Asia _________7
Eastern Illi 1:04.13Rieger, Louisa _________8
Eastern Illi 1:06.22Keith, Sophia _________9
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Section   3 of  3   Finals...(Event  17   Women 400 Meter Hurdles (23))
Mid. Tenn. S NTEpps, Lauren _________3
Evansville 1:15.79Bittner, Samantha _________4
DePaul 1:09.05Jones, Siarah _________5
Butler 1:09.93Landis, Eli _________6
Eastern Kent 1:33.84Gore, Elaine _________7
Event  18   Men 400 Meter Hurdles (18)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
Indiana 55.84Tunstall, Dushawn _________1
DePaul 55.01Decker, Kyle _________2
Central Mich 53.72Lipsey, Ja'Corey _________3
Eastern Kent 53.44Lee, Isaac _________4
Louisville 50.97Moore, Martice _________5
Illinois Sta 52.92Agustin, Justin _________6
DePaul 53.62Friend-Grace, Jarvis _________7
Illinois Sta 54.66Jopes, Michael _________8
Loyola (Ill. 55.67DiVenere, Vince _________9
Section   2 of  2   Finals
Bellarmine 59.21Ryan, Jake _________1
Southern Ill 58.56Mwakyoma, Nkabila _________2
Mid. Tenn. S 57.47Cantrell, Greg _________3
Southern Ill 57.24Rials, Harold _________4
Eastern Kent 56.38Thoms, Ben _________5
DePaul 56.89Lowry, Evan _________6
Eastern Illi 57.27Johnson, Cedric _________7
Butler 58.43Walder, Wade _________8
Central Mich 59.21Felton, Sloan _________9
Event  19   Women 200 Meter Dash (55)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  7   Finals
Tennessee Te 24.28Jackson, D'Airrien _________1
Illinois Sta 24.07McClain, Amanda _________2
Western Kent 23.73Lewis, Juannae _________3
Southern Ill 23.66Branch, Bri'Anna _________4
Western Kent 23.25Valentine, Khadijah _________5
Cincinnati 23.54Lattimore, Tiona _________6
Southern Ill 23.66Eason, Ty'Juana _________7
Minnesota 23.74Egwim, Emerald _________8
Central Mich 24.14Williams, Nadia _________9
Section   2 of  7   Finals
Tennessee Te 24.68Tate, Ciera _________1
Loyola (Ill. 24.59Lawrence, Denee' _________2
Louisville 24.49Hankenson, Holly _________3
Illinois Sta 24.43Cowan, Emily _________4
Bowling Gree 24.40Short, Cortisha _________5
DePaul 24.41Walker, Kiersten _________6
Loyola (Ill. 24.44Simmons, Natajah _________7
Louisville 24.53Bond, Jokenia _________8
Vanderbilt 24.62Falco, Sophia _________9
Section   3 of  7   Finals
Bowling Gree 24.93Sellers, Mis'cha _________1
Bowling Gree 24.83Nevels, Savannah _________2
DePaul 24.82Edwards, Laura _________3
Louisville 24.81Smith, Asiah _________4
Butler 24.72Fields, Carson _________5
Indiana 24.79Caudle, Maya _________6
Illinois Sta 24.82Gill, DaNae _________7
DePaul 24.83Watkins, Jessica _________8
Bowling Gree 24.85Draper, Ryen _________9
Section   4 of  7   Finals
Bellarmine 25.45McKenzie, Victoria _________1
Loyola (Ill. 25.32Kroll, Lauren _________2
Illinois Sta 25.08Robinson, Mya _________3
Indiana 25.05Gay, Jaela _________4
Butler 24.97Vogeler, Allie _________5
Southern Ill 25.02Meyer, Madison _________6
Illinois Sta 25.07Wilson, Ashleigh _________7
Bellarmine 25.10Reyna-Padilla, Ashley _________8
Eastern Kent 25.39Savoy, Chynna _________9
Section   5 of  7   Finals
Morehead Sta 26.22Andrews, Maya _________1
Eastern Kent 26.02Denning, Jumyia _________2
Cincinnati 25.90Ross, Sylvana _________3
Loyola (Ill. 25.68Reighard, Molly _________4
Mid. Tenn. S 25.54Abdullah-Muhammad, Qetuwrah _________5
Tennessee Te 25.60Anderson, Teauna _________6
Illinois Sta 25.88Greci, Jaclyn _________7
Louisville 25.96Hill, Sydney _________8
Butler 26.13Rupkey, Lizzie _________9
Section   6 of  7   Finals
Evansville 27.35Watkins, Monica _________2
Cincinnati 27.04Loeffler, Maggie _________3
Eastern Kent 26.77Lacy, Hailey _________4
Louisville 26.70Mutter, Linda _________5
Cincinnati 26.73Straus, Katie _________6
Central Mich 26.99Daniels, Tyra _________7
Wis.-Milwauk 27.18Pecha, Kathryn _________8
Section   7 of  7   Finals
Morehead Sta NTGundler, Emma _________4
Evansville 30.20Ruby, Jbess _________5
Evansville 33.14Buretta, Holli _________6
Event  20   Men 200 Meter Dash (43)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  5   Finals
Illinois Sta 21.54Montgomery, Ben _________1
Loyola (Ill. 21.47Elmore, Tyler _________2
Western Kent 21.09Bush, William _________3
Louisville 20.91McClinton, Donald _________4
Western Kent 20.28Morris, Julius _________5
Western Kent 20.75Minor, Eli _________6
Illinois Sta 21.04Devonish, Anderson _________7
Central Mich 21.45Dodge, Jack _________8
DePaul 21.49Feyersinger, Sebastian _________9
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Section   2 of  5   Finals...(Event  20   Men 200 Meter Dash (43))
Wis.-Milwauk 21.94Stugelmeyer, Nick _________1
Eastern Illi 21.82Miller, Michael _________2
Central Mich 21.75Wells, Lorenzo _________3
Illinois Sta 21.70Hatch, Andy _________4
Illinois Sta 21.68Jordan, Deshaun _________5
Western Kent 21.69Tanksley, Alec _________6
Wis.-Milwauk 21.70Becker, Kyle _________7
Loyola (Ill. 21.80Wells, Octavian _________8
Southern Ill 21.83Mayberry, Ryan _________9
Section   3 of  5   Finals
Loyola (Ill. 22.31Papper, Michael _________1
Indiana 22.07Bello, Anthony _________2
Loyola (Ill. 22.03Edwards, Michael _________3
DePaul 22.01Nelson, Adam _________4
Central Mich 22.00Edwards, Berkley _________5
DePaul 22.00Walker, Isaac _________6
Eastern Illi 22.02Mhonde, Tadiwanashe _________7
Cincinnati 22.04Fuller, Khalid _________8
Saint Louis 22.11Dingle, Tyler _________9
Section   4 of  5   Finals
Butler 22.80Uhl, Jacob _________1
Indiana 22.66Moore, Phillip _________2
Wis.-Milwauk 22.53Guilfoyle, Weston _________3
Saint Louis 22.50Logan, Caleb _________4
Eastern Illi 22.37Smith, Devante _________5
Illinois Sta 22.37Hooker, Dion _________6
Southern Ill 22.50Croft, James _________7
Eastern Kent 22.62Ford-Trowell, Amadi _________8
Eastern Kent 22.73Tugbe, Augustine _________9
Section   5 of  5   Finals
Evansville 24.06Straight, Aaron _________2
Cincinnati 23.32Bloom, Alex _________3
Saint Louis 22.89Freivogel, Josh _________4
Butler 22.86Fuller, Connor _________5
Cincinnati 22.88Wynn, Zion _________6
Eastern Kent 23.24Gover, Kameron _________7
Butler 23.48Clark, Richard _________8
Event  21   Women 5000 Meter Run (30)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Eastern Kent 20:02.63Holbrook, Haley _________1
Southern Ill 17:40.03Darnell, Claire _________2
Morehead Sta 17:55.25Chinn, Alison _________3
Loyola (Ill. 18:08.59Laird, Erin _________4
Morehead Sta 18:19.00Corona-Luna, Gloria _________5
Bellarmine 19:48.90Liefer, Whitney _________6
Cincinnati 18:38.68Carey, Cassidy _________7
Morehead Sta 17:47.22Cunningham, Caitlin _________8
Indiana 17:55.06Morozov, Stacy _________9
Morehead Sta 18:13.00Poppell, Sierra _________10
Louisville 18:29.77Appel, Michelle _________11
Morehead Sta 17:55.94Greenwell, Kansas _________12
Southern Ill 18:32.00Murphy, Olivia _________13
Saint Louis 18:34.64Kieliszewski, Amy _________14
Loyola (Ill. 17:33.27Demko, Julia _________15
Butler 19:32.05Schrock, Jennifer _________16
Butler 18:15.42Johnson, Kristen _________17
Louisville 18:10.10Chemutai, Ivine _________18
Butler 18:15.00Stark, Kara _________19
Saint Louis 20:14.85Langevin, Anna _________20
Eastern Kent 16:56.59Scott, Ciara _________21
Bellarmine 18:57.54Dishman, Shelbi _________22
Cincinnati 17:45.09Ward, Tessa _________23
Northern Ken 19:39.57Finke, Catherine _________24
Louisville NTHansen, Britney _________25
Bellarmine 16:59.57Crone, Erin _________26
Louisville 18:12.83Gosser, Caroline _________27
Evansville NTBosler, Ashton _________28
Eastern Kent 16:44.78Cheriuyot, Galdys _________29
Saint Louis 18:49.21Nathe, Madeline _________30
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Event  22   Men 5000 Meter Run (37)
 Lane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Cincinnati 15:07.01Guenthner, Ryan _________1
Evansville 17:33.26Miller, Timmy _________2
Southern Ill 15:25.32Dewitt, Jacob _________3
Iupui 14:56.46Perkins, Jarit _________4
Mid. Tenn. S 14:34.25Cheruiyot, Amos _________5
Cincinnati 14:53.86Grismer, Nick _________6
Iupui 16:18.11Emery, Will _________7
Louisville 15:50.85Harper, Matthew _________8
Bellarmine 16:12.25Drescher, Jacob _________9
Northern Ken 15:56.88Birdsall, Zach _________10
Loyola (Ill. NTNunez, Mateo _________11
Morehead Sta 15:08.35Cooper, Jackson _________12
Eastern Kent 15:00.00Kiprotich, Lucas _________13
Loyola (Ill. 15:28.89Rink, Derek _________14
Morehead Sta 15:36.77Brookshire, Grayson _________15
Cincinnati 15:47.47Clark, Spencer _________16
Eastern Kent 14:38.93Kanda, Fred _________17
Eastern Illi 15:13.63Marcos, Jaime _________18
Morehead Sta 15:53.00Blevins, Mason _________19
DePaul 15:24.59Pecorin, Jake _________20
Eastern Illi 15:10.50Carter, Joe _________21
Loyola (Ill. 15:42.15Heal, Wes _________22
Eastern Illi 15:15.44Orlow, Christopher _________23
Morehead Sta 16:18.00Alhusaini, Yousef _________24
Evansville 16:48.26Hood, Dawson _________25
Bellarmine 15:15.56Rodenberg, Cole _________26
Saint Louis 16:01.19Ortiz, Alex _________27
DePaul 15:56.76Fagan, Conor _________28
Morehead Sta 15:02.00Mattingly, Jarrett _________29
Loyola (Ill. NTWallace, Kenny _________30
Bellarmine 16:35.99Whalen, Carter _________31
Evansville NTPrice, Ethan _________32
Illinois Sta 15:27.64Bell, Colton _________33
Butler 15:20.00Roberts, Blake _________34
Morehead Sta 16:17.00Grogan, Josh _________35
Loyola (Ill. 14:57.03Schaible, Peter _________36
Louisville 14:38.54Cheboson, Emmanuel _________37
Event  23   Women 4x400 Meter Relay (15)
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
A 3:50.21Loyola (Ill. _________1
A 3:47.06Bowling Gree _________2
A 3:40.74Illinois Sta _________3
A 3:40.30Southern Ill _________4
A 3:38.03Tennessee Te _________5
A 3:39.02Western Kent _________6
A 3:40.32Central Mich _________7
A 3:46.40Bellarmine _________8
A 3:51.03Eastern Illi _________9
Section   2 of  2   Finals
A 4:14.00Morehead Sta _________3
B 3:57.66Eastern Kent _________4
B 3:50.21Loyola (Ill. _________5
A 3:57.66Eastern Kent _________6
A 3:58.19Butler _________7
A 4:15.82Evansville _________8
Event  24   Men 4x400 Meter Relay (16)
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
B 3:04.36Western Kent _________1
A 3:14.70Saint Louis _________2
A 3:13.58DePaul _________3
A 3:10.96Illinois Sta _________4
A 3:04.36Western Kent _________5
A 3:08.60Louisville _________6
A 3:12.84Loyola (Ill. _________7
A 3:14.34Southern Ill _________8
C 3:04.36Western Kent _________9
Section   2 of  2   Finals
B NTIupui _________2
A 3:47.09Morehead Sta _________3
A 3:34.42Evansville _________4
A 3:17.55Butler _________5
A 3:19.50Eastern Kent _________6
A NTIupui _________7
B 3:17.55Butler _________8
Event  25   Women Pole Vault Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Louisville 3.96mHawkins, Jade _________1
Vanderbilt 4.00mOllinger, Margaret _________2
Minnesota 4.00mKiefer, Lexi _________3
Indiana 4.05mMather, Rachel _________4
Vanderbilt 4.09mLofstead, Caleigh _________5
Louisville 4.13mZacharias, Morgan _________6
Western Kent 4.17mMcIntyre, Morgan _________7
Louisville 4.25mLeon, Gabriela _________8
Minnesota 4.28mPlace, Karlie _________9
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Event  26   Men Pole Vault Seeded (12)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Louisville 4.80mWeaver, Lucas _________1
Cincinnati 4.80mLauria, Nicholas _________2
Illinois Sta 4.81mPeschke, Sam _________3
Illinois Sta 4.96mKravik, Kellen _________4
Indiana 4.97mShinnerl, Alex _________5
Indiana 5.00mMammoser, Brock _________6
Illinois Sta 5.08mAshenbremer, Ryan _________7
Illinois Sta 5.08mNelson, Luke _________8
Central Mich 5.10mWagner, Sam _________9
Louisville 5.15mFox, Eric _________10
Indiana 5.41mCoulon, Adam _________11
Cincinnati 5.61mValles, Adrian _________12
Event  27   Women Shot Put Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Southern Ill 15.26mMoore, Aveun _________1
Cincinnati 15.69mHeckaman, Leah _________2
Cincinnati 15.82mWilliams, Ashley _________3
Minnesota 15.91mNielsen, Shay _________4
Illinois Sta 16.00mThomas, Brandy _________5
Minnesota 16.24mClunis, Nayoka _________6
Bowling Gree 16.74mIversen, Elizabeth _________7
Minnesota 17.17mSabin, Kiley _________8
Bowling Gree 17.42mGustafson, Aliyah _________9
Event  28   Men Shot Put Seeded (10)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Cincinnati NDMeece, Sam _________1
Cincinnati 16.47mDeaton, Aaron _________2
DePaul 16.50mHedge, Kyle _________3
Cincinnati 17.31mAbraham, Marcus _________4
Illinois Sta 17.52mCalvin, Logan _________5
Southern Ill 17.69mSikon, Sam _________6
Louisville 17.70mBuckley, Christian _________7
Southern Ill 17.88mKling, Kyle _________8
Mid. Tenn. S 18.72mOdugbesan, Isaac _________9
Southern Ill 18.73mHurley, Ricky _________10
Event  29   Women High Jump Seeded (15)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Cincinnati 1.67mLoeffler, Maggie _________1
Central Mich 1.67mMicheaux, April _________2
Western Kent 1.68mEskridge, Brianna _________3
Indiana 1.69mPennington, Taylor _________4
DePaul 1.69mCallahan, Abigail _________5
DePaul 1.70mMuller, Caroline _________6
Mid. Tenn. S 1.71mAbdullah-Muhammad, Qetuwrah _________7
Illinois Sta 1.71mSmith, Kameesha _________8
Bowling Gree 1.72mWolverton, Stacey _________9
Indiana 1.73mMather, Rachel _________10
Louisville 1.74mAsh, Alivia _________11
Bellarmine 1.75mRhymer-Stuart, Yashira _________12
Minnesota 1.75mArason, Hannah _________13
Minnesota 1.79mTuuri, Heta _________14
Minnesota 1.85mWiebke, Taylor _________15
Event  30   Men High Jump Seeded (18)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Evansville NHStraight, Aaron _________1
Cincinnati 1.95mRiddle, Cannon _________2
Louisville 1.95mHyden, Austin _________3
Bellarmine 1.98mWilliams, Guy _________4
Bellarmine 2.00mRobles, Alexie _________5
Central Mich 2.00mTaylor, Aaron _________6
Loyola (Ill. 2.00mBeniaris, Dino _________7
Southern Ill 2.02mVogel, Caleb _________8
Louisville 2.05mVanMeter, Skyler _________9
Cincinnati 2.06mKalala, Albert _________10
Eastern Kent 2.06mReed, Yoshua _________11
Illinois Sta 2.08mEhigbai, Francis _________12
Western Kent 2.11mMobley, Desmond _________13
Illinois Sta 2.15mAllen, Lamont _________14
Mid. Tenn. S 2.18mPatten, Jacob _________15
Louisville 2.20mAllen, Jerin _________16
Louisville 2.23mReeves, Javen _________17
Eastern Kent 2.28mClaitt, Tequan _________18
Event  31   Women Discus Throw Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Southern Ill 49.92mFreeman, Nikki _________1
Louisville 50.18mUhl, Natalie _________2
Bowling Gree 50.46mIversen, Elizabeth _________3
Illinois Sta 52.36mLaufenberg, Sydney _________4
Bowling Gree 52.42mGustafson, Aliyah _________5
Minnesota 52.67mClunis, Nayoka _________6
Minnesota 53.58mSabin, Kiley _________7
Louisville 53.75mForrest, Makenli _________8
Minnesota 57.98mEsser, Agnes _________9
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Event  32   Men Discus Throw Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
DePaul 48.32mMarshall, Dominic _________1
DePaul 48.44mHedge, Kyle _________2
Western Kent 49.03mMuhwanga, Chard _________3
Cincinnati 50.07mAbraham, Marcus _________4
Cincinnati 51.74mMeece, Sam _________5
Louisville 51.75mBuckley, Christian _________6
Southern Ill 53.90mKling, Kyle _________7
Southern Ill 56.07mHurley, Ricky _________8
Louisville 57.28mKolb, John _________9
Event  33   Women Triple Jump Seeded (26)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Central Mich 11.05mAgomo, Ijeoma _________1
Bellarmine 11.23mMcMurchie, Sarah _________2
Eastern Kent 11.37mMiller, Maryssa _________3
Northern Ken 11.41mWoods, Aaziyah _________4
Central Mich 11.53mHarrison, Kyra _________5
Cincinnati 11.55mMarable, Kennedy _________6
DePaul 11.65mBrown, Terece _________7
Louisville 11.75mKarpenko, Nika _________8
DePaul 11.81mNolan, Jade _________9
DePaul 11.92mHoward, Gabrielle _________10
Southern Ill 11.96mJames, Emani _________11
Bowling Gree 12.06mPaster, Kyla _________12
Illinois Sta 12.06mGruszka, Victoria _________13
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Central Mich 12.07mTaylor, Ja'la _________1
Illinois Sta 12.13mGolliday, Charde _________2
Tennessee Te 12.15mSmith, Raven _________3
Wis.-Milwauk 12.20mKirchoff, Melissa _________4
Minnesota 12.23mMurray, Lorean _________5
Wis.-Milwauk 12.23mArendt, Kyra _________6
Vanderbilt 12.24mFalco, Sophia _________7
Western Kent 12.46mEskridge, Brianna _________8
Louisville 12.48mVan Tonder, Renate _________9
Eastern Kent 12.58mBotts, Darrian _________10
Southern Ill 12.71mMartin, Kezia _________11
Cincinnati 12.88mMitxelena, Irati _________12
Minnesota 12.97mWright, Shanique _________13
Event  34   Men Triple Jump Seeded (14)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Central Mich NDTaylor, Aaron _________1
Central Mich NDTaha, Ali _________2
Bellarmine 13.54mRobles, Alexie _________3
Evansville 13.79mChepchieng, Stanley _________4
Eastern Kent 13.87mAlleyne, Jacob _________5
DePaul 14.23mCadet, Chris _________6
Loyola (Ill. 14.33mChinda, Gift _________7
Southern Ill 14.48mDotson, Louis _________8
Western Kent 15.05mMobley, Desmond _________9
Louisville 15.30mRowe, Kaleb _________10
Mid. Tenn. S 15.38mPatten, Jacob _________11
Southern Ill 15.39mFletcher, Marcellus _________12
Louisville 15.68mValentine, Devin _________13
DePaul 15.74mMada, Brian _________14
Event  35   Women Javelin Throw Seeded (27)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Evansville 21.70mCorley, Brittany _________1
Tennessee Te 21.87mWord, Keyanna _________2
Bellarmine 23.20mMangold, Bridgette _________3
Evansville 23.29mHutchcraft, Nikki _________4
Bellarmine 23.44mKluender, Ally _________5
Bellarmine 24.40mMcMurchie, Sarah _________6
Loyola (Ill. 29.23mGal, Paulina _________7
Central Mich 30.10mGrant, Mikaela _________8
Louisville 32.55mHankenson, Holly _________9
Bowling Gree 33.51mWeirauch, Andrea _________10
Western Kent 33.98mGray, Adarian _________11
Eastern Illi 34.49mNicholson, Abigail _________12
Eastern Illi 36.24mEbert, Kaitlyn _________13
Western Kent 36.70mHarmon, Kira _________14
Eastern Illi 36.82mWilson, Makenna _________15
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Bowling Gree 36.95mFray, BeJai _________1
Central Mich 37.02mMicheaux, April _________2
Southern Ill 38.25mSexton, Emma _________3
Southern Ill 38.98mHagerstrand, Kilee _________4
Southern Ill 39.62mHelton, Charlene _________5
Saint Louis 40.68mReich, Sarah _________6
Louisville 40.76mBryan, Emily _________7
Minnesota 41.70mArason, Hannah _________8
Louisville 41.91mIson, Emma _________9
Minnesota 43.08mCrotty, Ryan _________10
DePaul 43.39mMarshall, Dylan _________11
DePaul 47.43mGates, Jade _________12
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Event  36   Men Javelin Throw Seeded (17)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Evansville 34.03mAlberts, Ian _________1
Bellarmine 36.80mRohrig, Grayson _________2
Evansville 37.01mDoty, Clay _________3
Evansville 38.35mFreeman, Ryan _________4
Saint Louis 41.01mFairfield, James _________5
DePaul 43.91mRocco, Andrew _________6
Eastern Kent 44.41mAlleyne, Jacob _________7
Eastern Illi 45.26mBirch, Dillon _________8
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Central Mich 45.53mSeghi, Joseph _________1
Saint Louis 46.60mWiski, Victor _________2
Iupui 47.41mSalee, Paul _________3
Eastern Illi 48.71mPhillips, Zachary _________4
Southern Ill 50.02mWingerter, Issiac _________5
Cincinnati 52.69mProvince, Chris _________6
Saint Louis 52.98mEldridge, Alexander _________7
Eastern Illi 53.01mHester, Drew _________8
DePaul 55.71mHauser, William _________9
Event  37   Women Long Jump Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Illinois Sta 5.95mGolliday, Charde _________1
Eastern Kent 5.95mMarcinek, Anna-Elizabeth _________2
Louisville 6.06mHankenson, Holly _________3
Mid. Tenn. S 6.08mAbdullah-Muhammad, Qetuwrah _________4
Louisville 6.08mVan Tonder, Renate _________5
Loyola (Ill. 6.10mWashpun, Kiera _________6
Central Mich 6.12mWilliams, Nadia _________7
Illinois Sta 6.20mMcClain, Amanda _________8
Louisville 6.32mGibbons, Alexis _________9
Event  38   Men Long Jump Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Western Kent 7.12mTanksley, Alec _________1
Central Mich 7.15mTaha, Ali _________2
Cincinnati 7.19mWhite, Brandon _________3
Cincinnati 7.33mBloom, Alex _________4
DePaul 7.54mMada, Brian _________5
Cincinnati 7.62mEdwards, Austin _________6
Loyola (Ill. 7.67mBurns, Eric _________7
Louisville 7.77mNewport, Oliver _________8
Louisville 7.86mJegede, Marcus _________9
Event  39   Men Hammer Throw Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Eastern Illi 52.14mPhillips, Zachary _________1
Illinois Sta 52.14mWeisz, Sam _________2
DePaul 53.64mMarshall, Dominic _________3
Louisville 54.34mKessler, Mitchell _________4
Cincinnati 54.35mMeece, Sam _________5
Southern Ill 55.02mKling, Kyle _________6
Eastern Illi 56.50mPhillips, Nicholas _________7
Southern Ill 60.32mDyer, Nate _________8
Southern Ill 62.94mHurley, Ricky _________9
Event  40   Women Hammer Throw Seeded (9)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   3 of  3   Finals
Bowling Gree 56.78mIversen, Elizabeth _________1
Southern Ill 58.02mOneal, Shauneice _________2
Bowling Gree 58.21mGustafson, Aliyah _________3
Louisville 60.53mForrest, Makenli _________4
Minnesota 60.86mHorvath, Nina _________5
Louisville 61.73mCassell, Carsen _________6
Minnesota 63.62mEsser, Agnes _________7
Minnesota 64.26mClunis, Nayoka _________8
Minnesota 67.45mOgunrinde, Temi _________9
Event  41   Men Pole Vault Open (11)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Eastern Illi 3.54mHester, Drew _________1
Evansville 3.56mYeung, Kevin _________2
Eastern Kent 4.00mAshley, Logan _________3
Evansville 4.10mAlberts, Ian _________4
Eastern Illi 4.30mRyan, Joey _________5
Cincinnati 4.40mRook, Billy _________6
Southern Ill 4.62mWells, Jacob _________7
Southern Ill 4.65mZeinemann, Kyle _________8
Illinois Sta 4.65mRowe, Kyle _________9
Bellarmine 4.70mStone, Ben _________10
Cincinnati 4.72mBloom, Alex _________11
Event  42   Women Pole Vault Open (10)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Illinois Sta 3.47mWilson, Cassie _________1
Southern Ill 3.66mDiemer, Erin _________2
Illinois Sta 3.67mBagwell, Nicole _________3
Cincinnati 3.72mPlybon, Allie _________4
Cincinnati 3.75mBrass, Sadie _________5
Cincinnati 3.79mCoghill, Rachel _________6
Central Mich 3.83mPetty, Rebekah _________7
Illinois Sta 3.87mCranston, Ariana _________8
Western Kent 3.87mLemberg, Getter _________9
Western Kent 3.87mOgorek, Nicole _________10
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Event  43   Men Shot Put Open (11)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Butler 11.17mFisch, Matt _________1
Butler 11.32mClark, Richard _________2
Evansville 11.34mDoty, Clay _________3
Evansville 11.34mZapata, Chris _________4
Butler 12.05mWalder, Wade _________5
Central Mich 13.10mSeghi, Joseph _________6
Evansville 13.21mFreeman, Ryan _________7
Louisville 13.26mFox, Eric _________8
Eastern Illi 14.49mBirch, Dillon _________9
DePaul 15.25mMurray, Alex _________10
DePaul 15.74mJimenez, Isaac _________11
Event  44   Women Shot Put Open (28)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Tennessee Te 8.33mWord, Keyanna _________1
Bellarmine 8.43mMcMurchie, Sarah _________2
Eastern Kent 9.40mRich, Bethany _________3
Eastern Kent 9.46mCook, Hannah _________4
Evansville 9.55mCorley, Brittany _________5
Bellarmine 10.69mMangold, Bridgette _________6
Eastern Kent 10.94mLacy, Hailey _________7
Louisville 12.03mMutter, Linda _________8
Louisville 12.07mHankenson, Holly _________9
Saint Louis 12.38mHayes, Alia _________10
DePaul 12.59mMarshall, Dylan _________11
Saint Louis 12.79mJefko, Jasmine _________12
Butler 13.00mEzeh, Niki _________13
Eastern Illi 13.05mWilson, Makenna _________14
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Bowling Gree 13.07mYoung, Daija _________1
Eastern Illi 13.33mNicholson, Abigail _________2
Loyola (Ill. 13.72mGal, Paulina _________3
Illinois Sta 13.81mWeaver, Tayler _________4
Southern Ill 13.90mConlon, Kayleigh _________5
Louisville 13.91mBrooks, Megan _________6
Cincinnati 14.13mGray, Alexis _________7
Southern Ill 14.17mOneal, Shauneice _________8
Southern Ill 14.23mFreeman, Nikki _________9
Southern Ill 14.24mPerson, Sian _________10
Illinois Sta 14.51mHoyme, Kassie _________11
DePaul 14.66mEller, Emily _________12
Louisville 14.76mFarley, Victoria _________13
Illinois Sta 14.97mBourke, Julia _________14
Event  45   Men Discus Throw Open (25)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Eastern Illi NDHester, Drew _________1
Butler 25.13mFisch, Matt _________2
Eastern Kent 29.43mReed, Yoshua _________3
Butler 30.22mWalder, Wade _________4
Butler 30.52mClark, Richard _________5
Central Mich 32.72mSeghi, Joseph _________6
Mid. Tenn. S 37.72mOdugbesan, Isaac _________7
Eastern Illi 38.20mPhillips, Nicholas _________8
Evansville 38.39mZapata, Chris _________9
Louisville 38.50mDelgado, Joe _________10
Evansville 39.34mFreeman, Ryan _________11
Cincinnati 40.00mProvince, Chris _________12
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Southern Ill 40.13mDyer, Nate _________1
Louisville 40.31mFox, Eric _________2
Southern Ill 40.68mSikon, Sam _________3
Eastern Illi 40.84mBirch, Dillon _________4
Saint Louis 42.47mKowalczyk, Brett _________5
Saint Louis 42.97mWiski, Victor _________6
Saint Louis 43.25mMalloy, Tom _________7
Cincinnati 45.04mJones, Danny _________8
Illinois Sta 45.18mWeisz, Sam _________9
Cincinnati 45.64mDeaton, Aaron _________10
DePaul 46.15mMurray, Alex _________11
Northern Ken 46.63mCrim, Kameron _________12
Loyola (Ill. 48.20mHubona, Stephen _________13
Event  46   Women Discus Throw Open (23)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
DePaul 34.32mChounaird, Rebecca _________1
Saint Louis 38.13mHayes, Alia _________2
Bowling Gree 39.80mWeirauch, Andrea _________3
DePaul 39.92mEller, Emily _________4
Loyola (Ill. 40.05mGal, Paulina _________5
Evansville 40.48mCorley, Brittany _________6
Eastern Illi 40.58mNicholson, Abigail _________7
Eastern Illi 40.60mWilson, Makenna _________8
Southern Ill 40.71mMoore, Aveun _________9
Bellarmine 41.22mKluender, Ally _________10
Louisville 41.56mGaul, Gianna _________11
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Flight   2 of  2   Finals...(Event  46   Women Discus Throw Open (23))
Bowling Gree 42.82mYoung, Daija _________1
Cincinnati 43.48mHeckaman, Leah _________2
Southern Ill 43.96mConlon, Kayleigh _________3
Cincinnati 45.16mWilliams, Ashley _________4
Loyola (Ill. 45.27mMertz, Laurel _________5
Eastern Illi 45.30mKoch, Marie _________6
Loyola (Ill. 45.70mShanower, Stephanie _________7
Illinois Sta 46.72mHoyme, Kassie _________8
Southern Ill 47.58mOneal, Shauneice _________9
Southern Ill 47.82mRoberson, Alexis _________10
Louisville 49.45mPopovich, Lilli _________11
Cincinnati 49.74mGray, Alexis _________12
Event  47   Men Long Jump Open (18)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Iupui NDEttel, Tyler _________1
Evansville 5.80mYeung, Kevin _________2
Butler 6.39mShroyer, Andrew _________3
Evansville 6.49mChepchieng, Stanley _________4
DePaul 6.57mCadet, Chris _________5
Louisville 6.60mHyden, Austin _________6
Bellarmine 6.60mRobles, Alexie _________7
Loyola (Ill. 6.67mPydych, Sylvester _________8
Louisville 6.71mFox, Eric _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Eastern Kent 6.74mWilson, Arnez _________1
Illinois Sta 6.77mAllen, Lamont _________2
Butler 6.79mRussell, Luke _________3
Loyola (Ill. 6.83mPapper, Michael _________4
Southern Ill 6.89mPhipps, Theo _________5
Eastern Kent 6.98mReed, Yoshua _________6
Wis.-Milwauk 7.07mMcMurtry, Bryce _________7
Southern Ill 7.11mFletcher, Marcellus _________8
Louisville 7.52mMcClinton, Donald _________9
Event  48   Women Long Jump Open (33)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  3   Finals
Evansville 3.49mElliott, Hayley _________1
Evansville 3.89mHasenour, Kylie _________2
Tennessee Te 4.89mRobinson, Eshe' _________3
Bellarmine 4.92mMcKenzie, Victoria _________4
Saint Louis 4.93mMoore, Jessica _________5
Butler 4.99mEzeh, Niki _________6
Bellarmine 5.01mCherveny, Margaret _________7
Bellarmine 5.10mMangold, Bridgette _________8
Butler 5.11mWarner, Elaine _________9
Saint Louis 5.12mBakala, Mary Kate _________10
Southern Ill 5.34mJames, Emani _________11
Louisville 5.48mMutter, Linda _________12
Flight   2 of  3   Finals
Loyola (Ill. 5.49mArnold, Mackenzie _________1
Tennessee Te 5.53mDrummond, NaScottisha _________2
Eastern Kent 5.55mRich, Bethany _________3
Eastern Kent 5.56mLacy, Hailey _________4
Western Kent 5.57mEskridge, Brianna _________5
Tennessee Te 5.59mSmith, Raven _________6
DePaul 5.61mMatthew, Sydnee _________7
Cincinnati 5.64mMarable, Kennedy _________8
Central Mich 5.65mGrant, Mikaela _________9
Wis.-Milwauk 5.67mArendt, Kyra _________10
Flight   3 of  3   Finals
Louisville 5.67mMills, Maranda _________1
Mid. Tenn. S 5.73mOmosola, Omolayo _________2
Bowling Gree 5.77mPaster, Kyla _________3
DePaul 5.78mHoward, Gabrielle _________4
Vanderbilt 5.82mFalco, Sophia _________5
DePaul 5.83mNolan, Jade _________6
Southern Ill 5.84mMartin, Kezia _________7
Wis.-Milwauk 5.89mKirchoff, Melissa _________8
Wis.-Milwauk 5.92mHarper, Alisha _________9
Cincinnati 5.93mMitxelena, Irati _________10
Bowling Gree 5.93mFray, BeJai _________11
Event  49   Women Hammer Throw Open (23)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Eastern Kent 34.88mCook, Hannah _________1
Eastern Illi 34.95mKoch, Marie _________2
Bellarmine 38.08mKluender, Ally _________3
Saint Louis 38.89mHayes, Alia _________4
Loyola (Ill. 42.05mGal, Paulina _________5
Eastern Illi 43.65mNicholson, Abigail _________6
Illinois Sta 44.37mWeaver, Tayler _________7
Saint Louis 44.70mReich, Sarah _________8
Eastern Illi 45.15mWilson, Makenna _________9
Loyola (Ill. 45.42mShanower, Stephanie _________10
Loyola (Ill. 45.76mBraun, Hayley _________11
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Cincinnati 47.10mWilliams, Ashley _________1
Saint Louis 48.09mJefko, Jasmine _________2
Cincinnati 48.67mHeckaman, Leah _________3
Bowling Gree 49.26mYoung, Daija _________4
Bowling Gree 49.29mFarmer, Allison _________5
Cincinnati 51.01mGray, Alexis _________6
Southern Ill 53.25mFreeman, Nikki _________7
DePaul 53.43mChounaird, Rebecca _________8
Illinois Sta 53.46mThomas, Brandy _________9
DePaul 54.45mGates, Jade _________10
Illinois Sta 55.16mBourke, Julia _________11
Southern Ill 56.74mRoberson, Alexis _________12
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Event  50   Men Hammer Throw Open (13)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Eastern Illi 43.09mBirch, Dillon _________1
Saint Louis 43.60mFairfield, James _________2
DePaul 44.13mHauser, William _________3
DePaul 45.30mJimenez, Isaac _________4
Cincinnati 45.80mJones, Danny _________5
Cincinnati 48.43mDeaton, Aaron _________6
Illinois Sta 49.37mCalvin, Logan _________7
Saint Louis 49.89mKowalczyk, Brett _________8
Cincinnati 50.19mAbraham, Marcus _________9
Louisville 50.38mHarris, Spencer _________10
Cincinnati 51.83mProvince, Chris _________11
Bellarmine 51.84mPruett, Dillon _________12
Illinois Sta 51.90mGregory, Zachary _________13
Event  51   Women High Jump Open (17)
 Pos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Evansville 1.34mJones, Crimson _________1
Eastern Kent 1.46mRich, Bethany _________2
Bellarmine 1.50mMangold, Bridgette _________3
Eastern Kent 1.50mLacy, Hailey _________4
Eastern Kent 1.53mFreel, Kathryn _________5
Saint Louis 1.58mStanley, Allyson _________6
Louisville 1.59mPinnow, Gabryella _________7
Central Mich 1.60mTaylor, Ja'la _________8
Tennessee Te 1.60mRobinson, Eshe' _________9
Cincinnati 1.61mKravitsky, Katie _________10
Illinois Sta 1.63mRossman, Olivia _________11
Southern Ill 1.63mPaton, Justine _________12
Central Mich 1.64mHelfrich, Emily _________13
Cincinnati 1.64mStraus, Katie _________14
Indiana 1.65mHash, Ashley _________15
Tennessee Te 1.66mDrummond, NaScottisha _________16
Illinois Sta 1.66mHiggins, Kristin _________17
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 28, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Final results attached. 
WKU TRACK AND FIELD FINISHES REGULAR SEASON WITH STRONG PERFORMANCES AT LOUISVILLE 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – WKU Track and Field finished the regular season this weekend at the Lenny 
Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational hosted by Louisville. Between the Hilltopper and Lady Topper squads, the 
Red and White brought home 16 top-five finishes. 
Hilltoppers Jonathan Hayden and Julius Morris earned the two individual first-place finishes for WKU. 
Hayden ran the second best 110-meter hurdle time of the season for WKU with a time of 14.11 to finish 
in first. Morris ran the 200-meter dash and placed first with a season best time of 20.45. 
WKU came up big in the relay events, placing in the top-three with four teams across the 4x100 and 400-
meter relays. In the 4x100-meter relay, the team of Kymari Gates, Eli Minor, Austin Hayes, and Morris 
earned first place with a time of 39.99. Another WKU relay team consisting of Will Bush, Alec Tanksley, 
David Saruni and Maor Seged placed third with a mark of 41.32. 
In the 4x400-meter relay, Oliver Alexandre, Tanksley, Gates and Hayes earned second place with a time 
of 3:13.16. Hayden, Denzel Villaman, Bush and Morris finished third, clocking 3:14.77. 
Other top-five finishes in the male running events included Bush, Hayes and Gates finishing second, 
third and fourth, respectively, in the 100-meter dash. Bush clocked a 10.52, just one one-hundredth of a 
second off his personal record. Hayes and Gates both ran a 10.55. Alexandre finished third in the 400-
meter after running a 47.98 and Bush placed fourth in the 200-meter dash with a time of 21.44. 
The Hilltoppers continued to notch strong performances as Tanksley placed fifth in long jump and 
notched a personal record of 7.21 meters. Desmond Mobley earned fourth in triple jump with a mark of 
14.40 meters. 
Taylor Scarbrough and Alex Schell each notched personal records in the 1500 meter run with times of 
4:02.30 and 4:08.05, respectively. 
In the women’s competition, the Lady Toppers earned three top-four finishes. In the seeded pole vault 
competition, Morgan McIntyre was at the top of the pack in a four-way tie. After a jump-off was 
completed, the Ashland, Ky., native was able to tie for second with a mark of 3.87 meters. Nicole Ogorek 
competed in the open pole vault competition and earned third with a jump of 3.57 meters. 
Juannae Lewis brought home a fourth-place finish in the 200-meter dash with a time of 24.30. Savannah 
Ames notched a personal record and season best for WKU in the 1500-meter run with a time of 4:34.70. 
WKU will rest for the next two weeks before heading to the Conference USA Outdoor Championships on 
May 10-13 in Houston, Texas. 
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Women 100 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
LouisvilleRaglin, Brooke1 11.57Q1.8
Southern IllBranch, Bri'Anna2 11.66Q3.0
Southern IllEason, Ty'Juana3 11.86Q2.2
LouisvilleAmadi, Angel4 11.88Q1.6
VanderbiltFalco, Sophia5 11.92Q2.8
Tennessee TeRobinson, NaAsha6 11.73q 3.0
Illinois StaPrear, Kelsie7 11.74q 1.8
LouisvilleBond, Jokenia8 11.90q 1.8
Tennessee TeWickham, Lisa9 11.94q 2.2
Bowling GreeShort, Cortisha10 12.03 2.2
LouisvilleAlston, Sharnae11 12.04 1.6
Western KentTerrell, Ariel12 12.04 3.0
IndianaGay, Jaela13 12.07 2.8
Bowling GreeGreen, Dorresha14 12.14 1.8
ButlerFields, Carson15 12.15 2.2
Loyola (Ill.Simmons, Natajah16 12.16 2.2
Bowling GreeNevels, Savannah17 12.17 2.8
Western KentLewis, Juannae18 12.22 3.0
Illinois StaGill, DaNae19 12.23 1.6
DePaulWatkins, Jessica20 12.24 1.6
Loyola (Ill.Kroll, Lauren21 12.27 1.8
Tennessee TeAnderson, Teauna22 12.32 3.0
IndianaCaudle, Maya23 12.38 3.0
Bowling GreeSellers, Mis'cha24 12.40 2.2
Mid. Tenn. SAbdullah-Muhammad, Qetuwrah25 12.42 2.8
Eastern IlliLane, Nyjah26 12.47 1.6
Eastern KentDenning, Jumyia27 12.49 2.2
Loyola (Ill.Lawrence, Denee'28 12.55 1.8
Loyola (Ill.Reighard, Molly29 12.56 3.0
BellarmineMcKenzie, Victoria30 12.61 2.8
Eastern KentSavoy, Chynna31 12.68 2.8
CincinnatiHendricks, Alanna32 12.70 1.6
Wis.-MilwaukPecha, Kathryn33 12.72 3.0
ButlerHess, Lily34 12.76 2.2
ButlerRupkey, Lizzie35 12.80 1.6
EvansvilleHutchcraft, Nikki36 12.97 1.8
Wis.-MilwaukBickerstaff, Jasmine37 13.16 1.6
EvansvilleWatkins, Monica38 13.16 1.8
Eastern KentGore, Elaine39 13.51 3.0
EvansvilleWilliams, Taylor40 15.69 2.2
 
Women 100 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
LouisvilleRaglin, Brooke1 11.56 1.7
Southern IllEason, Ty'Juana2 11.66 1.7
LouisvilleAmadi, Angel3 11.79 1.7
Illinois StaPrear, Kelsie4 11.82 1.7
LouisvilleBond, Jokenia5 x11.85 1.7
Southern IllBranch, Bri'Anna6 11.95 1.7
VanderbiltFalco, Sophia7 11.96 1.7
 
Women 200 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
CincinnatiLattimore, Tiona1 23.71 2.4
Central MichWilliams, Nadia2 24.15 2.4
Tennessee TeJackson, D'Airrien3 24.25 2.4
Western KentLewis, Juannae4 24.30 2.4
Bowling GreeShort, Cortisha5 24.45 2.0
DePaulWalker, Kiersten6 24.56 2.0
Bowling GreeDraper, Ryen7 24.63 3.9
Illinois StaCowan, Emily8 24.75 2.0
Illinois StaGreci, Jaclyn9 24.79 3.5
DePaulWatkins, Jessica10 24.92 3.9
IndianaGay, Jaela11 24.96 2.3
LouisvilleBond, Jokenia12 24.99 2.0
Illinois StaGill, DaNae13 x24.99 3.9
LouisvilleSmith, Asiah14 25.01 3.9
Bowling GreeNevels, Savannah15 x25.04 3.9
ButlerFields, Carson16 25.10 3.9
DePaulEdwards, Laura17 x25.13 3.9
Bowling GreeSellers, Mis'cha18 x25.16 3.9
Loyola (Ill.Simmons, Natajah19 25.16 2.0
LouisvilleHill, Sydney20 x25.23 3.5
Southern IllMeyer, Madison21 25.25 2.3
Loyola (Ill.Kroll, Lauren22 25.31 2.3
Tennessee TeAnderson, Teauna23 25.32 3.5
Tennessee TeTate, Ciera24 x25.38 2.0
Mid. Tenn. SAbdullah-Muhammad, Qetuwrah25 25.42 3.5
LouisvilleHankenson, Holly26 x25.44 2.0
Eastern KentDenning, Jumyia27 25.49 3.5
CincinnatiRoss, Sylvana28 25.54 3.5
IndianaCaudle, Maya29 25.62 3.9
Eastern KentSavoy, Chynna30 25.67 2.3
Loyola (Ill.Reighard, Molly31 x25.79 3.5
BellarmineMcKenzie, Victoria32 25.88 2.3
ButlerRupkey, Lizzie33 26.07 3.5
Illinois StaRobinson, Mya34 x26.08 2.3
Eastern KentLacy, Hailey35 x26.18 3.0
Morehead StaAndrews, Maya36 26.20 3.5
CincinnatiStraus, Katie37 x26.41 3.0
Wis.-MilwaukPecha, Kathryn38 26.60 3.0
Central MichDaniels, Tyra39 26.82 3.0
CincinnatiLoeffler, Maggie40 x27.01 3.0
LouisvilleMutter, Linda41 x27.10 3.0
Morehead StaGundler, Emma42 29.16 3.6
EvansvilleBuretta, Holli43 32.99 3.6
 
Women 400 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Central MichBeauvais, Gabriella1 53.80
Tennessee TeJackson, D'Airrien2 54.21
Southern IllMaloney, Shafiqua3 54.62
DePaulWalker, Kiersten4 55.49
BellarmineRoby, Meghan5 55.55
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    SchoolName Finals
CincinnatiLattimore, Tiona6 55.56
Central MichDismuke, Simonae7 55.79
Southern IllEwell, Genesis8 56.03
Illinois StaWilson, Ashleigh9 56.28
ButlerVogeler, Allie10 56.65
DePaulEdwards, Laura11 56.80
Southern IllReed, Alicia12 x57.43
LouisvilleSmith, Asiah13 57.56
Bowling GreeDraper, Ryen14 57.58
Illinois StaMcClain, Amanda15 58.08
CincinnatiRoss, Sylvana16 58.17
Tennessee TeRobinson, NaAsha17 58.31
DePaulChimbaru, Rutendo18 x58.53
BellarmineWiegel, Emily19 58.80
Morehead StaAndrews, Maya20 59.06
Eastern KentGoderwis, Nicole21 59.16
Eastern KentBarr, Ashley22 59.54
ButlerMiller, Madeline23 59.70
Saint LouisPacella, Avery24 59.72
Bowling GreeTidmore, Brianna25 59.76
Saint LouisSeenarian, Anna26 1:00.25
Bowling GreeWhite, Rickia27 x1:00.33
Loyola (Ill.Wallace, Kyndall28 1:00.57





Morehead StaGundler, Emma34 1:04.13
EvansvilleHupe, Tess35 1:08.84
Eastern KentTamplin, Samantha36 x1:14.10
Tennessee TeEllingson, Shaylee37 x1:21.40
 
Women 800 Meter Run








Saint LouisKelly, Katherine7 2:15.30
Mid. Tenn. SAkanwogba, Patience8 2:15.63
LouisvilleRoss, Mia9 2:16.51
BellarmineCarroll, Caitlin10 2:17.06
Loyola (Ill.Karl, Emily11 2:17.64
LouisvilleWilson, Aurilla12 2:17.84
DePaulHastings, Margaret13 x2:18.42
Illinois StaMoore, Annie14 2:18.62
Northern KenFlairty, Jennah15 2:18.63
LouisvilleDavis, Bailey16 x2:19.33
Tennessee TeStremler, Madison17 2:19.55
IndianaWalther, Grace18 2:21.09




Illinois StaClowser, Phoebe23 2:23.17
Bowling GreeStute, Rachel24 2:23.25
Morehead StaChapman, Olivia25 2:24.00
Eastern KentSchoenherr, Olivia26 2:24.90
Eastern IlliIrish, Chloe27 2:25.06
Western KentRansom, Aairiona28 2:25.35
Saint LouisDaley, Kiera29 x2:25.59
Loyola (Ill.Johnston, Alex30 2:25.84
BellarmineHayden, Lauren31 x2:26.84
ButlerBailey, Emma32 2:26.91
Tennessee TeCooper, Anna33 2:27.49
Eastern KentNdorobo, Lilian34 2:27.64
Eastern IlliGil, Madalynn35 2:28.95
Morehead StaDorn, Abbigail36 2:29.03
Southern IllSpranger, Sydney37 2:34.27
Northern KenGarver, Alayna38 2:35.52
Mid. Tenn. SJemutai, Valarie39 2:35.55
Tennessee TeMcGowan, Courtney40 x2:36.76
EvansvillePoltrack, Sarah41 2:37.67
Northern KenMarroquin, Andrea42 x2:53.53
EvansvilleSutherland, Lexi43 x2:54.62
 
Women 1500 Meter Run
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
LouisvilleWasike, Dorcas1 4:22.51
Tennessee TeRennick, Micayla2 4:22.85
Eastern KentYost, Haley3 4:23.14
LouisvilleDavis, Bailey4 4:28.91
Southern IllMartel, Alexandra5 4:29.20




Loyola (Ill.Maurais, Rita10 4:34.31
Western KentAmes, Savannah11 4:34.70
LouisvilleWilson, Aurilla12 x4:35.43
Saint LouisKress, Megan13 4:35.57
CincinnatiMarkel, Hannah14 4:39.87
Eastern KentZeitz, Madison15 x4:40.25
Tennessee TeSanga, Purity16 4:40.47
DePaulRea, Miranda17 4:40.72
Illinois StaKnoblock, Kennidi18 4:41.37
Illinois StaMoore, Annie19 4:41.40
CincinnatiMikula, Sam20 4:45.38
LouisvilleBeery, Bailey21 x4:46.40
Illinois StaClowser, Phoebe22 x4:46.53
DePaulHastings, Margaret23 x4:47.64
BellarmineLine, Megan24 4:48.26
Loyola (Ill.Bestul, Laura25 4:48.81
CincinnatiMasquelier, Lianne26 x4:49.78
Mid. Tenn. SKipchumba, Gladys27 4:52.46
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    SchoolName Finals
Morehead StaYoung, Sydney28 4:53.64
Northern KenWolfe, Kimmy29 4:55.88
Northern KenBlack, Elyse30 4:55.97
EvansvilleLowry, Anna31 4:56.71
CincinnatiOdonnell, Grace32 x4:59.17
Mid. Tenn. SJelagat, Julia33 4:59.70
Mid. Tenn. SKosgei, Pamela34 x5:02.30
Northern KenLienhart, Natalie35 x5:03.30
Morehead StaPelfrey, Madison36 5:04.22
Southern IllLanning, Sasha37 5:06.96
Morehead StaFaris, Mya38 x5:09.78
LouisvilleHansen, Britney39 x5:10.14
Morehead StaKiper, Maggie40 x5:10.19
Eastern KentOssege, Lauren41 x5:13.80
Morehead StaWatkins, Shelby42 x5:15.27




Western KentKannapel, Morgan47 5:26.20
BellarmineWebb, Taylor48 x5:27.44
Morehead StaSoltisz, Abby49 x5:29.72
Western KentWolken, Brianna50 x5:32.69
 
Women 5000 Meter Run
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
LouisvilleGosser, Caroline1 17:20.94
Eastern KentScott, Ciara2 17:25.49
IndianaMorozov, Stacy3 17:42.17
Morehead StaCunningham, Caitlin4 17:43.55
Morehead StaPoppell, Sierra5 17:57.46
Southern IllDarnell, Claire6 17:57.57
Loyola (Ill.Demko, Julia7 17:58.48
CincinnatiWard, Tessa8 17:59.07
Loyola (Ill.Laird, Erin9 18:10.28
Morehead StaGreenwell, Kansas10 x18:10.38
Southern IllMurphy, Olivia11 18:24.08
LouisvilleChemutai, Ivine12 18:30.26
Morehead StaCorona-Luna, Gloria13 x18:32.23
CincinnatiCarey, Cassidy14 18:35.23
Morehead StaChinn, Alison15 x18:43.07
LouisvilleAppel, Michelle16 x18:49.36
Saint LouisNathe, Madeline17 18:58.06
ButlerStark, Kara18 19:06.13
Saint LouisKieliszewski, Amy19 19:11.35
Saint LouisLangevin, Anna20 x19:33.03
ButlerSchrock, Jennifer21 19:45.27
Northern KenFinke, Catherine22 19:58.71
BellarmineLiefer, Whitney23 20:01.51
BellarmineDishman, Shelbi24 20:12.04
Eastern KentHolbrook, Haley--- DNF
 
Women 100 Meter Hurdles
    SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
MinnesotaSpagnola, Emma1 13.34Q3.1




Wis.-MilwaukKirchoff, Melissa6 14.05q 1.9
LouisvilleHankenson, Holly7 14.16q 3.1
Southern IllNewbold, Mesha8 14.17q 2.0
MinnesotaSchow, Rachel9 14.24q 1.4
Eastern KentJohnson-Bell, Ke'Asia10 14.25 2.0
BellarmineSchnabel, Amanda11 14.34 3.1
Central MichJackson, Aisha12 14.38 1.9
Mid. Tenn. SEpps, Lauren13 14.54 3.1
Illinois StaRobinson, Mya14 14.55 1.4
Eastern KentRich, Bethany15 14.64 3.1
Tennessee TeRoberts, Khemani16 14.71 3.1
CincinnatiStraus, Katie17 14.72 3.1
Illinois StaBruce, Jordyn18 14.73 3.1
Southern IllLong, Savannah19 14.75 1.9
Central MichMicheaux, April20 14.78 2.0
DePaulMatthew, Sydnee21 14.85 1.4
Southern IllMeyer, Madison22 14.87 1.4
DePaulCrawford, Kaitlen23 14.91 2.0
CincinnatiLoeffler, Maggie24 15.09 3.1
Wis.-MilwaukBickerstaff, Jasmine25 15.11 2.0
CincinnatiWinckowski, Grace26 15.11 1.9
Central MichGrant, Mikaela27 15.28 1.4
BellarmineMangold, Bridgette28 15.53 3.1
Northern KenKappen, Megan29 15.62 3.1
ButlerHiggins, Ariel30 15.65 2.0
LouisvilleMutter, Linda31 15.67 1.9
Eastern IlliAtchison, Morgan32 15.76 1.9
Tennessee TeRobinson, Eshe'33 16.04 1.4
EvansvilleBittner, Samantha34 17.20 2.0
ButlerWarner, Elaine35 17.21 1.4
BellarmineMcMurchie, Sarah36 17.66 3.1
 
Women 100 Meter Hurdles
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
MinnesotaSpagnola, Emma1 12.97 3.0
Illinois StaAnderson, Demetria2 13.42 3.0
DePaulBrooks, Alexia3 13.46 3.0
MinnesotaSchow, Rachel4 13.51 3.0
LouisvilleHeyward, Kelsey5 13.67 3.0
LouisvilleHill, Sydney6 13.75 3.0
Wis.-MilwaukKirchoff, Melissa7 13.77 3.0
Southern IllNewbold, Mesha8 14.07 3.0
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Women 400 Meter Hurdles




Bowling GreeBrown, Chasatea3 1:01.63
Central MichWalton, Kyla4 1:01.71
Saint LouisHarlos, Ann5 1:01.72
Illinois StaBruce, Jordyn6 1:02.05
MinnesotaHuls, Erin7 1:02.09
Southern IllNewbold, Mesha8 1:02.18
MinnesotaBiermaier, Meleah9 x1:02.73
Southern IllLong, Savannah10 1:04.17
DePaulCarr, Simone11 1:04.86
Illinois StaWard, Whitney12 1:06.05
Eastern IlliDominguez, Stephanie13 1:07.27
Mid. Tenn. SEpps, Lauren14 1:07.36
DePaulCrawford, Kaitlen15 1:08.01
Eastern IlliKeith, Sophia16 1:09.23
ButlerLandis, Eli17 1:09.93
Eastern KentJohnson-Bell, Ke'Asia18 1:10.92
EvansvilleBittner, Samantha19 1:13.08
Eastern KentGore, Elaine20 1:24.46
 
Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
IndianaStoffel, Hannah1 10:41.89
Southern IllKrolak, Megan2 10:50.10
LouisvilleWright, Abigail3 10:52.10
Illinois StaLewis, Lindsey4 11:03.41
LouisvilleRadenhausen, Lauren5 11:18.06
Loyola (Ill.McCoy, Emily6 11:43.13
Loyola (Ill.Jones, Abigail7 11:45.69
DePaulJacobs, Kate8 12:04.30
 




1) Ewell, Genesis 2) Maloney, Shafiqua
3) Eason, Ty'Juana 4) Branch, Bri'Anna
AMinnesota2 44.97
1) Schow, Rachel 2) Markland, Titania
3) Spagnola, Emma 4) Egwim, Emerald
AIllinois State3 45.29
1) Anderson, Demetria 2) Cowan, Emily
3) Egharevba, D'Jenne 4) Prear, Kelsie
ALouisville4 45.42
1) Alston, Sharnae 2) Raglin, Brooke
3) Gibbons, Alexis 4) Amadi, Angel
ATennessee Tech5 46.21
1) Tate, Ciera 2) Wickham, Lisa
3) Jackson, D'Airrien 4) Robinson, NaAsha
ACentral Michigan6 46.47
1) Williams, Nadia 2) Beauvais, Gabriella
3) Dismuke, Simonae 4) Taylor, Ja'la
ADePaul7 46.67
1) Watkins, Jessica 2) Walker, Kiersten
3) Edwards, Laura 4) Brooks, Alexia
AEastern Kentucky8 47.46
1) Denning, Jumyia 2) Rich, Bethany
3) Savoy, Chynna 4) Marcinek, Anna-Elizabeth
ABellarmine9 47.97
1) McKenzie, Victoria 2) Roby, Meghan
3) Reyna-Padilla, Ashley 4) Schnabel, Amanda
AButler10 48.80
1) Rupkey, Lizzie 2) Vogeler, Allie
3) Warner, Elaine 4) Fields, Carson
ABowling Green11 49.08
1) Brown, Chasatea 2) Draper, Ryen
3) Green, Dorresha 4) Nevels, Savannah
AEvansville12 52.86
1) Bittner, Samantha 2) Ruby, Jbess
3) Hupe, Tess 4) Hutchcraft, Nikki
 




1) Robinson, NaAsha 2) Roberts, Khemani
3) Tate, Ciera 4) Jackson, D'Airrien
AIllinois State2 3:47.41
1) Cowan, Emily 2) Greci, Jaclyn
3) Wilson, Ashleigh 4) Ward, Whitney
ACentral Michigan3 3:50.29
1) Dismuke, Simonae 2) Walton, Kyla
3) Jackson, Aisha 4) Beauvais, Gabriella
ABellarmine4 3:52.40
1) Reyna-Padilla, Ashley 2) Schnabel, Amanda
3) Schuster, Sarah 4) Roby, Meghan
ALoyola (Ill.)5 3:59.83
1) Wallace, Kyndall 2) Rodney, Brady
3) Karl, Emily 4) Simmons, Natajah
AWestern Kentucky6 4:01.53
1) Terrell, Ariel 2) Lewis, Juannae
3) Ransom, Aairiona 4) Ames, Savannah
AEastern Kentucky7 4:04.20
1) Barr, Ashley 2) Goderwis, Nicole
3) Savoy, Chynna 4) Lacy, Hailey
AButler8 4:08.22
1) Miller, Madeline 2) Laux, Emma
3) Kracht, Julia 4) Landis, Eli
 
Women High Jump Seeded




Illinois StaSmith, Kameesha3 1.64m
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Western KentEskridge, Brianna7 1.59m
IndianaPennington, Taylor--- NH
Central MichMicheaux, April--- NH
IndianaMather, Rachel--- NH




Women Pole Vault Seeded




Central MichPetty, Rebekah2 J3.87m







Women Long Jump Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Central MichWilliams, Nadia1 6.10m 2.6
Eastern KentMarcinek, Anna-Elizabeth2 6.04m 1.0
LouisvilleGibbons, Alexis3 5.95m 1.1
Mid. Tenn. SAbdullah-Muhammad, Qetuwrah4 5.78m 1.1
Illinois StaMcClain, Amanda5 5.75m 1.6
Loyola (Ill.Washpun, Kiera6 5.69m 1.3
Illinois StaGolliday, Charde7 5.67m 1.3
LouisvilleVan Tonder, Renate8 5.55m 1.7
LouisvilleHankenson, Holly9 x5.42m 1.8
 
Women Triple Jump Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
CincinnatiMitxelena, Irati1 12.46m 1.5
VanderbiltFalco, Sophia2 12.32m 1.8
Illinois StaGruszka, Victoria3 12.28m 1.5
MinnesotaWright, Shanique4 12.26m 0.4
Wis.-MilwaukArendt, Kyra5 12.25m 0.9
Wis.-MilwaukKirchoff, Melissa6 12.13m 2.2
Bowling GreePaster, Kyla7 12.05m 1.0
Southern IllMartin, Kezia8 12.02m 2.4
MinnesotaMurray, Lorean9 12.01m 2.5
Western KentEskridge, Brianna10 11.96m 1.4
DePaulHoward, Gabrielle11 11.92m 2.1
DePaulBrown, Terece12 11.55m 1.4
LouisvilleVan Tonder, Renate13 11.47m 0.5
Central MichTaylor, Ja'la14 11.43m 1.2
Illinois StaGolliday, Charde15 11.30m 1.1
Eastern KentBotts, Darrian16 11.28m 2.1
Southern IllJames, Emani17 11.24m 1.2
CincinnatiMarable, Kennedy18 11.20m 1.4
Central MichHarrison, Kyra19 11.17m 2.2
BellarmineMcMurchie, Sarah20 11.14m 1.4
Central MichAgomo, Ijeoma21 x11.00m 1.1
Eastern KentMiller, Maryssa22 10.86m 1.2
Northern KenWoods, Aaziyah23 10.25m 2.0
Tennessee TeSmith, Raven--- FOUL
 
Women Shot Put Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Bowling GreeGustafson, Aliyah1 17.36m
MinnesotaSabin, Kiley2 16.89m
MinnesotaClunis, Nayoka3 16.04m
Illinois StaThomas, Brandy4 15.59m
MinnesotaNielsen, Shay5 x15.35m
Bowling GreeIversen, Elizabeth6 15.05m
CincinnatiWilliams, Ashley7 14.82m
Southern IllMoore, Aveun8 14.77m
CincinnatiHeckaman, Leah9 14.54m
 
Women Discus Throw Seeded




Bowling GreeGustafson, Aliyah3 51.24m
Bowling GreeIversen, Elizabeth4 49.86m
MinnesotaSabin, Kiley5 49.60m
Southern IllFreeman, Nikki6 49.51m
LouisvilleUhl, Natalie7 49.16m
MinnesotaClunis, Nayoka8 x48.18m
Illinois StaLaufenberg, Sydney--- FOUL
 
Women Hammer Throw Seeded






Southern IllOneal, Shauneice5 58.54m
Bowling GreeGustafson, Aliyah6 56.18m
Southern IllRoberson, Alexis7 55.85m
Bowling GreeIversen, Elizabeth8 54.10m
Southern IllFreeman, Nikki9 x50.53m
MinnesotaHorvath, Nina10 x49.26m
 
Women Javelin Throw Seeded
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Eastern IlliWilson, Makenna6 39.59m
Bowling GreeFray, BeJai7 38.48m
Southern IllHelton, Charlene8 38.47m
Saint LouisReich, Sarah9 35.90m
DePaulGates, Jade10 34.73m
Southern IllHagerstrand, Kilee11 34.28m
Southern IllSexton, Emma12 x34.27m
Central MichMicheaux, April13 34.24m
Western KentHarmon, Kira14 33.08m
LouisvilleHankenson, Holly15 x33.04m
Eastern IlliEbert, Kaitlyn16 33.03m
Bowling GreeWeirauch, Andrea17 31.45m
Western KentGray, Adarian18 31.17m
Eastern IlliNicholson, Abigail19 x30.53m
Loyola (Ill.Gal, Paulina20 30.51m
Central MichGrant, Mikaela21 29.22m
BellarmineMangold, Bridgette22 28.36m
EvansvilleHutchcraft, Nikki23 25.59m




Women High Jump Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Illinois StaHiggins, Kristin1 1.63m
CincinnatiKravitsky, Katie2 1.60m
IndianaHash, Ashley2 1.60m
Central MichHelfrich, Emily2 1.60m
LouisvillePinnow, Gabryella5 1.60m
Central MichTaylor, Ja'la6 1.60m
Tennessee TeDrummond, NaScottisha7 1.60m
Saint LouisStanley, Allyson8 1.55m
Southern IllPaton, Justine9 1.55m
CincinnatiStraus, Katie9 1.55m
BellarmineMangold, Bridgette11 1.50m
Tennessee TeRobinson, Eshe'12 1.45m
Eastern KentLacy, Hailey--- NH
Eastern KentRich, Bethany--- NH
Illinois StaRossman, Olivia--- NH
Eastern KentFreel, Kathryn--- NH
 
Women Pole Vault Open




Western KentOgorek, Nicole3 3.57m
CincinnatiBrass, Sadie4 x3.42m
Illinois StaWilson, Cassie--- NH
Illinois StaCranston, Ariana--- NH
Illinois StaBagwell, Nicole--- NH
Western KentLemberg, Getter--- NH
Southern IllDiemer, Erin--- NH
 
Women Long Jump Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
CincinnatiMitxelena, Irati1 5.94m 0.4
DePaulHoward, Gabrielle2 5.90m 1.9
VanderbiltFalco, Sophia3 5.89m -0.7
Wis.-MilwaukHarper, Alisha4 5.85m 0.3
DePaulMatthew, Sydnee5 5.80m 2.0
Bowling GreePaster, Kyla6 5.77m 0.6
Southern IllMartin, Kezia7 5.69m 0.3
Central MichGrant, Mikaela8 5.68m 1.1
Wis.-MilwaukKirchoff, Melissa9 5.59m 0.8
LouisvilleMills, Maranda10 5.49m 0.6
CincinnatiMarable, Kennedy11 5.48m 0.8
Eastern KentRich, Bethany12 5.37m 1.3
Wis.-MilwaukArendt, Kyra13 x5.28m 1.4
Eastern KentLacy, Hailey14 5.24m 2.8
Saint LouisBakala, Mary Kate15 5.14m 1.1
Southern IllJames, Emani16 5.05m 1.4
BellarmineMangold, Bridgette17 4.98m 1.1
ButlerWarner, Elaine18 4.94m 1.8
BellarmineCherveny, Margaret19 4.89m 0.7
BellarmineMcKenzie, Victoria20 x4.84m -0.4
ButlerEzeh, Niki21 4.81m 2.2
Saint LouisMoore, Jessica22 4.61m 0.8
LouisvilleMutter, Linda--- FOUL
Loyola (Ill.Arnold, Mackenzie--- FOUL
 
Women Shot Put Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern IllPerson, Sian1 15.22m
Illinois StaBourke, Julia2 14.90m
DePaulEller, Emily3 14.46m
Illinois StaHoyme, Kassie4 14.28m
Southern IllOneal, Shauneice5 14.06m
LouisvilleFarley, Victoria6 13.98m
Loyola (Ill.Gal, Paulina7 13.81m
Illinois StaWeaver, Tayler8 x13.20m
Bowling GreeYoung, Daija9 12.96m
LouisvilleBrooks, Megan10 12.85m
Eastern IlliWilson, Makenna11 12.57m
CincinnatiGray, Alexis11 12.57m
Eastern IlliNicholson, Abigail13 12.43m
Saint LouisJefko, Jasmine14 12.12m
Southern IllConlon, Kayleigh15 x11.91m
LouisvilleMutter, Linda16 x11.82m
LouisvilleHankenson, Holly17 x11.67m
Saint LouisHayes, Alia18 11.59m
Eastern KentLacy, Hailey19 10.53m
Eastern KentRich, Bethany20 9.51m
Eastern KentCook, Hannah21 x9.46m
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Women Discus Throw Open





Southern IllOneal, Shauneice4 44.97m
Southern IllRoberson, Alexis5 44.78m
Southern IllConlon, Kayleigh6 x43.70m
Illinois StaHoyme, Kassie7 43.65m
LouisvilleGaul, Gianna8 43.00m
Bowling GreeYoung, Daija9 42.77m
Loyola (Ill.Mertz, Laurel10 42.11m
Loyola (Ill.Shanower, Stephanie11 41.61m
Eastern IlliWilson, Makenna12 41.12m
CincinnatiHeckaman, Leah13 x40.35m
Southern IllMoore, Aveun14 x39.11m
Eastern IlliNicholson, Abigail15 38.20m
DePaulEller, Emily16 37.81m
Bowling GreeWeirauch, Andrea16 37.81m




Loyola (Ill.Gal, Paulina--- FOUL
 
Women Hammer Throw Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Illinois StaBourke, Julia1 57.88m
Bowling GreeFarmer, Allison2 52.56m
CincinnatiGray, Alexis3 49.39m
DePaulGates, Jade4 49.02m
Illinois StaThomas, Brandy5 48.49m
DePaulChounaird, Rebecca6 48.30m
Saint LouisJefko, Jasmine7 47.63m
Eastern IlliWilson, Makenna8 47.34m
CincinnatiHeckaman, Leah9 47.31m
Illinois StaWeaver, Tayler10 x47.10m
Bowling GreeYoung, Daija11 45.89m
Saint LouisReich, Sarah12 44.09m
BellarmineKluender, Ally13 41.76m
Eastern IlliNicholson, Abigail14 41.44m
Saint LouisHayes, Alia15 x39.84m
Eastern KentCook, Hannah16 35.90m
CincinnatiWilliams, Ashley--- FOUL
 
Men 100 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Western KentGates, Kymari1 10.63Q3.4
Illinois StaDevonish, Anderson2 10.63Q2.2
Southern IllMayberry, Ryan3 10.72Q2.4
DePaulNelson, Adam4 10.76Q1.7
Central MichWells, Lorenzo5 10.77Q1.5
Western KentBush, William6 10.65q 3.4
Central MichDodge, Jack7 10.71q 2.2
Western KentHayes, Austin8 10.72q 2.2
Eastern IlliMhonde, Tadiwanashe9 10.78q 1.7
Loyola (Ill.Elmore, Tyler10 10.81 2.4
Illinois StaHatch, Andy11 10.86 1.5
LouisvilleBien-Aime, Daniel12 10.90 1.7
LouisvilleDepp, Dwayne13 10.91 2.2
Wis.-MilwaukStugelmeyer, Nick14 10.91 3.4
LouisvilleMcClinton, Dominic15 10.93 1.7
Illinois StaJordan, Deshaun16 10.94 1.7
CincinnatiWoods, Anthony17 10.96 3.4
Central MichHardy, Jamar18 10.99 2.4
ButlerClark, Richard19 11.00 1.7
Illinois StaHooker, Dion20 11.02 3.4
Eastern KentTugbe, Augustine21 11.03 1.5
Southern IllTaylor-Jones, Alonzo22 11.03 1.5
CincinnatiFuller, Khalid23 11.05 2.2
Central MichEdwards, Berkley24 11.10 1.5
Loyola (Ill.Papper, Michael25 11.11 2.4
Eastern KentGover, Kameron26 11.12 1.5
ButlerVestuto, Tim27 11.16 2.4
IndianaBello, Anthony28 11.21 1.5
DePaulMastrangeli, Kyle29 11.27 2.4
CincinnatiWhite, Brandon30 11.27 1.7
Eastern KentFord-Trowell, Amadi31 11.28 3.4
Loyola (Ill.Todhunter, Regan32 11.50 2.2
EvansvilleStraight, Aaron33 11.73 3.4
CincinnatiEdwards, Austin--- DNF 2.4
 
Men 100 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Illinois StaDevonish, Anderson1 10.46 2.6
Western KentBush, William2 10.52 2.6
Western KentHayes, Austin3 10.55 2.6
Western KentGates, Kymari4 x10.55 2.6
Central MichDodge, Jack5 10.56 2.6
Eastern IlliMhonde, Tadiwanashe6 10.65 2.6
Central MichWells, Lorenzo7 10.66 2.6
DePaulNelson, Adam8 10.73 2.6
 
Men 200 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Western KentMorris, Julius1 20.45 3.9
LouisvilleMcClinton, Donald2 20.98 3.9
Central MichDodge, Jack3 21.06 3.9
Western KentBush, William4 21.44 3.9
Illinois StaMontgomery, Ben5 21.45 3.9
Western KentMinor, Eli6 x21.45 3.9
Western KentTanksley, Alec7 x21.48 2.0
Central MichWells, Lorenzo8 21.70 2.0
Illinois StaHatch, Andy9 21.82 2.0
Eastern IlliMhonde, Tadiwanashe10 21.85 2.2
DePaulFeyersinger, Sebastian11 21.96 3.9
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Finals ...   (Men 200 Meter Dash)
    SchoolName Finals
Loyola (Ill.Elmore, Tyler12 21.97 3.9
Wis.-MilwaukBecker, Kyle13 22.00 2.0
Loyola (Ill.Wells, Octavian14 22.05 2.0
Saint LouisLogan, Caleb15 22.15 2.0
Wis.-MilwaukGuilfoyle, Weston16 22.20 2.0
DePaulNelson, Adam17 22.28 2.2
ButlerClark, Richard18 22.41 2.9
DePaulWalker, Isaac19 x22.41 2.2
Saint LouisDingle, Tyler20 22.52 2.2
Saint LouisFreivogel, Josh21 x22.58 2.9
ButlerUhl, Jacob22 22.59 2.0
Central MichEdwards, Berkley23 x22.73 2.2
Eastern KentGover, Kameron24 22.74 2.9
IndianaBello, Anthony25 22.74 2.2
Loyola (Ill.Papper, Michael26 x22.84 2.2
ButlerFuller, Connor27 x23.08 2.9
Eastern KentFord-Trowell, Amadi28 23.32 2.0
Eastern IlliMiller, Michael29 23.50 2.0
EvansvilleStraight, Aaron30 24.62 2.9
 
Men 400 Meter Dash
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern IllHazel, Warren1 46.75
LouisvilleColeman, Carlos2 47.86
Western KentAlexandre, Oliver3 47.98
LouisvilleCrandon, Anthony4 48.04
Wis.-MilwaukBecker, Kyle5 48.52
Central MichMorton, Roshawn6 48.62
LouisvilleHall, Josh7 x48.75
Loyola (Ill.Olige, Elijah8 48.86
DePaulVan Voorhis, Brendan9 48.93
DePaulFeyersinger, Sebastian10 49.01
Illinois StaGage, Brandon11 49.04
Central MichHuertas, Erick12 49.14
Southern IllMcGluen, Johnny13 49.21
Saint LouisMoore, Will14 49.43
Loyola (Ill.Norton, LeRon15 49.54
ButlerStecz, Graham16 49.57
Illinois StaLyons, Avery17 49.65
Central MichHayes, Benjamin18 x49.66
DePaulWalker, Isaac19 x50.06
ButlerKellersohn, Jake20 50.23





Loyola (Ill.Reich, Joe26 x51.41
Eastern IlliMiller, Michael27 51.59
Saint LouisMurphy, Colin28 51.86
CincinnatiWollenslegel, Ben29 52.06
IndianaMoore, Phillip30 52.35
Eastern KentWiniger, Greyson31 52.52
Northern KenCurrington, Logan32 53.20




Men 800 Meter Run
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern IllHorton, Luke1 1:49.99
LouisvillePeck, Teague2 1:50.96
Morehead StaMoakler, Justin3 1:51.85
Eastern KentKoringo, Thomas4 1:52.25
Eastern KentRotich, Nickson5 1:53.41
CincinnatiVitucci, Michael6 1:53.55
Loyola (Ill.Prajka, Nicholas7 1:54.02
Southern IllCarter, Kyle8 1:54.70
Morehead StaRich, Dylan9 1:55.57
Western KentShimukowa, Charles10 1:55.69
Morehead StaWier, Aaron11 x1:55.73
LouisvilleDelgado, Joe12 1:56.06
Southern IllTyree, Canoy13 x1:56.08
IupuiRhed, Lucas14 1:56.48
Saint LouisSchaefer, Jon15 1:56.53
ButlerMcGaha, Chandler16 1:56.59
EvansvilleChepchieng, Stanley17 1:56.61
Illinois StaLafayette, J.D.18 1:56.65
Southern IllNewbern, Anthony19 x1:56.65
Loyola (Ill.McCue, Brady20 1:56.84
Mid. Tenn. SAcevedo, Julio21 1:57.03
DePaulDeck, Noah22 1:57.24
ButlerMahmud, Malik23 1:57.28
Saint LouisGanahl, Kevin24 1:57.57
LouisvilleLynch, Alex25 x1:57.70
Morehead StaChism, Cody26 x1:57.90
Morehead StaPillow, Darby27 x1:57.97
LouisvilleWells, Holden28 x1:58.66




Mid. Tenn. SMack, Nathan33 1:59.83











Men 1500 Meter Run
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
LouisvilleKosgei, Albert1 3:54.89
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Finals ...   (Men 1500 Meter Run)
    SchoolName Finals
ButlerBaugh, Eric2 3:55.34
IupuiBreedlove, Jeremy3 3:55.58
Morehead StaCarrington, Jordan4 3:56.21
Illinois StaGillum, Jake5 3:56.95








Morehead StaAbdulkarim, Farah14 4:00.69




Western KentScarbrough, Taylor19 4:02.30
Eastern IlliBekkouche, Jeremy20 4:02.65
IupuiLong, Brooks21 x4:02.88
DePaulKorabik, Chris22 4:03.17
Morehead StaRigsby, Shane23 x4:03.36
Illinois StaJohnson, Kimathi24 4:03.60
LouisvilleEwert, Ben25 x4:05.62
ButlerRoberts, Blake26 4:06.03





Western KentSchell, Alex32 x4:08.05
IupuiStarnes, Dustin33 x4:11.14






Men 5000 Meter Run
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
LouisvilleCheboson, Emmanuel1 14:41.87
Eastern KentKanda, Fred2 14:44.98
CincinnatiGuenthner, Ryan3 14:57.73
Eastern IlliOrlow, Christopher4 15:04.27
Morehead StaMattingly, Jarrett5 15:06.50
Loyola (Ill.Schaible, Peter6 15:08.03
Illinois StaBell, Colton7 15:19.75
Loyola (Ill.Rink, Derek8 15:21.31
Eastern IlliMarcos, Jaime9 15:30.96
Eastern IlliCarter, Joe10 x15:32.63
Loyola (Ill.Heal, Wes11 x15:35.20
Loyola (Ill.Nunez, Mateo12 x15:37.30
Southern IllDewitt, Jacob13 15:44.00
DePaulPecorin, Jake14 15:46.04
BellarmineRodenberg, Cole15 15:46.66
Morehead StaBrookshire, Grayson16 15:51.18
Loyola (Ill.Wallace, Kenny17 x15:57.15
CincinnatiClark, Spencer18 16:06.94
DePaulFagan, Conor19 16:09.45
Morehead StaBlevins, Mason20 x16:14.84
EvansvillePrice, Ethan21 16:23.23
Saint LouisOrtiz, Alex22 16:35.87
Northern KenBirdsall, Zach23 16:36.92
IupuiEmery, Will24 16:38.98
Morehead StaGrogan, Josh25 x16:44.91




Men 110 Meter Hurdles
    SchoolName Prelims
Preliminaries
Central MichMoffo, Shane1 14.08Q1.9
Western KentHayden, Jonathan2 14.20Q2.4
Wis.-MilwaukFierek, Konner3 14.34Q1.6
Southern IllPhipps, Theo4 14.89Q1.8
Southern IllTurner, Kevin5 14.57q 2.4
DePaulDecker, Kyle6 14.82q 2.4
Central MichTaylor, Aaron7 15.02q 1.9
ButlerWalder, Wade8 15.02q 1.8
DePaulLowry, Evan9 15.04q 2.4
Western KentVillaman, Denzel10 15.06 1.6
Eastern KentReed, Yoshua11 15.12 1.9
Wis.-MilwaukMcMurtry, Bryce12 15.14 1.9
Eastern IlliJohnson, Cedric13 15.18 1.9
Loyola (Ill.Todhunter, Regan14 15.21 1.9
BellarmineStone, Ben14 15.21 1.6
IupuiEttel, Tyler16 15.22 2.4
Southern IllMwakyoma, Nkabila17 15.27 1.8
DePaulBamgbose, Babajide18 15.37 2.4
Southern IllRials, Harold19 15.44 1.8
CincinnatiTulloch, Justin20 15.46 2.4
Eastern KentLee, Isaac21 15.50 1.6
Loyola (Ill.Beniaris, Dino22 15.94 1.9
ButlerKern, Garrett23 15.96 1.8
Northern KenEdwards, Connor24 15.99 1.8
CincinnatiWollenslegel, Ben25 16.05 1.6
ButlerFisch, Matt26 17.47 1.6
 
Men 110 Meter Hurdles
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Western KentHayden, Jonathan1 14.11 -0.9
Central MichMoffo, Shane2 14.12 -0.9
Wis.-MilwaukFierek, Konner3 14.41 -0.9
Southern IllTurner, Kevin4 14.63 -0.9
Southern IllPhipps, Theo5 14.72 -0.9
DePaulDecker, Kyle6 14.84 -0.9
ButlerWalder, Wade7 14.94 -0.9
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Finals ...   (Men 110 Meter Hurdles)
    SchoolName Finals
Central MichTaylor, Aaron8 15.18 -0.9
DePaulLowry, Evan9 15.20 -0.9
 
Men 400 Meter Hurdles




Illinois StaAgustin, Justin3 54.16
Central MichLipsey, Ja'Corey4 54.30
Eastern KentLee, Isaac5 54.32
Loyola (Ill.DiVenere, Vince6 54.81
ButlerWalder, Wade7 56.24
Illinois StaJopes, Michael8 56.39
Eastern IlliJohnson, Cedric9 56.66
Southern IllRials, Harold10 57.06
Southern IllMwakyoma, Nkabila11 57.12
IndianaTunstall, Dushawn12 57.44
DePaulLowry, Evan13 59.94
Central MichFelton, Sloan14 1:00.29
BellarmineRyan, Jake15 1:00.96
 
Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
LouisvilleKosgei, Albert1 8:58.73
Loyola (Ill.Champagne, Emmanuel2 9:18.87
Southern IllHassim, Cain3 9:21.09
IupuiEhlers, David4 9:24.68
LouisvilleMagallanes, Julien5 9:25.30
Southern IllEdwards, Christopher6 9:26.09
Eastern KentAbrahamsen, Jakob7 9:29.46
LouisvilleStephens, Cameron8 x9:30.24
Loyola (Ill.Kanipe, Miles9 9:37.96
DePaulKorte, Jack10 9:40.68
Southern IllHassim, Theo11 x9:51.58
Loyola (Ill.O'Meara, Maximilian12 x9:51.67
Loyola (Ill.Whitney, Kyle13 x9:58.33
IupuiMogos, Abiel14 10:01.20
DePaulHarper, Henry15 10:06.12
Northern KenRigdon, Blake16 10:07.83
EvansvilleOchs, Kalen17 10:47.54
 




1) Gates, Kymari 2) Minor, Eli
3) Hayes, Austin 4) Morris, Julius
AIllinois State2 40.98
1) Devonish, Anderson 2) Hooker, Dion
3) Jordan, Deshaun 4) McConico, Jaylan
BWestern Kentucky3 x41.32
1) Bush, William 2) Tanksley, Alec
3) Saruni, David 4) Seged, Maor
ASouthern Illinois4 41.47
1) Taylor-Jones, Alonzo 2) McGluen, Johnny
3) Mayberry, Ryan 4) Hazel, Warren
ALouisville5 41.80
1) McClinton, Dominic 2) McClinton, Donald
3) Depp, Dwayne 4) Crandon, Anthony
AWis.-Milwaukee6 42.38
1) Fierek, Konner 2) Guilfoyle, Weston
3) McMurtry, Bryce 4) Stugelmeyer, Nick
ASaint Louis7 43.08
1) Logan, Caleb 2) Moore, Will
3) Johnson, Jake 4) Dingle, Tyler
 




1) Moore, Martice 2) Hall, Josh
3) Peck, Teague 4) Coleman, Carlos
AWestern Kentucky2 3:13.16
1) Alexandre, Oliver 2) Tanksley, Alec
3) Gates, Kymari 4) Hayes, Austin
CWestern Kentucky3 x3:14.77
1) Hayden, Jonathan 2) Villaman, Denzel
3) Bush, William 4) Morris, Julius
ADePaul4 3:18.62
1) Cole, Kolani 2) Friend-Grace, Jarvis
3) Walker, Isaac 4) Feyersinger, Sebastian
AIllinois State5 3:21.67
1) Agustin, Justin 2) Gage, Brandon
3) Jopes, Michael 4) Lyons, Avery
AButler6 3:21.98
1) Uhl, Jacob 2) Kellersohn, Jake
3) Bowers, Jake 4) Stecz, Graham
ASaint Louis7 3:22.80
1) Moore, Will 2) Freivogel, Josh
3) Dingle, Tyler 4) Logan, Caleb
BButler8 x3:26.02
1) Fuller, Connor 2) Vestuto, Tim
3) McGaha, Chandler 4) Mahmud, Malik
AEastern Kentucky9 3:28.43
1) Ford-Trowell, Amadi 2) Winiger, Greyson
3) Ferraro, John 4) Koringo, Thomas
BIupui10 3:37.07
1) Everetts, Josh 2) Long, Brooks
3) Will, Brandon 4) Ehlers, David
AIupui11 x3:38.71
1) Breedlove, Jeremy 2) Rhed, Lucas
3) Thompson, Joel 4) Salee, Paul
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Men High Jump Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Mid. Tenn. SPatten, Jacob1 2.09m
LouisvilleAllen, Jerin2 2.04m
Eastern KentClaitt, Tequan3 2.04m
LouisvilleReeves, Javen4 2.04m
Illinois StaAllen, Lamont5 1.99m




Loyola (Ill.Beniaris, Dino10 1.89m
Southern IllVogel, Caleb10 1.89m
Western KentMobley, Desmond--- NH
Central MichTaylor, Aaron--- NH





Men Pole Vault Seeded





Illinois StaKravik, Kellen3 4.77m




Central MichWagner, Sam--- NH
Illinois StaAshenbremer, Ryan--- NH
Illinois StaNelson, Luke--- NH
 
Men Long Jump Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Loyola (Ill.Burns, Eric1 7.45m 1.5
LouisvilleNewport, Oliver2 7.35m 1.3
LouisvilleJegede, Marcus3 7.34m 2.3
DePaulMada, Brian4 7.32m 1.6
Western KentTanksley, Alec5 7.21m 1.5
CincinnatiBloom, Alex6 7.10m 1.6
Central MichTaha, Ali7 6.74m 0.6
CincinnatiWhite, Brandon8 6.65m 0.5
 
Men Triple Jump Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
DePaulMada, Brian1 15.39m 1.4
LouisvilleValentine, Devin2 14.98m 1.5
LouisvilleRowe, Kaleb3 14.78m 1.1
Western KentMobley, Desmond4 14.40m 1.9
Loyola (Ill.Chinda, Gift5 14.38m 2.4
DePaulCadet, Chris6 14.13m 2.5
Eastern KentAlleyne, Jacob7 J14.13m 1.4
BellarmineRobles, Alexie--- FOUL
 
Men Shot Put Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern IllHurley, Ricky1 18.38m
LouisvilleBuckley, Christian2 17.43m
CincinnatiAbraham, Marcus3 17.09m
Southern IllSikon, Sam4 16.81m




Illinois StaCalvin, Logan9 14.87m
 
Men Discus Throw Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
LouisvilleKolb, John1 57.13m
Southern IllHurley, Ricky2 56.37m
CincinnatiMeece, Sam3 53.45m





Western KentMuhwanga, Chard9 45.40m
 
Men Hammer Throw Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern IllHurley, Ricky1 62.04m
Southern IllDyer, Nate2 60.43m
Eastern IlliPhillips, Nicholas3 55.34m
DePaulMarshall, Dominic4 54.53m
Southern IllKling, Kyle5 x54.03m
CincinnatiMeece, Sam6 52.05m
Illinois StaWeisz, Sam7 51.65m
LouisvilleKessler, Mitchell8 51.35m
Eastern IlliPhillips, Zachary9 48.50m
 
Men Javelin Throw Seeded
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
DePaulHauser, William1 57.92m
Saint LouisEldridge, Alexander2 51.31m
Eastern IlliHester, Drew3 48.09m
Saint LouisWiski, Victor4 47.05m
Southern IllWingerter, Issiac5 43.06m
Eastern IlliBirch, Dillon6 42.45m
Eastern KentAlleyne, Jacob7 40.68m
IupuiSalee, Paul8 40.33m
Saint LouisFairfield, James9 x39.31m
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Finals ...   (Men Javelin Throw Seeded)
    SchoolName Finals
Eastern IlliPhillips, Zachary10 x38.29m
EvansvilleDoty, Clay11 35.38m




Men Pole Vault Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern IllZeinemann, Kyle1 4.47m
BellarmineStone, Ben2 J4.47m
Illinois StaRowe, Kyle3 4.32m
CincinnatiBloom, Alex3 4.32m
CincinnatiRook, Billy5 4.32m
Southern IllWells, Jacob6 4.32m
Eastern IlliRyan, Joey7 4.17m
EvansvilleAlberts, Ian8 3.87m
Eastern IlliHester, Drew--- NH
Eastern KentAshley, Logan--- NH
EvansvilleYeung, Kevin--- NH
 
Men Long Jump Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Southern IllFletcher, Marcellus1 7.11m 2.0
Wis.-MilwaukMcMurtry, Bryce2 6.99m 3.9
LouisvilleFox, Eric3 6.95m 0.5
Illinois StaAllen, Lamont3 6.95m -0.9
Eastern KentReed, Yoshua5 6.88m 1.7
ButlerShroyer, Andrew6 6.87m 1.0
Southern IllPhipps, Theo7 6.85m 1.2
LouisvilleMcClinton, Donald8 6.78m 2.1
Loyola (Ill.Pydych, Sylvester9 6.75m 1.8
BellarmineRobles, Alexie10 6.32m 1.9
LouisvilleHyden, Austin11 x6.10m 1.3
Eastern KentWilson, Arnez--- FOUL
 
Men Shot Put Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Eastern IlliBirch, Dillon1 14.21m
Eastern IlliPhillips, Nicholas2 13.60m
LouisvilleFox, Eric3 12.71m
Eastern IlliPhillips, Zachary4 x11.06m
DePaulJimenez, Isaac--- FOUL
 
Men Discus Throw Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals
Loyola (Ill.Hubona, Stephen1 49.78m
Southern IllSikon, Sam2 46.80m
CincinnatiJones, Danny3 46.14m
Illinois StaWeisz, Sam4 46.07m
DePaulMurray, Alex5 44.96m
Northern KenCrim, Kameron6 44.78m
Saint LouisMalloy, Tom7 43.74m
CincinnatiDeaton, Aaron8 43.29m
LouisvilleDelgado, Joe9 41.75m
Southern IllDyer, Nate10 40.53m
Eastern IlliPhillips, Nicholas11 39.82m
Saint LouisWiski, Victor12 39.78m
Eastern IlliBirch, Dillon13 39.33m
LouisvilleFox, Eric14 38.65m
Saint LouisKowalczyk, Brett15 x38.25m
Central MichSeghi, Joseph16 34.72m
ButlerWalder, Wade17 32.77m
ButlerFisch, Matt18 29.38m
Eastern IlliHester, Drew19 x28.42m
ButlerClark, Richard20 x27.84m
Eastern KentReed, Yoshua21 25.59m
 
Men Hammer Throw Open
    SchoolName Finals
Finals




Illinois StaCalvin, Logan5 48.95m
CincinnatiAbraham, Marcus6 46.42m
CincinnatiJones, Danny7 x45.61m
Eastern IlliBirch, Dillon8 44.34m
DePaulHauser, William9 44.10m
Saint LouisFairfield, James10 42.11m
Saint LouisKowalczyk, Brett11 42.02m
DePaulJimenez, Isaac12 41.72m
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                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
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Event 34  Men Hammer Throw 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Samuels, Akeem               Alabama A&M             46.29m     151-10 
      ND  46.29m  ND                                                       
 -- Baker, Matthew               Findlay                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Muhwanga, Chard              Western Kentucky            ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois            ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Hadfield, Noah               Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Mitchell, Cameron            Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Hill, Hunter                 Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Bordiuk, Chris               Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Ray, Connor                  Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Cassidy, Jeff                Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Widener, Cal                 Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Frye, Joe                    Music City M            69.19m     227-00 
      67.79m  67.04m  69.19m  68.76m  68.20m  68.68m                       
  2 Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                 54.47m     178-08 
      53.14m  ND  54.47m  ND  ND  ND                                       
  3 Harding, Hunter              Grand Valley St.        52.57m     172-06 
      52.57m  49.62m  ND  ND  52.09m  50.52m                               
  4 Phillips, Nicholas           Eastern Illinois        51.56m     169-02 
      51.56m  ND  ND  51.41m  ND  ND                                       
  5 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        50.85m     166-10 
      49.25m  ND  ND  50.54m  ND  50.85m                                   
  6 Hancock, Zach                Alabama-Huntsville      50.34m     165-02 
      ND  ND  50.34m  ND  ND  49.94m                                       
  7 Lovell, Dequan               Findlay                 50.14m     164-06 
      46.86m  ND  50.14m  ND  47.57m  46.64m                               
  8 Phillips, Zachary            Eastern Illinois        49.40m     162-01 
      48.43m  48.20m  47.85m  ND  ND  49.40m                               
  9 Claiborne, Corey             Belmont                 49.09m     161-01 
      47.34m  ND  ND  49.09m  ND  48.89m                                   
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Frye, Joe                    Music City M            69.19m     227-00 
      67.79m  67.04m  69.19m  68.76m  68.20m  68.68m                       
  2 Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                 54.47m     178-08 
      53.14m  ND  54.47m  ND  ND  ND                                       
  3 Harding, Hunter              Grand Valley St.        52.57m     172-06 
      52.57m  49.62m  ND  ND  52.09m  50.52m                               
  4 Phillips, Nicholas           Eastern Illinois        51.56m     169-02 
      51.56m  ND  ND  51.41m  ND  ND                                       
  5 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        50.85m     166-10 
      49.25m  ND  ND  50.54m  ND  50.85m                                   
  6 Hancock, Zach                Alabama-Huntsville      50.34m     165-02 
      ND  ND  50.34m  ND  ND  49.94m                                       
  7 Lovell, Dequan               Findlay                 50.14m     164-06 
      46.86m  ND  50.14m  ND  47.57m  46.64m                               
  8 Phillips, Zachary            Eastern Illinois        49.40m     162-01 
      48.43m  48.20m  47.85m  ND  ND  49.40m                               
  9 Claiborne, Corey             Belmont                 49.09m     161-01 
      47.34m  ND  ND  49.09m  ND  48.89m                                   
 10 Samuels, Akeem               Alabama A&M             46.29m     151-10 
      ND  46.29m  ND                                                       
 -- Muhwanga, Chard              Western Kentucky            ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Hadfield, Noah               Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Mitchell, Cameron            Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Bordiuk, Chris               Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Widener, Cal                 Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Ray, Connor                  Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois            ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Hill, Hunter                 Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Baker, Matthew               Findlay                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Cassidy, Jeff                Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
 -- Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                
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Event 33  Women Hammer Throw 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        45.07m     147-10 
      41.85m  ND  44.89m  45.07m  ND  ND                                   
  2 Nicholson, Abigail           Eastern Illinois        43.65m     143-02 
      41.74m  40.84m  43.59m  ND  43.65m  42.42m                           
 -- Bent, Taylor                 Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Talbott, MiKayla             Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Conlon, Kayleigh             Southern Illinois           ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Suiters, Katie               Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Fantroy, Hannah              Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Jewell, Erin                 Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Lucas, Alexis                Alabama A&M                 ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Bailey, Sabrina              Findlay                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Ampadu, Effua                Unattached              55.91m     183-05 
      54.81m  55.91m  55.30m  53.73m  51.48m  51.47m                       
  2 Mattsson, Jessica            Belmont                 53.73m     176-03 
      ND  ND  50.31m  ND  52.70m  53.73m                                   
  3 Goodwin, Bobbie              Grand Valley St.        52.01m     170-08 
      ND  50.54m  52.01m  50.35m  ND  ND                                   
  4 Andersen, Alyssa             Belmont                 49.44m     162-02 
      49.44m  ND  ND  46.27m  ND  ND                                       
  5 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        47.84m     156-11 
      ND  45.26m  44.98m  ND  46.00m  47.84m                               
  6 Hahler, Hannah               Findlay                 46.56m     152-09 
      46.48m  43.19m  46.56m  44.55m  42.91m  ND                           
  7 Simmons, Bailey              Alabama-Huntsville      43.64m     143-02 
      41.89m  43.64m  ND  43.21m  ND  42.33m                               
  8 Heide, Hannah                Grand Valley St.        41.45m     136-00 
      ND  41.45m  40.72m                                                   
  9 DeVincentis, Alex            Findlay                 40.62m     133-03 
      40.62m  ND  ND                                                       
 -- Woodley, Jasmine             Eastern Illinois            ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                           
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Ampadu, Effua                Unattached              55.91m     183-05 
      54.81m  55.91m  55.30m  53.73m  51.48m  51.47m                       
  2 Mattsson, Jessica            Belmont                 53.73m     176-03 
      ND  ND  50.31m  ND  52.70m  53.73m                                   
  3 Goodwin, Bobbie              Grand Valley St.        52.01m     170-08 
      ND  50.54m  52.01m  50.35m  ND  ND                                   
  4 Andersen, Alyssa             Belmont                 49.44m     162-02 
      49.44m  ND  ND  46.27m  ND  ND                                       
  5 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        47.84m     156-11 
      ND  45.26m  44.98m  ND  46.00m  47.84m                               
  6 Hahler, Hannah               Findlay                 46.56m     152-09 
      46.48m  43.19m  46.56m  44.55m  42.91m  ND                           
  7 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        45.07m     147-10 
      41.85m  ND  44.89m  45.07m  ND  ND                                   
  8 Nicholson, Abigail           Eastern Illinois        43.65m     143-02 
      41.74m  40.84m  43.59m  ND  43.65m  42.42m                           
  9 Simmons, Bailey              Alabama-Huntsville      43.64m     143-02 
      41.89m  43.64m  ND  43.21m  ND  42.33m                               
 10 Heide, Hannah                Grand Valley St.        41.45m     136-00 
      ND  41.45m  40.72m                                                   
 11 DeVincentis, Alex            Findlay                 40.62m     133-03 
      40.62m  ND  ND                                                       
 -- Bent, Taylor                 Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Suiters, Katie               Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Talbott, MiKayla             Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Lucas, Alexis                Alabama A&M                 ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Jewell, Erin                 Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Fantroy, Hannah              Alabama-Huntsville          ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Bailey, Sabrina              Findlay                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Conlon, Kayleigh             Southern Illinois           ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Woodley, Jasmine             Eastern Illinois            ND            
      ND  ND  ND                                                       
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Event 37  Women Shot Put 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Talbott, MiKayla             Spalding                10.63m   34-10.50 
      10.63m  ND  ND                                                       
  2 Loney, Danice                Alabama A&M              9.67m   31-08.75 
      9.67m  ND  ND                                                        
  3 Deutsch, Alexa               Xavier (Ohio)            8.82m   28-11.25 
      FOUL  8.82m  ND                                                      
  4 Malveaux, Kayln              Lane                     8.47m   27-09.50 
      8.47m  ND                                                            
  5 Word, Keyanna                Tennessee Tech           8.33m   27-04.00 
      8.33m  ND  ND                                                        
  6 Goble, Samantha              Spalding                 8.01m   26-03.50 
      8.01m  ND  ND                                                        
  7 Bailey, Tierra               Lane                     7.84m   25-08.75 
      7.84m  ND                                                            
  8 Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky         7.51m   24-07.75 
      FOUL  7.51m  ND                                                      
  9 James, Latoria               Lane                     7.18m   23-06.75 
      7.18m  ND                                                            
 -- Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech            FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Jewell, Erin                 Alabama-Huntsville      12.20m   40-00.50 
      FOUL  11.37m  12.20m                                                 
  2 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        12.09m   39-08.00 
      FOUL  12.09m  FOUL                                                   
  3 Woodley, Jasmine             Eastern Illinois        11.88m   38-11.75 
      11.86m  11.88m  FOUL                                                 
  4 Pack, Brianna                Northern Kentucky       11.53m   37-10.00 
      FOUL  11.22m  11.53m                                                 
  5 Slay, Tika                   Unattached              10.64m   34-11.00 
      10.64m  ND  ND                                                       
  6 Calhoun, Brianna             Alabama-Huntsville      10.46m   34-04.00 
      FOUL  10.46m  ND                                                     
  7 Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky        10.43m   34-02.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  10.43m                                                   
  8 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech          10.32m   33-10.25 
      10.32m  ND  ND                                                       
  9 Fantroy, Hannah              Alabama-Huntsville      10.31m   33-10.00 
      10.31m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
 10 Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M              9.75m   32-00.00 
      FOUL  9.75m  ND                                                      
 11 Spivey, Claudia              Spalding                 9.59m   31-05.75 
      FOUL  9.59m  ND                                                      
Flight  3                                                                  
  1 DeVincentis, Alex            Findlay                 14.78m   48-06.00 
      14.17m  14.78m  FOUL  14.41m  FOUL  14.26m                           
  2 Hahler, Hannah               Findlay                 14.24m   46-08.75 
      FOUL  13.18m  13.85m  14.21m  13.96m  14.24m                         
  3 Conlon, Kayleigh             Southern Illinois       13.73m   45-00.50 
      12.89m  13.73m  FOUL  FOUL  13.53m  FOUL                             
  4 Mansperger, Mariah           Grand Valley St.        13.37m   43-10.50 
      12.79m  13.37m  FOUL  12.20m  12.98m  13.11m                         
  5 Hibbard, Karly               Belmont                 13.35m   43-09.75 
      12.50m  13.35m  13.06m  PASS  PASS  PASS                             
  6 Averesch, Holly              Findlay                 13.29m   43-07.25 
      12.71m  FOUL  13.29m  13.03m  13.08m  FOUL                           
  7 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        13.01m   42-08.25 
      12.69m  FOUL  13.01m  FOUL  FOUL  12.45m                             
  8 Nicholson, Abigail           Eastern Illinois        12.85m   42-02.00 
      12.81m  12.50m  FOUL  12.63m  12.85m  12.57m                         
  9 Brown, Ashley                Northern Kentucky       12.76m   41-10.50 
      FOUL  12.25m  FOUL  12.76m  12.23m  FOUL                             
 10 Lucas, Alexis                Alabama A&M            J11.88m   38-11.75 
      11.88m  11.77m  FOUL                                                 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 DeVincentis, Alex            Findlay                 14.78m   48-06.00 
      14.17m  14.78m  FOUL  14.41m  FOUL  14.26m                           
  2 Hahler, Hannah               Findlay                 14.24m   46-08.75 
      FOUL  13.18m  13.85m  14.21m  13.96m  14.24m                         
  3 Conlon, Kayleigh             Southern Illinois       13.73m   45-00.50 
      12.89m  13.73m  FOUL  FOUL  13.53m  FOUL                             
  4 Mansperger, Mariah           Grand Valley St.        13.37m   43-10.50 
      12.79m  13.37m  FOUL  12.20m  12.98m  13.11m                         
  5 Hibbard, Karly               Belmont                 13.35m   43-09.75 
      12.50m  13.35m  13.06m  PASS  PASS  PASS                             
  6 Averesch, Holly              Findlay                 13.29m   43-07.25 
      12.71m  FOUL  13.29m  13.03m  13.08m  FOUL                           
  7 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        13.01m   42-08.25 
      12.69m  FOUL  13.01m  FOUL  FOUL  12.45m                             
  8 Nicholson, Abigail           Eastern Illinois        12.85m   42-02.00 
      12.81m  12.50m  FOUL  12.63m  12.85m  12.57m                         
  9 Brown, Ashley                Northern Kentucky       12.76m   41-10.50 
      FOUL  12.25m  FOUL  12.76m  12.23m  FOUL                             
 10 Jewell, Erin                 Alabama-Huntsville      12.20m   40-00.50 
      FOUL  11.37m  12.20m                                                 
 11 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        12.09m   39-08.00 
      FOUL  12.09m  FOUL                                                   
 12 Woodley, Jasmine             Eastern Illinois        11.88m   38-11.75 
      11.86m  11.88m  FOUL                                                 
 13 Lucas, Alexis                Alabama A&M            J11.88m   38-11.75 
      11.88m  11.77m  FOUL                                                 
 14 Pack, Brianna                Northern Kentucky       11.53m   37-10.00 
      FOUL  11.22m  11.53m                                                 
 15 Slay, Tika                   Unattached              10.64m   34-11.00 
      10.64m  ND  ND                                                       
 16 Talbott, MiKayla             Spalding                10.63m   34-10.50 
      10.63m  ND  ND                                                       
 17 Calhoun, Brianna             Alabama-Huntsville      10.46m   34-04.00 
      FOUL  10.46m  ND                                                     
 18 Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky        10.43m   34-02.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  10.43m                                                   
 19 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech          10.32m   33-10.25 
      10.32m  ND  ND                                                       
 20 Fantroy, Hannah              Alabama-Huntsville      10.31m   33-10.00 
      10.31m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
 21 Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M              9.75m   32-00.00 
      FOUL  9.75m  ND                                                      
 22 Loney, Danice                Alabama A&M              9.67m   31-08.75 
      9.67m  ND  ND                                                        
 23 Spivey, Claudia              Spalding                 9.59m   31-05.75 
      FOUL  9.59m  ND                                                      
 24 Deutsch, Alexa               Xavier (Ohio)            8.82m   28-11.25 
      FOUL  8.82m  ND                                                      
 25 Malveaux, Kayln              Lane                     8.47m   27-09.50 
      8.47m  ND                                                            
 26 Word, Keyanna                Tennessee Tech           8.33m   27-04.00 
      8.33m  ND  ND                                                        
 27 Goble, Samantha              Spalding                 8.01m   26-03.50 
      8.01m  ND  ND                                                        
 28 Bailey, Tierra               Lane                     7.84m   25-08.75 
      7.84m  ND                                                            
 29 Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky         7.51m   24-07.75 
      FOUL  7.51m  ND                                                      
 30 James, Latoria               Lane                     7.18m   23-06.75 
      7.18m  ND                                                            
 -- Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech            FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                    
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Event 27  Women Long Jump 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                       
  1 Shipman, Jenna               Findlay                  5.62m   NWI  18-05.25 
     5.53m(NWI) 5.38m(NWI) FOUL      5.32m(NWI) 5.62m(NWI) 5.54m(NWI)           
  2 Smith, Raven                 Tennessee Tech           5.59m   1.8  18-04.25 
     5.52m(1.8) 5.59m(1.8) 5.54m(3.3) 5.59m(2.5) 5.51m(4.5) FOUL(4.8)           
 -- Jackson, Derricka            Lane                        ND   NWI           
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                            
 -- Loney, Danice                Alabama A&M                 ND   NWI           
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                            
 -- Gahafan, Tselem              Spalding                  FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
 -- Underwood, Aza-Rae           Lane                      FOUL                 
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) FOUL                                                       
 -- Gustad, Jessica              Grand Valley St.          FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      ND(NWI)                                                
 -- Woods, Aaziyah               Northern Kentucky         FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      ND(NWI)                                                
 -- Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      ND(NWI)                                                
 -- Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M               FOUL                 
     ND(NWI) FOUL      FOUL                                                     
Flight  2                                                                       
  1 Marcinek, Anna-Elizabeth     Eastern Kentucky         5.95m   2.0  19-06.25 
     5.86m(3.5) FOUL(3.5) 5.94m(5.5) 5.55m(1.5) 5.89m(2.7) 5.95m(2.0)           
  2 Slay, Tika                   Unattached               5.90m   3.4  19-04.25 
     FOUL(4.4) 5.55m(2.8) 5.77m(4.7) ND(1.6) 5.88m(2.0) 5.90m(3.4)              
  3 Thompson, Kayla              Northern Kentucky        5.71m   2.3  18-09.00 
     FOUL(2.6) 5.71m(2.3) 5.65m(3.2) ND(2.3) ND(2.9) FOUL(3.0)                  
  4 Portis, Brion                Eastern Illinois         5.65m   3.7  18-06.50 
     ND(3.5) ND(2.3) 5.64m(2.9) ND(3.0) 5.65m(3.7) 5.58m(4.1)                   
  5 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky         5.57m   2.3  18-03.25 
     5.33m(1.4) FOUL(2.2) 5.57m(2.3) FOUL(3.5) FOUL(2.6) 5.55m(3.3)             
  6 Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky         5.55m   3.5  18-02.50 
     ND(2.1) 5.53m(2.3) 5.22m(4.5) 5.47m(2.1) 5.24m(3.1) 5.55m(3.5)             
  7 Floyd, Angelica              Grand Valley St.         5.49m   2.4  18-00.25 
     5.47m(2.4) 5.26m(2.7) 5.49m(2.4) 5.38m(5.1) ND(4.2) ND(2.7)                
  8 Harris, Annesha              Lindsey Wilson           5.35m   2.6  17-06.75 
     FOUL(2.7) ND(2.9) 5.35m(2.6)                                               
  9 Bolden, Jewell               Southern Illinois        5.30m   1.2  17-04.75 
     FOUL(2.6) 5.30m(1.2) FOUL(3.2)                                             
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
Finals                                                                          
  1 Marcinek, Anna-Elizabeth     Eastern Kentucky         5.95m   2.0  19-06.25 
     5.86m(3.5) FOUL(3.5) 5.94m(5.5) 5.55m(1.5) 5.89m(2.7) 5.95m(2.0)           
  2 Slay, Tika                   Unattached               5.90m   3.4  19-04.25 
     FOUL(4.4) 5.55m(2.8) 5.77m(4.7) ND(1.6) 5.88m(2.0) 5.90m(3.4)              
  3 Thompson, Kayla              Northern Kentucky        5.71m   2.3  18-09.00 
     FOUL(2.6) 5.71m(2.3) 5.65m(3.2) ND(2.3) ND(2.9) FOUL(3.0)                  
  4 Portis, Brion                Eastern Illinois         5.65m   3.7  18-06.50 
     ND(3.5) ND(2.3) 5.64m(2.9) ND(3.0) 5.65m(3.7) 5.58m(4.1)                   
  5 Shipman, Jenna               Findlay                  5.62m   NWI  18-05.25 
     5.53m(NWI) 5.38m(NWI) FOUL      5.32m(NWI) 5.62m(NWI) 5.54m(NWI)           
  6 Smith, Raven                 Tennessee Tech           5.59m   1.8  18-04.25 
     5.52m(1.8) 5.59m(1.8) 5.54m(3.3) 5.59m(2.5) 5.51m(4.5) FOUL(4.8)           
  7 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky         5.57m   2.3  18-03.25 
     5.33m(1.4) FOUL(2.2) 5.57m(2.3) FOUL(3.5) FOUL(2.6) 5.55m(3.3)             
  8 Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky         5.55m   3.5  18-02.50 
     ND(2.1) 5.53m(2.3) 5.22m(4.5) 5.47m(2.1) 5.24m(3.1) 5.55m(3.5)             
  9 Floyd, Angelica              Grand Valley St.         5.49m   2.4  18-00.25 
     5.47m(2.4) 5.26m(2.7) 5.49m(2.4) 5.38m(5.1) ND(4.2) ND(2.7)                
 10 Harris, Annesha              Lindsey Wilson           5.35m   2.6  17-06.75 
     FOUL(2.7) ND(2.9) 5.35m(2.6)                                               
 11 Bolden, Jewell               Southern Illinois        5.30m   1.2  17-04.75 
     FOUL(2.6) 5.30m(1.2) FOUL(3.2)                                             
 -- Jackson, Derricka            Lane                        ND   NWI           
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                            
 -- Loney, Danice                Alabama A&M                 ND   NWI           
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                            
 -- Gahafan, Tselem              Spalding                  FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
 -- Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      ND(NWI)                                                
 -- Woods, Aaziyah               Northern Kentucky         FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      ND(NWI)                                                
 -- Underwood, Aza-Rae           Lane                      FOUL                 
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) FOUL                                                       
 -- Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M               FOUL                 
     ND(NWI) FOUL      FOUL                                                     
 -- Gustad, Jessica              Grand Valley St.          FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      ND(NWI)                                                
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Event 28  Men Long Jump 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                       
  1 Capers, Khalil               Findlay                  6.75m   3.1  22-01.75 
     FOUL      6.75m(3.1) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                    
  2 Ayeni, Babafemi              Findlay                  6.73m   1.6  22-01.00 
     6.59m(2.5) 6.72m(3.1) 6.61m(1.6) ND(3.4) 6.73m(1.6) 6.59m(3.3)             
  3 Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M              6.70m   2.7  21-11.75 
     6.56m(3.0) 6.70m(2.7) FOUL(4.7)                                            
 -- Milam, Rondavius             Lane                      FOUL                 
     FOUL      ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                  
 -- Hyden, Andrew                Northern Kentucky         FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
 -- Sabado, Nick                 Grand Valley St.          FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
 -- Wilson, Arnez                Eastern Kentucky          FOUL                 
     FOUL      ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                  
 -- Pitts, Demarius              Lane                      FOUL                 
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) FOUL                                                       
Flight  2                                                                       
  1 Mobley, Desmond              Western Kentucky         7.84m   4.9  25-08.75 
     7.72m(5.2) 7.84m(4.9) 7.59m(2.6) 7.73m(3.3) 7.73m(2.3) 7.34m(3.6)          
  2 Everett, Trey                Findlay                  7.26m   4.2  23-10.00 
     6.95m(3.4) FOUL(4.2) 7.26m(4.2) FOUL(2.6) FOUL(5.0) 7.07m(3.3)             
  3 Tanksley, Alec               Western Kentucky         7.12m   3.7  23-04.50 
     6.43m(4.1) 6.70m(3.3) 7.12m(3.7) 6.98m(1.3) 6.55m(1.8) FOUL(5.0)           
  4 McManis, Davion              Eastern Illinois         7.04m   2.0  23-01.25 
     FOUL      FOUL      6.76m(3.2) 6.89m(3.0) ND(2.4) 7.04m(2.0)               
  5 Dalton, John                 Alabama-Huntsville       6.97m   2.4  22-10.50 
     FOUL(2.7) 6.81m(2.7) 6.88m(5.0) FOUL(1.7) FOUL(2.4) 6.97m(2.4)             
  6 Smith, Joe                   Eastern Illinois         6.95m   4.7  22-09.75 
     6.73m(2.4) 6.95m(4.7) 6.95m(3.8) 6.87m(2.8) FOUL(2.3) 6.90m(4.4)           
  7 King, Torique                Alabama-Huntsville       6.76m   3.4  22-02.25 
     6.64m(3.1) 6.65m(4.1) 6.76m(3.4) 6.61m(1.1) FOUL(1.9) 6.63m(2.6)           
 -- Thomas, Isaiah               Grand Valley St.          FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
Finals                                                                          
  1 Mobley, Desmond              Western Kentucky         7.84m   4.9  25-08.75 
     7.72m(5.2) 7.84m(4.9) 7.59m(2.6) 7.73m(3.3) 7.73m(2.3) 7.34m(3.6)          
  2 Everett, Trey                Findlay                  7.26m   4.2  23-10.00 
     6.95m(3.4) FOUL(4.2) 7.26m(4.2) FOUL(2.6) FOUL(5.0) 7.07m(3.3)             
  3 Tanksley, Alec               Western Kentucky         7.12m   3.7  23-04.50 
     6.43m(4.1) 6.70m(3.3) 7.12m(3.7) 6.98m(1.3) 6.55m(1.8) FOUL(5.0)           
  4 McManis, Davion              Eastern Illinois         7.04m   2.0  23-01.25 
     FOUL      FOUL      6.76m(3.2) 6.89m(3.0) ND(2.4) 7.04m(2.0)               
  5 Dalton, John                 Alabama-Huntsville       6.97m   2.4  22-10.50 
     FOUL(2.7) 6.81m(2.7) 6.88m(5.0) FOUL(1.7) FOUL(2.4) 6.97m(2.4)             
  6 Smith, Joe                   Eastern Illinois         6.95m   4.7  22-09.75 
     6.73m(2.4) 6.95m(4.7) 6.95m(3.8) 6.87m(2.8) FOUL(2.3) 6.90m(4.4)           
  7 King, Torique                Alabama-Huntsville       6.76m   3.4  22-02.25 
     6.64m(3.1) 6.65m(4.1) 6.76m(3.4) 6.61m(1.1) FOUL(1.9) 6.63m(2.6)           
  8 Capers, Khalil               Findlay                  6.75m   3.1  22-01.75 
     FOUL      6.75m(3.1) FOUL      FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                    
  9 Ayeni, Babafemi              Findlay                  6.73m   1.6  22-01.00 
     6.59m(2.5) 6.72m(3.1) 6.61m(1.6) ND(3.4) 6.73m(1.6) 6.59m(3.3)             
 10 Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M              6.70m   2.7  21-11.75 
     6.56m(3.0) 6.70m(2.7) FOUL(4.7)                                            
 -- Hyden, Andrew                Northern Kentucky         FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
 -- Thomas, Isaiah               Grand Valley St.          FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
 -- Milam, Rondavius             Lane                      FOUL                 
     FOUL      ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                  
 -- Pitts, Demarius              Lane                      FOUL                 
     ND(NWI) ND(NWI) FOUL                                                       
 -- Wilson, Arnez                Eastern Kentucky          FOUL                 
     FOUL      ND(NWI) ND(NWI)                                                  
 -- Sabado, Nick                 Grand Valley St.          FOUL                 
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL                                                   
 
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 35  Women Javelin Throw 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
 -- LaFollette, Shay             Northern Kentucky         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Langdon, Jenna               Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Word, Keyanna                Tennessee Tech            FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Madison, Sophia              Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Loney, Danice                Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Taty, Caroline               Southern Illinois         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Gray, Adarian                Western Kentucky        31.33m     102-09 
      FOUL  FOUL  31.33m  FOUL  FOUL  30.23m                               
  2 Woodley, Jasmine             Eastern Illinois        30.85m     101-02 
      30.85m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
  3 Brown, Ashley                Northern Kentucky       30.32m      99-06 
      FOUL  FOUL  30.32m                                                   
 -- Suiters, Katie               Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Deutsch, Alexa               Xavier (Ohio)             FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Maniscalco, Grace            Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
Flight  3                                                                  
  1 Voss, Rebekah                Alabama-Huntsville      40.89m     134-02 
      39.04m  38.52m  38.46m  36.88m  40.89m  40.41m                       
  2 Hibbard, Karly               Belmont                 40.54m     133-00 
      40.54m  38.41m  39.97m  FOUL  38.17m  38.03m                         
  3 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        36.82m     120-10 
      34.17m  35.72m  32.12m  35.81m  36.82m  34.90m                       
  4 Sexton, Emma                 Southern Illinois       36.48m     119-08 
      36.05m  35.29m  36.43m  FOUL  36.48m  34.22m                         
  5 Harmon, Kira                 Western Kentucky        35.74m     117-03 
      FOUL  31.75m  35.74m  31.74m  35.44m  34.04m                         
  6 Fuller, Kristen              Alabama-Huntsville      34.23m     112-04 
      30.58m  30.83m  34.23m  32.23m  32.73m  32.92m                       
  7 Ebert, Kaitlyn               Eastern Illinois        33.24m     109-01 
      31.46m  33.24m  32.48m  32.63m  32.79m  33.00m                       
  8 Meyer, Madison               Southern Illinois       32.12m     105-04 
      30.15m  31.19m  32.12m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                             
 -- Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Voss, Rebekah                Alabama-Huntsville      40.89m     134-02 
      39.04m  38.52m  38.46m  36.88m  40.89m  40.41m                       
  2 Hibbard, Karly               Belmont                 40.54m     133-00 
      40.54m  38.41m  39.97m  FOUL  38.17m  38.03m                         
  3 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        36.82m     120-10 
      34.17m  35.72m  32.12m  35.81m  36.82m  34.90m                       
  4 Sexton, Emma                 Southern Illinois       36.48m     119-08 
      36.05m  35.29m  36.43m  FOUL  36.48m  34.22m                         
  5 Harmon, Kira                 Western Kentucky        35.74m     117-03 
      FOUL  31.75m  35.74m  31.74m  35.44m  34.04m                         
  6 Fuller, Kristen              Alabama-Huntsville      34.23m     112-04 
      30.58m  30.83m  34.23m  32.23m  32.73m  32.92m                       
  7 Ebert, Kaitlyn               Eastern Illinois        33.24m     109-01 
      31.46m  33.24m  32.48m  32.63m  32.79m  33.00m                       
  8 Meyer, Madison               Southern Illinois       32.12m     105-04 
      30.15m  31.19m  32.12m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                             
  9 Gray, Adarian                Western Kentucky        31.33m     102-09 
      FOUL  FOUL  31.33m  FOUL  FOUL  30.23m                               
 10 Woodley, Jasmine             Eastern Illinois        30.85m     101-02 
      30.85m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
 11 Brown, Ashley                Northern Kentucky       30.32m      99-06 
      FOUL  FOUL  30.32m                                                   
 -- Suiters, Katie               Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Word, Keyanna                Tennessee Tech            FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Maniscalco, Grace            Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Deutsch, Alexa               Xavier (Ohio)             FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- LaFollette, Shay             Northern Kentucky         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Loney, Danice                Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Langdon, Jenna               Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Taty, Caroline               Southern Illinois         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Madison, Sophia              Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
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                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 36  Men Javelin Throw 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois        45.26m     148-06 
      ND  45.26m  ND  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                     
 -- Trenary, Hunter              Morehead State              ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Taylor, lafayette            Lane                        ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- berry, lejuan                Lane                        ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Lipe, Ryan                   Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Whitsell, Iszack             Morehead State              ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Mitchell, Drake              Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Williams, DeAnthony          Alabama A&M                 ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M                 ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Ortega, Anthony              Morehead State              ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Ellington, Jake              Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Hester, Drew                 Eastern Illinois        53.01m     173-11 
      53.01m  50.70m  51.62m  48.36m  48.95m  46.69m                       
  2 Russell, Rob                 Alabama-Huntsville      49.78m     163-04 
      FOUL  49.53m  49.78m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                               
  3 Walker, Matt                 Belmont                 49.77m     163-03 
      49.06m  FOUL  FOUL  48.58m  FOUL  49.77m                             
  4 Barrett, Chase               Alabama-Huntsville      49.40m     162-01 
      FOUL  46.49m  49.40m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                               
  5 Smith, Chandler              Alabama-Huntsville      48.50m     159-01 
      FOUL  FOUL  48.24m  FOUL  48.50m  PASS                               
 -- Everett, Trey                Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Hester, Drew                 Eastern Illinois        53.01m     173-11 
      53.01m  50.70m  51.62m  48.36m  48.95m  46.69m                       
  2 Russell, Rob                 Alabama-Huntsville      49.78m     163-04 
      FOUL  49.53m  49.78m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                               
  3 Walker, Matt                 Belmont                 49.77m     163-03 
      49.06m  FOUL  FOUL  48.58m  FOUL  49.77m                             
  4 Barrett, Chase               Alabama-Huntsville      49.40m     162-01 
      FOUL  46.49m  49.40m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                               
  5 Smith, Chandler              Alabama-Huntsville      48.50m     159-01 
      FOUL  FOUL  48.24m  FOUL  48.50m  PASS                               
  6 Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois        45.26m     148-06 
      ND  45.26m  ND  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                     
 -- Trenary, Hunter              Morehead State              ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M                 ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Whitsell, Iszack             Morehead State              ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Ellington, Jake              Spalding                    ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Williams, DeAnthony          Alabama A&M                 ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Ortega, Anthony              Morehead State              ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- berry, lejuan                Lane                        ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Taylor, lafayette            Lane                        ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Lipe, Ryan                   Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Mitchell, Drake              Belmont                     ND            
      ND  ND  ND  ND  ND  ND                                               
 -- Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Everett, Trey                Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                    
 Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 12  Men 3000 m Run 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Kanda, Fred                  Eastern Kentucky       8:39.87     
  2 Stewart, Zach                Eastern Kentucky       8:40.21     
  3 Scarbrough, Taylor           Western Kentucky       8:42.14     
  4 Schell, Alex                 Western Kentucky       8:45.87     
  5 Groves-Scott, Brydon         Alabama-Huntsville     8:46.14     
  6 Hautz, Jack                  Xavier (Ohio)          8:46.59     
  7 Cuyeu, Julien                Western Kentucky       8:49.15     
  8 Kiprotich, Lucas             Eastern Kentucky       8:49.46     
  9 Mattingly, Jarrett           Morehead State         8:50.20     
 10 Cooper, Jackson              Morehead State         8:59.74     
 11 Brookshire, Grayson          Morehead State         9:01.11     
 12 Gleason, Ty                  Findlay                9:02.26     
 13 LaCroix, Harold              Alabama-Huntsville     9:03.66     
 14 Taylor, Michael              Findlay                9:11.75     
 15 Price, Brandon               Spalding               9:23.78     
 16 Mekaelian, Matt              Xavier (Ohio)          9:34.42     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Britton, Evan                Xavier (Ohio)          9:06.00     
  2 Knapik, Garrett              Xavier (Ohio)          9:10.13     
  3 Ralenkotter, Cole            Morehead State         9:14.50     
  4 Blevins, Mason               Morehead State         9:16.29     
  5 Lewenkamp, Corey             Alabama-Huntsville     9:21.73     
  6 Birdsall, Zach               Northern Kentucky      9:26.00     
  7 Maloy, Tripp                 Alabama-Huntsville     9:28.36     
  8 Bryant, William              Alabama-Huntsville     9:28.98     
  9 Alhusaini, Yousef            Morehead State         9:30.72     
 10 Grogan, Josh                 Morehead State         9:34.97     
 11 Brittian, Will               Spalding               9:38.96     
 12 Bettag, Parker               Spalding               9:40.42     
 13 Overmyer, Lucas              Spalding               9:50.32     
 14 Hendson, Brendon             Spalding               9:52.23     
 15 Montgomery, Shaun            Spalding               9:59.60     
 16 Kohout, Ryan                 Findlay               10:26.17     
 17 Powell, Ty'relle             Alabama A&M           10:39.41     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Kanda, Fred                  Eastern Kentucky       8:39.87   1 
  2 Stewart, Zach                Eastern Kentucky       8:40.21   1 
  3 Scarbrough, Taylor           Western Kentucky       8:42.14   1 
  4 Schell, Alex                 Western Kentucky       8:45.87   1 
  5 Groves-Scott, Brydon         Alabama-Huntsville     8:46.14   1 
  6 Hautz, Jack                  Xavier (Ohio)          8:46.59   1 
  7 Cuyeu, Julien                Western Kentucky       8:49.15   1 
  8 Kiprotich, Lucas             Eastern Kentucky       8:49.46   1 
  9 Mattingly, Jarrett           Morehead State         8:50.20   1 
 10 Cooper, Jackson              Morehead State         8:59.74   1 
 11 Brookshire, Grayson          Morehead State         9:01.11   1 
 12 Gleason, Ty                  Findlay                9:02.26   1 
 13 LaCroix, Harold              Alabama-Huntsville     9:03.66   1 
 14 Britton, Evan                Xavier (Ohio)          9:06.00   2 
 15 Knapik, Garrett              Xavier (Ohio)          9:10.13   2 
 16 Taylor, Michael              Findlay                9:11.75   1 
 17 Ralenkotter, Cole            Morehead State         9:14.50   2 
 18 Blevins, Mason               Morehead State         9:16.29   2 
 19 Lewenkamp, Corey             Alabama-Huntsville     9:21.73   2 
 20 Price, Brandon               Spalding               9:23.78   1 
 21 Birdsall, Zach               Northern Kentucky      9:26.00   2 
 22 Maloy, Tripp                 Alabama-Huntsville     9:28.36   2 
 23 Bryant, William              Alabama-Huntsville     9:28.98   2 
 24 Alhusaini, Yousef            Morehead State         9:30.72   2 
 25 Mekaelian, Matt              Xavier (Ohio)          9:34.42   1 
 26 Grogan, Josh                 Morehead State         9:34.97   2 
 27 Brittian, Will               Spalding               9:38.96   2 
 28 Bettag, Parker               Spalding               9:40.42   2 
 29 Overmyer, Lucas              Spalding               9:50.32   2 
 30 Hendson, Brendon             Spalding               9:52.23   2 
 31 Montgomery, Shaun            Spalding               9:59.60   2 
 32 Kohout, Ryan                 Findlay               10:26.17   2 
 33 Powell, Ty'relle             Alabama A&M           10:39.41   2
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 26  Men Pole Vault 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Battani, Jacob               Grand Valley St.         5.10m   16-08.75 
     4.25 4.50 4.65 4.80 4.95 5.10 5.25                                    
        P    P    P    P    O  XXO  XXX                                    
  2 Hill, Garrison               Alabama-Huntsville       4.65m   15-03.00 
     4.25 4.50 4.65 4.80                                                   
        P    O   XO  XXX                                                   
  3 Zeinemann, Kyle              Southern Illinois       J4.65m   15-03.00 
     4.25 4.65 4.80                                                        
       XO   XO  XXX                                                        
  4 Peskin, Alex                 Grand Valley St.        J4.65m   15-03.00 
     4.25 4.50 4.65 4.80                                                   
        P  XXO   XO  XXX                                                   
  5 Fortenberry, Evan            Grand Valley St.         4.50m   14-09.00 
     4.25 4.50 4.65                                                        
        P   XO  XXX                                                        
  6 Martin, Michael              Grand Valley St.        J4.50m   14-09.00 
     4.25 4.50 4.65                                                        
        P  XXO  XXX                                                        
  6 Pung, Jon                    Grand Valley St.        J4.50m   14-09.00 
     4.25 4.50 4.65                                                        
        P  XXO  XXX                                                        
  8 Ryan, Joey                   Eastern Illinois         4.25m   13-11.25 
     4.25 4.50                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
  8 Wells, Jacob                 Southern Illinois        4.25m   13-11.25 
     4.25 4.50                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
  8 Russell, Rob                 Alabama-Huntsville       4.25m   13-11.25 
     4.25 4.50                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
 11 Taylor, Nick                 Grand Valley St.        J4.25m   13-11.25 
     4.25 4.50                                                             
      XXO  XXX                                                             
 -- Williams, DeAnthony          Alabama A&M                 NH            
     4.25                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Lubbers, Marcus              Grand Valley St.            NH            
     4.25 4.50                                                             
        P  XXX                                                             
 -- Camp, Ryan                   Grand Valley St.            NH            
     4.25 4.50                                                             
        P  XXX                                                             
 -- Bannon, Jeff                 Alabama-Huntsville          NH            
     4.25 4.50                                                             
        P  XXX                                                             
 -- Koenigsknecht, Andrew        Grand Valley St.            NH            
     4.25                                                                  
      XXX
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                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 25  Women Pole Vault 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 McIntyre, Morgan             Western Kentucky         4.17m   13-08.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02 4.17 4.27                                    
        P    P    O    O    O   XO  XXX                                    
  2 Amato, Savannah              Austin Peay             J4.17m   13-08.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02 4.17 4.27                                    
        P    P    O   XO    O   XO  XXX                                    
  3 Kimes, Ellianne              Grand Valley St.         4.02m   13-02.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02 4.17                                         
        P    O  XXO    O   XO  XXX                                         
  4 Buckholz, Lucy               Grand Valley St.        J4.02m   13-02.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02 4.17                                         
        P    O    O  XXO  XXO  XXX                                         
  5 Hix, Dascha                  Austin Peay              3.87m   12-08.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02                                              
        P    O    O    O  XXX                                              
  5 Bradley, Morgan              Austin Peay              3.87m   12-08.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02                                              
        O    O    O    O  XXX                                              
  7 Lemberg, Getter              Western Kentucky        J3.87m   12-08.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02                                              
        P    O    O  XXO  XXX                                              
  8 Ogorek, Nicole               Western Kentucky        J3.87m   12-08.25 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87 4.02                                              
        P   XO    O  XXO  XXX                                              
  9 Roberts, Marcie              Alabama-Huntsville       3.72m   12-02.50 
     3.32 3.57 3.72 3.87                                                   
        O   XO    O  XXX                                                   
 10 Dolan, Rachel                Grand Valley St.         3.57m   11-08.50 
     3.32 3.57 3.72                                                        
        O    O  XXX                                                        
 11 Overbeek, Sara               Grand Valley St.        J3.57m   11-08.50 
     3.32 3.57 3.72                                                        
      XXO    O  XXX                                                        
 12 Battani, Aubrey              Grand Valley St.         3.32m   10-10.75 
     3.32 3.57                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
 13 Guerra, Alexandra            Grand Valley St.        J3.32m   10-10.75 
     3.32 3.57                                                             
       XO  XXX                                                             
 13 Livingston, Carly            Grand Valley St.        J3.32m   10-10.75 
     3.32 3.57                                                             
       XO  XXX                                                             
 -- Thacker, Alexis              Western Kentucky            NH            
     3.32                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Chobot, Shelby               Western Kentucky            NH            
     3.32                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Loney, Danice                Alabama A&M                 NH            
     3.32                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 38  Men Shot Put 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois        14.19m   46-06.75 
      13.90m  14.19m  13.59m                                               
  2 Samuels, Akeem               Alabama A&M             13.11m   43-00.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  13.11m                                                   
  3 Harding, Hunter              Grand Valley St.        12.85m   42-02.00 
      FOUL  12.85m  ND                                                     
  4 Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                 12.03m   39-05.75 
      12.03m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
  5 Tanner, Joseph               Findlay                 12.02m   39-05.25 
      12.02m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
  6 Ray, Connor                  Alabama-Huntsville      11.43m   37-06.00 
      11.43m  ND  FOUL                                                     
  7 Cassidy, Jeff                Spalding                10.78m   35-04.50 
      10.78m  FOUL  ND                                                     
  8 Laffitte, Joshua             Lane                     8.98m   29-05.50 
      FOUL  8.98m  ND                                                      
 -- Crim, Kameron                Northern Kentucky         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        17.34m   56-10.75 
      16.70m  FOUL  FOUL  16.68m  17.34m  FOUL                             
  2 Lovell, Dequan               Findlay                 17.14m   56-03.00 
      16.14m  FOUL  16.80m  16.32m  FOUL  17.14m                           
  3 Hancock, Zach                Alabama-Huntsville      16.98m   55-08.50 
      15.75m  16.70m  15.86m  FOUL  16.98m  FOUL                           
  4 Claiborne, Corey             Belmont                 16.43m   53-11.00 
      FOUL  15.90m  16.14m  16.15m  16.43m  16.33m                         
  5 Pearce, Ryan                 Eastern Illinois        16.28m   53-05.00 
      16.00m  FOUL  15.81m  FOUL  16.12m  16.28m                           
  6 Keller, Danny                Northern Kentucky       15.22m   49-11.25 
      14.49m  FOUL  15.22m  FOUL  14.69m  FOUL                             
  7 Yeakley, Colton              Eastern Illinois       J15.22m   49-11.25 
      13.90m  14.67m  15.22m  14.45m  FOUL  FOUL                           
  8 Martin, Javian               Findlay                 15.08m   49-05.75 
      15.08m  FOUL  15.08m  FOUL  14.69m  FOUL                             
  9 Prestigiacomo, Mike          Grand Valley St.        14.95m   49-00.75 
      14.07m  14.95m  14.85m  FOUL  14.93m  FOUL                           
 10 Widener, Cal                 Belmont                 14.30m   46-11.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  14.30m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
 -- Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                   
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        17.34m   56-10.75 
      16.70m  FOUL  FOUL  16.68m  17.34m  FOUL                             
  2 Lovell, Dequan               Findlay                 17.14m   56-03.00 
      16.14m  FOUL  16.80m  16.32m  FOUL  17.14m                           
  3 Hancock, Zach                Alabama-Huntsville      16.98m   55-08.50 
      15.75m  16.70m  15.86m  FOUL  16.98m  FOUL                           
  4 Claiborne, Corey             Belmont                 16.43m   53-11.00 
      FOUL  15.90m  16.14m  16.15m  16.43m  16.33m                         
  5 Pearce, Ryan                 Eastern Illinois        16.28m   53-05.00 
      16.00m  FOUL  15.81m  FOUL  16.12m  16.28m                           
  6 Keller, Danny                Northern Kentucky       15.22m   49-11.25 
      14.49m  FOUL  15.22m  FOUL  14.69m  FOUL                             
  7 Yeakley, Colton              Eastern Illinois       J15.22m   49-11.25 
      13.90m  14.67m  15.22m  14.45m  FOUL  FOUL                           
  8 Martin, Javian               Findlay                 15.08m   49-05.75 
      15.08m  FOUL  15.08m  FOUL  14.69m  FOUL                             
  9 Prestigiacomo, Mike          Grand Valley St.        14.95m   49-00.75 
      14.07m  14.95m  14.85m  FOUL  14.93m  FOUL                           
 10 Widener, Cal                 Belmont                 14.30m   46-11.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  14.30m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
 11 Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois        14.19m   46-06.75 
      13.90m  14.19m  13.59m                                               
 12 Samuels, Akeem               Alabama A&M             13.11m   43-00.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  13.11m                                                   
 13 Harding, Hunter              Grand Valley St.        12.85m   42-02.00 
      FOUL  12.85m  ND                                                     
 14 Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                 12.03m   39-05.75 
      12.03m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
 15 Tanner, Joseph               Findlay                 12.02m   39-05.25 
      12.02m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
 16 Ray, Connor                  Alabama-Huntsville      11.43m   37-06.00 
      11.43m  ND  FOUL                                                     
 17 Cassidy, Jeff                Spalding                10.78m   35-04.50 
      10.78m  FOUL  ND                                                     
 18 Laffitte, Joshua             Lane                     8.98m   29-05.50 
      FOUL  8.98m  ND                                                      
 -- Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                   
 -- Crim, Kameron                Northern Kentucky         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License     4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
               2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                
                  Western Kentucky University                   
            Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex              
  
Event 11  Women 3000 m Run 
=============================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
=============================================================== 
Finals                                                          
  1 Tobler, Hannah               Northern Kentucky     10:17.51 
  2 Cunningham, Caitlin          Morehead State        10:29.91 
  3 Dingle, Maddie               Xavier (Ohio)         10:36.34 
  4 Chinn, Alison                Morehead State        10:38.91 
  5 Greenwell, Kansas            Morehead State        10:40.19 
  6 Corona-Luna, Gloria          Morehead State        10:40.45 
  7 Black, Elyse                 Northern Kentucky     10:45.08 
  8 Cohan, Auburn                Alabama-Huntsville    10:46.78 
  9 Lienhart, Natalie            Northern Kentucky     11:01.13 
 10 Poppell, Sierra              Morehead State        11:04.06 
 11 Hiskes, Katie                Xavier (Ohio)         11:19.51 
 12 Finke, Catherine             Northern Kentucky     11:27.33 
 13 Watkins, Shelby              Morehead State        11:32.14 
 14 Rattenbury, Lauren           Alabama-Huntsville    11:34.69 
 15 Wolken, Brianna              Western Kentucky      11:37.24 
 16 Purdy, Torrie                Findlay               11:49.55 
 17 Kannapel, Morgan             Western Kentucky      11:49.60 
 18 Badger, Trina                Alabama-Huntsville    12:00.44 
 19 Pegouske, Madison            Alabama-Huntsville    12:22.18 
 
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 16  Men 4x100 m Relay 
================================================================    
    School                                               Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Western Kentucky  'A'                                 39.97     
     1) Gates, Kymari                   2) Minor, Eli               
     3) Hayes, Austin                   4) Alexandre, Oliver        
  2 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                   41.66     
     1) Davis, Christian                2) Hallmon, Kevin           
     3) McMurry, Jaylyn                 4) Keeling, Holt            
  3 Alabama A&M  'A'                                      41.67     
     1) Weakley, Donald                 2) Ward, Alex               
     3) Napier, Joshua                  4) Green, DeTorrian         
  4 Western Kentucky  'B'                                 41.92     
     1) Saruni, David                   2) Tanksley, Alec           
     3) Villaman, Denzel                4) Seged, Maor              
Section  2                                                          
  1 Alabama-Huntsville  'A'                               41.01     
     1) Pollard, Rashaad                2) Dryer, Elijah            
     3) Gibson, Ojay                    4) Jenkins, Trevian         
  2 Grand Valley St.  'A'                                 41.33     
     1) Walker, Daniel                  2) Capers, Thomas           
     3) Noble, Ethan                    4) Davis, Jeremiah          
  3 Alabama A&M  'B'                                      42.19     
     1) McPhatter, Tyrese               2) Baker, DeAndre           
     3) Ali, Amir                       4) Parker, Charlie          
Section  3                                                          
  1 Lane  'A'                                             42.98     
     1) Bradley, Gidarell               2) Macklin, Nathan          
     3) White, Javon                    4) Williams, Kenneth        
 -- Northern Kentucky  'A'                                  DNF     
     1) Burrows, Ryan                   2) Currington, Logan        
     3) Griffith, John Michael          4) Prive, Keith             
=================================================================== 
    School                                               Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Western Kentucky  'A'                                 39.97   1 
     1) Gates, Kymari                   2) Minor, Eli               
     3) Hayes, Austin                   4) Alexandre, Oliver        
  2 Alabama-Huntsville  'A'                               41.01   2 
     1) Pollard, Rashaad                2) Dryer, Elijah            
     3) Gibson, Ojay                    4) Jenkins, Trevian         
  3 Grand Valley St.  'A'                                 41.33   2 
     1) Walker, Daniel                  2) Capers, Thomas           
     3) Noble, Ethan                    4) Davis, Jeremiah          
  4 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                   41.66   1 
     1) Davis, Christian                2) Hallmon, Kevin           
     3) McMurry, Jaylyn                 4) Keeling, Holt            
  5 Alabama A&M  'A'                                      41.67   1 
     1) Weakley, Donald                 2) Ward, Alex               
     3) Napier, Joshua                  4) Green, DeTorrian         
  6 Western Kentucky  'B'                                 41.92   1 
     1) Saruni, David                   2) Tanksley, Alec           
     3) Villaman, Denzel                4) Seged, Maor              
  7 Alabama A&M  'B'                                      42.19   2 
     1) McPhatter, Tyrese               2) Baker, DeAndre           
     3) Ali, Amir                       4) Parker, Charlie          
  8 Lane  'A'                                             42.98   3 
     1) Bradley, Gidarell               2) Macklin, Nathan          
     3) White, Javon                    4) Williams, Kenneth        
 -- Northern Kentucky  'A'                                  DNF   3 
     1) Burrows, Ryan                   2) Currington, Logan        
     3) Griffith, John Michael          4) Prive, Keith         
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                     4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                       2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                        
                          Western Kentucky University                           
                    Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                      
  
Event 15  Women 4x100 m Relay 
================================================================                
    School                                               Finals                 
================================================================                
Section  1                                                                      
  1 Tennessee Tech  'A'                                   46.33                 
     1) Tate, Ciera                     2) Wickham, Lisa                        
     3) Jackson, D'Airrien              4) Robinson, NaAsha                     
  2 Alabama A&M  'A'                                      47.99                 
     1) Young, Davina                   2) Ballard, Joi                         
     3) Slaughter, Akia                 4) Spinks, Kala                         
  3 Grand Valley St.  'B'                                 48.31                 
     1) Luba, Breanna                   2) Beulla, Sarah                        
     3) Eby, Jessica                    4) Johnson, Heather                     
  4 Alabama-Huntsville  'A'                               48.58                 
     1) Woods, Sydney                   2) Russell, Jairyn                      
     3) Canady, Courtney                4) Andrus, Serenity                     
 -- Grand Valley St.  'A'                                    DQ  Out of zone    
     1) Sreenan, Nicole                 2) Ritter, Angela                       
     3) Floyd, Angelica                 4) Stuedemann, Willow                   
Section  2                                                                      
  1 Findlay  'A'                                          49.38                 
     1) Glass, Milani                   2) Hemmings, Semoy                      
     3) Manns, Aubreah                  4) Shipman, Jenna                       
  2 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                   49.61                 
     1) Bright, Safia                   2) DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia                 
     3) Harris, Annesha                 4) Gregory, Leia                        
  3 Lane  'A'                                             51.91                 
     1) Hicks, Cinnaeya                 2) Mitchell, Jada                       
     3) Kone, Fraeyja                   4) Grant, Brianna                       
===================================================================             
    School                                               Finals  H#             
===================================================================             
Finals                                                                          
  1 Tennessee Tech  'A'                                   46.33   1             
     1) Tate, Ciera                     2) Wickham, Lisa                        
     3) Jackson, D'Airrien              4) Robinson, NaAsha                     
  2 Alabama A&M  'A'                                      47.99   1             
     1) Young, Davina                   2) Ballard, Joi                         
     3) Slaughter, Akia                 4) Spinks, Kala                         
  3 Grand Valley St.  'B'                                 48.31   1             
     1) Luba, Breanna                   2) Beulla, Sarah                        
     3) Eby, Jessica                    4) Johnson, Heather                     
  4 Alabama-Huntsville  'A'                               48.58   1             
     1) Woods, Sydney                   2) Russell, Jairyn                      
     3) Canady, Courtney                4) Andrus, Serenity                     
  5 Findlay  'A'                                          49.38   2             
     1) Glass, Milani                   2) Hemmings, Semoy                      
     3) Manns, Aubreah                  4) Shipman, Jenna                       
  6 Lindsey Wilson  'A'                                   49.61   2             
     1) Bright, Safia                   2) DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia                 
     3) Harris, Annesha                 4) Gregory, Leia                        
  7 Lane  'A'                                             51.91   2             
     1) Hicks, Cinnaeya                 2) Mitchell, Jada                       
     3) Kone, Fraeyja                   4) Grant, Brianna                       
 -- Grand Valley St.  'A'                                    DQ   1 Out of zone 
     1) Sreenan, Nicole                 2) Ritter, Angela                       
     3) Floyd, Angelica                 4) Stuedemann, Willow                   
 
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 10  Men 1500 m Run 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Kirk, Zak                    Eastern Kentucky       3:59.12     
  2 Rotich, Erick                Eastern Kentucky       4:01.61     
  3 Carrington, Jordan           Morehead State         4:03.25     
  4 Tapia, Tristan               Northern Kentucky      4:04.70     
  5 Orlow, Christopher           Eastern Illinois       4:06.14     
  6 Parameswaran, Anthony        Alabama-Huntsville     4:08.43     
  7 Abrahamsen, Jakob            Eastern Kentucky       4:12.86     
  8 Knox, Benjamin               Alabama-Huntsville     4:13.96     
  9 Bockoven, Benjamin           Xavier (Ohio)          4:20.06     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Chism, Cody                  Morehead State         4:05.15     
  2 Mangus, Michael              Northern Kentucky      4:05.18     
  3 Dewitt, Jacob                Southern Illinois      4:07.57     
  4 Adams, Jack                  Findlay                4:08.15     
  5 Harless, Brady               Xavier (Ohio)          4:08.53     
  6 Pillow, Darby                Morehead State         4:10.82     
  7 Bailey, Mikah                Morehead State         4:11.15     
  8 Dixon, Clay                  Unattached             4:25.61     
  9 Guthrie, Austin              Findlay                4:29.15     
 10 Dixon, Quentavious           Lane                   4:36.19     
 11 Avila, Giovanni              Lane                   4:39.83     
 12 Owens, Harrison              Morehead State         4:40.56     
 13 Jacobs, Dylan                Findlay                5:03.35     
 -- Cheruiyot, Amos              Mid. Tenn. State           DNF     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Kirk, Zak                    Eastern Kentucky       3:59.12   1 
  2 Rotich, Erick                Eastern Kentucky       4:01.61   1 
  3 Carrington, Jordan           Morehead State         4:03.25   1 
  4 Tapia, Tristan               Northern Kentucky      4:04.70   1 
  5 Chism, Cody                  Morehead State         4:05.15   2 
  6 Mangus, Michael              Northern Kentucky      4:05.18   2 
  7 Orlow, Christopher           Eastern Illinois       4:06.14   1 
  8 Dewitt, Jacob                Southern Illinois      4:07.57   2 
  9 Adams, Jack                  Findlay                4:08.15   2 
 10 Parameswaran, Anthony        Alabama-Huntsville     4:08.43   1 
 11 Harless, Brady               Xavier (Ohio)          4:08.53   2 
 12 Pillow, Darby                Morehead State         4:10.82   2 
 13 Bailey, Mikah                Morehead State         4:11.15   2 
 14 Abrahamsen, Jakob            Eastern Kentucky       4:12.86   1 
 15 Knox, Benjamin               Alabama-Huntsville     4:13.96   1 
 16 Bockoven, Benjamin           Xavier (Ohio)          4:20.06   1 
 17 Dixon, Clay                  Unattached             4:25.61   2 
 18 Guthrie, Austin              Findlay                4:29.15   2 
 19 Dixon, Quentavious           Lane                   4:36.19   2 
 20 Avila, Giovanni              Lane                   4:39.83   2 
 21 Owens, Harrison              Morehead State         4:40.56   2 
 22 Jacobs, Dylan                Findlay                5:03.35   2 
 -- Cheruiyot, Amos              Mid. Tenn. State           DNF   2 
 
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 9  Women 1500 m Run 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Sanga, Purity                Tennessee Tech         4:37.93     
  2 Bianchini, Katie             Unattached             4:39.65     
  3 Hoyos, Alondra               Xavier (Ohio)          4:42.44     
  4 Zeitz, Madison               Eastern Kentucky       4:42.89     
  5 Sillivant, Angel             Alabama-Huntsville     4:43.09     
  6 Flairty, Jennah              Northern Kentucky      4:43.56     
  7 Kostarellis, Anna            Xavier (Ohio)          4:46.34     
  8 Polycarpou, Leah             Eastern Kentucky       4:50.23     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Ammons, Allison              Alabama-Huntsville     4:54.24     
  2 Young, Sydney                Morehead State         4:56.37     
  3 Chapman, Olivia              Morehead State         4:59.88     
  4 Murphy, Olivia               Southern Illinois      5:05.98     
  5 Faris, Mya                   Morehead State         5:06.68     
  6 Borer, Madisen               Findlay                5:07.52     
  7 Hell, Clarissa               Alabama-Huntsville     5:07.81     
  8 Lanning, Sasha               Southern Illinois      5:07.94     
  9 Ndorobo, Lilian              Eastern Kentucky       5:09.01     
 10 Dorn, Abbigail               Morehead State         5:13.30     
 11 Holbrook, Haley              Eastern Kentucky       5:14.01     
 12 Ossege, Lauren               Eastern Kentucky       5:18.27     
 13 Pelfrey, Madison             Morehead State         5:20.20     
Section  3                                                          
  1 Wolfe, Kimmy                 Northern Kentucky      5:02.52     
  2 Schoenherr, Olivia           Eastern Kentucky       5:03.96     
  3 Kiper, Maggie                Morehead State         5:05.39     
  4 Wooten, Sabria               Alabama A&M            5:13.39     
  5 Garver, Alayna               Northern Kentucky      5:22.82     
  6 Wilson, Alexia               Alabama A&M            5:24.21     
  7 Schworm, Emilie              Morehead State         5:29.53     
  8 Leet, Olivia                 Morehead State         5:40.33     
 -- Jemutai, Valarie             Mid. Tenn. State           DNF     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Sanga, Purity                Tennessee Tech         4:37.93   1 
  2 Bianchini, Katie             Unattached             4:39.65   1 
  3 Hoyos, Alondra               Xavier (Ohio)          4:42.44   1 
  4 Zeitz, Madison               Eastern Kentucky       4:42.89   1 
  5 Sillivant, Angel             Alabama-Huntsville     4:43.09   1 
  6 Flairty, Jennah              Northern Kentucky      4:43.56   1 
  7 Kostarellis, Anna            Xavier (Ohio)          4:46.34   1 
  8 Polycarpou, Leah             Eastern Kentucky       4:50.23   1 
  9 Ammons, Allison              Alabama-Huntsville     4:54.24   2 
 10 Young, Sydney                Morehead State         4:56.37   2 
 11 Chapman, Olivia              Morehead State         4:59.88   2 
 12 Wolfe, Kimmy                 Northern Kentucky      5:02.52   3 
 13 Schoenherr, Olivia           Eastern Kentucky       5:03.96   3 
 14 Kiper, Maggie                Morehead State         5:05.39   3 
 15 Murphy, Olivia               Southern Illinois      5:05.98   2 
 16 Faris, Mya                   Morehead State         5:06.68   2 
 17 Borer, Madisen               Findlay                5:07.52   2 
 18 Hell, Clarissa               Alabama-Huntsville     5:07.81   2 
 19 Lanning, Sasha               Southern Illinois      5:07.94   2 
 20 Ndorobo, Lilian              Eastern Kentucky       5:09.01   2 
 21 Dorn, Abbigail               Morehead State         5:13.30   2 
 22 Wooten, Sabria               Alabama A&M            5:13.39   3 
 23 Holbrook, Haley              Eastern Kentucky       5:14.01   2 
 24 Ossege, Lauren               Eastern Kentucky       5:18.27   2 
 25 Pelfrey, Madison             Morehead State         5:20.20   2 
 26 Garver, Alayna               Northern Kentucky      5:22.82   3 
 27 Wilson, Alexia               Alabama A&M            5:24.21   3 
 28 Schworm, Emilie              Morehead State         5:29.53   3 
 29 Leet, Olivia                 Morehead State         5:40.33   3 
 -- Jemutai, Valarie             Mid. Tenn. State           DNF   3
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 23  Women High Jump 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Morley, Jeanette             Belmont                 J1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65                                                        
      XXO    O  XXX                                                        
  2 Gregory, Leia                Lindsey Wilson          J1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65                                                        
        P   XO  XXX                                                        
  3 Peterson, Grace              Grand Valley St.         1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
  4 Madison, Sophia              Alabama A&M             J1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
       XO  XXX                                                             
  5 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech          J1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
      XXO  XXX                                                             
 -- Herring, Kelsey Kay          Belmont                     NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Johnson, Brooke              Grand Valley St.            NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Auble, Karmen                Xavier (Ohio)               NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Anderson, Dariana            Lane                        NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Knapp, Haleigh               Eastern Illinois         1.70m    5-07.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.80                                              
        P    P   XO   XO  XXX                                              
  2 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        O   XO    O  XXX                                                   
  2 Liverpool, Samia             Alabama A&M              1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        P   XO    O  XXX                                                   
  4 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky        J1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        O    O   XO  XXX                                                   
  5 Drummond, NaScottisha        Tennessee Tech          J1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        O   XO  XXO  XXX                                                   
  6 Sayre, Lauren                Grand Valley St.         1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65                                                        
        O    O  XXX                                                        
  7 Slay, Tika                   Unattached               1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
 -- Voss, Rebekah                Alabama-Huntsville          NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Knapp, Haleigh               Eastern Illinois         1.70m    5-07.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.80                                              
        P    P   XO   XO  XXX                                              
  2 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        O   XO    O  XXX                                                   
  2 Liverpool, Samia             Alabama A&M              1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        P   XO    O  XXX                                                   
  4 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky        J1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        O    O   XO  XXX                                                   
  5 Drummond, NaScottisha        Tennessee Tech          J1.65m    5-05.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70                                                   
        O   XO  XXO  XXX                                                   
  6 Sayre, Lauren                Grand Valley St.         1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65                                                        
        O    O  XXX                                                        
  7 Morley, Jeanette             Belmont                 J1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65                                                        
      XXO    O  XXX                                                        
  8 Gregory, Leia                Lindsey Wilson          J1.60m    5-03.00 
     1.55 1.60 1.65                                                        
        P   XO  XXX                                                        
  9 Slay, Tika                   Unattached               1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
  9 Peterson, Grace              Grand Valley St.         1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
        O  XXX                                                             
 11 Madison, Sophia              Alabama A&M             J1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
       XO  XXX                                                             
 12 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech          J1.55m    5-01.00 
     1.55 1.60                                                             
      XXO  XXX                                                             
 -- Auble, Karmen                Xavier (Ohio)               NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Johnson, Brooke              Grand Valley St.            NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Voss, Rebekah                Alabama-Huntsville          NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Anderson, Dariana            Lane                        NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Herring, Kelsey Kay          Belmont                     NH            
     1.55                                                                  
      XXX                                                           
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 24  Men High Jump 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Mobley, Desmond              Western Kentucky         2.11m    6-11.00 
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.11 2.15                                         
        P    O   XO  XXO  XXO  XXX                                         
  2 Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky         2.00m    6-06.75 
     1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05                                                   
        P   XX    O  XXX                                                   
  3 Dalton, John                 Alabama-Huntsville       1.90m    6-02.75 
     1.90 1.95                                                             
       XO  XXX                                                             
 -- Moody, Amortez               Alabama A&M                 NH            
     1.90                                                                  
       XX                                                                  
 -- Jared, Grant                 Alabama-Huntsville          NH            
     1.90                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Williams, DeAnthony          Alabama A&M                 NH            
     1.90                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M                 NH            
     1.90                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Clark, Cameron               Alabama-Huntsville          NH            
     1.90                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
 -- Ludka, Sam                   Grand Valley St.            NH            
     1.90                                                                  
      XXX                                                                  
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Event 20  Men 110 m Hurdles 
================================================================         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals          
================================================================         
Section  1     Wind: 2.0                                                 
  1 Hayden, Jonathan             Western Kentucky         14.09          
  2 Kirkwood, Tyler              Grand Valley St.         14.55          
  3 Seged, Maor                  Western Kentucky         14.91          
  4 Thoms, Ben                   Eastern Kentucky         14.97          
  5 Everett, Trey                Findlay                  15.07          
  6 Youngblood, Darius           Grand Valley St.         15.36          
  7 Ezanno, Pierre               Lindsey Wilson           15.47          
  8 Johnson, Cedric              Eastern Illinois         15.50          
Section  2     Wind: 2.3                                                 
  1 Mwakyoma, Nkabila            Southern Illinois        15.37          
  2 Lee, Isaac                   Eastern Kentucky         15.60          
  3 Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky         15.67          
  4 Smith, Chandler              Alabama-Huntsville       15.94          
  5 Ley, Camren                  Alabama-Huntsville       15.98          
  6 Edwards, Connor              Northern Kentucky        16.17          
  7 Patterson, Timothy           Alabama-Huntsville       16.31          
Section  3     Wind: 2.3                                                 
  1 Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M              16.94          
  2 Williams, DeAnthony          Alabama A&M              17.75          
======================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# 
======================================================================== 
Finals                                                                   
  1 Hayden, Jonathan             Western Kentucky         14.09   2.0  1 
  2 Kirkwood, Tyler              Grand Valley St.         14.55   2.0  1 
  3 Seged, Maor                  Western Kentucky         14.91   2.0  1 
  4 Thoms, Ben                   Eastern Kentucky         14.97   2.0  1 
  5 Everett, Trey                Findlay                  15.07   2.0  1 
  6 Youngblood, Darius           Grand Valley St.         15.36   2.0  1 
  7 Mwakyoma, Nkabila            Southern Illinois        15.37   2.3  2 
  8 Ezanno, Pierre               Lindsey Wilson           15.47   2.0  1 
  9 Johnson, Cedric              Eastern Illinois         15.50   2.0  1 
 10 Lee, Isaac                   Eastern Kentucky         15.60   2.3  2 
 11 Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky         15.67   2.3  2 
 12 Smith, Chandler              Alabama-Huntsville       15.94   2.3  2 
 13 Ley, Camren                  Alabama-Huntsville       15.98   2.3  2 
 14 Edwards, Connor              Northern Kentucky        16.17   2.3  2 
 15 Patterson, Timothy           Alabama-Huntsville       16.31   2.3  2 
 16 Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M              16.94   2.3  3 
 17 Williams, DeAnthony          Alabama A&M              17.75   2.3  3 
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                       2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                        
                          Western Kentucky University                           
                    Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                      
  
Event 19  Women 100 m Hurdles 
================================================================                
    Name                    Year School                  Finals                 
================================================================                
Section  1     Wind: 2.4                                                        
  1 Glass, Milani                Findlay                  13.87                 
  2 Spann, Darneisha             Eastern Illinois         14.01  14.004         
  3 Wiggins, Tiara               Grand Valley St.         14.01  14.009         
  4 Johnson-Bell, Ke'Asia        Eastern Kentucky         14.37                 
  5 Hicks, Pedra                 Eastern Illinois         14.44                 
  6 Luba, Breanna                Grand Valley St.         14.80                 
  7 Robinson, Kara               Xavier (Ohio)            14.84                 
Section  2     Wind: 3.7                                                        
  1 Slay, Tika                   Unattached               14.74                 
  2 Bolden, Jewell               Southern Illinois        15.04                 
  3 Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville       15.08                 
  4 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           15.26                 
  5 Meyer, Madison               Southern Illinois        15.32                 
  6 Patton, Victoria             Grand Valley St.         15.35                 
  7 Gustad, Jessica              Grand Valley St.         15.67                 
Section  3     Wind: 1.8                                                        
  1 Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky         14.85                 
  2 Thompson, Kayla              Northern Kentucky        14.99                 
  3 Richard, Katie               Eastern Kentucky         15.50                 
  4 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech           15.73                 
  5 Kappen, Megan                Northern Kentucky        17.10                 
  6 Peterson, Grace              Grand Valley St.         17.89                 
  7 Hurt, Oreatha                Lindsey Wilson           21.69                 
Section  4     Wind: 1.9                                                        
  1 Rieger, Louisa               Eastern Illinois         15.72                 
  2 Madison, Sophia              Alabama A&M              15.83                 
  3 Atchison, Morgan             Eastern Illinois         15.85                 
  4 Deutsch, Alexa               Xavier (Ohio)            16.57                 
  5 Gore, Elaine                 Eastern Kentucky         17.01                 
  6 Martin, Hailey               Lindsey Wilson           17.95                 
Section  5     Wind: 2.3                                                        
  1 Stubblefield, Kyler          Lane                     18.53                 
  2 Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky         19.80                 
  3 Smith, Shannon               Lane                     19.93                 
========================================================================        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#        
========================================================================        
Finals                                                                          
  1 Glass, Milani                Findlay                  13.87   2.4  1        
  2 Spann, Darneisha             Eastern Illinois         14.01   2.4  1 14.004 
  3 Wiggins, Tiara               Grand Valley St.         14.01   2.4  1 14.009 
  4 Johnson-Bell, Ke'Asia        Eastern Kentucky         14.37   2.4  1        
  5 Hicks, Pedra                 Eastern Illinois         14.44   2.4  1        
  6 Slay, Tika                   Unattached               14.74   3.7  2        
  7 Luba, Breanna                Grand Valley St.         14.80   2.4  1        
  8 Robinson, Kara               Xavier (Ohio)            14.84   2.4  1        
  9 Rich, Bethany                Eastern Kentucky         14.85   1.8  3        
 10 Thompson, Kayla              Northern Kentucky        14.99   1.8  3        
 11 Bolden, Jewell               Southern Illinois        15.04   3.7  2        
 12 Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville       15.08   3.7  2        
 13 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           15.26   3.7  2        
 14 Meyer, Madison               Southern Illinois        15.32   3.7  2        
 15 Patton, Victoria             Grand Valley St.         15.35   3.7  2        
 16 Richard, Katie               Eastern Kentucky         15.50   1.8  3        
 17 Gustad, Jessica              Grand Valley St.         15.67   3.7  2        
 18 Rieger, Louisa               Eastern Illinois         15.72   1.9  4        
 19 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech           15.73   1.8  3        
 20 Madison, Sophia              Alabama A&M              15.83   1.9  4        
 21 Atchison, Morgan             Eastern Illinois         15.85   1.9  4        
 22 Deutsch, Alexa               Xavier (Ohio)            16.57   1.9  4        
 23 Gore, Elaine                 Eastern Kentucky         17.01   1.9  4        
 24 Kappen, Megan                Northern Kentucky        17.10   1.8  3        
 25 Peterson, Grace              Grand Valley St.         17.89   1.8  3        
 26 Martin, Hailey               Lindsey Wilson           17.95   1.9  4        
 27 Stubblefield, Kyler          Lane                     18.53   2.3  5        
 28 Lacy, Hailey                 Eastern Kentucky         19.80   2.3  5        
 29 Smith, Shannon               Lane                     19.93   2.3  5        
 30 Hurt, Oreatha                Lindsey Wilson           21.69   1.8  3   
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Event 6  Men 400 m Dash 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Sears, Ventavius             Unattached               46.88     
  2 Gates, Kymari                Western Kentucky         47.41     
  3 Shimukowa, Charles           Western Kentucky         47.75     
  4 Alexandre, Oliver            Western Kentucky         47.95     
  5 Effah, George                Findlay                  48.09     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Hayes, Austin                Western Kentucky         47.86     
  2 Jenkins, Trevian             Alabama-Huntsville       50.02     
  3 Harris, K'Lan                Lindsey Wilson           52.66     
Section  3                                                          
  1 Whitehead, Christian         Lindsey Wilson           49.20     
  2 Ferraro, John                Eastern Kentucky         49.65     
  3 English, Luke                Xavier (Ohio)            50.19     
  4 Register, Stephen            Unattached               50.59     
  5 Williams, Tre                Alabama A&M              50.97     
Section  4                                                          
  1 McMurry, Jaylyn              Lindsey Wilson           49.49     
  2 Green, DeTorrian             Alabama A&M              50.56     
  3 Grieger, Kurt                Findlay                  50.57     
  4 Davis, Jeremiah              Grand Valley St.         51.44     
  5 Green, Connor                Spalding                 52.21     
 -- Hernandez, Caleb             Xavier (Ohio)              DNF     
Section  5                                                          
  1 Brown, Michael               Eastern Illinois         51.45     
  2 Dixon, Quentavious           Lane                     51.48     
  3 Ali, Amir                    Alabama A&M              51.98     
  4 Phillips, Bradley            Eastern Illinois         52.26     
  5 Duckworth, Dylan             Western Kentucky         54.56     
 -- Davis-Giles, Tyrique         Alabama-Huntsville         DNF     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Sears, Ventavius             Unattached               46.88   1 
  2 Gates, Kymari                Western Kentucky         47.41   1 
  3 Shimukowa, Charles           Western Kentucky         47.75   1 
  4 Hayes, Austin                Western Kentucky         47.86   2 
  5 Alexandre, Oliver            Western Kentucky         47.95   1 
  6 Effah, George                Findlay                  48.09   1 
  7 Whitehead, Christian         Lindsey Wilson           49.20   3 
  8 McMurry, Jaylyn              Lindsey Wilson           49.49   4 
  9 Ferraro, John                Eastern Kentucky         49.65   3 
 10 Jenkins, Trevian             Alabama-Huntsville       50.02   2 
 11 English, Luke                Xavier (Ohio)            50.19   3 
 12 Green, DeTorrian             Alabama A&M              50.56   4 
 13 Grieger, Kurt                Findlay                  50.57   4 
 14 Register, Stephen            Unattached               50.59   3 
 15 Williams, Tre                Alabama A&M              50.97   3 
 16 Davis, Jeremiah              Grand Valley St.         51.44   4 
 17 Brown, Michael               Eastern Illinois         51.45   5 
 18 Dixon, Quentavious           Lane                     51.48   5 
 19 Ali, Amir                    Alabama A&M              51.98   5 
 20 Green, Connor                Spalding                 52.21   4 
 21 Phillips, Bradley            Eastern Illinois         52.26   5 
 22 Harris, K'Lan                Lindsey Wilson           52.66   2 
 23 Duckworth, Dylan             Western Kentucky         54.56   5 
 -- Davis-Giles, Tyrique         Alabama-Huntsville         DNF   5 
 -- Hernandez, Caleb             Xavier (Ohio)              DNF   4 
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Event 5  Women 400 m Dash 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Hemmings, Semoy              Findlay                  57.40     
  2 Beulla, Sarah                Grand Valley St.         57.96     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Lewis, Juannae               Western Kentucky         55.92     
  2 Davis, Terion                Alabama A&M              58.51     
  3 Davenport, Sheridan          Xavier (Ohio)          1:00.43     
  4 Stremler, Madison            Tennessee Tech         1:02.65     
Section  3                                                          
  1 Andrus, Serenity             Alabama-Huntsville       59.30     
  2 Keith, Sophia                Eastern Illinois         59.76     
  3 Shipman, Jenna               Findlay                  59.77     
  4 Spinks, Kala                 Alabama A&M            1:00.90     
  5 Bax, Devyn                   Grand Valley St.       1:01.84     
Section  4                                                          
  1 Goderwis, Nicole             Eastern Kentucky         59.33     
  2 Barr, Ashley                 Eastern Kentucky         59.95     
  3 Andrews, Maya                Morehead State         1:00.06     
  4 Griffin, Diamond             Alabama A&M            1:01.47     
  5 Nichols, Jenee'              Alabama A&M            1:11.80     
Section  5                                                          
  1 Anderson, Teauna             Tennessee Tech         1:03.50     
  2 Underwood, Aza-Rae           Lane                   1:25.85     
  3 Jackson, Derricka            Lane                   1:27.87     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Lewis, Juannae               Western Kentucky         55.92   2 
  2 Hemmings, Semoy              Findlay                  57.40   1 
  3 Beulla, Sarah                Grand Valley St.         57.96   1 
  4 Davis, Terion                Alabama A&M              58.51   2 
  5 Andrus, Serenity             Alabama-Huntsville       59.30   3 
  6 Goderwis, Nicole             Eastern Kentucky         59.33   4 
  7 Keith, Sophia                Eastern Illinois         59.76   3 
  8 Shipman, Jenna               Findlay                  59.77   3 
  9 Barr, Ashley                 Eastern Kentucky         59.95   4 
 10 Andrews, Maya                Morehead State         1:00.06   4 
 11 Davenport, Sheridan          Xavier (Ohio)          1:00.43   2 
 12 Spinks, Kala                 Alabama A&M            1:00.90   3 
 13 Griffin, Diamond             Alabama A&M            1:01.47   4 
 14 Bax, Devyn                   Grand Valley St.       1:01.84   3 
 15 Stremler, Madison            Tennessee Tech         1:02.65   2 
 16 Anderson, Teauna             Tennessee Tech         1:03.50   5 
 17 Nichols, Jenee'              Alabama A&M            1:11.80   4 
 18 Underwood, Aza-Rae           Lane                   1:25.85   5 
 19 Jackson, Derricka            Lane                   1:27.87   5
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Event 2  Men 100 m Dash 
================================================================                
    Name                    Year School                  Finals                 
================================================================                
Section  1     Wind: 2.3                                                        
  1 Minor, Eli                   Western Kentucky         10.32                 
  2 Hallmon, Kevin               Lindsey Wilson           10.45                 
  3 Dryer, Elijah                Alabama-Huntsville       10.49                 
  4 Smith, Devante               Eastern Illinois         10.78                 
  5 Keeling, Holt                Lindsey Wilson           10.79                 
Section  2     Wind: 2.1                                                        
  1 Weakley, Donald              Alabama A&M              10.77                 
  2 Pollard, Rashaad             Alabama-Huntsville       10.89                 
  3 Gibson, Ojay                 Alabama-Huntsville       11.01                 
  4 Parker, Charlie              Alabama A&M              11.25  11.244         
  5 Davis, Christian             Lindsey Wilson           11.26  11.258         
Section  3     Wind: 2.9                                                        
  1 Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky         10.94                 
  2 Williams, Kenneth            Lane                     10.98                 
  3 Bradley, Gidarell            Lane                     11.03                 
  4 Tugbe, Augustine             Eastern Kentucky         11.09  11.087         
  5 McPhatter, Tyrese            Alabama A&M              11.09  11.088         
  6 Jellison, Zach               Findlay                  11.25  11.242         
  7 White, Javon                 Lane                     11.26  11.257         
Section  4     Wind: 3.8                                                        
  1 Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M              11.46                 
  2 Wheat, Jeremiah              Spalding                 11.48                 
  3 Walls, Deion                 Spalding                 11.49                 
  4 Patterson, Timothy           Alabama-Huntsville       11.61  11.605         
  5 Smith, Chandler              Alabama-Huntsville       11.97                 
  6 Goebel, Cameron              Spalding                 12.29                 
Section  5     Wind: 2.5                                                        
  1 Stepansky, Gavin             Findlay                  11.61  11.603         
  2 lobbins, Rhakedric           Lane                     12.39                 
========================================================================        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#        
========================================================================        
Finals                                                                          
  1 Minor, Eli                   Western Kentucky         10.32   2.3  1        
  2 Hallmon, Kevin               Lindsey Wilson           10.45   2.3  1        
  3 Dryer, Elijah                Alabama-Huntsville       10.49   2.3  1        
  4 Weakley, Donald              Alabama A&M              10.77   2.1  2        
  5 Smith, Devante               Eastern Illinois         10.78   2.3  1        
  6 Keeling, Holt                Lindsey Wilson           10.79   2.3  1        
  7 Pollard, Rashaad             Alabama-Huntsville       10.89   2.1  2        
  8 Reed, Yoshua                 Eastern Kentucky         10.94   2.9  3        
  9 Williams, Kenneth            Lane                     10.98   2.9  3        
 10 Gibson, Ojay                 Alabama-Huntsville       11.01   2.1  2        
 11 Bradley, Gidarell            Lane                     11.03   2.9  3        
 12 Tugbe, Augustine             Eastern Kentucky         11.09   2.9  3 11.087 
 13 McPhatter, Tyrese            Alabama A&M              11.09   2.9  3 11.088 
 14 Jellison, Zach               Findlay                  11.25   2.9  3 11.242 
 15 Parker, Charlie              Alabama A&M              11.25   2.1  2 11.244 
 16 White, Javon                 Lane                     11.26   2.9  3 11.257 
 17 Davis, Christian             Lindsey Wilson           11.26   2.1  2 11.258 
 18 Simons, Jordan               Alabama A&M              11.46   3.8  4        
 19 Wheat, Jeremiah              Spalding                 11.48   3.8  4        
 20 Walls, Deion                 Spalding                 11.49   3.8  4        
 21 Stepansky, Gavin             Findlay                  11.61   2.5  5 11.603 
 22 Patterson, Timothy           Alabama-Huntsville       11.61   3.8  4 11.605 
 23 Smith, Chandler              Alabama-Huntsville       11.97   3.8  4        
 24 Goebel, Cameron              Spalding                 12.29   3.8  4        
 25 lobbins, Rhakedric           Lane                     12.39   2.5  5        
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Event 1  Women 100 m Dash 
================================================================                
    Name                    Year School                  Finals                 
================================================================                
Section  1     Wind: 1.0                                                        
  1 Branch, Bri'Anna             Southern Illinois        11.85                 
  2 Robinson, NaAsha             Tennessee Tech           12.02                 
  3 Bright, Safia                Lindsey Wilson           12.18                 
  4 Valentine, Khadijah          Western Kentucky         12.49                 
  5 Russell, Jairyn              Alabama-Huntsville       12.55                 
Section  2     Wind: 1.4                                                        
  1 Wickham, Lisa                Tennessee Tech           11.88                 
  2 Tate, Ciera                  Tennessee Tech           12.21                 
  3 Lane, Nyjah                  Eastern Illinois         12.27  12.261         
  4 Slaughter, Akia              Alabama A&M              12.27  12.264         
  5 Meyer, Madison               Southern Illinois        12.46                 
  6 Davis, Maya                  Alabama A&M              12.58                 
  7 Parker, Carinne              Southern Illinois        12.69                 
Section  3     Wind: 3.1                                                        
  1 Woods, Sydney                Alabama-Huntsville       12.34                 
  2 Denning, Jumyia              Eastern Kentucky         12.53                 
  3 Savoy, Chynna                Eastern Kentucky         12.73                 
  4 Buchanan, Lauren             Lindsey Wilson           12.97                 
  5 Hamilton, Kelsey             Spalding                 13.25                 
Section  4     Wind: 3.0                                                        
  1 Mitchell, Jada               Lane                     13.29                 
  2 Weppler, Leeann              Spalding                 13.58                 
  3 Gore, Elaine                 Eastern Kentucky         13.59                 
  4 Freel, Kathryn               Eastern Kentucky         13.90                 
  5 Tran, Terissa                Findlay                  13.95                 
  6 Rucker, Conesiha             Lane                     14.29                 
  7 Hodgson, Caroline            Eastern Kentucky         14.34                 
Section  5     Wind: 2.1                                                        
  1 Jackson, D'Airrien           Tennessee Tech           12.05                 
  2 Simpson, Jillian             Xavier (Ohio)            13.13                 
  3 Cook, Lashawn                Lane                     14.66                 
========================================================================        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#        
========================================================================        
Finals                                                                          
  1 Branch, Bri'Anna             Southern Illinois        11.85   1.0  1        
  2 Wickham, Lisa                Tennessee Tech           11.88   1.4  2        
  3 Robinson, NaAsha             Tennessee Tech           12.02   1.0  1        
  4 Jackson, D'Airrien           Tennessee Tech           12.05   2.1  5        
  5 Bright, Safia                Lindsey Wilson           12.18   1.0  1        
  6 Tate, Ciera                  Tennessee Tech           12.21   1.4  2        
  7 Lane, Nyjah                  Eastern Illinois         12.27   1.4  2 12.261 
  8 Slaughter, Akia              Alabama A&M              12.27   1.4  2 12.264 
  9 Woods, Sydney                Alabama-Huntsville       12.34   3.1  3        
 10 Meyer, Madison               Southern Illinois        12.46   1.4  2        
 11 Valentine, Khadijah          Western Kentucky         12.49   1.0  1        
 12 Denning, Jumyia              Eastern Kentucky         12.53   3.1  3        
 13 Russell, Jairyn              Alabama-Huntsville       12.55   1.0  1        
 14 Davis, Maya                  Alabama A&M              12.58   1.4  2        
 15 Parker, Carinne              Southern Illinois        12.69   1.4  2        
 16 Savoy, Chynna                Eastern Kentucky         12.73   3.1  3        
 17 Buchanan, Lauren             Lindsey Wilson           12.97   3.1  3        
 18 Simpson, Jillian             Xavier (Ohio)            13.13   2.1  5        
 19 Hamilton, Kelsey             Spalding                 13.25   3.1  3        
 20 Mitchell, Jada               Lane                     13.29   3.0  4        
 21 Weppler, Leeann              Spalding                 13.58   3.0  4        
 22 Gore, Elaine                 Eastern Kentucky         13.59   3.0  4        
 23 Freel, Kathryn               Eastern Kentucky         13.90   3.0  4        
 24 Tran, Terissa                Findlay                  13.95   3.0  4        
 25 Rucker, Conesiha             Lane                     14.29   3.0  4        
 26 Hodgson, Caroline            Eastern Kentucky         14.34   3.0  4        
 27 Cook, Lashawn                Lane                     14.66   2.1  5        
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Event 31  Women Discus Throw 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        39.99m     131-02 
      37.82m  FOUL  FOUL  37.66m  39.99m  FOUL                             
  2 Brown, Ashley                Northern Kentucky       37.95m     124-06 
      37.95m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  36.65m  FOUL                               
  3 Jewell, Erin                 Alabama-Huntsville      35.23m     115-07 
      35.23m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
 -- Malveaux, Kayln              Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- James, Latoria               Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Bent, Taylor                 Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Talbott, MiKayla             Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Suiters, Katie               Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Hydron, Kamryn               Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Simmons, Bailey              Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Calhoun, Brianna             Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Goodwin, Bobbie              Grand Valley St.        44.69m     146-07 
      43.30m  43.87m  42.19m  41.67m  44.69m  FOUL                         
  2 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        43.35m     142-03 
      FOUL  FOUL  43.35m  42.01m  FOUL  FOUL                               
  3 Conlon, Kayleigh             Southern Illinois       43.31m     142-01 
      41.89m  41.83m  42.03m  43.31m  FOUL  FOUL                           
  4 Koch, Marie                  Eastern Illinois        41.55m     136-04 
      38.83m  FOUL  FOUL  41.55m  39.22m  37.18m                           
  5 Lucas, Alexis                Alabama A&M             40.46m     132-09 
      FOUL  FOUL  40.46m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
  6 Pack, Brianna                Northern Kentucky       38.38m     125-11 
      37.02m  36.69m  37.76m  FOUL  36.68m  38.38m                         
  7 Mansperger, Mariah           Grand Valley St.        37.82m     124-01 
      37.82m  FOUL  FOUL  36.21m  37.51m  36.12m                           
  8 Nicholson, Abigail           Eastern Illinois        37.56m     123-03 
      35.88m  37.56m  FOUL                                                 
  9 Averesch, Holly              Findlay                 36.58m     120-00 
      FOUL  36.58m  FOUL                                                   
 -- DeVincentis, Alex            Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Lyons, Megan                 Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Goodwin, Bobbie              Grand Valley St.        44.69m     146-07 
      43.30m  43.87m  42.19m  41.67m  44.69m  FOUL                         
  2 Hecksel, Mary                Grand Valley St.        43.35m     142-03 
      FOUL  FOUL  43.35m  42.01m  FOUL  FOUL                               
  3 Conlon, Kayleigh             Southern Illinois       43.31m     142-01 
      41.89m  41.83m  42.03m  43.31m  FOUL  FOUL                           
  4 Koch, Marie                  Eastern Illinois        41.55m     136-04 
      38.83m  FOUL  FOUL  41.55m  39.22m  37.18m                           
  5 Lucas, Alexis                Alabama A&M             40.46m     132-09 
      FOUL  FOUL  40.46m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
  6 Wilson, Makenna              Eastern Illinois        39.99m     131-02 
      37.82m  FOUL  FOUL  37.66m  39.99m  FOUL                             
  7 Pack, Brianna                Northern Kentucky       38.38m     125-11 
      37.02m  36.69m  37.76m  FOUL  36.68m  38.38m                         
  8 Brown, Ashley                Northern Kentucky       37.95m     124-06 
      37.95m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  36.65m  FOUL                               
  9 Mansperger, Mariah           Grand Valley St.        37.82m     124-01 
      37.82m  FOUL  FOUL  36.21m  37.51m  36.12m                           
 10 Nicholson, Abigail           Eastern Illinois        37.56m     123-03 
      35.88m  37.56m  FOUL                                                 
 11 Averesch, Holly              Findlay                 36.58m     120-00 
      FOUL  36.58m  FOUL                                                   
 12 Jewell, Erin                 Alabama-Huntsville      35.23m     115-07 
      35.23m  FOUL  FOUL                                                   
 -- Talbott, MiKayla             Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Lyons, Megan                 Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Suiters, Katie               Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Bent, Taylor                 Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Calhoun, Brianna             Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Hydron, Kamryn               Eastern Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Simmons, Bailey              Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Malveaux, Kayln              Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- James, Latoria               Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- DeVincentis, Alex            Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                  
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                    2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                      
                       Western Kentucky University                         
                  Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                   
  
Event 32  Men Discus Throw 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Flight  1                                                                  
  1 Claiborne, Corey             Belmont                 46.62m     152-11 
      42.84m  FOUL  FOUL  46.62m  44.56m  FOUL                             
  2 Keller, Danny                Northern Kentucky       43.11m     141-05 
      FOUL  43.11m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
 -- Widener, Cal                 Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- berry, lejuan                Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL x  x                                                            
 -- Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Tanner, Joseph               Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Cassidy, Jeff                Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL x                                                         
 -- Mitchell, Cameron            Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Tanner, Stephen              Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Hill, Hunter                 Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Taylor, lafayette            Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL    x                                                            
Flight  2                                                                  
  1 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        50.42m     165-05 
      46.73m  50.03m  49.98m  50.29m  50.42m  50.17m                       
  2 Prestigiacomo, Mike          Grand Valley St.        49.60m     162-09 
      48.10m  49.60m  46.64m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                             
  3 Pearce, Ryan                 Eastern Illinois        49.56m     162-07 
      46.66m  49.56m  46.56m  49.19m  47.45m  47.80m                       
  4 Hancock, Zach                Alabama-Huntsville      48.26m     158-04 
      44.90m  FOUL  44.61m  48.26m  FOUL  46.86m                           
  5 Cwiok, Tommy                 Grand Valley St.        48.12m     157-10 
      FOUL  FOUL  48.12m  FOUL  46.43m  FOUL                               
  6 Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                 45.86m     150-05 
      43.44m  FOUL  FOUL  43.95m  FOUL  45.86m                             
  7 Lovell, Dequan               Findlay                 44.04m     144-06 
      42.82m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  44.04m                               
 -- Muhwanga, Chard              Western Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Yeakley, Colton              Eastern Illinois          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Samuels, Akeem               Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Martin, Javian               Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Crim, Kameron                Northern Kentucky         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals                                                                     
  1 Scavarda, Justin             Grand Valley St.        50.42m     165-05 
      46.73m  50.03m  49.98m  50.29m  50.42m  50.17m                       
  2 Prestigiacomo, Mike          Grand Valley St.        49.60m     162-09 
      48.10m  49.60m  46.64m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                             
  3 Pearce, Ryan                 Eastern Illinois        49.56m     162-07 
      46.66m  49.56m  46.56m  49.19m  47.45m  47.80m                       
  4 Hancock, Zach                Alabama-Huntsville      48.26m     158-04 
      44.90m  FOUL  44.61m  48.26m  FOUL  46.86m                           
  5 Cwiok, Tommy                 Grand Valley St.        48.12m     157-10 
      FOUL  FOUL  48.12m  FOUL  46.43m  FOUL                               
  6 Claiborne, Corey             Belmont                 46.62m     152-11 
      42.84m  FOUL  FOUL  46.62m  44.56m  FOUL                             
  7 Gibson, Stephen              Belmont                 45.86m     150-05 
      43.44m  FOUL  FOUL  43.95m  FOUL  45.86m                             
  8 Lovell, Dequan               Findlay                 44.04m     144-06 
      42.82m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  44.04m                               
  9 Keller, Danny                Northern Kentucky       43.11m     141-05 
      FOUL  43.11m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                 
 -- Muhwanga, Chard              Western Kentucky          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Martin, Javian               Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Birch, Dillon                Eastern Illinois          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Tanner, Joseph               Findlay                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Widener, Cal                 Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Cassidy, Jeff                Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL x                                                         
 -- Mitchell, Cameron            Spalding                  FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- berry, lejuan                Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL x  x                                                            
 -- Sheldon, Ryan                Belmont                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Hill, Hunter                 Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Taylor, lafayette            Lane                      FOUL            
      FOUL    x                                                            
 -- Samuels, Akeem               Alabama A&M               FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Crim, Kameron                Northern Kentucky         FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Tanner, Stephen              Alabama-Huntsville        FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                     
 -- Yeakley, Colton              Eastern Illinois          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL                                                    
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 8  Men 800 m Run 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Shimukowa, Charles           Western Kentucky       1:53.28     
  2 Stapleton, Grant             Xavier (Ohio)          1:53.46     
  3 Daniels, Nolan               Xavier (Ohio)          1:53.79     
  4 Winiger, Greyson             Eastern Kentucky       1:54.27     
  5 Carter, Kyle                 Southern Illinois      1:55.25     
  6 Koringo, Thomas              Eastern Kentucky       1:56.60     
  7 Nails, Hunter                Alabama-Huntsville     1:56.98     
  8 Agbola, Daniel               Findlay                1:57.70     
  9 Wallenfelz, Adam             Alabama-Huntsville     2:00.04     
 10 Tapia, Tristan               Northern Kentucky      2:01.66     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Meehan, Connor               Xavier (Ohio)          1:56.71     
  2 Bailey, Mikah                Morehead State         1:57.99     
  3 Chism, Cody                  Morehead State         1:58.90     
  4 Dixon, Clay                  Unattached             1:59.20     
  5 Dietrich, Andrew             Xavier (Ohio)          2:00.53     
  6 Carrington, Jordan           Morehead State         2:00.80     
  7 Adams, Jack                  Findlay                2:01.62     
  8 Groves-Scott, Brydon         Alabama-Huntsville     2:01.64     
  9 Parameswaran, Anthony        Alabama-Huntsville     2:01.98     
 10 Lauck, Joe                   Findlay                2:03.07     
 11 Pillow, Darby                Morehead State         2:03.17     
 12 Swindell, Bryce              Western Kentucky       2:04.85     
 13 LaCroix, Harold              Alabama-Huntsville     2:08.24     
 14 Milam, Rondavius             Lane                   2:46.45     
Section  3                                                          
  1 Golson, Jaylin               Grand Valley St.       2:02.94     
  2 Wischmeyer, Ben              Findlay                2:05.41     
  3 Owens, Harrison              Morehead State         2:08.99     
  4 Gallagher, Justin            Spalding               2:10.41     
  5 Avila, Giovanni              Lane                   2:14.65     
  6 Maloy, Tripp                 Alabama-Huntsville     2:16.98     
  7 Whelchel, Artrayvious        Alabama A&M            2:19.25     
  8 Laffitte, Joshua             Lane                   2:31.01     
  9 Johnson, Bryce               Lane                   2:49.87     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Shimukowa, Charles           Western Kentucky       1:53.28   1 
  2 Stapleton, Grant             Xavier (Ohio)          1:53.46   1 
  3 Daniels, Nolan               Xavier (Ohio)          1:53.79   1 
  4 Winiger, Greyson             Eastern Kentucky       1:54.27   1 
  5 Carter, Kyle                 Southern Illinois      1:55.25   1 
  6 Koringo, Thomas              Eastern Kentucky       1:56.60   1 
  7 Meehan, Connor               Xavier (Ohio)          1:56.71   2 
  8 Nails, Hunter                Alabama-Huntsville     1:56.98   1 
  9 Agbola, Daniel               Findlay                1:57.70   1 
 10 Bailey, Mikah                Morehead State         1:57.99   2 
 11 Chism, Cody                  Morehead State         1:58.90   2 
 12 Dixon, Clay                  Unattached             1:59.20   2 
 13 Wallenfelz, Adam             Alabama-Huntsville     2:00.04   1 
 14 Dietrich, Andrew             Xavier (Ohio)          2:00.53   2 
 15 Carrington, Jordan           Morehead State         2:00.80   2 
 16 Adams, Jack                  Findlay                2:01.62   2 
 17 Groves-Scott, Brydon         Alabama-Huntsville     2:01.64   2 
 18 Tapia, Tristan               Northern Kentucky      2:01.66   1 
 19 Parameswaran, Anthony        Alabama-Huntsville     2:01.98   2 
 20 Golson, Jaylin               Grand Valley St.       2:02.94   3 
 21 Lauck, Joe                   Findlay                2:03.07   2 
 22 Pillow, Darby                Morehead State         2:03.17   2 
 23 Swindell, Bryce              Western Kentucky       2:04.85   2 
 24 Wischmeyer, Ben              Findlay                2:05.41   3 
 25 LaCroix, Harold              Alabama-Huntsville     2:08.24   2 
 26 Owens, Harrison              Morehead State         2:08.99   3 
 27 Gallagher, Justin            Spalding               2:10.41   3 
 28 Avila, Giovanni              Lane                   2:14.65   3 
 29 Maloy, Tripp                 Alabama-Huntsville     2:16.98   3 
 30 Whelchel, Artrayvious        Alabama A&M            2:19.25   3 
 31 Laffitte, Joshua             Lane                   2:31.01   3 
 32 Milam, Rondavius             Lane                   2:46.45   2 
 33 Johnson, Bryce               Lane                   2:49.87   3
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:12 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 7  Women 800 m Run 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Yost, Haley                  Eastern Kentucky       2:10.25     
  2 Rennick, Micayla             Tennessee Tech         2:10.87     
  3 Grams, Meggan                Eastern Kentucky       2:12.90     
  4 Ames, Savannah               Western Kentucky       2:16.53     
  5 Zeitz, Madison               Eastern Kentucky       2:17.22     
  6 Moore, Kiara                 Alabama-Huntsville     2:17.36     
  7 Fioresi, Abby                Xavier (Ohio)          2:17.38     
  8 Shaw, Samantha               Northern Kentucky      2:19.28     
  9 Clark, Sarah                 Xavier (Ohio)          2:19.60     
 10 Polycarpou, Leah             Eastern Kentucky       2:21.13     
 11 Borer, Madisen               Findlay                2:29.17     
 12 Ndorobo, Lilian              Eastern Kentucky       2:29.52     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Flairty, Jennah              Northern Kentucky      2:19.72     
  2 Daniel, Caroline             Belmont                2:23.45     
  3 Johnson, Ruthie              Xavier (Ohio)          2:23.68     
  4 Blackwell, Robyn             Xavier (Ohio)          2:23.88     
  5 Freeman, Achante             Alabama A&M            2:24.41     
  6 Locklin, Autumn              Alabama A&M            2:24.68     
  7 Manns, Aubreah               Findlay                2:25.56     
  8 Barden, Grace                Xavier (Ohio)          2:25.81     
  9 Young, Sydney                Morehead State         2:26.06     
 10 Cooper, Anna                 Tennessee Tech         2:26.18     
 11 Schoenherr, Olivia           Eastern Kentucky       2:26.25     
 12 Cardwell, Vanessa            Alabama-Huntsville     2:29.21     
 13 Johnson, Vanessa             Xavier (Ohio)          2:30.69     
 14 Dorn, Abbigail               Morehead State         2:35.17     
 15 Arrick, Anna                 Belmont                2:35.30     
 16 Faris, Mya                   Morehead State         2:40.27     
Section  3                                                          
  1 Ransom, Aairiona             Western Kentucky       2:27.16     
  2 Wolfe, Kimmy                 Northern Kentucky      2:31.83     
  3 Spranger, Sydney             Southern Illinois      2:33.45     
  4 Gundler, Emma                Morehead State         2:35.95     
  5 Crum, Claire                 Findlay                2:36.34     
  6 McGowan, Courtney            Tennessee Tech         2:37.91     
  7 Abercrombie, Madison         Findlay                2:48.98     
  8 Marr, Brianna                Spalding               2:49.60     
  9 Kise, Maggie                 Findlay                2:53.64     
 10 Sparks, Troi                 Lane                   3:13.49     
 11 Ellingson, Shaylee           Tennessee Tech         3:16.73     
 12 Jones, Jaylin                Lane                   3:58.29     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Yost, Haley                  Eastern Kentucky       2:10.25   1 
  2 Rennick, Micayla             Tennessee Tech         2:10.87   1 
  3 Grams, Meggan                Eastern Kentucky       2:12.90   1 
  4 Ames, Savannah               Western Kentucky       2:16.53   1 
  5 Zeitz, Madison               Eastern Kentucky       2:17.22   1 
  6 Moore, Kiara                 Alabama-Huntsville     2:17.36   1 
  7 Fioresi, Abby                Xavier (Ohio)          2:17.38   1 
  8 Shaw, Samantha               Northern Kentucky      2:19.28   1 
  9 Clark, Sarah                 Xavier (Ohio)          2:19.60   1 
 10 Flairty, Jennah              Northern Kentucky      2:19.72   2 
 11 Polycarpou, Leah             Eastern Kentucky       2:21.13   1 
 12 Daniel, Caroline             Belmont                2:23.45   2 
 13 Johnson, Ruthie              Xavier (Ohio)          2:23.68   2 
 14 Blackwell, Robyn             Xavier (Ohio)          2:23.88   2 
 15 Freeman, Achante             Alabama A&M            2:24.41   2 
 16 Locklin, Autumn              Alabama A&M            2:24.68   2 
 17 Manns, Aubreah               Findlay                2:25.56   2 
 18 Barden, Grace                Xavier (Ohio)          2:25.81   2 
 19 Young, Sydney                Morehead State         2:26.06   2 
 20 Cooper, Anna                 Tennessee Tech         2:26.18   2 
 21 Schoenherr, Olivia           Eastern Kentucky       2:26.25   2 
 22 Ransom, Aairiona             Western Kentucky       2:27.16   3 
 23 Borer, Madisen               Findlay                2:29.17   1 
 24 Cardwell, Vanessa            Alabama-Huntsville     2:29.21   2 
 25 Ndorobo, Lilian              Eastern Kentucky       2:29.52   1 
 26 Johnson, Vanessa             Xavier (Ohio)          2:30.69   2 
 27 Wolfe, Kimmy                 Northern Kentucky      2:31.83   3 
 28 Spranger, Sydney             Southern Illinois      2:33.45   3 
 29 Dorn, Abbigail               Morehead State         2:35.17   2 
 30 Arrick, Anna                 Belmont                2:35.30   2 
 31 Gundler, Emma                Morehead State         2:35.95   3 
 32 Crum, Claire                 Findlay                2:36.34   3 
 33 McGowan, Courtney            Tennessee Tech         2:37.91   3 
 34 Faris, Mya                   Morehead State         2:40.27   2 
 35 Abercrombie, Madison         Findlay                2:48.98   3 
 36 Marr, Brianna                Spalding               2:49.60   3 
 37 Kise, Maggie                 Findlay                2:53.64   3 
 38 Sparks, Troi                 Lane                   3:13.49   3 
 39 Ellingson, Shaylee           Tennessee Tech         3:16.73   3 
 40 Jones, Jaylin                Lane                   3:58.29   3 
 
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 22  Men 400 m Hurdles 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Seged, Maor                  Western Kentucky         52.80     
  2 Pavliga, Tyler               Grand Valley St.         52.95     
  3 Ward, Alex                   Alabama A&M              53.03     
  4 Walker, Daniel               Grand Valley St.         53.93     
  5 Villaman, Denzel             Western Kentucky         53.97     
  6 Saruni, David                Western Kentucky         54.40     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Brass, Devyn                 Grand Valley St.         55.07     
  2 Manneh, William              Xavier (Ohio)            55.91     
  3 Moody, Amortez               Alabama A&M              59.00     
  4 Ley, Camren                  Alabama-Huntsville       59.09     
  5 Mwakyoma, Nkabila            Southern Illinois      1:00.85     
Section  3                                                          
  1 Porter, Alexander            Grand Valley St.         55.61     
  2 Johnson, Cedric              Eastern Illinois         57.27     
  3 Saylor, Seth                 Findlay                1:02.48     
  4 Clark, Cameron               Alabama-Huntsville     1:06.13     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Seged, Maor                  Western Kentucky         52.80   1 
  2 Pavliga, Tyler               Grand Valley St.         52.95   1 
  3 Ward, Alex                   Alabama A&M              53.03   1 
  4 Walker, Daniel               Grand Valley St.         53.93   1 
  5 Villaman, Denzel             Western Kentucky         53.97   1 
  6 Saruni, David                Western Kentucky         54.40   1 
  7 Brass, Devyn                 Grand Valley St.         55.07   2 
  8 Porter, Alexander            Grand Valley St.         55.61   3 
  9 Manneh, William              Xavier (Ohio)            55.91   2 
 10 Johnson, Cedric              Eastern Illinois         57.27   3 
 11 Moody, Amortez               Alabama A&M              59.00   2 
 12 Ley, Camren                  Alabama-Huntsville       59.09   2 
 13 Mwakyoma, Nkabila            Southern Illinois      1:00.85   2 
 14 Saylor, Seth                 Findlay                1:02.48   3 
 15 Clark, Cameron               Alabama-Huntsville     1:06.13   3
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License         4/6/2018 - 8:13 PM 
                 2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                  
                    Western Kentucky University                     
              Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                
  
Event 21  Women 400 m Hurdles 
================================================================    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals     
================================================================    
Section  1                                                          
  1 Terrell, Ariel               Western Kentucky         59.84     
  2 Hicks, Pedra                 Eastern Illinois       1:01.16     
  3 Eby, Jessica                 Grand Valley St.       1:01.43     
  4 O'Connell, Jessica           Grand Valley St.       1:03.40     
  5 Luba, Breanna                Grand Valley St.       1:06.64     
Section  2                                                          
  1 Johnson, Heather             Grand Valley St.       1:01.77     
  2 Wiggins, Tiara               Grand Valley St.       1:04.46     
  3 DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia         Lindsey Wilson         1:05.42     
  4 Terhorst, Cassidy            Grand Valley St.       1:05.65     
  5 Dominguez, Stephanie         Eastern Illinois       1:06.58     
  6 Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville     1:07.90     
Section  3                                                          
  1 Rieger, Louisa               Eastern Illinois       1:05.20     
  2 Atchison, Morgan             Eastern Illinois       1:08.05     
  3 Gil, Madalynn                Eastern Illinois       1:08.31     
Section  4                                                          
  1 Jackson, D'Airrien           Tennessee Tech         1:03.89     
  2 Young, Davina                Alabama A&M            1:08.39     
  3 Stubblefield, Kyler          Lane                   1:18.49     
=================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# 
=================================================================== 
Finals                                                              
  1 Terrell, Ariel               Western Kentucky         59.84   1 
  2 Hicks, Pedra                 Eastern Illinois       1:01.16   1 
  3 Eby, Jessica                 Grand Valley St.       1:01.43   1 
  4 Johnson, Heather             Grand Valley St.       1:01.77   2 
  5 O'Connell, Jessica           Grand Valley St.       1:03.40   1 
  6 Jackson, D'Airrien           Tennessee Tech         1:03.89   4 
  7 Wiggins, Tiara               Grand Valley St.       1:04.46   2 
  8 Rieger, Louisa               Eastern Illinois       1:05.20   3 
  9 DeHaven-Boyd, Alexia         Lindsey Wilson         1:05.42   2 
 10 Terhorst, Cassidy            Grand Valley St.       1:05.65   2 
 11 Dominguez, Stephanie         Eastern Illinois       1:06.58   2 
 12 Luba, Breanna                Grand Valley St.       1:06.64   1 
 13 Canady, Courtney             Alabama-Huntsville     1:07.90   2 
 14 Atchison, Morgan             Eastern Illinois       1:08.05   3 
 15 Gil, Madalynn                Eastern Illinois       1:08.31   3 
 16 Young, Davina                Alabama A&M            1:08.39   4 
 17 Stubblefield, Kyler          Lane                   1:18.49   4
Delta Timing Group - Contractor License                     4/6/2018 - 8:12 PM 
                       2018 Hilltopper Relays - 4/6/2018                        
                          Western Kentucky University                           
                    Charles M Reuter Track & Field Complex                      
  
Event 4  Men 200 m Dash 
================================================================                
    Name                    Year School                  Finals                 
================================================================                
Section  1     Wind: 1.9                                                        
  1 Hayes, Austin                Western Kentucky         21.20                 
  2 Hallmon, Kevin               Lindsey Wilson           21.21                 
  3 Gates, Kymari                Western Kentucky         21.35                 
  4 Dryer, Elijah                Alabama-Huntsville       21.36                 
  5 Alexandre, Oliver            Western Kentucky         21.45                 
  6 Sears, Ventavius             Unattached               21.76                 
Section  2     Wind: 2.3                                                        
  1 Tanksley, Alec               Western Kentucky         21.69                 
  2 Keeling, Holt                Lindsey Wilson           22.04                 
  3 Jenkins, Trevian             Alabama-Huntsville       22.07                 
  4 Capers, Thomas               Grand Valley St.         22.16                 
  5 Noble, Ethan                 Grand Valley St.         22.24                 
  6 Parker, Charlie              Alabama A&M              23.03                 
Section  3     Wind: 1.3                                                        
  1 Napier, Joshua               Alabama A&M              22.21  22.206         
  2 Weakley, Donald              Alabama A&M              22.21  22.209         
  3 Gibson, Ojay                 Alabama-Huntsville       22.37  22.369         
  4 Lawrence, Kymani             Lindsey Wilson           22.40                 
  5 Pollard, Rashaad             Alabama-Huntsville       22.43                 
  6 Davis, Christian             Lindsey Wilson           23.43                 
Section  4     Wind: 1.4                                                        
  1 Smith, Devante               Eastern Illinois         22.37  22.367         
  2 Baker, DeAndre               Alabama A&M              22.39                 
  3 Davis-Giles, Tyrique         Alabama-Huntsville       22.49                 
  4 Whitehead, Christian         Lindsey Wilson           22.59                 
  5 Jellison, Zach               Findlay                  22.69                 
  6 Capers, Khalil               Findlay                  23.27                 
Section  5     Wind: 1.6                                                        
  1 Tugbe, Augustine             Eastern Kentucky         22.99                 
  2 Record, Robbie               Northern Kentucky        23.06                 
  3 Williams, Kenneth            Lane                     23.31                 
  4 Ali, Amir                    Alabama A&M              23.34                 
  5 Kirkwood, Tyler              Grand Valley St.         23.57  23.569         
  6 Gover, Kameron               Eastern Kentucky         35.87                 
Section  6     Wind: 1.5                                                        
  1 McPhatter, Tyrese            Alabama A&M              23.26                 
  2 Stepansky, Gavin             Findlay                  23.57  23.567         
  3 Walls, Deion                 Spalding                 23.94                 
  4 Wilkins, Lee                 Lane                     24.10  24.093         
  5 Macklin, Nathan              Lane                     24.17                 
  6 Ayeni, Babafemi              Findlay                  26.60                 
Section  7     Wind: 1.5                                                        
  1 Currington, Logan            Northern Kentucky        24.10  24.094         
  2 Wheat, Jeremiah              Spalding                 24.87                 
  3 Goebel, Cameron              Spalding                 25.94                 
========================================================================        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#        
========================================================================        
Finals                                                                          
  1 Hayes, Austin                Western Kentucky         21.20   1.9  1        
  2 Hallmon, Kevin               Lindsey Wilson           21.21   1.9  1        
  3 Gates, Kymari                Western Kentucky         21.35   1.9  1        
  4 Dryer, Elijah                Alabama-Huntsville       21.36   1.9  1        
  5 Alexandre, Oliver            Western Kentucky         21.45   1.9  1        
  6 Tanksley, Alec               Western Kentucky         21.69   2.3  2        
  7 Sears, Ventavius             Unattached               21.76   1.9  1        
  8 Keeling, Holt                Lindsey Wilson           22.04   2.3  2        
  9 Jenkins, Trevian             Alabama-Huntsville       22.07   2.3  2        
 10 Capers, Thomas               Grand Valley St.         22.16   2.3  2        
 11 Napier, Joshua               Alabama A&M              22.21   1.3  3 22.206 
 12 Weakley, Donald              Alabama A&M              22.21   1.3  3 22.209 
 13 Noble, Ethan                 Grand Valley St.         22.24   2.3  2        
 14 Smith, Devante               Eastern Illinois         22.37   1.4  4 22.367 
 15 Gibson, Ojay                 Alabama-Huntsville       22.37   1.3  3 22.369 
 16 Baker, DeAndre               Alabama A&M              22.39   1.4  4        
 17 Lawrence, Kymani             Lindsey Wilson           22.40   1.3  3        
 18 Pollard, Rashaad             Alabama-Huntsville       22.43   1.3  3        
 19 Davis-Giles, Tyrique         Alabama-Huntsville       22.49   1.4  4        
 20 Whitehead, Christian         Lindsey Wilson           22.59   1.4  4        
 21 Jellison, Zach               Findlay                  22.69   1.4  4        
 22 Tugbe, Augustine             Eastern Kentucky         22.99   1.6  5        
 23 Parker, Charlie              Alabama A&M              23.03   2.3  2        
 24 Record, Robbie               Northern Kentucky        23.06   1.6  5        
 25 McPhatter, Tyrese            Alabama A&M              23.26   1.5  6        
 26 Capers, Khalil               Findlay                  23.27   1.4  4        
 27 Williams, Kenneth            Lane                     23.31   1.6  5        
 28 Ali, Amir                    Alabama A&M              23.34   1.6  5        
 29 Davis, Christian             Lindsey Wilson           23.43   1.3  3        
 30 Stepansky, Gavin             Findlay                  23.57   1.5  6 23.567 
 31 Kirkwood, Tyler              Grand Valley St.         23.57   1.6  5 23.569 
 32 Walls, Deion                 Spalding                 23.94   1.5  6        
 33 Wilkins, Lee                 Lane                     24.10   1.5  6 24.093 
 34 Currington, Logan            Northern Kentucky        24.10   1.5  7 24.094 
 35 Macklin, Nathan              Lane                     24.17   1.5  6        
 36 Wheat, Jeremiah              Spalding                 24.87   1.5  7        
 37 Goebel, Cameron              Spalding                 25.94   1.5  7        
 38 Ayeni, Babafemi              Findlay                  26.60   1.5  6        
 39 Gover, Kameron               Eastern Kentucky         35.87   1.6  5        
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Event 3  Women 200 m Dash 
================================================================                
    Name                    Year School                  Finals                 
================================================================                
Section  1     Wind: 1.0                                                        
  1 Robinson, NaAsha             Tennessee Tech           24.00                 
  2 Branch, Bri'Anna             Southern Illinois        24.65                 
  3 Ritter, Angela               Grand Valley St.         24.85                 
  4 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           24.94                 
  5 Stuedemann, Willow           Grand Valley St.         25.01                 
  6 Slaughter, Akia              Alabama A&M              25.26                 
Section  2     Wind: 0.5                                                        
  1 Lewis, Juannae               Western Kentucky         24.56                 
  2 Tate, Ciera                  Tennessee Tech           24.93                 
  3 Sreenan, Nicole              Grand Valley St.         25.00                 
  4 Glass, Milani                Findlay                  25.18                 
  5 Russell, Jairyn              Alabama-Huntsville       25.21                 
  6 Parker, Carinne              Southern Illinois        25.69                 
Section  3     Wind: 2.3                                                        
  1 Jones, Shirley               Eastern Illinois         25.45                 
  2 Hemmings, Semoy              Findlay                  25.55                 
  3 Woods, Sydney                Alabama-Huntsville       25.89                 
  4 Wickham, Lisa                Tennessee Tech           26.05                 
  5 Davenport, Sheridan          Xavier (Ohio)            26.09                 
  6 Spinks, Kala                 Alabama A&M              26.14  26.134         
Section  4     Wind: 1.5                                                        
  1 Davis, Maya                  Alabama A&M              25.93                 
  2 Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M              25.99                 
  3 Keys, BriAuna                Northern Kentucky        26.14  26.134         
  4 Davis, Terion                Alabama A&M              26.40                 
  5 Savoy, Chynna                Eastern Kentucky         26.42                 
  6 Buchanan, Lauren             Lindsey Wilson           26.57                 
Section  5     Wind: 1.0                                                        
  1 Denning, Jumyia              Eastern Kentucky         26.02                 
  2 Anderson, Teauna             Tennessee Tech           26.37                 
  3 Johnson-Bell, Ke'Asia        Eastern Kentucky         26.63                 
  4 Andrus, Serenity             Alabama-Huntsville       26.77                 
  5 Young, Davina                Alabama A&M              27.17                 
  6 Nichols, Jenee'              Alabama A&M              29.94                 
Section  6     Wind: 0.9                                                        
  1 Menifee, Shelley             Northern Kentucky        26.62                 
  2 Goderwis, Nicole             Eastern Kentucky         27.01                 
  3 Barr, Ashley                 Eastern Kentucky         27.05                 
  4 Ainsworth, Kiara             Xavier (Ohio)            27.21                 
  5 Simpson, Jillian             Xavier (Ohio)            27.40                 
  6 Liverpool, Samia             Alabama A&M              28.16                 
Section  7     Wind: 2.6                                                        
  1 Schalk, Olivia               Northern Kentucky        27.35                 
  2 Hamilton, Kelsey             Spalding                 28.27                 
  3 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech           28.57                 
  4 Weppler, Leeann              Spalding                 28.83                 
========================================================================        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#        
========================================================================        
Finals                                                                          
  1 Robinson, NaAsha             Tennessee Tech           24.00   1.0  1        
  2 Lewis, Juannae               Western Kentucky         24.56   0.5  2        
  3 Branch, Bri'Anna             Southern Illinois        24.65   1.0  1        
  4 Ritter, Angela               Grand Valley St.         24.85   1.0  1        
  5 Tate, Ciera                  Tennessee Tech           24.93   0.5  2        
  6 Roberts, Khemani             Tennessee Tech           24.94   1.0  1        
  7 Sreenan, Nicole              Grand Valley St.         25.00   0.5  2        
  8 Stuedemann, Willow           Grand Valley St.         25.01   1.0  1        
  9 Glass, Milani                Findlay                  25.18   0.5  2        
 10 Russell, Jairyn              Alabama-Huntsville       25.21   0.5  2        
 11 Slaughter, Akia              Alabama A&M              25.26   1.0  1        
 12 Jones, Shirley               Eastern Illinois         25.45   2.3  3        
 13 Hemmings, Semoy              Findlay                  25.55   2.3  3        
 14 Parker, Carinne              Southern Illinois        25.69   0.5  2        
 15 Woods, Sydney                Alabama-Huntsville       25.89   2.3  3        
 16 Davis, Maya                  Alabama A&M              25.93   1.5  4        
 17 Hankins, Jordyn              Alabama A&M              25.99   1.5  4        
 18 Denning, Jumyia              Eastern Kentucky         26.02   1.0  5        
 19 Wickham, Lisa                Tennessee Tech           26.05   2.3  3        
 20 Davenport, Sheridan          Xavier (Ohio)            26.09   2.3  3        
 21 Spinks, Kala                 Alabama A&M              26.14   2.3  3 26.134 
 21 Keys, BriAuna                Northern Kentucky        26.14   1.5  4 26.134 
 23 Anderson, Teauna             Tennessee Tech           26.37   1.0  5        
 24 Davis, Terion                Alabama A&M              26.40   1.5  4        
 25 Savoy, Chynna                Eastern Kentucky         26.42   1.5  4        
 26 Buchanan, Lauren             Lindsey Wilson           26.57   1.5  4        
 27 Menifee, Shelley             Northern Kentucky        26.62   0.9  6        
 28 Johnson-Bell, Ke'Asia        Eastern Kentucky         26.63   1.0  5        
 29 Andrus, Serenity             Alabama-Huntsville       26.77   1.0  5        
 30 Goderwis, Nicole             Eastern Kentucky         27.01   0.9  6        
 31 Barr, Ashley                 Eastern Kentucky         27.05   0.9  6        
 32 Young, Davina                Alabama A&M              27.17   1.0  5        
 33 Ainsworth, Kiara             Xavier (Ohio)            27.21   0.9  6        
 34 Schalk, Olivia               Northern Kentucky        27.35   2.6  7        
 35 Simpson, Jillian             Xavier (Ohio)            27.40   0.9  6        
 36 Liverpool, Samia             Alabama A&M              28.16   0.9  6        
 37 Hamilton, Kelsey             Spalding                 28.27   2.6  7        
 38 Robinson, Eshe'              Tennessee Tech           28.57   2.6  7        
 39 Weppler, Leeann              Spalding                 28.83   2.6  7        
 40 Nichols, Jenee'              Alabama A&M              29.94   1.0  5        
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Event 29  Women Triple Jump 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
Finals                                                                          
  1 Portis, Brion                Eastern Illinois        12.74m   2.2  41-09.75 
     12.18m(2.2) 12.48m(1.6) 12.74m(2.2) 12.23m(1.5) FOUL(1.6)                  
  2 Eskridge, Brianna            Western Kentucky        12.29m   2.1  40-04.00 
     FOUL(1.4) FOUL(2.6) 12.09m(2.5) 12.03m(1.6) 12.29m(2.1) 11.92m(0.7)        
  3 Miller, Maryssa              Eastern Kentucky        10.86m   3.2  35-07.75 
     10.71m(1.5) 10.86m(3.2) 10.54m(2.2) FOUL(1.5) 10.68m(1.1) FOUL(1.0)        
  4 Reeves, Alex                 Grand Valley St.        10.56m   2.1  34-07.75 
     10.42m(1.6) 10.30m(3.4) 10.56m(2.1) 9.10m(1.9) 10.54m(2.5) 10.55m(0.8)     
  5 Armstrong, Kendal            Grand Valley St.        10.48m   2.5  34-04.75 
     10.16m(1.4) FOUL(2.1) 10.30m(2.4) 10.48m(2.5) 10.20m(2.0) 10.30m(1.5)      
  6 Hathaway, Claire             Xavier (Ohio)           10.20m   2.4  33-05.75 
     10.12m(1.3) 10.02m(1.8) 10.18m(2.0) 10.20m(2.4) 10.13m(2.3) 10.00m(-0.1)   
  7 Tran, Terissa                Findlay                 10.09m   3.0  33-01.25 
     9.41m(1.1) 10.09m(3.0) 9.61m(2.7) FOUL(2.5) 9.97m(1.3) FOUL(1.8)           
  8 Johnson, Mia                 Findlay                  9.82m   1.5  32-02.75 
     9.25m(2.3) 9.71m(2.3) 9.74m(2.3) 9.81m(1.5) 9.70m(0.5) 9.82m(1.5)          
 -- Omosola, Omolayo             Mid. Tenn. State            ND   NWI           
     ND(NWI)    x                                                               
 -- Botts, Darrian               Eastern Kentucky          FOUL                 
     FOUL(3.4) FOUL(1.8) FOUL(4.2) FOUL(0.8) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(1.9)                
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Event 30  Men Triple Jump 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
Finals                                                                          
  1 Stevens, Chrisford           Eastern Illinois        15.43m   2.6  50-07.50 
     15.10m(2.5) FOUL(2.8)    15.12m(2.5) 15.43m(2.6) 15.18m(2.6)               
  2 Etsey, Martin                Findlay                 14.85m   3.0  48-08.75 
     14.85m(3.0) ND(2.9) ND(2.4) ND(4.4)                                        
  3 Mobley, Desmond              Western Kentucky        14.76m   1.9  48-05.25 
     ND(2.8) 14.56m(2.7) 14.76m(1.9) 14.57m(2.9)                                
  4 Jared, Grant                 Alabama-Huntsville      13.49m   2.3  44-03.25 
     13.06m(1.6) 13.49m(2.3) FOUL(4.3) 13.15m(1.7) 12.89m(2.7) FOUL(2.4)        
  5 Capers, Khalil               Findlay                 13.45m   2.3  44-01.50 
     13.22m(1.6) 13.20m(1.8) FOUL(1.9) 13.27m(2.0) FOUL(1.7) 13.45m(2.3)        
  6 Jones, Ashton                Findlay                 13.17m   1.3  43-02.50 
     13.17m(1.3) FOUL(2.5) 13.10m(3.5) 12.88m(2.9) ND(1.7) FOUL(2.3)            
  7 Hyden, Andrew                Northern Kentucky       12.09m   2.7  39-08.00 
     FOUL(1.8) FOUL(2.9) 12.09m(2.7) ND(3.5) 11.83m(1.5) FOUL(2.2)              
 -- King, Torique                Alabama-Huntsville          ND   NWI           
     ND(3.6) ND(3.7) ND(2.1)                                                    
 -- Bradley, Gidarell            Lane                      FOUL                 
     FOUL(1.6) ND(2.3) FOUL(3.2)                                                
 -- Baker, DeAndre               Alabama A&M               FOUL                 
     ND(3.3) FOUL(2.0) FOUL(3.0)                                                
 -- Smith, Joe                   Eastern Illinois          FOUL                 
     ND(1.9) FOUL(3.1) ND(2.9)                                                  
 -- Ezanno, Pierre               Lindsey Wilson            FOUL                 
     FOUL(2.6) ND(2.3)                                                          
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Event 14  Men 3000 m Steeplechase 
=============================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
=============================================================== 
Finals                                                          
  1 Sandusky, Alec               Northern Kentucky      9:23.66 
  2 Jenkins, Grayson             Xavier (Ohio)          9:31.38 
  3 Day, Jay                     Alabama-Huntsville     9:43.40 
  4 Hassim, Theo                 Southern Illinois      9:57.89 
  5 Tullo, Carson                Alabama-Huntsville    10:54.72 
  6 Crider, Kramer               Alabama-Huntsville    11:00.49 
  7 Klein, Nick                  Alabama-Huntsville    11:32.17 
  8 Powell, Ty'relle             Alabama A&M           12:09.02 
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Event 13  Women 3000 m Steeplechase 
=============================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
=============================================================== 
Finals                                                          
  1 Krolak, Megan                Southern Illinois     11:23.02 
  2 Allred, Lauren               Alabama-Huntsville    11:37.23 
  3 Mason, Marlee                Alabama-Huntsville    11:45.07 
  4 Solomon, Stacy               Alabama-Huntsville    12:11.65 
  5 Wilson, Alexia               Alabama A&M           13:01.18 
  6 Goldsby, Olivia              Alabama-Huntsville    13:05.17 
  7 Porter, Alexandra            Alabama-Huntsville    13:16.63 
 -- Wooten, Sabria               Alabama A&M                DNF 
 -- Towalski, Sidney             Findlay                    DNF 
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Event 18  Men 4x400 m Relay 
================================================================ 
    School                                               Finals  
================================================================ 
Finals                                                           
  1 Alabama A&M  'A'                                    3:20.66  
     1) Ward, Alex                      2) Napier, Joshua        
     3) Williams, Tre                   4) Ali, Amir             
  2 Findlay  'A'                                        3:20.72  
     1) Effah, George                   2) Grieger, Kurt         
     3) Stepansky, Gavin                4) Everett, Trey         
  3 Eastern Kentucky  'A'                               3:26.06  
     1) Koringo, Thomas                 2) Lee, Isaac            
     3) Winiger, Greyson                4) Ferraro, John         
  4 Alabama A&M  'B'                                    3:41.24  
     1) Parker, Charlie                 2) Whelchel, Artrayvious 
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Event 17  Women 4x400 m Relay 
=============================================================== 
    School                                               Finals 
=============================================================== 
Finals                                                          
  1 Northern Kentucky  'A'                              3:58.34 
     1) Shaw, Samantha                  2) Menifee, Shelley     
     3) Schalk, Olivia                  4) Keys, BriAuna        
  2 Western Kentucky  'A'                               4:00.74 
     1) Lewis, Juannae                  2) Ransom, Aairiona     
     3) Terrell, Ariel                  4) Valentine, Khadijah  
  2 Eastern Kentucky  'A'                               4:00.74 
     1) Barr, Ashley                    2) Goderwis, Nicole     
     3) Richard, Katie                  4) Lacy, Hailey         
  3 Mid. Tenn. State  'A'                               4:02.82 
     1) Odia, Loveth                    2) Odiong, Edidiong     
     3) Assafuah, Joycelyn              4) Egbeniyi, Abike      
  3 Xavier (Ohio)  'A'                                  4:02.82 
     1) Davenport, Sheridan             2) Magrane, Kaitlyn     
     3) Robinson, Kara                  4) Johnson, Vanessa     
  4 Tennessee Tech  'A'                                 4:09.88 
     1) Jackson, D'Airrien              2) Robinson, NaAsha     
     3) Tate, Ciera                     4) Roberts, Khemani     
  4 Alabama A&M  'B'                                    4:09.88 
     1) Young, Davina                   2) Spinks, Kala         
     3) Locklin, Autumn                 4) Freeman, Achante     
  5 Grand Valley St.  'A'                               4:14.00 
     1) Johnson, Heather                2) Beulla, Sarah        
     3) Stuedemann, Willow              4) O'Connell, Jessica   
  5 Morehead State  'A'                                 4:14.00 
     1) Andrews, Maya                   2) Chapman, Olivia      
     3) Kiper, Maggie                   4) Gundler, Emma        
 -- Eastern Illinois  'A'                                   DNF 
     1) Hicks, Pedra                    2) Dominguez, Stephanie 
     3) Spann, Darneisha                4) Jones, Shirley       
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AUSTIN PEAY INVITATIONAL - 4/13/2018
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN
Results
Women 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
Finals
  1 Tolbert, Tymeitha         SO Austin Peay              11.51   2.0  1
  2 Lawrence, Tamdra          JR Murray State             11.52   2.0  1
  3 Wickham, Lisa             SO Tennessee Tech           11.76   2.0  1
  4 Lewis, Juannae            JR Western Kentucky         11.80   3.3  6
  5 Jules, Teanna             SO Lipscomb                 12.24   2.0  2
  6 Hill, Lakeia              JR Tennessee St.            12.25   2.0  1
  7 Terrell, Ariel            SR Western Kentucky         12.26   2.0  1 12.253
  8 Battle, Diamond           SO Austin Peay              12.26   2.0  1 12.260
  9 McCroskey, Amber          JR Tennessee St.            12.36   2.0  2
 10 Anderson, Teauna          FR Tennessee Tech           12.38   2.0  2
 11 Gibson, Alyssa            SO Cumberland (Tenn.)       12.46   3.8  3
 12 Horton, Angel             FR Tennessee St.            12.50   2.0  2
 13 Brown, Maya               SO Tennessee-Martin         12.57   3.8  3
 14 Thornton, D'Myia          SO Murray State             12.64   3.8  3
 15 Calvin, Tia               FR Lipscomb                 12.66   2.0  1
 16 McCammon, Taylor          SR Murray State             12.79   2.0  2
 17 Mason, Taleia             SO Kentucky Wesleyan        12.93   3.8  3
 18 Phillips, Aries           FR Tennessee St.            13.01   4.1  5
 19 Eason, Ayana              FR Tennessee St.            13.05   3.3  6
 20 Hutchcraft, Nikki         FR Evansville               13.06   3.8  3
 21 Watkins, Monica           FR Evansville               13.26   2.3  4
 22 Carter, Maya              FR Tennessee St.            13.32   4.1  5
 23 Davis, Devinique          SO Tennessee St.            13.34   2.3  4
 24 Kirk, Miriam              JR Trevecca Nazarene        13.59   2.3  4
 25 Spears, Grace             FR Bethel (Tenn.)           13.60   3.8  3
 26 Stubblefield, Kyler       FR Lane                     13.99   3.3  6
 27 Cook, Lashawn             SR Lane                     14.05   2.3  4
 28 Mitchell, Jada            FR Lane                     14.07   3.8  3
 29 Tyska, Jordan             FR Trevecca Nazarene        14.09   4.1  5
 30 Burdge, Sydney            JR Trevecca Nazarene        14.22   3.3  6
 31 Peeples, Heather          FR Bethel (Tenn.)           14.68   2.3  4
 32 Jones, Crimson            FR Evansville               14.73   2.3  4
 33 Buretta, Holli            FR Evansville               15.37   4.1  5
 34 Nickerson, Michaela       SO Trevecca Nazarene        16.07   4.1  5
 -- Rucker, Conesiha          SO Lane                       DNS   2.3  4
 -- Protell, McKenna          SO Trevecca Nazarene          DNS   4.1  5
 -- Walling, Ashley           SO Trevecca Nazarene          DNS   2.3  4
 -- Grant, Brianna            FR Lane                       DNS   3.8  3
 -- Smith, Vashawnda          JR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   2.0  2
 -- Williams, Taylor          FR Evansville                 DNS   4.1  5
 -- Younginer, Gabrielle      JR Tennessee St.              DNS   2.0  2
 -- Avant, Antoinetta         NA Unat-Murray State          DNS   2.0  2
 -- Tate, Ciera               FR Tennessee Tech             DNS   2.0  1
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AUSTIN PEAY INVITATIONAL - 4/13/2018
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN
Results
Women 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Robinson, NaAsha          JR Tennessee Tech           23.43   2.1  1
  2 Lewis, Juannae            JR Western Kentucky         23.73   2.1  1
  3 Tolbert, Tymeitha         SO Austin Peay              24.33   4.7  2
  4 Roberts, Khemani          JR Tennessee Tech           24.36   2.1  1
  5 Walker, Lennex            FR Austin Peay              24.70   4.7  2
  6 Thiesing, Amelia          SO Austin Peay              24.75   5.1  3
  7 Scott, Allysha            SR Austin Peay              24.79   3.8  4
  8 Perry - Grimes, Maya      FR Austin Peay              24.97   4.7  2
  9 Jules, Teanna             SO Lipscomb                 25.14   4.7  2
 10 Hardin, Aneya             JR Kentucky Wesleyan        25.15   4.7  2 25.141
 11 McFadden, Reyna           FR Tennessee St.            25.15   5.1  3 25.146
 12 Pennington, Destiny       FR Tennessee St.            25.22   5.1  3
 13 Valentine, Khadijah       SR Western Kentucky         25.36   2.1  1
 14 Wickham, Lisa             SO Tennessee Tech           25.50   2.1  1
 15 Banks, Mikayla            JR Tennessee St.            25.56   4.7  2
 16 Treadwell, Robin          SO Tennessee St.            25.57   3.8  4
 17 Barlow, Payton            FR Belmont                  25.58   3.8  4
 18 Anderson, Teauna          FR Tennessee Tech           25.60   3.8  4
 19 Pryor, Christian          SR Tennessee St.            25.71   3.8  4
 20 Johnson, Allana           FR Austin Peay              25.78   2.7  5
 21 Thornton, D'Myia          SO Murray State             25.81   5.1  3
 22 Calvin, Tia               FR Lipscomb                 25.87   5.1  3
 23 Horton, Angel             FR Tennessee St.            25.98   3.8  4
 24 Battle, Diamond           SO Austin Peay              26.00   4.7  2
 25 Main, Aubrey              JR Murray State             26.27   3.8  4
 26 Beard, Cyra               SR Tennessee St.            26.33   5.1  3
 27 Blair, Re'Anna            FR Tennessee St.            26.51   2.0  8
 28 Bogle, Jada               FR Lipscomb                 26.52   2.7  5
 29 Herring, Kelsey Kay       FR Belmont                  26.59   2.0  8
 30 Gibson, Alyssa            SO Cumberland (Tenn.)       26.67   2.7  5
 31 Soshilova, Aleksandra     SR Cumberland (Tenn.)       26.70   2.7  5
 32 Verges, Elaina            FR Tennessee St.            26.83   1.3  6
 33 Sanders, Kassandra        FR Tennessee St.            27.01   3.8  4
 34 Carter, Maya              FR Tennessee St.            27.33   2.7  5
 35 Watkins, Monica           FR Evansville               27.35   1.3  6
 36 Powell, Lisa              SO Cumberland (Tenn.)       27.36   2.7  5
 37 Mason, Taleia             SO Kentucky Wesleyan        27.38   2.7  5
 38 Phillips, Aries           FR Tennessee St.            27.63   1.3  6
 39 Odom, Kyla                FR Tennessee St.            27.68   2.0  8
 40 Smith, Jessica            FR Tennessee-Martin         27.81   2.7  5
 41 Kirk, Miriam              JR Trevecca Nazarene        27.95   1.3  6
 42 Kelley, Kara              JR Kentucky Wesleyan        27.98   1.3  6
 43 Sanders, Malia            SO Tennessee-Martin         28.04   1.3  6
 44 Payton, Teairra           JR Kentucky Wesleyan        28.22   5.1  3
 45 Haley, Hope               FR Austin Peay              28.25   1.4  7
 46 Robinson, Eshe'           JR Tennessee Tech           28.49   1.3  6
 47 Spears, Grace             FR Bethel (Tenn.)           29.14   1.4  7
 48 Tyska, Jordan             FR Trevecca Nazarene        29.43   1.4  7
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 49 Rucker, Conesiha          SO Lane                     30.16   1.4  7
 50 Ruby, Jbess               SR Evansville               30.49   1.4  7
 51 Peeples, Heather          FR Bethel (Tenn.)           31.03   1.4  7
 52 Buretta, Holli            FR Evansville               33.14   2.0  8
 -- White, Zion               FR Tennessee St.              DNS   5.1  3
 -- Brandt, Micaela           SO Trevecca Nazarene          DNS   1.4  7
 -- Younginer, Gabrielle      JR Tennessee St.              DNS   4.7  2
 -- Grant, Brianna            FR Lane                       DNS   1.3  6
 -- Protell, McKenna          SO Trevecca Nazarene          DNS   2.0  8
 -- Walling, Ashley           SO Trevecca Nazarene          DNS   2.0  8
 -- Hill, Lakeia              JR Tennessee St.              DNS   2.1  1
 -- Savoy, Bria               FR Fisk                       DNS   1.4  7
 -- Lawrence, Tamdra          JR Murray State               DNS   2.1  1
 -- Tate, Ciera               FR Tennessee Tech             DNS   2.1  1
 -- Nickerson, Michaela       SO Trevecca Nazarene          DNS   2.0  8
Women 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Jackson, D'Airrien        JR Tennessee Tech           54.50   1
  2 Richman, Sabrina          FR Austin Peay              57.08   1
  3 Scott, Allysha            SR Austin Peay              57.17   1
  4 Hardin, Aneya             JR Kentucky Wesleyan        57.34   3
  5 Banks, Mikayla            JR Tennessee St.            57.52   1
  6 Thiesing, Amelia          SO Austin Peay              57.84   1
  7 McFadden, Reyna           FR Tennessee St.            59.28   2
  8 Pennington, Destiny       FR Tennessee St.            59.34   2
  9 Ransom, Aairiona          FR Western Kentucky         59.53   1
 10 McCroskey, Amber          JR Tennessee St.            59.84   2
 11 Treadwell, Robin          SO Tennessee St.            59.87   2
 12 Blair, Re'Anna            FR Tennessee St.          1:00.09   2
 13 Johnson, Allana           FR Austin Peay            1:00.63   2
 14 Bogle, Jada               FR Lipscomb               1:00.83   5
 15 Doerr, Annelise           JR Belmont                1:01.22   2
 16 Verges, Elaina            FR Tennessee St.          1:01.38   3
 17 Bowen, Jalyn              FR Tennessee St.          1:01.84   2
 18 Kelley, Kara              JR Kentucky Wesleyan      1:02.55   3
 19 Tud, Keilla               FR Tennessee-Martin       1:03.11   3
 20 Powell, Lisa              SO Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:03.18   3
 21 Walston, Lizzy            FR Evansville             1:04.63   3
 22 Hupe, Tess                SR Evansville             1:06.13   4
 23 Haley, Hope               FR Austin Peay            1:06.78   3
 24 Payton, Teairra           JR Kentucky Wesleyan      1:08.15   3
 25 Sanders, Kassandra        FR Tennessee St.          1:08.27   5
 26 Smith, Jessica            FR Tennessee-Martin       1:09.74   4
 27 Brandt, Micaela           SO Trevecca Nazarene      1:09.91   4
 28 Moran, Allie Grace        FR Bethel (Tenn.)         1:10.38   4
 29 Ruby, Jbess               SR Evansville             1:12.36   4
 -- White, Zion               FR Tennessee St.              DNS   1
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 -- Jackson, Derricka         FR Lane                       DNS   4
 -- Underwood, Aza-Rae        FR Lane                       DNS   4
 -- Hasenour, Kylie           FR Evansville                 DNS   4
 -- Robinson, NaAsha          JR Tennessee Tech             DNS   1
 -- Mitchell, Jada            FR Lane                       DNS   5
 -- Kone, Fraeyja             FR Lane                       DNS   5
Women 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Pryor, Christian          SR Tennessee St.          2:15.76   1
  2 Martin, Kara              SO Tennessee-Martin       2:16.75   1
  3 Donnelly, Beth            SO Unattached             2:18.85   1
  4 Weems, Kiera              SR Belmont                2:21.55   1
  5 Coggin, Michael              Unattached             2:21.89   1
  6 Shell, Keleah             FR Austin Peay            2:23.37   1
  7 Quigley, Katrina          SO Belmont                2:23.75   1
  8 Icayan, Kinzie            SR Lipscomb               2:23.86   2
  9 Crews, Sienna             JR Evansville             2:25.44   1
 10 Kandie, Nelly             SO Tennessee-Martin       2:26.67   1
 11 Hope, Kiana               SR Tennessee-Martin       2:30.25   2
 12 Parker, Amanda            SO Murray State           2:30.67   3
 13 Burns, Leslie             JR Kentucky Wesleyan      2:30.90   1
 14 Bobot, Shelby                Bethel (Tenn.)         2:31.08   4
 15 Endres, Alura             FR Austin Peay            2:31.11   2
 16 Wilson, Sophia            FR Austin Peay            2:31.63   3
 17 Unverfehrt, Mallory       FR Murray State           2:32.87   3
 18 Meyer, Lauren             FR Evansville             2:33.17   3
 19 Wilson, Cherie            JR Tennessee-Martin       2:34.02   2
 20 Motor, Natalie            SO Tennessee-Martin       2:34.05   3
 21 Poltrack, Sarah           FR Evansville             2:34.61   3
 22 Mays, Amber               SO Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:34.84   2
 23 Wilson, Erin              JR Kentucky Wesleyan      2:36.33   2
 24 Heckman, Katherine        SO Unattached             2:36.81   2
 25 Odom, Kyla                FR Tennessee St.          2:38.07   4
 26 Blankenship, Taylor       JR Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:39.21   2
 27 Spring, Hannah            FR Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:39.38   3
 28 Strickland, Caitlyn          Bethel (Tenn.)         2:43.26   4
 29 Pilcher, Jasmyn           SO Tennessee-Martin       2:45.15   2
 30 DuVall, Gavin             JR Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:45.26   4
 31 Moran, Allie Grace        FR Bethel (Tenn.)         2:47.75   4
 32 Ramirez, Daniella            Bethel (Tenn.)         2:48.70   4
 33 Ford, Jade                SO Freed-Hardeman         2:53.95   3
 34 Sutherland, Lexi          FR Evansville             2:55.96   4
 35 Martin, London               Bethel (Tenn.)         2:57.50   4
 36 Shutt, Valerie            SO Kentucky Wesleyan      3:13.61   4
 37 Jones, Jaylin             JR Lane                   3:57.22   4
 38 Sparks, Troi              FR Lane                   5:57.56   4
 -- Gilbert, Katelyn          SO Murray State               DNS   3
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 -- Wilson, Chantal           JR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   3
 -- Ayuen, Agok               SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1
 -- Arrick, Anna              FR Belmont                    DNS   1
 -- Larkin, Sydney            SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS   3
 -- Lee, Lydia                SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS   2
 -- Martin, Amelia            SR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   2
Women 1500 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Donnelly, Beth            SO Unattached             4:42.22   1
  2 King, Jessica             SR Belmont                4:47.35   1
  3 Weems, Kiera              SR Belmont                4:47.44   1
  4 Coggin, Michael              Unattached             4:50.67   1
  5 Daniel, Caroline          FR Belmont                4:51.11   1
  6 Lax, Sierra               SO Belmont                4:52.11   1
  7 Kandie, Nelly             SO Tennessee-Martin       4:58.50   1
  8 Martin, Amelia            SR Tennessee-Martin       4:58.82   1
  9 Lee, Lydia                SO Tennessee-Martin       5:04.02   1
 10 Hampton, Caroline         JR Trevecca Nazarene      5:06.30   2
 11 Wynn, Rebekah             FR Tennessee St.          5:06.55   2
 12 Parker, Amanda            SO Murray State           5:07.03   2
 13 Motor, Natalie            SO Tennessee-Martin       5:08.51   2
 14 Mays, Amber               SO Cumberland (Tenn.)     5:08.96   2
 15 Denemark, Lauren          SO Belmont                5:10.22   1
 16 Burns, Leslie             JR Kentucky Wesleyan      5:12.45   2
 17 Crews, Sienna             JR Evansville             5:14.71   1
 18 Shell, Keleah             FR Austin Peay            5:16.79   3
 19 Wilson, Cherie            JR Tennessee-Martin       5:18.85   2
 20 Wilson, Sophia            FR Austin Peay            5:21.20   2
 21 Blankenship, Taylor       JR Cumberland (Tenn.)     5:23.91   2 5:23.904
 22 Dawson, Izzy              FR Evansville             5:23.91   3 5:23.906
 23 Heckman, Katherine        SO Unattached             5:24.72   2
 24 Drobny, Kyra              FR Lipscomb               5:27.42   3
 25 Ayuen, Agok               SO Tennessee-Martin       5:28.35   2
 26 Humphrey, Haley           SO Lipscomb               5:29.41   3
 27 Flemming, Sierra          SR Trevecca Nazarene      5:30.28   2
 28 Lopez, Jennifer              Bethel (Tenn.)         5:30.44   3
 29 Compton, Kristen          SO Trevecca Nazarene      5:32.95   3
 30 Gilbert, Katelyn          SO Murray State           5:40.06   2
 31 DuVall, Gavin             JR Cumberland (Tenn.)     5:43.31   3
 32 Wilson, Erin              JR Kentucky Wesleyan      5:49.89   1
 33 Smith, Erin               FR Trevecca Nazarene      5:51.62   3
 34 Carpenter, Sarah          SR Austin Peay            6:07.47   3
 35 Miskelly, Madelyn         FR Freed-Hardeman         6:54.23   3
 36 Elliott, Libby            SO Freed-Hardeman         7:01.55   3
 -- Wilson, Chantal           JR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   2
 -- Colley, Madison           JR Lipscomb                   DNS   3
 -- Larkin, Sydney            SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1
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 -- Martin, Kara              SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1
 -- Tepox, Claudia            JR Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   2
 -- Hope, Kiana               SR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1
 -- Grose, Anna               FR Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   3
 -- Bosler, Ashton            JR Evansville                 DNS   3
 -- Kilian, Riley             SO Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   2
 -- Schardt, Kortney          SO Belmont                    DNS   1
 -- Doucet, Bridgette         JR Lipscomb                   DNS   1
 -- Sparks, Troi              FR Lane                       DNS   3
Women 5000 Meter Run
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Larson, Sally             SR Belmont               17:34.78
  2 Kipaglat, Emmaculate      JR Austin Peay           18:07.54
  3 Ames, Savannah            SR Western Kentucky      18:10.77
  4 Priddy, Rebekah           SR Murray State          18:20.04
  5 Yatauro, Alexa            SR Belmont               18:33.07
  6 Mutai, Ida                JR Murray State          18:44.19
  7 Denton, Hannah            SR Belmont               18:51.57
  8 Jepkoech, Brenda          FR Union (Tenn.)         19:26.06
  9 Soper, Lydia              SO Trevecca Nazarene     19:40.08
 10 Tankersley, Rebecca       SO Union (Tenn.)         19:48.34
 11 Tepox, Claudia            JR Cumberland (Tenn.)    20:05.75
 12 Wolken, Brianna           SO Western Kentucky      20:16.66
 13 Leatherwood, Amanda       SO Union (Tenn.)         20:32.32
 14 Kannapel, Morgan          FR Western Kentucky      20:35.55
 15 Kilian, Riley             SO Cumberland (Tenn.)    20:38.39
 16 Grose, Anna               FR Cumberland (Tenn.)    20:45.66
 17 McMillan, Clara           SO Trevecca Nazarene     20:52.06
 18 Woodward, Sarah-Emily     SR Austin Peay           21:21.63
 19 Strickland, Caitlyn          Bethel (Tenn.)        22:12.55
 20 Simpson, Brooke           SO Freed-Hardeman        22:19.62
 -- Yatauro, Gabrielle        SR Belmont                    DNS
 -- Kimutai, Sharon           SO Austin Peay                DNS
 -- Brauer, Maria             SO Belmont                    DNS
 -- Flemming, Sierra          SR Trevecca Nazarene          DNS
 -- Ramirez, Daniella            Bethel (Tenn.)             DNS
Women 100 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Walker, Lennex            FR Austin Peay              14.15   2.7  1
  2 Roberts, Khemani          JR Tennessee Tech           14.69   2.7  1
  3 Beard, Cyra               SR Tennessee St.            14.70   2.7  1
  4 Hill-Tate, Denia          FR Austin Peay              14.77   2.7  1
  5 Dunbar, Kamille           FR Austin Peay              14.81   2.7  1
  6 Black, Kaitlyn            SO Austin Peay              15.07   2.7  1
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  7 Robinson, Eshe'           JR Tennessee Tech           15.50   2.7  1
  8 Main, Aubrey              JR Murray State             15.70   2.7  1
  9 Pruitt, Caroline          FR Belmont                  15.73   2.8  2
 10 Herring, Kelsey Kay       FR Belmont                  15.95   2.8  2
 11 Hines, Jessica            FR Kentucky Wesleyan        15.98   2.8  2
 12 Sanders, Malia            SO Tennessee-Martin         16.45   2.8  2
 13 Smith, Tayler             SO Tennessee St.            16.92   2.8  2
 14 Bittner, Samantha         FR Evansville               17.03   2.8  2
 15 Owens, Elizabeth          FR Freed-Hardeman           18.85   2.8  2
 16 Williams, Hadiya          FR Tennessee St.            51.23   3.6  3
 17 Pointer, Jasmin           FR Tennessee St.            52.76   3.6  3
 18 Hardin, Aleisa            SO Kentucky Wesleyan        53.86   3.6  3
 -- Smith, Shannon            SR Lane                       DNS   3.6  3
 -- Walker, Raevine           SO Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   3.6  3
Women 400 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Terrell, Ariel            SR Western Kentucky       1:01.23   1
  2 Jackson, D'Airrien        JR Tennessee Tech         1:05.04   1
  3 Smith, Tayler             SO Tennessee St.          1:10.64   1
  4 Hill, Lakeia              JR Tennessee St.          1:11.89   1
  5 Eason, Ayana              FR Tennessee St.          1:12.75   2
  6 Soshilova, Aleksandra     SR Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:14.06   1
  7 Hardin, Aleisa            SO Kentucky Wesleyan      1:14.92   1
  8 Pointer, Jasmin           FR Tennessee St.          1:15.41   2
  9 Dunbar, Kamille           FR Austin Peay            1:15.68   1
 10 Bittner, Samantha         FR Evansville             1:15.79   1
 11 Williams, Hadiya          FR Tennessee St.          1:16.10   2
 12 Owens, Elizabeth          FR Freed-Hardeman         1:24.13   2
 -- Walker, Raevine           SO Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   2
 -- Stubblefield, Kyler       FR Lane                       DNS   2
Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Kiplagat, Caroline        JR Austin Peay           11:45.9h
  2 Lowry, Anna               FR Evansville            12:04.2h
  3 Manoogian, Pari           FR Lipscomb              12:35.5h
  4 Wynn, Rebekah             FR Tennessee St.         13:35.9h
  5 Bobot, Shelby                Bethel (Tenn.)        14:06.3h
Women 4x100 Meter Relay
================================================================
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Tennessee Tech  'A'                                   46.04
  2 Austin Peay  'A'                                      46.92
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  3 Tennessee-Martin  'A'                                 48.71
  4 Cumberland (Tenn.)  'A'                               50.32
  5 Kentucky Wesleyan  'A'                                51.57
  6 Evansville  'A'                                       52.90
 -- Trevecca Nazarene  'A'                                  DNF
 -- Lane  'A'                                               DNS
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
================================================================
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Austin Peay  'A'                                    3:53.03
  2 Tennessee-Martin  'A'                               4:06.41
  3 Kentucky Wesleyan  'A'                              4:08.79
  4 Evansville  'A'                                     4:23.29
 -- Western Kentucky  'A'                                   DNF
 -- Cumberland (Tenn.)  'A'                                 DNS
 -- Lane  'A'                                               DNS
 -- Tennessee Tech  'A'                                     DNS
Women High Jump
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Beard, Cyra               SR Tennessee St.            1.68m    5-06.00 Won Jump Off
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
        P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX
  2 Roberts, Khemani          JR Tennessee Tech          J1.68m    5-06.00
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73
        P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Main, Aubrey              JR Murray State             1.63m    5-04.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXX
  4 Eskridge, Brianna         SO Western Kentucky        J1.63m    5-04.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68
        P    P    P   XO   XO  XXX
  5 Drummond, NaScottisha     JR Tennessee Tech           1.58m    5-02.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63
        P    P    P    O  XXX
  5 Gibbs, Nia                JR Austin Peay              1.58m    5-02.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63
        P    O    O    O  XXX
  5 Morley, Jeanette          FR Belmont                  1.58m    5-02.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63
        P    P    O    O  XXX
  5 Moorhouse, Hannah Beth    JR Belmont                  1.58m    5-02.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63
        P    P    O    O  XXX
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  9 Hill-Tate, Denia          FR Austin Peay             J1.58m    5-02.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58 1.63
        P    P   XO  XXO  XXX
 10 Anderson, Dariana         FR Lane                     1.53m    5-00.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58
        P    O    O  XXX
 10 Bowen, Jalyn              FR Tennessee St.            1.53m    5-00.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58
        P    P    O  XXX
 12 Burdge, Sydney            JR Trevecca Nazarene       J1.53m    5-00.25
     1.33 1.43 1.53 1.58
        O    O  XXO  XXX
 13 Person, Arianna           SR Belmont                  1.33m    4-04.25
     1.33 1.43
       XO  XXX
 -- Sanders, Kassandra        FR Tennessee St.               NH
     1.33 1.43 1.53
        P    P  XXX
 -- Robinson, Eshe'           JR Tennessee Tech              NH
     1.33 1.43 1.53
        P    P  XXX
 -- Herring, Kelsey Kay       FR Belmont                     NH
     1.33 1.43 1.53
        P    P   XX
 -- Jones, Crimson            FR Evansville                  NH
     1.33
      XXX
Women Pole Vault
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Amato, Savannah           JR Austin Peay              4.01m   13-01.75
     2.96 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01 4.27
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O   XO  XXX
  2 McIntyre, Morgan          SR Western Kentucky         3.86m   12-08.00
     2.96 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX
  2 Bradley, Morgan           FR Austin Peay              3.86m   12-08.00
     2.96 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  4 Hix, Dascha               JR Austin Peay             J3.86m   12-08.00
     2.96 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01
        P    P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXX
  5 Lemberg, Getter           JR Western Kentucky         3.71m   12-02.00
     2.96 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86
        P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX
  6 Heil, Emily               JR Murray State             3.41m   11-02.25
     2.96 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56
        O    O   XO    O  XXX
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  7 Chobot, Shelby            JR Western Kentucky         3.11m   10-02.50
     2.96 3.11 3.26
        O    O  XXX
 -- Ogorek, Nicole            FR Western Kentucky            NH
     2.96 3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56
        P    P    P    P  XXX
 -- Thacker, Alexis           FR Western Kentucky            NH
     2.96
      XXX
 -- Buretta, Holli            FR Evansville                 DNS
Women Long Jump
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Roberts, Khemani          JR Tennessee Tech           5.57m  -0.6  18-03.25
     FOUL(-3.4) 5.50m(-0.1) FOUL(+0.0) 5.50m(+0.0) 5.57m(-0.6) FOUL(0.5)
  2 Horton, Angel             FR Tennessee St.            5.54m  -1.4  18-02.25
     5.37m(-4.5) 5.39m(-0.2) 5.54m(-1.4) 5.47m(0.6) 5.50m(4.2) 5.18m(-2.3)
  3 Drummond, NaScottisha     JR Tennessee Tech           5.53m   0.9  18-01.75
     5.32m(-0.4) 5.41m(-0.7) 5.53m(0.9) FOUL(0.3) 5.36m(+0.0) 5.45m(2.2)
  4 Perry - Grimes, Maya      FR Austin Peay              5.52m   0.6  18-01.50
     5.46m(-1.2) 5.25m(-1.7) 5.52m(0.6) 5.35m(-0.4) FOUL(+0.0) 5.38m(-0.1)
  5 Hill, Lakeia              JR Tennessee St.            5.40m   0.2  17-08.75
     4.67m(2.7) FOUL(-2.0) 5.00m(0.6) 5.17m(+0.0) 5.40m(0.2) 5.09m(+0.0)
  6 McCammon, Taylor          SR Murray State             5.39m  -0.4  17-08.25
     5.21m(-1.3) FOUL(-0.5) 5.39m(-0.4) 5.25m(-1.9) FOUL(2.3) FOUL(1.8)
  7 Walker, Lennex            FR Austin Peay              5.35m  +0.0  17-06.75
     5.07m(1.7) 5.24m(1.6) FOUL(1.3) 4.97m(-2.2) FOUL(+0.0) 5.35m(+0.0)
  8 Battle, Diamond           SO Austin Peay              5.24m   1.3  17-02.25
     5.10m(-1.1) 5.21m(+0.0) 5.09m(-1.4) 5.24m(1.3) 4.84m(0.8) FOUL(+0.0)
  9 Hines, Jessica            FR Kentucky Wesleyan        5.12m   0.6  16-09.75
     5.12m(0.6) 5.02m(1.2) FOUL(-1.3) 4.88m(0.8) PASS      PASS
 10 Eason, Ayana              FR Tennessee St.            4.95m  -0.9  16-03.00
     4.91m(-2.1) 4.95m(-0.9) 4.82m(-1.4)
 11 Davis, Devinique          SO Tennessee St.            4.94m  -2.1  16-02.50
     4.82m(-1.7) ND(-1.7) 4.94m(-2.1)
 12 Robinson, Eshe'           JR Tennessee Tech           4.85m  -2.8  15-11.00
     4.85m(-2.8) 4.60m(-2.2) 4.76m(-1.3)
 13 Tud, Keilla               FR Tennessee-Martin         4.79m   1.0  15-08.75
     4.71m(0.6) 4.66m(+0.0) 4.79m(1.0)
 14 Hill-Tate, Denia          FR Austin Peay              4.71m  -1.7  15-05.50
     FOUL(1.0) 4.71m(-1.7) FOUL(1.1)
 15 Phillips, Aries           FR Tennessee St.            4.67m   1.0  15-04.00
     4.67m(1.0) ND(-1.5) 4.59m(1.2)
 16 Smith, Shannon            SR Lane                     4.62m  -0.7  15-02.00
     4.62m(-0.7) ND(-0.6) 4.58m(-1.8)
 17 Pointer, Jasmin           FR Tennessee St.            4.54m  -4.5  14-10.75
     FOUL(0.5) 4.54m(-4.5) ND(-0.4)
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 18 Knott, Taryne             JR Kentucky Wesleyan        4.21m  -0.1  13-09.75
     4.21m(-0.1) ND(-0.6) ND(1.1)
 19 Hicks, Cinnaeya           SO Lane                     4.00m   1.1  13-01.50
     4.00m(1.1) ND(-1.7) ND(-1.8)
 20 Underwood, Aza-Rae        FR Lane                     3.90m  -1.3  12-09.50
     FOUL(+0.0) 3.90m(-1.3) ND(-0.8)
 21 Hasenour, Kylie           FR Evansville               3.89m  +0.0  12-09.25
     FOUL(2.7) 3.89m(+0.0) ND(-1.9)
 -- Bogle, Jada               FR Lipscomb                  FOUL
     FOUL(-2.5) FOUL(-0.6) FOUL(0.7)
 -- Eskridge, Brianna         SO Western Kentucky          FOUL
     FOUL(-2.1) PASS      PASS
 -- Stubblefield, Kyler       FR Lane                      FOUL
     FOUL(-4.8) FOUL(0.4) FOUL(2.1)
 -- Jackson, Derricka         FR Lane                      FOUL
     FOUL(1.3) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(1.4)
 -- Younginer, Gabrielle      JR Tennessee St.              DNS   NWI
 -- Elliott, Hayley           JR Evansville                 DNS   NWI
 -- Mitchell, Jada            FR Lane                       DNS   NWI
 -- Andrews, Ashley           FR Lane                       DNS   NWI
 -- Craft, Danielle           SO Austin Peay                DNS   NWI
 -- Woods, Ashleigh           SR Austin Peay                DNS   NWI
Women Triple Jump
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Beard, Cyra               SR Tennessee St.         39-00.00  -1.0    11.88m
     38-05(-2.5) 37-07(-3.5) 38-07(-2.1) 38-01(-2.3) 39-00(-1.0) 38-02(-1.5)
  2 Horton, Angel             FR Tennessee St.         38-07.00  -0.8    11.76m
     38-06(-1.6) PASS      PASS      38-00(-1.2) 38-07(-0.8) 38-00(-3.2)
  3 Smith, Raven              JR Tennessee Tech        38-05.00  -2.9    11.70m
     FOUL(-1.6) 38-05(-2.9) 37-11(-2.5) 37-08(-2.2) 38-00(-2.5) 33-08(-2.0)
  4 Gibbs, Nia                JR Austin Peay           35-03.00  -2.6    10.74m
     34-02(-2.8) 34-02(-3.2) 34-08(-3.2) FOUL(-2.5) 35-03(-2.6) 34-05(-1.7)
  5 Hines, Jessica            FR Kentucky Wesleyan     35-01.00  +0.0    10.69m
     35-01(+0.0) 34-11(-1.9) 33-05(-4.2) FOUL(-2.8) 34-10(-4.5) 33-00(-1.0)
  6 Eason, Ayana              FR Tennessee St.         34-10.00  -1.1    10.61m
     33-11(-0.7) 34-01(-3.5) 33-03(-3.2) 34-05(-2.4) 34-06(-1.5) 34-10(-1.1)
  7 Pointer, Jasmin           FR Tennessee St.         33-10.00  -1.9    10.31m
     FOUL(-1.3) 33-04(-2.7) FOUL(-2.7) FOUL(-1.0) 33-05(-2.8) 33-10(-1.9)
  8 Walston, Lizzy            FR Evansville            33-07.00   2.4    10.23m
     30-02(-1.5) 31-08(-2.1) 33-04(-2.2) 31-08(-1.6) 32-10(-1.5) 33-07(2.4)
  9 Davis, Devinique          SO Tennessee St.         32-10.00  -2.2    10.00m
     FOUL(-3.6) 32-10(-2.2) 32-09(-1.2)
 10 Hicks, Cinnaeya           SO Lane                  32-05.00  -1.2     9.88m
     31-10(-1.6) 31-09(-1.1) 32-05(-1.2)
 11 Knott, Taryne             JR Kentucky Wesleyan     31-06.00  -0.7     9.60m
     31-06(-0.7) 31-05(-5.4) 31-06(-2.3)
 -- Chobot, Shelby            JR Western Kentucky           DNS   NWI
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 -- Kone, Fraeyja             FR Lane                       DNS   NWI
 -- Younginer, Gabrielle      JR Tennessee St.              DNS   NWI
 -- Woods, Ashleigh           SR Austin Peay                DNS   NWI
 -- Perry - Grimes, Maya      FR Austin Peay                DNS   NWI
 -- Stubblefield, Kyler       FR Lane                       DNS   NWI
 -- Craft, Danielle           SO Austin Peay                DNS   NWI
Women Shot Put
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Thompson, Mikayla         FR Tennessee St.           14.17m   46-06.00
      13.76m  13.15m  13.24m  13.61m  13.30m  14.17m
  2 Hopkins, Crystal          SR Kentucky Wesleyan       13.87m   45-06.25
      13.34m  13.11m  12.94m  FOUL  12.67m  13.87m
  3 Carey, Destiny            SO Murray State            13.27m   43-06.50
      12.63m  13.03m  12.49m  13.18m  13.27m  13.27m
  4 Thomas, Cornelia          SR Kentucky Wesleyan       12.75m   41-10.00
      FOUL  FOUL  11.72m  12.75m  FOUL  12.01m
  5 Barnett, Kalea            SO Cumberland (Tenn.)      12.59m   41-03.75
      12.50m  12.59m  12.48m  12.17m  11.90m  12.10m
  6 Wagner, Jewel             SO Murray State            12.56m   41-02.50
      12.56m  12.32m  12.50m  FOUL  12.15m  12.29m
  7 Meinhardt, Christina      JR Murray State            11.70m   38-04.75
      11.68m  11.67m  11.70m  11.11m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Alsup, Hannah             SR Tennessee St.           11.30m   37-01.00
      10.57m  10.37m  11.30m  11.12m  11.28m  11.15m
  9 Reid, Taylor              FR Trevecca Nazarene       11.17m   36-07.75
      9.99m  10.41m  11.17m  10.54m  10.45m  FOUL
 10 Hill-Tate, Denia          FR Austin Peay             11.16m   36-07.50
      10.92m  11.16m  10.77m
 11 Hudson, Kennedie          SO Tennessee St.           11.13m   36-06.25
      11.08m  11.13m  11.00m
 12 Taylor, Amani             SO Tennessee St.           10.88m   35-08.50
      10.56m  10.88m  10.40m
 13 Huddleston, Mahogany         Cumberland (Tenn.)      10.28m   33-08.75
      10.28m  10.18m  9.34m
 14 Walker, Lennex            FR Austin Peay             10.15m   33-03.75
      9.04m  FOUL  10.15m
 15 Stradtner, Tamalee           Cumberland (Tenn.)      10.11m   33-02.00
      10.11m  9.96m  9.86m
 16 Malveaux, Kayln           JR Lane                    10.10m   33-01.75
      10.10m  9.52m  9.82m
 17 Hudson, Akela             SO Tennessee St.            9.61m   31-06.50
      9.61m  ND  ND
 18 Corley, Brittany          FR Evansville               9.55m   31-04.00
      9.39m  9.24m  9.55m
 19 Wagner, Abby              FR Freed-Hardeman           9.43m   30-11.25
      9.28m  9.43m  9.28m
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 20 Johnson, Sarah            SO Kentucky Wesleyan        9.41m   30-10.50
      9.19m  9.41m  9.30m
 21 Matthews, Leigha          SO Freed-Hardeman           8.80m   28-10.50
      8.80m  ND  ND
 22 Burdge, Sydney            JR Trevecca Nazarene        8.40m   27-06.75
      8.40m  ND  ND
 23 Jackson, Derricka         FR Lane                     8.32m   27-03.75
      FOUL  8.32m  ND
 24 Brandon, Dashia           JR Trevecca Nazarene        7.54m   24-09.00
      7.54m  ND  ND
 25 James, Latoria            JR Lane                     7.52m   24-08.25
      7.52m  ND  ND
 26 Goff, Sydney              JR Kentucky Wesleyan        7.18m   23-06.75
      7.18m  ND  ND
 -- Bailey, Tierra            SO Lane                      FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Word, Keyanna             FR Tennessee Tech             DNS
 -- Wright, Tatianna          SO Lane                       DNS
 -- Wheeler, Rebecca          SR Austin Peay                DNS
Women Discus Throw
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Taylor, Amani             SO Tennessee St.           44.64m     146-05
      42.67m  40.39m  39.00m  44.64m  42.47m  41.91m
  2 Thompson, Mikayla         FR Tennessee St.           41.75m     137-00
      37.68m  41.75m  40.56m  FOUL  36.40m  40.16m
  3 Alsup, Hannah             SR Tennessee St.           41.05m     134-08
      36.46m  41.05m  40.90m  FOUL  FOUL  35.76m
  4 Corley, Brittany          FR Evansville              40.48m     132-10
      24.04m  40.48m  29.60m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Meinhardt, Christina      JR Murray State            34.73m     113-11
      34.34m  34.34m  FOUL  31.46m  34.73m  34.19m
  6 Barnett, Kalea            SO Cumberland (Tenn.)      34.30m     112-06
      FOUL  32.18m  34.30m  FOUL  33.53m  FOUL
  7 Carey, Destiny            SO Murray State            34.26m     112-05
      FOUL  34.26m  FOUL  32.81m  32.16m  FOUL
  8 Thomas, Cornelia          SR Kentucky Wesleyan       33.82m     110-11
      33.82m  FOUL  31.42m  31.08m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Reid, Taylor              FR Trevecca Nazarene       32.60m     106-11
      32.60m  30.76m  31.24m  31.63m  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Hudson, Akela             SO Tennessee St.           31.18m     102-03
      FOUL  31.18m  25.20m
 11 Malveaux, Kayln           JR Lane                    30.34m      99-06
      29.54m  30.34m  28.57m
 12 Hopkins, Crystal          SR Kentucky Wesleyan       29.20m      95-10
      29.15m  28.50m  29.20m
 13 Hudson, Kennedie          SO Tennessee St.           29.19m      95-09
      29.19m  FOUL  27.66m
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 14 Stradtner, Tamalee           Cumberland (Tenn.)      28.89m      94-09
      28.89m  25.86m  FOUL
 15 Johnson, Sarah            SO Kentucky Wesleyan       28.03m      91-11
      27.29m  28.03m  26.32m
 16 Dufour, Molly             SO Freed-Hardeman          24.87m      81-07
      21.44m  FOUL  24.87m
 17 James, Latoria            JR Lane                    24.78m      81-03
      24.78m  24.05m  22.59m
 18 Bailey, Tierra            SO Lane                    23.17m      76-00
      FOUL  23.17m  22.09m
 19 Wagner, Abby              FR Freed-Hardeman          22.75m      74-08
      22.75m  22.35m  21.73m
 20 Huddleston, Mahogany         Cumberland (Tenn.)      22.19m      72-10
      19.97m  FOUL  22.19m
 21 Matthews, Leigha          SO Freed-Hardeman          20.51m      67-03
      FOUL  20.51m  FOUL
 22 Goff, Sydney              JR Kentucky Wesleyan       19.90m      65-03
      19.90m  FOUL  19.82m
 23 Lanius, Megan             FR Freed-Hardeman          18.49m      60-08
      18.49m  FOUL  FOUL
 24 Brandon, Dashia           JR Trevecca Nazarene       16.20m      53-02
      16.20m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Cook, Lashawn             SR Lane                       DNS
 -- Wheeler, Rebecca          SR Austin Peay                DNS
 -- Wright, Tatianna          SO Lane                       DNS
Women Javelin Throw
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Hines, Jessica            FR Kentucky Wesleyan       39.29m     128-11
      33.72m  31.73m  33.87m  34.70m  39.29m  36.59m
  2 Harmon, Kira              FR Western Kentucky        33.64m     110-04
      FOUL  33.64m  32.83m  FOUL  33.10m  33.41m
  3 Gray, Adarian             FR Western Kentucky        33.47m     109-10
      FOUL  FOUL  30.52m  29.57m  33.47m  FOUL
  4 Vestal, Jess                 Unattached              32.24m     105-09
      FOUL  30.91m  FOUL  30.19m  FOUL  32.24m
  5 Maniscalco, Grace         FR Belmont                 31.85m     104-06
      31.85m  31.10m  FOUL  29.31m  30.55m  FOUL
  6 Taylor, Amani             SO Tennessee St.           28.91m      94-10
      27.68m  26.52m  FOUL  28.91m  25.50m  FOUL
  7 Langdon, Jenna            SO Belmont                 26.10m      85-07
      26.10m  25.13m  ND  ND  25.00m  ND
  8 Hutchcraft, Nikki         FR Evansville              23.29m      76-05
      23.29m  ND  ND
  9 Herring, Kelsey Kay       FR Belmont                 22.87m      75-00
      22.87m  ND  ND
 10 Knott, Taryne             JR Kentucky Wesleyan       22.59m      74-01
      22.59m  ND  ND
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 11 Reid, Taylor              FR Trevecca Nazarene       22.41m      73-06
      22.41m  ND  ND
 12 Ford, Jade                SO Freed-Hardeman          22.35m      73-04
      22.35m  ND  ND
 13 Clere, Sydney             SO Cumberland (Tenn.)      22.25m      73-00
      22.25m  ND  ND
 14 Word, Keyanna             FR Tennessee Tech          21.87m      71-09
      21.87m  ND  ND
 15 Corley, Brittany          FR Evansville              21.70m      71-02
      FOUL  21.70m  ND
 16 Dufour, Molly             SO Freed-Hardeman          21.58m      70-10
      21.58m  ND  ND
 17 Lanius, Megan             FR Freed-Hardeman          20.70m      67-11
      20.70m  ND  ND
 18 Hill-Tate, Denia          FR Austin Peay             20.41m      66-11
      20.41m  ND  ND
 19 Matthews, Leigha          SO Freed-Hardeman          19.24m      63-01
      FOUL  19.24m  ND
 20 Burdge, Sydney            JR Trevecca Nazarene       17.51m      57-05
      17.51m  ND  ND
 21 Rushing, Rachel           FR Freed-Hardeman          17.47m      57-04
      17.47m  ND  ND
 -- Wheeler, Rebecca          SR Austin Peay               FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Robinson, Eshe'           JR Tennessee Tech             DNS
 -- Bailey, Tierra            SO Lane                       DNS
 -- Roberts, Khemani          JR Tennessee Tech             DNS
 -- Andrews, Ashley           FR Lane                       DNS
 -- Hupe, Tess                SR Evansville                 DNS
 -- Walker, Lennex            FR Austin Peay                DNS
 -- Wright, Tatianna          SO Lane                       DNS
 -- James, Latoria            JR Lane                       DNS
Men 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Hayes, Austin             JR Western Kentucky         10.51   1.8  1
  2 Amaar, Ahmed              SO Lipscomb                 10.55   1.8  1
  3 Gates, Kymari             JR Western Kentucky         10.58   4.1  4
  4 Sapp, Tyreke              NA Unat-Tenness             10.76   1.8  1
  5 Mason, Grant              FR Lipscomb                 10.86   3.0  2
  6 Thomas, Jordan            JR Tennessee St.            10.90   1.8  1 10.892
  7 Williams, Tyler           SR Cumberland (Tenn.)       10.90   3.0  2 10.893
  8 Bradley, Gidarell         JR Lane                     10.90   3.0  2 10.898
  9 Smith, Josiah             FR Tennessee-Martin         10.93   3.0  2
 10 White, Javon              SR Lane                     11.05   1.7  3
 11 Williams, Kenneth         JR Lane                     11.07   1.8  1
 12 Jones, David              SR Tennessee St.            11.09   1.8  1
 13 Trujillo, MyDarius        SO Lane                     11.12   3.0  2
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 14 Byers, Cameron            FR Unattached               11.18   1.8  1
 15 Lawson, Jarod             FR Tennessee-Martin         11.21   1.7  3
 16 Rooke, John               SO Freed-Hardeman           11.26   3.0  2
 17 Bertrand, Donta           SR Cumberland (Tenn.)       11.30   1.7  3 11.295
 18 Stewart, James            SR Tennessee St.            11.30   1.8  1 11.296
 19 Johnson, Dorian           JR Lane                     11.51   4.1  4
 20 Pickens, Dechaun          JR Unattached               11.54   1.7  3
 21 Mayfield, Desmond         FR Tennessee St.            11.70   4.1  4
 22 Shanks, Marshall          FR Fisk                     11.71   1.7  3
 23 Straight, Aaron           FR Evansville               11.88   1.7  3
 -- Hayes, Marquerious        FR Bethel (Tenn.)             DNS   1.7  3
 -- Pitts, Demarius           SR Lane                       DNS   4.1  4
 -- Darrington, Karheem          Bethel (Tenn.)             DNS   3.0  2
 -- Wimley, Travon            SO Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   1.7  3
 -- McPherson, Ajani          SO Unattached                 DNS   3.0  2
 -- Nawade, Orlando           SR Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   4.1  4
Men 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Hayes, Austin             JR Western Kentucky         21.11   2.2  1
  2 Faison, James             SR Tennessee St.            21.12   2.2  1
  3 Alexandre, Oliver         JR Western Kentucky         21.37   2.7  2
  4 Sapp, Tyreke              NA Unat-Tenness             21.38   2.7  2
  5 Jones, David              SR Tennessee St.            21.77   2.2  1
  6 Thomas, Jordan            JR Tennessee St.            21.78   1.3  3
  7 McPherson, Ajani          SO Unattached               21.80   2.7  2 21.793
  7 Imes, Jonathan            FR Lipscomb                 21.80   2.2  1 21.793
  9 Williams, Tyler           SR Cumberland (Tenn.)       21.83   1.3  3
 10 Mason, Grant              FR Lipscomb                 21.84   2.7  2
 11 Scott, Jamario            SO Tennessee St.            21.94   2.7  2
 12 Teague, Ryan              SO Belmont                  22.02   2.7  2
 13 Givens, Christopher       FR Tennessee St.            22.10   2.7  2
 14 Cox, Rakeo                SR Unattached               22.32   1.3  3
 15 Randall, Seth             SO Belmont                  22.45   1.3  3
 16 Hayes, Marquerious        FR Bethel (Tenn.)           22.53   2.5  4
 17 DeVore, Jared             FR Belmont                  22.59   2.5  4
 18 White, Javon              SR Lane                     22.79   2.5  4
 19 Archie, Miles             FR Tennessee St.            22.88   1.5  5
 20 Byers, Cameron            FR Unattached               22.96   2.7  2
 21 Rooke, John               SO Freed-Hardeman           23.05   1.3  3
 22 Abdul, Marcus             FR Tennessee St.            23.13   3.8  7
 23 Irby Jr., Quintsontro     SO Tennessee St.            23.14   2.7  6
 24 Stewart, James            SR Tennessee St.            23.17   2.2  1
 25 Nawade, Orlando           SR Cumberland (Tenn.)       23.30   1.5  5
 26 Garcia, Andrew            JR Belmont                  23.34   1.3  3 23.332
 27 Mosley, Thomas            FR Tennessee St.            23.34   2.5  4 23.335
 28 Snyder, Jacob             FR Lipscomb                 23.40   2.7  6
 29 Macklin, Nathan           FR Lane                     23.45   1.5  5
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 30 Boyd, Tahj                FR Tennessee St.            23.48   2.7  6
 31 Shanks, Marshall          FR Fisk                     23.51   2.7  6
 32 Crabb, Johnathan             Bethel (Tenn.)           23.54   1.5  5
 33 McDowell, Jontue          SR Tennessee St.            23.59   1.5  5
 34 Murphy, Keelan            SO Freed-Hardeman           23.60   2.5  4
 35 Wimley, Travon            SO Cumberland (Tenn.)       23.74   2.5  4
 36 Lauderdale, Tanerio       SO Lane                     23.86   2.7  6
 37 Davis, Daniel             FR Austin Peay              24.49   3.8  7
 38 Casiano Garcia, Raul      FR Unattached               24.96   1.3  3
 39 Mayfield, Desmond         FR Tennessee St.            25.13   2.7  6
 40 Fernino, Joseph           SO Unattached               26.26   2.7  6
 -- Straight, Aaron           FR Evansville                 DNS   1.5  5
 -- Bertrand, Donta           SR Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   2.5  4
 -- Gates, Kymari             JR Western Kentucky           DNS   2.2  1
 -- Williams, Keith           FR Kentucky Wesleyan          DNS   3.8  7
 -- Walker, Jhon-Wes          FR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1.5  5
 -- Wilkerson, Randolph       SO Lipscomb                   DNS   1.3  3
 -- Amaar, Ahmed              SO Lipscomb                   DNS   2.2  1
 -- Narramore, Will              Unattached                 DNS   2.5  4
 -- Minor, Eli                SR Western Kentucky           DNS   2.2  1
 -- Wilkins, Lee              SR Lane                       DNS   1.5  5
Men 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Nammour, Nathan           JR Belmont                  47.85   1
  2 Faison, James             SR Tennessee St.            48.11   1
  3 Imes, Jonathan            FR Lipscomb                 48.53   1
  4 Corprew, Caleb            SR Belmont                  48.66   1
  5 Seged, Maor               JR Western Kentucky         48.83   2
  6 Teague, Ryan              SO Belmont                  49.11   1
  7 Brumfield, R'Lazon        FR Tennessee St.            49.52   3
  8 Givens, Christopher       FR Tennessee St.            49.78   2
  9 Scott, Jamario            SO Tennessee St.            49.87   1
 10 Dixon, Quentavious        SO Lane                     50.07   2
 11 McPherson, Ajani          SO Unattached               50.43   2 50.421
 12 Register, Stephen            Music City M             50.43   2 50.429
 13 McDowell, Jontue          SR Tennessee St.            50.85   2
 14 Bush, William             JR Western Kentucky         51.20   3
 15 Mitchell, Drake           SO Belmont                  51.42   3
 16 Nawade, Orlando           SR Cumberland (Tenn.)       51.43   3
 17 Kieffer, Kaden            SO Belmont                  52.33   2
 18 Loesch, Bryant            SR Lipscomb                 52.65   3
 19 Cody, Timothy             FR Belmont                  52.81   3
 20 Hayes, Marquerious        FR Bethel (Tenn.)           52.90   4
 21 Wimley, Travon            SO Cumberland (Tenn.)       53.34   3
 22 Donnell, Darin            FR Tennessee-Martin         53.62   4
 23 Murphy, Keelan            SO Freed-Hardeman           53.90   3
 24 Plocek, Everett           JR Evansville               54.45   4
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 25 Archie, Miles             FR Tennessee St.            54.78   4
 26 Lauderdale, Tanerio       SO Lane                     56.29   4
 27 Casiano Garcia, Raul      FR Unattached               57.73   2
 28 Durham, Matt              SO Trevecca Nazarene      1:00.48   4
 -- Lipe, Ryan                SR Belmont                    DNS   4
 -- Saruni, David             FR Western Kentucky           DNS   1
 -- Macklin, Nathan           FR Lane                       DNS   4
Men 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Schwind, Jonathan         FR Lipscomb               1:50.97   1
  2 Conley, Jonathan          JR Tennessee-Martin       1:53.73   1
  3 Mosley, Thomas            FR Tennessee St.          1:54.14   1
  4 Gonzales, Christian       SO Belmont                1:56.15   1
  5 Leonard, Poncherella      NA Unat-Tenness           1:56.91   2
  6 Rogers, Austin            SO Tennessee-Martin       1:57.13   2
  7 Abdul, Marcus             FR Tennessee St.          1:57.78   1
  8 Chepchieng, Stanley       SO Evansville             1:58.27   3
  9 Walker, Jhon-Wes          FR Tennessee-Martin       1:58.37   1
 10 Guerrero, Emmanuel           Bethel (Tenn.)         1:58.53   2
 11 Slaton, Kewan             SO Tennessee-Martin       1:59.08   2
 12 Chelide, Brian            FR Tennessee-Martin       1:59.18   3
 13 Ford, Ryan                SO Tennessee-Martin       1:59.84   2
 14 Boyd, Tahj                FR Tennessee St.          2:01.23   3
 15 Machuca, Cristian            Bethel (Tenn.)         2:01.39   4
 16 Kipyego, Fedrick          FR Tennessee-Martin       2:01.66   3
 17 Childress, Austin         SR Bethel (Tenn.)         2:02.27   2
 18 Marsch, George            SO Kentucky Wesleyan      2:02.30   3
 19 Palumbo, Joey             SO Tennessee-Martin       2:02.73   3
 20 Gogol, Triston            SR Unattached             2:02.78   3
 21 Irby Jr., Quintsontro     SO Tennessee St.          2:02.99   2
 22 McNary, Larry             FR Tennessee St.          2:03.16   3
 23 Smith, Daniel             FR Tennessee-Martin       2:03.18   1
 24 Garza, Anthony            FR Bethel (Tenn.)         2:04.50   2
 25 Elliott, Sam              SO Freed-Hardeman         2:04.71   3
 26 Didion, Anthony           SR Belmont                2:07.00   1
 27 Milam, Rondavius          SR Lane                   2:07.34   5
 28 Lee, Aaron                SO Kentucky Wesleyan      2:07.40   4
 29 Yator, Bronzon            SO Kentucky Wesleyan      2:08.28   4
 30 Spalding, Zachary            Bethel (Tenn.)         2:08.67   4
 31 Hendrix, Enrique          SO Evansville             2:08.98   3
 32 Ray, Tristan              FR Freed-Hardeman         2:11.24   4
 33 Avila, Giovanni           FR Lane                   2:11.97   5
 34 Hill, Jordan              SO Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:12.43   1
 35 Thompson, Grant           SO Brentwood Tr           2:13.52   4
 36 Tucker, Dillon            SO Freed-Hardeman         2:15.26   5
 37 Williams, Titus           FR Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:16.53   5
 38 Cooper, McKay             SR Kentucky Wesleyan      2:17.60   5
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....Men 800 Meter Run
 39 Angeles, Carlos           FR Cumberland (Tenn.)     2:21.94   4
 40 Laffitte, Joshua          JR Lane                   2:39.95   4
 41 Lauderdale, Tanerio       SO Lane                   2:41.14   5
 42 Johnson, Bryce            SO Lane                   2:45.64   5
 -- Dodson, Andrew            FR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   2
 -- Baumann, Lenny            FR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   2
 -- White, Javon              SR Lane                       DNS   5
 -- Wakefield, Tristan        SO Lane                       DNS   5
 -- Perez, Leonel             JR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1
 -- Seged, Maor               JR Western Kentucky           DNS   3
 -- Dixon, Quentavious        SO Lane                       DNS   4
 -- Dawson, Tucker            SO Evansville                 DNS   4
 -- Generette, Neal           FR Lane                       DNS   5
 -- Loesch, Bryant            SR Lipscomb                   DNS   2
 -- Speer, Ryan               JR Lipscomb                   DNS   1
 -- Abel, Andrew              SO Austin Peay                DNS   5
Men 1500 Meter Run
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Perez, Leonel             JR Tennessee-Martin       3:53.58   1
  2 Edwards, Matthew          SR Belmont                3:54.05   1
  3 Johnson, Kyle             SO Lipscomb               4:02.41   1
  4 Vroon, Taylor             FR Belmont                4:03.40   1
  5 McManus, Declan           JR Belmont                4:04.09   1
  6 Kipyego, Fedrick          FR Tennessee-Martin       4:04.93   1
  7 Williams, Ben             SO Belmont                4:06.46   1
  8 Vroon, Jackson            FR Belmont                4:07.16   1
  9 Leonard, Poncherella      NA Unat-Tenness           4:07.24   1
 10 Chelide, Brian            FR Tennessee-Martin       4:07.75   2
 11 White, Daniel             FR Belmont                4:09.47   1
 12 Baumann, Lenny            FR Tennessee-Martin       4:14.89   2
 13 Gogol, Triston            SR Unattached             4:15.55   2
 14 McNary, Larry             FR Tennessee St.          4:16.14   2
 15 Herrera, Johnathan           Bethel (Tenn.)         4:16.28   2
 16 Porter, Thomas            FR Austin Peay            4:17.88   2
 17 Conley, Jonathan          JR Tennessee-Martin       4:19.01   1
 18 Dodson, Andrew            FR Tennessee-Martin       4:21.29   1
 19 Davis, Daniel             FR Austin Peay            4:26.39   2
 20 Hill, Jordan              SO Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:29.18   1
 21 Ray, Tristan              FR Freed-Hardeman         4:30.54   2
 22 Thompson, Grant           SO Brentwood Tr           4:30.59   2
 23 Riddle, Logan             FR Freed-Hardeman         4:36.81   2
 24 Williams, Titus           FR Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:37.79   3
 25 Avila, Giovanni           FR Lane                   4:39.04   3
 26 Abel, Andrew              SO Austin Peay            4:39.75   2
 27 Newby, Jonathan           SO Evansville             4:46.94   3
 28 Mangan, Grant             FR Evansville             4:53.72   3
 29 Angeles, Carlos           FR Cumberland (Tenn.)     4:54.80   3
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 30 Hood, Dawson              FR Evansville             4:57.05   3
 31 McClain, Alec             FR Freed-Hardeman         5:01.02   3
 32 Laffitte, Joshua          JR Lane                   5:07.42   3
 33 Martin, Jared             FR Freed-Hardeman         5:40.04   3
 -- Phillips, Barry              Unattached                 DNS   2
 -- Dixon, Quentavious        SO Lane                       DNS   3
 -- Wakefield, Tristan        SO Lane                       DNS   3
 -- Swann, Christopher        JR Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   3
 -- Mihnovich, Nate           FR Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   2
 -- Tirado, Carlos            JR Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   2
 -- Rojas, Jerry              SO Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS   2
 -- Oglesby, Will             FR Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1
 -- Rogers, Austin            SO Tennessee-Martin           DNS   1
 -- Miller, Timmy             FR Evansville                 DNS   3
 -- Tucker, Dillon            SO Freed-Hardeman             DNS   3
 -- Generette, Neal           FR Lane                       DNS   3
 -- Johnson, Bryce            SO Lane                       DNS   3
 -- Arnold, Daniel            SO Freed-Hardeman             DNS   3
Men 5000 Meter Run
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Biwott, Mathew            JR Austin Peay           15:13.10
  2 Alverson, Tyler           SO Freed-Hardeman        15:41.70
  3 Turner, Vince             JR Murray State          15:51.97
  4 Balleau, Zach             SO Murray State          15:54.52
  5 Quire, Patrick            SO Kentucky Wesleyan     15:56.37
  6 Cuyeu, Julien             SR Western Kentucky      16:04.53
  7 Rojas, Jerry              SO Cumberland (Tenn.)    16:09.28
  8 Warner, Camren            FR Trevecca Nazarene     16:21.59
  9 Makemsom, Meyer           FR Murray State          16:22.42
 10 Kiptoo, Hezron            JR Austin Peay           16:24.11
 11 Mihnovich, Nate           FR Cumberland (Tenn.)    16:29.09
 12 Swann, Christopher        JR Cumberland (Tenn.)    16:30.10
 13 Drury, Michael            FR Union (Tenn.)         16:35.80
 14 Miller, Kyle              SR Unattached            16:40.99
 15 McKinney, Blaine          FR Freed-Hardeman        16:42.11
 16 Kawasaki, Caleb           FR Murray State          16:51.62
 17 Woodman, John                Unattached            16:54.24
 18 Russell, Alex             JR Union (Tenn.)         16:58.02
 19 Tirado, Carlos            JR Cumberland (Tenn.)    17:02.40
 20 Dobbs, Tyler              SO Kentucky Wesleyan     17:14.61
 21 Brock, Philip             FR Freed-Hardeman        17:20.67
 22 Allen, Caleb              FR Union (Tenn.)         17:25.29
 23 Bradley, Tyler            SO Murray State          17:25.57
 24 Miller, Timmy             FR Evansville            17:33.26
 25 Dykes, Joshua             FR Freed-Hardeman        19:52.66
 26 Wallace, Noah             SO Freed-Hardeman        25:56.12
 -- Porter, Thomas            FR Austin Peay                DNF
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 -- Davis, Daniel             FR Austin Peay                DNF
 -- Smith, Tyler              SO Austin Peay                DNS
 -- Sandifer, Elias           JR Unattached                 DNS
 -- Holliday, Davis           SR Unattached                 DNS
 -- Mcclelland, Alexander     SO Murray State               DNS
 -- Kipruto, Derrick          FR Union (Tenn.)              DNS
 -- Machuca, Cristian            Bethel (Tenn.)             DNS
Men 110 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H#
========================================================================
  1 Hayden, Jonathan          SR Western Kentucky         14.24   1.7  1
  2 Corprew, Caleb            SR Belmont                  14.54   1.7  1
  3 Olige, Isaiah             SR Tennessee St.            14.59   1.7  1
  4 Amos, Jemarruse           SR Tennessee St.            14.78   1.7  1
  5 Villaman, Denzel          JR Western Kentucky         15.19   1.7  1
  6 Seged, Maor               JR Western Kentucky         15.22   1.7  1
  7 Miller, Alex              SO Belmont                  15.48   1.7  1
  8 Snyder, Jacob             FR Lipscomb                 15.91   2.1  2
  9 Crabb, Johnathan             Bethel (Tenn.)           16.64   2.1  2
 10 Kuchek, Parker               Cumberland (Tenn.)       17.02   2.1  2
 11 Gamble, Chase             SO Kentucky Wesleyan        17.54   2.1  2
 12 Hasselblab, Jonathan      SO Cumberland (Tenn.)       17.60   2.1  2
 -- Tanner, Desmond           JR Tennessee St.              DNS   1.7  1
 -- Wilkerson, Randolph       SO Lipscomb                   DNS   2.1  2
Men 400 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Tanksley, Alec            FR Western Kentucky         53.99   1
  2 Olige, Isaiah             SR Tennessee St.            54.32   1
  3 Villaman, Denzel          JR Western Kentucky         56.61   1
  4 Saruni, David             FR Western Kentucky         56.86   2
  5 Crenshaw, Christian       SR Belmont                  56.97   1
  6 Hayden, Jonathan          SR Western Kentucky         57.10   1
  7 Vickers, Khristian        FR Belmont                1:00.51   2
  8 Williams, Christian       FR Tennessee St.          1:00.53   2
  9 Wilkins, Lee              SR Lane                   1:03.40   2
 10 Gibson, Andrew            FR Freed-Hardeman         1:04.03   2
 11 Hasselblab, Jonathan      SO Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:04.27   2
 12 Redman, Joseph               Austin Peay            1:07.32   1
 13 Amos, Jemarruse           SR Tennessee St.          1:08.49   2
 14 Kuchek, Parker               Cumberland (Tenn.)     1:10.41   2
 -- Wilkerson, Randolph       SO Lipscomb                   DNS   1
 -- Tanner, Desmond           JR Tennessee St.              DNS   1
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Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Dye, Timothy              FR Tennessee-Martin       9:56.4h
  2 Price, Ethan              FR Evansville            10:05.5h
  3 Smith, Tyler              SO Austin Peay           10:20.6h
  4 Garza, Anthony            FR Bethel (Tenn.)        10:26.5h
  5 Dunlap, Adam              SO Freed-Hardeman        10:55.2h
  6 McCollum, Drew            FR Freed-Hardeman        10:55.4h
  6 Ochs, Kalen               FR Evansville            10:55.4h
  8 Cavender, Austin          SO Kentucky Wesleyan     11:02.8h
  9 Perez, Leomar             FR Tennessee-Martin      11:12.5h
 10 Graves, William           SO Tennessee-Martin      11:14.2h
 11 Holder, Matthew           FR Freed-Hardeman        11:26.7h
 12 Johnson, Jonathan         SO Kentucky Wesleyan     11:35.7h
 -- Childress, Austin         SR Bethel (Tenn.)             DNS
 -- Avila, Giovanni           FR Lane                       DNS
Men 4x100 Meter Relay
===================================================================
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Western Kentucky  'A'                                 40.03   1
  2 Cumberland (Tenn.)  'A'                               43.47   1
  3 Lane  'A'                                             44.02   1
  4 Tennessee-Martin  'A'                                 44.11   2
  5 Kentucky Wesleyan  'A'                                46.76   2
  6 Belmont  'A'                                          46.90   1
  7 Evansville  'A'                                       47.62   2
 -- Western Kentucky  'B'                                   DNF   1
 -- Tennessee St.  'A'                                      DNF   1
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
================================================================
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Western Kentucky  'B'                               3:15.75
  2 Tennessee St.  'A'                                  3:20.77
  3 Tennessee-Martin  'A'                               3:30.14
  4 Evansville  'A'                                     3:34.99
Men High Jump
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Mobley, Desmond           SR Western Kentucky         2.01m    6-07.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.11
        P    P    P   XO    P  XXX
  2 Bouchard, Adam            FR Kentucky Wesleyan       J2.01m    6-07.00
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06
        O    O    P  XXO  XXX
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....Men High Jump
 -- Williams, Christian       FR Tennessee St.               NH
     1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01
        P    P    P  XXX
 -- Covile, David                Cumberland (Tenn.)          NH
     1.86
      XXX
 -- Vandergriff, Nolan        SO Kentucky Wesleyan           NH
     1.86
      XXX
 -- Snyder, Jacob             FR Lipscomb                   DNS
 -- Dishman, Dylon               Cumberland (Tenn.)         DNS
 -- Straight, Aaron           FR Evansville                 DNS
Men Pole Vault
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Willingham, Bobby         FR Belmont                  4.01m   13-01.75
     3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01 4.11 4.21 4.31
        O    P    O    P  XXO    O    O    P    P  XXX
  2 Alberts, Ian              FR Evansville               3.86m   12-08.00
     3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86 4.01
        P    O  XXO    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Lipe, Ryan                SR Belmont                  3.71m   12-02.00
     3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71 3.86
        P    P    P    O    O  XXX
  4 Yeung, Kevin              FR Evansville               3.56m   11-08.00
     3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56 3.71
       XO   XO    O   XO  XXX
  5 Bouchard, Adam            FR Kentucky Wesleyan        3.41m   11-02.25
     3.11 3.26 3.41 3.56
        O   XO    O  XXX
  6 Mitchell, Drake           SO Belmont                  3.26m   10-08.25
     3.11 3.26 3.41
       XO    O  XXX
Men Long Jump
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Williams, Keith           FR Kentucky Wesleyan        6.99m  -1.1  22-11.25
     FOUL(-0.2) 6.80m(-0.3) FOUL(-0.7) 6.77m(-0.2) FOUL(3.9) 6.99m(-1.1)
  2 Tanksley, Alec            FR Western Kentucky         6.92m   0.6  22-08.50
     6.92m(0.6) 6.55m(-0.8) 6.51m(0.1) 6.67m(-1.2) FOUL(-1.0) 6.24m(-3.3)
  3 Narramore, Will              Unattached               6.79m  -0.7  22-03.50
     6.76m(-0.1) FOUL(+0.0) 6.68m(+0.0) 6.44m(-1.4) 6.79m(-0.7) 6.75m(-0.7)
  4 Cox, Rakeo                SR Unattached               6.61m   0.4  21-08.25
     6.12m(-1.1) FOUL(+0.0) 6.35m(-0.7) 6.10m(1.6) FOUL(4.4) 6.61m(0.4)
  5 Hayes, Marquerious        FR Bethel (Tenn.)           6.53m   2.0  21-05.25
     5.84m(0.6) ND(0.2) 6.53m(2.0) ND(-0.8) ND(1.9) 6.24m(0.3)
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....Men Long Jump
  6 Chepchieng, Stanley       SO Evansville               6.49m  -0.2  21-03.50
     FOUL(-1.5) 6.12m(+0.0) ND(2.0) 6.18m(-1.5) 6.20m(3.5) 6.49m(-0.2)
  7 Williams, Christian       FR Tennessee St.            6.26m  -1.3  20-06.50
     FOUL(+0.0) 6.06m(-2.2) ND(-0.7) 6.26m(-1.3) ND(-1.0) ND(3.6)
  8 Crabb, Johnathan             Bethel (Tenn.)           6.21m   0.6  20-04.50
     6.04m(-0.5) 6.15m(-3.0) 6.16m(-0.2) FOUL(-0.9) FOUL(-2.4) 6.21m(0.6)
  9 Pitts, Demarius           SR Lane                     6.20m   2.8  20-04.25
     FOUL(1.4) 5.99m(-0.3) ND(-1.7) ND(-1.1) 6.20m(2.8) ND(0.1)
 10 Archie, Miles             FR Tennessee St.            5.93m  -2.0  19-05.50
     4.76m(+0.0) FOUL(2.0) 5.93m(-2.0)
 11 Pickens, Dechaun          JR Unattached               5.77m   1.4  18-11.25
     FOUL(-1.3) 5.77m(1.4) ND(-2.2)
 12 Vandergriff, Nolan        SO Kentucky Wesleyan        5.74m  -0.2  18-10.00
     FOUL(0.7) 5.74m(-0.2) ND(-1.6)
 13 Yeung, Kevin              FR Evansville               5.23m   2.3  17-02.00
     5.23m(2.3) ND(0.4) ND(0.2)
 14 Mayfield, Desmond         FR Tennessee St.            4.35m  -1.2  14-03.25
     FOUL(0.4) FOUL(-2.0) 4.35m(-1.2)
 -- Belloni, Brandon          SO Lipscomb                  FOUL
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(-3.3)
 -- Milam, Rondavius          SR Lane                       DNS   NWI
 -- Darrington, Karheem          Bethel (Tenn.)             DNS   NWI
 -- Mobley, Desmond           SR Western Kentucky           DNS   NWI
 -- Johnson, Dorian           JR Lane                       DNS   NWI
Men Triple Jump
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Chepchieng, Stanley       SO Evansville            45-03.00  -2.2    13.79m
     43-00(-3.8) 44-07(-2.7) 45-03(-2.2) FOUL(-3.0) 41-00(-1.8) 42-01(-2.3)
  2 Mayfield, Desmond         FR Tennessee St.         42-08.00  -1.9    13.00m
     42-07(-3.0) FOUL(-3.1) FOUL(-3.1) FOUL(-2.4) FOUL(-1.6) 42-08(-1.9)
  3 Gibson, Andrew            FR Freed-Hardeman        40-02.00  -3.8    12.24m
     FOUL(-1.2) FOUL(-0.6) 40-02(-3.8) 38-00(-2.7) FOUL(+0.0) 37-09(-1.9)
  4 Belloni, Brandon          SO Lipscomb              40-00.00  -1.9    12.19m
     FOUL(-3.3) FOUL(-5.6) FOUL(-4.5) FOUL(-1.9) 38-07(-1.4) 40-00(-1.9)
 -- Bradley, Gidarell         JR Lane                       DNS   NWI
Men Shot Put
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Claiborne, Corey          JR Belmont                 17.42m   57-02.00
      16.23m  16.80m  16.70m  FOUL  16.03m  17.42m
  2 Widener, Cal              FR Belmont                 15.86m   52-00.50
      15.86m  15.45m  15.47m  FOUL  15.35m  FOUL
  3 Burn, Walter                 Unattached              14.20m   46-07.25
      14.20m  FOUL  FOUL  13.90m  13.56m  FOUL
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  4 Staten, Caleb                Cumberland (Tenn.)      13.61m   44-08.00
      12.55m  13.38m  13.61m  12.48m  13.21m  12.81m
  5 Scott, Josiah             SO Cumberland (Tenn.)      13.47m   44-02.50
      12.82m  12.95m  13.47m  12.72m  13.02m  13.22m
  6 Willingham Jr., Michael   FR Tennessee St.           13.20m   43-03.75
      13.20m  13.19m  FOUL  12.88m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Francisco, Ian            FR Kentucky Wesleyan       13.06m   42-10.25
      11.93m  12.99m  13.06m  12.62m  12.66m  12.59m
  8 Cummings, Rodderick       FR Bethel (Tenn.)          13.00m   42-08.00
      12.64m  12.27m  12.23m  FOUL  12.52m  13.00m
  9 Freeman, Ryan             JR Evansville              12.88m   42-03.25
      12.05m  12.87m  12.60m  12.29m  12.88m  FOUL
 10 Hinkle, Kade              SR Lipscomb                12.26m   40-02.75
      11.62m  11.85m  12.26m  FOUL  11.87m  FOUL
 11 Luce, Dylan               FR Freed-Hardeman          12.20m   40-00.50
      11.44m  12.20m  11.47m
 12 Wilkins, Leelan           FR Tennessee St.           11.82m   38-09.50
      11.22m  11.82m  FOUL
 13 Sheldon, Ryan             FR Belmont                 11.74m   38-06.25
      FOUL  FOUL  11.74m
 14 Golden, Andrew            SO Freed-Hardeman          11.41m   37-05.25
      10.85m  11.41m  10.93m
 15 Reynolds, Nick               Cumberland (Tenn.)      11.39m   37-04.50
      FOUL  11.39m  11.34m
 16 Doty, Clay                SR Evansville              11.34m   37-02.50
      10.60m  11.34m  10.95m
 17 Zapata, Chris             FR Evansville              10.60m   34-09.50
      10.60m  10.40m  FOUL
 18 Laffitte, Joshua          JR Lane                    10.29m   33-09.25
      10.29m  FOUL  10.16m
 19 Davis, Jared              FR Freed-Hardeman           8.51m   27-11.00
      8.51m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Taylor, lafayette         SR Lane                       DNS
 -- Evans, Chandler           FR Kentucky Wesleyan          DNS
 -- berry, lejuan             JR Lane                       DNS
 -- Bush, Howard              SR Lane                       DNS
Men Discus Throw
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Claiborne, Corey          JR Belmont                 47.00m     154-02
      46.35m  FOUL  44.26m  FOUL  43.27m  47.00m
  2 Muhwanga, Chard           FR Western Kentucky        44.57m     146-03
      43.52m  44.57m  FOUL  FOUL  44.33m  FOUL
  3 Gibson, Stephen           JR Belmont                 44.51m     146-00
      40.54m  44.51m  44.05m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Willingham Jr., Michael   FR Tennessee St.           44.12m     144-09
      FOUL  44.12m  FOUL  42.61m  42.43m  41.63m
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  5 Sheldon, Ryan             FR Belmont                 42.43m     139-02
      42.43m  FOUL  42.43m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Widener, Cal              FR Belmont                 42.05m     137-11
      40.94m  39.48m  FOUL  38.94m  FOUL  42.05m
  7 Burn, Walter                 Unattached              41.20m     135-02
      FOUL  39.96m  41.20m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Hinkle, Kade              SR Lipscomb                39.84m     130-08
      37.18m  39.75m  39.84m  36.47m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Scott, Josiah             SO Cumberland (Tenn.)      38.22m     125-05
      38.22m  FOUL  38.10m  FOUL  38.22m  FOUL
 10 Settle, Jeremiah          FR Freed-Hardeman          37.44m     122-10
      36.08m  37.44m  FOUL
 11 Zapata, Chris             FR Evansville              37.09m     121-08
      FOUL  36.22m  37.09m
 12 Cummings, Rodderick       FR Bethel (Tenn.)          36.13m     118-06
      33.70m  FOUL  36.13m
 13 Wilkins, Leelan           FR Tennessee St.           34.75m     114-00
      34.75m  FOUL  FOUL
 14 Freeman, Ryan             JR Evansville              34.28m     112-06
      34.28m  33.47m  FOUL
 15 Miller, Cameron           SO Freed-Hardeman          33.55m     110-01
      FOUL  FOUL  33.55m
 16 Francisco, Ian            FR Kentucky Wesleyan       33.06m     108-05
      31.14m  31.48m  33.06m
 17 Staten, Caleb                Cumberland (Tenn.)      33.00m     108-03
      31.39m  30.88m  33.00m
 18 Lipe, Ryan                SR Belmont                 32.74m     107-05
      32.74m  31.17m  31.58m
 19 Reynolds, Nick               Cumberland (Tenn.)      31.97m     104-11
      FOUL  31.97m  FOUL
 20 Mitchell, Drake           SO Belmont                 30.16m      98-11
      29.63m  30.16m  FOUL
 21 Golden, Andrew            SO Freed-Hardeman          29.09m      95-05
      29.09m  FOUL  FOUL
 22 Doty, Clay                SR Evansville              25.63m      84-01
      FOUL  25.63m  FOUL
 23 Davis, Jared              FR Freed-Hardeman          21.68m      71-01
      21.68m  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Taylor, lafayette         SR Lane                       DNS
 -- Evans, Chandler           FR Kentucky Wesleyan          DNS
 -- Bush, Howard              SR Lane                       DNS
 -- berry, lejuan             JR Lane                       DNS
Men Javelin Throw
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Obunaka, Dominic          SR Trevecca Nazarene       54.44m     178-07
      42.42m  52.56m  54.44m  54.44m  53.62m  50.52m
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....Men Javelin Throw
  2 Walker, Matt              SR Belmont                 50.06m     164-03
      48.40m  50.06m  47.67m  47.82m  47.07m  FOUL
  3 Cox, Rakeo                SR Unattached              46.44m     152-04
      FOUL  41.68m  38.27m  46.44m  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Snyder, Jacob             FR Lipscomb                43.58m     143-00
      35.76m  41.26m  34.94m  41.55m  43.58m  40.43m
  5 Hinkle, Kade              SR Lipscomb                42.91m     140-09
      FOUL  38.07m  42.37m  FOUL  42.91m  42.01m
  6 Bouchard, Adam            FR Kentucky Wesleyan       42.24m     138-07
      42.24m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Tirjan, Michael              Cumberland (Tenn.)      42.22m     138-06
      FOUL  39.86m  40.20m  42.22m  FOUL  39.21m
  8 Murphy, Keelan            SO Freed-Hardeman          40.94m     134-04
      FOUL  35.68m  40.94m  39.60m  FOUL  38.58m
  9 Willingham Jr., Michael   FR Tennessee St.           40.61m     133-03
      FOUL  40.61m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  39.18m
 10 Freeman, Ryan             JR Evansville              38.35m     125-10
      36.33m  36.63m  38.35m
 11 Belloni, Brandon          SO Lipscomb                37.85m     124-02
      37.85m  FOUL  33.03m
 12 Doty, Clay                SR Evansville              37.01m     121-05
      37.01m  34.44m  FOUL
 13 Archie, Miles             FR Tennessee St.           34.73m     113-11
      31.00m  34.06m  34.73m
 14 Tucker, Dillon            SO Freed-Hardeman          34.40m     112-10
      FOUL  30.42m  34.40m
 15 Plocek, Everett           JR Evansville              34.10m     111-10
      34.10m  ND  ND
 16 Alberts, Ian              FR Evansville              34.03m     111-08
      34.03m  ND  ND
 17 McLemore, Kindrick        FR Lipscomb                33.66m     110-05
      FOUL  33.66m  ND
 18 Davis, Jared              FR Freed-Hardeman          31.32m     102-09
      31.32m  ND  ND
 19 Hoops, Alton              FR Evansville              30.29m      99-04
      30.29m  ND  ND
 20 Gamble, Chase             SO Kentucky Wesleyan       30.15m      98-11
      30.15m  ND  ND
 21 Settle, Jeremiah          FR Freed-Hardeman          26.37m      86-06
      26.37m  ND  ND
 22 Cummings, Rodderick       FR Bethel (Tenn.)          25.11m      82-04
      25.11m  ND  ND
 -- Williams, Christian       FR Tennessee St.              DNS
 -- Hassel, Michel            FR Lipscomb                   DNS
 -- Taylor, lafayette         SR Lane                       DNS
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 9, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Preview video with head coach Erik Jenkins: goto.ps/2jHgs8H 
Heat sheets and full schedule attached. 
WKU TRACK AND FIELD HEADS TO HOUSTON FOR C-USA OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field is set to compete at the 2018 Conference USA Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships this weekend at the Wendel D. Ley Track in Houston, Texas. The meet 
will begin Thursday with the heptathlon and decathlon competitions and continue through Saturday 
evening. 
At the 2017 C-USA Outdoor Championships, WKU placed first in multiple events. Not only did the WKU 
men’s team win the overall team Championship, but also earned first place finishes in six events. 
Current Hilltopper senior, Julius Morris, took home first in the 100 and 200-meter dashes, setting 
Championship meet records in both events. 
WKU placed first in the 4x100 and 400-meter relays. Eli Minor, Will Bush, and Morris were all on the 
4x100-meter relay team with Minor and Morris also competing on the 4x400-meter relay team. 
Current graduate assistant coach, Ventavius Sears, finished first in both long jump and triple jump in 
2017. 
Lady Topper Track and Field finished sixth at the 2017 Championships. Senior Morgan McIntyre earned 
her second straight pole vault title at last year’s meet, completing a height of 3.96 meters. 
“Every race is different, so you’ve got to be prepared to go out and be successful no matter the 
condition or whoever you’re racing,” head coach Erik Jenkins said of the 2017 outdoor title defenders. 
“We expect them to just go out and compete.” 
For the 2018 Championships, Conference USA named a series of Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers to the 
“Who to Watch” list. Hilltoppers making the list were Minor for the 100-meter, Morris in the 200-meter, 
Maor Seged in the 400-meter hurdles and Desmond Mobley in the long jump. Both of the Hilltopper 
relay teams were also named to the list. 
Ariel Terrell was listed as the student-athlete to watch in the women’s 400-meter hurdle events along 
with McIntyre in the women’s pole vault. Live stats for the entirety of the championship can be 
found here. 
“It’s not going to be an easy championship, there are some very good teams in this league,” said Jenkins. 
“We’ve got people who lead the country and a couple of people who are ranked in the top-five in the 
world right now. This is a very tough league and we’ve just got to go in and take care of business and do 
what we can to the best of our ability.” 
An all-session pass for the 2018 C-USA Outdoor Track and Field Championships will be sold at the front 
gate on both Thursday and Friday. Individual tickets for each day will be $12 for adults and $7 for youth. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, May 12, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Sunday’s heat sheets attached. 
Cumulative final results attached. 
MOBLEY EARNS LONG JUMP CHAMPION; MORRIS BREAKS MEET RECORD AT C-USA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
SATURDAY 
HOUSTON, Texas – WKU Track and Field put out strong performances Saturday at the 2018 Conference 
USA Outdoor Track and Field Championships as seniors Desmond Mobley and Julius Morris etched their 
names in the record books. Mobley finished as the men’s long jump champion and Morris broke the 
meet record, previously set by himself in 2017, for the men’s 100-meter dash. The championships will 
conclude tomorrow beginning at 3 p.m. CT with field events. 
Senior Mobley went out with a bang on Saturday evening, jumping a season best and personal record of 
7.99 meters. With his championship effort, the Hilltoppers earned 10 points. Morris also made a name 
for himself Saturday after breaking his own record, set in 2017, in the 100-meter at the Outdoor 
Championships. In the 2018 preliminaries he recorded a new PR and time of 10.12. Morris along with Eli 
Minor will advance to the men’s 100-meter finals tomorrow. 
Morris also led the preliminary round of the 200-meter dash with a time of 20.52 heading into the finals. 
Chard Muhwanga and Alec Tanksley also scored points in the Hilltoppers favor. Muhwanga finished 
eighth in discus with a throw of 45.68 meters and Tanksley placed fifth in long jump with a jump of 7.58 
meters, a PR for the freshman. 
Moving past the preliminary round of the 110-meter hurdles was Hilltopper Jonathan Hayden. Hayden 
notched a season best 14.05 today and finished the prelims in second. 
All three Hilltoppers that competed in the preliminary round of the 400-meter advanced to tomorrow’s 
finals, including Kymari Gates, Austin Hayes and Oliver Alexandre. Gates led the prelims with a WKU 
season best and new PR, clocking a time of 45.87, besting his previous PR by almost two seconds. 
Three additional Hilltoppers qualified for tomorrow’s final run of the 400-meter hurdles. Denzel 
Villaman, Maor Seged and David Saruni will all look to score for the Red and White in the event 
tomorrow. 
Briana Eskridge started the day for the Lady Toppers, notching a WKU season best and new PR in the 
long jump at 5.67 meters. She finished 12th in long jump and eighth in high jump. 
In the preliminary round of the women’s 1500-meter run, Savannah Ames clocked a time of 4:34.39. The 
new PR was good enough to advance Ames to the event finals tomorrow evening. 
Ariel Terrell flew past her competition in the 400-meter hurdle prelims finishing first with a time of 
58.44 seconds. Her closest competitor was over two seconds behind her and she notched a new PR, 
breaking her last one by half a second. She will compete for the 400-meter hurdle title at approximately 
7:40 p.m. CT tomorrow evening. 
Wrapping up action for the Lady Toppers was junior Juannae Lewis in the 200-meter prelims. She 
clocked a time of 23.59, just two tenths back from the top preliminary finisher. Lewis notched a new PR 
by almost an entire second. 
The men’s squad currently sits in seventh with 15 points and the women have yet to score on the board. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, May 13, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Final results attached. 
WKU CLAIMS SIX EVENT TITLES IN FINAL DAY OF C-USA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
HOUSTON, Texas – WKU Track and Field finished the 2018 Conference USA Outdoor Track and Field 
Championships with a total of seven event titles, picking up six of them in the final day of competition. 
The Hilltoppers finished tied with Rice for fourth while the Lady Toppers finished in ninth. On Sunday 
alone, seven WKU student-athletes cracked the top five program marks in their respective events, 
including two new school records. 
Following Desmond Mobley’s long jump win on Saturday, the Hilltoppers picked up right where they left 
off. Denzel Villaman was the first to earn a title for the men’s squad on Sunday, finishing first in the 400-
meter hurdles. His time of 51.54 marks a new PR and the fifth best time in school history. 
Julius Morris was the next to earn a top spot, running a 20.32 in the 200-meter dash to win back-to-back 
titles in the event. His mark was a season best for the Hilltoppers and the third best time in program 
history. 
In the final event of the day for Hilltopper Track and Field, the 4x400-meter relay team successfully 
defended its 2017 title, earning first place once again. Alec Tanksley, Morris, Eli Minor and Will Bush all 
contributed to the time of 3:06.15. 
Others earning top marks for the men’s squad included Jonathan Hayden (14.05) finishing third in the 
110-meter hurdles, Kymari Gates (46.16) placing second in the 400-meter and Morris (10.35) and Minor 
(10.37) finishing second and third in the 100-meter dash, respectively. The 4x100-meter relay team of 
Bush, Oliver Alexandre, Tanksley and Austin Hayes finished second with a time of 39.33, the fifth fastest 
mark in school history. 
First to score on the board for the Lady Toppers was senior Savannah Ames. Ames clocked a time of 
4:29.27 in the 1500-meter run, finishing seventh. Her time was good for the fifth best mark in school 
history and the best since 2014. 
Making Lady Topper Track and Field history on Sunday evening were Juannae Lewis and Ariel Terrell. 
Lewis placed first in the 400-meter with a new program record time of 53 seconds flat. She bested the 
previous record by .68 seconds. Lewis is just the fifth Lady Topper in program history to earn the 400-
meter outdoor title at any conference championship. 
Terrell also notched a new program record on Sunday evening, replacing the previous record established 
in 1981 by Vata Allen. Terrell clocked a time of 57.67 in the 400-meter hurdles, becoming the third Lady 
Topper in school history to earn the title and the first to do so in 37 years. Terrell and Villaman are the 
fifth same-school pair in Conference USA history to earn the men’s and women’s 400-meter hurdles title 
in the same year. 
Senior Morgan McIntyre defended her 2017 outdoor pole vault title, notching a height of 4.01 meters on 
Sunday evening. The mark was the fifth best in school history and second best of the 2018 season. 
McIntyre will go down in Lady Topper Track and Field history as one of the most dominant competitors 
in her sport, having won four straight pole vault conference titles. 
“We had some people compete at an extremely high level over the course of these championships,” said 
head coach Erik Jenkins. “We broke multiple WKU and Conference USA meet records. Our squad 
competed hard and managed the meet well. I am proud of the quality effort displayed by all.” 
Charlotte won the men’s championship with 149 points and Southern Miss won the women’s 
championship with 131 points. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, May 18, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
WKU TO SEND 16 COMPETITORS TO NCAA EAST PRELIMINARIES 
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. – Sixteen WKU Track and Field student-athletes qualified for the NCAA Outdoor Track & Field East 
Preliminary Round to be held in Tampa, Fla., May 24-26, announced by the NCAA Thursday. The top 48 competitors in 
each individual event from both the east and west regions qualify for the preliminary competitions. All three days of 
action from the USF Track and Field stadium will be streamed by FloTrack. 
Hurdler Jonathan Hayden qualified to compete in the 110-meter hurdles (ranked 44th) at the East Prelims while Denzel 
Villaman (ranked 20th) and Maor Seged (ranked 36th) will compete in the 400-meter hurdles from the University of 
South Florida. 
Competing in the sprint events for the Hilltoppers will be Oliver Alexandre, Kymari Gates, Eli Minor and Julius Morris. 
Alexandre and Gates will run in the 400-meter event as they are ranked 21st and 13th in the region, respectively. Minor 
qualified for the 100-meter dash (ranked 26th) and Julius Morris will compete in the 200-meter after finishing the 
season ranked sixth in the region with a top mark of 20.32. 
Two Hilltopper jumpers qualified for the East Prelims. Desmond Mobley is set to compete in both the long jump and 
high jump (ranked 48th) and is currently ranked seventh in the region in the former. Alec Tanksley also qualified to 
compete in the men’s long jump after ranking 30th among competitors in the east. 
Both of WKU’s relay squads qualified and will travel six individuals, four of which will compete at the East Prelims along 
with two alternates. The 4x100-meter relay team will include a combination of Will Bush, Minor, Tanksley, Morris, 
Austin Hayes and Gates. Making up the 4x400-meter relay qualifiers are Alexandre, Minor, Villaman, Gates, Charles 
Shimukowa and David Saruni. WKU’s 4x100-meter relay unit posted the seventh-best mark in the east region this season 
while the 4x400-meter relay squad notched the 10th-best mark in the east. 
Lady Toppers qualifying for the prelims included Ariel Terrell, Juannae Lewis and Morgan McIntyre. Terrell will compete 
in the 400-meter hurdles after ranking 11th in the region. 
Lewis is one of two WKU student-athletes, the other being Mobley, guaranteed to compete in two events at the 
preliminaries, hers being the 200 and 400-meter competitions. McIntyre is ranked 16th in the region in women’s pole 
vault, good to qualify her for the preliminaries for the second-consecutive season. In total, eight WKU student-athletes 
are making a trip to the NCAA East Preliminary for at least the second time of their career. 
The other region, NCAA West Preliminary, will be hosted by Sacramento State in Sacramento, Calif. The qualifiers out of 
these two regions will compete in the NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships held 
June 6-9 in Eugene, Ore., from Hayward Field. 
The complete list of qualifiers is available on the following website. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, May 23, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Preview video with head coach Erik Jenkins: goto.ps/2x3XFhi 
WKU SET TO COMPETE IN 13 EVENTS AT THE NCAA EAST PRELIMINARIES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Sixteen WKU representatives will travel to Tampa, Fla., this week to compete in 13 events at the 
NCAA Outdoor Track & Field East Preliminary Round. The meet will be held at the USF Track and Field Stadium Thursday 
through Saturday and will be streamed by FloTrack. 
In the East Preliminaries, WKU student-athletes will compete in the first and quarterfinal rounds of their respective 
events. The qualifiers advancing past the quarterfinal rounds, in both the East and West Preliminaries, will compete in 
the semifinal and final rounds at the NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s Outdoor Track and Field Championships on 
June 6-9 in Eugene, Ore., at Hayward Field. 
On Thursday afternoon, Desmond Mobley and Alec Tanksley will compete in the first round of the men’s long jump. The 
first round of the men’s 400-meter hurdles will begin at the same time, featuring Denzel Villaman and Maor Seged. 
Senior Ariel Terrell will compete in the first round of the women’s 400-meter hurdles following the men’s event. 
Competing for WKU in the first round of the men’s 100-meter is Eli Minor. WKU is represented by Oliver Alexandre and 
Kymari Gates in the men’s 400-meter while Juannae Lewis will compete for the Red and White in the women’s event. 
Morgan McIntyre will kick off action for WKU on Friday as she competes in the first round of the women’s pole vault. 
Jonathan Hayden will be the sole Hilltopper hurdler to represent WKU in the men’s 110-meter hurdles, beginning at the 
same time as women’s pole vault. 
The quarterfinals for the men’s 100 and 400-meter dash, 400-meter hurdles and women’s 400-meter dash and 400-
meter hurdles will all be run on Friday evening. The first rounds of the men’s and women’s 200-meter dash will wrap up 
action for WKU on Friday, as Julius Morris will compete for the men and Lewis for the women. 
Mobley will compete once more during the Preliminaries in the first round of the men’s high jump, beginning Saturday 
afternoon. The quarterfinals for the men’s 110-meter hurdles as well as the men’s and women’s 200-meter dashes will 
be run on Saturday evening. 
WKU’s quarterfinal 4x100-meter relay team will include four of the following six Hilltoppers: Will Bush, Eli Minor, Alec 
Tanksley, Julius Morris, Austin Hayes and Kymari Gates. WKU’s 4x400-meter relay team competing in the NCAA 
quarterfinals also had six qualifiers for four spots including Oliver Alexandre, Eli Minor, Denzel Villaman, Kymari Gates, 
Charles Shimukowa and David Saruni. 
A full schedule of events and live stats for the East Preliminaries can be found here. 
“You want to be running fast, jumping far, throwing far, whatever the discipline, you want to be doing it at a high level 
right now,” said head coach Erik Jenkins of what to expect this week. “When you go into the NCAA (Prelims) everybody’s 
good. Those people are in the meet because they’ve earned the right to be there with solid performances. You’ve got to 
go in there and advance, which means you’ve got to go in and beat people the day of. No matter what you did 
throughout the season, you’ve got to do it that day and beat people.” 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, May 23, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Headshots attached, please credit WKU Athletics. 
MCINTYRE, SEGED EARN C-USA TRACK AND FIELD ALL-ACADEMIC ACCOLADES 
IRVING, Texas – WKU Track and Field student-athletes Morgan McIntyre and Maor Seged were named to the 2018 
InTouch Credit Union Conference USA Track & Field All-Academic Team, announced by Conference USA on Wednesday. 
The men’s and women’s all-academic team each have 11 members, including Seged and McIntyre. 
Ashland, Ky., native McIntyre was named to the 2018 Commissioner’s Honor Roll and earned the 2018 Commissioner’s 
Academic Medal with a major in Communication Science and Disorders. She was also named to the 2017 USTFCCCA All-
Academic Team. 
The senior most recently notched her fourth consecutive C-USA Women’s Pole Vault Championship at the 2018 Outdoor 
C-USA Championships two weeks ago. She finished the 2017-18 season with the best Indoor and Outdoor conference 
pole vault marks, with her best jump being 4.17 meters at the Hilltopper Relays this past April. She holds three of the top 
five best marks in WKU women’s pole vault history in both the indoor and outdoor events. 
A native of Be’er Sheba, Israel, Seged finished the 2017-18 school year on the 2018 Commissioner’s Honor Roll. The 
junior sprinter and hurdler majors in electrical engineering and earned his second C-USA All-Academic Team accolade 
after being WKU’s sole honoree in 2017. 
Seged was a member of WKU’s 2017 All-American Honorable Mention 4x400-meter relay ream as well as a 2016 All-
American Honorable Mention in the 400-meter hurdles. He has also placed himself in WKU Indoor and Outdoor Track 
and Field history on numerous occasions. He is a member of the third and fourth-best indoor 4x400-meter relay teams 
and second best outdoor team in Hilltopper history. He is also the sole owner of the third-best 400-meter hurdle time in 
the WKU record books. 
WKU was one of six C-USA member schools to have representatives on both the men’s and women’s All-Academic 
Team. 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, May 24, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Compiled results attached. 
ALEXANDRE, GATES, TERRELL ADVANCE TO QUARTERFINALS AT NCAA EAST REGIONAL 
TAMPA, Fla. – WKU had three representatives post qualifying times on the first day of the NCAA 
Outdoor Track and Field East Regional. Hilltoppers Oliver Alexandre and Kymari Gates and Lady Topper 
Ariel Terrell each qualified for the quarterfinals of their individual events to be run tomorrow. 
In the men’s 400-meter event, Gates finished in the top-three competitors in his heat with a time of 
46.28, automatically qualifying him for the quarterfinals. After all the heats were finished, Alexandre had 
one of the next six fastest times outside the top-three in each heat, allowing him to advance to 
tomorrow’s competition. Gates and Alexandre will compete in the quarterfinals of the men’s 400-meter 
tomorrow at noon CT. 
Terrell competed in the women’s 400-meter hurdles this afternoon and finished third in her heat, 
qualifying her for the event quarterfinals with a time of 58.68. She will compete tomorrow at 
approximately 1:45 p.m. 
WKU had six other representatives compete today between the track and the long jump pit. Maor Seged 
and Denzel Villaman ran in the men’s 400-meter hurdles posting times of 52.72 and 54.68, respectively. 
Seged finished 37th in the first round while Villaman placed 47th. Eli Minor competed as the sole 
Hilltopper in the 100-meter dash, finishing 32nd in the first round and clocking a time of 10.46. 
Conference USA Champion Juannae Lewis ran a 400-meter time of 53.29, good for 29th place in the first 
round of the event. Lewis will have another chance to qualify for a quartefinal as she is set to run in the 
200-meter dash tomorrow. 
Two Hilltoppers competed in the men’s long jump this afternoon. Desmond Mobley just narrowly 
missed the 12-man qualifying field, finishing 14th with a jump of 7.58 meters. Alec Tanksley jumped a 
mark of 7.16 meters placing 38th in his first time at the NCAA Regionals. 
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 10  Men 400 M Hurdles
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
===================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C 47.56  6/11/2005   Kerron Clement, Florida
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Kenny Selmon              SR North Carolina           48.98Q  4
  2 Jaelen Williams           SO Hampton                  49.97Q  6
  3 Taylor McLaughlin         JR Michigan                 50.56Q  5
  4 Cory Poole                FR Florida                  50.73Q  3 50.728
  5 Gregory Chiles            SR Virginia Tech            50.73Q  2 50.729
  6 Jaylen Banks              SO Norfolk State            51.16Q  1 51.158
  7 Charles Brockman, III     FR Miss State               50.43Q  4
  8 Rasheed Tatham            JR Miss State               50.87Q  5
  9 Malcum Tatum              SO Miss State               50.95Q  3
 10 Christian Boyd            JR LSU                      51.01Q  6
 11 Deron Gordon              SR Clemson                  51.16Q  2 51.152
 12 Boaz Madeus               FR Rutgers                  51.26Q  1
 13 Caleb Corprew             SR Belmont                  51.18Q  5
 14 Wayne Newman              SR Lipscomb                 51.31Q  6
 15 McKinly Brown             SO Miami                    51.37Q  1
 16 Azariah Foster            JR Jackson State            51.43Q  2
 17 Rivaldo Leacock           FR South Carolina           51.49Q  4
 18 Walter Briggs             JR Albany                   51.61Q  3
 19 Jamal Cody                JR UMBC                     51.46q  6
 20 Jerome Coaxum             SR Coastal Carolina         51.63q  6
 21 Elliott Graves            SO Appalachian State        51.74q  1
 22 Jason Kimmet              SR Memphis                  51.75q  1
 23 Chase Bonham              FR N. Carolina A&T          51.78q  4
 24 Vince Castillo            SO Miss State               51.81q  6
 25 Max Frye                  FR Dartmouth                51.84   4
 26 Isaiah Olige              SR Tennessee St.            51.86   3
 27 Caleb Okwaraji            FR Bethune-Cookman          52.01   3
 28 Adam Franklin             JR Rhode Island             52.04   5
 29 Mitchell Moore            SR Buffalo                  52.14   3
 30 Collin Harden             SO Youngstown St.           52.35   2
 31 Branson Rolle             FR Liberty                  52.48   4
 32 Noah Walker               SO USC Upstate              52.49   6
 33 Alec Eschholz             JR Dartmouth                52.51   5
 34 Sean Caveney              JR Davidson                 52.64   1
 35 Alex Ward                 SO Alabama A&M              52.67   4
 36 Roland Amarteifio         SO Michigan                 52.70   2
 37 Maor Seged                JR Western Kentucky         52.72   5
 38 Dee Jennings              JR Coastal Carolina         52.77   2
 39 Jovan Brown               SO Troy                     52.78   2
 40 Parker Johnson            JR Dartmouth                52.96   1
 41 Tre Williams              SO Alabama A&M              53.31   6
 42 Clayton Thompson          FR Navy                     53.49   5
 43 David Adams               SO Northeastern             53.50   3
 44 Anthony Okolo             SO Penn                     53.75   1
 45 Dylan Anderson            SR William and Mary         54.20   4
 46 Stanley Davis             SR Hampton                  54.35   5
 47 Denzel Villaman           JR Western Kentucky         54.68   2
Flash Results, Inc. - Contractor License Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER  12:54 PM  5/24/2018  Page 2
NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
....Event 10  Men 400 M Hurdles
 48 Tanner Saunders           JR USC Upstate            1:00.37   3
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 30  Women 400 M Hurdles
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
===================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C 53.21  6/7/2013    Kori Carter, Stanford
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Sydney McLaughlin         FR Kentucky                 54.78Q  3
  2 Symone Black              SR Purdue                   56.23Q  5
  3 Kymber Payne              SR LSU                      56.90Q  1
  4 Brandee Johnson           SO Florida                  57.05Q  6
  5 Markeeta Thomas           JR Clemson                  57.42Q  4
  6 Samantha Gonzalez         JR Miami                    58.05Q  2
  7 Faith Ross                SO Kentucky                 57.36Q  6
  8 Andrenette Knight         SO Virginia                 57.57Q  1
  9 Anna Runia                JR Miami                    57.85Q  5
 10 Jessica Duckett           JR Tulane                   57.93Q  4
 11 Uchechi Onuoha            SO Howard                   58.10Q  2
 12 Kaitlin Walker            SR Alabama                  58.49Q  3
 13 Lakeisha Warner           SO Clemson                  57.94Q  6
 14 Xahria Santiago           FR Maryland                 58.22Q  4
 15 Allie Vogeler             JR Butler                   58.37Q  2
 16 Dasha Arnaut              JR Western Carolina         58.46Q  5
 17 Milan Young               FR LSU                      58.63Q  3
 18 Ariel Terrell             SR Western Kentucky         58.68Q  1
 19 Shamaria Lovett           JR Alabama State            58.48q  5
 20 Kyana Evans               FR Alabama State            58.53q  6 58.524
 21 Jocselyn Powell           SR Kennesaw State           58.53q  2 58.530
 22 Brittley Humphrey         SO LSU                      58.54q  5
 23 Nikki Stephens            FR Florida                  58.56q  6
 24 Kimone Green              SR Liberty                  58.70q  1
 25 Taylor Mullins            JR Michigan State           58.76   3
 26 Jurnee Woodward           FR LSU                      59.01   3
 27 Karina Joiner             SO Harvard                  59.04   6
 28 Daeshon Gordon            SR Northwestern St.         59.12   4
 29 Natisha Dixon             JR North Carolina           59.23   5
 30 Rachael DeCecco           SR Penn State               59.36   4
 31 Alana Herran              JR Virginia                 59.46   4
 32 Kamiyah Street            FR Kennesaw State           59.62   1
 33 Addison Coy               FR Yale                     59.66   3
 34 Morgan Harvey             SR Pittsburgh               59.67   5 59.665
 35 Megan Kelly               SR Towson                   59.67   2 59.668
 36 Brittany Burg             SR Navy                     59.73   1
 37 Yana Khabina              SO Toledo                   59.84   6
 38 Olivia Coopwood           SR VCU                      59.99   6
 39 Chloe Foster              FR Michigan               1:00.11   5
 40 Erin Dowd                 SO Western Michigan       1:00.14   4
 41 Autumn Smith              FR Hampton                1:00.58   1
 42 Marinice Bauman           SR Georgia Tech           1:00.60   4
 43 Kennedy Thorne            JR N. Carolina A&T        1:01.40   2
 44 India Lowe                JR Duke                   1:01.62   1
 45 Sharone Johnson           FR Louisiana Tech         1:01.85   2
 46 Monica Mosley             SO Miss State             1:02.49   3
 47 Laila Ismail              SR Pittsburgh             1:02.82   3
Flash Results, Inc. - Contractor License Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER  2:18 PM  5/24/2018  Page 1
NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 5  Men 1500 M
24 Advance:  Top 5 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
===================================================================
 4 Heats.  Advance top 5 from each ht. plus next 4 times to qtr.
 Advance top 5 from each qtr. plus next best 2 times to Eugene
College Best: C 3:35.01  4/20/2018   Josh Kerr, New Mexico
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Diego Zarate              JR Virginia Tech          3:45.60Q  1
  2 Paul Luevano              SO Boston U.              3:46.29Q  4
  3 Robert Domanic            SR Ole Miss               3:50.70Q  3
  4 Waleed Suliman            FR Ole Miss               3:52.84Q  2
  5 Justine Kiprotich         JR Michigan State         3:45.62Q  1
  6 Vincent Ciattei           SR Virginia Tech          3:46.90Q  4
  7 Colin Schultz             SR Liberty                3:51.08Q  3
  8 Ben Malone                SR Villanova              3:52.87Q  2
  9 Christopher Torpy         SO Miami (Ohio)           3:45.74Q  1
 10 Amos Bartelsmeyer         SR Georgetown             3:47.49Q  4
 11 William Paulson           SR Princeton              3:51.16Q  3
 12 Joseph Murphy             JR Indiana                3:52.98Q  2
 13 Yared Nuguse              FR Notre Dame             3:45.76Q  1
 14 Sam Ritz                  JR Columbia               3:47.92Q  4
 15 Johnny Leverenz           JR Butler                 3:51.18Q  3
 16 Trevor Gilley             SR Ole Miss               3:53.07Q  2
 17 Garrett O'Toole           SR Princeton              3:45.78Q  1
 18 Tyler Stahl               SR North Florida          3:47.95Q  4
 19 Sean Torpy                SO Miami (Ohio)           3:51.32Q  3
 20 Everett Smulders          FR Ole Miss               3:53.24Q  2
 21 Nicholas Wareham          SO Georgetown             3:45.81q  1
 22 Nick Carleo               JR Providence             3:46.26q  1
 23 Mike Marsella             SR Virginia               3:47.40q  1
 24 Alex Milligan             FR North Carolina         3:48.04q  1
 25 Henry Raymond             SO Dartmouth              3:48.05   4
 26 Jacob Dumford             SR Notre Dame             3:48.48   4
 27 Liam Dee                  JR Iona                   3:48.62   4
 28 Dawson Connell            SR William and Mary       3:49.37   4
 29 Keagan Smith              SO Army West Point        3:49.66   1
 30 Philip Hall               SO North Carolina St.     3:49.95   4
 31 Akis Medrano              JR Indiana State          3:50.16   1
 32 Ryan McGorty              JR William and Mary       3:50.36   4
 33 Michael O'Donnell         SR Connecticut            3:51.28   4
 34 Benjamin Young            SO Kentucky               3:51.46   3
 35 Teddy Browning            FR Indiana                3:51.66   3
 36 Cade Bethmann             FR Ole Miss               3:51.87   3
 37 Jack Salisbury            FR Georgetown             3:51.99   3
 38 Kendall Muhammad          JR Kentucky               3:52.41   3
 39 Jake Ogden                SO Furman                 3:53.20   3
 40 Nick Morken               JR North Florida          3:53.48   2
 41 Jack Guyton               JR Florida                3:53.53   2
 42 Spencer Brown             SO Georgetown             3:53.63   2
 43 Wesley Curles             SR Auburn                 3:53.95   2
 44 Joshua Bell               SO Georgetown             3:55.14   2
 45 Sam Ahrenholz             JR Florida                3:55.30   1
 46 Trevor Reinhart           JR Yale                   3:56.87   2
 47 Matthew Rainey            JR American               3:57.98   2
Flash Results, Inc. - Contractor License Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER  2:18 PM  5/24/2018  Page 2
NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
....Event 5  Men 1500 M
 48 Henry Dwyer               SR Georgia                3:59.58   3
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 25  Women 1500 M
24 Advance:  Top 5 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
===================================================================
 4 Heats.  Advance top 5 from each ht. plus next 4 times to qtr.
 Advance top 5 from each qtr. plus next 2 best times to Eugene
College Best: C 3:59.90  6/7/2009    Jenny Barringer, Colorado
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Elinor Purrier            SR New Hampshire          4:16.71Q  2
  2 Janelle Noe               JR Toledo                 4:17.20Q  1
  3 Grace Barnett             SR Clemson                4:17.21Q  4 4:17.208
  4 Jamie Morrissey           SR Michigan               4:20.21Q  3
  5 Haley Meier               SR Michigan               4:16.82Q  2
  6 Jessica Harris            JR Notre Dame             4:17.21Q  1 4:17.208
  7 Rhianwedd Price-Weimer    SR Miss State             4:17.63Q  4
  8 Dillon McClintock         SO Michigan State         4:20.41Q  3
  9 Danae Rivers              SO Penn State             4:17.32Q  1
 10 Rachel Pocratsky          JR Virginia Tech          4:17.59Q  2
 11 Natalie Cizmas            SR Eastern Michigan       4:17.94Q  4
 12 Martina Rodriguez         SR Memphis                4:20.51Q  3
 13 Petronela Simiuc          JR Toledo                 4:17.50Q  1
 14 Sarah Hardie              SR Columbia               4:18.07Q  4
 15 Christine Bendzinski      SR Bucknell               4:18.16Q  2
 16 Haley Yost                JR Eastern Kentucky       4:20.63Q  3
 17 Shannon Hugard            SR Cornell                4:18.19Q  4
 18 Elizabeth McGroarty       SR Delaware               4:19.52Q  1
 19 Rachel McArthur           FR Villanova              4:19.99Q  2
 20 Haley Harris              JR Indiana                4:20.70Q  3
 21 Millie Howard             SO Temple                 4:18.73q  4
 22 Brenna Calder             SR Indiana                4:18.99q  4
 23 Aynslee Van Graan         SR Coastal Carolina       4:19.63q  1
 24 Elisabeth Bergh           SO Florida                4:20.64q  4
 25 Claudia Jalon             SR North Florida          4:21.04   3
 26 Mackenzie Andrews         JR Akron                  4:21.46   3
 27 Katie Kennedy             SR Virginia Tech          4:21.62   4
 28 Abbe Goldstein            FR Harvard                4:22.78   2
 29 Hannah Stoffel            FR Indiana                4:23.00   3 4:22.994
 30 Annie Taylor              JR Cornell                4:23.00   4 4:22.998
 31 Hannah Meier              SR Michigan               4:23.87   3
 32 Leya Salis                FR Cornell                4:25.39   2
 33 Libby Kokes               JR Columbia               4:25.81   4
 34 Kaley Ciluffo             SO Villanova              4:26.41   2
 35 Julia Rizk                SO Ohio State             4:27.30   3 4:27.295
 36 Jackie Katzman            SR Cornell                4:27.30   1 4:27.300
 37 Meggan Grams              JR Eastern Kentucky       4:28.42   2
 38 Amy Ruiz                  JR Georgia Tech           4:28.85   1
 39 Maudie Skyring            SO Florida State          4:29.31   2
 40 Kathryn Gillespie         JR Harvard                4:29.59   1
 41 Miranda Salvo             JR Pittsburgh             4:30.09   3
 42 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss.         4:30.95   2
 43 Piper Donaghu             SR Georgetown             4:31.41   1
 44 Megan Rempel              JR North Carolina St.     4:32.95   1
 45 Anna Vess                 FR North Carolina St.     4:33.16   1
 46 Hollie Parker             JR LSU                    4:33.82   2
 47 Bridget Flynn             SR Dartmouth              4:34.35   4
Flash Results, Inc. - Contractor License Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER  2:28 PM  5/24/2018  Page 2
NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
....Event 25  Women 1500 M
 48 Marisa Ruskan             SR Richmond               4:34.57   3
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 1  Men 100 M
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
========================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C  9.82  6/7/2017    Christian Coleman, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Andre Ewers               JR Florida State            10.08Q  0.8  5
  2 Cejhae Greene             SR Georgia                  10.11Q  1.3  1
  3 Kendal Williams           JR Georgia                  10.17Q  1.8  4
  4 Waseem Williams           SO Purdue                   10.22Q  1.0  3 10.211
  5 Raheem Chambers           SO Auburn                   10.25Q  1.4  2
  6 Davon DeMoss              JR Memphis                  10.26Q  0.6  6 10.256
  7 Micah Larkins             JR Northwestern St.         10.20Q  1.3  1
  8 Mustaqeem Williams        JR Tennessee                10.21Q  0.8  5 10.201
  9 Ryan Clark                JR Florida                  10.24Q  1.8  4
 10 Justin Thomas             JR Jackson State            10.26Q  1.0  3 10.252
 11 Duan Asemota              SR Ohio State               10.27Q  1.4  2
 12 Darryl Haraway            JR Florida State            10.33Q  0.6  6
 13 Zack Bazile               SR Ohio State               10.21Q  1.3  1 10.202
 14 Joseph Amoah              SO Coppin State             10.22Q  0.8  5 10.216
 15 Amir James                SR Northwestern St.         10.31Q  1.4  2 10.301
 16 Demek Kemp                JR South Carolina St.       10.31Q  1.8  4 10.304
 17 Keitavious Walter         JR Alabama                  10.34Q  1.0  3 10.331
 18 Riak Reese                SR Kent State               10.35Q  0.6  6 10.344
 19 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss.           10.21q  1.3  1 10.210
 20 Fred Dorsey               SR Kentucky                 10.29q  1.3  1
 21 Rodney Rowe               JR N. Carolina A&T          10.32q  0.8  5
 22 Karson Kowalchuk          SO Miss State               10.34q  0.8  5 10.339
 23 Eric Harrison             FR Ohio State               10.35q  1.3  1 10.342
 24 Myles Valentine           JR Miami                    10.35q  0.8  5 10.350
 25 Cravont Charleston        SO North Carolina St.       10.36   1.4  2
 26 Kareem Fair               SR Bethune-Cookman          10.38   1.0  3 10.373
 27 Michael Timpson, Jr       JR Florida                  10.38   1.8  4 10.374
 28 Bralon Robinson           SO Alcorn State             10.39   1.0  3
 29 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss.           10.40   1.0  3 10.391
 30 Xavier Smith              SR Penn State               10.40   1.3  1 10.397
 31 Josiah Johnson            JR Citadel                  10.41   1.4  2
 32 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky         10.46   0.6  6
 33 Cliff Resais              SR SE Louisiana             10.47   0.6  6
 34 Hakim Montgomery          JR Troy                     10.50   1.0  3
 35 Kwadarrius Smith          SR Akron                    10.51   1.4  2
 36 Joel Thomas               SR N. Carolina A&T          10.52   1.8  4 10.514
 37 Tristan Parmley           SR Indiana State            10.52   1.4  2 10.516
 38 DeTorrian Green           SR Alabama A&M              10.53   1.0  3
 39 Rafael Scott              SR South Alabama            10.54   1.8  4
 40 Cameron Bolden            SO Kennesaw State           10.55   0.6  6
 41 Jalen Virgil              FR Appalachian State        10.58   0.8  5
 42 Isaiah Taylor             JR Miami                    10.60   1.8  4
 43 Alize Ford                SO Alabama                  10.61   1.4  2
 44 Kwantreyl McConico        JR Tennessee                10.62   0.8  5 10.611
 45 Emmanuel Tait             SO Samford                  10.62   0.6  6 10.613
 46 Tyler Smith               JR McNeese State            10.72   1.8  4
 47 Alex Elam                 JR South Alabama            10.75   1.3  1
Flash Results, Inc. - Contractor License Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER  2:54 PM  5/24/2018  Page 2
NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
....Event 1  Men 100 M
 48 Jaylan Mitchell           SO N. Carolina A&T          10.85   0.6  6
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 21  Women 100 M
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
========================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C 10.78  6/3/1989    Dawn Sowell, LSU
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Aleia Hobbs               SR LSU                      10.98Q  1.8  2
  2 Shania Collins            SR Tennessee                11.00Q  1.2  6
  3 Kortnei Johnson           JR LSU                      11.10Q  1.7  1
  4 Natalliah Whyte           SO Auburn                   11.12Q  1.9  4
  5 Mikiah Brisco             SR LSU                      11.16Q  0.6  3
  6 Tamara Clark              FR Alabama                  11.32Q  0.2  5
  7 Ka'Tia Seymour            FR Florida State            11.13Q  1.7  1
  8 Jonielle Smith            SR Auburn                   11.14Q  1.8  2
  9 Kianna Gray               JR Kentucky                 11.18Q  1.2  6
 10 Gabrielle Thomas          JR Harvard                  11.19Q  1.9  4
 11 Cassondra Hall            SO LSU                      11.23Q  0.6  3 11.228
 12 Bethany White             JR N.C. Central             11.33Q  0.2  5 11.322
 13 Rebekah Smith             SO Clemson                  11.23Q  1.9  4 11.229
 14 Kayla White               JR N. Carolina A&T          11.27Q  1.2  6
 15 Gabriele Cunningham       JR North Carolina St.       11.28Q  0.6  3
 16 Zakiya Denoon             JR LSU                      11.30Q  1.8  2 11.298
 17 Maia McCoy                JR Tennessee                11.36Q  1.7  1
 18 Shauna Helps              JR Florida State            11.44Q  0.2  5 11.435
 19 Alfreda Steele            FR Miami                    11.29q  1.2  6
 20 Brianna Duncan            SO North Carolina           11.30q  1.9  4 11.300
 21 Charminiqu Hackney        SO Alabama State            11.33q  1.8  2 11.324
 22 Jayla Kirkland            FR Florida State            11.34q  0.6  3 11.332
 23 Celera Barnes             FR Kentucky                 11.34q  0.6  3 11.334
 24 Shannon Ray               SR Ole Miss                 11.40q  1.7  1
 25 Brooke Raglin             FR Louisville               11.44   1.9  4 11.434
 26 De'Shalyn Jones           SR Northwestern St.         11.44   1.2  6 11.439
 27 Torie Robinson            SR Clemson                  11.45   0.2  5
 28 Tyrika Lee                JR Norfolk State            11.47   1.7  1
 29 Daziah Green              SR Akron                    11.50   0.2  5 11.494
 30 Kristina Knott            SR Miami                    11.50   1.2  6 11.495
 31 Anavia Battle             FR Ohio State               11.51   1.8  2
 32 India Brown               SR N. Carolina A&T          11.52   1.7  1
 33 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss.           11.55   1.7  1
 34 Bria Mack                 FR Florida                  11.56   1.2  6 11.558
 35 Courtney Warner           JR East Carolina            11.56   1.7  1 11.560
 36 Sade McCreath-Tardiel     JR Bethune-Cookman          11.60   0.6  3 11.599
 37 Tamdra Lawrence           JR Murray State             11.60   1.9  4 11.600
 38 Shalah Smiling            SO Jacksonville             11.65   1.8  2 11.646
 39 Kiara Grant               FR Norfolk State            11.65   1.8  2 11.649
 40 Sarah Hill                FR USC Upstate              11.66   1.8  2 11.657
 41 Shayna Yon                SO LSU                      11.66   0.6  3 11.658
 42 Euricka Hardy             SR Alcorn State             11.67   0.2  5
 43 Jada Massie               JR South Florida            11.68   1.9  4
 44 Tiona Lattimore           SO Cincinnati               11.72   0.6  3
 45 Tymeitha Tolbert          SO Austin Peay              11.73   0.2  5
 46 Imani Clark               FR Syracuse                 11.78   1.9  4
 47 Yakira Love               JR Purdue                   11.79   0.2  5
Flash Results, Inc. - Contractor License Hy-Tek's MEET MANAGER  3:13 PM  5/24/2018  Page 2
NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
....Event 21  Women 100 M
 48 Sekayi Bracey             SO Purdue                   11.86   1.2  6
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 3  Men 400 M
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
===================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C 43.70  5/27/2017   Fred Kerley, Texas A&M
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Dwight St Hillaire        FR Kentucky                 45.08Q  1
  2 Nathon Allen              SO Auburn                   45.20Q  4
  3 Trevor Stewart            FR N. Carolina A&T          45.28Q  5
  4 Tyrell Richard            JR South Carolina St.       45.39Q  3
  5 Akeem Bloomfield          SO Auburn                   45.41Q  2
  6 Nathan Strother           SR Tennessee                45.90Q  6
  7 Steven Solomon            SR Duke                     45.53Q  3
  8 Alejandro Zapata          JR Liberty                  45.61Q  5
  9 Kunle Fasasi              JR Florida                  45.68Q  4
 10 Taj Burgess               FR Rutgers                  45.73Q  2
 11 Chantz Sawyers            FR Florida                  45.86Q  1
 12 Jordan Williams           SO Bethune-Cookman          45.97Q  6
 13 Raymond Kibet             SO Tulane                   45.91Q  1
 14 Alfred Shirley            FR Virginia                 46.08Q  3 46.075
 15 Champion Allison          FR Alabama                  46.08Q  6 46.078
 16 Cordell Lamb              SR Clemson                  46.22Q  5
 17 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         46.28Q  4
 18 Juston Waters             SR Miss State               46.53Q  2
 19 Trenten Beram             SR Connecticut              46.07q  1
 20 Laval Davis               JR Mississippi Valley       46.25q  3
 21 Jamari Smith              SO Florida A&M              46.30q  3
 22 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western Kentucky         46.47q  1
 23 Amir Harris               FR Troy                     46.56q  1 46.551
 24 Isaiah Palmer             FR North Carolina           46.56q  6 46.558
 25 Benjamin Lobo Vedel       FR Florida                  46.59   3
 26 Daniel Pietsch            JR Georgia Tech             46.73   5
 27 Trequan Barnes            FR Norfolk State            46.81   2
 28 Jarred Pasley             SR Memphis                  46.87   6
 29 Rico Gomez                JR George Mason             46.91   1
 30 Justin Hamilton           JR N. Carolina A&T          46.94   5 46.939
 31 Asa Burke                 SO Ohio State               46.94   5 46.940
 32 Ben Jean                  SO Georgia Tech             46.99   4
 33 Ryan Champlin             SO Memphis                  47.19   4
 34 Dakota Lamont             SR Western Carolina         47.26   2
 35 Jayon Woodard             SO Charlotte                47.27   6 47.261
 36 Zubin Muncherji           FR Indiana                  47.27   2 47.264
 37 Adeniji Adedamola         JR Mid. Tenn. State         47.36   3
 38 Drelan Bramwell           SR Ohio State               47.40   1
 39 Nigel Hill                SR Rhode Island             47.51   6
 40 Gordon Lewis              FR N.C. Central             47.54   4
 41 Chase Thornhill           FR Gardner-Webb             47.57   2
 42 Jahquez Durham            SO Liberty                  47.59   6
 43 Andre Jeff                FR Ohio State               47.77   5
 44 Jovahn Williamson         FR Harvard                  47.84   5
 45 Kyle Fearrington          SO Florida State            48.07   2
 46 Dajuan Harding            SR N. Carolina A&T          48.52   4
 47 Randall Ceneus            JR Auburn                   48.71   3
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
....Event 3  Men 400 M
 48 Ky-Mani Dula              SO Charlotte                58.25   4
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 23  Women 400 M
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
===================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C 49.71  4/23/2016   Courtney Okolo, Texas
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Lynna Irby                FR Georgia                  50.77Q  3
  2 Sharrika Barnett          JR Florida                  51.66Q  1
  3 Rachel Misher             JR LSU                      51.74Q  4
  4 Chloe Abbott              SO Purdue                   51.92Q  2
  5 Brionna Thomas            SR Purdue                   52.01Q  5
  6 Maggie Barrie             SR Ohio State               52.14Q  6
  7 Felecia Majors            SR Tennessee                52.06Q  4
  8 Taylor Manson             FR Florida                  52.33Q  5
  9 Lenysse Dyer              JR Tennessee                52.42Q  6
 10 Jahneya Mitchell          SR Purdue                   52.52Q  1
 11 Aliyah Abrams             SO South Carolina           52.53Q  2
 12 D'Airrien Jackson         JR Tennessee Tech           52.78Q  3 52.778
 13 Akua Obeng-Akrofi         SR Columbia                 52.30Q  4
 14 Uchechi Nwogwugwu         FR Penn                     52.45Q  5
 15 Taylor Sharpe             SR Florida                  52.56Q  6
 16 NaAsha Robinson           JR Tennessee Tech           52.57Q  1
 17 Symone Mason              FR Miami                    52.77Q  2
 18 Madeline Price            SR Duke                     52.79Q  3 52.784
 19 Jolie Carbo               SR Ole Miss                 52.78q  5 52.777
 20 Sarah Moore               JR George Mason             52.79q  1 52.789
 21 Cierra Dunston            SR North Carolina           52.92q  3
 22 Joycelyn Assafuah         JR Mid. Tenn. State         52.95q  2
 23 Jordan Shead              SR Notre Dame               52.96q  2
 24 Maya Stephens             SR St. John's               53.04q  6
 25 Karrington Winters        JR Ohio State               53.15   6
 26 Nia Lundy                 FR N. Carolina A&T          53.19   1
 27 Katie Funcheon            SO Alabama                  53.27   5
 28 Jennifer Edobi            JR Vanderbilt               53.29   6 53.285
 29 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         53.29   3 53.289
 30 Syaira Richardson         FR Ohio State               53.38   1 53.372
 31 Patrice Williams          JR Northeastern             53.38   4 53.377
 32 Asia Joe                  JR Bethune-Cookman          53.50   4
 33 Greta Scott               JR Rhode Island             53.63   6 53.626
 34 Gabriella Beauvais        SO Central Michigan         53.63   3 53.627
 35 Natalie Price             FR Indiana                  53.66   4
 36 Samara Miller             SO Purdue                   53.91   3
 37 Tori Ray                  SO N. Carolina A&T          53.92   4
 38 Jade Harrison             SO Michigan                 53.93   3
 39 Anna Jefferson            SO Virginia                 54.03   1
 40 Jasmine Jones             SR Eastern Michigan         54.41   4
 41 Annastacia Barham         JR Morgan State             54.47   5
 42 Natashia Jackson          SO Northwestern St.         54.64   2
 43 Desiree Garland           SR Pittsburgh               54.68   1
 44 Rian Robinson             JR Southern Miss.           54.75   6
 45 Sun-Sara Williams         SO N. Carolina A&T          54.95   5
 46 Precious Ogba             FR Troy                     55.13   2
 47 Kendra Clarke             JR Clemson                  55.25   2
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Results
....Event 23  Women 400 M
 48 Tamani Wilson             SO Ohio State               56.50   5
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
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Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 4  Men 800 M
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
===================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C 1:43.25  4/28/2018   Michael Saruni, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 John Lewis                JR Clemson                1:47.81Q  2
  2 Robert Heppenstall        JR Wake Forest            1:48.48Q  4
  3 Marco Arop                FR Miss State             1:48.56Q  6
  4 Ruach Padhal              FR Georgetown             1:48.74Q  3 1:48.736
  5 Cooper Williams           SO Indiana                1:49.32Q  5
  6 Alexander Lomong          SO Ohio State             1:49.54Q  1
  7 Jonathan Moore            SR Bethune-Cookman        1:48.58Q  4
  8 Avery Bartlett            JR Georgia Tech           1:48.66Q  6 1:48.658
  9 Alek Sauer                JR Columbia               1:48.66Q  2 1:48.660
 10 Isaiah Harris             JR Penn State             1:48.96Q  3
 11 Dejon Devroe              JR Miss State             1:49.47Q  5
 12 Anthony Hawthorne         SO La Salle               1:49.63Q  1
 13 Bradley Prentice          JR Liberty                1:48.70Q  2
 14 Dylan Capwell             SR Monmouth               1:48.74Q  6 1:48.737
 14 Daniel Kuhn               JR Indiana                1:48.74Q  4 1:48.737
 16 Rey Rivera                FR Georgetown             1:49.26Q  3
 17 Bashir Mosavel-Lo         FR Virginia Tech          1:49.72Q  1 1:49.715
 18 Kyren Hollis              JR Florida                1:50.02Q  5
 19 Joshua Ingalls            SR Princeton              1:48.76q  2
 20 Tayvon Burris             JR Hampton                1:49.02q  6
 21 Sean Munnelly             JR UMass Lowell           1:49.12q  2
 22 Christopher Jackson       SR Bethune-Cookman        1:49.23q  4
 23 Stefano Migliorati        SR East Carolina          1:49.33q  6
 24 Matt Wisner               SO Duke                   1:49.49q  3
 25 Otis Jones                JR South Carolina         1:49.53   4
 26 Ian Jones                 SR Kentucky               1:49.72   2 1:49.713
 27 Josiah Langstaff          JR Columbia               1:49.72   6 1:49.716
 28 Abbas Abbkar              SO Savannah State         1:49.73   1
 29 Jeramey Hampton           JR Georgia                1:49.76   1
 30 Zachary Lanigan           SO Brown                  1:49.87   4
 31 Jordan Makins             SR Penn State             1:49.93   2
 32 Andres Littig             SR Georgia Tech           1:49.97   1
 33 Ryan Hastings             SR Appalachian State      1:50.03   3
 34 Ryan Speer                JR Lipscomb               1:50.04   6
 35 Owen Buck                 SO Virginia Tech          1:50.13   3
 36 Trevor Guerrera           SR Sacred Heart           1:50.19   5 1:50.190
 36 Justin Pacifico           FR Florida                1:50.19   1 1:50.190
 38 Teague Peck               SR Louisville             1:50.25   5
 39 Harry Purcell             JR Villanova              1:50.29   2
 40 Jordan Huntoon            SR Indiana                1:50.79   3
 41 Evans Kibet               SO Siena                  1:50.83   3
 42 Gary Ross                 FR Penn State             1:51.03   1
 43 Blaine Lacey              JR George Mason           1:51.26   5
 44 Marc Rienas               JR Northeastern           1:51.42   4
 45 John Rivera               FR Ole Miss               1:51.69   5
 46 Olandis Johnson           SR McNeese State          1:51.74   4
 47 Noah Kauppila             SR Princeton              1:52.30   6
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Results
....Event 4  Men 800 M
 48 Tim Zepf                  FR Dartmouth              1:53.87   5
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Results
Event 24  Women 800 M
24 Advance:  Top 3 Each Heat plus Next 6 Best Times
===================================================================
 6 Heats. Advance top 3 from each heat plus next 6 times to qtr.
 Advance top 3 from each qtr. plus next best 3 times to Eugene
College Best: C 1:59.10  4/15/2017   Raevyn Rogers, Oregon
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Fellan Ferguson           SR Clemson                2:03.20Q  1
  2 Siofra Cleirigh Buttner   SR Villanova              2:03.33Q  4
  3 Heather MacLean           SR Massachusetts          2:05.06Q  3
  4 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Mid. Tenn. State       2:05.56Q  6
  5 Susan Aneno               JR Connecticut            2:05.93Q  5
  6 Nia Akins                 SO Penn                   2:06.41Q  2
  7 Ersula Farrow             JR LSU                    2:03.84Q  4
  8 Kamryn McIntosh           FR Clemson                2:04.06Q  1
  9 Laurie Barton             SO Virginia Tech          2:06.14Q  6
 10 Allie Wilson              SR Monmouth               2:06.17Q  5 2:06.164
 11 Aziza Ayoub               FR Ohio State             2:06.47Q  3
 12 Michelle Howell           SR Jacksonville           2:06.65Q  2
 13 Kelsey Harris             SO Indiana                2:03.89Q  4
 14 McKenna Keegan            SO Villanova              2:05.11Q  1
 15 Maddie McHugh             JR Ole Miss               2:06.17Q  6 2:06.167
 16 Reagan Bustamante         SO Vanderbilt             2:06.67Q  5
 17 Martha Bissah             SO Norfolk State          2:06.90Q  2
 18 Rosie Chamberlain         SR UCF                    2:06.94Q  3
 19 Kaya Knake                SO UMBC                   2:04.96q  4
 20 Brittany Neeley           SR Indiana State          2:05.30q  4
 21 Courtney Clody            SR Ohio State             2:05.95q  4
 22 Ashley Lewis              SO George Mason           2:06.49q  1
 23 Delaney McDowell          JR Liberty                2:06.95q  6
 24 Kelly Hart                JR Notre Dame             2:07.00q  6
 25 Brianna Belo              SR American               2:07.06   1
 26 Helene Holm Gottlieb      FR Temple                 2:07.10   3
 27 Maria Acosta              SO Richmond               2:07.18   5
 28 Katie Foley               SR Connecticut            2:07.19   1
 29 Holly Manning             JR Stony Brook            2:07.27   1
 30 Anna Jurew                JR Princeton              2:07.33   6
 31 Annie Ubbing              SO Ohio State             2:07.39   5
 32 Tanner Ealum              SO Liberty                2:07.59   3
 33 Victoria Tachinski        FR Penn State             2:07.66   2
 34 Zoe Matherne              SR Holy Cross             2:07.75   5
 35 Joely Pinkston            FR Indiana                2:07.90   3
 36 Kendell Wiles             SR Indiana                2:08.03   3
 37 Sarah Anderson            SO Western Michigan       2:08.26   2
 38 Courtney Clayton          SR Vanderbilt             2:08.29   2
 39 Mikayla Schneider         SO Penn                   2:08.39   6
 40 Blake Dodge               JR North Carolina         2:09.26   6
 41 Alon Lewis                JR Miss State             2:09.52   1
 42 Sarah Adler               SR Northeastern           2:09.53   4
 43 Keaton Case               JR High Point             2:09.55   5
 44 Brooke Fazio              FR Richmond               2:12.42   2
 45 Brittany Aveni            SO Duke                   2:12.52   5
 46 Kelsey Margey             SR Villanova              2:13.41   3
 47 Amber Tanner              SO Georgia                2:14.16   2
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Results
....Event 24  Women 800 M
 48 Molly McCabe              SR Boston College         2:15.05   4
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 19  Men Hammer
==========================================================================
 Three seeded flights. Worst to best. Random throw order
 Single round. 3 attempts
 30 minute flight specific warm-up
 Advance top 12 placers from final to Eugene. No ties
College Best: C 81.94m  5/19/1995   Balazs Kiss, USC
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Denzel Comenentia         JR Georgia                 73.48mq    241-01
      70.45m  73.48m  FOUL
  2 Anders Eriksson           JR Florida                 71.68mq    235-02
      71.68m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Rudy Winkler              SR Rutgers                 71.66mq    235-01
      67.49m  71.66m  66.51m
  4 Daniel Haugh              JR Alabama                 71.41mq    234-03
      71.29m  71.41m  FOUL
  5 Hilmar Orn Jonsson        JR Virginia                71.40mq    234-03
      68.47m  65.54m  71.40m
  6 Thomas Mardal             FR Florida                 70.26mq    230-06
      67.01m  68.67m  70.26m
  7 Adam Kelly                JR Princeton               68.63mq    225-02
      FOUL  68.63m  68.09m
  8 Kevin Arreaga             FR Miami                   68.53mq    224-10
      66.16m  68.53m  67.27m
  9 Jake Norris               FR LSU                     68.28mq    224-00
      59.04m  68.28m  66.79m
 10 Morgan Shigo              JR Penn State              68.24mq    223-11
      64.75m  64.97m  68.24m
 11 AJ McFarland              JR Florida                 68.07mq    223-04
      FOUL  68.07m  FOUL
 12 Michael Shanahan          SR New Hampshire           66.64mq    218-08
      63.64m  66.64m  FOUL
 13 Alton Clay                SR UL-Monroe               66.27m     217-05
      64.59m  66.27m  64.93m
 14 David Cline               SR Kentucky                66.02m     216-07
      63.52m  65.23m  66.02m
 15 Joseph Ellis              JR Michigan                65.47m     214-09
      FOUL  65.47m  FOUL
 16 Georgios Korakidis        FR Tennessee               65.39m     214-06
      FOUL  65.39m  FOUL
 17 Grant Cartwright          SR Michigan                65.12m     213-08
      FOUL  FOUL  65.12m
 18 Stevan Veselinovic        JR Charlotte               64.85m     212-09
      64.43m  61.52m  64.85m
 19 David Lucas               JR Penn State              64.78m     212-06
      64.33m  64.78m  FOUL
 20 Owen Russell              JR Brown                   64.22m     210-08
      57.92m  64.22m  63.47m
 21 Aaron Zedella             SR Ohio State              64.16m     210-06
      63.68m  63.59m  64.16m
 22 Alexios Prodanas          SO UMBC                    63.78m     209-03
      60.97m  63.78m  63.70m
 23 Cameron Thompson          SO Connecticut             62.55m     205-02
      FOUL  62.55m  FOUL
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....Event 19  Men Hammer
 24 Tom Parker                SR William and Mary        62.35m     204-07
      62.35m  60.00m  58.56m
 25 Colin Minor               SR Dartmouth               62.02m     203-06
      59.36m  62.02m  61.78m
 26 Seth Whitener             JR Tennessee               61.55m     201-11
      61.55m  FOUL  60.17m
 27 Logan Kusky               SO Notre Dame              61.35m     201-03
      59.23m  FOUL  61.35m
 28 Josh Davis                SR North Carolina St.      61.29m     201-01
      54.53m  59.75m  61.29m
 29 Logan Bryer               SR Kentucky                61.24m     200-11
      58.71m  61.13m  61.24m
 30 Love Litzell              SR Manhattan               60.99m     200-01
      59.17m  60.99m  58.97m
 31 Michael Alvernaz          JR Troy                    60.77m     199-04
      58.69m  60.77m  58.04m
 32 Sean Ryan                 SR Penn                    60.32m     197-11
      56.48m  60.32m  FOUL
 33 Benjamin Johnson          JR East Tenn. St.          59.91m     196-07
      49.67m  53.57m  59.91m
 34 Nick Kramer               FR Michigan State          59.81m     196-03
      57.53m  FOUL  59.81m
 35 David McGriff             SR Lafayette               59.05m     193-09
      56.17m  49.53m  59.05m
 36 Alex Larsson              SO Georgia                 59.04m     193-08
      59.04m  FOUL  FOUL
 37 Manning Plater            FR Michigan                59.01m     193-07
      55.83m  54.08m  59.01m
 38 Brandon Tirado            JR Florida State           58.89m     193-02
      58.89m  58.35m  58.70m
 39 Brandon Amo               SR Rhode Island            58.28m     191-02
      FOUL  58.28m  58.05m
 40 Luke Grodeska             FR Penn State              58.26m     191-02
      58.26m  FOUL  FOUL
 41 Ryan Davis                JR East Carolina           57.39m     188-03
      FOUL  FOUL  57.39m
 42 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss.          56.67m     185-11
      56.67m  54.95m  FOUL
 43 Logan Targgart            SO Central Michigan        56.07m     183-11
      56.07m  FOUL  FOUL
 44 Timothy Wilson            SR Monmouth                55.58m     182-04
      53.53m  54.13m  55.58m
 45 Andrew Allen              SR South Alabama           54.71m     179-06
      54.71m  FOUL  FOUL
 46 Scott Peretin             SR Western Carolina        53.86m     176-08
      53.86m  51.57m  51.37m
 -- Mahlik Handley            SR Rhode Island              FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Zach Harkey               JR Eastern Michigan          FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 14  Men Pole Vault
==========================================================================
 Progression: 485, 500, 515, 525, 535, 540, then 5cm
 Random draw for pit and order. Simultaneous bar raise
 5-alive until fewer than 9 at a given height
 Advance top 12 overall placers to Eugene. Jump off # 12
College Best: C 5.98m  5/25/1996   Lawrence Johnson, Tennessee
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Tray Oates                SR Samford                  5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O
  2 Devin King                SR SE Louisiana             5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO    O
  2 Craig Hunter              SR Connecticut              5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
        O    O    O   XO    O
  2 Joel Benitez              FR Virginia Tech            5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP    O   XO    O    O
  2 Sean Collins              JR South Alabama            5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP   XO    O    O
  6 Torben Laidig             SR Virginia Tech            5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP    O    O   XO
  6 Nate Richartz             SR Notre Dame               5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO
  6 Matthew Ludwig            JR Akron                    5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP    O    O   XO
  9 Cole Gorski               SR Ohio State               5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP    O   XO   XO
 10 Adam Coulon               SO Indiana                  5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP    O  XXO    O   XO
 11 Deakin Volz               JR Virginia Tech            5.35mq  17-06.50
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  PPP    O    O  XXO
 12 Elijah Cole               SO Charlotte                5.25mq  17-02.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP    O    O    O  XXX
 13 Ryan Lipe                 FR Alabama                  5.25m   17-02.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP    O   XO    O  XXX
 14 Coty Cobb                 JR Ohio State               5.25m   17-02.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25 5.35
      PPP  XXO    O  XXO  XXX
 15 Sam Young                 SO Virginia                 5.15m   16-10.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
       XO    O    O  XXX
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....Event 14  Men Pole Vault
 16 August Kiles              SR Princeton                5.15m   16-10.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
      PPP  PPP   XO  XXX
 16 Tyler Fraker              JR Akron                    5.15m   16-10.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
        O    O   XO  XXX
 16 Armand Woodley            JR South Carolina           5.15m   16-10.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
      PPP  PPP   XO  XXX
 19 Niel Giliomee             SR South Alabama            5.15m   16-10.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
      PPP    O  XXO  XXX
 19 Ryan Wilkes               JR Rhode Island             5.15m   16-10.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
        O    O  XXO  XXX
 21 Lee Bares                 SR Army West Point          5.15m   16-10.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
        O   XO  XXO  XXX
 22 Joe Fogarasi              JR South Florida            5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
        O    O  XXX
 22 Carson Waters             SR Liberty                  5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      PPP    O  XXX
 22 Austin Laut               JR Yale                     5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
        O    O  XXX
 22 Erick Duffy               FR Harvard                  5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      PPP    O  XXX
 26 Hugh Duggan               SO Samford                  5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      XXO    O  XXX
 27 Christian Champen         SO Kent State               5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      PPP   XO  XXX
 27 Cole Wigal                JR Akron                    5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
        O   XO  XXX
 27 Eduard Winner             FR Manhattan                5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
        O   XO  XXX
 30 David Bell                JR South Florida            5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      PPP  XXO  XXX
 30 Jacob Spotswood           FR Alabama                  5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      PPP  XXO  XXX
 32 Colin Etchen              SO Eastern Michigan         5.00m   16-04.75
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      XXO  XXO  XXX
 33 Noah Gary                 SR Michigan State           4.85m   15-11.00
     4.85 5.00
        O  XXX
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....Event 14  Men Pole Vault
 33 Stefano Pineda            JR Navy                     4.85m   15-11.00
     4.85 5.00
        O  XXX
 33 Tristian Shaver           JR Appalachian State        4.85m   15-11.00
     4.85 5.00
        O  XXX
 36 Vladimir Popusoi          JR UMass Lowell             4.85m   15-11.00
     4.85 5.00
       XO  XXX
 36 Matthew Fay               JR Bucknell                 4.85m   15-11.00
     4.85 5.00
       XO  XXX
 36 Will Herrscher            JR Alabama                  4.85m   15-11.00
     4.85 5.00
       XO  XXX
 39 Ondrej Honka              SR Rhode Island             4.85m   15-11.00
     4.85 5.00
      XXO  XXX
 -- Kyle Baudoin              JR UL-Lafayette                NH
     4.85
      XXX
 -- Gregory Ballard           SR Louisiana Tech              NH
     4.85
      XXX
 -- Cole Courtois             FR Louisiana Tech              NH
     4.85
      XXX
 -- Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte                   NH
     4.85 5.00 5.15
      PPP  PPP  XXX
 -- Evan Lesnick              JR Kent State                  NH
     4.85
      XXX
 -- Sean Clarke               SO Penn                        NH
     4.85 5.00 5.15 5.25
      PPP  PPP  PPP  XXX
 -- Tristan Slater            SO Tennessee                   NH
     4.85 5.00
      PPP  XXX
 -- Peyton Weissmann          FR Ole Miss                    NH
     4.85
      XXX
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Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
Tampa, Fl -U of S. Florida & Tampa Bay SC  - 5/24/2018 to 5/26/2018
Results
Event 40  Women Javelin
==========================================================================
 Three seeded flights. Worst to best. Random throw order
 Single round. 3 attempts
 30 minute flight specific warm-up
 Advance top 12 placers from final to Eugene. No ties
College Best: C 62.19m  6/9/2016    Maggie Malone, Texas A&M
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Avione Allgood            SR Florida                 54.90mq    180-01
      54.90m  52.60m  54.28m
  2 Ashley Pryke              JR Memphis                 54.36mq    178-04
      53.20m  53.27m  54.36m
  3 Kylee Carter              JR Auburn                  53.68mq    176-01
      50.63m  53.68m  FOUL
  4 Laura Paredes             FR Florida State           53.33mq    175-00
      53.33m  48.29m  PASS
  5 Maura Fiamoncini          FR Bucknell                52.69mq    172-10
      52.69m  51.61m  51.14m
  6 Kelechi Nwanaga           FR UMBC                    51.18mq    167-11
      51.18m  49.67m  FOUL
  7 Peyton Montgomery         JR Auburn                  50.23mq    164-09
      48.27m  FOUL  50.23m
  8 Morgan Woods              JR McNeese State           49.25mq    161-07
      48.55m  49.25m  47.26m
  9 Tairyn Montgomery         SO Georgia                 49.19mq    161-05
      43.74m  47.25m  49.19m
 10 Stephanie Sievers         JR Penn State              48.75mq    159-11
      46.36m  48.75m  43.16m
 11 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss.          47.96mq    157-04
      42.54m  47.96m  44.88m
 12 Marie-Therese Obst        FR Georgia                 47.76mq    156-08
      44.20m  FOUL  47.76m
 13 Megan Reed                JR Florida                 47.62m     156-03
      44.68m  47.62m  FOUL
 14 Madison Smith             FR Penn State              47.33m     155-03
      45.11m  FOUL  47.33m
 15 Mona Jaidi                SO Memphis                 46.99m     154-02
      FOUL  46.99m  45.23m
 16 Hanna-Mai Vaikla          FR South Alabama           46.92m     153-11
      43.08m  45.35m  46.92m
 17 Vanessa Vodan             SO Kent State              46.64m     153-00
      43.39m  46.64m  45.19m
 18 Tianah List               FR Alabama                 46.43m     152-04
      45.60m  44.03m  46.43m
 19 Sara Phelan               SO Saint Francis           46.39m     152-02
      41.01m  41.25m  46.39m
 20 Thalia Ghalam             SO Connecticut             46.26m     151-09
      FOUL  FOUL  46.26m
 21 Danielle Steff            FR Monmouth                46.06m     151-01
      41.33m  FOUL  46.06m
 22 Brenna Smith              SR Liberty                 46.00m     150-11
      44.56m  FOUL  46.00m
 23 Jade Madison              SR Michigan State          46.00m     150-11
      46.00m  42.59m  FOUL
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....Event 40  Women Javelin
 24 Asha James                FR FIU                     45.99m     150-11
      45.99m  45.92m  FOUL
 25 Riley Schwietz            SR Troy                    45.95m     150-09
      43.14m  37.50m  45.95m
 26 Kendra Mitchell           SR Auburn                  45.35m     148-09
      40.48m  41.56m  45.35m
 27 Karly Hibbard             JR Belmont                 45.24m     148-05
      44.73m  FOUL  45.24m
 28 Marelly Balentina         SO Jacksonville St.        45.03m     147-09
      39.86m  41.32m  45.03m
 29 Emma Ryan                 SR Ohio                    44.62m     146-05
      44.62m  FOUL  44.45m
 30 Rachel Kern               FR Wake Forest             44.58m     146-03
      43.89m  44.58m  42.73m
 31 Noel Baker                FR LSU                     44.27m     145-03
      38.07m  43.21m  44.27m
 32 Mackenzie Marze           FR UL-Lafayette            44.27m     145-03
      41.44m  40.48m  44.27m
 33 Jasmine Wilson            SR Memphis                 44.15m     144-10
      40.46m  42.21m  44.15m
 34 Lillian Cook              SO Dayton                  44.04m     144-06
      44.04m  40.91m  41.53m
 35 Shelby Freedman           JR South Carolina          44.02m     144-05
      42.70m  42.94m  44.02m
 36 Ashley Carter             FR Auburn                  43.59m     143-00
      42.23m  43.59m  42.93m
 37 Taryn Ashby               FR Villanova               43.39m     142-04
      43.39m  40.93m  41.38m
 38 Brooke Cope               FR Penn                    42.34m     138-11
      42.34m  40.65m  38.22m
 39 Michelle Hildebrand       SO Saint Francis           42.00m     137-09
      39.66m  FOUL  42.00m
 40 Rylie Pease               FR Princeton               41.60m     136-06
      39.39m  41.60m  37.93m
 41 Charlotte Wissing         FR SE Louisiana            40.73m     133-07
      FOUL  40.73m  FOUL
 42 Rosemary Campbell         SO Penn State              40.14m     131-08
      40.14m  39.05m  39.76m
 43 Olivia Wiener             JR Dartmouth               40.07m     131-05
      39.06m  40.07m  FOUL
 44 Audrey Oswalt             SO Western Michigan        39.80m     130-07
      39.80m  FOUL  35.48m
 45 Nicolette Serratore       JR James Madison           39.35m     129-01
      39.35m  FOUL  31.99m
 46 Alyssa Whipkey            JR East Tenn. St.          38.71m     127-00
      38.68m  37.90m  38.71m
 47 Hannah Patrick            SO Lehigh                  36.50m     119-09
      FOUL  FOUL  36.50m
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Results
Event 33  Women High Jump
==========================================================================
 Progression:  165, 170, 175, 180, 183,  then 3cm
 Random draw for pit and order. Simultaneous bar raise
 5-alive until fewer than 9 at a given height
 Advance top 12 overall placers to Eugene. Jump off # 12
College Best: C 1.99m  5/11/2013   Brigetta Barrett, Arizona
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims
==========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Loretta Blaut             JR Cincinnati               1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
      PPP    O    O    O
  1 Clarissa Cutliff          JR FIU                      1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
      PPP  PPP    O    O
  1 Lissa Labiche             SO South Carolina           1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
      PPP    O    O    O
  4 Carly Paul                JR Brown                    1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
       XO    O    O    O
  5 Dallyssa Huggins          SO Maryland                 1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O    O   XO
  5 Ellen Ekholm              SO Kentucky                 1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
      PPP    O    O   XO
  5 Megan McCloskey           SR Penn State               1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O    O   XO
  8 Regan Lewis               JR Ball State               1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O   XO   XO
  8 Anna Peyton Malizia       JR Penn                     1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
       XO    O    O   XO
 10 Janae Moffitt             JR Purdue                   1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
      PPP    O   XO  XXO
 10 Tatiana Gusin             SR Georgia                  1.80mq   5-10.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
      PPP  PPP   XO  XXO
 12 Kaitlyn Walker            JR LSU                      1.75mq   5-08.75 ADV. JO
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O    O  XXX
 13 Aliyah Whisby             FR Kennesaw State           1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
      PPP    O    O  XXX
 13 Abigail O'Donoghue        FR LSU                      1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O    O  XXX
 13 Saida Burns-Moore         JR Memphis                  1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O    O  XXX
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....Event 33  Women High Jump
 13 Claudine Andre            SR St. Joseph's (Pa.)       1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O    O  XXX
 17 Anika Hibbard             JR Albany                   1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
       XO    O    O  XXX
 18 Peyton Wade               SR Maryland                 1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O   XO  XXX
 18 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss.           1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O    O   XO  XXX
 20 Maria Garman              JR Dartmouth                1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
        O  XXO   XO  XXX
 21 Khemani Roberts           JR Tennessee Tech           1.75m    5-08.75
     1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80
       XO   XO  XXO  XXX
 22 Taylor Dames              JR South Alabama            1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
 22 Abby Jones                JR Youngstown St.           1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
 22 Natosha Jordan            SO UCF                      1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
 22 Cyra Beard                SR Tennessee St.            1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
 22 Aisha Brown               FR Temple                   1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
      PPP    O  XXX
 22 Olivia Swan               JR South Alabama            1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O    O  XXX
 28 Emile Berge               SO South Alabama            1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O   XO  XXX
 28 Quamecha Morrison         JR Bethune-Cookman          1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
      PPP   XO  XXX
 28 Skyler Daniel             JR Auburn                   1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O   XO  XXX
 28 Katherine Miner           SO Michigan                 1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O   XO  XXX
 32 Selena Popp               JR Samford                  1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
       XO   XO  XXX
 32 Marguerite Lorenzo        FR Cornell                  1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
       XO   XO  XXX
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....Event 33  Women High Jump
 34 Imani Carmouche           FR South Florida            1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O  XXO  XXX
 34 Kenflore Atilus           JR FIU                      1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O  XXO  XXX
 34 Alexandria Florent        JR Wake Forest              1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O  XXO  XXX
 34 Paige Suse                JR Northeastern             1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O  XXO  XXX
 34 Ellen DiPietro            JR Michigan State           1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
        O  XXO  XXX
 39 Alyssa Young              SR North Florida            1.70m    5-07.00
     1.65 1.70 1.75
      XXO  XXO  XXX
 40 Jordan Fields             FR South Carolina           1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
        O  XXX
 40 Rhonda Rogombe            SO Rutgers                  1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
        O  XXX
 40 Carly Hinkle              FR Kentucky                 1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
        O  XXX
 43 Carly Timpson             JR Quinnipiac               1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
       XO  XXX
 43 Patricia Ortega           SR Akron                    1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
       XO  XXX
 43 Julija Tarvide            SO Kennesaw State           1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
       XO  XXX
 46 Jaelyn Warren             FR Western Carolina         1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
      XXO  XXX
 46 Kate Gulbrandsen          SR Cornell                  1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
      XXO  XXX
 46 Aaron Howell              SR Michigan                 1.65m    5-05.00
     1.65 1.70
      XXO  XXX
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NCAA Division I 2018 Outdoor
Track & Field Championships -East Preliminary
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Results
Event 15  Men Long Jump
===============================================================================
 Four seeded flights. Worst to best. Random jump order
 Single round. 3 attempts
 30 minute flight specific warm-up
 Advance top 12 placers from final to Eugene. No ties
College Best: C 8.74m  4/2/1994    Erick Walder, Arkansas
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind
===============================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Terrell McClain           SR Akron                    7.96mq  2.0  26-01.50
     FOUL      7.76m(0.9) 7.96m(2.0)
  2 JuVaughn Blake            FR LSU                      7.84mq  1.3  25-08.75
     7.73m(1.6) 7.76m(1.5) 7.84m(1.3)
  3 Yann Randrianasolo        JR South Carolina           7.82mq  1.3  25-08.00
     7.55m(1.4) 7.66m(-0.7) 7.82m(1.3)
  4 Kyle Darrow               SR Northeastern             7.81mq  1.1  25-07.50
     FOUL      7.81m(1.1) 7.58m(1.0)
  5 Zack Bazile               SR Ohio State               7.80mq  0.5  25-07.25
     7.60m(0.4) 7.80m(0.5) 7.79m(1.1)
  6 Rayvon Grey               SO LSU                      7.76mq  0.1  25-05.50
     FOUL      7.76m(0.1) 7.70m(1.3)
  7 Kenneth Fisher            SR Florida State            7.72mq  1.7  25-04.00
     FOUL      7.72m(1.7) FOUL
  8 KeAndre Bates             SR Florida                  7.71mq  0.6  25-03.50
     7.71m(0.6) 7.63m(2.0) FOUL
  9 Grant Holloway            SO Florida                  7.69mq  1.1  25-02.75
     7.54m(0.8) 7.69m(1.1) 7.46m(-0.5)
 10 Jordan Latimer            JR Akron                    7.65mq  2.0  25-01.25
     7.57m(0.3) 7.57m(1.4) 7.65m(2.0)
 11 Fred Dorsey               SR Kentucky                 7.65mq  1.0  25-01.25
     7.65m(1.0) 7.57m(1.1) FOUL
 12 Tyler Jones               FR Kennesaw State           7.65mq  1.6  25-01.25
     7.65m(1.6) FOUL      7.42m(0.3)
 13 Enzo Hodebar              FR Florida                  7.65m   1.8  25-01.25
     FOUL      FOUL      7.65m(1.8)
 14 Desmond Mobley            SR Western Kentucky         7.58m   0.6  24-10.50
     FOUL      7.34m(1.4) 7.58m(0.6)
 15 Samory Fraga              JR Kent State               7.56m   1.3  24-09.75
     7.54m(1.3) 7.56m(1.3) 7.45m(0.7)
 16 Allen Gordon              FR Ole Miss                 7.52m   0.9  24-08.25
     FOUL      6.12m(1.0) 7.52m(0.9)
 17 Erik Eckleben             SO Coastal Carolina         7.49m   2.1  24-07.00
     FOUL      FOUL      7.49m(2.1)
 18 Terrel Davis              SO Hartford                 7.48m   0.4  24-06.50
     6.88m(0.7) 7.48m(0.4) 7.37m(0.7)
 19 Dayo Akindele             JR Kennesaw State           7.47m   2.0  24-06.25
     7.47m(2.0) 7.46m(2.1) 7.44m(1.7)
 20 Corion Knight             SR Florida State            7.45m   1.2  24-05.50
     7.45m(1.2) FOUL      FOUL
 20 Rodney Ruffin             JR SE Louisiana             7.45m   1.2  24-05.50
     7.45m(1.2) FOUL      FOUL
 22 Mohammed Abubakar         SR Kentucky                 7.40m   2.3  24-03.50
     7.24m(1.4) 7.20m(1.6) 7.40m(2.3)
 23 Oliver Newport            SR Louisville               7.38m   0.3  24-02.50
     7.38m(0.3) 7.16m(1.6) 7.38m(0.8)
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 24 Denzel Harper             SO Louisiana Tech           7.37m   0.2  24-02.25
     7.36m(-0.2) FOUL      7.37m(0.2)
 25 Keniel Grant              SR Florida State            7.37m   2.1  24-02.25
     7.26m(2.5) 7.37m(2.1) 7.34m(1.5)
 26 Treyton Harris            JR Indiana                  7.37m   1.3  24-02.25
     7.37m(1.3) FOUL      FOUL
 27 Jemal Parharm             SR UL-Monroe                7.36m   0.5  24-01.75
     7.36m(0.5) 7.23m(0.9) 7.26m(-0.2)
 28 Quemell Brave             SR Winthrop                 7.36m   2.2  24-01.75
     7.36m(2.2) 6.57m(1.5) 7.13m(2.3)
 29 Jamie Brown               JR Alabama State            7.35m   0.5  24-01.50
     7.35m(0.5) FOUL      FOUL
 30 Austin Edwards            FR Cincinnati               7.32m   1.0  24-00.25
     FOUL      7.32m(1.0) FOUL
 31 John Warren               JR Southern Miss.           7.30m   0.9  23-11.50
     7.23m(1.5) 7.30m(0.9) FOUL
 32 Jacorious Jeter           JR Northwestern St.         7.30m   1.6  23-11.50
     FOUL      7.05m(2.0) 7.30m(1.6)
 33 Marcus Jegede             JR Louisville               7.27m   0.6  23-10.25
     7.27m(0.6) 7.24m(1.4) FOUL
 34 Mark Rubalcaba            JR Auburn                   7.27m   0.1  23-10.25
     5.30m(0.3) 7.27m(0.1) 7.22m(0.1)
 35 Lloyd Hylton              SR Morgan State             7.25m   1.5  23-09.50
     FOUL      7.25m(1.5) 7.15m(1.3)
 36 Malik Moffett             SR Penn State               7.25m   0.9  23-09.50
     6.83m(1.5) 7.25m(0.9) 7.08m(1.4)
 37 D.J. Ledell               FR Clemson                  7.21m   3.1  23-08.00
     6.87m(1.3) 7.16m(0.9) 7.21m(3.1)
 38 Alec Tanksley             FR Western Kentucky         7.16m   1.6  23-06.00
     7.11m(1.0) 7.16m(1.6) FOUL
 39 Travis Riley              JR Kentucky                 7.08m   0.8  23-02.75
     FOUL      7.08m(0.8) FOUL
 40 William Solomon           SR Georgia Tech             7.04m   0.7  23-01.25
     6.76m(0.4) 6.95m(1.6) 7.04m(0.7)
 41 Zay Paschall              SR North Carolina           7.00m   1.1  22-11.75
     7.00m(1.1) FOUL      FOUL
 42 DeAndre Baker             JR Alabama A&M              6.90m   1.9  22-07.75
     6.90m(1.9) 6.76m(0.3) FOUL
 43 Darryl Workcuff           SR Mount St. Mary's         6.89m   0.8  22-07.25
     6.79m(1.5) 6.47m(1.0) 6.89m(0.8)
 44 Andrew Storm              SO Oakland                  6.71m   0.9  22-00.25
     FOUL      6.71m(0.9) FOUL
 -- Noah Igbinoghene          FR Auburn                    FOUL   NWI
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Daniel Seawright          FR South Carolina St.        FOUL   NWI
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
 -- Emanuel Foster            SO Ole Miss                  FOUL   NWI
     FOUL      FOUL      FOUL
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, May 25, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Results/Schedule 
MORRIS ADVANCES TO SATURDAY’S NCAA 200-METER QUARTERFINALS 
TAMPA, Fla. – WKU senior Julius Morris finished second in his heat of the first round of the 200-meter 
dash on Friday afternoon, automatically qualifying him for the quarterfinals of the event at the NCAA 
Outdoor Track and Field East Regional. Morris will run in the quarterfinals on Saturday afternoon. 
Jonathan Hayden, like Morris, competed in the first round of his event today, the 110-meter hurdles. 
Hayden finished just outside the 24-man qualifying field with a time of 14.04, only eight one-hundredths 
away from a quarterfinal spot. 
Competing in the quarterfinals for the men’s 400-meter were Kymari Gates and Oliver Alexandre. Gates 
finished 19th in the race with a time of 46.71 and Alexandre clocked a time of 47.08, finishing 23rd. Both 
Hilltoppers were members of the C-USA 4x400-meter relay champion team. 
Lady Topper Morgan McIntyre started the day early for WKU as she competed in the women’s pole 
vault. She notched a height of 3.93 meters, finishing two jumps out of the qualifying field. Juannae Lewis 
competed in the first round of the women’s 200-meter, posting a time of 23.49 in the event. 
Hurdler Ariel Terrell competed in the quarterfinals of the 400-meter hurdles, placing 20th with a time of 
59.57. 
"This is an outstanding track meet," head coach Erik Jenkins opened. "Our kids have competed well 
against the NCAA's and World's best. The collective talent at this meet is staggering. I am proud of the 
efforts of Ariel, Kymari and Oliver in the quarterfinals of the 400 hurdles and 400-meter dash. Morgan 
and Jonathan had solid efforts in the pole vault and 110 hurdles capping a good season.” 
WKU’s schedule of events for Saturday is set as follows: 
Men's HJ - Mobley 1 p.m. CT 
Men's 4x400 - 2:55 p.m. CT 
200m - Morris 1:05 p.m. CT 
Men's 4x100 - 11:30 a.m. CT 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, May 26, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Photo of Julius Morris attached – please credit WKU Athletics if used. 
NCAA East Prelims results 
 
TWO HILLTOPPER RELAYS, MORRIS PUNCH TICKETS TO NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
TAMPA, Fla. – On the final day of the NCAA East Preliminaries, WKU Track & Field saw two relay units 
along with Julius Morris in the 200-meter dash all earn spots at the NCAA Championships in Eugene, 
Ore., June 6-9. Both the WKU men’s 4x100-meter and 4x400-meter relay units won their respective 
heats to automatically qualify for chances at All-American status from Hayward Field in a couple weeks. 
“This meet is nothing short of outstanding,” head coach Erik Jenkins opened. “WKU was represented 
well against many of the nation’s and world’s best. This meet will humble you very quickly! You have to 
survive the rounds and advance to NCAA final rounds in Eugene. 
The 4x100-meter relay unit of Will Bush, Kymari Gates, Julius Morris and Eli Minor got the day started 
for the Hilltoppers running a 39.17 from the USF Track & Field Stadium. The mark ranks as the third-
fastest in WKU outdoor program history. Running in the first heat, the Red and White locked up an 
automatic spot with a season-best mark to take third in the heat and sixth overall. 
“On the track, both men's relays finished in the top-8 and that's hard to do against SEC, ACC and Big Ten 
programs,” Jenkins continued. “Our group stayed focused and ran well.” 
A little while later, Morris earned himself another ticket to Eugene after running a mark of 20.44 to earn 
fifth place overall at the Prelims. The Montserrat native will be making his third-straight NCAA 
Championships appearance qualifying for the 200 and 4x100 in 2016 and the 100 in 2017. 
“Julius Morris had the type of meet we know he is capable of,” Jenkins added. “He ran well on the relays 
and earned an individual spot in the 200.” 
To close out the day, WKU’s 4x400-meter relay squad of Minor, Morris, Gates and Oliver Alexandre 
clocked a 3:06.41 – the second-best time at the NCAA East Preliminaries in the event. Through two 
heats, the Hilltoppers owned the field’s top mark before LSU ran a 3:06.26 in the final heat. 
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Track & Field will send at least one relay squad to the National 
Championships 




WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, May 30, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Headshot and action shot of Taylor Scarbrough attached – Please credit WKU Athletics if used. 
 
SCARBROUGH EARNS 2018 COSIDA ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT RECOGNITION 
AUSTIN, Texas – WKU’s Taylor Scarbrough has been recognized for his success on and off the track as 
the Hilltopper distance runner has been named to the 2018 Google Cloud CoSIDA Academic All-District II 
Team. The sophomore owns a 4.0 in his time on The Hill and is pursuing a degree in finance. 
The 2017-18 Google Cloud Academic All-District® Men’s Track/Cross Country Team, selected by CoSIDA, 
recognizes the nation’s top student-athletes for their combined performances on the playing field and in 
the classroom. Academic All-District® honorees advance to the Google Cloud Academic All-America® 
ballot, with Google Cloud Academic All-America® teams announced in June. 
Scarbrough was one of 13 student-athletes recognized from District II which includes institutions from 
the District of Columbia, Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. 
During the 2017 cross country campaign, the Canton, Ga., native earned Conference USA All-Academic 
Team recognition. He’s also landed on the C-USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll and Commissioner’s 
Academic Medal list both years he’s been on The Hill. 
During cross country season, Scarbrough competed in all four of WKU's meets and was the Hilltoppers' 
third finisher in each race. He posted a season-best 8K mark at Pre-Nationals up in Louisville, Ky., 
clocking a 25:44.6 – a new career-best mark as well. Scarbrough was one of three Hilltoppers to 
compete in every meet during the 2017 campaign and has not missed a meet during his time on The Hill. 
Across the 2018 track campaign, Scarbrough set numerous personal best marks. The sophomore posted 
a 4:02.30 reading in the 1500-meter and clocked a 14:49.33 in the 5000-meter. Scarbrough represented 
the Red and White in the 5000-meter at the 2018 Conference USA Outdoor Track & Field Championships 
as well. 
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Rice University, Houston, TX  - 5/10/2018 to 5/13/2018
Meet Program
Event  42   Heptathlon: #1 Women 100 Meter Hurdles (15)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 2:45 PM
Alternate lanes
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  4   Finals
Marshall 14.52 JRSarah Bever _________2
UAB 14.19 SRAli Cichos _________4
UTEP 14.34 SRLucia Mokrasova _________6
UTSA 14.56 JRGabby Torres _________8
Section   2 of  4   Finals
Charlotte 15.40 JRDesirae Rowell _________2
UTSA 15.03 SOChase Whiting _________4
FIU 15.25 SOSamantha Ebanks _________6
Rice 15.42 JRGiulia Sportoletti _________8
Section   3 of  4   Finals
Southern Miss 14.63 FRCallie Jones _________2
Rice 14.57 SOZinedine Russell _________4
FAU 14.61 SRFrida Thorsås _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 14.75 SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________8
Section   4 of  4   Finals
FIU 16.54 JRKayla Woulard _________2
UAB 15.87 FRBrittany Floyd _________4
Charlotte 16.04 JRTaylor Parcells _________6
Event  42   Heptathlon: #2 Women High Jump (15)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Rice NH SOZinedine Russell _________1
Mid. Tenn. St NH SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________2
UTSA NH JRGabby Torres _________3
Charlotte NH JRTaylor Parcells _________4
UTSA NH SOChase Whiting _________5
FIU NH JRKayla Woulard _________6
Marshall NH JRSarah Bever _________7
UAB NH FRBrittany Floyd _________8
Southern Miss NH FRCallie Jones _________9
FAU NH SRFrida Thorsås _________10
FIU NH SOSamantha Ebanks _________11
UTEP NH SRLucia Mokrasova _________12
Rice NH JRGiulia Sportoletti _________13
UAB NH SRAli Cichos _________14
Charlotte NH JRDesirae Rowell _________15
Event  42   Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put (15)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Mid. Tenn. St ND SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________1
UAB ND FRBrittany Floyd _________2
UTSA ND SOChase Whiting _________3
UAB ND SRAli Cichos _________4
Rice ND JRGiulia Sportoletti _________5
UTEP ND SRLucia Mokrasova _________6
FIU ND JRKayla Woulard _________7
Charlotte ND JRDesirae Rowell _________8
UTSA ND JRGabby Torres _________9
Rice ND SOZinedine Russell _________10
Marshall ND JRSarah Bever _________11
Charlotte ND JRTaylor Parcells _________12
Southern Miss ND FRCallie Jones _________13
FIU ND SOSamantha Ebanks _________14
FAU ND SRFrida Thorsås _________15
Event  42   Heptathlon: #4 Women 200 Meter Dash (15)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  3   Finals
UTSA 26.07 SOChase Whiting _________3
UAB 26.31 FRBrittany Floyd _________4
FIU 26.22 SOSamantha Ebanks _________5
UTSA 26.11 JRGabby Torres _________6
Marshall 26.27 JRSarah Bever _________7
Section   2 of  3   Finals
Charlotte 26.95 JRTaylor Parcells _________3
Rice 26.55 SOZinedine Russell _________4
Rice NT JRGiulia Sportoletti _________5
Southern Miss 26.37 FRCallie Jones _________6
FAU 26.68 SRFrida Thorsås _________7
Section   3 of  3   Finals
FIU 25.24 JRKayla Woulard _________3
UTEP 24.98 SRLucia Mokrasova _________4
Charlotte 25.40 JRDesirae Rowell _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 25.42 SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________6
UAB 26.05 SRAli Cichos _________7
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Event  42   Heptathlon: #5 Women Long Jump (15)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 4:30 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
UTSA ND JRGabby Torres _________1
Charlotte ND JRDesirae Rowell _________2
Rice ND JRGiulia Sportoletti _________3
Southern Miss ND FRCallie Jones _________4
UTEP ND SRLucia Mokrasova _________5
Marshall ND JRSarah Bever _________6
UTSA ND SOChase Whiting _________7
FIU ND SOSamantha Ebanks _________8
UAB ND SRAli Cichos _________9
Charlotte ND JRTaylor Parcells _________10
FAU ND SRFrida Thorsås _________11
Rice ND SOZinedine Russell _________12
FIU ND JRKayla Woulard _________13
UAB ND FRBrittany Floyd _________14
Mid. Tenn. St ND SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________15
Event  42   Heptathlon: #6 Women Javelin Throw (15)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
FAU ND SRFrida Thorsås _________1
Marshall ND JRSarah Bever _________2
FIU ND SOSamantha Ebanks _________3
Charlotte ND JRDesirae Rowell _________4
Rice ND SOZinedine Russell _________5
UTEP ND SRLucia Mokrasova _________6
Mid. Tenn. St ND SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________7
Charlotte ND JRTaylor Parcells _________8
UTSA ND SOChase Whiting _________9
UAB ND SRAli Cichos _________10
Rice ND JRGiulia Sportoletti _________11
FIU ND JRKayla Woulard _________12
Southern Miss ND FRCallie Jones _________13
UTSA ND JRGabby Torres _________14
UAB ND FRBrittany Floyd _________15
Event  42   Heptathlon: #7 Women 800 Meter Run (15)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
UTEP NT SRLucia Mokrasova _________1
Southern Miss NT FRCallie Jones _________2
FIU NT SOSamantha Ebanks _________3
UAB NT SRAli Cichos _________4
UAB NT FRBrittany Floyd _________5
UTSA NT JRGabby Torres _________6
FAU NT SRFrida Thorsås _________7
Rice NT SOZinedine Russell _________8
Charlotte NT JRTaylor Parcells _________9
UTSA NT SOChase Whiting _________10
Rice NT JRGiulia Sportoletti _________11
Mid. Tenn. St NT SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________12
Charlotte NT JRDesirae Rowell _________13
Marshall NT JRSarah Bever _________14
FIU NT JRKayla Woulard _________15
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Event  21   Decathlon: #1 Men 100 Meter Dash (11)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 3:15 PM
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 11.65 SOJacob McDaniel _________2
LA Tech 11.00 FRPraise Okori _________3
LA Tech 11.62 SRJordan Patrick _________4
UTSA 10.72 SRAdrian Riley _________5
Rice 10.71 SRScott Filip _________6
Rice 11.00 JRCharlie Card-Childers _________7
Section   2 of  2   Finals
Rice NT SRColton Torrance _________2
Charlotte 11.67 SOJustin Hollis _________4
Rice NT SOEmerson Schulz _________5
Charlotte 11.84 SRNathan Jeffers _________6
Charlotte 11.78 SORobert Yardley _________7
Event  21   Decathlon: #2 Men Long Jump (11)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
LA Tech ND SRJordan Patrick _________1
Charlotte ND SORobert Yardley _________2
UTSA ND SOJacob McDaniel _________3
LA Tech ND FRPraise Okori _________4
Rice ND SOEmerson Schulz _________5
UTSA ND SRAdrian Riley _________6
Rice ND SRColton Torrance _________7
Charlotte ND SRNathan Jeffers _________8
Rice ND SRScott Filip _________9
Charlotte ND SOJustin Hollis _________10
Rice ND JRCharlie Card-Childers _________11
Event  21   Decathlon: #3 Men Shot Put (11)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte ND SOJustin Hollis _________1
LA Tech ND SRJordan Patrick _________2
Rice ND SOEmerson Schulz _________3
Charlotte ND SRNathan Jeffers _________4
UTSA ND SOJacob McDaniel _________5
Rice ND JRCharlie Card-Childers _________6
Rice ND SRScott Filip _________7
UTSA ND SRAdrian Riley _________8
Rice ND SRColton Torrance _________9
Charlotte ND SORobert Yardley _________10
LA Tech ND FRPraise Okori _________11
Event  21   Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump (11)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Rice NH SRColton Torrance _________1
Charlotte NH SORobert Yardley _________2
Rice NH JRCharlie Card-Childers _________3
Charlotte NH SOJustin Hollis _________4
LA Tech NH FRPraise Okori _________5
Rice NH SRScott Filip _________6
Charlotte NH SRNathan Jeffers _________7
LA Tech NH SRJordan Patrick _________8
UTSA NH SOJacob McDaniel _________9
Rice NH SOEmerson Schulz _________10
UTSA NH SRAdrian Riley _________11
Event  21   Decathlon: #5 Men 400 Meter Dash (11)
Thursday 5/10/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 54.14 SOJacob McDaniel _________3
LA Tech 53.11 SRJordan Patrick _________4
Rice NT SOEmerson Schulz _________5
Charlotte 54.40 SOJustin Hollis _________6
Charlotte 53.08 SRNathan Jeffers _________7
Section   2 of  2   Finals
LA Tech 52.91 FRPraise Okori _________3
UTSA 52.44 SRAdrian Riley _________4
Rice 50.61 SRColton Torrance _________5
Rice 48.07 SRScott Filip _________6
Rice 52.29 JRCharlie Card-Childers _________7
Charlotte 52.87 SORobert Yardley _________8
Event  21   Decathlon: #6 Men 110 Meter Hurdles (11)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 2:45 PM
Alternate lanes
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  3   Finals
Rice NT SRColton Torrance _________2
Charlotte 16.42 SOJustin Hollis _________4
Rice 16.78 SOEmerson Schulz _________6
Section   2 of  3   Finals
Charlotte 15.58 SRNathan Jeffers _________2
Rice 14.75 SRScott Filip _________4
Rice 15.44 JRCharlie Card-Childers _________6
LA Tech 15.66 SRJordan Patrick _________8
Section   3 of  3   Finals
Charlotte 16.10 SORobert Yardley _________2
UTSA 15.67 SRAdrian Riley _________4
UTSA 15.88 SOJacob McDaniel _________6
LA Tech 16.38 FRPraise Okori _________8
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Event  21   Decathlon: #7 Men Discus Throw (11)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Rice ND SRScott Filip _________1
Charlotte ND SRNathan Jeffers _________2
UTSA ND SRAdrian Riley _________3
LA Tech ND FRPraise Okori _________4
UTSA ND SOJacob McDaniel _________5
Rice ND JRCharlie Card-Childers _________6
Charlotte ND SOJustin Hollis _________7
Rice ND SOEmerson Schulz _________8
Charlotte ND SORobert Yardley _________9
LA Tech ND SRJordan Patrick _________10
Rice ND SRColton Torrance _________11
Event  21   Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault (11)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte NH SORobert Yardley _________1
Rice NH SOEmerson Schulz _________2
UTSA NH SOJacob McDaniel _________3
Rice NH SRColton Torrance _________4
Charlotte NH SRNathan Jeffers _________5
UTSA NH SRAdrian Riley _________6
LA Tech NH SRJordan Patrick _________7
Charlotte NH SOJustin Hollis _________8
Rice NH JRCharlie Card-Childers _________9
Rice NH SRScott Filip _________10
LA Tech NH FRPraise Okori _________11
Event  21   Decathlon: #9 Men Javelin Throw (11)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Rice ND SOEmerson Schulz _________1
Charlotte ND SOJustin Hollis _________2
Rice ND SRScott Filip _________3
LA Tech ND SRJordan Patrick _________4
UTSA ND SOJacob McDaniel _________5
Charlotte ND SRNathan Jeffers _________6
Rice ND JRCharlie Card-Childers _________7
Charlotte ND SORobert Yardley _________8
LA Tech ND FRPraise Okori _________9
UTSA ND SRAdrian Riley _________10
Rice ND SRColton Torrance _________11
Event  21   Decathlon: #10 Men 1500 Meter Run (11)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 0:00 PM
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Rice NT JRCharlie Card-Childers _________1
Rice NT SRScott Filip _________2
Charlotte NT SOJustin Hollis _________3
Charlotte NT SORobert Yardley _________4
LA Tech NT FRPraise Okori _________5
UTSA NT SRAdrian Riley _________6
LA Tech NT SRJordan Patrick _________7
Rice NT SOEmerson Schulz _________8
Charlotte NT SRNathan Jeffers _________9
Rice NT SRColton Torrance _________10
UTSA NT SOJacob McDaniel _________11
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Event  19   Men Hammer Throw (14)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 2:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 68.86m 5/14/2010 Steffen Nerdal
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Rice 60.08m SOMichael Yow _________1
UTEP 44.28m FRBenjamin Coronado _________2
UTSA 56.59m JRVincent Perez _________3
LA Tech 58.84m JRMalek Evans _________4
Rice 43.39m FRJesse Roberts _________5
Southern Miss 59.04m SRDonald Daley _________6
Western KY ND FRChard Muhwanga _________7
Charlotte 67.08m JRStevan Veselinovic _________8
Rice 58.42m SRMatt Garcia _________9
Rice 66.35m SRAustin Riddle _________10
Southern Miss 36.97m FRIsaiah Carter _________11
Southern Miss 59.91m SORobert Watson _________12
Rice 61.12m SRUche Ugwunze _________13
UTSA ND JRDerek Fenton _________14
Event  40   Women Hammer Throw (23)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 4:30 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 63.97m 5/13/2004 Dayana Octavian
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 49.52m SOMaia Campbell _________1
North Texas 42.53m SOKristyn Archuleta _________2
Southern Miss 47.33m SRAlexis Chiles _________3
FIU 50.49m FRHarrison Mancke _________4
North Texas 43.63m FRHaley Walker _________5
UTSA 48.71m JRFaith Olszak _________6
North Texas 43.95m FRAshlynn Smart _________7
Charlotte 47.53m FRCandice Whitley _________8
UTSA 44.10m JRDallas O'Connell _________9
LA Tech 44.76m SRAnji Garcia-Solis _________10
UTSA 47.23m JRN'Dia Warren-Jacques _________11
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Southern Miss 50.93m SRBrashe Wood _________1
LA Tech 51.95m SRMorgan Keesee _________2
FIU 51.34m SOTrinavia Williams _________3
FIU 50.75m SOAbigail Foster _________4
Marshall 54.90m JRHasana Clark _________5
UTSA 52.68m JRMia Hicks _________6
Charlotte 54.77m SRVictoria Ebert _________7
Southern Miss 61.15m SONadia Maffo _________8
Rice 51.10m JRDheryl Batts _________9
FIU 60.85m JRTerrisa Russell _________10
Southern Miss 56.20m JRDanisha Jones _________11
Marshall 56.69m JRReneese Batson _________12
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Event  8   Men 10000 Meter Run (14)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 8:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 29:43.67 5/9/2002 Herbert Mwangi
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Rice NT JRSteve Booker _________1
UTEP NT JRAntony Kosgei _________2
Western KY NT SRJulien Cuyeu _________3
Rice NT SRImran Bell _________4
North Texas 29:39.62 SRMike Lowe _________5
Charlotte NT SOZach Marchinko _________6
UTEP NT FRBoaz Ronoh _________7
Rice 31:14.20 FRHociel Landa _________8
Mid. Tenn. St 30:56.84 SRAmos Cheruiyot _________9
Rice NT SOClay Musial _________10
UTEP NT FRCornelius Kapel _________11
UTSA NT SOPedro Sepulveda _________12
Mid. Tenn. St 29:25.31 SOJacob Choge _________13
North Texas NT SOFlorian Lussy _________14
Event  29   Women 10000 Meter Run (16)
Friday 5/11/2018 - 9:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 34:30.90 5/13/2016 Cali Roper
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte NT SRErin Nelson _________1
Marshall 36:06.63 SOAdrianna Cook _________2
Mid. Tenn. St NT FRPamela Kosgei _________3
Rice 36:12.09 FRLourdes Vivas de Lorenzi _________4
UTSA NT SOGabby Gonzales _________5
Marshall 35:28.12 SRHollyAnn Swann _________6
Charlotte NT FRKatie Tomasi _________7
FAU 36:57.17 SRChristina Schultz _________8
FAU 40:04.38 FRMorgan Graff _________9
Rice 35:53.33 SOKhayla Patel _________10
FIU 35:33.55 SOSherilene Gelderblom _________11
Southern Miss NT SOEmma Kate Holdbrooks _________12
Mid. Tenn. St NT SOGladys Kipchumba _________13
Charlotte NT SOEmily Pettis _________14
FAU NT JRSophia Clark _________15
Mid. Tenn. St NT JRJulia Jelagat _________16
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Event  18   Men Discus Throw (18)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 3:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 59.40m 5/17/1997 John Davis
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 46.03m JRVincent Perez _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 37.72m FRIsaac Odugbesan _________2
UTEP 43.85m FRBenjamin Coronado _________3
LA Tech 44.47m FREthan Reed _________4
UTSA 39.09m SOMicheal Zungia _________5
North Texas 47.58m SOKevone Kennedy _________6
LA Tech 46.17m JRMalek Evans _________7
Rice 48.67m SRUche Ugwunze _________8
Charlotte 45.33m SOTyler Hoag _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Western KY 49.03m FRChard Muhwanga _________1
UTSA 49.86m JRDerek Fenton _________2
LA Tech 50.22m SRIsaac Samuels _________3
Southern Miss 50.09m SRDonald Daley _________4
North Texas 53.34m SOKarl Sralla _________5
UTSA 51.86m SRKelsey Benoit _________6
Charlotte 58.15m SOTerrell Adams _________7
Southern Miss 49.94m SORobert Watson _________8
Rice 53.87m SRAustin Riddle _________9
Event  36   Women Long Jump (27)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 3:30 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 6.78m 5/12/2012 Tori Bowie
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UAB 5.60m SRAli Cichos _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 5.70m FROmolayo Omosola _________2
UTSA 4.82m FRDanielle Spence _________3
Marshall 5.67m JRLauren George _________4
FIU 5.51m JRKayla Woulard _________5
Charlotte 5.62m FRKayla Moore _________6
UTSA 5.64m FRAriel Watson _________7
FIU 5.55m SOSamantha Ebanks _________8
UAB 5.58m SOKeila Robertson _________9
FAU 5.24m FREsther Mitchell _________10
Southern Miss 5.52m FRAdrianna Mitchell _________11
UAB 5.57m FRBrittany Floyd _________12
Western KY 5.57m SOBrianna Eskridge _________13
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Charlotte 6.16m FRJade Jordan _________1
Charlotte 5.74m JRCarlecia Spivey _________2
UTSA 5.72m JRGabby Torres _________3
Marshall 5.71m FRJosie Raines _________4
LA Tech 5.79m JRMorgan White _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 5.92m SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________6
LA Tech 6.20m FRShelby Smith _________7
Southern Miss 6.09m FRRikianne Patterson _________8
North Texas 6.28m SOBreanna Eckels _________9
UTEP 5.79m SRTyler Ragin _________10
LA Tech 6.15m JRMelody Korie _________11
Rice 5.81m SOCamille Little _________12
Rice 6.33m SOMichelle Fokam _________13
Charlotte 5.87m SRDejah Hayes _________14
Event  15   Men Long Jump (23)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 3:30 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 7.85m 5/12/2000 Delvit Rogers
C-USA Meet: 7.85m 5/10/2002 Will Montgomery
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 6.92m FRJahkwan Blackley _________1
LA Tech 6.80m FRJelaani Davis _________2
LA Tech 6.36m FRPraise Okori _________3
UTEP 6.64m FRDarius King _________4
LA Tech 6.69m FRKhalil Jones _________5
UTEP 7.01m FRDevin Mungro _________6
FIU 6.99m FRReed Service _________7
UTSA 6.59m FRAndre Douglas _________8
LA Tech 6.45m SRJordan Patrick _________9
Southern Miss 6.84m SOEric Washington _________10
LA Tech 6.92m JRZack Lakeit _________11
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Western KY 7.21m FRAlec Tanksley _________1
Rice 7.47m SRScott Filip _________2
UTEP 7.54m SODonivan Ortega _________3
LA Tech 7.65m SODenzel Harper _________4
UTSA 7.80m SRAdrian Riley _________5
North Texas 7.23m SRDominique Drayden _________6
FIU 7.26m SRChristian Williams _________7
Southern Miss 7.41m JRChedlin Sagesse _________8
Charlotte 7.15m JRMarkel Dalton _________9
UTEP 7.12m FRFrederic Williams _________10
Southern Miss 7.63m JRJohn Warren _________11
Western KY 7.84m SRDesmond Mobley _________12
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Event  14   Men Pole Vault (20)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 5:30 PM
Progression:
C-USA Meet: 5.41m 5/17/2015 Chris Pillow
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
UTEP 4.75m FREtamar Bhastekar _________1
LA Tech 4.05m FRPraise Okori _________2
Charlotte 4.61m SOSage Murphy _________3
Charlotte 5.25m SOElijah Cole _________4
LA Tech 5.10m SRGregory Ballard _________5
North Texas 4.34m SODaniel Becherer _________6
Rice 4.45m SOJames McNaney _________7
Charlotte 4.61m SOJustin Hollis _________8
Charlotte 4.91m SOJacob Davis _________9
LA Tech 4.76m SODaniel Sams _________10
Charlotte 5.40m JRKeon Howe _________11
Rice 4.45m JRJohn Rudd _________12
North Texas 4.55m SOJacob Van Patten _________13
LA Tech 4.93m FRCole Courtois _________14
Rice 4.48m JRCharlie Card-Childers _________15
UTSA 4.55m FRKarney Linch _________16
Charlotte 4.35m SRNathan Jeffers _________17
UTSA 4.64m SOKyle Real _________18
North Texas 4.64m SOBrady Trankle _________19
Rice 4.60m SOChristian Cannon _________20
Event  39   Women Discus Throw (17)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 5:30 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 58.44m 5/14/2004 Dayana Octavian
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 35.73m JRN'Dia Warren-Jacques _________1
FIU 38.46m FRHarrison Mancke _________2
Southern Miss 39.74m SRAlexis Chiles _________3
North Texas 43.46m FRJaleisa Shaffer _________4
Charlotte 43.86m FRCandice Whitley _________5
North Texas 35.17m FRAshlynn Smart _________6
UTSA 39.58m SOMaia Campbell _________7
LA Tech 45.84m SORhea Thompson _________8
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Marshall 48.58m JRElena Marchand _________1
FIU 45.87m SOTimberly Molden _________2
North Texas 49.29m FRHaley Walker _________3
FIU 51.37m JRTerrisa Russell _________4
UTSA 48.31m FRLacee Barnes _________5
Southern Miss 51.10m JRDanisha Jones _________6
UTSA 49.86m JRMia Hicks _________7
Southern Miss 48.47m SRBrashe Wood _________8
FIU 51.91m SOGabrielle Rains _________9
Event  34   Women High Jump (19)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 6:30 PM
Progression:
C-USA Meet: 1.92m 5/12/2006 Gaelle Niare
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Mid. Tenn. St 1.71m SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________1
UTEP 1.59m SOMelaine Crittenden _________2
Rice 1.60m SOZinedine Russell _________3
Southern Miss 1.65m SOZaria Jones _________4
UAB 1.59m SRAli Cichos _________5
North Texas 1.70m FRAmber Walker _________6
UTSA 1.65m JRGabby Torres _________7
Charlotte 1.65m JRElizabeth Olesen _________8
FAU 1.67m SRFrida Thorsås _________9
Marshall 1.67m JRSarah Bever _________10
Charlotte 1.65m JRJordyn Brown _________11
Rice NH JRGiulia Sportoletti _________12
Western KY 1.68m SOBrianna Eskridge _________13
LA Tech 1.67m FRSydney Anderson _________14
Southern Miss 1.78m SRTrista Barry _________15
FIU 1.68m JRKenflore Atilus _________16
Charlotte 1.65m JRSydney Blue _________17
Southern Miss 1.74m SOJamari Drake _________18
FIU 1.85m JRClarissa Cutliff _________19
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Event  5   Men 1500 Meter Run (19)
12 Advance:  Top 4 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 5:30 PM
C-USA Meet: 3:42.81 5/15/2011 Chris O'Hare
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  2   Prelims
Rice 4:07.00 JRBrad Dohner _________1
North Texas 3:53.66 SOTim Jones _________2
Charlotte 3:49.49 SOMatt Bomkamp _________3
UTEP 3:44.02 JRJonah Koech _________4
UTEP NT SOMichael Saruni _________5
LA Tech 4:06.52 FRJohn Barham _________6
Rice 3:49.82 FRAlex Topini _________7
North Texas 3:56.02 FRShane Bracken _________8
FIU 4:23.33 JRAlec Dominguez _________9
Heat   2 of  2   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 3:46.90 SRGeoffry Cheruiyot _________1
Rice 3:53.40 JRMatt Calem _________2
FIU 4:21.55 SODaniel Areces _________3
LA Tech 4:07.47 FRMason Youberg _________4
Western KY NT FRDylan Duckworth _________5
North Texas 4:01.12 SRZach Kirkland _________6
Rice 3:45.74 SOMatthew Murray _________7
Western KY NT SODonnie Fry _________8
Southern Miss 3:49.98 SODavid Little _________9
Charlotte 4:00.65 FRWilliam Conner _________10
Event  26   Women 1500 Meter Run (27)
12 Advance:  Top 4 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 5:45 PM
C-USA Meet: 4:15.93 5/18/2014 Elinor Kirk
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  2   Prelims
UAB 4:38.02 SRRebecca Evans _________1
UTEP 4:25.59 JRLilian Koech _________2
Southern Miss 4:31.38 SORegen McGee _________3
FAU 4:48.86 SOBethany Hardcastle _________4
Western KY 4:34.70 SRSavannah Ames _________5
UAB 4:39.98 FRBethan Evans _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 5:06.31 FRValarie Jemutai _________7
Rice 4:47.60 JRAnna Figueroa _________8
FAU 4:39.37 JRElizabeth Wellman _________9
UTEP 4:50.03 SOLinda Cheruiyot _________10
Southern Miss 4:38.90 SOSavannah McMillon _________11
Charlotte 4:25.63 SOBrittany Stanley _________12
Rice 5:03.48 JRLucrecia Aguilar _________13
Southern Miss 4:46.30 SOTheresa Harto _________14
Heat   2 of  2   Prelims
Southern Miss 4:39.01 SRDaphney Stanford _________1
Rice 4:54.01 SOSarah Glover _________2
Rice 4:36.70 FRMary Claire Neal _________3
Rice 4:36.11 FRSara Ivackovic _________4
UAB 4:41.23 SOCele Moon _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 4:39.31 FRJoice Jebor _________6
FIU 4:44.71 FRRahel Gerbretsadik _________7
Marshall 4:48.58 SRMadeline Armstrong _________8
UTSA 5:00.75 SORian Rodriquez _________9
Southern Miss 4:22.62 FRKate Mattox _________10
Rice 4:28.95 JRElsa Racasan _________11
FIU 4:48.42 FRSabrina Quijano _________12
North Texas 4:29.18 JRRea Iseli _________13
Event  9   Men 110 Meter Hurdles (17)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 5 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 6:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 13.68 5/15/2004 David Payne
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  3   Prelims
Western KY 14.09 SRJonathan Hayden _________2
UTEP 13.97 SOShakeem Smith _________3
LA Tech 15.66 SRJordan Patrick _________4
UTSA 14.60 JRJustin Gerbrecht _________5
UTEP 15.17 FRDavid Rivera _________6
Southern Miss 14.63 FRChristian Strong _________7
Heat   2 of  3   Prelims
FIU 14.55 SRDaniel Neptune _________2
UTSA NT FRDevall Harris _________3
Southern Miss 13.82 SOCaleb Parker _________4
Western KY 15.06 JRDenzel Villaman _________5
Charlotte 14.72 SRDrew Barker _________6
Charlotte 14.40 JRBrian Kendrick _________7
Heat   3 of  3   Prelims
Western KY 14.91 JRMaor Seged _________2
North Texas 14.42 FRJoseph Squire _________3
Charlotte 14.47 FRAnthony Richardson _________5
UTSA 13.79 JRPatrick Prince _________6
North Texas 14.87 SOJacob Kevetter _________7
Event  30   Women 100 Meter Hurdles (17)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 5 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 6:10 PM
C-USA Meet: 12.80 5/14/2017 Tobi Amusan
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  3   Prelims
FAU 13.88 JRCrystal McDougle _________2
North Texas 14.57 FRJazzman Clare _________3
Marshall 13.61 SOSafiyyah Mitchell _________4
Marshall 13.97 FRTaylor Robinson _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 14.54 FRLauren Epps _________7
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Heat   2 of  3   Prelims...(Event  30   Women 100 Meter Hurdles (17))
FAU 14.50 SRCassidy Smith _________2
UTSA 13.83 FRJamiah Jackson _________3
UAB 14.72 SOKyla Horn _________4
UAB 14.19 SRAli Cichos _________5
Marshall 14.75 SOHannah Carreon _________6
UTEP 13.71 JRRebecca Oshinbanjo _________7
Heat   3 of  3   Prelims
FAU 15.21 FRAlessa Sandusky _________2
Charlotte 14.53 SOIsis Welch _________3
Charlotte 13.62 FRKayla Moore _________4
North Texas 14.16 FRLyric Choice _________5
UTSA 13.87 SOVictoria Rausch _________6
Southern Miss 14.60 SRTalia Thompson _________7
Event  3   Men 400 Meter Dash (21)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 6:25 PM
C-USA Meet: 44.53 5/14/2017 Emmanuel Korir
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  4   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 48.54 FRMatthew Stewart _________3
UTSA 47.31 JRVa-Sheku Sheriff _________4
Charlotte 48.76 SRSaadiq Sweezer _________5
FIU NT JRAkeem Simmons _________6
Western KY 47.41 JRKymari Gates _________7
UTSA NT SRDesmond Jefferson _________8
Heat   2 of  4   Prelims
UTEP 50.34 JRCarvellion Horn _________3
Western KY 47.95 JROliver Alexandre _________4
UTEP 50.30 SOAlejandro Alcazar _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 47.66 JRAdeniji Adedamola _________7
UTEP 45.86 SRAsa Guevara _________8
Heat   3 of  4   Prelims
UTSA 48.17 FRAustin Crocker _________3
Western KY 47.55 JRAustin Hayes _________4
FIU 50.44 SOShammond Williams _________5
Southern Miss 49.65 SRCameron Cox _________6
Charlotte 47.05 SOJayon Woodard _________7
Heat   4 of  4   Prelims
Charlotte 47.41 SOKy-Mani Dula _________3
Southern Miss 49.13 JRMamadou Seck _________4
Mid. Tenn. St 47.29 FRJaquez Torian _________5
Southern Miss 48.22 JRLorenzen Burton _________6
FIU 56.93 FRLadarius Flagg _________8
Event  24   Women 400 Meter Dash (27)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 3 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 6:40 PM
C-USA Meet: 51.74 5/12/2007 Ebonie Floyd
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  5   Prelims
Southern Miss 54.75 JRChenelle Ricketts _________3
FIU 57.33 SOTerneka Gibson _________4
UTEP 56.38 SRImani Adams _________5
Marshall 58.39 SRBreanna Hargrove _________6
UTSA 55.24 SODarionne Gibson _________8
Heat   2 of  5   Prelims
North Texas 58.91 FRBrittni Emanuel _________3
Charlotte 58.63 FRAshley Mitchell _________4
Southern Miss 55.05 JRRian Robinson _________5
Charlotte 56.80 SOJasmine Parquet _________6
UTEP 54.96 FRAnnette Bolomboy _________7
FAU 57.00 FRRoshelle Francois _________8
Heat   3 of  5   Prelims
UAB 57.69 FREbony Tolliver _________3
Charlotte 55.43 JRKiana Lee _________4
FAU 58.17 FRSearra Woods _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 53.78 JRJoycelyn Assafuah _________6
Charlotte 55.50 FRCemere Petty _________7
Heat   4 of  5   Prelims
LA Tech 58.62 JRKayla Lipscomb _________3
North Texas 57.21 FRLauryn McCollum _________4
Marshall 56.67 SODanere'a White _________5
North Texas NT SOArtesha Richardson _________6
UTEP 55.08 SOMadison Gibson _________7
UTSA 54.90 SRJennifer Arinze _________8
Heat   5 of  5   Prelims
FAU 55.38 SRSherline Valentin _________3
Mid. Tenn. St 56.20 SRLoveth Odia _________5
Rice 58.28 SOMarissa Topolski _________6
Western KY 53.82 JRJuannae Lewis _________7
Southern Miss 57.63 SOAireanna Taylor _________8
Event  1   Men 100 Meter Dash (22)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 5 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 7:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 10.15 5/14/2017 Julius Morris
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  3   Prelims
North Texas 10.65 SRAlford Tribble _________2
UTEP 10.87 JRKyle Farrell _________3
Southern Miss 10.33 JRMcKinely West _________4
Western KY 10.52 JRWilliam Bush _________5
UTSA 10.83 FRJayden Bunting _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 10.71 SRIfiok Umoh _________7
Southern Miss 10.47 SRAlexander Richemond _________8
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Heat   2 of  3   Prelims...(Event  1   Men 100 Meter Dash (22))
LA Tech 10.90 SOEdjim Beaver _________1
Western KY 10.44 SRJulius Morris _________2
Southern Miss 10.40 SRCra'Vorkian Carson _________3
Southern Miss 10.54 JRChedlin Sagesse _________4
UTSA 10.76 FRKaleb Campbell _________5
North Texas 10.74 JRJames Cole _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 10.63 FRLamarco Petty _________7
FIU 11.04 FRHusani Wilburgh _________8
Heat   3 of  3   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 10.48 SRSolomon Afful _________1
North Texas 10.66 FRAbdon Campbell _________2
North Texas 10.50 FRDarien Porter _________3
Charlotte 10.66 SOChristian Bass _________4
Mid. Tenn. St 10.86 FRKeyon Hugle _________5
Charlotte 10.84 SRJames Myers _________6
Western KY 10.32 SREli Minor _________8
Event  22   Women 100 Meter Dash (33)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 3 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 7:10 PM
C-USA Meet: 11.09 5/13/2012 Octavious Freeman
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  5   Prelims
North Texas 11.93 JRBria Williams _________1
LA Tech 12.20 FRMakayla Edwards _________2
UAB 11.69 FRTaylor Jones _________3
Charlotte 11.59 JRAlex Council _________5
Southern Miss 12.16 SOShundoria Hardy _________6
North Texas 11.86 FRTaylor Blackshire _________7
Heat   2 of  5   Prelims
Marshall 11.89 JRKayla Haywood _________1
Charlotte 12.18 JRNyasia Daniels _________2
UAB 11.64 JRShelbi White _________3
FAU 11.91 JRCrystal McDougle _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 11.61 FRCecilia Francis _________6
UAB 12.19 JRMelany Frierson _________7
Heat   3 of  5   Prelims
Southern Miss 11.50 SOKeiyana Gaskin _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 11.73 FRMirlege Castor _________2
North Texas 12.10 SOJahyda Dixon _________3
Charlotte 12.22 JRCameren Pryor _________4
UTEP 11.95 SRTyler Ragin _________5
Western KY 12.49 SRKhadijah Valentine _________6
UTSA 11.85 SOOlivia Esemena _________7
Heat   4 of  5   Prelims
Marshall 12.34 FRTalor Wilkerson _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 11.40 FREdidiong Odiong _________2
North Texas 12.01 SOBreanna Eckels _________3
UTEP 12.29 FRJohna Diggs _________4
FIU 12.06 JRSydnee Wilkerson _________5
LA Tech 11.82 FRTaylor Shaw _________6
LA Tech 11.79 FRShelby Smith _________7
Heat   5 of  5   Prelims
North Texas 12.09 FRIqua Ating _________1
Southern Miss 11.83 FRRikianne Patterson _________2
Southern Miss 12.42 JRKadaria Thompson _________3
Rice 11.45 SOHannah Jackson _________4
LA Tech 12.25 JRMorgan White _________5
Charlotte 12.00 SOTajah Walston _________6
FIU 11.77 JRJada Roberson _________7
Event  4   Men 800 Meter Run (17)
8 Advance:  Top 2 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 7:30 PM
C-USA Meet: 1:47.48 5/14/2017 Michael Saruni
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  3   Prelims
Western KY 1:53.28 SRCharles Shimukowa _________2
North Texas 1:56.52 SRZach Kirkland _________3
Mid. Tenn. St 1:57.02 FRJulio Acevedo _________4
UTSA 1:53.87 FRZack Kovar _________5
UTSA 1:50.61 JRLuca Chatham _________6
Rice 1:51.49 SRDavid Diaz _________7
Heat   2 of  3   Prelims
LA Tech 1:55.99 FRCameron Farris _________2
FIU 1:56.04 SORoyer Baez _________3
Charlotte 1:52.12 SONolan Patrick _________4
Mid. Tenn. St 1:52.22 SOTrevon Sanders _________6
UTEP 1:43.25 SOMichael Saruni _________7
Heat   3 of  3   Prelims
UTSA 1:54.59 SOCaleb Devereaux _________2
Southern Miss 1:56.18 SRRandall Dias _________3
Mid. Tenn. St 1:57.99 SONathan Mack _________4
Rice 1:51.97 FRJason Bugg _________5
UTEP 1:47.12 JRJonah Koech _________6
Rice 1:52.28 JRReagan Olguin _________7
Event  25   Women 800 Meter Run (24)
8 Advance:  Top 2 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 7:40 PM
C-USA Meet: 2:06.27 5/16/1998 Vernetta Rolle
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  3   Prelims
UTEP 2:10.05 SOLinda Cheruiyot _________1
North Texas 2:14.41 SRVictoria Junious _________2
UTEP 2:22.43 FRAndrea Lucero _________3
Southern Miss 2:10.89 SRCourtney Filliben _________4
Western KY 2:25.35 FRAairiona Ransom _________5
UTSA 2:17.73 SOJayela Slack _________6
UTSA 2:17.63 JRColleen Gilbert _________7
Marshall 2:14.01 SRBarkley Castro _________8
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Heat   2 of  3   Prelims...(Event  25   Women 800 Meter Run (24))
UTEP 2:27.14 FRDestiny White _________1
Rice 2:14.50 JRHannah Bablak _________2
UTSA 2:12.34 SOLynette Amaram _________3
UTSA 2:17.90 SOStephanie Sauceda _________4
UAB 2:21.64 FRBethan Evans _________5
LA Tech 2:11.47 JRElia Nero _________6
UAB 2:16.06 SOCele Moon _________7
UTEP 2:07.06 JRLilian Koech _________8
Heat   3 of  3   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 2:12.18 FRPatience Akanwogba _________1
Rice 2:20.74 JRNicole Mitchell _________2
FAU 2:14.98 FRMegan Giovanniello _________3
FIU 2:18.38 JRSydne Grier _________4
FAU 2:15.89 SRCarydaliz Fontanez _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 2:03.66 JRAbike Egbeniyi _________6
North Texas 2:12.08 JRBaylee Nelson _________7
Rice NT FRSara Ivackovic _________8
Event  10   Men 400 Meter Hurdles (22)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 8:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 50.05 5/13/2000 Greg Christie
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  4   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 57.47 JRGreg Cantrell _________3
UTEP 53.35 SOShakeem Smith _________4
Western KY 53.55 JRDenzel Villaman _________5
Rice 58.93 SOKen Berger _________6
Charlotte 54.57 SRDrew Barker _________7
North Texas 54.87 FRJoseph Squire _________8
Heat   2 of  4   Prelims
Western KY 53.99 FRAlec Tanksley _________3
Western KY 52.06 JRMaor Seged _________4
UTSA 55.11 SORicardo Ramos _________5
Southern Miss 53.97 SOKacey Spinks _________7
North Texas 55.21 SOJacob Kevetter _________8
Heat   3 of  4   Prelims
Charlotte 54.96 SOJared Baggett _________3
UTSA 54.46 JRJustin Gerbrecht _________4
UTSA 57.44 FRDevall Harris _________5
UTEP NT FRDavid Rivera _________6
UTSA 53.66 SOAndrew Pirog _________7
Western KY 53.12 SRJonathan Hayden _________8
Heat   4 of  4   Prelims
LA Tech 52.36 JRLanorris Graden _________3
Charlotte 55.30 JRBrian Kendrick _________5
Charlotte 53.82 SOTravis Rogers _________6
UTSA 55.09 SOJonathan Boozer _________7
Western KY 54.17 FRDavid Saruni _________8
Event  31   Women 400 Meter Hurdles (19)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 8:10 PM
C-USA Meet: 57.59 5/15/2011 Jackie Coward
C-USA Meet: 57.59 5/12/2013 Sandy Jean-Claude
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  4   Prelims
North Texas 1:03.48 FRJazzman Clare _________3
Marshall 1:00.57 SOChristiana Dogan _________4
UAB 1:03.78 JRLauren Capone _________6
FAU 1:00.32 SOAnne-Catherine Wasser _________7
Heat   2 of  4   Prelims
Western KY 59.02 SRAriel Terrell _________3
FAU 1:05.38 FRAlessa Sandusky _________4
Southern Miss 1:02.29 SRTalia Thompson _________5
UTSA 1:02.30 FRJamiah Jackson _________6
Rice 1:04.91 FRFrelicia Tucker _________7
Heat   3 of  4   Prelims
Southern Miss 1:01.89 SRBrooklyn Polk _________3
UTEP 59.57 JRDreshanae Rolle _________4
UTSA 1:04.59 SRRachel Grossman _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 1:07.36 FRLauren Epps _________6
North Texas 1:02.31 FRLyric Choice _________7
Heat   4 of  4   Prelims
LA Tech 59.65 FRSharone Johnson _________3
UTSA 1:01.17 JRChristy Gilbert _________4
UAB NT SOMarielle Lewis _________5
UTSA 1:02.93 JRSierra Andres _________6
FAU 1:04.00 SRCassidy Smith _________7
Event  2   Men 200 Meter Dash (33)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 8:25 PM
C-USA Meet: 20.28 5/14/2017 Julius Morris
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  6   Prelims
Southern Miss 21.26 JRChedlin Sagesse _________3
UTSA 21.85 FRJaren Colbert _________4
UTEP 20.51 SRAsa Guevara _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 22.17 FRMatthew Stewart _________7
Western KY 21.44 JRWilliam Bush _________8
Heat   2 of  6   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 21.07 SRSolomon Afful _________3
Southern Miss 21.09 SRCra'Vorkian Carson _________4
FIU NT JRAkeem Simmons _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 22.44 SRIfiok Umoh _________6
FIU 21.48 FRPatston Stewart _________7
UTSA 21.55 SRByron Taylor _________8
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Heat   3 of  6   Prelims...(Event  2   Men 200 Meter Dash (33))
UTSA 21.51 FRKaleb Campbell _________3
Charlotte 21.08 FRNico Menzel _________4
North Texas 21.48 SRAlford Tribble _________5
North Texas 21.07 JRJames Cole _________6
UTEP 22.61 JRCarvellion Horn _________7
UTSA 22.48 FRJayden Bunting _________8
Heat   4 of  6   Prelims
North Texas 21.44 FRDarien Porter _________3
Southern Miss 22.20 SOKemar Sims _________4
Southern Miss 20.59 JRMcKinely West _________5
North Texas 21.70 FRAbdon Campbell _________7
Mid. Tenn. St 21.14 FRLamarco Petty _________8
Heat   5 of  6   Prelims
Western KY 21.35 JRKymari Gates _________3
LA Tech 21.93 SOEdjim Beaver _________4
Western KY 21.37 JROliver Alexandre _________6
FIU 22.10 SOShammond Williams _________7
Western KY 20.45 SRJulius Morris _________8
Heat   6 of  6   Prelims
Western KY 21.45 SREli Minor _________3
Western KY 21.11 JRAustin Hayes _________4
FIU 22.36 FRHusani Wilburgh _________5
Southern Miss 20.97 SRAlexander Richemond _________6
UTEP 21.57 JRKyle Farrell _________7
UTSA NT SRDesmond Jefferson _________8
Event  23   Women 200 Meter Dash (32)
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 8:40 PM
C-USA Meet: 22.67 5/12/2007 Ebonie Floyd
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Heat   1 of  6   Prelims
Marshall 23.99 FRBrandy Elysee _________3
UTEP 25.66 FRJohna Diggs _________4
North Texas 23.90 FRAneesa Scott _________5
North Texas 24.65 JRBria Williams _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 24.65 SRLoveth Odia _________7
Rice 25.62 SOCamille Little _________8
Heat   2 of  6   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 24.18 FRCecilia Francis _________3
Rice 22.97 SOHannah Jackson _________4
UAB 24.14 JRShelbi White _________5
Charlotte 24.85 JRNyasia Daniels _________6
FIU 24.90 FRKiera Forde-Richards _________8
Heat   3 of  6   Prelims
UTSA 24.46 SOOlivia Esemena _________4
UAB 25.04 FREbony Tolliver _________5
Western KY 23.73 JRJuannae Lewis _________6
UAB 24.12 FRTaylor Jones _________7
North Texas 24.77 SOJahyda Dixon _________8
Heat   4 of  6   Prelims
Mid. Tenn. St 23.40 FREdidiong Odiong _________3
LA Tech 24.14 FRTaylor Shaw _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 24.46 FRMirlege Castor _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 24.96 SOIda Mensah _________7
UTEP 24.81 FRAnnette Bolomboy _________8
Heat   5 of  6   Prelims
Western KY 25.36 SRKhadijah Valentine _________3
FIU 24.59 JRSydnee Wilkerson _________4
Rice 26.11 JRCharlsea Lamb _________5
FAU 24.69 SRAna Holland _________6
LA Tech 24.02 FRMakayla Edwards _________7
Southern Miss 23.86 JRChenelle Ricketts _________8
Heat   6 of  6   Prelims
Southern Miss 23.77 SOKeiyana Gaskin _________3
North Texas 24.54 FRTaylor Blackshire _________4
FIU 24.07 JRJada Roberson _________5
Charlotte 24.74 SOTajah Walston _________6
North Texas 25.25 FRIqua Ating _________8
Event  6   Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase (13)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 9:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 8:39.44 5/11/2013 Anthony Rotich
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte 8:53.66 JRMihret Coulter _________1
Rice 9:37.92 FRTrenton Fryman _________2
UTSA 9:45.74 SOPedro Sepulveda _________3
North Texas 9:44.26 FRMatthew Morgan _________4
Charlotte 9:14.87 SOAaron Gebhart _________5
UTSA 9:30.95 JRJohn Von Dohlen _________6
Charlotte 9:23.37 FRTodd Gunzenhauser _________7
Rice 9:12.01 SOAdolfo Carvalho _________8
Charlotte 8:55.03 JRTom Nobles _________9
Charlotte 9:10.84 SOAlex Cornwell _________10
Mid. Tenn. St 9:00.39 SRGeoffry Cheruiyot _________11
FIU 11:24.46 SODaniel Areces _________12
Rice 9:37.59 SOConnor Meaux _________13
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Event  27   Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase (17)
Saturday 5/12/2018 - 9:15 PM
C-USA Meet: 10:01.77 5/10/2002 Brianna Dahm
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
UTSA 11:57.62 SOOlivia Flores _________1
Rice NT SRBrandi Ransom _________2
Rice 11:30.34 FRMaddie Forbes _________3
Southern Miss NT SOMonika Gebarzewska _________4
Mid. Tenn. St 11:32.27 JRRachel Kigen _________5
North Texas 11:36.97 JRCassidy Adams _________6
Charlotte 11:46.20 JRTaylor Brown _________7
UAB 12:05.20 FRMorgan Mihalis _________8
FAU NT JRErica Lersch _________9
Rice NT JRAnna Figueroa _________10
North Texas 11:30.67 SOJennifer White _________11
Mid. Tenn. St 11:38.42 FRRacheal Kosgei _________12
Charlotte NT SOBridget Abbatiello _________13
Rice 11:32.31 FRNatalie Goddard _________14
Charlotte NT SRErin Nelson _________15
Charlotte 12:04.00 FRAlyssa Ungrady _________16
Rice NT FRLoren Goddard _________17
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Event  38   Women Shot Put (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 3:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 17.84m 5/16/2008 Susan King
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 13.36m FRLacee Barnes _________1
Southern Miss 12.93m SONadia Maffo _________2
LA Tech 13.98m SORhea Thompson _________3
Rice 13.10m JRDheryl Batts _________4
UTSA 12.55m SOCynthia Gonzales _________5
Charlotte 13.23m FRCandice Whitley _________6
FIU 13.26m SOTimberly Molden _________7
UTEP 13.61m SRLucia Mokrasova _________8
UTSA 12.24m SOBrenttany Birdow _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
UTSA 14.94m JRN'Dia Warren-Jacques _________1
UTSA 14.60m SOMaia Campbell _________2
North Texas 14.86m FRHaley Walker _________3
North Texas 14.30m FRJaleisa Shaffer _________4
LA Tech 14.06m SOAsia Abron _________5
Southern Miss 14.06m JRDanisha Jones _________6
Southern Miss 15.50m SRBrashe Wood _________7
Marshall 14.03m SOEricka Budd _________8
Southern Miss 16.00m SRAlexis Chiles _________9
Charlotte 15.83m SRVictoria Ebert _________10
Event  16   Men Triple Jump (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 4:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 16.10m 5/13/2000 Raphel Martin
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTEP ND SODonivan Ortega _________1
Rice 14.03m JRPatrick McCoy _________2
North Texas 14.46m SRDominique Drayden _________3
LA Tech 14.54m FRCaleb Clark _________4
FIU 14.26m SRWisdom Offor _________5
Rice ND FRGeorge Nyakwol _________6
UTEP 14.75m FRDarius King _________7
UTEP ND FRDevin Mungro _________8
UTSA ND FRJahkwan Blackley _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
UTSA 15.34m FRAndre Douglas _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 14.93m JRJacob Patten _________2
Southern Miss 16.15m JRJohn Warren _________3
LA Tech 14.86m SODenzel Harper _________4
LA Tech 15.08m FRKhalil Jones _________5
Southern Miss 14.79m JRDevonta Brassell _________6
Western KY 14.76m SRDesmond Mobley _________7
LA Tech 15.30m FRJelaani Davis _________8
FIU 14.81m JRLuares Tavares _________9
Charlotte 15.62m JRMarkel Dalton _________10
Event  37   Women Triple Jump (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 4:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 13.98m 5/12/2012 Ganna Demydova
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Charlotte 11.77m SRJasmine Trogdon _________1
UAB 12.04m FRMorayo Bhadmos _________2
Mid. Tenn. St 10.98m SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________3
FAU 11.33m FREsther Mitchell _________4
Charlotte 12.07m SRDejah Hayes _________5
LA Tech 11.68m JRMelody Korie _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 11.05m FROmolayo Omosola _________7
UAB 11.58m JRCynthia Benjamin _________8
Charlotte 11.83m SRYasmine Artis _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Charlotte 12.63m FRJade Jordan _________1
Southern Miss 12.18m FRAdrianna Mitchell _________2
Marshall 12.45m JRMelany Belot _________3
UTSA 12.15m FRAriel Watson _________4
LA Tech 12.19m FRDominique Anderson _________5
Marshall 12.57m SODenisha West _________6
UAB 12.23m SOKeila Robertson _________7
Rice 13.12m SOMichelle Fokam _________8
Western KY 12.46m SOBrianna Eskridge _________9
UTSA 12.60m FRDanielle Spence _________10
Event  20   Men Javelin Throw (12)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 4:30 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 77.53m 5/15/2016 John Ampomah
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Rice 61.16m SODane Stolsig _________1
LA Tech 63.91m JRTyler Griggers _________2
North Texas 55.44m SOKarl Sralla _________3
Rice 66.23m SRErik Maher _________4
UTSA 55.85m SRAdrian Riley _________5
LA Tech 49.90m FRGarrett Brown _________6
Southern Miss 68.05m JRThomas Peters _________7
North Texas 66.55m JRJavier Lopez-Ibarra _________8
UTSA 51.85m SOJacob McDaniel _________9
Southern Miss 64.62m SODominic Governale _________10
Rice 57.99m JRCharlie Card-Childers _________11
Charlotte 54.04m SOJustin Hollis _________12
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Event  35   Women Pole Vault (20)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 5:30 PM
Progression:
C-USA Meet: 4.28m 5/18/2014 Neal Tisher
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte 3.55m SOAlexandria Ungrady _________1
Rice 3.85m SRAyane Rosano _________2
Western KY 3.87m JRGetter Lemberg _________3
North Texas 3.00m JRHannah Winn _________4
Rice 3.74m SOKylie Swiekatowski _________5
Charlotte 3.35m SOChloe Franks _________6
Marshall 3.65m FRLauren Zaglifa _________7
UTEP 3.37m SOJordan Thummel _________8
Western KY NH FRAlexis Thacker _________9
UTSA 3.75m JRCaroline Bellows _________10
North Texas 3.15m SRKristen Adair _________11
North Texas 4.05m SOBailey Ashmore _________12
LA Tech 3.66m JRMonique Apuakehau _________13
Rice 3.83m SRJaylon Wesley _________14
LA Tech 3.58m FRAnna Weeks _________15
Charlotte 3.70m JRElizabeth Wood _________16
Western KY 3.11m JRShelby Chobot _________17
Western KY 4.17m SRMorgan McIntyre _________18
UTSA 3.35m FRBritton Chapman _________19
Western KY 3.87m FRNicole Ogorek _________20
Event  17   Men Shot Put (16)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 20.06m 5/18/2014 Richard Garrett
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
FIU 14.95m SOAllen Wiggins _________1
LA Tech 15.26m SRIsaac Samuels _________2
Rice 15.03m SOMichael Yow _________3
Southern Miss 12.99m FRIsaiah Carter _________4
Southern Miss ND SRDonald Daley _________5
Rice 17.69m SRUche Ugwunze _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 18.72m FRIsaac Odugbesan _________7
UTSA 17.04m SRKelsey Benoit _________8
LA Tech 16.05m FREthan Reed _________9
Southern Miss 14.32m SORobert Watson _________10
LA Tech 15.00m JRMalek Evans _________11
UTSA 17.28m JRDerek Fenton _________12
Charlotte 17.02m SOTerrell Adams _________13
Charlotte 16.28m SOTyler Hoag _________14
UTSA 15.07m SOMicheal Zungia _________15
UTEP 14.10m FRBenjamin Coronado _________16
Event  13   Men High Jump (17)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:30 PM
Progression:
C-USA Meet: 2.30m 5/13/2006 Mickael Hanany
C-USA Meet: 2.30m 5/17/2008 Mickael Hanany
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte NH JRKeon Howe _________1
UTSA 2.10m SOQuillan Haughton _________2
Rice 1.97m JRCharlie Card-Childers _________3
Mid. Tenn. St 2.12m JRJacob Patten _________4
Western KY 2.11m SRDesmond Mobley _________5
FIU 2.05m SRChristian Williams _________6
FIU 1.95m SRAndrew Samuels _________7
UTSA 2.18m SRTy Anderson _________8
Rice 2.04m SRScott Filip _________9
UTEP NH FREtamar Bhastekar _________10
UTEP NH SOAustin Ondijo _________11
UTSA 2.00m JRDavante Edwards _________12
North Texas 2.00m JRJourden Taylor _________13
UTSA 2.03m SRAdrian Riley _________14
Southern Miss 2.21m SOCaleb Parker _________15
UTSA 1.95m FRChandler Iturraga _________16
UTSA 2.00m SOJacob McDaniel _________17
Event  41   Women Javelin Throw (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 56.45m 5/11/2007 Erma Gene Evans
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
North Texas 24.16m FRJaleisa Shaffer _________1
Rice 32.81m SRAmanda Pasko _________2
Western KY 33.98m FRAdarian Gray _________3
UAB 32.58m SRAli Cichos _________4
Rice ND JRGiulia Sportoletti _________5
UTSA ND FRLacee Barnes _________6
UAB 33.39m FRBrittany Floyd _________7
FIU 33.74m SOSamantha Ebanks _________8
Charlotte 35.67m JRTaylor Parcells _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
FAU 42.81m SRFrida Thorsås _________1
FIU 38.78m JRJasmine Banks _________2
FIU 45.07m FRAsha James _________3
Marshall 43.32m JRHeidi Heiniger _________4
FIU 42.07m FRDina Cosic _________5
LA Tech 39.65m FRAnnabelle Yates _________6
North Texas 51.51m SOKristyn Archuleta _________7
Southern Miss 54.85m FRCallie Jones _________8
UTSA 37.98m JRGabby Torres _________9
Western KY 36.70m FRKira Harmon _________10
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Event  11   Men 4x100 Meter Relay (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 39.11 5/13/2006 UTEP
Y Bello, D Ward, J Alipio, C Martina
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
42.33FIU _________1
1) Christian Williams SR 2) Patston Stewart FR
3) Reed Service FR 4) Husani Wilburgh FR
5) Luares Tavares JR 6) Shammond Williams SO
7) Akeem Simmons JR
40.71UTEP _________2
1) Alejandro Alcazar SO 2) Kyle Farrell JR
3) Asa Guevara SR 4) Carvellion Horn JR
5) Devin Mungro FR 6) Donivan Ortega SO
7) Shakeem Smith SO 8) Frederic Williams FR
40.53North Texas _________3
1) Darien Porter FR 2) James Cole JR
3) Alford Tribble SR 4) Abdon Campbell FR
5) Dominique Drayden SR
40.10Charlotte _________4
1) Christian Bass SO 2) Ky-Mani Dula SO
3) Nico Menzel FR 4) Jayon Woodard SO
5) James Myers SR
39.67Southern Miss _________5
1) Chedlin Sagesse JR 2) McKinely West JR
3) Cra'Vorkian Carson SR 4) Alexander Richemond SR
39.92Western KY _________6
1) William Bush JR 2) Oliver Alexandre JR
3) Alec Tanksley FR 4) Austin Hayes JR
5) Kymari Gates JR 6) Eli Minor SR
7) David Saruni FR 8) Julius Morris SR
40.50Mid. Tenn. St _________7
1) Keyon Hugle FR 2) Solomon Afful SR
3) Matthew Stewart FR 4) Lamarco Petty FR
40.56UTSA _________8
1) Byron Taylor SR 2) Patrick Prince JR
3) Jayden Bunting FR 4) Kaleb Campbell FR
5) Jaren Colbert FR 6) Jahkwan Blackley FR
7) Davante Edwards JR
Event  32   Women 4x100 Meter Relay (12)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:05 PM
C-USA Meet: 43.42 5/15/2011 UCF
D Booker, A Scott, L Layne, S Paul
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
46.59Rice _________4
1) Camille Little SO 2) Michelle Fokam SO
3) Charlsea Lamb JR 4) Hannah Jackson SO
46.38FIU _________5
1) Kiera Forde-Richards FR 2) Sydnee Wilkerson JR
3) Kayla Woulard JR 4) Jada Roberson JR
46.56FAU _________6
1) Ana Holland SR 2) Sherline Valentin SR
3) Crystal McDougle JR 4) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO
46.62UTEP _________7
1) Imani Adams SR 2) Annette Bolomboy FR
3) Johna Diggs FR 4) Madison Gibson SO
5) Rebecca Oshinbanjo JR 6) Tyler Ragin SR
Section   2 of  2   Finals
46.28Marshall _________1
1) Talor Wilkerson FR 2) Brandy Elysee FR
3) Christiana Dogan SO 4) Kayla Haywood JR
45.96LA Tech _________2
1) Shelby Smith FR 2) Morgan White JR
3) Makayla Edwards FR 4) Taylor Shaw FR
5) Melody Korie JR 6) Sharone Johnson FR
7) Kayla Lipscomb JR
45.61UAB _________3
1) Melany Frierson JR 2) Shelbi White JR
3) Taylor Jones FR 4) Ebony Tolliver FR
5) Kyla Horn SO
45.44UTSA _________4
1) Danielle Spence FR 2) Victoria Rausch SO
3) Sierra Andres JR 4) Jennifer Arinze SR
5) Olivia Esemena SO 6) Darionne Gibson SO
7) Jamiah Jackson FR
45.15Mid. Tenn. St _________5
1) Mirlege Castor FR 2) Loveth Odia SR
3) Cecilia Francis FR 4) Edidiong Odiong FR
45.29North Texas _________6
1) Taylor Blackshire FR 2) Bria Williams JR
3) Breanna Eckels SO 4) Aneesa Scott FR
5) Jahyda Dixon SO
45.56Charlotte _________7
1) Kiana Lee JR 2) Alex Council JR
3) Nyasia Daniels JR 4) Tajah Walston SO
5) Cameren Pryor JR
45.64Southern Miss _________8
1) Rikianne Patterson FR 2) Rian Robinson JR
3) Chenelle Ricketts JR 4) Keiyana Gaskin SO
5) Kadaria Thompson JR
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Event  7   Men 5000 Meter Run (39)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 8:05 PM
Two-alley start; hip numbers 1-24 in front row; 16 on main
waterfall line and 8 on outside stagger waterfall; all others
in row 2.  If scratches in #1-24, move up in hip number order.
C-USA Meet: 14:05.56 5/16/2010 John Beattie
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Western KY 14:49.33 SOTaylor Scarbrough _________1
LA Tech 15:24.65 SOConner Killian _________2
Western KY 15:23.60 FRAlex Schell _________3
Charlotte 14:04.36 JRTom Nobles _________4
Rice 14:52.44 JRMatt Calem _________5
Rice 15:41.97 JRBrad Dohner _________6
Charlotte 14:57.76 SOZach Marchinko _________7
FIU 17:07.20 JRJorge Areces _________8
UTEP 15:16.34 FRBoaz Ronoh _________9
Charlotte 14:27.04 SOAlex Cornwell _________10
North Texas 16:14.52 FRMatthew Morgan _________11
Rice 14:55.80 SRImran Bell _________12
Charlotte 14:29.42 SOAaron Gebhart _________13
FIU 17:12.97 SODavid Suarez _________14
Rice 14:42.02 FRHociel Landa _________15
LA Tech 15:30.32 SOAustin Ballow _________16
Rice 15:05.77 JRSteve Booker _________17
North Texas 14:18.60 SOFlorian Lussy _________18
Charlotte 14:22.49 JRMihret Coulter _________19
UTEP 14:34.42 JRAntony Kosgei _________20
Southern Miss 14:35.21 SODavid Little _________21
Rice 14:58.53 SOClay Musial _________22
North Texas 14:25.49 SRMike Lowe _________23
Western KY 16:04.53 SRJulien Cuyeu _________24
Mid. Tenn. St NT SRAmos Cheruiyot _________25
Charlotte NT SOMatt Bomkamp _________26
UTSA NT JRJohn Von Dohlen _________27
UTEP NT FRCornelius Kapel _________28
Rice NT FRAlex Topini _________29
Rice NT SOConnor Meaux _________30
North Texas NT SRZach Kirkland _________31
Mid. Tenn. St NT SOJacob Choge _________32
Charlotte NT FRTodd Gunzenhauser _________33
Charlotte NT FRWilliam Conner _________34
North Texas NT SOTim Jones _________35
Rice NT SOMatthew Murray _________36
Rice NT SOAdolfo Carvalho _________37
North Texas NT FRShane Bracken _________38
Mid. Tenn. St NT SRGeoffry Cheruiyot _________39
Event  28   Women 5000 Meter Run (56)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 8:25 PM
Two-alley start; hip numbers 1-24 in front row; 16 on main
waterfall line and 8 on outside stagger waterfall; all others
in row 2. If scratches in #1-24, move up in hip number order.
C-USA Meet: 16:05.29 5/18/2014 Elinor Kirk
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte 17:50.61 SRErin Nelson _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 17:02.68 FRPamela Kosgei _________2
Marshall 17:33.19 SOAdrianna Cook _________3
North Texas 16:58.33 SRChristina Moralez _________4
Southern Miss 17:21.66 SRDaphney Stanford _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 17:19.76 JRJulia Jelagat _________6
FAU 18:16.12 SOBethany Hardcastle _________7
Mid. Tenn. St 16:49.73 FRJoice Jebor _________8
Rice 17:13.03 SOKhayla Patel _________9
FAU 18:00.06 SRChristina Schultz _________10
Mid. Tenn. St 16:54.61 JRRachel Kigen _________11
Rice 17:28.52 FRLourdes Vivas de Lorenzi _________12
Charlotte 17:59.92 SOEmily Pettis _________13
Southern Miss 18:02.58 SOTheresa Harto _________14
Charlotte 17:49.17 SOBridget Abbatiello _________15
Mid. Tenn. St 17:32.93 SOGladys Kipchumba _________16
Charlotte 17:19.75 FRKatie Tomasi _________17
Marshall 17:21.17 SRHollyAnn Swann _________18
Southern Miss 17:37.81 SOEmma Kate Holdbrooks _________19
Southern Miss 17:54.28 JRVictoria Hoppe _________20
Western KY 18:10.77 SRSavannah Ames _________21
UTSA 18:13.66 SOGabby Gonzales _________22
FIU 17:12.68 SOSherilene Gelderblom _________23
Charlotte 17:20.06 SOBrittany Stanley _________24
Rice 18:20.29 JRRachel Peterson _________25
FAU 18:20.32 JRSophia Clark _________26
FIU 18:29.17 FRRahel Gerbretsadik _________27
LA Tech 18:38.74 JRKacie Kaufman _________28
North Texas 18:45.71 SOJennifer White _________29
FAU 18:48.14 FRMorgan Graff _________30
North Texas 19:03.12 JRCassidy Adams _________31
FIU 19:11.99 JRSofia Fernandez _________32
UAB 19:18.88 SOAbigail Davis _________33
Western KY 20:16.66 SOBrianna Wolken _________34
Western KY 20:35.55 FRMorgan Kannapel _________35
Southern Miss NT SOSavannah McMillon _________36
Mid. Tenn. St NT FRValarie Jemutai _________37
FAU NT JRElizabeth Wellman _________38
Southern Miss NT SORegen McGee _________39
Mid. Tenn. St NT FRRacheal Kosgei _________40
FIU NT FRSabrina Quijano _________41
Charlotte NT JRTaylor Brown _________42
Southern Miss NT FRKate Mattox _________43
North Texas NT JRBaylee Nelson _________44
Southern Miss NT SOMonika Gebarzewska _________45
FAU NT FRMegan Giovanniello _________46
Rice NT JRJamie Leong _________47
Rice NT FRSara Ivackovic _________48
Charlotte NT FRAlyssa Ungrady _________49
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Section   1 of  1   Finals
Marshall NT SRBarkley Castro _________50
North Texas NT JRRea Iseli _________51
FAU NT SRCarydaliz Fontanez _________52
FAU NT JRErica Lersch _________53
Rice NT JRElsa Racasan _________54
UTSA NT SOOlivia Flores _________55
UAB NT SRRebecca Evans _________56
Event  12   Men 4x400 Meter Relay (10)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 8:50 PM
Re-draw into 1 section if two teams scratch
C-USA Meet: 3:05.09 5/17/2003 TCU
J Morgan, K Pyant, N Garcia, B Simpson
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
NTLA Tech _________4
1) Lanorris Graden JR 2) Edjim Beaver SO
3) Cameron Farris FR 4) Jordan Patrick SR
5) Mason Youberg FR 6) Praise Okori FR
3:21.81FIU _________5
1) Royer Baez SO 2) Shammond Williams SO
3) Akeem Simmons JR 4) Ladarius Flagg FR
5) Patston Stewart FR 6) Luares Tavares JR
3:22.32North Texas _________6
1) Joseph Squire FR 2) James Cole JR
3) Abdon Campbell FR 4) Darien Porter FR
5) Jacob Kevetter SO 6) Alford Tribble SR
Section   2 of  2   Finals
3:17.17Southern Miss _________2
1) Alexander Richemond SR 2) McKinely West JR
3) Mamadou Seck JR 4) Lorenzen Burton JR
3:10.15UTSA _________3
1) Luca Chatham JR 2) Austin Crocker FR
3) Caleb Devereaux SO 4) Desmond Jefferson SR
5) Zack Kovar FR 6) Andrew Pirog SO
7) Va-Sheku Sheriff JR 8) Byron Taylor SR
3:08.74Mid. Tenn. St _________4
1) Adeniji Adedamola JR 2) Ifiok Umoh SR
3) Jaquez Torian FR 4) Trevon Sanders SO
3:07.10Western KY _________5
1) Charles Shimukowa SR 2) Oliver Alexandre JR
3) Kymari Gates JR 4) Austin Hayes JR
5) Maor Seged JR 6) Julius Morris SR
7) Eli Minor SR 8) Alec Tanksley FR
3:07.12Charlotte _________6
1) Nico Menzel FR 2) Ky-Mani Dula SO
3) Saadiq Sweezer SR 4) Jayon Woodard SO
5) Travis Rogers SO 6) Nolan Patrick SO
3:09.12UTEP _________7
1) Alejandro Alcazar SO 2) Asa Guevara SR
3) Carvellion Horn JR 4) David Rivera FR
5) Shakeem Smith SO 6) Frederic Williams FR
3:16.45Rice _________8
1) Colton Torrance SR 2) David Diaz SR
3) Jason Bugg FR 4) Reagan Olguin JR
5) Scott Filip SR 6) Mike Otoo JR
Event  33   Women 4x400 Meter Relay (13)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 9:00 PM
Re-draw if there is a scratch in Section 2
C-USA Meet: 3:35.21 5/14/2017 Middle Tennessee
J Amponsah, A Abu, L Odia, A Egbeniyi
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
Section   1 of  2   Finals
4:04.24FIU _________3
1) Kayla Woulard JR 2) Terneka Gibson SO
3) Jada Roberson JR 4) Kiera Forde-Richards FR
5) Sydne Grier JR
3:54.63Western KY _________4
1) Ariel Terrell SR 2) Juannae Lewis JR
3) Aairiona Ransom FR 4) Khadijah Valentine SR
5) Savannah Ames SR 6) Getter Lemberg JR
3:49.73Marshall _________5
1) Christiana Dogan SO 2) Breanna Hargrove SR
3) Brandy Elysee FR 4) Danere'a White SO
5) Talor Wilkerson FR 6) Sarah Bever JR
3:52.74UAB _________6
1) Karri Green SO 2) Taylor Jones FR
3) Marielle Lewis SO 4) Lauren Capone JR
5) Ebony Tolliver FR 6) Shelbi White JR
3:57.41Rice _________7
1) Marissa Topolski SO 2) Camille Little SO
3) Hannah Bablak JR 4) Nicole Mitchell JR
5) Hannah Jackson SO 6) Brandi Ransom SR
7) Frelicia Tucker FR 8) Zinedine Russell SO
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Section   2 of  2   Finals
3:47.46North Texas _________1
1) Lauryn McCollum FR 2) Bria Williams JR
3) Brittni Emanuel FR 4) Aneesa Scott FR
5) Artesha Richardson SO 6) Jahyda Dixon SO
3:46.38Charlotte _________2
1) Cemere Petty FR 2) Jasmine Parquet SO
3) Ashley Mitchell FR 4) Kiana Lee JR
3:44.72LA Tech _________3
1) Elia Nero JR 2) Makayla Edwards FR
3) Sharone Johnson FR 4) Taylor Shaw FR
5) Kayla Lipscomb JR 6) Dominique Anderson FR
3:41.06UTSA _________4
1) Sierra Andres JR 2) Jennifer Arinze SR
3) Darionne Gibson SO 4) Jamiah Jackson FR
5) Ariel Watson FR
3:38.46Mid. Tenn. St _________5
1) Loveth Odia SR 2) Joycelyn Assafuah JR
3) Edidiong Odiong FR 4) Abike Egbeniyi JR
3:40.20UTEP _________6
1) Imani Adams SR 2) Annette Bolomboy FR
3) Madison Gibson SO 4) Lucia Mokrasova SR
5) Rebecca Oshinbanjo JR 6) Dreshanae Rolle JR
3:44.22FAU _________7
1) Sherline Valentin SR 2) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO
3) Ana Holland SR 4) Roshelle Francois FR
3:46.35Southern Miss _________8
1) Rian Robinson JR 2) Chenelle Ricketts JR
3) Brooklyn Polk SR 4) Aireanna Taylor SO
5) Talia Thompson SR 6) Courtney Filliben SR
 
2018 C-USA OUTDOOR TRACK & FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Hosted By: Rice University 
Wendel D. Ley Track & Holloway Field 
May 10-13, 2018 
  
Thursday, May 10 
2:45 PM  Heptathlon  Day 1  
3:15 PM  Decathlon  Day 1 
 
Friday, May 11 
2:00 PM  Hammer-Men  Final 
2:45 PM  Decathlon  Day 2 
4:30 PM  Hammer-Women  Final   
4:30 PM  Heptathlon  Day 2  
7:15 PM  800 Meters-Heptathlon Day 2 
8:00 PM  10,000 Meters-Men Final 
8:45 PM  1500 Meters-Decathlon Day 2 
9:00 PM  10,000 Meters-Women Final 
 
Saturday, May 12 
 
Field Events 
3:00 PM  Discus-Men   Final 
3:30 PM  Long Jump-Women Final  
3:30 PM  Long Jump-Men  Final 
5:30 PM  Pole Vault-Men  Final  
5:30 PM  Discus-Women  Final 
6:30 PM  High Jump-Women Final 
 
Running Events 
5:30 PM  1500 Meters-Men  Prelims 
5:45 PM  1500 Meters-Women  Prelims 
6:00 PM  110 Hurdles-Men  Prelims 
6:10 PM  100 Hurdles-Women   Prelims 
6:25 PM  400 Meters-Men   Prelims 
6:40 PM  400 Meters-Women  Prelims 
7:00 PM  100 Meters-Men   Prelims 
7:10 PM  100 Meters-Women  Prelims  
7:30 PM  800 Meters-Men   Prelims 
7:40 PM  800 Meters-Women   Prelims  
8:00 PM  400 Hurdles-Men   Prelims 
8:10 PM  400 Hurdles-Women   Prelims  
8:25 PM  200 Meters-Men   Prelims 
8:40 PM  200 Meters-Women   Prelims 
9:00 PM  3000 Steeple-Men  Final 
9:15 PM  3000 Steeple-Women  Final  
Sunday, May 13 
 
Field Events 
3:00 PM  Shot Put-Women  Final  
4:00 PM  Triple Jump-Men  Final 
4:00 PM  Triple Jump-Women Final 
4:30 PM  Javelin-Men  Final 
5:30 PM  Pole Vault-Women Final 
6:00 PM  Shot Put-Men  Final  
6:30 PM  High Jump-Men  Final 
7:00 PM  Javelin-Women  Final  
 
Running Events 
6:00 PM  4x100 Relay-Men  Final  
6:05 PM  4x100 Relay-Women  Final 
6:15 PM  1500 Meters-Men Final 
6:25 PM  1500 Meters-Women Final  
6:35 PM  110 Hurdles-Men  Final 
6:40 PM  100 Hurdles-Women Final  
6:50 PM  400 Meters-Men  Final 
6:55 PM  400 Meters-Women Final 
7:05 PM  100 Meters-Men  Final 
7:10 PM  100 Meters-Women Final  
7:20 PM  800 Meters-Men  Final 
7:25 PM  800 Meters-Women Final  
7:35 PM  400 Hurdles-Men  Final 
7:40 PM  400 Hurdles-Women Final 
7:50 PM  200 Meters-Men  Final 
7:55 PM  200 Meters-Women Final  
8:05 PM  5,000 Meters-Men Final 
8:25 PM  5,000 Meters-Women Final  
8:50 PM  4x400 Relay-Men Final 
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Event  38   Women Shot Put (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 3:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 17.84m 5/16/2008 Susan King
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTSA 13.36m FRLacee Barnes _________1
Southern Miss 12.93m SONadia Maffo _________2
LA Tech 13.98m SORhea Thompson _________3
Rice 13.10m JRDheryl Batts _________4
UTSA 12.55m SOCynthia Gonzales _________5
Charlotte 13.23m FRCandice Whitley _________6
FIU 13.26m SOTimberly Molden _________7
UTEP 13.61m SRLucia Mokrasova _________8
UTSA 12.24m SOBrenttany Birdow _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
UTSA 14.94m JRN'Dia Warren-Jacques _________1
UTSA 14.60m SOMaia Campbell _________2
North Texas 14.86m FRHaley Walker _________3
North Texas 14.30m FRJaleisa Shaffer _________4
LA Tech 14.06m SOAsia Abron _________5
Southern Miss 14.06m JRDanisha Jones _________6
Southern Miss 15.50m SRBrashe Wood _________7
Marshall 14.03m SOEricka Budd _________8
Southern Miss 16.00m SRAlexis Chiles _________9
Charlotte 15.83m SRVictoria Ebert _________10
Event  16   Men Triple Jump (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 4:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 16.10m 5/13/2000 Raphel Martin
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
UTEP ND SODonivan Ortega _________1
Rice 14.03m JRPatrick McCoy _________2
North Texas 14.46m SRDominique Drayden _________3
LA Tech 14.54m FRCaleb Clark _________4
FIU 14.26m SRWisdom Offor _________5
Rice ND FRGeorge Nyakwol _________6
UTEP 14.75m FRDarius King _________7
UTEP ND FRDevin Mungro _________8
UTSA ND FRJahkwan Blackley _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
UTSA 15.34m FRAndre Douglas _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 14.93m JRJacob Patten _________2
Southern Miss 16.15m JRJohn Warren _________3
LA Tech 14.86m SODenzel Harper _________4
LA Tech 15.08m FRKhalil Jones _________5
Southern Miss 14.79m JRDevonta Brassell _________6
Western KY 14.76m SRDesmond Mobley _________7
LA Tech 15.30m FRJelaani Davis _________8
FIU 14.81m JRLuares Tavares _________9
Charlotte 15.62m JRMarkel Dalton _________10
Event  37   Women Triple Jump (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 4:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 13.98m 5/12/2012 Ganna Demydova
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
Charlotte 11.77m SRJasmine Trogdon _________1
UAB 12.04m FRMorayo Bhadmos _________2
Mid. Tenn. St 10.98m SRQetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad _________3
FAU 11.33m FREsther Mitchell _________4
Charlotte 12.07m SRDejah Hayes _________5
LA Tech 11.68m JRMelody Korie _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 11.05m FROmolayo Omosola _________7
UAB 11.58m JRCynthia Benjamin _________8
Charlotte 11.83m SRYasmine Artis _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
Charlotte 12.63m FRJade Jordan _________1
Southern Miss 12.18m FRAdrianna Mitchell _________2
Marshall 12.45m JRMelany Belot _________3
UTSA 12.15m FRAriel Watson _________4
LA Tech 12.19m FRDominique Anderson _________5
Marshall 12.57m SODenisha West _________6
UAB 12.23m SOKeila Robertson _________7
Rice 13.12m SOMichelle Fokam _________8
Western KY 12.46m SOBrianna Eskridge _________9
UTSA 12.60m FRDanielle Spence _________10
Event  20   Men Javelin Throw (12)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 4:30 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 77.53m 5/15/2016 John Ampomah
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Rice 61.16m SODane Stolsig _________1
LA Tech 63.91m JRTyler Griggers _________2
North Texas 55.44m SOKarl Sralla _________3
Rice 66.23m SRErik Maher _________4
UTSA 55.85m SRAdrian Riley _________5
LA Tech 49.90m FRGarrett Brown _________6
Southern Miss 68.05m JRThomas Peters _________7
North Texas 66.55m JRJavier Lopez-Ibarra _________8
UTSA 51.85m SOJacob McDaniel _________9
Southern Miss 64.62m SODominic Governale _________10
Rice 57.99m JRCharlie Card-Childers _________11
Charlotte 54.04m SOJustin Hollis _________12
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Event  35   Women Pole Vault (20)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 5:30 PM
Hts: 3.06m, 3.21m, 3.36m, 3.51m, 3.66m, 3.81m, 3.91m, +10cm
C-USA Meet: 4.28m 5/18/2014 Neal Tisher
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte 3.55m SOAlexandria Ungrady _________1
Rice 3.85m SRAyane Rosano _________2
Western KY 3.87m JRGetter Lemberg _________3
North Texas 3.00m JRHannah Winn _________4
Rice 3.74m SOKylie Swiekatowski _________5
Charlotte 3.35m SOChloe Franks _________6
Marshall 3.65m FRLauren Zaglifa _________7
UTEP 3.37m SOJordan Thummel _________8
Western KY NH FRAlexis Thacker _________9
UTSA 3.75m JRCaroline Bellows _________10
North Texas 3.15m SRKristen Adair _________11
North Texas 4.05m SOBailey Ashmore _________12
LA Tech 3.66m JRMonique Apuakehau _________13
Rice 3.83m SRJaylon Wesley _________14
LA Tech 3.58m FRAnna Weeks _________15
Charlotte 3.70m JRElizabeth Wood _________16
Western KY 3.11m JRShelby Chobot _________17
Western KY 4.17m SRMorgan McIntyre _________18
UTSA 3.35m FRBritton Chapman _________19
Western KY 3.87m FRNicole Ogorek _________20
Event  17   Men Shot Put (16)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 20.06m 5/18/2014 Richard Garrett
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
FIU 14.95m SOAllen Wiggins _________1
LA Tech 15.26m SRIsaac Samuels _________2
Rice 15.03m SOMichael Yow _________3
Southern Miss 12.99m FRIsaiah Carter _________4
Southern Miss ND SRDonald Daley _________5
Rice 17.69m SRUche Ugwunze _________6
Mid. Tenn. St 18.72m FRIsaac Odugbesan _________7
UTSA 17.04m SRKelsey Benoit _________8
LA Tech 16.05m FREthan Reed _________9
Southern Miss 14.32m SORobert Watson _________10
LA Tech 15.00m JRMalek Evans _________11
UTSA 17.28m JRDerek Fenton _________12
Charlotte 17.02m SOTerrell Adams _________13
Charlotte 16.28m SOTyler Hoag _________14
UTSA 15.07m SOMicheal Zungia _________15
UTEP 14.10m FRBenjamin Coronado _________16
Event  13   Men High Jump (17)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:30 PM
Hts: 1.79, 1.84, 1.89, 1.94, 1.99, 2.04, 2.09, 2.12, +3cm
C-USA Meet: 2.30m 5/13/2006 Mickael Hanany
C-USA Meet: 2.30m 5/17/2008 Mickael Hanany
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte NH JRKeon Howe _________1
UTSA 2.10m SOQuillan Haughton _________2
Rice 1.97m JRCharlie Card-Childers _________3
Mid. Tenn. St 2.12m JRJacob Patten _________4
Western KY 2.11m SRDesmond Mobley _________5
FIU 2.05m SRChristian Williams _________6
FIU 1.95m SRAndrew Samuels _________7
UTSA 2.18m SRTy Anderson _________8
Rice 2.04m SRScott Filip _________9
UTEP NH FREtamar Bhastekar _________10
UTEP NH SOAustin Ondijo _________11
UTSA 2.00m JRDavante Edwards _________12
North Texas 2.00m JRJourden Taylor _________13
UTSA 2.03m SRAdrian Riley _________14
Southern Miss 2.21m SOCaleb Parker _________15
UTSA 1.95m FRChandler Iturraga _________16
UTSA 2.00m SOJacob McDaniel _________17
Event  41   Women Javelin Throw (19)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:00 PM
Advance 9 to the final
C-USA Meet: 56.45m 5/11/2007 Erma Gene Evans
YrPos   SchoolName Seed Mark
Flight   1 of  2   Finals
North Texas 24.16m FRJaleisa Shaffer _________1
Rice 32.81m SRAmanda Pasko _________2
Western KY 33.98m FRAdarian Gray _________3
UAB 32.58m SRAli Cichos _________4
Rice ND JRGiulia Sportoletti _________5
UTSA ND FRLacee Barnes _________6
UAB 33.39m FRBrittany Floyd _________7
FIU 33.74m SOSamantha Ebanks _________8
Charlotte 35.67m JRTaylor Parcells _________9
Flight   2 of  2   Finals
FAU 42.81m SRFrida Thorsås _________1
FIU 38.78m JRJasmine Banks _________2
FIU 45.07m FRAsha James _________3
Marshall 43.32m JRHeidi Heiniger _________4
FIU 42.07m FRDina Cosic _________5
LA Tech 39.65m FRAnnabelle Yates _________6
North Texas 51.51m SOKristyn Archuleta _________7
Southern Miss 54.85m FRCallie Jones _________8
UTSA 37.98m JRGabby Torres _________9
Western KY 36.70m FRKira Harmon _________10
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Event  11   Men 4x100 Meter Relay (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:00 PM
C-USA Meet: 39.11 5/13/2006 UTEP
Y Bello, D Ward, J Alipio, C Martina
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time







40.50Mid. Tenn. St _________7
40.56UTSA _________8
Event  32   Women 4x100 Meter Relay (12)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:05 PM
C-USA Meet: 43.42 5/15/2011 UCF
D Booker, A Scott, L Layne, S Paul
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time














Event  5   Men 1500 Meter Run (12)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:15 PM
C-USA Meet: 3:42.81 5/15/2011 Chris O'Hare
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
North Texas 4:00.39 SOTim Jones _________1
North Texas 3:56.84 SRZach Kirkland _________2
LA Tech 4:02.75 FRMason Youberg _________3
Charlotte 3:59.39 SOMatt Bomkamp _________4
Rice 3:59.10 FRAlex Topini _________5
Rice 3:57.99 JRMatt Calem _________6
Southern Miss 3:56.70 SODavid Little _________7
Rice 3:56.50 SOMatthew Murray _________8
UTEP 3:59.14 JRJonah Koech _________9
Mid. Tenn. St 3:56.26 SRGeoffry Cheruiyot _________10
UTEP 3:59.15 SOMichael Saruni _________11
Charlotte 3:57.49 FRWilliam Conner _________12
Event  26   Women 1500 Meter Run (12)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:25 PM
C-USA Meet: 4:15.93 5/18/2014 Elinor Kirk
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Southern Miss 4:36.16 FRKate Mattox _________1
North Texas 4:38.15 JRRea Iseli _________2
Southern Miss 4:36.78 SORegen McGee _________3
Southern Miss 4:44.26 SOSavannah McMillon _________4
Charlotte 4:35.52 SOBrittany Stanley _________5
UTEP 4:34.35 JRLilian Koech _________6
Western KY 4:34.49 SRSavannah Ames _________7
UTEP 4:34.41 SOLinda Cheruiyot _________8
Rice 4:43.37 FRMary Claire Neal _________9
Southern Miss 4:37.59 SRDaphney Stanford _________10
Rice 4:37.22 JRElsa Racasan _________11
Mid. Tenn. St 4:36.95 FRJoice Jebor _________12
Event  9   Men 110 Meter Hurdles (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:35 PM
C-USA Meet: 13.68 5/15/2004 David Payne
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte 14.58 FRAnthony Richardson _________1
Charlotte 14.28 JRBrian Kendrick _________2
Southern Miss 14.10 SOCaleb Parker _________3
UTSA 13.80 JRPatrick Prince _________4
Western KY 14.05 SRJonathan Hayden _________5
UTEP 14.10 SOShakeem Smith _________6
North Texas 14.40 SOJacob Kevetter _________7
UTSA 14.60 JRJustin Gerbrecht _________8
Event  30   Women 100 Meter Hurdles (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:40 PM
C-USA Meet: 12.80 5/14/2017 Tobi Amusan
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Mid. Tenn. St 14.39 FRLauren Epps _________1
North Texas 14.33 FRJazzman Clare _________2
FAU 13.98 JRCrystal McDougle _________3
Charlotte 13.71 FRKayla Moore _________4
UTSA 13.88 FRJamiah Jackson _________5
Marshall 14.22 FRTaylor Robinson _________6
North Texas 14.37 FRLyric Choice _________7
UAB 14.47 SRAli Cichos _________8
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Event  3   Men 400 Meter Dash (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:50 PM
C-USA Meet: 44.53 5/14/2017 Emmanuel Korir
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Mid. Tenn. St 47.27 FRJaquez Torian _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 46.99 JRAdeniji Adedamola _________2
Western KY 46.35 JROliver Alexandre _________3
Charlotte 46.83 SOKy-Mani Dula _________4
Western KY 45.87 JRKymari Gates _________5
UTEP 46.17 SRAsa Guevara _________6
Western KY 47.70 JRAustin Hayes _________7
UTSA 46.37 JRVa-Sheku Sheriff _________8
Event  24   Women 400 Meter Dash (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 6:55 PM
C-USA Meet: 51.74 5/12/2007 Ebonie Floyd
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Mid. Tenn. St 55.37 SRLoveth Odia _________1
UTSA 55.31 SRJennifer Arinze _________2
Southern Miss 55.23 JRChenelle Ricketts _________3
Southern Miss 54.29 JRRian Robinson _________4
Western KY 53.07 JRJuannae Lewis _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 54.18 JRJoycelyn Assafuah _________6
UTEP 54.95 SOMadison Gibson _________7
Charlotte 55.09 JRKiana Lee _________8
Event  1   Men 100 Meter Dash (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:05 PM
C-USA Meet: 10.15 5/14/2017 Julius Morris
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte 10.52 SOChristian Bass _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 10.43 SRSolomon Afful _________2
Southern Miss 10.31 JRMcKinely West _________3
Western KY 10.12 SRJulius Morris _________4
Western KY 10.27 SREli Minor _________5
Southern Miss 10.30 SRCra'Vorkian Carson _________6
Southern Miss 10.50 JRChedlin Sagesse _________7
Mid. Tenn. St 10.52 FRLamarco Petty _________8
Event  22   Women 100 Meter Dash (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:10 PM
C-USA Meet: 11.09 5/13/2012 Octavious Freeman
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Mid. Tenn. St 11.71 FRMirlege Castor _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 11.65 FRCecilia Francis _________2
Southern Miss 11.61 SOKeiyana Gaskin _________3
Rice 11.56 SOHannah Jackson _________4
Mid. Tenn. St 11.60 FREdidiong Odiong _________5
Charlotte 11.61 JRAlex Council _________6
UAB 11.69 JRShelbi White _________7
FIU 11.75 JRJada Roberson _________8
Event  4   Men 800 Meter Run (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:20 PM
Prelims: 2-alley start; Final: start in lanes
C-USA Meet: 1:47.48 5/14/2017 Michael Saruni
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
UTSA 1:52.90 FRZack Kovar _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 1:51.73 SOTrevon Sanders _________2
UTSA 1:51.23 JRLuca Chatham _________3
UTEP 1:50.79 JRJonah Koech _________4
Rice 1:52.20 FRJason Bugg _________5
UTEP 1:52.93 SOMichael Saruni _________6
Charlotte 1:52.36 SONolan Patrick _________7
Rice 1:53.50 JRReagan Olguin _________8
Event  25   Women 800 Meter Run (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:25 PM
C-USA Meet: 2:06.27 5/16/1998 Vernetta Rolle
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Mid. Tenn. St 2:12.91 FRPatience Akanwogba _________1
Rice 2:12.83 JRHannah Bablak _________2
UTEP 2:12.50 JRLilian Koech _________3
UTEP 2:12.30 SOLinda Cheruiyot _________4
Mid. Tenn. St 2:08.19 JRAbike Egbeniyi _________5
LA Tech 2:10.79 JRElia Nero _________6
North Texas 2:11.77 JRBaylee Nelson _________7
Southern Miss 2:12.60 SRCourtney Filliben _________8
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Event  10   Men 400 Meter Hurdles (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:35 PM
C-USA Meet: 50.05 5/13/2000 Greg Christie
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
UTEP 54.33 SOShakeem Smith _________1
UTSA 54.10 JRJustin Gerbrecht _________2
Southern Miss 53.19 SOKacey Spinks _________3
Western KY 52.66 JRMaor Seged _________4
UTSA 52.33 SOAndrew Pirog _________5
Western KY 52.56 JRDenzel Villaman _________6
Charlotte 53.50 SOTravis Rogers _________7
Western KY 53.73 FRDavid Saruni _________8
Event  31   Women 400 Meter Hurdles (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:40 PM
C-USA Meet: 57.59 5/15/2011 Jackie Coward
C-USA Meet: 57.59 5/12/2013 Sandy Jean-Claude
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Southern Miss 1:03.33 SRTalia Thompson _________1
UTSA 1:03.32 SRRachel Grossman _________2
FAU 1:01.05 SOAnne-Catherine Wasser _________3
UTEP 1:01.30 JRDreshanae Rolle _________4
Western KY 58.14 SRAriel Terrell _________5
Marshall 1:00.66 SOChristiana Dogan _________6
UTSA 1:01.87 JRChristy Gilbert _________7
UAB 1:02.45 SOMarielle Lewis _________8
Event  2   Men 200 Meter Dash (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:50 PM
C-USA Meet: 20.28 5/14/2017 Julius Morris
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Western KY 21.15 JRKymari Gates _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 21.07 FRLamarco Petty _________2
Southern Miss 21.07 SRCra'Vorkian Carson _________3
UTEP 20.82 SRAsa Guevara _________4
Western KY 20.52 SRJulius Morris _________5
Southern Miss 20.71 JRMcKinely West _________6
Southern Miss 20.98 SRAlexander Richemond _________7
North Texas 21.27 JRJames Cole _________8
Event  23   Women 200 Meter Dash (8)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 7:55 PM
C-USA Meet: 22.67 5/12/2007 Ebonie Floyd
YrLane   SchoolName Prelims
Section   1 of  1   Finals
UAB 23.77 FRTaylor Jones _________1
UAB 23.76 JRShelbi White _________2
North Texas 24.05 FRAneesa Scott _________3
Mid. Tenn. St 23.50 FREdidiong Odiong _________4
Rice 23.39 SOHannah Jackson _________5
Southern Miss 23.46 SOKeiyana Gaskin _________6
Western KY 23.59 JRJuannae Lewis _________7
LA Tech 24.22 FRMakayla Edwards _________8
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Event  7   Men 5000 Meter Run (39)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 8:05 PM
Two-alley start; hip numbers 1-24 in front row; 16 on main
waterfall line and 8 on outside stagger waterfall; all others
in row 2.  If scratches in #1-24, move up in hip number order.
C-USA Meet: 14:05.56 5/16/2010 John Beattie
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Western KY 14:49.33 SOTaylor Scarbrough _________1
LA Tech 15:24.65 SOConner Killian _________2
Western KY 15:23.60 FRAlex Schell _________3
Charlotte 14:04.36 JRTom Nobles _________4
Rice 14:52.44 JRMatt Calem _________5
Rice 15:41.97 JRBrad Dohner _________6
Charlotte 14:57.76 SOZach Marchinko _________7
FIU 17:07.20 JRJorge Areces _________8
UTEP 15:16.34 FRBoaz Ronoh _________9
Charlotte 14:27.04 SOAlex Cornwell _________10
North Texas 16:14.52 FRMatthew Morgan _________11
Rice 14:55.80 SRImran Bell _________12
Charlotte 14:29.42 SOAaron Gebhart _________13
FIU 17:12.97 SODavid Suarez _________14
Rice 14:42.02 FRHociel Landa _________15
LA Tech 15:30.32 SOAustin Ballow _________16
Rice 15:05.77 JRSteve Booker _________17
North Texas 14:18.60 SOFlorian Lussy _________18
Charlotte 14:22.49 JRMihret Coulter _________19
UTEP 14:34.42 JRAntony Kosgei _________20
Southern Miss 14:35.21 SODavid Little _________21
Rice 14:58.53 SOClay Musial _________22
North Texas 14:25.49 SRMike Lowe _________23
Western KY 16:04.53 SRJulien Cuyeu _________24
Mid. Tenn. St NT SRAmos Cheruiyot _________25
Charlotte NT SOMatt Bomkamp _________26
UTSA NT JRJohn Von Dohlen _________27
UTEP NT FRCornelius Kapel _________28
Rice NT FRAlex Topini _________29
Rice NT SOConnor Meaux _________30
North Texas NT SRZach Kirkland _________31
Mid. Tenn. St NT SOJacob Choge _________32
Charlotte NT FRTodd Gunzenhauser _________33
Charlotte NT FRWilliam Conner _________34
North Texas NT SOTim Jones _________35
Rice NT SOMatthew Murray _________36
Rice NT SOAdolfo Carvalho _________37
North Texas NT FRShane Bracken _________38
Mid. Tenn. St NT SRGeoffry Cheruiyot _________39
Event  28   Women 5000 Meter Run (56)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 8:25 PM
Two-alley start; hip numbers 1-24 in front row; 16 on main
waterfall line and 8 on outside stagger waterfall; all others
in row 2. If scratches in #1-24, move up in hip number order.
C-USA Meet: 16:05.29 5/18/2014 Elinor Kirk
YrLane   SchoolName Seed Time
Section   1 of  1   Finals
Charlotte 17:50.61 SRErin Nelson _________1
Mid. Tenn. St 17:02.68 FRPamela Kosgei _________2
Marshall 17:33.19 SOAdrianna Cook _________3
North Texas 16:58.33 SRChristina Moralez _________4
Southern Miss 17:21.66 SRDaphney Stanford _________5
Mid. Tenn. St 17:19.76 JRJulia Jelagat _________6
FAU 18:16.12 SOBethany Hardcastle _________7
Mid. Tenn. St 16:49.73 FRJoice Jebor _________8
Rice 17:13.03 SOKhayla Patel _________9
FAU 18:00.06 SRChristina Schultz _________10
Mid. Tenn. St 16:54.61 JRRachel Kigen _________11
Rice 17:28.52 FRLourdes Vivas de Lorenzi _________12
Charlotte 17:59.92 SOEmily Pettis _________13
Southern Miss 18:02.58 SOTheresa Harto _________14
Charlotte 17:49.17 SOBridget Abbatiello _________15
Mid. Tenn. St 17:32.93 SOGladys Kipchumba _________16
Charlotte 17:19.75 FRKatie Tomasi _________17
Marshall 17:21.17 SRHollyAnn Swann _________18
Southern Miss 17:37.81 SOEmma Kate Holdbrooks _________19
Southern Miss 17:54.28 JRVictoria Hoppe _________20
Western KY 18:10.77 SRSavannah Ames _________21
UTSA 18:13.66 SOGabby Gonzales _________22
FIU 17:12.68 SOSherilene Gelderblom _________23
Charlotte 17:20.06 SOBrittany Stanley _________24
Rice 18:20.29 JRRachel Peterson _________25
FAU 18:20.32 JRSophia Clark _________26
FIU 18:29.17 FRRahel Gerbretsadik _________27
LA Tech 18:38.74 JRKacie Kaufman _________28
North Texas 18:45.71 SOJennifer White _________29
FAU 18:48.14 FRMorgan Graff _________30
North Texas 19:03.12 JRCassidy Adams _________31
FIU 19:11.99 JRSofia Fernandez _________32
UAB 19:18.88 SOAbigail Davis _________33
Western KY 20:16.66 SOBrianna Wolken _________34
Western KY 20:35.55 FRMorgan Kannapel _________35
Southern Miss NT SOSavannah McMillon _________36
Mid. Tenn. St NT FRValarie Jemutai _________37
FAU NT JRElizabeth Wellman _________38
Southern Miss NT SORegen McGee _________39
Mid. Tenn. St NT FRRacheal Kosgei _________40
FIU NT FRSabrina Quijano _________41
Charlotte NT JRTaylor Brown _________42
Southern Miss NT FRKate Mattox _________43
North Texas NT JRBaylee Nelson _________44
Southern Miss NT SOMonika Gebarzewska _________45
FAU NT FRMegan Giovanniello _________46
Rice NT JRJamie Leong _________47
Rice NT FRSara Ivackovic _________48
Charlotte NT FRAlyssa Ungrady _________49
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Section   1 of  1   Finals
Marshall NT SRBarkley Castro _________50
North Texas NT JRRea Iseli _________51
FAU NT SRCarydaliz Fontanez _________52
FAU NT JRErica Lersch _________53
Rice NT JRElsa Racasan _________54
UTSA NT SOOlivia Flores _________55
UAB NT SRRebecca Evans _________56
Event  12   Men 4x400 Meter Relay (10)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 8:50 PM
Re-draw into 1 section if two teams scratch
C-USA Meet: 3:05.09 5/17/2003 TCU
J Morgan, K Pyant, N Garcia, B Simpson
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time




Section   2 of  2   Finals
3:17.17Southern Miss _________2
3:10.15UTSA _________3





Event  33   Women 4x400 Meter Relay (13)
Sunday 5/13/2018 - 9:00 PM
Re-draw if there is a scratch in Section 2
C-USA Meet: 3:35.21 5/14/2017 Middle Tennessee
J Amponsah, A Abu, L Odia, A Egbeniyi
 Lane RelayTeam Seed Time
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Event 1  Men 100 Meter Dash 
======================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 5 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   10.15  5/14/2017   Julius Morris, WKU                           
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H# 
======================================================================== 
Preliminaries 
  1 Julius Morris             SR Western KY               10.12Q  1.8  2  
  2 Eli Minor                 SR Western KY               10.27Q  2.2  3  
  3 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            10.31Q -0.2  1  
  4 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            10.30q  1.8  2  
  5 Solomon Afful             SR Mid. Tenn. St            10.43q  2.2  3  
  6 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            10.50q  1.8  2  
  7 Christian Bass            SO Charlotte                10.52q  2.2  3  
  8 Lamarco Petty             FR Mid. Tenn. St            10.52q  1.8  2  
  9 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss            10.52  -0.2  1  
 10 William Bush              JR Western KY               10.61  -0.2  1  
 11 Alford Tribble            SR North Texas              10.65  -0.2  1  
 12 James Cole                JR North Texas              10.66   1.8  2  
 13 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas              10.70   2.2  3  
 14 Edjim Beaver              SO LA Tech                  10.80   1.8  2  
 15 Kyle Farrell              JR UTEP                     10.81  -0.2  1  
 16 James Myers               SR Charlotte                10.82   2.2  3  
 17 Keyon Hugle               FR Mid. Tenn. St            10.84   2.2  3  
 18 Ifiok Umoh                SR Mid. Tenn. St            10.90  -0.2  1  
 19 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                     10.91   1.8  2  
 20 Jayden Bunting            FR UTSA                     10.93  -0.2  1  
 -- Husani Wilburgh           FR FIU                        DNF   1.8  2  
  
Event 2  Men 200 Meter Dash 
======================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   20.28  5/14/2017   Julius Morris, WKU                           
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H# 
======================================================================== 
  1 Julius Morris             SR Western KY               20.52Q  1.8  5  
  2 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            20.71Q  1.4  4  
  3 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     20.82Q  0.1  1  
  4 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss            20.98Q -0.4  6  
  5 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            21.07Q  1.2  2  
  6 James Cole                JR North Texas              21.27Q  1.8  3  
  7 Lamarco Petty             FR Mid. Tenn. St            21.07q  1.4  4  
  8 Kymari Gates              JR Western KY               21.15q  1.8  5  
  9 Solomon Afful             SR Mid. Tenn. St            21.18   1.2  2  
 10 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western KY               21.19   1.8  5  
 11 Eli Minor                 SR Western KY               21.32  -0.4  6  
 12 Austin Hayes              JR Western KY               21.34  -0.4  6  
 13 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            21.40   0.1  1  
 14 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte                21.47   1.8  3  
 15 William Bush              JR Western KY               21.48   0.1  1  
 16 Patston Stewart           FR FIU                      21.57   1.2  2  
 17 Alford Tribble            SR North Texas              21.59   1.8  3  
 18 Desmond Jefferson         SR UTSA                     21.61  -0.4  6  
 19 Byron Taylor              SR UTSA                     21.70   1.2  2  
 20 Kyle Farrell              JR UTEP                     21.77  -0.4  6  
 21 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas              21.84   1.4  4  
 22 Akeem Simmons             JR FIU                      21.87   1.2  2  
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... Men 200 Meter Dash - continued 
======================================================================== 
 23 Shammond Williams         SO FIU                      21.89   1.8  5  
 24 Matthew Stewart           FR Mid. Tenn. St            22.06   0.1  1  
 25 Edjim Beaver              SO LA Tech                  22.09   1.8  5  
 26 Ifiok Umoh                SR Mid. Tenn. St            22.12   1.2  2  
 27 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                     22.14   1.8  3  
 28 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                     22.32   1.8  3  
 29 Jayden Bunting            FR UTSA                     22.35   1.8  3  
 30 Kemar Sims                SO Southern Miss            22.41   1.4  4  
  
Event 3  Men 400 Meter Dash 
=================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   44.53  5/14/2017   Emmanuel Korir, UTEP                         
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Kymari Gates              JR Western KY               45.87Q  1  
  2 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     46.17Q  2  
  3 Ky-Mani Dula              SO Charlotte                46.83Q  4  
  4 Austin Hayes              JR Western KY               47.70Q  3  
  5 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western KY               46.35q  2  
  6 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                     46.37q  1  
  7 Adeniji Adedamola         JR Mid. Tenn. St            46.99q  2  
  8 Jaquez Torian             FR Mid. Tenn. St            47.27q  4  
  9 Saadiq Sweezer            SR Charlotte                47.58   1  
 10 Austin Crocker            FR UTSA                     47.97   3  
 11 Desmond Jefferson         SR UTSA                     48.07   1  
 12 Matthew Stewart           FR Mid. Tenn. St            48.55   1  
 13 Lorenzen Burton           JR Southern Miss            48.76   4  
 14 Alejandro Alcazar         SO UTEP                     48.82   2  
 15 Mamadou Seck              JR Southern Miss            49.14   4  
 16 Akeem Simmons             JR FIU                      49.81   1  
 17 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                     50.08   2  
 18 Shammond Williams         SO FIU                      50.30   3  
 19 Cameron Cox               SR Southern Miss            50.59   3  
 20 Ladarius Flagg            FR FIU                      54.71   4  
 -- Jayon Woodard             SO Charlotte                   FS   3  
  
Event 4  Men 800 Meter Run 
=================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 2 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   1:47.48  5/14/2017   Michael Saruni, UTEP                       
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   1:50.79Q  1  
  2 Jason Bugg                FR Rice                   1:52.20Q  2  
  3 Luca Chatham              JR UTSA                   1:51.23Q  1  
  4 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   1:52.93Q  2  
  5 Trevon Sanders            SO Mid. Tenn. St          1:51.73q  1  
  6 Nolan Patrick             SO Charlotte              1:52.36q  1  
  7 Zack Kovar                FR UTSA                   1:52.90q  1  
  8 Reagan Olguin             JR Rice                   1:53.50q  2  
  9 Caleb Devereaux           SO UTSA                   1:53.55   1  
 10 Charles Shimukowa         SR Western KY             1:54.14   2  
 11 Cameron Farris            FR LA Tech                1:54.71   2  
 12 Nathan Mack               SO Mid. Tenn. St          1:55.30   2  
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... Men 800 Meter Run - continued 
=================================================================== 
 13 Royer Baez                SO FIU                    1:55.46   2  
 14 Julio Acevedo             FR Mid. Tenn. St          1:56.42   2  
 15 Randall Dias              SR Southern Miss          1:56.93   1  
 16 Zach Kirkland             SR North Texas            1:58.80   1  
 17 David Diaz                SR Rice                   2:01.13   2  
  
Event 5  Men 1500 Meter Run 
=================================================================== 
12 Advance:  Top 4 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   3:42.81  5/15/2011   Chris O'Hare, Tulsa                        
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Mid. Tenn. St          3:56.26Q  2  
  2 Alex Topini               FR Rice                   3:59.10Q  1  
  3 Matthew Murray            SO Rice                   3:56.50Q  2  
  4 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   3:59.14Q  1  
  5 David Little              SO Southern Miss          3:56.70Q  2  
  6 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   3:59.15Q  1  
  7 Zach Kirkland             SR North Texas            3:56.84Q  2  
  8 Matt Bomkamp              SO Charlotte              3:59.39Q  1  
  9 William Conner            FR Charlotte              3:57.49q  2  
 10 Matt Calem                JR Rice                   3:57.99q  2  
 11 Tim Jones                 SO North Texas            4:00.39q  1  
 12 Mason Youberg             FR LA Tech                4:02.75q  2  
 13 Brad Dohner               JR Rice                   4:07.00   1  
 14 John Barham               FR LA Tech                4:10.83   1  
 15 Daniel Areces             SO FIU                    4:31.56   2  
 16 Dylan Duckworth           FR Western KY             4:36.08   2  
 17 Alec Dominguez            JR FIU                    4:37.80   1  
 18 Donnie Fry                SO Western KY             4:45.95   2  
 -- Shane Bracken             FR North Texas                DNF   1  
  
Event 6  Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase 
================================================================ 
  C-USA Meet:   8:39.44  5/11/2013   Anthony Rotich, UTEP                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  
================================================================ 
Finals 
  1 Mihret Coulter            JR Charlotte              8:49.79   
  2 Tom Nobles                JR Charlotte              8:56.71   
  3 Aaron Gebhart             SO Charlotte              9:05.59   
  4 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Mid. Tenn. St          9:09.55   
  5 Alex Cornwell             SO Charlotte              9:10.16   
  6 Adolfo Carvalho           SO Rice                   9:17.58   
  7 Todd Gunzenhauser         FR Charlotte              9:34.15   
  8 Connor Meaux              SO Rice                   9:39.07   
  9 John Von Dohlen           JR UTSA                   9:39.40   
 10 Trenton Fryman            FR Rice                   9:43.03   
 11 Matthew Morgan            FR North Texas            9:52.33   
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Event 8  Men 10000 Meter Run 
================================================================ 
  C-USA Meet:   29:43.67  5/9/2002    Herbert Mwangi, TCU                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  
================================================================ 
  1 Antony Kosgei             JR UTEP                  31:13.45   
  2 Florian Lussy             SO North Texas           31:14.20   
  3 Hociel Landa              FR Rice                  31:14.90   
  4 Boaz Ronoh                FR UTEP                  31:23.53   
  5 Imran Bell                SR Rice                  31:28.15   
  6 Mike Lowe                 SR North Texas           31:44.32   
  7 Cornelius Kapel           FR UTEP                  31:45.02   
  8 Zach Marchinko            SO Charlotte             31:49.13   
  9 Steve Booker              JR Rice                  31:56.39   
 10 Amos Cheruiyot            SR Mid. Tenn. St         33:29.92   
 11 Julien Cuyeu              SR Western KY            34:40.95   
 12 Pedro Sepulveda           SO UTSA                  35:25.33   
 -- Clay Musial               SO Rice                       DNF   
 -- Jacob Choge               SO Mid. Tenn. St              DNF   
  
Event 9  Men 110 Meter Hurdles 
======================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 5 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   13.68  5/15/2004   David Payne, Cincinnati                      
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H# 
======================================================================== 
Preliminaries 
  1 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                     13.80Q  0.4  3  
  2 Jonathan Hayden           SR Western KY               14.05Q  1.6  1  
  3 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss            14.10Q  0.9  2  
  4 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                     14.10q  1.6  1  
  5 Brian Kendrick            JR Charlotte                14.28q  0.9  2  
  6 Jacob Kevetter            SO North Texas              14.40q  0.4  3  
  7 Anthony Richardson        FR Charlotte                14.58q  0.4  3  
  8 Justin Gerbrecht          JR UTSA                     14.60q  1.6  1  
  9 Drew Barker               SR Charlotte                14.80   0.9  2  
 10 Christian Strong          FR Southern Miss            14.97   1.6  1  
 11 Denzel Villaman           JR Western KY               15.05   0.9  2  
 12 Devall Harris             FR UTSA                     15.07   0.9  2  
 13 David Rivera              FR UTEP                     15.27   1.6  1  
 14 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  15.67   1.6  1  
 -- Maor Seged                JR Western KY                 DNF   0.4  3  
  
Event 10  Men 400 Meter Hurdles 
=================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   50.05  5/13/2000   Greg Christie, Houston                       
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Andrew Pirog              SO UTSA                     52.33Q  3  
  2 Denzel Villaman           JR Western KY               52.56Q  1  
  3 Maor Seged                JR Western KY               52.66Q  2  
  4 Travis Rogers             SO Charlotte                53.50Q  4  
  5 Kacey Spinks              SO Southern Miss            53.19q  2  
  6 David Saruni              FR Western KY               53.73q  4  
  7 Justin Gerbrecht          JR UTSA                     54.10q  3  
  8 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                     54.33q  1  
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... Men 400 Meter Hurdles - continued 
=================================================================== 
  9 Alec Tanksley             FR Western KY               54.84   2  
 10 Jacob Kevetter            SO North Texas              54.96   2  
 11 Jonathan Boozer           SO UTSA                     54.98   4  
 12 Ricardo Ramos             SO UTSA                     55.00   2  
 13 Brian Kendrick            JR Charlotte                55.51   4  
 14 Greg Cantrell             JR Mid. Tenn. St            56.29   1  
 15 Jared Baggett             SO Charlotte                57.09   3  
 16 Drew Barker               SR Charlotte                57.95   1  
 17 Ken Berger                SO Rice                     59.07   1  
 18 Devall Harris             FR UTSA                   1:00.40   3  
 19 David Rivera              FR UTEP                   1:01.98   3  
 -- Lanorris Graden           JR LA Tech                    DNF   4  
 -- Jonathan Hayden           SR Western KY                  DQ   3  hooking H1&2 
  
Event 14  Men Pole Vault 
========================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   5.41m  5/17/2015   Chris Pillow, Rice                           
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals 
  1 Cole Courtois             FR LA Tech                  5.37m   17-07.25  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97 5.07 5.17 5.27 5.37 5.47  
        P    P    P    P   XO  XXO  XXO    O  XXO    O  XXP  
  2 Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte                5.27m   17-03.50  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97 5.07 5.17 5.27 5.37 5.47  
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O   XO   XO   XP  XXX  
  3 Elijah Cole               SO Charlotte                5.17m   16-11.50  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97 5.07 5.17 5.27  
        P    P    P    P    P   XO   XO   XO  XXX  
  4 Etamar Bhastekar          FR UTEP                     4.82m   15-09.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97  
        P    P    P  XXO    O  XXX  
  5 Jacob Davis               SO Charlotte                4.82m   15-09.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97  
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXX  
  6 Daniel Sams               SO LA Tech                  4.82m   15-09.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97  
        P    P    P   XO   XO  XXX  
  7 Gregory Ballard           SR LA Tech                  4.67m   15-03.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82  
        P    P    P    O  XXX  
  7 Jacob Van Patten          SO North Texas              4.67m   15-03.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82  
        P    O    O    O  XXX  
  9 Sage Murphy               SO Charlotte                4.67m   15-03.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82  
        P    P   XO    O  XXX  
 10 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     4.67m   15-03.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82  
        O    P    O   XO  XXX  
 11 Brady Trankle             SO North Texas              4.67m   15-03.75  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82  
       XO    O    O   XO  XXX  
 12 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                4.52m   14-10.00  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67  
        P  XXO    O  XXX   
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... Men Pole Vault - continued 
========================================================================== 
 13 Kyle Real                 SO UTSA                     4.52m   14-10.00  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67  
        P    O   XO  XXX  
 13 Karney Linch              FR UTSA                     4.52m   14-10.00  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67  
        P    O   XO  XXX  
 15 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                4.52m   14-10.00  
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67  
        P   XO  XXO  XXX  
 16 James McNaney             SO Rice                     4.22m   13-10.00  
     4.22 4.37  
        O  XXX  
 17 Daniel Becherer           SO North Texas              4.22m   13-10.00  
     4.22 4.37  
       XO  XXX  
 17 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  4.22m   13-10.00  
     4.22 4.37  
       XO  XXX  
 -- John Rudd                 JR Rice                        NH             
     4.22 4.37  
        P  XPP  
 -- Christian Cannon          SO Rice                        NH             
     4.22 4.37  
        P  XXX  
  
Event 15  Men Long Jump 
=============================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   7.85m  5/12/2000   Delvit Rogers, Memphis                       
  C-USA Meet:   7.85m  5/10/2002   Will Montgomery, Charlotte                   
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
  1 Desmond Mobley            SR Western KY               7.99m   0.9  26-02.75  
     7.90m(1.6) 7.80m(0.3) 7.99m(0.9) PASS      PASS      PASS      
  2 Denzel Harper             SO LA Tech                  7.89m   0.9  25-10.75  
     7.61m(0.6) 7.32m(-1.5) FOUL(1.6) 7.70m(0.3) 7.84m(0.4) 7.89m(0.9) 
  3 John Warren               JR Southern Miss            7.80m   0.6  25-07.25  
     7.21m(-0.8) 7.73m(1.8) PASS      7.06m(2.0) PASS      7.80m(0.6) 
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     7.72m   0.8  25-04.00  
     7.46m(+0.0) 7.17m(1.4) 7.44m(1.5) 7.22m(0.2) 7.43m(0.3) 7.72m(0.8) 
  5 Alec Tanksley             FR Western KY               7.58m   1.9  24-10.50  
     4.44m(1.0) 7.15m(-0.8) 7.58m(1.9) PASS      PASS      7.01m(-1.0) 
  6 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     7.48m   1.0  24-06.50  
     7.17m(-1.2) 7.24m(1.1) 7.45m(0.5) 7.39m(1.1) 7.43m(1.5) 7.48m(1.0) 
  7 Reed Service              FR FIU                      7.44m   1.3  24-05.00  
     7.13m(+0.0) 7.44m(1.3) 7.17m(1.1) 6.77m(-1.4) 7.04m(0.8) 7.14m(1.2) 
  8 Dominique Drayden         SR North Texas              7.36m   1.4  24-01.75  
     6.99m(0.5) FOUL(0.1) 7.34m(2.0) 5.79m(0.7) FOUL      7.36m(1.4) 
  9 Christian Williams        SR FIU                      7.33m   0.9  24-00.75  
     7.33m(0.9) 7.24m(1.6) 7.22m(-0.2) 6.99m(-0.5) 6.05m(-1.5) 6.90m(-0.5) 
 10 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            7.32m   2.0  24-00.25  
     6.84m(-0.9) 7.32m(2.0) 7.00m(0.3)            
 11 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                     7.27m   0.4  23-10.25  
     7.13m(+0.0) 7.27m(0.4) 7.25m(1.0)            
 12 Donivan Ortega            SO UTEP                     7.09m   0.7  23-03.25  
     7.09m(0.7) 6.86m(0.4) 6.93m(2.2)            
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... Men Long Jump - continued 
=============================================================================== 
 13 Markel Dalton             JR Charlotte                7.07m   0.2  23-02.50  
     6.65m(0.1) 7.07m(0.2) FOUL(-0.9)            
 14 Devin Mungro              FR UTEP                     6.88m  -0.7  22-07.00  
     5.97m(+0.0) 6.75m(0.6) 6.88m(-0.7)            
 15 Zack Lakeit               JR LA Tech                  6.83m  -0.1  22-05.00  
     6.83m(-0.1) FOUL(0.8) 6.68m(-0.3)            
 16 Andre Douglas             FR UTSA                     6.76m  +0.0  22-02.25  
     6.76m(+0.0) 6.76m(-0.1) FOUL(-0.8)            
 17 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  6.72m   0.2  22-00.75  
     6.22m(+0.0) 6.41m(-0.2) 6.72m(0.2)            
 18 Darius King               FR UTEP                     6.69m  +0.0  21-11.50  
     6.69m(+0.0) 6.55m(-0.1) 6.35m(-0.7)            
 19 Frederic Williams         FR UTEP                     6.17m   1.3  20-03.00  
     6.17m(1.3) PASS      PASS                 
 20 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  6.12m  +0.0  20-01.00  
     6.12m(+0.0) FOUL(0.5) FOUL(0.5)            
 21 Khalil Jones              FR LA Tech                  5.00m  +0.0  16-05.00  
     5.00m(+0.0) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(1.2)            
 -- Jelaani Davis             FR LA Tech                   FOUL                  
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.2) FOUL(1.0)            
 -- Eric Washington           SO Southern Miss             FOUL                  
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(1.5)            
  
Event 18  Men Discus Throw 
========================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   59.40m  5/17/1997   John Davis, Houston                         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
  1 Terrell Adams             SO Charlotte               56.05m     183-11  
      56.05m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL 
  2 Austin Riddle             SR Rice                    51.07m     167-07  
      49.74m  FOUL  FOUL  47.73m  FOUL  51.07m 
  3 Karl Sralla               SO North Texas             50.56m     165-10  
      47.91m  FOUL  49.01m  49.23m  50.56m  FOUL 
  4 Isaac Samuels             SR LA Tech                 50.53m     165-09  
      45.50m  47.51m  49.21m  50.53m  FOUL  48.93m 
  5 Kelsey Benoit             SR UTSA                    49.99m     164-00  
      FOUL  49.77m  FOUL  FOUL  49.57m  49.99m 
  6 Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                    46.35m     152-01  
      46.35m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL 
  7 Kevone Kennedy            SO North Texas             46.18m     151-06  
      42.09m  44.17m  46.18m  44.40m  45.81m  FOUL 
  8 Chard Muhwanga            FR Western KY              45.68m     149-10  
      43.99m  FOUL  45.68m  FOUL  42.02m  FOUL 
  9 Ethan Reed                FR LA Tech                 45.25m     148-05  
      40.40m  FOUL  45.25m  42.89m  42.17m  FOUL 
 10 Vincent Perez             JR UTSA                    44.71m     146-08  
      43.80m  44.71m  41.36m            
 11 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss           44.11m     144-09  
      42.65m  FOUL  44.11m            
 12 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                    43.79m     143-08  
      43.79m  FOUL  FOUL            
 13 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                    43.70m     143-04  
      43.70m  43.70m  FOUL            
 14 Malek Evans               JR LA Tech                 43.13m     141-06  
      43.13m  FOUL  FOUL             
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... Men Discus Throw - continued 
========================================================================== 
 15 Tyler Hoag                SO Charlotte               42.90m     140-09  
      FOUL  42.90m  42.08m            
 16 Micheal Zungia            SO UTSA                    37.87m     124-03  
      37.87m  37.63m  FOUL            
 17 Isaac Odugbesan           FR Mid. Tenn. St           29.74m      97-07  
      FOUL  29.74m  PASS            
 -- Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss             FOUL             
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL            
  
Event 19  Men Hammer Throw 
========================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   68.86m  5/14/2010   Steffen Nerdal, Memphis                     
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
  1 Stevan Veselinovic        JR Charlotte               65.77m     215-09  
      FOUL  64.25m  64.39m  64.78m  65.77m  63.99m 
  2 Austin Riddle             SR Rice                    64.27m     210-10  
      63.04m  FOUL  64.27m  64.27m  FOUL  FOUL 
  3 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                    60.40m     198-02  
      56.88m  57.46m  57.75m  56.75m  60.40m  58.32m 
  4 Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss           58.95m     193-05  
      56.66m  58.95m  FOUL  53.90m  58.59m  58.44m 
  5 Malek Evans               JR LA Tech                 57.90m     189-11  
      FOUL  56.31m  57.90m  57.76m  FOUL  54.56m 
  6 Matt Garcia               SR Rice                    57.33m     188-01  
      55.92m  57.33m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL 
  7 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss           57.18m     187-07  
      56.11m  FOUL  FOUL  54.40m  57.18m  FOUL 
  8 Michael Yow               SO Rice                    56.65m     185-10  
      56.34m  FOUL  56.65m  FOUL  55.38m  55.87m 
  9 Vincent Perez             JR UTSA                    56.03m     183-10  
      FOUL  52.43m  51.89m  53.59m  53.67m  56.03m 
 10 Chard Muhwanga            FR Western KY              45.45m     149-01  
      38.97m  FOUL  45.45m            
 11 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                    45.12m     148-00  
      44.41m  45.12m  FOUL            
 12 Jesse Roberts             FR Rice                    40.00m     131-03  
      40.00m  39.98m  FOUL            
 13 Isaiah Carter             FR Southern Miss           38.23m     125-05  
      37.15m  37.88m  38.23m            
 -- Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                      FOUL             
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL            
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Event 21  Men Decathlon 
================================================================ 
  C-USA Meet:    7837  5/12/2017   Scott Filip, Rice                            
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  
================================================================ 
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                      7702   
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                      7576   
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                      7369   
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                 6564   
  5 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                 6476   
  6 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                      6456   
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                   6434   
  8 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                      6319   
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                 6089   
 10 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                   5982   
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                      5157   
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #1 Men 100 Meter Dash Decathlon 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points 
=============================================================================== 
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     10.68   0.5  1    933 
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     10.97   0.5  1    867 
  3 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     11.09  -1.4  2    841 
  4 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     11.33   0.5  1    789 
  5 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  11.50   0.5  1    753 
  6 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     11.51  -1.4  2    750 
  7 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                11.64  -1.4  2    723 
  8 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  11.67   0.5  1    717 
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                11.73  -1.4  2    705 
 10 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     11.77   0.5  1    697 
 11 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                11.80  -1.4  2    691 
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #2 Men Long Jump Decathlon 
====================================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points 
====================================================================================== 
  1 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     7.66m   0.1  25-01.75    975 
     7.66m(0.1) 7.50m(1.0) PASS                  
  2 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     7.43m   0.2  24-04.50    918 
     7.43m(0.2) 6.98m(0.1) 7.41m(-0.4)             
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     6.87m   0.5  22-06.50    783 
     6.87m(0.5) 6.77m(1.6) 6.66m(-0.5)             
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                6.80m   0.5  22-03.75    767 
     6.26m(0.6) 6.80m(0.5) 6.39m(-0.7)             
  5 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  6.74m   2.7  22-01.50    753 
     6.53m(0.4) 6.74m(2.7) 6.69m(0.5)             
  6 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                6.68m   1.6  21-11.00    739 
     FOUL(2.9) 6.68m(1.6) 6.61m(-1.7)             
  7 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     6.62m   3.5  21-08.75    725 
     6.49m(1.3) 6.62m(3.5) 6.21m(-1.6)             
  8 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     6.58m   1.9  21-07.25    716 
     4.35m(1.8) 6.57m(1.5) 6.58m(1.9)             
  9 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  6.54m   1.3  21-05.50    707 
     6.43m(0.1) 6.54m(1.3) 6.54m(0.8)             
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                6.31m   2.2  20-08.50    655 
     6.31m(2.2) 6.26m(1.3) FOUL(0.1)             
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... Decathlon: #2 Men Long Jump - continued 
====================================================================================== 
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     5.89m   1.0  19-04.00    563 
     FOUL(0.8) 5.89m(1.0) 5.79m(1.9)             
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Decathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    13.46m   44-02.00    695 
      13.23m  13.46m  FOUL             
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    12.77m   41-10.75    653 
      11.86m  12.46m  12.77m             
  3 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    12.64m   41-05.75    645 
      12.64m  12.30m  12.46m             
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               12.58m   41-03.25    642 
      11.85m  12.58m  FOUL             
  5 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    11.40m   37-05.00    570 
      10.87m  11.37m  11.40m             
  6 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    11.32m   37-01.75    565 
      11.23m  11.29m  11.32m             
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                 10.76m   35-03.75    531 
      10.76m  10.72m  10.51m             
  8 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               10.69m   35-01.00    527 
      10.05m  10.67m  10.69m             
  9 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    10.67m   35-00.25    526 
      FOUL  FOUL  10.67m             
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte               10.07m   33-00.50    490 
      9.87m  9.74m  10.07m             
 11 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  9.70m   31-10.00    468 
      FOUL  9.03m  9.70m             
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump Decathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     2.01m    6-07.00    813 
     1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98 2.01 2.04  
        O    P    O    O    O  XXX  
  2 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     1.98m    6-06.00    785 
     1.86 1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98 2.01  
       XO    P   XO    O   XO  XXX  
  2 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     1.98m    6-06.00    785 
     1.86 1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98 2.01  
        O    P    O    O    O  XXX  
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     1.95m    6-04.75    758 
     1.86 1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98  
        O    P    P   XO  XXX  
  5 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  1.89m    6-02.25    705 
     1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89 1.92  
        O    O    P    O    P   XO   XO  XXO  XXX  
  5 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                1.89m    6-02.25    705 
     1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89 1.92  
        O    O   XO   XO    O  XXX  
  7 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  1.86m    6-01.25    679 
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89  
        O    P    O    P   XO    O    O    O  XXX  
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... Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump - continued 
================================================================================= 
  8 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                1.80m    5-10.75    627 
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83  
        O    P    P    P    O   XO  XXX  
  9 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     1.77m    5-09.75    602 
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80  
        O    O    O    P  XXO  XXX  
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                1.71m    5-07.25    552 
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74  
        O    O    O  XXX  
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     1.62m    5-03.75    480 
     1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65  
        O  XXO    O  XXX  
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #5 Men 400 Meter Dash Decathlon 
========================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points 
========================================================================== 
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     47.79   2    919 
  2 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     49.43   2    841 
  3 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     49.80   2    824 
  4 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     51.37   1    753 
  5 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     51.79   2    734 
  6 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  51.90   1    729 
  7 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                51.94   2    727 
  8 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     52.14   1    719 
  9 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                52.15   1    718 
 10 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  52.74   2    693 
 11 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                53.01   1    681 
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #6 Men 110 Meter Hurdles Decathlon 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points 
=============================================================================== 
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     14.76  -0.9  2    879 
  2 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                15.37  -0.9  2    805 
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     15.38  -0.9  2    804 
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     15.45  -0.1  3    796 
  5 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  15.62  -0.9  2    776 
  6 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                15.86  -0.1  3    749 
  7 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     16.14  -0.1  3    717 
  8 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  16.25  -0.1  3    705 
  9 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     16.55  -0.9  1    672 
 10 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                16.64  -0.9  1    662 
 -- Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                        DQ  -0.9  1  pushed hurdle 
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Event 21  Decathlon: #7 Men Discus Throw Decathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    44.97m     147-06    766 
      43.11m  FOUL  44.97m             
  2 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    39.04m     128-01    645 
      37.40m  39.04m  38.25m             
  3 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    38.65m     126-10    637 
      38.14m  36.22m  38.65m             
  4 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    38.15m     125-02    627 
      36.14m  37.00m  38.15m             
  5 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               35.98m     118-00    583 
      FOUL  35.98m  FOUL             
  6 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                 33.27m     109-02    529 
      31.96m  33.27m  33.09m             
  7 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    31.87m     104-07    501 
      31.87m  FOUL  30.99m             
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte               31.67m     103-11    497 
      31.67m  22.69m  FOUL             
  9 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               30.55m     100-03    475 
      29.96m  30.55m  28.47m             
 10 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    28.93m      94-11    443 
      28.93m  FOUL  27.07m             
 11 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                 24.66m      80-11    361 
      FOUL  FOUL  24.66m             
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault Decathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     4.75m   15-07.00    834 
     4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65 4.75 4.85  
        O    O  XXO  XXO   XO   XO  XXX  
  2 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     4.65m   15-03.00    804 
     4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65 4.75  
       XO    O   XO    O    O  XXX  
  3 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                4.55m   14-11.00    775 
     4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65  
        O    P   XO   XO  XXX  
  4 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                4.35m   14-03.25    716 
     4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45  
        O  XXO  XXO    O  XXX  
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     4.35m   14-03.25    716 
     3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45  
       XO    P    P    O    P   XO  XXO  XXO  XXX  
  4 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                4.35m   14-03.25    716 
     4.25 4.35 4.45  
        O   XO  XXX  
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                  4.05m   13-03.50    631 
     3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15  
        O    P    P    O    P    O    O  XXO  XXX  
  7 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                  4.05m   13-03.50    631 
     3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15  
        O    P    P    O    P    O   XO    O  XXX  
  9 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     3.65m   11-11.75    522 
     3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75  
        O    P    O    O   XO  XXO   XO  XXX   
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... Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault - continued 
================================================================================= 
 10 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     3.55m   11-07.75    496 
     3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65  
        O    P   XO    O    O  XXO  XXX  
 10 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     3.55m   11-07.75    496 
     3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65  
        O    P   XO  XXO   XO   XO  XXX  
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #9 Men Javelin Throw Decathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    55.46m     181-11    670 
      52.30m  53.18m  55.46m             
  2 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    54.55m     179-00    656 
      54.55m  54.20m  51.82m             
  3 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    53.44m     175-04    640 
      47.25m  52.11m  53.44m             
  4 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    52.02m     170-08    619 
      44.33m  46.51m  52.02m             
  5 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    47.42m     155-07    551 
      47.42m  47.28m  43.59m             
  6 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               47.07m     154-05    545 
      47.07m  43.52m  FOUL             
  7 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    43.48m     142-08    493 
      42.88m  FOUL  43.48m             
  8 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                 42.93m     140-10    485 
      42.93m  FOUL  40.09m             
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte               41.85m     137-04    469 
      41.85m  38.88m  40.09m             
 10 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               40.15m     131-09    444 
      37.20m  37.94m  40.15m             
 11 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                 37.90m     124-04    412 
      34.31m  37.90m  FOUL             
  
Event 21  Decathlon: #10 Men 1500 Meter Run Decathlon 
======================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points 
======================================================================= 
  1 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                   4:43.43     659 
  2 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte              4:43.84     656 
  3 Jordan Patrick            SR LA Tech                4:44.66     651 
  4 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                   4:50.45     616 
  5 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte              5:00.10     559 
  6 Scott Filip               SR Rice                   5:01.41     552 
  7 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                   5:01.56     551 
  8 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                   5:04.03     537 
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte              5:05.39     529 
 10 Praise Okori              FR LA Tech                5:10.66     500 
 11 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                   5:18.95     456 
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Men Decathlon
                               Points      100       LJ       SP       HJ      400 Day1     110H       DT       PV       JT     1500
    --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1 Scott Filip                          10.68    7.43m   12.64m    1.98m    47.79         14.76   38.15m    4.65m   53.44m  5:01.41
    Rice                                w: 0.5   w: 0.2 41-05.75     6-06                w: -0.9   125-02    15-03   175-04
    SR Team Points: 10           7702    (933)    (918)    (645)    (785)    (919) 4200    (879)    (627)    (804)    (640)    (552)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  2 Adrian Riley                         10.97    7.66m   12.77m    1.95m    49.80         15.45   44.97m    4.35m   55.46m  5:01.56
    UTSA                                w: 0.5   w: 0.1 41-10.75  6-04.75                w: -0.1   147-06 14-03.25   181-11
    SR Team Points: 8            7576    (867)    (975)    (653)    (758)    (824) 4077    (796)    (766)    (716)    (670)    (551)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  3 Charlie Card-Childers                11.33    6.87m   13.46m    2.01m    51.79         15.38   39.04m    4.75m   54.55m  4:50.45
    Rice                                w: 0.5   w: 0.5    44-02     6-07                w: -0.9   128-01    15-07   179-00
    JR Team Points: 6            7369    (789)    (783)    (695)    (813)    (734) 3814    (804)    (645)    (834)    (656)    (616)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  4 Justin Hollis                        11.64    6.80m   12.58m    1.80m    53.01         16.64   35.98m    4.55m   47.07m  5:00.10
    Charlotte                          w: -1.4   w: 0.5 41-03.25  5-10.75                w: -0.9   118-00    14-11   154-05
    SO Team Points: 5            6564    (723)    (767)    (642)    (627)    (681) 3440    (662)    (583)    (775)    (545)    (559)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  5 Nathan Jeffers                       11.80    6.68m   10.69m    1.89m    52.15         15.37   30.55m    4.35m   40.15m  4:43.84
    Charlotte                          w: -1.4   w: 1.6    35-01  6-02.25                w: -0.9   100-03 14-03.25   131-09
    SR Team Points: 4            6476    (691)    (739)    (527)    (705)    (718) 3380    (805)    (475)    (716)    (444)    (656)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  6 Jacob McDaniel                       11.77    6.62m   11.40m    1.98m    52.14         16.14   28.93m    3.65m   52.02m  4:43.43
    UTSA                                w: 0.5   w: 3.5    37-05     6-06                w: -0.1    94-11 11-11.75   170-08
    SO Team Points: 3            6456    (697)    (725)    (570)    (785)    (719) 3496    (717)    (443)    (522)    (619)    (659)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  7 Jordan Patrick                       11.67    6.74m   10.76m    1.89m    51.90         15.62   33.27m    4.05m   37.90m  4:44.66
    Louisiana Tech                      w: 0.5   w: 2.7 35-03.75  6-02.25                w: -0.9   109-02  13-03.5   124-04
    SR Team Points: 2            6434    (717)    (753)    (531)    (705)    (729) 3435    (776)    (529)    (631)    (412)    (651)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  8 Colton Torrance                      11.09    6.58m   11.32m    1.77m    49.43         16.55   38.65m    3.55m   43.48m  5:18.95
    Rice                               w: -1.4   w: 1.9 37-01.75  5-09.75                w: -0.9   126-10 11-07.75   142-08
    SR Team Points: 1            6319    (841)    (716)    (565)    (602)    (841) 3565    (672)    (637)    (496)    (493)    (456)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  9 Robert Yardley                       11.73    6.31m   10.07m    1.71m    51.94         15.86   31.67m    4.35m   41.85m  5:05.39
    Charlotte                          w: -1.4   w: 2.2  33-00.5  5-07.25                w: -0.1   103-11 14-03.25   137-04
    SO                           6089    (705)    (655)    (490)    (552)    (727) 3129    (749)    (497)    (716)    (469)    (529)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 10 Praise Okori                         11.50    6.54m    9.70m    1.86m    52.74         16.25   24.66m    4.05m   42.93m  5:10.66
    Louisiana Tech                      w: 0.5   w: 1.3    31-10  6-01.25                w: -0.1    80-11  13-03.5   140-10
    FR                           5982    (753)    (707)    (468)    (679)    (693) 3300    (705)    (361)    (631)    (485)    (500)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 11 Emerson Schulz                       11.51    5.89m   10.67m    1.62m    51.37            DQ   31.87m    3.55m   47.42m  5:04.03
    Rice                               w: -1.4   w: 1.0 35-00.25  5-03.75                          104-07 11-07.75   155-07
    SO                           5157    (750)    (563)    (526)    (480)    (753) 3072      (0)    (501)    (496)    (551)    (537)
                                 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                     Men - Team Rankings - 7 Events Scored 
=============================================================================== 
    1) Charlotte                   78        2) Rice                       60    
    3) Louisiana Tech              33.50     4) UTSA                       23    
    5) UTEP                        22        6) North Texas                21.50 
    7) Western Kentucky            15        8) Southern Miss              13    
    9) Mid. Tenn. State             5       10) FIU                         2    
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Event 22  Women 100 Meter Dash 
======================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 3 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   11.09  5/13/2012   Octavious Freeman, UCF                       
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H# 
======================================================================== 
Preliminaries 
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     11.56Q  1.0  5  
  2 Edidiong Odiong           FR Mid. Tenn. St            11.60Q  1.1  4  
  3 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            11.61Q -0.1  3  
  4 Alex Council              JR Charlotte                11.61Q -0.1  1  
  5 Cecilia Francis           FR Mid. Tenn. St            11.65Q  1.4  2  
  6 Shelbi White              JR UAB                      11.69q  1.4  2  
  7 Mirlege Castor            FR Mid. Tenn. St            11.71q -0.1  3  
  8 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                      11.75q  1.0  5  
  9 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                      11.78  -0.1  1  
 10 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss            11.82   1.0  5  
 11 Shelby Smith              FR LA Tech                  11.84   1.1  4  
 12 Taylor Shaw               FR LA Tech                  11.91   1.1  4  
 13 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                     11.91  -0.1  3  
 14 Bria Williams             JR North Texas              11.93  -0.1  1  
 15 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                      11.95   1.1  4  
 16 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas              11.97  -0.1  1  
 17 Crystal McDougle          JR FAU                      12.02   1.4  2  
 18 Tajah Walston             SO Charlotte                12.07   1.0  5  
 19 Makayla Edwards           FR LA Tech                  12.07  -0.1  1  
 20 Breanna Eckels            SO North Texas              12.07   1.1  4  
 21 Kayla Haywood             JR Marshall                 12.09   1.4  2  
 22 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                     12.11  -0.1  3  
 23 Morgan White              JR LA Tech                  12.13   1.0  5  
 24 Kadaria Thompson          JR Southern Miss            12.15   1.0  5  
 25 Iqua Ating                FR North Texas              12.16   1.0  5  
 26 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte                12.18   1.4  2  
 27 Jahyda Dixon              SO North Texas              12.19  -0.1  3  
 28 Melany Frierson           JR UAB                      12.31   1.4  2  
 29 Cameren Pryor             JR Charlotte                12.49  -0.1  3  
 30 Shundoria Hardy           SO Southern Miss            12.51  -0.1  1  
 31 Johna Diggs               FR UTEP                     12.53   1.1  4  
 32 Talor Wilkerson           FR Marshall                 12.53   1.1  4  
 33 Khadijah Valentine        SR Western KY               12.54  -0.1  3  
  
Event 23  Women 200 Meter Dash 
======================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   22.67  5/12/2007   Ebonie Floyd, Houston                        
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H# 
======================================================================== 
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     23.39Q  0.8  2  
  2 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            23.46Q  2.4  6  
  3 Edidiong Odiong           FR Mid. Tenn. St            23.50Q  0.7  4  
  4 Juannae Lewis             JR Western KY               23.59Q  2.3  3  
  5 Aneesa Scott              FR North Texas              24.05Q -1.2  1  
  6 Makayla Edwards           FR LA Tech                  24.22Q  0.3  5  
  7 Shelbi White              JR UAB                      23.76q  0.8  2  
  8 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                      23.77q  2.3  3  
  9 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                      24.14   2.4  6  
 10 Taylor Shaw               FR LA Tech                  24.24   0.7  4  
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... Women 200 Meter Dash - continued 
======================================================================== 
 11 Cecilia Francis           FR Mid. Tenn. St            24.31   0.8  2  
 12 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            24.34   0.3  5  
 13 Brandy Elysee             FR Marshall                 24.35  -1.2  1  
 14 Mirlege Castor            FR Mid. Tenn. St            24.52   0.7  4  
 15 Loveth Odia               SR Mid. Tenn. St            24.55  -1.2  1  
 16 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                     24.55   2.3  3  
 17 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                      24.56   0.3  5  
 18 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas              24.56   2.4  6  
 19 Ebony Tolliver            FR UAB                      24.58   2.3  3  
 20 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte                24.74   0.8  2  
 21 Kiera Forde-Richards      FR FIU                      24.77   0.8  2  
 22 Jahyda Dixon              SO North Texas              24.81   2.3  3  
 23 Tajah Walston             SO Charlotte                24.88   2.4  6  
 24 Bria Williams             JR North Texas              24.91  -1.2  1  
 25 Iqua Ating                FR North Texas              25.19   2.4  6  
 26 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                     25.29   0.7  4  
 27 Camille Little            SO Rice                     25.43  -1.2  1  
 28 Ana Holland               SR FAU                      25.60   0.3  5  
 29 Charlsea Lamb             JR Rice                     26.49   0.3  5  
 30 Johna Diggs               FR UTEP                     26.57  -1.2  1  
  
Event 24  Women 400 Meter Dash 
=================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 3 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   51.74  5/12/2007   Ebonie Floyd, Houston                        
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Juannae Lewis             JR Western KY               53.07Q  5  
  2 Joycelyn Assafuah         JR Mid. Tenn. St            54.18Q  3  
  3 Rian Robinson             JR Southern Miss            54.29Q  2  
  4 Madison Gibson            SO UTEP                     54.95Q  4  
  5 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            55.23Q  1  
  6 Kiana Lee                 JR Charlotte                55.09q  3  
  7 Jennifer Arinze           SR UTSA                     55.31q  4  
  8 Loveth Odia               SR Mid. Tenn. St            55.37q  5  
  9 Darionne Gibson           SO UTSA                     55.40   1  
 10 Cemere Petty              FR Charlotte                55.89   3  
 11 Jasmine Parquet           SO Charlotte                55.97   2  
 12 Imani Adams               SR UTEP                     56.08   1  
 13 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                     56.27   2  
 14 Sherline Valentin         SR FAU                      56.57   5  
 15 Brittni Emanuel           FR North Texas              56.99   2  
 16 Ebony Tolliver            FR UAB                      57.29   3  
 17 Lauryn McCollum           FR North Texas              57.42   4  
 18 Aireanna Taylor           SO Southern Miss            57.64   5  
 19 Breanna Hargrove          SR Marshall                 57.88   1  
 20 Marissa Topolski          SO Rice                     57.95   5  
 21 Danere'a White            SO Marshall                 58.03   4  
 22 Kayla Lipscomb            JR LA Tech                  58.04   4  
 23 Ashley Mitchell           FR Charlotte                58.68   2  
 24 Artesha Richardson        SO North Texas              59.00   4  
 25 Roshelle Francois         FR FAU                      59.02   2  
 26 Searra Woods              FR FAU                      59.46   3  
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Event 25  Women 800 Meter Run 
=================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 2 Each Heat plus Next 2 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   2:06.27  5/16/1998   Vernetta Rolle, Houston                    
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Mid. Tenn. St          2:08.19Q  3  
  2 Elia Nero                 JR LA Tech                2:10.79Q  2  
  3 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   2:12.30Q  1  
  4 Baylee Nelson             JR North Texas            2:11.77Q  3  
  5 Lilian Koech              JR UTEP                   2:12.50Q  2  
  6 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss          2:12.60Q  1  
  7 Hannah Bablak             JR Rice                   2:12.83q  2  
  8 Patience Akanwogba        FR Mid. Tenn. St          2:12.91q  3  
  9 Lynette Amaram            SO UTSA                   2:13.81   2  
 10 Stephanie Sauceda         SO UTSA                   2:14.24   2  
 11 Victoria Junious          SR North Texas            2:14.44   1  
 12 Barkley Castro            SR Marshall               2:14.59   1  
 13 Colleen Gilbert           JR UTSA                   2:16.03   1  
 14 Megan Giovanniello        FR FAU                    2:18.29   3  
 15 Sydne Grier               JR FIU                    2:18.45   3  
 16 Jayela Slack              SO UTSA                   2:19.54   1  
 17 Nicole Mitchell           JR Rice                   2:20.54   3  
 18 Carydaliz Fontanez        SR FAU                    2:20.80   3  
 19 Andrea Lucero             FR UTEP                   2:21.02   1  
 20 Aairiona Ransom           FR Western KY             2:21.14   1  
 21 Cele Moon                 SO UAB                    2:24.07   2  
 22 Destiny White             FR UTEP                   2:24.87   2  
 23 Bethan Evans              FR UAB                    2:26.32   2  
  
Event 26  Women 1500 Meter Run 
=================================================================== 
12 Advance:  Top 4 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   4:15.93  5/18/2014   Elinor Kirk, UAB                           
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Lilian Koech              JR UTEP                   4:34.35Q  1  
  2 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss          4:36.16Q  2  
  3 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   4:34.41Q  1  
  4 Joice Jebor               FR Mid. Tenn. St          4:36.95Q  2  
  5 Savannah Ames             SR Western KY             4:34.49Q  1  
  6 Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                   4:37.22Q  2  
  7 Brittany Stanley          SO Charlotte              4:35.52Q  1  
  8 Daphney Stanford          SR Southern Miss          4:37.59Q  2  
  9 Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss          4:36.78q  1  
 10 Rea Iseli                 JR North Texas            4:38.15q  2  
 11 Mary Claire Neal          FR Rice                   4:43.37q  2  
 12 Savannah McMillon         SO Southern Miss          4:44.26q  1  
 13 Rebecca Evans             SR UAB                    4:46.43   1  
 14 Elizabeth Wellman         JR FAU                    4:47.54   1  
 15 Bethany Hardcastle        SO FAU                    4:51.80   1  
 16 Sabrina Quijano           FR FIU                    4:57.38   2  
 17 Bethan Evans              FR UAB                    4:57.81   1  
 18 Theresa Harto             SO Southern Miss          4:58.82   1  
 19 Anna Figueroa             JR Rice                   4:59.26   1  
 20 Lucrecia Aguilar          JR Rice                   5:00.83   1  
 21 Cele Moon                 SO UAB                    5:05.47   2  
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... Women 1500 Meter Run - continued 
=================================================================== 
 22 Madeline Armstrong        SR Marshall               5:07.19   2  
 23 Valarie Jemutai           FR Mid. Tenn. St          5:10.37   1  
 24 Rian Rodriquez            SO UTSA                   5:11.38   2  
 25 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR FIU                    5:25.23   2  
 -- Sara Ivackovic            FR Rice                       DNF   2  
  
Event 27  Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase 
================================================================ 
  C-USA Meet:   10:01.77  5/10/2002   Brianna Dahm, Marquette                   
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  
================================================================ 
Finals 
  1 Bridget Abbatiello        SO Charlotte             10:57.57   
  2 Monika Gebarzewska        SO Southern Miss         10:57.66   
  3 Cassidy Adams             JR North Texas           11:10.03   
  4 Erica Lersch              JR FAU                   11:15.61   
  5 Rachel Kigen              JR Mid. Tenn. St         11:17.69   
  6 Maddie Forbes             FR Rice                  11:18.15   
  7 Natalie Goddard           FR Rice                  11:23.13   
  8 Taylor Brown              JR Charlotte             11:26.43   
  9 Anna Figueroa             JR Rice                  11:49.12   
 10 Jennifer White            SO North Texas           11:55.31   
 11 Olivia Flores             SO UTSA                  12:00.42   
 12 Erin Nelson               SR Charlotte             12:02.70   
 13 Alyssa Ungrady            FR Charlotte             12:12.82   
 14 Loren Goddard             FR Rice                  12:17.17   
 15 Brandi Ransom             SR Rice                  12:26.17   
 16 Morgan Mihalis            FR UAB                   12:27.10   
 -- Racheal Kosgei            FR Mid. Tenn. St               DQ   Impeding 
  
Event 29  Women 10000 Meter Run 
================================================================ 
  C-USA Meet:   34:30.90  5/13/2016   Cali Roper, Rice                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  
================================================================ 
  1 Lourdes Vivas de Lorenzi  FR Rice                  36:30.80   
  2 Katie Tomasi              FR Charlotte             36:51.44   
  3 Khayla Patel              SO Rice                  36:55.49   
  4 Pamela Kosgei             FR Mid. Tenn. St         37:08.06   
  5 Julia Jelagat             JR Mid. Tenn. St         37:09.50   
  6 HollyAnn Swann            SR Marshall              37:14.09   
  7 Sherilene Gelderblom      SO FIU                   37:48.93   
  8 Adrianna Cook             SO Marshall              38:05.03   
  9 Christina Schultz         SR FAU                   38:46.41   
 10 Emily Pettis              SO Charlotte             38:47.24   
 11 Emma Kate Holdbrooks      SO Southern Miss         38:55.99   
 12 Gabby Gonzales            SO UTSA                  39:52.78   
 13 Gladys Kipchumba          SO Mid. Tenn. St         41:04.37   
 14 Morgan Graff              FR FAU                   43:12.49   
 -- Sophia Clark              JR FAU                        DNF   
 -- Erin Nelson               SR Charlotte                  DNF   
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Event 30  Women 100 Meter Hurdles 
======================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 5 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   12.80  5/14/2017   Tobi Amusan, UTEP                            
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H# 
======================================================================== 
Preliminaries 
  1 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                13.71Q  0.3  3  
  2 Jamiah Jackson            FR UTSA                     13.88Q  0.5  2  
  3 Crystal McDougle          JR FAU                      13.98Q -0.6  1  
  4 Taylor Robinson           FR Marshall                 14.22q -0.6  1  
  5 Jazzman Clare             FR North Texas              14.33q -0.6  1  
  6 Lyric Choice              FR North Texas              14.37q  0.3  3  
  7 Lauren Epps               FR Mid. Tenn. St            14.39q -0.6  1  
  8 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      14.47q  0.5  2  
  9 Kyla Horn                 SO UAB                      14.52   0.5  2  
 10 Isis Welch                SO Charlotte                14.53   0.3  3  
 11 Talia Thompson            SR Southern Miss            14.56   0.3  3  
 12 Cassidy Smith             SR FAU                      14.59   0.5  2  
 13 Hannah Carreon            SO Marshall                 14.95   0.5  2  
 14 Alessa Sandusky           FR FAU                      15.12   0.3  3  
 15 Victoria Rausch           SO UTSA                     15.29   0.3  3  
 -- Safiyyah Mitchell         SO Marshall                   DNF  -0.6  1  
 -- Rebecca Oshinbanjo        JR UTEP                       DNF   0.5  2  
  
Event 31  Women 400 Meter Hurdles 
=================================================================== 
8 Advance:  Top 1 Each Heat plus Next 4 Best Times 
  C-USA Meet:   57.59  5/15/2011   Jackie Coward, UCF                           
  C-USA Meet:   57.59  5/12/2013   Sandy Jean-Claude, UCF                       
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H# 
=================================================================== 
  1 Ariel Terrell             SR Western KY               58.14Q  2  
  2 Christiana Dogan          SO Marshall               1:00.66Q  1  
  3 Dreshanae Rolle           JR UTEP                   1:01.30Q  3  
  4 Christy Gilbert           JR UTSA                   1:01.87Q  4  
  5 Anne-Catherine Wasser     SO FAU                    1:01.05q  1  
  6 Marielle Lewis            SO UAB                    1:02.45q  4  
  7 Rachel Grossman           SR UTSA                   1:03.32q  3  
  8 Talia Thompson            SR Southern Miss          1:03.33q  2  
  9 Lauren Capone             JR UAB                    1:03.49   1  
 10 Brooklyn Polk             SR Southern Miss          1:03.63   3  
 11 Sierra Andres             JR UTSA                   1:03.97   4  
 12 Lyric Choice              FR North Texas            1:05.12   3  
 13 Alessa Sandusky           FR FAU                    1:05.13   2  
 14 Cassidy Smith             SR FAU                    1:05.84   4  
 15 Lauren Epps               FR Mid. Tenn. St          1:06.76   3  
 16 Jazzman Clare             FR North Texas            1:07.59   1  
 17 Frelicia Tucker           FR Rice                   1:07.62   2  
 -- Sharone Johnson           FR LA Tech                     FS   4  
 -- Jamiah Jackson            FR UTSA                       DNF   2  
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Event 34  Women High Jump 
========================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   1.92m  5/12/2006   Gaelle Niare, SMU                            
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
Finals 
  1 Clarissa Cutliff          JR FIU                      1.84m    6-00.50  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.84 1.86  
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O    O  XXX  
  2 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            1.77m    5-09.75  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80  
        P    P    O    O    O    O  XXX  
  3 Kenflore Atilus           JR FIU                      1.77m    5-09.75  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80  
        P    O    O    O  XXO  XXO  XXX  
  4 Amber Walker              FR North Texas              1.71m    5-07.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74  
        P    O    O    O  XXX  
  5 Sydney Blue               JR Charlotte                1.71m    5-07.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74  
        O    O   XO   XO  XXX  
  6 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     1.71m    5-07.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74  
        P    O  XXO  XXO  XXX  
  7 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St           1.66m    5-05.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71  
        P    O    O  XXX  
  8 Jordyn Brown              JR Charlotte                1.66m    5-05.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71  
        O    O  XXO  XXX  
  9 Melaine Crittenden        SO UTEP                     1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        O    O  XXX  
  9 Elizabeth Olesen          JR Charlotte                1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        O    O  XXX  
  9 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western KY               1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        P    O  XXX  
  9 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        P    O  XXX  
  9 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                      1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        O    O  XXX  
  9 Jamari Drake              SO Southern Miss            1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        P    O  XXX  
 15 Sydney Anderson           FR LA Tech                  1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        O   XO  XXX  
 16 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 1.61m    5-03.25  
     1.56 1.61 1.66  
        O  XXO  XXX  
 -- Zaria Jones               SO Southern Miss               NH             
     1.56 1.61  
        P  XXX  
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... Women High Jump - continued 
========================================================================== 
 -- Ali Cichos                SR UAB                         NH             
     1.56  
      XXX  
  
Event 36  Women Long Jump 
=============================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   6.78m  5/12/2012   Tori Bowie, Southern Miss                    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           
=============================================================================== 
  1 Michelle Fokam            SO Rice                     6.46m   0.3  21-02.50  
     FOUL(0.9) 6.18m(0.4) 6.18m(1.7) 6.01m(0.9) 6.02m(0.7) 6.46m(0.3) 
  2 Breanna Eckels            SO North Texas              6.19m  -0.4  20-03.75  
     6.07m(0.5) 6.04m(-1.3) 6.17m(2.1) 6.10m(-0.6) 6.19m(-0.4) 6.03m(-1.7) 
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St           6.16m   0.6  20-02.50  
     6.11m(0.9) 6.16m(0.6) 6.14m(1.4) 5.91m(0.2) FOUL(2.8) 6.00m(-1.6) 
  4 Melody Korie              JR LA Tech                  6.08m  -0.1  19-11.50  
     6.08m(-0.1) 5.70m(1.4) FOUL(2.4) 5.44m(0.7) 5.60m(0.6) 5.61m(0.4) 
  5 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss            6.06m  -0.3  19-10.75  
     5.74m(-0.3) 6.05m(-0.8) 5.83m(0.6) FOUL(1.1) 5.64m(1.4) 6.06m(-0.3) 
  6 Camille Little            SO Rice                     5.96m   1.8  19-06.75  
     5.96m(1.8) FOUL(0.3) FOUL(2.1) FOUL(-0.2) 5.94m(1.1) 5.90m(0.3) 
  7 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     5.96m   2.6  19-06.75  
     5.61m(+0.0) 5.44m(-0.8) 5.96m(2.6) 5.45m(1.1) 5.63m(0.8) 5.47m(-1.4) 
  8 Dejah Hayes               SR Charlotte                5.86m   3.3  19-02.75  
     5.50m(0.4) 5.78m(2.0) FOUL(1.3) 5.57m(1.9) 5.86m(3.3) 5.65m(1.2) 
  9 Omolayo Omosola           FR Mid. Tenn. St            5.81m  -0.9  19-00.75  
     FOUL(0.9) 5.81m(-0.9) FOUL(1.6) FOUL(2.4) 5.68m(0.2) FOUL(0.4) 
 10 Shelby Smith              FR LA Tech                  5.75m   0.2  18-10.50  
     FOUL(0.8) 5.70m(1.6) 5.75m(0.2)            
 11 Jade Jordan               FR Charlotte                5.70m  -2.2  18-08.50  
     5.70m(-2.2) FOUL(2.3) 5.66m(0.6)            
 12 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western KY               5.67m  +0.0  18-07.25  
     5.40m(0.9) 5.45m(0.7) 5.67m(+0.0)            
 13 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                     5.61m   1.5  18-05.00  
     5.45m(0.9) 5.61m(1.5) 5.22m(0.6)            
 14 Ariel Watson              FR UTSA                     5.61m   0.4  18-05.00  
     5.43m(-0.3) FOUL(1.5) 5.61m(0.4)            
 15 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      5.61m   1.3  18-05.00  
     5.40m(-0.5) 5.61m(1.3) 4.03m(-0.4)            
 16 Danielle Spence           FR UTSA                     5.58m   2.2  18-03.75  
     4.93m(-1.2) 5.58m(2.2) 5.25m(0.6)            
 17 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      5.56m   1.2  18-03.00  
     5.45m(-1.5) 5.26m(-1.6) 5.56m(1.2)            
 18 Keila Robertson           SO UAB                      5.55m   1.0  18-02.50  
     FOUL(-1.0) 5.55m(1.0) 3.32m(-2.1)            
 19 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                5.54m   0.1  18-02.25  
     5.33m(-0.8) FOUL(2.9) 5.54m(0.1)            
 20 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      5.48m   1.1  17-11.75  
     5.48m(1.1) FOUL(-0.1) 5.21m(-0.6)            
 21 Adrianna Mitchell         FR Southern Miss            5.47m   1.0  17-11.50  
     5.47m(1.0) FOUL(1.2) FOUL(0.6)            
 22 Carlecia Spivey           JR Charlotte                5.45m  -0.4  17-10.75  
     5.45m(-0.4) 5.43m(0.5) 5.42m(1.8)            
 23 Josie Raines              FR Marshall                 5.39m  -1.0  17-08.25  
     5.39m(-1.0) 5.34m(1.9) 5.14m(1.7)            
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... Women Long Jump - continued 
=============================================================================== 
 24 Morgan White              JR LA Tech                  5.36m  -1.5  17-07.00  
     5.36m(-1.5) 5.19m(-1.3) 5.13m(0.6)            
 25 Esther Mitchell           FR FAU                      5.32m   1.4  17-05.50  
     5.32m(1.4) FOUL(-1.5) 5.05m(-2.0)            
 26 Lauren George             JR Marshall                 5.29m   0.7  17-04.25  
     5.27m(0.5) FOUL(1.1) 5.29m(0.7)            
 27 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      5.12m   1.1  16-09.75  
     FOUL(0.3) FOUL(-1.0) 5.12m(1.1)            
  
Event 39  Women Discus Throw 
========================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   58.44m  5/14/2004   Dayana Octavian, South Florida              
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
  1 Gabrielle Rains           SO FIU                     51.59m     169-03  
      48.10m  50.90m  51.59m  50.20m  48.68m  51.05m 
  2 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss           50.55m     165-10  
      46.44m  FOUL  FOUL  50.55m  FOUL  FOUL 
  3 Mia Hicks                 JR UTSA                    50.12m     164-05  
      49.72m  50.12m  FOUL  43.23m  47.01m  48.81m 
  4 Haley Walker              FR North Texas             50.08m     164-04  
      47.42m  43.18m  49.54m  45.22m  44.50m  50.08m 
  5 Rhea Thompson             SO LA Tech                 49.53m     162-06  
      48.08m  FOUL  49.53m  FOUL  43.84m  FOUL 
  6 Lacee Barnes              FR UTSA                    49.03m     160-10  
      FOUL  49.03m  47.31m  43.95m  FOUL  FOUL 
  7 Terrisa Russell           JR FIU                     48.86m     160-04  
      45.00m  FOUL  48.86m  FOUL  FOUL  46.50m 
  8 Jaleisa Shaffer           FR North Texas             48.34m     158-07  
      45.88m  46.87m  48.34m  46.45m  FOUL  FOUL 
  9 Candice Whitley           FR Charlotte               47.06m     154-05  
      41.60m  45.58m  47.06m  FOUL  43.74m  FOUL 
 10 Timberly Molden           SO FIU                     46.31m     151-11  
      46.31m  45.64m  FOUL            
 11 Elena Marchand            JR Marshall                45.54m     149-05  
      45.54m  FOUL  44.05m            
 12 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss           45.16m     148-02  
      45.16m  43.63m  FOUL            
 13 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss           40.07m     131-05  
      FOUL  37.76m  40.07m            
 14 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                    39.54m     129-09  
      36.13m  FOUL  39.54m            
 15 Harrison Mancke           FR FIU                     36.77m     120-08  
      34.75m  36.77m  FOUL            
 16 Ashlynn Smart             FR North Texas             36.74m     120-06  
      33.78m  35.45m  36.74m            
 17 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      JR UTSA                    35.89m     117-09  
      35.89m  FOUL  FOUL            
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Event 40  Women Hammer Throw 
========================================================================== 
  C-USA Meet:   63.97m  5/13/2004   Dayana Octavian, South Florida              
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            
========================================================================== 
  1 Terrisa Russell           JR FIU                     62.48m     205-00  
      62.48m  FOUL  61.08m  FOUL  PASS  57.69m 
  2 Reneese Batson            JR Marshall                56.55m     185-06  
      FOUL  56.55m  54.65m  54.10m  53.94m  54.94m 
  3 Nadia Maffo               SO Southern Miss           56.47m     185-03  
      55.94m  55.73m  54.91m  56.47m  53.68m  53.15m 
  4 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss           55.98m     183-08  
      FOUL  FOUL  53.93m  55.98m  52.85m  FOUL 
  5 Trinavia Williams         SO FIU                     54.64m     179-03  
      50.44m  54.64m  FOUL  FOUL  49.23m  FOUL 
  6 Victoria Ebert            SR Charlotte               54.32m     178-02  
      49.38m  FOUL  54.32m  53.31m  52.83m  52.98m 
  7 Hasana Clark              JR Marshall                53.58m     175-09  
      48.13m  53.58m  49.87m  49.94m  FOUL  FOUL 
  8 Mia Hicks                 JR UTSA                    51.64m     169-05  
      51.64m  FOUL  46.39m  PASS  PASS  PASS 
  9 Morgan Keesee             SR LA Tech                 51.26m     168-02  
      50.23m  FOUL  51.26m  FOUL  FOUL  48.43m 
 10 Candice Whitley           FR Charlotte               50.70m     166-04  
      FOUL  50.70m  FOUL            
 11 Dheryl Batts              JR Rice                    50.38m     165-03  
      49.35m  FOUL  50.38m            
 12 Abigail Foster            SO FIU                     49.86m     163-07  
      49.86m  49.14m  FOUL            
 13 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss           49.40m     162-01  
      FOUL  47.49m  49.40m            
 14 Harrison Mancke           FR FIU                     48.43m     158-11  
      44.31m  48.40m  48.43m            
 15 Faith Olszak              JR UTSA                    46.04m     151-00  
      46.04m  FOUL  FOUL            
 16 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      JR UTSA                    44.51m     146-00  
      44.45m  FOUL  44.51m            
 17 Kristyn Archuleta         SO North Texas             44.30m     145-04  
      42.24m  43.15m  44.30m            
 18 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                    44.03m     144-05  
      43.60m  44.03m  41.78m            
 19 Ashlynn Smart             FR North Texas             43.47m     142-07  
      FOUL  43.47m  40.49m            
 20 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss           43.44m     142-06  
      41.11m  FOUL  43.44m            
 21 Haley Walker              FR North Texas             41.57m     136-05  
      38.44m  FOUL  41.57m            
 22 Dallas O'Connell          JR UTSA                    40.40m     132-06  
      FOUL  40.40m  FOUL            
 23 Anji Garcia-Solis         SR LA Tech                 37.87m     124-03  
      FOUL  37.87m  FOUL            
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Event 42  Women Heptathlon 
================================================================ 
  C-USA Meet:    5832  5/12/2017   Elizabeth Dadzie, Middle TN                  
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  
================================================================ 
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                      5523   
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                       5377   
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St            5198   
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                      5117   
  5 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                      4987   
  6 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss             4928   
  7 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                       4704   
  8 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                       4675   
  9 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                  4593   
 10 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                 4524   
 11 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                       4359   
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                      4325   
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                 4304   
  
Event 42  Heptathlon: #1 Women 100 Meter Hurdles Heptathlon 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points 
=============================================================================== 
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     14.42  -1.6  1    920 
  2 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     14.49  -1.3  3    910 
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St           14.61  -1.3  3    894 
  4 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      14.65  -1.6  1    888 
  5 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                      14.80  -1.3  3    868 
  6 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     14.88  -1.6  1    858 
  7 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 15.00  -1.6  1    842 
  8 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            15.09  -1.3  3    830 
  9 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     15.13  -0.7  2    825 
 10 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      15.29  -0.7  2    804 
 11 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      15.56   1.2  4    769 
 12 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                15.58  -0.7  2    767 
 13 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      16.24   1.2  4    685 
 14 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                16.24   1.2  4    685 
  
Event 42  Heptathlon: #2 Women High Jump Heptathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     1.69m    5-06.50    842 
     1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69 1.72  
        O    P   XO    O    O    O  XXO  XXX  
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St           1.69m    5-06.50    842 
     1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69 1.72  
        O    O    O    O   XO  XXX  
  3 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     1.66m    5-05.25    806 
     1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69  
        O    O    O  XXO    O   XO  XXX  
  3 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     1.66m    5-05.25    806 
     1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69  
        O    O    O   XO  XXO  XXX  
  3 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                      1.66m    5-05.25    806 
     1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69  
        O    O    O   XO   XO  XXX  
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... Heptathlon: #2 Women High Jump - continued 
================================================================================= 
  6 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 1.60m    5-03.00    736 
     1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63  
        O    O    O   XO    O  XXX  
  6 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            1.60m    5-03.00    736 
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63  
        O    P    O   XO   XO  XXO  XXX  
  8 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      1.57m    5-01.75    701 
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60  
        O    O    O   XO    O  XXX  
  8 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      1.57m    5-01.75    701 
     1.54 1.57 1.60  
        O    O  XXX  
  8 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                1.57m    5-01.75    701 
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60  
        O    P    P   XO    O  XXX  
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                1.57m    5-01.75    701 
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60  
      XXO    P    O   XO  XXO  XXX  
 12 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      1.48m    4-10.25    599 
     1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51  
      XXO  XXO  XXO  XXX  
 13 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     1.45m    4-09.00    566 
     1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48  
        O    P   XO  XXX  
 -- Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                         NH             
     1.48  
      XXX  
  
Event 42  Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Heptathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    13.28m   43-07.00    746 
      13.17m  12.86m  13.28m             
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                     11.89m   39-00.25    654 
      11.75m  11.89m  11.24m             
  3 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                    11.59m   38-00.25    634 
      11.45m  11.59m  11.41m             
  4 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                     11.51m   37-09.25    629 
      11.16m  10.68m  11.51m             
  5 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               10.85m   35-07.25    585 
      10.85m  10.65m  10.74m             
  6 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte               10.55m   34-07.50    566 
      10.50m  FOUL  10.55m             
  7 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St          10.52m   34-06.25    564 
      9.86m  10.52m  FOUL             
  8 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           10.42m   34-02.25    557 
      9.84m  10.06m  10.42m             
  9 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    10.30m   33-09.50    549 
      10.30m  9.70m  FOUL             
 10 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      9.92m   32-06.50    524 
      9.12m  9.92m  9.90m             
 11 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      9.77m   32-00.75    514 
      9.77m  FOUL  FOUL             
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     9.37m   30-09.00    488 
      8.90m  8.85m  9.37m              
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... Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put - continued 
================================================================================= 
 13 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 8.86m   29-01.00    455 
      8.70m  8.54m  8.86m             
  
Event 42  Heptathlon: #4 Women 200 Meter Dash Heptathlon 
=============================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points 
=============================================================================== 
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     24.94  -0.4  3    892 
  2 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      25.09  -0.4  3    879 
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St           25.46  -0.4  3    845 
  4 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                25.74  -0.4  3    820 
  5 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     26.30  -1.7  2    771 
  6 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      26.41  -0.9  1    762 
  7 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            26.43  -1.7  2    760 
  8 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     26.48  -0.9  1    756 
  9 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      26.64  -0.4  3    742 
 10 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     26.65  -0.9  1    741 
 11 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 26.71  -0.9  1    736 
 12 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                      27.04  -1.7  2    708 
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                27.20  -1.7  2    695 
  
Event 42  Heptathlon: #5 Women Long Jump Heptathlon 
====================================================================================== 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points 
====================================================================================== 
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St           6.21m  +0.0  20-04.50    915 
     5.55m(-0.7) 6.21m(+0.0) PASS                  
  2 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     5.79m   1.6  19-00.00    786 
     5.79m(1.6) 5.64m(-0.7) 5.68m(0.2)             
  3 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                      5.63m   1.0  18-05.75    738 
     FOUL(-0.3) FOUL(1.2) 5.63m(1.0)             
  4 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     5.57m   1.5  18-03.25    720 
     5.50m(0.9) 5.57m(1.5) 5.53m(-0.8)             
  5 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      5.55m   0.7  18-02.50    715 
     5.37m(-1.2) 3.84m(-1.2) 5.55m(0.7)             
  6 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     5.53m  +0.0  18-01.75    709 
     5.44m(0.6) 5.32m(0.5) 5.53m(+0.0)             
  7 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      5.45m   3.3  17-10.75    686 
     4.97m(-0.4) 5.45m(3.3) FOUL(0.8)             
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                5.32m   1.0  17-05.50    648 
     5.18m(0.9) 5.32m(1.0) 5.18m(-0.4)             
  9 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 5.29m   0.1  17-04.25    640 
     5.14m(1.7) 5.05m(0.7) 5.29m(0.1)             
 10 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            5.19m   1.7  17-00.50    612 
     5.14m(0.5) 5.19m(1.7) 5.09m(1.3)             
 10 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                5.19m   2.5  17-00.50    612 
     FOUL(0.3) FOUL(1.0) 5.19m(2.5)             
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     4.99m   1.7  16-04.50    557 
     3.57m(1.3) 4.99m(1.7) 4.93m(-0.1)             
 13 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      4.84m   0.8  15-10.50    516 
     FOUL(+0.0) 4.75m(2.1) 4.84m(0.8)             
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Event 42  Heptathlon: #6 Women Javelin Throw Heptathlon 
================================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points 
================================================================================= 
  1 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           47.38m     155-05    809 
      39.76m  47.38m  45.62m             
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                     43.72m     143-05    739 
      43.72m  40.17m  41.00m             
  3 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    37.82m     124-01    626 
      37.30m  37.82m  36.38m             
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    36.30m     119-01    596 
      32.39m  34.44m  36.30m             
  5 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St          32.70m     107-03    528 
      27.85m  29.72m  32.70m             
  6 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                    32.35m     106-02    521 
      32.33m  32.35m  27.49m             
  7 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                     30.46m      99-11    485 
      30.46m  29.19m  FOUL             
  8 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                     30.41m      99-09    484 
      30.26m  29.83m  30.41m             
  9 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               30.17m      99-00    480 
      FOUL  30.17m  FOUL             
 10 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                    29.44m      96-07    466 
      29.44m  26.24m  28.27m             
 11 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                     26.58m      87-02    412 
      FOUL  26.58m  26.49m             
 12 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                24.62m      80-09    375 
      24.62m  FOUL  21.90m             
 13 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte               23.52m      77-02    355 
      21.97m  23.52m  22.93m             
  
Event 42  Heptathlon: #7 Women 800 Meter Run Heptathlon 
======================================================================= 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points 
======================================================================= 
  1 Frida Thorsås             SR FAU                    2:17.03     864 
  2 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                   2:20.78     813 
  3 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall               2:21.05     809 
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                   2:25.90     745 
  5 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                    2:26.21     741 
  6 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                   2:30.12     691 
  7 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                    2:30.66     685 
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte              2:32.11     667 
  9 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss          2:35.60     624 
 10 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                   2:36.60     612 
 11 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhammad SR Mid. Tenn. St         2:36.85     610 
 12 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                    2:38.83     586 
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte              2:42.35     546 
  
                    Women - Team Rankings - 7 Events Scored 
=============================================================================== 
    1) FIU                         47        2) Southern Miss              42    
    3) Rice                        41        4) Charlotte                  28    
    5) Mid. Tenn. State            27        6) North Texas                25    
    7) UTSA                        17        8) Marshall                   14    
    9) Florida Atlantic            13       10) UTEP                       10    
   11) Louisiana Tech               9                                            
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                      Points   100H       HJ       SP      200 Day1       LJ       JT      800
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           14.42    1.66m   13.28m    24.94         5.57m   37.82m  2:20.78
    UTEP                    w: -1.6  5-05.25    43-07  w: -0.4        w: 1.5   124-01
    SR Team Points: 10  5523  (920)    (806)    (746)    (892) 3364    (720)    (626)    (813)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  2 Frida Thorsås             14.80    1.66m   11.89m    27.04         5.63m   43.72m  2:17.03
    Florida Atlantic        w: -1.3  5-05.25 39-00.25  w: -1.7        w: 1.0   143-05
    SR Team Points: 8   5377  (868)    (806)    (654)    (708) 3036    (738)    (739)    (864)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-M       14.61    1.69m   10.52m    25.46         6.21m   32.70m  2:36.85
    Mid. Tenn. State        w: -1.3   5-06.5 34-06.25  w: -0.4       w: +0.0   107-03
    SR Team Points: 6   5198  (894)    (842)    (564)    (845) 3145    (915)    (528)    (610)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  4 Gabby Torres              14.88    1.69m   10.30m    26.65         5.79m   36.30m  2:25.90
    UTSA                    w: -1.6   5-06.5  33-09.5  w: -0.9        w: 1.6   119-01
    JR Team Points: 5   5117  (858)    (842)    (549)    (741) 2990    (786)    (596)    (745)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  5 Zinedine Russell          14.49    1.66m   11.59m    26.30         5.53m   29.44m  2:30.12
    Rice                    w: -1.3  5-05.25 38-00.25  w: -1.7       w: +0.0    96-07
    SO Team Points: 4   4987  (910)    (806)    (634)    (771) 3121    (709)    (466)    (691)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  6 Callie Jones              15.09    1.60m   10.42m    26.43         5.19m   47.38m  2:35.60
    Southern Miss           w: -1.3     5-03 34-02.25  w: -1.7        w: 1.7   155-05
    FR Team Points: 3   4928  (830)    (736)    (557)    (760) 2883    (612)    (809)    (624)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  7 Kayla Woulard             16.24    1.48m   11.51m    25.09         5.45m   30.46m  2:26.21
    FIU                      w: 1.2  4-10.25 37-09.25  w: -0.4        w: 3.3    99-11
    JR Team Points: 2   4704  (685)    (599)    (629)    (879) 2792    (686)    (485)    (741)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  8 Samantha Ebanks           15.29    1.57m    9.92m    26.41         5.55m   30.41m  2:30.66
    FIU                     w: -0.7  5-01.75  32-06.5  w: -0.9        w: 0.7    99-09
    SO Team Points: 1   4675  (804)    (701)    (524)    (762) 2791    (715)    (484)    (685)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  9 Sarah Bever               15.00    1.60m    8.86m    26.71         5.29m   24.62m  2:21.05
    Marshall                w: -1.6     5-03    29-01  w: -0.9        w: 0.1    80-09
    JR                  4593  (842)    (736)    (455)    (736) 2769    (640)    (375)    (809)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 10 Desirae Rowell            15.58    1.57m   10.55m    25.74         5.32m   23.52m  2:32.11
    Charlotte               w: -0.7  5-01.75  34-07.5  w: -0.4        w: 1.0    77-02
    JR                  4524  (767)    (701)    (566)    (820) 2854    (648)    (355)    (667)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 11 Ali Cichos                14.65    1.57m    9.77m    26.64         4.84m   26.58m  2:38.83
    UAB                     w: -1.6  5-01.75 32-00.75  w: -0.4        w: 0.8    87-02
    SR                  4359  (888)    (701)    (514)    (742) 2845    (516)    (412)    (586)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 12 Chase Whiting             15.13    1.45m    9.37m    26.48         4.99m   32.35m  2:36.60
    UTSA                    w: -0.7     4-09    30-09  w: -0.9        w: 1.7   106-02
    SO                  4325  (825)    (566)    (488)    (756) 2635    (557)    (521)    (612)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 13 Taylor Parcells           16.24    1.57m   10.85m    27.20         5.19m   30.17m  2:42.35
    Charlotte                w: 1.2  5-01.75 35-07.25  w: -1.7        w: 2.5    99-00
    JR                  4304  (685)    (701)    (585)    (695) 2666    (612)    (480)    (546)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
DNF Giulia Sportoletti          DNS      DNS      DNS      DNS           DNS      DNS      DNS
    Rice
    JR                          (0)      (0)      (0)      (0)           (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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....Women Heptathlon
DNF Brittany Floyd            15.56       NH      DNS      DNS           DNS      DNS      DNS
    UAB                      w: 1.2
    FR                        (769)      (0)      (0)      (0)           (0)      (0)      (0)
                        ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Event 1  Men 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   10.12  5/12/2018   Julius Morris, Western KY
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky         10.12Q  1.8  2
  2 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky         10.27Q  2.2  3
  3 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            10.31Q -0.2  1
  4 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            10.30q  1.8  2
  5 Solomon Afful             SR Mid. Tenn. State         10.43q  2.2  3
  6 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            10.50q  1.8  2
  7 Christian Bass            SO Charlotte                10.52q  2.2  3
  8 Lamarco Petty             FR Mid. Tenn. State         10.52q  1.8  2
  9 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss            10.52  -0.2  1
 10 William Bush              JR Western Kentucky         10.61  -0.2  1
 11 Alford Tribble            SR North Texas              10.65  -0.2  1
 12 James Cole                JR North Texas              10.66   1.8  2
 13 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas              10.70   2.2  3
 14 Edjim Beaver              SO Louisiana Tech           10.80   1.8  2
 15 Kyle Farrell              JR UTEP                     10.81  -0.2  1
 16 James Myers               SR Charlotte                10.82   2.2  3
 17 Keyon Hugle               FR Mid. Tenn. State         10.84   2.2  3
 18 Ifiok Umoh                SR Mid. Tenn. State         10.90  -0.2  1
 19 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                     10.91   1.8  2
 20 Jayden Bunting            FR UTSA                     10.93  -0.2  1
 -- Husani Wilburgh           FR FIU                        DNF   1.8  2
Event 1  Men 100 Meter Dash
=====================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   10.12  5/12/2018   Julius Morris, Western KY
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
Finals
  1 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            10.20   0.1
  2 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky         10.35   0.1
  3 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky         10.37   0.1
  4 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            10.43   0.1
  5 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            10.46   0.1
  6 Solomon Afful             SR Mid. Tenn. State         10.55   0.1
  7 Lamarco Petty             FR Mid. Tenn. State         10.64   0.1
  8 Christian Bass            SO Charlotte                10.66   0.1
Event 2  Men 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   20.28  5/14/2017   Julius Morris, WKU
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky         20.52Q  1.8  5
  2 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            20.71Q  1.4  4
  3 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     20.82Q  0.1  1
  4 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss            20.98Q -0.4  6
  5 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            21.07Q  1.2  2
  6 James Cole                JR North Texas              21.27Q  1.8  3
  7 Lamarco Petty             FR Mid. Tenn. State         21.07q  1.4  4
  8 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         21.15q  1.8  5
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  9 Solomon Afful             SR Mid. Tenn. State         21.18   1.2  2
 10 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western Kentucky         21.19   1.8  5
 11 Eli Minor                 SR Western Kentucky         21.32  -0.4  6
 12 Austin Hayes              JR Western Kentucky         21.34  -0.4  6
 13 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            21.40   0.1  1
 14 Nico Menzel               FR Charlotte                21.47   1.8  3
 15 William Bush              JR Western Kentucky         21.48   0.1  1
 16 Patston Stewart           FR FIU                      21.57   1.2  2
 17 Alford Tribble            SR North Texas              21.59   1.8  3
 18 Desmond Jefferson         SR UTSA                     21.61  -0.4  6
 19 Byron Taylor              SR UTSA                     21.70   1.2  2
 20 Kyle Farrell              JR UTEP                     21.77  -0.4  6
 21 Abdon Campbell            FR North Texas              21.84   1.4  4
 22 Akeem Simmons             JR FIU                      21.87   1.2  2
 23 Shammond Williams         SO FIU                      21.89   1.8  5
 24 Matthew Stewart           FR Mid. Tenn. State         22.06   0.1  1
 25 Edjim Beaver              SO Louisiana Tech           22.09   1.8  5
 26 Ifiok Umoh                SR Mid. Tenn. State         22.12   1.2  2
 27 Kaleb Campbell            FR UTSA                     22.14   1.8  3
 28 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                     22.32   1.8  3
 29 Jayden Bunting            FR UTSA                     22.35   1.8  3
 30 Kemar Sims                SO Southern Miss            22.41   1.4  4
Event 2  Men 200 Meter Dash
=====================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   20.28  5/14/2017   Julius Morris, WKU
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
Finals
  1 Julius Morris             SR Western Kentucky         20.32   0.1
  2 McKinely West             JR Southern Miss            20.56   0.1
  3 Alexander Richemond       SR Southern Miss            20.75   0.1
  4 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     20.97   0.1
  5 Lamarco Petty             FR Mid. Tenn. State         21.12   0.1
  6 Cra'Vorkian Carson        SR Southern Miss            21.27   0.1
  7 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         21.31   0.1
  8 James Cole                JR North Texas              21.33   0.1
Event 3  Men 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   44.53  5/14/2017   Emmanuel Korir, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         45.87Q  1
  2 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     46.17Q  2
  3 Ky-Mani Dula              SO Charlotte                46.83Q  4
  4 Austin Hayes              JR Western Kentucky         47.70Q  3
  5 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western Kentucky         46.35q  2
  6 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                     46.37q  1
  7 Adeniji Adedamola         JR Mid. Tenn. State         46.99q  2
  8 Jaquez Torian             FR Mid. Tenn. State         47.27q  4
  9 Saadiq Sweezer            SR Charlotte                47.58   1
 10 Austin Crocker            FR UTSA                     47.97   3
 11 Desmond Jefferson         SR UTSA                     48.07   1
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....Event 3  Men 400 Meter Dash
 12 Matthew Stewart           FR Mid. Tenn. State         48.55   1
 13 Lorenzen Burton           JR Southern Miss            48.76   4
 14 Alejandro Alcazar         SO UTEP                     48.82   2
 15 Mamadou Seck              JR Southern Miss            49.14   4
 16 Akeem Simmons             JR FIU                      49.81   1
 17 Carvellion Horn           JR UTEP                     50.08   2
 18 Shammond Williams         SO FIU                      50.30   3
 19 Cameron Cox               SR Southern Miss            50.59   3
 20 Ladarius Flagg            FR FIU                      54.71   4
 -- Jayon Woodard             SO Charlotte                   FS   3
Event 3  Men 400 Meter Dash
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   44.53  5/14/2017   Emmanuel Korir, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Asa Guevara               SR UTEP                     45.26
  2 Kymari Gates              JR Western Kentucky         46.16
  3 Va-Sheku Sheriff          JR UTSA                     46.21
  4 Oliver Alexandre          JR Western Kentucky         46.48
  5 Ky-Mani Dula              SO Charlotte                46.54
  6 Adeniji Adedamola         JR Mid. Tenn. State         46.98
  7 Austin Hayes              JR Western Kentucky         47.09  47.081
  8 Jaquez Torian             FR Mid. Tenn. State         47.09  47.090
Event 4  Men 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   1:47.48  5/14/2017   Michael Saruni, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   1:50.79Q  1
  2 Jason Bugg                FR Rice                   1:52.20Q  2
  3 Luca Chatham              JR UTSA                   1:51.23Q  1
  4 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   1:52.93Q  2
  5 Trevon Sanders            SO Mid. Tenn. State       1:51.73q  1
  6 Nolan Patrick             SO Charlotte              1:52.36q  1
  7 Zack Kovar                FR UTSA                   1:52.90q  1
  8 Reagan Olguin             JR Rice                   1:53.50q  2
  9 Caleb Devereaux           SO UTSA                   1:53.55   1
 10 Charles Shimukowa         SR Western Kentucky       1:54.14   2
 11 Cameron Farris            FR Louisiana Tech         1:54.71   2
 12 Nathan Mack               SO Mid. Tenn. State       1:55.30   2
 13 Royer Baez                SO FIU                    1:55.46   2
 14 Julio Acevedo             FR Mid. Tenn. State       1:56.42   2
 15 Randall Dias              SR Southern Miss          1:56.93   1
 16 Zach Kirkland             SR North Texas            1:58.80   1
 17 David Diaz                SR Rice                   2:01.13   2
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Event 4  Men 800 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   1:47.48  5/14/2017   Michael Saruni, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   1:48.79
  2 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   1:49.71
  3 Luca Chatham              JR UTSA                   1:49.91
  4 Trevon Sanders            SO Mid. Tenn. State       1:50.37
  5 Jason Bugg                FR Rice                   1:52.58
  6 Reagan Olguin             JR Rice                   1:53.32
  7 Nolan Patrick             SO Charlotte              1:54.09
  8 Zack Kovar                FR UTSA                   1:55.18
Event 5  Men 1500 Meter Run
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   3:42.81  5/15/2011   Chris O'Hare, Tulsa
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Mid. Tenn. State       3:56.26Q  2
  2 Alex Topini               FR Rice                   3:59.10Q  1
  3 Matthew Murray            SO Rice                   3:56.50Q  2
  4 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   3:59.14Q  1
  5 David Little              SO Southern Miss          3:56.70Q  2
  6 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   3:59.15Q  1
  7 Zach Kirkland             SR North Texas            3:56.84Q  2
  8 Matt Bomkamp              SO Charlotte              3:59.39Q  1
  9 William Conner            FR Charlotte              3:57.49q  2
 10 Matt Calem                JR Rice                   3:57.99q  2
 11 Tim Jones                 SO North Texas            4:00.39q  1
 12 Mason Youberg             FR Louisiana Tech         4:02.75q  2
 13 Brad Dohner               JR Rice                   4:07.00   1
 14 John Barham               FR Louisiana Tech         4:10.83   1
 15 Daniel Areces             SO FIU                    4:31.56   2
 16 Dylan Duckworth           FR Western Kentucky       4:36.08   2
 17 Alec Dominguez            JR FIU                    4:37.80   1
 18 Donnie Fry                SO Western Kentucky       4:45.95   2
 -- Shane Bracken             FR North Texas                DNF   1
Event 5  Men 1500 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   3:42.81  5/15/2011   Chris O'Hare, Tulsa
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Jonah Koech               JR UTEP                   3:49.73
  2 Michael Saruni            SO UTEP                   3:50.09
  3 Matthew Murray            SO Rice                   3:51.70
  4 Alex Topini               FR Rice                   3:52.02
  5 David Little              SO Southern Miss          3:52.80
  6 Matt Calem                JR Rice                   3:53.30
  7 William Conner            FR Charlotte              3:55.39
  8 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Mid. Tenn. State       3:56.22
  9 Tim Jones                 SO North Texas            3:56.82
 10 Matt Bomkamp              SO Charlotte              3:59.43
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....Event 5  Men 1500 Meter Run
 11 Mason Youberg             FR Louisiana Tech         4:08.69
 12 Zach Kirkland             SR North Texas            4:11.08
Event 6  Men 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   8:39.44  5/11/2013   Anthony Rotich, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Mihret Coulter            JR Charlotte              8:49.79
  2 Tom Nobles                JR Charlotte              8:56.71
  3 Aaron Gebhart             SO Charlotte              9:05.59
  4 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Mid. Tenn. State       9:09.55
  5 Alex Cornwell             SO Charlotte              9:10.16
  6 Adolfo Carvalho           SO Rice                   9:17.58
  7 Todd Gunzenhauser         FR Charlotte              9:34.15
  8 Connor Meaux              SO Rice                   9:39.07
  9 John Von Dohlen           JR UTSA                   9:39.40
 10 Trenton Fryman            FR Rice                   9:43.03
 11 Matthew Morgan            FR North Texas            9:52.33
Event 7  Men 5000 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   14:05.56  5/16/2010   John Beattie, Tulsa
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Tom Nobles                JR Charlotte             14:29.60
  2 Mihret Coulter            JR Charlotte             14:29.90
  3 Alex Cornwell             SO Charlotte             14:41.85
  4 Boaz Ronoh                FR UTEP                  14:48.87
  5 Cornelius Kapel           FR UTEP                  14:51.15
  6 Mike Lowe                 SR North Texas           14:52.50
  7 Florian Lussy             SO North Texas           14:52.81
  8 Aaron Gebhart             SO Charlotte             14:58.29
  9 Hociel Landa              FR Rice                  15:01.95
 10 Antony Kosgei             JR UTEP                  15:06.36
 11 Steve Booker              JR Rice                  15:11.13
 12 Imran Bell                SR Rice                  15:15.35
 13 Geoffry Cheruiyot         SR Mid. Tenn. State      15:18.10
 14 Todd Gunzenhauser         FR Charlotte             15:18.36
 15 Adolfo Carvalho           SO Rice                  15:20.72
 16 Brad Dohner               JR Rice                  15:21.98
 17 Alex Topini               FR Rice                  15:22.80
 18 Matthew Murray            SO Rice                  15:22.83
 19 Amos Cheruiyot            SR Mid. Tenn. State      15:25.56
 20 Conner Killian            SO Louisiana Tech        15:26.24
 21 Austin Ballow             SO Louisiana Tech        15:33.97
 22 Taylor Scarbrough         SO Western Kentucky      15:40.95
 23 Connor Meaux              SO Rice                  15:43.92
 24 Matthew Morgan            FR North Texas           15:54.95
 25 Matt Calem                JR Rice                  16:00.74
 26 Alex Schell               FR Western Kentucky      16:01.17
 27 Julien Cuyeu              SR Western Kentucky      16:12.63
 28 John Von Dohlen           JR UTSA                  16:17.33
 29 David Suarez              SO FIU                   17:04.56
 30 Jorge Areces              JR FIU                   17:14.90
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....Event 7  Men 5000 Meter Run
 -- David Little              SO Southern Miss              DNF
 -- William Conner            FR Charlotte                  DNF
 -- Zach Marchinko            SO Charlotte                  DNF
 -- Matt Bomkamp              SO Charlotte                  DNF
Event 8  Men 10000 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   29:43.67  5/9/2002    Herbert Mwangi, TCU
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Antony Kosgei             JR UTEP                  31:13.45
  2 Florian Lussy             SO North Texas           31:14.20
  3 Hociel Landa              FR Rice                  31:14.90
  4 Boaz Ronoh                FR UTEP                  31:23.53
  5 Imran Bell                SR Rice                  31:28.15
  6 Mike Lowe                 SR North Texas           31:44.32
  7 Cornelius Kapel           FR UTEP                  31:45.02
  8 Zach Marchinko            SO Charlotte             31:49.13
  9 Steve Booker              JR Rice                  31:56.39
 10 Amos Cheruiyot            SR Mid. Tenn. State      33:29.92
 11 Julien Cuyeu              SR Western Kentucky      34:40.95
 12 Pedro Sepulveda           SO UTSA                  35:25.33
 -- Clay Musial               SO Rice                       DNF
 -- Jacob Choge               SO Mid. Tenn. State           DNF
Event 9  Men 110 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   13.68  5/15/2004   David Payne, Cincinnati
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                     13.80Q  0.4  3
  2 Jonathan Hayden           SR Western Kentucky         14.05Q  1.6  1
  3 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss            14.10Q  0.9  2
  4 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                     14.10q  1.6  1
  5 Brian Kendrick            JR Charlotte                14.28q  0.9  2
  6 Jacob Kevetter            SO North Texas              14.40q  0.4  3
  7 Anthony Richardson        FR Charlotte                14.58q  0.4  3
  8 Justin Gerbrecht          JR UTSA                     14.60q  1.6  1
  9 Drew Barker               SR Charlotte                14.80   0.9  2
 10 Christian Strong          FR Southern Miss            14.97   1.6  1
 11 Denzel Villaman           JR Western Kentucky         15.05   0.9  2
 12 Devall Harris             FR UTSA                     15.07   0.9  2
 13 David Rivera              FR UTEP                     15.27   1.6  1
 14 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           15.67   1.6  1
 -- Maor Seged                JR Western Kentucky           DNF   0.4  3
Event 9  Men 110 Meter Hurdles
=====================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   13.68  5/15/2004   David Payne, Cincinnati
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
Finals
  1 Patrick Prince            JR UTSA                     13.75   0.7
  2 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss            13.89   0.7
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....Event 9  Men 110 Meter Hurdles
  3 Jonathan Hayden           SR Western Kentucky         14.05   0.7
  4 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                     14.09   0.7
  5 Anthony Richardson        FR Charlotte                14.27   0.7 14.261
  6 Brian Kendrick            JR Charlotte                14.27   0.7 14.263
  7 Jacob Kevetter            SO North Texas              14.49   0.7
  8 Justin Gerbrecht          JR UTSA                     14.75   0.7
Event 10  Men 400 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   50.05  5/13/2000   Greg Christie, Houston
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Andrew Pirog              SO UTSA                     52.33Q  3
  2 Denzel Villaman           JR Western Kentucky         52.56Q  1
  3 Maor Seged                JR Western Kentucky         52.66Q  2
  4 Travis Rogers             SO Charlotte                53.50Q  4
  5 Kacey Spinks              SO Southern Miss            53.19q  2
  6 David Saruni              FR Western Kentucky         53.73q  4
  7 Justin Gerbrecht          JR UTSA                     54.10q  3
  8 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                     54.33q  1
  9 Alec Tanksley             FR Western Kentucky         54.84   2
 10 Jacob Kevetter            SO North Texas              54.96   2
 11 Jonathan Boozer           SO UTSA                     54.98   4
 12 Ricardo Ramos             SO UTSA                     55.00   2
 13 Brian Kendrick            JR Charlotte                55.51   4
 14 Greg Cantrell             JR Mid. Tenn. State         56.29   1
 15 Jared Baggett             SO Charlotte                57.09   3
 16 Drew Barker               SR Charlotte                57.95   1
 17 Ken Berger                SO Rice                     59.07   1
 18 Devall Harris             FR UTSA                   1:00.40   3
 19 David Rivera              FR UTEP                   1:01.98   3
 -- Lanorris Graden           JR Louisiana Tech             DNF   4
 -- Jonathan Hayden           SR Western Kentucky            DQ   3 hooking H1&2
Event 10  Men 400 Meter Hurdles
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   50.05  5/13/2000   Greg Christie, Houston
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Denzel Villaman           JR Western Kentucky         51.54
  2 Andrew Pirog              SO UTSA                     51.58
  3 Shakeem Smith             SO UTEP                     51.95
  4 Maor Seged                JR Western Kentucky         52.06
  5 Kacey Spinks              SO Southern Miss            53.25
  6 Justin Gerbrecht          JR UTSA                     53.62
  7 David Saruni              FR Western Kentucky         53.67
  8 Travis Rogers             SO Charlotte                55.24
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Event 11  Men 4x100 Meter Relay
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   39.11  5/13/2006   UTEP
                       Y Bello, D Ward, J Alipio, C Martina
    School                                               Finals
================================================================
  1 Southern Miss                                         38.89
     1) Chedlin Sagesse JR              2) McKinely West JR
     3) Cra'Vorkian Carson SR           4) Alexander Richemond SR
  2 Western Kentucky                                      39.33
     1) Alec Tanksley FR                2) Julius Morris SR
     3) Eli Minor SR                    4) William Bush JR
  3 Charlotte                                             39.62
     1) Ky-Mani Dula SO                 2) Christian Bass SO
     3) Nico Menzel FR                  4) Jayon Woodard SO
  4 North Texas                                           40.24
     1) Alford Tribble SR               2) James Cole JR
     3) Dominique Drayden SR            4) Abdon Campbell FR
  5 UTSA                                                  40.62
     1) Davante Edwards JR              2) Jayden Bunting FR
     3) Jahkwan Blackley FR             4) Kaleb Campbell FR
  6 Mid. Tenn. State                                      40.67
     1) Keyon Hugle FR                  2) Solomon Afful SR
     3) Ifiok Umoh SR                   4) Lamarco Petty FR
  7 UTEP                                                  41.68
     1) Donivan Ortega SO               2) Asa Guevara SR
     3) Shakeem Smith SO                4) Kyle Farrell JR
  8 FIU                                                   42.96
     1) Akeem Simmons JR                2) Luares Tavares JR
     3) Patston Stewart FR              4) Shammond Williams SO
Event 12  Men 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   3:05.09  5/17/2003   TCU
                         J Morgan, K Pyant, N Garcia, B Simpson
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Western Kentucky                                    3:06.15   2
     1) Oliver Alexandre JR             2) Eli Minor SR
     3) Denzel Villaman JR              4) Kymari Gates JR
  2 UTSA                                                3:06.69   2
     1) Austin Crocker FR               2) Desmond Jefferson SR
     3) Byron Taylor SR                 4) Va-Sheku Sheriff JR
  3 Charlotte                                           3:06.87   2
     1) Nico Menzel FR                  2) Ky-Mani Dula SO
     3) Saadiq Sweezer SR               4) Jayon Woodard SO
  4 Mid. Tenn. State                                    3:09.02   2
     1) Adeniji Adedamola JR            2) Ifiok Umoh SR
     3) Jaquez Torian FR                4) Trevon Sanders SO
  5 Southern Miss                                       3:12.64   2
     1) Alexander Richemond SR          2) Kacey Spinks SO
     3) Mamadou Seck JR                 4) Lorenzen Burton JR
  6 UTEP                                                3:17.67   2
     1) Carvellion Horn JR              2) Shakeem Smith SO
     3) Alejandro Alcazar SO            4) Asa Guevara SR
  7 North Texas                                         3:19.28   1
     1) James Cole JR                   2) Abdon Campbell FR
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....Event 12  Men 4x400 Meter Relay
     3) Alford Tribble SR               4) Jacob Kevetter SO
  8 Rice                                                3:19.30   2
     1) Reagan Olguin JR                2) David Diaz SR
     3) Jason Bugg FR                   4) Emerson Schulz SO
  9 Louisiana Tech                                      3:23.96   1
     1) Edjim Beaver SO                 2) Cameron Farris FR
     3) Mason Youberg FR                4) Jordan Patrick SR
Event 13  Men High Jump
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   2.30m  5/13/2006   Mickael Hanany, UTEP
  C-USA Meet:   2.30m  5/17/2008   Mickael Hanany, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Caleb Parker              SO Southern Miss            2.15m    7-00.50
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09 2.12 2.15 2.18
        P    P    P    P    P    O  XXO    O    O  XXX
  2 Ty Anderson               SR UTSA                     2.12m    6-11.50
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09 2.12 2.15 2.18
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O   XO   XP   XX
  2 Davante Edwards           JR UTSA                     2.12m    6-11.50
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09 2.12 2.15 2.18
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O   XO   XP   XX
  4 Jacob Patten              JR Mid. Tenn. State         2.09m    6-10.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09 2.12
        P    P    P    P   XO   XO    O  XXX
  5 Quillan Haughton          SO UTSA                     2.09m    6-10.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09 2.12
        P    P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXX
  6 Desmond Mobley            SR Western Kentucky         2.09m    6-10.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09 2.12
        P    P    P    O    P  XXO   XO  XXX
  7 Christian Williams        SR FIU                      2.04m    6-08.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09
        P    P    P    P    O    O  XXX
  8 Jourden Taylor            JR North Texas              2.04m    6-08.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99 2.04 2.09
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  9 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     1.94m    6-04.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99
        P    O    O    O  XXX
 10 Austin Ondijo             SO UTEP                     1.94m    6-04.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99
        O   XO    O    O  XXX
 11 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     1.94m    6-04.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99
        P    P    P   XO  XXX
 11 Etamar Bhastekar          FR UTEP                     1.94m    6-04.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99
        O    P    O   XO  XXX
 13 Chandler Iturraga         FR UTSA                     1.94m    6-04.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94 1.99
        P    P    P  XXO  XXX
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....Event 13  Men High Jump
 14 Andrew Samuels            SR FIU                      1.89m    6-02.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94
        P    P    O  XXX
 15 Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte                1.89m    6-02.25
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94
        P    P   XO  XXX
 -- Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                        NH
     1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94
        P    P    P  XXX
Event 14  Men Pole Vault
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   5.41m  5/17/2015   Chris Pillow, Rice
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Cole Courtois             FR Louisiana Tech           5.37m   17-07.25
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97 5.07 5.17 5.27 5.37 5.47
        P    P    P    P   XO  XXO  XXO    O  XXO    O  XXP
  2 Keon Howe                 JR Charlotte                5.27m   17-03.50
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97 5.07 5.17 5.27 5.37 5.47
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O   XO   XO   XP  XXX
  3 Elijah Cole               SO Charlotte                5.17m   16-11.50
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97 5.07 5.17 5.27
        P    P    P    P    P   XO   XO   XO  XXX
  4 Etamar Bhastekar          FR UTEP                     4.82m   15-09.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97
        P    P    P  XXO    O  XXX
  5 Jacob Davis               SO Charlotte                4.82m   15-09.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXX
  6 Daniel Sams               SO Louisiana Tech           4.82m   15-09.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82 4.97
        P    P    P   XO   XO  XXX
  7 Gregory Ballard           SR Louisiana Tech           4.67m   15-03.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82
        P    P    P    O  XXX
  7 Jacob Van Patten          SO North Texas              4.67m   15-03.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82
        P    O    O    O  XXX
  9 Sage Murphy               SO Charlotte                4.67m   15-03.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82
        P    P   XO    O  XXX
 10 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     4.67m   15-03.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82
        O    P    O   XO  XXX
 11 Brady Trankle             SO North Texas              4.67m   15-03.75
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67 4.82
       XO    O    O   XO  XXX
 12 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                4.52m   14-10.00
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67
        P  XXO    O  XXX
 13 Kyle Real                 SO UTSA                     4.52m   14-10.00
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67
        P    O   XO  XXX
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....Event 14  Men Pole Vault
 13 Karney Linch              FR UTSA                     4.52m   14-10.00
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67
        P    O   XO  XXX
 15 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                4.52m   14-10.00
     4.22 4.37 4.52 4.67
        P   XO  XXO  XXX
 16 James McNaney             SO Rice                     4.22m   13-10.00
     4.22 4.37
        O  XXX
 17 Daniel Becherer           SO North Texas              4.22m   13-10.00
     4.22 4.37
       XO  XXX
 17 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           4.22m   13-10.00
     4.22 4.37
       XO  XXX
 -- John Rudd                 JR Rice                        NH
     4.22 4.37
        P  XPP
 -- Christian Cannon          SO Rice                        NH
     4.22 4.37
        P  XXX
Event 15  Men Long Jump
===============================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   7.99m  5/12/2018   Desmond Mobley, Western KY
  C-USA Meet:   7.85m  5/10/2002   Will Montgomery, Charlotte
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Desmond Mobley            SR Western Kentucky         7.99m   0.9  26-02.75
     7.90m(1.6) 7.80m(0.3) 7.99m(0.9) PASS      PASS      PASS
  2 Denzel Harper             SO Louisiana Tech           7.89m   0.9  25-10.75
     7.61m(0.6) 7.32m(-1.5) FOUL(1.6) 7.70m(0.3) 7.84m(0.4) 7.89m(0.9)
  3 John Warren               JR Southern Miss            7.80m   0.6  25-07.25
     7.21m(-0.8) 7.73m(1.8) PASS      7.06m(2.0) PASS      7.80m(0.6)
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     7.72m   0.8  25-04.00
     7.46m(+0.0) 7.17m(1.4) 7.44m(1.5) 7.22m(0.2) 7.43m(0.3) 7.72m(0.8)
  5 Alec Tanksley             FR Western Kentucky         7.58m   1.9  24-10.50
     4.44m(1.0) 7.15m(-0.8) 7.58m(1.9) PASS      PASS      7.01m(-1.0)
  6 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     7.48m   1.0  24-06.50
     7.17m(-1.2) 7.24m(1.1) 7.45m(0.5) 7.39m(1.1) 7.43m(1.5) 7.48m(1.0)
  7 Reed Service              FR FIU                      7.44m   1.3  24-05.00
     7.13m(+0.0) 7.44m(1.3) 7.17m(1.1) 6.77m(-1.4) 7.04m(0.8) 7.14m(1.2)
  8 Dominique Drayden         SR North Texas              7.36m   1.4  24-01.75
     6.99m(0.5) FOUL(0.1) 7.34m(2.0) 5.79m(0.7) FOUL      7.36m(1.4)
  9 Christian Williams        SR FIU                      7.33m   0.9  24-00.75
     7.33m(0.9) 7.24m(1.6) 7.22m(-0.2) 6.99m(-0.5) 6.05m(-1.5) 6.90m(-0.5)
 10 Chedlin Sagesse           JR Southern Miss            7.32m   2.0  24-00.25
     6.84m(-0.9) 7.32m(2.0) 7.00m(0.3)
 11 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                     7.27m   0.4  23-10.25
     7.13m(+0.0) 7.27m(0.4) 7.25m(1.0)
 12 Donivan Ortega            SO UTEP                     7.09m   0.7  23-03.25
     7.09m(0.7) 6.86m(0.4) 6.93m(2.2)
 13 Markel Dalton             JR Charlotte                7.07m   0.2  23-02.50
     6.65m(0.1) 7.07m(0.2) FOUL(-0.9)
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....Event 15  Men Long Jump
 14 Devin Mungro              FR UTEP                     6.88m  -0.7  22-07.00
     5.97m(+0.0) 6.75m(0.6) 6.88m(-0.7)
 15 Zack Lakeit               JR Louisiana Tech           6.83m  -0.1  22-05.00
     6.83m(-0.1) FOUL(0.8) 6.68m(-0.3)
 16 Andre Douglas             FR UTSA                     6.76m  +0.0  22-02.25
     6.76m(+0.0) 6.76m(-0.1) FOUL(-0.8)
 17 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           6.72m   0.2  22-00.75
     6.22m(+0.0) 6.41m(-0.2) 6.72m(0.2)
 18 Darius King               FR UTEP                     6.69m  +0.0  21-11.50
     6.69m(+0.0) 6.55m(-0.1) 6.35m(-0.7)
 19 Frederic Williams         FR UTEP                     6.17m   1.3  20-03.00
     6.17m(1.3) PASS      PASS
 20 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           6.12m  +0.0  20-01.00
     6.12m(+0.0) FOUL(0.5) FOUL(0.5)
 21 Khalil Jones              FR Louisiana Tech           5.00m  +0.0  16-05.00
     5.00m(+0.0) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(1.2)
 -- Jelaani Davis             FR Louisiana Tech            FOUL
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(1.2) FOUL(1.0)
 -- Eric Washington           SO Southern Miss             FOUL
     FOUL(+0.0) FOUL(0.2) FOUL(1.5)
Event 16  Men Triple Jump
===============================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   16.10m  5/13/2000   Raphel Martin, Charlotte
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 John Warren               JR Southern Miss           16.41m   2.5  53-10.25
     16.07m(-0.6) 16.41m(2.5) 14.42m(0.3) PASS      15.76m(-2.2) PASS
  2 Markel Dalton             JR Charlotte               15.72m  -0.3  51-07.00
     15.09m(-1.0) FOUL(1.0) FOUL(0.9) 15.45m(0.1) 15.72m(-0.3) 15.41m(+0.0)
  3 Andre Douglas             FR UTSA                    15.56m  -1.4  51-00.75
     15.29m(-0.8) 15.56m(-1.4) FOUL(1.6) FOUL(1.6) 15.13m(1.1) 15.32m(0.8)
  4 Desmond Mobley            SR Western Kentucky        15.41m   1.0  50-06.75
     15.16m(0.5) 14.68m(-1.3) 14.58m(1.4) 14.80m(1.5) 15.41m(1.0) 14.57m(+0.0)
  5 Jelaani Davis             FR Louisiana Tech          15.28m  -0.7  50-01.75
     FOUL(-3.1) FOUL(0.6) 15.23m(0.7) 15.05m(1.9) 15.28m(-0.7) FOUL(0.6)
  6 George Nyakwol            FR Rice                    15.15m   0.8  49-08.50
     15.14m(2.0) 14.83m(0.2) 14.83m(0.4) 15.05m(0.5) 15.15m(0.8) 14.86m(-1.3)
  7 Donivan Ortega            SO UTEP                    14.94m  -1.2  49-00.25
     13.93m(0.9) 14.54m(-1.5) 14.80m(1.1) 14.24m(1.5) 13.34m(-0.2) 14.94m(-1.2)
  8 Khalil Jones              FR Louisiana Tech          14.79m  -1.2  48-06.25
     14.79m(-1.2) FOUL(0.5) FOUL(1.1) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(-0.2) FOUL(-0.1)
  9 Dominique Drayden         SR North Texas             14.70m   1.3  48-02.75
     14.41m(0.5) 13.40m(-2.0) 14.70m(1.3)
 10 Luares Tavares            JR FIU                     14.41m  -0.7  47-03.50
     14.41m(-0.7) 14.20m(-2.1) 13.93m(2.5)
 11 Devonta Brassell          JR Southern Miss           14.38m  -0.8  47-02.25
     FOUL(1.5) 14.38m(-0.8) FOUL(1.2)
 12 Patrick McCoy             JR Rice                    14.29m   0.7  46-10.75
     14.26m(1.5) 14.29m(0.7) 13.85m(0.9)
 13 Jacob Patten              JR Mid. Tenn. State        14.15m  -2.3  46-05.25
     14.15m(-2.3) FOUL(3.4) 14.07m(0.3)
 14 Jahkwan Blackley          FR UTSA                    14.12m  -1.2  46-04.00
     14.12m(-1.2) FOUL(-0.2) 13.93m(0.2)
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....Event 16  Men Triple Jump
 15 Caleb Clark               FR Louisiana Tech          14.11m  -1.5  46-03.50
     FOUL(2.3) 14.11m(-1.5) FOUL(-0.2)
 16 Denzel Harper             SO Louisiana Tech          13.90m  -2.3  45-07.25
     FOUL(-1.3) FOUL(-0.1) 13.90m(-2.3)
 17 Darius King               FR UTEP                    13.81m   1.9  45-03.75
     FOUL(0.6) FOUL(0.1) 13.81m(1.9)
 18 Wisdom Offor              SR FIU                     13.66m   2.9  44-09.75
     13.66m(2.9) FOUL(1.0) FOUL(-0.5)
 -- Devin Mungro              FR UTEP                      FOUL
     FOUL(1.4) FOUL(-0.8) FOUL(-0.2)
Event 17  Men Shot Put
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   20.06m  5/18/2014   Richard Garrett, UTSA
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Isaac Odugbesan           FR Mid. Tenn. State        18.57m   60-11.25
      17.02m  17.08m  18.44m  16.85m  17.63m  18.57m
  2 Kelsey Benoit             SR UTSA                    17.44m   57-02.75
      16.12m  16.04m  15.87m  16.96m  17.44m  FOUL
  3 Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                    17.03m   55-10.50
      14.61m  16.00m  17.03m  FOUL  15.98m  FOUL
  4 Terrell Adams             SO Charlotte               16.98m   55-08.50
      15.60m  15.86m  FOUL  16.13m  16.49m  16.98m
  5 Tyler Hoag                SO Charlotte               16.83m   55-02.75
      16.28m  16.35m  16.28m  16.11m  16.83m  16.19m
  6 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                    16.45m   53-11.75
      15.09m  FOUL  16.34m  16.45m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Ethan Reed                FR Louisiana Tech          16.01m   52-06.50
      14.88m  15.46m  FOUL  FOUL  16.01m  FOUL
  8 Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss           15.98m   52-05.25
      14.65m  14.76m  15.98m  15.51m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Malek Evans               JR Louisiana Tech          15.76m   51-08.50
      15.41m  15.45m  15.63m  15.48m  15.76m  FOUL
 10 Allen Wiggins             SO FIU                     15.41m   50-06.75
      15.18m  15.41m  15.36m
 11 Michael Yow               SO Rice                    15.20m   49-10.50
      14.73m  15.20m  14.95m
 12 Isaac Samuels             SR Louisiana Tech          15.09m   49-06.25
      15.09m  FOUL  15.07m
 13 Micheal Zungia            SO UTSA                    14.87m   48-09.50
      14.40m  14.60m  14.87m
 14 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                    13.98m   45-10.50
      13.98m  13.64m  FOUL
 15 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss           13.78m   45-02.50
      13.56m  13.78m  FOUL
 16 Isaiah Carter             FR Southern Miss           13.05m   42-09.75
      13.05m  FOUL  FOUL
Event 18  Men Discus Throw
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   59.40m  5/17/1997   John Davis, Houston
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
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....Event 18  Men Discus Throw
  1 Terrell Adams             SO Charlotte               56.05m     183-11
      56.05m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  2 Austin Riddle             SR Rice                    51.07m     167-07
      49.74m  FOUL  FOUL  47.73m  FOUL  51.07m
  3 Karl Sralla               SO North Texas             50.56m     165-10
      47.91m  FOUL  49.01m  49.23m  50.56m  FOUL
  4 Isaac Samuels             SR Louisiana Tech          50.53m     165-09
      45.50m  47.51m  49.21m  50.53m  FOUL  48.93m
  5 Kelsey Benoit             SR UTSA                    49.99m     164-00
      FOUL  49.77m  FOUL  FOUL  49.57m  49.99m
  6 Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                    46.35m     152-01
      46.35m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Kevone Kennedy            SO North Texas             46.18m     151-06
      42.09m  44.17m  46.18m  44.40m  45.81m  FOUL
  8 Chard Muhwanga            FR Western Kentucky        45.68m     149-10
      43.99m  FOUL  45.68m  FOUL  42.02m  FOUL
  9 Ethan Reed                FR Louisiana Tech          45.25m     148-05
      40.40m  FOUL  45.25m  42.89m  42.17m  FOUL
 10 Vincent Perez             JR UTSA                    44.71m     146-08
      43.80m  44.71m  41.36m
 11 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss           44.11m     144-09
      42.65m  FOUL  44.11m
 12 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                    43.79m     143-08
      43.79m  FOUL  FOUL
 13 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                    43.70m     143-04
      43.70m  43.70m  FOUL
 14 Malek Evans               JR Louisiana Tech          43.13m     141-06
      43.13m  FOUL  FOUL
 15 Tyler Hoag                SO Charlotte               42.90m     140-09
      FOUL  42.90m  42.08m
 16 Micheal Zungia            SO UTSA                    37.87m     124-03
      37.87m  37.63m  FOUL
 17 Isaac Odugbesan           FR Mid. Tenn. State        29.74m      97-07
      FOUL  29.74m  PASS
 -- Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss             FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Event 19  Men Hammer Throw
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   68.86m  5/14/2010   Steffen Nerdal, Memphis
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Stevan Veselinovic        JR Charlotte               65.77m     215-09
      FOUL  64.25m  64.39m  64.78m  65.77m  63.99m
  2 Austin Riddle             SR Rice                    64.27m     210-10
      63.04m  FOUL  64.27m  64.27m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Uche Ugwunze              SR Rice                    60.40m     198-02
      56.88m  57.46m  57.75m  56.75m  60.40m  58.32m
  4 Donald Daley              SR Southern Miss           58.95m     193-05
      56.66m  58.95m  FOUL  53.90m  58.59m  58.44m
  5 Malek Evans               JR Louisiana Tech          57.90m     189-11
      FOUL  56.31m  57.90m  57.76m  FOUL  54.56m
  6 Matt Garcia               SR Rice                    57.33m     188-01
      55.92m  57.33m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Robert Watson             SO Southern Miss           57.18m     187-07
      56.11m  FOUL  FOUL  54.40m  57.18m  FOUL
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....Event 19  Men Hammer Throw
  8 Michael Yow               SO Rice                    56.65m     185-10
      56.34m  FOUL  56.65m  FOUL  55.38m  55.87m
  9 Vincent Perez             JR UTSA                    56.03m     183-10
      FOUL  52.43m  51.89m  53.59m  53.67m  56.03m
 10 Chard Muhwanga            FR Western Kentucky        45.45m     149-01
      38.97m  FOUL  45.45m
 11 Benjamin Coronado         FR UTEP                    45.12m     148-00
      44.41m  45.12m  FOUL
 12 Jesse Roberts             FR Rice                    40.00m     131-03
      40.00m  39.98m  FOUL
 13 Isaiah Carter             FR Southern Miss           38.23m     125-05
      37.15m  37.88m  38.23m
 -- Derek Fenton              JR UTSA                      FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Event 20  Men Javelin Throw
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   77.53m  5/15/2016   John Ampomah, Middle TN
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Erik Maher                SR Rice                    65.61m     215-03
      61.68m  58.32m  59.39m  59.15m  57.76m  65.61m
  2 Javier Lopez-Ibarra       JR North Texas             64.17m     210-06
      FOUL  62.71m  FOUL  FOUL  64.17m  FOUL
  3 Thomas Peters             JR Southern Miss           64.10m     210-04
      FOUL  FOUL  59.77m  61.65m  64.10m  60.23m
  4 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    63.18m     207-03
      FOUL  FOUL  59.81m  58.09m  61.28m  63.18m
  5 Dominic Governale         SO Southern Miss           61.19m     200-09
      57.64m  60.59m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  61.19m
  6 Tyler Griggers            JR Louisiana Tech          58.41m     191-08
      FOUL  55.90m  58.41m  57.04m  56.64m  FOUL
  7 Dane Stolsig              SO Rice                    57.07m     187-03
      56.26m  57.07m  54.18m  54.79m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    54.89m     180-01
      FOUL  49.19m  54.89m  52.23m  51.65m  FOUL
  9 Karl Sralla               SO North Texas             52.47m     172-02
      FOUL  52.26m  49.33m  51.35m  FOUL  52.47m
 10 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    51.51m     169-00
      51.51m  FOUL  49.22m
 11 Garrett Brown             FR Louisiana Tech          49.45m     162-03
      FOUL  43.63m  49.45m
 -- Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                 FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Event 21  Men Decathlon
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:    7837  5/12/2017   Scott Filip, Rice
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                      7702
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                      7576
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                      7369
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                 6564
  5 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                 6476
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....Event 21  Men Decathlon
  6 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                      6456
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech            6434
  8 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                      6319
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                 6089
 10 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech            5982
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                      5157
Event 21  Decathlon: #1 Men 100 Meter Dash Decathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     10.68   0.5  1    933
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     10.97   0.5  1    867
  3 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     11.09  -1.4  2    841
  4 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     11.33   0.5  1    789
  5 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           11.50   0.5  1    753
  6 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     11.51  -1.4  2    750
  7 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                11.64  -1.4  2    723
  8 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           11.67   0.5  1    717
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                11.73  -1.4  2    705
 10 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     11.77   0.5  1    697
 11 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                11.80  -1.4  2    691
Event 21  Decathlon: #2 Men Long Jump Decathlon
======================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     7.66m   0.1  25-01.75    975
     7.66m(0.1) 7.50m(1.0) PASS
  2 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     7.43m   0.2  24-04.50    918
     7.43m(0.2) 6.98m(0.1) 7.41m(-0.4)
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     6.87m   0.5  22-06.50    783
     6.87m(0.5) 6.77m(1.6) 6.66m(-0.5)
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                6.80m   0.5  22-03.75    767
     6.26m(0.6) 6.80m(0.5) 6.39m(-0.7)
  5 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           6.74m   2.7  22-01.50    753
     6.53m(0.4) 6.74m(2.7) 6.69m(0.5)
  6 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                6.68m   1.6  21-11.00    739
     FOUL(2.9) 6.68m(1.6) 6.61m(-1.7)
  7 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     6.62m   3.5  21-08.75    725
     6.49m(1.3) 6.62m(3.5) 6.21m(-1.6)
  8 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     6.58m   1.9  21-07.25    716
     4.35m(1.8) 6.57m(1.5) 6.58m(1.9)
  9 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           6.54m   1.3  21-05.50    707
     6.43m(0.1) 6.54m(1.3) 6.54m(0.8)
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                6.31m   2.2  20-08.50    655
     6.31m(2.2) 6.26m(1.3) FOUL(0.1)
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     5.89m   1.0  19-04.00    563
     FOUL(0.8) 5.89m(1.0) 5.79m(1.9)
Event 21  Decathlon: #3 Men Shot Put Decathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
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  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    13.46m   44-02.00    695
      13.23m  13.46m  FOUL
  2 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    12.77m   41-10.75    653
      11.86m  12.46m  12.77m
  3 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    12.64m   41-05.75    645
      12.64m  12.30m  12.46m
  4 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               12.58m   41-03.25    642
      11.85m  12.58m  FOUL
  5 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    11.40m   37-05.00    570
      10.87m  11.37m  11.40m
  6 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    11.32m   37-01.75    565
      11.23m  11.29m  11.32m
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech          10.76m   35-03.75    531
      10.76m  10.72m  10.51m
  8 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               10.69m   35-01.00    527
      10.05m  10.67m  10.69m
  9 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    10.67m   35-00.25    526
      FOUL  FOUL  10.67m
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte               10.07m   33-00.50    490
      9.87m  9.74m  10.07m
 11 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           9.70m   31-10.00    468
      FOUL  9.03m  9.70m
Event 21  Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump Decathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     2.01m    6-07.00    813
     1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98 2.01 2.04
        O    P    O    O    O  XXX
  2 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     1.98m    6-06.00    785
     1.86 1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98 2.01
       XO    P   XO    O   XO  XXX
  2 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     1.98m    6-06.00    785
     1.86 1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98 2.01
        O    P    O    O    O  XXX
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     1.95m    6-04.75    758
     1.86 1.89 1.92 1.95 1.98
        O    P    P   XO  XXX
  5 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           1.89m    6-02.25    705
     1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89 1.92
        O    O    P    O    P   XO   XO  XXO  XXX
  5 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                1.89m    6-02.25    705
     1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89 1.92
        O    O   XO   XO    O  XXX
  7 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           1.86m    6-01.25    679
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83 1.86 1.89
        O    P    O    P   XO    O    O    O  XXX
  8 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                1.80m    5-10.75    627
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.83
        O    P    P    P    O   XO  XXX
  9 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     1.77m    5-09.75    602
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80
        O    O    O    P  XXO  XXX
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....Event 21  Decathlon: #4 Men High Jump Decathlon
 10 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                1.71m    5-07.25    552
     1.65 1.68 1.71 1.74
        O    O    O  XXX
 11 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     1.62m    5-03.75    480
     1.56 1.59 1.62 1.65
        O  XXO    O  XXX
Event 21  Decathlon: #5 Men 400 Meter Dash Decathlon
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     47.79   2    919
  2 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     49.43   2    841
  3 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     49.80   2    824
  4 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     51.37   1    753
  5 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     51.79   2    734
  6 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           51.90   1    729
  7 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                51.94   2    727
  8 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     52.14   1    719
  9 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                52.15   1    718
 10 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           52.74   2    693
 11 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                53.01   1    681
Event 21  Decathlon: #6 Men 110 Meter Hurdles Decathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     14.76  -0.9  2    879
  2 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                15.37  -0.9  2    805
  3 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     15.38  -0.9  2    804
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     15.45  -0.1  3    796
  5 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           15.62  -0.9  2    776
  6 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                15.86  -0.1  3    749
  7 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     16.14  -0.1  3    717
  8 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           16.25  -0.1  3    705
  9 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     16.55  -0.9  1    672
 10 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                16.64  -0.9  1    662
 -- Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                        DQ  -0.9  1  pushed over hurdle
Event 21  Decathlon: #7 Men Discus Throw Decathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    44.97m     147-06    766
      43.11m  FOUL  44.97m
  2 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    39.04m     128-01    645
      37.40m  39.04m  38.25m
  3 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    38.65m     126-10    637
      38.14m  36.22m  38.65m
  4 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    38.15m     125-02    627
      36.14m  37.00m  38.15m
  5 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               35.98m     118-00    583
      FOUL  35.98m  FOUL
  6 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech          33.27m     109-02    529
      31.96m  33.27m  33.09m
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....Event 21  Decathlon: #7 Men Discus Throw Decathlon
  7 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    31.87m     104-07    501
      31.87m  FOUL  30.99m
  8 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte               31.67m     103-11    497
      31.67m  22.69m  FOUL
  9 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               30.55m     100-03    475
      29.96m  30.55m  28.47m
 10 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    28.93m      94-11    443
      28.93m  FOUL  27.07m
 11 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech          24.66m      80-11    361
      FOUL  FOUL  24.66m
Event 21  Decathlon: #8 Men Pole Vault Decathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                     4.75m   15-07.00    834
     4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65 4.75 4.85
        O    O  XXO  XXO   XO   XO  XXX
  2 Scott Filip               SR Rice                     4.65m   15-03.00    804
     4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65 4.75
       XO    O   XO    O    O  XXX
  3 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte                4.55m   14-11.00    775
     4.25 4.35 4.45 4.55 4.65
        O    P   XO   XO  XXX
  4 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte                4.35m   14-03.25    716
     4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45
        O  XXO  XXO    O  XXX
  4 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                     4.35m   14-03.25    716
     3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.35 4.45
       XO    P    P    O    P   XO  XXO  XXO  XXX
  4 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte                4.35m   14-03.25    716
     4.25 4.35 4.45
        O   XO  XXX
  7 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech           4.05m   13-03.50    631
     3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15
        O    P    P    O    P    O    O  XXO  XXX
  7 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech           4.05m   13-03.50    631
     3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15
        O    P    P    O    P    O   XO    O  XXX
  9 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                     3.65m   11-11.75    522
     3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65 3.75
        O    P    O    O   XO  XXO   XO  XXX
 10 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                     3.55m   11-07.75    496
     3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65
        O    P   XO    O    O  XXO  XXX
 10 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                     3.55m   11-07.75    496
     3.05 3.15 3.25 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.65
        O    P   XO  XXO   XO   XO  XXX
Event 21  Decathlon: #9 Men Javelin Throw Decathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                    55.46m     181-11    670
      52.30m  53.18m  55.46m
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....Event 21  Decathlon: #9 Men Javelin Throw Decathlon
  2 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                    54.55m     179-00    656
      54.55m  54.20m  51.82m
  3 Scott Filip               SR Rice                    53.44m     175-04    640
      47.25m  52.11m  53.44m
  4 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                    52.02m     170-08    619
      44.33m  46.51m  52.02m
  5 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                    47.42m     155-07    551
      47.42m  47.28m  43.59m
  6 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte               47.07m     154-05    545
      47.07m  43.52m  FOUL
  7 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                    43.48m     142-08    493
      42.88m  FOUL  43.48m
  8 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech          42.93m     140-10    485
      42.93m  FOUL  40.09m
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte               41.85m     137-04    469
      41.85m  38.88m  40.09m
 10 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte               40.15m     131-09    444
      37.20m  37.94m  40.15m
 11 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech          37.90m     124-04    412
      34.31m  37.90m  FOUL
Event 21  Decathlon: #10 Men 1500 Meter Run Decathlon
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Jacob McDaniel            SO UTSA                   4:43.43     659
  2 Nathan Jeffers            SR Charlotte              4:43.84     656
  3 Jordan Patrick            SR Louisiana Tech         4:44.66     651
  4 Charlie Card-Childers     JR Rice                   4:50.45     616
  5 Justin Hollis             SO Charlotte              5:00.10     559
  6 Scott Filip               SR Rice                   5:01.41     552
  7 Adrian Riley              SR UTSA                   5:01.56     551
  8 Emerson Schulz            SO Rice                   5:04.03     537
  9 Robert Yardley            SO Charlotte              5:05.39     529
 10 Praise Okori              FR Louisiana Tech         5:10.66     500
 11 Colton Torrance           SR Rice                   5:18.95     456
Event 22  Women 100 Meter Dash
========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   11.09  5/13/2012   Octavious Freeman, UCF
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     11.56Q  1.0  5
  2 Edidiong Odiong           FR Mid. Tenn. State         11.60Q  1.1  4
  3 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            11.61Q -0.1  3
  4 Alex Council              JR Charlotte                11.61Q -0.1  1
  5 Cecilia Francis           FR Mid. Tenn. State         11.65Q  1.4  2
  6 Shelbi White              JR UAB                      11.69q  1.4  2
  7 Mirlege Castor            FR Mid. Tenn. State         11.71q -0.1  3
  8 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                      11.75q  1.0  5
  9 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                      11.78  -0.1  1
 10 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss            11.82   1.0  5
 11 Shelby Smith              FR Louisiana Tech           11.84   1.1  4
 12 Taylor Shaw               FR Louisiana Tech           11.91   1.1  4
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....Event 22  Women 100 Meter Dash
 13 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                     11.91  -0.1  3
 14 Bria Williams             JR North Texas              11.93  -0.1  1
 15 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                      11.95   1.1  4
 16 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas              11.97  -0.1  1
 17 Crystal McDougle          JR Florida Atlantic         12.02   1.4  2
 18 Tajah Walston             SO Charlotte                12.07   1.0  5
 19 Makayla Edwards           FR Louisiana Tech           12.07  -0.1  1
 20 Breanna Eckels            SO North Texas              12.07   1.1  4
 21 Kayla Haywood             JR Marshall                 12.09   1.4  2
 22 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                     12.11  -0.1  3
 23 Morgan White              JR Louisiana Tech           12.13   1.0  5
 24 Kadaria Thompson          JR Southern Miss            12.15   1.0  5
 25 Iqua Ating                FR North Texas              12.16   1.0  5
 26 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte                12.18   1.4  2
 27 Jahyda Dixon              SO North Texas              12.19  -0.1  3
 28 Melany Frierson           JR UAB                      12.31   1.4  2
 29 Cameren Pryor             JR Charlotte                12.49  -0.1  3
 30 Shundoria Hardy           SO Southern Miss            12.51  -0.1  1
 31 Johna Diggs               FR UTEP                     12.53   1.1  4
 32 Talor Wilkerson           FR Marshall                 12.53   1.1  4
 33 Khadijah Valentine        SR Western Kentucky         12.54  -0.1  3
Event 22  Women 100 Meter Dash
=====================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   11.09  5/13/2012   Octavious Freeman, UCF
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
Finals
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     11.51   1.6
  2 Cecilia Francis           FR Mid. Tenn. State         11.58   1.6
  3 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            11.60   1.6
  4 Alex Council              JR Charlotte                11.62   1.6
  5 Edidiong Odiong           FR Mid. Tenn. State         11.66   1.6
  6 Mirlege Castor            FR Mid. Tenn. State         11.68   1.6
  7 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                      11.80   1.6
  8 Shelbi White              JR UAB                      22.30   1.6
Event 23  Women 200 Meter Dash
========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   22.67  5/12/2007   Ebonie Floyd, Houston
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     23.39Q  0.8  2
  2 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            23.46Q  2.4  6
  3 Edidiong Odiong           FR Mid. Tenn. State         23.50Q  0.7  4
  4 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         23.59Q  2.3  3
  5 Aneesa Scott              FR North Texas              24.05Q -1.2  1
  6 Makayla Edwards           FR Louisiana Tech           24.22Q  0.3  5
  7 Shelbi White              JR UAB                      23.76q  0.8  2
  8 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                      23.77q  2.3  3
  9 Jada Roberson             JR FIU                      24.14   2.4  6
 10 Taylor Shaw               FR Louisiana Tech           24.24   0.7  4
 11 Cecilia Francis           FR Mid. Tenn. State         24.31   0.8  2
 12 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            24.34   0.3  5
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....Event 23  Women 200 Meter Dash
 13 Brandy Elysee             FR Marshall                 24.35  -1.2  1
 14 Mirlege Castor            FR Mid. Tenn. State         24.52   0.7  4
 15 Loveth Odia               SR Mid. Tenn. State         24.55  -1.2  1
 16 Olivia Esemena            SO UTSA                     24.55   2.3  3
 17 Sydnee Wilkerson          JR FIU                      24.56   0.3  5
 18 Taylor Blackshire         FR North Texas              24.56   2.4  6
 19 Ebony Tolliver            FR UAB                      24.58   2.3  3
 20 Nyasia Daniels            JR Charlotte                24.74   0.8  2
 21 Kiera Forde-Richards      FR FIU                      24.77   0.8  2
 22 Jahyda Dixon              SO North Texas              24.81   2.3  3
 23 Tajah Walston             SO Charlotte                24.88   2.4  6
 24 Bria Williams             JR North Texas              24.91  -1.2  1
 25 Iqua Ating                FR North Texas              25.19   2.4  6
 26 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                     25.29   0.7  4
 27 Camille Little            SO Rice                     25.43  -1.2  1
 28 Ana Holland               SR Florida Atlantic         25.60   0.3  5
 29 Charlsea Lamb             JR Rice                     26.49   0.3  5
 30 Johna Diggs               FR UTEP                     26.57  -1.2  1
Event 23  Women 200 Meter Dash
=====================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   22.67  5/12/2007   Ebonie Floyd, Houston
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
Finals
  1 Edidiong Odiong           FR Mid. Tenn. State         23.14   0.5
  2 Hannah Jackson            SO Rice                     23.38   0.5
  3 Keiyana Gaskin            SO Southern Miss            23.78   0.5
  4 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         23.97   0.5
  5 Taylor Jones              FR UAB                      24.11   0.5
  6 Makayla Edwards           FR Louisiana Tech           24.17   0.5
  7 Aneesa Scott              FR North Texas              24.31   0.5
Event 24  Women 400 Meter Dash
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   51.74  5/12/2007   Ebonie Floyd, Houston
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         53.07Q  5
  2 Joycelyn Assafuah         JR Mid. Tenn. State         54.18Q  3
  3 Rian Robinson             JR Southern Miss            54.29Q  2
  4 Madison Gibson            SO UTEP                     54.95Q  4
  5 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            55.23Q  1
  6 Kiana Lee                 JR Charlotte                55.09q  3
  7 Jennifer Arinze           SR UTSA                     55.31q  4
  8 Loveth Odia               SR Mid. Tenn. State         55.37q  5
  9 Darionne Gibson           SO UTSA                     55.40   1
 10 Cemere Petty              FR Charlotte                55.89   3
 11 Jasmine Parquet           SO Charlotte                55.97   2
 12 Imani Adams               SR UTEP                     56.08   1
 13 Annette Bolomboy          FR UTEP                     56.27   2
 14 Sherline Valentin         SR Florida Atlantic         56.57   5
 15 Brittni Emanuel           FR North Texas              56.99   2
 16 Ebony Tolliver            FR UAB                      57.29   3
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....Event 24  Women 400 Meter Dash
 17 Lauryn McCollum           FR North Texas              57.42   4
 18 Aireanna Taylor           SO Southern Miss            57.64   5
 19 Breanna Hargrove          SR Marshall                 57.88   1
 20 Marissa Topolski          SO Rice                     57.95   5
 21 Danere'a White            SO Marshall                 58.03   4
 22 Kayla Lipscomb            JR Louisiana Tech           58.04   4
 23 Ashley Mitchell           FR Charlotte                58.68   2
 24 Artesha Richardson        SO North Texas              59.00   4
 25 Roshelle Francois         FR Florida Atlantic         59.02   2
 26 Searra Woods              FR Florida Atlantic         59.46   3
Event 24  Women 400 Meter Dash
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   51.74  5/12/2007   Ebonie Floyd, Houston
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Juannae Lewis             JR Western Kentucky         53.00
  2 Joycelyn Assafuah         JR Mid. Tenn. State         53.16
  3 Rian Robinson             JR Southern Miss            53.50
  4 Loveth Odia               SR Mid. Tenn. State         54.09
  5 Jennifer Arinze           SR UTSA                     54.71
  6 Madison Gibson            SO UTEP                     54.89
  7 Chenelle Ricketts         JR Southern Miss            55.22
  8 Kiana Lee                 JR Charlotte                55.35
Event 25  Women 800 Meter Run
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   2:06.27  5/16/1998   Vernetta Rolle, Houston
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Mid. Tenn. State       2:08.19Q  3
  2 Elia Nero                 JR Louisiana Tech         2:10.79Q  2
  3 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   2:12.30Q  1
  4 Baylee Nelson             JR North Texas            2:11.77Q  3
  5 Lilian Koech              JR UTEP                   2:12.50Q  2
  6 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss          2:12.60Q  1
  7 Hannah Bablak             JR Rice                   2:12.83q  2
  8 Patience Akanwogba        FR Mid. Tenn. State       2:12.91q  3
  9 Lynette Amaram            SO UTSA                   2:13.81   2
 10 Stephanie Sauceda         SO UTSA                   2:14.24   2
 11 Victoria Junious          SR North Texas            2:14.44   1
 12 Barkley Castro            SR Marshall               2:14.59   1
 13 Colleen Gilbert           JR UTSA                   2:16.03   1
 14 Megan Giovanniello        FR Florida Atlantic       2:18.29   3
 15 Sydne Grier               JR FIU                    2:18.45   3
 16 Jayela Slack              SO UTSA                   2:19.54   1
 17 Nicole Mitchell           JR Rice                   2:20.54   3
 18 Carydaliz Fontanez        SR Florida Atlantic       2:20.80   3
 19 Andrea Lucero             FR UTEP                   2:21.02   1
 20 Aairiona Ransom           FR Western Kentucky       2:21.14   1
 21 Cele Moon                 SO UAB                    2:24.07   2
 22 Destiny White             FR UTEP                   2:24.87   2
 23 Bethan Evans              FR UAB                    2:26.32   2
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Event 25  Women 800 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   2:06.27  5/16/1998   Vernetta Rolle, Houston
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Abike Egbeniyi            JR Mid. Tenn. State       2:04.91
  2 Lilian Koech              JR UTEP                   2:06.17
  3 Elia Nero                 JR Louisiana Tech         2:10.08
  4 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss          2:11.09
  5 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   2:11.63
  6 Baylee Nelson             JR North Texas            2:12.32
  7 Patience Akanwogba        FR Mid. Tenn. State       2:13.00
  8 Hannah Bablak             JR Rice                   2:19.22
Event 26  Women 1500 Meter Run
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   4:15.93  5/18/2014   Elinor Kirk, UAB
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Lilian Koech              JR UTEP                   4:34.35Q  1
  2 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss          4:36.16Q  2
  3 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   4:34.41Q  1
  4 Joice Jebor               FR Mid. Tenn. State       4:36.95Q  2
  5 Savannah Ames             SR Western Kentucky       4:34.49Q  1
  6 Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                   4:37.22Q  2
  7 Brittany Stanley          SO Charlotte              4:35.52Q  1
  8 Daphney Stanford          SR Southern Miss          4:37.59Q  2
  9 Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss          4:36.78q  1
 10 Rea Iseli                 JR North Texas            4:38.15q  2
 11 Mary Claire Neal          FR Rice                   4:43.37q  2
 12 Savannah McMillon         SO Southern Miss          4:44.26q  1
 13 Rebecca Evans             SR UAB                    4:46.43   1
 14 Elizabeth Wellman         JR Florida Atlantic       4:47.54   1
 15 Bethany Hardcastle        SO Florida Atlantic       4:51.80   1
 16 Sabrina Quijano           FR FIU                    4:57.38   2
 17 Bethan Evans              FR UAB                    4:57.81   1
 18 Theresa Harto             SO Southern Miss          4:58.82   1
 19 Anna Figueroa             JR Rice                   4:59.26   1
 20 Lucrecia Aguilar          JR Rice                   5:00.83   1
 21 Cele Moon                 SO UAB                    5:05.47   2
 22 Madeline Armstrong        SR Marshall               5:07.19   2
 23 Valarie Jemutai           FR Mid. Tenn. State       5:10.37   1
 24 Rian Rodriquez            SO UTSA                   5:11.38   2
 25 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR FIU                    5:25.23   2
 -- Sara Ivackovic            FR Rice                       DNF   2
Event 26  Women 1500 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   4:15.93  5/18/2014   Elinor Kirk, UAB
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Lilian Koech              JR UTEP                   4:18.72
  2 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss          4:19.71
  3 Brittany Stanley          SO Charlotte              4:27.97
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....Event 26  Women 1500 Meter Run
  4 Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                   4:28.61
  5 Rea Iseli                 JR North Texas            4:28.96
  6 Joice Jebor               FR Mid. Tenn. State       4:28.99
  7 Savannah Ames             SR Western Kentucky       4:29.27
  8 Linda Cheruiyot           SO UTEP                   4:33.67
  9 Regen McGee               SO Southern Miss          4:38.19
 10 Mary Claire Neal          FR Rice                   4:41.49
 11 Daphney Stanford          SR Southern Miss          4:43.82
 12 Savannah McMillon         SO Southern Miss          4:52.98
Event 27  Women 3000 Meter Steeplechase
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   10:01.77  5/10/2002   Brianna Dahm, Marquette
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Bridget Abbatiello        SO Charlotte             10:57.57
  2 Monika Gebarzewska        SO Southern Miss         10:57.66
  3 Cassidy Adams             JR North Texas           11:10.03
  4 Erica Lersch              JR Florida Atlantic      11:15.61
  5 Rachel Kigen              JR Mid. Tenn. State      11:17.69
  6 Maddie Forbes             FR Rice                  11:18.15
  7 Natalie Goddard           FR Rice                  11:23.13
  8 Taylor Brown              JR Charlotte             11:26.43
  9 Anna Figueroa             JR Rice                  11:49.12
 10 Jennifer White            SO North Texas           11:55.31
 11 Olivia Flores             SO UTSA                  12:00.42
 12 Erin Nelson               SR Charlotte             12:02.70
 13 Alyssa Ungrady            FR Charlotte             12:12.82
 14 Loren Goddard             FR Rice                  12:17.17
 15 Brandi Ransom             SR Rice                  12:26.17
 16 Morgan Mihalis            FR UAB                   12:27.10
 -- Racheal Kosgei            FR Mid. Tenn. State            DQ  Impeding
Event 28  Women 5000 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   16:05.29  5/18/2014   Elinor Kirk, UAB
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Pamela Kosgei             FR Mid. Tenn. State      17:08.00
  2 Kate Mattox               FR Southern Miss         17:11.07
  3 HollyAnn Swann            SR Marshall              17:11.64
  4 Lourdes Vivas de Lorenzi  FR Rice                  17:20.34
  5 Khayla Patel              SO Rice                  17:22.56
  6 Joice Jebor               FR Mid. Tenn. State      17:23.52
  7 Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                  17:36.53
  8 Rea Iseli                 JR North Texas           17:44.09
  9 Savannah Ames             SR Western Kentucky      17:45.40
 10 Daphney Stanford          SR Southern Miss         17:49.61
 11 Brittany Stanley          SO Charlotte             17:52.48
 12 Sherilene Gelderblom      SO FIU                   17:58.41
 13 Adrianna Cook             SO Marshall              18:01.72
 14 Katie Tomasi              FR Charlotte             18:02.43
 15 Rachel Kigen              JR Mid. Tenn. State      18:11.88
 16 Rachel Peterson           JR Rice                  18:16.89
 17 Gladys Kipchumba          SO Mid. Tenn. State      18:17.02
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 18 Julia Jelagat             JR Mid. Tenn. State      18:17.20
 19 Victoria Hoppe            JR Southern Miss         18:19.25
 20 Taylor Brown              JR Charlotte             18:21.56
 21 Christina Schultz         SR Florida Atlantic      18:23.20
 22 Bethany Hardcastle        SO Florida Atlantic      18:24.78
 23 Christina Moralez         SR North Texas           18:41.17
 24 Theresa Harto             SO Southern Miss         18:44.79
 25 Jennifer White            SO North Texas           18:48.67
 26 Gabby Gonzales            SO UTSA                  18:51.03
 27 Sabrina Quijano           FR FIU                   18:54.67
 28 Elizabeth Wellman         JR Florida Atlantic      18:57.31
 29 Barkley Castro            SR Marshall              19:05.02
 30 Kacie Kaufman             JR Louisiana Tech        19:08.93
 31 Megan Giovanniello        FR Florida Atlantic      19:09.31
 32 Abigail Davis             SO UAB                   19:21.12
 33 Cassidy Adams             JR North Texas           19:48.20
 34 Rahel Gerbretsadik        FR FIU                   19:55.40
 35 Sofia Fernandez           JR FIU                   19:59.28
 36 Carydaliz Fontanez        SR Florida Atlantic      20:57.36
 37 Morgan Kannapel           FR Western Kentucky      21:04.41
 38 Brianna Wolken            SO Western Kentucky      21:10.99
 -- Bridget Abbatiello        SO Charlotte                  DNF
 -- Emily Pettis              SO Charlotte                  DNF
 -- Alyssa Ungrady            FR Charlotte                  DNF
 -- Emma Kate Holdbrooks      SO Southern Miss              DNF
 -- Racheal Kosgei            FR Mid. Tenn. State           DNF
Event 29  Women 10000 Meter Run
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   34:30.90  5/13/2016   Cali Roper, Rice
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Lourdes Vivas de Lorenzi  FR Rice                  36:30.80
  2 Katie Tomasi              FR Charlotte             36:51.44
  3 Khayla Patel              SO Rice                  36:55.49
  4 Pamela Kosgei             FR Mid. Tenn. State      37:08.06
  5 Julia Jelagat             JR Mid. Tenn. State      37:09.50
  6 HollyAnn Swann            SR Marshall              37:14.09
  7 Sherilene Gelderblom      SO FIU                   37:48.93
  8 Adrianna Cook             SO Marshall              38:05.03
  9 Christina Schultz         SR Florida Atlantic      38:46.41
 10 Emily Pettis              SO Charlotte             38:47.24
 11 Emma Kate Holdbrooks      SO Southern Miss         38:55.99
 12 Gabby Gonzales            SO UTSA                  39:52.78
 13 Gladys Kipchumba          SO Mid. Tenn. State      41:04.37
 14 Morgan Graff              FR Florida Atlantic      43:12.49
 -- Sophia Clark              JR Florida Atlantic           DNF
 -- Erin Nelson               SR Charlotte                  DNF
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Event 30  Women 100 Meter Hurdles
========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   12.80  5/14/2017   Tobi Amusan, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  Wind H#
========================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                13.71Q  0.3  3
  2 Jamiah Jackson            FR UTSA                     13.88Q  0.5  2
  3 Crystal McDougle          JR Florida Atlantic         13.98Q -0.6  1
  4 Taylor Robinson           FR Marshall                 14.22q -0.6  1
  5 Jazzman Clare             FR North Texas              14.33q -0.6  1
  6 Lyric Choice              FR North Texas              14.37q  0.3  3
  7 Lauren Epps               FR Mid. Tenn. State         14.39q -0.6  1
  8 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      14.47q  0.5  2
  9 Kyla Horn                 SO UAB                      14.52   0.5  2
 10 Isis Welch                SO Charlotte                14.53   0.3  3
 11 Talia Thompson            SR Southern Miss            14.56   0.3  3
 12 Cassidy Smith             SR Florida Atlantic         14.59   0.5  2
 13 Hannah Carreon            SO Marshall                 14.95   0.5  2
 14 Alessa Sandusky           FR Florida Atlantic         15.12   0.3  3
 15 Victoria Rausch           SO UTSA                     15.29   0.3  3
 -- Safiyyah Mitchell         SO Marshall                   DNF  -0.6  1
 -- Rebecca Oshinbanjo        JR UTEP                       DNF   0.5  2
Event 30  Women 100 Meter Hurdles
=====================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   12.80  5/14/2017   Tobi Amusan, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
=====================================================================
Finals
  1 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                13.63   0.9
  2 Jamiah Jackson            FR UTSA                     13.96   0.9
  3 Crystal McDougle          JR Florida Atlantic         14.15   0.9
  4 Lyric Choice              FR North Texas              14.24   0.9
  5 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      14.28   0.9
  6 Lauren Epps               FR Mid. Tenn. State         14.37   0.9
  7 Jazzman Clare             FR North Texas              14.50   0.9
  8 Taylor Robinson           FR Marshall                 15.21   0.9
Event 31  Women 400 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   57.59  5/15/2011   Jackie Coward, UCF
  C-USA Meet:   57.59  5/12/2013   Sandy Jean-Claude, UCF
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1 Ariel Terrell             SR Western Kentucky         58.14Q  2
  2 Christiana Dogan          SO Marshall               1:00.66Q  1
  3 Dreshanae Rolle           JR UTEP                   1:01.30Q  3
  4 Christy Gilbert           JR UTSA                   1:01.87Q  4
  5 Anne-Catherine Wasser     SO Florida Atlantic       1:01.05q  1
  6 Marielle Lewis            SO UAB                    1:02.45q  4
  7 Rachel Grossman           SR UTSA                   1:03.32q  3
  8 Talia Thompson            SR Southern Miss          1:03.33q  2
  9 Lauren Capone             JR UAB                    1:03.49   1
 10 Brooklyn Polk             SR Southern Miss          1:03.63   3
 11 Sierra Andres             JR UTSA                   1:03.97   4
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....Event 31  Women 400 Meter Hurdles
 12 Lyric Choice              FR North Texas            1:05.12   3
 13 Alessa Sandusky           FR Florida Atlantic       1:05.13   2
 14 Cassidy Smith             SR Florida Atlantic       1:05.84   4
 15 Lauren Epps               FR Mid. Tenn. State       1:06.76   3
 16 Jazzman Clare             FR North Texas            1:07.59   1
 17 Frelicia Tucker           FR Rice                   1:07.62   2
 -- Sharone Johnson           FR Louisiana Tech              FS   4
 -- Jamiah Jackson            FR UTSA                       DNF   2
Event 31  Women 400 Meter Hurdles
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   57.59  5/15/2011   Jackie Coward, UCF
  C-USA Meet:   57.59  5/12/2013   Sandy Jean-Claude, UCF
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
Finals
  1 Ariel Terrell             SR Western Kentucky         57.67
  2 Dreshanae Rolle           JR UTEP                     59.02
  3 Christiana Dogan          SO Marshall               1:00.87
  4 Anne-Catherine Wasser     SO Florida Atlantic       1:00.98
  5 Christy Gilbert           JR UTSA                   1:01.10
  6 Talia Thompson            SR Southern Miss          1:01.88
  7 Marielle Lewis            SO UAB                    1:01.99
  8 Rachel Grossman           SR UTSA                   1:04.59
Event 32  Women 4x100 Meter Relay
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   43.42  5/15/2011   UCF
                       D Booker, A Scott, L Layne, S Paul
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Mid. Tenn. State                                      44.80   2
     1) Mirlege Castor FR               2) Loveth Odia SR
     3) Cecilia Francis FR              4) Edidiong Odiong FR
  2 Southern Miss                                         45.06   2
     1) Rikianne Patterson FR           2) Rian Robinson JR
     3) Chenelle Ricketts JR            4) Keiyana Gaskin SO
  3 Charlotte                                             45.48   2
     1) Kiana Lee JR                    2) Alex Council JR
     3) Nyasia Daniels JR               4) Tajah Walston SO
  4 Louisiana Tech                                        45.72   2
     1) Shelby Smith FR                 2) Morgan White JR
     3) Makayla Edwards FR              4) Taylor Shaw FR
  5 Rice                                                  45.75   1
     1) Camille Little SO               2) Michelle Fokam SO
     3) Charlsea Lamb JR                4) Hannah Jackson SO
  6 FIU                                                   45.97   1
     1) Sydnee Wilkerson JR             2) Kiera Forde-Richards FR
     3) Kayla Woulard JR                4) Jada Roberson JR
  7 UTSA                                                  46.52   2
     1) Victoria Rausch SO              2) Jennifer Arinze SR
     3) Olivia Esemena SO               4) Sierra Andres JR
  8 North Texas                                           46.85   2
     1) Taylor Blackshire FR            2) Bria Williams JR
     3) Breanna Eckels SO               4) Aneesa Scott FR
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....Event 32  Women 4x100 Meter Relay
  9 Marshall                                              48.02   2
     1) Talor Wilkerson FR              2) Brandy Elysee FR
     3) Christiana Dogan SO             4) Kayla Haywood JR
 -- Florida Atlantic                                         FS   1
     1) Cassidy Smith SR                2) Esther Mitchell FR
     3) Alessa Sandusky FR              4) Morgan Graff FR
 -- UTEP                                                     DQ   1 outside zone exch 3
     1) Tyler Ragin SR                  2) Madison Gibson SO
     3) Johna Diggs FR                  4) Annette Bolomboy FR
 -- UAB                                                      DQ   2 before zone exch 2
     1) Melany Frierson JR              2) Shelbi White JR
     3) Taylor Jones FR                 4) Ebony Tolliver FR
Event 33  Women 4x400 Meter Relay
===================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   3:35.21  5/14/2017   Middle Tennessee
                         J Amponsah, A Abu, L Odia, A Egbeniyi
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Mid. Tenn. State                                    3:37.22   2
     1) Mirlege Castor FR               2) Joycelyn Assafuah JR
     3) Edidiong Odiong FR              4) Abike Egbeniyi JR
  2 UTEP                                                3:40.45   2
     1) Madison Gibson SO               2) Dreshanae Rolle JR
     3) Annette Bolomboy FR             4) Imani Adams SR
  3 UTSA                                                3:41.27   2
     1) Darionne Gibson SO              2) Jennifer Arinze SR
     3) Sierra Andres JR                4) Jamiah Jackson FR
  4 Louisiana Tech                                      3:44.53   2
     1) Makayla Edwards FR              2) Elia Nero JR
     3) Sharone Johnson FR              4) Taylor Shaw FR
  5 Southern Miss                                       3:44.62   2
     1) Rian Robinson JR                2) Chenelle Ricketts JR
     3) Aireanna Taylor SO              4) Brooklyn Polk SR
  6 Charlotte                                           3:45.13   2
     1) Kiana Lee JR                    2) Ashley Mitchell FR
     3) Jasmine Parquet SO              4) Cemere Petty FR
  7 Florida Atlantic                                    3:45.72   2
     1) Sherline Valentin SR            2) Ana Holland SR
     3) Anne-Catherine Wasser SO        4) Roshelle Francois FR
  8 Marshall                                            3:46.25   1
     1) Christiana Dogan SO             2) Breanna Hargrove SR
     3) Brandy Elysee FR                4) Danere'a White SO
  9 FIU                                                 3:48.62   1
     1) Kayla Woulard JR                2) Kiera Forde-Richards FR
     3) Sydnee Wilkerson JR             4) Jada Roberson JR
 10 North Texas                                         3:49.17   2
     1) Aneesa Scott FR                 2) Brittni Emanuel FR
     3) Lauryn McCollum FR              4) Bria Williams JR
 11 UAB                                                 3:52.51   1
     1) Ebony Tolliver FR               2) Karri Green SO
     3) Marielle Lewis SO               4) Lauren Capone JR
 12 Rice                                                3:56.95   1
     1) Marissa Topolski SO             2) Hannah Bablak JR
     3) Frelicia Tucker FR              4) Nicole Mitchell JR
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Event 34  Women High Jump
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   1.92m  5/12/2006   Gaelle Niare, SMU
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Clarissa Cutliff          JR FIU                      1.84m    6-00.50
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80 1.84 1.86
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O    O  XXX
  2 Trista Barry              SR Southern Miss            1.77m    5-09.75
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80
        P    P    O    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Kenflore Atilus           JR FIU                      1.77m    5-09.75
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74 1.77 1.80
        P    O    O    O  XXO  XXO  XXX
  4 Amber Walker              FR North Texas              1.71m    5-07.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74
        P    O    O    O  XXX
  5 Sydney Blue               JR Charlotte                1.71m    5-07.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74
        O    O   XO   XO  XXX
  6 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     1.71m    5-07.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74
        P    O  XXO  XXO  XXX
  7 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State         1.66m    5-05.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71
        P    O    O  XXX
  8 Jordyn Brown              JR Charlotte                1.66m    5-05.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66 1.71
        O    O  XXO  XXX
  9 Melaine Crittenden        SO UTEP                     1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        O    O  XXX
  9 Elizabeth Olesen          JR Charlotte                1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        O    O  XXX
  9 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky         1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        P    O  XXX
  9 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        P    O  XXX
  9 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        O    O  XXX
  9 Jamari Drake              SO Southern Miss            1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        P    O  XXX
 15 Sydney Anderson           FR Louisiana Tech           1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        O   XO  XXX
 16 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 1.61m    5-03.25
     1.56 1.61 1.66
        O  XXO  XXX
 -- Zaria Jones               SO Southern Miss               NH
     1.56 1.61
        P  XXX
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 -- Ali Cichos                SR UAB                         NH
     1.56
      XXX
Event 35  Women Pole Vault
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   4.28m  5/18/2014   Neal Tisher, UAB
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Morgan McIntyre           SR Western Kentucky         4.01m   13-01.75
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.91 4.01 4.11
        P    P    P    P    P    O   XP    O  XXX
  2 Ayane Rosano              SR Rice                     3.91m   12-10.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.91 4.01
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  3 Jaylon Wesley             SR Rice                     3.91m   12-10.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.91 4.01
        P    P    P    P  XXO    O   XO  XXX
  4 Getter Lemberg            JR Western Kentucky         3.81m   12-06.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.91
        P    P    P    P    O    O  XXX
  5 Bailey Ashmore            SO North Texas              3.81m   12-06.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81 3.91
        P    P    P   XO    O  XXO  XXX
  6 Lauren Zaglifa            FR Marshall                 3.66m   12-00.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81
        P    P    O    O    O  XXX
  7 Kylie Swiekatowski        SO Rice                     3.66m   12-00.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81
        P    P    P    O   XO  XXX
  8 Elizabeth Wood            JR Charlotte                3.66m   12-00.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81
        P    P   XO    O   XO  XXX
  9 Caroline Bellows          JR UTSA                     3.66m   12-00.00
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66 3.81
        P    P    O    O  XXO  XXX
 10 Monique Apuakehau         JR Louisiana Tech           3.51m   11-06.25
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66
        P    P    O   XO  XXX
 10 Nicole Ogorek             FR Western Kentucky         3.51m   11-06.25
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66
        P    P    P   XO  XXX
 10 Alexandria Ungrady        SO Charlotte                3.51m   11-06.25
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66
        P    O    O   XO  XXX
 13 Anna Weeks                FR Louisiana Tech           3.51m   11-06.25
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51 3.66
        P    P    O  XXO  XXX
 14 Jordan Thummel            SO UTEP                     3.36m   11-00.25
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51
      XXO    O    O  XXX
 15 Britton Chapman           FR UTSA                     3.36m   11-00.25
     3.06 3.21 3.36 3.51
      XXO    O  XXO  XXX
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 16 Shelby Chobot             JR Western Kentucky         3.06m   10-00.50
     3.06 3.21
      XXO  XXX
 -- Kristen Adair             SR North Texas                 NH
     3.06
      XXX
 -- Hannah Winn               JR North Texas                 NH
     3.06
      XXX
 -- Alexis Thacker            FR Western Kentucky            NH
     3.06
      XXX
Event 36  Women Long Jump
===============================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   6.78m  5/12/2012   Tori Bowie, Southern Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Michelle Fokam            SO Rice                     6.46m   0.3  21-02.50
     FOUL(0.9) 6.18m(0.4) 6.18m(1.7) 6.01m(0.9) 6.02m(0.7) 6.46m(0.3)
  2 Breanna Eckels            SO North Texas              6.19m  -0.4  20-03.75
     6.07m(0.5) 6.04m(-1.3) 6.17m(2.1) 6.10m(-0.6) 6.19m(-0.4) 6.03m(-1.7)
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State         6.16m   0.6  20-02.50
     6.11m(0.9) 6.16m(0.6) 6.14m(1.4) 5.91m(0.2) FOUL(2.8) 6.00m(-1.6)
  4 Melody Korie              JR Louisiana Tech           6.08m  -0.1  19-11.50
     6.08m(-0.1) 5.70m(1.4) FOUL(2.4) 5.44m(0.7) 5.60m(0.6) 5.61m(0.4)
  5 Rikianne Patterson        FR Southern Miss            6.06m  -0.3  19-10.75
     5.74m(-0.3) 6.05m(-0.8) 5.83m(0.6) FOUL(1.1) 5.64m(1.4) 6.06m(-0.3)
  6 Camille Little            SO Rice                     5.96m   1.8  19-06.75
     5.96m(1.8) FOUL(0.3) FOUL(2.1) FOUL(-0.2) 5.94m(1.1) 5.90m(0.3)
  7 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     5.96m   2.6  19-06.75
     5.61m(+0.0) 5.44m(-0.8) 5.96m(2.6) 5.45m(1.1) 5.63m(0.8) 5.47m(-1.4)
  8 Dejah Hayes               SR Charlotte                5.86m   3.3  19-02.75
     5.50m(0.4) 5.78m(2.0) FOUL(1.3) 5.57m(1.9) 5.86m(3.3) 5.65m(1.2)
  9 Omolayo Omosola           FR Mid. Tenn. State         5.81m  -0.9  19-00.75
     FOUL(0.9) 5.81m(-0.9) FOUL(1.6) FOUL(2.4) 5.68m(0.2) FOUL(0.4)
 10 Shelby Smith              FR Louisiana Tech           5.75m   0.2  18-10.50
     FOUL(0.8) 5.70m(1.6) 5.75m(0.2)
 11 Jade Jordan               FR Charlotte                5.70m  -2.2  18-08.50
     5.70m(-2.2) FOUL(2.3) 5.66m(0.6)
 12 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky         5.67m  +0.0  18-07.25
     5.40m(0.9) 5.45m(0.7) 5.67m(+0.0)
 13 Tyler Ragin               SR UTEP                     5.61m   1.5  18-05.00
     5.45m(0.9) 5.61m(1.5) 5.22m(0.6)
 14 Ariel Watson              FR UTSA                     5.61m   0.4  18-05.00
     5.43m(-0.3) FOUL(1.5) 5.61m(0.4)
 15 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      5.61m   1.3  18-05.00
     5.40m(-0.5) 5.61m(1.3) 4.03m(-0.4)
 16 Danielle Spence           FR UTSA                     5.58m   2.2  18-03.75
     4.93m(-1.2) 5.58m(2.2) 5.25m(0.6)
 17 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      5.56m   1.2  18-03.00
     5.45m(-1.5) 5.26m(-1.6) 5.56m(1.2)
 18 Keila Robertson           SO UAB                      5.55m   1.0  18-02.50
     FOUL(-1.0) 5.55m(1.0) 3.32m(-2.1)
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 19 Kayla Moore               FR Charlotte                5.54m   0.1  18-02.25
     5.33m(-0.8) FOUL(2.9) 5.54m(0.1)
 20 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      5.48m   1.1  17-11.75
     5.48m(1.1) FOUL(-0.1) 5.21m(-0.6)
 21 Adrianna Mitchell         FR Southern Miss            5.47m   1.0  17-11.50
     5.47m(1.0) FOUL(1.2) FOUL(0.6)
 22 Carlecia Spivey           JR Charlotte                5.45m  -0.4  17-10.75
     5.45m(-0.4) 5.43m(0.5) 5.42m(1.8)
 23 Josie Raines              FR Marshall                 5.39m  -1.0  17-08.25
     5.39m(-1.0) 5.34m(1.9) 5.14m(1.7)
 24 Morgan White              JR Louisiana Tech           5.36m  -1.5  17-07.00
     5.36m(-1.5) 5.19m(-1.3) 5.13m(0.6)
 25 Esther Mitchell           FR Florida Atlantic         5.32m   1.4  17-05.50
     5.32m(1.4) FOUL(-1.5) 5.05m(-2.0)
 26 Lauren George             JR Marshall                 5.29m   0.7  17-04.25
     5.27m(0.5) FOUL(1.1) 5.29m(0.7)
 27 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      5.12m   1.1  16-09.75
     FOUL(0.3) FOUL(-1.0) 5.12m(1.1)
Event 37  Women Triple Jump
===============================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   13.98m  5/12/2012   Ganna Demydova, Southern Miss
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind
===============================================================================
  1 Michelle Fokam            SO Rice                    13.43m   1.1  44-00.75
     13.14m(0.6) 13.12m(-0.5) 12.77m(0.4) FOUL(1.5) 13.43m(1.1) 12.69m(0.7)
  2 Danielle Spence           FR UTSA                    12.93m  -1.2  42-05.25
     12.68m(0.7) 12.93m(-1.2) FOUL(0.6) FOUL(0.6) 12.53m(0.9) FOUL(-0.1)
  3 Jade Jordan               FR Charlotte               12.82m   1.8  42-00.75
     FOUL(1.0) 12.03m(-0.8) 12.77m(1.6) FOUL(2.2) 12.60m(1.5) 12.82m(1.8)
  4 Adrianna Mitchell         FR Southern Miss           12.65m   0.9  41-06.00
     11.92m(1.0) 12.15m(-0.9) 12.17m(-0.3) 12.41m(0.8) 10.78m(0.2) 12.65m(0.9)
  5 Ariel Watson              FR UTSA                    12.42m  -1.6  40-09.00
     12.29m(0.2) 12.34m(0.4) 12.30m(0.6) 12.20m(-0.8) FOUL(2.1) 12.42m(-1.6)
  6 Denisha West              SO Marshall                12.34m   0.4  40-06.00
     FOUL(-1.1) FOUL(1.6) 12.34m(0.4) FOUL(2.8) 12.26m(0.8) FOUL(-0.4)
  7 Melany Belot              JR Marshall                12.30m   0.6  40-04.25
     11.87m(-2.4) FOUL(1.0) 12.30m(0.6) FOUL(1.5) FOUL(0.3) 11.90m(0.9)
  8 Keila Robertson           SO UAB                     12.15m   1.0  39-10.50
     11.95m(-0.1) 10.29m(-0.1) 12.15m(1.0) 11.94m(0.1) FOUL(0.7) FOUL(1.2)
  9 Dominique Anderson        FR Louisiana Tech          12.05m   3.1  39-06.50
     11.05m(-0.2) 12.05m(3.1) FOUL(-0.1) FOUL(1.1) 11.64m(1.6) FOUL(0.2)
 10 Morayo Bhadmos            FR UAB                     12.04m  -0.2  39-06.00
     FOUL(2.5) FOUL(1.0) 12.04m(-0.2)
 11 Dejah Hayes               SR Charlotte               11.98m   0.4  39-03.75
     FOUL(1.5) 11.98m(0.4) FOUL(+0.0)
 12 Omolayo Omosola           FR Mid. Tenn. State        11.93m   0.1  39-01.75
     11.78m(0.1) 11.93m(0.1) 11.30m(-0.1)
 13 Brianna Eskridge          SO Western Kentucky        11.85m  -1.2  38-10.50
     FOUL(-2.2) 11.85m(-1.2) FOUL(-1.6)
 14 Yasmine Artis             SR Charlotte               11.63m  -1.3  38-02.00
     11.63m(-1.3) FOUL(-0.8) 11.55m(0.1)
 15 Jasmine Trogdon           SR Charlotte               11.55m   1.5  37-10.75
     11.55m(1.5) 11.04m(-0.7) 11.47m(0.6)
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....Event 37  Women Triple Jump
 16 Cynthia Benjamin          JR UAB                     11.36m  -0.4  37-03.25
     FOUL(0.1) 11.36m(-0.4) FOUL(1.5)
 17 Melody Korie              JR Louisiana Tech          11.03m   0.3  36-02.25
     FOUL(1.9) 10.90m(2.1) 11.03m(0.3)
 18 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State        10.90m  +0.0  35-09.25
     FOUL(1.2) 10.90m(+0.0) FOUL(1.4)
 19 Esther Mitchell           FR Florida Atlantic        10.82m  +0.0  35-06.00
     FOUL(0.5) 10.82m(+0.0) FOUL(0.6)
Event 38  Women Shot Put
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   17.84m  5/16/2008   Susan King, Memphis
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss           16.45m   53-11.75
      16.09m  16.23m  16.08m  FOUL  FOUL  16.45m
  2 Victoria Ebert            SR Charlotte               15.85m   52-00.00
      15.29m  15.85m  FOUL  15.09m  14.77m  15.44m
  3 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      JR UTSA                    14.90m   48-10.75
      13.84m  FOUL  14.90m  FOUL  14.18m  14.28m
  4 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss           14.77m   48-05.50
      13.31m  14.77m  13.63m  FOUL  14.46m  13.51m
  5 Haley Walker              FR North Texas             14.58m   47-10.00
      13.31m  14.58m  13.46m  FOUL  13.12m  14.01m
  6 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss           14.19m   46-06.75
      13.82m  14.19m  FOUL  14.06m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Jaleisa Shaffer           FR North Texas             14.16m   46-05.50
      13.82m  13.17m  FOUL  13.81m  13.01m  14.16m
  8 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                    14.05m   46-01.25
      14.05m  11.89m  13.98m  13.15m  13.80m  FOUL
  9 Ericka Budd               SO Marshall                14.05m   46-01.25
      FOUL  13.82m  13.50m  14.05m  FOUL  13.61m
 10 Lacee Barnes              FR UTSA                    13.77m   45-02.25
      12.94m  12.68m  13.77m
 11 Nadia Maffo               SO Southern Miss           13.72m   45-00.25
      12.48m  13.43m  13.72m
 12 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    13.61m   44-08.00
      13.23m  13.61m  13.50m
 13 Candice Whitley           FR Charlotte               13.25m   43-05.75
      12.66m  13.25m  FOUL
 14 Rhea Thompson             SO Louisiana Tech          13.08m   42-11.00
      FOUL  13.08m  12.50m
 15 Dheryl Batts              JR Rice                    12.95m   42-06.00
      FOUL  FOUL  12.95m
 16 Asia Abron                SO Louisiana Tech          12.83m   42-01.25
      12.83m  12.79m  FOUL
 17 Cynthia Gonzales          SO UTSA                    12.72m   41-08.75
      12.72m  FOUL  FOUL
 18 Brenttany Birdow          SO UTSA                    12.36m   40-06.75
      12.30m  12.28m  12.36m
 19 Timberly Molden           SO FIU                     10.41m   34-02.00
      FOUL  FOUL  10.41m
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Event 39  Women Discus Throw
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   58.44m  5/14/2004   Dayana Octavian, South Florida
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Gabrielle Rains           SO FIU                     51.59m     169-03
      48.10m  50.90m  51.59m  50.20m  48.68m  51.05m
  2 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss           50.55m     165-10
      46.44m  FOUL  FOUL  50.55m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Mia Hicks                 JR UTSA                    50.12m     164-05
      49.72m  50.12m  FOUL  43.23m  47.01m  48.81m
  4 Haley Walker              FR North Texas             50.08m     164-04
      47.42m  43.18m  49.54m  45.22m  44.50m  50.08m
  5 Rhea Thompson             SO Louisiana Tech          49.53m     162-06
      48.08m  FOUL  49.53m  FOUL  43.84m  FOUL
  6 Lacee Barnes              FR UTSA                    49.03m     160-10
      FOUL  49.03m  47.31m  43.95m  FOUL  FOUL
  7 Terrisa Russell           JR FIU                     48.86m     160-04
      45.00m  FOUL  48.86m  FOUL  FOUL  46.50m
  8 Jaleisa Shaffer           FR North Texas             48.34m     158-07
      45.88m  46.87m  48.34m  46.45m  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Candice Whitley           FR Charlotte               47.06m     154-05
      41.60m  45.58m  47.06m  FOUL  43.74m  FOUL
 10 Timberly Molden           SO FIU                     46.31m     151-11
      46.31m  45.64m  FOUL
 11 Elena Marchand            JR Marshall                45.54m     149-05
      45.54m  FOUL  44.05m
 12 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss           45.16m     148-02
      45.16m  43.63m  FOUL
 13 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss           40.07m     131-05
      FOUL  37.76m  40.07m
 14 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                    39.54m     129-09
      36.13m  FOUL  39.54m
 15 Harrison Mancke           FR FIU                     36.77m     120-08
      34.75m  36.77m  FOUL
 16 Ashlynn Smart             FR North Texas             36.74m     120-06
      33.78m  35.45m  36.74m
 17 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      JR UTSA                    35.89m     117-09
      35.89m  FOUL  FOUL
Event 40  Women Hammer Throw
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   63.97m  5/13/2004   Dayana Octavian, South Florida
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Terrisa Russell           JR FIU                     62.48m     205-00
      62.48m  FOUL  61.08m  FOUL  PASS  57.69m
  2 Reneese Batson            JR Marshall                56.55m     185-06
      FOUL  56.55m  54.65m  54.10m  53.94m  54.94m
  3 Nadia Maffo               SO Southern Miss           56.47m     185-03
      55.94m  55.73m  54.91m  56.47m  53.68m  53.15m
  4 Danisha Jones             JR Southern Miss           55.98m     183-08
      FOUL  FOUL  53.93m  55.98m  52.85m  FOUL
  5 Trinavia Williams         SO FIU                     54.64m     179-03
      50.44m  54.64m  FOUL  FOUL  49.23m  FOUL
  6 Victoria Ebert            SR Charlotte               54.32m     178-02
      49.38m  FOUL  54.32m  53.31m  52.83m  52.98m
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....Event 40  Women Hammer Throw
  7 Hasana Clark              JR Marshall                53.58m     175-09
      48.13m  53.58m  49.87m  49.94m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Mia Hicks                 JR UTSA                    51.64m     169-05
      51.64m  FOUL  46.39m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  9 Morgan Keesee             SR Louisiana Tech          51.26m     168-02
      50.23m  FOUL  51.26m  FOUL  FOUL  48.43m
 10 Candice Whitley           FR Charlotte               50.70m     166-04
      FOUL  50.70m  FOUL
 11 Dheryl Batts              JR Rice                    50.38m     165-03
      49.35m  FOUL  50.38m
 12 Abigail Foster            SO FIU                     49.86m     163-07
      49.86m  49.14m  FOUL
 13 Brashe Wood               SR Southern Miss           49.40m     162-01
      FOUL  47.49m  49.40m
 14 Harrison Mancke           FR FIU                     48.43m     158-11
      44.31m  48.40m  48.43m
 15 Faith Olszak              JR UTSA                    46.04m     151-00
      46.04m  FOUL  FOUL
 16 N'Dia Warren-Jacques      JR UTSA                    44.51m     146-00
      44.45m  FOUL  44.51m
 17 Kristyn Archuleta         SO North Texas             44.30m     145-04
      42.24m  43.15m  44.30m
 18 Maia Campbell             SO UTSA                    44.03m     144-05
      43.60m  44.03m  41.78m
 19 Ashlynn Smart             FR North Texas             43.47m     142-07
      FOUL  43.47m  40.49m
 20 Alexis Chiles             SR Southern Miss           43.44m     142-06
      41.11m  FOUL  43.44m
 21 Haley Walker              FR North Texas             41.57m     136-05
      38.44m  FOUL  41.57m
 22 Dallas O'Connell          JR UTSA                    40.40m     132-06
      FOUL  40.40m  FOUL
 23 Anji Garcia-Solis         SR Louisiana Tech          37.87m     124-03
      FOUL  37.87m  FOUL
Event 41  Women Javelin Throw
==========================================================================
  C-USA Meet:   56.45m  5/11/2007   Erma Gene Evans, UTEP
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
==========================================================================
  1 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           49.14m     161-03
      37.87m  33.19m  44.18m  43.13m  48.77m  49.14m
  2 Asha James                FR FIU                     47.34m     155-04
      43.52m  47.34m  44.04m  46.17m  44.17m  43.16m
  3 Kristyn Archuleta         SO North Texas             45.55m     149-05
      45.27m  45.55m  44.75m  45.35m  FOUL  45.25m
  4 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic        42.12m     138-02
      42.12m  41.99m  40.56m  39.30m  40.73m  34.36m
  5 Heidi Heiniger            JR Marshall                41.90m     137-06
      39.28m  39.36m  39.92m  41.90m  39.65m  41.51m
  6 Dina Cosic                FR FIU                     41.34m     135-07
      37.45m  39.38m  41.34m  FOUL  40.52m  FOUL
  7 Jasmine Banks             JR FIU                     38.42m     126-00
      37.24m  33.58m  38.42m  32.12m  FOUL  35.33m
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  8 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                     38.35m     125-10
      37.47m  30.34m  38.35m  36.34m  34.90m  34.24m
  9 Annabelle Yates           FR Louisiana Tech          37.81m     124-00
      37.81m  36.81m  32.42m  33.85m  34.94m  37.08m
 10 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    35.49m     116-05
      34.19m  35.49m  33.55m
 11 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               35.27m     115-08
      33.35m  33.20m  35.27m
 12 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                     33.41m     109-07
      32.77m  33.41m  28.84m
 13 Amanda Pasko              SR Rice                    32.65m     107-01
      32.65m  30.84m  29.50m
 14 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                     32.53m     106-09
      FOUL  30.99m  32.53m
 15 Kira Harmon               FR Western Kentucky        32.45m     106-05
      28.56m  32.45m  29.72m
 16 Lacee Barnes              FR UTSA                    28.72m      94-03
      26.49m  28.72m  28.52m
 17 Adarian Gray              FR Western Kentucky        28.57m      93-09
      24.67m  28.57m  FOUL
 -- Jaleisa Shaffer           FR North Texas               FOUL
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
Event 42  Women Heptathlon
================================================================
  C-USA Meet:    5832  5/12/2017   Elizabeth Dadzie, Middle TN
    Name                    Year School                  Finals
================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                      5523
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic          5377
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State          5198
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                      5117
  5 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                      4987
  6 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss             4928
  7 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                       4704
  8 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                       4675
  9 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                  4593
 10 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                 4524
 11 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                       4359
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                      4325
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                 4304
Event 42  Heptathlon: #1 Women 100 Meter Hurdles Heptathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     14.42  -1.6  1    920
  2 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     14.49  -1.3  3    910
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State         14.61  -1.3  3    894
  4 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      14.65  -1.6  1    888
  5 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         14.80  -1.3  3    868
  6 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     14.88  -1.6  1    858
  7 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 15.00  -1.6  1    842
  8 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            15.09  -1.3  3    830
  9 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     15.13  -0.7  2    825
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 10 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      15.29  -0.7  2    804
 11 Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                      15.56   1.2  4    769
 12 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                15.58  -0.7  2    767
 13 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      16.24   1.2  4    685
 14 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                16.24   1.2  4    685
Event 42  Heptathlon: #2 Women High Jump Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     1.69m    5-06.50    842
     1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69 1.72
        O    P   XO    O    O    O  XXO  XXX
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State         1.69m    5-06.50    842
     1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69 1.72
        O    O    O    O   XO  XXX
  3 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     1.66m    5-05.25    806
     1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69
        O    O    O  XXO    O   XO  XXX
  3 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     1.66m    5-05.25    806
     1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69
        O    O    O   XO  XXO  XXX
  3 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         1.66m    5-05.25    806
     1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.69
        O    O    O   XO   XO  XXX
  6 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 1.60m    5-03.00    736
     1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63
        O    O    O   XO    O  XXX
  6 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            1.60m    5-03.00    736
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60 1.63
        O    P    O   XO   XO  XXO  XXX
  8 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      1.57m    5-01.75    701
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60
        O    O    O   XO    O  XXX
  8 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      1.57m    5-01.75    701
     1.54 1.57 1.60
        O    O  XXX
  8 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                1.57m    5-01.75    701
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60
        O    P    P   XO    O  XXX
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                1.57m    5-01.75    701
     1.45 1.48 1.51 1.54 1.57 1.60
      XXO    P    O   XO  XXO  XXX
 12 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      1.48m    4-10.25    599
     1.42 1.45 1.48 1.51
      XXO  XXO  XXO  XXX
 13 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     1.45m    4-09.00    566
     1.39 1.42 1.45 1.48
        O    P   XO  XXX
 -- Brittany Floyd            FR UAB                         NH
     1.48
      XXX
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Event 42  Heptathlon: #3 Women Shot Put Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    13.28m   43-07.00    746
      13.17m  12.86m  13.28m
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic        11.89m   39-00.25    654
      11.75m  11.89m  11.24m
  3 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                    11.59m   38-00.25    634
      11.45m  11.59m  11.41m
  4 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                     11.51m   37-09.25    629
      11.16m  10.68m  11.51m
  5 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               10.85m   35-07.25    585
      10.85m  10.65m  10.74m
  6 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte               10.55m   34-07.50    566
      10.50m  FOUL  10.55m
  7 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State        10.52m   34-06.25    564
      9.86m  10.52m  FOUL
  8 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           10.42m   34-02.25    557
      9.84m  10.06m  10.42m
  9 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    10.30m   33-09.50    549
      10.30m  9.70m  FOUL
 10 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      9.92m   32-06.50    524
      9.12m  9.92m  9.90m
 11 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      9.77m   32-00.75    514
      9.77m  FOUL  FOUL
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     9.37m   30-09.00    488
      8.90m  8.85m  9.37m
 13 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 8.86m   29-01.00    455
      8.70m  8.54m  8.86m
Event 42  Heptathlon: #4 Women 200 Meter Dash Heptathlon
===============================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind H# Points
===============================================================================
  1 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     24.94  -0.4  3    892
  2 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      25.09  -0.4  3    879
  3 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State         25.46  -0.4  3    845
  4 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                25.74  -0.4  3    820
  5 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     26.30  -1.7  2    771
  6 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      26.41  -0.9  1    762
  7 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            26.43  -1.7  2    760
  8 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     26.48  -0.9  1    756
  9 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      26.64  -0.4  3    742
 10 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     26.65  -0.9  1    741
 11 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 26.71  -0.9  1    736
 12 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         27.04  -1.7  2    708
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                27.20  -1.7  2    695
Event 42  Heptathlon: #5 Women Long Jump Heptathlon
======================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Wind           Points
======================================================================================
  1 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State         6.21m  +0.0  20-04.50    915
     5.55m(-0.7) 6.21m(+0.0) PASS
  2 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                     5.79m   1.6  19-00.00    786
     5.79m(1.6) 5.64m(-0.7) 5.68m(0.2)
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....Event 42  Heptathlon: #5 Women Long Jump Heptathlon
  3 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic         5.63m   1.0  18-05.75    738
     FOUL(-0.3) FOUL(1.2) 5.63m(1.0)
  4 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                     5.57m   1.5  18-03.25    720
     5.50m(0.9) 5.57m(1.5) 5.53m(-0.8)
  5 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                      5.55m   0.7  18-02.50    715
     5.37m(-1.2) 3.84m(-1.2) 5.55m(0.7)
  6 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                     5.53m  +0.0  18-01.75    709
     5.44m(0.6) 5.32m(0.5) 5.53m(+0.0)
  7 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                      5.45m   3.3  17-10.75    686
     4.97m(-0.4) 5.45m(3.3) FOUL(0.8)
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte                5.32m   1.0  17-05.50    648
     5.18m(0.9) 5.32m(1.0) 5.18m(-0.4)
  9 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                 5.29m   0.1  17-04.25    640
     5.14m(1.7) 5.05m(0.7) 5.29m(0.1)
 10 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss            5.19m   1.7  17-00.50    612
     5.14m(0.5) 5.19m(1.7) 5.09m(1.3)
 10 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte                5.19m   2.5  17-00.50    612
     FOUL(0.3) FOUL(1.0) 5.19m(2.5)
 12 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                     4.99m   1.7  16-04.50    557
     3.57m(1.3) 4.99m(1.7) 4.93m(-0.1)
 13 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                      4.84m   0.8  15-10.50    516
     FOUL(+0.0) 4.75m(2.1) 4.84m(0.8)
Event 42  Heptathlon: #6 Women Javelin Throw Heptathlon
=================================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss           47.38m     155-05    809
      39.76m  47.38m  45.62m
  2 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic        43.72m     143-05    739
      43.72m  40.17m  41.00m
  3 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                    37.82m     124-01    626
      37.30m  37.82m  36.38m
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                    36.30m     119-01    596
      32.39m  34.44m  36.30m
  5 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State        32.70m     107-03    528
      27.85m  29.72m  32.70m
  6 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                    32.35m     106-02    521
      32.33m  32.35m  27.49m
  7 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                     30.46m      99-11    485
      30.46m  29.19m  FOUL
  8 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                     30.41m      99-09    484
      30.26m  29.83m  30.41m
  9 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte               30.17m      99-00    480
      FOUL  30.17m  FOUL
 10 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                    29.44m      96-07    466
      29.44m  26.24m  28.27m
 11 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                     26.58m      87-02    412
      FOUL  26.58m  26.49m
 12 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall                24.62m      80-09    375
      24.62m  FOUL  21.90m
 13 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte               23.52m      77-02    355
      21.97m  23.52m  22.93m
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Conference USA Outdoor Championships
Rice University, Houston, TX  - 5/10/2018 to 5/13/2018
Results
Event 42  Heptathlon: #7 Women 800 Meter Run Heptathlon
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Frida Thorsås             SR Florida Atlantic       2:17.03     864
  2 Lucia Mokrasova           SR UTEP                   2:20.78     813
  3 Sarah Bever               JR Marshall               2:21.05     809
  4 Gabby Torres              JR UTSA                   2:25.90     745
  5 Kayla Woulard             JR FIU                    2:26.21     741
  6 Zinedine Russell          SO Rice                   2:30.12     691
  7 Samantha Ebanks           SO FIU                    2:30.66     685
  8 Desirae Rowell            JR Charlotte              2:32.11     667
  9 Callie Jones              FR Southern Miss          2:35.60     624
 10 Chase Whiting             SO UTSA                   2:36.60     612
 11 Qetuwrah Abdullah-Muhamm  SR Mid. Tenn. State       2:36.85     610
 12 Ali Cichos                SR UAB                    2:38.83     586
 13 Taylor Parcells           JR Charlotte              2:42.35     546
=========================================================================================
                        Women - Team Rankings - 21 Events Scored
=========================================================================================
    1) Southern Miss              131        2) Mid. Tenn. State          116
    3) Rice                       106        4) Charlotte                  74
    5) FIU                         65        6) UTSA                       61
    7) North Texas                 59        8) UTEP                       52
    9) Western Kentucky            42       10) Marshall                   40
   11) Florida Atlantic            31       12) Louisiana Tech             28
   13) UAB                         13
=========================================================================================
                          Men - Team Rankings - 21 Events Scored
=========================================================================================
    1) Charlotte                  149        2) Southern Miss             110
    3) UTSA                       109        4) Rice                      105
    4) Western Kentucky           105        6) UTEP                      100
    7) Mid. Tenn. State            47        8) North Texas                45.50
    9) Louisiana Tech              43.50    10) FIU                         5
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, June 5, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Dana Brown, Student Assistant Athletic Media Relations 
Preview video with head coach Erik Jenkins: goto.ps/2sCHylj 
MORRIS, HILLTOPPER RELAYS TRAVEL TO NCAA OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Ten Hilltoppers will travel to Eugene, Ore., this week to take on the 2018 NCAA 
Outdoor Track and Field Championships at Historic Hayward Field. This trip marks the 11th straight 
season WKU has been represented at the national championships by multiple student-athletes. 
Monteserrat-native Julius Morris clocked a time of 20.44 at the East Preliminaries in Tampa, Fla,. two 
weeks ago, placing fifth in the region. The senior will compete in the semifinals of the 200-meter dash 
on Wednesday evening at 8:44 p.m. CT. 
At the East Preliminaries, the 4x100-meter relay squad consisted of Morris, Will Bush, Kymari Gates and 
Eli Minor. The four-man unit finished with a time of 39.17, the third fastest time in outdoor program 
history. They took third in their own heat, automatically qualifying for the Championships, while 
finishing sixth overall in the region. WKU’s 4x100-meter relay team will run at 6:32 p.m. on Wednesday. 
Minor, Morris, Gates and Oliver Alexandre made up the 4x400-meter relay team that also qualified for 
the Championships. While in Tampa at the East Prelims, the Hilltoppers clocked a time of 3:06.41, the 
second best time in the entire regional field. The 4x400-meter relay squad will compete in the semifinals 
of the event beginning at 9:48 p.m. Wednesday. 
Five other Hilltoppers contributed to qualifying relay times throughout the season including Alec 
Tanksley, Austin Hayes, Denzel Villaman, Charles Shimukowa and Maor Seged. 
All results for Wednesday’s competition and the remainder of the Championships can be found here. 
Any Hilltoppers that advance past the semifinals will compete in the men’s final events on Friday. 
“We’ve tried to stay consistent. Right now, it’s just about refining,” said head coach Erik Jenkins about 
the Hilltoppers. “The young men have done the work to be successful, all that work was done back in 
October and March. Now it’s just about being able to execute at a high level… You don’t get to the NCAA 
Championships in any sport just by happenstance. You’ve got to work at it.” 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, June 6, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 




MORRIS, 4X100-METER RELAY EARN SECOND-TEAM ALL-AMERICAN HONORS 
EUGENE, Ore. – WKU Track & Field wrapped up the 2017-18 season from Hayward Field in Eugene, Ore., 
Wednesday at the NCAA Championships as the Hilltoppers collected All-American status in the 200-
meter and both relays. 
“The guys came and did a good job at a very competitive NCAA Championships event,” head coach Erik 
Jenkins shared. “I’m extremely proud of these guys for making it to this meet. Obviously you want to 
score at this meet and produce All-Americans, which we were able to do. We have lofty goals in our 
program and we did our best to achieve them.” 
WKU’s 4x100-meter relay unit posted a season-best 38.94 – the fourth-fastest time in program history – 
to finish fifth in the second heat and seventh overall in the field. Eli Minor, Julius Morris, Kymari Gates 
and Will Bush ran their way to Second-Team All-American status. 
In between the Hilltopper relays, Morris took the lanes with the nation’s top competitors in the 200 
meter. The senior raced his way to Second-Team All-American status with a 20.63 reading and now has 
five All-America accolades to his name. 
To close the day, the Red and White’s 4x400-meter relay squad of Oliver Alexandre, Gates, Austin Hayes 
and Morris ran a 3:07.48 for honorable mention All-American status. The Hilltoppers finished fifth in 
their heat and 18th overall. 
Bush, Gates and Alexandre earned their first All-American accolades on The Hill at the Championships 





WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, July 26, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
USTFCCCA Release: http://www.ustfccca.org/2018/07/featured/2018-ustfccca-all-academic-awards-ncaa-naia-
track-field 
2018 USTFCCCA All-Academic 
Awards – NCAA & NAIA Track & 
Field ::: USTFCCCA 
www.ustfccca.org 
2018 USTFCCCA All-Academic Awards – NCAA & 
NAIA Track & Field 
 
MCINTYRE, SEGED EARN USTFCCCA ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS 
NEW ORLEANS – Hilltopper Track & Field student-athletes Morgan McIntyre and Maor Seged have been 
recognized as USTFCCCA All-Academic performers for the 2017-18 school year, the organization 
announced Thursday. 
In total, 624 men were recognized while 874 women brought home academic honors. To qualify from 
the indoor season, a student-athlete must have finished the regular season ranked in the national top 96 
in an individual event or ranked in the national top 48 in a relay event. For the outdoor season, a 
student-athlete must have participated in any round of the NCAA Division I Championships. 
Both McIntyre and Seged qualified through their outdoor performances, competing at the NCAA East 
Preliminary competition from May 24-26 in Tampa, Fla. McIntyre placed 30th in the pole vault field with 
a clear of 3.93 meters. At the same competition, Seged finished 37th in the 400-meter hurdles with a 
time of 52.72. 
A senior out of Ashland, Ky., McIntyre was also named to the 2018 Conference USA Track & Field All-
Academic Team, Commissioner's Honor Roll and earned the 2018 Commissioner's Academic Medal with 
a major in Communication Science and Disorders. She was also named to the 2017 USTFCCCA All-
Academic Team. 
Hailing from Be'er Sheba, Israel, Seged finished the 2017-18 school year on the 2018 Commissioner's 
Honor Roll. The junior sprinter and hurdler is majoring in electrical engineering and earned his second C-
USA All-Academic Team accolade after being WKU's sole honoree in 2017. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, August 7, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Remuro Henry headshot attached. 
REMURO HENRY JOINS HILLTOPPER TRACK & FIELD STAFF AS JUMPS AND HURDLES COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field head coach Erik Jenkins has announced the hiring of Remuro 
Henry as an assistant coach who will work primarily with the Hilltopper jumpers and hurdlers in addition 
to recruiting duties. Henry, a native of Miami, Fla., joins the Red and White following coaching stops at 
Coffeyville Community College, Wayland Baptist University and Barton Community College where he 
collected multiple coaching recognitions. 
“I am excited to have Coach Henry joining us here at WKU,” Jenkins shared. “He has produced some 
outstanding jumpers and hurdlers over the last few years. Additionally, he has been recognized as the 
nation’s best assistant on multiple occasions by the NAIA and NJCAA - illustrating that his work is very 
well respected in our sport.” 
Commencing his collegiate days as a student-athlete at Barton Community College as a walk-on in 2008, 
Henry competed primarily in the 100, 200, 400 and both sprint relays. After collecting five All-American 
accolades along with earning the title national champion, Henry took his talents to the Oklahoma Track 
& Field program where he would go on to rack up eight All-Big 12 honors. Upon graduation from OU, he 
went on to compete for the U.S. Virgin Islands – running alongside his cousin, Tabarie Henry - setting 
numerous national records. 
Switching gears, Henry moved into the coaching ranks as an assistant coach at KJCCC/Region VI member 
Coffeyville Community College. While at Coffeyville, Henry earned the 2015 USTFCCCA Central Region 
Outdoor Women’s Assistant Coach honor, coaching many All-Americans including Andre De Grasse a 
2016 Olympic medalist. 
Moving on to Wayland Baptist University for the next two seasons (2016-17) prior to Barton, Henry was 
recognized with another honor from the USTFCCCA in being named the NAIA South Central Indoor 
Women's Assistant Coach of the Year as WBU claimed the NAIA National Championship. 
 
In his most recent stop at Barton, Henry kept on the pedal and continued his championship successes. A 
runner-up finish during the 2018 indoor season fueled Henry and his BCC Cougars throughout the 
outdoor season as the squad went on to claim the men's and women's conference and region 
championships. Behind 50 All-American achievements, Henry's athletes accounted for 44 of the Cougars' 
128 points at the national meet, with 26 of those points coming in the hurdles alone to capture the 2018 
crown and the program's 56th national title. The efforts earned Barton its third national coaching award 
with Henry being named the programs first-ever USTFCCCA Men's Assistant Coach of the Year. 
On the women's side, with the Lady Cougars outperformed their No. 5 ranking with a long jump and 
heptathlon titles, to go along with a final 4x400-meter relay runner-up finish to move BCC into fourth 
place. 
WKU marks the first Division I stop of Henry’s career as he enters his fifth season on the coaching side of 
the sport. 
“I am incredibly excited about the opportunity to join Coach Jenkins on The Hill and extremely grateful 
to everyone that helped make this possible,” Henry stated. “WKU Track & Field owns a rich history and 





WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, August 29, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
FORMER HILLTOPPER PATRICK CHEPTOEK RETURNS TO THE HILL AS WKU DISTANCE COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Head coach Erik Jenkins has announced the hiring of former WKU standout Patrick Cheptoek as 
an assistant coach who will work primarily with the Hilltopper distance runners on both the Cross Country and Track and 
Field programs. Cheptoek, a native of Uganda, joins the Red and White following a successful professional running 
career. 
“Patrick was an outstanding student-athlete during his time at WKU,” said head coach Erik Jenkins on the hire. “He cares 
about the program and is excited to manage the distance group. He was an NCAA qualifier in both cross country and 
outdoor track for us. He was a consistent scorer and was a valued team member on multiple championship teams.” 
Since graduating from WKU, Cheptoek has run professionally around the country. In his most recent race, the 2017 
Bowling Green Medical Center 10K, he posted a time of 30:46. 
During his time as a student-athlete on The Hill, Cheptoek earned seven all-conference honors across his time on the 
cross country, indoor and outdoor track and field squads. 
His best conference finishes came at the 2010 Sun Belt Conference Outdoor Track and Field Championships, when he 
finished first in both the 10,000-meter and the 3,000-meter steeplechase. During that same season, he was an NCAA 
qualifier for both cross country and outdoor track and field. 
A graduate of WKU, Cheptoek collected his All-Conference recognitions across the 2008-10 seasons. He was also a 
national qualifier for the Hilltopper Cross Country squad in both 2009 and ’10. 
Cheptoek will bring a wealth of knowledge and pride to the WKU distance squad that kicks off its season Friday, Aug. 31 
in Nashville, Tenn., at the Belmont Opener. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, Aug. 30, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
2018 WKU Schedule | WKU Roster | Belmont Invite Central 
WKU CROSS COUNTRY SQUADS HEADED TO BELMONT TO KICK OFF 2018 CAMPAIGN 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – A young WKU Cross Country unit is set to open its 2018 season on the road in Nashville on 
Friday. Action from the Belmont Opener is slated for a 5 p.m. CT, gun for the women’s 5K race and a 5:30 p.m. start for 
the men’s 5K. Percy Warner Park – Vaughn’s Creek Cross Country Course will serve as the venue for the season-opening 
outing. 
The Hilltoppers will rely on six collective returners to help lead the unit that includes 10 newcomers this fall. On the 
men’s side, Donnie Fry (junior) and Maor Seged (senior) will play valuable leadership roles with six freshmen joining 
them on the roster. For the Lady Toppers, Rebecca Cook (sophomore), Aairiona Hayden-Ransom (sophomore), Morgan 
Kannapel (sophomore) and Brianna Wolken (junior) will show four freshmen the ropes. 
Making the trip to Music City this weekend are Matthew Wininger, Emmerson Wells, Dedrick Troxel, Michael Sherman 
and Luke Hoover for the WKU men’s squad. On the women’s side, Cook, Hayden-Ransom, Kannapel, Wolken, Abby Luce 
and Heather Whitlow. 
This weekend’s Belmont Opener marks the first of four-straight weekends the WKU distance squads will head to 
Tennessee. In their next trip to the Volunteer State, the Hilltoppers will head to Cookeville for the Tennessee Tech-
hosted Golden Eagle Invite. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Aug. 31, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Results: Men | Women 
Photos available upon clicking on competitor names on results. 
DISTANCE SQUADS KICK OFF 2018 SLATE AT BELMONT OPENER 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – WKU Cross Country kicked off the 2018 season with a fifth place finish by the Hilltoppers and a 
seventh place outing by the Lady Toppers at the Belmont Opener in Nashville, Tenn. Seven of the Red and White’s 10 
competitors at the outing were making their debut for WKU. 
Action from Percy Warner Park – Vaughn’s Creek Cross Country Course opened with the women’s 5K race that saw the 
Lady Toppers finish seventh in the 10-team field. Freshman Heather Whitlow led the Red and White with a 21:29.19 
reading for 22nd overall. 
LADY TOPPER FINISHERS 
1. Heather Whitlow – 21:29.19 – 22nd 
2. Morgan Kannapel – 22:43.41 – 31st 
3. Brianna Wolken – 22:48.31 – 33rd 
4. Abby Luce – 25:30.99 – 44th 
5. Aairiona Hayden-Ransom – 27:40.43 – 46th 
On the men’s side, all five WKU competitors made their collegiate debut in Music City. Matthew Wininger led the way 
for the Red and White with a 16:49.46 reading for an overall finish of 20th. 
HILLTOPPER FINISHERS 
1. Matthew Wininger – 16:49.46 – 20th 
2. Dedrick Troxell – 16:57.94 – 22nd 
3. Luke Hoover – 17:05.32 – 24th 
4. Michael Sherman – 17:09.84 – 28th 
5. Emerson Wells – 17:15.82 – 31st 
This weekend's Belmont Opener marked the first of four-straight weekends the WKU distance squads will head to 
Tennessee. In their next trip to the Volunteer State, the Hilltoppers will head to Cookeville for the Tennessee Tech-
hosted Golden Eagle Invite. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Sept. 7, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HILLTOPPER CROSS COUNTRY SQUADS HEADED FOR GOLDEN EAGLE INVITE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country will be on the road this weekend as the team heads to the Golden Eagle 
Invite at Tennessee Tech. The event will begin on Saturday, with the women starting at 8:30 a.m. and then the men to 
follow at 9:30 a.m. 
The meet will have a new locale this year, as teams will compete at the Putnam County Athletic Complex near Cookeville 
High School rather than Ironwood Golf Course, the site for the previous two years. The Putnam County course is flatter 
than Ironwood, which should make it easier on the competitors to clock better times. 
Four teams will make their way to Cookeville to be a part of the season opener, headlined by Ohio State of the Big Ten 
Conference and Western Kentucky from Conference USA. Also in attendance will be Division II Lane College, along with 
Welch College of the National Christian College Athletic Association. 
Making the trip to the Volunteer State this weekend for the men’s squad are Matthew Wininger, Emerson Wells, 
Dedrick Troxell, Michael Sherman and Luke Hoover. On the women’s side it will be Brianna Wolken, Heather Whitlow, 
Abby Luce, Morgan Kannapel and Aairiona Hayden-Ransom. 
The Lady Toppers are looking for another solid performance by the freshman Whitlow, who ran a mark of 21:29.12 and 
finished 22nd at the Belmont Opener. The men’s squad is led by Wininger (16:49.46, 20th) and Troxell (16:57.94 (22nd), 
who are also coming off impressive performances last week. 
This marks the second of four consecutive weekends that the WKU distance squads will head to Tennessee. In the next 
trip, the Hilltoppers will be back in Nashville for the Vanderbilt Invite on Sept. 15. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, September 8, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Results attached. 
HILLTOPPER CROSS COUNTRY WRAPS UP ACTION AT GOLDEN EAGLE INVITE 
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. – For the second-consecutive weekend, the WKU Cross Country squads headed to the Volunteer 
State with its most recent outing at the Golden Eagle Invite hosted by Tennessee Tech. The Lady Toppers claimed 
runner-up honors in the field of three while the men finished third in their four-team field. 
Freshman Heather Whitlow led the Lady Topper unit again, notching a fourth-place finish from the Putnam Country 
Athletic Complex with a 5K mark of 21:58.2. Finishing second and third for WKU were Morgan Kannapel (22:49.2) and 
Brianna Wolken (23:15.1). Aairiona Hayden-Ransom grabbed a top-10 finish with a time of 25:54.5 and Abby Luce 
rounded out the Lady Topper competitors with a reading of 26.13.2. 
LADY TOPPER FINISHERS 
1. Heather Whitlow – 21:58.2 – 4th 
2. Morgan Kannapel – 22:49.2 – 6th 
3. Brianna Wolken – 23:15.1 – 7th 
4. Aairiona Hayden-Ransom – 25:54.5 – 10th 
5. Abby Luce – 26.13.2 – 11th 
WKU’s men’s squad was also led by a freshman competitor as Matthew Wininger posted the Hilltoppers’ best time for 
the second-consecutive weekend with a 22:28.4 in the 4 mile race. Finishing next behind Wininger was Emerson Wells 
with a 22:38.6 mark for 15th place. The final three Hilltoppers finished in spots 17-19 as Dedrick Troxell (22:54.4), Luke 
Hoover (23:09.8) and Michael Sherman (23:12.6) rounded out the Red and White’s representatives. 
HILLTOPPER FINISHERS 
1. Matthew Wininger – 22:28.4 – 13th 
2. Emerson Wells – 22:38.6 – 15th 
3. Dedrick Troxell – 22:54.4 – 17th 
4. Luke Hoover – 23:09.8 – 18th 
5. Michael Sherman – 23:12.6 – 19th 
This weekend's Golden Eagle Invite marked the second of four-straight weekends the WKU distance squads will head to 
Tennessee. In their next trip to the Volunteer State, the Hilltoppers will head back to Music City for the Vanderbilt 
Invitational on September 15. 
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GOLDEN EAGLE CROSS-COUNTRY INVITATIONAL - 9/8/2018
Hosted by Tennessee Tech
Putnam County Athletic Complex, Cookeville
Rankings
Event 2  Men 4 Mile Run CC
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Sammy, Kipkirui           SO Tennessee Tech         20:16.8    1
  2 Landis, Luke              SR Ohio State             20:24.7    2
  3 Lomong, Alex              JR Ohio State             20:28.1    3
  4 Bernard, Sigei            JR Tennessee Tech         20:34.9    4
  5 Bete, Paul                JR Ohio State             20:36.8    5
  6 Wood, Aaron               JR Ohio State             20:42.6    6
  7 Cheplak, Brannon          JR Tennessee Tech         21:05.3    7
  8 Mohammed, Ababu           SO Tennessee Tech         21:08.0    8
  9 Kiprono, Gabriel          FR Tennessee Tech         21:14.6    9
 10 Halford, Eric             FR Ohio State             21:31.2   10
 11 Regas, Nick               FR Ohio State             21:39.6   11
 12 O'Connell, Sean           FR Ohio State             21:58.0   12
 13 Bauers, Steve             JR Ohio State             22:07.1
 14 Wininger, Matthew         FR Western Kentucky       22:28.4   13
 15 Wells, Emerson            FR Western Kentucky       22:38.6   14
 16 Leahy, Nick               FR Ohio State             22:44.5
 17 Troxell, Dedrick          FR Western Kentucky       22:54.4   15
 18 Hoover, Luke              FR Western Kentucky       23:09.8   16
 19 Sherman, Michael          FR Western Kentucky       23:12.6   17
 20 Avila, Giovanni           SO Lane                   26:52.5   18
 21 Lauderdale, Tanerio       SO Lane                   29:11.9   19
 22 Currie, D'Juan            SO Lane                   29:59.6   20
 23 Laffitte, Joshua          JR Lane                   31:04.0   21
 24 Brown, Dangelo            FR Lane                   31:56.4   22
                                   Team Scores
=================================================================================
Rank Team                      Total    1    2    3    4    5   *6   *7   *8   *9
=================================================================================
   1 Ohio State                   26    2    3    5    6   10   11   12
      Total Time:  1:43:43.40
         Average:    20:44.68
   2 Tennessee Tech               29    1    4    7    8    9
      Total Time:  1:44:19.60
         Average:    20:51.92
   3 Western Kentucky             75   13   14   15   16   17
      Total Time:  1:54:23.80
         Average:    22:52.76
   4 Lane                        100   18   19   20   21   22
      Total Time:  2:29:04.40
         Average:    29:48.88
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GOLDEN EAGLE CROSS-COUNTRY INVITATIONAL - 9/8/2018
Hosted by Tennessee Tech
Putnam County Athletic Complex, Cookeville
Rankings
Event 1  Women 5k Run CC
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Sanga, Purity             SO Tennessee Tech         17:50.5    1
  2 Kwambai, Janet            FR Tennessee Tech         19:10.3    2
  3 Chepkemboi, Sharon        FR Tennessee Tech         20:12.2    3
  4 Whitlow, Heather          FR Western Kentucky       21:58.2    4
  5 Chesire, Vivien           FR Tennessee Tech         22:22.7    5
  6 Kannapel, Morgan          SO Western Kentucky       22:49.2    6
  7 Wolken, Brianna           JR Western Kentucky       23:15.1    7
  8 McGowan, Courtney         FR Tennessee Tech         23:59.7    8
  9 Pearson, Sarah            FR Tennessee Tech         24:39.4    9
 10 Ransom, Aairiona          SO Western Kentucky       25:54.5   10
 11 Luce, Abby                FR Western Kentucky       26:13.2   11
 12 Daniels, Ashley           FR Tennessee Tech         26:30.4   12
 13 Hicks, Cinnaeya           JR Lane                   28:54.6   13
 14 Sparks, Troi              SO Lane                   29:26.8   14
 15 McCoy, Antrice            SO Lane                   29:37.7   15
 16 Brown, Cierra             FR Lane                   29:45.9   16
 17 Kone, Fraeyja             SO Lane                   31:20.0   17
 18 Love, Diamond             SO Lane                   33:34.8   18
                                   Team Scores
=================================================================================
Rank Team                      Total    1    2    3    4    5   *6   *7   *8   *9
=================================================================================
   1 Tennessee Tech               19    1    2    3    5    8    9   12
      Total Time:  1:43:35.40
         Average:    20:43.08
   2 Western Kentucky             38    4    6    7   10   11
      Total Time:  2:00:10.20
         Average:    24:02.04
   3 Lane                         75   13   14   15   16   17   18
      Total Time:  2:29:05.00
         Average:    29:49.00
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Sept. 14, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Meet Central: https://vucommodores.com/sports/2018/7/10/sports-w-xc-commodore-classic-html.aspx 
COMMODORE CLASSIC ON DECK FOR WKU CROSS COUNTRY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country will be on the road this weekend as the team heads to 
Music City for the Commodore Classic hosted by Vanderbilt. The event will begin on Saturday at 9 a.m. 
CT with the men’s 8K before the women’s 5K at 10 a.m. 
The 15th annual Commodore Classic will take place at Vaughn’s Gap, in Nashville’s Percy Warner Park. 
The course runs through more than 10 miles of woodlands. 
Traveling for the Hilltoppers for the third-straight weekend will be Matthew Wininger, Emerson Wells, 
Dedrick Troxell, Clint Sherman and Luke Hoover for the men. On the women's side, Brianna Wolken, 
Heather Whitlow, Abby Luce, Morgan Kannapel and Aairiona Hayden-Ransom will make the trip. 
Whitlow led the WKU women for the second-consecutive race last time out, finishing fourth overall on 
the women’s side with a mark of 21:58.2. For the men, the squad was again led by Wininger (22:28.4) 
and Wells who followed directly behind (22.38.6). 
More Information on this weekend’s Commodore Classic can be found here. 
This marks the third of four consecutive weekends that the WKU distance squads will head to 
Tennessee. In the next trip, the Red and White will head over to Clarksville for the Austin Peay Cross 
Country Festival on Sept. 23. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, September 15, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Results: http://www.cfpitiming.com/liveresults/2018_Cross_Country/Vanderbilt_xc_2018/ 
WKU DISTANCE SQUADS WRAP UP COMMODORE CLASSIC 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – In its third trip to the Volunteer State in as many weeks, WKU Cross Country used 
this weekend’s Vanderbilt Commodore Classic as a training opportunity to prepare for upcoming 
competitions. 
Freshman Heather Whitlow ran a 22:04.8 5K mark to finish 169th in the field of nearly 200 competitors. 
Whitlow has led the Lady Toppers in all three races of her debut campaign in the red and white. 
Whitlow was the lone Lady Topper or Hilltopper to cross the finish line as the meet was used to prepare 
for the squad’s upcoming schedule. The WKU men competed on an 8K course from Percy Warner Park in 
Music City at the 15th annual Commodore Classic. 
“Vanderbilt provided another quality opportunity against a competitive field for us to continue building 
towards success,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. “This was our third meet in a row with an 
inexperienced group but every opportunity provides value. We didn’t have many finishers in this meet 
but we took precautions to protect the group long term while still taking advantage of the training 
opportunity.” 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Sept. 28, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Meet Central: http://loucrosscountryclassic.com/ 
RED AND WHITE HEADED FOR ANNUAL LOUISVILLE SPORTS COMMISSION CROSS COUNTRY CLASSIC 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is headed for its first in-state meet of the season with the 
17th Annual Louisville Sports Commission Cross Country Classic on the schedule. The outing will begin 
on Saturday at 8:30 a.m. CT, with the men's 8K before the women's 5K at 9:15 a.m. 
 
Action will take place at E. P. “Tom” Sawyer State Park. For the past 17 years, the Louisville Sports 
Commission has staged the Greater Louisville Cross Country Classic (now the Louisville Sports 
Commission Cross Country Classic) at Sawyer, annually one of the largest collegiate meets in the 
country. 
Traveling for the Hilltoppers for the fourth-straight weekend will be Matthew Wininger, Emerson 
Wells, Dedrick Troxell, Clint Sherman and Luke Hoover for the men. On the women's side, Brianna 
Wolken, Heather Whitlow, Haley Webb, Morgan Kannapel and Aairiona Hayden-Ransom will make the 
trip. Webb will be making her first appearance for the Red and White after transferring to The Hill from 
Murray State. 
 
More Information on this weekend's Louisville Classic can be found here. 
 
This marks the first and only time this season the WKU distance squads will compete in state. In the next 
trip, the Red and White will head over to Evansville, Ind., for the Evansville Invitational on Oct. 13. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, September 29, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Results: Men | Women 
WEBB, WELLS LEAD WKU CROSS COUNTRY AT LOUISVILLE CLASSIC 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – In its lone meet in the Bluegrass State this season, WKU Cross Country saw Emerson 
Wells and Haley Webb lead their respective squads at the Louisville Cross Country Classic on Saturday. 
As a team, the Lady Toppers finished 31st in the women’s 5K Blue race while the Hilltoppers placed 
38th in the men’s 8K Blue race. 
“We had a good run today,” head coach Erik Jenkins opened. “Both teams competed well in a large field. 
We were committed to the effort and it showed positively.” 
In her first race wearing red and white, Webb clocked a WKU season-best 20:01.8 on the 5K course to 
place 116th in the 287-racer field. Morgan Kannapel was the next Lady Topper to cross the line while 
Brianna Wolken and Heather Whitlow weren’t far behind. Aairiona Hayden-Ransom rounded out WKU’s 
unit. In total, 31 teams posted team marks. 
116th – Haley Webb – 20:01.8 – Season best 
118th – Morgan Kannapel – 21:22.3 – Season best 
195th – Brianna Wolken – 21:33.1 – Season best 
187th – Heather Whitlow – 21:41.5 
211th – Aairiona Hayden-Ransom – 22:59.6 – Season best 
On the men’s side, Wells led the way with a 67th-place finish, registering a time of 26:08.6. Crossing 
second for WKU was Matthew Wininger finishing 190th with a mark of 27:17.0. Luke Hoover and Dedrick 
Troxell finished third and fourth for the Hilltoppers while Clint Sherman rounded out the field for the 
Red and White. 
The Men’s Blue race field included 409 competitors and 45 teams. Saturday’s race marked the first 8K 
course of the season for the Hilltoppers, making all marks recorded season bests. 
67th – Emerson Wells – 26:08.6 
190th – Matthew Wininger – 27:17.0 
239th – Luke Hoover – 27:48.8 
242nd – Dedrick Troxell – 27:51.5 
270th – Clint Sherman – 28:25.4 
WKU Cross Country hits the trails again in two weekends with the Evansville Invitational on the schedule 
for Saturday, Oct. 13. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, Oct. 26, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Championship Central: http://conferenceusa.com/tournaments/?id=396 
WKU CROSS COUNTRY SQUADS HEADED FOR C-USA CHAMPIONSHIPS IN BOCA RATON 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is headed the 2018 Air Force Reserve Cross Country 
Championships in Boca Raton, Fla. The post-season outing will begin on Saturday at 7:30 a.m. CT, with 
the women's 5K before the men's 8K at 8:15 a.m. 
 
Action will take place at Burt Aaronson South County Regional Park. Florida Atlantic is set to host the 
Conference USA Men’s and Women’s Cross Country Championships for the first time in program history 
with the league’s 11 men’s and 13 men’s squads headed for the event. The last time the C-USA 
Championships were held in Florida was the 2005 event. 
Six student-athletes for both the men’s and women’s squads are making the trip to the Sunshine State 
for the Red and White. On the men’s side, Matthew Wininger, Ethan Snyder, Luke Hoover, Emerson 
Wells and Clint Sherman are traveling. Haley Webb, Savannah Heckman, Aairiona Hayden-Ransom, 
Brianna Wolken, Morgan Kannapel and Heather Whitlow will be representing the Lady Toppers. 
More Information on this weekend's C-USA Championships can be found here. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, October 27, 2018 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Results: Men | Women 
YOUNG WKU DISTANCE SQUADS WRAP UP C-USA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
BOCA RATON, Fla. – WKU Cross Country wrapped up the 2018 Conference USA Championships Saturday 
morning. The men’s squad finished ninth while the women came in 12th. 
“The conference meet always serves as a reminder that anyone can be successful and wins are never 
guaranteed,” head coach Erik Jenkins stated. “We saw a very good competition on a fast course and in 
hot conditions.” 
Emerson Wells led WKU with a 49th place finish on the men’s side. The freshman clocked a 27:04.91 8K 
mark on the Burt Aaronson South County Regional Park Course. Dedrick Troxell crossed the line next for 
the Red and White, clocking a 27:18.06 finish for 55th place. Luke Hoover was the third Hilltopper 
finisher, earning 59th place with a 27:34.36 reading. Clint Sherman (28:05.80), Matthew Wininger 
(28:36.28) and Ethan Snyder (28:37.19) rounded out the WKU representatives. All six competitors for 
the Hilltoppers were freshmen. 
As a team, WKU finished ninth overall in the 11-team field. 
49th – Emerson Wells – 27:04.91 
55th – Dedrick Troxell – 27:18.06 
59th – Luke Hoover – 27:34.36 
65th – Clint Sherman – 28:05.80 
72nd – Matthew Wininger – 28:36.28 
73rd – Ethan Snyder – 28:37.19 
On the women’s side, Haley Webb was the first finish for WKU. After transferring to The Hill for her 
sophomore campaign, Webb took 71st at her first C-USA Championships with a 5K mark of 19:47.96. 
Brianna Wolken cross second for the Lady Toppers, finishing 90th with a time of 21:05.73. Just behind 
Wolken was Morgan Kannapel with a 21:08.76 reading. Rounding out the WKU competitors were 
Savannah Heckman (21:27.90), Heather Whitlow (22:02.75) and Aairiona Hayden-Ransom (22:23.94). 
As a team, the Lady Toppers finished 12th in the 13-team field. 
71st – Haley Webb – 19:47.96 
90th – Brianna Wolken – 21:05.73 
91st – Morgan Kannapel – 21:08.76 
95th – Savannah Heckman – 21:27.90 
98th – Heather Whitlow – 22:02.75 
99th – Aairiona Hayden-Ransom – 22:23.94 
Collectively, eight freshmen represented WKU at the C-USA Championships. Additionally, 11 of the 12 
student-athletes were underclassmen. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, November 29, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Schedule: Online | PDF 
2018-19 WKU TRACK & FIELD SCHEDULE RELEASED 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field head coach Erik Jenkins has announced the program's 
upcoming 2018-19 schedule, which features eight meets across the indoor and outdoor seasons in 
either Kentucky or Tennessee. WKU will again host the Hilltopper Relays on The Hill across April 5-6. 
Indoor action kicks off this weekend at the Vanderbilt Indoor Opener and will resume following the 
holiday season on Jan. 12 with the WKU squads heading to West Lafayette, Ind., for the Purdue-hosted 
Gene Edmonds Open. The following weekend, the Hilltoppers will be at a two-day outing when the 
squad heads to Music City for the Vanderbilt Invitational (Jan. 18-19). WKU will return to Indiana to 
close January competition at the Indiana University Relays in Bloomington from Jan. 25-26. 
Jenkins’ squad will kick off February action at the Kentucky-hosted Rod McCravy Memorial outing on 
Feb. 1-2 in Lexington. Regular season action will conclude back in Nashville, Tenn., with the two-day 
Vanderbilt Music City Challenge on Feb. 8-9. 
Conference USA Championships will again take place in Birmingham, Ala., as the Red and White will look 
to continue their success from Feb. 16-17. Between postseason trips to Birmingham, the Hilltoppers 
have added the Boston University Last Chance Invite to its slate. Indoor action will conclude March 8-9 
for student-athletes who qualify for the NCAA Championships that will also take place in Birmingham, 
Ala. 
Outdoor competition will commence March 22-23 with another trip to Nashville for the Vanderbilt Black 
and Gold Invitational. The following weekend (March 29-31), WKU will head to the Sunshine State for 
the Pepsi Florida Relays in Gainesville, Fla. 
WKU will invite competitors to Bowling Green for the two-day WKU Hilltopper Relays from April 5-6. The 
following weekend, Jenkins and company will head to the Austin Peay Invitational in Clarksville, Tenn., 
before splitting the squad and heading to both Georgia Tech and the Mt. SAC Relays from April 19-20. 
The following weekend, the squads will split once again, and head to the Penn Relays in Philadelphia, 
Penn., and the Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational in Louisville. Regular season will conclude May 3-4 at 
the Kentucky Relays. 
Conference USA Outdoor Championships from Charlotte, N.C., will take place from May 9-12 on the 
Charlotte campus. Two weeks later, WKU will send representatives to the NCAA East Preliminary in 
Jacksonville, Fla., from May 23-25. The NCAA Championships will wrap up the 2019 season with 
championship action taking place in Austin, Texas, from June 5-8 at the Mike A. Myers Stadium on the 
campus of the University of Texas. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, November 30, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Start List/Timing Sheet | Live Results 
RED AND WHITE HEADED TO VANDERBILT INDOOR OPENER TO KICK OFF 2018-19 SLATE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track & Field will commence its 2018-19 indoor season on Saturday at the 
Vanderbilt Indoor Opener in Nashville, Tenn. Action is slated to begin at 10 a.m. CT, with field events 
while competition on the track will start at 1 p.m. from the Vanderbilt Multipurpose Facility. 
Saturday’s opener marks the sixth-straight season that the Red and White will open the indoor 
campaign from Music City. At last year’s opener, former Hilltopper Jonathan Hayden brought home the 
60-meter hurdles event crown while WKU posted a collective 10 top-eight finishes against a talented 
field. 
Joining host Vanderbilt and WKU at Saturday’s competition are Arkansas – Little Rock, Austin Peay, 
Belmont, Berry, Bryan, Campbellsville, Cumberlands, Kentucky Wesleyan, Lindsey Wilson, McKendree, 
Memphis, Mercer, MTSU, Murray State, Southern Indiana, Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech, Tennessee 
Wesleyan and Trevecca Nazarene for a 21-team field. 
WKU will enter a competitor or relay group in 25 different events across the meet. With 21 freshmen on 
the 2018-19 rosters, the Red and White will look for contributions from some new faces while the 
squad’s eight seniors will look to lead the way. 
After Saturday’s meet, WKU Track & Field will be back in action again on Saturday, Jan. 12, at the 
Purdue-hosted Gene Edmonds Open. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, December 1, 2018 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Results: Online | PDF 
WKU TRACK & FIELD RACKS UP 17 TOP-10 FINISHES AT VANDERBILT INDOOR OPENER 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – Seventeen top-10 finishes highlighted the WKU Track & Field season-opening meet 
at the Vanderbilt Indoor Opener on Saturday. The outing in Music City marked the sixth-straight season 
that the Red and White opened the indoor campaign at a Vanderbilt-hosted outing. Saturday’s opener 
saw 21 teams represented inside the Vanderbilt Multipurpose Facility. 
In her first-ever indoor meet representing WKU, Annastacia Forrester took home second-place honors in 
the women’s high jump. The junior cleared 1.68 meters (5’6”) – tying her for fourth on the all-time Lady 
Topper indoor records list. Forrester added a fourth-place finish in the long jump with a mark of 5.83 
meters (19’1.5”). 
Also representing the Red and White in the high jump, Brianna Eskridge recorded a top-10 finish with a 
clear of 1.58 meters (5’2.25”). Eskridge added another ninth-place finish in the long jump where she 
cleared 5.51 meters (18’1”). 
Getter Lemberg contributed a sixth-place finish in the women’s pole vault for the Red and White as the 
senior notched a clear of 3.55 meters (11’7.75”). 
On the track, Maor Seged added another top-10 finish for the WKU squads as he ran an 8.72 in the 60-
meter hurdles to clock the 10th-fastest time on the day. In the men’s 300-meter race, Will Bush posted a 
36.68 mark to earn a seventh-place finish. 
WKU saw four Hilltopper seniors finish in the top eight of the men’s 600-meter race. Oliver Alexandre 
led the charge with a second-place showing with a mark of 1:21.73. Fellow senior Kymari Gates clocked 
the third-place time of 1:22.98. Austin Hayes finished seventh with a reading of 1:24.38 while Martin 
Owusu crossed in 1:24.46 for eighth place. 
In the men’s one mile race, freshman Dedrick Troxell posted a 4:25.41 reading to earn fifth place. Fellow 
freshman Clint Sherman added a second-place showing in the men’s 3,000-meter competition with a 
time of 9:18.76. 
To close the meet, both of the WKU men’s 4x400-meter relay squads finished in the top five. The first 
unit, comprised of Alexandre, Kaven Berry, Seged and Bush, clocked a time of 3:12.92 while the second 
group (Gates, Hayes, Owusu and David Saruni) posted a reading of 3:18.57 for fourth place. 
For the Lady Toppers, Juannae Lewis clocked a 39.64 300-meter mark to secure a fourth-place finish. 
Sophomore Aairiona Hayden-Ransom recorded a 5:57.26 mile to finish 10th in the event for another 
WKU top-10 showing. 




#12 Men's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.34 Christian Coleman USA 2/18/2018 Alburquerque, NM
A American Indoor 6.34 Christian Coleman Nike 2/18/2018 Albuquerque, NM,
C Collegiate Indoor 6.45 Christian Colemen Tennessee 3/11/2017 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 6.45 Leonard Myles-Mills B.Y.U. 2/20/1999 Colorado Spgs,
F Facility 6.52 Christian Coleman Tennessee 2/25/2017
1:45 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 DAVON DEMOSS SR MEMPHIS 6.79 8(1)
2 KESHAWN ANDREWS SO ARK-L.R. 6.81 7(1)
3 IMRI PERSIADO SO MEMPHIS 6.90 6.899 7(2)
3 KEVIN HALLMON LINDSEY WILSON 6.90 6.899 8(2)
5 DEMONTEZ MCCRAY SR MCKENDREE 6.91 6.905 8(3)
6 CHARLES LEWIS SR UNATTACHED 6.91 6.908 8(4)
7 CHARLES NICHOLS FR MEMPHIS 6.93 8(5)
8 KEYON HUGLE SO M.T.S.U. 6.94 6.938 5(1)
8 CHARLES OKEZE SR ARK-L.R. 6.94 6.938 8(6)
10 MALIK WRIGHT SO UNATTACHED 6.96 6(1)
11 KENNY BENTON SO TN WESLEYAN 6.98 5(2)
12 LAMARCO PETTY SO M.T.S.U. 7.00 7(3)
13 JOB BLACKSMITH FR TN ST. 7.01 8(7)
14 NAJEE SYLVESTER SO MCKENDREE 7.03 6(2)
15 TYREE ALLEN SR MCKENDREE 7.05 7(4)
16 CADARIUS HARRIS UNATTACHED 7.10 8(8)
17 MONTAIVE LIGHTNER FR TN ST. 7.13 7.125 6(3)
18 JAYCE SHAFFER SO CUMBERLANDS 7.13 7.130 5(3)
19 JORDAN THOMAS SR TN ST. 7.17 7.162 6(4)
20 SETH RANDALL JR BELMONT 7.17 7.167 5(4)
21 GRIFFIN HODGE FR BELMONT 7.20 5(5)
22 KENNETH MANGRUM FR M.T.S.U. 7.21 2(1)
23 BREVON WHITNEY FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.23 1(1)
24 SHARIQ DODD FR TN WESLEYAN 7.24 5(6)
25 AHMAD SINGLETON FR TN ST. 7.26 4(1)
26 JAYLEN NELSON UNATTACHED 7.27 6(5)
27 JARED DEVORE SO BELMONT 7.29 4(2)
28 KEVEN MITCHELL SO TN WESLEYAN 7.31 7.301 5(7)
29 DONTAE SALAAM UNATTACHED 7.31 7.304 4(3)
30 XAVIER NEWLAND FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.32 2(2)
31 ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHED 7.33 5(8)
32 DRAKE MITCHELL JR BELMONT 7.34 3(1)
33 NISH PATEL SO BERRY 7.38 7.375 2(3)
34 GAVIN JACOBS FR SO INDIANA 7.38 7.377 3(2)
35 THOMAS PAYNE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.38 7.380 4(4)
36 MONTE  WOLKE SR MCKENDREE 7.42 2(4)
37 KELVIN WILSON FR BERRY 7.43 3(3)
38 JAJUAN POWELL UNATTACHED 7.45 3(4)
39 COLLIN  MATHIS FR BERRY 7.48 1(2)
40 JACKSON LEFEVRE UNATTACHED 7.50 4(5)
VANDERBILT OPENER 2018













printed: 12/1/2018 8:10 PM
RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 1
#12 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
1:45 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
41 KEITH WILLIAMS SO KY WESLEYAN 7.53 7.524 3(5)
42 TYRELL NICKELSON SO SO INDIANA 7.53 7.527 2(5)
43 ALEX ROBINSON UNATTACHED 7.54 3(6)
44 MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. 7.56 3(7)
45 MACKENZIE COOPER FR SO INDIANA 7.59 1(3)
46 ALEX POSEY FR BERRY 7.60 1(4)
47 TREY SLAUGHTER SO SO INDIANA 7.64 1(5)
48 IAN  GRAVES SR SO INDIANA 7.74 3(8)
49 PARKER HENDERSON FR BERRY 7.78 1(6)
50 DONALD GLENN UNATTACHED 7.96 2(6)
OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
ERIC IMEL JR MCKENDREE DNS 2
NIGEL BROWN SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 2
DESHUN RICHMOND FR TN ST. DNS 4
AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR LINDSEY WILSON DNS 4
MARCQUEL MAY FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 4
STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHED DNS 6
FABIAN EDOKI JR M.T.S.U. DNS 6
CHRISTIAN DAVIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS 6
CH'KILAS CALHOUN SR ARK-L.R. DNS 7
DEMARIUS SMITH SO CUMBERLANDS DNS 7
AUSTIN  HAYES SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 7
KYMARI GATES SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 7
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 8
1 BREVON WHITNEY FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.23
2 COLLIN  MATHIS FR BERRY 7.48
3 MACKENZIE COOPER FR SO INDIANA 7.59
4 ALEX POSEY FR BERRY 7.60
5 TREY SLAUGHTER SO SO INDIANA 7.64
6 PARKER HENDERSON FR BERRY 7.78
OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Section 2 of 8
1 KENNETH MANGRUM FR M.T.S.U. 7.21
2 XAVIER NEWLAND FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.32
3 NISH PATEL SO BERRY 7.38 7.375
4 MONTE  WOLKE SR MCKENDREE 7.42
5 TYRELL NICKELSON SO SO INDIANA 7.53 7.527
6 DONALD GLENN UNATTACHED 7.96
ERIC IMEL JR MCKENDREE DNS
NIGEL BROWN SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Section 3 of 8
1 DRAKE MITCHELL JR BELMONT 7.34
VANDERBILT OPENER 2018
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 2
#12 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
2 GAVIN JACOBS FR SO INDIANA 7.38 7.377
3 KELVIN WILSON FR BERRY 7.43
4 JAJUAN POWELL UNATTACHED 7.45
5 KEITH WILLIAMS SO KY WESLEYAN 7.53 7.524
6 ALEX ROBINSON UNATTACHED 7.54
7 MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. 7.56
8 IAN  GRAVES SR SO INDIANA 7.74
Section 4 of 8
1 AHMAD SINGLETON FR TN ST. 7.26
2 JARED DEVORE SO BELMONT 7.29
3 DONTAE SALAAM UNATTACHED 7.31 7.304
4 THOMAS PAYNE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.38 7.380
5 JACKSON LEFEVRE UNATTACHED 7.50
DESHUN RICHMOND FR TN ST. DNS
AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR LINDSEY WILSON DNS
MARCQUEL MAY FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
Section 5 of 8
1 KEYON HUGLE SO M.T.S.U. 6.94 6.938
2 KENNY BENTON SO TN WESLEYAN 6.98
3 JAYCE SHAFFER SO CUMBERLANDS 7.13 7.130
4 SETH RANDALL JR BELMONT 7.17 7.167
5 GRIFFIN HODGE FR BELMONT 7.20
6 SHARIQ DODD FR TN WESLEYAN 7.24
7 KEVEN MITCHELL SO TN WESLEYAN 7.31 7.301
8 ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHED 7.33
Section 6 of 8
1 MALIK WRIGHT SO UNATTACHED 6.96
2 NAJEE SYLVESTER SO MCKENDREE 7.03
3 MONTAIVE LIGHTNER FR TN ST. 7.13 7.125
4 JORDAN THOMAS SR TN ST. 7.17 7.162
5 JAYLEN NELSON UNATTACHED 7.27
STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHED DNS
FABIAN EDOKI JR M.T.S.U. DNS
CHRISTIAN DAVIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS
Section 7 of 8
1 KESHAWN ANDREWS SO ARK-L.R. 6.81
2 IMRI PERSIADO SO MEMPHIS 6.90 6.899
3 LAMARCO PETTY SO M.T.S.U. 7.00
4 TYREE ALLEN SR MCKENDREE 7.05
CH'KILAS CALHOUN SR ARK-L.R. DNS
DEMARIUS SMITH SO CUMBERLANDS DNS
AUSTIN  HAYES SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
KYMARI GATES SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Section 8 of 8
1 DAVON DEMOSS SR MEMPHIS 6.79
2 KEVIN HALLMON LINDSEY WILSON 6.90 6.899
VANDERBILT OPENER 2018
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 3
#12 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 DEMONTEZ MCCRAY SR MCKENDREE 6.91 6.905
4 CHARLES LEWIS SR UNATTACHED 6.91 6.908
5 CHARLES NICHOLS FR MEMPHIS 6.93
6 CHARLES OKEZE SR ARK-L.R. 6.94 6.938
7 JOB BLACKSMITH FR TN ST. 7.01
8 CADARIUS HARRIS UNATTACHED 7.10
#6 Men's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 19.92 Frank Fredericks NAM 2/18/1996 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 20.10 Wallace Spearmon Arkansas 3/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 20.02 Elijah Hall Houston 3/10/2018 College Station,
F Facility 20.34 Jereem Richards Alabama 2/25/2017
4:25 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 DAVON DEMOSS SR MEMPHIS 21.34 1(1)
2 CHARLES LEWIS SR UNATTACHED 21.37 1(2)
3 IMRI PERSIADO SO MEMPHIS 21.44 2(1)
4 KEVIN HALLMON LINDSEY WILSON 21.58 1(3)
5 CHARLES OKEZE SR ARK-L.R. 21.59 1(4)
6 DEVONTE FLETCHER SR TN WESLEYAN 21.68 2(2)
7 LAMARCO PETTY SO M.T.S.U. 21.76 2(3)
8 KENNY BENTON SO TN WESLEYAN 21.94 4(1)
9 CHARLES NICHOLS FR MEMPHIS 22.03 3(1)
10 DILLAN  ELKINS SO TN WESLEYAN 22.15 22.147 1(5)
11 JAMARIO SCOTT JR TN ST. 22.15 22.149 3(2)
12 MALIK WRIGHT SO UNATTACHED 22.18 3(3)
13 TYREE ALLEN SR MCKENDREE 22.23 5(1)
14 R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO TN ST. 22.27 2(4)
15 DAMON HODGE JR. FR TN ST. 22.46 5(2)
16 CHRISTIAN WHITEHEAD LINDSEY WILSON 22.51 5(3)
17 CURTIS DAVENPORT SO CUMBERLANDS 22.59 6(1)
18 KEYON HUGLE SO M.T.S.U. 22.60 22.592 11(1)
19 EMMANUAL SHABAZZ SR CUMBERLANDS 22.60 22.594 3(4)
20 KENNETH MANGRUM FR M.T.S.U. 22.60 22.600 11(2)
21 JORDAN THOMAS SR TN ST. 22.67 3(5)
22 JAYCE SHAFFER SO CUMBERLANDS 22.68 5(4)
23 NAJEE SYLVESTER SO MCKENDREE 22.79 4(2)
24 SETH RANDALL JR BELMONT 22.91 6(2)
25 KEVEN MITCHELL SO TN WESLEYAN 22.94 3(6)
26 ISHMAEL ARNOLD JR UNATTACHED 23.03 7(1)
27 JARED DEVORE SO BELMONT 23.15 8(1)
28 AHMAD SINGLETON FR TN ST. 23.18 6(3)
29 JAJUAN POWELL UNATTACHED 23.21 8(2)
30 TYLER JOHNSON SR MCKENDREE 23.42 6(4)
31 DONTAE SALAAM UNATTACHED 23.47 9(1)
32 GAVIN JACOBS FR SO INDIANA 23.52 8(3)
33 KENNARD LARIBO FR KY WESLEYAN 23.57 8(4)
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 4
#6 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
4:25 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
34 JAYLEN NELSON UNATTACHED 23.62 7(2)
35 NISH PATEL SO BERRY 23.74 9(2)
36 KELVIN WILSON FR BERRY 23.82 7(3)
37 LANDON SAUM FR LINDSEY WILSON 23.86 11(3)
38 ALEX POSEY FR BERRY 23.89 6(5)
39 ALEX ROBINSON UNATTACHED 23.99 10(1)
40 XAVIER NEWLAND FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 24.05 10(2)
41 JACKSON LEFEVRE UNATTACHED 24.16 9(3)
42 BRYSON MORRIS JR KY WESLEYAN 24.30 8(5)
43 KEITH WILLIAMS SO KY WESLEYAN 24.32 7(4)
44 COLLIN  MATHIS FR BERRY 24.33 11(4)
45 THOMAS PAYNE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 24.35 7(5)
46 ISIAH HARRIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 24.51 8(6)
47 MACKENZIE COOPER FR SO INDIANA 24.86 11(5)
48 TREY SLAUGHTER SO SO INDIANA 24.89 10(3)
49 PARKER HENDERSON FR BERRY 24.94 11(6)
50 IAN  GRAVES SR SO INDIANA 25.38 10(4)
51 DONALD GLENN UNATTACHED 25.54 10(5)
CADARIUS HARRIS UNATTACHED DNS 5
CH'KILAS CALHOUN SR ARK-L.R. DNS 2
JOB BLACKSMITH FR TN ST. DNS 2
CHRISTIAN DAVIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS 4
MATTHEW STEWART SO M.T.S.U. DNS 4
CHRISTOPHER GIVENS SO TN ST. DNS 4
EMMANUEL OLIE SO ARK-L.R. DNS 4
DEMARIUS SMITH SO CUMBERLANDS DNS 1
DESHUN RICHMOND FR TN ST. DNS 5
ERIC  DAVIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 6
RAY MILLER SR TN WESLEYAN DNS 7
MARCQUEL MAY FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 9
NICO SEATON SO UNATTACHED DNS 9
STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHED DNS 9
ISSIAH JONES SO CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 10
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 11
1 DAVON DEMOSS SR MEMPHIS 21.34
2 CHARLES LEWIS SR UNATTACHED 21.37
3 KEVIN HALLMON LINDSEY WILSON 21.58
4 CHARLES OKEZE SR ARK-L.R. 21.59
5 DILLAN  ELKINS SO TN WESLEYAN 22.15 22.147
DEMARIUS SMITH SO CUMBERLANDS DNS
Section 2 of 11
1 IMRI PERSIADO SO MEMPHIS 21.44
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 5
#6 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
2 DEVONTE FLETCHER SR TN WESLEYAN 21.68
3 LAMARCO PETTY SO M.T.S.U. 21.76
4 R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO TN ST. 22.27
CH'KILAS CALHOUN SR ARK-L.R. DNS
JOB BLACKSMITH FR TN ST. DNS
Section 3 of 11
1 CHARLES NICHOLS FR MEMPHIS 22.03
2 JAMARIO SCOTT JR TN ST. 22.15 22.149
3 MALIK WRIGHT SO UNATTACHED 22.18
4 EMMANUAL SHABAZZ SR CUMBERLANDS 22.60 22.594
5 JORDAN THOMAS SR TN ST. 22.67
6 KEVEN MITCHELL SO TN WESLEYAN 22.94
Section 4 of 11
1 KENNY BENTON SO TN WESLEYAN 21.94
2 NAJEE SYLVESTER SO MCKENDREE 22.79
CHRISTIAN DAVIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS
MATTHEW STEWART SO M.T.S.U. DNS
CHRISTOPHER GIVENS SO TN ST. DNS
EMMANUEL OLIE SO ARK-L.R. DNS
Section 5 of 11
1 TYREE ALLEN SR MCKENDREE 22.23
2 DAMON HODGE JR. FR TN ST. 22.46
3 CHRISTIAN WHITEHEAD LINDSEY WILSON 22.51
4 JAYCE SHAFFER SO CUMBERLANDS 22.68
CADARIUS HARRIS UNATTACHED DNS
DESHUN RICHMOND FR TN ST. DNS
Section 6 of 11
1 CURTIS DAVENPORT SO CUMBERLANDS 22.59
2 SETH RANDALL JR BELMONT 22.91
3 AHMAD SINGLETON FR TN ST. 23.18
4 TYLER JOHNSON SR MCKENDREE 23.42
5 ALEX POSEY FR BERRY 23.89
ERIC  DAVIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
Section 7 of 11
1 ISHMAEL ARNOLD JR UNATTACHED 23.03
2 JAYLEN NELSON UNATTACHED 23.62
3 KELVIN WILSON FR BERRY 23.82
4 KEITH WILLIAMS SO KY WESLEYAN 24.32
5 THOMAS PAYNE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 24.35
RAY MILLER SR TN WESLEYAN DNS
Section 8 of 11
1 JARED DEVORE SO BELMONT 23.15
2 JAJUAN POWELL UNATTACHED 23.21
3 GAVIN JACOBS FR SO INDIANA 23.52
4 KENNARD LARIBO FR KY WESLEYAN 23.57
5 BRYSON MORRIS JR KY WESLEYAN 24.30
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 6
#6 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 ISIAH HARRIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 24.51
Section 9 of 11
1 DONTAE SALAAM UNATTACHED 23.47
2 NISH PATEL SO BERRY 23.74
3 JACKSON LEFEVRE UNATTACHED 24.16
MARCQUEL MAY FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
NICO SEATON SO UNATTACHED DNS
STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHED DNS
Section 10 of 11
1 ALEX ROBINSON UNATTACHED 23.99
2 XAVIER NEWLAND FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 24.05
3 TREY SLAUGHTER SO SO INDIANA 24.89
4 IAN  GRAVES SR SO INDIANA 25.38
5 DONALD GLENN UNATTACHED 25.54
ISSIAH JONES SO CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
Section 11 of 11
1 KEYON HUGLE SO M.T.S.U. 22.60 22.592
2 KENNETH MANGRUM FR M.T.S.U. 22.60 22.600
3 LANDON SAUM FR LINDSEY WILSON 23.86
4 COLLIN  MATHIS FR BERRY 24.33
5 MACKENZIE COOPER FR SO INDIANA 24.86
6 PARKER HENDERSON FR BERRY 24.94
#35 Men's 300 Meters
2:20 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 CHARLES LEWIS SR UNATTACHED 33.57 1(1)
2 NATHAN NAMMOUR SR BELMONT 35.07 1(2)
3 CURTIS DAVENPORT SO CUMBERLANDS 35.92 3(1)
4 MONTAIVE LIGHTNER FR TN ST. 36.43 2(1)
5 DAVONTE' MIZE FR TN ST. 36.49 2(2)
6 NICK  OWENS SO SO INDIANA 36.58 3(2)
7 WILLIAM BUSH SR W. KENTUCKY 36.68 1(3)
8 JAJUAN POWELL UNATTACHED 36.91 4(1)
9 ALEX ROBINSON UNATTACHED 37.15 4(2)
10 KENNARD LARIBO FR KY WESLEYAN 37.22 3(3)
11 DONTAE SALAAM UNATTACHED 37.75 4(3)
12 DEVIN TERRY-TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 38.22 2(3)
13 BRYSON MORRIS JR KY WESLEYAN 38.25 4(4)
14 THOMAS CRAWFORD SR CUMBERLANDS 38.90 3(4)
15 JACKSON LEFEVRE UNATTACHED 39.04 4(5)
16 ADAM BOUCHARD SO KY WESLEYAN 39.66 4(6)
17 COLTON WILSON FR KY WESLEYAN 39.71 3(5)
OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
NIGEL BROWN SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
NATHAN HEPBURN SR CUMBERLANDS DNS 5
ISAIAH SUBLETT FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 5
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 7
#35 Men's 300 Meters (cont'd)
2:20 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
EMMANUAL SHABAZZ SR CUMBERLANDS DNS 5
BRANDON  SAMMY SO W. KENTUCKY DNS 5
KYMARI GATES SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 5
ALEX POSEY FR BERRY DNS 5
KENTON EDWARDS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 2
GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI SR LINDSEY WILSON DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 CHARLES LEWIS SR UNATTACHED 33.57
2 NATHAN NAMMOUR SR BELMONT 35.07
3 WILLIAM BUSH SR W. KENTUCKY 36.68
OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
NIGEL BROWN SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Section 2 of 5
1 MONTAIVE LIGHTNER FR TN ST. 36.43
2 DAVONTE' MIZE FR TN ST. 36.49
3 DEVIN TERRY-TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 38.22
KENTON EDWARDS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI SR LINDSEY WILSON DNS
Section 3 of 5
1 CURTIS DAVENPORT SO CUMBERLANDS 35.92
2 NICK  OWENS SO SO INDIANA 36.58
3 KENNARD LARIBO FR KY WESLEYAN 37.22
4 THOMAS CRAWFORD SR CUMBERLANDS 38.90
5 COLTON WILSON FR KY WESLEYAN 39.71
Section 4 of 5
1 JAJUAN POWELL UNATTACHED 36.91
2 ALEX ROBINSON UNATTACHED 37.15
3 DONTAE SALAAM UNATTACHED 37.75
4 BRYSON MORRIS JR KY WESLEYAN 38.25
5 JACKSON LEFEVRE UNATTACHED 39.04
6 ADAM BOUCHARD SO KY WESLEYAN 39.66
Section 5 of 5
BRANDON  SAMMY SO W. KENTUCKY DNS
ISAIAH SUBLETT FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
EMMANUAL SHABAZZ SR CUMBERLANDS DNS
NATHAN HEPBURN SR CUMBERLANDS DNS
KYMARI GATES SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
ALEX POSEY FR BERRY DNS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 8
#17 Men's 400 Meters
W World Indoor 44.52 Michael Norman USA/ USC 3/10/2018 College Station,
A American Indoor 44.52 Michael Norman USC 3/10/2018 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 44.52 Michael Norman USC 3/10/2018 College Station,
F Facility 44.94 Fred Kerley TX A&M 2/24/2017
3:05 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 JAQUEZ TORIAN SO M.T.S.U. 47.57 1(1)
2 DEVONTE FLETCHER SR TN WESLEYAN 48.08 1(2)
3 DEMONTEZ MCCRAY SR MCKENDREE 48.68 4(1)
4 DAMON HODGE JR. FR TN ST. 48.69 3(1)
5 JAMARIO SCOTT JR TN ST. 48.74 2(1)
6 MICHAEL THOMPSON FR TN ST. 48.91 3(2)
7 BRAAM BISSCHOP SO M.T.S.U. 48.96 2(2)
8 CHRISTOPHER GIVENS SO TN ST. 48.99 1(3)
9 DILLAN  ELKINS SO TN WESLEYAN 49.00 1(4)
10 CHRISTIAN WHITEHEAD LINDSEY WILSON 49.25 3(3)
11 ISHMAEL ARNOLD JR UNATTACHED 49.50 3(4)
12 JAMES ELIEZER SR BRYAN 49.57 1(5)
13 ASHLEY BAILEY JR TN ST. 49.74 2(3)
14 JAYLUN  WALLACE FR LINDSEY WILSON 49.85 3(5)
15 JALEN BLACK SO ARK-L.R. 50.13 2(4)
16 BRENDAN ELROD FR BELMONT 50.21 4(2)
17 GRANT MASON SO UNATTACHED 50.54 4(3)
18 TYLER JOHNSON SR MCKENDREE 50.64 4(4)
19 ELIJAH SHEPPARD FR BELMONT 50.74 5(1)
20 DESMOND TANNER SR TN ST. 52.02 6(1)
21 JP WAGONER JR CUMBERLANDS 52.79 52.781 6(2)
22 KHRISTIAN VICKERS SO BELMONT 52.79 52.784 6(3)
23 SCOTT  MCKENZIE FR MERCER 53.15 5(2)
24 ERIC  DAVIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 53.16 5(3)
25 NICO SEATON SO UNATTACHED 53.30 5(4)
26 LUKE HUPP FR CUMBERLANDS 53.77 6(4)
27 JAYLEN NELSON UNATTACHED 54.29 6(5)
28 ISIAH HARRIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 54.98 6(6)
TYREE ALLEN SR MCKENDREE DNF 4
MATTHEW STEWART SO M.T.S.U. DNS 2
RAY MILLER SR TN WESLEYAN DNS 4
BRADLEY MILLER FR ARK-L.R. DNS 5
NOAH BARNHART FR BELMONT DNS 5
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 6
1 JAQUEZ TORIAN SO M.T.S.U. 47.57
2 DEVONTE FLETCHER SR TN WESLEYAN 48.08
3 CHRISTOPHER GIVENS SO TN ST. 48.99
4 DILLAN  ELKINS SO TN WESLEYAN 49.00
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 9
#17 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
5 JAMES ELIEZER SR BRYAN 49.57
Section 2 of 6
1 JAMARIO SCOTT JR TN ST. 48.74
2 BRAAM BISSCHOP SO M.T.S.U. 48.96
3 ASHLEY BAILEY JR TN ST. 49.74
4 JALEN BLACK SO ARK-L.R. 50.13
MATTHEW STEWART SO M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 3 of 6
1 DAMON HODGE JR. FR TN ST. 48.69
2 MICHAEL THOMPSON FR TN ST. 48.91
3 CHRISTIAN WHITEHEAD LINDSEY WILSON 49.25
4 ISHMAEL ARNOLD JR UNATTACHED 49.50
5 JAYLUN  WALLACE FR LINDSEY WILSON 49.85
Section 4 of 6
1 DEMONTEZ MCCRAY SR MCKENDREE 48.68
2 BRENDAN ELROD FR BELMONT 50.21
3 GRANT MASON SO UNATTACHED 50.54
4 TYLER JOHNSON SR MCKENDREE 50.64
TYREE ALLEN SR MCKENDREE DNF
RAY MILLER SR TN WESLEYAN DNS
Section 5 of 6
1 ELIJAH SHEPPARD FR BELMONT 50.74
2 SCOTT  MCKENZIE FR MERCER 53.15
3 ERIC  DAVIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 53.16
4 NICO SEATON SO UNATTACHED 53.30
BRADLEY MILLER FR ARK-L.R. DNS
NOAH BARNHART FR BELMONT DNS
Section 6 of 6
1 DESMOND TANNER SR TN ST. 52.02
2 JP WAGONER JR CUMBERLANDS 52.79 52.781
3 KHRISTIAN VICKERS SO BELMONT 52.79 52.784
4 LUKE HUPP FR CUMBERLANDS 53.77
5 JAYLEN NELSON UNATTACHED 54.29
6 ISIAH HARRIS FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 54.98
#10 Men's 800 Meters
W World Indoor 1:42.67 Wilson Kipketer DEN 3/9/1997 Paris, France
A American Indoor 1:45.00 Johnny Gray S. Monica T.C. 3/8/1992 Sindelfingen, GER
C Collegiate Indoor 1:44.84 Paul Ereng Virginia 3/4/1989 Budapest,
F Facility 1:45.92 Michael Saruni UTEP 1/13/2018
3:25 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 TREVON SANDERS JR M.T.S.U. 1:54.23 2(1)
2 NATHAN MACK JR M.T.S.U. 1:54.63 2(2)
3 BRIAN RONO FR M.T.S.U. 1:54.64 2(3)
4 THOMAS MOSLEY SO TN ST. 1:54.68 2(4)
5 NOAH SMITH SR ARK-L.R. 1:55.22 2(5)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 10
#10 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
3:25 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
6 JULIO ACEVEDO SO M.T.S.U. 1:55.24 1(1)
7 QUINTSONTRO IRBY JR. JR TN ST. 1:59.11 1(2)
8 HUNTER TUCKER SO ARK-L.R. 1:59.58 1(3)
9 MARCUS ABDUL SO TN ST. 2:01.08 2(6)
10 CAMERON SCHMIDT FR BELMONT 2:03.08 1(4)
11 KEATON LOGAN JR CUMBERLANDS 2:07.07 1(5)
12 GARRETT ROKAS SO ARK-L.R. 2:08.41 1(6)
13 ETHAN DOSSETT JR KY WESLEYAN 2:12.72 1(7)
HARPER  SIGLER JR M.T.S.U. DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 JULIO ACEVEDO SO M.T.S.U. 1:55.24
2 QUINTSONTRO IRBY JR. JR TN ST. 1:59.11
3 HUNTER TUCKER SO ARK-L.R. 1:59.58
4 CAMERON SCHMIDT FR BELMONT 2:03.08
5 KEATON LOGAN JR CUMBERLANDS 2:07.07
6 GARRETT ROKAS SO ARK-L.R. 2:08.41
7 ETHAN DOSSETT JR KY WESLEYAN 2:12.72
Section 2 of 2
1 TREVON SANDERS JR M.T.S.U. 1:54.23
2 NATHAN MACK JR M.T.S.U. 1:54.63
3 BRIAN RONO FR M.T.S.U. 1:54.64
4 THOMAS MOSLEY SO TN ST. 1:54.68
5 NOAH SMITH SR ARK-L.R. 1:55.22
6 MARCUS ABDUL SO TN ST. 2:01.08
HARPER  SIGLER JR M.T.S.U. DNS
#39 Men's 600 Meters
3:50 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 CHRISTIAN GONZALES JR BELMONT 1:21.68 3(1)
2 OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR W. KENTUCKY 1:21.73 2(1)
3 KYMARI GATES SR W. KENTUCKY 1:22.98 1(1)
4 SIMEON COLEMAN FR CUMBERLANDS 1:23.03 3(2)
5 TYLER  GARRETT FR SO INDIANA 1:23.67 2(2)
6 DARIUS  PAYNE JR SO INDIANA 1:23.91 3(3)
7 AUSTIN  HAYES SR W. KENTUCKY 1:24.38 1(2)
8 MARTIN OWUSU SR W. KENTUCKY 1:24.46 1(3)
9 KADEN KIEFFER JR BELMONT 1:24.47 2(3)
10 MATHIAS AKWU SR UNATTACHED 1:24.65 3(4)
11 WYATT WOMACK FR BELMONT 1:25.06 3(5)
12 SPENCER SCHICK FR CUMBERLANDS 1:25.71 3(6)
13 TYLER  KRUSE SR SO INDIANA 1:25.81 2(4)
14 JONATHAN NELSON FR BRYAN 1:26.15 2(5)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 11
#39 Men's 600 Meters (cont'd)
3:50 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
15 GEORGE MARSCH SO KY WESLEYAN 1:26.74 1(4)
16 ARIE MACIAS SO SO INDIANA 1:27.62 1(5)
17 GARRETT HADAWAY FR CUMBERLANDS 1:28.65 3(7)
18 HUNTER KURZ FR KY WESLEYAN 1:28.90 1(6)
19 DEMONTRAE LAPSLEY SO SO INDIANA 1:28.93 2(6)
20 PATRICK QUIRE JR KY WESLEYAN 1:29.89 1(7)
21 ZACH NICODEMUS FR BRYAN 1:31.33 2(7)
22 ALEX FRESHOUR FR CUMBERLANDS 1:35.33 2(8)
NIGEL BROWN SR W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 3
1 KYMARI GATES SR W. KENTUCKY 1:22.98
2 AUSTIN  HAYES SR W. KENTUCKY 1:24.38
3 MARTIN OWUSU SR W. KENTUCKY 1:24.46
4 GEORGE MARSCH SO KY WESLEYAN 1:26.74
5 ARIE MACIAS SO SO INDIANA 1:27.62
6 HUNTER KURZ FR KY WESLEYAN 1:28.90
7 PATRICK QUIRE JR KY WESLEYAN 1:29.89
NIGEL BROWN SR W. KENTUCKY DNS
Section 2 of 3
1 OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR W. KENTUCKY 1:21.73
2 TYLER  GARRETT FR SO INDIANA 1:23.67
3 KADEN KIEFFER JR BELMONT 1:24.47
4 TYLER  KRUSE SR SO INDIANA 1:25.81
5 JONATHAN NELSON FR BRYAN 1:26.15
6 DEMONTRAE LAPSLEY SO SO INDIANA 1:28.93
7 ZACH NICODEMUS FR BRYAN 1:31.33
8 ALEX FRESHOUR FR CUMBERLANDS 1:35.33
Section 3 of 3
1 CHRISTIAN GONZALES JR BELMONT 1:21.68
2 SIMEON COLEMAN FR CUMBERLANDS 1:23.03
3 DARIUS  PAYNE JR SO INDIANA 1:23.91
4 MATHIAS AKWU SR UNATTACHED 1:24.65
5 WYATT WOMACK FR BELMONT 1:25.06
6 SPENCER SCHICK FR CUMBERLANDS 1:25.71
7 GARRETT HADAWAY FR CUMBERLANDS 1:28.65
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 12
#19 Men's 1 Mile Run
W World Indoor 3:48.45 Hicham El Guerrouj MAR 2/12/1997 Gent, BEL
A American Indoor 3:49.89 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/11/2005 Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 3:52.01 Edward Cheserek Oregon 2/26/2017 Boston, MA
F Facility 3:58.36 Jeff See Asics/ FE 1/30/2016
2:45 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 KIGEN CHEMADI JR M.T.S.U. 4:08.51 2(1)
2 JACOB CHOGE JR M.T.S.U. 4:09.18 2(2)
3 LEBO MOSITO JR M.T.S.U. 4:09.61 2(3)
4 ELIAS SANDIFER SR BRENTWOOD TC 4:23.87 2(4)
5 DEDRICK  TROXELL FR W. KENTUCKY 4:25.41 2(5)
6 CADON HERCULES FR M.T.S.U. 4:30.28 2(6)
7 HUNTER KURZ FR KY WESLEYAN 4:30.53 2(7)
8 RICARDO  BANKS FR ARK-L.R. 4:31.00 2(8)
9 PATRICK QUIRE JR KY WESLEYAN 4:33.62 1(1)
10 LUKE LATTIN JR BRENTWOOD TC 4:35.16 1(2)
11 JARRED O'CONNOR SO ARK-L.R. 4:36.85 2(9)
12 GRANT THOMPSON JR BRENTWOOD TC 4:39.93 1(3)
13 DAVID  SARUNI SO W. KENTUCKY 4:40.53 1(4)
14 KAVEN BERRY SR W. KENTUCKY 4:42.10 1(5)
15 RUSSELL  WATERS FR TN ST. 4:43.89 2(10)
16 AUSTIN  CAVENDER SO KY WESLEYAN 4:45.51 1(6)
17 GEORGE MARSCH SO KY WESLEYAN 4:45.82 1(7)
18 DYLAN  DUCKWORTH SO W. KENTUCKY 4:47.48 1(8)
19 ALAN BOWERS JR M.T.S.U. 4:47.91 1(9)
20 TIMOTHY  APPLEBY SO TREV NAZ 5:02.11 1(10)
DENNIS KIPKORIR FR M.T.S.U. DNS 1
NICOLAS GRANDPERRIN JR CUMBERLANDS DNS 2
JOHN PAYNE SR UNATTACHED DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 PATRICK QUIRE JR KY WESLEYAN 4:33.62
2 LUKE LATTIN JR BRENTWOOD TC 4:35.16
3 GRANT THOMPSON JR BRENTWOOD TC 4:39.93
4 DAVID  SARUNI SO W. KENTUCKY 4:40.53
5 KAVEN BERRY SR W. KENTUCKY 4:42.10
6 AUSTIN  CAVENDER SO KY WESLEYAN 4:45.51
7 GEORGE MARSCH SO KY WESLEYAN 4:45.82
8 DYLAN  DUCKWORTH SO W. KENTUCKY 4:47.48
9 ALAN BOWERS JR M.T.S.U. 4:47.91
10 TIMOTHY  APPLEBY SO TREV NAZ 5:02.11
DENNIS KIPKORIR FR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 2 of 2
1 KIGEN CHEMADI JR M.T.S.U. 4:08.51
2 JACOB CHOGE JR M.T.S.U. 4:09.18
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 13
#19 Men's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 LEBO MOSITO JR M.T.S.U. 4:09.61
4 ELIAS SANDIFER SR BRENTWOOD TC 4:23.87
5 DEDRICK  TROXELL FR W. KENTUCKY 4:25.41
6 CADON HERCULES FR M.T.S.U. 4:30.28
7 HUNTER KURZ FR KY WESLEYAN 4:30.53
8 RICARDO  BANKS FR ARK-L.R. 4:31.00
9 JARRED O'CONNOR SO ARK-L.R. 4:36.85
10 RUSSELL  WATERS FR TN ST. 4:43.89
NICOLAS GRANDPERRIN JR CUMBERLANDS DNS
JOHN PAYNE SR UNATTACHED DNS
#30 Men's 3000 Meters
W World Indoor 7:24.90 Daniel Komen KEN 2/6/1998 Budapest,
A American Indoor 7:32.43 Bernard Lagat Nike 2/17/2007 Birmingham, ENG
C Collegiate Indoor 7:38.59 Allistair Cragg Arkansas 2/14/2004 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 7:46.72 Jeff See Asics/ FE 2/12/2016
5:10 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 LUCAS HUELVAN SO CUMBERLANDS 8:41.32 2(1)
2 JOHN PAYNE SR UNATTACHED 8:55.14 2(2)
3 EMERSON  WELLS FR W. KENTUCKY 8:57.82 2(3)
4 EMILIO MEDINA JR ARK-L.R. 8:58.00 2(4)
5 PARKER ROBERTS JR BERRY 9:02.38 2(5)
6 NICOLAS GRANDPERRIN JR CUMBERLANDS 9:04.36 2(6)
7 MATTHEW WININGER FR W. KENTUCKY 9:05.38 2(7)
8 CAMREN WARNER SO TREV NAZ 9:06.80 2(8)
9 ZACH BALLEAU JR UNATTACHED 9:07.49 2(9)
10 CHASE BLAND JR KY WESLEYAN 9:08.34 1(1)
11 MICHAEL  SHERMAN FR W. KENTUCKY 9:18.76 1(2)
12 SCOTT  MCKENZIE FR MERCER 9:19.73 2(10)
13 ROGELIO ARAIZA SR ARK-L.R. 9:20.28 2(11)
14 GEORGE PAYNE SR UNATTACHED 9:20.78 2(12)
15 LUKE  HOOVER FR W. KENTUCKY 9:20.82 2(13)
16 ANTHONY PUERTA FR ARK-L.R. 9:22.86 1(3)
17 CARTER REYNOLDS FR ARK-L.R. 9:27.76 2(14)
18 BRAYDEN FULTON JR BERRY 9:28.83 1(4)
19 CAM MALLETT JR BERRY 9:31.05 1(5)
20 COLLIN ZOLLMAN JR KY WESLEYAN 9:39.53 1(6)
21 ANDY BUTZOW SO BERRY 9:44.68 1(7)
22 JARED DEATON JR BERRY 9:47.39 1(8)
23 TYLER DOBBS JR KY WESLEYAN 9:58.34 1(9)
24 DAVID FREEMAN FR BERRY 10:06.15 1(10)
25 MATT TOWE JR BERRY 10:07.36 1(11)
26 BRONZON YATOR JR KY WESLEYAN 10:10.05 1(12)
27 ATTILIO LOSPINOSO JR BERRY 10:22.73 1(13)
28 JOHN FRIESON FR TN ST. 10:23.56 1(14)
29 JUAN CHAVEZ SR BERRY 10:54.54 1(15)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 14
#30 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
5:10 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
WILL KNOWLTON SR BERRY DNS 1
ISAIAH MCELVAIN SO BERRY DNS 1
JASON BELL FR BERRY DNS 1
GARRISON WHEELER FR BERRY DNS 1
GARRETT FAULKNER SR CUMBERLANDS DNS 2
KIGEN CHEMADI JR M.T.S.U. DNS 2
LEBO MOSITO JR M.T.S.U. DNS 2
ETHAN  SNYDER FR W. KENTUCKY DNS 2
JACOB CHOGE JR M.T.S.U. DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 CHASE BLAND JR KY WESLEYAN 9:08.34
2 MICHAEL  SHERMAN FR W. KENTUCKY 9:18.76
3 ANTHONY PUERTA FR ARK-L.R. 9:22.86
4 BRAYDEN FULTON JR BERRY 9:28.83
5 CAM MALLETT JR BERRY 9:31.05
6 COLLIN ZOLLMAN JR KY WESLEYAN 9:39.53
7 ANDY BUTZOW SO BERRY 9:44.68
8 JARED DEATON JR BERRY 9:47.39
9 TYLER DOBBS JR KY WESLEYAN 9:58.34
10 DAVID FREEMAN FR BERRY 10:06.15
11 MATT TOWE JR BERRY 10:07.36
12 BRONZON YATOR JR KY WESLEYAN 10:10.05
13 ATTILIO LOSPINOSO JR BERRY 10:22.73
14 JOHN FRIESON FR TN ST. 10:23.56
15 JUAN CHAVEZ SR BERRY 10:54.54
JASON BELL FR BERRY DNS
ISAIAH MCELVAIN SO BERRY DNS
WILL KNOWLTON SR BERRY DNS
GARRISON WHEELER FR BERRY DNS
Section 2 of 2
1 LUCAS HUELVAN SO CUMBERLANDS 8:41.32
2 JOHN PAYNE SR UNATTACHED 8:55.14
3 EMERSON  WELLS FR W. KENTUCKY 8:57.82
4 EMILIO MEDINA JR ARK-L.R. 8:58.00
5 PARKER ROBERTS JR BERRY 9:02.38
6 NICOLAS GRANDPERRIN JR CUMBERLANDS 9:04.36
7 MATTHEW WININGER FR W. KENTUCKY 9:05.38
8 CAMREN WARNER SO TREV NAZ 9:06.80
9 ZACH BALLEAU JR UNATTACHED 9:07.49
10 SCOTT  MCKENZIE FR MERCER 9:19.73
11 ROGELIO ARAIZA SR ARK-L.R. 9:20.28
12 GEORGE PAYNE SR UNATTACHED 9:20.78
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#30 Men's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
13 LUKE  HOOVER FR W. KENTUCKY 9:20.82
14 CARTER REYNOLDS FR ARK-L.R. 9:27.76
GARRETT FAULKNER SR CUMBERLANDS DNS
KIGEN CHEMADI JR M.T.S.U. DNS
LEBO MOSITO JR M.T.S.U. DNS
ETHAN  SNYDER FR W. KENTUCKY DNS
JACOB CHOGE JR M.T.S.U. DNS
#5 Men's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.30 Colin Jackson GBR 2/3/1994 Sindelfingen, GER
A American Indoor 7.36 Foster/ Johnson/ Trammell W. Class/ Nike/  T. Star 1/16/1987 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 7.42 Grant Holloway Florida 2/9/2018 Clemson, SC
F Facility 7.63 Rueben Walters Alabama 1/20/2018
1:15 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 JEMARRUSE AMOS UNATTACHED 8.27 3(1)
2 ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHED 8.33 3(2)
3 NIC  PALMER JR TN WESLEYAN 8.48 3(3)
4 DAVONTE' MIZE FR TN ST. 8.49 2(1)
5 HUNTER MINIARD JR MEMPHIS 8.54 3(4)
6 CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 8.58 2(2)
7 JON  LITERSKI JR TN WESLEYAN 8.64 2(3)
8 JOSH OWTEN FR MEMPHIS 8.66 3(5)
9 ASHLEY BAILEY JR TN ST. 8.68 3(6)
10 MAOR SEGED SR W. KENTUCKY 8.72 1(1)
11 PIERRE EZANNO LINDSEY WILSON 8.81 2(4)
12 DESMOND TANNER SR TN ST. 8.84 3(7)
13 THOMAS CRAWFORD SR CUMBERLANDS 9.10 1(2)
14 ISSIAH JONES SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 9.13 1(3)
15 LUKE HUPP FR CUMBERLANDS 9.15 1(4)
16 JP WAGONER JR CUMBERLANDS 9.17 2(5)
17 DEVIN TERRY-TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 9.28 1(5)
18 GARRISON GLOVER FR TREV NAZ 9.59 1(6)
19 CHASE GAMBLE JR KY WESLEYAN 11.63 1(7)
TREY SLAUGHTER SO SO INDIANA DNF 1
MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. DNF 2
LANDON SAUM FR LINDSEY WILSON FS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 3
1 MAOR SEGED SR W. KENTUCKY 8.72
2 THOMAS CRAWFORD SR CUMBERLANDS 9.10
3 ISSIAH JONES SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 9.13
4 LUKE HUPP FR CUMBERLANDS 9.15
5 DEVIN TERRY-TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 9.28
6 GARRISON GLOVER FR TREV NAZ 9.59
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#5 Men's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
7 CHASE GAMBLE JR KY WESLEYAN 11.63
TREY SLAUGHTER SO SO INDIANA DNF
Section 2 of 3
1 DAVONTE' MIZE FR TN ST. 8.49
2 CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 8.58
3 JON  LITERSKI JR TN WESLEYAN 8.64
4 PIERRE EZANNO LINDSEY WILSON 8.81
5 JP WAGONER JR CUMBERLANDS 9.17
MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. DNF
LANDON SAUM FR LINDSEY WILSON FS
Section 3 of 3
1 JEMARRUSE AMOS UNATTACHED 8.27
2 ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHED 8.33
3 NIC  PALMER JR TN WESLEYAN 8.48
4 HUNTER MINIARD JR MEMPHIS 8.54
5 JOSH OWTEN FR MEMPHIS 8.66
6 ASHLEY BAILEY JR TN ST. 8.68
7 DESMOND TANNER SR TN ST. 8.84
#27 Men's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:01.39 Izu, Grant, Dixon, Kerley Texas A&M 3/10/2018 College Station,
A American Indoor 3:01.39 Izu, Grant, Dixon, Kerley Texas A&M 3/10/2018 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 3:00.77 Shinnick, Benjamin, Morgan, Norman USC 3/10/2018 College Station,
F Facility 3:02.39 Fred Kerley, Richard Rose, Devin Dixon, Texas A&M 2/25/2017
5:55 PM:
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:12.46 3(1)
1) TREVON SANDERS JR 2) BRAAM BISSCHOP SO
3) JAQUEZ TORIAN SO 4) WILLINGTON WRIGHT FR
2 W. KENTUCKY (B) 3:12.92 3(2)
1) OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR 2) KAVEN BERRY SR
3) MAOR SEGED SR 4) WILLIAM BUSH SR
3 MEMPHIS (A) 3:14.12 3(3)
1) DAVON DEMOSS SR 2) KOLBEINN GUNNARSSON JR
3) NAMMAN NORMENT SR 4) NEWTON LEE SO
4 W. KENTUCKY (A) 3:18.57 3(4)
1) KYMARI GATES SR 2) AUSTIN  HAYES SR
3) MARTIN OWUSU SR 4) DAVID  SARUNI SO
5 TN ST. (A) 3:21.59 3(5)
1) JAMARIO SCOTT JR 2) MICHAEL THOMPSON FR
3) CHRISTOPHER GIVENS SO 4) ASHLEY BAILEY JR
6 TN ST. (B) 3:21.90 2(1)
1) THOMAS MOSLEY SO 2) R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO
3) JOB BLACKSMITH FR 4) DAMON HODGE JR.  FR
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#27 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
5:55 PM:
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
7 BELMONT (A) 3:22.16 2(2)
1) NOAH BARNHART FR 2) BRENDAN ELROD FR
3) ELIJAH SHEPPARD FR 4) WYATT WOMACK FR
8 TN ST. (D) 3:25.87 1(1)
1) MONTAIVE LIGHTNER FR 2) RODERICK JOHNSON JR.  FR
3) RUSSELL  WATERS FR 4) DAVONTE' MIZE FR
9 MEMPHIS (B) 3:27.70 2(3)
1) HUNTER MINIARD JR 2) JOSH OWTEN FR
3) IMRI PERSIADO SO 4) CHARLES NICHOLS FR
10 SO INDIANA (A) 3:29.31 1(2)
1) TYLER  GARRETT FR 2) DEMONTRAE LAPSLEY  SO
3) NICK  OWENS SO 4) DARIUS  PAYNE JR
11 LINDSEY WILSON (A) 3:31.02 2(4)
1) JAYLUN  WALLACE FR 2) KEVIN HALLMON
3) AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR 4) CHRISTIAN WHITEHEAD
12 CUMBERLANDS (A) 3:34.73 1(3)
1) SIMEON COLEMAN FR 2) SPENCER SCHICK FR
3) ALEX FRESHOUR FR 4) KEATON LOGAN JR
13 TN ST. (C) 3:39.14 2(5)
1) DESMOND TANNER SR 2) CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS SO
3) QUINTSONTRO IRBY JR. JR 4) MARCUS ABDUL SO
W. KENTUCKY (C) DNF 2
1) NIGEL BROWN SR 2) DEDRICK  TROXELL FR
3) BRANDON  SAMMY  SO 4) ETHAN  SNYDER FR
ARK-L.R. (A) DNS 1
1) JALEN BLACK SO 2) NOAH SMITH SR
3) BRADLEY MILLER FR 4) RICARDO  BANKS  FR
CAMPBELLSVILLE (A) DNS 1
1) ERIC  DAVIS FR 2) KENTON EDWARDS FR
3) BREVON WHITNEY FR 4) ISAIAH SUBLETT FR
LINDSEY WILSON (B) DNS 1
1) LANDON SAUM FR 2) CHRISTIAN DAVIS
3) PIERRE EZANNO 4) GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI  SR
M.T.S.U. (B) DNS 3
1) LAMARCO PETTY SO 2) NATHAN MACK JR
3) KENNETH MANGRUM FR 4) BRIAN RONO FR
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 3
1 TN ST. (D) 3:25.87
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#27 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
1) MONTAIVE LIGHTNER FR 2) RODERICK JOHNSON JR.  FR
3) RUSSELL  WATERS FR 4) DAVONTE' MIZE FR
3 CUMBERLANDS (A) 3:34.73
1) SIMEON COLEMAN FR 2) SPENCER SCHICK FR
3) ALEX FRESHOUR FR 4) KEATON LOGAN JR
ARK-L.R. (A) DNS
1) JALEN BLACK SO 2) NOAH SMITH SR
3) BRADLEY MILLER FR 4) RICARDO  BANKS  FR
CAMPBELLSVILLE (A) DNS
1) ERIC  DAVIS FR 2) KENTON EDWARDS FR
3) BREVON WHITNEY FR 4) ISAIAH SUBLETT FR
LINDSEY WILSON (B) DNS
1) LANDON SAUM FR 2) CHRISTIAN DAVIS
3) PIERRE EZANNO 4) GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI  SR
Section 2 of 3
1 TN ST. (B) 3:21.90
1) THOMAS MOSLEY SO 2) R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO
3) JOB BLACKSMITH FR 4) DAMON HODGE JR.  FR
2 BELMONT (A) 3:22.16
1) NOAH BARNHART FR 2) BRENDAN ELROD FR
3) ELIJAH SHEPPARD FR 4) WYATT WOMACK FR
3 MEMPHIS (B) 3:27.70
1) HUNTER MINIARD JR 2) JOSH OWTEN FR
3) IMRI PERSIADO SO 4) CHARLES NICHOLS FR
4 LINDSEY WILSON (A) 3:31.02
1) JAYLUN  WALLACE FR 2) KEVIN HALLMON
3) AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR 4) CHRISTIAN WHITEHEAD
5 TN ST. (C) 3:39.14
1) DESMOND TANNER SR 2) CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS SO
3) QUINTSONTRO IRBY JR. JR 4) MARCUS ABDUL SO
W. KENTUCKY (C) DNF
1) NIGEL BROWN SR 2) DEDRICK  TROXELL FR
3) BRANDON  SAMMY  SO 4) ETHAN  SNYDER FR
Section 3 of 3
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:12.46
1) TREVON SANDERS JR 2) BRAAM BISSCHOP SO
3) JAQUEZ TORIAN SO 4) WILLINGTON WRIGHT FR
2 W. KENTUCKY (B) 3:12.92
1) OLIVER ALEXANDRE SR 2) KAVEN BERRY SR
3) MAOR SEGED SR 4) WILLIAM BUSH SR
3 MEMPHIS (A) 3:14.12
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#27 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
1) DAVON DEMOSS SR 2) KOLBEINN GUNNARSSON JR
3) NAMMAN NORMENT SR 4) NEWTON LEE SO
5 TN ST. (A) 3:21.59
1) JAMARIO SCOTT JR 2) MICHAEL THOMPSON FR
3) CHRISTOPHER GIVENS SO 4) ASHLEY BAILEY JR
M.T.S.U. (B) DNS
1) LAMARCO PETTY SO 2) NATHAN MACK JR
3) KENNETH MANGRUM FR 4) BRIAN RONO FR
#7 Men's High Jump
W World Indoor 2.43m Javier Sotomayor CUB 3/4/1989 Budapest,
A American Indoor 2.40m Hollis Conway Nike International 3/10/1991 Seville, ESP
C Collegiate Indoor 2.37m Hollis Conway LA. Lafayette 3/11/1989 Indianapolis, IN
F Facility 2.30m Ricky Robertson Unattached 1/24/2014
10:00 AM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.17 2.20 2.23 2.25
1 JORDAN WESNER MEMPHIS 2.25m 7' 41 /2 PPP PPP PPP O O XO O O O XXO
2 JACOB PATTEN SR M.T.S.U. 2.11m 6' 11" PPP O XXO XO O XXX
3 BRAYDEN RUSSELL SR CAMPBELLS 2.00m 6' 63 /4 XO XO XXX
4 NOAH AGNEW JR MEMPHIS 2.00m 6' 63 /4 XO XXO XXX
5 ADAM BOUCHARD SO KY WESLEY 2.00m 6' 63 /4 XXO XXO XXX
6 TYRELL NICKELSON SO SO INDIANA 1.95m 6' 43 /4 XO XXX
7 NOAH GRIMM FR BELMONT 1.90m 6' 23 /4 XXX
8 COLTON WILSON FR KY WESLEY 1.90m 6' 23 /4 XXX
9 MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. 1.90m 6' 23 /4 XXX
10 DRAKE MITCHELL JR BELMONT 1.90m 6' 23 /4 XXX
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.85 1.90
3 BRAYDEN RUSSELL SR CAMPBELLS (cont'd) O XO
5 ADAM BOUCHARD SO KY WESLEY (cont'd) O O
6 TYRELL NICKELSON SO SO INDIANA (cont'd) O O
7 NOAH GRIMM FR BELMONT 1.90m 6' 23 /4 O O
8 COLTON WILSON FR KY WESLEY 1.90m 6' 23 /4 XO XO
9 MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. 1.90m 6' 23 /4 O XXO
10 DRAKE MITCHELL JR BELMONT 1.90m 6' 23 /4 XO XXO
11 CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 1.85m 6' 03 /4 XO XXX
12 LUKE HUPP FR CUMBERLA 1.85m 6' 03 /4 XXO XXX
RODERICK JOHNSON JR. FR TN ST. NH XXX
NOLAN VANDERGRIFF JR KY WESLEY NH XXX
NATHAN HEPBURN SR CUMBERLA NH XXX
ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHE NH PPP XXX
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#25 Men's Pole Vault
W World Indoor 6.16m Renaud Lavillenie FRA 3/15/2014 Donets'k, Ukraine
A American Indoor 6.02m Jeff Hartwig Nike 3/10/2002 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 5.91m Shawn Barber Akron 3/13/2015 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 5.71m Sam Kendricks Nike 1/29/2016
11:00 AM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 4.20 4.35 4.50 4.65 4.80
1 BRADEN CAREI JR BELMONT 4.65m 15' 3" PPP O XXO XO XXX
2 MONTE  WOLKE SR MCKENDRE 4.50m 14' 9" XO O XXO XXX
3 MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. 4.20m 13' 91 /4 O XXX
DYLAN HOPKINS SO CUMBERLA NH XXX
SAM MARTIN SO CUMBERLA NH XXX
HUNTER MARSH FR TN WESLEY NH XXX
JALEN DOCHEE FR W. KENTUC DNS
#13 Men's Long Jump
W World Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis USA 1/27/1984 New York, NY,
A American Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis Santa Monica T.C. 1/27/1984 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 8.59m Miguel Pate Alabama 3/1/2002 New York, NY
F Facility 8.13m Zack Bazile Ohio State 2/9/2018
12:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI SR LINDSEY WI 7.60m 24' 111 /4 7.58 (+0.0) 7.48 (+0.0) 7.35 (+0.0) 7.60 (+0.0) 3(1)
2 R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO TN ST. 7.53m 24' 81 /2 7.45 (+0.0) 7.24 (+0.0) 7.16 (+0.0) 7.53 (+0.0) 3(2)
3 ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHE 7.08m 23' 23 /4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 7.08 (+0.0) 3(3)
4 JAYCE SHAFFER SO CUMBERLA 7.06m 23' 2" 6.86 (+0.0) 7.06 (+0.0) 6.98 (+0.0) 6.76 (+0.0) 2(1)
5 WILLINGTON WRIGHT FR M.T.S.U. 7.05m 23' 13 /4 6.77 (+0.0) 7.03 (+0.0) 7.05 (+0.0) PASS 1(1)
6 RODERICK JOHNSON JR. FR TN ST. 6.99m 22' 111 /4 6.41 (+0.0) 6.93 (+0.0) 6.59 (+0.0) 6.99 (+0.0) 2(2)
7 STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHE 6.96m 22' 10" 6.90 (+0.0) 6.61 (+0.0) 6.96 (+0.0) 6.93 (+0.0) 3(4)
8 KEITH WILLIAMS SO KY WESLEY 6.95m 22' 93 /4 FOUL FOUL 6.74 (+0.0) 6.95 (+0.0) 3(5)
9 GARLAND WEBB JR CAMPBELLS 6.94m 22' 91 /4 FOUL 6.68 (+0.0) 6.94 (+0.0) FOUL 2(3)
10 CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 6.91m 22' 8" 6.91 (+0.0) 6.50 (+0.0) 6.43 (+0.0) 6.26 (+0.0) 2(4)
11 PIERRE EZANNO LINDSEY WI 6.69m 21' 111 /2 6.69 (+0.0) FOUL 6.69 (+0.0) FOUL 1(2)
12 MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. 6.64m 21' 91 /2 6.64 (+0.0) FOUL 5.05 (+0.0) PASS 2(5)
13 JOSHUA MOLANDS SO TN WESLEY 6.62m 21' 83 /4 6.41 (+0.0) 6.62 (+0.0) FOUL 6.50 (+0.0) 2(6)
14 ISAIAH  WOODRUFF SR TN WESLEY 6.53m 21' 51 /4 FOUL 6.35 (+0.0) 6.53 (+0.0) PASS 2(7)
15 NGHIA DINH JR ARK-L.R. 6.53m 21' 51 /4 6.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(7)
16 MICHAEL REDMON LINDSEY WI 6.48m 21' 31 /4 6.34 (+0.0) 6.46 (+0.0) FOUL 6.48 (+0.0) 3(6)
17 DRAKE MITCHELL JR BELMONT 6.43m 21' 11 /4 FOUL 6.43 (+0.0) 6.33 (+0.0) FOUL 3(7)
18 SHARIQ DODD FR TN WESLEY 6.23m 20' 51 /4 FOUL FOUL 6.23 (+0.0) FOUL 3(8)
19 NATHAN HEPBURN SR CUMBERLA 6.21m 20' 41 /2 5.98 (+0.0) 4.33 (+0.0) FOUL 6.21 (+0.0) 3(9)
20 BREVON WHITNEY FR CAMPBELLS 6.16m 20' 21 /2 5.87 (+0.0) 5.77 (+0.0) 5.93 (+0.0) 6.16 (+0.0) 2(9)
21 NOAH GRIMM FR BELMONT 6.12m 20' 1" 5.95 (+0.0) 5.93 (+0.0) FOUL 6.12 (+0.0) 1(3)
22 LUKE HUPP FR CUMBERLA 6.09m 19' 113 /4 5.79 (+0.0) 6.09 (+0.0) 4.25 (+0.0) FOUL 2(10)
23 ISAIAH SUBLETT FR CAMPBELLS 6.04m 19' 93 /4 5.97 (+0.0) 6.04 (+0.0) 5.86 (+0.0) FOUL 1(4)
24 NISH PATEL SO BERRY 5.70m 18' 81 /2 5.55 (+0.0) 5.54 (+0.0) 5.31 (+0.0) 5.70 (+0.0) 1(5)
25 THOMAS CRAWFORD SR CUMBERLA 5.68m 18' 73 /4 5.44 (+0.0) 5.67 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0) 1(6)
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#13 Men's Long Jump (cont'd)
12:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
26 ABNER O'BRIEN JR BERRY 4.85m 15' 11" 4.49 (+0.0) 4.72 (+0.0) 4.72 (+0.0) 4.85 (+0.0) 1(7)
MAOR SEGED SR W. KENTUC NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
CAL LANE SR NIKE NM FOUL FOUL PASS PASS 3
AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR LINDSEY WI DNS 1
ERIC IMEL JR MCKENDRE DNS 2
BRANDON  SAMMY SO W. KENTUC DNS 1
RAMON CHARLES JR TN WESLEY DNS 3
FABIAN EDOKI JR M.T.S.U. DNS 3
KENTON EDWARDS FR CAMPBELLS DNS 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 WILLINGTON WRIGHT FR M.T.S.U. 7.05m 23' 13 /4 6.77 (+0.0) 7.03 (+0.0) 7.05 (+0.0) PASS
2 PIERRE EZANNO LINDSEY WI 6.69m 21' 111 /2 6.69 (+0.0) FOUL 6.69 (+0.0) FOUL
3 NOAH GRIMM FR BELMONT 6.12m 20' 1" 5.95 (+0.0) 5.93 (+0.0) FOUL 6.12 (+0.0)
4 ISAIAH SUBLETT FR CAMPBELLS 6.04m 19' 93 /4 5.97 (+0.0) 6.04 (+0.0) 5.86 (+0.0) FOUL
5 NISH PATEL SO BERRY 5.70m 18' 81 /2 5.55 (+0.0) 5.54 (+0.0) 5.31 (+0.0) 5.70 (+0.0)
6 THOMAS CRAWFORD SR CUMBERLA 5.68m 18' 73 /4 5.44 (+0.0) 5.67 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0)
7 ABNER O'BRIEN JR BERRY 4.85m 15' 11" 4.49 (+0.0) 4.72 (+0.0) 4.72 (+0.0) 4.85 (+0.0)
MAOR SEGED SR W. KENTUC NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR LINDSEY WI DNS
BRANDON  SAMMY SO W. KENTUC DNS
KENTON EDWARDS FR CAMPBELLS DNS
Flight 2 of 3
1 JAYCE SHAFFER SO CUMBERLA 7.06m 23' 2" 6.86 (+0.0) 7.06 (+0.0) 6.98 (+0.0) 6.76 (+0.0)
2 RODERICK JOHNSON JR. FR TN ST. 6.99m 22' 111 /4 6.41 (+0.0) 6.93 (+0.0) 6.59 (+0.0) 6.99 (+0.0)
3 GARLAND WEBB JR CAMPBELLS 6.94m 22' 91 /4 FOUL 6.68 (+0.0) 6.94 (+0.0) FOUL
4 CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 6.91m 22' 8" 6.91 (+0.0) 6.50 (+0.0) 6.43 (+0.0) 6.26 (+0.0)
5 MAXIMILLIAN HOLZMUELLER JR ARK-L.R. 6.64m 21' 91 /2 6.64 (+0.0) FOUL 5.05 (+0.0) PASS
6 JOSHUA MOLANDS SO TN WESLEY 6.62m 21' 83 /4 6.41 (+0.0) 6.62 (+0.0) FOUL 6.50 (+0.0)
7 ISAIAH  WOODRUFF SR TN WESLEY 6.53m 21' 51 /4 FOUL 6.35 (+0.0) 6.53 (+0.0) PASS
7 NGHIA DINH JR ARK-L.R. 6.53m 21' 51 /4 6.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL
9 BREVON WHITNEY FR CAMPBELLS 6.16m 20' 21 /2 5.87 (+0.0) 5.77 (+0.0) 5.93 (+0.0) 6.16 (+0.0)
10 LUKE HUPP FR CUMBERLA 6.09m 19' 113 /4 5.79 (+0.0) 6.09 (+0.0) 4.25 (+0.0) FOUL
ERIC IMEL JR MCKENDRE DNS
Flight 3 of 3
1 GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI SR LINDSEY WI 7.60m 24' 111 /4 7.58 (+0.0) 7.48 (+0.0) 7.35 (+0.0) 7.60 (+0.0)
2 R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO TN ST. 7.53m 24' 81 /2 7.45 (+0.0) 7.24 (+0.0) 7.16 (+0.0) 7.53 (+0.0)
3 ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHE 7.08m 23' 23 /4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 7.08 (+0.0)
4 STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHE 6.96m 22' 10" 6.90 (+0.0) 6.61 (+0.0) 6.96 (+0.0) 6.93 (+0.0)
5 KEITH WILLIAMS SO KY WESLEY 6.95m 22' 93 /4 FOUL FOUL 6.74 (+0.0) 6.95 (+0.0)
6 MICHAEL REDMON LINDSEY WI 6.48m 21' 31 /4 6.34 (+0.0) 6.46 (+0.0) FOUL 6.48 (+0.0)
7 DRAKE MITCHELL JR BELMONT 6.43m 21' 11 /4 FOUL 6.43 (+0.0) 6.33 (+0.0) FOUL
8 SHARIQ DODD FR TN WESLEY 6.23m 20' 51 /4 FOUL FOUL 6.23 (+0.0) FOUL
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#13 Men's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
9 NATHAN HEPBURN SR CUMBERLA 6.21m 20' 41 /2 5.98 (+0.0) 4.33 (+0.0) FOUL 6.21 (+0.0)
CAL LANE SR NIKE NM FOUL FOUL PASS PASS
RAMON CHARLES JR TN WESLEY DNS
FABIAN EDOKI JR M.T.S.U. DNS
#8 Men's Triple Jump
W World Indoor 17.90m Teddy Tamgho FRA 3/14/2010 Paris, France
A American Indoor 17.76m Mike Conley Tyson T.C. 1/27/1987 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 17.50m Charlie Simpkins Baptist 1/17/1986 Los Angeles, CA
F Facility 16.81m KeAndre Bates Florida 2/25/2017
4:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO TN ST. 15.46m 50' 83 /4 14.54 (+0.0) 15.46 (+0.0) 14.93 (+0.0) 14.89 (+0.0) 2(1)
2 GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI SR LINDSEY WI 15.28m 50' 13 /4 14.84 (+0.0) 15.19 (+0.0) 15.28 (+0.0) 15.26 (+0.0) 2(2)
3 STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHE 14.93m 48' 113 /4 14.52 (+0.0) 14.93 (+0.0) 14.77 (+0.0) 14.56 (+0.0) 2(3)
4 WILLINGTON WRIGHT FR M.T.S.U. 14.70m 48' 23 /4 FOUL 14.36 (+0.0) 14.70 (+0.0) PASS 1(1)
5 JACOB PATTEN SR M.T.S.U. 14.53m 47' 8" 14.53 (+0.0) 14.17 (+0.0) 14.30 (+0.0) PASS 2(4)
6 OLUSHOLA OLOJO SR MEMPHIS 14.40m 47' 3" FOUL 14.20 (+0.0) 14.40 (+0.0) 14.32 (+0.0) 2(5)
7 GARLAND WEBB JR CAMPBELLS 14.30m 46' 11" 12.87 (+0.0) 14.30 (+0.0) FOUL 13.94 (+0.0) 1(2)
8 NEVILLE SMITH FR TN WESLEY 14.28m 46' 101 /4 14.19 (+0.0) FOUL 14.28 (+0.0) 13.88 (+0.0) 1(3)
9 ISAIAH  WOODRUFF SR TN WESLEY 14.06m 46' 11 /2 14.06 (+0.0) 13.58 (+0.0) 13.18 (+0.0) FOUL 2(6)
10 PIERRE EZANNO LINDSEY WI 14.05m 46' 11 /4 FOUL 13.95 (+0.0) 14.05 (+0.0) FOUL 2(7)
11 NGHIA DINH JR ARK-L.R. 13.91m 45' 73 /4 13.33 (+0.0) 13.50 (+0.0) 13.91 (+0.0) 13.82 (+0.0) 2(8)
12 JOSHUA MOLANDS SO TN WESLEY 13.40m 43' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 13.40 (+0.0) 1(4)
13 SAM JONES FR MEMPHIS 13.34m 43' 91 /4 13.34 (+0.0) 13.25 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(5)
14 BREVON WHITNEY FR CAMPBELLS 13.31m 43' 8" 12.74 (+0.0) 13.31 (+0.0) 12.82 (+0.0) FOUL 1(6)
ABNER O'BRIEN JR BERRY DNS 1
ERIC IMEL JR MCKENDRE DNS 1
AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR LINDSEY WI DNS 1
ISAIAH SUBLETT FR CAMPBELLS DNS 1
FABIAN EDOKI JR M.T.S.U. DNS 2
RAMON CHARLES JR TN WESLEY DNS 2
RODERICK JOHNSON JR. FR TN ST. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 WILLINGTON WRIGHT FR M.T.S.U. 14.70m 48' 23 /4 FOUL 14.36 (+0.0) 14.70 (+0.0) PASS
2 GARLAND WEBB JR CAMPBELLS 14.30m 46' 11" 12.87 (+0.0) 14.30 (+0.0) FOUL 13.94 (+0.0)
3 NEVILLE SMITH FR TN WESLEY 14.28m 46' 101 /4 14.19 (+0.0) FOUL 14.28 (+0.0) 13.88 (+0.0)
4 JOSHUA MOLANDS SO TN WESLEY 13.40m 43' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 13.40 (+0.0)
5 SAM JONES FR MEMPHIS 13.34m 43' 91 /4 13.34 (+0.0) 13.25 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
6 BREVON WHITNEY FR CAMPBELLS 13.31m 43' 8" 12.74 (+0.0) 13.31 (+0.0) 12.82 (+0.0) FOUL
AMMISHADDAI EASTERLING FR LINDSEY WI DNS
ERIC IMEL JR MCKENDRE DNS
ABNER O'BRIEN JR BERRY DNS
ISAIAH SUBLETT FR CAMPBELLS DNS
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#8 Men's Triple Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 2 of 2
1 R'LAZON BRUMFIELD SO TN ST. 15.46m 50' 83 /4 14.54 (+0.0) 15.46 (+0.0) 14.93 (+0.0) 14.89 (+0.0)
2 GOABAONE MOSHELEKETI SR LINDSEY WI 15.28m 50' 13 /4 14.84 (+0.0) 15.19 (+0.0) 15.28 (+0.0) 15.26 (+0.0)
3 STEVEN HILL SR UNATTACHE 14.93m 48' 113 /4 14.52 (+0.0) 14.93 (+0.0) 14.77 (+0.0) 14.56 (+0.0)
4 JACOB PATTEN SR M.T.S.U. 14.53m 47' 8" 14.53 (+0.0) 14.17 (+0.0) 14.30 (+0.0) PASS
5 OLUSHOLA OLOJO SR MEMPHIS 14.40m 47' 3" FOUL 14.20 (+0.0) 14.40 (+0.0) 14.32 (+0.0)
6 ISAIAH  WOODRUFF SR TN WESLEY 14.06m 46' 11 /2 14.06 (+0.0) 13.58 (+0.0) 13.18 (+0.0) FOUL
7 PIERRE EZANNO LINDSEY WI 14.05m 46' 11 /4 FOUL 13.95 (+0.0) 14.05 (+0.0) FOUL
8 NGHIA DINH JR ARK-L.R. 13.91m 45' 73 /4 13.33 (+0.0) 13.50 (+0.0) 13.91 (+0.0) 13.82 (+0.0)
FABIAN EDOKI JR M.T.S.U. DNS
RAMON CHARLES JR TN WESLEY DNS
RODERICK JOHNSON JR. FR TN ST. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#22 Men's Shot Put
W World Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes USA 2/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA,
A American Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes Mazda T. C. 1/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 21.73m Ryan Crouser Texas 2/27/2016 Ames, IA
F Facility 21.11m Stephen Mozia Garden City T.C. 1/30/2016
4:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 ISAAC ODUGBESAN SO M.T.S.U. 17.74m 58' 21 /2 17.65 FOUL 17.53 17.74 2(1)
2 ADAM NEELLY JR MEMPHIS 17.19m 56' 43 /4 16.59 16.95 17.19 FOUL 2(2)
3 ADAR SHEERE FR MEMPHIS 15.69m 51' 53 /4 15.06 15.69 FOUL FOUL 2(3)
4 ROBERT WATSON JR UNATTACHE 15.53m 50' 111 /2 15.18 FOUL FOUL 15.53 2(4)
5 PARKER EVANS SO MEMPHIS 14.98m 49' 13 /4 13.69 14.17 14.42 14.98 2(5)
6 STEPHEN GIBSON SR BELMONT 14.76m 48' 51 /4 14.61 14.76 14.67 14.37 2(6)
7 REECE DAVIDSON FR BELMONT 14.73m 48' 4" 14.57 FOUL 14.73 14.59 2(7)
8 DOMINICK JOSEPH SR CUMBERLA 14.43m 47' 41 /4 14.43 FOUL 14.40 FOUL 2(8)
9 CAL WIDENER SO BELMONT 14.41m 47' 31 /2 FOUL FOUL 13.06 14.41 2(9)
10 MICHAEL WILLINGHAM JR. SO TN ST. 13.74m 45' 1" FOUL 13.13 13.67 13.74 2(10)
11 JACOB WASHBURN JR CUMBERLA 13.43m 44' 03 /4 13.43 FOUL 13.16 FOUL 2(11)
12 JED WOODWARD JR BERRY 13.41m 44' 0" 12.60 13.41 FOUL 13.20 2(12)
13 TREVOR MILLER SO KY WESLEY 13.19m 43' 31 /4 12.56 13.19 12.89 12.40 2(13)
14 ANTHONY HAMPTON LINDSEY WI 13.05m 42' 93 /4 13.05 FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(1)
15 CALEB COSTIN SO CAMPBELLS 12.97m 42' 63 /4 12.97 FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(2)
16 AUSTIN CAMPBELL FR LINDSEY WI 12.50m 41' 01 /4 11.53 12.50 FOUL FOUL 1(3)
17 IAN FRANCISCO SO KY WESLEY 12.49m 40' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL 12.49 12.44 2(14)
18 JARED OGLE FR BERRY 12.47m 40' 11" 11.58 12.47 11.80 11.26 1(4)
19 JUSTIN MOORE JR CUMBERLA 11.66m 38' 31 /4 11.49 11.42 11.34 11.66 1(5)
20 BRETT BRANNON FR W. KENTUC 11.07m 36' 4" 10.14 10.23 10.52 11.07 1(6)
21 RYAN AMADOR FR ARK-L.R. 10.95m 35' 111 /4 10.95 FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(7)
22 QUINTON GOGEL SO SO INDIANA 10.90m 35' 91 /4 9.62 10.90 10.44 10.18 1(8)
23 EVAN ROBY FR KY WESLEY 10.52m 34' 61 /4 FOUL 10.52 10.46 FOUL 1(9)
24 JHAWAN HORTON FR CUMBERLA 9.80m 32' 2" 9.80 FOUL 9.26 9.74 1(10)
25 CAMPBELL SNYDER FR SO INDIANA 9.66m 31' 81 /2 9.31 8.89 9.66 FOUL 1(11)
26 TYRELL NICKELSON SO SO INDIANA 8.56m 28' 1" 8.00 8.56 8.45 8.20 1(12)
CAMERON THURMAN LINDSEY WI DNS 1
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#22 Men's Shot Put (cont'd)
4:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHE DNS 2
ABNER O'BRIEN JR BERRY FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 ANTHONY HAMPTON LINDSEY WI 13.05m 42' 93 /4 13.05 FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 CALEB COSTIN SO CAMPBELLS 12.97m 42' 63 /4 12.97 FOUL FOUL FOUL
3 AUSTIN CAMPBELL FR LINDSEY WI 12.50m 41' 01 /4 11.53 12.50 FOUL FOUL
4 JARED OGLE FR BERRY 12.47m 40' 11" 11.58 12.47 11.80 11.26
5 JUSTIN MOORE JR CUMBERLA 11.66m 38' 31 /4 11.49 11.42 11.34 11.66
6 BRETT BRANNON FR W. KENTUC 11.07m 36' 4" 10.14 10.23 10.52 11.07
7 RYAN AMADOR FR ARK-L.R. 10.95m 35' 111 /4 10.95 FOUL FOUL FOUL
8 QUINTON GOGEL SO SO INDIANA 10.90m 35' 91 /4 9.62 10.90 10.44 10.18
9 EVAN ROBY FR KY WESLEY 10.52m 34' 61 /4 FOUL 10.52 10.46 FOUL
10 JHAWAN HORTON FR CUMBERLA 9.80m 32' 2" 9.80 FOUL 9.26 9.74
11 CAMPBELL SNYDER FR SO INDIANA 9.66m 31' 81 /2 9.31 8.89 9.66 FOUL
12 TYRELL NICKELSON SO SO INDIANA 8.56m 28' 1" 8.00 8.56 8.45 8.20
CAMERON THURMAN LINDSEY WI DNS
ABNER O'BRIEN JR BERRY FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 ISAAC ODUGBESAN SO M.T.S.U. 17.74m 58' 21 /2 17.65 FOUL 17.53 17.74
2 ADAM NEELLY JR MEMPHIS 17.19m 56' 43 /4 16.59 16.95 17.19 FOUL
3 ADAR SHEERE FR MEMPHIS 15.69m 51' 53 /4 15.06 15.69 FOUL FOUL
4 ROBERT WATSON JR UNATTACHE 15.53m 50' 111 /2 15.18 FOUL FOUL 15.53
5 PARKER EVANS SO MEMPHIS 14.98m 49' 13 /4 13.69 14.17 14.42 14.98
6 STEPHEN GIBSON SR BELMONT 14.76m 48' 51 /4 14.61 14.76 14.67 14.37
7 REECE DAVIDSON FR BELMONT 14.73m 48' 4" 14.57 FOUL 14.73 14.59
8 DOMINICK JOSEPH SR CUMBERLA 14.43m 47' 41 /4 14.43 FOUL 14.40 FOUL
9 CAL WIDENER SO BELMONT 14.41m 47' 31 /2 FOUL FOUL 13.06 14.41
10 MICHAEL WILLINGHAM JR. SO TN ST. 13.74m 45' 1" FOUL 13.13 13.67 13.74
11 JACOB WASHBURN JR CUMBERLA 13.43m 44' 03 /4 13.43 FOUL 13.16 FOUL
12 JED WOODWARD JR BERRY 13.41m 44' 0" 12.60 13.41 FOUL 13.20
13 TREVOR MILLER SO KY WESLEY 13.19m 43' 31 /4 12.56 13.19 12.89 12.40
14 IAN FRANCISCO SO KY WESLEY 12.49m 40' 113 /4 FOUL FOUL 12.49 12.44
ATSU NYAMADI SR UNATTACHE DNS
#23 Men's Weight Throw
A American Indoor 25.86m Lance Deal New York  A. C. 3/4/1995 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 25.58m Michael Lihrman Wisconsin 2/28/2015 Geneva, OH
F Facility 23.20m Joseph Ellis Michigan 2/9/2018
12:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 JOE FRYE UNATTACHE 20.80m 68' 3" 20.80 FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(1)
2 ADAR SHEERE FR MEMPHIS 18.12m 59' 51 /2 17.54 17.78 17.68 18.12 2(2)
3 ADAM NEELLY JR MEMPHIS 17.28m 56' 81 /2 17.28 FOUL 17.10 FOUL 2(3)
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#23 Men's Weight Throw (cont'd)
12:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
4 ROBERT WATSON JR UNATTACHE 16.90m 55' 51 /2 FOUL 16.90 16.14 FOUL 2(4)
5 CHRIS ASCHEMANN UNATTACHE 16.76m 55' 0" FOUL FOUL FOUL 16.76 2(5)
6 STEPHEN GIBSON SR BELMONT 16.54m 54' 31 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.54 FOUL 2(6)
7 MICHAEL WILLINGHAM JR. SO TN ST. 16.11m 52' 101 /4 15.03 14.58 FOUL 16.11 2(7)
8 CAL WIDENER SO BELMONT 15.55m 51' 01 /4 15.28 15.53 15.55 15.33 2(8)
9 PARKER EVANS SO MEMPHIS 15.46m 50' 83 /4 15.01 15.41 FOUL 15.46 2(9)
10 REECE DAVIDSON FR BELMONT 13.97m 45' 10" 13.05 13.62 13.30 13.97 1(1)
11 JACOB WASHBURN JR CUMBERLA 13.92m 45' 8" 13.76 13.92 13.81 FOUL 2(10)
12 ANTHONY HAMPTON LINDSEY WI 13.41m 44' 0" 13.17 13.12 13.41 FOUL 2(11)
13 CALEB COSTIN SO CAMPBELLS 13.33m 43' 9" FOUL FOUL 13.33 13.25 2(12)
14 AUSTIN CAMPBELL FR LINDSEY WI 13.08m 42' 11" 12.61 13.08 13.01 FOUL 1(2)
15 JUSTIN MOORE JR CUMBERLA 12.07m 39' 71 /4 10.45 11.49 12.07 FOUL 1(3)
16 JED WOODWARD JR BERRY 11.97m 39' 31 /4 11.97 11.71 PASS PASS 1(4)
17 RYAN AMADOR FR ARK-L.R. 11.93m 39' 13 /4 11.42 11.93 11.85 11.40 1(5)
18 TIMOTHY HIGGS LINDSEY WI 11.70m 38' 43 /4 11.70 10.72 10.90 11.01 1(6)
19 TREVOR MILLER SO KY WESLEY 11.67m 38' 31 /2 11.61 11.67 FOUL 11.28 1(7)
20 DOMINICK JOSEPH SR CUMBERLA 11.31m 37' 11 /4 10.59 FOUL 11.31 10.44 1(8)
21 JHAWAN HORTON FR CUMBERLA 11.13m 36' 61 /4 FOUL 11.13 FOUL FOUL 1(9)
22 BRETT BRANNON FR W. KENTUC 11.08m 36' 41 /4 10.79 11.08 10.68 FOUL 1(10)
23 CAMPBELL SNYDER FR SO INDIANA 10.80m 35' 51 /4 10.07 8.89 10.80 10.35 1(11)
24 JARED OGLE FR BERRY 9.66m 31' 81 /2 9.66 FOUL 9.53 9.24 1(12)
25 EVAN ROBY FR KY WESLEY 9.64m 31' 71 /2 FOUL 9.64 FOUL 8.92 1(13)
26 QUINTON GOGEL SO SO INDIANA 7.30m 23' 111 /2 7.30 7.25 FOUL FOUL 1(14)
ISAAC ODUGBESAN SO M.T.S.U. DNS 2
RYAN SHELDON SO BELMONT DNS 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 REECE DAVIDSON FR BELMONT 13.97m 45' 10" 13.05 13.62 13.30 13.97
2 AUSTIN CAMPBELL FR LINDSEY WI 13.08m 42' 11" 12.61 13.08 13.01 FOUL
3 JUSTIN MOORE JR CUMBERLA 12.07m 39' 71 /4 10.45 11.49 12.07 FOUL
4 JED WOODWARD JR BERRY 11.97m 39' 31 /4 11.97 11.71 PASS PASS
5 RYAN AMADOR FR ARK-L.R. 11.93m 39' 13 /4 11.42 11.93 11.85 11.40
6 TIMOTHY HIGGS LINDSEY WI 11.70m 38' 43 /4 11.70 10.72 10.90 11.01
7 TREVOR MILLER SO KY WESLEY 11.67m 38' 31 /2 11.61 11.67 FOUL 11.28
8 DOMINICK JOSEPH SR CUMBERLA 11.31m 37' 11 /4 10.59 FOUL 11.31 10.44
9 JHAWAN HORTON FR CUMBERLA 11.13m 36' 61 /4 FOUL 11.13 FOUL FOUL
10 BRETT BRANNON FR W. KENTUC 11.08m 36' 41 /4 10.79 11.08 10.68 FOUL
11 CAMPBELL SNYDER FR SO INDIANA 10.80m 35' 51 /4 10.07 8.89 10.80 10.35
12 JARED OGLE FR BERRY 9.66m 31' 81 /2 9.66 FOUL 9.53 9.24
13 EVAN ROBY FR KY WESLEY 9.64m 31' 71 /2 FOUL 9.64 FOUL 8.92
14 QUINTON GOGEL SO SO INDIANA 7.30m 23' 111 /2 7.30 7.25 FOUL FOUL
Flight 2 of 2
1 JOE FRYE UNATTACHE 20.80m 68' 3" 20.80 FOUL FOUL FOUL
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#23 Men's Weight Throw (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
2 ADAR SHEERE FR MEMPHIS 18.12m 59' 51 /2 17.54 17.78 17.68 18.12
3 ADAM NEELLY JR MEMPHIS 17.28m 56' 81 /2 17.28 FOUL 17.10 FOUL
4 ROBERT WATSON JR UNATTACHE 16.90m 55' 51 /2 FOUL 16.90 16.14 FOUL
5 CHRIS ASCHEMANN UNATTACHE 16.76m 55' 0" FOUL FOUL FOUL 16.76
6 STEPHEN GIBSON SR BELMONT 16.54m 54' 31 /4 FOUL FOUL 16.54 FOUL
7 MICHAEL WILLINGHAM JR. SO TN ST. 16.11m 52' 101 /4 15.03 14.58 FOUL 16.11
8 CAL WIDENER SO BELMONT 15.55m 51' 01 /4 15.28 15.53 15.55 15.33
9 PARKER EVANS SO MEMPHIS 15.46m 50' 83 /4 15.01 15.41 FOUL 15.46
10 JACOB WASHBURN JR CUMBERLA 13.92m 45' 8" 13.76 13.92 13.81 FOUL
11 ANTHONY HAMPTON LINDSEY WI 13.41m 44' 0" 13.17 13.12 13.41 FOUL
12 CALEB COSTIN SO CAMPBELLS 13.33m 43' 9" FOUL FOUL 13.33 13.25
ISAAC ODUGBESAN SO M.T.S.U. DNS
RYAN SHELDON SO BELMONT DNS
#24 Women's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.92 Irina Privalova RUS 2/11/1993 Madrid, Spain
A American Indoor 6.95 Gail Devers Nike 3/12/1993 Toronto, CAN
C Collegiate Indoor 7.07 Hannah Cunliffe Oregon 2/11/2017 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 7.18 Aleia Hobbs L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 7.64 Anna Carr Hawkins 2009
1:25 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 TAMDRA LAWRENCE SR MURRAY ST. V 7.50 12(1)
2 TANALAYA GORDON FR MEMPHIS V 7.63 12(2)
3 MIRLEGE CASTOR SO M.T.S.U. 7.65 11(1)
4 TYMEITHA TOLBERT JR AUSTIN PEAY 7.66 12(3)
5 SAFIA BRIGHT LINDSEY WILSON 7.67 12(4)
6 CECILIA FRANCIS SO M.T.S.U. 7.70 12(5)
7 RACHEL HAGANS FR MURRAY ST. 7.73 9(1)
8 LOUSHANYA NEMOUR SR MEMPHIS 7.74 11(2)
9 AALIYAH LACY FR ARK-L.R. 7.75 9(2)
10 SUNNI SELLARS SO MEMPHIS 7.76 11(3)
11 TIYANNA JOHNSON FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.79 7.782 1(1)
12 LAKEIA HILL SR TN ST. 7.79 7.786 10(1)
13 JABREUNA BRIMLETT SR MURRAY ST. 7.80 11(4)
14 IDA MENSAH JR M.T.S.U. 7.82 7.812 12(6)
15 JUANNAE LEWIS SR W. KENTUCKY 7.82 7.820 8(1)
16 DAIJAH WHITE SR MURRAY ST. 7.84 10(2)
17 AMBER MCCROSKEY SR TN ST. 7.85 7.843 10(3)
18 TSITSI MAHACHI SO MCKENDREE 7.85 7.846 9(3)
19 CHERRISH WRIGHT SO MERCER 7.86 10(4)
20 ANTOINETTA AVANT SO MURRAY ST. 7.87 7.865 11(5)
21 KHEMANI  ROBERTS TN TECH 7.87 7.869 10(5)
22 SHENIYA BROWN FR SO INDIANA 7.88 8(2)
23 JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR MURRAY ST. 7.89 7.884 8(3)
24 JAMAYA FLEMING FR MEMPHIS 7.89 7.885 11(6)
25 ANNA VOLLET FR MURRAY ST. 7.90 9(4)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 27
#24 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
1:25 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
26 NORMA ABDUR-RAFIA JR MURRAY ST. 7.91 7.901 10(6)
27 REGAN CLAY SO VANDERBILT 7.91 7.905 11(7)
28 MALIYAH TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.92 7.916 3(1)
28 MOESHA MONCRIEFFE JR TN WESLEYAN 7.92 7.916 8(4)
30 BRANDI  ALLEN SO ARK-L.R. 7.92 7.917 7(1)
31 DESTINY PENNINGTON SO TN ST. 7.94 7(2)
32 ALEXANDRIA JOHNSON TN WESLEYAN 7.95 6(1)
33 LIYAH NELSON SR UNATTACHED 7.96 11(8)
34 ANYA AKILI FR TN TECH 7.99 10(7)
35 DIAMOND BATTLE JR AUSTIN PEAY 8.01 12(7)
36 DYMANIQUE THOMPSON SO CUMBERLANDS 8.02 4(1)
37 MARIE NINAMOU LINDSEY WILSON 8.04 8.032 5(1)
38 MYA WATSON-BLAKE SO MCKENDREE 8.04 8.040 6(2)
39 MARION MEADOWS SO MERCER 8.05 8(5)
40 NICQUAYLEEONNTEA MOORE SO TN ST. 8.06 9(5)
41 DONTAVIA HOWARD SO MURRAY ST. 8.07 8.066 9(6)
42 MIYA BENNETT UNATTACHED 8.07 8.069 7(3)
43 ASHLYN OREN FR MURRAY ST. 8.08 7(4)
44 JOCELYN PAYNE JR MURRAY ST. 8.09 7(5)
45 JAYSHA CARTER FR MURRAY ST. 8.10 6(3)
46 LEAH KLOSS SR MCKENDREE 8.11 6(4)
47 ALEXIS  LANKFORD TN WESLEYAN 8.12 7(6)
48 KENIYA SMITH FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 8.14 5(2)
49 D'MYIA THORNTON JR MURRAY ST. 8.18 5(3)
50 MYRANDA HAM SR MERCER 8.20 6(5)
51 AZLYNN SHERROD-BUTLER FR MCKENDREE 8.21 8.202 5(4)
51 INDIA SMITH UNATTACHED 8.21 8.202 8(6)
53 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDREE 8.22 8.212 7(7)
54 HEATHER MCMILLEN SR UNATTACHED 8.22 8.214 6(6)
55 ALYSE  NEAL FR TN ST. 8.22 8.220 10(8)
56 RAEGAN GRANVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 8.23 4(2)
57 NASCOTTISHA DRUMMOND TN TECH 8.25 5(5)
58 AMANI BLAIR UNATTACHED 8.27 6(7)
59 KELSEA BUCHANAN FR TN ST. 8.28 3(2)
60 JULIA LEBLANC FR SO INDIANA 8.29 4(3)
61 JORDAN TONEY FR TN TECH 8.30 3(3)
62 ALISON WOERNER SO MURRAY ST. 8.37 8.363 5(6)
63 CARLEY  JOHNSON FR LINDSEY WILSON 8.37 8.369 4(4)
64 ADRIANA SNOW UNATTACHED 8.40 8.394 2(1)
64 TESHA BELTON SR UNATTACHED 8.40 8.394 3(4)
66 ALEXANDRIA KINNEY FR BERRY 8.41 1(2)
67 TALEIA MASON JR KY WESLEYAN 8.42 4(5)
68 MADISON GIBSON FR SO INDIANA 8.46 6(8)
69 KRYSTAN ARMSTRONG FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 8.47 8.463 2(2)
70 BETHANY ROGERS FR SO INDIANA 8.47 8.465 4(6)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 28
#24 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
1:25 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
71 AYANNA TOLBERT UNATTACHED 8.48 2(3)
72 BRIA ALLEN FR ARK-L.R. 8.50 8.498 1(3)
73 KAITLIN MCDADE FR TN ST. 8.50 8.499 3(5)
74 DAKOTA GATES SO SO INDIANA 8.51 2(4)
75 ALAYNA STALTER FR MURRAY ST. 8.53 8.523 3(6)
76 MICHAELA SEBASTIAN SR CAMPBELLSVILLE 8.53 8.530 2(5)
77 ALEISA HARDIN JR KY WESLEYAN 8.54 1(4)
78 ANGELINA WILLIAMS UNATTACHED 8.58 8.572 2(6)
79 AMY MCGAHEY FR SO INDIANA 8.58 8.573 1(5)
80 CHESSA MITCHELL FR SO INDIANA 8.58 8.578 2(7)
81 DEVINIQUE DAVIS JR TN ST. 8.59 8(7)
82 DES LINVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 8.85 1(6)
83 TARYNE KNOTT SR KY WESLEYAN 8.96 1(7)
84 ARIAHNA BATTLE UNATTACHED 9.26 4(7)
KANIA TAYLOR FR MEMPHIS DNF 9
VICTORIA NEVELS FR TN ST. DNS 2
BRANTARIUS MILLIKEN FR TN ST. DNS 3
DE'AVION MAHONE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 3
NICOLE EDISON JR ARK-L.R. DNS 4
KA'NEISHA JACKSON SO ARK-L.R. DNS 5
JAHLIA MCNEALY LINDSEY WILSON DNS 5
ANEYA HARDIN SR KY WESLEYAN DNS 7
D'AIRRIEN JACKSON SR TN TECH DNS 8
CHRISTINA NICKERSON SR ARK-L.R. DNS 9
MAKAYLA SMITH FR ARK-L.R. DNS 1
EDIDIONG ODIONG SO M.T.S.U. DNS 12
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 12
1 TIYANNA JOHNSON FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.79 7.782
2 ALEXANDRIA KINNEY FR BERRY 8.41
3 BRIA ALLEN FR ARK-L.R. 8.50 8.498
4 ALEISA HARDIN JR KY WESLEYAN 8.54
5 AMY MCGAHEY FR SO INDIANA 8.58 8.573
6 DES LINVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 8.85
7 TARYNE KNOTT SR KY WESLEYAN 8.96
MAKAYLA SMITH FR ARK-L.R. DNS
Section 2 of 12
1 ADRIANA SNOW UNATTACHED 8.40 8.394
2 KRYSTAN ARMSTRONG FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 8.47 8.463
3 AYANNA TOLBERT UNATTACHED 8.48
4 DAKOTA GATES SO SO INDIANA 8.51
5 MICHAELA SEBASTIAN SR CAMPBELLSVILLE 8.53 8.530
6 ANGELINA WILLIAMS UNATTACHED 8.58 8.572
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 29
#24 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
7 CHESSA MITCHELL FR SO INDIANA 8.58 8.578
VICTORIA NEVELS FR TN ST. DNS
Section 3 of 12
1 MALIYAH TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 7.92 7.916
2 KELSEA BUCHANAN FR TN ST. 8.28
3 JORDAN TONEY FR TN TECH 8.30
4 TESHA BELTON SR UNATTACHED 8.40 8.394
5 KAITLIN MCDADE FR TN ST. 8.50 8.499
6 ALAYNA STALTER FR MURRAY ST. 8.53 8.523
BRANTARIUS MILLIKEN FR TN ST. DNS
DE'AVION MAHONE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
Section 4 of 12
1 DYMANIQUE THOMPSON SO CUMBERLANDS 8.02
2 RAEGAN GRANVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 8.23
3 JULIA LEBLANC FR SO INDIANA 8.29
4 CARLEY  JOHNSON FR LINDSEY WILSON 8.37 8.369
5 TALEIA MASON JR KY WESLEYAN 8.42
6 BETHANY ROGERS FR SO INDIANA 8.47 8.465
7 ARIAHNA BATTLE UNATTACHED 9.26
NICOLE EDISON JR ARK-L.R. DNS
Section 5 of 12
1 MARIE NINAMOU LINDSEY WILSON 8.04 8.032
2 KENIYA SMITH FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 8.14
3 D'MYIA THORNTON JR MURRAY ST. 8.18
4 AZLYNN SHERROD-BUTLER FR MCKENDREE 8.21 8.202
5 NASCOTTISHA DRUMMOND TN TECH 8.25
6 ALISON WOERNER SO MURRAY ST. 8.37 8.363
KA'NEISHA JACKSON SO ARK-L.R. DNS
JAHLIA MCNEALY LINDSEY WILSON DNS
Section 6 of 12
1 ALEXANDRIA JOHNSON TN WESLEYAN 7.95
2 MYA WATSON-BLAKE SO MCKENDREE 8.04 8.040
3 JAYSHA CARTER FR MURRAY ST. 8.10
4 LEAH KLOSS SR MCKENDREE 8.11
5 MYRANDA HAM SR MERCER 8.20
6 HEATHER MCMILLEN SR UNATTACHED 8.22 8.214
7 AMANI BLAIR UNATTACHED 8.27
8 MADISON GIBSON FR SO INDIANA 8.46
Section 7 of 12
1 BRANDI  ALLEN SO ARK-L.R. 7.92 7.917
2 DESTINY PENNINGTON SO TN ST. 7.94
3 MIYA BENNETT UNATTACHED 8.07 8.069
4 ASHLYN OREN FR MURRAY ST. 8.08
5 JOCELYN PAYNE JR MURRAY ST. 8.09
6 ALEXIS  LANKFORD TN WESLEYAN 8.12
7 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDREE 8.22 8.212
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 30
#24 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
ANEYA HARDIN SR KY WESLEYAN DNS
Section 8 of 12
1 JUANNAE LEWIS SR W. KENTUCKY 7.82 7.820
2 SHENIYA BROWN FR SO INDIANA 7.88
3 JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR MURRAY ST. 7.89 7.884
4 MOESHA MONCRIEFFE JR TN WESLEYAN 7.92 7.916
5 MARION MEADOWS SO MERCER 8.05
6 INDIA SMITH UNATTACHED 8.21 8.202
7 DEVINIQUE DAVIS JR TN ST. 8.59
D'AIRRIEN JACKSON SR TN TECH DNS
Section 9 of 12
1 RACHEL HAGANS FR MURRAY ST. 7.73
2 AALIYAH LACY FR ARK-L.R. 7.75
3 TSITSI MAHACHI SO MCKENDREE 7.85 7.846
4 ANNA VOLLET FR MURRAY ST. 7.90
5 NICQUAYLEEONNTEA MOORE SO TN ST. 8.06
6 DONTAVIA HOWARD SO MURRAY ST. 8.07 8.066
KANIA TAYLOR FR MEMPHIS DNF
CHRISTINA NICKERSON SR ARK-L.R. DNS
Section 10 of 12
1 LAKEIA HILL SR TN ST. 7.79 7.786
2 DAIJAH WHITE SR MURRAY ST. 7.84
3 AMBER MCCROSKEY SR TN ST. 7.85 7.843
4 CHERRISH WRIGHT SO MERCER 7.86
5 KHEMANI  ROBERTS TN TECH 7.87 7.869
6 NORMA ABDUR-RAFIA JR MURRAY ST. 7.91 7.901
7 ANYA AKILI FR TN TECH 7.99
8 ALYSE  NEAL FR TN ST. 8.22 8.220
Section 11 of 12
1 MIRLEGE CASTOR SO M.T.S.U. 7.65
2 LOUSHANYA NEMOUR SR MEMPHIS 7.74
3 SUNNI SELLARS SO MEMPHIS 7.76
4 JABREUNA BRIMLETT SR MURRAY ST. 7.80
5 ANTOINETTA AVANT SO MURRAY ST. 7.87 7.865
6 JAMAYA FLEMING FR MEMPHIS 7.89 7.885
7 REGAN CLAY SO VANDERBILT 7.91 7.905
8 LIYAH NELSON SR UNATTACHED 7.96
Section 12 of 12
1 TAMDRA LAWRENCE SR MURRAY ST. V 7.50
2 TANALAYA GORDON FR MEMPHIS V 7.63
3 TYMEITHA TOLBERT JR AUSTIN PEAY 7.66
4 SAFIA BRIGHT LINDSEY WILSON 7.67
5 CECILIA FRANCIS SO M.T.S.U. 7.70
6 IDA MENSAH JR M.T.S.U. 7.82 7.812
7 DIAMOND BATTLE JR AUSTIN PEAY 8.01
EDIDIONG ODIONG SO M.T.S.U. DNS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 31
#2 Women's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 21.87 Merlene Ottey JAM 2/13/1993 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 22.33 Gwen Torrence Mizuno 3/2/1996 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 22.38 Gabby Thomas Harvard 3/10/2018 College Station,
F Facility 22.92 Jada Martin L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 23.99 Ryan Tolbert 1998
4:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 SAFIA BRIGHT LINDSEY WILSON 24.64 3(1)
2 AALIYAH LACY FR ARK-L.R. 24.85 7(1)
3 MIRLEGE CASTOR SO M.T.S.U. 24.91 4(1)
4 SUNNI SELLARS SO MEMPHIS 25.07 4(2)
5 ANYA AKILI FR TN TECH 25.22 6(1)
6 TANALAYA GORDON FR MEMPHIS 25.31 3(2)
7 IDA MENSAH JR M.T.S.U. 25.34 4(3)
8 JAMAYA FLEMING FR MEMPHIS 25.35 4(4)
9 TESSOLA DUNCAN SO MERCER 25.49 4(5)
10 CHERRISH WRIGHT SO MERCER 25.57 7(2)
11 ALEXANDRIA JOHNSON TN WESLEYAN 25.64 5(1)
12 TSITSI MAHACHI SO MCKENDREE 25.71 5(2)
13 KYLA JIMMAR JR TN ST. 25.72 5(3)
14 MAYA PERRY - GRIMES JR AUSTIN PEAY 25.73 7(3)
15 DYMANIQUE THOMPSON SO CUMBERLANDS 25.74 8(1)
16 AISHA SOUTHERN FR MEMPHIS 25.76 4(6)
17 MARION MEADOWS SO MERCER 25.77 6(2)
18 ANNA VOLLET FR MURRAY ST. 25.78 5(4)
19 LOUSHANYA NEMOUR SR MEMPHIS 25.80 25.792 3(3)
19 MOESHA MONCRIEFFE JR TN WESLEYAN 25.80 25.794 6(3)
19 EREFA EWO FR W. KENTUCKY 25.80 25.792 14(1)
22 LAURYN DANCY SO MERCER 25.89 5(5)
23 LIYAH NELSON SR UNATTACHED 25.91 1(1)
24 BRANDI  ALLEN SO ARK-L.R. 25.93 7(4)
25 JESSIKHA RIBEIRO SO MURRAY ST. 25.97 8(2)
26 MIKAYLA BANKS SR TN ST. 25.99 7(5)
27 SHENIYA BROWN FR SO INDIANA 26.03 7(6)
28 ASHLYN OREN FR MURRAY ST. 26.05 8(3)
29 MIYA BENNETT UNATTACHED 26.08 1(2)
30 AMBER MCCROSKEY SR TN ST. 26.20 5(6)
31 MYA WATSON-BLAKE SO MCKENDREE 26.24 9(1)
32 REYNA MCFADDEN SO TN ST. 26.34 6(4)
33 NICQUAYLEEONNTEA MOORE SO TN ST. 26.36 9(2)
34 MADISON ALDRED JR UNATTACHED 26.43 3(4)
35 ALEXIS  LANKFORD TN WESLEYAN 26.44 8(4)
36 MARIE NINAMOU LINDSEY WILSON 26.47 26.464 8(5)
36 QUINCY MCSWEENEY SR MCKENDREE 26.47 26.470 9(3)
38 LEAH KLOSS SR MCKENDREE 26.49 9(4)
39 INDIA SMITH UNATTACHED 26.65 2(1)
40 HEATHER MCMILLEN SR UNATTACHED 26.72 1(3)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 32
#2 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
4:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
41 MALIYAH TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 26.86 12(1)
42 RE'ANNA BLAIR SO TN ST. 26.88 10(1)
43 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDREE 26.96 9(5)
44 RAEGAN GRANVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 26.98 11(1)
45 ELAINA VERGES SO TN ST. 27.07 11(2)
46 ANGEL HORTON SO TN ST. 27.20 8(6)
47 JORDAN TONEY FR TN TECH 27.27 13(1)
48 CARLEY  JOHNSON FR LINDSEY WILSON 27.29 11(3)
49 AZLYNN SHERROD-BUTLER FR MCKENDREE 27.42 10(2)
50 TA'NESHYA ALLEN SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 27.49 12(2)
51 AYANNA TOLBERT UNATTACHED 27.55 2(2)
52 KENIYA SMITH FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 27.64 11(4)
53 AMANI BLAIR UNATTACHED 27.67 1(4)
54 HAILEY MARTIN UNAUNAT-CUMBERLAN 27.68 14(2)
55 JULIA LEBLANC FR SO INDIANA 27.69 27.686 9(6)
55 RALEN CAMPBELL SO SO INDIANA 27.69 27.682 12(3)
57 MADISON GIBSON FR SO INDIANA 27.83 10(3)
58 ADRIANA SNOW UNATTACHED 27.86 2(3)
59 DAKOTA GATES SO SO INDIANA 27.99 12(4)
60 KASANDRA SANDERS SO UNATTACHED 28.07 3(5)
61 TESHA BELTON SR UNATTACHED 28.10 1(5)
62 KRYSTAN ARMSTRONG FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 28.36 13(2)
63 GRACIE SCHUMACHER FR BERRY 28.37 14(3)
64 KAITLIN MCDADE FR TN ST. 28.38 11(5)
65 ALEXANDRIA KINNEY FR BERRY 28.41 14(4)
66 BETHANY ROGERS FR SO INDIANA 28.52 10(4)
67 TALEIA MASON JR KY WESLEYAN 28.61 12(5)
68 ALEXUS HUNT FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 28.64 13(3)
69 ANGELINA WILLIAMS UNATTACHED 28.66 2(4)
70 CHESSA MITCHELL FR SO INDIANA 28.76 13(4)
71 OREATHA HURT LINDSEY WILSON 28.88 13(5)
72 HADIYA WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 28.91 10(5)
73 DEVINIQUE DAVIS JR TN ST. 29.13 10(6)
74 ESHE' ROBINSON TN TECH 29.18 12(6)
75 DES LINVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 30.18 14(5)
KA'NEISHA JACKSON SO ARK-L.R. DNS 6
CHRISTINA NICKERSON SR ARK-L.R. DNS 6
ARIAHNA BATTLE UNATTACHED DNS 2
EDIDIONG ODIONG SO M.T.S.U. DNS 3
JAHLIA MCNEALY LINDSEY WILSON DNS 11
DE'AVION MAHONE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS 13
BRIA ALLEN FR ARK-L.R. DNS 14
SECTION RESULTS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 33
#2 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 14
1 LIYAH NELSON SR UNATTACHED 25.91
2 MIYA BENNETT UNATTACHED 26.08
3 HEATHER MCMILLEN SR UNATTACHED 26.72
4 AMANI BLAIR UNATTACHED 27.67
5 TESHA BELTON SR UNATTACHED 28.10
Section 2 of 14
1 INDIA SMITH UNATTACHED 26.65
2 AYANNA TOLBERT UNATTACHED 27.55
3 ADRIANA SNOW UNATTACHED 27.86
4 ANGELINA WILLIAMS UNATTACHED 28.66
ARIAHNA BATTLE UNATTACHED DNS
Section 3 of 14
1 SAFIA BRIGHT LINDSEY WILSON 24.64
2 TANALAYA GORDON FR MEMPHIS 25.31
3 LOUSHANYA NEMOUR SR MEMPHIS 25.80 25.792
4 MADISON ALDRED JR UNATTACHED 26.43
5 KASANDRA SANDERS SO UNATTACHED 28.07
EDIDIONG ODIONG SO M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 4 of 14
1 MIRLEGE CASTOR SO M.T.S.U. 24.91
2 SUNNI SELLARS SO MEMPHIS 25.07
3 IDA MENSAH JR M.T.S.U. 25.34
4 JAMAYA FLEMING FR MEMPHIS 25.35
5 TESSOLA DUNCAN SO MERCER 25.49
6 AISHA SOUTHERN FR MEMPHIS 25.76
Section 5 of 14
1 ALEXANDRIA JOHNSON TN WESLEYAN 25.64
2 TSITSI MAHACHI SO MCKENDREE 25.71
3 KYLA JIMMAR JR TN ST. 25.72
4 ANNA VOLLET FR MURRAY ST. 25.78
5 LAURYN DANCY SO MERCER 25.89
6 AMBER MCCROSKEY SR TN ST. 26.20
Section 6 of 14
1 ANYA AKILI FR TN TECH 25.22
2 MARION MEADOWS SO MERCER 25.77
3 MOESHA MONCRIEFFE JR TN WESLEYAN 25.80 25.794
4 REYNA MCFADDEN SO TN ST. 26.34
KA'NEISHA JACKSON SO ARK-L.R. DNS
CHRISTINA NICKERSON SR ARK-L.R. DNS
Section 7 of 14
1 AALIYAH LACY FR ARK-L.R. 24.85
2 CHERRISH WRIGHT SO MERCER 25.57
3 MAYA PERRY - GRIMES JR AUSTIN PEAY 25.73
4 BRANDI  ALLEN SO ARK-L.R. 25.93
5 MIKAYLA BANKS SR TN ST. 25.99
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 34
#2 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 SHENIYA BROWN FR SO INDIANA 26.03
Section 8 of 14
1 DYMANIQUE THOMPSON SO CUMBERLANDS 25.74
2 JESSIKHA RIBEIRO SO MURRAY ST. 25.97
3 ASHLYN OREN FR MURRAY ST. 26.05
4 ALEXIS  LANKFORD TN WESLEYAN 26.44
5 MARIE NINAMOU LINDSEY WILSON 26.47 26.464
6 ANGEL HORTON SO TN ST. 27.20
Section 9 of 14
1 MYA WATSON-BLAKE SO MCKENDREE 26.24
2 NICQUAYLEEONNTEA MOORE SO TN ST. 26.36
3 QUINCY MCSWEENEY SR MCKENDREE 26.47 26.470
4 LEAH KLOSS SR MCKENDREE 26.49
5 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDREE 26.96
6 JULIA LEBLANC FR SO INDIANA 27.69 27.686
Section 10 of 14
1 RE'ANNA BLAIR SO TN ST. 26.88
2 AZLYNN SHERROD-BUTLER FR MCKENDREE 27.42
3 MADISON GIBSON FR SO INDIANA 27.83
4 BETHANY ROGERS FR SO INDIANA 28.52
5 HADIYA WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 28.91
6 DEVINIQUE DAVIS JR TN ST. 29.13
Section 11 of 14
1 RAEGAN GRANVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 26.98
2 ELAINA VERGES SO TN ST. 27.07
3 CARLEY  JOHNSON FR LINDSEY WILSON 27.29
4 KENIYA SMITH FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 27.64
5 KAITLIN MCDADE FR TN ST. 28.38
JAHLIA MCNEALY LINDSEY WILSON DNS
Section 12 of 14
1 MALIYAH TAYLOR FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 26.86
2 TA'NESHYA ALLEN SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 27.49
3 RALEN CAMPBELL SO SO INDIANA 27.69 27.682
4 DAKOTA GATES SO SO INDIANA 27.99
5 TALEIA MASON JR KY WESLEYAN 28.61
6 ESHE' ROBINSON TN TECH 29.18
Section 13 of 14
1 JORDAN TONEY FR TN TECH 27.27
2 KRYSTAN ARMSTRONG FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 28.36
3 ALEXUS HUNT FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 28.64
4 CHESSA MITCHELL FR SO INDIANA 28.76
5 OREATHA HURT LINDSEY WILSON 28.88
DE'AVION MAHONE FR CAMPBELLSVILLE DNS
Section 14 of 14
1 EREFA EWO FR W. KENTUCKY 25.80 25.792
2 HAILEY MARTIN UNAUNAT-CUMBERLAN 27.68
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 35
#2 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 GRACIE SCHUMACHER FR BERRY 28.37
4 ALEXANDRIA KINNEY FR BERRY 28.41
5 DES LINVILLE SO CUMBERLANDS 30.18
BRIA ALLEN FR ARK-L.R. DNS
#11 Women's 400 Meters
W World Indoor 49.59 Jamila Kratochvilova TCH 3/7/1982 Milan, Spain
A American Indoor 50.34 Kendall Ellis USC 3/10/2018 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 50.34 Kendall Ellis USC 3/10/2018 College Station,
F Facility 51.77 Daina Harper Arkansas 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 52.75 Ryan Tolbert 1996
2:55 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 JOYCELYN ASSAFUAH SR M.T.S.U. 55.16 1(1)
2 MIKAYLA BANKS SR TN ST. 57.65 1(2)
3 D'MYIA THORNTON JR MURRAY ST. 57.79 1(3)
4 ZION WHITE SO TN ST. 58.06 2(1)
5 HELENSIA GREEN SO ARK-L.R. 58.12 2(2)
6 ALEXIA DEHAVEN-BOYD LINDSEY WILSON 58.39 1(4)
7 JESSICA GRAY SR ARK-L.R. 58.88 2(3)
8 RE'ANNA BLAIR SO TN ST. 59.73 3(1)
9 HEATHER MCMILLEN SR UNATTACHED 59.78 1(5)
10 DESTINY PENNINGTON SO TN ST. 59.93 2(4)
11 EREFA EWO FR W. KENTUCKY 1:00.77 4(1)
12 ELAINA VERGES SO TN ST. 1:00.95 3(2)
13 MADISON ALDRED JR UNATTACHED 1:01.24 1(6)
14 MARIE NINAMOU LINDSEY WILSON 1:01.57 2(5)
15 CORA STEVENS FR CUMBERLANDS 1:02.65 4(2)
16 NIGERIA STARKS FR TN ST. 1:04.36 3(3)
17 CARLEY  JOHNSON FR LINDSEY WILSON 1:04.39 4(3)
18 SIERRA TOWLERS FR ARK-L.R. 1:05.02 4(4)
19 DIONNA DENNIS FR MEMPHIS 1:06.64 3(4)
20 TATIANA WILLIAMS LINDSEY WILSON 1:08.10 4(5)
21 AIYANNA  DRAKE FR LINDSEY WILSON 1:08.99 3(5)
JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR MURRAY ST. DNS 2
GABRIELLE YOUNGINER SR TN ST. DNS 3
SAMATHA SOWELL FR LINDSEY WILSON DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 JOYCELYN ASSAFUAH SR M.T.S.U. 55.16
2 MIKAYLA BANKS SR TN ST. 57.65
3 D'MYIA THORNTON JR MURRAY ST. 57.79
4 ALEXIA DEHAVEN-BOYD LINDSEY WILSON 58.39
5 HEATHER MCMILLEN SR UNATTACHED 59.78
6 MADISON ALDRED JR UNATTACHED 1:01.24
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 36
#11 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 2 of 4
1 ZION WHITE SO TN ST. 58.06
2 HELENSIA GREEN SO ARK-L.R. 58.12
3 JESSICA GRAY SR ARK-L.R. 58.88
4 DESTINY PENNINGTON SO TN ST. 59.93
5 MARIE NINAMOU LINDSEY WILSON 1:01.57
JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR MURRAY ST. DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 RE'ANNA BLAIR SO TN ST. 59.73
2 ELAINA VERGES SO TN ST. 1:00.95
3 NIGERIA STARKS FR TN ST. 1:04.36
4 DIONNA DENNIS FR MEMPHIS 1:06.64
5 AIYANNA  DRAKE FR LINDSEY WILSON 1:08.99
GABRIELLE YOUNGINER SR TN ST. DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 EREFA EWO FR W. KENTUCKY 1:00.77
2 CORA STEVENS FR CUMBERLANDS 1:02.65
3 CARLEY  JOHNSON FR LINDSEY WILSON 1:04.39
4 SIERRA TOWLERS FR ARK-L.R. 1:05.02
5 TATIANA WILLIAMS LINDSEY WILSON 1:08.10
SAMATHA SOWELL FR LINDSEY WILSON DNS
#36 Women's 300 Meters
2:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 SABRINA RICHMAN SO AUSTIN PEAY 38.95 2(1)
2 CIERA TATE TN TECH 39.13 1(1)
3 NORMA ABDUR-RAFIA JR MURRAY ST. 39.56 1(2)
4 JUANNAE LEWIS SR W. KENTUCKY 39.64 11(1)
5 KHEMANI  ROBERTS TN TECH 39.80 1(3)
6 AMELIA THIESING JR AUSTIN PEAY 39.92 6(1)
7 KYRA WILDER FR AUSTIN PEAY 40.15 4(1)
8 TAIYA SHELBY FR VANDERBILT 40.27 4(2)
9 TAMDRA LAWRENCE SR MURRAY ST. 40.33 1(4)
10 JORDAN SMITH FR VANDERBILT 40.48 5(1)
11 REGAN CLAY SO VANDERBILT 40.59 3(1)
12 LISA WICKHAM TN TECH 40.72 2(2)
13 PAYTON BARLOW SO BELMONT 40.97 3(2)
14 TESSOLA DUNCAN SO MERCER 41.30 3(3)
15 AUBREY MAIN SR MURRAY ST. 41.35 3(4)
16 LAKEIA HILL SR TN ST. 41.39 5(2)
17 CECILIA FRANCIS SO M.T.S.U. 41.40 1(5)
18 MADISON  MUELLER SR MERCER 41.68 41.675 2(3)
19 DAIJAH WHITE SR MURRAY ST. 41.68 41.677 3(5)
20 JAYSHA CARTER FR MURRAY ST. 41.70 4(3)
21 LAURYN DANCY SO MERCER 41.96 2(4)
22 TYMEITHA TOLBERT JR AUSTIN PEAY 42.07 42.062 9(1)
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#36 Women's 300 Meters (cont'd)
2:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
23 GRENETRIA  SHELL SO TN ST. 42.07 42.064 2(5)
24 KATRINA QUIGLEY JR BELMONT 42.32 4(4)
25 JOCELYN PAYNE JR MURRAY ST. 42.33 5(3)
26 TIYANNA JOHNSON FR AUSTIN PEAY 42.51 6(2)
27 JALYN BOWEN SO TN ST. 42.57 5(4)
28 REYNA MCFADDEN SO TN ST. 43.06 4(5)
29 MIYA BENNETT UNATTACHED 43.07 8(1)
30 TEAUNA ANDERSON TN TECH 43.28 4(6)
31 RACHEL HAGANS FR MURRAY ST. 43.30 5(5)
32 KAITLYN BLACK JR AUSTIN PEAY 43.80 7(1)
33 ALYSE  NEAL FR TN ST. 43.92 6(3)
34 AMANI BLAIR UNATTACHED 44.15 8(2)
35 KAMILLE DUNBAR SO AUSTIN PEAY 44.36 44.351 9(2)
36 TA'NESHYA ALLEN SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 44.36 44.352 7(2)
37 TAYLER SMITH JR TN ST. 44.40 7(3)
38 LIYAH NELSON SR UNATTACHED 44.44 8(3)
39 SELENA BARNETT FR CUMBERLANDS 44.46 10(1)
40 INDIA SMITH UNATTACHED 44.52 8(4)
41 HAILEY MARTIN UNAUNAT-CUMBERLAN 44.53 11(2)
42 MICHAELA SEBASTIAN SR CAMPBELLSVILLE 45.06 10(2)
43 AYANNA TOLBERT UNATTACHED 45.15 9(3)
44 TESHA BELTON SR UNATTACHED 45.38 8(5)
45 ALEXUS HUNT FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 45.58 10(3)
46 SARAH LONNEMAN FR SO INDIANA 45.79 11(3)
47 SARAH HUNTER SO CUMBERLANDS 45.83 11(4)
48 GRACIE SCHUMACHER FR BERRY 46.41 11(5)
49 TEAIRRA PAYTON SR KY WESLEYAN 46.69 11(6)
50 DIAMOND BATTLE JR AUSTIN PEAY 46.80 9(4)
51 ALICIA WILLIAMS SR MERCER 47.22 6(4)
52 LAUREN HUDSON FR KY WESLEYAN 48.08 10(4)
53 CHANDLER ADAMS FR KY WESLEYAN 55.04 10(5)
ANGELINA WILLIAMS UNATTACHED DQ lane 9
KELSEA BUCHANAN FR TN ST. DNS 3
AYANA EASON SO TN ST. DNS 5
LENNEX WALKER SO AUSTIN PEAY DNS 6
ALLANA JOHNSON SO AUSTIN PEAY DNS 7
VICTORIA NEVELS FR TN ST. DNS 7
BRANTARIUS MILLIKEN FR TN ST. DNS 7
JASMIN POINTER SO TN ST. DNS 8
ARIAHNA BATTLE UNATTACHED DNS 9
DONTAVIA HOWARD SO MURRAY ST. DNS 6
ANNESHA HARRIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS 10
SECTION RESULTS
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#36 Women's 300 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 11
1 CIERA TATE TN TECH 39.13
2 NORMA ABDUR-RAFIA JR MURRAY ST. 39.56
3 KHEMANI  ROBERTS TN TECH 39.80
4 TAMDRA LAWRENCE SR MURRAY ST. 40.33
5 CECILIA FRANCIS SO M.T.S.U. 41.40
Section 2 of 11
1 SABRINA RICHMAN SO AUSTIN PEAY 38.95
2 LISA WICKHAM TN TECH 40.72
3 MADISON  MUELLER SR MERCER 41.68 41.675
4 LAURYN DANCY SO MERCER 41.96
5 GRENETRIA  SHELL SO TN ST. 42.07 42.064
Section 3 of 11
1 REGAN CLAY SO VANDERBILT 40.59
2 PAYTON BARLOW SO BELMONT 40.97
3 TESSOLA DUNCAN SO MERCER 41.30
4 AUBREY MAIN SR MURRAY ST. 41.35
5 DAIJAH WHITE SR MURRAY ST. 41.68 41.677
KELSEA BUCHANAN FR TN ST. DNS
Section 4 of 11
1 KYRA WILDER FR AUSTIN PEAY 40.15
2 TAIYA SHELBY FR VANDERBILT 40.27
3 JAYSHA CARTER FR MURRAY ST. 41.70
4 KATRINA QUIGLEY JR BELMONT 42.32
5 REYNA MCFADDEN SO TN ST. 43.06
6 TEAUNA ANDERSON TN TECH 43.28
Section 5 of 11
1 JORDAN SMITH FR VANDERBILT 40.48
2 LAKEIA HILL SR TN ST. 41.39
3 JOCELYN PAYNE JR MURRAY ST. 42.33
4 JALYN BOWEN SO TN ST. 42.57
5 RACHEL HAGANS FR MURRAY ST. 43.30
AYANA EASON SO TN ST. DNS
Section 6 of 11
1 AMELIA THIESING JR AUSTIN PEAY 39.92
2 TIYANNA JOHNSON FR AUSTIN PEAY 42.51
3 ALYSE  NEAL FR TN ST. 43.92
4 ALICIA WILLIAMS SR MERCER 47.22
LENNEX WALKER SO AUSTIN PEAY DNS
DONTAVIA HOWARD SO MURRAY ST. DNS
Section 7 of 11
1 KAITLYN BLACK JR AUSTIN PEAY 43.80
2 TA'NESHYA ALLEN SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 44.36 44.352
3 TAYLER SMITH JR TN ST. 44.40
ALLANA JOHNSON SO AUSTIN PEAY DNS
VICTORIA NEVELS FR TN ST. DNS
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#36 Women's 300 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
BRANTARIUS MILLIKEN FR TN ST. DNS
Section 8 of 11
1 MIYA BENNETT UNATTACHED 43.07
2 AMANI BLAIR UNATTACHED 44.15
3 LIYAH NELSON SR UNATTACHED 44.44
4 INDIA SMITH UNATTACHED 44.52
5 TESHA BELTON SR UNATTACHED 45.38
JASMIN POINTER SO TN ST. DNS
Section 9 of 11
1 TYMEITHA TOLBERT JR AUSTIN PEAY 42.07 42.062
2 KAMILLE DUNBAR SO AUSTIN PEAY 44.36 44.351
3 AYANNA TOLBERT UNATTACHED 45.15
4 DIAMOND BATTLE JR AUSTIN PEAY 46.80
ANGELINA WILLIAMS UNATTACHED DQ lane
ARIAHNA BATTLE UNATTACHED DNS
Section 10 of 11
1 SELENA BARNETT FR CUMBERLANDS 44.46
2 MICHAELA SEBASTIAN SR CAMPBELLSVILLE 45.06
3 ALEXUS HUNT FR CAMPBELLSVILLE 45.58
4 LAUREN HUDSON FR KY WESLEYAN 48.08
5 CHANDLER ADAMS FR KY WESLEYAN 55.04
ANNESHA HARRIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS
Section 11 of 11
1 JUANNAE LEWIS SR W. KENTUCKY 39.64
2 HAILEY MARTIN UNAUNAT-CUMBERLAN 44.53
3 SARAH LONNEMAN FR SO INDIANA 45.79
4 SARAH HUNTER SO CUMBERLANDS 45.83
5 GRACIE SCHUMACHER FR BERRY 46.41
6 TEAIRRA PAYTON SR KY WESLEYAN 46.69
#20 Women's 800 Meters
W World Indoor 1:55.82 Jolanda Ceplak SLO 3/3/2002 Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 1:58.71 Nicole Teter Nike Farm Team 3/2/2002 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 2:00.69 Jazmine Fray Texas A&M 2/11/2017 Clemson, SC
F Facility 2:02.62 Jazmine Fray TX A&M 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 2:04.24 Courtney Clayton 2017
3:20 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 ABIKE EGBENIYI SR M.T.S.U. 2:07.74
2 PATIENCE AKANWOGBA JR M.T.S.U. 2:14.12
3 SHANIEKE WATSON SR ARK-L.R. 2:15.38
4 JACKIE MEYER SR UNATTACHED 2:21.16
5 REBEKAH WYNN SO TN ST. 2:25.73
6 SHANNON RILEY FR MURRAY ST. 2:30.40
7 EMILY O'CONNOR SO CUMBERLANDS 2:32.03
8 TORI JOHNSON SO BERRY 2:35.05
9 VIVIAN CHESIRE FR TN TECH 2:40.45
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#20 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
3:20 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
KATHERINE HECKMAN JR UNATTACHED DNS
DAIJAH WHITE SR MURRAY ST. DNS
#40 Women's 600 Meters
3:35 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 JEN EDOBI UNATTACHED 1:31.92 3(1)
2 HILARY MCADAM JR MURRAY ST. 1:34.19 3(2)
3 QUANISHA MARSHALL FR M.T.S.U. 1:38.57 1(1)
4 JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR MURRAY ST. 1:40.51 2(1)
5 SARAH WELCH FR BRYAN 1:41.61 2(2)
6 SYDNEY GOFF SR KY WESLEYAN 1:42.20 2(3)
7 MADISON  MUELLER SR MERCER 1:44.21 3(3)
8 MYRANDA HAM SR MERCER 1:44.46 2(4)
9 SARAH LONNEMAN FR SO INDIANA 1:46.64 2(5)
10 LESLIE BURNS SR KY WESLEYAN 1:48.67 2(6)
11 AUDREY GRIFFIN FR W. KENTUCKY 1:48.92 1(2)
12 MALLORY UNVERFEHRT SO MURRAY ST. 1:48.96 1(3)
13 AKEIA JOYNER SR ARK-L.R. 1:52.92 3(4)
14 EDEN SALYERS UNATTACHED 1:53.60 1(4)
15 ANAIA SINGLETON FR KY WESLEYAN 2:07.80 1(5)
ALICIA WILLIAMS SR MERCER DNS 1
SIERRA MERCER SO CUMBERLANDS DNS 1
SYDNEY CAMPBELL SO MERCER DNS 2
D'AIRRIEN JACKSON SR TN TECH DNS 3
MEGAN MCMANNON SO CUMBERLANDS DNS 3
KENNEDI WESTON SHIELDS FR MERCER DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 3
1 QUANISHA MARSHALL FR M.T.S.U. 1:38.57
2 AUDREY GRIFFIN FR W. KENTUCKY 1:48.92
3 MALLORY UNVERFEHRT SO MURRAY ST. 1:48.96
4 EDEN SALYERS UNATTACHED 1:53.60
5 ANAIA SINGLETON FR KY WESLEYAN 2:07.80
ALICIA WILLIAMS SR MERCER DNS
SIERRA MERCER SO CUMBERLANDS DNS
Section 2 of 3
1 JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR MURRAY ST. 1:40.51
2 SARAH WELCH FR BRYAN 1:41.61
3 SYDNEY GOFF SR KY WESLEYAN 1:42.20
4 MYRANDA HAM SR MERCER 1:44.46
5 SARAH LONNEMAN FR SO INDIANA 1:46.64
6 LESLIE BURNS SR KY WESLEYAN 1:48.67
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#40 Women's 600 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
SYDNEY CAMPBELL SO MERCER DNS
Section 3 of 3
1 JEN EDOBI UNATTACHED 1:31.92
2 HILARY MCADAM JR MURRAY ST. 1:34.19
3 MADISON  MUELLER SR MERCER 1:44.21
4 AKEIA JOYNER SR ARK-L.R. 1:52.92
D'AIRRIEN JACKSON SR TN TECH DNS
MEGAN MCMANNON SO CUMBERLANDS DNS
KENNEDI WESTON SHIELDS FR MERCER DNS
#9 Women's 1 Mile Run
W World Indoor 4:13.31 Genzebe Dibaba ETH 2/17/2016 Stockholm, SWE
A American Indoor 4:20.0h Mary Slaney Athletics West 2/19/1982 San Diego, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 4:25.91 Jenny Barringer Colorado 2/28/2009 College Station,
F Facility 4:34.01 Rachel Pocratsky Virginia Tech 2/10/2018
V Vanderbilt 4:39.96 Sara Barron 2/12/2016
2:35 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 EUSILA CHEPKEMEI JR M.T.S.U. 4:55.54
2 QUINCY MCSWEENEY SR MCKENDREE 4:57.50
3 REAGAN BUSTAMANTE JR VANDERBILT 5:00.18
4 SHANIEKE WATSON SR ARK-L.R. 5:04.67
5 SHARON CHEPKEMBOI FR TN TECH 5:28.25
6 LAUREN MOFFETT JR VANDERBILT 5:30.69
7 KATHERINE HECKMAN JR UNATTACHED 5:40.00
8 KIMBERLEY BONI JR ARK-L.R. 5:42.73
9 MARYBETH ROWLAND JR BERRY 5:57.21
10 AAIRIONA RANSOM SO W. KENTUCKY 5:57.26
11 EDEN SALYERS UNATTACHED 6:05.78
12 EMMA COLLEY FR TREV NAZ 6:07.90
13 ANGELIQUE LAIZURE FR KY WESLEYAN 6:43.43
ELIZABETH KIBLINGER UNATTACHED DNF
EMILY FLAHERTY UNATTACHED DNS
REBEKAH WYNN SO TN ST. DNS
REBECCA COOK SO W. KENTUCKY DNS
BECCA SCHULTE SO VANDERBILT DNS
#29 Women's 3000 Meters
W World Indoor 8:23.72 Meseret Defar ETH 2/3/2007 Stuttgart,
A American Indoor 8:33.25 Shalane Flanagan Nike 1/27/2007 Boston, MA
C Collegiate Indoor 8:41.60 Karissa Schweizer Missouri 2/3/2018 New York, NY
F Facility 8:57.78 Lauren Paquette Breakaway RT 2/12/2016
V Vanderbilt 9:21.05 Liz Anderson 2014
4:45 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 JOICE JEBOR SO M.T.S.U. 10:16.03 2(1)
2 JANET KWAMBAI FR TN TECH 10:19.13 2(2)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 42
#29 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
4:45 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
3 JULIA JELAGAT JR M.T.S.U. 10:22.86 2(3)
4 MEREDITH HERMAN JR BERRY 10:30.10 2(4)
5 HUNTER PAUL JR ARK-L.R. 10:31.40 2(5)
6 VIANNEY SANCHEZ SO ARK-L.R. 10:32.76 2(6)
7 REBEKAH PRIDDY SR UNATTACHED 10:40.00 2(7)
8 ABBY CARROLL JR BERRY 10:40.76 2(8)
9 EMILY FLAHERTY UNATTACHED 10:43.46 2(9)
10 PEYTON  ALI SR MCKENDREE 10:51.55 2(10)
11 HANNAH MANNING SO ARK-L.R. 11:07.01 2(11)
12 ALYSSA FOWLER JR BERRY 11:11.42 2(12)
13 HALEY WEBB SO W. KENTUCKY 11:21.99 1(1)
14 LAUREN MCHAN SO CUMBERLANDS 11:22.03 2(13)
15 EVELYN MOORE JR CUMBERLANDS 11:25.18 2(14)
16 RACHEAL KOSGEI SO M.T.S.U. 11:27.46 2(15)
17 SAVANNAH HECKMAN FR W. KENTUCKY 11:32.88 1(2)
18 ALEXA BILSKY SR BERRY 11:35.95 1(3)
19 BETHANY TERPIN SR BERRY 11:36.05 2(16)
20 MORGAN KANNAPEL SO W. KENTUCKY 11:39.65 1(4)
21 LILLIAN HAMMAN SO BERRY 11:39.95 1(5)
22 CHARIS MORGAN FR BERRY 11:45.16 1(6)
23 ELISE BARRON SR BERRY 11:47.92 1(7)
24 ALENA SCHUSS FR CUMBERLANDS 11:55.72 1(8)
25 JULIA TRAVIS SO BERRY 12:10.33 1(9)
26 ASHLEE GOLDEN FR BERRY 12:13.60 1(10)
27 LAUREN ROBY FR W. KENTUCKY 12:44.00 1(11)
28 EMILY DRISCOLL FR BERRY 13:06.44 1(12)
29 EDEN SALYERS UNATTACHED 13:08.34 1(13)
30 LEANNA RITCHIE FR BERRY 13:21.00 1(14)
ASHLEIGH MEEKER FR BERRY DNS 1
ELLEN LAHATTE SR BERRY DNS 1
MAKENZIE JOHNSON FR BERRY DNS 1
ABBY  LUCE FR W. KENTUCKY DNS 1
MIKEY MAYES FR BERRY DNS 1
RACHEL KIGEN SR M.T.S.U. DNS 2
ELIZABETH KIBLINGER UNATTACHED DNS 2
EUSILA CHEPKEMEI JR M.T.S.U. DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 HALEY WEBB SO W. KENTUCKY 11:21.99
2 SAVANNAH HECKMAN FR W. KENTUCKY 11:32.88
3 ALEXA BILSKY SR BERRY 11:35.95
4 MORGAN KANNAPEL SO W. KENTUCKY 11:39.65
5 LILLIAN HAMMAN SO BERRY 11:39.95
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#29 Women's 3000 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 CHARIS MORGAN FR BERRY 11:45.16
7 ELISE BARRON SR BERRY 11:47.92
8 ALENA SCHUSS FR CUMBERLANDS 11:55.72
9 JULIA TRAVIS SO BERRY 12:10.33
10 ASHLEE GOLDEN FR BERRY 12:13.60
11 LAUREN ROBY FR W. KENTUCKY 12:44.00
12 EMILY DRISCOLL FR BERRY 13:06.44
13 EDEN SALYERS UNATTACHED 13:08.34
14 LEANNA RITCHIE FR BERRY 13:21.00
ASHLEIGH MEEKER FR BERRY DNS
ELLEN LAHATTE SR BERRY DNS
MAKENZIE JOHNSON FR BERRY DNS
ABBY  LUCE FR W. KENTUCKY DNS
MIKEY MAYES FR BERRY DNS
Section 2 of 2
1 JOICE JEBOR SO M.T.S.U. 10:16.03
2 JANET KWAMBAI FR TN TECH 10:19.13
3 JULIA JELAGAT JR M.T.S.U. 10:22.86
4 MEREDITH HERMAN JR BERRY 10:30.10
5 HUNTER PAUL JR ARK-L.R. 10:31.40
6 VIANNEY SANCHEZ SO ARK-L.R. 10:32.76
7 REBEKAH PRIDDY SR UNATTACHED 10:40.00
8 ABBY CARROLL JR BERRY 10:40.76
9 EMILY FLAHERTY UNATTACHED 10:43.46
10 PEYTON  ALI SR MCKENDREE 10:51.55
11 HANNAH MANNING SO ARK-L.R. 11:07.01
12 ALYSSA FOWLER JR BERRY 11:11.42
13 LAUREN MCHAN SO CUMBERLANDS 11:22.03
14 EVELYN MOORE JR CUMBERLANDS 11:25.18
15 RACHEAL KOSGEI SO M.T.S.U. 11:27.46
16 BETHANY TERPIN SR BERRY 11:36.05
RACHEL KIGEN SR M.T.S.U. DNS
ELIZABETH KIBLINGER UNATTACHED DNS
EUSILA CHEPKEMEI JR M.T.S.U. DNS
#3 Women's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.68 Susanna Kallur SWE 2/10/2008 Karlsruhe, GER
A American Indoor 7.70 Sharika Nelvis adidas 2/18/2018 Albuquerque, NM
A American Indoor 7.70 Keni Harrison adidas 3/3/2018 Brimingham, ENG
C Collegiate Indoor 7.78 Brianna Rollins Clemson 1/12/2013 Clemson, SC
F Facility 7.99 Sharika Nelvis adidas 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 8.37 Amanda Mullins Hall 2004
1:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 JABREUNA BRIMLETT SR MURRAY ST. 8.42 5(1)
2 GRENETRIA  SHELL SO TN ST. 8.87 4(1)
3 KYLA JIMMAR JR TN ST. 8.93 5(2)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 44
#3 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
1:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
4 JESSIKHA RIBEIRO SO MURRAY ST. 9.02 5(3)
5 KAITLYN BLACK JR AUSTIN PEAY 9.09 4(2)
6 DONTAVIA HOWARD SO MURRAY ST. 9.16 2(1)
7 AISHA SOUTHERN FR MEMPHIS 9.19 9.183 4(3)
8 KAMILLE DUNBAR SO AUSTIN PEAY 9.19 9.186 3(1)
9 AUBREY MAIN SR MURRAY ST. 9.27 2(2)
10 AZLYNN SHERROD-BUTLER FR MCKENDREE 9.29 4(4)
11 JAYSHA CARTER FR MURRAY ST. 9.34 3(2)
12 ALAYNA STALTER FR MURRAY ST. 9.38 4(5)
13 ESHE' ROBINSON TN TECH 9.40 4(6)
14 CAROLINE PRUITT SO BELMONT 9.48 3(3)
15 DENIA HILL-TATE SO AUSTIN PEAY 9.50 5(4)
16 NIGERIA STARKS FR TN ST. 9.51 5(5)
17 ALEXIA DEHAVEN-BOYD LINDSEY WILSON 9.54 2(3)
18 SARAH HUNTER SO CUMBERLANDS 9.56 4(7)
19 TA'NESHYA ALLEN SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 9.59 2(4)
20 KACIE SCOTT SO MEMPHIS 9.63 3(4)
21 JASMIN POINTER SO TN ST. 9.71 1(1)
22 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDREE 9.75 2(5)
23 HADIYA WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 9.79 3(5)
24 TAYLER SMITH JR TN ST. 9.92 2(6)
25 AUDREY GRIFFIN FR W. KENTUCKY 9.93 1(2)
26 JOCELYN PAYNE JR MURRAY ST. 10.02 1(3)
27 ERYKAH SANDERS FR ARK-L.R. 10.14 1(4)
28 OREATHA HURT LINDSEY WILSON 10.16 2(7)
29 HAILEY MARTIN UNAUNAT-CUMBERLAN 10.18 1(5)
30 MAKAYLA SMITH FR ARK-L.R. 10.45 1(6)
31 SYDNEY BURDGE SR TREV NAZ 10.83 1(7)
32 CORA STEVENS FR CUMBERLANDS 11.94 1(8)
33 ANTOINETTA AVANT SO MURRAY ST. 14.09 5(6)
ANNESHA HARRIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS 3
JESSICA HINES SO KY WESLEYAN DNS 3
LENNEX WALKER SO AUSTIN PEAY DNS 5
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
1 JASMIN POINTER SO TN ST. 9.71
2 AUDREY GRIFFIN FR W. KENTUCKY 9.93
3 JOCELYN PAYNE JR MURRAY ST. 10.02
4 ERYKAH SANDERS FR ARK-L.R. 10.14
5 HAILEY MARTIN UNAUNAT-CUMBERLAN 10.18
6 MAKAYLA SMITH FR ARK-L.R. 10.45
7 SYDNEY BURDGE SR TREV NAZ 10.83
8 CORA STEVENS FR CUMBERLANDS 11.94
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 45
#3 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 2 of 5
1 DONTAVIA HOWARD SO MURRAY ST. 9.16
2 AUBREY MAIN SR MURRAY ST. 9.27
3 ALEXIA DEHAVEN-BOYD LINDSEY WILSON 9.54
4 TA'NESHYA ALLEN SO CAMPBELLSVILLE 9.59
5 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDREE 9.75
6 TAYLER SMITH JR TN ST. 9.92
7 OREATHA HURT LINDSEY WILSON 10.16
Section 3 of 5
1 KAMILLE DUNBAR SO AUSTIN PEAY 9.19 9.186
2 JAYSHA CARTER FR MURRAY ST. 9.34
3 CAROLINE PRUITT SO BELMONT 9.48
4 KACIE SCOTT SO MEMPHIS 9.63
5 HADIYA WILLIAMS SO TN ST. 9.79
ANNESHA HARRIS LINDSEY WILSON DNS
JESSICA HINES SO KY WESLEYAN DNS
Section 4 of 5
1 GRENETRIA  SHELL SO TN ST. 8.87
2 KAITLYN BLACK JR AUSTIN PEAY 9.09
3 AISHA SOUTHERN FR MEMPHIS 9.19 9.183
4 AZLYNN SHERROD-BUTLER FR MCKENDREE 9.29
5 ALAYNA STALTER FR MURRAY ST. 9.38
6 ESHE' ROBINSON TN TECH 9.40
7 SARAH HUNTER SO CUMBERLANDS 9.56
Section 5 of 5
1 JABREUNA BRIMLETT SR MURRAY ST. 8.42
2 KYLA JIMMAR JR TN ST. 8.93
3 JESSIKHA RIBEIRO SO MURRAY ST. 9.02
4 DENIA HILL-TATE SO AUSTIN PEAY 9.50
5 NIGERIA STARKS FR TN ST. 9.51
6 ANTOINETTA AVANT SO MURRAY ST. 14.09
LENNEX WALKER SO AUSTIN PEAY DNS
#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:23.37  Gushchina, Kotlyarova, Zaytseva, RUS 1/28/2006 Glasgow,
A American Indoor 3:23.85 Hayes, Moline, Wimbley, Okolo U.S.A. 3/4/2018 Birmingham, ENG
C Collegiate Indoor 3:27.03 Pettigrew, Iuel, Hill, Ellis So. California 3/11/2017 College Station,
F Facility 3:31.50 Kymber Payne, Jada Martin, Rachel L.S.U. 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 3:36.73 McIntosh, Helberg, Baskin, Talbert 1998
5:30 PM:
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:49.86 5(1)
1) MIRLEGE CASTOR SO 2) EDIDIONG ODIONG SO
3) JOYCELYN ASSAFUAH SR 4) ABIKE EGBENIYI SR
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#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
5:30 PM:
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
2 MURRAY ST. (A) 3:52.67 5(2)
1) D'MYIA THORNTON JR 2) NORMA ABDUR-RAFIA JR
3) HILARY MCADAM JR 4) TAMDRA LAWRENCE SR
3 MEMPHIS (A) 3:53.36 4(1)
1) SAVANNA OWENS FR 2) PARIS PERKINS SO
3) TANALAYA GORDON FR 4) CELINE RONE SR
4 M.T.S.U. (B) 3:55.63 3(1)
1) AKERA BENTON FR 2) IDA MENSAH JR
3) QUANISHA MARSHALL FR 4) PATIENCE AKANWOGBA JR
5 ARK-L.R. (A) 3:57.60 5(3)
1) HELENSIA GREEN SO 2) KA'NEISHA JACKSON SO
3) JESSICA GRAY SR 4) AKEIA JOYNER SR
6 TN ST. (A) 3:58.12 4(2)
1) MIKAYLA BANKS SR 2) RE'ANNA BLAIR SO
3) GRENETRIA  SHELL SO 4) ZION WHITE SO
7 AUSTIN PEAY (A) 3:58.13 3(2)
1) SABRINA RICHMAN SO 2) AMELIA THIESING JR
3) KYRA WILDER FR 4) ALLANA JOHNSON SO
8 TN TECH (A) 3:58.50 5(4)
1) D'AIRRIEN JACKSON SR 2) CIERA TATE
3) ANYA AKILI FR 4) KHEMANI  ROBERTS
9 MURRAY ST. (B) 3:59.10 2(1)
1) JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR 2) JAYSHA CARTER FR
3) DAIJAH WHITE SR 4) AUBREY MAIN SR
10 TN ST. (B) 4:05.47 3(3)
1) AMBER MCCROSKEY SR 2) KYLA JIMMAR JR
3) DESTINY PENNINGTON SO 4) JALYN BOWEN SO
11 AUSTIN PEAY (B) 4:07.54 2(2)
1) LENNEX WALKER SO 2) JESSICA KELLEY FR
3) CAMARYN MCCLELLAND FR 4) KAITLYN BLACK JR
12 TN ST. (C) 4:09.20 2(3)
1) NIGERIA STARKS FR 2) ALYSE  NEAL FR
3) ELAINA VERGES SO 4) REYNA MCFADDEN SO
13 MURRAY ST. (C) 4:09.24 2(4)
1) JOCELYN PAYNE JR 2) AUBREY MAIN SR
3) RACHEL HAGANS FR 4) JESSIKHA RIBEIRO SO
14 W. KENTUCKY (A) 4:10.83 4(3)
1) JUANNAE LEWIS SR 2) ANNASTACIA FORRESTER JR
3) AUDREY GRIFFIN FR 4) EREFA EWO FR
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#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
5:30 PM:
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
15 ARK-L.R. (B) 4:16.02 3(4)
1) CHRISTINA NICKERSON SR 2) AKEIA JOYNER SR
3) ERYKAH SANDERS FR 4) SIERRA TOWLERS FR
16 W. KENTUCKY (B) 4:18.99 2(5)
1) REBECCA COOK SO 2) AAIRIONA RANSOM SO
3) MYESHA NOTT FR 4) BRIANNA ESKRIDGE JR
17 MEMPHIS (B) 4:21.54 4(4)
1) JAMAYA FLEMING FR 2) AISHA SOUTHERN FR
3) SUNNI SELLARS SO 4) LOUSHANYA NEMOUR SR
VANDERBILT (A) DNF 4
1) JORDAN SMITH FR 2) BECCA SCHULTE SO
3) REGAN CLAY SO 4) TAIYA SHELBY FR
CUMBERLANDS (A) DNS 3
1) DYMANIQUE THOMPSON SO 2) SELENA BARNETT FR
3) SIERRA MERCER SO 4) MEGAN MCMANNON SO
KY WESLEYAN (B) DNS 2
1) ALEISA HARDIN JR 2) TEAIRRA PAYTON SR
3) ANAIA SINGLETON FR 4) JESSICA HINES SO
LINDSEY WILSON (B) NT 1
1) ANNESHA HARRIS 2) CARLEY  JOHNSON FR
3) OREATHA HURT 4) AIYANNA  DRAKE FR
MURRAY ST. (D) NT 1
1) ALAYNA STALTER FR 2) ANTOINETTA AVANT SO
3) JABREUNA BRIMLETT SR 4) MALLORY UNVERFEHRT SO
TN ST. (D) NT 1
1) AYANA EASON SO 2) NICQUAYLEEONNTEA MOORE SO
3) GABRIELLE YOUNGINER SR 4) LAKEIA HILL SR
LINDSEY WILSON (A) NT 1
1) ALEXIA DEHAVEN-BOYD 2) MARIE NINAMOU
3) SAFIA BRIGHT 4) ANNESHA HARRIS
KY WESLEYAN (A) NT 1
1) ANEYA HARDIN SR 2) LESLIE BURNS SR
3) LAUREN HUDSON FR 4) SYDNEY GOFF SR
TN TECH (B) NT 1
1) TEAUNA ANDERSON 2) RAVEN SMITH
3) ESHE' ROBINSON 4) LISA WICKHAM
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 5
LINDSEY WILSON (A) NT
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#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
1) ALEXIA DEHAVEN-BOYD 2) MARIE NINAMOU
3) SAFIA BRIGHT 4) ANNESHA HARRIS
TN ST. (D) NT
1) AYANA EASON SO 2) NICQUAYLEEONNTEA MOORE SO
3) GABRIELLE YOUNGINER SR 4) LAKEIA HILL SR
LINDSEY WILSON (B) NT
1) ANNESHA HARRIS 2) CARLEY  JOHNSON FR
3) OREATHA HURT 4) AIYANNA  DRAKE FR
KY WESLEYAN (A) NT
1) ANEYA HARDIN SR 2) LESLIE BURNS SR
3) LAUREN HUDSON FR 4) SYDNEY GOFF SR
TN TECH (B) NT
1) TEAUNA ANDERSON 2) RAVEN SMITH
3) ESHE' ROBINSON 4) LISA WICKHAM
Section 2 of 5
1 MURRAY ST. (B) 3:59.10
1) JAKAYLA MCSWAIN FR 2) JAYSHA CARTER FR
3) DAIJAH WHITE SR 4) AUBREY MAIN SR
2 AUSTIN PEAY (B) 4:07.54
1) LENNEX WALKER SO 2) JESSICA KELLEY FR
3) CAMARYN MCCLELLAND FR 4) KAITLYN BLACK JR
3 TN ST. (C) 4:09.20
1) NIGERIA STARKS FR 2) ALYSE  NEAL FR
3) ELAINA VERGES SO 4) REYNA MCFADDEN SO
4 MURRAY ST. (C) 4:09.24
1) JOCELYN PAYNE JR 2) AUBREY MAIN SR
3) RACHEL HAGANS FR 4) JESSIKHA RIBEIRO SO
5 W. KENTUCKY (B) 4:18.99
1) REBECCA COOK SO 2) AAIRIONA RANSOM SO
3) MYESHA NOTT FR 4) BRIANNA ESKRIDGE JR
KY WESLEYAN (B) DNS
1) ALEISA HARDIN JR 2) TEAIRRA PAYTON SR
3) ANAIA SINGLETON FR 4) JESSICA HINES SO
Section 3 of 5
1 M.T.S.U. (B) 3:55.63
1) AKERA BENTON FR 2) IDA MENSAH JR
3) QUANISHA MARSHALL FR 4) PATIENCE AKANWOGBA JR
2 AUSTIN PEAY (A) 3:58.13
1) SABRINA RICHMAN SO 2) AMELIA THIESING JR
3) KYRA WILDER FR 4) ALLANA JOHNSON SO
3 TN ST. (B) 4:05.47
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#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
1) AMBER MCCROSKEY SR 2) KYLA JIMMAR JR
3) DESTINY PENNINGTON SO 4) JALYN BOWEN SO
CUMBERLANDS (A) DNS
1) DYMANIQUE THOMPSON SO 2) SELENA BARNETT FR
3) SIERRA MERCER SO 4) MEGAN MCMANNON SO
Section 4 of 5
1 MEMPHIS (A) 3:53.36
1) SAVANNA OWENS FR 2) PARIS PERKINS SO
3) TANALAYA GORDON FR 4) CELINE RONE SR
2 TN ST. (A) 3:58.12
1) MIKAYLA BANKS SR 2) RE'ANNA BLAIR SO
3) GRENETRIA  SHELL SO 4) ZION WHITE SO
3 W. KENTUCKY (A) 4:10.83
1) JUANNAE LEWIS SR 2) ANNASTACIA FORRESTER JR
3) AUDREY GRIFFIN FR 4) EREFA EWO FR
4 MEMPHIS (B) 4:21.54
1) JAMAYA FLEMING FR 2) AISHA SOUTHERN FR
3) SUNNI SELLARS SO 4) LOUSHANYA NEMOUR SR
VANDERBILT (A) DNF
1) JORDAN SMITH FR 2) BECCA SCHULTE SO
3) REGAN CLAY SO 4) TAIYA SHELBY FR
Section 5 of 5
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:49.86
1) MIRLEGE CASTOR SO 2) EDIDIONG ODIONG SO
3) JOYCELYN ASSAFUAH SR 4) ABIKE EGBENIYI SR
2 MURRAY ST. (A) 3:52.67
1) D'MYIA THORNTON JR 2) NORMA ABDUR-RAFIA JR
3) HILARY MCADAM JR 4) TAMDRA LAWRENCE SR
3 ARK-L.R. (A) 3:57.60
1) HELENSIA GREEN SO 2) KA'NEISHA JACKSON SO
3) JESSICA GRAY SR 4) AKEIA JOYNER SR
4 TN TECH (A) 3:58.50
1) D'AIRRIEN JACKSON SR 2) CIERA TATE
3) ANYA AKILI FR 4) KHEMANI  ROBERTS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 50
#1 Women's High Jump
W World Indoor 2.08m Kajsa Bergqvist SWE 2/4/2006 Arnstadt,
A American Indoor 2.02m Chaunté Lowe Nike 2/26/2012 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Destinee Hooker Texas 3/19/2009 College Station,
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Akela Jones Kansas State 3/11/2016 Birmingham, AL
F Facility 1.87m Saniel Atkinson Unattached 1/23/2014
F Facility 1.87m Madeline Fagan Georgia 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 1.83m Josie Hahn 2004
V Vanderbilt 1.83m Brionne Williams 2013
10:00 AM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78
1 SAIDA BURNS-MOORE SR MEMPHIS 1.73m 5' 8" PPP PPP O XO O XXX
2 ANNASTACIA FORRESTER JR W. KENTUC 1.68m 5' 6" O PPP O O XXX
3 JESSIKHA RIBEIRO SO MURRAY ST. 1.68m 5' 6" O XXO XO O XXX
4 ASHLYN OREN FR MURRAY ST. 1.68m 5' 6" O O XO XO XXX
5 JALYN BOWEN SO TN ST. 1.68m 5' 6" O O O XXO XXX
6 DENIA HILL-TATE SO AUSTIN PEA 1.63m 5' 41 /4 O O O XXX
6 AUBREY MAIN SR MURRAY ST. 1.63m 5' 41 /4 O O O XXX
8 ROSIE CICMANEC FR MEMPHIS 1.63m 5' 41 /4 XO O O XXX
9 BRIANNA ESKRIDGE JR W. KENTUC 1.58m 5' 21 /4 XO O XXX
10 KASANDRA SANDERS SO UNATTACHE 1.58m 5' 21 /4 XO XO XXX
11 NIA GIBBS SR AUSTIN PEA 1.58m 5' 21 /4 O XXO XXX
KAYLEEE BARTEE FR AUSTIN PEA DNS
#18 Women's Pole Vault
W World Indoor 5.03m Jenn Shur USA 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY,
A American Indoor 5.03m Jenn Suhr adidas 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 4.75m Demi Payne Stephen F. Austin 1/24/2015 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 4.57m Alexis Weeks Arkansas 2/24/2017
F Facility 4.57m Victoria Weeks Arkansas 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 4.25m Sarah Bell 2017
2:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 3.55 3.70 3.85 3.95 4.05 4.15 4.25 4.30 4.35 4.40
ALINA MCDONALD KMR ATHLE V 4.30m 14' 11 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O O O O PPP XXX
KRISTEN DENK JR VANDERBIL 4.25m 13' 111 /4 PPP PPP PPP O O O XXO XXX
SAVANNAH AMATO SR AUSTIN PEA 3.95m 12' 111 /2 PPP O O XO XXX
MARGARET OLLINGER JR VANDERBIL 3.95m 12' 111 /2 PPP O XO XXO XXX
DASCHA HIX SR AUSTIN PEA 3.85m 12' 71 /2 O O XO XXX
EMILY HEIL SR MURRAY ST. 3.55m 11' 73 /4 XO XXX
MORGAN BRADLEY SO AUSTIN PEA 3.55m 11' 73 /4 O XXX
ALEXANDRIA SWINDLE SR UNATTACHE 3.55m 11' 73 /4 XO XXX
GETTER LEMBERG SR W. KENTUC 3.55m 11' 73 /4 O XXX
NICOLE  OGOREK SO W. KENTUC 3.40m 11' 13 /4 XXX
BROOKE MISUKONIS FR MURRAY ST. 3.40m 11' 13 /4 XXX
ALEXIS  PAINE UNATTACHE NH PPP PPP XXX
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 3.40
DASCHA HIX SR AUSTIN PEA (cont'd) O
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 51
#18 Women's Pole Vault (cont'd)
EMILY HEIL SR MURRAY ST. (cont'd) O
MORGAN BRADLEY SO AUSTIN PEA (cont'd) O
ALEXANDRIA SWINDLE SR UNATTACHE (cont'd) XO
GETTER LEMBERG SR W. KENTUC (cont'd) O
NICOLE  OGOREK SO W. KENTUC 3.40m 11' 13 /4 XXO
BROOKE MISUKONIS FR MURRAY ST. 3.40m 11' 13 /4 XO
MAEVE CAREI FR BELMONT NH XXX
RAEGAN GRANVILLE SO CUMBERLA NH XXX
GABRIELLE KENNEDY FR MURRAY ST. NH XXX
ALEXIS THACKER SO W. KENTUC NH XXX
TYRA FINKELDEY FR BELMONT NH XXX
JESSICA KINDER FR MURRAY ST. NH XXX
SHANNON RILEY FR MURRAY ST. NH XXX
ALLIE HUGHES JR MEMPHIS NH XXX
#16 Women's Long Jump
W World Indoor 7.37m Heike Drechsler GDR 2/13/1988 Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 7.23m Brittney Reese Nike 3/11/2012 Istanbul, TUR
C Collegiate Indoor 6.91m Goulbourne/ Gipson Auburn/ T.C.U. 2/23/2002 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 6.82m Sha'Keela Saunders Kentucky 2/24/2017
V Vanderbilt 5.99m Ryan Tolbert 1996
10:00 AM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 GRENETRIA  SHELL SO TN ST. 5.93m 19' 51 /2 5.51 (+0.0) 5.83 (+0.0) 5.93 (+0.0) FOUL 3(1)
2 TANALAYA GORDON FR MEMPHIS 5.89m 19' 4" 5.89 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 3(2)
3 AKERA BENTON FR M.T.S.U. 5.85m 19' 21 /2 5.40 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0) 5.85 (+0.0) 5.81 (+0.0) 3(3)
4 ANNASTACIA FORRESTER JR W. KENTUC 5.83m 19' 11 /2 5.78 (+0.0) 5.58 (+0.0) 5.65 (+0.0) 5.83 (+0.0) 1(1)
5 JABREUNA BRIMLETT SR MURRAY ST. 5.75m 18' 101 /2 5.65 (+0.0) FOUL 5.47 (+0.0) 5.75 (+0.0) 3(4)
6 RAVEN SMITH TN TECH 5.62m 18' 51 /4 5.62 (+0.0) 5.52 (+0.0) 5.49 (+0.0) PASS 2(1)
7 JALYN BOWEN SO TN ST. 5.53m 18' 13 /4 5.21 (+0.0) 5.50 (+0.0) 5.53 (+0.0) 5.38 (+0.0) 2(2)
8 ASHLYN OREN FR MURRAY ST. 5.53m 18' 13 /4 FOUL 5.53 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.27 (+0.0) 3(5)
9 BRIANNA ESKRIDGE JR W. KENTUC 5.51m 18' 1" 5.51 (+0.0) 5.22 (+0.0) 5.50 (+0.0) FOUL 3(6)
10 TSITSI MAHACHI SO MCKENDRE 5.44m 17' 101 /4 5.29 (+0.0) 5.36 (+0.0) 5.44 (+0.0) 5.38 (+0.0) 2(3)
11 ALISON WOERNER SO MURRAY ST. 5.44m 17' 101 /4 5.29 (+0.0) 5.44 (+0.0) 5.34 (+0.0) 5.38 (+0.0) 2(3)
12 GABRIELLE YOUNGINER SR TN ST. 5.40m 17' 83 /4 5.37 (+0.0) 5.35 (+0.0) 5.40 (+0.0) 5.32 (+0.0) 3(7)
13 CHRISTIAN HILL FR MEMPHIS 5.39m 17' 81 /4 5.29 (+0.0) FOUL 5.39 (+0.0) FOUL 2(5)
14 OMOLAYO OMOSOLA SO M.T.S.U. 5.36m 17' 7" 4.86 (+0.0) 5.14 (+0.0) 5.36 (+0.0) 5.07 (+0.0) 3(8)
15 MYESHA NOTT FR W. KENTUC 5.30m 17' 43 /4 4.92 (+0.0) 5.18 (+0.0) 5.00 (+0.0) 5.30 (+0.0) 1(2)
16 ALYSE  NEAL FR TN ST. 5.27m 17' 31 /2 5.27 (+0.0) 4.67 (+0.0) 4.52 (+0.0) 4.75 (+0.0) 2(6)
17 ANGEL HORTON SO TN ST. 5.25m 17' 23 /4 5.25 (+0.0) 5.25 (+0.0) 5.23 (+0.0) 5.10 (+0.0) 3(9)
18 CAROLINE PRUITT SO BELMONT 5.21m 17' 11 /4 FOUL 5.21 (+0.0) 4.69 (+0.0) 4.86 (+0.0) 1(3)
19 MEG WILSON JR UNATTACHE 5.19m 17' 01 /2 FOUL FOUL 5.19 (+0.0) 4.01 (+0.0) 3(10)
20 NICOLE EDISON JR ARK-L.R. 5.15m 16' 103 /4 5.15 (+0.0) 4.85 (+0.0) 4.94 (+0.0) 4.92 (+0.0) 2(7)
21 MYA WATSON-BLAKE SO MCKENDRE 5.08m 16' 8" 4.80 (+0.0) 5.08 (+0.0) 4.94 (+0.0) 4.91 (+0.0) 2(8)
22 JORDAN  SHACKLEFORD JR MEMPHIS 5.08m 16' 8" FOUL FOUL FOUL 5.08 (+0.0) 2(8)
23 HALEY PAYTON FR CAMPBELLS 5.02m 16' 53 /4 5.02 (+0.0) FOUL 4.91 (+0.0) 4.88 (+0.0) 1(4)
24 KANIA TAYLOR FR MEMPHIS 4.99m 16' 41 /2 4.99 (+0.0) 4.98 (+0.0) 4.90 (+0.0) FOUL 2(10)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 52
#16 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
10:00 AM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
25 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDRE 4.86m 15' 111 /2 FOUL FOUL 4.77 (+0.0) 4.86 (+0.0) 2(11)
26 BRIA ALLEN FR ARK-L.R. 4.77m 15' 73 /4 4.74 (+0.0) 4.70 (+0.0) 4.63 (+0.0) 4.77 (+0.0) 1(5)
27 RALEN CAMPBELL SO SO INDIANA 4.75m 15' 7" 4.70 (+0.0) 4.71 (+0.0) 4.70 (+0.0) 4.75 (+0.0) 1(6)
28 NASCOTTISHA DRUMMOND TN TECH 4.71m 15' 51 /2 4.26 (+0.0) 4.71 (+0.0) FOUL 4.64 (+0.0) 2(12)
29 ANNA VOLLET FR MURRAY ST. 4.65m 15' 31 /4 FOUL 4.64 (+0.0) 4.65 (+0.0) 4.48 (+0.0) 2(13)
30 KELSEA BUCHANAN FR TN ST. 4.64m 15' 23 /4 4.64 (+0.0) FOUL 4.24 (+0.0) FOUL 3(11)
31 TATIANA WILLIAMS LINDSEY WI 4.63m 15' 21 /4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 4.63 (+0.0) 3(12)
32 ERYKAH SANDERS FR ARK-L.R. 4.52m 14' 10" 4.23 (+0.0) 4.27 (+0.0) 4.52 (+0.0) 4.43 (+0.0) 1(7)
33 ELERI GESLER FR MURRAY ST. 4.48m 14' 81 /2 4.48 (+0.0) 4.45 (+0.0) 4.42 (+0.0) 4.39 (+0.0) 1(8)
34 ADRIANA SNOW UNATTACHE 4.37m 14' 4" 4.17 (+0.0) 3.74 (+0.0) 4.37 (+0.0) 4.30 (+0.0) 1(9)
35 TARYNE KNOTT SR KY WESLEY 4.22m 13' 101 /4 FOUL FOUL 4.22 (+0.0) 3.98 (+0.0) 1(10)
JESSICA HINES SO KY WESLEY DNS 1
MAKAYLA SMITH FR ARK-L.R. DNS 1
SAMATHA SOWELL FR LINDSEY WI DNS 1
ANNESHA HARRIS LINDSEY WI DNS 3
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 ANNASTACIA FORRESTER JR W. KENTUC 5.83m 19' 11 /2 5.78 (+0.0) 5.58 (+0.0) 5.65 (+0.0) 5.83 (+0.0)
2 MYESHA NOTT FR W. KENTUC 5.30m 17' 43 /4 4.92 (+0.0) 5.18 (+0.0) 5.00 (+0.0) 5.30 (+0.0)
3 CAROLINE PRUITT SO BELMONT 5.21m 17' 11 /4 FOUL 5.21 (+0.0) 4.69 (+0.0) 4.86 (+0.0)
4 HALEY PAYTON FR CAMPBELLS 5.02m 16' 53 /4 5.02 (+0.0) FOUL 4.91 (+0.0) 4.88 (+0.0)
5 BRIA ALLEN FR ARK-L.R. 4.77m 15' 73 /4 4.74 (+0.0) 4.70 (+0.0) 4.63 (+0.0) 4.77 (+0.0)
6 RALEN CAMPBELL SO SO INDIANA 4.75m 15' 7" 4.70 (+0.0) 4.71 (+0.0) 4.70 (+0.0) 4.75 (+0.0)
7 ERYKAH SANDERS FR ARK-L.R. 4.52m 14' 10" 4.23 (+0.0) 4.27 (+0.0) 4.52 (+0.0) 4.43 (+0.0)
8 ELERI GESLER FR MURRAY ST. 4.48m 14' 81 /2 4.48 (+0.0) 4.45 (+0.0) 4.42 (+0.0) 4.39 (+0.0)
9 ADRIANA SNOW UNATTACHE 4.37m 14' 4" 4.17 (+0.0) 3.74 (+0.0) 4.37 (+0.0) 4.30 (+0.0)
10 TARYNE KNOTT SR KY WESLEY 4.22m 13' 101 /4 FOUL FOUL 4.22 (+0.0) 3.98 (+0.0)
JESSICA HINES SO KY WESLEY DNS
MAKAYLA SMITH FR ARK-L.R. DNS
SAMATHA SOWELL FR LINDSEY WI DNS
Flight 2 of 3
1 RAVEN SMITH TN TECH 5.62m 18' 51 /4 5.62 (+0.0) 5.52 (+0.0) 5.49 (+0.0) PASS
2 JALYN BOWEN SO TN ST. 5.53m 18' 13 /4 5.21 (+0.0) 5.50 (+0.0) 5.53 (+0.0) 5.38 (+0.0)
3 TSITSI MAHACHI SO MCKENDRE 5.44m 17' 101 /4 5.29 (+0.0) 5.36 (+0.0) 5.44 (+0.0) 5.38 (+0.0)
3 ALISON WOERNER SO MURRAY ST. 5.44m 17' 101 /4 5.29 (+0.0) 5.44 (+0.0) 5.34 (+0.0) 5.38 (+0.0)
5 CHRISTIAN HILL FR MEMPHIS 5.39m 17' 81 /4 5.29 (+0.0) FOUL 5.39 (+0.0) FOUL
6 ALYSE  NEAL FR TN ST. 5.27m 17' 31 /2 5.27 (+0.0) 4.67 (+0.0) 4.52 (+0.0) 4.75 (+0.0)
7 NICOLE EDISON JR ARK-L.R. 5.15m 16' 103 /4 5.15 (+0.0) 4.85 (+0.0) 4.94 (+0.0) 4.92 (+0.0)
8 MYA WATSON-BLAKE SO MCKENDRE 5.08m 16' 8" 4.80 (+0.0) 5.08 (+0.0) 4.94 (+0.0) 4.91 (+0.0)
8 JORDAN  SHACKLEFORD JR MEMPHIS 5.08m 16' 8" FOUL FOUL FOUL 5.08 (+0.0)
10 KANIA TAYLOR FR MEMPHIS 4.99m 16' 41 /2 4.99 (+0.0) 4.98 (+0.0) 4.90 (+0.0) FOUL
11 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDRE 4.86m 15' 111 /2 FOUL FOUL 4.77 (+0.0) 4.86 (+0.0)
12 NASCOTTISHA DRUMMOND TN TECH 4.71m 15' 51 /2 4.26 (+0.0) 4.71 (+0.0) FOUL 4.64 (+0.0)
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#16 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
13 ANNA VOLLET FR MURRAY ST. 4.65m 15' 31 /4 FOUL 4.64 (+0.0) 4.65 (+0.0) 4.48 (+0.0)
Flight 3 of 3
1 GRENETRIA  SHELL SO TN ST. 5.93m 19' 51 /2 5.51 (+0.0) 5.83 (+0.0) 5.93 (+0.0) FOUL
2 TANALAYA GORDON FR MEMPHIS 5.89m 19' 4" 5.89 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL
3 AKERA BENTON FR M.T.S.U. 5.85m 19' 21 /2 5.40 (+0.0) 5.68 (+0.0) 5.85 (+0.0) 5.81 (+0.0)
4 JABREUNA BRIMLETT SR MURRAY ST. 5.75m 18' 101 /2 5.65 (+0.0) FOUL 5.47 (+0.0) 5.75 (+0.0)
5 ASHLYN OREN FR MURRAY ST. 5.53m 18' 13 /4 FOUL 5.53 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.27 (+0.0)
6 BRIANNA ESKRIDGE JR W. KENTUC 5.51m 18' 1" 5.51 (+0.0) 5.22 (+0.0) 5.50 (+0.0) FOUL
7 GABRIELLE YOUNGINER SR TN ST. 5.40m 17' 83 /4 5.37 (+0.0) 5.35 (+0.0) 5.40 (+0.0) 5.32 (+0.0)
8 OMOLAYO OMOSOLA SO M.T.S.U. 5.36m 17' 7" 4.86 (+0.0) 5.14 (+0.0) 5.36 (+0.0) 5.07 (+0.0)
9 ANGEL HORTON SO TN ST. 5.25m 17' 23 /4 5.25 (+0.0) 5.25 (+0.0) 5.23 (+0.0) 5.10 (+0.0)
10 MEG WILSON JR UNATTACHE 5.19m 17' 01 /2 FOUL FOUL 5.19 (+0.0) 4.01 (+0.0)
11 KELSEA BUCHANAN FR TN ST. 4.64m 15' 23 /4 4.64 (+0.0) FOUL 4.24 (+0.0) FOUL
12 TATIANA WILLIAMS LINDSEY WI 4.63m 15' 21 /4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 4.63 (+0.0)
ANNESHA HARRIS LINDSEY WI DNS
#26 Women's Triple Jump
W World Indoor 15.36m Tatyana Lebedeva RUS 3/6/2004 Budapest,
A American Indoor 14.53m Keturah Orji Georgia 1/20/2018 Clemson, SC
C Collegiate Indoor 14.53m Keturah Orji Georgia 1/20/2018 Clemson, SC
F Facility 14.32m Keturah Orji Georgia 2/25/2017
V Vanderbilt 13.54m Simone Charley 2017
2:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 SAIDA BURNS-MOORE SR MEMPHIS 12.58m 41' 31 /4 FOUL 12.58 (+0.0) 12.36 (+0.0) FOUL
2 SANDRA EKBLOM JR MEMPHIS 11.92m 39' 11 /4 FOUL FOUL 11.92 (+0.0) FOUL
3 NICOLE LAWSON SR MEMPHIS 11.88m 38' 113 /4 FOUL 11.75 (+0.0) 11.49 (+0.0) 11.88 (+0.0)
4 ANGEL HORTON SO TN ST. 11.38m 37' 4" 11.11 (+0.0) 11.20 (+0.0) 11.37 (+0.0) 11.38 (+0.0)
5 HALEY PAYTON FR CAMPBELLS 11.37m 37' 33 /4 FOUL FOUL 11.37 (+0.0) FOUL
6 GABRIELLE YOUNGINER SR TN ST. 11.29m 37' 01 /2 11.29 (+0.0) FOUL 11.12 (+0.0) FOUL
7 RAVEN SMITH TN TECH 11.13m 36' 61 /4 FOUL FOUL 11.13 (+0.0) FOUL
8 AYANA EASON SO TN ST. 11.05m 36' 3" FOUL FOUL 11.05 (+0.0) FOUL
ALISON WOERNER SO MURRAY ST. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL PASS
AMY MCGAHEY FR SO INDIANA FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
JASMIN POINTER SO TN ST. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
CHRISTIAN HILL FR MEMPHIS FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
NASCOTTISHA DRUMMOND TN TECH FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
OREATHA HURT LINDSEY WI FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
ELERI GESLER FR MURRAY ST. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
AKERA BENTON FR M.T.S.U. FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
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#4 Women's Shot Put
W World Indoor 22.50m Helena Fibingerova TCH 2/19/1977 Jablonec, TCH
A American Indoor 20.21m Michelle Carter Nike 3/19/2016 Portland, OR
C Collegiate Indoor 19.56m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 3/10/2017 College Station,
F Facility 19.10m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 1/14/2017
V Vanderbilt 16.16m Leslie Vidmar 1998
2:00 PM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 DEENIA MCMILLER SO MEMPHIS 14.71m 48' 31 /4 13.95 FOUL 13.88 14.71 3(1)
2 MONA JAIDI JR MEMPHIS 13.94m 45' 9" 13.04 13.91 13.94 13.63 3(2)
3 MIKAYLA THOMPSON SO TN ST. 13.85m 45' 51 /4 FOUL 13.08 13.85 13.52 3(3)
4 KATE HISE SO MEMPHIS 13.33m 43' 9" FOUL 12.30 13.33 FOUL 3(4)
5 KARLY HIBBARD SR BELMONT 13.22m 43' 41 /2 12.41 13.22 12.93 12.88 3(5)
6 SAMANTHA  LENTON FR MEMPHIS 12.85m 42' 2" FOUL 12.85 FOUL 12.55 3(6)
7 KORI MCDANIEL FR AUSTIN PEA 12.81m 42' 01 /2 12.81 12.49 11.59 12.37 2(1)
8 CHRISTINA MEINHARDT SR MURRAY ST. 12.39m 40' 73 /4 11.42 12.18 12.39 12.33 3(7)
9 TAYLOR MACKLIN FR TN TECH 12.30m 40' 41 /4 11.59 11.36 12.30 12.19 1(1)
10 GENESIS LEGGETT JR BERRY 12.14m 39' 10" FOUL 11.55 11.86 12.14 3(8)
11 DESTINY CAREY JR MURRAY ST. 12.13m 39' 93 /4 11.57 12.02 12.08 12.13 3(9)
12 JEWEL WAGNER JR MURRAY ST. 12.01m 39' 5" 11.42 12.01 11.96 11.48 3(10)
13 AMANI  TAYLOR JR TN ST. 11.90m 39' 01 /2 FOUL FOUL 10.28 11.90 3(11)
14 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDRE 11.43m 37' 6" 10.76 10.78 11.43 10.84 2(2)
15 DE'JAH SMITH LINDSEY WI 11.42m 37' 53 /4 10.43 11.42 10.64 10.40 2(3)
16 ABBEY MINKS FR TN TECH 11.14m 36' 63 /4 10.76 11.14 10.69 FOUL 1(2)
17 RICQUEL WILLIAMS FR CAMPBELLS 11.00m 36' 11 /4 10.12 11.00 10.43 10.98 1(3)
18 SUMMER TRAVIS SO CUMBERLA 10.96m 35' 111 /2 10.48 10.71 10.02 10.96 2(4)
19 KENNEDIE HUDSON JR TN ST. 10.94m 35' 103 /4 10.91 10.94 10.42 FOUL 2(5)
20 JACKLYN VERSEMAN FR AUSTIN PEA 10.53m 34' 63 /4 FOUL 10.53 9.58 FOUL 2(6)
21 MAJA GUSTAFSSON FR BELMONT 10.24m 33' 71 /4 9.93 10.24 FOUL FOUL 2(7)
22 DENAE RIVERA FR BERRY 10.24m 33' 71 /4 9.66 9.33 9.06 10.24 1(4)
23 JAYLA BELL FR ARK-L.R. 9.90m 32' 53 /4 9.90 9.55 9.52 FOUL 1(5)
24 MARY CLAIRE REDDEN FR W. KENTUC 9.57m 31' 43 /4 9.57 8.47 8.21 8.43 1(6)
25 EMILY HUNDT FR M.T.S.U. 9.50m 31' 2" FOUL 9.50 FOUL 9.42 1(7)
26 JASMIN GREEN JR CAMPBELLS 9.45m 31' 0" 9.45 9.25 9.44 9.30 2(8)
27 LANA HENDERSON FR CUMBERLA 9.26m 30' 43 /4 7.99 9.10 9.26 8.99 1(8)
28 ERYKAH SANDERS FR ARK-L.R. 8.83m 28' 113 /4 8.52 8.83 8.70 8.53 1(9)
29 SARAH JOHNSON JR KY WESLEY 8.77m 28' 91 /4 FOUL 8.77 8.04 8.18 2(9)
30 KEYANNA WORD TN TECH 8.44m 27' 81 /4 8.44 8.13 8.31 8.34 1(10)
31 BROOKE COFFMAN FR CAMPBELLS 8.21m 26' 111 /4 7.54 8.04 8.21 7.63 1(11)
32 ADARIAN  GRAY SO W. KENTUC 8.14m 26' 81 /2 8.14 PASS PASS PASS 2(10)
33 ALEXIS JONES FR KY WESLEY 7.41m 24' 33 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.41 7.06 1(12)
PAIGE  PETTELL SR LINDSEY WI NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 3
CARSON BUTLER JR BERRY DNS 2
JESSICA MATTSSON FR BELMONT DNS 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
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#4 Women's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 TAYLOR MACKLIN FR TN TECH 12.30m 40' 41 /4 11.59 11.36 12.30 12.19
2 ABBEY MINKS FR TN TECH 11.14m 36' 63 /4 10.76 11.14 10.69 FOUL
3 RICQUEL WILLIAMS FR CAMPBELLS 11.00m 36' 11 /4 10.12 11.00 10.43 10.98
4 DENAE RIVERA FR BERRY 10.24m 33' 71 /4 9.66 9.33 9.06 10.24
5 JAYLA BELL FR ARK-L.R. 9.90m 32' 53 /4 9.90 9.55 9.52 FOUL
6 MARY CLAIRE REDDEN FR W. KENTUC 9.57m 31' 43 /4 9.57 8.47 8.21 8.43
7 EMILY HUNDT FR M.T.S.U. 9.50m 31' 2" FOUL 9.50 FOUL 9.42
8 LANA HENDERSON FR CUMBERLA 9.26m 30' 43 /4 7.99 9.10 9.26 8.99
9 ERYKAH SANDERS FR ARK-L.R. 8.83m 28' 113 /4 8.52 8.83 8.70 8.53
10 KEYANNA WORD TN TECH 8.44m 27' 81 /4 8.44 8.13 8.31 8.34
11 BROOKE COFFMAN FR CAMPBELLS 8.21m 26' 111 /4 7.54 8.04 8.21 7.63
12 ALEXIS JONES FR KY WESLEY 7.41m 24' 33 /4 FOUL FOUL 7.41 7.06
Flight 2 of 3
1 KORI MCDANIEL FR AUSTIN PEA 12.81m 42' 01 /2 12.81 12.49 11.59 12.37
2 KIRBY SMITH SR MCKENDRE 11.43m 37' 6" 10.76 10.78 11.43 10.84
3 DE'JAH SMITH LINDSEY WI 11.42m 37' 53 /4 10.43 11.42 10.64 10.40
4 SUMMER TRAVIS SO CUMBERLA 10.96m 35' 111 /2 10.48 10.71 10.02 10.96
5 KENNEDIE HUDSON JR TN ST. 10.94m 35' 103 /4 10.91 10.94 10.42 FOUL
6 JACKLYN VERSEMAN FR AUSTIN PEA 10.53m 34' 63 /4 FOUL 10.53 9.58 FOUL
7 MAJA GUSTAFSSON FR BELMONT 10.24m 33' 71 /4 9.93 10.24 FOUL FOUL
8 JASMIN GREEN JR CAMPBELLS 9.45m 31' 0" 9.45 9.25 9.44 9.30
9 SARAH JOHNSON JR KY WESLEY 8.77m 28' 91 /4 FOUL 8.77 8.04 8.18
10 ADARIAN  GRAY SO W. KENTUC 8.14m 26' 81 /2 8.14 PASS PASS PASS
CARSON BUTLER JR BERRY DNS
JESSICA MATTSSON FR BELMONT DNS
Flight 3 of 3
1 DEENIA MCMILLER SO MEMPHIS 14.71m 48' 31 /4 13.95 FOUL 13.88 14.71
2 MONA JAIDI JR MEMPHIS 13.94m 45' 9" 13.04 13.91 13.94 13.63
3 MIKAYLA THOMPSON SO TN ST. 13.85m 45' 51 /4 FOUL 13.08 13.85 13.52
4 KATE HISE SO MEMPHIS 13.33m 43' 9" FOUL 12.30 13.33 FOUL
5 KARLY HIBBARD SR BELMONT 13.22m 43' 41 /2 12.41 13.22 12.93 12.88
6 SAMANTHA  LENTON FR MEMPHIS 12.85m 42' 2" FOUL 12.85 FOUL 12.55
7 CHRISTINA MEINHARDT SR MURRAY ST. 12.39m 40' 73 /4 11.42 12.18 12.39 12.33
8 GENESIS LEGGETT JR BERRY 12.14m 39' 10" FOUL 11.55 11.86 12.14
9 DESTINY CAREY JR MURRAY ST. 12.13m 39' 93 /4 11.57 12.02 12.08 12.13
10 JEWEL WAGNER JR MURRAY ST. 12.01m 39' 5" 11.42 12.01 11.96 11.48
11 AMANI  TAYLOR JR TN ST. 11.90m 39' 01 /2 FOUL FOUL 10.28 11.90
PAIGE  PETTELL SR LINDSEY WI NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#14 Women's Weight Throw
A American Indoor 25.60m Gwen Berry N.Y.A.C. 3/10/2007 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 25.56m Brittany Riley Southern Illinois 3/10/2007 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 25.27m Gwen Berry NYAC/ Nike 2/9/2018
V Vanderbilt 17.82m Vensherrie Campbell 2004
10:00 AM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 DEENIA MCMILLER SO MEMPHIS V 20.07m 65' 101 /4 FOUL 20.07 FOUL FOUL 3(1)
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#14 Women's Weight Throw (cont'd)
10:00 AM:
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
2 MONA JAIDI JR MEMPHIS V 18.07m 59' 31 /2 16.93 18.07 FOUL 17.64 3(2)
3 AMBER SIMPSON FR MEMPHIS V 17.98m 59' 0" 17.17 17.93 17.98 17.03 3(3)
4 AMANI  TAYLOR JR TN ST. 17.68m 58' 01 /4 17.19 17.68 17.05 16.88 3(4)
5 JESSICA MATTSSON FR BELMONT 16.72m 54' 101 /4 FOUL 16.72 16.10 16.15 3(5)
6 MIKAYLA THOMPSON SO TN ST. 16.54m 54' 31 /4 14.73 14.72 16.49 16.54 3(6)
7 SAMANTHA  LENTON FR MEMPHIS 16.42m 53' 101 /2 15.96 16.42 FOUL FOUL 3(7)
8 GENESIS LEGGETT JR BERRY 16.12m 52' 103 /4 16.12 FOUL FOUL FOUL 3(8)
9 LEAH KLOSS SR MCKENDRE 15.09m 49' 61 /4 FOUL 14.68 FOUL 15.09 3(9)
10 KORI MCDANIEL FR AUSTIN PEA 14.98m 49' 13 /4 14.98 14.42 14.60 FOUL 2(1)
11 PAIGE  PETTELL SR LINDSEY WI 14.78m 48' 6" 14.41 14.78 14.52 FOUL 3(10)
12 KENNEDIE HUDSON JR TN ST. 14.47m 47' 53 /4 FOUL 14.47 FOUL 13.51 2(2)
13 DESTINY CAREY JR MURRAY ST. 14.29m 46' 103 /4 FOUL 14.29 FOUL FOUL 2(3)
14 JEWEL WAGNER JR MURRAY ST. 14.18m 46' 61 /4 14.18 FOUL FOUL FOUL 3(11)
15 AKELA HUDSON JR TN ST. 14.00m 45' 111 /4 13.87 13.69 14.00 FOUL 2(4)
16 RACHEL GOOTEE SR MURRAY ST. 13.77m 45' 21 /4 FOUL 13.22 13.75 13.77 2(5)
17 JASMIN GREEN JR CAMPBELLS 13.47m 44' 21 /2 FOUL 13.47 13.11 13.11 2(6)
18 DE'JAH SMITH LINDSEY WI 13.25m 43' 53 /4 FOUL 13.13 13.25 FOUL 2(7)
19 SUMMER TRAVIS SO CUMBERLA 13.07m 42' 103 /4 FOUL 12.75 13.07 FOUL 2(8)
20 CHRISTINA MEINHARDT SR MURRAY ST. 13.07m 42' 103 /4 12.22 13.07 12.29 12.54 2(8)
21 RICQUEL WILLIAMS FR CAMPBELLS 12.80m 42' 0" 11.59 12.08 12.43 12.80 1(1)
22 ALEXIS MCKEE LINDSEY WI 12.71m 41' 81 /2 12.41 12.71 11.67 12.37 1(2)
23 TAYLOR MACKLIN FR TN TECH 12.46m 40' 101 /2 FOUL 9.55 12.46 11.86 1(3)
24 SARAH JOHNSON JR KY WESLEY 11.92m 39' 11 /4 11.85 11.92 FOUL 11.82 2(10)
25 DENAE RIVERA FR BERRY 11.68m 38' 4" FOUL 10.63 11.68 9.87 1(4)
26 MARY CLAIRE REDDEN FR W. KENTUC 11.46m 37' 71 /4 11.46 FOUL 10.78 FOUL 1(5)
27 JACKLYN VERSEMAN FR AUSTIN PEA 10.64m 34' 11" 10.61 FOUL FOUL 10.64 2(11)
28 LANA HENDERSON FR CUMBERLA 10.25m 33' 71 /2 10.25 8.61 FOUL 9.83 1(6)
29 BROOKE COFFMAN FR CAMPBELLS 9.58m 31' 51 /4 8.00 FOUL 8.84 9.58 1(7)
30 MALORIE CARTER FR LINDSEY WI 9.21m 30' 23 /4 8.77 8.13 9.15 9.21 1(8)
31 ABBEY MINKS FR TN TECH 8.47m 27' 91 /2 FOUL FOUL 8.47 FOUL 1(9)
32 KEYANNA WORD TN TECH 7.30m 23' 111 /2 3.85 FOUL 7.30 FOUL 1(10)
33 JAYLA BELL FR ARK-L.R. 6.41m 21' 01 /2 FOUL 6.41 PASS PASS 1(11)
ALEXIS JONES FR KY WESLEY DNS 1
CARSON BUTLER JR BERRY DNS 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 3
1 RICQUEL WILLIAMS FR CAMPBELLS 12.80m 42' 0" 11.59 12.08 12.43 12.80
2 ALEXIS MCKEE LINDSEY WI 12.71m 41' 81 /2 12.41 12.71 11.67 12.37
3 TAYLOR MACKLIN FR TN TECH 12.46m 40' 101 /2 FOUL 9.55 12.46 11.86
4 DENAE RIVERA FR BERRY 11.68m 38' 4" FOUL 10.63 11.68 9.87
5 MARY CLAIRE REDDEN FR W. KENTUC 11.46m 37' 71 /4 11.46 FOUL 10.78 FOUL
6 LANA HENDERSON FR CUMBERLA 10.25m 33' 71 /2 10.25 8.61 FOUL 9.83
7 BROOKE COFFMAN FR CAMPBELLS 9.58m 31' 51 /4 8.00 FOUL 8.84 9.58
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#14 Women's Weight Throw (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
8 MALORIE CARTER FR LINDSEY WI 9.21m 30' 23 /4 8.77 8.13 9.15 9.21
9 ABBEY MINKS FR TN TECH 8.47m 27' 91 /2 FOUL FOUL 8.47 FOUL
10 KEYANNA WORD TN TECH 7.30m 23' 111 /2 3.85 FOUL 7.30 FOUL
11 JAYLA BELL FR ARK-L.R. 6.41m 21' 01 /2 FOUL 6.41 PASS PASS
ALEXIS JONES FR KY WESLEY DNS
Flight 2 of 3
1 KORI MCDANIEL FR AUSTIN PEA 14.98m 49' 13 /4 14.98 14.42 14.60 FOUL
2 KENNEDIE HUDSON JR TN ST. 14.47m 47' 53 /4 FOUL 14.47 FOUL 13.51
3 DESTINY CAREY JR MURRAY ST. 14.29m 46' 103 /4 FOUL 14.29 FOUL FOUL
4 AKELA HUDSON JR TN ST. 14.00m 45' 111 /4 13.87 13.69 14.00 FOUL
5 RACHEL GOOTEE SR MURRAY ST. 13.77m 45' 21 /4 FOUL 13.22 13.75 13.77
6 JASMIN GREEN JR CAMPBELLS 13.47m 44' 21 /2 FOUL 13.47 13.11 13.11
7 DE'JAH SMITH LINDSEY WI 13.25m 43' 53 /4 FOUL 13.13 13.25 FOUL
8 SUMMER TRAVIS SO CUMBERLA 13.07m 42' 103 /4 FOUL 12.75 13.07 FOUL
8 CHRISTINA MEINHARDT SR MURRAY ST. 13.07m 42' 103 /4 12.22 13.07 12.29 12.54
10 SARAH JOHNSON JR KY WESLEY 11.92m 39' 11 /4 11.85 11.92 FOUL 11.82
11 JACKLYN VERSEMAN FR AUSTIN PEA 10.64m 34' 11" 10.61 FOUL FOUL 10.64
CARSON BUTLER JR BERRY DNS
Flight 3 of 3
1 DEENIA MCMILLER SO MEMPHIS V 20.07m 65' 101 /4 FOUL 20.07 FOUL FOUL
2 MONA JAIDI JR MEMPHIS V 18.07m 59' 31 /2 16.93 18.07 FOUL 17.64
3 AMBER SIMPSON FR MEMPHIS V 17.98m 59' 0" 17.17 17.93 17.98 17.03
4 AMANI  TAYLOR JR TN ST. 17.68m 58' 01 /4 17.19 17.68 17.05 16.88
5 JESSICA MATTSSON FR BELMONT 16.72m 54' 101 /4 FOUL 16.72 16.10 16.15
6 MIKAYLA THOMPSON SO TN ST. 16.54m 54' 31 /4 14.73 14.72 16.49 16.54
7 SAMANTHA  LENTON FR MEMPHIS 16.42m 53' 101 /2 15.96 16.42 FOUL FOUL
8 GENESIS LEGGETT JR BERRY 16.12m 52' 103 /4 16.12 FOUL FOUL FOUL
9 LEAH KLOSS SR MCKENDRE 15.09m 49' 61 /4 FOUL 14.68 FOUL 15.09
10 PAIGE  PETTELL SR LINDSEY WI 14.78m 48' 6" 14.41 14.78 14.52 FOUL
11 JEWEL WAGNER JR MURRAY ST. 14.18m 46' 61 /4 14.18 FOUL FOUL FOUL
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